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New Method of prepaing Culture Media. Dr. Lorrain Smith,

143 ; Microbian Diseases not transmissible by Ova or Sper-

matozoa, 165 ; Polymorphism among B.rc'eria, Ali Cohen
and Uffelie, 179 ; the Polymorphism of Micro-Organisms,

253; Micro-organisms and Bread, Dr. Troi zki, 204; Photo-

graph of a Landscape in Living and De.ad B.icteria, 250 ;

the Microbe ol Contagious Peripneumonia in Cattle, S.

Arloing, 287; M. Versm on the Hong-kong Pl.ague, 36S

;

Bacteriology of the Ocean, Dr. B. Fischer, 431 ; Soap as a

Germicide, 431 ; on the Chemical and Bacteriological Exam-
ination of Soil, wiih special reference to the Soil of

Graveyards, Dr. James Buchanan Young, 443 ; Sunshine

and Water-Microbes, Mrs. Percy Franklun I, 452 ; Dr.

Duenschmann on the EfTects of associating a Virulent with

a Non-Virulent Micro-organism in .\nim.al Inoculation,

456 ; Micro-Organisms in Water, Prof. Percy Frankland and
Mrs. Percy Frankland, Dr. E. Klein, F.R.S., 469; the

Berridge Laboratory lor the Chemical and Bacteri ilogical

Examination of Water Supply and the Invesiigation of Pro-

cesses of Sewage Purtlicaiion, 501 ; some of the Micro-

B
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Organisms causing the Diseases of Beer, Mr. Fellows, 503 ;

the Problem of Immunity. Prof. Buchner, 511
liaden. Geological Map of, J. Edmund Clark, 426
liagard (Henri), on the Thermoelectric force between two Elec-

trolytes, and on the Thomson Eflect in the case of E.ectro-
lytes, 554

'failey (G. H.), Volatilisation of Salts during Evaporation, 71
iiailey (Prof. L. H.), the Relation of the Age of Type to

Variability, 487 ; on the Struggle for Existence under Cul-
tii'ation, 4S7

ilaily (F. G.), on Hysteresis in Iron and Steel in a Rotating
Magnetic Field, 40S

liaker (Brerelon), Experiments on tlio Influence of Moisture on
Chemical Subsiance>, 409

Baker (H. B.), Influence ol Moisture on Chemical Change, 166
lialfour (Prof. I. Bayley, F.R.S. ), Opening Address in Section
D of the British Association, 371

Ball (Sir Robert), Sir William Uerschel, 234
I'laltic and North Seas, Swedish Hydrographic Research in the.

Prof. Otto Pettersson, 305
B.ily (E. C. C), Relations of Pressure, Volume, and Tem-

perature of Rarefied Gases, 143; Experiments on Relations
of Pressure, Volume, and Temperature of Rarefied Gases,

215
Bambeke iCh. van). Vascular Ilypha; of the Mycelium of the

.'\ulobasidiom)Ccies, 214
Barbary, M. A. Pomcl, on the Later Geological and Climatic

Phases in, 368
Bail)er(C. A.), Drought at Antigua, 475
Barlicr (Samuel), Maio of 90" wiih Parhelia, 269
Barbier (Ph.), an Unsalura.ed Natural Ketone, 48; Constitu-

tion of Licarcol, 144 ; on the Constitution of Rhodinol from
Essence of Pelargonium, 36S

Barcroft (Mr. Henry), on tiic Application of Screw-propellers
to Canal Boats, 365

IJatilelehen (Prof. Karl von), the Rudiments of Sixth and
Seventh Digits or Rays in Mammals, 22

Barker (Capt. D. Wilson), Flight of Oceanic Birds, 617
Barlow (Dr. Lazarus), Experiments upon the Flow of Lymph

from the Hind Limbs, 462
Barlow (W.), Leber die geomelrischen Eigcnschaften homo-
gener starrer Slructuren und ihre Anwendung auf Kryslalle,

593
B.irnard (Prof. E. I-,.), the Diameters of some Minor Planets,

65 ; the Nebulous Character of Nova Aurigx, 254 ; the

Discs of Jupiter's Satellites, \V. J. S. I.ockyer, 320 ; Obser-
vations of Salurn and Uranus, 433 ; Nebulosities near the
Pleiades, 583 ; ihe Fifth Satellite of Jupiler, 624

Barometer, Height of, Karl Pearson, 33S : Henry Mellish, 400
Bartoli (Prof.), EfTect of a Thin Veil of Cloud or Mist upon the

Intensity of Solar Radiation, 482 ; Temperature Variation
in the Elcctric.il Resistance of Esieis of the Fatty Acids, 502

Barton (E. II.), Electiical Inlcrfercnce Phenomena, O9
Bnrus (Carl), Spiral Gonionittry in its Relation to the Measure-
ment of .\ctiviiy, 334 ; when two Metals are Thermo-
electrically Identical, 91 ; the present Status of High Tem-
perature Research, 633

Bassatis, the Cunning, a Rcctnt Addition to the Zoological
Society's Menagerie, 128

Bassett-Smilh (P. W.), Results of Dredgings on Macclesfield
Bank in the China Sea, 552

Batavia, Eruption of the Volcano of Galocnpgocn, 620
ISaleson (W.), Materials for the Study of Variation, treated

wiih especial regard to Discontrnuity in Ihe Origin of

Species. Prof. \V. F. R. Weldon, F.R.S., 2$
Bath, an Electric Light, Dr. Gebbardl, 432
Balhumcicr, Univer^.i!, Captain G. Rung, 431
I'.ailiymetrical Survey of the Lake of Gatda, Prof. Richler, 581
Bauer (L. A.), Wilde's Theory of the Secular Variation of

Terrestrial Magnetism, 337
BaurfDr. K. W.;, Death of, 130
Bayard (Mr. F. C), on Ihe Rainfall at Greenwich, 457
l'..i)lii'i (Mr), Exficrimcnlal Inquiry into Ihe Innervation of the

I'orial Vein, 462 ; Vaao-dilatnr Ntrvcs, 462
ilcaulard (M. F.), on Ihe Specific Inductive Capacity of Glass,

335
itcfiber (Dr. J. W. van), on the Daily Synoptic Weather
Charts of the North Aiianlic, 362

Becker (G. F.), on certain Agronomical Conditions favour-
able to Glacialion, 440

Beddard (Frank E., F.R.S.), another New Branchiate
Oligochxle, 20

Beer, some of the Micro-Organisms causing the Diseases of,

Mr. Fellowes, 503
Beer .Money, the Work of the, John Rae, 583
Bees and Wasps, some Oriental Beliels about, Kuniagusu

Minakat.-i, 30
Bees-wax, ihe Bleaching of, J. S. D., 452
Behtens (Prof. H.), Alloys of Iron with Chromium and

Tungsten, 24 ; a Manual of Micro-chemical Analysis, 122;
Detection of Alkaloids by Micro-chemical Methods, 311

Belgique, Bulletin de I'.^cadcmie Royale de, 165, 214, 4S9
Belgium : A. Gillon, on the Iron and Steel Industries of, 459;

Mr. D. Selby Bigge, on Electrical Power in Belgian lion

Works, 460
Bell (Sir Lowthian), on the Use of Caustic Lime in the Blast

Furnace, 459
Belopolsky (k.), ihe .\ppearance of the Helium Line, 206
Beneden (Prol. L. van), on the Origin and Morphological

Signilicalion of the Notochord, 434 ; on the Relations of

Protoplasm, 434
Bengal, the Anthropometrical System of Identification in use

in, 326
Benham (Dr. Wm. Blaxland), Vermes, 7 ; on the Blood of the

.Mageloiia, 435
Bennettites, some New Facts with regard to, A. C. Seward,

594
Benson (General Robert), Death of, 620
Benson (Miss), on the Fertilisation of the Chalazogamic Amen-

tifera;, 434
Bent (J. Theodore), Exploration of the Iladramut, 90; on the

Natives of the Hadramui, 440
Bergen, Norway, the Biological Institution in, 271
Berlin Meteorological Society, 95, 191

Berlin Physical Society, 95, 192, 287
Berlin Physiological Society, 95, 192, 335, 491
Bermudas, the Coal-Reefs of ihe, Alexander Agassiz, 235
Bernard (H. M.), Has the Case for Direct Organic Adaptation

been fully staled? 546
Bernthstein (Dr.), on a New Bacterium which occurs in Milk,

409
Berridge Laboratory, the, for the Chemical and Bacteriological

Examination of Water Supply, c\:c,
, 501

Bersier (Lieut.), New Foimof Automatic Steering Compass,

2f;2 ; on the Automatic Transmitter of Steering Directions,

Berthelol (M.), Sulphuric Acid Compounds of Isomeric Propy-

lene, 72 ; Researches on Trimethylene and Propylene, 120 ;

Ihe Explosive Decomposition ot Ammonium and Mercury
Salts of Diazoimide, 253 ; Researches on Phenylhydrazine,

263
Berthollet-Proust Controversy, Ihe, and the Law of Definite

Proportions, Philip J. Hartog, 149
Bertillon's System of Identification to be adopted in England,

481
Bertrand (C. Eg.), on Coprolitic Bacteria of Ihe Permian Age,

396
Bcrirand (G.), the Latex of the Lacquer Tree, 144
Bertrand (M.), on the Structure of the French Alps, 510
Bertrand (Prof.), Jubilee Presentation to, 130
Bessemer Process, Spectroscopic Phenomena and Thermo-

chemistry of. Prof. W. N. IL-irlley, K.U,S,, 261

Bianco (Dr, O, Z. ), Researches at Turin as to Recent Change
in the Character of April, 393

Bid well (Shelford, F.R.S,), on the EflTcct of Magnetisation upon
the Dimensions of Iron Kings in directions perpendicular to

the Mai;netisation and upon the Volume of the Kings, 442 ;

on the Recurrent Images following Visual Impressions, 466
Bifilar Pendulum for Me.isuring Earth-Tilts, C, Davison, 246
Big Game Shooting, Clive Phillipps-Wollcy, 298
Bigge (D. Selby), on Electrical Power in Belgian Iron Works,
460

Biggs (C, H, W,), First Principles of Electrical Engineering,

423; Electrical Distribution, its Theory and Practice, part

li
. 423

Bigourdan (G,), Determination of Relative Intensity of

Gravity, 94
Bigourdan (M.), on Ihe Micromelric Measurement of .Small

Angular Celestial Distances, MM, Locwy, Tisserand, and
Wolf, 368
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Biles (Prof. J. II.), on the Design nf Mail Steamers with special

reference to their use for War purposes, 329
Binaries, Spectroscopic Velocities of, 327
Biology : Introduction to Elementary Practical Biology, C. W.

Dodge, 77 ; Obituary Notice of George John Romanes,
I'.R.S, by Prof. E. Ray Lankester, F.R.S., 108; the

Biological Institution in Bergen, Norway, 271 ; Biological

.Stalion established at Dribatt, Norway, 275 ; Biological

Station established at Havana, Illinois River, 275 ; Prof. J.
M. Macfarlane on the Irrito-contractility of Plants, 361 ;

Opening Address in Section D of the British Association by
Prof. 1. Bayley Balfour, F.R.S., 371 ; a Theory of

Development and Herediiy, Henry B. Orr, 445 ; Alternat-
ing Generations : a Biological Study of Oak Galls and Gall
Flies, Dr. Hermann Adler, 545 ; Marine Biology, the

Projected Station at Cumbrae, 13 ; Joliann von Miiller

and the Gulf of Naples, 14; Ocean Meadows, 65;
Ouramceba, \Vm. L. Poteat, 79 ; Clavatella Prolifera, Henry
Scherren, 104 ; Annual Report of Wood's Holl (Mass.)
Laboratory, 130 ; the Marine Biological Association, 203 ;

Reports of, 251 ; Interesting Marine Animals, Prof. W. A.
Herdman, F.R.S., 475 ; Bacteriology of the Ocean, Dr. B.

Fischer, 431 ; Wood's H ill, Mass. Laboratory, 481; Results of

Dredgings on Macclesfield Bank in the China Sea, P. W.
Bassett-Smith, 552 (See also Section D of the British

Association)

Bird (Charles), Geology, 171
Birds, Early Arrival of, J. Lloyd-Bozward, 8 ; Rev. W.

Clement Ley, 31
Birds, ihe Flight of Oceanic, Capt. D. Wilson Barker, 617
Birds, Rate of the Flight of, F. W. Headley, 269
Birkeland (M.), Exprnments on the Magnetisation of Iron

and ParafTin by Hertzian Waves, 203
Biskra and the Oasis and Desert of the Zibans, Alfred E.

Pease, 317
Biilncr (Dr. A.), the Newer Literature of the .\lpine Trias,

.283
Bitumen, California, on the Nitrogen Content of, S. F.

Peckham, 515
Black (Alex.), First Principles of Building, 6i6
Black (Surgeon-Maior \V. G.), the Teeih and Civilisation, 148
Blandford (\V. F. H.), on a Sand Flea, or Chigoe, from China,

63s
Blandford (Dr. W. T., F. R.S.), Gohna Lake, 596
Blanshard (C. T.), New Element in the Sulphur Group, 571
Blast-Furnace, Sir Lowthian Bell on the use of Caustic Lime in

the, 459
Bleekrode (Dr. L ) on the use of Quartz Fibres in Telescopes,

174
Blond lot (R.) on the Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves

in Ice, 604
Blood, Researches on the Causes of the Toxicity of the Serum

of, MM. Mairet and Bosc, 335
Bloxam (A. G.), Cataloguing Scientific Papers, 104; Prof.

Ostwald on English Chemists, 224
Boa-constrictor swallowed by another in the Zoological

Gardens, one, 620
Board Schools, Scientific Method in, Prof. H. E. Armstrong,

F.R.S., 631
Boaz (Dr. Franks on Human Faculty as determined by Race,

487
Boilers : on the Influence of Circulation on Evaporative

Efficiency of Waier Tube, J. I. Thornycroft, 328;
Recent Experience with Cylindrical Boilers and the Ellis

and Eaves Suction Draught, F. Gross, 329
Boisbaudran (NL l,eciiq de), Cry-ials. 420
Boll (Franz) Siudien uber Claudius Ptolem.ius : ein Beitrag

zur Geschichte der griechischen Philosophic und Astrologie,

398
Bol on (Herbert), New Goniatite from Lov/er Coal Measures,

Boltzmann's Theorem on Perminence of Distributions, Dr.

Watson's Proof of, Edwd. P. Culverviell, 617
Boinpas (G. C), tlie Semi Annual Variation of Meteors, 504
Bond'(C. II.), External .\naiomy of the Chinese Brain, ill

Bonney (Prof. T. G., F R.S.), Mes'zoic Rocks and Crystal-

line .Schists in Leponiine Alps, 22 ; Relations of the Older
Fragmenlal Rock in North west Carnarvonshire, 286

Bonnier (Gaston), Sructur: of Plants of Spitzbergen and Jan
Mayen Island, 216

Books, the Dendritic Crystals on Pages of, .\. T. Tait, H2 ;

Means adopted in Indian Museums for Preservation of,

against Insects, 155
Bornand's (Dr.) Bequest to the Academie de Lausanne for the
Endowment of a Chair of Embryogeny, 325

Bos (Dr. J. Ritzema), Agricultural Zoology, 567
Bosc (M.), Researches on the Causes of the Toxicity of the
Serum of Blood, 335

Bossi (A.), Formaldoxime, 22
Botany : Irritability of Plants, R. W. Deeley, 8 ; the Natural

History of Plants, from the German of Prof. Anton Kerner
von Marilaun, Prof. F. W. Oliver, 28 ; Death and Obituary
Notice of Adolph Leipner and of A. Derbes, 33 ;

Number of Species at present known, Prof. Saccardo,

35; the Earliest! Mention of Dictyophora, Kumagasu
Minakata, 54; Death of Dr. E. H. Vinen, 60; Death
of Prof. Thomas Morong, 60 ; Size and Age of

Largest Native Trees in Britain. Dr. D. Chrislison, 62 ;

Habits of Lemna, Dr. H. B. Guppy, 71 ; the Fertilisa-

tion of Ckrodendron tomcntosum and Candolld: serrulata,

A. G. Hamilton, 95 ; Botanical Charts and Definitions,

Miss A. E. Brooke and Miss A. C. Brooke, loi ; Practical

Botany for Beginners, F. O. Bower, 123; the Latex of the

Lacquer Tree, G. Bertrand, 144 ; .Structural Botany
(Flowering Botany), Dukinfield Henry Scott, 147 ; Mohl's
Primordial Utricle, Thomas Hick, 173 ; Death of Ed.
Leievre, 177; Structure of Plants of Spitzbergen and Jan
Mayen Island, Gaston Bonnier, 216 ; the Root of Lygiito-

dendron Oldhamiuni, T>x. \V. C. Williamson, F.R.S.,and
Dr. D. H. Scott, 261 ; Methods of Fertilisation of

Goodeniacca , A. G. Hamilton, 28S ; the Royal Botanic

Garden, Calcutta, 30S ; Annual Report of the Royal Botanic
Garden, Calcutta, 326 ; Fungus Diseases of Cultivated
Trees, P. Baccarini, 309 ; Nuovo Giornale Botanico
I'aliano, 309 ; Journal of Botany, 309 ; a Handbook to the

Flora of Ceylon, Henry Trimen, F. R. S., James Britten,

316 ; Prof J. .M. Macfarlane on the Irrito-Contractility of

Plants, 361 ; Records of Kaffrarian Plants, Thos. R. Sim,
416; Miss Benson on the Fertilisation of the Chalazogamic
Amentiferas, 434 ; Miss Periz on the Hygroscopic Dispersal

of Fruits in certain I.abialoe, 434; Prof. Johnstone on Algse
which deposit Calcareous Matter in their Tisues, 434 ; 011

the Periodic Variation in the number of Chromosomes, Prof.

Slrasburger, 434 ; Prof. Douglas H. Campbell on the origin

of the Sexual Organs of the I'teridophytes, Notes upon the

Germination of the Spores of the Ophioglosseae, 435 ; Prof.

F. O. Bower on Sterilisation and a Theory of the Strohilu«,

435 ; Researches on the Respiration and Assimilation of the

Muscinece, B. Jrinsson, 444 ; on Nucleoli and Centrosomc,

J. F;. Humphiev, 503; Death of Ptof. Pringsheim, 580;
Two Letters of Charles Daiwin, 580 ; .Some New Facts with

regard to Scnncttites, K. C. Seward, 594 ; A Student's

Text- Book of Hotany," Prof. S. H. Vines, F. R.S., the

Student's Introductory Handbook of Systematic Botany,

Joseph W. Oliver, Harold Wager, 613 ; Death of General
Robert Benson, 620

Bouchardot (G.), Action of Sulphuric Acid on Camphor,
264

Bourru (M.), the Homologues of Quinine, 191

Bouty (E. ), Capacity of Polarised Surface of Mercury, &c.

,

35 ; on the Capacity of the Caiiillary Electrometer, 455
Bouveault (L. ), an Unsaturated Natural Ketone, 48; Constitu-

tion of l^icareol, 144 ; on ihe Constitution of Rhodinol fiom

Essence of Pelargonium, 368
Bovey (Henry T. ), Theory of Structures and Strength of

Materials, Piof. A. G. Greenhill, F.R.S , 97
Bower (F. O. ), Practical Botany for Beginners, 123 ; on

Slerilisaiion and a Theory of the Strobilus, 435
Bower (John .\.), Simple Experiments for Science Teaching,

Boyle (Robert), the Sceptical Chemist, 349
Boys (Prof. C. V., F. R..S. ) on the Newtonian Constant of

Gravitation, 330, 366, 417, 571
Bozward (J. Llt>yd), Early Arrival of Birds, 8

BradWury's (Chas.) " Brunsviga " Calculating Machine, 1S2

Brain, l-.xternal Anatomy of the Chinese, C. H. Bond, III

Br.iins, Two Microcephalic, Dr. Telford Smith and Prof. D. J.
Cunningham, F. R.S., 2S7

Brauiwell (Sir Fredciick), some Reminiscences of Steam Loco-
motion on Common Roads, 437
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Branchiate 01igocha;te, another New, Frank E. Beddard,

F.R.S., 20
Brauner (B.), Fluoplurabales and Free Fluorine, 22

Bread, Micro-or(;anisms and, Dr. Troitzl-e, 204
Brehoie (Dr.), the CuUivahle Land on Kilimanjaro, 305
Brinton (Dr. D. G.), the N.-itive Calendar of Central America
and Mexico, 206 ; on the .\ims of ihe .\meric.an Association

for the Advancement of Science, 485 ; Variations in the

Human Skeleton and their Causes, 487 ; Conclusions on the

Hieroglyph "pax," 487
British Association : Meeting at Oxford, 151, 270, 297,

338, 369, 400; Inaugural Address by the Most Hon. the

Marquis of Salisbury, F. R.S., Chancellor of the University

of Oxford, Presiden', 339 ; Conferences of the Delegates of

the C'lrresponding Societies, 461
Section A {Malhematiis and Physics)—Opening Address by

Prof. .\. \V. Rucker, F.R.S., President of the Section,

343 ; Lord Kelvin, P. R. S., and Mr. Maclean on some Pre-

liminary Experiments to 6nd if Suhtraciion of Water from

Air electrifies it, 406: Prof. Oliver Lodge, F. R. S., on

Photo-electric Leakage, 406 ; G. H. Bryan on the Present

State of Knowledge in Thermodynamics, 406; Prof.

Henrici on Integrators, Harmonic Analysers, and Inte-

graphs, and their Application to Physical and Engineering

Problems, 407 : Prof. Osborne Reyn ilJs on the Successive

Stages in the Motion of Water passing under gradu.illy

increasing Pressure through a Vertical Tube constricted in

the Middle, 407; Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S., on Experiments
made to Delemiine the Minimum Current audible in the

Telephone, 407 ; on the Quantitative Theory of the Tele-

phone, 408 ; Prof. J. A. Ewing on an Apparatus for

Measuring Small S'rains, 40S ; F. G. Baily on Hysteresis

in Iron and .S'eel in a Rota'ing Magnetic Field, 408 ;

Prof .S. P. Thompson on the Magnetic Analogues of

well-known Propositions respecting Optical Images in

Plane Mirrors, 408 ; Prof. A. M. Mayer on Beats and
Beat Toni-s, 408 ; Prof. Oliver Lodge, F.R.S., on Max-
well's Theory of Light, 408 ; Prof. J. J. Thom-on on the

Velocity of the Cathode Ray«, 408 ; Prof. W. Forster on
the Di-placemenis of the Rotational Axis of the Earth,

409, 488
Section B (Chemistry)—Opening Address by Prof. H. B.

Dixon, F. R.S., Pre ident of the .Section, an Oxford
School of Chemists. 348 ; Prof. Clowes' Experiments on
the Proportions of Cartionic Acid in Air which are extinc-

tive to Flame, and which are irrespirable, 409 ; Dr. Lobry
<le Bruyn's Expt iments demonstrating Ihe Properties of

Free Hvdroxylamine. 409 ; Dr. Hcrnthslein on a New Bac-
terium which occurs in Slilk, 409 ; Prof. j. J. Thomson,
Experiments illustrating the Connection between Chemical
Change and E'ectrical Discharge through Gases, 409 ;

Brereton Baker, some Experiments on the Influence of

Moisture on Chemical Substances, 409; Dr. Ewan on the

Rate of Oxidation of Phosphorous Sulphur and Aldehyde,

409; Prof. ILirilcy on some New Methods of Spectrum
Analysis and some H-ssemer Flame .Spectra, 410 ; Lord
Kayleigh and Prof. Ramsay on the Existence of a New
Gas in Ihe Atmosphere, 410 ; Prof. koberls-Aus'en on
some Experiments on the Electrolysis of Glass,

410; Dr. J. H. Gladstone on the Rate of Progress
of Chemical Change, 410 ; Philip Hartog on the Dis-

tinction between Compounds and Homogeneous Mix-
tures, 410 ; Prof. J. A. Wanklyn on the Atomic Weight
of Carbon, 410 ; A. P. Laurie on the DifTusion of very
Dilute Solutinnsot Chlorine and Iodine, 410 ; Prof. J. W.
B'uhl on Tauliim'-ri'.m, 411 ; Dr. Caro on a Method of

Obtaining a New RhoHamine, 411 ; Drs. G. G. Henderson
and A. R. Ewing nnTclrarsenitcs, 41 1 ; Dr. J B. Cohen on
the Constitution of ihc Acid Amides, 411 ; Report of Ihe
CommiMcc uiion tne Action of Light ujion Dyed Colours,

411 ; Dr. W. MeyerhnfTer on Orlain Phennmena of
Equilibrium during Ihc Evaporation of Salt Solutions, 411

Section C (Geo/o^y)—Opening Address by L. Fletcher,
K.R.S., Pre-iih-m of ihc Section, 353 ; H. A. Miers on a

New .Melh'id of M-asiiring CryslaN, 411 ; Howard Fox,
Kcmarkalilr R .<k at Dinas Head in Cornwall, 412 ; Profs.

Green and W, HoyI Dawkins on Oxfordshire Geology, 412 ;

Plateau Im h nirnn of K-nt, 412 ; Pleistocene Geology,
412 ; Dr. Hii k> on the .Slratifipd Gravels, .Samls, and
Clay of the Plateaux of IlendoD, Finchley, and Whetstone,

412 ; E. P. Culverwell, an Examination of CroU's and
Ball's Theory of Ice Ages and Genial Ages, 413 ; Mont-
gomerie Ball on the Paleolithic Section at Wolvercote, 413 ;

Geologies and Deluges, Prof. Sollas, F.R..S., 505
Section D (Biolog}')—Opening Address by Prof. I. Bayley

Balfour, F.R.S., President of Ihe Section, 371 ; Report of

Committees, 434 ; J. E. .S. Moore, Investigations on the

Reduction Division in Cartilaginous Fishes, 434 ; Prof.

Hubrecht on the Didermic Blas'ocyte in Mammalia, 434 :

W. Garstang on the Ancestry of iheChordata, 434 ; W. F..

CoUinge on the Structure of the Integument in PoiyoJon,

434 ; Prof. Johnstone on .-Mga; which deposit Calcareous
Matter in their Tissues, 434 ; Prof. E. Van B' neden on
the Relations of Protoplasm. 434 ; Prof. Sirasburger on the

Periodic Variation in the Number of Chromosomes, 434 ;

Prof. Kay Lankester on Chlorophyll in An'mals, 434 ;

Prof. E. V'an Beneden on the Origin and Morphological
Signification of the Notochord, 434 ; Prof. Struthers on
the Carpus of the Greenland Riyht Whale, 434 ; Miss
Benson on the Fertilisation of Ch.alazogamic Amenliferaf,

434 ; Miss Periz on Hydroscopic Dispersal of Fruits in

Certain Labiatse, 434 ; Dr. O. Maas on Temperature as a

Factor in Ihe Distribution of Marine Animals, 434 ; Prof.

W. A. llerdman on the Marine Zoology of the Irish Sea,

434; Prof. D'Arcy Thompson on sume Difficulties of

Darwinism, 435 ; Prof. C. V. Riley on Social Insects and
Evolution, 435 ; Prof. Haycraft on the role of Sex in

Evolution, 435 ; Prof. Osborn on Certain Principles of

Progressively .\daptive Variations observed in Fossil

Series, 435 ; W. P. Pycraft on the Wing ii{ A'chctofteryx
viewed in Ihe light of that of some Modern Birds, 435 ;

Prof. Douglas H. Campiiell on tlie Orign of the Sexual
Organs of the Pteridophytes, and Note- upon the Germina-
tion of the Spores of the Ophioglosve.x, 435 ; Prof. F. O.

Bower on Sterilisation and a Theory of the Slrobilus, 435 ;

Dr. W. B. Benham on the Blood of Mas;ehna, 435 ; ]. T.
Cunningham on the Si,;nificance of Diagnostic Characters

in the Pleuionectid,-c, 436 ; Dr. F. A. Dixey on the

Plantar .Surface in Infants, 436 ; W. E. Collinge on the

Relations of the Cranial Nerves to the Sensory Canal
.Sys'em, 436 ; Dr. H. B. Pollard on Cranial Skeletons of

South Anu-rican and African Siluroid F"ishes, 436
Section E (Geography)—Opening .Vddress byCipt. W. J.

L. Wharlon, F.R.S., President of the Section, 377 ;

Ocean'graphical Observations, H. N. Dickson, 436 ; J.
V. Buchanan, F.K. S., on Researches carried out on
board the Prince of Monaco's Yacht in the Mediterranean
and North .\tlantic, 436; Dr, John Murray on the (Geo-

graphical and Balhymetrical Distribution of Organisns in

the Ocean, 436 ; Somers Clarke on the Geography of

Lower Nubia, 437 ; Norman Lockycr rn lie Projected

Nile Reservoir, 437; G. G. Chisho' '1 Spelling of

Geographical Names, 437
Section G (Mechantcal Science)—O \ Iress by Prof.

.\. B. W. Kennedy, F.R.S., Pii 1 1 the S ction,

the Critical Side of Mechanical I'rair.in ;, 383; Sir

Frederick Bramwell on some Reminiscences ol Steam
Locomotion on Common Roads, 43S ; Prof. T. Claxton
Fidler on the Strength and Plastic Extensibility of Iron

and .Steel, 438 ; Sir .Vndrew Noble on Afeihods ihu have
been adopted for Measuring Pressures in the Bores of Guns,

438 ; B. Donkin on the most Economical Temperature for

Steam Engine Cylinders, 438 ; Prof. D. ,S. Capper on
Engineering Laboratory Instruments and their Calibration,

438
Section H (Anthropology)—Opening Address by Sir. W. H.

Flower, F. R.S., President of the Section, 387 ; Dr. E. 1!.

Tylor on the Distribution of Mythical Beliefs as Evidence
in Ihe History of Culture, 439 ; Discussion on the Plate.au

Flinl Implements of North Kent, 439; Arthur Evans on
the Discovery of a new Ilicroglviihic Systim and Pre-

Phoenician Script in Crete, 439 ; Rev. (J. Hart well Jones
on the Relation between Ihe Body and Mind, as expressed
in Early Languages, Customs, and Myths, 440 ; I'tof. J.

Kollmann on Pygmies in Europe, 440 ; (General Pitt-

Rivers on the Explorations of British Caiips and a Long
Harrow near Ru^hmore, 440 ; Theodore B -nt on the

Natives of the Iladramut, 440 ; J. Gray on the Distribution

ofihe Picis in Biilain as indicated by Place. Names, 440 j

Prof. L. Manouvricr on Ihe Brain of a Young Fuegian,
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440 ; Rev. Lorimer Fison on the Classificatory System of

Relationship, 440 ; J. Graham Kerr on the Tobas of South
America, 440; Alf'ed P. Maudslay on Native Buildings

at Chichen Itsa, Yucatan, and the Customs of the Maya
Indians, 440

Section I [Physiology)— O'^i^iMi^ Address by Prof. E. A.
Schiifcr, F.R.S., President cf the Section, 401 ; M. S.

Pemhrey on the Rpac ion of Animals to Changes of External

Temperature, 460 ; Mr. Harris on the Results of an In-

vestigation into the Mu'icular Rhythm of Voluntary Tetanus
in Man, 461 ; Prof. McKendrick on the Phonograph, 461 ;

Prof. G:iule on Microscpic Specimens and Slides illus-

trating the Remarkable Changes observed by himself as

following ihe .Section in the Rabbit of the Inferior Cervical

Sym| athetic Ganglion or its Branches, 461 ; Prof. Ilay-

craft upon the Development of the Kidney, 461 ; Prof.

Ileger on the Unequal D ffu'^ion of Poisons into the Organs
of the Body, 461; Piof. Schafer and Dr. Oliver on the

Functions of the Suprarenal Bodies, 461 ; Prof. Ruther-

ford on Observations in which the Reaction Time was
Measured for Sight, Hearmg, and Touch, 461 ; D'Arcy
Power on a Series of Preparations of the Conjunctival

and Vaginal Mucous Membranes taken from Rabbits and
Gumea-Pigs which had been subjected to Mechanical and
Chemical Initatinn, 461 ; Prof. Hermann upon the Pro-

1 duction of Vowel and Consonant Sounds, 461 ; Prt>f.

Fredericq on a New Aerotonometer and Gas Pipette for

inves'ig.Tting the Causati<'n of the Gaseous Interchant;e

between ihe Blood and Air of the Lungs, 461 ; L. Cob
bett and Mr, Melsome on the Results of an Investigation

on the Production of Local Immunity through a Localised

Specific Inflauimatory Condition, 462 ; Lorrain Smith and

Mr. Trevithick, Research on Local Immunity, the Initial

Inflammatory Process brought about by a Simiile Irritant,

462 ; Dr M mn. Microscopic Specimens and Microphoio-

graphs in winch changes could be observed in various

Nerve Cells as the Re-ult of iheir Functional Activity, 462 ;

Dr. L. IIill on the Effect nf Gravity in altering the .Mam-
malian Hlood-pressure, 462 ; Dr. Mott, Microphotographs

of the Medulla Cord, &c., 462 ; Dr. Starling, Experiments

showing that the Flow ol Lymph from the Thoracic Duel
was dependent upon the Amount of the Blood-pressure in

the Liver Capillaries, 462 ; Dr. Lazarus Barlow, Experiments

on the Flow of l.ymph from the Hind Limbs, 462 ; Messrs.

Bayliss and Starling on the Results of an Experimental

Inquiry into the Innervation of the Portal Vein, 462 ; Mr.
Bayliss upon Vaso-dilaior Nerves, 462 ; Prof. Waymouth
Reid on the Alteration in the Mucous Membrane of the

Lateral Pouches of the Pigeon's Crop, 463 ; Prof. Dubois

on the Production of Heat in Hybernating Animals, 463 ;

Prof. Lodge, Experimen's upon the Reflection, Po iri>a-

lion, and Refraction of Hertz Waves, 463 ; I), lid !ane

on the Cause of Death by Suffocation in t'e Recent Cdliery

Explosion in South V\ ale'^, 463; W. G. Smith. Obs.-iva-

tions illustrating some of the Mental Coi.diti.n- which

influence the Association of Ideas, i.e. Memory, 463

;

.Method Employed by Profs. Golch and Lodge in order 10

Study the Physiological Eflccts produced by Rapidiv

Alternating Currents of High Intensity, 463; a New
Kymograph, Prof. Engelmann, 463 ; Photographs of the

Excursions of a very .Sensitive Capillary Electrometer

when projected on a rapidly Travelling Plate and actuated

by speaking into a Teleplione placed in the Circuit, Prof.

G. J. Burch, 464
British Isles, Climliing in the, W. P. Haskett Smith, 267
British Lichens, Rev. James M. Crombie, 295
British Museum, Catalogue ol the Mesozoic Plants in the De-

partment of Geology, A. C. Seward, 294
Britten (Janus), a Handbook to the Flora of Ceylon, Henry
Trimen, F. R.S., 316

lirooke (the Misses A. C. and A. E.), Botanical Charts and

Definiiions, 101

Brorsen's Comet, 1S51, III, 607
Br.mgh {Bennett II.), a Text-book of Ore and Stone Mining,

C. Le Neve Foster, 543
Brown {.\. J.), the Specific Character of the Fermentative

Functions ol Yeast Cells, 335
Browne (Dr. C. R.), Ethnography of Inishbofin and Inish-

shark, no
Brjwne (Edward T.), Atirclia atirila, 524

Brugsch (Prof. H. K.), Death of, 480
Bruhl Prof. ]. W. ), on Tautomerism, 411
Brunton (Dr. T. Lauder, F.R.S.), on Modern Developments ol

Harvey's Work, 625
Bruyn (Lobry de). Free 1 lydroxylamine, 17; Direct Method

of preparing /3-Alkyl-Hydroxvlamines, 86; Experiments

demonstrating the Properties of Free Hydroxylamine, 409
Bryan (G. H.), on the Present State of Knowledge in Thermo-

dynamics, 406 ; Electro-magnetic Induction in Current

Sheets and its representation by moving Trails of Images,

93
, „

Bryant's (Mr. H. G.) Journey in Labrador, 85
Buchan (Dr.), Rainfall of Scotland, 604
Buchanan (J. G., F.R.S.), Rapid Changes of Atmospheric

Temperature, especially during Fohn, and Methods of

observing them, 165 ; Researches carried out on hoad the

Prince of Monaco's Yacht in the Mediterranean and North
Atlantic, 436

Buchner (Prof.), the Problem of Immunity, 511
Bucki igham (Hon. J.), Insect Ravages in India, 274
Budapest, International Congress of Hygiene and Demography

at, 19. 454. 5"
Building, First Principles of, Alex. Black, 616
Bulgaria : Publication of Means of Observations for Sophia for

'891-3. 14
Bullet Proof Shields, Mrs. Emma Hubbard, 148 ; Frederick J.

Smith, 174
Bullets, the Penetrative Power of. Rev. Frederick J. Smith,

'24
Bulletin de I'.Vcademie Rnyale de Belgique, 165, 214, 4S9
Bulletin of New York Mathematical Society, 91, 235, 309, 441
Bulletin de laSocieic d' Anthropologic de Paris, 21, 441, 490
Balletin de la S icie e des Naturalistes de Moscou, 141

Bulleiino della Societa Botanica Italiana, 309
Burch (Prof. G. J.), Action of Concentrated Acids on Pairs of

Metals in Contact, 71 ; Photographs of the Excursions of a

very Sensitive Capillary Electrometer when projected on to

a rapidly Travelling Plate and aciuated by speaking into a

Telephone placed in the Circuit, 464
Burcker (E.), Stability of Aqueous Solutions of Mercury Bi-

chlorides, 191 ; .Action of Camphoric Anhydride on Benzene

in presence of Aluminic Chloride, 444
Burmah, the Fauna of British India, including Ceylon and, G.

F. Hampson, 4
Burton (C. V.), Mechanism of Electrical Conduction in Metals,

69
Butterflies, Absence of, 225 ; J. Shaw, 297 ; D. Wetterhan,

3'9

Calcntla, the Royal Botanic Garden, 308 ; Annual Report of,

326
Calilernn (Laureano), Death of, 13

Calendar, the Native, of Central America and Mexico, Dr. D.

G. B inion, 2o5
California Bitumen, on the Nitrogen Content of, S. F. Peck-

ham, 515
Calv-rt ( Vlbert F. ), the Aborigines of Western Australia, 474
Calvin (Samuel), Niobrara Chalk, 486
Cambridge, the new Engineering LaboratOTr at, opening of, by

Lord Kelvin, 65
Cambridge Philosophical Society, 143, 190

Camel, the, its L^ses and Management, M.ijor -V. G. Leonard,

'95
Campbell (Prof. Douglas II.), on the Origin of the Sexual

Organs of the Pteridophytes, 435 ; Notes upon the Germina-

tion of the Spores of the Ophioglosseoe, 435
Campbell (J. MacNaught), Iron Crows' Nesis, 175

Campbell (Prof. W. W.), Bright-line Stars, iSl ; the Spectrum

of the Orion Nebula, 254
Canal Boats, Mr. Henry Barcroft on the Application of Screw-

propellers to, 365
Canton (William), Moon-Manor Moon-Maid, 66

Canu (F.), Precis de Mcleorologie Endogene, 49S

Capper (Prof. D. S.) on Engineering Labor.itory Inslruments

and their Calibration, 437
Carbon Atom, the Tetr.ahedral, 596 ; Dr. G. S. Turpin, 548
Carbon in Ferracarbjn Alloys, Mr. T.W. Hogg on the Influence

of .\luminium upon the, 460
Carbonic Acid in Air, Experiments on the Proportions of,
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which are extinctive to Flame, and which are irrespirable.

Prof. Clowes, 409
Carlyle's (A. C.) Collection of Minute Stone Implements from

the Vindhya Hilli (India), 132

C.-irnegie (Douglas), Law and Theory in Chemistry, MM.
Patti-on Muir, 98

Caro (Dr.) on Method of obtaining a New Rhoiamine, 411
Carpmael (Charles), Death of, 620
Catroll (Thomas), the Poiato Distase, Phytophthora in-

feslans, 63
Cartailhac (!£.).,the Female Deity and Sculptures of the .Vllee

Couverte of Epone, 91
Cartwrighl (T. B.), a Remarkable Meteor, 474
Cari'ill (Henr)'), Papers and Notes on the Glacial Geology of

Great Britain and Ireland, Rev. E. Ildl, 421
Ca^h (Dr. J. Theodore, K. R.S.), the Physiological Action of

the Paraffin Nitrites, 550
Cas-ell's Family Magazine, Science in, 140, 234
Cataloguing Scientific Papers, A. G. Bloxam, 104

Cataract Construction Company at the Falls of Niagara, the

Recent Work of the, 1

1

Caterpillar Plague in Scotland, Grass-destroying, Miss Ormerod,

251
Cathode Rays, the Magnetic Deflection of, Ilerr P. Lenard,

114
Cathode Riys, on the Velocity of the. Prof. J. J. Thomson,
408

Cattle, the Microbe of Contagious Peripneumonia in, S. Arloing,

287
Cauise (II.), Synthesis of Mesoxalic Acid and Bismuth Mesoxa-

latc, 311
Cavalier (J.), Monoethylphosphoric Acid, 167
Cave-Dwellers : among the Tarahumaris, Dr. Carl LumhoUz,

234
Cayeux (M. L.), Radiolarians from Rocks in Britlanv. 326
Celestial Objects for Common Telescjpes, Rev. T. \V. Webb,

523
Celestial Photography, a Selec'ion of Photographs of Stars, Star

Clusters and Nebulae, together with Information concerning

the Instruments and the Methods employed in the Pursuit ol,

Isaac Roberts, F.R.S., Dr. A A. Common, F.R..S., 447
Centenary of the Paris Polytechnic School, 82
Centipedes an I their Young, Dr. R. v. Lendenfeld, 8 ; J. J.

Quclch, 124
Centnry Maijazine, Science in the, 66, 140, 420
Cereals, on Diplcra harmful to, Paul Marchal, 516
Ceres, Diameter of. Prof. E. E. Barnard, 65
Cevlon, a Handbook to the Flora of, Henry Trimen, F. R.S.,

James ISrilten, 316
Ceylon and Burmah, the Fauna of British India, including,

G. F. Ilampson, 4
Chambers'ji Journal, Science in, 66
(^handler (S. C), Award of the Watson Medal to, 157 ; Rota-

tion of ihe Terrestrial Poles, 396
Chanule (O. ), Progress in Flying Machines, 569
Chappuis' (James) New Method of determining Critical Tem-

peratures by Critical Index, 4S
Charles (Prof. R. II.), Morphological Peculiarities in Natives

of Panjab, 16; Incomparabiliiy of Na~al Indices derived from
,

Measurements of the Living Head with those deduced from t

Ob»ervjtion of Skulls, 482
Charpy ('jeorges), Rule of transformation of Iron and Carbon

in handling of Sleel, 167 ; Relation between Density of

.Saline Solution and Molecular Weight of dissolved Salt,

287
Chassy (M. A ), on the Electrolysis of Copper Sulphate, 335
Chemistry : Death of I. C. G. de Marignac, 13 ; Death of

Laureano Calderon, 13 ; Ratio of Alomic Weights of Hydro-
gen and Oxygen, Prof. Julius Thomsen, 15 ; Free Hydroxyl-
amine, I^ibrv de Bruyn, 17: Wiedemann's Annalen der

Phy»ik und Chcmie, 21, 118, 188, 236. 515, 635 -. Chemicil
.Society, 22, 71, 143, 166, 238, 335 ; Formaldoxime, W. K.

Dun>lan and A. L. Boui, 22 : Chlorocamphcne, J. E. Marsh
and J. A. Gardner, 22 : a Sulphate of Oxamide, J. E. Marsh,

22 ; Fluoplumbalcs and Free Fluorine, H. Brauner, 22
;

Telrameth)lcneaminc, W. H. I'crkin, jun., 22; fl-2 Dimethyl-

glularic Acid, W. (Jondwin and W. H. I'erkin, jun., 22;
Sodium Derivative of E'hyl Aceio.iceiaic, M. de Forcrand,

23 ; Elhylic Aceloacelalc, M. de Furcrind, 94 ; Alloys of

Iron with Chromium and Tungsten, Prof. H. Bchrens, 24;

Explosive Halogen Compounds of Nitrogen, Dr. Seliwanow,
36 ; Cupric Bromide, Paul .Sabatier, 48 ; an Unsaturated
Natural Ketone, Ph. Barbier and L. Bouveault, 48 ; the
Alchemical Essence and the Chemical Element, M. M.
Paitison Muir, Prof. Herbert Mcleod, F.R.S., 50; Niirate
of Soda in Egypt, Prol. W. C. Mackenzie, 61, 360; Sodium
Peroxide, Prof. Poleck, 64 ; .-Vgricultural Chemistry, Manures
and ihe Principles of Manuring, C. M. .-\ikmau, 75 ; Mag-
netic Rotations of Acetic and Propionic Acid, W. II. Perkin,

71 ; Action olConcenirated Acids on Pairs of Metals in con-
tact, G. I. Bnrch and J. W. Dodgson, 71 ; .\ction of Light
on Oxalicj.-Vcid, .\. Richaidson, 71 ; Volatilisation of Salts
during Evaporation, G. II. Bailey, 71 ; Constitution of

Glycocine and its Derivatives, Toji S.ikurai, 71 : Constitution
of Glycocine, T. Walker, 71 ; Oxidation ot Alkali Melals,
W. Holland W. E. Sims, 71 ; Sulphuric Acid Compounds of
Isomeric Propylenes, M. Herthelot, 72 ; Direct Method of
preparing fl-.-Vlkyl-IIydroxylaiiiines, Lobry de Bruyn, S6

;

.Stability of Dilute Solutions of Corrosive Sublimate, Leo
Vignon, 94; Law and Theory in Chemistry, Douglas Car-
negie, M. M. Pattison Muir, gS ; Sodium and Uranium Pe-
roxides, Thomas Fairley, 103 ; the Pyromellilic Acid Crystals
formed in the preparation of Sulphur Dioxide, M. Girard,
112; a Sodium-N'ilrogen Compound, L. Zehnder, 118;
Researches on Trimelhylene and Propylene, M. Berthelot,

120; Combinations of Ammonia with Silver Silts, MM.
Joannes and Crozier, 120 ; a Manual of Microchemical
Analysis, Prof. H. Behrens, 122 ; Structure an 1 Chemistry
of Cyanogen F"lame, A. Smithells and F. Dent, 143 ; Con-
ditions in which Carbon exists in Steel, J. O. Arnold and
A. A. Read, 143 j Ilexamcthylenedibromide, E. Haworih
and W. H. Perkin, jun., 143 ; Constitution of Licareol, Ph.
Barbier and L. Bouveault, 144; the BerthollttProust Con-
troversy and the Law of Definite Proportions, Philip J. Har-
tog, 149 ; Three lodo-Sulphldes of Phosphorus, M Ouv-
rard, 156 ; the Density of Nilroijen Gas, Lord Rayleigh,
Sec.R.S., 157; Properties of Carbon Bisulphide, H. .-Vrc-

ti>«ski,l65
; .Solubilities of Hiloid Silts of .Meicurv in ('arbon

Bisulphide, H. Arct iwski, 165 ; lulluence ol Moisture on
Chemical Change, H. B. Baker, 166 ; New Volatile Com-
pounds of Lead Sulphide, J. B. Hannay, i6j ; KtVect of
Heat on lodates and Bromates, E. II. Cook, 166 ; a Hydro-
bromide of Cupric Bromide and a Red Bromide of Copper
and Potassium, Paul Sabatier, 167 ; the Analytical .Separati <n

of Chlorine and Bromine, R Eniiol. 167 ; Cotnl>inations of

Pyridine with Permanganates, T. Klobb, 167 ; Monoethyl-
phosphoric Acid, J. Cavalier, 167 ; the Emetic*, Paul Adam,
167 ; a Chemical Method of Isolating Fluorine, .\. E. Tutton.

1S3 ; -Absorption of Hydrogen by Water and Aqueous Solu-

tions, Paul Steiner, 18S ; the Homologues of l^uinine, MM.
Grimaux, Laborde, and liourru, 191 ; the Estimiiion o(

Iodine, MM. Villiers and Fayolle, 191 ; Action of Primary
Aromatic B.xses on Disyinmetrical Ketonic Comi>ound5, L.
.Simon, 191 ; .Sialiility of Aqueous Solutions of Mercury
Trichloride, E. Biircker, 191 ; Cancerine, A. B. (iiiffiihs,

191; Chemi-try Demonstration .Sheets, 196; Dimethyl
Arsine, Dr. Palmer, 205 ; the Hydr.ites of the Alkyl-.Vmines,
Louis Henry, 214 ; Dctecmn of Traces of Chlorine, A.
Villiers and .\I. F.ayolle, 216; Inllacnce of Fluorine Com-
pounds on li.-er Ferments, ). liilroni, 216; a Laboratory
for Physical and Chemical Researcli, 217 ; Prof. Ostwalil on
English Chemist-^, A. G. Bloxam, 224; Presentation to Dr.

Tilden, 227 ; Prof. Rortlanil on Chemical Training, 228
;

the Nature of the Molecule o( Calomel, Prof. Victor Meyer
and Mr. Harris, 230; Twenty-five Years of Chemistry in

Russi:<, 231 ; New Method of Discovering Relative Affinities

of certain .\cids, M. C. Lea, 235 ; Ciyst.illography of Normal
Sulphates of Potassium, Rubiiliuin, and t'rc-ium, A. E.

Tutton, 23S ; Phosphorescence, II. J.ackson, 23S ; Action of

Methyl Iodide on Hydroxylamine, W. R Dunstan and E.

Goulding, 238 : the Hydroximes of the Lap.-ichol Group,
S. C. I looker and E. Wilson, 239 ; Chemical Study o( Native
Arseniales and Phosphates, Piof. .\. H Church, F. R.S.,

239 ; Oxygen, J. H. van't I lofl", 240 ; Equilibrium of Solutions

and Solid Phases formed of System : HCI, ILO and Fe^ CI,,.

Bakhuis Roo/cbooni, 240; the Explosive Decom|iosiion of

Ammonium an<l Mercury Sails of Diaziiimide, .MM. Ber-

thelot and Viclle, 253 ; the Chemistry of Cleaning, Prof.

Vivian Lewes, 256; Researches on Phenylhydrazine, M.
Berlhtlol, 263 ; Preparation of a Crystallised Aluminium
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Carbide, Henri Moissan, 264 ; Differentiation of Aldoses and
Ketoses, A.Villiersand M. Fayolle, 264 ; Piceine, M. Tanret,

264; Action of Sulphuric Acid on Camphene, G. Bouchardot
and J. Lafont, 264 ; Action of Acid >iolyhdates of Sodium
and Ammonium on Rotatory Power of Rhamnose, D. Gernez,

264 ; Change of Sign of the Rotatory Power, Albert Colson,

264 ; Influence of Pressure on Combination of Hydrogen and
Selenium, H. Pelabon, 264 : Systematic Survey of the Or-

t;anic Colouring Matters, Drs. G. Schultz and P. Julius, 267 ;

lurther concerning the New Iodine liases, A. E. Tutton,

278 ; Mode of converting Oxide of Iron into Haematite
Crystals, Prof. Arctowski, 306 ; Detection of Alkaloids by
Microchemical Methods, Prof. Behrens, 311 ; New Re-
searches on Chromium, Henri Moissan, 311 ; Separation and
Estimation of Tin and .\ntinomy in an Alloy, M. Mengin,

31 1 ; Synthesis of Mesoxalic Acid and Bismuth Mesoxalate,

II. Causse, 311 ; Detection of Alkaloids by Microchemical
Methods, Prof. Behrens, 311 ; Drs. Thiele and Lachman on
the Remarkable Nitrogen Compound Nitramide, 327;
on some Methods for the Determination of Water,

S. L. Penfield, 334 ; the Detection of Alkaline

Perchlorates associated with Chlorides, Chlorates, and
Nitrates, F. A. Gooch and D. Albert Kreider, 334;
the Interaction of Sulphide with Sulphate and O.tide of Zinc,

J. B. Hanney, 335 ; Organo-Metallic Combinations of

Boineol, Camphor, and Monochlor-Camphor with Al-

uminium Chloride, M. G. Perier, 335 ; (he O.xidation of

Tartaric Acid in presence of Iron, H. J. H. Fenton, 335 ; the

Specific Character of the Fermentative Functions of Veast

Cells, A. J. Brown, 335 ; Observations on the Influence of

Temperature on the Optical Activity of Organic Liquids, P.

Frankland and J. MacGregor, 335 ; the Preparation of Sul-

phonic Derivatives of Camphor, F. S. Kipping and W. J.

Pope, 335 ; on the Combination of Chlorine with Carbon
[

Monoxide under the Influence of Light, G. Dyson and A. '

Harden, 335 ; Opening Address in Section B of the British
\

Association, by Prof. H. B. Dickson, F.R.S., 348; the

Sceptical Chemist, Robert Boyle, 349 ; Prof von Pechman
on Diazomethane, 364 ; on the Action of Thionyl Chloride

on some Inorganic Acids and Organic Compounds, M. Ch.
Moureu, 368 ; on the Constitution of Rhodinol from Essence

of Pelargonium, MM. Ph. Barbier and L. Bouveault, 368 ;

on Carbonic Hydrate and the Composition of Hydrates of

Gases, P. Villard, 396 ; Basic Salts of Calcium, M. Tassilly,

396 ; the Physiology of the Carbohydrates, their Application

as Fooil, and Relation to Diabetes, F. \V. Pavy, F.R.S., 397 ;

on Benzoylquinine,M. A.Wunsch, 420 ; Crystals collect at the

upper part of a less dense Solution, M. Lecoqde Boisbaudran,

420 ; on the Specific Heat of Liquid Sulphurous .Anhydride,

M. E. Mathias, 420 ; the Generation of Chlorine for Labor-

atory Purposes, F. A. Gooch and D. A. Kreider, 440; on
the Chemical and Bacteriological Examination of Soil, with

special reference to the .Soil of Graveyards, Dr. James
Buchanan Young, 443 ; Action of Camphoric Anhydride on

Benzene in presence of Ahiminic Chloride, E. Burcker and

C. Stabil, 444; a Text-Book of Physiological Chemistry, O.
Hammersten, 449 ; Death of Prol. Josiah Parsons Cooke,

480; A^similability of Potash by the Action of Nitrates in

Poor Siliceous .Soils, P. Pichard, 491 ; Organic Chemistry,

\V. H. Perkin, jun., F. R.S. and F. Stanley Kipping, 494;
Lessons in Organic Chemistry, G. S. Turpin, 494 ; New
Boron Compounds containing Fluorine and Alcohol

Radicles, M. Casselin, 530; Indexingof Chemical Literature,

539 ; the Teirahedral Carbon Atom, 596 , Dr. G. S. Turpin,

548; Careless Writing, F. G. Donnan, 549 ; the Physiolopical

Action of the Paraffin Nitrites, Dr. J.Theodore Cash, F.R.S.,

and Prof. Wyndham R. Duustan, 550 ; Isolation of Sym-
metrical Ilydrazo-ethane, Dr. Harries, 555 ; New Element

in the Sulphur (jroup, C. J. Blanshard, 571 ; New Substance

obtained by the Action of Alcohol upon Peroxide of Sodium,
Prof. Talel, 582; Action of Hydrogen Phosphide on

Potassammoniiim and Sodammonium, A. Joannis, 5^^ •

Researches on Mercuric Picrate, Raoul Varet, 5S8 ; Action of

Picric Acid and Picrates on Metallic Cyanides, the Isopui-

purates, Raoul Varet, 588 ; the Antiseptic Properties of the

Vapours of Formaldehyde, A. Trillat, 58S ; Paracelsus,

MM. Pattison Muir, 59S ; Messrs. J. J. Griffin and Sons'

Chemical Apparatus, 606; Chemical History of Hydrazine

or niamide and its Derivatives, Prof. Curtius, 606 ; Double
Salts containing Diammonium, Prof Curtius and Herr

Schrader, 606 : on the Preparation of Absolutely Pure
Water, Herren Kohlrausch and Heydweiler, 621 ; Nitrogen
Trioxide, Prof. Lunge and Herr Porsehnew, 623 ; on the

Detection of Minute Quantities of Arsenic in Copper, F. A.
Gooch and II. P. Moseley, 634 ; the Standardisation of

Potassium Permanganate in Iron Analysis, Charlotte F.

Roberts, 634, ; M. W. Longuinine on the Application of

Trouton's Law to the Saturated Alcohols of the Fatty Series,
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Home-Keading Union, the Summer Assembliesof the National,

'3°
Homer (T.), Night Frosts, J76
Hong King, (he Plague in, 153. 178 ; M. Versinonthe, 368
Hong Kong r)b.ervaii>ry

; Observations made during the Year
1893. Dr. W. Doberck, 325

Hooker (S. C), the Hydruiimes of the Lapachol Group. 239
Hopkintun (Ur. J .hn, F R.S.), the Relation of M.ilhcmaticsto

Engineering, 42 ; Rotating Shafts, 78 ; Pr.)pagation of
Magncti<aiion o( Iron a< ntT.-cted by Electric Currents in
Iron, 214 : on the New Electric Lighting Wjrks, Man-
chester, 365

Horn Expedition for the Scientific Exploration of Central
Australia, 174; Return of the, 528

Horsley (Prof. Victor, F.R.S.), the Destructive Effect of Small

Projectiles, 104
Horticulture : Creation of New Varieties by Grafting, Lucien

Dariel, 4S
Hospitals, London, Introductory Addresses, 552
Hovelacque(Ab.), Recherches Ethnologiques sur le Morvan,

441
Howard (Dr. James L.), Electricity, Electrometer, Magnetism
and Electrolysis, G. Chrystal, W N. Shaw, F.R.S., 450

Ilowoith (Sir Henry IL, F.R.S.), the North Sea Ice Sheet, 79
Hubbard (Mrs.), Bullet- Prool Shields, 14S ; late Appearance of

the Cuckoo, 33S
Hubrecht (Prol.), on the Didermic Blastocyte in Mammalia,

434
Huiirecht ( A. A. W.\ the Placentation of the Shrew, 441
Hudson (W. H.), Los: B itish Birds, 63
Hughes (Prof. J. MclCenny, F.R.S.), on some Sources of Error

in the Study of Drift, 5 ; Evolution of Breeds of English

Oxen, 182
Humphrey (J. E.), on Nucleoli anl Centrosonies, 503
Hunter (William and John), Dr. George E. Mather, 169
Hutchins (C. C), Thermoelectric Heights of Antimony and

Bismuth Alloys, 515
Hutchinson (Rev. H. N.), Creatures of Other Days, 426
Hybernaling Animals, Production of Heat in, Prof. Dubois,

463
Hydrography : the Admiralty Marine Survey and Charting

Work for 1S93, iio ; Swedish llydrographic Research in the

Baltic and North .Seas, Prol. Otto Pettersson, 131, 305;
Twelve Charts of the Tidal Streams on the West Coast of

Scotland, F. Howard Collins, 31S; New Automatic Sound-

ing Instrument, • Universal Bathometer, Captain G. Rung,

43"
Hydrometer, Sykes', Dr. B. Derham, 205

Hydrometry, Proof Spirit and Fiscal, Dr. B. Derham, 205

Hydroxylauiine, Expeiimenls demonstrating the Properties of

F"ree, Dr. Lobry de Btuyn, 409
Hygiene : Statue of Durand Clave, 13 ; the International Con-

gress of Hygiene at Budapest, 19, 454, 511; the Sell- Purifica-

tion of Rivers, 131 ; the Pionlcm of Immunity, Prof.

Buchner, 511 ; Bacteriology of Cholera, Prof. M.ix Gruber,

511 ; M. Metchnik .ff, 512; Hygiene, J. Lane Nother and

R. H. Finh, 545 ; Primer of Hygiene, Ernest S.

Reynolds. 545
Hyrtl (Dr. J.), Death of, 273
Hysteresis in Iron and Steel in a Rotating Magnetic Field, F.

G. Baily, 408

Ice, on the Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves in, R.

Blondlot, 604
Ice Age, Niajjara River since the. Prof. Warren Upham, 198

Ice Ages and Genial .\ges, an Examination of Croll's and

Ball's Theory of, E. P. Culverwcll, 413
Ice Crystals, on Hollow Pyramidal, Dr. Carl Grossmann and

Joseph Lonias, 600

Ice Sheet, the North Sea, Sir Henry II. Howorth, F.R.S., 79

Ice Sheet, the Scandinavian, Victor Madsen, 51
Icebergs and their relation to Weather, H. C. Russell, F.R.S.,

15 ; A. .Sydney D. Atkinson, 31

Ichthyology : Johannes Mullerand Amphioxus, 54 ; Mr. E. W.
Holt's Si udies in Teleostcan Mor(ihology,7l; American Fresh-

water Percid.-c, study of Etheostoma caprodcs, W. J. Moenk-
haus, 431 ; Invesiigalions on the Reduc ion Division in Car-

tilaginous Fishes, J. E. S. Moore, 434; Dr. II. P. Pollard

on Cranial Skeletons of South American and African Siluroid
\

Fishes, 436; J. T. Cunningham on the Signihcance of Dia-

gnostic Characters in the Pleuroneciid;v, 436 ; on the Evolu-

tion of the Vertebral Col.imn ol Fishes, Dr. II. Gadow,

F.R.S., and Miss E. C. Abbott, 516
Identification: Anthropomelrical System of, used in Bengal, 326;

Bcr:illon System to be adopted in Eiiglan'l, 481

Identification of Habitual Criminals by Finger-Prinls, Henry
F.iulils, 548

Illinoi.- River, Biological Station established at Havana, 275

Immunity: the Problem of, I'mf. Buchner, 51 1 ; I nvestig.it ion

on the Production of Local Immunity, L. Coblictt and Mr.

Melsome, 462 ; Local Imuiunity produced by a Sim|l

Irritant, Lorrain Smiih and Mr. 'rrevilhick, 462
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Incandescent Lamp and its Manufacture, the, Gilbert S. Ram, i

Indexing of Chemical Literature, 539
India: the Fauna of Uritish InJii, G. F. Ilampson, 4; the

projected Pasteur Institute for India, 33 ; a Manual of the

Geology of India, R. D. Oldham, 52 ; the Garhwal Land-ilip,

35, 109, 231; the Garhwal Landslip, R. Strachey, F.R.S.,
124 ; Dr. W. T. Blandford, F. R S., 596 ; Rise in the Gohna
Lake, 250, 393 ; Overflow of Gjhna Lake, 42S ; the Burst-

ing of the Gohna Dam, 501 ; Mr. A. C. Carlyle's Collection of
Minute Stone Implements from the V'indhya dills, 132 ;

Means adopted in Museums for Preservation of Books against

Insects in India, 155 ; Insect Ravages in India, Hon. J.

liuckingham, 274 ; M. Haffkine's System of Cholera Inocu-
tion in Inda, 177, 227 ; the Hhaganwala Coal Field of the
.Salt Range, T. D. la Touche, 34 ; the Echinoidea of Cutch,
Dr.

J.
W. Gregory, 35 ; Dr. William King's Work in India,

502 ; Meteorology of India for 1S93, Jotin Eliot, 553 ; Ways
and Works in India, G. W. Macgeorge, 569 ; Preservation
of Health in India, .Sir J. Favrer, F. U.S., 6l5

Inflammation, Lectures on the Comparative Pathology of. Prof.

Elias Metchnikoff, 194
Infectious Diseases, Creameries and. Dr. Welply, 554
Inglefield (Sir Edward Augustus, F. R.S.), Death of, 480
Inheritance of Acquired Characters, the, Leonard IIill, 617
Innes (Rose), the Isothermals of Ether, 215
Innsbruck, Meeting of the Association Geodesique Interna-

li male at, 454
Inoculation, Cholera, in India, M. Haftkine's System of,

177, 227
Insects, Bjok-destroying, means adopted in Indian Museums

for Preservation of Books against, 155 ; Insect Ravages in

India, Hon. J. Buckingham, 274 ; Hand 100k of the De-
structive Insects of Victoria, C. French, 243 ; Social Insects

and Evolution, Prof. C. V. Riley, 435 ; Experimental Study
of means of Defence against Destructive Insects, Pasteur
Institute, 482

Instinctive Attitudes, Hiram M. Stanley, 596
Institute of Mechanical Engineers, 365
Institute of Naval Architects, the, 32S
Instruments, Ojitical ; Theorie der Optischen Instrumente (N"ach

Abbe), Dr. Siegfried Czapski, 74
Instruments, Surveying and Surveying, G. A. T. Middleton,

221

Integraphs, and their Application to Physical and Engineering
Problems, Integrators, Harmonic Analysers, and. Prof.

Henrici and Prof. Ilele Shaw, 407
Integrators, Harmonic Analysers, and Integraphs, and their

application to Physical and Engineering Problems, Prof.

Henrici and Prof. Hele Shaw, 407
International Congress of Americanists, 393
International Congress of Hygiene at Budapest, 511
International Courtesy, Pro(. Oliver J. Lodge, F. R.S.,5399
International Geological Congress at Zurich, 510
International Geological Map, Dr. Hauchecorne's Report on the

Progress of the New, 510
Internationales Archiv fur Ethnographic, 21

Iodine Bases, further concerning the New, A. E. Tutton.
278

Ireland : Ethnography of InishHofin and Inishshark, Dr.
C. R. Browne, 1 10 ; Geology and Scenery in Ireland, Prof.

Grenville A. |. Cole, 323 ; Rhytchodemtis Icrrestris in Ire-

land. R. T. Scharfl, 617
Irish Sea, on the Marine Zoology of the, Prof. W. A. Herdman,
434

Iron, Measurement of Magnetic Properties of. Prof. Thomas
Gray, 18S

Iron Crows' Nests, Walter G. McMillan, 8 ; J. MacNaught
Campbell, 125

Iron and Steel Institute, 37 ; Meeting at Liege, 459 ; A. Gillon
on the Ir n and Steel Industries of Be'giuin, 459; Sir

Lnwthian Bell on the use of Caustic Lime in Blast Furnaces,

459 J l^- W. Hogg on the Influence of Aluminium upon the

Carbon in Ferrocarbon Alloys, 460; D. Selby Bigge on
Electrical Power in Belgium Iron Works, 460 ; J. .V. Len-

iclicz on the Manufacture of Open-hearih Steel, 460
Iron and Steel in a Rotating Magnetic Field, on Hysteresis in,

F. G. Baily, 408
Iron and Steel, on the Strength and Plastic Extensibility of,

Prof. J. Claxton Fidler, 43S

Irrigation, Perennial, in Egyot, J. Normao Lockyer, F. R. S.,

80
Irritability of Plants, R. M. Deeley, 8
Irving (Kev. Dr. A.), New Army Regulations, 245
Isle of Wight, Marsupiies in the, C. GriflSth, 8
Isle of Wight, Mr. F. H. Collin's Arrangement for finding

Tidal .Streams round, 112
Isolating Fluorine, a Chemical Method of, A. E. Tutton, 183
Isothermals, Comparative Study of the, observed by M. Amagat,
and the Isothermals calculated from M. van der Waals's
Formula, P. de Heen and F. \V. Dwelshauvers-Dery, 489

Istomin (Th. M.), Songs of the Russian People, 594
Italy, Meteorology in, for 1893, 502
Italy, Shooting Stars observed in, P. Franjois Denza, 540

Jackson (H.), Phosphorescence, 238
Jackson-Harmsworth Polar Expedition, the, 255
Jacob (Dr.), a Case of Leuka;mia, 95
Jacob (Ernest IL), Notes on the Ventilation and Warming o(

Houses, Churches, Schools, and other Buildings, 78
Jacobus (Prof.), on Testing Automatic Fire-Sprinkler Heads,
486

Jahrbuch der K. K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt Wien, 283
Janet (P.), Direct Autographic Record of the Form of Peiiodic

Currents by Means of the Electrochemical Method, 311
Janssen (Dr. J.), the Spectrum of Oxygen in High Temperatures,

249
Japan, Destructive Storm in, 528
Japan, Earthquake in, 620
Jastrow (Prof.), Experiments on Helen Kellar, 416
Jaubert (M. J.), on the Atmosphere of Paris, 454
Jaworowski (Dr. A.), on the Devel ipment of the so-called

" Lung" iu a Spider, Trochosa sin^^on'etisis, 621
Jena, German Holiday Science Course> at, S3
Joannis (.M.), Combinations of Ammonia with Silver Salts, 120 ;

Action of Hydrogen Phosphide on Potassammonium and
Sodammonium, 58S

Johns Hopkins University, Science Training at the, 228
Johnson (Lindsay), the Pupils of the Felidae, 189
Johnson-Lavis (Prof. H. J.), the Science of Vulcanology, 66
Johnstone (Prof. ), on Alg^ which deposit Calcareous Matter

in their Tissues, 434
Joly(Dr. J.), .Specific Heats of Carbon Dioxide at Constant

Volume, 92
Jones (Rev. G. Hartwell), on the Relation between the Body

and Mind as expressed in Early Languages, Customs, and
Myths, 440

Jones (Prol. Rupert), Plateau Implements of Kent, 412
Jonsson (B. ), Researches on the Respiration and Assimilation

of the Muscineas, 444
Journal of Botany, 309
Jukes-Browne (.\. J.), Deep Borings at Culford, Winglield,

Ware, and Cheshunt, 285
Julien (Alexis), Coexistence of Sternum with Shoulder-girdle
and Lungs, 287

Julius (P.), Systematic Survey of the Organic Colouring Matters,

267
Jully (Antony), Funeral Rites in Madagascar, 490
Jungfrau, Projected Geophysical Observatory on, 130
Jupiter: the Mass of. Prof. Simon Newcomb, 458; Recent

Ooservations of Jupiter's Satellites, Dr. E. S. Ilolden, 87;
Jupiter's Satellites in 1664, Frank H. Cluiz, 113 ; ihe Discs

ol Jupiter's Satellites, Prof. Barnard and Prof. Pickering,

W. J. S. Lockyer, 320 ; on the Eccentricity of the Orbit of

Jupiter's Filth Satellite, M. F. li-seiand, 612 ; the Fifth

Satellite of Jupiter, Prof. E. E. Barnard, 624

Kaflraria : Records of Kaffrarian Plants, Thos. R. Sim, 416
Kafiristan, Suigeon-Major G. S. Robert-on, 211
Kahlden (C. von), Methods of Pathological Histology, A. A.

Kanihack, 218
Kanthack (A. A.), Methods of Pathological Histology, C. von

Kahlden, 218
Karakoram-Himalayas, Climbing and Exploration in the,

William Martin Conway, F.S.A., 199
Kaulmann (.M.), Preponderating Role of Liver in Formation of

Urea, 24
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Kayser(H), the Spectra of Tin, Lead, Arsenic, Antimony, and
Bismuth, iiS

Kazan Society of Naturalists, Memoirs of, 141
Ke;ler (Prof. J. E.), the Spectrum of the Orion Nebula, 254 ;

Magnesium Spectrum as a Criterion of Stellar Temperature,
.364
Kelvin (Lord, P. R.S.), Opening of the New Engineering

Laboratory at Cambridge by, 65 ; the Electrification of Air,
280 ; Popular Lectures and Addresses by, Prof. O. J. Lodge,
F.R.S., 289, 313 ; on some Preliminary Experiments to find
if Subtraction of Water from Air Electrifies it, 406 ; Towards
the Efficiency of Sails, Windmills, IScrewpropellers, in Water
and Air, and Aeroplanes, 425 ; on the Doctrine of Discon-
tinuity of Fluid Motion in Connection with ihe Resistance
against a Solid moving through a Fluid, 524, 549, 573, 597

Kemp (James F.), the Ore Deposits of the United States, 145
Kennedy (Prof. A. B. W., F.R. S.), Opening Address in Sec-

tion G of the British Association : The Ciitical Side of
Mechanical Training, 3S3

Kent, Plateau Implements of, Prof. Rupert Jones, 412
Kerr Phenomenon, Observations of the, on the Reflection from

Surfaces of Iron, Cobalt, and Nickel in a Magnetic Field,
P. Zeeman, 503

Kerr (J. Graham), on the Tobas of South America, 440
Keser (Dr.), the Plague of .\thens, 62
Ketteler-Helmholtz Dispersion Formula, Heinrich Rubens on

the, 63s
Kew Observatory, Report for 1893, 85
Kilauca, Gases in, William Libbey, 91
Kilauea, Recent Changes in the Great Lava Lake in, 483
Kilgour (Martin Hamilton), Electrical Distribution, its i'heory
and Practice, Part i., 423

Kilian (W.), on the Calcareous Tuffs of the Col de Lautertt
(Hautes Alpes), 588

Kilimanjaro, the Cultivable Land on. Dr. Brehme, 305
KinetoPhonograph, Edison's, A. and W. L. K. Dickson,

140
King (Dr. George, F.R.S.), the Royal Botanic Garden, Calcutta,

308
King (Dr. William), his Work in India, 502
King-crab, Limulus, on the Arachnid Affinities of Ihe

American, 621
Kingsmill (A.), Flight of the Albatross, 572
Kingsmill (Thos. W.), Time-Gauge of Niagara, 338
Kipping (F. S.), the Preparation of Sulphonic Derivatives of
Camphor, 335 ; Organic Chemistry, 494

Kirby (VV. F.), North American Moths, 619
Kirn (Carl), Similarity of Light Emitted by After Glowing

Geissler-tube and beginning of Glow of Solid Bodies, 1S8
Klein (Dr. E., F.R.S.). Micro-organisms in Water, Prof. Percy

Frankland and Mr". Percy Frankland, 469
Kleiner (A.), on the Seat of the Electric Charge in Condensers,

.334
Klenuel (Dr. G.), Meteorological Observations on the Pic du

Midi, 165
Klobb (T. ), Combinations of Pyridine with Permanganates,

167
Klossovsky (Prof. A.), The Climate of Odessa, 62; Annual

Distri'ution of Thundetsiorms over Ihe Globe, 581
Knott (Dr. C. G.), Magnetic Induction in Nickel Tubes, 443 ;

on Volume Changes which accompany Magnetism in Nickel
tubes, 443

Knott (George), Death of, 603
Koch's Tuberculin as a .Means of Diagnoiis, 431
Koell/ow (A.), New Simple Form of Phonograph, 275
Koenig (I'rol.), a New Foim of Colour-Blindncss, 95 ; Ihe
Number of Distinct Diff'ercnces of Colour and Brightness to

be discriminated in the Spectrum, 192 ; Experiments on
Ketina with Monochromatic Light, 2S7 ; on Ihe Absorption
of Light by Visual I'utple from a Freshly Extirpated Human
Eye, 492 ; Kohlrausch (F.), Exact Measurement of Ihe
Density of very iJilute A()ucous Solutions, 553 ; on the
Preparation of absolutely Pure Water, 621

Koenigs(G. ), Theorem concerning Areas described in Move-
ment of Plane Figure, 48

Kollmann (Prof. J.), on Pygmies in Europe, 440
Kossel (Prof. A.). Further Kesearclics on Thymin, 95
KoHowilcb (Herr), Alga; and Nitrogen Fixation, 276
Kowalski CM. J. dc), on Ihe Mixture of Liquids, 540
Kreider (Dr. Albert), the Dcleclion of Alkaline Pcrchloratcs

associated with Chlorides, Chlorates, and Nitrates, 334 ; the
Generation of Chlorine for Laboratory Purposes, 440

Kreider, Messrs. Penfield and. Separation of Minerals of High
Specific Gravity by the use of Dr. J. W. Retgers's Fused
Double Nitrate of Silver and Thallium, 415

Kreutz (Prof.), Ephemeris of Gale's Comet, 87, i8l
Krohn (Prof. W. O.), Relation of Sensation- Areas to Move-

ment, 6l
Krueger (Prof.), A S'range Light on Mars, 319
Kiiiger (Dr.), Determination of Uric .^cid and Nuclein Bases

in Urine by Precipitation with Copper Sulphate and Sodium
Bisulphide, 95 ; on Epiguanin, a New Base of the Xanlhin
Group, isolated from Human Urine, 492

Kuditcha Shoes of Central .Vustralia, R. Etheridge on the,

.636
Kuenen (Dr.), the Abnormal Phenomena near the Critical

Point, 240 ; Experiments in Ihe Leiden Laboratory, on the
.\bnormal Phenomena obseived by Galitzine near the Critical
Poin', 312

Kundt (Prof. A.), Death of, 130 ; Obituary Notice of. Dr. H.
du Bois, 152

Kymograph, A New, Prof. Engelmann, 463

La Touche (T. D. ), the Bh.aganwala Coal-field of the Salt-

Range, 34
Laboratories : a Laboratory for Physical and Chemical

Research, 217 ; on the New Buildings for the St. Andrews
(Gatty) Laboratory, 301 ; the Thompson Yates Laboratories,

304 ; the Better! Ige Labor.itory for the Chemical and Bacteri-

ological Examination of Water Supply and the Investigation
of Processes of Sewage Purification, 501

Laborde (M.), the Honiologiies of <Jiiinine, 191
Labrador, Mr. H. G. Bryant'.s Journey in, 85
Lachlan (Dr. R.), on the Order of the Eliminant of two or
more Equations, 262

Lachinan (Dr.), the New Nitrogen Compound Nitramide, 327
Ladd (Prof.\ on the Direct Control of the Retinal Field, 416
Laff^an (G. B.), Pleistocene Deposits at Twickenham, 70
Lafont (J.), Action of Sulphuric Acid on Camphor, 264
Lake Calabonna, .South .Australia, the Recent Discovery of

Fossil Remains at. Dr. E. C. Stirling, F. R.S., 184, 206
lake Garda, Bathynielrical Survey of. Prof. Richton, 581
Lake, Gohna, 35, 109, 231, 250, 393, 42S, 501 ; R. Strachey,

F.R.S., 124; Dr. \V. T. Blanlord. F.R.S., 596
Lake- Dwellings ; Probable Ages of Swiss Lacustrine Stations,

E. Vouga, 91
Lakes, Atlas of French, Andre Delcbecque, 62
Lakes, English, a Survey of the. Dr. \\. R. Mill, 184
Lambert (O.), Observations on the Presternal Muscle, 490
Lamp, the Incandescent, and its Manufacture, (Gilbert S. Ram, 1

Lamps, M. A. Crova on the Degree of Incandescence of, 635
Land-names, Scottish, Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart., 266
Landscape in Living and Iie.id Hacteria, Photograph of a, 250
Landslip, the Garhwal, 35, 109, 231, 250, 393, 428, SOI ; R.

Strachey, F.R.S., 124 ; W. T. BLinford, F.R.S., 596
Langdon (Richard), Death of, 428
Langley (M.), New Researches on the Infra-red Region of the

Solar Spectrum, 420
Langley (Prof. S. P.), Ihe Hodgkins Fund Prizes, 172
Langmaid (J.), Elementary Lessons in Steam Machinery and

the Marine Engine, 220
Lankester (Prof. E. Ray, F. R..S.), Obituary Notice of George
John Romanes, F. R.S., 108 ; on Chlorophyll in Animals, 434

Lantern Slides, New Method of Preparing, without the Use of

a Camera, .\. P. Wire and (;. Day, 433
Latitudes : the ICx-Meridian treated as a Problem in Dynamics,

H. B. Goodwin, 76; Latituile by l.x-Meriilian, J. While,

498 ; Ihe Determination of Latitude and Longitude by Photo-
graphy, Prof. C. Range, 102 ; Variations of Latitude, F.
Gonnessial, 277

Laurie (A. P.), Behaviour of Alloys in a Voltaic Circuit, 239 ;

on the Diffusion of very Dilute Solutions of Chlorine and
Iodine, 410

Laussedat (M.), Melrophotography, 274
Law and Greenwich Time, the, 133
Lawrence (J.), the Telltale Milk Jug, 554
Layard (Sir Henry), Death of, 250
Le Bel (A.), Variation of Rolatory Power under Influence of

Temperature, 23
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Le Chatelier (H.), on Manganese Sleel, 335
Le Roy (G. A.), on the Development of the Latent Image ia

Photography by Alkaline Peroxides, 588
Lea (M. C), Transformations of Mechanical into Chemical

Energy, 91 ; New Method of discovering Relative

Affinities of Certain Acids, 235
Lebedew (Peter;, on the Mechanical EITect of Waves upon

Resonators at Resi, 334 ; on Electromagnetic Waves, 362

Ledrec (A.), Value of Theoretical Ohm, 167

Leeson (Dr. J. R.). Pleistocene Deposits at Twickenham, 70
Leievre (Ed.), Death of, 177
Lehmann (O.), New Phenomenon atlending Passage of

Electrici'y ihrough Badly Conducting Liquids, 236

Leicester Earthquake of August 4, 1S93, C. Davison, 1 19

Leipner (Adnlph), Death and Obituary Notice of, 33
Lemna, Habits ol. Dr. H. B. (juppy, 71

Lenard (Hcrr P. ), the Magnetic Deflection of Cathode Ray,

114; Prof. Fiizgerald, 179
Lencauchez (J. A.), on the Manufacture of Open-Hearth Steel,

460
Lendenfeld (Dr. R. v.), Centipedes and their Young, 8

Length, Nteasures of; Meals Suitable for Manufacturing

Standards, C. E. Guillaume, III

Leonard (Major A. G.), the Camel, its Uses and Management,

195
, .

,

Levy (Michel), on the Principles to be followed in a Lniversal

Classification of the Rocks, 510
Lewes (Prof. Vivian B. ), the Enrichment of Coal-Gas, 175 ;

the Chemistry of Cleaning, 256
Ley (Rev. W. Clement), Early Arrival of Birds, 31

Libbey (Williaoj), Gases in Kilauea, 91

Lichens found in Brilain, a Monograph of, being a Descriptive

Catalogue of the Species in the Herbarium of the British

Museum, Rev. James ^L Crombie, 295
Liege, the Meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute at, 459
Life in Ancient Egypt, A. Erman, 615
Lifou, the Natives of, J. Deniker, 21

Light ; the Incandescent Lamp and its Manufacture, Gilbert S.

Ram, I ; the Action of Light on the Diphtheria Bacterium,

J. Erede, S ; on the Diselectrifica'ion of Metals and other

Bodies by Light, Prof. Oliver]. Lodge, F.R.S., 225; Max-
well's Theory ol Light, Prof Oliver J. Lodge, K.R.S., 408 ;

Report of the Committee upoi the Action of Light upon
Dyed Colours, 411; Phoio-Electric Phenomena, Dr. J.

Elster, Dr. H. Geitel, 45

1

Lightning Fl.ishes, Some Peculiar, .V. Mc.\die, 485
Lightning, Rules lo be observed with reference to, Alexander

McAdie, 430
Lilienfeld (Dr.), Experiments on Condensation of Glycocol

Ether, 95 ; the Clotting of Blood, 192 ; Researches on

Diglycocollamide Esters, 492
Lillenthal (Herr Olto), Serious Accident to, 393
Liquids, on the Mixture of, M. J. de Kowalski, 540
Lime in the Blast Furnace, Sir Lowthian Bell on the Use of

Caustic, 459
Limtilm, on the Arachnid Affinities of the American King-

Crab, 621

Linnean Society, 23, 71, 143, 190,- 239
Linnean Society of New South Wales, 95, 239, 288, 444, 492,

636
Linton (Edward F. ), a Remarkable Meteor, 474
Linton (Mrs. Lynn), Prof Henry Drummond's Ascent of Man,
4S9

Lister (J. G), Contributions to the Life-History of the

Koraminifera, 237
Liierature, Dr. Armstrong on the Publication of Scientific, 159
Liverpool Observatory, 531
Liznar (Herr J.), Earth's Magnetism, 430
Lloyd- liozward (J.), J'islacellu halioloUea, 224
Loh.>.ter, American, on the Repioductive Habits of the, F. II.

Hcriick
Lockyer

(J. Norman, F. R.S.), Perennial Irrigation in Egypt,

80 ; on the Projected Nile Reservoir, 437 ; Results Obtained

with I'lisuialic Camera during Total Eclipse of Sun, April

16, 1S93, I \.i

Lockyer (W. I.;, joh. Miiller's Lehrbuch der ICosmischen

Physik, Dr. "C. F". W. Peters, 49 ; a New Form of Object-

Glass Mouniing, 20[ : Prof. Barnard and Prof. Pickering, the

Discs of Jupiter's Satellites, 320 : Mais a; he now Appears,

476 : Bright Projections on Mars' Terminator, 499

Lodge (Prof. Oliver, F.R.S.), the Work of Herir, 133, 160;
Electrical Theory of Vision, 172; Detector for Electric

Radiation, 1S2 ; on the Diselectrilication of Metals and other

Bodies by Light, 225 ; Popular Lectures and .\ddres3»s by

Sir W. Thomson (Baron Kelvin), P.R.S., 289, 313; illu'-

tralion of the Principle of Prof. Oliver Lodge's "Coherer,"

305 ; International Courtesy, 399; on Pholo-Electric Leak-

age, 406 ; on Maxwell's Theory of Light, 408 ; Physiological

Effecis Produced by Rapidly Allernaiing Currents of High
Iniensity, 463 ; Experiments upon the Reflection, Polarisa-

tion, and Refraction of Hertz VVases, 463
Loewy (Dr. Ad.), Influence of Rarefied and Compressed Air

on Circulation, 95
Loewy (M.), Photographs of the Moon, 278; Report on M.

Bigourdan's Memoir on the Micrometric Measurement of

Small .Angular Celestial Distances, 368
Logan, Mount, the Loftiest Peak in North America, 131

Logarithma, Manual of Practical, W. N. Wilson, 425
Logic of Weismannism, the, J. T. Cunningham, 523
Lomas (Joseph), Dr. Carl Grossmann and, on Hollow

Pyramidal Ice Crystals, 600
London Hospitals, Introductory Addresses, 552
London, the Plague of, Precautions against, in 1665, 304
London Polytechnic Institutes, some, R. A. Gregory, 87,

114
London, the Spread of Diphtheria in, Dr. Sykes, 276

London, the University of, and the Report of the Gresham
Commissioners, Dr. W. Palmer Wynne, 269

Longitude by Photography, the Determination of Latitude

and. Prof. C. Runge, 102

Longman's Magazine, Science in, 66
Longuinine (M. W.), on the Latent Heats of Vaporisation of

the Saturated Alcohols of the P'ally Series, 612 ; on the

Application of Trouton's I aw to the Saturated Alcohols of the

Fatly Series. 636
Lori (Dr. F.), on the Radial D'stribution of the Induced

Magnetism in an Iron Cylinder, 604
Lorraine, Alsace and. Meteorological Observations 1892, 430
Louis (Henry), a Handbook of Gold Milling, 170

Love (A. E. H.), the Kinematical Discrimination of Euclidean

and non-Euclidean Geometries, 92 ; a Treatis-i on the

Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Prof. A. G. Greenhill,

F.R.S, 97
Low (James Webster), on the Velocities o( Sound in -Vir

Gases and Vapours lor Simple Tones of Different Pitches,

334
Lowell (Percival), Recent Observations of Mars, 395
Lowell Lectures on the Ascent of Man, the, Henry Urummond,

147
Lowell Observatory, Arizona, the, John Ritchie, |un., 149

Lucas (A. H. S.), -on the Formation of a Mackerel Sky,

636
Luff (Dr. Arthur P.), Science Teaching in St. Marys

Hospital Medical School, 595
Lumholiz (Dr. Carl), Among the Tarahumaris, 234

Lung Diseases, Treatment of, by Climate, Aero-Therapeutics,

or the, Charles Theodore Williams, 99
Lunge (Prof.l, and Herr Porsehnew, Nitrogen Trioxide, 623

Lupton I Alfred), Mining: an Elementary Treatise on the

Getting of Miner.als, 145

Lussana (Dr. Silvio), Specific Heat of Gases at Constant

Pressure, 503 .

LydekUer (R.>, a Handbook to the Marsupialia and

.Monotremata, 267

Lymph, Flow of, from the Hind Limbs, Dr. Lazarus Barlow,

462
Lymph, Flow of, from the Thoracic Duct dependent upon the

Amount of the Blood Pressure in the Liver Capillaries, Dr.

Starling, 462
Lyons (Capt. H. G.), Stratigraphy «nd Physiography of

Libyan Desert of Egypt, 166

Lyra>, the Variable R, Herr .\. Pannekoek, 531

Maas (Dr. O.), on Temperature as a Factor ia the Distribution

of .Marine Animals, 434
McAdie (.Mexander,, Rules to be observed with reference to

Lightning. 430 ; S.ime Peculiar Lightning FKashes, 485

Macbtide (E. W.), Vaiiations in Larva of Ailerina Gibbosa,

•43
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McCarthy (Gerald), the Employment of Disease-causing

Microbes for destroying Field Vermin, 131

McClean (Frank), Photographic and Visual Refracting

Telescopes and Spectroscope presented to the Cape
Observatory by, 552

Macclesfield Bank, Results of dredgings on, P. W. Bassett-

Smiih, 552
Macfarlane ^Prof. J. M.), on the Irrito-Contractility of Plants,

361
MacGeorge (G. W.V Ways and Works in India, 569
McGill University, Montreal, Physics and Engineering at the,

558
McGregor (J.),

Observations on the Influence of Temperature

on the Optical Activity of Organic Liquids, 335
Machinery, the Mechanics of Hoisting, Dr. Julius Weisbach

and Prof. Gustav Hermann, 616

Mackay (Dr. Georgt), the Results of Imprudent Solar Observa-

tions, 307
Mackay (Dr. J. S.), the Geometrography of Euclid's Problems,

466
McKay (W. J. S.). Morphology of Muscles of Shoulder-Girdle,

28S
McKendrick (Prof.), on the Phonograph, 461
Mackenzie (A. S.), Experiments in Test of Validity of

Newtonian Law of .\ttraction for Crystalline and Isotropic

Masses at Small Distances, 252
Mackenzie (Prof. W. C), Nitrate of Soda in Egypt, 91 ; on

the Nitrate-bearing Clays of Egypt, 360
Mackerel Sky, A. H. S. Lucas on the Formation of a, 636
Maclean (Magnus), the Electrification of Air, 280 ; on some

Preliminary Experiments to find if Subtraction of Water
from Air electrifies it, 406

McLeod (Prof. Herbert, F.R.S.), the Alchemical Essence and
theChimical Element, M. M. Pattison Muir, 50

McMahon (Lieut.-General C. A.), Igneous Rocks on Western
Flank of Dartmoor, 23 ; Magnetism of Rock Pinnacles, 499

MacMahon (Major P. A., F.R.S.), the Collected Mathematical
Papers of Henry J. S. Smith, 517

McMillan (Waller G.), Iron Crows' Nests, 8
Macnab (W.), Researches on Modern Explosives, 236
Macpherson (Rev. H. A.), the Grouse, 546
.Madagascar, ['"uncral Rights in, Antony Jully, 490
Madsen (Victor), the Scandinavian Ice Sheet, 54
Magazines, Science in the, 65, 140, 234, 419, 583
Magtlona, the Blood of the. Dr. W. B. Benham, 435
Magnesium Spectrum as a Criterion of Stellar Temperature,

Prof. J. E. Keeler, 364
Magneiism : Im(jrovcmcnts in Magnetic Instruments, Dr. S.

VVild, 15 ; Design and Winding Alternate-Current Electro-

Matjneis, Prof. S. P. Thompson, F. R.S., and Miles Walker,

69 ; the Magnetic Properties of Soft Iron at Various Tempera-
tures, M Cuiic, 84; Measurement of Magnetic Popc-rlies

of Iron, Prof Thom.is Gny, 188 ; Experiments on the Man-
netisation of Iron and Paraffin by Hertzian Waves, M.
Birkeland, 203 ; Propagation of Magnetisation of Iron as

afTeded by Electric Currents in Iron, J. Ilopkinson and E.
Wilson, 214 ; on the Magnctis.ition of Iron Cylinders, O.
Grolrian, 335; on the Radial Distribution of the Induced
Magneti'-m m an Iron Cylmder, M. Ascoli and F. Lori, 604 ;

F. G. Baily on Hysteresis in Iron and Steel in a rotating

Magnetic Field, 408 ; on the Effect of Magnetisation upon the
Dimension* of Iron Rings in 'Hreclions perpendicular to the

Magncii^tion and upon the Volume of the Rings, Shclford
Hidwcll, F.R.S, 442; Observations made of the Kerr
Phenomenon on the Reflection from .Surfaces of Iron, Cobalt,
and Nickel in a Magnetic Firld, P. Zeeman, 503 ; the Mag-
netic Deflection of Cathode Ray, Herr P. Lenard, 114, 118;
Herr Lcnard on the Magnetic Deflection of Caihoiie Rays,
Prof. Fitzgerald, 179; Properties of Magnetic .Substances at

Various Tempcraiures, P. Curie, 120; Miignctic Rock, S.

Skinner, 191 ; the most Recent Values of the Magnetic Ele-

menta at the Principal Magnetic Ohservatories of the World,
Mr. Chrce, 276 ; Changes of Resistance of Bi^^muth Spiral

in powerful Magnetic FicM, Dr. II. du Hois, 287 ; Magnetism
of Rock Pinnaclci, Rev. E. Hill, 318; Magnetisation ol Rock
Pinnacles, James Heelit, 338 ; Magnetism of Rock Pmnaclcs,
Lieut. -General C. .A. McMahon, 499; Wilde's Theory of the
Secular Vartaiion of Terrestrial M.igneti^in, 1., A. Bauer,

337 ; Prof. Henry Wilde, F. R.S., 570; Earth's Magnetism,

J.
Liinar, 430; Herr I.cbedcw on Electromagnelic Waves,

362 ; Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves in Ice, R.
Blondlot, 604; Magnetic Induction in Nickel Tubes and
Volume Changes which accompany Maj-netisui in Nickel
Tubes, Dr. C. G. Knott and A. Shand, 443 ; Electricity,

Electrometer, Magnetism, and Electrolysis, G. Chrystai,

W. N. Shaw, F.R.S. , Dr. James L. Howard, 450; Small
Portable Unitilar .Magnetometer, Dr. Luigi Palazzo. 582 ;

Magnetic Experimental Investigations, Carl Fromme, 635
Magnetometer, Small Port.-ible Unifilar, Dr. Luigi Palazzo, 5S2
Magnitude of the Solar System, on the, Prof. W. Harkness,

458. 532
Mahler (Dr. E.), the Apis Period of the Ancient Egyptians,

254
Mairet (M.), Researches on the Causes ot the Toxicity of the
Serum of Blood, 335

M.ijor(Di. C. J. For^yth), Triluberculy and Polybuny, loi

Makaroff (.Admiral S.), on an International Agreement for the
Publication of Meteorological Information contained in

Ship's Log-bnoks, 360
Malformation of Hands and Feet, Hereditary, Drs. W. Kamsay
Smith and J. S. Norwell, 253

Mallard (Prol. Ernest), Death of, 250; Obituary Notice of,

M. G. Wyrouboft', 42S
Mammalia, on the Didermic Blastocyte in. Prof. Hubrecht, 434
Man,the Lowell Lectures on the Ascent of, Henry Drummond,

147
Manchester, Dr. John Hopkinson, F.R.S., on the New Electric-

lighting Works, 365
Mangant-se Steel, M. H. Le Chatelier, 335
Mann (Dr.Gu^tave) on Histological Changes p-oduced in Nerve

Cells by their Functional Activity, 443 ; Microrcopic Speci-

mens and Microphoiographs in winch Changes could be
observed in various Nerve Cells as the result of their

Functional Activity, 462
Mannheim, Proceedings of the Jahres-Bericht des Vereins fiii"

Naturkunde of, 456
Manouvricr ^Prof. L. ) on the Brain of a young Fuegian, 440
Mantua and Montlerrat (H.R. and M.S.H. the Prince ofX

Visions of the Interior of the F.arih, 594
Manures and the Principles of Manuiing, C. M. Ackman, 75
Map, Dr. Ilauchecorne's Report on the Progress of the New

International Geological, 510
Marchal (Paul) on Dipteia Harmful to Cereals, 516
Marcuse (Dr.), Experiments on Frogs in Studying Pancreatic

Diai'eies, 336
Marignac (F. C. G. de). Death of, 13

Marine Animals, on Temperature as a Factor in the Distri-

bution of. Dr. O. Maas, 434
Marine Animals, Interesting, Prof. W. \. Herdman, F.R.S.,

475
Marine Biology ; the Projected Station at Cumbrae, 13 ; Johann
von MviHer and the Gulf of Naples, 14 ; Ocean Mt-a<lows,65 ;

Ouramoeba, \Vm. L. Poteat, 79; Clavntella Prolifeia, Henry
.Scherrcn, 104 ; Annual Report of Wood's HoU (M.ass.)

Laboratory, 130; the Marine Biologiial Association, 203;
Report of, 251 ; Bacteriology of the Ocean, Dr. B. Fischer,

431 ; Aurclia wiih Pentamerous Symmetry. II. W. Unthank,

413 ; Variations of Aurelia, Prof. W. A. Herdman, F.K.S.,

426 ; Wood's Holl (Mass.) Laboratory, 481 : Laboratory

ENtahlished on Tatihou I.-.land, 503 ; Results of Dredgings

on Macclesfield Bank in the China Sea, P. W. Basselt-Smith,

552
Marine Engineering : F.lementary Lessons in Steam Machinery

and the Marine lingine, J. Langmaid and H. Gaisford, 220

Marine Fauna, Arctic and Antarctic, Dr. John Murray, 443
Marine Laboratory, on the New Buildings for the St. Andrew's

(fiatty), 101

Marriott (W.), Audibility of Big Ben at West Norwood, 94
Mars, Oliseivalions of the Planet, 255 : a Strange Light on
Mars, Prof. Krucger, 319 ; Recent Observations of Mars,

457 ; Percival Lowell, 395 ; Prof. I'ickeiing, 396 ; Mars as

he now Appears, \V. J. Lockyer, 476; Bright Projections on
Mars' Terminator, W.J. S. Lockyer, 499; Observations on
Mars, Stanley Williams, 606

Marsh (T. E.), Chlorocamphene, 22 ; a Sulphate of Oxamide,
32

Marshall (Henry Rutgers), Pain, Pleasure, and .-Esthetics, 3
Marsupialia and Monolrcmata, a Handbook to the, Richard

Lydekker, 267
Marsupiles in the Isle of Wight, C. GrilTilh, 8
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Martin (C. J.), on the Femoral Gland of Ornithorhynchus, 492
Martin (Hon. James), Science and Mining, 273
Maryland Slate Weather Service, Report of the, 364
M:i,cart (M. I, Presidential Address French Association for the

Advancement of Science, 429
Mason (O. T.), Migration aid the Food Quest, a Study in

the Peopling of America, 361
Mass of the F.arth, the, the Reviewer, 30
Mass of Mercury, the, M. Backlund, 607
M uhematics : the Relation ol Maihematics to Engineering, Dr.

John Hopkinson, F.R.S., 42; Theorem concerning Areas

described in Movements of Plane Figure, G. Koenigs, 48 ;

Intended Collective Edition of Prof. Weierstrass's Works,

61 ; Mathematical Gazette, 68, 441 ; American Journal of

Mathematics, 69, 283; Bulle in of New York Mathematical

Society, 91, 235, 309, 441 ; Mathematical Society,

92, 262; the Kinematical Discrimina'ion of Euclidean

and non-Euclidean Geometries, A. E. H. Love, 92;
the Stability of a Tube, Prof. Greenhill, 93 ; Electro-

Magnetic Induction in Current Sheets and its repre-

sentation by .Moving Trads of Images, G. II. Bryan, 93 ; a

History of the Elasticity and Strength of .Materials, Isaac

Todhunter, F.R.S., Prof. A. G. Gieenhill, F.R.S.,97;a
Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, A E. H.
Love, Prof. A. G. Greenhill, F.R.S., 97: Introduction to

the Mathematical Theory of the Stress and Strains of Elastic

Solids, Benjamin Williamson, F.R. S., Prof. A. G. Green-

hill, F. R.S. , 97; Theory of Structures and Strength of

Materials, Henry T. Bovey, Prof. A. G. Greenhill, F.R.S.,

97; Synopsis der Hoheren Mathematik, Johann G. Haijen,

Dr. J. W. L. Glaisher, F.R.S., 121 ; Death of Dr. K. W.
Baur, 130 ; Jubilee Presentation to Prof. Bertraml, 130

;

Regular Sections and Projections of Hekalomkosa.'droid and
Hexakosiccdroid, Prof. Schoute, 144 ; Bradbury's Brunsviga

Calculating Machine, 182 ; Theorem of Natural Connection
between Homogeneous Divisions of Space by means of

Cubes and of Orthic Tetraikaidekahedra, Dr. Schoute, 240;
Proceedings of the Edinburgh Mathematical Society, 244

;

on the Order of the Eliminant of two or more Equations, Dr.

R. Lachlan, 262 ; Solvable Cases of the Motion of a Top or

Gyrostat, Prof. .\. G. G.eenhill, F.R.S., 263; Mathematical
Geology, Popular Lectures and Addresses hy Sir W. Thom-
son (Baron Kelvin), P.R.S., Prof. Oliver J. Lodge, F.R.S.,

289, 313; Triple Equations, Jan de Vries, 312; on the

reduction of any Ditferential System whatever to a com-
pletely Integrable Form, M. Riquier, 335 ; Opening Address

in Section A of the British Association, by Prof. i\. W.
Riicker, F.R.S, 343; the Geometrography of Euclid's

Problems) Dr. J. S. Mackay, 466; Grundzuge der Geometric
von mehreren Dimensionen und mehreren Arten gradliniger

Einheitenin clemenlarer Form entwickelt.Guiseppe Veronese,

493 ; the Collected Mathematical Papers of Henry J. S.

Smith, Major P. A. McMahon, K.R.S,, 517; on the Prob-

lems of Dynamics of which the Differential Equations allow

an Infinitesimal Transformation, M. P. Stackel, 54°;
Measurements of Precision, Prof. T. C. Mendenhall, 584
(see also Section .\ of the British Association)

Mather (Dr. George E.), Two Great Scotsmen: the Brothers

William and John Hunter, 169
Mathias (M. E.), on the Specific Heat of Liquid Sulphurous

Anhydride, 420
Maudslay (Alired P.), on Native Buildings at Chichen Itsa,

Yucatan, and the Customs of the Maya Indians, 440
Maxim (Hiram S.), Aeroplanes, 489
Maxim's I' lying Machine, Device used in making the Boiler of,

3-9
Maxwell (Sir Herbert, Bart.), Scottish Land-Names, 266

Maxwell and Hertz, II. Poincare on, S

Maxwell's Theory of Light, Prof. Oliver J. Lodge, F.R.S., on,

408
M ly ICxaminations, Results of, in Science and Art Department,

M.iyer (Prof. A. M.), on Beats and Beat-tones, 40S

.Meadows, Ocean, 65
Measurement of Electrical Resistance, a Treatise on the, W. A.

Price, 591
Measurements of Precision, Prof. J. C. Mendenhall, 5S4

Mechanics : Experimental Determination of Poisson's Ratio,

C. E. Stromeyer, 142; Spiral Goniometry in its Relation to

the Measurement of .\ctivity, Carl Barus, 334 ; Institute of

Mechanical Engineers, 365 ; Mechanical Science : Opening
Address in Section G of the British Association, by Prof. A.
B. W. Kennedy, F. R. .S., the Critical Side of Mechanical
Training, 383 ; Towards the Efficiency of Sails, Screw-
propellers, in Water and Air, and Aeroplanes, Lord Kelvin,

P.R.S., 425; Theoretical Mechanics, J. Eilward Taylor,

473 ; Prof. Jacobus on testing Automatic Fire Sprinkler
Heads, 486 ; Theoretical Mechanics, Solids, Arthur Thorn-
ton, 593 ; the Mechanics of Hoistin;^ Machinery, Dr. Julius

Weisbath and Prof. Gustav Hermann, 616 (see also .Section

G of the British Association).

Medical School for Women to be established at .St. Petersburg,

SOI
Medical Schools, Science in the, 512: Prof II. Alleyne

Nicholson, 524
Medicine: Death of Dr. E. Sperk, 153
Medicine : Science Teacfiing in St. Mary's Hospital Medical

School, Dr. Arthur P. Luff, 595
Mediterranean and North Atlantic, Researches carr-ed out on
board the Prince of Monaco's Yacht in the, J. Y. Buchanan,

436
Meerbury's (Dr. T. H.), Experiments on Electrolytic Polarisa-

tion, Prof Kamerlingh Onnes, 24
Melde(F.), New Method ol Determining Pitches of High Tun-

ing-forks, 155
Meldola (Prof. R., F.R.S.), the Settlement of the Epping

Forest Question, 225 ; liandbuch der Photographic, Prof.

Dr. H. W. Vogel, 5S9
Mellish (Henry), Height of Barometer, 4C0
Melsome (Mr.), Results of an Investigation on the Production

of Local Immunity through a localised Specific Inflammatory
Condition, 462

Melting, on the Change of Volume during, MaxToepIer, 635
Memoirs of Kazan Society of Naturalists, 141

Menagerie, Recent Ai'ditions to the Zoological Society's, 127
Mendenh.ill (Prof. T. C), Measurements of Precision, 584
Mengin (M.), Separation and Estimation of Tin and Antimony

in ^in Alloy, 311

Mercury, the Mass of, M. Backlund, 607
Mergin Islands, Pho'ographs of the Inhabitants of the, 490
Merriman (Dr. Mansfield), on the Resistance of Materials under

Impact, 4S6
Mesozoic Plants, Catalogue of the, in the Department of

Geology, British Museum, A. C. Seward, 294
Metallurgy, the Economic Side of Iron and Steel Production,

E. Windsor Richards, 37 ; the Walrand-Legcnisel Process,

G. J. Snelus, 37 : Scandinavia as a Source of Iron Ore
Supply, Jeremiah Head, 38 ; Capacity and Form of Blast

Furnaces, W. Ilawdon, 38 ; Physical Influence of Certain

Elements on Iron, Prof J. O. Arnold, 38 ; an Introduction

to the Study of. Prof. W. C. Roberts- Austen, F.R.S., W.
Gowland, 147 : Role of Transformations of Iron and Carbon
in Hardening of Steel, Georges Charpy, 167 : the .Metallurgy

of Gold, T. Kirke Rose, 170; a Handbook of Gold
Milling, Henry Louis, 170; Eleclrical .\pparatus lor Dis-

covering Internal Flaws in Iron and Steel, 22S ; on
Manganese Steel, M. H. Le Chalelier, 335 ; on the Structure

of Steel, M. F. Osmond, 368; Dctetminations of a Bore
madeatCremoine Point, New South Wales, Prof. T. W. E.

David, 415 ; M. W. Spring on the Cold Welding of Metals,

455
Metals, on the Diselectrification of and other Bodies by Light,

Prof. Oliver J. Lodge, F.R.S., 225
Metals,MeihQd for Determining Thermal Conductivity of Metal,

Jos. H. Gray, 261

Meichniko(r(Prof Elias), Lectures on the Comparative Path-

ology of Inflammation, 194
Mctchnikoff (.M.), Bacieiiology of Cholera, 511
Meteorology, Thermometrical Station Established on Mount

Etna, 14 ; Temperature-Variations on Mount Etna, Prof.

Ricci) and Saij.i, 85 ; Publication of Means of Observations

for Sophia (IJulgaria) for 1S91-3, 14: Icebergs and their

Relation toWeaiher, H. C. Russell, F.R.S., 15 ; A. Sydney
D. .\ikinson, 31 ; Rainfall Observations for 1892 in East
Indian Archipelago, Ur.vander Siok, 17 ; American Meteoro-
logical Journal, 21, 141, 188 ; New Chart of Equal Ranges
of Temperature, J. L. S. Connolly, 21 ; Thunderstorms, M.
Renou, 34 : Connection between Certain .Squalls which
accompany large Barometric Depressions and Thunderstorms
E. Durand-t^iroville, 4 ^o : .\nnual Divirihution of l"hunder-
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storm* over ihe Globe, Prof. A. Klossovsky, 581 ; Aurora of

February 22, Dr. M. A. Veeder, 54 : Aurora Australis, H.
C. Russell, 319 ; Aurora and Fos;, H. C. Russell, 42S ; Fine
Aurora seen in l"asmania, II. S. Pnve, 4S2 ; Aurora, I.

Shaw, 499 ; Auroral display in New Zealand and Austialla,

620 ; ihe Climate of Odessa, Prof. Klossovsky, 62 ; Sun-
spots and Weather, P. Polls, 62; W. L. Dallas, 113;
Festoon Cumulus or " Pocky" Cloud, II. N. Dickson, 79 :

a Monochromatic Rainbow, Chailes Davison, 84 ; Proposed
Tidal Observatory in Madras Harbour, 84 ; the Week's
Weather, 84, no, 228. 251 : Kew Observatory Re-
poit tor 1S93, 85 : Sonnblick Society's Report for 1893,
86 ; Investigation on Daily Period of Wind Velocity
on Sonnblick Summit, Dr. J. Ilann, 22S : Relative
Frequency of different Velocilies'of Wind. W. Kills, F.R.S.,

94 : Audibility of Big Ben at West Norvvood, W. Mar-
riott, 94 ; Royal Meteorological Society, 9t, 21$; Berlin

Meteorological Society, 95, 191 ; Cloud-height Measure-
ments at Elflel Tower, Dr. Rassner, 95 : Changes in the
Definitions of Clouds since Howard, II. II. Clayton, 334 ;

the Transmission of Weather Forec.vts to Rural Telegraph
Offices, 109 ; Mr. J. H. Collins' Arrangement for finding

Tidal .streams round Isle of Wight, 112 ; Increase of Tem-
perature v^ith Depth in Low Algerian Sahara, George Roul-
land, 120; Ebb and Flow of the Earth's Atmosphere, Dr.

J. Hann, 130; Meteorology and Geodesy, Prof. C. Abbe,
141 ; Violent Hailstorm In Vienna, 153 ; Hailstones at Cleve-
land, Ohio, Francis II. Herrick, 173; Remarkable Hail-
stones at Vicksburg, Prof. Cleveland Abbe, 430; Diurnal
Oscillations of Barometer at Paris, Prof. L. Dcscroix, 155 ;

Height of Barometer, Henry Mellish, 400: Meteorologische
Zeitschrifl, 165 ; Meteorological Observations on Ihe Pic du
Midi, Dr. F. Klengel, 125 ; Rapid Changes of .Mmospheric
Temperature, especially during Fnhn, and Methods of ob-
serving them, J. V. Buchanan, K.R.S.. 165; the Employ-
ment of a Trigonometrical Series in Meteorology, Dr. A.
Schmidt, 178; Report of Canadian Meieorologlcal Service
for 1889, 179 ; the Names of the Winds, Dr. Umlauft, iSS

;

a Winter Sojourn on the Brocken, Dr. Sirring, 191 ; Sy-
roons's Monthly Meteorological Magazine, 214; the May Frost
of 1894, Mr. Symons, 214; Night Frosts, T. Homcn, 276;
Fogs with Strong Winds in British Isles, 1S76-90, R. H.
Scott, F.R.S., 215; Characteristic Features of fJales and
Strong Winds, R. H. Curtis, 215; Repiri of German
Meteorological Institute for 1893. 228; Recent Change
in the Character of April, 246 ; Dr. O. Z. Bianco,
Researches at Turin, on the, 393 ; Halo of go° with
Parhelia, .Samuel Barber, 269 ; Elementary Meteorology,
William Morris Davis, 293 ; on some Methods
in Meieornlogv, 318 ; Rainfall in Great P.rilaiii during July,

325; British Rainfall, G. J. .Symons, F.R.S., 416: Mr. F.

C. Bayard on the Rainfall at Greenwich, 457 : Rainfall of
Scotland, Dr. Buchan, 604; Researches made at Hong
Kong Observatory during 1893, Dr. W. Doberck, 325;
Admiral S. MakarofT, on an International Agreement for the
Puhllcalicn of Meteorological Information contained in

Ships' Logbooks. 360 ; Dr. J. W. Van Bebber, on the
Daily Synoptic Weather Charts of the North Atlantic, 362 ;

Report of the Maryland State Weather Service, 364 ;

Meteorological Observations in Alsace and Lorraine, 1892,

430 ; M. J. Jauberi on the Atmosphere of Paris, 454 ; Meet-
ing of the International Meteorologicil Committee. 454 :

Old German Legend concerning the Weather, Die Sleben-
schla'er, 455 ; on .Spring Kains in Geneva, 475 ; Deutsche
Secwarte, Report for 1893, 4^2 ; Effect o( a thin veil of
Cloud or Mist upon the Intensity uf Solar Radiation, Profs.

Barloli and Siracciati, 482 ; Precis ne Mclcorologie Endo-
gene, F. Canu, 498 ; Disastrous Cyclone In the Unile<l
Slate*, 528 ; Meteorology of the Tniied Stales, Major H. H.
C. Dunwoody, 608; Denlructlve Storm In Japan, 528;
Meteorology in Italy for 1893, 502 : on some Temperature-
Vari.itinns in France and Greenland, 571; Meteorology of
India for 1893, John Fallot, 553 ; Thermnmctric Observations
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Pal;eonto!ogy : on the Tritubercular Theory, E. S. Goodrich,
6 ; Trituberculy and Polybuny, Dr. C. J. Forsyth Major,

lot, E. S. Goodrich, 268, loi ; Miirsupiies in the Isle of

Wight, C. Griffith, 8 ; the Echinoidea of Cutch, Dr. G. W.
Gregory, 35 ; the Crinoidea of Gotland, 59 ; the Recent
Discovery uf Fossil Remains at Lake Cala'ionna, South
Australia, Dr. E. C. Stirling, F.R.S., 184, 206; Dyrosaurus
Thevestensis, A. Pomal, 216; Characters and Faunal Re-
lations of the Larimie Mammals, Prof. H. F. Osborn, 326;
Creatures of Other Days, Rev. II. N. Hutchinson, 426 ;

W. A. Sanford on his Discovery of a Large Dinosaur at

Wedmore, 456
Palazzo (Dr. Luigi), Small Portable Unifilar Magnetometer,
582

Palermo (Dr.), Action of Sunshine on Cholera Bacillus, 155
Palimp5est Manuscripts, Application of Photography to the

Deciphering of, E. Pringsheim, 604
Pallas, Diameter of. Prof- E. E. Barnard, 65
Palmer (Dr. ), Dimethyl Arsine, 205
Palmieri (Signor L.), Earth-Currents at the Vesuvius Observa-

tory, 622
Panjab, Morphological Peculiarities in Natives of, Prof. R. H.

Charles, 16
Panmixia, Prof. W. F. R. Weldon, F.R.S., S; Dr. G. J.
Romanes, F.R.S., 28

Panmixiaand Natural Selection, Dr. .\lfred R. Wallace, F. R.S.,

.96
Paniiekoek (Herr A.), the Variable R. Lyrae, 531
Papavasiliore (M.), on the Greek Earthquakes of .-^pril, 1894,

C. Davison, 607
Paper Making, Practical, George Clapperton, 73
Paracelsus, M. M. Paulson .Vluir, 598
ParaflTin Nitrires, the Physiological Action of the. Dr. J. Theo-

dore Cash, F.R.S., and Prof. Wyndham R. Dunstan, 550
Pare Saint- Maur Ohservatorv, Magnetic Disturbance at, Corre-

si'onilinginTime with the Earthquake Shock at Consianlinople,

M. Moureaux, 394
Parenty (H. ), New Experiments permitting the Comparison of

the Delivery of Liquids, Gases, and Vapour from the same
Orifices, 444

Parhelia, Halo of 90° with, Samuel Barber, 269
Paris: Bulletins de la Socio e d'Amhropologie de, 2r, 441,

490 ; Memoires de la Societe d'Anthropologie de. 441 ; Paiis

Academy of Sciences. 23, 48, 72, 94, 120, 143, 167. 191, 216,

263, 287, 311, 335, 368, 396, 420, 444, 468, 491. 516, 540,

564, 587, 612, 635 : Centenary of the Paris Pulyiechnic

School, 82 ; Annual Repurt of the Paris Observaiory, 255 ;

Pans Societe d'Encouragemenl pour I'lndusirie Nationaie,

Proposed New System of Screw-pitch and Wire-gaige. 414 ;

M. J. Jauhert on the Atmosphere of Paris, 454 ; Paris

Municipal Council : Competition for the best means of

Suppressing the Smoke and Purifying the Waier of Cines,

454; Pasieur In-iituie, Expeiimental Study of means of

Defence against Destructive Insects, 482
Paris (Comte dei, Death of, 480
Pascher(F.), ihe Radiation <if Gases, 188; on the Infra-Red

Disoersion of Fluorspar, 635
Pasteur Institute, Paris, Experimental Study of means of

Defence against Desiructivc Insects, 482
Pasteur Insii ute, the Projected, for India, 33
Pasteur's .\nti-Rabic Treatment, the Anti-Vivisectionists and,

'4
Paiagonia, Prehistoric Crania of. Dr. R. Verneau, 490
Pathology : Leciures on ihe Comparative Pathidogy of In-

flammation, Ellas Metchnikoff, 194; Methods of Pathological

Hist.ilogy, C. von Kahlden, A. A. Kamhack, 218 ; Deaf-

Mutism, Holger Mygind, P. Macleod Vearsley, 449 ; the

Thompson Yates Lalioratones, 304
Pavy (F. W., F.R.S.), the Ph)Sinlogy of the Carbohydrates,

their Application as Food and Relation to Diabetes, 397
Peal (S. E.), Tan Spot- over Dog's Ejes, 572
Pearson (Karl), Height of Barometer, 338
Peary Expedition, 581 ; Sailing of the, 250; Letter from Lieut.

Peary, 603
Pease (Alfred E.), Biskra and the Oases and Desert of the

Zibans, 317
Pechman (Prof, von), on a New Nitrogen Compound,

Diazomethane, 364
Peckham (S. F.), on the Nitrogen Content of California

Bitumen, 515
Pclabon tH.), Influence of Pressure on Combination of

Hydrogen and Selenium, 264
Pembrey (M. S. ), on the R-aciion of Animals to Changes of

External Temperature, 460
Pendulum in the Alps of Danphiny, Observations of the, 635
Pendulum, Bifilar, for M asuiing Earth-Tilt?, C. Davison, 246
Penfield (S. L. ), on some .Methods for the Determination of

Watei, 334
Penfield and Kreider (Messrs.), Separation of Minerals of High

Specific Gravity by the Use of Dr. J. W. Rctger's Fused
Double Nitrate ol Silver and Thallium, 415

Pcngelly Memorial Fund, the, 325
Peniamerous Symmetry, " Aur lia " with, H. W. Unthank, 413
Perennial Irrigation in Egypt, J. Norman l.ockyer, F. U.S., So
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Perfumes : a Natural History of Kaw Materials and Drugs used
in the Perfume Industry. J. Ch. Sawer, 76

Perier (M. G.), Oigano-Metallic Combinations of Corneol,
Camphor, and Monochlor-Camphor with Aluminium
Chloride, 335

Peripneumonia in Cattle, ihe Microbe of Contagious, S.

Arloinc. 2S7
Perkin (\V. U.), Magnetic Rotations of Acetic and Propionic

Acid, 71
Perkin (W. H., jun., F.R.S.). Tetramcthyleneamine, 22;

/9-2'DimethylgliUaric Acid, 22; Hexamethylenedibromide,

143 ; Organic Chemistry, 494
Peroxides, Sodium and Uranium, Thomas Fairley, 103
Perrotin (M.), Photographic Exploration at Nice Observatory,

287
Persia ; the BaVhtiari Mountains and Upper Elam, Lieut.

-

Colonel Sawyer, 34
Pertz (Miss), on the Hygroscopic Dispersal of Fruits in Certain

Labial:?, 434
Peru, the Harvard Observatory in, Prof. W. H. rickering, 64
Peters (Dr. C. F. W.), Job. M tiller's Lehrbuch der Kosmischen

Physik, \V. J. Lockyer, 49
Pettersson (Prof. Otto}, Swedish Hydroqraphic.il Work on

Baltic and North Seas, 131 ; Swedish Hydrographic Research
in the Baltic and North Seas, 305

Petz (G. G. von), East Siberia, 471
Pharmacy ; Death of Dr. Lnuis von Usiar, 60
Pheasants, Observations on ^oung, Prof. C. LloyJ Morgan, 575
Philadelphia, the Zoological .Society of, 109
Phillipps-Wolley (Clivc), Big-Game Shooting, 29S
Phillips (.\. H.), Stalagmite from Lava Caves of Kil.iuea, 235
Philology; Death of Prof. \V. D. Whitney, 153
Philosophy ; Sludien uber Claudiu'S Ptolemaus : ein Beitrag

zur Geschichte der griechischen Philosophic und
Astrologic, Franz Boll, 398

Phifalix (C), on some Antitoxic Properties of the Blood of
the Terrestrial Salamander (SalamanJra maculosa) against

Curare, 444
Phonograph, the, Prof. McKendrick, 461
Phonograph, New Simple Form of, A. Koeltzow, 275
Phosphorescence, Influence of Low Temperatures on the
Phenomena of, Raoul I'ictet, 564

Photo- Electric Leakage, Prof. Oliver J. Lodge, F. R.S.,on,
406

PhotoElcclric Phenomena, Dr. J. Elster, Dr. H. Geitel, 451
Photo-Micrography ; Practical Photo-Micrography, Andrew

I'ringle, 318
Photogiaphy : the Delerminaiion of Latitude an<l Longitude

by Photography, Prof. C. Runge, 102 ; the Frena Camera,
229 ; Edison's Kineto- Phonograph, A. and W. K. L.
Dickson, 140 ; the Photography of the Splash of a Drop,
K. S. Cole, 222 ; Ihc Progress of Astronomical Photography,
H. C. Rus>ell, F.K.S., 230 ; PholO|;r.iph of a Landscape in

Living and Head Bacteria, 250 ; Phoingrai>hs of the Moon,
MM. Licwy and Puiseux, 278 ; Photographs of Flames,
Captain Abney, 2S5 ; Solar Eclipse Photography, Albert
Taylor, 433 ; a Selection of Photographs of Stars, Star
Clusters and Nebul.-c, together with Information concerning
the Instruments and the Methodi employed in the Pursuit
ofCelc>iial Photography, Isi.ac Uoherts. F.R.S., Dr. A. \.
Common, F.K.S., 447 ; Photographic and Visual Refracting
Teletcope and Spectroscope presented lo the Cape Ob-
•crvatory by Mr. Frank McClean, 552 ; Photography by
Artificial Light, 553 ; an Instrument for Photographing
Metcofj, 556; Ihe Rnyal I'hotographic Society ; Addre-is of
the Prc-idcnt, Sir H. Trueman Wood, 577 ; nn the De-
vclnpmcni of the Latent Image in Photography by Alkaline
Peroxide-. G. A. I.e Ki.y, 588; Handbuch der Pholo-
graphie. Prof. Dr. H. W. Vogel, Prof. R. .Meldola, F.R.S.,
589; Application of Photography lo the Deciphering
of "Palimpsest " Manufciipt-, E. Ptingsheim, 604

Phylliom I'ukhrifolium, M. Sapjiey, 216
I'nyl'igi-ny, Ontogeny, and Syiicmatic Arrangement, Prof, von

l.iitcl. 510
I'hysiciaim, Royal College of, Harvcian Oration, Dr. T. Lauder

Itninton, K. R.S., 625
Phy-ir- H I'ninrsr* on Maxwell and Heri?, 8 ; Elasiicity

> a« Dependent upon Chemical Com-
nn and O. Schott, 21 ; the Formation

01 M' virj; ^l.•^llll I ilms by Klectrnlysin, F. Myliusand O.

Fromm,2l; Weidemann's Annalen der Physik und Chemie,

21, llS, 236, 515, 635 ; Variation of Rotatory Power under

Intluence of Temperature, .v. Lc Bell, 23; C. H. Wind's

Measurements on Kerr Phenomena in I'olar Reflection on

Nickel, Prof. Ivamerlingh Onnes, 24 : M. de Haas's Me.isure-

ments of CoelTicient of Viscosity of Methyl-Chloride, Prof.

Kamerlingh Onnes, 24 ; Physiological Psychology and

Psycho-Physics, Prof. E. B. Titchener, the Writer of the

Nole, 28; the Mass of the Earth, The Reviewer, 30; the

Weight of the Earth, "K.," Prof. A. G. Greenhill, F.R.S.,

52; the Mean Density of the Earth, Prof. J. II. Poynling,

F. R.S., 542 ; Hfat Experiments, Dr. V. Dvor.ak, 35 : New
Method of Determining Critical Temperatures by Critical

Index, James Chappuis, 48 ; New Method for Determination

and Lowering of Freezing-Points of Solutions, .'\. I'onsot,

48 ; J oh. M tiller's Lehrbuch der Kosmischen Physik, Dr.

C. F. W. Peters, W. J. Lockyer, 49 ; Physical Society, 69,

93, 142, 215, 285 ; Transformations of Mechanical into

Chemical Energy, M. C. Lea, 91 ; Specific Heal of Carbon

Dioxide at Constant Volume, Dr. J. Joly, 92; the Siabilily

of a Tube, Prof. Greenhill, 93 ; Eleciro-magneiic Induction

in Current Sheets and its Representation by Moving Trails

of Images, G. H. Bryan, 93; Dielectrics, Kollo Applcyard,

93 ; Behaviour of Certain Bodies in Presence of lOJectro-

magnetic Oscillations, Prof. G. M. Minchin, 94 ; Determina-

tion of Relative Intensity ol Gravity, G. Bigoiirdan, 94;
Physical Properties of Pure Nitrous Oxide, P. Villaid, 94;
Stability of Dilute Solutions of Corrosive Sublimate, Leo
Vignon, 94; Berlin Physical Society, 95, 192, 2S7 ; the De-

structive EtTect ol Small Projectiles, Prof. Victor Iloisley,

F. R. S., 104 ; Measurement of Surface Tension of Water and

Mercary in Capillary Tubes G. Quincke, 1 18 ; the Stress and

Strains in Isotropic Elastic Solid Ellipsoids in Equilibrium under

Bodily Forces Derivable from Potential of Second Degree, C.

Chrce, 119; the Superficial Tension of Saline Solutions, H.

Semis, 120 ; Thermo-electric Properties of Salt Solutions,

G. S. Emery, 236 ; Relation between Density of Saline

.Solution and .Molecular Weight of Dissolved Salt. George
Charpy, 2S7 ; Death of Prof. A. Kundt, 130; the Passageof

Hydrogen through a Palladium Septum, Piof. W. Ramsay,

F.R.S., 142 ; Relations of Pressure, Volume, and Tempera-
ture of Rarefied Gases, Prof W. Ramsay, F. K.S- and E.

^ C. C. Baly, 143, 215; Exhibitions of Physical .Xpparalus,

151 ; Obituary .Votice of August Kundt, Dr. II. du Hois,

152 ; Study of Fluid .Motion by Means ol Coloured Bands

Prof. Osborne Reynolds, F.R.S., 161 ; Experimental De-

monstration of Purely Accidental Character of Critical Slate,

P. de Heer. 165 ; the Abnormal Phenomena near the Critical

Point, Dr. Kuenen, 240 ; Experiments made by Pr. Kuenen

in the Leiden Laboratory on the Abnormal Phenomena
observed by Galiizine near the Critical Point, 312; the

Radiation of Gases, F. I'aschen, iSS; the Isothcimals of

Ether, Rose Innes, 215 ; a Laboratory for Physical

and Chemical Research, 21 7 ; New Methods of obtaining

Specific Induclive Capacity of Solids under either .Slowlyor

Rapidly Changing Fields, E. G. Northrup, 229 ; Researches

on Modern Explosives, Wm. Macnab and E. Ristori, 236;

Ihe Viscosity of Solids, J. Dewar, 238 ; Experiments in

Test of Validily of Newtonian Law of Attraction for

Crystalline and I-otropic Masses at Small Distances, A. S.

Mackenzie, 252 ; on the Newtonian Constant of Graviiation,

Prof. C. V. Boys, F.R.S., 330, 366, 417, 571 ; Method for

Determining Thermal Conductivity of Metals, Jos. II. Gray,

261 : Ihe Composition of Atmospheres which Extinguilh

Flame, Dr. Frank Clowes, 283 ; Captain Abney's Photo-

graphs of Flames, 285; an Elemental y Theory of Plani-

metcrs. Prof. (). Ilenrici, 2S5
; the Ilalchct Planimeter,

F. W. Hill, 285 ; Popular Lcctuies and Addresses by Sir

William Thomson (Baron Kelvin), P.R.S., Prof. Oliver J.

Lodge, F. R.S., 289, 313; on the Viscosity of Waler ii

determined by Mr. J. B. Hanney, by means of his Micro*

rheometcr, U. E. Bainctt, 311 ; (Graphical Kcprcsentation of

Heterogeneous Equilibrium in Systems of One to Four

.Substances, B. Roozeboi m, 312 ; the Coefficients of

Viscosity of Fluids in Corresponding States calcu-

lated by Mr. de Haas, Prof. Kamerlcigh Onnes, 312!

Opening Address in Section A of the British Association,

by Prof. A. W. Kucker, F. R.S.
, 343 ; Experiments in Tir-

I.ead Alloys ranging fioni Pb.Sn,„ to I'b|jSn, Iternhard

Wiesengrund, 394 ; on ihc .Specific Heat of Liquid Sulphur-
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ous Anhvdride, M. E. Mathias, 420 ; Practical Work in

General Physics, W. G. Woollcombe, 425 ; New Experi-

ments permitlini» the Comparison of the Delivery of

Liquids, Gases, and Vapour from the same Orifices, H.
Parenly, 444 ; Comparative Study of the Isothermals ob-

served by ^I. Amagat and the Isothermals calculated from M.
Van der Waal's formula, P. de Heen and F. V. Dwels-
hauvers-Dery, 4S9 ; on some Phenomena in Vacuum Tables,

Sir David Salomons, 490 ; Physiknlisches Prakticum, mit

besonderer Benicksichtigung der Physickali-chchemischen

Methoden, Eilhard Wiedemann und Hermann Kbert, G. F". C.

Searle, 496 ; Elemenli di Fisica, Anionia Koili, 498 ;

Specific Heat of Gases at Constant Pressure, Dr. Silvio

Lussana, 503 ; on Refractive Power and Density of Dilute

Solutions, W. Hallwachs, 515; Lord Kelvin, P.R.S., on
the Doctrine of Discintinuity of Fluid Motion in connection

with the Resistance of a Solid moving through a Fluiil, 524,

S49> 573> 597 '' Changes in Physical Society, 527 ;
on ilie Mix-

ture of Liquids, M.J. De Kowalski, S40 ; F^xait Measure-

ment of the Density of very Ddule Aqueous Solutions, F.

Kohlrausch and W. Hall*achs, 553 ; Physics and Engineer-

ing at the McGill University, Montreal, 55S ; Differences of

Pressure, (i. Guglielmo, 581 ; on the Latent Heats of

Vaporisation of the Saturated Alcohols of the Fatty Series,

M. W. Lnnguinine, 612; the Present Status of High Tem-
perature Research, Carl fjarns, 635 ; on the Change of

Volume tlurin.j Melting, Max Toepler, 635. See also Sec-

tion A of the Briti-h Association

Physiography : the Earth ; an Introduction to the Study of

Inorganic Nature, Evan W. Small, 593
Physiology : Physiology Practicums, Burt G. Wilder, 4

;

another new Branchiate Oligochaete, Frank E. Beddard,
F.R..S., 20; Preponderating Rule of Liver in formation of

Urea, 24 ; Determination of Uric Acid and Nuclein Bases

in Urine by Precipitation with Copper Sulphate and Sodium
Bisulphide, Dr. Kriiger, 95 ; Dr. Kniger on Epiguanin, a

new base of the Xanthin Group isolated from Human Urine,

492; Formation of Urea in Liver after Death, Charles
Richet, 120; Production of Glycosurie in Animals by Phy-
sical Means, 24 ; Physiological Psychology and Psycho
physics. Prof. E. B. Titchener, 29; the Relative Sensitivity

of Men and Women at the Nape of the Neck, Francis

Gallon, F.R..S , 40; Digestion without Digestive Ferments,
A. Dastre, 4S ; Death of Dr. A. Schmidt, 60 ; Relation of
Sensatinn-.-\reas to Movement, Prof. W. O. K ihn, 61 ;

Berlin Physiological Society, 95, 192, 335, 491 ; a Case of

Leukaemia, Dr. Jacob, 95 ; Experiments on Condensation of

Glycocol El her, Dr. Lilienfeld, 95 ; Influence of Rarefied

and Compressed Air on Circulati m. Dr. .^d. Lnewy, 95 ;

Prof, A. Kos-^el's Further Researches on Thymin, 95 ;

Anatomy of " Dumbbell shaped " Bone in Ornithnrhynchus,
Prof. J. T. Wilson, 96 ; the Polar Excitation of Cells of

Galvanic Currents, Dr. Max Verworn, 192 ; the Clotting of

Blood, Dr. Lilienfeld, 192 ; Hereditary Malformation of

Hands and Feet, Drs. W. Ramsay Smith and G. S. Nerwell,

253 ; Degeneration consequent on Experimental Lesions of
Cerebellum, Dr. J. S. R. Russell, 284 ; Co-existence of

Sternum with Shoulder-girdle and Lungs, Alsxis Julien,

287 ; Two Microcephalic Brains, Dr. Telford Smith and
Prof. D. J. Cunningham. F, R.S , 2S7 ; the Thompson Y.ates

Laboratories, 304; the Infiuence of Intra- Venous Injection

of Sugar on the Gases of the Bio id, Dr. Vaughan Harley,

309 ; Researches on the Excitability of Rigid Muscles
and on the Causes of the Disappearance of Cadaveric
Rigidity, J. Tissot, 311; Experiments made on a Dog
as to the Nutritive Value of Gelatine, Dr. J. Munk, 335 ;

Experiments on Fasting Dogs, Dr. J. Munk, 491 ; Researches
on the Causes of the Toxicity of the Serum of Blood, MM.
Mairet and Bosc, 335 ; Experiments to Determine whether
any one alone of the Food-Stuffs, Proteids, Fats, or Carbo-
hydrates can be regardeil as the Source of Muscular Finergy,

Prof. Zuii'z, 336 ; the Physiology of the Carbohydrates : their

Application as Food, and Relati m to Diabetes, V. W. Pavy,
F'.R.S , 397 ; Opening .\ddress in Section I of the British

Association by Prof E. A. Schafer, F". K . S. , 40 1 ; W. E.

CoUinge on the Relations of the Cranial Nerves to the
Sensory Canal System, 436 ; on Histological Changes pro-
duced in Nerve Cells liy their Functional .Activity, Dr.
Gustave Mann, 443 ; a Text-Book of Physiological Chemistry,
O.Hammerstcn,449 ; the Archojilasm and ••Vttraciiou Sphere,

1. v.. S. Moore, 47S ; Spinal Respiratory Tracts, Mr. W.
T. Porter, 491 ; Observations on the Blood-Corpuscles of

Incubated Hcn's-egg', Dr. Engcl, 491 ; Dr. Greef on the

Neuroglia Cells of the Retina and Chia^ma of the Optic

Nerve, 492 ; on the Femoral Gland of Ornithorhynchus, C.J.
Martin and F. Tidswell, 492 ; the Physiological Action of

the Paraffin Nitiites, Dr. J. Theodore Cash, F. R.S. and
Prof. Wyndham, R. Dunstan, 550 (See also Section I of the

Briiish Association)

Phylophthora Infestans, Potato Disease, the, Thos. Carroll, 63
I'lchard (P.), .Xssimilaliility of Potash by the Action ofNitrates

in Poor Silicioiis Soils, 491
Pickering (Prof. W. H.), the Harvard Observatory in Peru, 64 ;

Prof. Barnard and the Discs of Jupiter's Satellites, W. J. S.

Lockyer, 320 ; Rectnt Observations of Mars, 396
Pictet (Raoul) on Coldburns, 362 ; Influence of Low Tem-

peratures on the Phenomena of Phosphorescence, 564

;

Influence of Low Temperatures on the Laws of Crystalli-

sation, 588 ; on the Congelation of Sulphuric Acid, 636
Pierce (A. H.) on the Localisation of Sound, Piof. Miinster-

berg, 621
Piesch (Herr Bruno) on the Change in the Electrical Resistance

of Aqueous Solutions and of the Electric Polarisation with
Change of Pressure, 430

Piette (Ed.), Noies for History of Primitive Art, 91
Piezo-Electriciiy, 357
Pigeon's Milk, Prof. Waymouth Reid, 463
Pisciculture; the Hatchery for Sea fishes at Dunbar, Dr. T.

Wemyss Fulton, 18

Pitt-Rivers (Lieut. -General), Museums and Pleasure-Grounds

near Rushmore, 416; on the Explorations of British Camps
and a long Barrow near Rushmore, 440

Plague of Athens, the. Dr. Keyser, 62

Plague in Hong Kong, the, 153, 178

Plague of London, Precau ions against, in 1665, 304
Plaice, Rearing of, Haral I Dannevig, 297
Plane Geometry, MoJern, G. Richardion and A. S. Ramsay,

196
Planet Mars, Observations of the, 255
Planet .Saturn, ihe, 32
Planets, the Diameters of some Minor, Prof. E. E. Barnard, 65
Planimeter, the Hatchet, F. W. Hill, 2S5

Hlanimeters, an Elementary Theory of, Prof O. Henrici, 285
Plants, Irritability of, R. M. Deeley, 8

Plateau Flint Implements of North Kent, Discussion on the,

439 ^ ,
Pla eau Implements of Kent, Prof. Rupert Jones, 412
Platinum Resistance Thermometers, Prof. G. Carey Foster,

F.R.S.,399
Pleasure, and ^-Esthetic;, Pain, Henry Rutgers Marshall, 3
I'lehn (Dr. F. ) on the Beliefs and Customs in Regard to Illness

and Death of the Dualla Negroes, 361

Pleiades, Nebulosities near the. Prof. E. E. Barnard, 5S3
Pleiades, Triangulation of Sixteen Stars in the. Dr. Leopold
Ambronn, 623

Pleistocene Geology, 412
l'leuronectid;e, on the Significance of Diagnostic Characters

in the, J. T. Cunningham, 436
Fockels (Miss Agnes) on the Spreading of Oil upon Water,
223

Poincare (H.) on Maxwell and Hertz, 8

Poisons, on the Unequal Diffusion of, into the Organs of the
Body, Prof Heger, 461

Poisson's Ratio, Experimental Determination of, C. E. Slro-

meyer, 142
Polar Expedition, the Jackson-Harmsworth, 255
I'oleck (Prof.), Sodium Peroxide, 64
Polls (P.), Sun-spots and Weather, 62
Pollard (D. H. B.), on Cranial Skeletons of .South .\mericaii

and -African Siluroid Fishes, 436
Polybuny, Trituberculy and. Dr. C. I. Forsyth Major, loi

;

E. S. Goodrich, 268
Polyodon, on the Structure of the Integument in, W. E.

Collinge, 434
Po'ylechnic Institutes, Some London, R. A. Gregory, 87,

114
Polytechnic School, Centenary of the Paris, 82
Pomel (.v.), Dyrosaiuus Thevestensis, 216; on the Later

Geological and Climatic Pha'^es in Barbary. 368
Ponds and Rock-Pools, with Hints on Collecting for, and the
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Maoagemenl of, the Micro-Aquarium, Henry Scherren,

523
PoDsot (A.), New Method for Determination of Lowering of

Freezing Points of Solution, 48
Pope (\V. J.), the Preparation of Sulphonic Derivalives of

Camphor, 335
Popularising Si/ience, H. G. Wells, 300
I'orsehnew (HerO. I'rof Lunge and, Nitrogen Trioxide, 635
Porter (Mr. \V. T ), Spinal Respiratory Tracts, 491
Potato Disease, Phytophthora Infeslans, The, Thos. Carro 1,

63
Poteat (\Vm. L ), Ouramotba, 79
Potsdam Observatory, Sunspot Observations at the, 556
Pottery nf the Gallic Epoch, Ociave Vauvillc', 490
Powell (Major J. \V. i, on the Water Resources of the United

States, 4S6
Power (D'Arcy). a Seiies of Preparations of the Conjunctival

and Vat;inal Mucous Membranes taken from Rabbits and
Guinea pig- which had been subjected to Mechanical and
Chemical Ir'ira'ion, 461

Poynting (Prof. J. H., F.R.S.), the Mean Density of the Earth,

542
Pratt (Henry), Principia Nova Aslronomica, 51
Precision, Measurements of. Prof T. C. Mendenhall, 5S4
Prehistoric Crania of Patagonia, Dr. R. Verneau, 490
Pressure, Difference"; of, G. Gugli;lmo, 581
Preslernal Mu-cle, Observations on the, O. Lambert, 490
Price (W. .\ ) .\ Treatise on the Measurement of Electrical

Resistance. 591
Primitive Civilisation ; or. Outlines of the History of the

Ownership in Archaic Communiiies, E. J. Simcox, 522
Primordial Utricle, Mohl's, Thomas Hick, 173
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Production, 37
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Rivers, the Self-Purification of, 131
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Rodriguez Prof. F. Q.), Death of, 227
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Rose(T. Kirke), the Metallurgy of Gold, 170
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'HE MODERN INCANDESCENT
LAMP.

ELECTRIC

"he Incanilescent Lamp and its Manufacture. By Gilbert

S. Ram. (London : Tlie Electrician Printing and

Publishing Company, Limited.)

^ OW the Swan-Edison monopoly is a thing of

the past, the manufacture of incandescent lamps

> assuming considerable proportions ; consumers are

Iready deluged with applications for orders by con-

nental firms, and it is to be hoped that we shall not

)ng be obliged to send abroad for what can so easily be

lade in our own country. The information in this book

i of a unique and valuable nature, and the author seems

) have a thoroughly practical acquaintance with the

ubject, and goes into minute details when dealing with

11 the different branches of the manufacture. Indeed

trade secretism " seems to have been abolished in these

ages, and the wealth of technical information here met

'ith will go far towards the production of a more efficient

imp than those at present in use.

Chapter i. treats of the filament, and after briefly touch-

Igon the early efforts to produce lamps with incandescent

latinum, and the possibilities of making use of some of

tie metallic oxides, the author passes to the consideration

carbon filaments now used. It is here noted that

great improvements may yet be looked for in the carbon

self." This is a matter of supreme importance, for the

icandescent lamp is as yet in such an early stage of

volution as to make it more than probable that the

idening of the sphere of manufacture will soon bring

bout an advance upon its present excellence ; and
Ithough, as the author points out, the volatilisation of

arbon in vacuo will prevent us from attaining to the

rightness of the crater of an arc lamp, still there is

onsiderable room for improvement. The " electrical

olatilisation " or dissociation of particles of carbon from
le fdament is noted, and the conclusion is drawn that

the best carbon is one which at the highest possible

jmperature disintegrates at the slowest rate."

The value of a lamp from the consumer's point of view
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must now be modified, since, by the lowering of the price

to IS., the filament can be run at a much higher tempera-

ture ; for although the life will be thus reduced, this will

be more than compensated by the smaller quantity of

current used.

The materials at present used for the production of

carbon filaments— silk, hair, wood fibre, cellulose—are

described, and then chapter ii. begins with the practical

preparation of filaments. Swan's process for the parch-

mentising of cotton thread is taken first, and a good

working sketch is given of an apparatus for producing

the thread, together with full instructions for the

manipulation and drying. Details are also given of the

jewelled draw-plates used for bringing down the dried

thread to a uniform diameter. This process is the one

to which the author devotes most attention. Other

processes, such as those in which zinc chloride, furfurol,

cuprammonia, pyroxyline and bamboo are used, are

mentioned with more brevity.

Carbonisation is very fully treated of, and excellent

drawings are given of frames and blocks for holding the

filaments during heating. The furnace is then considered,

and a drawing is given of a convenient form of carbonis-

ing furnace, the chapter closing with instructions for

removing the fragile carbons from their frames.

Chapter iv. treats of mounting the filaments on their

leading-in wires, and after describing the early form of

crayon holder used by Swan, the carbon tube of Lane

Fox, and the. bolt and nut of Maxim, he passes on to the

perfection of all joints— that of deposited carbon. Draw-

ings are shown of machines for making this joint, both

in the " socket" and "butt" form, and minute instruc-

tions are given for depositing the carbon on the junctions,

particularly from a liquid hydrocarbon. That recom-

mended is a mixture of four parts kerosinc to one part

turpentine.

The next chapter goes thoroughly into the subject of

" flashing." Touching briefly on the early days when

carbon was deposited on the filament to remedy defects

in their uniformity and remove bright spots, the author

gives as the reason why it is still necessary to use the

process "that the carbon deposited by the flashing pro-

cess under certain conditions is much more durable than

any that can be produced by any other methods." The

]i
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various means that have been proposed and used for

producing the deposit are then shown, and drawings are

given for an apparatus for " coal gas flashing " at atmo-

spheric pressure. It is, however, recommended that the

pressure should be reduced, as otherwise there is danger

of getting a soft deposit. A detailed description is next

given with drawings of an apparatus for flashing in

"pentane" vapour at reduced pressure. Different

methods for flashing filaments to a uniform resistance or

candle-power are described, and it is noted that the

specific resistance of hard white carbon deposited from

pentane is one-tenth that of carbon deposited from

amyloid. Several pages are given to a consideration of

the best thickness for the deposited carbon, and a curve

diagram is given, showing the erfect of reduction of re-

sistance due to flashing for filaments of various diameters.

In chapter vi. are given useful formula for finding the

sizes for filaments for lamps of various candle-powers,

with either round, flat, square, or tubular filaments , based

on the data obtained from amyloid carbon with un-

polished surface. In connection with tubular filaments,

the fallacy of supposing them to be more economical than

the solid form " because all the power is used in heating

the surface," is explained.

Chapter vii. gives the sizes necessary for the produc-

tion of lamps of various candle-powers, using flashed

filaments. This is far more difficult than in the case of

unflashed carbons, and instead of giving the cumbrous

formula necessary, a number of different cases are work ed

out separately, and the results given in a series of curves

from which the sizes for any other candle-power can be

quickly obtained. At the conclusion of this chipter, the

author alludes to a very amusing instance of what he calls

the " happy-go-lucky " method of working that he en-

countered in a factory some few years ago. The name
of the works in question is not divulged, and as he speaks

of it being in a country where "very badly matched

lamps " could be sold as of the same voltage, we hope

England is not responsible. We thoroughly endorse his

opinion that the most carefully made lamos.even though

the price may be higher, will prove the cheapest in the

end. This is a point in the manufacture of lamps which

deserves more attention than is usually given to it, and a

thorough grasp of the contents of these chapters will be

of great value to anyone intending to take up the subject

seriously. The aim of the manufacturer should be to

turn out the most perfect lamp possible, and one in whic h

the limit of endurance has been attained. Practice will

then reduce the cost of production.

Chapter viii. contains a brief description of various

gauges used for measuring the diameters of filaments.

Although it is not mentioned, we should think the beau-

tiful little instrument used for measuring the thickness of

microscopic cover glasses would answer the purpose

admirably.

A chapter is devoted to glass-making, including a list

of ingredients necessary for the manufacture of lead

glass, the kind of pots for melting the '' metal " in, and a

short description of the method of blowing " pot-bulbs "

in a mould. Glass-blowing is fully gone into, and, after

describing the playful way in which the old-fashioned

orthodox glass-blowers "spoiled " the electricians in the

early days of lampmaking, we come to the invention of
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the glass-blowing machine, and the final springing into

existence of a race of girl glass-blowers free from the \

vices of drink, strikes, and " Saint Monday."
We then have a few pages with illustrations showing

the various forms of blowpipes, ending with practical

instructions for making lamp bulbs from glass cylinders.

This is given somewhat briefly, doubtless owing to the

fact that it is pretty evident that the day is not far distant

when this method of forming bulbs will entirely give

place to the quicker and more suitable method of " pot-

blowing.'

Chapter xi. is headed '' Sealing in," andcontains some
good drawings and descriptions of the methods used for-

fixing the filaments in the glass bulb. The small anneal-

ing oven to stand on the workman's bench, and receive

the lamps as they are finished, is a very useful piece of

apparatus, and is a great advance upon the old method
of holding the work in a smoky flame, a practice

which is not only dirty, but wastes both time and gas.

Touching upon glass grinding and the manufacture of

taps, it is remarked that good taps can be bought cheaply

made of German glass, but there is very great difficulty

in joining them to the lead glass used in the exhausting

apparatus. It is not generally known that this can be

easily and effectually done by interposing between the

German and the lead glass a thin stratum of soft white

enamel or " arsenic " glass, used as a solder. Compound
joints made in this way are perfectly sound, and are not

at all liable to crack.

The important subject of exhausting is treated of in

chapter xii. and it is pointed out that to produce a good

lamp a high vacuum is absolutely necessary. The reasons

against leaving a residual atmosphere of nitrogen or

other inert gas are discussed, and then follows a com-

plete description of the various forms of mercurial

pumps in use. Several kinds of short-legged pumps are

shown and described in detail. The " Sprengel pump"
does not hold the prominent place it occupied some years

ago, preference being given to the various forms of

Geissler pump. The reason for this may lie in the great

number of india-rubber joints that appear to be used.

This way of making pumps always gives constant

trouble through leakage, and poor efficiency is unavoid-

able. We cannot agree with the author that india-rubbi"^

joints are to be allowed. There is no doubt that ind

rubber joints are almost universal in modern lamp fac-

tories, but we have equally little doubt that the short life

of many of the lamps now on the market is due to im

perfect exhaustion; and having had considerable r

perience in high vacua, we have no hesitation in saym

that a vacuum sufficiently good for a long-lived inc.u;

descent lamp can only be obtained if all the joints arc

hermetically sealed together. We have still in use

lamps dating from iS,S2 exhausted properly with sealed

joints, and they have outlived generations of bought

lamps made with 'he use of india-rubber joints.

For testing the vacuum the McLeod gauge is noted, but

is not considered to be of much use to the lamp-maker.

The size of the bubble in the chamber of the " Geissler,''

and the appearance and " hammer " of the mercury in

the legs of the " Sprengel," are taken as sufficiently good

indications for the purpose. This certainly savours of

the "rough and ready" method, but in the absence of
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any good indicator it probably answers the purpose. The
coil test is mentioned, but it is very properly pointed out

that the appearance of the luminosity in an exhausted

bulb is not "under all conditions an indication of the

state of the vacuum."

A good chapter is devoted to the testing of voltage and
candle-power. The methods of using the photometer
are fully described; the "Harcourt" pentane lamp is

said to make the most trustworthy standard, but for

regular factory use an argand burner with a Methven
screen is recommended. This is occasionally tested with

the pentane lamp. Then follows a full description, with
drawings, of Evershed's wattmeter ; and the chapter
closes with a method of finding the mean horizontal

candle-power of lamps with either tlat or cylindrical

filaments.

A short description is given of the method of capping
the finished lamp. The author finds that the addition of

a small percentage of de.\trine to the plaster of paris

makes a very hard cement, and he warns makers against

using an acid flu.\ for soldering the wires and connections.

Nothing but rosin should ever be used.

In the chapter on efficiency and duration, allusion is

made to the expression "watts per candle-power," in-

stead of the more correct term " candle-power per watt,"

pointing out that it is more easy to grasp the meaning of

1 certain number of watts than of a particular fraction of

1 candle-power. In connection with duration tests, it is

kery justly said that "life tests pure and simple" are

worthless unless the actual candle-power of the lamp at

different periods of its life are given.

In the life of a lamp the advantage of the hard coating

Df deposited carbon shows itself This hard carbon,
:ombined with a good vacuum, greatly retards the falling

off of candle-power due to the blackening of the bulb. It

Is explained that the disintegration of the carbon acts in

three ways. Firstly, by coating the glass with deposited

:arbon and thus obscuring the light ; secondly, by alter-

ing the surface of the filament and increasing its

emissivity so that it is at a lower temperature ; and
thirdly, by increasing its resistance so that it takes
less current. The data of experimental tests on
several lamps for efficiency and duration close the

chapter.

The last chapter takes up the relation between
light and power in incandescent lamps, and details are
given of the recent tests made under the direction of
rof Ayrton at the City and Guilds of London Institute,

ith drawings of curve diagrams showing the candle-
ower and watts of lamps of various makes, up to

he breaking point. In conclusion it is said that the
Ideal lamp would be one in which the radiation is wholly
luminous, and that the carbon incandescent lamp falls

very short of this desirable consummation. Brief

-eference is made to the beautiful experment of Nicola
Tesla.

On the whole, readers will find the book to be of very
:onsiderable interest, dealing as it does with an entirely

lew industry of very great elegance ; and the practical

knowledge diffused by its publication will certainly help
;o advance the evolution of an efficient lamp which can
Je sold for a reasonable price,
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ALGEUONICS.
Pain, Pleasure, and Aisthetics ; an Essay concerning

the Psychology of Pain and Pleasure, with special

refere7ice to /Esthetics. By Henry Rutgers Marshall,

M.A. (London : Macmillan, 1894.)

ALGEDONICS is the term which Mr. Marshall

suggests for the science of pain and pleasure. In

his sixth chapter he gives the derivation of the term

thus :
" 0X705-, [pleasure ; i)hovi], pain ''

; the discovery of

which, when he glanced over the pages of the completed
volume, must, we fear, have given him an algedonic

thrill. There is good stuff in the work, and the author

is evidently well up in the literature of his subject.

In the first chapter, on the classification of pleasure

and pain, Mr. Marshall discusses the psychological

status of algedonic states. He argues, successfully we
think, against the view that pleasure and pain are

psychical elements sui generis with special nerves and
specialised cerebral centres ; and for the view that they

are due to algedonic tone associated with any or all of

the psychical elements. " Pleasures and pains," he says,

" may be differential qualities of all mental states of

such nature that one of them must, and either of them
may, under proper conditions, belong to any element of

consciousness." In his discussion, however, he does not

bring out the fact, which is readily explicable on his

view, that in popular speech we apply the term pain to

the somewhat heightened affections of common sensi-

bility, even when these affections are pleasurable. If, for

j

example, we lightly touch a slight bruise, we term the

sensation pain ; but such " pain " may be, if we can

I

trust our own experience, distinctly pleasurable. Since

the fibres by which impulses from the nerve endings of

j

common sensibility are transmitted, have special cortical

endings, and seem to run, in part at least, along different

I

tracts or in a different manner in the spinal cord, some
colour has been lent to the view, that there are special-

ised fibres and centres for pain. If, however, such

"pain" is merely the algedonic tone of common sen-

sibility (as hinted, but not in so many words, by Mr.

Marshall, on p. iS), these observations are quite in

accordance with the view which our author advocates.

.Mr. Marshall quotes Mr. Herbert Spencer s opinion that

" a relation proves itself to be itself a kind of feeling

—

the momentary feeling accompanying the transition from

one conspicuous feeling to another." The word " feeling
"

is here used in its most general sense as an affection of

consciousness. But Mr. Marshall appears to miss the

importance of the fact that such feelings of relation have

their algedonic tone no less than sense-impressions, a

realisation of which would, we think, have helped him in

his consideration of aesthetics.

In accordance with the view adopted in chapter i., we
find that the emotions are regarded in the second chapter as

deriving their character from the algedonic tone of complex
co-ordinations of motor activity. Describing the psycho-

logical equivalents of these complex co-ordinations as,

in their sensation aspect, " instinct-feelings," he regards

them in their algedonic aspect as emotions. But here

again he is rightly anxious to lay stress upon the fact,

that the emotions, like pleasure and pain, are not some-
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thing apart from but are inseparably bound up with

sensory complexes. It is probable that the difficulty or

impossibility of the psychological analysis of emotional

states is due to the fact that their synthesis is effected in

the physiological field below the threshold of conscious-

ness, so that consciousness can deal only with the net

result of inherited physiological coordinations—a view

which is, again, in full accord with Mr. Marshall's own
conclusions.

We must pass over the interesting discussion of " a

group of co-ordinated activities tending to bring about

attraction of other individuals," which Mr. Marshall

terms the art-impulse, artistic creation having this end

in view, though not cognised as the end. His contention

is to some extent corroborated by that thirst for appre-

ciation and recognition which forms part of the artistic

temperament, and it harmonises with many observations

on animal activities.

Coming now to the field of aesthetics, the author seeks

to find some criterion by which aesthetics may be

differentiated from algedonics. The conclusion to

which he is led is as follows :
—" That object is to be

considered beautiful which produces a psychosis that is

permanently pleasurable in revival," while " that object is

to be considered ugly which produces a psychosis that is

permanently disagreeable in revival." Thus "only those

pleasures are judged to be asthctic which (relatively

speaking) are permanently pleasurable in memory." We
believe that the author is here on the road to, but falls

somewhat short of, the true criterion of ;csthetics. The
key of the problem, we think, lies in the recognition of

the algedonic tone of pcrcch'cd relations. It is this super-

added element which raises the algedonics of sensory

experience to the level of ;esthetics. The ssthetic effect

of the geometrical tracery in the chapter-house of Wells

Cathedral is due to the emotional tone associated with

perceived relationships. And it is just because in memory
the relationships with their emotional tone are more
abiding than the sense-elements, that to be permanently

pleasurable in revival becomes a criterion of icsthetics.

This criterion is, however, secondary. The primary

criterion is the perception of relations with its associated

emotional tone.

It is difficult to do justice, in the short space which

remains to us, to the author's views as to the physical

basis of pleasure and pain. These primitive qualities of

psychical states are conceived to be " determined by the

relation between activity and capacity in the organs, the

activities of which are concomitants of the psychoses

involved." When an organ during rest has stored up

energy, the response of the organ to stimulus is pleasur-

able. But when the organ is spurred to activity beyond

the limits of its storedup energy, its functioning is painful.

" Measure thus results when the balance is on the

side of the energy given out, and pain when the balance

is on the side of the energy received. Where the amounts

received and given have equivalence, then we have the

state of indifference. ' We have seen that Mr. Marshall

does not accept the hypothesis that there are separate

cnd-orgnns, nerve fibres, or cerebral centres for pleasure

and p.iin. Unless, therefore, there is a (|ualitative

difference in the impulses transmitted from an organ

according as it is well-stored with energy or exhausted,
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a position which is hardly tenable, the algedonic

tone must be due to quantitative ditTerence -that

is to say, difference in the intensity of stimulus. Hence
it would be better, so far as the organ is concerned, to

lay the primary stress on the intensity of stimulus there-

from, and to make the state of the organ a condition of

this intensity. Mr. Marshall ought also, we think, to

supplement his view by reference to the condition of the

cerebral centre concerned. The condition of the centre

is possibly of even greater importance than the condition

of the organ from which afterent impulses are trans-

mitted. We cannot, however, further discuss the question

here, and must refer our readers to the author's own
treatment of the question in the fourth and fifth chapters

of his work.

Although we do not agree with all his conclusions, we
have no hesitation in saying that the book is written in

the right spirit and on right lines. Fully aware of the

necessity for careful introspection, he sees that the re-

sults so reached must be correlated with the conclusions

arrived at through the investigations of the physiologist.

It is only where the two modes of investigation thus go

hand in hand that progress in psychology can be secured.

C. LI. M.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Physiology Practicums. By Burt G. Wilder, Professor

of Physiology, Vertebrate Zoology, and Neurology in

Cornell University, U.S.A. (Published bv the Authoi.

1893)

Thicsk consist of a series of twenty-seven plates, with

accompanying descriptions (large octavo), saiil by their

originator to embody "explicit directions for examining
portions of the cat, and the heart, eye. and brain of the

sheep, as an aid in the study of elementary physiology."

The author is well known in anatomical circles as the

founder of a notoriously ambitious terminology, not

wholly destitute of useful points. The present venture

has furnished him a new peg upon which to hang this,

and his title savours of the kind of treatment which the

subject receives at his hands. Plate xviii. Fig. I9(\vhich

deals with the " pelvic viscera, etc." \si(.\ of the female cat),

and Plate xiii. Fig. 14 (which is said to represent the
" head and neck of cat partly dissected "), may be taken

as fair examples. With their faulty delineation of things

which may be at once determined from descriptions

alone, their ugly letters sprawling over them, and their

apologetic descriptions, they are useless and uncalled

for ; and the matter is the more nauseous, as more
than one finished anatomical treatise happens to deal

with this animal. We put the plates down with the

feeling that they are calculated to repel rather than

encourage the student, and that although they may be

of service in the work of the Cornell University, in con-

nection with which they have arisen, there would be

cause for alarm should they be adopted elsewhere.

The Fauna of fiiitish India, iniltidinj; Ceylon and
lUirniah. Published under the authority of the .Secre-

tary of State for India in Council. Kdited by \V. T.

Blanford. "Moths." Vol. ii. By G. F. Hampson.
Pp. xxii. 609, (325 woodcuts). (London : Taylor and
Francis, 1894.)

Tkk second volume of Mr. Hampson's important work on

the moths of India includes the Arctiid(r, Agaiislidir, and

the bulk of the A'ocluidic, and considerably exceeds the

first volume in bulk, 1545 species being described in vol.
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li. as against 1 158 in vol. i. Under Arcliidce the author
Deludes the following groups as sub-families, which have

I

usually been treated as families by previous authors :
—

\Arctiinie, LithosiiiKe, iKyctcolincE, and Nol/ncv. The Aj^ar-

' isiti/ie a.Te a small family of handsome day-flying moths,
and certainly look rather out of place in the position

which they occupy in this book. The extensive family of

NoctuidiC is divided into ten sub-families i'lrijimc,

Aconliina, PaUndiince, Sarrothripiitcc, Eitteliina:, Stictop-

Jerina, Gonopterina-, (2!/adriJinte, FocilliniT, and Deltoi-

dince), of which the two last are held over to the forth-

coming third volume of the book.
Concernincj the A'oi/ia'dir, Mr. Hampson remarks,

" The lowest forms are those of which the larvae have five

pairs of abdominal prolegs, and the perfect insects have
vein 5 of the hind wing fully developed, and from the
centre of the discoceliulars, this ancestral form being only
found in some Deltoidiitcc and SarrothripincB."

As the plan of the second volume is identical with that

of the first, which we had the pleasure of noticing in

Nature for February 23, 1S93 (pp. 387-388), we need
only add that there seems no lalling oft" in its e.\ecution.

It is hoped that the third volume, including the
Epicopiidcr, Uraniida:, Epiptemidit-^ and Geometn'dtB
will be completed in the course of the present year.

W. F. K.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[7'he Editor Joes not hold himself responsible for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondent:. Neither can he undertake
to return^ or to correspond :cith the writers of^ rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part o/NatuRF.
A'o notice is taken of anonymous communications.']

Panmixia.

Mr. Rom A.N ks has requested those sUidents of natural

history who cannot accept the doctrine of Panmixia to show
the error which they believe to lie in his reasoning. I therefore

ask leave to explain why I am unable to accept either the first

proposition put forward by Mr. Romanes in Nature of to-day,

or the doctrine itself. Mr. Romanes says :

—

The sitrz'izal-mcan must {on cessation of selection') fall to the

birth-mean, A;c. This statement involves neglect of a way in

which selection may, and often must, operate. i\ simple
example will show this. The mean height of adult Englishmen
is roughly 67J. inches ; and if I offer to enroll in a regiment
every adult Englishman who i.s more than 66 and less than 69
inches high, the mean height of my regiment will, as every
Statistician knows, be still 67^ inches, but I shall be obliged
to reject more than half the population. .\ form of selection,

involving the destruction of more than half the population, may
thcicToic occur without affecting the mean value of the character

I hope shortly to publish evidence, based on the
.'cTiX. of many thousands of animals of one specie?, at

!• iity s'oges of growth, showing that selection does in fact

I'l trate in this way in particular cases. That it must so operate
n. many cases is obvious from the fact that many wild animals
nmain for several generations without sensible change in their

njcan character. In these cases either selection acts as I

suggest, or it is incapable of affecting a change in the mean, or
it does not act at all.

The second and third propositions put forward by Mr. Romanes
are not demonstrated by any statistics with which I am ac-

quainted ; and with regard to the extreme statement that " any
lailure in the perfection ol hereditary transmission will be weeded
out " by selection in a wild slate, I would urge the need, which
has lately been well pointed out by Bateson, of a quantitative
measure of the efficiency of selection. The frequency of even
considerable abnormalities in specialised organs of wild adult
animals, of which so many admirable examples are described
in Mr. Batcsons recent work on variation, show, if it needed
showing, that natural seltclion is in most cases an imperfect
agent in the adjustment of organisms.

But my main difficulty is that neither Mr. Romanes, nor Prof.

Weismann, nor any other advocate of the doctrine, has shown
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that in some given case Panmixia does in fact occur, and that

the results predicted are in fact produced. On ihe other hand,
Mr. Gallon has shown that civilised Englishmen are themselves
in a condition of Panmixia, at least with respect to several

characters, especially stature and the colour of the eyes. Now
the mean stature of Englishmen is known to be slowly increas-

ing, and there is no evidence of the disappearance of coloured
eyes.

My objections to the position of -Mr. Romanes and others are

therefore two : tirst, that it is based on the assumption that

selection, when acting on a species, must of necessity change
the mean character of the species— an assumption incompatible
with the maintenance of a species in a constant condition ; and
secondly, that in the only case which has been experimentally
investigated, the consequeoces said to result from a condition of
Panmixia do nor, in fact, occur. \V. F. R. Weldon.

University College, London, April 26.

On Some Sources of Error in the Study of Drift.

Asa general rule we may feel sure that the boulders scattered
over the .^urlace of a district which consists chiefly of boulder
clay, have been derived from the underlying deposit. There
are, however, some cases in which the inference is unsafe. For
instance, the Thames now marks the southern limit of the
glacial drift—a curious circumstance, and one of which a wholly
satisfactory explanation has not been given. Many think that
this sharp definition of the southern limit of the glacial drift

is so improbable that they would fain attribute some deposits
in Nonti Kent to the glacial period, or at any rate would
expect to find a few sporadic boulders stranded on the slopes
of the North Downs ; and there far-transported fragments do
not unfrequently occur.

But there is this great source of error. All along the lower
Thames barges carry refuse and rubbish of every description
from London, and this is taken, such as it is, and laid on the
adjoining lands.

So you find carried on, with road scrapings, fragments of
every kind of road metal ; with soil turned out in digging
foundations, specimens of all the materials used for building ;

with the contents of middens, every variety of object of
domestic use or ornament. It is marvellous what large lumps
get on to the land in this way. When, then, anyone produces a
specimen, even a large specimen eight or ten inches in diameter,
and perhaps taken out of a deep loam, the evidence is rejected.

The stone may have been carried on to the land with the
manure, and the loam may in that district be quite recent rain-

wash. It may be that some of them were really ol glacial

origin, out all are equally distrusted. Some of them certainly
cannot be referred to ice action. I have seen large pieces of
Napoleonite found on the sur.'ace in North Kent. By what
accidents they came to be there we cannot tell, but we may, at

any rate, acquit the ice of having had anything to do with the
transport of that peculiar Corsican rock.

When walking along the base of a cliff of boulder clay, we
may generally infer that the far-travelled boulders that lie at

its base have just been washed out of it. In most cases they
have been ; but in some, and those often the cases in which it

is of greatest consequence to have the origin of the boulders
clearly established, we have another serious source of error, of
which I have just seen a good example.
A Norwegian vessel, carrying timber from Chrisliansund to

Boston, in Lincolnshire, ran aground and became a total wreck
off Old Hunstanton last winter. 1 saw her in January. The
vessel looked sound enough to a landsman's eye ; but she was
dismasted and gutted, and the salvage was on the sand dunes
close by. About her a pool of varying brcidth had been
foimed by the swirl of the water round the hull. The currents
had been deflected by various circumstances here and there,

as especially where a quantity of ball.ast had been thrown out.
This consisted of large boulders of various kinds of gneiss and
porphyry, and the weighty pile looked as if it were little afliected

by the currents of the incoming and receding tides.

In April, I visited the spot again, expecting to find that the
boulders had been driven along the shore by the fierce storms
which had raged along that coast since my previous visit, and
inteniliiig to make note of their dispersal and the distance to

which they had travelled. I found, however, that the keel and
a portion of the lower part of the wreck remained, and that

the surrounding pool was greatly deepened and extended.
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Through the deep clear water I saw the heap of ballast, which
had been undermined and was settling down into the depths,

being already far below the level of the surrounding sand.

When the last of the timbers shall have yielded to the axe and
the waves, the sand will soon level up the hole caused by the

scour round the obstructing mass, and this heap of Scandinavian

boulders will lie buried in the sand till some exceptional storm

shall shift the lianks, and expose them again, and perhaps

transport them along the shore.

Had this vessel been thrown on a hard rocky shore instead,

the ballast would have started at once with the other boulders

on the shore, and been scattered, according to size and form,

along the coast. As it was, however, these have got buried

deep in sand, and preserved till, perhaps, the habit of using

such boulders for ballast shall have been given up, and then,

washed out by the accidents of weather, of coast destruction,

and of shifting sand, they will appear among the fallen frag-

ments of a boulder clay cliff, and be appealed to in proof of its

origin.

How many ships with Scandinavian ballast have been wrecked
along our eastern coast ever since the time of the Vikings ?

How many hundred tons of such boulders are still travelling

round our shores ?

Another source of error I observed, this spring, along the Nor-
folk coast near Lowestoft. A perpetually changing underclifT

is formed by slips along the base of the cliffs. When the wind
blows hard from the northeast, the shingle is thrown up against

these broken masses, and much of it rests on the ledges and
terraces at various heights above the sea. Shells are tossed up
still higher, and gravel and sand from the upper part of the

cliff slide and pour down, and find a resting-place here and
there on its irregular face. When all these various processes

are seen going on around, and the easily identified patches of

recent shingle and shells or ancient sand and gravel can be
observed, with their track from above, or their obvious equivalent

below, there is not likely to be any difficulty. But when, in

subsequent storms, landslips have covered these diversified

patches with the samples of the various deposits that make up
the cliffs on that changeful coast, the interpretation is not always
soclear. Here we find in the boulder clay a mass of gravel

with shells derived largely from the cr.ag, there a streak of

shelly sand tossed up from the recent shore, and covered by a

slipped mass of boulder clay. Large boulders from the glacial

drift lie side by side with others that have travelled along the

shore from buildings or from wrecks ; the explanation of the

companionship being here and there given by the occurrence
of a tobacco-pipe or the thick end of a glass bottle.

These are some of the more recent sources of error in our
attempts to learn the history of deposits from their boulders.

We must remember also in East Anglia that much of the drift

is derived from cretaceous boulder-bearing beds, and where
these appear sporadically in the drift they cannot be distinguished

from others which the ice has received firsthand from the parent

rock—except when clear traces of glaciation have been pre-

served. It is not enough, therefore, to record that a boulder
has been found on such a shore, or even in such a cliff, unless

the observer has been careful to note the exact conditions and
the surroundings of each find.

Cambridge. T. McKenny Hughes.

On the Tritub:rcular Theory.

In a brilliant address, read last year before the American A sso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science,' Prof. II. F. Osborn has
brought together and laid before us the latest results of American
research lo which Mammalian Paleontology owes so much.
Necessarily much space is given to the exposition of the theory
of the devclopmeni of the cusps of mimmillan teeth. Never
before hat the tri'ul)crcular theory been so lucidly explained, so

logically followed out ; never before have its weaknesses been
10 obvious, its errors so plain.

Prof. Oiiborn first calls attention lo "Cope's dcminslrationof
the Iritubercular molar as the central type in all (he mam-
malia" a» " a great step forward. In looking over the odonto-
graphies of Cuvier, Owen, Tome?, and liium:, we find there is

no suspicion of this common type around which th: highly

I " The Rise of the Marntn %lta io N inh A-nifca." Stu Jic« from the IJioI.

L«bKatoricf of Co*umSia C>llpj;e, /.aai. vjl, i. iS^j ; repr,nlcd in Nature,
No*. 13^3 and 1363, vol. xlix. 1S91.

diverse mammalian molars centre." Further on he states that

"all the specialised mammalian series, ungulates, primates,

carnivores, insectivores, rodents, and marsupials are found play-

ing similar, yet independent adaptive variations upon one type,"

that of the Marsupials and Placentals " every kno«n triassic,

Jurassic, cretaceous, and basal eocene fossil (exccptini; Dicio-

cynodon) is in some stage of trituberculy," and that he is "able
to bring forward evidence that the multitubercular molar in-

stead of being primitive was derived from the tritubercular." In

short, the arguments from paK^ontology and embryology in

favour of considering the tritubercular pattern of molar as the

primitive type are forcibly put before us. The place occupied

by this common type amongst teeth, is compared lo that held by

the pentadaclyle type in the morphology of the limbs of the four-

footed vertebrates. What trituberculy is for the teeth, " pen-

tadactyly has long been for the feet, "and later, "themol.-iisof the

clawed and hoofed mammals can now be compared, as we com-
pare the hand or foot of the horse wi'h that of the cat, because

they spring from a common type." .\t the risk of being tedioiH,

I have thought it necessary to give all these quotations to make
Prof. Osborn's position quite clear.

What is our astonishment, then, when a little further on we
come upon the statement that, " upon the polyphyletic theory

of the origin of the mammals here advocated [namely.

the independent origin of the Monotremes, Marsupials, an I

Placentals from a common ancestral stock, the Pro-mammalia |.

we must admit, first, the independent evolution of trituberculy

in diflerent phyla :and second, the branching off of several gre.T

groups in the pre-tritubercular stages." (!) We are then told that

the Prototheria, the Metatheria, the Insectivora, and the higher

Placentals have all independently, and more or less rapidly,

entered "into trituberculy."

How do these statements agree with the evidence menlioncl

above? What becomes of the comparison with foot structure

Are we to believe that the pentadaclyle limb has been considercil

to be the common or central type, because the various vertebraie

groups have acquired it independently ? The words " common
"

and "central," as applied to a type of structure, h.ave no
significance nowadays unless equivalent to ancestral. It seems

hardly necessary to point out that such mythical types hovering

over organs, and compelling ihem to assume a certain form,

have no place in modern biology. We might be willing to

accept the tritubercular as a generalised, archaic, or anceUral

type ; but it is out of the question, at the same time, to claim

that it has been independently acquired by the groups in which

it occurs. Could the divergence in general structure, and

habits within the Marsupials, and the Pl.icentals, lead to a con-

vergence to one type of tooth? And, more extraordinary still,

to the same type in both cases?

Moreover, many of the mammals, which, according to Prof.

Osborn, so readily p.ass "into trituberculy," only do so,

apparently, to pass no less readily out of it. .\ccording to this

theory the living forms which possess triconodont teeth, amongst

the Marsupials on the one hand and the Placentals on the other,

have been derived from ancestors with triconodont molars,

which passed through the tritubercular, and again back into the

triconodont type.

There is a very grave objection to such a fickle mode of cusp

development, which seems to have escaped the notice of the

supporters of the theory. All the various types of leclh met

with amongst the mammalia are adaptations to particular kinds

of food, and methods of feeding ; the appearance or disappear-

ance of a few cusps here and there may seem a matter of trivial

importance to anyone forming a theory of cusp development,

but there is no reason to think that it is so to the animal which

possesses the teeth. The independent pa,ssage of all these

groups of mammalia through a triconodont stage would imply,

that they all and severally took to a pailicular kind of food (that

(or which the triconodont molar is an adaptation), and again

their passage into a tritubercular stage would imply, that they

afterwards took to another method of feeding (that for which

the tritubercular molar is an .adaptation). It is evident that the

difficulties encountered in the attempt lo derive the tritubercular

tooth from a triconodon form in each group are overwhelming ;

we must, therefore, fall back on the supposition that the original

mammalian leeih were provided with many cusps, not placed in

one line, and the exact pattern of which remains still to be foun.l

There is much evidence for the view (hat the upper mol.irs il

the Pro-mammalian ancestor were of the tritubercular, and tli
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lower molars of the tubercular-sectorial types • ; in fact, I think,

we cannot do better than accept Prof. Cope's generalisation,

-

if not as a definitely established theory, at all events as an

excellent working hypothesis, "that the superior molars of both

ungulate and unguiculate mammalia have been derived from a

triiubercular type ; and that the inferior true molars of both have

been derived from a lubercular-seclorial type." These, in-

deed, are the types which occur most constantly amongst the

earlier fossil forms, and the most primitive living representatives

both of the Marsupials and Placentals. The Pro-mammalia,

when they first arose as a small group struggling amongst their

reptilian and amphibian rivals, very possibly adopted some

method of feeding for which teeth of these or similar patterns

were well adapted. Subsequently, with increasing number and

divergence, just as in the pentadactyle limb some digits have

been lost and others become unduly developed, the tritubercular

teeth have been modified to suit various needs; with this

difference that, although digits are not easily added, new cusps

often have arisen in the course of adaptation.

Oxford, April 21. £. S. Goodrich.

Zoological Regions.

With reference to the paper of Mr. Wallace in N '.TURE

^vol. xlix. page 610), I agree with Mr. Wallace's aim and with

his estimate of the importance of the subject.

A naturalist, who deals with a single large genus as Pedicularis,

makes his own map, showing the distribution of the species and

his own view of the lines of descent of his sections in geologic

periods. He cannot do this on a map showing the division of

the world into six biologic regions according to the Mammalia
in them. Or, at all events, none of our monographers, so far as

I know, has done it. The difliculty in dealing with a whole

natural order is still greater.

The consequence is that, if some other botanic writer wishes

to compare the distribution of Pedicularis with that of some
allied genus, or to give a view of the distribution of the sub-order

1 to which Pedicularis belongs, he cannot make any use of the

results of the Pedicularis monograph without taking it all to

pieces and re-arranging the whole material. This is in every

case a laborious, in many cases an impossible task.

I therefore agree with Mr. Wallace that we require a

division of the globe into "areas absolutely defined, easily

I
remembered," so that, after the monographer has treated his

genus or order in natural regions, he may also " tabulate " his

(acts on thtse standard areas ; in order that his numerical results

may be (at least in the rough) accessible (or immediate use by
'liL-rs who may not have time (or sufficient special knowledge)

1 I i;et up the monograph.
it is evident that Mr. Wallace has overlooked my paper on

biologic regions and tabulation areas in Trans. Linn. Soc. vol.

clxxxiii. [1892] (15) pp. 371-387. Otherwise he could hardly have

written (Nature, vol. xlix. p. 612) that his regions readily enable

us to tabulate the distribution of a group (and many other state-

ments). In my paper I have pointed out that where I know, as

in the case of many Sikkim plants, the exact boundary line of

distribution of many species, I cannot tell whether these should

be tabulated in Wallace's Region I, or in his Region 3, or in

both. The number of species which are in this predicament is

so great that by exerting a choice how I would tabulate them I

could bring out any result that might be wished. The more
accurately I know the distribution of a species the more impos-

sible is it for me to tabulate it on Wallace's map. And the more
perfectly a region is biologically laid down (with peninsulas,

islands, &c. ) the more impossible it is to use it as an " area " for

tabulating on. Hut, I must not trouble you with a recapitula-

tion of my paper above cited, to which I refer Mr. Wallace and
others who may be interested. C. 13. Clarke.

Ivew, April 30.

The Earthquakes in Greece.

The severe earthquake felt in Greece on April 27 at 9.20

p.m. was observed in Birmingham by the aid of a delicate

bifilar pendulum, with which observations are now being made

t In .1 former paper, '* On llie Fossil Mammalia from the Stonesfield

Slate" {Quart. Jour. Micr. Sci. xxxv. 1894), I brought forward some
additional evidence in favour of this theory.

- "On the TrituberculateType of MoIarTooth in thfi MammaH.l" {Proc.
Jtm. Phil. ivc. iSS)), and "Origin of the Fittest."

on behalf of the Earth Tremor Committee of the British Asso-

ciation. This instrument, designed by Mr. Horace Darwin, and
made by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company, is de-

scribed in the Report of the Committee presented at the Not-
tingham meeting last year." I may merely mention here that a

tilt of the ground in an east-west direction is magnified about

3000 times by the rotation of a miiror about a vertical axis ;

and that the image of a fine wire in front of a movable gas-

jet, after relleclion by the mirror, is observed in a fixed telescope

in the passage outside the cellar in which the pendulum is

erected.

Shortly before 8 p.m. (Greenwich mean time), I went down to

take the usual reading, and found the image of the wire moving
slowly from side to side of the field of view, showing that the

ground was rocking gently backwards and forwards, the time

of a complete pulsation being from twelve to fourteen seconds.

It was difficult under the circumstances to make any exact

measurements, but the maximum east-west component of the

tilting cannot have been less than a quarter of a second. The
pulsations were first observed at 7h. 59ni., and my impression

is that the range slightly increased until 8h. 3m. It then rapidly

diminished, being about ,'„ of a second at 8h. 12m., and never

less than ^J,t of a second until 8h. 28m., after which the pul-

sations ceased to be perceptible.

The time given by the newspaper correspondents is, I sup-

pose, Athens time, and corresponds to yh. 45m. Greenwich
mean time. The interval between the occurrence of the earth-

quake and the arrival of the pulsations in Birmingham was

uierefore not greater than 14m., and, the distance traversed

being roughly 1550 miles, it follows that the average velocity of

the pulsations cannot have been less than i '84 miles per second.

Gillott Road, Birmingham, May i. C. Davison.

" Vermes."

I WISH to enter a protest against the continued use of the

word " Vermes " as a teim of systematic significance with the

same value as " Mollusca," " Arthropoda," &c. Linnaeus

used ihe term to include all soft-bodied invertebrates

—

i.e.

sveiything then known except the Arthropoda (his " Insecta")

and Veitebrata. Then Lamarck employed the word in a much
more definite and unexceptional sense, to include the parasitic

woims, ihe Cljetopoda being separated as "Annelida." But

what do modern writers meant by "Vermes"? Why, it has

r.early as indefinite a limit as that given to it by Linna:us, for it

is used to include almost <!;y invertebrate animal—nevermind

its structure—which does not fit in the Mollusca, Arthropoda,

Echinodei ma, Ccelentera, or Protozoa. In fact, the term, asem-

ployed in such authoritative publications as the Zool. Kicord,

Zool. Jalirabericlit, &c. , as well as by Jackson in " Forms of

Animal Life," and in Lang's text-book, &c., embraces all, or

most, of the following groups of animals :— Cestoda, Trema-

toda, Planaria, Nemertina, Aich'annelida, Chxtopoda, Hiru-

dinea, Gephyrea, Polyzoa, Brachiopoda, Nemaloda, Acaniho-

cephala, Rotifeia, Sagitta, Echinodeies, and sundry other

small worm-like forms, and even Balanoglossus, and occasionally

ChKlodeima and Neomenia.
1 do not intend to enter into the classification of this hetero-

geneous assemblage of forms, nor need I do more than refer to

the fact that definite terms with scientific limit.ations are in

existence under which the members of the assemblage can be

(and are) grouped.

I am perfectly ready to admit that "Vermes" may be a

useful descriptive term, if used to imply a certain general form

of body, as opposed to some other groups ; but I do wish to

urge the abolition of it from text-books or titles of papers by

well-known zoologists. That the eradication of the word
presents considerable difficulties, I am aware ; since it is not in

Kngland alone that " Vermes " still holds sway, but in all the

European countries the equivalents "Vers," or " Wiirmer, " &c.

,

are employed with a more or less equivalent indefiniteness.

Nevertheless, several such terms/dji^f been abolished, and no one

nowadays would think of speaking, even in a popular, still less

in a scientific work, of " Radiata " or "Zoophytes" or "In-
fusoria," in the antique significance of these words.

Oxford, April 18. Wm. Bla.xland Benham.

I An account of a new and improved form of the pendulum will appear

shortly in Nature,
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On Iron Crows' Nests.

Three years ago, the removal of an old tree in the Cossipore

Ordnance Factory, near Calcutta, brought to light a singular bird's

nss;,composednninlyof bent and twisted fragments of stout iron

wire, such as is used to bind up bunlles of bar iron for trans-

port. The pieces, which were all about as thick as stout tele-

graph wire, were of considerable lengih and weight, and were
keyed together by their own irregularities ; but as there was no
e»'idence by which to identify the builder, I merely made a note
of the circumstances.

Last year, however, attracted by the laboured flight of a crow
carrying in its bill a very unwieldy and apparently heavy load,

I watched the bird until, frightened by a pissing object when
about two feet from the ground, it dropped its burden, which I

at once secured. I found it to be a piece of crumpled iron wire,

which on measurement in my laboratory proved to be 23!
inches long between its apparent extremities (straightened

out it measured 35* inches in length), to have a diameter of o"i25
inches ( = No. 11 B. W.G.), and to weigh 5572 grammes, or

nearly 861 grains. The bird was in the main road, about 300
yards from the silc of the original nest.

This evidence as to the ownership of the nest, and of the
weight which an Indian crow can carry, may perhaps interest

some of your readers. Walter G. McMillan.
Mason College, Birmingham, .'Vpril 20.

Early Arrival of Birds.

Mr. Prideaux, in the last issue of Nature, having
recorded the unusually early arrival of the summer migrants

in Surrey, it may perhaps be permissible to state the date of

arrival here. The cuckoo, uttering its festive note, flew into

a tree in. my garden on March 25, attracting the attention of
the whole household, and has been heard at intervals in the

neighbourhood of Worcester ever since. The swallow and
margin were here on the 4'.h inst., the willow warbler and the

white-throat on the 7th, and the red-start on the l6th.

Nidificalion was remarkably early this season. In my garden
the long thrush, blackbird, and robin hatched out by March 30,

and the missal thrush in an orchard close by was, .is usual,

earlier in its family arrangements. I heard the swift on the

26th inst. The spring flora was also early : lilac, hawthorn,
bluebell, cowslip, primrose, wood anemone, spotted orchis, and
orchis morio were in blossom on the 2o:h inst. ; the sweet violet

gone, and the dog violet blooming profusely in its place.

There is nothing wonderful in the cuckoo being here in

March. The wonder is that it was then vocal.

J. Lloyd Bozward.
Henwick, Worcester. April 28.

Irritability of Plants.

I.N your issue for April 19 (vol. xlix. p. 586 ) there is a short

notice of a paper by Pr.jf. Pfeffer on the " Irritability of Plants."
In it yon say :

" Pfeffer inslnnces the remarkable researches of

Hegler on the effect of mechanical traction on growth slems,
which when stretched by a weight, gain mechanical strength
through the devel.'pment of the mechanical tissues, which
followt as a response to the pull to which they are sub-

jected."

Thi< recalls to mind the interesting passage in Tennyson's
" Idylls of the King" :

Derby, April ..(

'li-M

fly -itr, .inil (tpt

R. M. Di;elev.

placed at some distance, and connected to the microscope by a
curved glass rod, which conveyed the light by internal reflection.
Incandescent lamps might be used in a similar manner,
and some means could be devised in order to intercept the heat
they produce,' if it be objectionable.

.\ few days ago I noticed an article on Dr. Phillips' electric
lamps, which he has employed to light the mouth, and the cavities
between the mouth and the nose, and you recently published a
paper read before the Royal Society, by Prof. H. M. Ward, on
the bactericidal action of light, which partly confirms my
views. It seems worth while, therefore, to make experi-
ments with arc rays projected indirectly as above, and
with incandescent lamps, and that especially upon diphtheria
membranes.

J. Erede.
Rome, April iS.

Centipedes and their 'ifoung.

I.s No. 1275 of Nature (vol. xlix. p. 531), Mr. Urich, of

the Trinidad Field Naturalists' Club, asks for information about
the breeding habits of centipedes.

.Similar observations to those made by the members of the
Trinidad Club, and described by .Mr. Urich, have been pub-
lished by Kohlrausch (" Beitrage ziir Kenntniss der Scalapen-
driden." Diss, Marburg, 187S), and these are referred to in the
standard work on Myriapoda by Latzel ("Die Myriapoden der
O-terreichiich-Ungarischen Monarchic.'" Wien, 1S80, p. I36'.

and also in the " Lehrbuch der nerglischenden Entwicklungs-
geschichle '' Jena, 1890), by Korschelt and Heider, p. 725.

Czernowitz, April 25. R. v. Lexdenfeld.

The Action of Light on the Diphtheria Bacteriuin.

Some lime ago it was reported that colonies of the diph-
theria bacterium do not thrive well when ex; ' '.:ht, andit
occurred to me that the electric light n. .1 means
of checking the development of the f.\! _ ...,:.. r.ines by
projecting a very powerful arc light on the throat, for it

ii known that the tiuuo arc to some extent penetrated by
tight. Or poiMlily the arc light could be sent into the
throat through the mouth? 1 know that in Germany
Diicroicopic object* have been lighted with the aid of a lamp
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Marsupites in the Isle of Wight.

I,N a recent visit to the Isle of Wight, plates of MarsHf'i:^

were found by Mr. R. M. Brydone and myself at Freshwater.
The locality is one in which these fossils might be expected

to occur, but so far as I know they have not been recorded
hitherto from any part of the island ; certainly not by Barrois,

nor in the last edition of the " Survey Memoir."
Winchester College. C. GRIFFITH.

POINCARE ON MAXWELL AND HERTZ>

AT the time when Fresnel's experiments compelled all

researchers to admit that light is due to the vibra-

tions of a very subtile fluid tilling the interplanetary

spaces, the researches of Ampere made known the mutual
actions of currents, and founded electrodynamics.

But one step more was required to suppose that this

same fluid, the ether, which is the cause of luminous
phenomena, is at the same time the vehicle of electrical

actions. This step Ampere's imagination enabled him
to take ; but the illustrious physicist, while announc-
ing this sedactive hypothesis, did not see that it was so

soon to take a more precise form, and receive the begin-

ning of its confirmation.

It was still, however, but a dream without consistence,

till the day when electric measures indicated an un-

expected fact—a fact recalled by M. Cornu in the last

Annuaire, at the end of his brilliant article devoted to

the definition of electric units. To pass from the system
of electrostatic units to the system of electrodynamic
units, a certain transformation-factor is employed, the

definition of which I will not recall, as it is to be found
in M. Cornu's article. This factor, which is also

called the ratio of unities, is precisely equal to the velocity

of light.

The observations soon became so precise that it was
impossible to attribute this concordance to chance. One
could not doubt therefore that there were certain intimate

relations between the optic and the electric phenomena.
But the nature of these relations would perhaps still

have escaped us if Maxwell's genius had not guessed it.

> Tran^Lition of an article by M. PoincarO, in ihc Annuain- of the

Bureau de« Longitudes for 1891.
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Currents.

Everyone knows that bodies can be divided into two
classes : conductors where we prove the transference of
electricity, that is to say, of voltaic currents, and in-

sulators or dielectrics. To the old electricians dielectrics

were purely inert, and their part consisted in opposing
the passage of electricity. If this were so, we could re-

place any insulating body by another of a different kind
without changing the phenomena. Faraday's experi-

ments have shown that it is nothing of the kind. Two
condensers of the same shape and dimensions put in

communication with the same sources of electricity will

not take the same charge (even if the thickness of the
isolating wire be the same), if the fta/itre of the isolating

[matter differs. Maxwell had made too deep a study of
I
Faraday's works not to understand the importance of
dielectric bodies and the necessity of restoring to them
their proper function.

Besides, if it be true that light is but an electric pheno-
menon, it follows that when it is propagated through an
insulating body, this body is the place of the phenomenon,
therefore there must be electric phenomena localised in

dielectrics ; but of what nature are they .- Maxwell
answers daringly : they are currents.

All the experiments up to his time seemed to contradict
Ithis ; currents had never been observed except in con-
jductors. How could Maxwell reconcile his audacious
{hypothesis with such a well-founded fact ? Why do the
jhypothetical currents under certain circumstances pro-
Iduce manifest effects, which under ordinary conditions
!remain absolutely unobservable .

! It is because dielectrics oppose to the passage of
|electricity, not a greater resistance than the conductors,
!but a resistance of a different kind. A comparison will

make Maxwell's thought clearer.

If we endeavour to bend a spring, a resistance is

^encountered which increases in proportion as the spring is

ibent. If, therefore, we have at our disposal only a limited
force, a moment will come when the resistance being un-
surmountable, the movement will stop and equilibrium be
established ; at last, when the force ceases to act the
spring will bound bark, giving back all the work
expended to bend it.

.Suppose, on the contrary, that we wish to move a
body immersed in water. Here again we meet with
jresistance which will depend on the velocity, but which,
if this velocity remains constant, will not increase in pro-
portion as the body advances ; the movement will

therefore continue as long as the force acts, and
equilibrium will never be attained ; finally, when the
[force ceases to act,thc body will not tend to return, and the
energy used for making it advance cannot be restored ; it

fvill have been entirely transformed into heat by the
jviscosity of the water.

I

The contrast is manifest, and it is necessary to dis-
tinguish between I'/cisiic and 7/isi-ous resistance. Then
dielectrics would behave, for electric movements, like
jslastic solids in the case of material movements, whilst
ponductors would behave like viscous liquids. Hence two
rategories of currents : current of displacement or Max-
well's currents which traverse dielectrics, and the ordinary
:onducting currents which circulate in conductors.
The first, having to overcome a sort of elastic resis-

;ance, can be but of short duration ; for, this resistance
ncreasing continually, equilibrium will be rapidly
established.

The currents of conduction, on the contrary, having to
jvercome a sort of viscous resistance, can consequently
ast as long as the electromotive force which causes
hem. Let us lock again at the convenient comparison
•yhich M. Cornu has borrowed from hydraulics.
[Suppose we have water under pressure in a reservoir :

et us put this reservoir in communication with a vertical
ube ; the water will rise in it, but the movement will stop
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so soon as the hydrostatic equilibrium is reached. If
the tube is large, there will not be any friction, or loss
of charge, and water thus raised could be used for pro-
ducing work. We have here a picture of displacing
currents.

If, on the contrary, the water of the reservoir flows out
by a horizontal tube, the movement will continue so long
as the reservoir is not empty ; but if the tube is narrow,
there will be a considerable loss of work, and a produc-
tion of heat by friction. We have here a picture of
conducting currents.

Although it is impossible and of little use to try to re-
present to ourselves all the details of this mechanism, one
may say that all happens as if the displacement currents
had a number of little springs to bend. When the cur-
rents stop electrostatic equilibrium is established, and
the springs are so much the more bent as the electric
field is more intense. The work accumulated in these
springs, that is to say, the electrostatic energy, can be
wholly restored so soon as they can unbend themselves.
It is thus that mechanical work is obtained when the
conductors are allowed to obey the electrostatic attrac-
tions. These attractions would thus be due to the
pressure exercised on the conductors by the bent springs.
Finally, to follow the comparison to the end, the dis-
ruptive discharge must be likened to the rupture of over-
strained springs.

On the other hand, the work employed for producing
conduction currents is lost and wholly transformed into
heat like that expended in overcoming the friction or
the viscosity of fluids. // is for this reason that the
cojiductim^ wires get hot. From Maxwell's point of view
there are only closed currents. Yox the old electricians
this was not so ; they looked upon a current as closed
which circulates in a wire joining the two poles of a
battery. But if, instead of reuniting the two poles
directly, one puts them in communication respectively
with the two armatures of a condenser, the instantaneous
current, which lasts until the condenser is filled, was con-
sidered open ; it went, it v.-as thought, from one armature
to the other across the wire of communication and the
battery, and stopped at the surface of the two armatures.
On the other hand, Maxwell supposed that the current
traverses the insulating plate, whioJi separates the two
armatures, under the form of a displacement current, and
that it is thus completely closed. The elastic resistance
which it meets on the passage explains its short duration.

Currents can manifest themselves in three ways

:

by their calorific effects, by their action on magnets and
currents, by the induced currents to which they give rise.

We have already seen why conduction currents develop
heat, and why displacement currents do not do so. On the
other hand, however, according to Maxwells hypothesis,
the currents which lie imagines, must, like* the ordinary
currents, produce electromagnetic, electrodynamic, and
inductive eftects.

Why have we hitherto been unable to put these
effects in evidence ? It is because a displacement current,
however feeble, cannot last long, in the same direction

;

for the tension of our springs, ever increasing, would soon
stop it. There cannot therefore be in dielectrics, either
continuous currents of long duration, or sensible alter-

nating currents of long period. The effects will, however,
become observable if the alternation is very rapid.

The Nature of Light.

According to Maxwell, this is the origin of light. A
luminous ray is a series of alternating currents produced
in dielectrics, or even in the air or the interplanetary
vacuum, which changes its direction a thousand
billion times every second. The enormous induction due
to these frequent alternations produces other currents in

the neighbouring parts of the dielectric, and it is thus
that the luminous waves spread from point to point.
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Calculation shows us that the rate of spreading

is equal to the ratio of the units, that is to say, to the

velocity of light.

These alternating currents are a kind of electrical
i

vibrations ; but are these vibrations longitudinal like >

those of sound, or transversal like those of Fresnel's
'

" ether" ? In the case of sound the air undergoes conden-

sation and rarefaction, alternatively. On the contrary,

Fresnel's ether, when vibrating, behaves as if it were

formed of incompressible layers, capable only of sliding

one over the other. If there were open currents, the

electricity going from one extremity to the other of one

of these currents would accumulate at one of the

extremities ; it would condense or rarefy itself like air ; its

vibrations would be longitudinal. But Maxwell admits

only closed currents ; this accumulation is impossible,

and electricity behaves like Fresnel's incompressible

ether ; its vibrations are transversal.

Experimental Verification.

So we find again all the results of the undulatory

theory. But this was, however, not enough to induce

the physicists, who were more charmed than convinced,

to accept Maxwell's ideas. All that could be said in

their favour was that they did not contradict any of the

obser\ed facts, and that it was a great pity if they were

not true. But experimental confirmation was wanting
;

it had to be waited for during twenty-five years.

A divergence had to be found between the old theory

and Maxwell's, which was not too delicate for our rough

means of investigation. There was only one which
afforded an expertmentum crucis.

The old electrodynamics required electromagnetic in-

duction to be produced instantaneously ; but according to

the new doctrine it must, on the contrary, be propagated
with the velocity of light.

The question was therefore to measure, or at least to

ascertain, the rate of propagation of inductive effects
;

this has been done by the illustrious German physicist.

Hertz, by the method of interferences.

This method is well known in its applications to

optical phenomena. Two luminous rays issuing from the

same source interfere when they meet at the same point

after having followed different paths. If the difference

of these paths is equal to the length of a wave—that is

to say, to the path traversed during one period, or a

whole number of wave-lengths—one of the vibrations is

later than another by a whole number of periods ; the

two vibrations are therefore at the same phase, they are

in the same direction, and they reinforce each other.

If, on the contrary, the dilTerence of path of the two
rays is equal to an odd number of half wave-lengths, the

two vibrations are in contrary directions, and they

neutralise one another.

The luminous waves arc not the only ones susceptible

to interference ; all periodic and alternating phenomena
propagated with a finite velocity will produce analogous
effects. It happens with sound. It ought to happen with

electrodynamic induction, if the velocity of propagation is

finite ; but if, on the contrary, the propagation be
instantaneous, there will not be any interference.

But one cannot put these interferences to the proof
if the wave-length is greater than our laboratories, or

greater than the space that the induction can traverse

without becoming too feeble. Currents of very short

period are absolutely essential.

Electric Exciters.

Let us first see how they may be obtained with the
help of an apparatus which is a veritable electric

pendulum. .Suppose two conductors united by a wire;
if they arc not of the same potential, the electric equi-

librium is broken in the same way as the mechanical
equilibrium is deranged when a pendulum is swung from
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the vertical. In the one case as in the other, the equi-

librium tends to re-establish itself

A current circulates in the wire, and tends to equalise

the potential of the two conductors in the same way as a
pendulum seeks the vertical. Hut the pendulum will

not stop in its position of equilibrium; having acquired
a certain velocity, it passes this position because of its

inertia. Similarly, when our conductors are discharged,

the electric equilibrium momentarily re-established, will

not maintain itself, and will be destroyed by a cause
analogous to inertia ; this cause is self-induction. We
know that when a current stops it gives rise in the

adjacent wires to an induced current in the same
direction. The same effect even is produced in the wire

in which the induction current circulates, which finds

itself, so to speak, continued by the induced current.

In other words, a current will persist after the dis-

appearance of the cause which produced it, as a moving
body does not stop when the force, which had put it in

motion, ceases to act.

When the two potentials shall have become equal, the

current will therefore continue in the same direction, and
will make the two conductors take opposite charges to

those which they had to start with.

In this case, as in that of the pendulum, the place of

equilibrium is passed : in order to re-establish it, a back-

ward movement is necessary.

When the equilibrium is regained, the same cause im-

mediately destroys it, and the oscillations continue with-

out ceasing.

Calculation shows that the duration depends on the

capacity of the conductors ; it suffices, therefore, to

diminish sufficiently this capacity, which is easy, to have

an electric pendulum susceptible of producing alternating

currents of extreme rapidity.

All this was well established by Lord Kelvin's theories

and by Feddersen's experiments on the oscillating

discharge of the Leyden jar. It is, therefore, not this

which constitutes the original idea of Hertz.

But it is not sufficient to construct a pendulum: it

must also be put into movement. For this, it is neces-

sary for some agent to move it from its position of

equilibrium, and then to stop abruptly— I mean to s.ay, in

a time very short in relation to the duration of a period ;

otherwise the penduhmi will not oscillate.

If, for example, we move a pendulum from its vertical

position with the hand, and then, instead of loosing it

suddenly, we let the arm relax slowly without unclaspinj;

the fingers, the pendulum, still supported, will arrive at

its place of equilibrium without velocity, and will not

pass it.

We see then, that with periods of a hundred-millionth

of a second, no system of mechanical unclamping could

work, however rapid it might appear to us with regard to

our usual units of time. This is the way in which Hertz

has solved the problem.
Taking again our electric pendulum, let us make in the

wire, which joins the two conductors, a cut of some milli-

metres. This cut divides our apparatus into two symmetric

halves, which we will put in communication with the two

poles of a Ruhmkorff coil. I'he induced current will

charge our two conductors, and the difference of their

potential will increase with a relative slowness.

At first the cut will stop the conductors from dis-

charging themselves. The air plays the part of an

insulator, and keeps our pendulum away from its position

of equilibrium.

But when the difference of potential becomes large

enough, the jar spark will pass, and will make a

way for the electricity accumulated on the conductors.

The cut will all at once cease to act as an insulator, and

by a sort of electric unclamping, our pendulum will

be freed from the cause which prevented it return-

ing to its equilibrium. If the complex conditions, well
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studied by Hertz, are fulfilled, this unclamping is sudden
enough to enable oscillations to be produced.
The apparatus, called an " exciter," produces currents

which change their direction from 100,000,000 to

1,000,000,000 times per second. Because of this extreme
frequency they can produce inductive eflects at a great

distance. In order to render these effects simple, another
electric pendulum, called a "resonator," is employed.
In this new pendulum, the cut and the coil, which only
serve for the unclamping, are suppressed; the two con-
ductors reduce themselves to two very small spheres, and
the wire is bent back in a circle in a way to approach
the spheres to each other.

The induction due to the exciter will put this resonator
in vibration the more easily as the periods of the two are

less different. At certain phases of the vibration, the
difference of potential of the two spheres will be large

enough to produce sparks.

Production 0/ Interferences.

We have thus an instrument which shows the

effects of an inductive wave emitted from the exciter.

We can study what happens in two ways : either

expose the resonator to the direct induction of the ex-

citer at a great distance, or else make this induction work
at a short distance on a long conducting wire, along
which the electric wave will go, and which will work in

its turn by induction at a short distance on the

resonator.

Whether the wave propagates itself along a wire or

across the air, one can produce interferences by reflection.

In the first case, it will reflect itself at the extremity of the
' wire, which it will follow again in an inverse direction

;

I in the second, it will reflect itself on a metallic leaf

j
which acts as a mirror. In the two cases the reflected

t
wave will interfere with the direct wave, and we can

j

find places where the spark of the resonator will cease
' to pass.

The experiments made with the long wire are easier ;

they furnish us with very precious instruction, but they
will not serve as e.x'perivienta cruets; for in the

I
old as well as the modern theory, the quickness of

I

an electric wave along a wire must be equal to that of

! light. The experiments on the direct induction at a
great distance are, on the contrary, decisive. They show
that not only the quickness of propagation of induction

across the air is finite, but that it is equal to the quick-

ness of the wave propagated along a wire, complying with

the ideas of Maxwell.

Synthesis of Light.

I

I shall insist less on other experiments of Hertz, more
brilliant, but less instructive. Concentrating with a para-

Ibolic mirror the wave of induction taken from the exciter,

|the German savant obtains a veritable cluster of

electric rays, capable of reflecting and refracting them-
selves regularly. The rays, if the period, already so small,

were a million times shorter still would not differ from the

luminous rays. We know that the sun gives out

several kinds of radiation, some luminous because they

act on the retina, others obscure ultra-violet or infra-

red, which manifest themselves by their chemical or

calorific effects. The first only owe their qualities, which
rnake them appear to us of a different nature, to a kind of

physiological chance. To the physicist the infra-red

ioes not differ more from the red, than the red from the

ween ; the length of a wave is only greater ; those of the

pertzian radiations are much greater still, but there are

pnly differences of degree, and one may say, if Max-
ell's theories are true, that the illustrious Professor of

3onn has realised a veritable synthesis of light.

Conclusions.

But our admiration for so much unhoped-for success
hust not make us forget the progress which still remains
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to be accomplished. Let us therefore try to exactly
summarise the results which are definitely attained.

First, the velocity of direct induction across the air

is finite, without which the interferences would be im-
possible. The old electro-dynamics are therefore con-
demned. What must one put in its place.- Is it

Maxwell's theory (or at least something approaching it,

for one would not expect the divination of the Eng-
lish savant to have foreseen the truth in all its details) ?

Although the probabilities accumulate, the complete de-

monstration is not yet reached.
We can measure the length of a wave of hertzian

oscillations
; this length is the product of the period

by the velocity of propagation. We should, therefore,

know this velocity if we knew the period ; but this last

is so small that we cannot measure it : we can only cal-

culate it by a formula due to Lord Kelvin. This calcula-

tion leads to numbers which agree with Maxwell's theory;
but the last doubts will only be done away with when the
velocity of propagation has been directly measured.

This is not all : things are far from being so simple as
one might think, from the above short account. Diverse
circumstances come to complicate them.

First, there is round the exciter a radiation of

induction ; the energy of this apparatus radiates,

therefore, externally, and as no fresh source comes to

supply it, it soon disperses, and the oscillations die out
very rapidly. It is here that one must look for the

explanation of the phenomenon of multiple resonance,
which was discovered by MM. Sarasin and De !a Rive,

and which at first appeared irreconcilable with the

theory.

On the other hand, we know that light does not pre-

cisely follow the laws of geometrical optics, and the

difference which produces diffraction, is more consider-

able as the length of the wave is greater. With the great

length of the hertzian undulations these phenomena must
assume an enormous importance, and trouble everything.

No doubt it is fortunate, for the moment at least, that

our means of observation are so coarse, otherwise the

simplicity which seduced us at the first sight would give

place to a labyrinth where we should be lost. It is from
this probably that different anomalies arise, which have
hitherto not been explained. It is also for this reason

that the experiments on the refraction of rays of electric

force have, as I said above, but little demonstrative
worth.

There still remains a difficulty which is more serious,

but which is no doubt not insurmountable. .According

to Maxwell, the coefficient of electrostatic induction of a
transparent body ought to be equal to the square of its

index of refraction. This is not so ; the bodies which
follow Maxwell's law are exceptions. We are evidently

in the presence of phenomena much more complex than

w^e thought at first ; but one has not been able to explain

anything, and the experiments themselves are con-

tradictory.

There still remains, therefore, much to be done ; the

identity of light and electricity is from to-day something
more than a seducing hypothesis : it is a probable truth,

but it is not as yet a proved troth.

THE RECEXT WORK OF THE CATARACT
CONSTRUCT/OA' COMPANY.

SOME arrangements recently made by the Cataract

Construction Company show that the works are ex-

tending in a very satisfactory manner. The Niagara

Falls Paper Company is now well under way. They make
paper from wood pulp, and a large amount of power is

used for grinding the trees down into pulp. They have

fixed turbines in their own wheel-pit, and take water from
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the Cataract Construction Company's canal, and pass
it after use into the tunnels belonging to this Com-
pany. The turbines drive a vertical shaft which, at

the surface of the ground, is geared by bevel wheels
to the main shaft, on which are the pulp grinders.
This is the only case likely to occur where the
power is used directly. In all other cases it is likely

to be transmitted electrically. The first electrical

application is to the works of the Pittsburgh Reduction
Company for the manufacture of aluminium. The
Niagara Falls Power Company has undertaken to supply
them with continuous current at i6o volts to the extent
of 7000 horse-power. The first 1 500 horse-power is now
being put in. In order to do this, Prof. Forbes has arranged
to carry the alternating current by two circuits in two
phases. This is the character of current generated by
the dynamos. At the works. 2500 feet from the power-
house, the current is to be transformed from 2000 volts

to IIS volts alternating. It is then passed through three
of the commutating machines, like those shown by
Schuckert and others at the Frankfort Kxhibition of 1S91.
These are continuous current machines, each with four
rings attached to certain bars of the commutator. The
alternating current is passed to these rings by brushes :

the armature revolves synchronously with the generator
in the power-house and with the turbine. The other
brushes, which rub on the commutator, give off con-
tinous current to the aluminium baths at 160 volts, the
E.M.F. being (in normal conditions) raised in its change
form alternating to continuous current in the ratio of

'Ji : I. A shunt direct current with variable resistance
in the circuit excites the field magnets. It is found that

the electromotive force of the direct current can thus be
regulated. The explanation of this remarkable fact has
been worked out by Mr. Steinmelz. The whole of this

plant, transformers, commutating machines, and switch-
board was tendered for by different firms, and the bid
of the General Electric Company has been accepted ; 33
per cent, of spare plant is held in reserve The dynamos
and power-house switch-board, on the other hand, arc in

the hands of the Westinghouse Company. It is expected
that both types of machinery will be in operation in the
course of a few months.
The patent for Prof. Forbes' construction of dynamo,

which is being built, has been just allowed by the United
States Patent Office. One object to be attained was to

have a fixed armature, so that the armature might be
wound so as to give a very high E.M.F. without being sub-
jected to the enormous centrifugal forces of the revolving

part. Another object was to attain a maximum lly-wheel

effect with a minimum weight. The revolving parts of

the turbine and dynamo, and the vertical shaft connect-
ing them, are all supported hydraulically by means of a
piston in the turbine. The supporting power of this

piston limited the weight of the revolving part of the
dynamo to 80,000 lbs. The governor of the turbine de-
manded (to fulfil the required conditions of regulation)

a momentum equal to that of 1,100,000,000 lbs., moving
at the rate of 1 foot per second.

I'.olh of these objects are attained by Prof. Forbes'
construction, which conbists in making the armature
fixed and ring-shaped, with a space inside for getting at

the l.<-.ir;n '.i. ,ind in making the fields of a bell-shape,

th' :.g on the inside of a nickel steel ring, which
is ,

,

: by the top piece or cover, which in its turn
is rigidly fixed to the vertical axis. This novel con-
struction gives all the ily-wheel effect required without
making the weight too great. Every design which had
been made previously rei-piired the addition of a lly-

wheel costing at
' or /looo. The construction

for whirh Prof, f -nl has now been granted has
al t merit thai the magnetic pull between the
ar- I the fields tends to diminish the breaking
strain d tnirifugal force on the revolving part to a very
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sensible amount. When the revolving part is inside the
magnetic pull assists centrifugal force in its destructive
effect.

THE EPPING FOREST CONTROVERSY.
•TrHE meeting of the Essex Field Club, which, as we
•' announced last week, had been convened for the

inspection of the thinned districts of Epping Forest, was
in every way a remarkable gathering. Nearly 150
members and visitors assembled in Monk's Wood,
among them, in addition to the conductors and officers

of the Club, being Sir John Lubbock, Mr. J. Bryce,

M.P., Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, Prof.

Boulger. Prof. W. R. Fisher, Dr. Church, Mr. Arthur
Lister, .Mr. .\ndrew Johnston (chairman of the Essex
County Council), Mr. David Howard, Mr. Salmon (chair-

man of the Epping Forest Committee), Sir Frederick
Young, Mr. Bernard Gibson, and others interested in the

question of the Forest management. .A. thorough ex-

amination of Monk s Wood was made, Mr. E. N. Buxton
giving a detailed explanation of the policy which the

Conservators had been pursuing, and pointing out the

reasons that had led to the present necessity for thinning.

The party were then conducted to Lord's Bushes, which,

as an example of the beautifying effect of judicious

thinning, is almost unrivalled, this district having been
submitted to the operation repeatedly since the Forest

was taken over by the present Conservators, .-\fler te.i

at the Royal Forest Hotel, Chingford, a meeting of the

Club was held, Mr. F. Chancellor, the President, in the

chair. The discussion was opened by Prof. Meldola,

who commenced by explaining that the statements which
had been inserted in the newspapers respecting the

attitude taken by the Club in the present controversy had
been made without authority, and were devoid of founda-

tion. He then went on to show that the observations

made by him in 1SS3 in connection with the agitation

against the railway scheme with which the Forest had
then been threatened (see the article quoted in our

columns in last week's note\ had recently been applied

to the present thinning operations without his concur-

rence, and in direct opposition to the views which he had

formed after five visits to the districts now being donl'

with, and after an intimate acquaintance with the Fon
for a period of more than twenty years. Having l . .

plained the general grounds on which he based his opinions,

he slated that in his belief the Forest as a whole showed
a marked improvement since it had been under the care

of the present management, and he considered that

much of the recent criticism had been most unjr

and the newspaper accounts exaggerated to an extc

bordering on the ludicrous. Two or three speakers took

an adverse position, but Prof Boulger, Mr. Howard,
Mr. F. C. Gould. Mr. W. Crouch, the President, Mr.

William Cole, and others who knew the Forest well, ex-

pressed general approval of the recent operations. Mr.

Angus Webster, the Duke of Bedford's forester, who
accompanied the party, was of course obliged to reserve

his opinion owing to his official connection with the com-
mittee of experts appointed by the Corporation, the

report of this commitlec not having as yet been

presented. As the outcome of the discussion, it may
safely be said that the public will not be so ready

in future to give credence to the opinions of irre-

sponsible and inexperienced scribblers who, often with

the best of motives, may seriously hamper the work of

the Conservators in iheir endeavour to restore the Forest

to a more natural condition in those parts which have

for so many centuries been made unnatural and unsightly

by the existence of the rights of lopping. Although it

had not been the original intention of the oMicers and

conductors to allow a formal motion to be put, a strong

desire was expressed that this should be done, and on

i
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taking a vote a large majority decided that some re-

solution should be framed. Not the least important
feature of the meeting were the speeches made by Sir

Frederick Young (formerly chairman of the " Forest
Fund"), and others who had taken up an antagonistic

attitude in the correspondence. Having visited the place

and heard the explanations given on the ground, these
gentlemen admitted that as the result of the afternoon's

inspection they had seen good reason for modifying their

views, and they finally voted for the following resolution,

moved by Prof. Boulger and seconded by the Rev. W. C.

Ilowell, of Tottenham:—"That in the opinion of this

meeting the general action of the Conservators in the
recent thinnings has been judicious." Forty-one voted
\\\ favour of this resolution, and eight against. The views
of those whose opinions should count for much in re-

assuring the public that no alarm need be felt as to the

future of the Forest, have thus been expressed in very
decided terms.

THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A GENERAL meeting of the Association for Pro-

•^*- moting a Professorial University for London, was
held in the rooms of the Chemical Society, Burlington
House, on Saturday, April 28 ; the Right Hon. T. H.
Huxley was in the chair.

The committee reported that having carefully studied
the report of the Gresham Commission, they considered
it is generally in accord with the principles of the
Association.

In accordance with this report a resolution, moved by
Prof. Riicker, and seconded by Prof. Ramsay, was unani-
mously carried, expressing general approval of the
scheme. The committee were also empowered to draw
up a memorial to the Government, to be signed by mem-
bers of the -Association, and others who may agree with
it, urging the Government to appoint a Statutory Com-
mission to establish a Teaching I'niversity in London
on the basis of the scheme of the Royal Commission.
This action on the part of the .Vssociation is, we hope,

another step towards the realisation of the scheme of the
" Gresham Commission.'

It was at one time to be feared that it would be im-
possible to reconcile the various divergent views which
had been expressed as to the best constitution for the
University. Now, however, that the Colleges of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons, the Governing Body and Senate of

University College, and the Professorial Association,
have all expressed a general approval of the scheme,
while the London County Council finds in it nothing in-

consistent with its own views, it is evident that the Com-
missioners have achieved a remarkable success. The
University of London has not yet spoken, but the oppo-
nents of the scheme in Convocation were unable to carry
their resolutions, and it is to be hoped that the University
may yet be saved from the discredit of blocking the way.

NOTES.
A STATUE of Durand-Claye, the pioneer of ihe sy.'-tem for the

agricultural utilisation of sewage, was unveiled at Gennevilliers,

on Friday last. The funds for the erection of this monument
were raised by international subscription, in accordance with a

proposal made at the Congress of Hygiene held in Paiisin 1889.

\Ve regret to announce the death, at Geneva, of the eminent

chemist, J. C. Galissard de Marignac. \Ve have also to record

the death of Laureano Calderon, Professor of Biological

Chemistry in Madrid University.

The KazanSociety of Naturalists will celebrate the twenty-fifth

anniversary of its foundation on May 25, by a general meeting

of members, at which a statement will be re.id of the works

published by the Society during its existence.
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The 'limes says that the Attorney- General has given his

sanction to the sum of ^25,000, the residue of the legacy of the

late Mr. Richard Berridge, being given, in trust, to the British

Institute of Preventive Medicine, for the endowment of a

laboratory devoted to the bacteriological and chemical examina-

tion of the water supply, with special reference to the best means
of preventing Ihe conveyance of disease through water. A large

laboratory is now in course of erection for the purpose on the

site secured by the institute at Chelsea.

Earthquakes continue to be felt in Greece. A severe dis-

turbance, having its centre in Atalanti, occurred on Friday, April

27 (see p. 7), and the Times correspondent says that the inroads of

the sea in this district have extended inland for a distance of

three kilometre.'. The surface of Ihe sea in many places is

colouied with the products of submarine eruptions. A chasm

has opened in Ihe ground not far from .\talanti, »nd extends in a

south-westerly direction for about twelve kilometres.

.At the anniversary meeting of the Zoological Society, held

on Monday, Sir William H. Flower, K.C.B., F. U.S., was re-

elected President, Mr. C. Drummond, Treasurer, and Dr. P.

L. Sclater, F.K.S., Secretary to the Society for the ensuing

year. The following were elected into the Council, in the place

of retiring members:— Dr. John Anderson, F.R.S., Mr.

Herbert Druce, Sir Joseph Fayrer, F.R.S., Major Henry P. St.

John Mildmay, and Prof. A. Newton, F. K. S.

The opening meeting of the British Association this year will

take place on Wednesday, .-Vugust S, when Prof Burdon

Sanderson, F.R..S., will resign the chair, and the Marquis of

Salisbury will assume the presidency and deliver an address.

On Thursday, August 9, a soiree will be held. On August 10,

a discourse will be delivered by Dr. W. H. White, C.B.,

F.R.S., on "Steam Navigation at High Speeds'' ; on August

13, Prof. J. S. Nicholson will lecture on " Historical Progress

and Ideal Socialism "; on August 14 there will be another

soiree, and the concluding meeting will be held on Wednesday,

August 15.

The committee for the establishment of a station at Cumbra;,

for the study of marine zoology and botany, are making good

progress with their arrangement.-;. The Ark has now been

put into order for the summer months, and the services of an ex-

perienced keeper secured. Mr. David Robertson, the well-known

"naturalist of Cumbrx'," lakes a w.irm interest in the scheme,

and is giving it his personal supervision. A number of students

have intimated their intention of availing themselves of ihe

facilities for research thus provided. .\ con siderable sum has

been subscribed for the erection of a permanent building, and

also for the annual expenses of the station—about half of what

is required in each case ; and the committee have good hopes

that the remaining half will soon be obtained.

The Geologists' Association have arranged an excursion to

Oxtedand Tilsey for Saturday next, under the direction of Mr.

G. Leveson Gower and Mr. \V. Topley, F. R.S. The district

is not only interesting geologically, but contains a number of

archieological remains. During Whitsuntide a long excursion

has been arranged to Cambridge and Ely, and on M.iy 26 Mr.

John Hopkinson and Mr. Worthington G. Smith will conduct

a party to Luton, Caddinglon, and Dunstable. In the

neighbourhood of Caddinglon are numerous pits in Drift

(brick-earth, &c. ), and Tertiary remanic beds, worked for clay

and sand for brick-making, and for gravel. In these pits Mr.

Smith discovered an old Palxoliihic land-surface on Tertiary

remanic-, surmounted by re-laid Tertiary clay, and contorted,

implementiferous red plateau drift. On this Pala:olithic lloor

llint flakes of all kinds occur in hundreds, nearly all as keen-

edged as knives. That these llakes were made on the .<pot is
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(
shown by the fragments found, which have been struck off,

and in many instances have been replaced in their original

position, the flint being thus rebuilt. A large Saxon tumulus

is also to be seen at Caddington. Close to Zouches Farm is an

old pasture, believed to have been a place for making bricks or

tiles in medixval or, perhaps, Roman times ; and near Blows

Downs is a group of early British hut-foundations. From this

it will be seen that the excursion will be one of unusual

interest.

Two lectures on " The .Ether and its Relations to Material

Phenomena " will be delivered at Gresham College, Basinghall

.Street, on the evenings of May S and 9, by Dr. J. Larmor,

F.R.S. Prof. Karl Pearson will deliver two final lectures on

"_The Geometry of Chance," on May 9 and 10.

For misleading statements, and the suppression of facts, com-

mend us to the opponents of Pasteur's anti-rabic treatment. If the

general public are gulled into believing half of what it sees posted

on the public hoardings concerning the results of the treatment

at the Pasteur Institute in Paris, it must liken the eminent head

to a veritable Frankenstein. In our issue of April 19 we noted

a few of the facts from the official report contained in the current

number of the Annales de CInstilut Pasteur. This brought us

a letter from Mr. F. E. Pirkis, accompanied by a black-edged

document, published by the Victoria Street Society for the Pro-

tection of Animals from Vivisection, and headed " M. Pasteur's

Double Hecatomb. The Tale of the 257 Dead. (New Edition.

Revised to November 20, 1893.)" Inournote we recorded that

only 72 deaths had occurred amongst the Institute patients since

the commencement of the inoculations in 1SS6. Butthisfact does

not tally with the misrepresentations widely advertised by the

anti-viviseclionists ; so Mr. Pirkis essays to put us right. In

reply to his remarks, we would first point out that the note in ques-

tion simply gives a summary of the published statistics without

any critical commentary thereon. This summary, however,

clearly indicates that only those deaths which take pKice afler

the lapse of fifteen days from the date of the last inoculation

are included as having occurred in spite of the treatment. Our

correspondent has apparently not understood this part of the

statement, otherwise he would not express surprise at the dis-

crepancy between the 72 deaths given in the statistical report

and the 195 deaths which is the total alleged in " M. Pasteur's

Double Hecatomb " to have taken place amongst all-comers to

the Pasteur Institute. Further, he contrasts the 72 deaths men-

tioned in the note in NATURKwith 257 deaths given in the anti-

Pasteur circular ; but he has apparently not noticed that only

195 of the latter are alleged to have been treated at the Paris

Pasteur Institute. A superficial glance at the black-edged

document at once shows that many of the deaths there recorded

took place ;iiMx« fifteen days of the last inoculation, and would,

therefore, certainly be excluded from the official statistics of the

Pasteur Institute, for the reasons already given. Assuming the

total of 195 deaths to be correct, and there are no grounds for

impugning the accuracy of the figure, and taking the total num-

ber of persons inoculated at the Paris Institute as 14,553

—

^

figure obtained by adding to 14,430, which is the total num-

I)cr of those inoculated at Paris ^-iwn in the official statistics, the

num)>er 123, which assuming the correctness of the figures in the

uiti-I'asteur document represents the number of those patients

who were excluded from the official statistics, owing to their

death having taken place within fifteen days of the last inocula-

tion— il appcari that the /o/a/»/<>r/a/(/>' amongst all the inoculated

ii only 13 pet cent. The mortality amongst persons bitten by

rabid dog*, and not submitted to treatment, is commonly ac-

cepted to l>c from 15-20 per cent. If the agitators against the

olahliihmenl of Patteur Institutes would only look such facts as

these in the face, there might be more hope that they would be

led to ice the error of their ways.
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After the close of the recent Medical Congress at Rome,
many of the members took part in various excursions

organised for their recreation and instruction. It was during

an excursion to the Island of Capri that Prof. Todaro related

the following interesting story, which we take from the Lancet.

Early in this century the riches of the Gulf of Naples for natura-

lists came to be appreciated by local investigators, and their

reports attracted the special notice of Cuvier, from whom the

reported riches were communicated, always with fresh incre-

ment, through Milne Edwards to Quatrefuges. Another and

still mightier name to be attracted to the Gulf was Johann von

Muller of Berlin, the most encyclopedic of biologists, who,

long interested in the inferior vertebrata, had written a classical

monograph on them. \ contemporar)' of his, Oronzio Costa of

Naples, an investigator of rare powers, had discovered in these

waters the amfhioxtis, already known to British and Russian

naturalists as the Bfanehiostonia ianceolatum. Costa recognised

its true nature, and described it as the first and lowest of the

vertebrata. His description at once engrossed von MwUer's

attention, insomuch that he had barely re.ad it when he said to

his wife, "My dear, you must come with me to the liay of

Naples." Travelling in those days was effected by diligence,

and it was not till after some weeks that the great German
biologist and his lady reached the bay. Alighting at the .\lbergo

di Roma at Santa Lucia, he sent at once for a mariner to get

him a specimen of the amp/iio.xits. This man turned out to be

Costa's own mariner, Giovanni by name, who forthwith in the

grey morning, as the result of a " miraculous draught" under

Posillipo, obtained the animal and brought it to von Muller,

who was still in bed. Overjoyed with his possession, von

Muller put it at once into alcohol, woke his wife, who, tired

with the long journey, was sleeping profoundly, and said, " My
dear, get up immediately, we are going back to Berlin." Von
Miiller's enthusiasm was caught up by his compatriot Krohn,

who from his sojourn at Messiua in 1844 drew his German
friends to those waters, till year by year, each spring and

autumn, the Teutonic universities sent relays of young natura-

lists to that seaboard—among them Anton Dohrn—a most

accomplished student of nature, to whom we owe the scientific

institute founded at Naples and opened in 1873. Since that

year the Stazione /^oologica has become more and more the

resort of biologists, and now there is hardly a seat of learning in

Europe which does not contribute to its maintenance in return

for facilities aflorded to the student for prosecuting research.

The Italian Meteorological Office has succeeded, after

some difficulty, in establishing a fairly satisfactory thermo-

metrical station on Mount Etna, at an altitude of about 9S50 feel,

by means of a recording instrument made by Richard, of Paris,

which goes for 40 days. By this method 207 days' observa-

tions were secured in the year 1893, and direct observations

were also made on 72 days. During seven months of the year

the mean temperature was below the freezing point. The

maximum temperature observed was 60" '8 in September, and

the minimum 13 '5 in March. The characteristic of the

annual variation is that the low temperatures are prolonged

until June, and, in the autumn, the mild temperatures extend

up to December.

An important contribution to the meteorology of South-

eastern Europe has been made by the publication of the means

of observations for Sophia (Bulgaria) for the years l8')l-3, for

three hours each day, and for the month and year. During this

period the extreme temperatures have varied between - 24" '2 in

January i8y3 and y7''7 in August 1891. The mean annual

rainfall was 31 '2 inches, and the greatest daily fall 276
inches, in September 1891. The mean annual relative

humidity was 74*1 per cent. At the meteorological conference
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at Munich, in 1891, the wish was expressed for observations

^especially telegraphic reports) from Bulgaria, and the publica-

tion of these results by Prof. Watsoff, director of the Central

Meteorological Station at Sophia, is a.good step in the right

direction.

In a letter to the local press, Mr. H. C. Russell, F.R.S., the

Director of the Sydney Observatory, recently brought to-

gether some facts concerning icebergs and their relation

to weather. The letter was written with the view of show-

ing that the icebergs seen near Australia do not influence the

weather in the manner commonly supposed. All the reports of

icebergs seen within the last two years or so, were collected, and

it was found that they numbered eighty-four. In order to locate

these icebergs, the position of each ship when ice was seen,

was plotted on a map of the world. Of the eighty-four positions

thus marked on the map, sixty one, or 73 per cent., were under

the lee of Patagonia, as if they had been carried there by the

strong winds and the Cape Horn current, which sets northwards

after passing Cape Horn. Round the Cape of Good Hope was

another, though less numerous, group of positions, n"mbering

thirteen, and making 90 per cent, of the whole collected in the

two localities. About the Crozets two ships reported ice, and two

ships reported seeing ice on the same day and in the same longi-

tude at a point 500 miles south-west from Albany. Six other

locations were between New Zealand and Cape Horn. Of the

eighty-four ships reporting, only two saw ice anywhere near

Australia, and that was more than two years ago, on December

f4, 1891. As to the effect of icebergs in lowering the tempera-

ture, Mr. Russell points out that many observers have reported

that the thermometer is not a good indicator of the proximity

of ice, no matter whether it is placed in air or in the sea ; and

this is not surprising if it be remembered that fresh supplies of

ocean water and wind are always flowing past the icebergs, and

•distributing their cold over such wide areas that it become? in-

appreciable. Even under the lee of Patagonia, where, in a

sense, the ocean is full of icebergs for an area measured by

hundreds of miles each way, it does not appear that any very

remarkable effect on the temperature is produced, and near

Australia, where now and then a few scattered icebergs are seen

•in the distant offing, no appreciable effect can result from their

presence.

At a recent meeting of the Academy of Sciences of St.

Petersburg, Dr. S. Wild read an interesting paper on some
improvements in the design and construction of magnetic in-

struments. The paper is divided into four parts, the first con-

taining the results of some experiments which show that

metallic wires are preferable to the silk threads usually employed
for the suspension of the magnets in magnetographs. The
second part deals with the question of the accuracy of the read-

ings given by the instruments employed to record the variations

•in the magnetic elements, when these instruments are contained

in buildings composed of a material (such .as ordinary red brick)

containing iron. The experiments on this subject, commenced
•in 1878, have been continued, and show very clearly that a
brick building has no influence on the measurements of the

strength of the field, while the influence on the dip is quite

negligible. The above result has also been deduced theoreti-

cally by M. Chwolson by means of the known value of the

susceptibility of the bricks. The third part of the paper con-
tains a description of a small magnetometer for determining the
value of the horizontal component of the earth's magnetism,
designed for the use of travellers in countries where it would be
difficult to carry the ordinary instruments. The instrument fits

on Hildebrandt's small universal theodolite, which instrument
is fitted with a compass. The combined instrument, although
of small weight, is capable of giving results of considerable
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precision. Thus the dip can be determined to within half a

minute of arc, and the horizontal component to within one part

in four thousand. Lastly, the paper contains a description of

some changes which Dr. Wild has introduced into the portable

magnetometer.

In the April number of the yournal de Physique, M. H.

Abraham gives an account of a method for measuring self and

mutual induction, which he says is capable of giving the quantity

which is being measured to within one part in a thousand. The
method employed consists essentially of balancing a steady

current passing through one pair of coils of a differential galvano-

meter against a succession of induced currents sent, by means of

a commutator rotating at a known speed, through the other coils.

The commutator then being stopped, the secondary circuit, con-

taining one pair of coils of the galvanometer, is connected with

the extremities of a resistance /' in the primary circuit. The
value of r is altered till the galvanometer is undeflected, then,

from a knowledge of the value of r and the speed of rotation

of the commutator, the value of the mutual induction can be

calculated. In many ways the method resembles that employed

by Profs. Ayrton and Perry in their secohm-meter.

The line spectrum of oxygen has recently found another care-

ful investigator in Max Eisig, who gives an account of his work

in Wiedemann's Annalen. The wave-lengths photographed

and measured ranged from 24336 to 47104. The oxygen was

generated by the electrolysis of water acidulated with

pure phosphoric acid. The form of vacuum tube adopted

was that consisting of two vessels joined by a thin tube

at right angles to their length, which allowed the gas

to be seen through the length of the tube. The end was

closed by a plate of quartz to permit the passage of the ultra-

violet rays. The tube was cleaned by flushing it with oxygen

for several weeks. Of the four difterent oxygen spectra de-

scribed by Schuster, only the elementary line spectrum was

studied
; 93 lines were recorded and measured. A comparison

of these lines with a Rowland solar spectrum led to the con-

clusion that no identity between these oxygen lines and lines in

the solar spectrum can be established.

Prof. Julujs Tiiomsen, universally known from his re-

searches in thermo-chemistry, has just finished a series of

observations on the ratio of the atomic weights of hydrogen and

oxygen (Zeit.ftirphys. C/icm. xiii. 398). In order to avoid the

errors incidental to the direct methods of estimating the ratio,

he employs an indirect method, which consists in estimating the

ratio of the molecular weights of hydrogen chloride and am-

monia. Pure hydrogen chloride is passed into a flask containing

water, and the increase in weight is determined. Pure dry

ammonia is then introduced into the solution until the hydro

chloric acid is neutralised, and the weight again determined.

After introducing all corrections, a large number of observa-

tions, in which the initial amount of hydrogen chloride varied

between 4 and 20 gr. indicate that the value for the ratio,

HCI/NH., is 2'I3934 ± 000009. This number leads to the

result that I : 16 represents the value of the ratio II : O with an

accuracy as great as is warranted by the numbers in use for the

atomic weights of chlorine and nitrogen, and which have of

course to be employed in the calculation. Dumas and Erdmann
and Marchand, from the synthesis of water from copper oxide

and hydrogen, found respectively i 0025 : 16 and I 0017 : 16 as

values of the ratio, and more recently Scott, from the volume

composition of water, gives the higher value 100S7 : 16.

In a recent number of the Cenlraililallfiir Allgem. Pathologit

some exceedingly interesting experiments are recorded on

immunity from the attacks of cholera germs artificially induced

in the human subject. Drs. Sawtschenko and Sobolotny sue-
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ceeded in preparing a vaccine from cultures of the cholera

bacillus which so profoundly modified the system, that when
they subsequently swallowed virulent cholera germs they ex-

perienced absolutely no evil effects whatever. But perhaps the

most interesting results obtained, and which proved in a very

remarkable manner the modification induced in the system by

this vaccine, was the transmission of this induced immunity by

means of blood serum to animals. Thus, twen'y-five days after

the last dose of vaccine had been taken, Sawtschenko and

Sobolotny introduced some of their serum into guinea-pigs, and

the latter were afterwards inoculated with virulent cholera

bacilli. Instead, however, of these animals dying, as they

usually do when treated with cholera bicilli, they remained

alive. It was found that 001 g. of this human serum was suf

ficient to protect one of these animals subsequently treated with

O'oo6 g. of virulent cholera bacilli.

Ax inquiry into the pollution of the River Danube by the

drainage from Vienna was carried out last year by Dr. Ueider

(/>j/ Osterr-Sanitiitrwesen, 1893, No. 31). This river reaches

Vienna in a satisfactory coidition, containing about 2000

bacteria per cubic centimetre. The Danube canal on its way

through the city receives the greater par", of its sewage, resulting,

as was to be expected, in an enormou; accession of bacteria,

2l,ODJ—123,033 per c.c. bein^ prisent. On uniting with the

miin-stream and b:c>m'ng mixed with abjul sevin times the

v)'um: of water, the pollutioa i; chenically hardly discoverable.

Bic'.eriolo^ica'.ly, hawesrer, even 43 ktlo-netres below the en-

trance of the canal, the contamination is still very easily per-

ceptible, the rapidity of the current and the constant disturbance

of the water by steimboat traffi: interfering with the efficient

selimentation of the bic'.eria present. D •. Hjider states that

thojgh the existence of disease germs in the water may be inter-

fered with by the severe cjnpelition they would hive to endure

with the numerous harmless microbes, yet the vitality of, for

ex imple, cholera bacilli in river water has been shown to persist

for several days, and in sewage for very considerable periods of

time, so that too much reliance cannot be placed upon the

efficiency of this factor. The action of light in destroying

disease germ, in the river, should they be present, is also dis-

counted. Those who so ardently uphold the comfortable

doctrine of the self-purification of rivers, permitting, as it

does, of so inexpensive and ready a method of getting rid of

sewage by turning it, without let or hindrance, into our streams,

will gain but little support for their theories from Dr. Ileider's

report.

I.N the April number of the Journal of Anatomy and
Physiolo^', Prof. R. Havelock Charles concludes an article on

morphological peculiarities in natives of the Panjab, and their

bearing on the question of the transmission of acquired charac-

ters. He shows that the bones of the lower extremity of the

I'anjabi adult have certain markings differentiating them from

those of Europeans. Though these markings are found on the

bones of the frcius, the Infant, and the child of the I'anjalii,

they arc not found in the skeleton of either the European adult

or child. Some of them have been found in the remains of

Neolithic man in Kirope, but are absent in the bones of peoples

of the present day of similar geographical dislribution. Accord,

ing to Prof. Charles, the explanation of this lies in the fact that

the habits as to silling postures of Kuropcans differ from those

of their prehistoric ancestors, the cave-dwellers, &c., who pro-

a'lly squatted on the ground. The Orientals, however, have

rc'aincd the sitting postures of their ancestors, and therefore

exhibit similar markings. " Want of use," concludes Prof.

Charles, "would induce changes in form and size, and so

gradually small differences would be integrated till there would

be total disappearance of the markings on the Kuropean
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skeleton, as no advantage would accrue to him from the posses-

sion of facets on his bones fitting them for postures not prac-

tised by him. The facets seen on the bones of the Panjabi

infant or foetus have been transmitted to it by the accumulation

of peculiarities gained by habit in the evolution of its racial

type—in which an acquisition hiving become a permanent pos-

session ' profitable to the individual under its conditions of life'

is transmitted as a useful inheritance. These markings are due
to the influence of certain positions, which are brought about by

the use of groups of muscles, and they are the definite results

produced by actions of these muscles. . . . They are instances

of the transmission of acquired character, which heritage in the

individual function subsequently develops."

There are many evidences that a portion of the east coast of

Florida was thickly populated in prehistoric times, and remains

of this settlement are found in refuse heaps of villages and single

habitations. These heaps are from a few square yards to many
acres in extent, and fro-n one to fifteen feet in depth. Some of

their contents are described and figured by Dr. De Witt Webb,
in an excerpt from the Prjicc.liii^i of the U.S. National

Museum (vol. xvi. No. 966). In connection with the remains,

various members of the hum.in skeleton have been found in

positions which suggest cannibalism. There are hearth; with

accumulations of ashes and shells mingled with pottery (mostly

in fragments) and implements and weapons of shell, all of which

tell something of the moJe of life of the race which apparently

inhabited the region for many generations. As to the age of

the heaps, Dr. Webb concludes it must be left to conjecture.

Trees hundreds of years old are scattered over the remains, all

instrujients and implements of wood have long since perished,

and not even a tradition is left to throw light upon the matter.

A SECOND edition of " A Manual of Ethics " designed for

the use of stulents, by Mr. John S. Mackenzie, has been pub-

lished by the University Correspondence College Press.

Mkssrs. Cassell and Co. have commence! anew serial issue,

in monthly parts, of Mr. W. Swaysland's "Familiar Wild Birds."

In Part i. the Goldfinch and the Magpie are described and

pictured. The descriptions, though brief, are very inuructive,

and the plates are extremely good.

In addition to the usual excellent summary of current le-

searcheSitheyiiHrHd/a/" the Roya! Microscopical Societyfot April

contains the fifth part of Mr. F. Chapman's p.aper on the

foraminifera of the gault of Folkestone ; a description of an in-

expensive screen for monochromatic light, by Mr. J. W. Gifford ;

and an account of a gall-producing Copcpod, J-'iicilro^iis Rhody-
j

miiiit, sp. n., by Dr. G. S. liiady, F.R.S.

The long-expected work on the Carboniferous Insects of

Commentry, France, upon which M. Charles Hrongniart, of the

Paris Natural History Museum, has been engaged some fifteen

years, is now finished, and will appear in a few weeks. It forms

nvolume of 450 pages inquartoand an atlas of thirty-seven plates

in folio. About 60 new genera and 100 new species are de-

scribed. The work also contains a detailed study of the
I

nervation of living Neuroplcr.\, Urtliof-lcra, and FiilgoriJ^i.

A I'AMl'llLET, entitled "Notes on Birds of Central Mexico,

with Descriptions of Forms believed to be New," by Mr. P. L.

Jouy, has been issued as an excerpt from the Proiiciliii^i of the

U.S. National Museum (vol. xvi. pp. 771-791). Most of the

species enumerated are from the temperate tableland region J

corresponding to the southern borders of Arizona and New
||

Mexico, and though few common tropical birds are given, the

list will certainly be found valuable.
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A propo! of the early return of birds this year, Jlr. J. H.

Barbour, writing from Ballyholme, Ireland, says that on

Saturday, April 28, about 10 p.m., he heard the corncrake

several times, and it was heard in the district a fortnight before.

A LETTER has been received in reply to the one on "The
Mass of the Earth," which appeared in our issue of April 19

(p. 575), but it was not accompanied by the author's name. If

the author will send his name, the Editor will be glad to print

his reply to "K."

Dr. Jentink, the Director of the Leyden Museum, reminds

us that two specimens of Rhinoceros liniiis have formed part of

the Museum collection for more than forty years, one of them

being a remarkably fine animal. These are described in iVo/es

from the Leyden Museum (1890, pp. 241-245), and we regret

that they were not mentioned in the note on the two specimens

recently modelled by Mr. Rowland Ward, printed in Nature
of April 19 (p. 584).

We know of no collection of text-books in which the theory

underlying industrial machines and processes is set forth in a

more scientific and thorough manner than it is in the works of the

Encyclopedic Scientifique des Aide-Mcmoire series, edited

by M. Lcaute, and published by Gauthier ViUars, and by
Masson. Two of these volumes, which have recently appeared,

deal with freezing machines, one being devoted to the machines
depending upon easily liquefiable gases, and the other to machines

in which air, or one of the so-called permanent gases, is caused

to expand rapidly, and thus bring about a decrease of tempera-

ture. The titles of the two books are, respectively, " Machines
Frigorifiques a Gar Liqucfiables" and "Machines Frigorifiques

a Air," and their author is M. R. E. de Marchena. Another
volume, just added to the series, is " Construction and Resis-

tance des Machines a Vapeur," by M. .\lheilig.

We have received the sixteenth yearly volume of Aits clem

Archiv der D;ulschen Seewarte, 1893, containing seven impor-

tant discussions in meteorology and terrestrial magnetism. The
current number of this valuable publication inaugurates a new
departure, a; a considerable amount of routine matter has been

removed to another periodical, in order to make room for

scientific discussions, and to allow of the work being brought

out with less delay than heretofore. It is not practicable to

mention here the whole of the subjects dealt with : among the

most original investigations not .already referred to in our

columns are papers by Dr. C. Kassner on " Circular Cyclones,"

and by Dr. W. Kuppen and Dr. H. Meyer, on the frequency

of the various amounts of cloud as a climatological element.

This last paper embraces the results of a number of long series

of clou I observa'ioas in different parts of the globe, and a part

of the North Atlantic Ocean.

In general, a work which has reached a seventh edition needs

no better testimony of its good qualities than that to be found
in the fact of its survival. This is the case with Sir David
Salomon's " Electric Light Installations and the Management
of Accumulators," which is being issued by Messrs. Whittaker
and Co. The edition has been mostly rewritten, and will be

completed in three volumes. The first volume appeared a short

time ago, and was confined entirely to the treatment of accumu-
lators. Vol. ii., which has just been issued, deals with engines,

dynamos and motors, and numberless pieces of apparatus con-

cerned in the generation and utilisation of electricity. Special

applications of such apparatus are reserved for description in

vol. iii., now in the press. In the three hundred pages of

which the second volume consists, as many as 295 illustrations

are crowded ; but as the author has confined himself to the repre-

sentation of typical forms of instruments, he has saved the book
from being merely an illustrated trade catalogue.
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The Cambridge University Press will shortly publish a

treatise on the '
' Steam Engine and other Heat Engines," by Prof.

Ewing
; the seventh volume of the edition of Prof. Cayley's

collected papers, and the first volume of the collected papers of

the late Prof. Adams. An " Elementary Treatise on Electricity

and Magnetism," by Prof. J. J. Thomson, is in the press, and

also a new edition of Prof. Lamb's " Hydrodynamics," largely

rewritten and extended. An " Elementary Treatise on Hydro-
statics," by Mr. John Greaves, has Just appeared, and a Key to

Mr. C. Smith's "Arithmetic " is nearly ready. The completion

of Mr. H. M. Taylor's "Euclid" is also announced, and will be

published in August. The second volume of Dr. Creighton's
" History of Epidemics " may be expected shortly, and a new
volume of the Royal Society's Catalogue. In the series of Cam-
bridge Natural Science Manuals, Mr. Glazebrook's volumes on
" Light " and " Heat," recently published, will be followed by
volumes by the same writer on " Mechanics and Hydrostatics,"

and on " Electricity and Magnetism," and by Messrs. Darwin
and Acton's " Physiology of Plants."

Dr. J. P. VAX DER Stok, the Director of the Batavia Meteoro-

logical Observatory, has sent us a report of the rainfall obser-

vations made in the East Indian .\rchipelago during 1S92.

This " Regenwaarnemingen in Nederlandsch-Indie " has now
reached its sixteenth year. From it we learn that observations

were made in 192 stations during 1892, of which 104 were in

Java and Madcera, and 88 in Sumatra and other islands in the

Archipelago. In addition to the volume of rainfall observations,

the Government of Netherlands India has published one con-

taining the observations made at the magnetic and meteorological

observatory at Batavia during 1892, being the fifteenth volume
of the "Observations" of the Observatory. No science can

claim so many disciples as meteorology. There is scarcely

a corner of the world, inhabited by civilised man, in which the

temperature is not recorded and the rainfall measured. Indeed,

the thermometer and the rain-gauge are the instruments by means

of which the first continuous scientific observations are made in

most parts of our globe. Meteorological observations, there-

fore, rapidly accumulate, and the volumes containing them have

almost become unmanageable, both as regards number and size.

One is sometimes tempted to ask whether these masses of

statistics are worth publication, but the remembrance of past

discoveries—such, for instance, as Schwabe's discovery of the

solar cycle from his daily records of the'state of the sun's surface

during a quarter of a century—shows the importance of record-

ing all observations that good may come from them.

A FURTHER paper by M. Lobry de Bruyn, of Amsterdam,

upon the subject of free hydroxylamine, is contributed to the

current issue of the Berichle. It contains an account of a num-

ber of experiments upon the stability of the isolated base,

together with additional observations upon the mode of prepa-

ration. When M. de Bruyn prepared his large quantity of solid

hydroxylamine three years ago, several small quantities,

amounting to five or six grams in each case, were sealed up in

small bottles previously cleansed with acid, and preserved in a

dark room. Upon recently examining the contents, they were

found to be mostly liquid, indicating a certain amount of de-

composition. The melting point of pure hydroxylamine is 33°
;

two of the liquefied specimens referred to solidified again a(

28°5 and 25°"2 respectively. The amount of decomposition,

however, is not very great, three of the specimens being found

to contain 93, 84, and 73 per cent, respectively. Hence free

hydro.xylamine appears to be a tolerably stable substance at

ordinary low temperatures, but the stability diminishes rapidly

with rise of temperature. The decomposition is accompanied

by the liberation of bubbles of nitrogen and nitrous oxide. The
change appears to be one of self-oxidation and reduction, one
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portion eliminating oxygen and foiining ammonia, and another

part suffering oxidation to nitrous and hyponitrous acids, which

combine or react with the ammonia and a further quantity of

hydroxylamine. As hydroxylamine nitrite spontaneously de-

composes, as M. de Bruyn has shown by experiment, it is pro-

bable that the hyponitrite of the base is incapable of existence
;

hence the liberation of nitrogen and nitrous oxide is fully

accounted for. M. de Bruyn slates that in preparing large

quantities of the solid base by fractional distillation of the methyl

alcohol solution under diminished pressure it is preferable, after

distilling off the methyl alcohol, to divide the residue rich in

hydroxylamine among several distilling flasVs, and to thus com-

plete the fractionation in small portions. For it is a somewhat

remarkable fact that the yield is very much larger when the

distillation occurs in this manner ; it would appear that the

amount of decomposition considerably increases with the bulk

of liquid distilled. Moreover, the risk of explosion upon tem-

porarily arresting the distillation in order to change the receiver,

is greater with larger quantities, but usually an explosion may
be prevented by immersing the distilling Hask in cold water

during the rapid change of receivers. Taking this precaution,

M. de Bruyn has safely distilled as much as half a kilogram of

the pure base.

Erratum.—In Nature of April 26 (p. 603), and on
the tenth line from the bottom of the first column, for " mosses

"

substitute "mirses."

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include two Macaque Monkeys {Macaciis cynomotgits)

from India, presented respectively by Mr. C. I'almer and Miss

A. Orvis ; two Jackals {Cam's variegaliis), two Fennec
I'oxes (Ciittis ccrdo), two Pale Fennec Foxes (Cams pallidus),

a Syrian Fennec Fox (Canis famclicus), an Egyptian Cat (Felis

chaus), a Genet (Gtitella, sp. inc.), a Zorilla {Iclonyx

frenata), a Crested Porcupine {Ifyslrix erislala), two
Gerbilles (Gerbilliis, sp. inc.), two Lesser Egyptian Gerbilles

(Gerbilliis irg)'flius), three Spiny Mice (.tcomys, sp. inc.), six

Uromaslix (Uromastix ornalus) from Suakin, a Libyan
ZonWa. (Jclo»}'x lybica), two Dwarf Jerboas (ZJiy»(>,//7/i«, sp. inc.),

four Spiny Mice (.'Ucmys, sp. inc.), three Hedgehogs
(Eriiioitus aiirilus), two Egyptian Jerboas (Difus ,rgyplius)

from Egypt, presented by Dr. John Anderson, F.R.S. ; a

Wattled Crane {Grits carunculala), two Cape Crowned Cranes
{liaUarica chrysofelargui) from South Africa, presented by
Sir H. B. Loch, G.C.B.. G.C.M.G. ; a Grey Ichneumon
(//erfales griseus) from India, presented by Mr. John I'enn,

M.P. ; two Robbcn Island Snakes {Coronella f/iocarum) from
South Africa, presented by Mr. Barry McMillan ; an Indian
Civet ( yiverricu/a malacceiisis) from India, a long-Legged
Buzzard (//«/<•(> /i-ro.r) captured in the Red Sea, a Mexican Deer
(Cariaciis mtxicatius) from Mexico, deposited ; four Red-headed
Pochards {FuUgula ftrina), European, purchased.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
An -AstkonomicalExpeditio.vprom IIarvarm,—Aparty,

'" '•
' ''"f- W. II. Pickering, will soon set out from Har-

rv.itory ^^ay^ .hirviiomy am/ .lilro-J'/iysKsi to
rving tiation somewhere in the Stale of Arizona,

the principal object of the expedition being to observe Mars
during the favourable oppoiilion this year. The chief instru-
ment to be conveyed to the site chosen is an cightcen-inch re-
fractor \<y ISra>hcar, the objcciive of which was exhibited at the''"

' 'fn. Mr. I'ercival I.X1WCII, of Boston, who has
cd the funds (or the expedition, will accompany

Eliments and Ephe.meris of Gale's Comet.—Edinburgh
Cinular, No. 42, contains the subjoined ephemeris for Gale's
\>UUJ^L)
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and at the Norwegian hatchery the rate has been even higher.

At these establishments, however, the ova of the cod have alone

been dealt with, and they are somewhat more delicate than

those of the plaice. Nevertheless, check observations with

S0O,(XX3 cod egijs at Dunbar show a death-rate under 4 percent.

The density of the water has remained practically constant at

a little over 1027 ; the temperature, which at the beginning

of March was 4''5 C, has gradually risen to 6'"3 C, and the

hatching process is becoming accelerated.

So far as can be judged at this period, it is probable that the

"turn-out'' of young plaice during the present season will

exceed 30,000,000—a much larger number than has been turned

out in the first year at any other sea-fish hatchery. In Norway
the first year's issue was 5,095,000 cod (it is now over

200,000,000), and at the Newfoundland establishment it was
17,000,000 cod. This is the first occasion in which plaice,

or indeed any flat-fish, have been hatched on a large scale.

It was anticipated that there might be difficulties in getting

the fishes to spawn under the somewhat unnatural con-

ditions ; but none occurred. It is expected that, in the course

of the summer, when the spawning period of the plaice is over,

that somewhat valuable fish, the common sole—which is rare

in Scottish waters— will be dealt with, as well as the lemon
sole, and possibly the turbot. All these fish are becoming
scarcer and dearer.

The present plant at the Dunbar hatchery—viz., the spawning
pond, filtering apparatus, boiler, pumps, &c.—is adapted for

a hatching house about three times as large as the present one.

When the latter is extended, and the hatching apparatus

increased, there will be no difficulty in turning out many
hundreds of millions of the fry of the food-fishes every year. The
actual hatching—and in many cases the rearing—of almost all

the food fishes, has been accomplished for scientific purposes

by Prof. Mcintosh at the neighbouring laboratory at St.

Andrews, and the experience thus gained will be of the greatest

utility in carrying on the work from the commercial point of

view. It is anticipated that large rearing ponds will be added,
tu enable the young flat-fish to be kept until they assume the

habits of the adult, and thus greatly increase the usefulness

of the establishment to the fishery industry.

T. Wemyss Fulton.

THE FORTHCOMING CONGRESS OF
HYGIENE AND DEMOGRAPHY.

"pROM a circular just received, we learn that satisfactory pro-
* gress has been made with the arrangements for the eighth

International Congress of Hygiene and Demography, to be

held at Budapest, from September i to 9. The work of the

Congress will be carried out in two divisions, relating respec-

tively to hygiene and demography. Hygiene comprises nine-

teen, and demography seven, sections. In .Section I. of the

former division (the etiology of infectious diseases, or bac-

teriology), notices of thirty papers had been received up to

March 31 ; in .Section II. (the prophylaxis of epidemics), thirty-

six papers are at present announced; in Section III. (the

hygiene of the Tropics), twelve papers ; in Section IV. (the

hygiene of trades and agriculture); twenty-nine papers; in

Section V. (the hygiene of children), twenty-eight papers ; in

Section VI. (the hygiene of schools), thirtv-nine papers. Thirty-

six papers have been notified in Section VII. (articles of food)

;

thirty-eight in Section VIII. (the hygiene of towns) ; eleven in

Section l.\'. (the hygiene of public buildings) ; nine in Section

X. (the hygiene of dwellings) ; seventeen in Section XI. (the

hygiene of communications, that is, of railroads and navigation),

and twenty-four in Sectiim .\II. (military hygiene). Fourteen
papers are promised on the saving of life (Section XIII.), thirty

-

three on State hygiene (Section XIV.), six on the hygiene of

sport (Section XV.), twenty on the hygiene of baths (.Section

XVI.), thirty-eight on veterinary matters (Section XVII.),
seventeen on pharmacology (Section XVII 1.), and eleven on
general sanitarian affairs (Section XIX.).
The demographic sections of the Congress are (l) historical

demography ; (2) general demography and anthropometry ;

(3) the technicalities of demography
; (4) the demography of the

agricultural classes; (5) the industrial workmen from a demo-
graphic point of view

; (6) the demography of towns
; (7) the

statistics of bodily and mental defects. Papers for each of these

sections have been received or promised. Up to the end of
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March the total number of papers announced was 535, of which

437 belong to th; hygiene division, and gS to demography.
There seems every probability that the Congress will be a

worthy success or to former ones as regards the scientific value of

the work, and its international character is vouched for by the

,
fact that nearly 250 official delegates have been nominated.

In accordance with a resolution i)assed at the Congress of

I Hygiene and Demography held in London in 1891, an inter-

I

national committee has been formed to prepare for discussion

questions relating to the cause and prevention of diphtheria.

j
This committee contains the representatives of fifteen difTerent

I

nationalities, as follows :— .\ustria. Prof. Wiederhofer ; Bavaria,

Prof. Henry Ronde ; Belgium, Dr. E. Tordeus ; England, Dr.

Edward Seaton ; France, Dr. F. Roux ; Germany, Prof.

Frederic Loffler ; Hungary, Dr. Cornelius Chyzer ; Italy, Prof.

Luigi Pagliani ; Norway, Prof. Axel Johanessen ; Roumania,
Prof. Maldarescu ; Russia, Prof. Nicolas Filator ; Spain, Prof.

Francisco Criado y Aquilar ; Sweden, Prof. E. Almquist ;

Switzerland, Prof. Haganbach-Burkhardt ; United States of

America, Prof. S. Billings.

An exhibition will be held in connection with the Congress,

but only of objects which serve to elucidate and exemplify

questions brought up for discussion, and those which mark real

progress in sanitary matters and public health. This is done in

order to prevent the exhibition from becominga vehicle for trade

advertisement. No awards will be made, but objects of special

importance will be named in the minutes of the closing meeting.

No charge will be made for space, and objects sent in are duty
free. Intending exhibitors must give notice before May 15 to

the General Secretary, Prof. Dr. Coloman Muller, St. Kochus
Hospital, Budapest, who will supply the proper application

forms.

Membership of the Congress can be obtained by transmitting

the amount of ^i (for ladies the sum is lOr.) to Prof. Muller.

This fee entitles the sender to admission to all the meetings,

excursions, and various sociil gatherings arranged, to a copy of

the Proceedings of the Congress, and to railway journeys at

reduced rates.

The Corporation of Budapest will hold a reception in the

halls of the Town-Redonte, and a garden party in the grounds

of the National Museum. All the learned societies and bodies

interested in the work of the Congress have also made arrange-

ments for receptions. At the Royal Opera House, the National

Theatre, and the People's Theatre, special representations will

be given in honour of the meeting ; in fact, there is every reason

for believing that members will come away with a favourable

impression of Hungarian hospitality. As to the more serious

side of the meeting, the list of papers down to be read shows

that there will be no dearth of subjects for discussion. A
number of important questions will therefore be ventilated, and

even if many of them fail to elicit a definite opinion, a clearing

of ideas is bound to result from their discussion.

SEWER GAS AND TYPHOID FEVER.
TT is now more than thirty years ago since two eminent phy-
^ sicians discussed, with some heat, in the columns of the

medical papers and elsewhere their theories on the origin and
distribution of typhoid fever. While Dr. Murchison and his

party regarded the exhalations from drains as the specific cause

of typhoid. Dr. Budd an i his supporters argued that the gases

from putrid liquids were only capable of producing this disease

in the presence of some particular contagion. The di^-cussion

was taken up on the continent, and the sewer-gas theory was

vigorously fought over, but towards 1S80 the whole subject was
revived, and its supporters were laier confronted with the results

of bacteriological investigations on sewer-air, which showed that

there were not more organisms present in drains than in the out-

side air, and that under normal conditions, currents of air were

unable 10 detach disease microbes, should they be present, from

the effete materials present in the sewer.

Meanwhile English hygienic authorities, without waiting for

the scientists to make up their minds on this crucial question,

preferred to act, at any rate, on the assumption, supported as it

was by much experience and many f.icts, that the exhalations

from drains were undesirable and dangerous in our houses and
surroundings, and should be rigorously excluded. The ad-

vance in sanitation, and its splendid results during the past

ten years or so, is a sufficient testimony to the wisdom of the
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agitation which determiDed the crusade against bid drainage

and unsanitary appliances in this country.

But the inquiring spirit of the scientist, which abhors blind

empiricism, and seeks always to reach the root of the matter,

has again been exercising itself on the question of the spread of

disease by sewergas, and it is significant that in the most recent

report to hand on sewer-air, the direct connection of the latter

with the distribiilion of zymotic disease is declared to be still

wrapped in mystery and uncertainty, and we lind our precise

and scientific information on this subj ect as meagre as it was
some thirty years ago. All the more important and welcome,

therefore, are some very original investigations which have just

been published by Dr. Alessi, who has not contented himself

with finding very few and harmless microbes in sewer-air, but

has submitted the whole question of its relation to typhoid

fever to a searching experimental inquiry.

For this purpose the eft'ect of inhaling sewer-air and the

gases from putrifying materials was examined on animals—rats,

rabbits, and guinea-pigs being selected, .-^ftcr exposure to

sewer-air, which was accomplished by placing them in a box
with a perforated bottom communicating directly with a drain,

they were inoculated with a small quantity of only a slightly

virulent cultivation of the typhoid bacillus, whilst other animals

were similarly treated, except that they were not compelled to

inhale these noxious gases, but were kept in their ordinary

surroundings. The rats, after inhaling this foul air, began to

lose their vivacity, and after a lime grew thin, although they

eat voraciously, and out of forty-nine which were inocula'ed

with typhoid germs thirty-seven died exhibiting the typical

symptoms of typhoid infection. Of those forty-one rats, how-
ever, which, although infected with typhoid, had not inhaled

sewer-air, only three succumbed. Thus the inspiration of drain-

air had so far predisposed these animals to infection from typhoid

that a small dose of an almost harmless growth of this organism
proved very fatal to them. Guinea-pigs and rabbits exposed in

like manner to gases from materials in a condition of active de-

composition also acquired a predisposition to typhoid infection,

for out of seventy-two guinea pigs inoculated, fifty-seven died,
!

whilst not one of those treated with typhoid germs in ordinary '

surroundings succumbed. Every one of the eleven rabbits

similarly treated died, but not one of the inoculated animals

kept in ordinary surroundings. Dr. Alessi also found that the '

inhalation of these gases from putrid substances enabled a
small dose of a weakened culture of the B. coli iwiimiinis,

normally present in the intestine, to produce fatal results when
purposely introduced into the animals thus exjiosed.

It was also ascertained that it was during the first two weeks
of exposure to these noxious gases that the animals were most
easily predisposed to typhoidal infeciion, for no less than ninety

per cent, of all the animals inoculated during the first fortnight

died, whilst seventy-six per cent, succumbed of those inocu-

lated in the third week. This fact may, says Dr. Alessi, partly

c\pliin how it is that some people who habitually breathe con-

taminated air do not appear to suffer any evil results, h.aving

gradually in course of time become accustomed to it, whilst a
stranger exposed to the same conditions without previous ex-

perience may suffer very severely. The degree of predisposi-

tion, however, whilst varying in different animals, would also

iiustbe regarded as a noteworthy and an
I'i

.
. to our knowledge of the distribution of

di>ease, anording as they do so remarkable an experimental
confirmation of the wisdom of a policy of sanitation dictated by
ioitinct and intuition.

A BOfT tw.i ycari .since I described in the columns of this
"'*

1. xlv. p. 109) an Annelid belonging lo the
family

. which was unique in th.it family in the

I
f branchial processes upon the posterior
Thii worm, as I reminded the readers

'
'

; 247) was lound in the " Vic-

Society's (j.irdcns—a locality

" ing invcrtcbralc animals. I

have njw ( another Oligoch.x'tous An-
nelid in wli ' , of a very similar nature to

ihoie of /'.!/;. /ij«/.j ...„./:.; arc found. This worm was sent
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to me by Dr. Michaelsen, of Hamburg, a well-known authority

upon this group of animals : it had been collected by him in

South America during a recent expedition for collecting pur-

poses to that country. With great generosity he has handed
over to me for study the bulk of the Oligocha;ta which were
brought home by hiiu from Pat.agonia, the .'Vrgentine, and
Chili ; and the species upon which I desire to s.iy a few words
here was among those worms. It was discovered in the river

at Valdivia, in Chili. The worm, like Brandiiiira, is a member
of the family Tubificid.x, but it clearly represents a new genus
of that family, into the general characters of which I do not

propose to enter here. The collection contains several species

of ihis new genus, for which I suggest the name of Htipiy-
odrilui. The gilled species is not unlike the common Tiibifcx

of our streams and lakes in outward appearance, but it differs

from Ttil'i/ex and agrees with IWanchiura in having a series

of branchial processes attached lo some of the posterior seg-

ments of the body ; as I have only examined one specimen, it

is impossible to say whether the limited number of these gills,

in comparison with those of Sraiichiiira, is a distinguishing

mark ; but, in any case, they differ by reason of the fact that

they are lateral in position, being attached to the body just below
the lateral set^ ; in Bramhiura it will be remembered that they

are dorsal and ventral in position (cf. Quart. Jcum. Miir. Sci.

March, 1S92, for the more complete description o( Braiic/iiura).

It is well known that the Tubificids, as a rule, live imbedded in

the mud with the tail—and not the head—end extruded, and
generally waving about in the water ; it is thus intelligible how
the development of gills upon the posterior, rather than the

anterior, end has come about. The single specimen which I

have examined possessed about thirteen pairs of branchi.v ; these

were at first very small, but gradually increased in size towards

the end of the body, those upon the terminal segments being, if

anything, larger than those upon any of the preceding segments ;

in Braiicliiura the gills diminish in length towards the cxlreinity :

it may be that my specimen of Htspcroarilui branchialus had
recently lost the tail, but there were no obvious signs of this.

The genus differs from Briiucluura—and, indeed, from any other

genus of Tubificidn; known, unless my PhrtoJrilus be accounted
a Tubificid—in that the spermatheca; (which are unusually long)

open behind the male pores, instead of, as in the other Tubi-

ficidx, in front of them. I mention this point to show that I

have not confounded this new gilled Tubificid with Braiicliiura.

Frank. li. ISeddard.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCA TIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

O.KFuKD.—In a congregation held on April 26, Prof. A. H.
Green and Prof. C. Lapworth were appointed Examiners in I he

Final School of Natural Science (Geology), and Prol. II.

Marshall Ward and I'rof. F. W. Oliver were appointed Ex-
aminers in the same school in liotany. All the appointments
were made for one examination only.

Notice is given that the final examination for the degree of

Bachelor of Medicine will begin on Monday, June 4. Names
to be sent in by .M.iy 19. The examination (or the degree of

Master of Surgery will begin on Wednesday, June 13. Names
to be sent in by May 30. The first examination for the degree

of Bachelor o( Medicine will begin on Friday, June 22. Names
to be sent in by June 7.

The degree of D.C.L. /lonoris causii, was conferred on Wed-
nesday on Prof. August Weissmann.

At a meeting of ihe Hoard of Faculty of Natural Science on
Tuesday last, new regulations for the preliminary examinations

in .Animal Morphology and Animal Physiology were approved
of. The new regulations will come into force in Michaelmas
Term, 1S94.

At a meeting of the council of University College, Liverpool,

held on Tuesday, it was announced that Lord Derby had tele-

grapheil his intention lo provide for the endowment uf the chair

of .'Vnalomy. It was icsolved that Lord Derby be requested to

allow his name to be I'crmanently associated with the chair.

Formal intimation was also given of the endowment of a ch.iir

of Pathology by Mr. George Holt with ^{^lo.coo. It w.-is de-

cided that the new chair should be called the fieorge Holt Chair

of Pathology, and that candidates for the chair should be invited
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to send in Iheir names. Another announcement made was that

Mr. Henry Tate would present to the Tate Library a collection

of standard books of the value of ;^5,5oo. The endowment of

the chairs of Anatomy and Pathology completes the provision

necessary in order to bring the medical department of the College

into rank with similar departments at the older Universities and
at Owens College, Manchester.

The arrangements for the University Extension Congress, to

be held in London in June next, have been announced. There
are several reasons which render the present year opportune for

such a gathering. In the first place, the University Extension
movement attains its majority, the first Courses of Lectures

having been arranged by the University of Cambridge in the

autumn of 1S73. And secondly, University Extension work
has a defined place in the scheme for the establishment of

a Teaching University for London. In view of the anticipated

establishment of a Teaching University on the lines laid down
in the Report of the Royal Commission, it is important to sum
up and present the educational results of the twenty-one years'

work in University Extension, and to consider, in the light of

past experience, practical proposals and a general policy for the

future of the whole movement.
The Congress, which will meet in the Lecture Theatre of the

University of London, will include three sessions, to b" held on
Friday afternoon, June 22, and Saturday morning and afternoon,

June 23. The Marquis of Salisbury, the Duke of Devonshire,
and Lord H;rschell, will preside at the three sessions

respectively.

The subjects for discussion will be :

—

{1} The means of preserving and further developing the

educational character of University Extension work, and the
relation of the more popular to the more strictly educational

side of the movement.
{2) The essentials of efficient central and local organisation,

and the relation, educational and financial, of the University

Extension .Movement to the State and to local authorities.

(3) The educational possibilities of University Extension
work and methods in relation to regular University studies and
University degrees.

The-e subjects will be considered beforehand by a committee
or committees of experts, who will present reports and formu-
late the resolutions to be submitted for discussion to the

Congress. The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor has intimated his

intention of inviting the members of the Congress to a recep-

tion at the Mansion House on the evening of Friday, June 22.

.^T the last meeting of the Council of the Darham College
of Science, Mr. Henry Palin Gurney, formerly Fellow of

Clare College, and Deputy-Professor of Mineralogy in the

University of Cambridge, was appointed Principal.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
Aiitericiin Mcleorological Journal, April.—"Storms of the

Gulf of Mexico and their prediction," by W. D. Siearns.

Many of the storms which enter the United States from the

Gulf of Mexico are very destructive, and give scarcely any
indication of their approach by means of the barometer. The
author has made a special study of local conditions and cloud

movements which preceded a number of storms in 1S92 and
1893, and thinks that by those means their presence may be

detected in every case some hours in advance of their arrival.

Notes are given of the phenomena preceding several storms.—
A new chart of equal annual ranges of temperature, by J. L. S. I

Connolly. The chart was constructed on the basis of Dr.

Buchan's " Challenger" isothermal charts. It shows that the

torrid zone is, on the whole, a region of moderate annual

range of temperature, while the north temperate zone has

extreme variations compared with the south temperate. The
effecls of solar and terrestrial radiation are well shown ; in

northern Asia there is a range of 120", and of So' in the

northern part of North America.

Bulletins dc la Socicll d'Aiithropi^lorie de Paris, tome i».

No. i2.^This number contains a valuable memoir by M. L.

Manouvrier on the normal and abnormal variations of the nasal

bones in the human species. Whatever may be the original

cause of variation, it is interesting to observe that that cau-e is

sufficient to produce in one and the same race individual varie-

ties suggesting all kinds of ethnic types. In one case, figured by
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M. Manouvrier, the nasal bones are entirely suppressed, (heir

place being supplied by the frontal bone.— .M. G. de .Mortillet

proposes an important reform in chronology ; he points out the

inconvenience of using several different eras, such as the Foun-
dation of Rome, the Birth of Christ, the Flight of .Mohammed,
or the Proclamation of the Republic, and suggests that 10,000
years before the Christian era should be adopted as a general
starting point ; this would not only include all Egyptian chrono-
logy, as known al the present day, but would also leave 5000
years at the disposal ol future discoverers.— .\x. the Broca con-
ference. Dr. Capitan delivered a lecture on the role of microbes
in society.—M.J. Deniker has contributed a paper on the natives

of Lifou, one of the Loyally Islands. The average stature of
these islanders is .somewhat below middle height '1642 mm.),
although in the case of four individuals out of the ten examined'
by Dr. Francois, whose observations form ihe basis of this com-
munication, the stature was from 1670 to 1690 mm. ; the head is

dolichocephalic (cephalic index = 72'4), and the nose is platyr-

rhine (nasal index — 97'8); five out of the ten subjects were
hyperplatyrrhine (index lOi to 1 17). 1 he colour of the skin, in

the majority of those examined, resembled chocolate with a red-

dish tinge (28-29 Broca), while one of them had a light brown
skin, and two others were black. The colour of the iris varied
from brown to dark brown, the darker tinge predominating.
—In a paper on family property in Anam, M. Paul Denjoy
describes the organisation of the family, the prescriptions of the
law with regard to succession and wills, and the extensive
system of re.;istration employed. He gives a good general
idea of Anami'e legislation, and of the principles that underlie
it. The number inc'udes several short communications of much
interest.

Wiidemann's Annalen der Piiysik und Chemie, No. 4.—On
the formation of floating metallic films by electrolysis, by F.

Mylius and O. Fromm. .\ zinc plate is laid on the bottom of a
glass jar, and is covered with a layer of 50 per cent, solution of
zinc sulphate. A platinum wire o'2 mm. thick touches the

surface of the solution vertically. On passing a current from a
3-volt battery through the solution, a bright film of metallic zinc

is formed round the platinum cathode, which gradually expands,
and exhibits an approximately circular form, but subsequently

becomes irregular. The phenomenon does not take place

unless the surlace of the solution is tainted with some substance
insoluble in water, such as oil of turpentine. This may form a
separate thick layer, and the film is produced at the separating

surface. It may also be produced at the lower surface of the
zinc sulphate solution by first pouring a layer of chloroform on
to the zinc anode. Other metals, sucn as iron, cobalt, cadmiu 11,

silver, show analogous phenomena.—On the elasticity and
tenacity of some new glasses as dependent upon their chemical
composition, by A. Winkelmann and O. Schitt. The co-

efficienis of elasticity, and those of resistance to tension and
pressure, were determined experimentally for eighteen kinds of

glass. The first lies between 4699 and 7592 kg. per sq. mm.
The second lies between 3'5 and 85 kg. per sq. mm , and the

third between 6o'6 and 120 8. These results may be repre-

sented by formula depending upon chemical composition, the

calculated values varying by 3 per cent, from the observed ones
in the case of elasticity, and about 8 per cent, in the case of

tenacity.—On the coefficient of thermal resistance of different

glasses as dependent upon chemical composition, by the same
authors. The thermal resistivity is the property enabling glasses

to withstand sudden cooling xvithout breaking. It depends upon
the elasticity, the tenacity, the thermal expansion and con-

ductivity, the specific heat, and the specific gravity of the glass

in question. In most cases the resistivity can be calculated wiih

fair approximation if these properties are known.

Internationales Archiv fiir Ethnogra/'liic, vol. vii. pans i and
2.^The new volume of this useful journal is continued along

the same lines as the previous volumes ; the publisher only is

changed. Heer Trap still prims the letter-press, and turns out

the plates in his usual skilful manner. Prof. G. Schlegel gives

the first published illustration and full description of " A Canton
Flower-boat," or, as it should be called, " Gaudy Boat." These
are really floating cafc-chantants, in which the greatest decorum
prevails ; they are hired for evening festivals and suppers, by
wealthy officials and others. — Leo V. Frobeniushasan interest-

ing article, illustrated by three plates, on " Ceramics and their

origin from Wood-carving in the Southern Congo Basin." He
deals with the pottery trade, the form of clay vessels, wooden
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vessels, ornamentation, images in wood and clay, &c He comes
to the conclusion that the leathet-work is the oldest industry of

the Negro, and was followed by wood and plaited work, from
which finally arose ceramics. The author agrees with Schurtz
that a Wooden age replaced the Stone age m Africa, and was
followed by the lion age; the lattertook placequickly on account
of the superiority of iron weapons and utensils uver wooden ones,

but pottery slowly superseded wooden vessels and gourds, and
has undergiine only a slight development. The second part is

mainly taken up with an elaborate article by J. Walter Fewkes,
on the " Dolls of the Tusayan Indians." Tnese are carefully

described, and their symbolism is noted ; coloured illustrations

are given of forty-three of them. He points out that the

characteristic details are always found on the head, aud adds,

"this fact is one which gives a great importance to the study of

helmets, masks, and all cephalic decorations which are used in

ceremonial dances."— Prof. P.J. Veth, on "Signature-lore"
(Dc Leer der Signatuier ; signature being " the resemblance
of a vegetable or a mineral to any part of a man's body."—The
first part of an essay of a branch of sympathetic magic deals

with the subject in general, and a detailed account of the Man-
drake {Mandragora).— K. Parkinson sends a note, which is

illustrated, on the boring of shells in the manufacture of arm-
rings, &C. The shell is partially embedded in and lashed to a

board, and the hole is drilled by means of a bamboo cylinder,

to which a flat stone is fastened as a fly-wheel, sand and water
is used as emery ; when hall cut through, the piece of shell is

reversed.

AnnaUn des K.K. naturhislorisclun Hofmuscums, Bd. viii.

Nos. 2, 3-4. (Wien : A. Holder, 1893.)—Dr. O. Finsch, in

the last number of this publication, completes his " Ethnolo-

gische brfahrungen und Belegstiicke aus der Siidsee. " The
sub-title describes this as a de^ciiptive catalogue of a collection

in the Vienna Museum. It rarely happens that an ethnological

collection in a museum is so fully described as this has been,

but in this case the author describes the specimens he has him-
self cullected. The catalogue commenced in the third volume
(1SS8) of the Aiinalen, and now concludes, having run to 675
pages, and having been illustrated by twenty-five plates and
numerous illustrations in the text. But it is more than a mere
illustrated catalogue, for the author has incorporated original

ethnological investigations as well as given authentic accounts
of the various objects enumerated. The whole series of papers
forms an invaluable addition to the libraries ol museums and of

those interested in such subjects. The current numbers contain

Dr. Finsch's account of the Marshall Archipelago and of the

Caroline Islands, including Kuschai, I'onapc, Kuk, and Mort-
lock ; to this are appended addenda to and corrections of state-

ments in the earlier papers, and several indices.—Eight new
species of Ilymenoptera belonging to the genus Gorytis, Latr.

,

are described by A. Handlirsch (p. 276).— Prof. F. Toula has

(p. 2S3) a preliminary communication on the fauna of the Mio-
cene bcils of Kralitz in Mahren ; the Foraminileia are most fully

noted,— Dr. A. Zahlbruckner gives a description (p. 438) and
plate of a new species of lichen (Paiinaria austtiaca).—Dr. F.
Berwerth lollows, also with a coloured plate, " On AInoit Irom
Alio. "— F. F. Kohl (p. 455) has a monograph, with three plates,

on Amfulex, Jur. (s.l.) and allied genera ol Hymenopteia.
Numerous new species aie described.—F. Siebcnrock has an
illustraied and carelully worked-out paper on the skeleton of

i'r.'f'jlct fim/tnalui, Schneid., one of the Oeckos.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Chemical Society, March 15.—Dr. Armstrong, President,
•D the chair.—The following papers were read:— Formal-
doxime, by W. R. Dunslan and A. L. Bossi. Formaldoxime
h ly only f>ccn known as a g.u or in solution ; the

' "blamed it as a colourless iK^uid boiling at 84" 85^.

- vt, of camphene containing hali)gcn», by J. K. Matsh
•nd J. A. (Jatilncr. Chlorot.iinphcne, C|„H,jCl, is preparetl by
distilling camphcne dichloiidc, and bromocamphcne is obtained
by the action of bromine and phosphorous chloride on cam-
phor—A lulphsie r,r nxamidc, by J. li. Marsh. A hot solution
of oxamidc itphunc acid deposii.<« crystals of oxamide
ditulphaie ''

.^"*)i' "" cooling.— Fluoplunib'ileii and
free fluorine, i.j ,-. ..i luner. The author has |>repared a fluo-
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plambate of the composition 3KF, HF, PbF« ; on treatment
with sulphuric acid it yields lead tetrafluoride.—The action of
nitrosyl chloride on unsaturated compounds, by W. A. Tilden
and M. O. Forster.—Note on the action of nitrosyl chloride on
amido-derivatives of benzenoid hydrocarbons, by \V. .\. TiKlen
and J. H. Miliar. Nitrosyl chloride acts on aromatic amido-
compounds yielding a diazoderivative, anitroso-compound, or a

chloro-derivative.— .Action of aluminium chloride on heptylic

chlor'de ; a correction, by F. S. Kipping.—Oximidosulphonates
or sulphazotates, by E. Divers and T. Haga. A number of

salts of oximidosulphonic acid have been prepared and their

reactions studied.—Derivatives of tetramethylene, by W. II.

Perkin, jun. Tetramethyleneamine is obtained as a colourless

oil, by the action of potash and bromine on the amide of

tetramethylenecarboxylic acid.—(8-2-Dimethylglutaric acid,

COOH.CHj.CMe..CH„.COOH, by W. Goodwin and W. H
Perkin, jun. This acid, which is probably closely allied to

camphoric acid, yields an anhydride of the constitution

CM. /CH, CO\o
"-"^•i\cii,,.co.,

'-'•

—The products of the action of fused potash on camphoric
acid, by A. W. Crossley and W. H. Perkin, jun.—Conversion

of ortho-into para-, and of para- into orihoquinone derivatives.

II. Dinaphthyldiquinone, by S. C. Hooker and J. G. Walsh,

jun.

March 22.—Anniversary meeting.—Dr. Armstrong, President,

in the chair.—After the readingof the President's address and the

Treasurer's report, a ballot was taken for the election of officers

and Council for the ensuing session. The ordinary members of

Council are the following:—C. F. Cross, II. Dixon, B. Dyer,

R. J. Friswell, A. G. Green, F. S. Kippin);, W. H. Perkin,

jun., W'. A. Shenstone, T. Stevenson, J. K. Voelcker, W. P.

Wynne, and S. Young.

Zoological Society, April 17.—W. T. Blanford, F.R.S.,

Vice-President, in the chair.—Mr. Sclaler made some remarks

on the possibility of breeding the African Mud-fish {Proloptnus)

in the Society's Gardens, and called attention to a recently

published paragraph in " Le Mouvement Gciigraphique " in

which some account was given of the phenomena oi reproduciion

of this Mudnsli, as observed by the Ficnch missionaries on

Lake Tanganyika.— Prof. Karl von Bardelcbcn, of Jena, read a

paper on the bones and muscles of the mammalian hand and

foot, in which he explained his views on the rudiments of the

sixth and seventh digits or r.iys. These rudimenis, as he

showed, are situated both on the inner and the outer borders of

the hand and foot ; they are present in nearly all the orders of

mammals, especially in the lower forms, and are always pro-

vided with special muscles.— Dr. G. Herbert Fowler pointed

out the characters of a new species of .Sea-Pen ol the family

Veretillidu: from a specimen belimging to the Madras Museum,
and proposed to call it Cavernularia malabarica. Dr. Fowler

likewise exhibited and made remarks on an example of Lidana
plialloides belonging to the same .Museum.— Mr. F. E. Beddard,

F.R.S., described two new genera comprising three new species

of Earthworms from Western Tropical .\frica.—A communica-

tion was read from Mr. Oldfield Thom.as containing an account

of a new Antelope from Soinaliland, which he proposed to call

Ntolragui rupicola. Capl. II. G. ('.. S*ayne, K.E.,and his

brother, Capt. E. Swayne, had discovered this Antelope

during their recent explorations in that country, but had not

been alile to bring back specimens. Two skins and a frcmt-

let, lately received by Capt. H. G. C. Swayne from his native

hunters, h.a<l enabled Mr. Thomas to estaiilish the >pecies.

Geological Society, April 11.—Dr. Henry Woodward,
F. R.S., President, in the chair.— Mesozoic rocks and crystalline

schists in the Lepontine Alps, by Prof. T. G. Bonney, K.R.S.

The author descrilicd the results of an examinaiion of the infold

o( Jurassic rock in the Urserenthal, unHerlakeii in the hope of

finding some definite evidence as to the relations of the iiiaible,

cxpoed near the old church at Altkirche.aml theadjaccnl Jur.issic

rocks.—The easternmost o( the sections described occurs high up

on the slop' s north ol the Oberalp road. Keail ufl Irom the

northein side it exhibits (1) gneiss, (2) phyllilcs with bands of

subcrystalline limestone, &c.—Jurassic, (31 a little raucliwacke,

(4) "sciicilic" gneiss. The next section (about 250 feet above

the St. Golhard-road at Altkirche) gives (l) gneiss, (2) covered

ground, i3)slabby marble, (4) phyllite, (5) thicker massof slabb)
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marble, (6) phyllite, &c., (7) "sericitic" gneiss. The third

section runs thus, using numbers to correspond with the last :

—

(I) gneiss, (4) phyllite, (5) slabby marble, (6) phyllite, &c., (7)
"sericitic" gneis';. It must be remembered that on the slopes

of the Oberaip farther south, between the " sericitic " gneiss and
the '*Hospenthal Schists," another dark phyllite is found,

generally considered by the Swiss geologists to be carboniferous.

The marble in the third section is in places distinctly banded
with white mica, and passes on the northern side into fairly

normal mica schist and quartzose schist. The fourth section,

about a mile away, on the left bank of the Reuss valley, gives a

practically continuous section in phyllite and dark limestone,

without any marble. In the fifth section, rather more than a

mile farther, if any marble is present, it is very thin and shattered.

At Realp, about 3J miles farther, the next good section is

obtained. Here the rocks go in the following order (from the

northern side) :— (l) Gneiss ; (2) phyllite and limestone
; (3) sub-

crystalline limestone, looking very crushed ; (4) the marble
; (5)

phyllite, etc. ; (6) Hospenthal schists. The last group of sections

occurs near the Furka Pass. In the first, crossed by the high
road, there is no marble, but a little rauchwackeon the southern

side. The next one, on the slopes below the pass, seems to

show two masses of the marble parted by a subcrystalline lime-

stone like that at Realp, with phyllite above and below. Of
the two masses of marble the southern one can be traced right

across the pass, but the extent of the other is not so clear.

Examination of the marble mentioned above shows in all cases

that it has been considerably modified by pressure since it

became a crystalline rock. The author discussed the evidence

of these sections, and maintained that the hypothesis that the

marble is an older rock intercalated by thrust-faulting among
Jurassic strata leads to fewer difficulties than to consider it as

belonging to the same system. In the latter part of the paper
the results of a re examination of the ravine-section in the Val
Canaria, and of some studies of the south side of the Val
Bedretto are described, which, as the author maintains, con-

firm the view already expressed by him, viz. that the schists

with black garnets, mica, kyanite, dolomite, and calcite (the last

sometimes becoming marbles) are not altered Jurassic rocks but

are much older.—Notes on some trachytes, metamorphosed
tuffs, and other'rocks of igneous origin, on the Western Flank
of Dartmoor, by Lieut. -General C. A. McMahon. In this

paper the author noticed the occurrence of felsite and trachyte

at Sourton Tor ; of rhyolite and of aluminous serpentine at Was
Tor ; and of a dolerite at Brent Tor in the exact situation

indicated by Mr. Rutley as the probable position of the throat

of the Brent Tor volcano. The author described extensive beds
of tuffs at Sourton Tor and Melton, the matrix of which has

been converted, by contact-metamorphism, into what closely

resembles the base of a rhyolite, and which, in extreme cases,

exhibits fluxion-structure, or a structure closely resembling it.

The fragments included in this base were so numerous that six

or seven different species of lavas may be seen in a single slide
;

this fact, and a consideration of the extensive area over which
these beds extend, led the author to believe that these beds were
melamorphosed tuffs and not tufaceous lavas. He then described
some beds on the flank of Cock's Tor, which give evidence on
their weathered surface of an original laminated structure by
exhibiting a corded appearance like corduroy cloth. These
beds are composed of colourless augite, set in a base which in

ordinary light looks like a structureless glass, but which between
crossed nicols is seen to be an obscurely crystalline felspar.

The author compared these rocks with that portion of the

Lizard hornblende-schists for which a tufaceous origin was pro-

posed by De la Beche and other writers, including Prof. Bonney
and himself. He showed that the Lizard schists and the Cock's
Tor rocks agree in specific gravity and in some other character-

istics ; and he concluded that at Cock's Tor the first stage in

the conversion by contact-action of beds of fine volcanic ash into

hornblende-schist had been completed, and the final stage, due
to aqueous agencies, had just begun.

Linnean Society, .\pril [9.—Prof. Stewart, President, in

the chair.— Sir Joseph Hooker exhibited a portrait of Jeremiah
Bentham, father of Jeremy and sir Samuel Bentham, born
1710, died 1792.—Dr. Prior exhibited specimens of Finns
Pinsapo with undeveloped catkins, like berries, and other
specimens of cinrfer; in flower. —Mr. J. R. Jackson exhibited
an Afghan knife, the sheath of which was bound with bark of

Caragana decorliciuis, selected on account of its bronze-like

appearance, and gave some account of the various naiive uses
to which this bark is put.—-On behalf of Mr. George Mayor
and Mr. Y. R. Maw, some photographs of abnormally situated

nests of the robin were exhibited, one of which had been
built upon a book-shelf in one of the studies at Tunbridge
School, and another in an old tin teapot which had been flung

aside as useless, and had lodged in a poplar.—Mr. B. Shillitoe

exhibited and made remarks upon an abnormal hyacinth.—An
account of British Trap-door spiders was then given by Mr. F.
Knock, and by the aid of the oxy hydrogen lantern and some
excellent slides, their appearance and mode of life was graphic-
ally delineated and described.—In view of the approaching
anniversary meeting, the election of auditors was next proceeded
with, when Mr. Batters and Prof. Howes were nominated O'l

behalf of the Council, and Mr. Michael and Mr. J. Groves on
behalf of the Fellows,—In the absence of the author, Mr.
George Murray gave an account of Graf zu Solms-Laubich's
monograph of the Acetabulafieit , and the principal points were
illustrated with lantern slides. The limits of the group were
defined as excluding DasyclaJeir, and containing the living

genera Acetabtilaria, Polyphysa, Halicoryiu, and PUiophysa,
of which the author maintained only the first and third named.
The extinct forms, principally.-iciVH/rtriVr, were dealt with very
exhaustively, and their relation to the living ones indicated.

The paper consisted of a morphological account of all the
forms, as well as a detailed systematic review of them, and the
author's views of the relationship of the grasses to the forms of
Dasycladaeiz, Cymopolia, Neomeris, Bornetella, &c. ,

possessed
much novelty and interest.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, April 23.—M. Loewy in the chair.

I
—On an example of divergent successive approximations, by M.
Emile Picard.—Some preliminary remarks on the mechanism
for excretion of albuminoids, and the formation of urea in the

economy, by M. Armand Gautier.—Observations on the remarks
of M. Armand Gautier, by M. A. Chauveau. M. Berthelot
followed with a further observation, affirming M. Gautier's view
of the production of carbonic anhydride without direct oxidation
by means of free oxygen.—On the fossils collected at Mont-
saunesby M. Harle, by M. Albert Gaudry. The author brings
forward a number of these remains as proving the warm-tem-
perate climate obtaining at Montsauncs at the period to which
the remains of a monkey found there belong.—.\ note by M.
Potain explaining the scope and production of a work presented— "Clinique medicale de la Charite."—On rolling movements,
by M. Hadamard.—On the agglomeration of explosive sub-

stances, byM. P. Vieille. The author continues his experiments
showing the effect on the speed and character of combustion of
the state of aggregation of a powder produced in its manufacture.

—On the variation of rotatory power under the influence of

temperature, by M. A. Le Bel. A decrease in annunt of
rotation is recorded, for several substances, with lowering of
temperature. This is not due to polymerisation, but may be
accounted for by a loss of mobility in the molecule—" la

molecule subirait alors comme unc sorte de congelation in-

terne."—On the electrical capacityof mercury and the capacities

for polarisation in general, by M. E. Bouty.—On the partition

of the discharge of a condenser between two conductors, one
having an interruption, by M. R. Swyngedauw. If the sparking
distance in a part of the unbranched circuit be I, and in the
interrupted branch I„, then with Ij constant the quantity of
electricity passing throu.;h the uninterrupted brancti increases

continuously with the distance I.,, becoming greater than the

total charge when L, exceeds a certain value. The value of L
giving this qua-tity equal to the total charge increases with I,.

—On the sodium derivative of ethyl acetoacetate, by M. de
Forcrand. The preparation of the pure derivative is described,
and, from experiments on the partially dehydrated salt, the
heat of hydration of the anhydrous substance is given as 419
Cal., and the heat of solution in 4 litres of water at 12' is found
to Be 4 39 Cal.—On the detection of "abrastol " in wines, by
M. L. Briand.—The parasitic Diptera of the .\cridians : Bom-
bylides. Larval "hypnodiC'" and metamorpho>is with period of
activity and period of repose, by M. Kiinckel d'Herculais.

—

On the circulatory apparatus of Dreisseitsia polymorpha, by M.
Toureng.—Researches on the structure of lichens, by M. P. A.
Dangeard.—On ligneous tumours produced by an Ustilago
among the eucalyptus, by M. Paul Vuillemin.—Observations
apropos of the note by M. Calmette, relative to the poison of
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5erpenl5, by MM. C. Phisalix and G. Bertrand. A claim for

priority.—Experimental researches on the place of fnrniation of
urea in the animal organism. Preponderating nle of the liver

in its form.tiion, l>y .M. Kaufmann. The formation of urea is

not entirely localised in the liver ; all the tissues produce a
certain quantity, though Ihey are nut so active as this organ.

The production of urea seems to be allied to the phenomena of
nutrition in the various tissue;, and the phenomena of elabora-

tion of nutritive materials in the blood by the hepatic gland.

—

The production of "glycosurie " in animals by psychical means,
by M. Paul Gibier. The case of a dog is quoted in which
isolation from its usual companions isfolioued after about three

days by the appearance of sugar in the urine. The phenomenon
persisis during deprivation of liberty ai;d companionship, but
immediately ceases on restoration of the animal to its usual con-
ditions.—On a new and special sense, by M. Danion.—A con-
tribution to the study of the pest of fresh waters, by M. E.
Bataillon. The diplobacillus described attacks fish at all stages

of life. It also attacks crayfish.

Amsterdam.

Royal Academy of Sciences, January 27 (supplement).

—

Prof, van de Sande Bakhuyzenin the chair.— Prof. Ivamerlingh
Onnes gave the results of the me.isurements of Mr. C. II. Wind
on the Kerr phenomenon in polar reflciion on nickel. The
result is that the difference between the observed phase and that

giren by the theory of Prof. II. .\. Lorentz has a constant
value, as pointed out by Sisfingh and introduced in Goldham-
mer's theory. For the phase of Sisfingh the value of 37" was
found. According to Drude's theory, it ought to be 60°. The
difference is here much more marked than in the case of cobalt,

from which Zeeman concluded in favour of Goldhammer's
theory, and it leaves no doubt as to the validity of this conclu-
sion. The experiments were described of Air. M. de Haas,
who has repeated the measurements of the coeflicient of vis-

cosity of methyl-chloride at temperatures approaching the
critical temperature, previously made in Ins laboratory by Dr.
L. M. T. Stoel. The results uf Stoel were confirmed, and the
method was modified so as to give the viscosity in absolute
measure. The viscosities of CI .Me and COo in the neighbourhood
of the critical point were also confirmed. .\ sufficient accord-
ance was found with the theorem, that in Van der Waals' cor-

responding states of two fluids the viscosity is in a definite

ratio that can be calculated from the critical data.

March 31.— Prof, van de Sande Bakhuyzen in the chair.

—

Prof. H. Behrens gave an account of experiments on
alloys of iron with chromium and tungsten, performed by
Mr. van Lingen and himself in the laboratory of the
Polytechnic School at Delft. In a ferrochrome with I3'3 Cr,

S'5 C, a ground mass was found, showing a hardness
a little superior to iron, and yielding Fe and Cr to hydrochloric
acid. By treatment with aqua regia the metal was disinte-
grated, and when observed under the microscope showed well-
defined moooclinic prisms, which had a hardness between that of
quartz and topaz (7'5)> ""d resisted the corrosive action of aqua
regia for a lortnight. .After washing with a heavy solution

(3-g- i-S), the composition of this compound was found to be
75-8 Fe, l6-8Cr, 6'7C. Chromium steel, with 75 Cr, 2-5 C.
was subjected to the same treatment, yielding grains and small
prisms of the same form and hardness. Analytical examination
gave the following result :—735 Fe, 20 o Cr, 67 C. From
this the empiric lormula CrX'jFe- can be deduced. .Similar

crystals were isolated from a ferrochrome with 50 per cent. Cr,
much chromium being dissolved in strong hydrochloric acid.
From fcrrotungiten, containing much Mn and .S, beautiful
rhombic octahedra were obiaincd, containing 695 Fe, 28 9 W,
I 6 S ; from another sample, poor in Mn and S, similar crystals,

composed of 652 Fe. 28'6 \V. Hnih have a hardness superior
to felspar. Kvid.r'. ' I.udncss of these .alloys must
l«e ascribed to wc tuls of lltrte demeiils, not, as
heretofore to alio:. , ns of iron. This investiga-
tion will be extended loferromanganese and to bronzes, contain-
ing Al and S.— Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes described the experi-
menn on electrolytic pr>larisation,madc by Dr.T. H. Mecrbury in

Prr>f V. .\. Julius' laboratory at Utrecht. The polarisation during
' 'I with a capillary electrometer by
•' I'rinciple, the apparatus giving the
I- - s- — s ''ne. The maximuui of Cathoilic
polansation was reached one second after the beginning of the
|>ularising current. A formula for the increase of polarisation
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with time differing from that of Witkowski was deduced
from theory. A careful repetition of Root's experiment on the
transmission of electrolytic hydrogen by platinum foil of j}^ mm.
gave a negative result. Insufficient isolation or some other
error may have been the cause of what Root had observed.

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, and SERIALS RECEIVED
Books.—A Vindication of Phrenology : W. M. Williams (Chatio and

Windus).—E.vkursionsbuch ium Studium dcr Dogelstimmcn : Dr. A. Voigt
(Bctlin, Oppenhcim).—Electric Lij^ht Instaltations : Sir D. Salomons,
Vol. 3, Apparatus. 7th edition (Whiitakcr).—A Manual of the Geology of
India; R. D.Oldham. 2nd edition (K. Paul).—A Manual of Ethics: J. S.

Mackenzie. 2nd edition (Clivc).—Primer of Navigation ; A. T. Flagg (Mac-
millan).— Eight Hours for Work : J. Rae (Macmiltan).

Pami-tilets.—Die .^bstammungstehreund die Errichtung eines In<;litutes

ffir Transformismus : Dr. R. Behla (Kiel, Lipsius and Tischer) —The
Principles of Elliptic and Hyperbolic Analysis : Dr. A. Macfarlane (Boston,
dishing) — Lcs Femmes dans la Science : A. Rcbiire (Paris. Nony).
Sekials —Zeitschrift fur Physikalische Chcmie. xiii. Band, 4 Heft (Leip-
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THE STUDY OF ANIMAL VARIATION.

Materials for the Study of Variation, treated with

especial regard to Discontinuity in tlie Origin of

Species. By VV. Bateson, M.A., Fellow of St. John's

College, Cambridge. (London: Macmillan and Co.,

1894.)

MR. BATESON is to be congratulated on the com-
pletion of the first part of his work on variation

in animals, which treats of variation in the number and

position of organs forming parts of linear or symmetrical

series. Variation in the structure of such organs is only

partially dealt with, a fuller account being promised in

a future volume. The present work may be divided

into two parts—one purely descriptive, the other critical.

These require separate notice.

It is impossible in a short space to give a proper

'account of the information brought together in the

ipurely descriptive part of the book. Mr. Bateson has

icarefully examined many of the principal European
icoUections, both public and private, and has in other

[ways collected a great store of original matter, which

jalone would make a respectable volume. In addition,

jhe has compiled a series of abstracts, containing the

lessentials of a large number of records made by others.

The labour expended upon the work of compilation alone

may be gathered from the list of authors referred to,

which contains some six hundred names.

The facts recorded are grouped in numbered para-

^T.iphs, on a system which makes reference to individual

cases easy ; the descriptions are for the most part admir-

able, and thev are supplemented, where necessary, by
adequate woodcuts. Full references are given, either to

the actual specim ns described, where such reference is

possible, or to the source from which descriptions are

[unted.

The first twelve chapters deal with organs forming

oarts of linear series—such as the ribs, vertebne, or teeth

Df vertebrates, and similarly "repeated" structures in

other animals. In these chapters special attention is

irawn to cases of variation, such as the assumption by a

cervical vertebra of the characters proper to a dorsal

Vertebra ; and many remarkable examples of analogous

phenomena are given. For variation of this kind, in

which an organ in one region of the body is " made
ike" a serially homologous organ in an adjacent

'egion, the convenient word "homoeosis" is pro-

josed. Another interesting group of cases is described

IS showing that the number of specialised organs in a

series may be altered by a process of actual division,

iuch as that by which an increase in the number of

syes is effected in Planarians.

The thirteenth and fourteenth chapters deal with

ncrease and reduction in the number of digits in the

vertebrate limb, and should be read in connection with

he twentieth ana twenty-first chapters, where closely

malogous phenomena, leading to duplication of arthro-

[)od appendages, are described. The wonderful relations

of symmetry, which are shown to hold in so many cases
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between the "normal" and the "extra" limbs, have

been shortly described by Mr. Bateson on previous occa-

sions ; but the fuller statement here given forms perhaps

the most interesting portion of the book.

The remaining chapters deal with variations in radial

series, such as those formed by many organs of coelente-

rates and echinoderms, and with cases which involve the

doubling of structures normally single, or the fusion in

the middle line of organs which are normally bilateral

and paired.

Such in bare outline is the subject-matter of the

descriptive portion of the book. No quotation of

isolated passages is attempted, because no such pro-

ceeding could give an adequate idea of its importance.

The whole work must be carefully read by every serious

student ; and there can be no question of its great and

permanent value, as a contribution to our knowledge of a

particular class of variations, and as a stimulus to

further work in a department of knowledge which is too

much neglected. It is to be hoped that Mr. Bateson

will not rest content with his already great achievement,

but will proceed with his promised second volume,

which will be eagerly looked for by those who read

the first.

If the criticism and enunciation of opinions had been

performed with the same care as the collection of facts,

the commentary which runs through the book would have

gained in value, and several inaccuracies, due partly to

want of acquaintance with the history of the subject,

would have been avoided. The only contention which

can here be noticed is that alluded to on the title-page,

namely that variation frequently proceeds in such a way

that changes in an organ occur only by steps of definite

and measurable magnitude ; and that discontinuous

variation of this kind is necessary for the evolution of

new species. In Mr. Bateson's words :

" The first question which the study of variation may
be expected to answer, relates to the origin of that dis-

continuity of which species is the objective expression.

Such discontinuity is not in the environment ; may it not,

then, be in the livmg thing itself.^"

The statement that discontinuity is not in the en-

vironment, is justified as follows :

" Here then we meet with the difificulty that diverse

environments often shade into each other insensibly, and
form a continuous series, whereas the specific forms of

life which are subject to them on the whole form a dis-

continuous series. . . . Temperature, altitude, depth of

water, salinity, in fact most of the elements which make
up the physical environment are continuous in their

gradations," and so on.

Here the reference is only to the physical conditions

which form a part of the environment affecting animals.

That these physical conditions do oftenforma "continuous

series" is no doubt true, although it is also true that in a

large number of cases they do not. But Darwin, Wallace,

and the greater number of subsequent writers on the

doctrine of natural selection, agree in believing that the

most important part of the environment against which a

species has to contend consists of other living things.

This view is dismissed in the following short foot-note :

" It may be objected that to any organism the other

organisms coexistmg with it are as serious a factor of the
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environment as the strictly physical components ; and

that inasmuch as these coexisting organisms are discon-

tinuous species, the element of discontinuity may thus be

introduced. This is true, but it does not help in the

attempt to find the cause of the original discontinuity of

the coexisting organisms."

Now since the deposition of the earliest paUcojoic rocks

animals have demonstrably been surrounded by such

"discontinuous'' organic environment. The statement,

that the environmental conditions " form a continuous i

series,'' is therefore untrue of all animals known to us.

If it has ever been true, we cannot know. The question,

whether the first living things which appeared upon the

earth were alike or not, is as unprofitable as speculation

about the beginning or the ending of any part of the

order of things from which our experience is derived must

always be.

These preliminary arguments in favour of Mr. Bateson's

main contention therefore fail, when applied to any part

of the process of evolution of which wc can know any-

thing. It remains to consider what experimental evidence

is brought forward to prove that variation is in fact " dis-

continuous" in any living animals.

No definition of what exactly is meant by "discon-

tinuous" variation is given ; and the conception adopted

is difficult to grasp, since such domestic animals as the

bull-dog are taken as examples of its occurrence. It will

therefore be necessary to examine the treatment of some

special group of variations : and for this purpose the

chapters on teeth may be selected. The question is pro-

pounded

—

" What is the least size in which a given tooth can be

present in a species which sometimes has it and some-

times is without it?"

And it is remarked that

—

"Considered in the absence of evidence it might be
supposed that any tooth could be reduced to the smallest

limits which are histologically conceivable ; that a few

cells might take on the character of dental tissue. . . .

Indeed, on the hypothesis that variation is continuous,

this would be expected.''

Mr. Bateson considers his evidence sufficient to show

that " the least size of a tooth is different for different

teeth and for different animals," and that therefore varia-

tion in the teeth of those animals discussed by him pro-

ceeds by integral steps, the magnitude of the step

difTering in different cases. But he gives no evidence

that he has ever looked for teeth reduced to the smallest

histological limits. The greater number of observations

recorded arc made upon dry skulls, in which such rudi-

ments could not be demonstrated. It is notorious that in

many animals, such as marsupials and whales, a whole

set of teeth exists, which can only be demonstrated by

careful histological examination of the entire jaw, at a

definite period in the life of these animals. But more

important is the fact that teeth have been demonstrated,

consisting of a few cells, which have hardly progressed

beyond the histological condition of an enamel germ,

in several of the animals used by Mr. Bateson to

support his view. These cases {jCercopilluciis, probably

Cynocephatus, the dog, and the cat) have been completely
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overlooked by Mr. Bateson ; and similar cases in other

vertebrates have been recorded. The condition, which

is said to be necessary on the hypothesis that variation

is continuous, does, therefore, in fact occur ; and the

contention as to the least possible size of particular

teeth fails.

In somewhat similar cases Mr. Bateson lays stress upon

the rarity of slight variations, as compared with more
considerable abnormalities. In the present case, few

persons have examined the jaws of mammals in such a

way as to enable them to find the smaller abnormalities

and there is no evidence worth discussion which shows

whether they are rare or not. The only case in which

large numbers of jaws have been examined by proper

methods is that of man, in whom a fourth molar tooth is

commonly present as a mere uncalcified rudiment, the

cases in which this extra tooth becomes calcified and

breaks through the jaw being rarer in proportion

to the perfection of the extra tooth. .V similar con-

tinuous series of variations is presented by the

" wisdom tooth,'' which is most commonly a fairly

perfect molar, cases of imperfection being rarer in

proportion as the tooth approximates to the condition

of " a few cells," hardly " taking on the character of

dental tissue" at all, which it does occasionally assume.

It is therefore curious, that in commencing his attempt

to exhibit the discontinuity of dental variation,

Mr. Bateson should dismiss the case of human leetli

with the remark

—

"
I do not know that among these human variations

are included phenomena different in kind from those seen

in other groups, except perhaps certain cases of teeth

united together."

Surely variation which proceeds by integral steps ol

the magnitude of a tooth may justly be held to differ in

kind from variation which proceeds by indefinitely small

gradations ':

In the case of teeth, and in many other cases discussed,

the method employed is not adapted to a determination

of the least possible magnitude of variations. For m
judging evidence based largely upon museum piepar.i-

tions and on printed records, it must always be remem-

bered that there is a tendency among curators and others

to regard a slight abnormality as not worth bottle, spirit,

and a place on the shelf, or to think it too trivial for

printed record. Anyone who has tried to obt.iin speci-

mens for a museum knows that many persons will take

pains to present a rare or striking specimen, who cannot

be induced to send quite common things.

The only way in which the question can be settled for

a given variation seems to be by taking large numbers of

I

anmials, in which the variation is known to occur, at

random, and making a careful examination and record

of each. Mr. Bateson's chapter on teeth, like all his

i

chapters, is of great interest, and will doubtless serve to

throw important light on mariy things. But a careful

histological account of the jaws of five hundred dogs

would have done more to show the least possible size of

a tooth in dogs than all the information so painfully col-

lected. And so in many other cases.

W. F. R. \V lit DON.
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ALPINE GEOLOGY.

Ein Geologischcr Ouerschnitt diirch die Ost Alpen.—A

Geological Transverse Section through the Eastern

Alps.—By A. Rothpletz. (Stuttgart : Schweizerbart,

1894)

1'"HE title of this work at once announces its impor-

tance in Alpine geology. Most of us, young and

old, are familiar with the section through the Eastern

Alps which we owe to the veteran Austrian geologist

Hofrath von Hauer. Since 1857, this section, from Passau

to Duino.has held its place alone in atlas and text-book.

In recent years, Swiss sections, more especially Helm's,

have been placed side by side with it, but they only em-

I brace the northern tlanks and a part of the central chain.

iDr. Rothpletz has given us in this volume the second

'complete section through the .Alpine chain. He has laid

ithe line of section farther east than von Hauer'5,begin-

Ining at the Bavarian plain in the north, and traversing

ithe Karwendel Mountains in the Bavarian Highlands

land North Tyrol, the Tuxer and Zillerthal Mountains,

east of the Brenner Pass, the Seisser Alpe, Schlern

Rosengarten and the Predazzo district in South Tyrol,

land the Sette Communi in the Italian Highlands.

The section, which is printed with colours, extends

lover a surface area 140 miles in breadth, and has the

iadvantage of being drawn to true scale, vertical and

horizontal (i : 75000). So accustomed are we to exag-

gerated heights in Alpine sections, that this true-scale

section conveys an impression of rather unimposing

mountains and broad valleys. The eye misses also the

familiar dotted lines connecting detached parts of the

same geological strata, and helping one to a general

,appreciation of the author's conception of the whole

'^ection.

i
The absence of any such lines is almost a key-note to

Ihe character of the work. In the text, the author de-

clares his opinion that (purposes of explanation, of

icourse, excepted) geological sections should represent

so far as possible only what has been actually observed,

and should not suggest, by means of dotted lines or con-

tinued bands of colour, what may be, after all, only

imaginary structural relations of the strata. The author's

jposition in this respect is made very clear in the chapter

on the " Glarner Double-Fold."

The bulk of the text is devoted to descriptive, strati-

graphical, and tectonic details of the various districts

surveyed by the author along the line of section, and is

illustrated very fully by sketch-maps and sections. Rigid

Faithfulness of observation is a marked feature through-

out. The same care and precision which may be traced

in field-methods, has also been bestowed on the literary

workmanship of the book. The treatment of the Bavarian

Highlands is quite delightful. The drawings display so

anmiitakably the dependence of the main physical

features on the strata, and the contrasts of landscape

which tectonic disturbance has frequently produced. We
read with et[ual interest of the synclinal fold in which the

Walchen lake and the Jachenau valley now find them-
selves, and of the transverse faults which divert the

l.oisach and the Isar rivers out of their easterly course
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into a northern. On the other hand, in the case of the

bend of the Inn Valley at Worgl, it was a pre-Alpine

oligocene basin whose soft strata guided the river north-

ward to the Bavarian plain. Again, the author's powers

of exposition are seen to advantage when he demonstrates

the important fault-line between the Mesozoic limestones

north of the Inn and the old crystaUine rocks of the

central massif. He proves also beyond dispute the

geological independence of the Tu.xer and ZiUerthal

groups north and south of the Inner Pfitsch valley. But

we confess to a feeling of disappointment that although

the section passes through these groups, it has been able

to do so little to clear away the difficulties of the Central

Alps. Several important questions are discussed without

advancing us far—for example, the age of the granite

intrusion north of Brixen, the significance of the ser-

pentine rocks in the " Tarnthal Kopfe," the constant

occurrence of a rocklike "sernifit"at the unconformable

succession of Permian and Mesozoic strata on the old

Palaeozoic and crystalline floor.

Strict adherence to the truths observed in nature, while

in itself laudable, seems somewhat to cramp boldness

and freedom of thought, and we are landed in a mist of

possibilities hovering over a conjectured Triassic period

of mountain movement in the Central Alps, which may

just as well have been post-Neocomian for all that is

proved to the contrary. A similar uncertainty envelops

the age-relationships of the overthrust at Tristkogl

(Karwendel Mountains), whose special misfortune it is to

be directed to the south, whereas the overfolding and

overthrusting elsewhere in the Northern Limestone Alps

are northward. It seems just possible that the over-

thrusts in this district are not all told.'

One of the most striking chapters in the first part of

the book is that on the origin of the Schlern Dolomite in

South Tyrol.

Part iii. leaves no doubt as to the author's conception

of the form of Alpine structure elucidated by his com-

plete section. In his ideas he difters considerably from

the recognised tenets either of Sue?s or of the Swiss

school represented by Heim. Dr. Rothpletz puts the

actual areal contraction due to late tertiary folding in the

Alps at a much lower figure than Heim did. He empha-

sises the importance of vertical faults and the great part

played by previous Alpine movements in determining

the occurrence of overthrusting and overfolding during

Pliocene pressure. He finds Suess' theory of the causes

of mountain-movement insufficient, and suggests that if

the earth's cooling resulted in radial expansion instead of

radial contraction, as Suess assumed, a quite as likely

explanation could be given of the actual facts observed

in crust-movements.

Even if we cannot accept the dicta as final, we must

welcome the thoroughly scientific spirit in which the

author analyses the various doctrines, and shows what

part or parts are doctrines of faith only, and what of

the remaining are, in his experience, tenable or unten-

able. His own opinions are fixed upon most points,

but he never seeks to impose opinions on his reader ;

facts alone are taught ; and there is no more thirsiy soil

fjr facts than Alpine geology.

M.\RI.\. M. LGILVIE.
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OUR BOOK SHELF.
The Natural History of Plants, from the German of
Prof. Anton Kemer von Marilaun. By Prof. F. W.
Oliver, M.A., D.Sc. (London, Glasgow, and Dublin :

Blackie and Son, 1S94.)

The high praise we gave to Prof Kerner's Pflansen-

leben when it appeared, makes it almost unnecessary for

us to say much about the English edition now in course

of publication, and which will be completed in sixteen

monthly parts. The German work was said in these

columns to be " the best account of the vegetable king-

dom for general readers which has yet been produced."

This judgment can also be applied to the translation

which Prof. Oliver has made, with the assistance of Miss
Marian Busk and Miss Mary Ewart. In translating a

work, some of the brilliancy of the original is neces-

sarily lost. It is difficult, however, to find awkward
expressions in the pages before us ; in fact, very few of

the idiomatic phrases of the original work have survived.

And the translation is scientifically accurate, as well as

entertaining and instructive. Lovers of nature will find

ever)' page of the book interesting, and the serious

student of botany will derive great advantage from its

perusal. The illustrations are beautiful, and, what is
;

more necessarj-, true to nature. The complete work
contains about one thousand engravings on wood, and
sixteen plates in colours. Botanical science will benefit

by the issue of Prof. Oliver's edition of a splendid book.

Notes on some of the more Common Diseases in Queens-
land in relation lo AtmospJieric Conditions, 18S7-91.

By David Hardie, M.D., Hon. Physician Hospital

for Sick Children, Lady Bowen Maternity Hospital,

Brisbane. (Brisbane: Beal, 1S93.)

The author of this work has a most important aim
in view, viz. to establish the connection between the

weather and the prevalent diseases in Queensland,
and expresses a hope that, in time, he will be able, if

furnished with a forecast of the weather, to predict with

certainty the diseases likely to predominate during the

various seasons of the year, and thus to lay the

foundations of a practical system of preventive

medicine.
The conclusions are so interesting that some of his

leading results may be briefly given.

The annual death-rate of Queensland per 1000 popu-
lation is 151 1, varying from 1338 in August and Sep-
tember (spring) to i6'28 in November to March (summer
and early autumn), as contrasted with the death-rate of

Great Britain for the year, 188.

The yearly mortality is lowest in West Southern
Queensland (Darling Downs and Warrego), where it is

only 892 per 1000, a little over half of the average
Queensland rate, and the highest is 3470 in West
Northern Queensland (Normanton), a tropical region at

the extreme north of the colony. This would point to

the great advantage of altitude, combined with dryness,

as seen on the Darling Downs, over marine influence

and moisture to be found in the sea-coast districts.

When we come to different classes of disease, we find

that diphtheria, though specially prevalent in April, May,
June, and July (winter), is endemic to some extent in all

seasons, and causes a mortality of 21 5 per cent. What-
ever contributes towards cold and dampness of the air

during the autumn and winter, causes an increase in the

death rate (rom diphtheria, and, according lo Dr. Hardie,
the neighbourhood of swamps and marshes have con-
siderable influence in this respect. Whooping-cough,
on the other hand, attains its maximum during the warm
and moist months of the year, and its close connection
with a medium temperature for all seasons of the year
with high relitive humidity, is considered to support the

assumption of its germ origin.
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Phthisis is common along the eastern portion of the
colony from Cooktown to Brisbane, reaching a maxi-
mum of 12S6 per cent, in the Rockhampton district;

but this high mortality is partly to be attributed to the

large Polynesian population, employed on sugar planta-

tions in these districts, who are specially liable to phthisis.

In the western and northern districts, however, it is much
less prevalent, and the average percentage of deaths
from all causes gives to phthisis S 75. The months when
the mortality is greatest are July, .August, and September,
and there seems to be no special connection between
atmospheric moisture and phthisis mortality, but a low

temperature in summer and autumn is favourable to a

low phthisis mortality. Acute respiratory diseases, such

as pneumonia, pleurisy, and bronchitis, are observed all

over the colony, and vary in mortality in different parts ;

the highest on the coast and the lowest inland, the

months of highest mortalitybeing June, July, August, and
September ; the maximum is reached during and imme-
diately after the colder period of the year.

The book, with its copious and valuable tables, is an
honest attempt to deal with a very difficult problem, and
thoroughly merits success, and if the author will only

persevere in his researches, still more important results

may follow.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

\Thc Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondent:. Neither can he undertake

to return, or lo correspond with the •.vrilers of, rejected

manuscripts intended for litis or any other pari d/Nature.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communicalions.\

Panmixia.

I AM much obliged to Prof. Weldon for having so promptly

answered my request, and hope that his example will be

lollowcd by any naturalists who may have any olher grounds

for questioning the doctrine of Panmixia. Meanwhile, how-

ever, there are two or three points touching which I should

like to he sure that we correctly underslami e.ich other.

(1) Iliihtrtoall naturalists who have written upon the subject

have agreed, that " Ihe survival-mean musi (on cessalioit ,<'

selection) fall lo Ihe birth-mean." And, in now quesli.)ning this

view, Piot. Weldon appears to contemplate the diflerence

between birth- and survival-means of only the first generation,

which would be very unfair. Again, 1 do not follow I'rol

Weldon's meaning in what he says with regard to another ])uint.

.\ssuredly "every statisticLin knows" that selection can main-

tain the " mean height of a regiment " at ojh inches, by

enrolling only those individuaN who are either " more than 66

and less than 69 inches high." But this wmld be arliftcial

(i.<. intentional) selection. The " cases " to which he alludes,

where natural selection could destroy individuals nearest the

mean line, while favouring those which lie at greater distances

both aliovc and belo:v this line, must be very exce|jti.>nal.

(2) As regards the second cause of degeneration under

Panmixia (vi?.. atavism), Prot. Weldon says merely that it is

"not demonstrated by any statistics." This is true enough.

Hut the same has to be said of natural selection. Whether in

ihe building up of a structure by n.itural selection, or in the

subsequent hreaking down of a structure by atavism on the

withdrawal ol seleciion, the statistical method is eiiu.illy unavail-

able for lesiing cither theory : in both cases the most effective

variations (i.e. deviations from the mean) at any given time arc

those which arc most numerous, and therclore most muiulc.

Hence, in both c.ises the best " dem .nslration " of the theory

which can be offered is that which is yielded by the parallel

facts in our domesticated animals.

(3) The only objection which is urged by Prof. Weldoft

against the last of the three causes which I mentioned (i.e.

irrcgulaiitics of heredity when unontrollc I by selection) is one

which tells against the theory of Panmixia only because it does

so against that ol Natural Selection. As I undcrsiand, the

argument is, "Natural selection is in most cases an imperfect

agent in the adjustment of organisms "
: er^o, the cessation of
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selection will not, in most cases, make much difference in the

maintenance of such adjustment. Obviously this ground of

objection to the theory of the cessation of selection opens up a

much larger question than can here be dealt with, viz. the ad-

justing or eliminating value of the presence of selection. But
if Prof. Weldon will read what I wrote last year in the Con-
temporary Review, during the Spencer- VVeismann controversy,

he will find that in this matter I am quite on the side of Mr.
Bateson and himself. It has always been my endeavour to

argue that the ultra-Darwinian school of Wallace and Weismann
are pushing deductive speculation much too far in maintaining

"The All-Sufficiencyof Natural .Selection." I shall never believe

—any more than Darwin believed—that what I have called

"selection value " is unlimited. But this is not incompatible

with the belief that in whatever degree natural selection may
have been instrumental in the construction of an adjustment,

in some degree must its subsequent cessation tend to the

degeneration of this adjustment, especially where complicity as

distinguished from size is concerned, as stated in my last letter.

Summing up his objections to the doctrine of Panmixia,
Prof. Weldon says they are two :

" First, it is based on the as-

sumption that selection, when acting on a species, must of

necessity change the mean character of the species—an assump-
tion incompatible with the maintenance ofa species in a constant

condition." This refers to the paragraph of his letter which, as

already stated, I do not understand. The doctrine of Panmi.xia,

as far as we are now concerned with it, does not refer to

"species," but to specific characters, i.e. structures, organs,

instincts, &c. Again, the doctrine, even with regard to specific

characters, makes no " assumption " touching the presence of

"selection acting on a species"—least of all that iwz^i presence

will not maintain the species in a constant condition. On the

contrary, the very essence of the doctrine is, that it is \.\\t presence

of selection which tnaintains the constancy of a species (or specific

character), and therefore that it is the cessation of selection which
»(;»«/j the constancy by withdrawal of the maintaining influence.

Hence, I do not understand Prof. Weldon's first objection.

His second is, "that in the only case which has been
experimentallv investigated, the condition said to result

from a condition of Panmixia does not, in fact, occur."

This one case, he explains, is:
—"Mr. Galton has shown

that civilised Englishmen are themselves in a condition of Pan-
mixia, at least with respect to several characters, especially

stature and the colour of the eyes. Now the mean stature of

I Englishmen is known to be increasing, and there is no evidence

lof the disappearance of coloured eyes." But, as regards stature,

lit can scarcely be mainlamed that there is not some cause <it

^work to account for the increase
;
yet, unless this is maintained,

|the case is clearly irrelevant. Again, the colour of the eyes of

[Our mixed population cannot have had more than thirty or

forty generations svherein to be affected by Panmixia, and there-

Tore the most ardent supporters of this doctrine would scarcely

[expect any result to be yet appreciable in the case of so pro-

nounced a racial character. Surely a better "case" is the one
which I have already given in the most ancient and the most
Irapidly-breeding of our domesticated animals. It was the

.facts observed in this "case" which first suggested tome the

•doctrine of Panmixia, and so led me to question the inherited

leffects of disuse. Similarly, a year later, Mr, Galton, in his

!" Theory of Heredity " (which anticipated by about ten years

all the fundamental parts of Weismann's), wrote of P.anmixia

thus :

— " A special cause may be assigned for the effects of dis-

luse in causing hereditary atrophy of the disused parts. It has

already been shown that all exceptionally developed organs
tend to deteriorate ; consequently those that are not protected

by heredity will dwindle. The level of muscular efficiency in

Ihe wing of a strongly-Hying bird is like the level of water in

^he leaky vessel of a Danaid, only secured to the race by con-

stant effort, so to speak ; let the effort be relaxed ever so little,

hnd the level immediately falls. . . . That this is a universal

[endency among races in a state of nature, is proved by the fact

ihat existing races are only kept at their present level by the

severe action of selection." Gkorge J. Rum.a.nes.

Oxford, May 5.

P.S.— I gladly accept the verbal correction in Prof. Weldon's
hird paragraph.

Physiological Psychology and Psychophysics.

Owing to my bookseller's habit of forwarding N/VTURic in

nonthly batches, I have only just seen the remarks appended to
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my letter in the issue of March X 5. I think that the termino-
logical question is sufficiently important to warrant a reply to

these.

(1) I do not, of course, "subsume" psychophysics to

physiological psychology. The latter, I stated, is both wider
and narrower than experimental psychology ; and wider, because
it includes the consideration of certain (" the most important ")

psychological problems—not of ail such problems. (Kor this

view of physiological psychology, f/". Wundt, "Physiological
Psychology," fourth edition, I. p. 9.)

(2) Fechner, " the coiner of the word," defines psychophysics
as " eine exacte Lehre von den functionellen oder Abhangig-
keitsbeziehungen zwischen Korper und Seele, allgemeiner
zwischen Korp-rlichen undgeisligen, physi^cher und psychischer
Welt." {cf.

" Psychophysik," second edition, I. p. 8.) What my
critic says on this head is, therefore, incorrect.

(3) In th-? most widespread and important school of experi-

mental psychology existing to-day—that of Wundt—there is

agreement upon definitions. And even if my critic's remarks
were true, it would not follow that a number of wrongs made a
right.

(4) I might, in my last letter, have adverted upon the term,
psyiho-physiological. I did not understand what it exactly

meant. In NATttRE of March 29, Prof. LI. Morgan defines

it (p. 504) as the equivalent of Fechner's internal psychophysics.

{op. cit. p. 10). In this sense it is not wanted ; the phrases

"external" and "internal psychophysics" are in use. (It

might, however, be used to signify that part of physiology which
has a conscious correlate.

)

(5) My critic triumphantly adduces "reaction-limes" as a

subject treated of in the University College course. That course,

i.e. deals with one conscious element, and with <;«?type (action)

o( one of the two modes of conscious combination (association :

fusion is left out of account). Prof. Munsterberg (Preface to

Psycliological Lahoratjry of Haward University) speaks of " the

error, which is so prevalent, that experimental psychology is

confined to the study of sensations and simple reaction-times."

(6) I am sorry that Dr. Hill's name should have been men-
tioned. I should not think of offering any opinion upon his

work. I know no more of it than do the other readers of

Nature. If he sees these remarks, I hope he will believe that

my original criticism was meant to be quite impersonal.

(7) "By far the larger part of the really fruitful work [in

psycho-physiology] " says my critic, "
. . . . has been done in

the investigation of the senses." If he means by psycho-

physiology what Prof LI. Morgan does, I must disagree with

him. To substantiate either view would need an article. As
he writes not as a working psychophysicist (else he would have

been acquainted with Fechner's Psychophysik), I think that the

onus proliandi lies with him.

(8) As to Prof. LI. .Morgan's paper on " the scope of psycho-

physiology [= internal psycophysic-i]," I must plead guilty to

finding the writer's eclecticism somewhat unintelligible, and his

whole treatment a little general and superficial.

(9) A very interesting minor question is that of the relation

of Wundt's physiology psychology to Fechner's internal psycho-

physics. {cf. Kuipe, Arch. f. Geschichte du Philosopliie, 1892,

pp. 183-4.)
Cornell University, April l6. E. B. TiTCHENER.

It seems hardly profitable to carry on a discussion with Dr.

Titchener at intervals of more than a month. I readily confess

that through an error of memory, for it is a good while since I

read the " Elemente der Psychophysik," I misrepresented

Fechner's use of the term psychophysics. The fact, however,

that he recognised an "outer psychophysics," and the further

fact that, as he shows ("Elemente," i. p. u), nearly the whole

of his inquiry has to do with establishing the relation of external

stimuli to psychic phenomena, show that the error I fell

into was not altogether unnatural. Are not the inquiries of

Weber, Fechner, and their successors still brought under the

head of psychophysics by those who reject Fechner's peculiar

" psycho- physical " interpretation of the results? And do not

nine students out of ten, who are not themselves "working
psycho-physicists," associate the term "psychophysics" with

these important lines of inquiry ? If so, I would contend that

there is room for a reconsideration of the terminology of the

subject. The retention of Fechner's " outer psychophysics
"

seems confusing if, as I understand Dr. Titchener to say,

"psychophysics ' has properly to do with the correlation
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between psychic processes and inlra-or^anic and (I suppose)

more especially, central nervous processes. Wiih respect to the

term " psycho-physiolngical," used by Dr. Hill in his syllabus,

it may at least be said that it avoids the ambiguity of " psycho-

physics," as corned and defined by Fechner, while it is the

direct descendant of the term "mental physiology," which is

well fixed in Briti.-h scientific literature.
'

I have only to repeat that Dr. Titchener's attempt to dis-

tioguiih between the domains of physiological psychology and
psychophysics seems to me far from adequate. It has about

it, to my irreverent eyes, something of Wundt's own oracular

obscurity.

In calling atttention to reaction-time experiments, I did not

refer to simfle reaction-times. I thought the various lines of

experiment in which the processes of hesitation and selection, and

so forth, are elucidated by measuring the intervals between
sensory stimulus and muscular reaction might be brought under

the head of reaction-time experiments. But not being in the

privileged circle of working " psycho-physicists,' I daresay I

erred here too.

This little discussion will not be in vain if it wake up Dr.

Titchener, or some other working psycho-physicist, to the

obscurities that hang over their new field of research for the

outside student. It ^seems to me that we want careful definitions

of the respective scopes of the several departments of research

which are either psychological or which be.ir directly on

psychology, more especially experimental psychology as a whole,

psychophysics, and physiological psychology. Neither Wundt's
nor Dr. "Titchener's definitions satisfy some of us who, on this

benighted island, provokingly placed between two luminous

continents, are doing our best to catch some of the rays which
they are shooting forth in such abundance.

The Writer of the Noie.

Some Oriental Beliefs about Bees and Wasps.

Since Baron Osten Sacken's letter appeared in Naturi;
(vol. xlix. p. 198), I have been taking an occasional survey in

my small library of Oriental literature, to inform him of

passages referring to the liugonia-supersiition. So far as I

could find, the people of the far East seem not to have possessed

any belief about oxenborii bees; however, a propoi of this

matter, 1 have come across several legends relating to some
Hymenoplera, which I may c™"P ** follows :

—

(1) Fossores Slory.—Of all the insect stories of the far East,

this may claim very high antiquity ; it was first celelirated, more
than two thousand years ago, by a verse in the Confucianist

"Book of Poems," and is, to this date, preserved by a well-

known metonymy " Ming-ling " (that is, the caterpillar),

meaning the EosterChild. This story, according to Vang
Hiung, a Chinese philosopher (53 n.c.-lS A.D.}, was that "the
Fossores, having no females, capture infant caterpillars from
mulberry-trees, and address them a spell ' Mimic me, mimic me,"
whereby they are turned into the young Fossores." Indeed, the

Japjnese name of the Fossores is Jiga (that is, " Mimic-me ").

.\gainst this Tc^u Ilung-King, a Tauist sage (452-536 A.D.),

has argued that these insects have had offsprings of their own,
but used to deposit the eggs on bodies of other insects to

provide them with food in luiure.

(2) Ont U^^ed It'ai/'.—In I.i Shi-Chin's work, cited above, we
read:— "This production of Ling-n.in, resembling a wasp,
small and black, has one leg united with the root of a tree ; it

can move but cannot escape." Also a One-legged Ant is

mentioned. 1 would suggest that these insects were infested by
the forms of Cordyccps, as is instanced in the stories of La
Guepe Vcgciale.

(3) Fungut-lvrii /faj/.—TwanChing Shih's "Miscellanies,"
book XVII., contains the following note:—"A poisonous and
noctilucous I'ungus of Ling-ran is, alter rain, metamorphosed
into a large black wasp with serrate mandibles more than three-

tenths of an inch long. At night it tries to enter the cars and
ootlrils of a man, and hurt.s him in his heart."

(4) Production of Amhtr Jiom litis.— In the same work,
book xi., i> the following quotation from the " Record of

Southern Savages" :
—"The liecs-with- Broken Waists exist in

the sinds of Ning-chau, and come out when banks fall

<lown ; the natives loaUe amber by applying fire to them.
'

Obviwutly this erroneous inference was drawn Iroiu the presence

io amber of some hymcnopicrous remains.

(5) Difltra miilaken /or /fymeiid/itera.—Sie Tsal-Kang,
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in his "Miscellanies of Five Thenomena " (Japanese
edition, 1661, book ix., p. 43), narrates thus :

—"InChang-sh»
I saw honeybees all without stings, so that, when trilled with

upon the palms, they were quite harmless : having no difference

from flies, that was strange !
" No doubt he has seen some

Eristalis, as is indicated by Baron Osten Sacken.

(6) Horsehair IVasf.—Tazan Kan, a Jap.incse literatus

(1748-1827), writes on this suhject in his "Rambling Notes"
(Tokio, 1890, p. 22):— "About 1S17 a half-rotten trunk of

Celtis sinensis gave birth to wasps, whose tails they could not

withdraw from the tree, thus causing many to die. Having the

tails cut with scissors the survivors gladly dep.irted. One winter

a man bought a heap of fuel comprising a half-rotten oak
abounding with the similar wasps, several of which were strung

on a horsehair in the same manner as a rosary, there being

altogether several dozens of such hairs. The author's informant

took home a hair passing through three or four wasps, and
folded it in paper ; afterwards the hair became divided, .ind the

insects bit through the paper : the informant's suggestion was

—

' probably these wasps had been transformed from horsehairs

tangled round the rotten wood.'' Several times I have seen

in Japan this so-called " Babi-bo" (the llarse-hair Wasp), still

an object of popular amazement : it is nothing but an ichneu-

mon-lly, Brii:on peuetrator^ whose ovipositor of unusual length

has been the principal cause of such a superstition.

KUMAGUSU MiNAKATA.
15, Blithfield Street, Kensington, W., April 30.

P.S.— In my letter on the "Constellations of the Far East"
(Nature, vol. xlviii. p. 542), I gave (rom Twan Ching-Shih's

"Miscellanies " portions of the list of the objects of Indian

fancy as to the resemblances of the constellations. Last March,

my reverend friend, Atchdrya Dharmanaga, then in Paris,

kindly sent me an extract from Roshin Sennin's L-;cture

on the ConstelLitions, recorded in Mahasannipata Sutra.

After comparison, I find that both quite agree exeept for a

few variations, so that that Chinese author of "Miscellanies"

seems to mc to have extracted his list from the above-mentioned

Indian authority. K. M.

The Mass of the Earth.

I HAVE no intention of reopening a discussion on the

advisability and necessity of carefully separating in our minds

those two notions, the weight of a body and its niiiss, which to

me (and to a great many others) are now so completely distinct.

The subject has alre.adybeen treated of in these I'ages. Hence,

in reply to the letter signed " K." I shall be very brief. The
mass of a body is simply the quantity of matter which it con-

tains ; its weii;/'! is the force with which the earth pulls the

body towards the centre of the earth ; this force varies slightly at

different points on the earth's surface, varies very much both

when the body is removed outwards from the earth or inwards

towards its centre, and would be nothing at all at the centre;

the ivi-i,^'/it would be practically nothing if the body were

removed a few millions of miles away from the earth. Hm
through all these changes, and through all mere changes of//'

the ma.'s o( the body is perfectly unaltered. U'ei^/it is a men
contingent property of mas.>, logically and physically distinct

from it ; a more contingent properly than sliupe : for, whde a

body must have some shape, it need have no weight. The

terms -.vei^'lit 0/ the earth, -.veight ofJupiter, weight of the sun,

&c., are absolutely ridiculous. The mass of the earth is acted

upon by no force whatsoever except the attraction of the sun

and the disturbing attractions of the moon and the planets.

The earth attracts itself with no force ; it has no weight. So

much for positive statement.

The notion that the earth has weight—the inability or neglect

to distinguish the necessary property of constant /«.;<> from the

contingent projierty of r.'.;;'/i'—has given rise to many

absurdities. " If everything on the earth has weight, the whole

earth has weight, "

is a fallacy of composition worthy of a

media;val dialectician. That the earth is a very heavy body

(with, of course, an inveterate tendency to fall "down"), has

supplied us with the assumption that it is supported on the back

of an elephant, these two exceedingly heazy bodies being

together supported on the back of a tortoise, and so on. To

compare the weii^ht of Jupiter with that of the sun, "imagine a

gigantic lialance with equal arms and equal pans ; let the sun be

placed in one pan ; then, /;; order to preserve the I'alance, more

than 1000 Jupiters must be placed in the other pan."
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I need not multiply examples of this world-wide fallacy. We
have the two words viass and weight ; let us keep them distinct,

and thereby help towards an understanding of the nature of an
absolute unit of force and other physical entities.

"K."says " the earth's weight, or mass, is 6' 14 >: lo'-' tons.

What is unmeaning; or unscientific in this clear, intelligible, and
accurate statement ? " Answer, the identification of meight with

mois. He is mistaken in supposing that Prof. Poynting's book

has a double title. It is simply "The Mean Density of the

Earth." The determination of the ''constant of gravitation"

is a deduction, and is, of course, so treated by Prof. Poynling.

The Reviewer.

Icebergs and Weather.

With reference to the notice in Nature of May 3 (page 15),

of a letter by Mr. Russell on icebergs and their relation to

weather and temperature, I should like to give you a personal

experience of my own with an iceberg in mid-Atlantic, when on
board the steamship India, on its voyage from New York to

Newcastle. on-Tyne, in June last year.

Our recorded temperatures of 43" F. and 45° F. of one day fell

to 34° F. in water and in air on the next day. On reporting

this to the chief officer, an extra look-out was kept, and the

vessel put on halfspeed, as the weather was foggy, and icebergs

were likely to account for the sudden fall of temperature.
Twenty minutes afterwards an iceberg was sighted, which
showed a length of 1200 feet, and a height of 200 feet above
water.

Leeds, May 7. A. Sydney D. Atkinson.

Early Arrival of Birds.

I WAS at Sellack, Ross, Herefordshire, on March 22 and
following days. Chitf-chaffs had arrived on the 22nd ; cuckoos
were heard on the following day. The willow-warbler
and garden-warbler followed.

In quest of food, birds follow the path of least resistance.

Thus their migrations, in the economy of nature, depend not
simply on food, power of flight, distances, temperatures, &c.,

but on the associated extent of systems of wind.
May 4. W. Clement Lev.

THE EFFECT OF EXTERNAL CONDITIONS
UPON DEVEL0PMEN T.

'

'X'HERE is now ample justification for the belief that
«• evolution is not due merely to internal causes,

though we are as yet by no means quite clear as to the
manner in which external influences have formed and
transformed organisms. There is still a conflict between
rival theories, and important points, though often ap-
parently clear, are in reality not so.

It is often assumed, without sufficient proof, that a
particular variation of an organism is the direct con-
sequence of some external influence, simply because
some causal connection exists between the two ; but
«uch an assumption is based upon a totally false idea as
to the interconnection of the phenomena. In many cases
this will be readily granted ; take, for instance, that of the
leaves of A/imdsci, which close when they are touched. The
actual cause of the movement is here due to the peculiar
constitution of the plant, and not to the touch.
The geotropism of plants, again, is not the direct effect

of gravity, but is due to a special power of adaptation
possessed by the plant. In reference to the histological
adaptation of animal tissues, let us take as an example
the structure of the lattice-work in spongy bones. Roux
has shown that this is due to processes of selection and
for a struggle for existence between the various parts of

* Abstract of the Romanes Lecture delivered in the Sheldoni.la Theatre
at Olford, on May s, by Prof, .\ugust Weismann, Ph.D., D.C.I..

the body. Prof. Weismann speaks of this process as
" intra-selection," and attempts to show that its effects

are not inherited, as assumed by Roux, but that heredity
only concerns those potentialities from which structures
are developed by intra-selection. He believes that the
potentialities have not arisen through the struggle be-
tween the parts of an organism, but through that between
individuals : not by intra-selection, but by the ordinary
process of natural selection. The causa efficicns of this

histological adaptation is not. therefore, the tension or
pressure which acts on the bones, but the adaptive
material upon which such forces operate. The theory of
intra-selection thereby loses nothing of its value, but on
the contrary, is admitted to be of the greatest importance
in maintaining the "co-adaptation" of parts during the
metamorphosis of species.
The organism can, however, also be affected by ex-

ternal influences for which it is not adapted in advance.
This is the case as regards the ordinary seasonal dimor-
phism of butterflies ; but even seasonal differences may
be produced by adaptation—here a double adaptation

—

in which the external influences of temperature do not act
as the direct causes of change, but only as stimuli,
which detennine as to which of the two forms of the
species shall arise.

In the case of neuters of social insects, the external
influence—scanty food— is not, as Herbert Spencer as-
sumes, the true causa efficicns which produces the
sterility of their caste, but only the stimulus by which
the primary constituents {Anlai^c7i) of the worker-type are
brought into activity. At least three kinds of primary
constituents—those of the male, the fertile female, and
the worker—must be contained in the eggs of ants, bees,
and termites ; the nature of the stimulus acting upon the
egg determines the kind of primary constituent which
shall come into activity. These opinions are confirmed
by experiments made on flies, which show that in-

sufficient nourishment supplied to the larva does not in

any way affect the development of the ovary. The
disappearance of typical organs—such as the ovarian
egg-tubes of bees and ants— is thus shown to be a
phylogenetic and not an ontogenetic process : it does not
depend on mere influences of nutrition, but on variation

in the primary constituents of the germ ; and thus can
only come about in the course of numerous generations.
The case of social insects is therefore far from con-
tributing any support to the view that acquired characters
are inherited, and that the inheritance of the effects of
use or disuse play a part in the transformation of species,

as is assumed by Herbert Spencer.
Thus we see that external influences in many cases

serve as the impulse which starts the process of develop-
ment in certain of the primary constituents. The actual
cause of these individual dissimilarities is in all cases to

be sought in the modification occurring amongst the
primary constituents of the body itself; and such pur-
poseful modifications can only have originated by
selection. Even when to all appearance external in-

fluences have had direct action in causing purposeful
modifications, a more careful examination will always
show that they have only served to bring some preformed
adaptation into activity. This is proved in a specially

conclusive manner by the consideration of sterility in the
workers of bees and ants : the sterility is not due to

poor nourishment, but to natural selection, which has
determined the nature of the primary constituents in the
ovary. This case is of especial interest, as it has been so
much relied on as a support to the Lamarckian principle
of the inheritance of acquired qualities. Here, as in all

other instances, the Lamarckian hypothesis is untenable ;

selection has been the only principle on which the
development of the organic world has been guided on
its course.

NO. 1280, VOL. 50]
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THE PLANET SATURN.

IX these days, when the telescope is in more or less

common use, and so many have opportunities of

observing the heavenly bodies, it is interesting to look

back on the pist and survey in a general manner the

thoughts and ideas of those who in the earlier period of

observational astronomy were not so well equipped. To
take the case of the great Florentian astronomer, who
practically had the whole Cosmos, so to speak, at the end
of his telescope, since he was the first who surveyed the

objects in the sky with something in addition to the

naked eye—one can picture him sweeping with his
" optik tube" or small telescope the starry heavens,

and suddenly coming across the planet which we have
under consideration. Here he had an object which was
quite unique, and which, with his small power of magnifi-

cation, must have puzzled him considerably.

In a letter to the Grand Duke of Tuscany, he refers to

Saturn as appearmg triple (tergeminus). Later, in a com-
munication to the Austrian Ambassador (November 13,

1610), he makes the interesting statement :
" When I

observe Saturn with a telescope magnifying more than

30 times, the largest star appears in the middle ; of the

others, one lies to the west and the other to the east

in a line which does not coincide with the direction of the

equator, and seems to touch the central star. They ap-

pear to me as two servants, who wait upon the aged
Saturn, travelling with him and not departing from his

side. With a telescope of smaller magnifying power the

star appears elongated and of the form of an olive."

Such, then, is the earliest telescopic observation of this

planet that we have on record, and it might be interesting

to pursue Galileo's inquiries a little further, and follow his

state of mind when these " two servants " disappeared,
as was the case in his later observations, causing him to

look upon his earlier observations as phantoms or
illusions.

With us to-day the case is different, and what we see

in place of the " two servants '' is the beautiful series of
rings which girdle the planet in the region of his equator.

Huyghens it was who first announced this ring system,
and since then observations have shown many details of

great interest, both in the ring itself and on the planet's

surface.

Many are the objects of in(|uiry which lead observers
to make a stuly of the appearance of this planet. The
ring system and its varied shades, the belts girdling the
planet's surface, the dark and light spots on the belts, the
period of rotation &c., are only a few that might be
mentioned.

Recent oppositions have enabled much work to be done
in these lines, and the one just passed (April 1 1) has, we
hope, still more increased our stock of knowledge. About
the present time the planet and the brightest star in the
constellation of the \'irgin (Spica) make a fine pair in the
sky. Both are fairly bright objects, and Saturn is known
by the more golden hue with which he shines. At the
present moment .Saturn is retrograding, i.e. moving in

the westward direction, and his position about the present
time is to the north of Spica. The next stationary point
in his orbit will be reached on June 21, conjunction
occurring on October 23.

With reference to the general brightness which the
planet and his ring system exhibit at different limes,
iJr. G. Miiller' has recently made some interesting obser-
vations. The light-conditions, on account of the rings, are
referred to as very complicated. If sufficient observations
be considered, he has found that distinct changes in

brightness are apparent depending on ihc phase of the
planet, while much more apparent and naturally greater
variations are noticeable, depending on the change

" Publikaiion dei AiirophyiikiliKhcn OIn. ni Poudam," 8, No. 30,
Stock 4.
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of the plane of the ring from the line joining Saturn and
the earth. When the rings are broadest, the planet in

mean opposition shines a little brighter than Arcturus,
and when they are invisible Aklebaran may be taken as
their equal in brightness. In referring to some of the larger

light changes, such as those which occur at difi'erent times
with the planets Mars and Jupiter, the proportions here
developed do not, we are told, tell us anything. In
1S83-S5, for instance, the reduced magnitude at

opposition (o'S5) was a little brighter than that

for 18S0 (0-90), 18S0-S3 (08S), and 1SS6-8S (ogo).

Other magnitudes at opposition, eight in number,
have been derived by Sildel : thus in 1852 three values

gave the mean opposition magnitude as ri6±oo7,
the remainder (5), made from 1857-58, gave eg" ± 002.
At a later date (1862-65) Zollner from fourteen observa-
tions suggested a magnitude of 095 ; while Muller, in this

paper, after a formula of his own, obtains o'SS as the mean
oppositional magnitude.
With regard now to the period of rotation of the planet,

Herschel, in 1793, was the first who studied this question,

giving its length as loh. i6m. 04s., a value, accurate as

he stated, " to much less than two minutes either way."
Since that time several more minute discussions have

arisen, from which have resulted different values, among
which may be mentioned Prof, .'\saph Hall's period of

loh. 14m. 23'8s. ± 2'3s.

The latest important results on this question are due to

Mr. Stanley Williams,' who has taken every pains for the

determination of an accurate value, and to free the

results from any possibility of their being inlluenced by
preconceived ideas. With regard 10 the method of

observation employed, and the details of the observations

themselves, we must refer the reader to the publication

mentioned below, but a brief summary of the results may
not be out of place.

The observations were made in 1S93, and two kinds of

spots were observed: (i) dark spots upon a conspicuous
double belt in the northern hemisphere ; and (2) bright

spots in the equatorial zone.

In the case of the former, the period was obtained

from numerous spots, but eleven of them have been used

as giving well-ascertained values, a table of these figured-

showing that they can be arranged into two classes, the

means of which are loh. I4ni. 2907 and loh. 15m. 0745.
Between these values there is a difference of over half .\

minute, a quantity too large, judging from the way sets

of observations agree inter se, to be due to errors of

observation.

With the bright spots a similar result is noticed, only

here the dil'ference is not the same. Out of the five

series of deduced values, four may be coupled well

together giving a mean value of loh. 12m. 59'36s. The
fifth or outstanding value is 13 seconds shorter than this.

These different values for the periods of rotation point

out pretty distinctly that the spots that have been ob-

served are by no means fixed relatively to the ])lanel's

surface, but are endowed with a proper motion of their

own. In the case of the dark spots, the surface material

must have rotated over half a minute more i|uickh

in the same latitude upon one side of Saturn than upon

the other. Mr. Stanley Williams summarises the results

of his discussion in the following words :
—

" Between N. Kronometric latitudes 17'' and 37' the

surface material of Saturn rotated in 1S93 at the rate of

loh. 14m. 2907s. + 027s. between longitudes 45^ and
140 ,and at the rate of loh. 15111.0745. + o 56s. between
longitudes 175" and 340", whilst between longitudes 340°

and 45 there was a region in which the surface material

rotated at a rale intermediate between the above values.

" Between .N. Kronocentric latitude 6 and about 2' S.

latitude, the surface material of Saturn rotated in 1893

at the rateof loh. 12m. 59'36s. ± 0-275. between latitudes

i Monthly Soticei of R.A. Society, vol. hv. No.-5, M.irch 1:94, p 297.
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0° and 140", whilst between longitudes 140° and 360^ the
rate of rotation was rather quicker, the average period of
rotation here being well represented by . . . . loh. 12m.

4S-8S."
I The importance of such results as those stated above
v/ill help considerably to unravel the mystery surround-
ing the circulation of the envelope of this great planet,

but, for the observations to be comparable, they must be
accurate, systematically made, and extend continuously
over moderately long periods. For the years 1S91-93, Mr.
Stanley Williams points out that the acceleration in the
motion of the bright equatorial spots can be clearly

deduced from the ditferent periods of rotation.
' They are for

—

h. m. s.

1891 10 14 21'8

1892 ... 10 13 384
1893 'o '2 59"4

For the determination of the latitudes of Saturn's belts,

ihe Rev. W. Freeman has recently published a method'
which should prove useful for observers wishing to

measure kronocentric latitudes.

Recent work on Saturn has, however, been do.ie in

mother direction, Miss Klumpke having undertaken a
further investigation of the problem of the figure of a
fluid ring or a solid ring covered with liquid, in equili-

brium about Saturn. This has been previously treated
of by Laplace, and in recent times by M. Tisserand and
[Mdme. Kowalewski. Miss Klumpke has carried on
IMdme. Kowalewski's work, but includes terms of a
bigher order, showing that the main result is very little

iltcred. The second part of her thesis deals with the
,iypothetical case in which Saturn's mass is taken as zero

:

;he rings thus will be subject only to the centrifugal
'orce of its motion and mutual attraction of its particles.

A first approximation gives the cross section of the ring
us a circle, the second becomes an ellipse, and the third

;:ross section is inclined to be egg-shaped, one end
peing oval. W. J. L.

NOTES.
The New York Mathematical Society proposes to organise

H
general session, extending over several days, to be held

unnually during ihe summer vacation, at some appropriate

ilace and time. This year the session is to be held in Brooklyn,

)n August 20, 21, 22, the days immediately preceding the

session of the American Association for the Advancement of

science. The Council of the same Society has been considering

iVith great care its present organisation. One of the recom-

nendations made by it is that the name should be changed to

he American Mathematical Society.

We regret to have to announce the death of Mr. Adolph
...eipner. Professor of Botany in University College, Bristol.

Prof. I.eipner occupied the office of honorary secretary of the

Bristol Naturalists' Society from its inception in 1862, and was
elected President of the Society last year. The loss caused by
jiis death, not only to the Society, and the College he served,

but also to all those who are interested in the natural history of

he Bristol neigldjourhood, is a serious one, for he was a

Mturalist of wide experience, ever ready to place his stores

I'f knowledge at the disposal of his fellow students.

The death is announced, at an advanced age, at Marseilles, of

H. A. Derbcs, one of the pioneers in the study of the life-

listory of Alga.. His " Recherches sur les zoospores dcs Algues
t les anthcridies des Cryptogames," published in 1S47, in

:onj\mction with M. Sober, was a perfect mine of new facts

vith regard to the reproduction of Cryptogams, and formed the

J Monthly Notices, liv. No. i, Nov. 1S93.
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basis of all later observations on the same subject. For many
years M. Derbes had been prevented, by the results of an
accident, from the pursuits of botany, with the exception of the

duties of his professorial chair.

At the Annual Congress of German Naturalists and Physi-
cians, which will be held at Vienna towards the end of
September, there will be an exhibition of objects of interest in

natural history and medicine.

The Government of India are making systematic inquiry

into the efficacy of hypodermic injections of strychnine in the
treatment of snake-bite. The Punjab Government have at

their request forwarded a list of cases so treated in the province
during the past year.

At the congress of the Sanitary Institute, to be held in Liver-

pool next September, Dr. Klein, F.R. S., will act as President

of Section I.—Sanitary Science and Preventive Medicine; Dr.
T. Stevenson has accepted the presidency of Section III.

—Chemistry, Meteorology, and Geology.

An earthquake was felt in several districts of South Wales on
Wednesday, May 2. At Caerphilly, dwelling-houses were so

shaken that light articles of furniture were upset, and crockery-

ware fell to the ground. The tremor was also felt at Cardiff, a
decided vibration being experienced at about half-past twelve
in the day.

The .sum of five thousand rupees has been given by the

Maharajah of Bhownagger towards a Pasteur Institute for India.

Though the scheme has met with some opposition, the strong

committees that have been formed in various parts of India in

order to support it, leaves little doubt that the Institute will

eventually be established.

This year's conversazione of the Society of Arts will take

place on Friday evening, June 22, at the Imperial Institute.

The Institution of Electrical Engineers will hold a conver-
sazione in the galleries of the Royal Institute of Painters in

Water Colours, Piccadilly, on the evening of Thursday, May 31.

The Yorkshire Naturalists' Union will hold a meeting at

Sedbergh, for the investigation of the neighbourhood of Dow-
biggin, Lune Valley, and Uldale, on Whit-Monday, May 14.

On Thursday last a public meeting was held in I'rince's Hall,

Piccadilly, in support of the proposal to erect a memori.al to

the late Sir Andrew Clark. The Duke of Cambridge took the

chair as President of the London Hospital, and the audience

contained a large number of persons eminent in all branches of

knowledge. Mr. Gladstone testified to his late physician's high

character, referring to him as a representative of all that is best

and noblest in the medical profession. lie concluded by
moving :

—" That in recognition of the great services rendered to

the community by Sir Andrew Clark, Bart., M.D., a memorial

be established which shall perpetuate his name and his work."
This resolution was carried, and also the following, moved by
Canon Wilberforce :

— " That steps be taken to raise a sum
suflicient for the erection of a block of buildings at the London
Hospital, to bear the name of Sir Andrew Clark, which will

afford increased facilities for the relief of suffering and the ad-

vancement of medical science. " Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson,

who was one of Sir Andrew Clark's colleagues, made some
very appropriate remarks in supporting the first resolution.

Medical men did not claim for the deceased physician the dis-

coveries of a Harvey, a Jenner, or a Hunter, he said, but they

nevertheless held that he was in the highest and best sense of

the word a representative man, to whom it was the duty and
the privilege and the interest of the whole community to do
honour. Shakespeare had said "one good deed, dying
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loDgueless, slaughters a thousand," and he (Mr. Hutchinson)

took that 10 mean that an injury was inflicted on future ages if

a single good deed were allowed to die without suitable com-

memoration, and in the life of Sir Andrew Clark they had a

record which would be a trcisure for generations yet to come.

The arrangements for the sixty-second annual meeting of the

British .Medical .Association, to be held at Bristol on July 31,

August I, 2, and 3, are given in the Hrilisk Medical Journal.

The President-elect is Dr. E. Long-Fox. An address in Medicine

will be given by Prof. T. G. Stewart, one in Surgery will be

delivered by Dr. Greig Smith, and Sir Charles Cameron will

discourse on Public Medicine. The Sections and their Presidents

areas follows :—(A) Medicine, Dr. Frederick T. Roberts
; (B)

Surgery, Dr. W. Mitchell Banks
; (C) Obstetric Medicine and

Gynesecology, Prof. J. G. Swayne ; (D) Public Medicine, Prof.

W. H. Corfield ; (E) Psychology, Dr. G. F. Blandford
;
(F)

Pathology, Dr. G. Sims Woodhead ; (G) Ophthalmologv, Dr.

F. R. Cross
; (H) Laryngology and Otology, Dr. P. McBride ;

(I) Dermatology, Dr. A.J. Harrison
; (J) Diseases of Children,

Dr. W. Howship Dickinson. The Annual Museum in con-

nection with the meeting will be arranged in the following

sections : Section A.—Food and Drugs, including Prepared

Foods, Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, &c. Sec-

tion B.— Instruments, comprising Medical and Surgical In-

struments and .\ppliances. Electrical Instruments, Microscopes,

&c. Section C.— Books, including Diagrams, Charts, &c.

Section D.—Sanitary and .\mbulance .\ppliances. .Ml com-
munications on general matters connecte I with the Museum,
and all applications for space, should be addressed to Mr. John
Dacre, 14, Eaton-crescent, Clifton, Bristol, before June 20, and

a brief description of each exhibit for insertion in the Museum
Catalogue mu>t be in the hands of the respective .Secretaries

before July i.

.At the meeting of the French Meteorological Society on
April 12, M. Renou, President, made some interesting remarks

upon thunderstorms. He said that they occurred in some parts

of France every day of the year, and during six or seven months
in 1892 as many as 328 were counted. He remarked that

they were more frequent in Europe than in equatorial regions
;

at Sumatra, for instance, storms occur during the six months
of the south-east monsoon, but thunder is never heard. In

France they generally traverse a narrow tract from south-west lo

north-east, but in the hot regions of the globe, on the contrary,

the storms are nearly stationary. They are very exceptional

in Peru, occurring only once or twice in a century ; there was
one in January 1877, but none had occurred previously since

1803.

Reports of cuckoos being seen and heard long before the

usual date of the arrival of the bird are made every year.

Generally the reports cannot be relied upon, but a circumstan-
tial account by Dr. A. J. Fleming, in the Zoologist for April,

goes to lihow that he really saw a cuckoo on March 5 of this

year. The accuracy of his observations, however, is questioned
in the current number of the Journal by several naturalists, most
of whom assert that March cuckoo< do not exist. Mr. J. E.

Harting remarks:^" From numerous observations made by com.
pelcnt naturalists in different localities it appears that the usual

lime of arrival of the cuckoo in this country is between the

2«h and 27th April ; and the average date of its appearance
may be said to be on the 23rd of that month, St. George's
Day. In no instance, so far a? I am aw.ire, has the bird been
heord, or seen (by any competent observer) before the 6th of

April. ... It it surprising how few people are to be trusted,

either in the miller of eyts or eari, in regard to the cuckoo.
Miny do not know a cuckoo on the wing from a male sparrow- 1

hawk, .ind others convince themselves that they have heard this .
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bird's notes when they have been listening to a clever imitation

by some village bird-nesting boy, or to the still more deceptive

notes of a cuckoo-clock in a neighbouring cottage."

LlEVT. -Colonel Sawver re.id a paper to the Royal'

Geographical Society, at its last meeting, on the Bakhiiari

Mountains and Upper Elam, a part of Persia which his

surveys in 1S90 have made it possible to map correctly.

In the practical work of the survey he was assisted by the

Indian surveyor Imam Sharif, who subsequently accompanied

Mr. Bent's expedition to Hadramaut. The country is prac-

tically the continuation of the classical /agros mountains,

and the portion surveyed is a tract 30 miles wide between the

bordering mountain ridges, and 300 miles in length from

north-west to south-east. In the centre the mountains culniin.ite

in the mass of Kuhi-rang, 12,800 feet above the sea, whence

flow the chief rivers of Persia, the Zainderud, the Ab.i-

diz and the Karun, the upper courses of which have been

mapped correctly for the first time. This central mass not only

separates two distinct drainage areas, it divides two entirely

diflTerent ethnographical regions—the country of the Bakhtiari

lies to the east, and Upper Elam to the west. Upper Elam

is peculiarly rich in am-ient remains, few of which have yet

been examined, and many of them reach back to a very high

antiquity. The expedition, though primarily for the purpose of

surveying, did not fail to take account of more specially scientilic

matters, and although little was said about the geology of the

mountains, their flora seems to have been pretty fully studied,

as 350 sptc es of plants were collected, of which seventeen at

least were new to science. The people, who have been

described from observations on this expedition by Mrs. Bishop,

struck Colonel Sawyer as proud and warlike, and although

warped in character by their isolated habitat, they yet remain

possessed of many line characteristics, physical and mental.

The May number of the Sci<ltish Geographical Migazine

contains several interesting papers. One] on the geographical

unity of the British Empire should strictly be entitled the

economic unity, as the bond cannot without much straining

be called a geographical one. Ilerv Victor Dingclstedt gives

an account of the isolated valley of the Vicze, at the foot of

the Dent du Midi, showing how isolation and the physical

conditions of configuration, climate, and vegetation have com.

bined to keep the people in a remarkably backward and

primitive state. Mr. Stuarl-Glennie gives in very brief abstract

an outline of his travels on the border-land between Turkey

and Greece in an article on " Dodona, Olympos, and

Samothrace," which would have been more valuable if the

date of his visit had been indicated. He promises to complete

the account of the ethnography of the region in a forthcoming

work, under the title of " .\ncient Hellas."

Till'; Journal of the Tyneside Geographical Society i-*

rapidly approaching the form of a well-to-do geographical

monthly ; and although still relying lo a considerable extent

on articles reprinted from other publications, the May number

includes two original lectures, one by Mr. Clements R. Mark-
^

ham, F. R.S., on Peru, and the other by Lord Roberts, OD
|

Delhi and its siege in 1857.

The first part for 1894 of the Kicords of the Geologic

Survey of India contains a report on the Bhaganwala Coal-lii

of the Salt Range, by T. D. la Touchc. This cual-lield »

first made known in 1853 ; reports on it have appeared by l>i

Oldham (18O4) and Mr. Wynne (1878). Estimates of ii'

value have recently been published, which Dr. King, tin

Director of the Survey, believes to be greatly exaggerated

hence the present report. The coal is of Nummulilic age ; lli'

seam varies much in thickness, and is irregular in its mode oi

I
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occurrence. Estimates based on a thickness of from 3J to 5

feet, and a maximum depth of 2000 feet, give one million tons

as the probable quantity available.

The Director's iri-monthly notes in the same number of the

Records contain a full account of the gigantic landslip in Garhwal,

noticed previously in Natl're (vol. xlix. p. 438). The fall

of rock took place last September, and dammed up the valley

of the Bihri Ganga by a wall 900 feet high. The water has

steadily accumulated behind the dam, and is now daily expected

to overflow. The first rush of water will be severe, and

probably about 250 feet of the dam will be carried away ; after

that there may be a permanent lake established with a natural

outfall. An investigation of this interesting landslip is in

progress by Mr. flolland.

Dr. J. W. Gregory describes the Echinoidea of Cutch in

the " Pal^eontologica Indica" (ser. ix. vol. ii. part I, 1893). The
Echinoids are few and small ; they lived probably on sand and

in rock-pools in a somev^hat rough sea around a series of coral-

reefs. More light on the geology of the area may be expected

from the large collection of corals. The fauna seen-s to be

homotaxial with the Callovian of Europe.

A RECENT number of the Comptts Rendus contains a note by

M. E. Bouiy on the capacity of a polarised surface of mercury

and other substances. By means of the principles of thermo-

dynamics, Lippmann has shown that the polarisation capacity

of unit surface of mercury, the surface being kept constant, is

d"A
equal to - —- where A is the surface tension and ^ the counter

Ue-

electromotive force of polarisation. M. Lippmann has also

calculated the value of this expression for mercury in contact

with acidulated water, and found that, at any rate within wide

limits, the value is independent of e. On the other hand,

the author, as well as Blondlot, finds that in the case of platinum

electrodes in different electrolytes, even when the time of charge

is evanescent, the capacity increases rapidly with the increase

uf e. The author has shown that this increase does not take

place if we consider that part of the capacity which is capable

of producing a discharge current in an external circuit, and that

polarisation phenomena are in part irreversible, except fcr in-

linitely small values of the electromotive force and the time.

The experiments tnus show that, if the irreversible parts of the

phenomena are omitted, the capacity of platinum is independent

"f e, just as is the case with mercury. With platinum electrodes

and a solution of sodium nitrate the author has found values for

the capacity of a square centimetre of the electrode at tem-

peratures between 21° and 25° of from 1772 microfarads for a

solution containing two equivalents of the salt per litre to 9'32

microfarads for a solution of o'oooi equivalents per litre. In

the case of distilled water (platinum electrodes) he finds the

capacity per square centimetre to be S'27 microfarads.

I.N' a paper read at the Botanical Congress at Genoa, last year.

Prof. Saccardo calculates the number of species of plants at

present known as 173,706, distributed as follows :— Flowering

plants, 105,231 ; Kerns, 2S19 ; other Vascular Cryptogams, 565 ;

Mosses, 4609 ; llepaticae, 3041 ; Lichens, 5600 ; Fungi, 39,603 ;

AlgK, 12,178. Prof. Saccardo thinks it probable that the total

number of existing species of Fungi may amount to 250,000,

and of all other plants to 135,000.

A sir of simple and instructive heat experiments, illustrat-

ing the laws of expansion, radiation, and convection, are de-

scribed by Dr. V. Dvor;ik in the Zeilsckii/lfur Physitalisclien

UnlcrriclU. To show the expansion of a solid by heat, a brass

wire, l*5m. long, is suspended horizontally by two clamps. A
weight of about 5 gr. is suspended at the middle of the wire,
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and a small wooden block is placed below it. The expansion

produced by passing a lighted match along the wire produces a

perceptible lowering of the weight. To prove that emissive

power is proportional to the power of absorbing radiant beat.

Dr. Dvor.-ik constructs a special thermo-couple, consisting of a

disc of thin German silver, to the back of which a thin steel

wire is soldered. Both are connected with a delicate galvano-

meter. When the disc is lamp-blacked and exposed to radiation,

a larger deflection is obtained than after the lamp-black has been

wiped oflf. A still largerdeflection is obtained when the lamp-black

is moistened with olive oil. .\ comparison of these indications

with the deflections obtained from the radiation of a Leslie cube

with the corresponding surfaces proves the law referred to. To
exhibit the phenomenon of latent heat, a plate of copper foil

mounted on a wooden ring is soldered to a German silver

wire, and both copper and wire are provided with binding

screws, and connected with a galvanometer. By depressing the

1
copper foil into the ring a shallow dish is obtained, in which

{

liquids may be evaporated. The galvanometer shows the loss

j

of heat attending evaporation, the amount of latent heat differ-

ing with the liquid used. Convection currents in air and water

j

are, according to Dr. Dvorak, well shown by introducing the

liquid or gas between a screen and a point of light. The latter

may be produced by placing a screen with a small hole at the

principal focus of a lens receiving the sun's rays. A Bunsen

burner with a small flame, a glowing match, water containing

a wire heated by an electric current, or water cooled by a frag-

ment of ice or salt at the surface, show beautiful ascending or

descending clouds on the screen.

We welcome the May number of "The Country Month by

Month," by Mrs. J. A. Owen and Prof. Boulger. What has

been said of previous issues applies to this. The book is a

chatty and bright companion for country rambles.

Prof. W^ R. Fisher wishes us to state that he was not

present at the evening meeting of the Essex Field Club at

Chingford, reported in our last issue Jp. 12}.

The quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, No. 198,

which has just been published, contains, in addition to the

papers read before the Society from November 1893 to February

1894, inclusive, the anniversary address of the President, " On
some Recent W'ork of the Geological Society," part ii. The

Joitrnal reaches its jubilee this year, and a suitable index to the

contents is being prepared to commemorate the occurrence.

Messrs. Hachette and Co., of Paris, have begun to

publish, in parts, a work by M. Maspero, entitled " l.'Histoire

Ancienne des Peuples de I'Orient." .Maspero's book, published

under the same title nearly twenty years ago, has become

classical. That of which the publication has just been com-

menced, however, will only be like its predecessor in name and

general outline ; for the text will be new, and it is to be richly

illustrated. It will be divided into three volumes, issued in about

150 separate parts of sixteen pages each. Oriental history will

be scientifically treated, and the work will appeal to all

who are interested in the discoveries that have been made

in Egypt, .Vssyria, Chaldea, and Asia Minor during the last

thirty years.

The March number of Modern Medicine and Baclcriological

I Revieii.' contains a reminiscence of Sir Andrew Clark from the

pen of Miss Frances E. Willard. The little article is not only

interesting but useful, containing an exact account of general

and most simple instructions recommended by Sir Andrew

Clark for the maintenance of health, which admit of wide

application. Amongst the bacteriological notes, we find a
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reference to a paper by E. Fraenkel, published in the Deutsche

MedicinUche Wi>chenschrijt, on the treatment of fidy-seven

cases of typhoid fever by injection of a steiilised culture of

typhoid bacilli. Fraenkel slates that the results obtainable by

this method of treatment are superior to those of any other

method which has been previously employed. The earlier the

treatment commences the more successful are the results

obtained. The injections are said to be perfectly harmless

when made into the muscle, but cause much pain when

introduced subcutaneously. Dr. Kellogg contributes an article

on the "Relation of Modern Physiological Chemistry to

Vegetarianism, " which is to be continued. The other longer

papers are chiefly of medical interest.

The explosive halogen compounds ofnitrogen form the subject

of a memoir contributed to the current number of the Bcrichlc

by Dr. Seliwanow, of St. Petersburg. Pure trichloride of

nitrogen, NCI3, was prepared for the first time in a state of

purity in the year 1888, by Dr. Gattermann, in Prof Victor

Meyer's laboratory at Guttingen. It was shown to be an oily

liquid of so unstable a character that strong sunlight, or the light

waves emanating from a powerful artificial source such as burn-

ing magnesium, instantly provoke its extremely violent explosive

decomposition. By working in a dull light, however, Dr.

Gattermann succeeded in weighing a quantity of the liquid and

analysing it. He showed, moreover, that the crude liquid sub-

stance obtained by the action of chlorine on ammonium chloride

is a mixture of two or perhaps three different chlorides of nitro-

gen, and that the pure trichloride is only to be obtained by

subjecting this product, after remov.il of all sal-ammoniac by

washing and subsequently draining from water, to the action of

a rapid stream of chlorine. Iodide of nitrogen has frequently

formed the subject of investigation, and last year Dr. .Szuhay, of

Buda-Peslh, showed that the substance obtained by adding excess

of ammonia to a solution of iodine in potassium iodide consist-;

largely of the compound, NHL. The existence of an iodide

containing hydrogen had previously been indicated by Dr. Glad-

stone and -M. liineau, but it appears probable that in presence of

excess of iodine, the tri-iodide NI3 is also produced in large

<]aantity. That halogen compounds of nitrogen containing

likewise hydrogen are capable of existence would appear, there-

fore, to be fully proved by the work of Drs. Gattermann and

.Szuhay, and the latter chemist actually succeeded in preparing

a silver derivative NAglj, a substance as explosive as the iodide

of nitrogen itself. Dr. Seliwanow now brings forward evidence

to show that the formation of chloride or iodide of nitrogen by

the action of the halogens upon ammonia occurs in two stages,

hypochlorous or hypoiodous acid being first pro<luced. When
a dilute instead of a concentrated solution of iodine is employed,

no separation of iodide of nitrogen occurs, and the solution is

found to contain both ammonium iodide and hypo-iodous

acid HOI ; the latter is readily detected by means of a reaction

with potassium iodide in which iodine is libcr.itcd, which Dr.

Seliwanow has recently discovered during the course of his

work on certain organic derivatives of this acid. Upon in-

creasing the strength of the solution of iodine, iodide of nitrogen

at length commences to be deposited, and this is found to occur

at the expense of the hypo-io<lous .icid. Hence iodide of nitro-

gen appears to be formed directly by the action of ammonia

upon the unstable hypo-iodous acid produced in the first stage

of the reaction. A similar explanation is also shown to hold

with respect to the formation of chloride of nitrogen. It is

interesting to observe that Dr. Seliwanow actually proves the

existence of hypo-iodous acid in a solution of ammonia, a fact

which may perhaps be accounted for by the recent remarkable

discovery of Prof Victor Meyer that this so-called acid is rcilly

endowed with basic properties. When it docs react with am-
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monia, the chief product, as above shosvn, is iodide of nitrogen.

The two equations for the formation of the latter are formulated

by Dr. Seliwanow as follows :

—

NH3-l-Ij-m20 = NH4l-l-HOI.

NH3-f3HOI = Nl3-lsH;0.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during

the past week include a De Filippi's Meadow Starling

{Sturnella dc filifpi) from La Plata, presented by Sir Harry

B. Lumsden, C.B. ; two Common Peafowls {Pavo

cristaliis, 9 9 ) from India, presented by Mr. Richard Hunter
;

a Chicken Snake (Coluber quadrivilltilus) from Florida,

U.S A., presented by Master James W. Philips; a Common
Boa (/)oa constrictor), two Tree Boas (Ccra//«( hortiilanus), a

Thick-necked Tree Boa {Epicrates cenchris), a Carinated Snake

[Hcrpelodryas caritiatus) from Trinidad, presented by Messrs.

Mole and Urich ; a Ring-hals Snake {Scf'edoit hicmachates),

two Cape Vipers (Causus rhomlieatus) from South .\frica,

presented by Mr. J. E. Matcham ; a Jaguar (Felis onca, <J

)

from South America, two Plumed Ground Doves (Geopclia

plumifera), two White Storks (Cicoiiia a//>a), two Vivacious

Snakes {Tachymenis vivax), two Four-lined Snakes (Colubet

ijucuiriUiieatus), four Green Lizards (J.acerta viridis) European,

four Dark Green Snakes (Zamcnis atrot'irois), two Glass

Snakes (Fseudopus pallasi) from Dalmatia, purchased ; two

Senegal Touracons (Corythaix persa) from West Africa,

received in exchange; two Barbary Wild Sheep {Ovi>

tragelaphus, 9 9 ) born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOAflCAL COLUMN.
The Moon's Apparent Diameter.— A recent number of

Cicl el Terre (April 2) contains an article on the moon's angular

diameter, by M. P. Stroobant, of which a translation, with

copious notes, appears in the Ol'serialory for May. The
i methods employed in the determination of the apparent diameter

of oursalellile are (l) micrometer measures, (2) meridian passages,

(3) heliometer measures, {4) photography, (5) occultation of stars

by the moon, (6) eclipses. A comp.irison of the principal results

obtained during the present century by these various methods
indicates that occultalions give the most accordant values, and

M. Stroobant remarks that the method of occiill.itlon is thi

only one in which the apparent diameter of the moon is nm
augmented by physical or physiological causes. .Vccurak

observations of occullations indicate that the lunar diameter lia-

a value lying between 31' 5" and 31' 6', but M. Stroobant urges

that this approximation is not suflicienl. He concludes by say-

ing :
—"The application of photography to the determination of

the exact instant of disappearance or of reappearance of a star

would permil, without doul)l, the attainment of great i)recision,

especially when these phenomena occur .it the dark limb of the

moon, or during eclipses, when a number of small stars can be

observed. . . . About every nineteen years the moon passes

over the Pleiades in conditions mure or less advantageous for

observation ; this phenomenon will occur next year. Might not

the occasion be profitably used in securing a number of photo-

graphs at various observations ? If these are sufficiently separ-

ated from one another, it would be possible to deduce a new
value for the parallax nf the moon."

Gale's Comet.—This comet, for which we gave .in

ephemeris last week, is now very favourably placed for

observation in the northern hemisphere. Its track lies from a

point near f Hydrx (May 7) to near (,* Leonis (May 15). From
.South Kensington we have received the following report :

— "The
comet has been clearly visililc to the naked eye for some days

past, and when viewed with an opcr.i glass is quite a conspicuous

object. Observed with the telescope it appears as a large

slij;hlly elongated nebulous mass with a central condensation,

but with no obvious tail. I'hc spectrum of the comet was

I

observed by Mr. Fowler on May 7, and was seen to consist of

the three carbon bands which have so frequently been recorded

in other comets. The bands were found to be coincident with

the corresponding bands seen in the spectrum of the blue base
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of a candle flame, at approximate wave-lengths 4736, 5165, and

5635. There was also a fairly bright continuous spectrum from
the nucleus."

Dknning's Comet.—M. L. Schulhof {Astr. Nac/i. 3227)
has computed an elliptic orbit for the comet found by .Mr.

Denning on March 26, as the parabolic elements previously de-

termined did not satisfy the observations The period of the

'Comet appears to be 6745 years. According to the criterion

published by M. Tisserand some time ago, the comet is

identical with either Grischow's comet {1743 I.) or Blanpain's

•(1819 IV.), or it may be with both, for the identity of these two
objects is admitted by some astronomers. .M. Schulhof points

•out that it is desirable that Denning's comet, which is fading
.rapidly, should be followed so long as possible with large tele-

scopes. Periodic comets can only throw light upon some
obscure points in celestial mechanics and cosmogony when they
have been observed during several apparitions. An ephemeris
extending to .May 15 will be found in Nature, vol. xlix.

p. 586.

Stars having Peculiar Spectr.a.—In Aslronomische
JfachrUhlen, No. 3227, .Mrs. Fleming gives a list of five faint

objects having spectra of Type V., that is. of bright lines, dis-

covered from an examination of photographs of stellar spectra,

taken at the Peruvian Station of the Harvard College Observa-
tory, under the direction of Prof. S. J. Bailey. This brings the
list of bright-line stars up to sixty. Two new nebulas have also

been found by means of the photographs of their spectra. The
|X)sitions and descriptions of the objects are staled as follows :

—

R.A. 1900.
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naiurally nit •>« so continuou-i as in the case oT an establishment
devoted entirely to ihe production of steel castings. It may be
stated that the price of sieel as it stands in the ladle is given as

4s. 6d. t)er cwt., whilst the cos" of a complete installation of
moderate siz' would be aHout ;£^35O0. In calculating the cost

of the steel in the ladle, the author appears to leave out Ihe

fixed expenses. It is doubtless a tempting thing to the managers
of engineering workshons to have their own steel foundry,

especially as it is ofien difficult to obtain castings with prompt-
ness and punctuality, the aHvantage of producing all pans
required at home, and thus having control of delivery, is apparent.
It is very easy, however, to carry this principle too lar. The
time of a works manager is limited, and without the master's
eye there is likely to be much leakage in a department. Manu-
facturing establishments may be tooselfcontained, and there are
many unfortunate instances of works producing everything
required, excepting dividends.

A short discussion followed the reading of this paper, those who
spoke being altogether favourable to the process. Unfortunately
the large number of papers that were on the list made the President
fearful that the whole programme would not he carried through
in the two days, and he therefore closed this first discussion very
abruptly. Had he not done so we believe that the discussion
would not have been throughout of so flattering a description.
The next paper read was a contribution by Mr. Jeremiah

Head, entitled " Scandinavia as a Source of Iron Ore Supply."
Mr. Head has recently made a tour through Norway and Sweden,
going toihe extrsmcnorthof the Scandinavian Peninsula, and in

his paper he discussed the iron-producing capabilities of these
countries, of which he appears to take a somewhat sanguine
view. He pointed out that in the case of export duly being
placed on iron ore by the Spanish Government, the steel

makers of this country might be put in an awkward position,

depending as they did so largely on Bilbao ore. Some of the
experienced sleel makers present, however, by no means agreed
with Mr. Head in his estimate of the value of Scandinavian
ore. It would appear that until a railway is constructed to the
Norwegian coast, which, unlike the Haltic, is free from ice at

all times of Ihe year, there is not much prospect of a continuous
supply of ore being obtained Irom northern Scandinavia. The
objection that for half a year there is almost continu.il night in

this district, was, Mr. Head said, an im.iginary one, the fact

being that the Scandinavians carry on their business all through
the year without trouble. The brilliant moonlight, the
Northern Lights, and the twilight that exists, aided by the
reflection from the snow-covered country, enables work to be
transacted. Mr. Head's paper contained a great deal of useful
information on the subject, analyses of the ores being given, and
figures as to the cost, &c.
On the second day of the meeting the proceedings were

opened with a paper by Mr. William Ilawdon, on "The
Capacity and Form of Blast Furnace>." The author com-
menced with some interesting figures on the increase in capacity
of blast furnaces ; in Cleveland durin; recent years the content
has risen from about 6,000 cubic feet to as much as 30,000 cubic
feet, with the result of increased economy and larger output.
In discussing the proportions of furnaces, he pointed out that
the crucible or well of the furnace, that is the part immediately
above the hearth, has its diameter governed by two considera-
tions : if it be too larj;e, a pillar of perfectly cold material may
be formed in the centre of the massol ore, fuel, &c., contained in
the furnace ; whilst if the diameter were 100 small, there would
not be .sufficient space to give the required volume for combus-
tion in order to obtain a given output. 'Ihe melting zone above
the crucible must also be designed so as to allow an easy pene-
tration of the blast through Ihe materials. When air is blown
into a furnace it has to be expanded by the expenditure of heal,
but if air be introduced at a high temperature and already in an
expanded stale, a mnre rapid combustion is obtained «ilh a
aving of fuel in the furnace. In the case of cold blast being
used, inlcnsily of combustion does not spread over a large space,
and therefore a smaller well suffices. High temperature of
blast require* a larger area in ihe neighbourhood of the tuyeres,
through which it is admitted, ll is necessary that the furnace
materials should come down from the upper reaches thoroughly
heated and reduced, and in as level a manner ,as possible over
the entile area. In order Io obtain capacity and to support the
material, and also to prevent loo dense packing near the tuyeres
at (be lone of fusion, the blast furnace is made with boshes

;

thai 15 to say, the interior space enlarges suddenly, Ihc walls
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taking a slope of 60" to 80", the angle of repose for diy
materials being about 45°. But when the minerals become
plastic, the angle of the bosh requires to be more steep. Above
the slope of the boshes there is the maximum diameter of the

barrel of the furnace. When, owing to ihe relative sizes of the

wall and the barrel the bosh occupies a large vertical space,

thus retiring a long way hack, the materials at the sides are loo

far removed from the ascending current of gas, and will come
down in a |ierfecily raw stale. The author gave an amusing
example of this error in furnace construction. In one case,

after a few months' working it was discovered that some wooden
sleepers that were originally placed in Io light up the furnace,

had not been consumed, and were in fact found only charred on
the surface, re>ling near the top of the bosh of ihe furnace. Id

order loget overlhe somewhat conflicting conditions we have here

referredto, Mr. Hawdon and his friend Mr. Ilowson had designed

a furnace of comparatively narrow dimensions, but enlarged at

the upper part, thus giving, as it were, a second bosh. In this

way in the higher region where the charge is in a dry and porous

slate and not subject to extreme pressure, capacity is obtained,

whilst Ihe direct weight upon the lower porlions ol ihe materials

is reduced. With a furnace of this nature, which has been in

work some short time at the Newport Iron Works, the author

obtained in smelling hematite a fuel econoiry of 15 cwts. of

fixed carbon per ton of iron, the weekly output being 932 tons,

the ore being 50 per cent. One great advantage in the use of

this form of furnace would appear to be regularity of the pro-

duct, freedom being obtained from that uncertain recurrence of

white iron which is so often a trouble to Ihe blast furnace

manager. It should be remembered that the furnace h.id not

been in work for any considerable time, and new furnaces nearly

always work better than when they have betn in blast a few

years. On the whole, however, it would seem that Mr. Hawdon
has made out a very good case for his new firm of furnace, and
indeed the promises are so good that doubtless many more will

be erected on these lines.

The remaining paper read at Ihe meeting was by Prof. J. O.
Arnold, of ShelTieKl, and was entitled "The Physical Influence

of Elements on Iron." We approach this paper with despair.

In the first place, it was one of extreme length and is full of

facts from cover to cover. In the second place, the discussion

which followed its reading was of such a nature ihat many of

the speeches which had been prepared beforehand, and were
read by their authors, were really of the nature of papers in

themselves. Indeed one speaker, Mr. Iladfield, of Sheffield,

had prepared a paper of some length which had been called

forth by Mr. Ainold's monograph, and extracts from ihis were

read by the author during the discussion. M. Osmond, Prof.

Roberts-Austen, Sir Lothian Hell, and Mr. Gowland had
also prepared what in effect were scpaiale monographs
on the subject ; whilst Mr. Sle.id, of Middlesbotough,

spoke at considerable length. In addition Io these there

were several other speakers. We could not abstract Prof.

Arnold's paper in anything approaching the space we have at

our disposal here, important and interesting as the subject is ;

and even could we do so, it would be hardly fair to those who
look opposite views to him, as we cannot reproduce their argu-

ments. Under these ciicumslances we must content ourselves with

giving the very briefest idea of the subject, referring our readers

to Ihe 7 ransaclwin oi the Institute for lull information, ll will

be remembered that at a meeting of Ihc Insiitute of Mechanical

lingineers. Prof. Arnold made a very strong ati.ack upon
Ihe report presented by Prof Koberls-Austen as chairman ol the

Alloys Research Committee of that Insliiution. Prof. Koberls-

Auslen in his report adopted ihe theories brought forward by

M. Osmond in regard 10 ihe critical points, or evoUuions of

heal during the cooling of mild steel, (loin a temperature "f

l<X)0" C. These critical points were :— firstly, the sligh

evolution of heal at 850" C. This point is known as .\i

Secondly, a faint disengagement of heat at atxiut 750' C, lli'

point Arj, the third point Ar,, is at about 650 ; the latter 1

almost absent in very mild steel, but becomes highly accentuated

In steels high in carbon, and was therefore due to a combination

of iron and carbon to form the definite carbide I'e, C. M.

Osmimd maintained, what I'rof. Arnold designated the "start-

ling theory," thai the poinl Ar, marked Ihc vital change of ihc

passage into ordinary soft iron of an allolropic modification of

iron (existing at temperatures above the ciilical point) of ada-

mantine hardness. This allolropic form M. Osmond named

5 iron Io distinguish it from o or soft iron. He fuither staled
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that the hardness conferred upon tool steel when plunged at a

good red heat into cold water was due, not to carbon, but to the

presence of 8 iron, rendered stable at low temperatures on being

suddenly chilled in the presence of carbon, the last-named ele-

ment, as such, possessing a comparatively insignificant harden-

ing influence. M. Osmond also said that an investigation made
on a series of alloys had verified Prof Roberts-Austen's law that

the influence of elements on iron is in accordance with the

periodic law. These, briefly, are the points on which Prof
Arnold joined issue ; and in order to support his contention,

he has made a vast number of experiments which he claims, if

we understood him correctly, entirely upset the theories of M.
Osmond and Prof. Roberts-Austen.

The paper by Mr. Iladfield, to which we have referred, is

entitled "The Results of Meat Treatment on Manganese .Steel

and their Bearing upon Carbon Steel." Mr. Hadfield's

connection with that remarkable alloy of iron known as

manganese steel is well known, and the great difliculty with

which it is magnetised renders it especially interesting in

connection with this subject. During the discussion Mr.
Hadfield showed that manganese steel may be m.ade magnetic

;

in fact he produced a bar which was distinctly at^'ected by the

magnet at one end, whilst at the other end there were no
magnetic properties. We must, however, refer our readers to

the Transactions for the many interesting details contained in

this paper. The meeting terminated with the usual votes of
thanks.

The summer meeting this year will be held in Belgium,
commencing on Monday, the 20th August, when members will

assemble in Brussels. The meeting will extend until the

following Friday, so as to give members an opportunity to

travel home on the Saturday.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S CONVERSAZIONE.
'T'HE first (or gentlemen's) soiree of the Royal Society took

place on the evening of May 2, in the Society's rooms at

Burlington House. There were numerous exhibits, and it will

be seen from the following summary that most branches of

science contributed evidences of progress.

Prof Hunter Stewart and Mr. Henry Cunynghame exhibited
apparatus for micro-photography.

Experiments in persistence of vision were shown by Mr. Eric

S. Bruce.

Mr. J. Theodore Bent exhibited antiquities and anthropo-
logical objects from the Hadramoot, Southern Arabia.
Two models of the South Lodge Camp, Rushmore Park,

Wiltshire, an entrenchment of the Bronze age, before and after

excavation, with the relics therefrom, were shown by General
Pitt-Rivers ; and also two models of the Handley Hill entrench-

ment before and after excavation, on the same scale as the South
Lodge Camp, with the relics therefrom.

New Dicynodont reptiles from South Africa were exhibited by
Prof IL G. Seeley ; and a skull of Deuterosaurus.
Mr. Richard Kerr showed an ovate palaeolithic implement

and two molar teeth of Rhinoceros lichorhiniis, found by him
in brick-earth at St. John'sroad, Radnor Park, Folkestone, in

August 1S93.

Chemistry was represented by Dr. J. H. Gladstone's exhibit

of early specimens of partly soluble cotton xyloidin, and of

Austrian gun-cotton for military purposes. In 1S47 the ex-

hibitor prepared xyloidin from starch and from cotton. His
specimens have all spontaneously decomposed, except those

shown, which are mixtures of the soluble cotton xyloidin

and ordinary gun-cotton.
Some maps and plans which accompany the Report on

Nile Reservoirs, recently published by the Egyptian Government,
were exhibited by Prof J. Norman Lockyer.

Mr. J. Wimshurst exhibited models showing an improved
method of communication between shore stations and light-ships,

or other like purposes.

Mr. k. E. Crompton showed an electrically healed altar

and electiically heated soldering bits for soldering and brazing
;

and a potentiometer, to measure electromotive forces, from
0001 to 1500 volts, correctly to 1 2000 ; and Sir David
Salomons showed some new phenomena in " vacuum lubes."

Mr. Owen Glynne Jones ^exhibited his absolute and relative

viscosimeters.
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Prof. Roberts-Austen's exhibit comprised an ink-recording

pyrometer, consisting of a thermo-junction of platinum and
platinum iridium attached to a dead b^at galvanometer, and a

series of pyrometric curves obtained by photographic recorders in

different iron works, and showing the temperature of the hot

blast used in smelting iron.

Mr. A. E. Tutton exhibited an instrument of precision for

producing monochromatic light of any desired wave-length, and
an instrument for grinding section-plates and prisms of crystals

of artificial preparations accurately in the desired directions,

(lioth these instruments are described in Nature, vol. xlit.

Dr. Karl Grossmann and Mr. J. Lomas exhibited crystals of

ice (hexagonal hopper) and photographs.

Dr. Karl Grossmann showed some specimens of Obsidian

from Iceland. The specimens were brought by the exhibitor

from the Hrafntinnuhryggur in Iceland (N. E.) The large

specimen showed conchoiJal fracture, evidently produced on

falling from a cliff. Ttie smaller specimen shows floia

structure.

A twin-elliptic pendulum and pendulum figures were ex-

hibited by Mr. Joseph Goold ; and a glass model, showing a

method of transmitting force by spheres or discs, by Mr.
Killingworth Hedges.

.\n exhibit which attracted much attention was M. Moissan's

electric furnace, and specimens of chemical elements obtained

by means of it : vanadium, chromium, molybdenum, tungsten,

uranium. The furnace consists of a parallelepiped of limestone,

havmg a cavity of similar shape cut in it. "This civity holds a

small crucible, composed of a mixture of carbon and magnesia.

The electrodes are made of hard carbon, and pass through holes

cut on either side of the furnace, meeting within the cavity.

For the purpose of certain experiments a carbon tube was fixed

in the furnace at right angles to the electrodes, and so arranged

as to be 10 mm. below the arc, and about the .•^ame distance

from the bottom of the cavity. This tube contains the material

to be heated, and by inclining it at an angle of about 30' the

furnace may be made to work continuously, the material being

introduced at one end of the tube and drawn off at the other. A
temperature of about 3500' C. is produced. The metals are re-

duced by heating a mixture of their oxides with finely divided

carbon, and for this purpose a current of about 600 amperes and

60 volts is employed. M. Moissan has not only succeeded in

reducing the most refractory metali, but has fused and volatilised

both lime and magnesia. Nearly all the metals, including iron,

manganese, and copper, have also been vapourised, whilst by

fusing iron with an excess of carbon, and then quickly cooling

the vessel containing the solution of carbon in molten iron by

suddenly plunging it into cold water, or better into a bath of

molten lead, he has been successful in producing small colour-

less crystals of carbon, identical in their properties with natural

diamonds.

A new harmonic analyser was exhibited by Prof. Henrici.

This analyser differs from that shown last year by an im-

proved integrating apparatus. The maker, Herr G. Coradi, of

Ziirich, has introduced a glass-sphere, whereby all slipping has

been avoided, and greater compactness has been obtained.

The instrument exhibited gives only one term (two coefficients)

in Fourier's expansion at a time, but on going six times over

the curve to be analysed as many terms can be obtained.

There is no difficulty in introducing more integrators in the

same instrument, and one has been made which gives five terms

on going once over the curve, and ten in going twice over it.

Callendar and Griffiths' long distance direct-reading electrical

thermometers and pyrometers were shown by Mr. E. II.

Griffiths ; and a torsional ergometer or work-measuiing machine,

used in connection with a mechanical integrator and as an

electrical governor, by the Rev. F. J. Smith.

Mr. Henry Wilde showed his magnelarium for reproducing

the phenomena of terrestrial magnetism and the secular changes

in its horizontal and vertical components, and a magnetometer

for showing the influence of temperature on the magnetisation

of iron and other mignetic substances.

Polyphase electric currents were illustrated by Prof. Silvanus

P. Thompson, with models and experiments.

The Marine Biological Association contributed living pelagic

larvii;, tVc, from I'lymouth, examples of the echinoderm fauna

of Plymouth, and a hybrid between brill and turbot.

Mr. Henry A. Fleuss showed a mechanical pump for the

rapid production of very high vacua, and vacuum tubes ex-
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haunted by it : and Mr. H. N. Dickson his charts and sections

showing the temperature of the water in the northern and

western parts of the North Sea and the Faroe- Shetland Channel

at all dejiths, August 1893.
Dr. H. R. Mill and Mr. Edward Heawood exhibited bathy-

metrical maps of Windermere, I'llswater, Coniston Water,

Derwentwa'.er and Bassenthwaite, Buttermere and Crummock,
Ennerdale Water, Wastwater and Haweswater. Contour lines

at each 25'feet of depth beneath the surface were shown, and the

configuration of the basins was thus for the first time accurately

delineated.

Prof. J. Norman Lockyer exhibited photographs of stellar

spectra taken with a 6-inch objective prism of 45', and photo-

graphs of the great sun-spot of February 1894, taken at Dehra
Dun.

Living larvse influenced by the colours of their surroundings

were exhibited by Prof. E. B. Poulton ; and microscopic slides

illustrating the behaviour of the nucleus during spore formation

in the hepatica-, by Prof. 1. B. Farmer.
Photographs of diffraction and allied phenomena were ex-

hibited by Nfr. W. B. Croft. The photographs showed Newton's
rings, reflected and transmitted ; Grimaldi's fringes ; Fresnel's

interference from a bi-prism ; Arago's shifting of bands to-

wards the denser medium ; Talbot's bands. The shadows of

needles, wire gauze, perforated zinc, a screen with circular

holes, opaque circular screens with Arago's bright centre. A
comparison of the diffraction of Fresnel with that of Fraun-
hofer and Schwerd ; the diflfracting ob'ect consists of groups of
small circles of light. Uniaxal and biaxal crystals ; conical

refraction.

Specimens demonstrating some phenomena of chemiotaxis in

inflammation were exhibited by Mr. W. B. Hardy and Dr.
A. A. Kanthack.

Prof. Marshall Ward showed apparatus employed for

observing and measuring the growth of bacteria, fungi, and
other micro-organisms under diflferent conditions under the
microscope. The essential feature is the culture-cell. It has a

quartz floor, and is capable of holding large quantities of water,
and thus while letting the light-rays pass does not rapidly vary
in temperature. By the side of the culture-cell containing the
hanging-drop in which is the organism under observation, is an
exactly similar cell, but with a small thermometer in it, the
blackened bulb of which is in the cell, andigives the temperature
inside the latter. The rest of the apparatus consists in the
measuring eyepiece ; the screens of coloured glass, various
liquids, &c., for growth indifTcrent kinds of light ; and a warm
chamber in which the whole microscope can be enclosed and
kept at known temperature.
A demonstration of the trails of Oscillatorise formed the

exhibit of Mr. J. G. Grenfell.

Prof. E. Waymouth Reid exhibited microscopic specimens
illustrative of the process of secretion in the skin of the eel.
The chief point of general interest in the process is the peculiar
manner in which the surface of the skin is cast off when the
animal is stimulated.

Prof. G. B. Howes exhibited eggs and young of Ceratodus
Fot ileri, and a male of Ltpidoiirtn paradoxa.

Mr. E. J. .Mien showed nerve elements from the ganglia of
lobster embryos ; and Dr D. Sharp a collection of while ants
Termitida).

A specimen and drawing of the South American mud-fish,
Ltfidosirin paradoxa, was exhibited by Prof. E. Ray Lankcsler.
See Nature, vol. xlix p. 555.)

_
Dr. Alexander Muirhead exhibited a new form of Lord

Kelvin's siphon recorder, Muirhead's artificial cable, and Muir-
head s automatic curb transmitter. Lord Kelvin's siphon
rcc rilcr and Muirhead's automatic curb transmitter were shown
in ..[cration in connection with an artificial cable of the same
c.ip.icily and conductor resistance as the .Vll.inlic cable, which
is to be laid next July by the Anglo-American Telegraph Com-
pany. Capaciiy of artificial cable 800 microfarads ; resistance
of conductor 3350 It. .\. units.

T'cmonstrations l.y meant of the electric lantern took place
during the evening, I>r. D. H. Scott showing photographs
from sections in Dr. W C. Williamson's collection, illu.strat-

ing the microscopic structure of fossil plants from the coal-
meaiares. The lantern was also used by Prof. K. B.
Poallon, who exhibited illustrations of recent work upon
the influence of environment upon the colours of certain
Lepidopterous larv.T. Variously coloured twigs and shoots,
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such as occur in nature, have been .shown to influence the

appearance of many twig-like larvas in such a manner as to con-

ceal them. Duiingthe summer of 1893 certain larvae of two
species (Gastrnpacha quercifolia and Otontoptera bidcntatd^

were surrounded, during their growth, with lichen-covered

twigs. Larvx thus treated developed lichen-like marks upon
the bod).

THE RELA TIVE SENSITIVITY OF MEN AND
WOMEN AT THE NAPE OF THE NECK
(BV WEBER'S TEST).

'T'HE difference in the sensitivity of the two sexes has been
discussed often and from various points of view, but still,

as it would seem, upon insufficient data. More observations

being wanted, I submit the following, partly for such

value as they have in themselves, parily to show an easy

method of observation which others may pursue with advan-

tage, and partly as a good illustration of the method of per-

centiles, or centiles.

The test employed is one of a familiar kind, made with the

pnints of a pair of compasses, and usually associated with the

name of Weber. If one person becomes just conscious of the

doubleness of the pricks when the distance between the points

is a, and another person does so when the interval is i>, then

the ratio of a to i> may fairly be taken to express the relative

obtuseness of the two persons, so far as concerns the form of

sensitivity tested, and the inverse ratio of /' to a to represent

its relative delicacy. The particular test used was one
that has three especial merits : it requires no minuteness of

measurement, no uncovering, and the person tested is unable

to see the operation. It consists in pressing the points of the

compasses against the nape of the neck .ind across the line of

the spine, while the experimenlee sits with his or her head
bowed forward. The just-perceptible interval at the nape of

the neck averages as much as half an inch or thereabouts,

while its variation in different persons is large. Consequently

there is no need for extreme delicacy of measurement, neither

does the varying thickness of cuticle caused by various degrees of

usage, interfere materially with the results, as it does when like

experiments are made, as is usual, on the finger-tips. The
varying delicacy of perception due to difl'ering amounts of

practice is here entirely eliminated, because all persons are

equally unpractised, no one occupying himself or herself in

attempts to discriminate between two simultaneous pressures

on the nape of his or her neck, while everybody has life-long

practice in discriminating roughnesses, thi ugh in various and
unascertainable degrees, with his or her fingertips. There are

parts of the body, such as the back, which are still less dis-

criminative than the nape of the neck, but there is no other

equally suitable part that is so get-at-able, in respect to the

the ordinary dress of man or woman Lastly, the attitude of

the person who is being tested, entirely precludes him from
watching the operator, and guessing Irom the hands or move-
ments ofthe latter, whether he is applying two points, or only

one, at the moment when he asks what is (elt. The observations

were all made by .Sergeant Randall, who superintends my
laboratory ; he employed the two points of a Flower's ciani-

ometcr, which was handy for use, as it was wanted to make
other measurements of the same persons. The observations

were carried on for some months, until a suflicient number had
accumulated lo justify discussion. Stature was included among
them, but, failing on examination to trace any notable relation

between stature and the just-perceptible interval on the nape of

the neck, I have disregarded stature altogether in the following

summary, and age too, so far that the person tested was often

not fully grown.
The observations made on males and females, reipectively,

arc summarised in the first and third lines of Table I. Their
sums, reckoned in each case from the beginning of the series,

are entered in lines 2 and 4, while the percentages of those

sums are given in lines 3 and 6, but .solely for the purpose of

graphic projection in the form of dots, in Fig. I. Those dots

are joined by straight lines, forming traces for the males and
females respectively. The lengths ofthe ordinates to the traces,

which are drawn at the lOlh, 20ih, &c. divisions of the b.ise,

are the loth, 20lh, &:c. percentiles, or centiles; or, in still

briefer language, the Isl, 2nd, &c. "deciles." Their values,

obtained by simple interpolation from the entries in lines>
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land 2 of Table I., are entered in Fig. I. Thus 13S milli-

metres is the just-perceptible interval of the median man, and

1 1 8 that of the median female. In one sense, but only in an

imperfect one, the relative sensitivity of the two sexes is given

by these figures as being about 7 to 6. Much more has, how-

observed values could be obtained by closer attention to the

second decimals, but such minuteness is uncalled for in a case

like this. It will be seen from columns B, C, and b, c, in

Table II., that the sums of the ol)served and calculated deciles

closely accord, and that the differences between the several

Table I.

Summary of Observations ^932 .Vales and 377 Females, showing the number in whom a just-perceptible feeling of doubleness was
given by the pressure of two points across the nape of the neck, and separated by the various intervals, as below.
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cision of such values as these, the average delicacy of female

discrimioation li«tween the two points is to that of the male, in

a ratio that lies somewhere between 7 to 6 and S to 7, or

thereabouts. It will be recollected that the former ratio was
that between the median female and the median male.

The variahilily of the discriminative power appears from the '

observations to he distinctly higher amon^j females than among
males. Measuring it in the usual way, by the half difference

between the two quarliles, which is the same thing as the

prohal'U error o{ a single observation, or else by any multiple

of this, as by the mean error, we find that the variability among
females is to that among males as 370 to 325, say as 8 to 7.

It is in consequence of this that so large a difference is shown
between the relative sensitivity of the two sexes, at the right

and left extremes of their respective curves in Fig. 2. We find

from Table II. that the value of C—^at the 1st decile is 23 milli-

metres, and at the 9th decile it is only 07, the differences

between ihe intermediate pairs decreasing regularly. The
regularity of the decrease is not apparent in the actual obser-

%'ations,as shown in Fig. I, nor in Table I., still there is nothing

in what we see there that is incompatible with Fig. 2, while

Ihe fact of the difference between the right ends of the traces

being much less than that between the left, is conspicuous.

Is it. however, a physiological fact that women are more
variable than males in respect to discriminative touch, or are

the observations affected by any extraneous cause of variability ?

I think that the recorded variability may in a very small part

lie accounted for by the fact that women vary much more than

men in the exercise of sustained attention. Carelessness would
affect the results in the same direction as diminished sensitivity.

Thus suppose one part of a large number of persons who were

all really alike in sensitivity, to be very careless, and the re-

mainder to be scrupulously careful : the mind^ of the careless

would be apt to wander ; they would then fail lo notice the

first just-perceptible sense of doubleness, and would appear, in

consequence, to be more obtuse than the careful ones. Though
the range of variability was in reality ;/;'/, the existence of care-

lessness would introduce variability into the records. Some
women are religiously painstaking, as much so as any men ; but

the frivolity of numerous girls, and their incapacity of, or un-

willingness to give, serious attention, is certainly more marked
than among men of similar ages. Women may, however, be

really more variable than men in respect to sensiiivity, because

they seeui more vaiiable in a few other respects, such as in stature

and obe-ity. Many more very tall girls aie to be seen now a-

days among the upper classes than foimerly, but the run of the

statures among men has not altered <|uite so much. The
multitude of extraordinarily obese women who used to frequent

Vichy for the cure of fatness, were wonderful to behold ; but

they are no longer to be seen in their former abundance, as

the fashion of treatment has changed wiihin recent years.

Again, it appears that women vary much more widely than men
in respect of their morality ; to which assertion I would quote

Tcnny-nn as a corroborative witness, who writes as follows, in

Merlin's soliloquy on the character of \ivien :
—

" Formeo at most dilTer as heaven and cinh,
Itul women l>ett and wor»t as heaven and hell."

Since Fig 2 is true lo scale, it is easy to utilise it

for ascertaining Ihe class-place of any man or woman in

respect to the form of sensitivity now in question. The whole
process would be as follows :—Take a pair of compasses,

and find with them by experiment the just-perceptible

interval across on the nape of the neck of the person tested ;

then apply the compavses, to Fig. 2, keeping one (the lower) of

its points always on the base line of the Fig., and holding the

compasses so that the line joining its points shall be perpendi-

cular to that base line. .Slide the lower point of the compasses

along the base line until the upper point touches the male or

female trace, as the cise may be ; then read off the grade at

which the lower point Htan'ls on the base line. .Suppose it to

be 35 ; wc thereby learn that 35 jicr cent, of Ihe same ses have

more wDsilivity than the pernon tested, and that 65 per cent,

have le»<. .Similarly for any other value.

It would, I think, lie well worth the while of an inquirer to

repeal these tests, to revise my result*, and to pursue the subject

m ' ' " ' ' rr- should feel ilisposed to do so, I would
«i;. ikc his measurements with the cheap
for - .. ,

- - , in common nse by carpenters. The
legs arc connected not by a joint, but by a spring which tends

to separate them, and they arc brought together to any desired

interval by turning a screw with the finger and thumb, whidi I

overcomes the spring. The interval between the points could <

ea-ily be measured on a separate scale ; all the more easily, if
]

there were a slight depression at the zero point of the scale, in -

which one leg luight be securely rested.

Francis Gaiton.

THE RELATION OF MATHEMATICS TO
EA'GfNEERfNG.^

A r ATIIEM.VTICS has been described in this room as a good
^ servant but a bad master. It will be mv duty this even-

ing to prove by suilalde illustration the first half of the proposi-

tion, and to show the service mathematics has rendered and can

render to en'^ineers and engineering.

In our charter the Institution of Civil lingineers is defined as
" A society for the general advancement of Mechanical Science,

and more particularly for promolin>; the acquisition of ili

species of knowledge which constitutes the profession of a Cn
Engineer, being the art of directing the great sources of power
in nature for the use and omvenience of man, .as the n.eans of

production and of traffic in stales boih for external and internal

trade, as applied in the construction of roads, bridges, aqueducts,

canals, river navigation and docks, for in:ernal intercourse and
exchange, and in the construction of ports, haibours, moles,

breakwaters and lighthouses, and in the art of navigation by

artificial power for the purposes of commerce, and in the con-

struction and adaptation of machinery, and in the drainage of

cities and towns." No better definition can, I think, be found

for our profession than that it is the art of directing the great

sources of power in nature for the use and convenience o( man.

It covers all that the widest view of our work can include, and

it excludes those applied sciences, such as medicine, which deal

with organised beings. Mathematics has to deal with all

questions into which measurement of relative magnitude enters,

with all questions of iiosition in space, and of accurate deler-

minalion of shape. Kngineering is a maihcniaiical science in a

])eculiar sense. Medicine, the other great profession of applied

science, has but little lo do with questions of measurement of

magnitudes, or of geometry ; but the engineer finds them enter

into everything with which he has to deal, and enter in the most

diverse ways. The thing he has lo determine is that the means

he employs is enough and not unnecessarily more thar. enough

to attain the end in view. For this he must numeric.illy

measure the end and the means and see that they are justly pro-

portioned to each other. It is useless this evening to waste lii

proving, what all will admit, that no one can be even 11

humblest engineer wiihout a knowledge of arithmetic .uil

enough of geometry to enable him to read a drawing, that some

trigonometry, some rational mechanics and a knowledge of jmo

jections, is a very useful part of the menial equipment ni 1

draughtsman. It is hardly necessary to call attention ic. tlic

great economy in the labour of calculations effected by the u^l

ol logarithms, a mathematical instrument for which we arc

indebted to Napier. We may with more profit examine what

u>e the higher mathematics can be to the practical engineer,

and what has been done in the p.ist for engineering by its aid.

Judging from etymology, mathematics must have been begun

by engineers ; for surely geometry is the work of the canh

measurer or land surveyor. Hut since the prehistoric limes

when geometry was initialed, engineers have not added much

that is new to mathematics. They have rather sought anwUx

the stores of the malhematician and seiecleil the hamliest iiialhc

uialical tool they could find for the particular purpose of the

moment, but have done litile or nothing in return in the way of

improving the tools which they borrow. In this respect the re-

l.ilion of engineering to mathematics (iiffcrs much from its

relation lo expcrimenlal physics. In electricity, magnetism and

heat, enginceis have from their pr.aclical experience repeatedly

cotreclcd the ideas ol the theorists, and have started the science

on more accurate lines. If our subject to night had been the use

of the practical applied science of engineering in promoling the

development of puie malheniatics, we shoulil speedily find iti-'

there w.as hardly any ni.iterial for discussi<m. The acc"

being all on one side, let us sec to what the debt of the engiri'

to the mathemaiician amounts.

There is no depattmcnt of practical engineering in which the

1 The " J.imes lorredt " Lecture, delivered at the Intliiution of Civil

Enginecrii, by I)r. Joiin l-lopkinsuti. F.R.S., on M.-iy 3.
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application of mathematics is more familiar than in that which
relates to the calculation of the strength and rigidity of slnictures

of various kinds. It is impossible to take up any book dealing

with the subject wiihout finding that it is crammed either wiih
mathematical formulas, or with geometrical figures. The question

is not whether mathematics is necessary to an adequate com-
prehension of the subject, but whether analytical or purely

geometrical methods are more convenient. Of course one
might occupy many lectures in discussing the practical appli-

cation of mathematics to the question of bridge building, roofs,

guns, shafting, and the like. Our object must be to illustrate

by various e-xamples rather than to attempt anything like a

complete discussion.

Consider the ease of a long strut, so long that its transverse

dimensions can be regarded as insignificant in comparison with

its length. Whilst the strut remains perfectly symmetrical about

its middle line, its strength will depend only upon the resistance

of the material to crushing. Everyone knows that this would
be an inadequate conclusion ; we have to consider another
element, namely, its stability, that is, we must examine what
will happen to the strut if from any cause it is displaced some-
what from the direct line between its extremities. A mathe-
matical discussion of the question results in a differential equa-
tion of the second order with one independent variable. Upon
consideration of this we are enabled to see that if the thrust

upon the strut be less than a certain critical value, a slightly

bent strut will tend to return to its straight condition ; but

that if the thrust upon the strut be greater than this critical

value the displacement will tend to increase, and the strut will

give way. Further, that the critical value will depend upon
whether one or both of the two extremities of the strut are held

free, or whether they are rigidly attached liy flanges or other-

wise, so that the direction of the axis of the stiut at this point

must remain unaltered. Again, we infer that if the ends are

held rigidly fixed, the length of the strut may be twice as great

for a given critical value of the thrust as if the two ends ate free to

turn. We can also infer what the critical value will be for

struts of various lengths and of varying cross sections. This
critical value depends not upon the resistance of the material to

crushing, but upon its rigidity.

Another example, having a certain degree of similarity with

the case of struts, is that of a shaft running at a high number of

revolutions per minute, and with a substantial distance between
its bearings ; for simplicity, we will suppose that there are no
additional weights, such as pulleys, upon the shaft. How will

the shaft behave itself in regard to centrifugal force as the

speed increases? In this case, so long as the shaft remains
absolutely straight it will not tend to be in any way affected by
the centrifugal force, but suppose the shaft becomes slightly

bent, it is obvious to anyone that if the speed be enormously
high this bending will increase, and go on increasing until the

shaft breaks. In this case also we may use mathematical
treatment ; we find that the condition of the shaft is expressed

by a diliferential equation of the fourth order, and from con-

sideration of the solution of this equation we can say that if the

speed of any particular shalt be less than a certain critical

speed, the shaft will tend to straighten itself if it be momentarily
bent, but that, on the other hand, if the speed exceeds this

critical value, the bending will tend to increase with the probable

destruction of the shaft. I do not know that either of these

two questions can be properly understood wiihout some know-
;

ledge of differential equation-.

A problem having a certain analogy to those to which I have
just referred is that of hollow cylinders under compression from

without, such as boiler tubes. Whether the tubes be thick or

thin, so long as they are perfect circular cylinders, they should

stand until the material was crushed. But if the tubes are thin,

what will happen if the tube from any cause deviate ever so

little from the cylindrical form? The solution cannot be
obtained without a substantial quantity of mathematics.

The next illustration shows how a mathematical conclusion,

correc. within the limits to which it applies, may mislead if ap-

plied beyond those limits, and how a more thorough mathenn-
tical discussion will give a correct result. Considering a case of

shafting in torsion it was shown by Coulomb that the stillfness

and strength of a shaft having the form of a complete circular

cylinder could be readily calculated if the transverse elasticity

of the material and its resistance to shearing were known. From
the com|ilcte symmetry about the axis it is evident that points

which lie in a plane perpendicular to the axis before twisting will

still be in that plane when the shaft is twisted ; it is also clear
that the angle through which all points in the same plane move
will be the same ; hence the problem was as simple as problem
could be. But many who had occasion to make use of Coulomb's
results gave them an application which was wholly unwarranted.
They assumed that they were equally applicable to other cases
than complete circular cylinders ; they assumed in fact that every
point of the material which lay in a plane perpendicular to the
axis would remain in that plane when the shaft was twisted,
whether the shaft was symmetrical about its axis or not, and they
consequently arrived at very erroneous results. That the assump-
tion was erroneous is obvious enough from a consideration of an
extreme case. In Fig. i is shown in cross- section a hollow cylin-
drical shaft, which is not complete, but divided by a plane passing
through its axis. In this case the shaft when twisted will be as
illustrated in the side elevation ; two points, a and i;, were in
one plane perpendicular to the axis when the shaft was free from
twist ; they cease to be in one plane when the shaft is twisted.
St. Venant' in 1855 investigated the question of shafts without
making incorrect assumptions ; he expressed the condition of
the material by a partial dififerential equation of the second
order, and gave suitable surface conditions. A general solution
of the problem for all forms of shafts has not been obtained, but
St. Venant gives a number of solutions for particular forms, and
he obtains some general results of interest. In all cases the
stififness of the shaft is less than would be inferred from an
erroneous application of Coulomb's theory. Fig. 2 shows
diagrammatically the strain in a shaft of triangular section ; the
full lines indicate that the parts of the shaft which lay in one

Fig. Fig. 2,

plane before twisting when twisted rise above the plane : the

dotted lines indicate that they lie behind the plane of the

paper. The shearing stress is least at the angles of the triangle,

and is greatest at the middles of the sides. At this point then

the shaft will begin to break under torsion. The fact is prob-

ably well known to men of practical experience, but it is

directly contradictory to the conclusion at which one would

arrive by a careless use of Coulomb's theory beyond the narrow

limits within which it is applicable. The longitudinal ribs

which one often sees on old cast-iron shafts are useful enough to

give stiffness to the shafts against bending, but are good for

very little if torsional stiffne.ss or torsional strength is desired.

Another application of mathematical theory which has been

carried somewhat further than the premises warrant is found in

the case of girders. It is almost invariably customary to ticat a

girder as though the sections retain when the girder is bent the

form and size which they had before bending. Making this

assumption, it is very easy to calculate the strength and stiffness

of a girder of any section. Unfortunately, the assumption is

untrue ; but, fortunately, it is approximately true in the case of

most girders with which engineers in practice have to deal.

That it is untrue can be readily seen from consideration of a

girder of exaggerated form, the section of which is .shown in

jTig 3. Any practical man would at once see that the outer

parts of the flanges would add little to the strength of the girder,

but according to the usual mathematical theory the outer parts of

this flange should be as useful as the parts which are nearer to

' " Mcmoircs des S.ivanls Ku.ingers," i355; and Thomson and Tail,
*' Treatise on Natural Philosophy."'
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the web. This problem St. Venant also deals with in a rigid

mtthematical manner. Amongst other things, he showed that

a girder of rectangular section, such as shown in Fig. 4, would,

when bent, take the form shown by the curved lines in the same
Fig. The last two examples show how a little knowledge may
be a dangerous thing and how easy it is for anyone who
attempts to apply mathematics without adequate mathematical

knowledge to he misled.

The theory of thicl< cylinders under bursting strc!;s from within

has many important practical applications to hydraulic presses

and to guns. It has been discussed more than once in this room.

As usual in considering these cases we are immediately led to

differential equations which here are fortunately solved without

serious difficulty, and the solution tells us the whole story. We
learn that doubling the thickness by no means doubles the

strength of the cylinder. .-\nd as a converse, that doubling the

ir

JL
Fu;. 3.

strength of the material will permit the thickness to be dimin-
ished lo much less than one-half. Twenty-five years ago
hydraulic presses were mostly made of cast-iron. Many people
were not a little astonished at the great reduction in thickness
and weight which became possible when steel was substituted
for the weaker material. In the case of guns it is well known
that greater strength can be obtained if the outer hoops are
shrunk on to the inner ones. ' Mathematical theory tells us what
amount of shrinkage should give the best results. It may
possibly not be worth while lo follow the results of theory pre-

cisely, but without the guidance ..f theory it would not be un-
natural to give so great a shrinkage that the gun would be
weaker than if no shrinkage were used.
The rollmg of ships in a seaway gives an illustration of a

principle which has very varied application in many branches of
physics. Suppose a body is capable of oscillating in a certain
periodic time, and that it is submitted to a disturbing force of

Fic. 4.

given period, the equation of molion easily shows that the re-
sulting disturbance » ill be great if the two periods are equal or
nearly equal. \Vc meet with the principle in acoustics as re-
sonance. If two tuning-foiks are tuned 10 the same pitch, and
one is sounded in the neighbourhood of the other, that other
will presently be thrown into vibration by the waves transmitted
through the air from ihc firit. Vou may try a similar experi-
ment at any time on any piano. Strike the higher G in the
treble, the sound ceases on raising the finger. Now hold down
the middle C, and again strike (j ; the C siring at once takes
up the note sounded, and can be heard after the exciting string
has l)cen silenced by damping. The same fundamental idea is

found in the lunar theory in the term in the equation known as
the cvcction, and again in the theory of Jupiter's satellites.
The rc.is'in why the metals present in the solar atmosphere give
black lines in the spectrum l.y absorption, corresponding in
position with the bright line.i in ihc spectrum which the same
metals give when incandeiccnl, is again the same. Gas will absorb

' VMXBi, " \^ta\ xra la Th^orie Math<malique ile I'Kluilcil^ des corf.';
tolidcs." ulh \jt\tifu
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or lake in from the ether waves of the ex.-ict period which it is

capable of giving to the ether. The general explanation of all

these phenomena is easy. Imagine a pendulum, and suppose
it experiences a periodic disturbing force, the first impulse of

the disturbing force gives the pendulum a slight swing ; the

effect of the second impulse depends entirely on when it occurs
;

it may occur so as to neutralise the eflect of the first, or it may
occur so as to increase it. If the period of the force is the same
as the natural period of the pendulum, the eflect of the second,

third, and later impulses will be added to the eflect of the first,

and the final disturbance will be great, even though the indi-

vidual impulses be minute. But the mathematical theory tells

us much more than any general explanation can do. It tells us

exactly what the character of the elTect will be, and its amount
if the periods are nearly but not exactly the same. It tells us,

too, exactly how friction aftects the results. .\nd the beauty of

it is that the mathematical theory is much the same in all cases,

so that having learned to deal with one case we are enlightened

as to a host of others. The oscillating body may be an iron-

clad, or it may bean atom of hydrogen ; the disturbing periodic

force may be the waves of the .Atlantic, or it may be the waves
in the ether occurring five hundred millions of millions of times

in a second ; it is all one to the mathematician ; the treatment

is substantially the same.

The question of the speed of ships and the power to propel

them is probably more efiectually treated by experiment on
models, as was done by the late Mr. Froude, than by mathe-

matics alone ; but in order to learn from the experiments all

they are capable of teaching, a mathematical understanding is

needed. Given that we know by experiment all about a given

model, that we know what force is needed lo propel it at every

speed, we want to know from these experiments how a great

ship, 100 times as big, but similar in form in every respect, will

behave ; and here mathematics come in to aid us in m.iking the

inference.

The construction of ships at once leads us on to the methods
of navigating them. In navigation I should find much material

for my purpose, but navigation is not usually included in

engineering, but many of the implements of navigation un-

doubicdly arc. The mariners' compass has for ages been the

mainstay of the navigator, and a simple enough instrument it

was till it was disturbed by the iron of which ships came to be

built. The distur'oance of the compass by the iron of the ship

was first seriously attacked by two senior wranglers. Sir G.

Airy and Mr. Archibald Smith. The disturbance may be

divided into two parts, the first due lo the permanent mag-
netism of the ship, the second to the temporary m.ignetism

induced by the earth's inductive action on the iron of the ship

—

the first causes the semicircular, the second thequidrantal, error.

One has only to open the "Admiralty Manual of Deviations

of the Compass" to see how the malhematics of Archibald

Smith have accomplished a proper understanding of the sub-

ject. The errors of the compass are deal! with in two ways :

they are compensated by soft iron correctors, and by permanent
magnets so placed as to have an effect equal and opposite to the

effect of the temporary and permanent m.ngnetism of the «hip.

Or they are dealt with by forunil.T of correction which enable

the error to be calculated when the course of the shi[> antl the

conditions of the earth's magnetism are given, or a combination

of the two methods is used. Either method is based on Archi-

bald Smith's theory. It is not possible lo leave the subject of

the manners' compass without referring to the great improve-

ments of Lord Kelvin. The improvements relate to every part

of the instrumeni, and I venture to say that none of them could

have been made by anyone but a mathematician. In order to

get his card steady he knew that its period must be diflerent to

any possible period of the waves, or he would have the reson-

ance to which I have just referred coming in, so he gave his

card a considerable moment of inertia ; but this was managed
with a light card so that small needles could be used. If the

needles arc small the correction by soft iron masses and by per-

manent magnets is easier and more accurate. Then the bowl

of the compass had to be suitably carried so that it would not

be unduly disturbed by shock, and provision had to be made
for damping by fluid friction the oscillalions of the bowl if they

occurred. Lastly, a most beautiful method of correcting the

compa.ss, without taking a sight, was discovered. In every

detailed improvement one can detect that the inventing mind
was that of a most able and trained mathematician.

An essential of safe navigation is an efficient system of light-
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houses. The optical problem of the lighthouse engineer is to

construct apparatus which shall usefully direct all the light

produced. The present forms of apparatus are in their leading
' features due to Fresnel, the able mathematician, who established
' on an absoluiely firm foundation the undulatory theory of light.

To properly design an optical apparatus formulce must be used,

and the advantage is great if the designer can with ease manu-
I

facture the formulae he requires.

Submarine telegraphy yields some interesting examples of the
application of the higher mathematics. When a cable across the
AtKintic was first seriously entertained, the first paint to be
settled was, how many words a minute could be sent through
such a cable. This w.as the most practical que^tion possible.

Upon the answer depended the prospect of the cable paying
commercially if successfully laid. The matter was dealt with
by Prof. Thomson,' of Glasgow, now Lord Kelvin. He showed
that the propagation of an electric disturbance in a cable

I
could be expressed by a partial differential equation, and that
the solution of this equation under certain conditions applicable
to practice could be expressed either by a definite integral or
by an infinite series. The values of these were calculated,
and hence before an Atlantic cable was laid at all it was
known how long it would take a signal to reach the opposite
shore, and how much its intensity would be diminished in
transmission. Referring to Fig. 5, abscissae represent time,
reckoned from the time of making contact at the sending

Fig. s.

;nd of the cable, ordinates the currents at the receiving ends,
;urve (l) gives these currents when the contact at the receiving
nd, after being made, is continuously maintained. It will
5e observed that for a time a there is hardly any current at the
eceiving end, that then the current rapidly increases and attains

half its final value after a time equal to about 5a. Curves
l) .... (7) show the currents at the 'receiving ends when the
;ontact is made at the sending end maintained for times a, za

. . 7a respectively, and then broken. Looking at curve (1)
me sees how small is the amount of current and how long it

asts compared with the time during which cont.act is made.
The time a depends on the length and character of the cable

;

t is equal to k c fl loge ^/ir-, where i is the resistance per unit

ength, c the capacity per unit length, and / the length of the
:able. The knowled/e of what is the commercial value of a
able depends on a knowledge of the value of a, and this cannot

e obtained without knowing the differential equation c i —

j,- to which I have referred, and its by no means simple

olution either as a definite integral or as an infinite .series. So
ar as I know, this piece of higher mathematics cannot be
vaded by any mere elementary treatment. The transmission

' " M.ilhem.vical .ind Physical P.ipers," vol ii. p. 61. Sir \V. Tfiomson.
'^ V is ihcpotenlial, t the time, and x the distaQCe from the sending end
1 the cible.
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of disturbance in a cable is quite different from the transmission
of sound waves in air, which move with constant velocity. If
the cable be doubled in length, it takes four times as long for the
signal to pass through it instead of just twice as long, as would
be the case if it were a proper wave motion. In fact the time
of passage between the making of contact at the sending end of
the cable and the beginning of the resulting disturbrnce at the
receiving end, varies as the square of the length of the cable.
The mathematical theory is exactly the same as that of the
transmission of heat in a iilate, one surface of which is suddenly
exposed to a temperature different to the temperature of the
plate. This is constantly occurring in the application of
mathematics—one piece of mathematical work serves for many
physical problems having apparently little in common. Fourier
long ago discussed the heat problem, little dreaming that his
analysis would be just what was wanted for ascertaining how
fast signals could be sent across the Atlantic by a system of
telegraphy which in his days had not even been projected in its

simplest form. The ;same differential equation also gives the
theory of the transmission of telephonic messages through
cables ; but the solution is then easier, and tells us exactly why
it is so much more difficult to speak through 100 miles of cable
than through 1000 miles of overhead line. As I have just
stated, the differential equation of the disturbance in the cable

>s c ^ -jr= -7-^. A musical note of period T spoken into the

cable through a telephone is properly represented

by A sin " — ; the disturbance in the cable will

be—

as may be easily verified by differentiating. This
equation tells us everything. It tells us the rate
at which the waves diminish with the distance.
This rate increases with the resistance, with the
capacity and with the frequency. If the capacity
is at all considerable the diminution is rapid.

The velocity of the waves is not the same for all

frequencies, as is the case with w.aves in air, but
varies as the square root of the period, so that if

two notes were sounded the high note would
arrive after the low notes, and the resultant effect

would be entirely destroyed. Here, again, it is

difficult to see how the difi'erential equation and
its solution can be evaded.
Though the history of the telegraph dates only

from a little more than fifty years ago, it is ancient
in comparison with the other great applications
of electrical science, which have received their

development during the last fifteen years. Here again
mathematics which are not quite elementary have played
their part. In the theory of transformers we find another illus-

tration of the need of knowing how formulce are obtained if

they are to be correctly applied. The early transformers were
made with unclosed magnetic circuits ; there was an iron core,
but the lines of magnetic force passed through nir lor a consider-
able part of their path. In this case a complete mathematical
theory was not very difficult. But speedily closed magnetic
circuits were found to be better, and the relation of magnetic
induction and magnetic force became all important. If anyone
were to apply mathematical formula;, which were true for the
earlier transformers, to the later ones, his results would be
inaccurate. Indeed a wholly different method of attack on the
problem was needed, taking account of the facts as they are,

and not applying results which were true of older apparatus to
cases essentially distinct.'

The employment of alternating currents has brought into use,
as a necessity for understanding the actually observed pheno-
mena, a great deal of mathematics. Why is the apparent
resi-stance of a conductor greater for an alternating current than
for a direct current ? And by resistance I do not mean the quasi-
resistance due to self-induction." The mathematical electrical
theory is ready with .an answer ; it is ready, too, to tell us how the
difterence depends upon the frequency of the current and on the
size of the conductor. In the case of a cylindrical conductor

' Procftiitntrs of Royal Society, February 17, 1S87.
- Lord Rayleigh, P/iil. Mag., vol. x.\i. p. 3S1.
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the sotalion involves a knowWge of Bessel's fanclions. We
learn that if the current has a high frequency, or if the con-

ductor be large, there will he very little current in the centre of

the cylinder, and that therefore for any practical purpose the

centre of the cylinder m'ght just as well not be there ; the cur-

rent is largely confined to the part of the conductor near to its

surface. The currents at different depihs in the conductor

attain to their maximum values at different times ; those near

the surface of the cylinder occur before those at jome distance

from the surface. The mathematical conditions are expressed

by the same equation as is used to express the disposition of

heat in a cylinder the surface of which is submit'ed to a periodic

vaiiaiion of temperature. Anyone who had thoroughly mastered
the heat problem would be quite prepared to deal with the pro-

blem of currents in a conductor. It cannot be too often

repeated, any piece of pure mathematics which finds one appli-

cation to a physical problem is almost sure to find, in exactly

the same form, applications to other problems which super-

ficially are absolutely distinct. The differential equation in

this case is ^f - =( —_. j ), the similarity of physical
dl \di^ rdr ]

' *^ '

condition to the problem of linear propagation of heat is close,

bat the mathematics differ materially owing to the presence of

I dv
the term -, y- in the equation. Mathematics deals with the

relation r.f quantities to each other without troubling as to what
the physical meaning of the quantities may be. Hence it is

that the mathematical treatment of two such problems as the
distribuli"n of currents in a cylindrical conductor and of heat in

a cylinder is identical, whereas the treatment of the distribution

of heat in a cylinder is quite distinct from the treatment of the
distribution of heat in a sphere or in a solid bounded by two
parallel planes.

A curious phenomenon was observed in the large alternate-

current m.achinesat Depiford when connected to the long cables
intended to take the current to London. The pressure at the
iDachines when connected to the conHuctor-j was, untler certain
conditions, actually greater than when not so connected. The
phenomenon is one of resonance very analogous to the heavy
rolling of ships when the natural period of roll is about ihe
same as the period of the waves.' The period of the alternating
current corresponds to the period of the waves, the self-induc-

tion of the machine to the moment of inertia of the ship, the
reciprocal of the capacity to the stiffness of the >hip, and the
electrical resistance of the conductors to the frictional resistance
to rolling. The mathematics in the two cases is then the same.
The effect was predicttrd long before it was observed in a form
calculated to cause trouble.

A problem which is slill agitating electrical engineers is that

of running more than one alternate-circuit dynamo machine
connected to the same system of mains. Before the matter
became one of practical concern, it was considered in this

room, and it was shown mathematically th.at it was possible to

ran independently-driven alternators in parallel hut impossible
to run them in series. That is to say, that if two alternators
were connected to the same mains they would tend to adjust
them<elves in relation to each other so that their currents coull
be added, but that if an attempt were made to couple them, so
that their pressures should be added, they would adjust them-
selves so that their effects would be opiiosed."

Perhaps of all engineering problems which have received
their solution in the Last hundred years that of the greatest
practical importance is the c nvcrsion of the energy o( heat into
the enerity of visible mechanical motion. The science of
thermodynamics has advanced along with the practical improve-
ment of the steam-engine. By its aid, particularly by the aid
of ihe <o called second law, we know what is possible of attain-
ment by the engineer under given conditions of temperature. I

mu»t not trench on the subject of one of my successors, but I

may point out that our knowledge of the second law of thermo-
dynamic* wai first developed by means of maihematics, and
that today its neatest exprosion is by means of partial differen-
tial coeth. irn'.. The two mo«t notable names in cnnncciion
with the <levelopment of Ihe second law of ihermoilynamics in
harmony wiih the first are those of Krivin ami Clausius ; Imih
dealt with the subject in a mathematical form not compre-

1 Ins'iiui' .n '.f \.\"\n<-»\ Kniintcri. NoTrmbcr tj, >B84.
2 Minuics of lr,<,{r,limfi Init. C.E., April s, i8£3 ;

Electrical Engineers, N-ive>iit>rr ij, 1^84.
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lnililuli'>n of

I

henstble to those who have not had substantial mathematical
!
training.

Illustrations such as these might be multiplied almost indefi-

niiely. They show that the advancement of the science of

I
engineering has been aided in no inconsiderable measure by the

j

labours of mathematicians directly applying the higher mathe-

I

matical methods to engineering problems. They show, too, one
way in which respect lor a foruiula may be dangerous, one way in

which it i> true that mathematics may be a bad master. In St.

Venani's problems we have an example in which the use of older
results of limited application in cases where the assumptions on
which they rest are not true will mislead. The examples show
the proper remedy ; it is a more complete application of mathe-
matical methods. The error is just one which a man will make
who has the power to use a formula without a re.idy understand-
ing of how it is arrived at. A practical man, ignoring mathe-
matical results, might or might not escape the error of supposing
that a triangular shaft woula break at the angles under torsion

the halleducaied mathematician would certainly fill into llu

snare from which complete mathematical knowledge would
deliver him. You can only secure the services of ihat good
servant, maihematics, and escape the tyranny of a bad m.asler

by thoroughly mastering the branches of mathematics you use.

The mistake caused by the wrong application of mathematical
lormula; is only to be cured by a more abundant supply of mote
powerful mathematics.

There is another drawback to the use of results, taken, it m.ay

be, out of an engineering pocket-b 10k by those who are not pre-

pared to understand how they are reached and on what founda-
tions they rest. The educational advantage is lost. The close

observation which enabled the earlier engineers to proportion
their means to the ends to be attained was no doubt very
laborious, and the results could not be applied to cases much
different from those which had tieen previously seen, but the

effect on the character of the engineer was great. In like

manner, to thoroughly understand the theory 01 an engineering
I>roblem makes a man able to understand other protilems, and
in addition to this precisely the same mathematical reasoning
applies to many cases. The mere unintelligent use ot a formula
loses all this ; it leaves the mind of the user unimproved, and it

gives no help in dealing with questions similar in form though
different in substance.

But even the use of maihematics by competent mathemati-
cians is nut without drawbacks. Mathematical treatment of

any problem is always analytical

—

.inalyiical, 1 mean, in this

sense that attention is concentraied on certain facts, and other

facts are neglected for the moment. Kor exampi , in dealing

with the thermodynamics o( a steam-engine, one dismisses from
consideration very vital points esseniial to the successful work-
ing of the engine, questions of strength of pans, lubrication,

convenience for repairs. But if an engineer is 10 succeed he
must not fail to consider every element necessary to .success ; he
must have a practical instinct which wdl tell him whether the

instrument as a whole will succeed. 11 is mind must not be only
analytical, or he will be in danger of solving bits of the pro-

blems which his work presents, and of falling into fatal mistakes
on points which he has omiitcil to consider, and which the

plainest, intelligent practical man would avoid almost without
knowing it.

Again, the powers of the strongest mathematician being

limited, there is a constant temptation to fit the fac's to suit the

maihematics, and to assume that the conclu.sions will have

greater accuracy than the premises from which they are

dciluccd. This is a trouble one meets wiih in other applications

of mathematics to experimenial science. In order to make the

subject amenalile to treatment, one finds, for example, 111 llic

science of magnetism, that it is boldly assumed that ihc magnc
lisatioii of magnetisalile material Is proporlional to the magne
lislng force, and the ratio has a name given to it, and conclusions

arc drawn liom the atsum[>tion, but the tact is, no such

propoitionality exists, and all conclusions resultin,; from the

assumption are so far invalid. Wherever pos^iblf, iiiaihtiii.atical

deductions should be frequently vcriiied liy refcieiice 10 oDserva-

lion or experiment, for the very simple reason ttiai they are only

deductions, and the preiitises Iroin whicn the tie tuctiuns arc

made may be inaccurate or may be iiicoinpleie We must

always remember that we cannot get more out of the mathe-

matical mill than we put intu it, thiugh we may get 11 in a form

infinitely more useful for our purpose.

Engineers uo doubt regard iheir profession ft 0111 vtry different
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points of view ; some think it a mere mean? of making money ;

some regard it as an instrumentality for benefiting the race
;

whilst others again delight in it as an interest in itself, and

delight in it most of all when new knowledge is added to that

which we know already. It is just the same with the medical

profession ; some attend patients for the guineas they receive,

some give a very high place to motives of benevolence, whilst

others love it ai a field where new knowledge may be found and

the delight of discovery enjoyed. In regard to the first class of

engineers, I have no doubt a little skill in managing a board of

directors or impressing a committee of Parliament will

be much more useful to the engineer than a great

deal of mathematics. Let him manage his board and

buy his mathematician, and it is very probable he will

make much more money than the milhematician or any other

person of skill whom he mav employ. But we cannot all of us

make money in this way. In the future it is likely that educated

men will have to work harder and receive less, and it is a great

thing if their work can be made itself a joy, and surely this can

best be by a thorough understanding of the reason of all they do
by the feeling that they have full competence to form their own
judgments without depending much on the authority of others.

This can only be in the words of Sir John Herschel by a " sound

and suflScient knowledge of mathematics, the great instrument

of all exact inquiry, without which no man can ever make such

advance in any of the higher departments of science as can

entitle him to form an independent opinion on any subject of

discussion within their range."

After all, in any department of applied or pure science the

highest satisfaction comes from accomplishing that which no one

has done before, from disclosing what no one hitherto has known.
If a department of the arts or sciences ceases to advance and
becomes simply the application in known ways of known prin-

ciples to obtain known ends, that department has lost its charm
till the time comes for a fresh advent of change and develop-

ment. To effect such advances it is easy to show that mathe-

matics is a most necessary instrument. Llere it is no drawback
that the mind of the discoverer is too analytical ; he may deal

at his pleasure with one aspect of a problem, and it does not

detract in any way from the value of his solution that he does

not touch on incidental matters. Some of you who love the

interest of contmual advance in our science and practice, may
look forward with a shade of sadness to a possible time when
all is done or known which can be done or known, and the work
of the engineer shall he merely applying principles discovered

by his predecessors. In such a state, when the experience of

the older generations shall control the practice of today, the

free use of mathematical methods may be effectually superseded

by the application according to rule of mathematical formuUe.

But it would be a much less interesting condition than the con-

Islant chinge of to-day, when the practical experience of ten

iyears ago is in many departments rendered worthless iiy later

idiscoveries. Bat we need n n fear that such a time of petrifac-

Ition will come so long as, whilst reverencing the discoverers who

Iiave
added to our knowledge, we endeavour to replace their

nethods by better, and expect that those who come after us will,

n their time, improve upon ours. Our knowledge must always

)e limifed, but the knowable is limitless. The greater the sphere

of our knowledge the greater the surface of contact with our

P^== ^

UNIVERSITV AND ED UCA TIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

OxFORii.—By a resolution of Congregation, the care of such

i>ortions of, as may seem desirable, the Lee collection of

inatomical and physiological specimens, which have for many
(•ears past been placed in the University Museum under care of

he Linacre Professor, may be transferred lo the care of other

Professors with the sanction of the Trustees of the Lee bequest.

The date of tile preliminary examinations in natural science

n the Michaelmas term has been fixed for the Monday in the

ighlh week in Full Term in lieu of the dates hitherto observed.

The resolutions proposed by the committee on the granting

)f degrees for research were brought before Convocation on
Tuesday afternoon. The first resolution, affirming the general

irinciple that it was desirable that such degrees should be

stablished, was agreed to luniinc cotitradiccntc. Some differ-

nce of opinion manifested itself in the discussion on the suc-

;eeding resolutions. That which suggested that the new degrees
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should be styled Master of Science and Master of Letters was

rejected on a division, with the intention that the titles should

be further considered by the committee. The remainder of

the resolutions were agreed to, and the drafting of a statute

embodying the recommendations of the committee was referred

to a committee consisting of the Vice-Chancellor and twelve

others.

The annual B lyle Lecture was delivered on Tuesday evening

by Prof. A. MacAlister, who choie as his subject, " Some
morphological lessons taught by human variations." The lec-

ture, which is held under the auspices of the Junior Scientific

Club, was largely attended.

Cambridge.—The new Engineering Laboratory, just com-

pleted under the supervision of Prof. Ewing, will be formally

opened on May 15. at 3 p.m., by Lord Kelvin, President of the

Royal Society. The Vice-Chancellor will preside, and it is

expected that Prof. Kennedy and others will deliver addresses

on the occasion. After the opening ceremony Prof, and Mrs.

Ewing will be "at home" in the laboratory, in order to give

members of the University an opportunity of seeing for them-

selves the provision that has been made for the scientific study

of engineering.

The degree of Doctor of Laws will, on May to, be conferred

upon Dr. Carl Theodor von Inama-Sternegg. honorary Pro-

fessor of Political Science in the University of Vienna, and

President of the KK. Statistical Central-Commission of the

Austro- Hungarian Empire. Prof, von Inama-Sternegg was

President of the Demographic Section of the International Con-

gress of Hygiene held in London in 1S91, but was unable to

visit Cambridge with the other members of the Congress for the

purpose of receiving the degree.

.Kt the same Congregation the complete degree of M.A. will

be conferred on Prof. Ewing's able demonstrators, Mr. W. E.

Dalby and Mr. C. G. Lamb, who are Already Bachelors of

Science of the University of London.

.Mr. Oscar Browning, who is an officier d'.\cadcmie, will

next month represent the University of Cambridge at the festal

opening of the new Palais des Facultes of the Academie of

Caen.
Dr. Hobson, F.R.S., has been appointed a syndic of the

library, in the room of the late Prof. Robertson Smith.

A grant of £zo from the University chest has been made to

Mr. H. Yule Oldham, University Lecturer in Geography, for

maps and apparatus.

The growth of the botanical department under the direction

of Deputy-Prof. F. Darwin, F. R.S., has led the General Board

of Studies to recommend that his stipend as reader, and that of

Mr. W. Gardiner, F. R.S., as lecturer, should be increased to

£iy> a vear. An additional demonstratorship in botanyis also

proposed. The Board furilier recommend that the annual

stipend of Mr. S. J.
Hickson, as lecturer in Advanced

Morphology, should be increased \.o £\.<X>.

The Natural Sciences Tripo, for which there are about 130

candidates, begins on May 23, and will extend to June 12.

The Convocation of the University of London met on Tuesday.

It was expected that a warm discussion would take pLice on the

Gresham scheme, but the expectation was not realised, as the

chairman, Mr. E. H. Busk, ruled out of order all motions re-

lating to that subject. One of these resolutions, stamling in the

name of Mr. Thiselton-Dyer, w.as
—"That Convocation, while

reserving its right to represent its views before the pro-

posed Statutory Commission, hereby expresses its general

approval of the Report of the Roy.al Commission." The

Tunes reports that, when this and other motions had been

ruled out ot order. Prof. Silv.inus Thompson moved the ad-

journment of the House. After some discussion an amendment

to Prof. Thompsons motion— that the House should adjourn

until seven o'clock—was accepted almost unanimously, the

common object of all parties being to ascertain the result of the

voting for the annual committee, for the election of which the

two parties had their separate lists, one list consisting of those

who were practically in favour of the Gresham scheme, and the

other desiring to leave the wh le question in the hands of the

joint committee. The former party carried their whole list.

On the adjournment before the declaration of the poll a body

of some 230 graduates met in the Graduites'-room of the Univer-

sity to draw up a protest ag.iinst their having been again

prevented from discussing the report of the Gresham Commis-

sion. Sir Henry Roscoe presided, and the speakers were .Mr.
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Thiselton-Dyer, >rr. Ansiie, Q.C., Prof. Silvanus Thompson,
Dr. Allcbin, Sir Philip Magnus, Dr. R. D. Roberts, and Prin-
cipal Cave. A resolution was unanimously passed in the
following terms— "That this meeting of graduates, while
reserving its right to represent ils views before the proposed
Statutory Commission, hereby expresses its general approval of
the report of the Royal Commission." A second resolution

expressed regret that, for the second time, discussion in Con-
vocation of the report of the Gresham Commission had been
prevented. Further, that an account of the proceedings at this

meeting of graduates be prepared by the secretaries, and at once
be transmitted to the Senate and to the press. .\ committee of
graduates has been formed under the chairmanship of Mr. H. H.
Coiens-Hardy, Q.C., M.P., for the purpose of obtaining from
the graduates at large an expression of opinion in support of the
scheme of reconstruction proposed by the Gresham Commission.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Paris.

Academy of Sciences, April 30.—M. Lcewy in the chair.

—On the equilibrium of oce.in waters, by M. Poincare. A
mathematical paper dealing with the theory of tides.—On the
soil and climate of the island of Madagascar from an agricultural

standpoint, by .M. Grandidier. The author warns intending
colonists of the comparative infertility of most of the soils in

Madagascar, notwithstanding the apparently vigorous vegetable
growth supported thereon, and points out the importance of

meteorological conditions, which are peculiarly unfavourable in

certain districts.— Digestion without digestive ferments, by M.
A. Dasire. Fresh proteids (fibrin, albumin, &c ) undergo the
same series of changes when subjected to the prolonged action
of 10-15 P*' cent, solutions of ammonium or sodium chloride
(or 1-2 per cenl. sodium fluoride), as when acted on by gastric

juice.—Observations of Gale's comet made at Nice and at

Algiers, by M. Tisserand.— Elliptic elements of Denning's
comet, 1894, by M. L. Schulhof.—Observations of the same
comet marie at Toulouse Observatory, by MM. E. Cosserat

and F. Ro»sard.—A iheorem concerning the areas de-

scribed in the movement of a plane figure, by M. G.
Kcenigs. If a finite arc AB of any curvature roll upon any arc

of equal length successively on the two sides of this arc, the area

swept by the radius IM joining the instantaneous centre to a
point M on the arc AB is independent of the form of the arc

AB.—On the lines of curvature of surfaces cerclics, by M.
Leiieuvre.—On the analytical integrals of equations of the form

g = F(»).FW = S««^^.- + ^-<«,

by M. Delassus.— A note by M. Bendixon on a theorem by M.
Poincaie.—On hysteresis and permanent deformations, by M.
P. Duhtm.—On a new nieihod of determining critical

tempcraiures by the critical ifidt.x, by M. James Chappuis.
The author employs the method of interference Iringes for follow-

ing the variation in the index of refraction of the substance
examined. The critical temperature of carbon dioxide
determined by this meihod is 31 '40°, a number in substantial

agreement wih Aniagat's determination 31 '35'.—On a
new meihod for the determination of the lowering of the

freeiing point of solutions, tiy M. A. Ponsot. The temperature
i> reari at which asoluiion i> in equilibrium with a quantity of

ice with whiih it is thoroughly agiiated, the exterior radiation

being minimised, and the solution is then in part withdrawn and
analysed.— On cupric hroiiiide, by M. Paul Sabatier. The
anhydrous salt and ihe form Culir,, 4H.,0 arc described. The
green cryslaU of tfie latter lose water over sulphuric acid and
are converird into black Culir,.—On an uusaturated natural
ketone, by MM. I'h. Barbitrr and L. liouvcault. This ketone is

obtained fr-m crude essence of lemon grass {Ati{irflpogon

cilratut) It hai the composition (Cll,)j : C : CH . CIIj, ClI,,

CO, CH,. It has a very agreeable but penetrating odour,

and IkiiU at 169-170' under ordinary pressure.—A purely
rorchanical action vufTices for Cliona to bore its tunnels

in the valve* of oys'er«, by M. Letellicr.—On the glandular
«y»iem of ants, by M. Ch.irles J.inct.—Creation of new
vaiietiet by grgliing, by M. Lucien iJaniel. Hybridisation by
grafting is piivsilile for crrialn herliaceous plants which can be
made (o a<quire new abmrniary qualnies by grafting them on
plaou superior to them in ihis respect, and afterwards
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sowing seed from the graft. The influence on the graft

varies, but is particularly marked among the Cruciferce.

—

On the chemical composition of wavellites and turquoises,

by M. Adolphe Carnot.—On the microstructure of
melilite, by M. L. Gentil.—New researches on association

among bacteria. Augmentation of the virulence of certain

microbes. Increase of receptivity : A note by M. V. Galtier in

which the following conclusions are given :—(i) Microbes,
attenuated till they cannot alone produce a mortal malady, be-

come again virulent when two .-ipecies are introduced into the

organism. (2) The two species may multiply side by side, bat

^

generally one tends to disappear, and the other becomes again
pathogenous. (3) When two species of microbes are found
associated, it is sometimes one and sometimes the other which
regains its virulence according to the conditions. (4^ -Vssocia-

I

tion of bacteria is able to be employed in the laboratory to

render attenuated microbes again virulent. (5) Not only can
the return of certain epidemics be explained by it, but the

eftects of vaccination with mild virus may be aggravated by this

means. (6) The passage of one microbe, conferring immunity
against a given malady, may predispose to the attack of

another.— I'roperties of serum from animals protected .tgainst

the poisons of difierent species of serpents, by M. A. Calmette.
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TEXT-BOOK OF COSMICAL PHYSICS.

Joh. Mullet^ s Lehrbuch tier Kosmischen Pliysik. Fiinfte

umgearbeitete und vermehrte Auflage, von Dr. C. F.

[

W. Peters. (Braunschweig : Friedrich N'ieweg und

Sohn, 1S94)

NEARLY everyone who has become at all acquainted

with popular German scientific works will have at

sometime fallen in with this well-known book by Dr.

Miiller. It first appeared in the year 1856, and received

particular favour, in that in the first place it was really

popularly written, and secondly, that it was useful as a

book of reference for many questions which dealt with

every-day phenomena. The book reached its fourth

]

edition in 1875, and since then none other has appeared,

except the one that we now have under consideration.

Nineteen years have thus flown by since Dr. Miiller

undertook the last revision, and in this period one is not

at all surprised to find that accepted views on many points

have undergone great changes, and in some cases entire

Irevolutions.

I

For those of our readers who have not had the oppor-

itunity of examining previous editions for themselves, a few

Iwords as to the gap which the author intended that the

work should fill may not be out of place. Referring, in the

preface to the first edition, to the great stir Humboldt's
" Kosmos " made throughout Germany, attracting general

attention to the study of cosmical phenomena, he stated

that he intended to produce a work, in the form of a text-

book, in which the physics of the heavens and the earth

should be systematically brought together. In astronomy

it was true that many p ipular works were at hand, but in

physical geography and meteorology they were to a

rertain extent wanting. With such an object in view it

was necessary to keep the book within certain limits, and

;not to enter too far into mathematical developments :

ihis accounts for the brevity of some parts in the astro-

nomical and optical sections. On the whole, however, a

ion-mathematical reader should rest very content with

what he has before him.

In this new edition. Dr. Peters, who has undertaken the

evision,has not deviated from the original idea of dividing

ihe work into four books, and they are, as formerly, devoted

,0(1) the movements of the heavenly bodies and their

tnechanical explanations
; (2) cosmical and atmospheric

ohenomena
; (3) heat phenomena on the earth's sur-

|ace and in the atmosphere ; and, lastly, (4) atmospheric

ilectricity and terrestrial-magnetism.

Covering as the work does over 900 pages, a systematic

reatment of each section would be impossible, so we will

mit ourselves to searching out what is not in the book
'hich ought to be there, and vice versa. With regard to

he latter, with the exception of what is referred to later

)n, there is not much that need be said, except it be that

ome old incidents of observed phenomena might have

nade place for others more recent, as, to take one ex-

•mple, that referred to under " Magnetische Storungen "

P- 858).

The first book, dealing with astronomical phenomena
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consists of over 300 pages, and is the largest of the

four. This has received many and various alterations

and additions ; among the latter may be mentioned

references to the new moons of Mars and Jupiter, the dis-

coveries relating to the periods of rotation of Mercury

and Venus (Trouvelot's work somehow being overlooked

here), variable stars of the Algol type, and photographic

and spectrum analysis work. Those important

phenomena, the tides, receive due attention, and
instead of being dismissed in two pages, as in the last

edition, in this one have twelve devoted to them. In the

section on time, it is a pity that more is not said about

the new system of time-zones, for this is just a typical

point to which an ordinary reader might wish to refer.

Under the description of what we know about the planet

\'enus, there are several important points which do not

receive mention. Thus, for instance, no reference is

made to the snow-caps of which Trouvelot has published

so many drawings, nor can an account be found of the

curious and quick changes which have been observed to

occur on the terminator and limb, and which afford

strong arguments in favour of a rapid rotation of the

planet. The transit of Venus, on the other hand, is fully

discussed and described.

In the chapter dealing with comets, excellent de-

scriptions are given of their gravitational motions, and of

remarkable appearances, while the forms of their tails

are discussed at some length. During the last few years

astronomers have had many opportunities of studying these

bodies, and our knowledge has very much increased. Thus
v.e now generally suppose them to be swarms of meteorites

under the influence of gravitation pursuing their course

round the sun, the particles of which they are composed

banging and clashing about near perihelion, and produc-

ing light and heat. One might at first be led to consider

that the author had overlooked such new knowledge, as

the reader is pulled suddenly up by a section on the

"meteorite." It is not till after twenty-five pages have

been passed over that he is informed of this suggested

relation between comets and meteors, and then in only

a few words. This subject is mentioned again briefly

under the spectra of comets.

Coming now to the second book, our luminary the sun is

the first dealt with. In this part we may mention one or

two points which we think are deserving of more attention

.

Thus, a propos of sun-spots, such an absorbing question

as the unequal period between a maximum and a minimum
and a minimum and a maximum receives no mention,

or even the important fact of the latitudinal changes

that the positions of spots undergo during a period; in

fact, in fifteen lines the whole reference to spot-period is

treated. In the explanations given to account for spots,

ZoUner's ideas are the most modern hinted at ; there is

no statement as to our present view, that they are caused

by down-rushes of cooler matter from the upper regions

of the solar atmosphere.

.'\n interesting account of the zodiacal light is followed

by a section on planetary photometry, in which G.

M tiller's recent work is referred to. In the section on

variable stars, the Algol type is fully dealt with, but no

attempt is made to explain other kinds of variables,

although several plausible suggestions are at hand.

Under temporary stars exactly the same is the case, in

D
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spite of what has been recently done with regard to this

most fascinating puzzle in astronomy. The remainder of

this book deals briefly, among other things, with nebulw,

star clusters, comets and their spectra, spectroscopes,

&c. The chapter on atmospheric light phenomena has

received but little alteration ; in it are described

refraction, mirages, halos, twilight, &c., which call for

little if any change.

In the third book we are introduced successively to

chapters on the distribution of heat on the earth's sur-

face, the pressure of, and disturbances in, the atmosphere,

and hygrometry ; these may be all included in the word
" meteorology." In the science of meteorology very rapid

advance has been made, and the last twenty years have

witnessed changes which have been sweeping in their

nature. Such being the case, we expect to find here

considerable alterations and additions, and indeed we

are not disappointed , for we find this part " zum

grossen Theile giinzlich umgearbeilet." Thus, to

mention one or two instances, the Ice age is dealt with

at some length, and is accompanied by an excellent map
showing the glacial distribution. The paragraphs on the

internal heat of the earth are also likewise lengthened,

and much new matter inserted. In the section on earth-

quake?, on the other hand, we fail to notice any reference

to Prof. Milne's important work that he has been carrying

out in Japan on a truly scientific basis. A brief de-

scription of this, and a few words on the seismograph,

would have made an interesting addition.

The fourth and last book will be found to have

received little alteration. This seems perhaps striking,

in the face of the great amount of work that

is now being done in this direction. There is no

doubt that at present we are rather gathering facts

systematically and accurately acquired, than subjecting

those already obtained to detailed discussion. Never-

theless we find no changes or additions under the para-

graph entitled "dis spectrum des N'ordlichtes," or any

other explanation of this phenomenon than that of De la

Rive, indicating that the work done during the last

nineteen years has been void of results worthy of men-

tion. In the part on lightning, we are rather surprised

to see no reference to photography, which has en-

lightened us much on this phenomenon, showing us

that a forked flash is by no means "instantaneous,"

to use a word which is rather ambiguous, but lasts,

comparatively speaking, a considerable time.

We cannot conclude without referring especially

to the admirable illustrations, which throughout the

work form a very prominent feature. The plates

at the end of the b3ok miy be said to be the same as

those that appeared in the last edition, but in the case

of those in the atlas which accompanies the volume

many importantalterations and additions have been made.

Thus, to mention some of the more important. Those

showing the paths of the planets have been revised and

much improved. Two rather startling (as regards colour)

pictures of the planet Mars (June 3 and 14, 1858), after

Secchi, are inserted, also an excellent map of his

surface, after Schiaparclli.

Among other very good plates is one of Jupiter and his

spots (Warren de la Rue), Saturn I'rouveloi;, two of the

moon after negatives taken at the Lick Observatory,
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Mount Hamilton, a lunar crater after Nasmyth,
Roberts' Andromeda nebula, and Langley's enlarged

picture of sun-spots.

The maps and diagrams referring to the meteorologici

and magnetical sections are as numerous as ever, ui I

have all been carefully revised and brought up to d>!-

New pictures of the aurora;, as observed in Kingua Kjord

in 18S2 and 1S83, are also inserted.

In the above rapid survey of the 900 pages which this

book contains, one can form an idea of the great dilHculty

the bringing of such a work as this up to date must have

been to the reviser. Having to bear in mind that no part

must be more elaborately developed than another, aad
that the limit of range as regards details must be re-

stricted. Dr. Peters has had no light task before hun.

Cosmical physics is such a wide-spreading subject, and
the information here brought together so plentiful, that

the few remarks we have mide ab^ive fall, for the ni'st

part, into insignificance.

As a popular treali:e the work should be widely read,

and the special index should considerably facilitate ilie

utility of the work in its function as a book of reference

W. J. LOCKYEK.

ALCHEMY AND CHEMISTRY.

The Alchemical Essence and the Chemical Element, an

Episode in the Quest of the Unchangin\;. By M. M.

Pattison Muir. Pp. 94. (London : Longmans, Green,

and Co., 1S94.)

THIS is a very interesting book ; its object is stated

in a sentence printed on a fly-leaf following the

title-page—" This essay is written in the hope that

some of the men who exercise their ' wit and reason' in

examining the problems of life may help to answer the

questions that nature propounds to those of her students

who follow the quest of the unchanging.'

The author begins by quoting two definitions, one

an alchemist : "There abides in nature a certain fon.i

matter which, being discovered and brought by ait

perfection, converts to itself, proportionally, all imperii i

bodies that it touches'"; and the other by a chcnii^^i :

" In chemistry we recognise how changes take pl.acc m
combinations of the unchanging." It may here be said

that it would often materially add to the interest of the

work if the names of the authors of these and of otl:

quotations in the book had been given.

The difficulties that many have experienced in under-

standing the writings of the alchemists are accounted

for by showing that the names which they used, and

which have survived as the names of well-knowni

substances, were applied only to certain principles or|

properties that matter was supposed to possess: thuS|

the word sulphur re[. resents the principle of change-,

ability, and the word mercury the principle of malleability

and lustre which the metals exhibit. The alchemists

used expressions of this kind partly to hide their scu'

from the uninitiated, and also to preserve themscl^

from suspicion of dealing with the evil one, who was con

sidered to be the possessor of the earth. The mystical

language was derived, to a large extent, from theology,

the science which at that time pervaded all the thoughts

i

I
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of the learned. Possibly the alchemists really attached

some definite meaning to the fantastical terms they used,

which meanings are now lost to us.

When the use of the accurate balance was introduced

into natural science, it revolutionised the methods of

investigation : it now became possible to trace the

changes which occur during the interaction of bodies

in a way quite different from that employed in earlier

times. Thus the alchemist observed only the changes

of properties of the substances with which he experi-

mented ; the chemist investigates, in addition, the

changes of mass which occur when alterations of matter

are produced.

It must not be supposed that the early workers were

ignorant of the increase of weight which occurs during

the calcination, or, as we now call it, the oxidation of

metals, but they gave very fanciful explanations of the

fact ; thus George Wilson, in his " Compleat Course of

Chymistry,' printed in 1721 (how many students at the

present time would rejoice in a complete course of

chemistry in 383 pages ! ) says, when writing of the calci-

nation of lead, " It gains in weight by calcination,

because a greater quantity of igneous particles insinuate

themselves into the lead, than the sulphurous ones the

fire drives out, for in calcination, the acid of the fire,

joins itself to the alkali of the lead, and having driven

away its combustible sulphur, makes a new and
incombustible body."

Mr. Pattison Muir gives some illustrations of the use

of the balance, but one of these seems not quite a happy

example. He states that when water was evaporated in

an open dish and a residue was left, the alchemist

"pointed to the earthy matter in the dish as proof of the

tran'sformation of water into earth." He afterwards says

that a weighed quantity of water was distilled, the dis-

tillate was weighed and was found to be less than the

original water ; "but the sum of the weights of the con-

densed water and the earthy matter was equal to the

weight of the water before boiling," showing that the

residue was dissolved in the water used. It is not stated

by whom this experiment was made, but it is inferred

that it was performed in the early days of quantitative

work. As spring water rarely contains more than one-

tenth per cent, of dissolved matter, it would have been

interesting if the author had informed us what precau-

tions were taken to secure such a- result, which would be

difficult even with our modern appliances.

By the use of the balance it was found that some sub-

stances differed from others, some being composed of

differei^ kinds of matter, and hence called compounds,
whilst otlwrs could not be thus separated, and were re-

garded as simple bodies or elements. When an element

is transformed into a compound, the latter almost invari-

ably possesses properties very different from those of the

element, and the element appears to have been destroyed
;

the alchemist thought that it was really destroyed, but

the chemist shows that it is only hidden, and can be

obtained from the compound in the same quantity that

was used to prepare the compound ; moreover, the weight

of the compound is invariably equal to the sum of the

weights of the elements composing it.

As far as we know at present the elements are un-

changeable ; however complex the compounds which are
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formed by their combination, the elements can always be
obtained from them with all their original properties.

Thus the formations of compounds from elements and
the decomposition of compounds into elements are

properly called the " changes in combinations of the

unchanging." The alchemical principles could not be

weighed or measured, so that it was not possible to ex-

plain the properties of bodies by the assertion—for it was
nothing more—that they contained more or less of these

principles.

The author next tells us that the same elements in the

same proportions can form compounds with different

properties, and then passes on to the laws of multiple

proportions, showing how these are accounted for by the

theory of atoms. The periodic law is then explained,

and it is pointed out that the periodic properties of the

elements and of their compounds contrast very strongly

with the ideas of the alchemists with regard to the

principles that were supposed to account for the different

properties of substances. The striking difference between

alchemical and chemical reasoning is well illustrated by
the history 01 the theory of combustion, the escape of

the principle of fire, as held by the phlogistians to be the

cause of combustion, being contrasted with the combina-

tion of the burning substance with o.xygen, as discovered

by Lavoisier.

The author appears to be rather hard on alchemy when
he says " the great business of alchemy was to prevent

men from coming into close contact with external

realities. Alchemy was a manufacturer of blinkers that

shut off the objects on either side, and so distorted the

vision." No doubt this was in some ways the result of

alchemy, but it can hardly be supposed that it was its

object. It is difficult to place ourselves, even in imagina-

tion, in the position of the alchemists, but we may
hope that they were struggling after truth to the best of

their powers, their failure being due more to their hold-

ing preconceived notions than to a desire to obscure

facts.

Some may not agree with the author in classing

together alchemists, spiritualists, theosophists, and
theologians ; though, no doubt, all have erred in making
assertions with an insufficient knowledge of facts. So
also it seems not quite justifiable to restrict the term

science to the investigation of natural phenomena, for

surely the study of the moral and spiritual actions of

man are also worthy of the name of science. Some may
not accept spiritual truths, considering that they are

beyond their experience ; but it is hardly scientific to deny
their existence, any more than it was reasonable for the

inhabitants of Flatland to deny the existence of space

of three dimensions.

I\lr. Pattison Muir's book will well repay perusal ; it

will appeal not only to the chemist, but also to the general

reader, who cannot fail to obtain much insight into the

ideas of the alchemist, and also into the accurate methods
of the modern chemist. HEKUliRT McLeod.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Principia Nova Aslronomiat. By Henry Pratt, M.D.
(London: Williams and Norgate, 1S94.)

We confess to having read a great deal of this book,
and to have wasted a corresponding amount of time.
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in an unsuccessful attempt to wrestle with the novelties

submitted to consideration. The only possible con-

solation or reward is the thought that a brief notice may
prevent others from a similar distress and dissatisfac-

tion. To say that the author does not accept the first

law of motion, will perhaps serve to indicate the kind of

man with whom we have to deal. After this one will be
prepared to believe that any amount of curiosities and
world-worn paradoxes will be met with in this collection

of some two hundred quarto pages.

The feature, however, which distinguishes this pro-

duction from all other works of the same character is

the numerous suns which the author is obliged to intro-

duce in order to explain the motions of the earth and
moon. For those who are so benighted as to accept the

gravitational theory, as developed by Newton and his

school, one sun suffices ; but the new Principia requires

at least four. First, we have a central sun occupying
" the eccentric centre of an ideal sphere." This phrase
is hard to understand. It is suggested that it may mean
that an imaginary sphere rotates about a point not its

centre. Round this " ideal sphere" we have a so-called

polar sun, circulating with its cortege of solar bodies
and their satellites. This sun is called a polar sun
because it revolves in a plane approximately parallel to

the axis of the earth ; but in what the peculiar necessity

of its creation consists, we have failed to fathom with

distinctness, and fear to misrepresent the ingenious

author. On the surface of this ideal sphere another
sun, called the equatorial, also revolves, this time from
west to east, in a " mean equatorial plane. ' These three

suns are necessarily made to be non-luminous bodies,

only recognisable by the effects their " eccentric

attractions and orbital revolutions " exercise on the

earth and moon. Finally we have the visible sun. Of
these four, the central sun is the master-key of the whole
system, from which energy radiates in every direction,

upholds all the members of the system, while simul-

taneously holding them apart. .'Vnd any one who is at

all accustomed to this kind of literature will conclude,

without any further warning, that electricity is the energy
invoked to sustain this system. It would have been
distinctly disappointing not to have had electricity

introduced as the mainstay.
Those who wish to see how this complication can be

made to explain the precession of the equinoxes, the

motion of the lunar nodes and apsides, nay, the pre-

dominance of land and water in the northern and
southern hemispheres of the earth respectively, and
many other strange thingf, must be referred to the book
itself. There is, m fact, only one sentence in the book
with which we can cordially and entirely agree, and that

is the first " Who," says the author, " Who will believe

the theory of astronomical motion set forth in the

following pages ." Not the astronomers, certainly." We
venture to assure him that he is perfectly correct in this

conjecture. W. E. P.

A Manual nf the Geology of India. .Second edition.

Revised and largely re-written by R. D. Oldham,
AR..S.M

,
(Calcutta: Geological Survey Office. Lon-

don: Trubner and Co., 1893.)

The first edition of this book has been out of print for

some years; meanwhile, Indian geology has greatly

a!--^' •
• ' o that a revised and extended issue, bringing

t : line witli the new results of the Geological

'"1'/ been needed. Few are more capable of
<\ ting and revision better than Mr. (Jld-

h 1 .1 wide and varied experience of survey

work mi: s acquaintance with the literature

pertaining ct is evidenced by the " Uibliography

of Indian compiled by him in 18S8. Mr.
Uldham h.i iltcrcd the arrangement of the book.

The origmal cJitiu:i consisted of a series of descriptions
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of separate districts; but in the present volume the rocks
are described in chronological order. All references to

economic geology are excluded, being relegated to the

works specially devoted to it, whde this deals with strati-

graphical and structural geology. In the detailed table

of contents, the excellent plan has been followed of indi-

cating by a ditterent type the matter which is new or

entirely re-written in the present edition. A glance at

this shows at once that Mr. Oldham has produced almost
a new book. Especially interesting is the chapter on the
" Homotaxis of the Gondw.ina System." Most geologists

will remember the bitter controversy that once raged
over the age of this system, but which has now died out.

Mr. Oldham has made a detailed study of the rock-

groups of the Gondwana system, and has compared them
with their representatives in Australia and .A.frici. He
has thus been able to show the relation of the Upper
Palicozoic and Lower. Me-;ozoic rocks of India, .Africa,

and Australia to those of Europe. The two last chapters
in the book are entirely new. One deals with the age and
origin of the H imalayas, and the other with the geological

history of the Indian peninsula. In both of these a
number of important questions are discussed in a
scientific manner. Wherever Mr. Oldham has inter-

polated new matter, he has done it well. Unlike many
other revisers, therelore, he has produced a restoration

which really improves the old structure. The result is

that the manual is once more the standard work on
the present state of knowledge of the geology of India.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
\The Editor Joes not hold himself rtsponsihU for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake

to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part 0/NATUR8.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

The Weight of the Earth.

In a letter in this week's Nature, signed " The Reviewer,"

the writer does not notice that in ihe English l.inguage, and in

all legal and common usages of it, including that of all scientific

men in speaking of their weii;liings l>y ordinary balances,

-Meights mean masses. Tlie fact that the weijjht of the earth

is 614 X IO-' tons is as clear as that the weight of a parcel of

tea is 3 lb. It is the heaviness of a weight or mass that is a

property accidental to its position, being less at the equator,

greater at the poles, and nothing at the earth's centre. I have

never yet heard a " box of wcighlb " called a box of misses. I

don't believe even "The Reviewer" calls it a box of masses.

If carried to the centre of the earth it is still a box of weights,

though the heaviness of the weights is zero.

The word " weight " is often used to denote the heaviness of

a weight or mass. No dictum, either of "The Reviewer" or

of myself can eliminate this ambiguity from the ICiiglish language.

Hut scienlilic men may grcitly diminish the inconvenience of it,

and may even tend to eliminate it altogether, if they persistently

use the woid "heaviness" when they mean heaviness.

May 12. R.

"The Reviewur" makes a number of statements which he

does not slop to prove; a', for instance, when he says lint

" the weight of a body would be pr.ictically nothing if the body

was removed to a few million miles fr.iin the earth." liut an

appeal to experiment will show that the weight is unaltered.

To fix the ideas, consider an astronomical or .istrological chart,

in which the earth is at the centre of a Zodiacal circle. Now, il

a IOC-ton gun is weighed in the .scales of Libra, the weights

required for equilibrium, as given by the lumps of metal in the

other scale pan, will amount to exactly too tons ; so that the

weight of too tons at the distance of the Zodiacal circle, or at

any other distance, is exactly 100 tons.

Hut if "The Reviewer" takes a ball of the mathematician's

imaginary fine, weightless siring, which he lets down from

Libra to the surface of the earth, to the end of which weights

can be attached, so as to equilibrate the 100 ton gun at the di»-
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tance of ihe Zodiacal circle ; now it is certainly true that a much
smaller weight will suffice to proJuce equilibrium. Suppose,
for instance, that the Zodiacal circle has a radius equal to the
distance of the moon, or sixty limes the earth's radius ; then
22,400^3600, say, 61b., suspended near the earth's surface at the
end of the suing, some 240,000 miles long, will suffice to

balance ico tons in the other scale pan, close up to the Zodiacal
circle. But if the 100 tons is also lowered down by another
mathematical string to the surface of the earth, then 100 tons is

requited to equilibrate it; and so it will for any intermediate
position, when the lengths of the strings are equal ; so that it

does not tend to any clear or useful end to say that the weight of
100 tons at the distance of the moon is only about 6 lb. On the
contrary, the weight of 100 tons is everywhere 100 tons.

The wight of a body xsihelkal-iuhich is measured in lb., tons,

kilogrammes, or other standards of weight ; and these standards
are certain lumps of metal licensed by .^cts of Parliament, and
carefully preserved against change or degradation.
The weight of the Earth, for instance, as determined by the

Cavendish experiment, is about 6 x 10"' tons ; and it is not
necessary to dig up the Earth and 10 weigh the fragments at the
surface of the Earth for the determination of this weight.

It is too late now to change the meaning of a word that has
been in immemorial use in all languages ; such a quasi-Gjihic
revival would have to restore all literature, as, for insti^nce, the
lines of Ovid (An. Am. 3, 319) :

—

" Qua: nuncno nen hab;nt operosl signa Myronis
Fondus iners quond-ini duraque massa fuil."

A. G. Greenhill.

The Niagara Riveras a Geologic Chronometer.

When we quote an author whose views coincide with our
own, we are apt to speak of him a-i an authority on
the subject ; but when we dissent from the views we quote,
we are not so apt to recognise the higli authority of

that author. This reflection on a phase of mental bias

is suggested by a personal experience with reference to

the age of Niagara Falls. The geologis's and others who
have discussed the length of post-glacial time may be rudely
classed as minimists, maximists, an 1 agnostics. Within the

past five years I have been frequently and approvingly quoted
by the minimists as estimating tne portion of time consumed by
the Niagara River in cutting its gorge at 7000 years, and the

reputation thus acquired has not been noted without personal
appreciation. But self-complaisance in that regard has been
somewhat impaired by the thought that the honour is ill-

founded, and that the insecurity of its foundation would sooner
or later be discovered. Not less disturbing was the fear that

when the maximists or agnostics look their turn at writing, I

should be classed with the goats instead of the sheep. There
can be no doubt that the manly ani in every way proper cour.-^e

would have been followed had I years ago disclaimed the glory

accidentally thrust upon me ; but it is easy to bask in the sun-

shine of even unmerited applause, and conscience was too weak
to determine action until another mo'ive was added by a blow
from the agnostic side. In his recent book Dr. James Geikie,
after quoting me as an authority for the yoooyear estimate, adds
that "all such estimates are in the nature of things unreliable."

I now hasten to declare that I never said or thought that the
period in question was about 7000 years. What I did incautiously
say was, in effect, that the time allowance for the cutting

of the gorge would be about 7000 y.;ars if the rate of the cutting
were uniform, but that there vva> good reason to believe the rate

had not been even approximately uniform.
Dropping personaliiie-, which lack interest for your re.aders

unless they involve principles, I beg to say a few words on the
actual value of Niagara Falls as a chronometer. In 1844 lames
Hall made a map of the brink of the Falls, and established

bench marks to which changes could be referred. Within a few
years several other surveys had been m,adt: and connected with
the first bench marks. It has thus become known, first, that in

the middle of the Horseshoe Fall, where the princi|ial body of

water descends, the brink retrogrades at the rale of four or five

feet per annum ; second, that the American Fall, carrying a

much thinner sheet of water, retrogrades so slowly that its rate

is concealed by errors of survey. The gorge, which has been
cut since the ice sheet retreated from th; region, is six miles
long, and the division of this distance by the annual rate de-
termined for the Horseshoe Fall yields a period agreeable to Ihe
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minimists. Had the conditions remained uniform, no fault
could be found with this estimate, but there is reason to believe
that the conditions have varied enormously in nearly every
particular. The thickness of the resistant bed at the crest of
Ihe Falls is far from uniform, and it was aliogether wanting for
part of the distance. During the period of gorge-cutting, the
height of Lake Ontario, which gives bast-level to the river, has
varied through a range of several hundred feet. The volume of
the river has doubtless varied somewhat through climate, but
it has probably varied enormously by reason of changes in drain-
age systems, resulting chiefly from differential uplift. The
Niagara now carries surplus water from the basins of Lakes
Erie, Huron, Michigan, and Superior. There was probably a
post-glacial epoch during which three of these lakes discharged
their water in other directions, and only the basin of Lake Erie
fed the Niagara River. During that epoch the volume of the river
was so small that canyon-cutting was effected only by the feeble
process now illustrated by the American Fall, instead of the
vigorous process illustrated by the Horseshoe Fall. These con-
siderations, which the inquiring reader may find more fully set
forth in the annual report of the Smithsonian Institution for
1890, tend strongly 10 sustain the agnostic view of the Niagara
River as a geologic chronometer. G. K. Gilbert.

Washington, April 30.

The Teeth and Civilisation.

On the Sth inst.. Dr. Wilberforce Smith read a short com-
munication before the Anthropological Institute on the teeth of
ten Sioux Indians attached to the Wild West Show. His
investigation showed that in regard to molars and premolars
(the only teeth examined), these Indians were wholly free from
caries. In the discussion which followed the reading of the
paper, it was mentioned that the same fact was revealed in the
skulls of the Fourth Egyptian Dynasty brought to England by
Dr. Flinders Petrie, and in some skulls examined by Dr.
Wilberforce Smith himself, which were derived from the ruins

of Pompeii. The teeth of the Indians, both old and young,
and those in the skulls just referred to, all showed more or less

wear of the cusps, which is a most unusual circumstance in the
teeth of modern civilised people, and it was thought that some
difference in the food, or its mode of preparation, would be
required to account for the absence of signs of wear in our time.

Now, it has never been proved that the increasing preva'ence
of caries is due to weakness of the teeth owing to comparative
disuse, but there is nevertheless great probability in the infer-

ence, especially as signs of wear and freedom from caries appear
to occur together, and vice vcrsii. There is, however, a further

point in regard to the existing liability to the attacks of caries

which I think can he best explained by a transference of nourish-

ment to other parts governed by the same nerves. On inquiry

of several dentists, I find that the teeth most subject to decay
are the molars, and of these the upper molars are more often

attacked than those in the lower jaw. The molars of the upper
jaw are fed by a branch of the filth nerve, and in m idem life

this nerve has, perhaps, more strain put upon it than any other

in the body. We use our eyes, partly supplied by the ophthal-

mic branch of this nerve, not at intervals, but often closely

throughout a long day. And it seems, therefore, that with so

many increasing calls on this bundle of nerve fibres, the

filaments sent to the teeth are, by an automatic economy of

expenditure, robbed of the energy necessary to perform their

functions properly. The teeth through lack of use may not excite

the nerves to natural action, and thus from both sides there is

a failure of function, and the teeth are consequently more and
more unable to resist the attacks of caries. I am disposed to

attach some importance to this explanation, as I find that those

who have great calls on their nervous energy are more liable to

caries than people of quieter habit and slower temperament.
Dr. Wilberforce Smith mentioned the alarming increase of

ilental decay amongst hospiial nurses, whose occupation is

certainly one demanding a constant drain on their nervous

energy. It was also noted that people in towns lose their teeth

more rapidly than those living in the country, which also bears

out the idea here suggested. On th,; other hand, the savage is

seldom required to strain his facial nerves continuously for any
length of time, and in reference to general nervous expenditure

he enjoys long periods of rest which are wholly denied to the
civilised man in towns. No doubt in consequence of the

excessive calls on our nervous energy the distribution of it is
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undergoing modification in civilised man, and parts not used to

any extent are being deprived of the supply necessary to healthy

growth. It is ntiucli to be feared that the teeth, though so

essential to the welfare of the body, are in this predicament.

But we are sidly in need of more definite information than is

»t present available, and it i* partly in the hope that some of

the readers of N'aturr, who hav'e opportunities which t do
not posse;?, may be induced to test this and other ideas relative

to the increase of caries, that I have written on the subject.

The whole question is at present much obscured by misconcep-

tions due to i.;norance. One fact, however, emerged only too

clearly from Dr. Wilberforce Smith's investigation, namely,

that while the giinJing teeth of civilised men of middle age are

either missing or practically useless for th:ir purpose, the

ancients enjoyed a perfect set of teeth till advanced years, and
modem savages enjoy the same blessing.

Clapham, May 10. Arthur Ebbels.

Johannes MtiUer and Amphioxus.

The story of Miiller's Neapolitan visit in search of

Amphioxus, as copied in Nature (May 3, p. 14) from the

I.ancel, belongs to the category of those that are hen Irovalo or

the reverse. To anyone acquainted with the works of this bril-

liant morphologicil genius th; tale b*ars internal evidence of

entire lack of foundation.

Miiller's chief memoiron .\mphioxus appeared in the .llihaiul-

liingen d;r Birlincr AkaUmit 1842. If Prof. Todaro had ever

read the original, or an earlier noie in the Berichle 1839, he
would scarcely have related the story. Miiller's work begins

with an historical summary of previous researches on the animal,

and in particular he relates {Btrichle 1839. p. 199) that the first

specimens he examined were obtained from Prof. Retzius.

Moreover, Costa's description, mentioned by Prof. Todaro as

being the immediate cause of Miiller's expeditious tri|) to

Naples, apptiirei ill 1839, an I in iht same year Mii'ler pub-
lished observations on the two specimens given him by Retzius.

At this period he was in ignorance of its occurrence at N.iples,

for (p. 200) he says it has been found "on the English,

Norwegian, and Swedish coasts." His chief work—the one be-

fore mentioned—was carried out on lifing specimens got by
Midler himself near Gothenburg, on the Swedish co.ast, and. as

is well known, and also expressly stated by himself, he worked at

the microscope for twelve days in order to complete his task on
the spot. The evidence goes to show that .Midler obtained no
Amphioxus—not even the one he is credited with 1—from
Naples nntil his work was completed ; and (p. 81, foot-note)

he remarks :
" In Naples the capture of the animal is very easy

close inshore, for it lives in great numbers in the sandy ground
of Posilipo. In 1842 I brought back from Naples owr ICXX)

sf'tcimem in spirit."

If the journey referred to ever look place, there is no record

of the one specimen in any of his works, and .Vlviller, who could
sacrifice a very rare Pentacrinus to the scalpel, was not the

man to spare an .\mphioxus. It must indeed have been a

"miraculous driught" that yielded only one specimen o(

Amphioxus off Posilipo.

However " intere ting " and amusing the story may be to

those who have a preference for fiction, it is to be regretted
that, with n> I asis of fact to support it, a zoologiit shoild have
lold it of one whom zoology will always rank as a chieftain

amongst her greatest sons. To many of us, who regard Miiller

with something akin to reverence, the fable it less inleresling

than painful.
J. B.

The Scandinavian Ice Sheet.

iK reply to the letter of Prof. T. G. Uonney (Nature, vol.

xlix. p. 338), which 1 by chance have read to day, concerning
the difTiculiy of explaining how the Scandinavian land-ice could
have crossrd the 'Icrp channel of Skagi.-rak and Kattegat, and
havr -- *- I '" ' • Anglian coasts, I should like to remark
that ' new to mc. and will exist after it has been
cxpl.i stream from Norway could have crossed

the named ch.innel and ex'ended over Denmirk and North-
western 'ieimany. It i«, however, an undmpuled fact thai

certain Norwegian boulders are very common in the most
norlhein pa"'* of lylland, and from there dispersed over
the whole lylland (though their rarity incrcaici with dis'.ance
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from Norw.ay), the northern parts of Fyn and Sjcetland, over
Slesvig and Molstein and North-western Germany from
Fehmarn towards the west, furtherover Djtchl.ind a ul Belgium
to several localities at the English east coast, under such condi-

tions that they could not have been transported by floating ice.

It is consequenily a f.ic. that the ice-stream from Norway has

crossed the named channel. I think, therefore, that the best

explication is that the Skagerak channel in its p-esent condition

was at first formed after or during the period of largest glacia-

tion, to which the Norwegian ice-slream belongs, but before the

Baltic ice-streams, both of which, I suppose, are posterior to

the greatest extension of the land-ice. The chief reason

for the formation of these ice-streams is the exislence of the

above-named channel, which has prevented the ice-stream from
Norway from extending over Denmark for the second time.

Copenhagen, May 2. Victor Madsen.

The Earliest Mention of Dictyophora,

TwAN Chi.no-Siiiii's "Miscellanies," compiled in the ninth

century A.D. (Japanese edition, 1697, book xix. i\ 7). has the

following note :
—" In the loth year of the perio 1 (Ta- Tiing (544

A.I). )a fungus grew in Yen-hiang Gardens owned by the Emperor
Kiin-Wan. It was eight inches long with a black head resem-

bling the fruit (that is, the Torus) of Eiiryale ferox : stem

hollowed through inside like the root oi Xeliiinbium spt'cicsum ;

skin all white except briow the root, where it was slightly red.

Portion like the fruit of Euryale had below a j )int like that of the

[
bamboos, and was removable ; from the joint a sheet was

[

developed, simulating a network, five or six inches in circum-

ference, surrounding the stem in the manner of a bell, but distant

and separate from it. The netwoik was line and lovely, and

also removable from the stem. It is allied to Weiliichi (the

Auspicious Fungus of Graveness and Pleasure) of the Taoist

writings. " This description seems to have been passe I over by

readers as a mere fiction, but I find that it agrees very well with

the figure of a Dictyophora, and may probably be the eirliest

mention of it. \ Japanese botanist, Rr./.in Sakamoto, has

figured the two forms of Dictyophora in his " .Monograph of

j

Fungi" (1834, vol. ii. p. 15), but has not referred to the ab)ve-

cited description. Ku.M.VGUSu MiNAKATA. •

M.iy 4.

The Scope of Psycho-physiology.

I HAVE no wish to enter into a triangular duel with Or,

Titchener and " the writer of the note " who has provoked his

fire. But since my name has been introduced, a word or two of

explanation seems necessary.

Some time before Or. Titchener discharge.! his first barrel, I

was requested by the editor of this journil to contribute a

popular article on "the scope of psycho- phvsiol5.;y," In

com[ilying with his request, I accepted (i) the conditions

implied by tlie word popular, which ii) doubt laid me op^--n to

the criticism ihat my " whole treatment " was "a little gcner.il

and superficial "
; and (2) the title suggested to me, since 1

regaded it .as comprehensive and not specially provocative of

terminological controversy. C. Liuyd Morc.an.

Bristol, May 10.

The Aurora of February 22.

The splendid aurora of February 22-23 began on the

Pacific coast of North Americ\ on the former date, extending

unusually far south in Californii, New .Mexico, anl Arizona,

but did not become con^^picu lus on the eastern half '<! the

continent until the day following. The earth currents afTecling

the telegraph lines were troublesome west of Chica;o exclusively

on February 22 also, not being felt cast of that point until the

day following. This localisation of the aurora in longitude

has been noted in numero'is other instances as well. An
arrangement has been made to secure reconls of the geo-

graphical distribution of earth current disturbances on the linei

of the Wislern Uniim Telegraph Company, which extend very

widely over I he North American continent. From wliat

appears in the case above described, such records are likely to

prove to be of very great inlercsl.

April 30. M. A. VsEDKR.
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THE ROYAL SOCIETY SELECTED
CANDIDATES.

AS in former years, we give the qualifications of the

candidates for election into the Royal Society, who
were selected by the Council at its meeting on Thursday
last.

William Bateson,

M.A. Fellowof St. John's College, Cambridge. Bilfour Sludent.

Kollesion Prizeman of the University of Oxford. Distinguished

as a Zoologist. Aulh ir of the followin;^ memiirs:—"The
Earl> S'ayes in the Development of />tz/i2/.v^''/£J.tj«.r (sp. incert.)"

\

(Quart. J'^urn. Micros. .Sci. vol. xxiv., p. 208) ;
" The Later

j

i>la^i> s m the Develop nient of Hahnoglosstts Koivalevsksii^ with

a S"g!;e-lion as to the .'Mfiniiies of the Enteropneus'.a " (ibid.,

vol. XXV., supplemiit, p. Si); "Con'inued Account of the
Lai<r .Stages in the D-velopment oi B ilain^losms Koiva^evskii,

aU'l "' he Morphology of the E iteroiineu-;ta" {ibid., vol. xxvi.,

p. 511); "The Ancestry of the Clordata " {ibid., p. 535);
** On ^otne V^ariations of Cardiitin eduU, apparently correlated

to the Conditions of Life " (Phil. Trans., 1889, p. 297} ; "Notes
on tht- .Senses and Habits of Marine AnimaU" (Marine Biol.

AS.SOC. lourn., newser.,vol. i., p. 2[i); " On the Sense Organs
and Perceptions of Fishes " («(>/.('., in the press).

George Albert Boulenger,
Assistant (First Class) in the Z mlogical Departm»nt, B.itish

Museum. Distinguished for his knowledge of Uerpetology.
Author of the Catalogues of Bairachia (2 vols., 1882) ; of

Lizaids (3 vols., 18S5-87) ; of Chelonians and Crocodiles (18S9).

In t icsc volumes, which are the standard works f >r the study of

ihcS'.: animals, all the species known are described, iheir

systematic arrangement being based on a critical examination of

the more recent researches into their anatomical structure and
geo.;rai hical distribution. He is also the author of a volume of

Ihr 'Fauna of Indii and Burma," which is devoted to the

Kep'iles and Batrachians ; and of a great number 'of memoirs
and papers published in the Transactions and Proceedings of the
Liniiean and Z jological Societies, the Geologicd M.igazlne,

Annali del Maseo Civico di Geiiova, and others. From iSSoto
1890 he has prepared the annual reports on Reptile,, Batiachians,

•and Fishes for the Zoological Record.

John Rose Bradford,

M D., D. Sc. Physician. Assistant Professor of Clinical

Medicine at University College. Author of " Electrical

Pnrnomena of Secretion " (jointly with Mr. Bayliss) (Proc. Roy.
S"c., 1886); " Pnysiology of Gland Nerves " (Juurn. of Physiol.,

l8~7 and 1888); "Innervation of the Renal Blood-vessels"
(Pmc. Roy. .Soc, 1889); " Innervation of the Pulmonary Blood
Vtsscis" (j7'iY.

,
jointly with Mr. Dean); " Influence of the

Kidney on Metabolism {ibid., 1892), and other papers.

Hugh Longbourne Callendar,
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Lecturer on Physics.

Has made imporiant investigations on the measurement of

temperature by electrical means. These are described in the

papers:—"On the Prac'ical Measurement of Temperature "

(Pliil. Trans., 1887 A, p. 161); "Onthe D.-termina ion of the

iioilin:^ Point of Sulphur, and on a Method of Standardising
Resistance Thermometers by reference to it" [ibid., 1891 A)
(ihis paper is written in conjunction with Mr. (iriffuhs); " On
the construction of Platnum Thermometers " (I'nil. Mag., July,

1891); " Some Experiments with a Platinum Pyrometer on the

Melting Points of Gold and Silver" (ibid., February, 1892}.

William W.^tson Chf.yne,

M.B., CM. (Elin.). F.R.C.S. (Eng.). Joint Professor of

Surgery in King'-. College, London. Diiiinguished as one
who has made discoveries in Bacteriology and Pathology, and
as the author of the following uorks and papers;—" On the

Relation of Micro-organisms to Antiicptic Dre-^sings "
( Trans.

Path. Soc, 1879); "Antiseptic .Surgery, its Principle-; and
Practice" (awarded the Jacksonian prize of the Royal College
of Surgeons, 1882); " On .Micro-organi-.ms in Purpura Ilijcmor-

rhagica " (Trans. Path. Soc, 1S84); "On Bacillus Alvei, the

Cause of Foul-brood in Bees," in conjunction with Mr. Cheshire
<Journ. Roy. Micros. .Soc, i885>; "A Study of certain of the

Conditions of Infection " (Brit. Med. Journ., 18S6); "On Sup-
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puration and Septic Disease" (Lectures delivered before the

Royal College of Surgeons, 1887); "On the Pathol'jgy, Eti-

ologv, Results and Treatment of Tubercular Diseases ot Bones
and Joints" (awarded the Astley Cooper prize, open (o Inter-

national competition, 1889) ; and numerous other valuable

contriljutions to Bacteriology and Pathology.

Robert Ed.mund Froude,

Superintendent of the Admiralty Experimental Worls. Asso-

ciate Member of Council, Institution of Naval Architects.

Distinguished for original mathematical and experimental

investigations which have greatly .advanced knowledge of (a)

the resistance ofTered by water to the movements of ships
; (/')

the forms of ships tending to dimini-h resistance; (r) the

efficiency of propellers. In ihe-e departments of inquiry, he
for many vears assisted his father, the late Mr. W. Froude,

F.R.S. Since 1878 he has worked independently, and been in

lull charge of the .-Vdmiralty Experimental Works, first at

Torquay and then at Haslar. The existing eslabiishmeni,

with its novel mechanical arran^jements for experimenting with

models of ships and propellers, was designed by him. His
advice has been sought and given in organising similar establish-

ments in this country and abroad. His mathematical and
experimental work has had great and beneficial influence on
ship-designing, primarily for the Royal Navy, but also for the

uiercantile marine. Under his direction the system of model
experiments has been greatly extended, enabling naval architects

to proceed with great certainty in dealing with problems of

propulsion, and effeclin.j large economies of engine power in

steamships. He has published many oiiginal papers on these

special s ibjects, most of ihem appear in Transactions of the

Institution of Naval Architects. Amongst these the principal

papers are: "The Leading Phenomena of Wave-making
Resistance" (1881); " Screw Propellers and their Efficiency"

(1883 and 1886); "Theory of the Screw Proprller" (1889 and

1892).

M. J. M. Hill,

M.A., D.Sc, late Fellow of St. Peter's College, Cambridge.
Professor of Mathematics in University College, London.
Eminent Mathematician. Author of the following papers on
pure and applied Mathematics :— " The Steady Moli m of

Electricity in Spherical Current Sheets" ('luart. Journ. Math.,

vol. xvi.) ; "Some Piopertits of the Equations of Hydro-
dynamics "(" (Y«<i'., vol. xvii. ); "On Functions of more than

two Variables Analogous to Tesseral Harmonics" (Trans.

Camb. Phil. Soc, vol. xiii.) ; "Calculation of the Equation

which determines the .-Vnharmonic Ritios of the Roots of a

l,).iintic " (Proc Lond. Math. Soc, vol xiv.); "On some
General Equations which include the Equations of Hydro-
dynamics" (Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc, vol. xiv.); "On the

Motion of Fluid, part of which is moving rotationally, and
part irrotationally " (Phil. Trans., 1S84) ; "On the closed

Link Polygons belonging to a System of Co-planar Forces

having a Simple Resultant " (Proc. Lond. Math. Soc, vol. xv.) ;

" The Differential Equations of Cylindrical and Annular
Vortices" (ibid., vol. xvi.); "On the Incorrectness of Rules

for Contracting the processes of finding the Square and Cube
Roots of a Number " (ibid., vol. xviii. ) ;

" On thee- and p-Dis-

criminants of Ordinary Integrahle Differential Equations of

the First Order" (ibid., vol. xix.) ; "On Node- and Cusp-
Loci, which are also Envelopes" (ibid., vol. xxii.) ;

" On the

Locus of Singular Points and Lines which occur in connection

with the Theory of the Locus of Ultimate Intersections of a

System of Surfaces" (to be published in Phil. Trans.).

John \'iriamu Jones,

B.Sc. (Lond.). Principal and Professor of Physics in the

University College of .South Wales and Monmouthshire.
Fellow of University College, London. Distinguished for his

acquaintance with physics. Engaged in the teaching of

jihysics as well as in the organisation of scientific studies, and
is anxious to promote the progress of science. Author of a

memoir "On the Determination of the Specific Resistance of

Mercury in Absolute Measure" (Phil. Trans, vol. clxxxi.,

1S90). Author also of the following pipers:—"On the

Calculation of the Co-efficient of Mutual Induction of a Circle

and a Coaxal Helix" (Proc. Phys. Soc, vol. x.) ; "On the

Use of Lissajous' Figures to determine a Rate of Rotation,

and of a Morse Receiver to measure the Period Time of a Reed
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or Taning-fotk " (;V^/.y.) ;
" Suggestions towards a Delermina-

tion of the Ohm." Read before the Briliih Assodation at

Leeds, iSgoC'The Electrician," vol. xxv.).

Augustus Edward Hough Love,

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. Lecturer in Mathe-
matics. Author of the following papers of merit, connecied
with mathematics :

—" On recent English Researches in Vortex
Motion" iMath. Ann., vol. xxx., 1SS7) ; "On Dedekind's
Theorem concerning the Motion of a Liquid Ellipsoid under its

own Attractions" (Phil. Mag., 1S8S1 ; "The small Free Vibra-

tions and Deformation of a Thin Elastic Shell " (Phil. Trans.,

1888) ; "On the Motion of a Liquid Elliptic Cylinder under its

own Attraction," and " The Oscillations of a Mass of gravitat-

ing Liquid in the form (fan Elliptic Cylinder which rotates as

if rigid about its axis" (Quart. Journ. Math., 1888); "The
Free and Forctd Vitrations of an Elastic Spherical Shell con-
taining a given Mass of Liquid " (Prnc. Lond. Math. Soc. , vol.

xix., 18SS) ; "The O.-cillation ol a Rotating Liquid Spheroid,

and the Genesis of the Moon " (Phil. Mag., iS8o) ; "Vortex
Motion in certain Triangles" (Amer. Journ. .Math., 1S8S);
" The .Motion of a Solid in a Liquid when the Impulse reduces

to a Couple" (Proc. Phil. Soc, Camb., 18SS) ; "On the

Equilibrium of a Thin Elastic Spherical Bowl" (Proc. Lond.
Math. Soc, vol. xx., 1S89); "On Sir \V. Thomson's Estimate
of the Rigidity of the Earth" (Trans. Phil. Soc, Camb., vol.

XV., 1890); " Note on the Present State of the Theory of Thin
Elastic Shells" (Proc. Roy. Soc, vol. xlix., 1891); "Wave
Motion in a Heterogeneous Heavy Liquid "(Pioc. Lond. Math.
Soc. vol. xxii., 1891); "On the Theory of Discontinuous
Fluid Motions in two Dimensions" (Proc. Phil. Soc, Camb.,
vol. vii., 1891}.

RiCH.ARD LyDEKKER,

B. A. (Camb.). Formerly on the Geological .Survey of India.

Distinguished for his acquaintance with the science of Paleon-
tology. .Vulhor of a .series of illustrated quarto memoirs on
the Tertiary and Post-Tertiary Vertebrata of India, " Falitoit-

tolflgica /iiJica" {}Aemo\rs Geol. Surv. India, 1876-86); also

a part of the Mesozoic Vertebrata of India {ibiil.) ; of " Cata-
logue of the Fossil .Mammalia in the British Museum," in five

parts (1885-87), of "Catalogue of the Fossil Reptilia and
Amphibia," now in course of publication ; and of many papers
on Palxontulogical subjects to the <,)jart. Journ. Geol. Soc,
Proc. Zool. Soc, ic

Supplementary Certificate.

Author of :— British .Museum Catalogue of Fossil Reptiles,

4 vols. ; British Museum Catalogue of Fossil Birds ; Vol. II.

(Vertebrates) of Nicholson and Lydekker's Manual of Palaeon-

tology. Joint author, with Sir W. IL Flower, of "The Study
of Mammals "

; a monograph of the Extinct .\rgentine Dino-
saurs ; Cetaceans and Ungulates in the La Plata Museum ; and
numerous minor papers.

Francis Cranmer Penrose,
M.A., F.R.T.B.A.,F.R.A.S. Honorary Fellow of M.agdalene
College, Cambridge. Architect. Surveyor 10 the Fabrick of

St. Paul's Cathedral. Late Director of the British Aichoeo-
logical .School at Athens. Author of books or memoirs on (1)

"Principles of Athenian Architecture," 1851 ; (2) "On the

PreJiciion and Reduction of Occuliations of Mars and Eclipses
by a Graphical Process," 1869; (3) "On the Deteimination
of the Elements of the Orbits of Comets by Graiihical Pro-
cesses," Monthly Notices, 1881 ; (4) "Two papers on the

Ancient Hccatompedon, Athens," 1891 and 1893; (5) "On
the Orienialion of Greek Temples and ihe Amplitudes of Stais

al the time of the Foundation of the Temples, ' Phil. Trans,,

1893. Observer of the Total Solar Eclipses of 1870 and 1878.
loveolor of inttruments for drawing the Logarithmic Spiral

;

for drawing the Hy|)erboU by continued motion parallel to the
Aiymptotci ; for the Mechanical Solution of Spherical
Triinjiles, &c.

DUKINFIELD HeNRV SCOTT,

Ph.D. (Wiiri'iuri:). F.L.S. Honorary Keeper of the Jodrell
Laboratory, Royal Gardens, Kew. Dr. Scott is a person
attached to science and anxious to promote its progress. He is

didinguishel for his acquaintance with Bxtany, and has made
discoveriet in that branch of science which have been pub-
lisheil in the following papers :

" Entwickelungsgeschichle der
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gegliederlen Milchiohren" (Inaug. Dissert., Wurzburg, 1881,
published in .Arbeilen des jiot. Instituts, Wurzburg, 1881

;

translation in Quart. Journ. Micios. Sci., 1S82); "OntheLati-
ciferous Tissue of Manihot Glaziovii " (Qaart. Journ. Micros.
Sci., 1884); "On ihe Occurrence of Articulated Laliciferous

Vessels in Hevea " (Journ. Linn. Soc, Botany, 18S5); "On
ihe Nuclei of Oscillaria and Tolypothrix " {iiid., 1S87) ; with
Mr. Wager, "On the Floating Tissues of Ses/>ania aculeata"
(Annals of Botany, I., 18SS); with Mr. Hrebner, "On the
Anatomy and Histogeny of Strychtios" (.Annals of Botany,
III., 18S9) : "On seme Points in the Anatomy of Ipomcua
versicolor (HiJ., v., 1 891); with Mr. Brebner, "On Internal

Phloem in the Root and Stem of Dicotyledons " (//'»</.); "On
the Secondary Tissues in Certain Monocotyledons" [iliid., vii.,

1893); with Miss Sargant, " On the Pitchers of Dischidia

Kaffleiiana{ibiJ.). Dr. Scolt is also the £uthor of many bo-
tanical reviews, note?, &c. He co-operated with Prof. Bower,
F. R. S., in the preparation of the English edition of De Bary's

"Comparative .-\nalomy of Phanerogams and Ferns" (Oxford,

1884) ; and with Prof. Howes in the preparation of the new
edition (1SS8) of Huxley and Martin's "Elementary Biology.''

From 18S2-85 Dr. Scott was .Vssistant to the Professor of

Bolany at University College, London, and was from 18S5-92
-Vssistant Professor in Biology (Botan)) at ihe Royal College of

Science, South Kensington, a position which he resigned to

take up that which he at present occupies at the Royal Gardens,
Kew.

Rev. Frederick John Smith,

Clergyman of the Church of England. Millard Lecturer in

Experimental Mechanics, Trinity College, Oxford. Distin-

guisheil for his researches in practical mechanics and physics,

and the invention of important dynamometiic and integrating

instruments ; also of the chronograph—registering graphically

periods o( lime from 00005 sec. 'o ' '° s^<^-— "°^*' "^'^'^ "" ''''

measurement of the flight of projectiles and in physiological

research. .Vulhor of numerous |)apers, among which may be

mentioned:—"An Experimental Investigation of the circum-

stances under which a Change of the Velocity in the Propaga-

tion of the Ignition of an Explosive Gaseous Mixture takes

place in Closed and Open Vessels. Part I.— Chronographic
Measurements" (Proc. Roy. Soc, vol. xlv., 1889); "De-
scription of Dynamometer and Integrator for measuring the

work done in Driving Dynamos and other machines " (Electri-

cian, iSSi); " Ergometer or work measuring machine" (Phil.

Mag., vol. XV., 1SS3, and Natire, vol. xxx.) ; "A new form

of Electric Chronograph (Phil. .Mag , vol. xxix., 1890) ; "On
some new Methods of investigating the Points of Recalescence

in Steel and Iron "
(i7'i</., vol. xxxi., 1S91); "On some of the

Effects of Magnetism on Rods of Iron, Nickel, and other

Metals which have received a Permanent Torsional Set " [ibid.,

vol. xxxii., 1891).

Jo.sErii Wii.soN Swan,

M.A. (/jo«<'r/j cawja) Duiham. F.C.S. F.I.C. Has devoted

himself for many years with great success to expeiimenlal

scientific work, chiefly in relation to Elcctiic Lighting, the

Electro-deposition of Metals, and the Im|iiovcment of Photo-

graphic Processes. His labours have resullcd in mateiial

extension of knowledge, and in important inventions, among
which are the Incandescent Electric Lamp, the Carbon Process,

by which the first permanent photographic prints were pro-

duced and which has formed the basis of many processes of

photo mechanical engraving (in this relation the property of

salts of scsquioxide of chromium to combine with gelatine

nnd render it insoluble was discovered), the highly sensitive

(lelalino bromide Photographic Plate, the result of an original

observation of the effect of heat on the gclatinobromide of

silver emulsion, the Cellular Form of Electrical Secondary

Battery Plate, the production of Lamp Filaments from Solu-

tions, Integrating Electric Meters, S.ifciy Lamp for Miners, and

an Electric Firedamp Indicator.

Victor Huhert Velev,

M. A., F.C.S. Lecturer on Chemistry. Author of the following

papeis: " On the Oxides of Manganese .md their Hydrates"

(Part I., Chem. Soc Journ., 18S0; Part II., >7';</., 1882)

;

"On the Rale of Decomposition of Ammonium Nitrate " [ibtd.,

1883); "On some ."sulphur Compounds of Calcium" (ibid.,

1885); "On Ihe Lime Process lor the Purification of Coal
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Gas" (Soc. Chem. Indust. Journ., 1885); "On some Sulphur

Compounds nf Barium" (Chem. Soc. Journ., 1886) ; "On the

Conditions of Evolution of Gases from Homogeneous Liquids"

(Phil. Trans., 1888) ; "On a Method of Investigating the Dis-

solution of .Metals in Acids " (Chem. Soc. |ourn., 1889) ;
" On

the Conditions of the Reaction between Copper and Nitric

Acid" (Roy. Soc. Proc, 1889).

THE ARCTIC EXPEDITIONS OF 1S94.

IT is not easy to speak definitely regarding the various

Arctic Expeditions which will be in the field this

year, for several of the most loudly advertised ventures

have collapsed or been postponed, and it is possible that

some quiet and determined explorers may set out without

calling public attention to their plans. There is un-

jdoubtedly to be keen rivalry in the North Polar basin

for several years to come, and even an incomplete fore-

least of the projected work may serve to direct notice to

the regions whence good results in the way of Arctic dis-

covery may be looked for. It is unnecessary to insist

in the pages of N.\tcjre, however needful the caution

may be to the general public, that no credit for /irctic

exploration can be given until the intending explorer

ireturns, bringing with him proofs of his achievements
which will be.ir the keenest criticism of experts.

Two well equipped expeditions have been in the field

since last summer, working by different methods, from
1

different sides, but both led by men of experience and
manned by tested Arctic travellers. Nansen's expedition

in the Frain appeals most powerfully to the imagination

for the boldness of its plan and the faith with which its

leader bases his success and even his life on the truth of

his theory of ocean-currents in the far north. The
general trend of these currents, as drawn by Dr. Nansen,
is shown on the accompanying map. which is reducea
from one published in the Gcoi^raphicatJournal, vol, ii.

His strongest evidence for the existence of a drift across

the centre of the polar basin was, as is well known, the dis-

covery on the ice otTthe south of Greenland of relics from
the .American exploring s,h\pjeaniic//e, which sank off the

New Siberian Islands ; but this was fortified by inuch
additional information. The Frain sailed from Chris-

itiania on June 24, 1S93, passed through the Waigatz Strait

ion August 3, and the last news was that on .\ugu5t 6

some Samoyeds saw her passing along the Valmal coast

between the ice and the land. Nansen intended to call

lat the mouth of the Olenek River in September before

turning finally northward, but he did not do so. If he
(had called, or even been sighted off the coast, the fact

jwould have been reported to Baron Toll, who was in the

Neighbourhood of the Olenek until November. It seems
probable that, making an easy passage across the Kara
iSea, Ur. Nansen found sufficiently open water to induce
him to turn northward off Cape Chelyuskin, as he was
yrged to do by Captain Wiggins, and that the Frain has
passed the winter fast in the ice somewhere within the
Soth parallel, possibly drifting polewards. No news can
inow be looked for by way of Siberia, and it is very un-

likely, though just possible, that one of the expeditions
going north this year, by P>anz Josef Land or Spitz-

bergen, may meet the crew ot the I-rai/i, where all

Vneridians converge towards the pole.

I Mr. Peary, after raising the necessary funds in ,\merica
by writing and lecturing, returned to the scene of his

ormer triuinphs at Independence 15ay on the north-east
oast of Greenland. He and his party landed at Bow-
ioin liay on Inglefield Gulf in Smith Sound on August 3,

1893, ^"^1 established themselves there for the winter,

jeing comfort.ibly settled when the steamer left on
\ugust 20. Sledging parties were at once despatched to

ache provisions at convenient depots on the inland
ce on the way to Independence Bay. Mr. Peary intended
o commence his main journey about the middle of
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March this year, and to reach Independence Bay in the

first week of May. Here the party will divide, three

men being despatched to sledge south-eastward and
survey the coast along the quite unknown stretch to

Cape Bismarck, returning thence across the ice-cap to

Inglefield Gulf. The other party will push northward

from Independence Bay, and endeavour to completely

survey the land which was seen across the strait last

year, at the same tiine trying to attain the farthest north.

The position of Navy Cliff, on the south side of Inde-

pendence Bay, was fixed as 81 ' 37', and since Lockwood's
farthest north was 83^ 24', it is practically certain that

Peary, with his great experience of foot-travel on the ice,

will be able to make his way more than the 125 miles

which would carry him nearer the pole than any previous

traveller. This year he is not to depend entirely on dog-

sledges, but to experiment with Mexican donkeys, which

are accustomed to carry heavy loads in the low tem-

perature and thick snow of the high Cordilleras. What-
ever the result may be in record-breaking of northern

latitudes, we may confidently expect a great deal of solid

geographical and scientific work from this expedition.

A steamer will call at Bowdoin Bay to bring back the

party, or at least obtain news of them, in August or

September.
The third expedition left Tromsoe on May I, 1894,

for Spitzbergen, with the object of repeating the attempt

so gallantly made by Parry in 1827, when he reached

82' 45'. It is under the command of Mr. Walter Well-

man, a journalist of Washington, who has carefully

thought out his plan of action, and has commenced to

carry it into effect v/ithout delay. Although he has had

no previous .Vrctic experience, he is a man of great

energy and enthusiasm ; his companions are as enthu-

siastic and resolute as himself, and it is by no means
improbable that he may be able to give a good account

of his time. He terms his enterprise " a dash for the

pole, ' and is determined to be back in America before

the end of October. However, as a precautionary

measure he is to provision the old seal-hunters' house on

Danes Island in the north-west of Spitzbergen for a year,

in case of enforced wintering. The object of starting so

early in the season is to avoid the strong southerly drift

of the ice, which so greatly hainpered Parry's sledging

parties. Thus, if Mr. Wellman's theory is correct, he

will reach his farthest north before the drift becomes

serious, and have the southward drifting ice-tloes to help

him on his return. By the use of very light boats, con-

structed entirely of aluminium, and provided with

runners to convert them into sledges, the weight to be

pulled will be greatly reduced. It is to be feared that

Mr. Wellman's plan of taking Belgian draught dogs for

his sledges will lead to difficulties on account of the

difference in climate and in the nature of the work from

those to which they are accustomed. The behaviour of

the aluminium boats will be looked forward to with much
I interest.

.

Finally, the Jackson-Harmsworth expedition will take

the field early in July, having for its purpose the explora-

tion of the polar area lying north from Franz-Josef

Land. Mr. Harmsworth, who is bearing the whole cost

1 of the expedition, has purchased the IVintfwanf, of

Peterhead, a well-known steam whaler of 320 tons, to-

take the party out to Franz-Josef Land, but the explora-

tion will be conducted by land or across the ice. Mr. F.G.

Jackson, the originator and leader of the expedition, has

long thought over this matter.and devoted most of his time

for°wo years to the study of .Vrctic problems. He spent

a great part of last winter in the north of Russia, testing

sledges and other appliances for ice-travel and prac-

tising surveying on the little-known Waigaiz Island. Like

Peary, he intends to try the endurance of stronger

animals than dogs in Arctic work, proposing to take a

number of Russian ponies. The personnel of the expe-
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dition, although probably not exceeding six, will include

trained specialists and collectors, who will map their

route, make meteorological and magnetic observations,

and collect geological, botanical, and zoological speci-

mens. After calling at Archangel, in the end of July, to

take on board a Russian log-house, and then at Khaba-

rova to ship West Siberian dogs and drivers, the ll'iii I-

'^vitrd will proceed to Franz-Josef Land and make a land-

ing somewhere in the south of that region, the exact spot

depending on the stale of the ice. The route to

and his companions will spend the winter at their base,

where the conditions of life were found to be quite

endurable by Mr. Leigh Smith when he was compelled

to spend a winter there, with very poor accommodation
and equipment, after the wreck of his yacht, the /:'/>.;, in

1S81. Early in the spring of 1895 the expedition would

push northward, moving very slowly because of the

necessity of traversing the distance several times over

in order to carry the quantity of stores necessary to

establish a depot every thirty or forty miles along the

ir«lkrr O- S.'illa

Norlh Pol.ir M.ip lo illuslr.ilc projetlcd I'oUi Expcclilions.

Fran7-Jo5ef Land will thus be due norlh from near Kol-

gueff Island, instead of northeastward from Norway
as shown on the map. The wooden house will

be erected on a secure and sheltered site, and

stocked with the necessary stores for four years, after

-which the ship will return. If, as seems possible from

Payer's- observations, Austria Sound should be found

open, provisions will be carried norlh along it in a sleam-

iaunch and cached for subsequent use. .Mr. Jackson
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route. This slow progress will, of course, give an oppor-

tunity for repeating observations for position, and so

add to the accuracy of the map. The dircctioii

of advance will probably be along Austria Soun.

and across I'elctmann Land, the farthest north sighlcl

by Payer in the Austro- Hungarian expedition, and lying

in 83* N. Should Petermnnn Land extend to the north,

Mr. Jackson intends lo proceed along it, mapping his

route as he goes. Uoats would be carried for crossing
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open water, and if oceanic ice intervenes, it would be
traversed as rapidly as possible, and a return made to the

farthest north point on solid land, where winter-qu.irters

could be established ; but should this be impracticable,

the retreat would be continued to the base, where the

second winter would be spent. In the spring of i8q6

the party would turn northward again, the chain of depots

accelerating their progress. In the summer of i8ij6the

ship will return with additional stores and men, and to

obtain news ; but it does not appear to be .Mr. Jackson's
intention to return, unless he is satisfied that his work
is final, until 1897. This expedition ought certainly to

extend our knowledge of the most northerly land known,
and if fortune favours it, the advances made may be
great. Its equipment is of the very best, and no e.\cuse

of bad material can be brought forward to explain

unsatisfactory results.

The expedition for the exploration of Ellesmereland,
to which reference has several times been made in

Naturf;, planned by .Mr. Robert Stein, of the U.S.
Geological Survey, has been postponed; we hope only until

next season. Still eftbrts will be made this summer to clear

up the fate of the unfortunate young Swedish naturalists,

Bjbrling and Kalstennius, with their mate, Gilbert Dunn,
and cook, Herbert MacDonald, of whom the last news
received was that they intended to seek shelter with the
reported Eskimo of Ellesmere Land. .Mr. Elis Nilson
has been sent out by the Swedish Anthropological
and Geographical Societies, on the Dundee whaler
Eclipse, to visit the Carey Islands and Clarence Head,
if the ice permits, and search for any relics of the miss-
ing party, whose fate, after two years without supplies,

can scarcely be considered doubtful. Baron Norden-
skjold has interested himself particularly in the search,
and will probably arrange for other whalers to deviate
from their course in order to obtain information.

Dr. F. A. Cook, the ethnologist on Peary's former ex-
pedition, has issued a prospectus of a pleasure trip which
he is to conduct up I3affin's Bay to Smith Sound, witJi

the opportunity of a slight change of route should any of
the passengers desire it. This would, if the state of the
ice permitted, render it possible to call at Clarence Head
and the Carey Islands, and make at least a hasty search
for the missing party ; but a pleasure trip scarcely lends
itself to serious Arctic exploration.

Prophecy with regard to the results of geographical ex-
ploration is too uncertain to be indulged in by modern
critics, and in Arcticexploration particularly the conditions
are so difficult to predict that success may attend the most
inexperienced and worst equipped, while experience and
all the resources of wealth and science would struggle in

vain against adverse conditions. There are certain re-

markable features about the new expeditions which
distinguish them from most of the earlier efl'orts.

Each has been planned and is being carried out
by a man who is thoroughly in earnest, and whose repu-
tation rests on his success. This is widely different from
the case of a commander "ordered" to carry out the
plans ot others. Each expedition is small ; Nansen's,
which is the largest, comprises only thirteen men. Two
of those which have already faced the awful monotony
of the Arctic night, have appliances for dissipating the
darkness by the electric light, an advantage which can
hardly be over-estimated in its effect on the spirits of the
men. Provisions and equipments have been greatly im-
proved, even since the time of the Alert and Discovery
and of the Jduinctte. Most important of all, three of the
expeditions are free from the responsibility of a ship.
In all these ways the four serious attempts of this )ear
have elements of success never combined previously.
Their results will not be known for some time. News of
Mr. Peary will certainly be received this autumn by the
vessel to be sent up to Ingletield Gulf to bring him liome
if he considers his work satisfactorily finished. U is
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probable that Mr. Wellman also will return ; but unless
he should by some scarcely credible good fortune meet
the crew of the Frain at his farthest north, we cannot
hope to hear of .Xansen for another year at least ; and
Mr. Jackson's scheme provides for a possible absence on
his part for four years, though progress should be
reported before the end of next year.

Hugh Robert Mill.

THE CRINOIDEA OF GOTLAND^
'X'HIS is the first instalment of a memoir based on a
* revision of the specimens of crinoids in the Angelin

collection at Stockholm. It is published in English, and
is illustrated by Mr. G. Liljevall, who has produced 3S2
remarkably beautiful figures upon ten quarto plates.

Their accuracy may be relied on by those who know Mr.
Bather's own scrupulous carefulness as an artist.

The author commences by pointing out the need for a
thorough re-examination of the Stockholm specimens,
the drawings in Angelin's " Iconographia Crinoideorum"
being so frequently misleading, and having been in many
cases produced by a union of several distinct individuals.

The older palajontologists certainly had not that reverence
for type-specimens which now very justly prevails among
curators ; they brought out, as they thought, the salient

points of their specimens, filled in a sort of fancy
groundwork of rock around the drawing, and left

students to search in vain in the collection for the

exact object that had thus been honoured above the
others.

The classification of the Crinoidea undergoes consider-
able changes with each new descriptive paper, and Mr.
Bather's works are a healthy example of receptivity and
indifference to precedent. We read each in the light of

the glossary appended to it, ridding our minds as far as
possible of the technicalities that we have previously

learned. We must confess that such changes in nomen-
clature are based on observation and on additions to our
knowledge, and we need only quarrel with the termin-

ology when it is reduced to algebraic symbols.
The abolition of the Fistulata and the Larviformia as

sub-orders of the Inadunata (p. 8), and the substitution

—

quite temporarily— of divisions based on the presence or

absence of infrabasals, may be hailed as a simplification,

allowing more latitude in the association of the several

genera. But the value of such close and detailed work
as that of the present memoir will depend in no way
upon the stability of the classification utilised. Mr.
Bather fp. 19) can thus treat even the Inadunata as a
convenient portmanteau, soon to be worn out ; and spe-

cialists will turn with pleasure to the critical descriptions

of individual specimens in the collections.

A fine example of how the collation of specimens, year

after year, will add profoundly to our knowledge of

ancient life upon the eaith, is to be found in the story of

Herpelocriiuis (pp. 36-45). The crown of this genus was
detected in certain Dudley specimens by Mr. Bather
himself, Salter's opinion being thus amply verified; and
the coiled stem, often supposed to be an arm, is now
shown to have had a permanent tendency 1 p. 45), by its

very structure, to bend round in one direction, while it

could probably be uncoiled "by the simple contraction

of the large musc'es on the outer part of the articular

surface." With a quaintness of expression now familiar

to us, our author proceeds :
" It is very probable that the

animals usually broke off any rooted attachment they

may have formed, and that they clung to corals or other

submarine objects by their cirri.' It is further su^jgesled

that they could move from one spot to another.

' "The Crinoide.i of Gotland." Pari i. The CrtnoiJen Infuiunttta,

By F. A. Bather, M.A., F.G.S. (Slockholoi : Kongl. Svenska Vci.-Akad,
Handl. Bt. 35. 1893.)
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The extraordinarj" difficulties surrounding this genus
are illustrated by the fact that Mr. Bather himself
at one time described the arm of a Streptocrinus as
the stem oi Hcrpetocrinus (p. 176}.

Controversial matters are treated in this paper with the
delicacy of the duellist rather than with the tactics of the
football-field ; and Mr. Bather may be congratulated on
the position he has gained among the exponents of
intricate research. We look forward with keen interest

to the completion of this handsome memoir.
G. A. J. C.

A DEDICATORY NUMBER OF THE
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPICAL

SCIENCE.

A SPECIAL complimentary number of The Quarterly
Journal of Microscopical Science has been issued,

dedicated by his colleagues to Prof. E. Ray Lankester,
F.R.S., in celebration of the completion of twenty-five

years of editorship. The Journal contains contributions

by Ur. E. Klein, F.R.S., Prof. A. G. Bourne, Mr. Adam
Sedgwick, F.R.S., Mr. W. C. Mcintosh, and Prof.

A. A. \V. Hubrecht, of Utrecht University. It is pre-

faced by the subjoined historical sketch, signed by Mr.
Sedgwick and Prof. Weldon.

It is row five-and-lwenty years since Prof. Lnnkester first

undertook the task of editing the Qiinilerly Journal of Micro-
scofical Scioice, and by issuing the present numher his colleagues

desire to mark the occasion, and at the same time to take the

opportunity of ofTetirg to him their hearty congratulations on
the success which has attended this quarter of a century of effort

on his part.

The Journal was founded In the year 1853 by the publisher,

Mr. S. Highley, and was edited by Ur. Edwin Lankester and
Mr. George Busk. In 1856 the pul)lisher's business was
transferred to Mr. John Churchill, with which firm it has

remained ever since. Up lo 186S the Journal published the

"Tiansaclions of the Royal Microscopical .Society of London,"
but in 1869 the Society slarled its own publication, and a new
editorial arrangement of the Journal was made. Mr. George
Bubk retired, and Mr. Kay Lankester, who had lately taken his

degree at Oxford, joined his father in the editorship.

Mr. Ray Lankester's connection with the y<7Hr«fl/ began in

1863 with ihe publication o( a paper on "Our Present Knowledge
of the Gregaiinnc," followed in 1864-5 byamcmoir, inthree parts,

on "The Anatomy ol the Earthworm." In 1865 he suggested

the publication ot a quarterly chronicle of the progress of his-

tology and microscopic investigation, and juined Mr. Busk in

its preparation. Curiou-'ly enough, this feature has been aban-

doned since 1872, whilst the Royal Microscopical Society has

taken the task in hand, and produces an admirable and exten-

sive record.

In 1872 Ray Lankester's father ceased lo lake part in editing

the Journal, and was succeeded by Dr. J. Frank Payne. Lan-
kester and Payne adiled Mr. Thiselion Dyer (now Director of

Kcw Gardens), lo their editorial body in 1873, and he was suc-

ceeded in 1876 by Mr. Archer, of Dublin, ihe Secretary of the

Dublin Microscopical Club, and the author of so many interest-

ing discoveries among freshwater khizopoda. In 1877 Dr.

Payne retired, and Dr. Klein joined the editorial staff.

In 1S78 a (urthcr change was made. Prof. Lankester became
iolc editor, with the co operation of Archer, Francis Balfour,

and E KUin. This arrangement has continued ever since,

with various changes in the list of those cooperating. Thiselton

Dyer returned for a few years as one of those giving his co-

operation ; and Moscley and Milncs Marshall have in turn

auiited in the conduct of Ihe Journal, and have published in

it many of their most important papers, inducmg their pupils to

adopt the lane mode of publication.

The number of conlribulions which this energetic policy

attracted to the Journal loin made it necessary 10 enlarge it
;

and the term of Lankctlei's editorship has been marked by a

coniinuoas increaie in the amount of letterpress and in the

oamber and excellence of the plates. This has of necessity

been accompanic<l by a rise in price. The original price was
four shillings per number—the numbers being issued quarterly,
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At that time the volume consisted of some eight-and-twenty

demy octavo sheets and twenty plates, mostly also octavo. The
last volume contained thirty-six royal octavo sheets and forty-

two plates, many of which were ciloured, while the majority

were of quarto size. The change from demy to royal octavo

was effected at the commencement of 1S83, and in 1S90 the

strict quarterly publication of the Journal was abandoned, so

that more than four numbers could be issued in the year.

During the eleven years which have elapsed since 1S83, sixty-

one numbers, divided into fifteen volumes, have been issued
;

so that the increase in size and price has not only atVected the

magnitude of each number, but has been accompanied by an
increased rapidity of publication.

Every reader will remember that Prof. Lankester's energy

has by no means been exhausted in merely editing the Journal,

for besides his many writings elsewhere, he h.is published more
th.in sixty memoirs in Ihe pages of \.\:\\sJournal alone ; and we
may, perhaps, be permitted to mention a few of the more pro-

minent of these—such as that on "The Development of the

Pond Snail "
( 1S74), which marks the starting point of his well-

known investigation of the development of MoUusca ; the

"Notes on Ihe Embryology and Classification of the -Vnimal

Kinydom "
(1877), which exercised so great an influence upon

the whole tendency of morphological speculation ; the de-

scriptions of Limnocodium (iSSo); ihe series of memoirs on

A pus and Limulus (1SS1-1884) and on Rhabdopleura (1884);

the first description of the atrio-coelomic funnels in .\mphioxus

(1875), and the subsequent memoir on ihe anatomy of the same
animal, together wilh ihe account, commenced in conjunction

with his pupil, Mr. Willey, and continue<l by Mr. Willey alone,

of Ihe later history of its rem.irkable larva.

It would he useles5 to enumerate all the nalur-ilists who have

contributed to the Journal since Prof Lankesters successful

enterprise has made it the chief medium of publication for

Engliih morphological work ; but it is interesting to notice that

the conlribu'ors have constantly incluled foreign naturalists of

distinction, including E. van Beneden, Bovdilch, Cariiere,

Claparcde, Hollo, Giard, Hubrecht, lijima, Ischikawa,

Kingslcy, Mitsukuri, II. F. Osborn, Oudemans, Packard,

Patten, Pelseneer, Pouchet, Ranvier, Whitman, and others.

Some of these have taken the opportunity, by conlribu'ing to

the present number, of joining in the hearty congratulation on

his past achievement, and sincere good wishes fur the future,

which Prof. Lankester's associates now offer to their chief.

NOTES.
The following fifteen candidates were selected on Thursday

last by the Council of the Royal Society, to b.- recommended

for election into the Society :—Mr. \V. Bate-on, Mr. G. A.

Boulenger, Dr. J. R. Bradford, Mr. 11. L. Callendar, Prof.

\V. W. Cheyne, Mr. R. E. Froude, P'rof. M. J. M. Hill, Prof.

J. V. Jones, Mr. A. K. II. Love, Mr. R. Lydekker, Mr. F. C.

Penrose, Dr. D. II. Scjtt, Rev. F. J. Smith, Mr. J. \V. Swan,

and Mr. V. II. Velcy. We print their qualifications in another

i column.

The " Ladies' Conversazione " of the Royal Society is an-

nounced for Wednesday, June 13.

The death is announced of Dr. E. II. Vinen, at the age of

sixty-nine. He was a Fellow of the Linnean Society, and well

known among botanists and geologists.

We regret to learn of Ihe following deaths among scientific

men abroad :—Dr. Louis von Usiar, Professor of Pharmacy

in Ihe University of Cio tingcn ; Dr. A. Schmidt, Professor

of Physiology in the University of Dorpal (or Jurieff); and

Prof. Thomas Morong, the well-known botanist.

The Council of the British Medical Associ.ition are prepared

lo receive applications for grants in aid of researches for the

advancement of medicine and the allied sciences. .\ppIicationi

' for sums lo be granted at the next annual meeting must be made

on or before June 15 in writing, addressed to the General

Secretary, at the office of the Association, 429, Strand, W.C.

They must include details of the precise characler and objectl

of the research which is proposed. Reports of work done by
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the assistance of Association grants belong to the Association.

Instruments purcliised by means of grants must be returned to

the General Secretaryon the conclusion of the research in further-

ance of which the grant was made. The Council of the As-

sociation are also prepared to receive applications for one of the

three Research Scholarship; which is vacant, of the value of

;f150 per annum, tenable for one year, and subject to renewal

by the Council for another year.

A LECTURE on "Recent Discoveries at Koptos," with illus

trations, will be delivered by Prof. Flinders Petrie at University

College, Gower Street, on Saturday, May 26, at 2 p.m. These

discoveries include the long-sought rise of Egyptian art, and

the prehistoric remains of the race on entering Egypt. The
lecture will be free to the public without ticket.

At the annual general meeting of the British Ornithologists'

Union, held on Wednesday, the 9th inst.. Lord Lilford was re-

elected President, and Mr. F. D. Godman Secretary, for the

ensuing year, and Lieut. -Colonel L. H. Irby and Mr. W. T.

Blanford, F.R.S., were placed on the committee in lieu of two
retiring members. It was agreed that a new (seventh) series of

The Ibis should be commenced in 1S95 with the thirty-seventh

volume, and that Dr. P. L Sclater, F.R.S., and Mr. Howard
Saunders should be appointed as joint editors of it.

It is impossible to speak too highly of the part taken by the

Smithsonian Institution in dilTusing knowledge. Not the least

important of the methods adopted to make the works of men
of science known unto the ends of the world, is the inclusion of

miscellaneous reprints of memoirs in the annual reports of the

Institution. A report just received shows the operations,

expenditures, and condition of the Institution in 1S92, and con-

tains an appendix of the kind referred to. Therefore it is useful

and interesting to all engaged in the promotion of knowledge.

Of the thirty-three papers appended to the report, six have

been reprinted from Nature, and, we need scarcely say, proper

acknowledgment of the source is given in each case. There are

several translations of important papers, amDng them being

Prof. J. A. Palmen's report on the migration of birds, presented

to the second International Ornithological Congress in Budapest

in 1891 ; and translated extracts from an ornithological essay on

the flight of bird-, by M. L. P. Mouillard, published in Paris

in 1881 under the title " L'F^npire de r-\ir." Other coniribu-

tions calling for special mention refer to the geological history

of the Yellowstone Park, Mr. W. Woodville RockhiU's

explorations in Mongolia and Thibet, and the progress of

astronomy during 1891 and 1S92.

The recent publication of several important works has brought

into prominence the subject of.the theo yof lunctions. Those who
are interested in this branch of mathematical science will there-

fore be glad to know that Messrs. M.iyer and Miiller, of Berlin,

intend to publish, in about eight volumes, the collected papers

of Herr Karl Weierstrass, who has been termed the creator of

the modern theory of functions. The work will be issued under

the auspices of the Koniglich Preussischen Akademie der

Wisscnschaften, and it is with the sanction of Prof. Weierstrass

himself that this edition of his collected mathematical works is

allowed to see the li^ht. Messrs. Mayer and Muller rightly

ground the importance of this publication on the name of the

author. The first part is to contain memoirs already published,

or which are ready for publication, in three volumes, the papers

being primed in chronological order. The series is to open with

"the development of the modular functions" which was pre

sented to the I'nifung's-Commission at Miin-ter in 184I. This

part also contains the Braunsberg School programme, the funda-

mental importance of which in the theory of the Abelian

functions is well known. The second part is to consist of five

volumes, and will include the greater part of the lectures
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delivered in the University of Berlin. In the first volume of

this part is the lecture based on "the Theory of the Elliptic

Functions," which was delivered for the first and only time in

the Professor's sixtieth year (cf. Forsyth, cap. v.-vii. ) The
theory is here established on Euler's Addition-thearem. The
lecture closes with an application to several geometrical and

mechanical problems. A later volume contains "the general

Elliptic Transcendents," as well as a detailed discussion on the

transformation of elliptic functions. The theory of the

Abelian functions occupies the remaining volumes, one of which

is devoted to a special discussion of the theory of the so-called

hyperelliptic functions. The lectures are to be edited by a former

pupil of Prof. Weierstrass, who, however, will himself super-

vise the publication. The work is to come out in quarto

volumes, and great care is to be bestowed on their production.

It is expected that all the volumes will be issued in a few years.

Prof. W. C. Mackenzie, of the College of Agriculture,

Ghizeh, has sent us some interesting information with regard

to the existence of nitrate of soda in Egypt. It appears

that the natives of Upper Egypt, from Keneh to Esneh,

are in the habit of carrying a substance called " tafl," from

the hills on the east side of the river, to manure their

fields, especially the maize crop. That this was done

seems to have been well enough known to many people in the

habit of spending some time there, but beyond a casual know-

ledge of the fact that the "tafl" was used as a manure, no

further interest seems to have been taken. What the valuable

ingredient was, does not seem to have been known, and the name
" tafl " was used indi-criminately for clay for pottery and clay

for manure. Analyses of several samples of this substance showed,

however, that they contained nitrate of soda from 2 per cent, to

185, mixed with varying proportions of chloride and sulphate,

as well as calcium carbonate and clay. Further examinations

of other samples did not show such a high percentage, the

lichest containing only 4 per cent. Prof. Mackenzie visited the

deposit in the hills east from Luxor, and some eight miles dis-

tant from the town across the desert, and there found the "tafl
"

right on the face of a limestone hill, apparently cropping out of

the rock. Samples taken at difl'erent heights gave percentages

varying from 2 to 9"5 of nitrate of soda. On sending in a report

about this nitrate, Nubar Pasha, the present Prime Minister,

arranged to send up Mr. E. A. Floyer and Prof. Sickenberger

10 investigate the whole question, and endeavour to estimate

the quantity. The investigation will no doubt throw consider-

able light on the orgin of this curious occurrence of nitrate.

Prof. Mackenzie thinks that the idea that the clay has simply

acted as an absorbent for nitrates got from accumulations of

potsherds, &c., does not seem possible, for at Luxor there is no

evidence of this whatever, the deposit of nitrate-bearing clay

being at the foot of a limestone cliff, and no appearance of

potsherds anywhere. He believes that more jirobably caves or

swallow-holes in the limestone cliffs have collected clay and

organic matter from the river, and the nitrification of this

organic matter has produced the nitrate where it is now found.

Messrs. Floyer and Sickenberger's report will, however, no

doubt clear this point up.

Among the shorter contributions in the May number of the

Psycliological A'ft'iew is one by Prof. W. O. Krohn on the rela-

tion of sensation areas to movement. He had the opportunity

of testing the sensitivity of the skin of a man who ha I had his

left forearm enc.\sed in a plaslerof-paris case for a period of

three months. During this entire period the forearm could not

be moved either at the wrist or at the elbo*. Prof. Krohn

compared the sensitiveness of the skin of the uninjured right

forearm with that of the left forearm of the same person, after

the plaster case had been removed, by meais of the usual
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xsthesiometric tests. He found that on the latter forearm the

one so long unmovabi;, when the two points of a pair of

diriders or compasse'. toucV.ing the skin at a given locality, were

separated by as much as fifty-five millimetres, ihey were felt as

one instead of two ; while on the right forearm they only had

to be about twenty millimetres apart in order to be perceived as

two. On the back of the left arm, at a different localiiy from

that jast mentioned, it was found that even when the two points

of the dividers were seventy-five and eighty millimetres apart,

they were felt as one ; while at a corresponding locality on the

right arm the skin was so sensitive that points but 17 mm.
apart conld be felt as two. It should be mentioned that the

subject was pi^clically ambidextroas before meeting with the

accident which led to the casing of his arm in plaster. Prof
Krohn thinks, therefore, that the s.nsitivily of the skin over the

injured forearm wis lost simply because that member was for so

long a time immovable. He points out that this has an impor-

tant bearing upon the principle that "the localising power is

delicate in proportion as the skin covers a movable part of the

body."

An ".\tlas of the French Lakes" has been in progress

since 1SS6, under the auspices of the Ministry of Public

Works in France. It is now completed, and published in ten

sheets, with coloured contour-maps of the French lakes,

great and small. Lake Geneva, partly done by Swiss sur-

veyors, is drawn to scale 1/50,000, Lake d'Annecy to scale

1/20,000, and the others i/io,ooo. Several results of general

interest are obtained—for eximple, the regular .-pheric.il shape
of old crater lakes in the Auvergnc district, the shallowness and
irregularity of lakes at the outflow of a glacier, such as Lake
Sylans in the .\in Department ; again, the fiUing-up of lakes

at the inflow of the river, typically shown by Like Brenets,

io the course of the River Doubs. The work has been accom- \

plished by M. Andre Delebecque, Civil Engineer of Bridges
and Roads, assisted by his collea'^ues M.M. Garcin and
Magnin. The day has yet to come when our Government
will authorise a similar speciil work on British lakes.

So little is known about the origin of many infectious diseases

ibat an article by Dr. Keser, in the Meaiial .l/i7<;a2/«,r for May,
will be read with interest. The chief reason why the matter is

in obscurity is that the descriptions of diseases found in the

works of early writers do not atTord the necessary means of

identification. .\ noteworlhy exception to this, however, is

Thucydides' narrative of the plague of .\lhen5. The author
gives a graphic account of an acute well-marked epidemic

I

disease which invaded Athens in the ye.ir 450 B.C., appearing
I

unexpeclenly amongst healthy people, and destroying the lives

of many thousand inhabitants during the three years that it i

lasted. It has been supposed by some that the disease was
smallpox, while others have considered it to have been a

|

malignant form of scarlatina or lyplius. A careful review of the

factj and evidence, however, leads Dr. Keser to believe that the

plague of Athens was probably a variety of the true Orienlal

planar, characterised chiefly by a varioliform exanthem wiih
redness and lividity of the skin, by ulcers, and by ihe absence i

or rarity of buboes. The connecting links between this form of
\

the plague and the typical P.sUs ingvinaria still remains a
matter of conjecture.

The April numlnrrof Das /f*//^/- contains an article on sun-

ipon and weather, by P. Polis, based on sixty-four yeais'

observaiions at Aix-laChapclle (i8jo 93). The author h-is

tabulated VVoICi relative sun spot numbers, together with the

yearly, winter, and summer mean temperature values, the

number of thunderstorms and annual rainfall, and has aUo
repre enied the values graphically. The curves show that down
to the year 187S the summer and annual mean temperatures
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decrease with greater sun-spot frequency, and that an increase

of summer and yearly temperature occurs with a decrease of

sun-spots. The winter temperature curve also agrees generally

wiih the other two. From the year 1S7S the temperature

curves are reversed, a decrease of sun-spots corresponding with

a fall of temperature, and vice vcrs^i. The rainfall curve is

irregular, but it appears, contrary to results obtained elsewhere,

to take exactly an opposite course to that of the sun-spots. The
number of thunderstorms increases generally with a decrease

of sun-spots, and vice versti.

For some years past. Prof. Klossovsky, Director of the

Meteorological Observatory of Odessa, has been actively

engaged in collecting and discussing observations bearing on

the climate of south-west Russia, and the observers co-

operating with him amounted in 1892 to 1900 in number. \
valuable paper on the clim-ite of Odessa has recently been pub-

lished (in Russian), from which it appears that the mcin annual

rainfall for 1866-92 was about 17 inches ; the wettest month
during this period was June 1SS6. in which the rainfall was 6 6
inches, while in September 1S92 no rain fell. The annual

mean temperature was 50°'2; the maximum was 95'4, and

the minimum - lS°S, giving an annual range of 114° '2.

Several papers have also been published, bearing upon the

agriculture of the district, including phenological observations,

and also the occurrence of sandstorms, which are frequent

that part of Russia.

A RF.CEST number of the Comptes Rendiis corAiXm a paper by

\

M. R. Swyngedauw, on the ratio of the currents produced by

the discharge of a condenser in two circuits placed in parallel,

one containing a spark-gap and the other self-induction. The
apparatus employed by the author consists of a battery of two

Leyden jars charged by a lloltz machine. The conductorwhich
' joins the coatings of these jars contains (i) a spark gap I,

; (2^

a coil T which is traversed by the whole discharge Qt ; (3) two
branch circuits, one containing a coil D exactly similar to T, the

other containing .1 spaik-gaj) 1.^. The two coils T and D are

identical, and can be placed either simultaneously or separately

on the cross-bar of a Wiedemann-d'.Vrsonval galvanometer.

Thus, by placing first the coil T and then D on the galv,ino-

metcr, the total quantity of electricity discharged, or the fr.icii

which passes through the branch circuit contaming the coil, l 1

be measureJ. The author finds that if the sparking distance I

is left constant, that the quantity of electricity passing throiu :

the branch circuit containing the coil increases continuously

the spark interval !._. is increased. When the spark interval

passes a certain limiting value, the q.iantlly of electricity p.is^i

through the branch coil is greater than that passing through il

coil T. This anomalous increase might be considered tobeili;

to a dissymmetry in the spark-gap L, so that oscillatory curren

set up in the branch circuits would pass one way but not il

other. The author finds, however, that if this spark-gap

changed, or the direction of the discharge changed, the incre

a

is still observable.

An elaboration of the presidential address delivered by Dr

D. Chrislison in November 1892, before the Uot.inical Socic

of Edinburgh, has just been published in the Society's I'lvia

ings (vol. XIX. part 3). The subject of the address was ili

actual size of the largest trees of species, native or \ong

naturalised, in Britain, particularly in Scotland, with a dis-

cussion of the question of their probable age. At the end nf

the paper Dr. Chrislison dispels a few pleasing illusions with

regard to some historic trees. It is chielly the oak, among tree

that has been associated with historic deeds, and perhaps mm
has acquired such fame as the lioscobcl oak, reputed to hav

concealed Charles II. after the battle of Worcester in 1651

Dr. Cbristisonsays that an inscription which was placed against
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the present tree in 1875 certifies :— " This tree, under the i

blessing of Almighty G id, had the honour of sheltering from

his foes King Charles II." But, it is pointed out, Mr. R. F.

[
Collins (Trans. North Slaffordihin Field Club, 1890) has

shown that this tree, being only eleven feet ten inches in girlh,

<,ould not have been the polhrJ oak of nearly two and a half

centuries ago, and that a previous inscription in 1817 testified

; that " the present tree sprung, it is said, from the above tree
"

I (meaning the Royal tree). Previous inscriptions were also

referred to, from which it seems that the original tree dis-

appeared soon after 17S7. Indeed, Dr. Stukely recorded that in

1713 "the tree was in the middle almost cut away by people

i who caine to see it." As to historic hawthorns, one is credited

with having witnessed the death of Lord Maxwell at the Battle

of Dryfe S.inds, and several hive been associated with Mary

Oueen of Scots ; but Dr. Christison remarks that it is scarcely

possible that any hawthorn could exist for three hundred years,

as the species rarely exceeds a very moderate size, and his

observations show that it grows at a fair average rale.

Mr. Thomas Carroll's general report on the Irish Agri-

cultural Department during 1892, published a few weeks ago,

contains the results of experiments carried out under his direc-

tion, having for their object (i) the determination of the mode

by which the disease F/iytop/ithora iiifcs'ans reaches the tubers

of the potato plant, and (2) the examination of measures for

the prevention of, or for the lessening the effects of, the disease

I upon the crop. The point upon which information was especially

desired was, whether the disease producing Mycelium reached the

I
tubers of the potato plant through the aerial and underground

I

stems, or by means of the disease-producing spores falling upon

the ground, and being carried through it to the surface of the

tubers. To test this, a portion of ground upon which potatoes

were growing was covered beneath the potato stems and leaves

with a layer of cotton wool. This cottonwool was carefully

placed around the stems, and every means used to have the

ground perfectly covered with it, with the view of filtering out

the spores that might fall upon the ground. No diseased

potatoes were found on plants protected in this manner, whereas

many oc>.urred on plants grown in ground not covered with

cotton wool. These experiments, which were very caref'illy

carried out, serve to indicate that the disease is carried to the

tubers of the potato plant through the spores which cause

the disease being taken through the earth to the tuber, and

not by means of the Mycelium finding its way to the tul ers

through the stem of the plant. An experiment, having for its

object the testing of the efl'ect of removing the stalks of potatoes

upon the appearance of disease, with the view of preventing the

tubers from being affected, was carried out at the H illacutrania

School Farm, County Sligo. This system of removing the

potato haulin upon the appearance of the disease has frequently

been recommended as a preventive. To test it, two plots of

groun<l hearing a crop of potatoes were marked out for experi-

ment. On one the stalks were removed ; on the other they

were allowed to remain. A comparison of the weights of the

crops in each case, and the amounts of diseased tubers, shows,

however, that through the removal of the potato haulm, before

*he crop was matured, the yield of crop was lessened without

comtnensurate benefit in freedom from disease.

Mr. George S. Perrix has sent us a paper on " Australian

Timbers," read before the Royal Victorian Institute of -Vrchitects

in September 1893, and having spacial reference to the orna-

mental and decorative woods of Australia.

BiilUliiis Nos. 48, 49, and 50 have been sent out fiom the

Purdue University Agricultural Experiment Station. They

contain the results of experiments with small fruits ; a history

of the attempts that have been made to establish the sugar-beet
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in America, with a statement of the conditions required for its

successful cultivation ; and the resultsof some field experiments,

by Prof. W. C. Latta, with Indian corn and oats. The
Bulletins are sent free to all agriculturists in Indiana who
desire them, and their contents are found invaluable.

On April 18 the Geological Survey of Alabama attained its

majority—twenty-one years—under the present management.

It has been thought desirable to mark this occasion by some sort

of permanent memorial, and to this end maps are in course of

preparation showing the condition of knowledge of the geology

of the Slate at the beginning and at the end of the period 187 ;-

1894, and columns showing the relative amounts of raw materials

and of finished products from Alabama mineral resources at the

same times, are also in preparation. In the line of this design

a sketch has been prepared by Mr. E. A. Smith, showing the

origin and progress of the survey, the difficulties under which

it has laboured, what it has accomplished, what it has cost, and

what it yet hopes to accomplish.

A LIST of apparatus for the psychological laboratory designed

by Prof. J. Jastrow, and made by the Garden City Model Works,

Chicago, has been received. It comprises descriptions of

testhesiometers, for determining the distance upon the skin at

which two points are just perceived as two
;
pressure attach-

ments, for testing the pressure sense of the skin ; appara'us for

the sense of roughness and smoothness ; apparatus for all kinds

of reaction experiments ; an arrangement for testing the ap-

preciativeness of changes of temperature ; others for recording

involuntary movements ; and for testing memory. The character

of some of the apparatus shows that experimental psychology and

physiology overlap to a large extent. Indeed, it is often difficult

to define the limits of psychological and physiological research.

Like many other branches of science, these two merge into one

another, and their peculiar provinces of investigation are com-

paratively small.

The fourth volume of the Proceedings of the Chester Society of

Natural Science and Literature, which has just been published,

contains a number of very interesting articles by several well-

known men of science. It is a matter fjr regret that the pub-

lication of some of the papers has been so long delayed. For

instance, we note that a paper by Prof. T. McKenny Hughes,

F.R. S., on the Silurian Rocks of North Wales, was read before

the Society in January 1SS6, and another, on caves and cave

deposits, in October of the same year. Mr. A. O. Walker

contributes to the volume some notes on the natural history of

the Chester district, from 1879 to 1893, a paper on the climate

of Chester, and one on that of the North Coast of Wales. The

Heron, and Heronries of Cheshire and North Wales, forms the

subject of a contribution by Mr. R. Newstead, who also gives

a preliminaiy list of the mammals of the same district. Another

important list gives the results of observations on the

occurrence and distribution of birds in different parts of

West Cheshire, Denbighshire, and Flintshire. This list

was drawn up by Mr. W. H. Dobie, and is accompanied

by a map. From this brief description it will be seen that the

Chester Society of Nalutal Science is doing something to

promote the study of natural knowledge. We are glad to

learn that the Society is in a very fljurishing condition, the

number of members being at present over six hundred.

The Society for the Protection of Birds have added to their

list of publications a pamphlet by Mr. W. II. Hudson, entitled

"Lost British Birds." The species described as lost by Mr.

Hudson are those of which the British race is extinct, or very

neatly so. The list includes the Crane, White Spoonbill,

Capercailzie, Avocet, Great Bustard, Blacktailed Golwit, Great

Auk, Red Night reelcr, Bittern, Marsh Harrier, Ruff and
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Reeve, and Hen Harrier. Though it may be thought a little

" previous" to refer to some of these species as lost, there are

others, such as the Goshawk, Night Heror, Little Bittern, and
Baillon's Crake, not included in the list, but which there is

reason to believe were once summer residents and breeders

in Great Britain. It is often remarked that the total disappear-

ance of some species of birds, and the extreme rarity of others

once common in this country, is due to the draining of marshes

and similar changes on the face of the land. But the facts

brought together by Mr. Hudson show that the disappearances

have been mostly brought about by the direct action of those

inveterate bird-destroyers, described as "The Cockney sports-

man, who kills for killing's sake ; the gamekeeper who has

set down the five-and-lwenty most interesting indigenous species

as 'vermin' to be extirpated ; or, third and last, the greedy

collector, whose methods are as discreditable as his action is

injurious." If these and others who have helped to degrade

the character of our bird-population will read Mr. Hudson's

little pamphlet, they will see the greatness of the change that

has taken place.

FfRTiiER interesting properties of sodium peroxide are

described in the current Berichte by Prof. I'oUck, of Breslau.

It is shown that sodium peroxide rapidly reduces salts of gold,

silver and mercury with separation of the metal and evolution

of oxygen ga«. Platinum, however, is not precipitated from

chloroplatinic .icid or chloroplatinates until they are decomposed

with a silver salt, when reduction both of the resulting platinum

chloride and of the silver chloride occurs, both metals being

precipitated. Ferric hydroxide is precipitated, as might be

expected, from both ferrous and ferric salts ; from manganous

salts manganese dioxide is precipitated, presumably hydrated,

and from salts of cobalt the higher cobaltic oxide. Permanganates

are reduced to manganese dioxide, but chromic oxide is oxidised

to chromic acid. The separation and quantitative estimation

of iron and chromium or manganese and chromium are easily

achieved by utilising these reactions, for iron is precipitated as

ferric hydroxide and manganese as peroxide, while chromium

remains in solution as chromate of sodium. .Sodium peroxide

also produces the highly oxidised sodium peruranale, Na^U-jOg

-i-8II._.0, directly from salts of uranium, and it may readily be

isolated by addition of alcohol which precipitates it. It is also

interesting that iodine is oxidised on warming directly to the

difficultly soluble acid sodium periodate, and upon decomposition

of this salt with silver nitrate the normal silver periodate is at

once produced, and free periodic acid HIO^-J- 2lI.jO may be

readily obtained from it in large crystals by decomposition with

bromine and subsequent evaporation in vacuo. Potassium

ferricyanide behaves towards sodium peroxide in a similar

manner to its action with hydrogen peroxide, reducing it ener.

getically to fertocyanidc, and the volumetric process of Kassner

can be readily carried out by use of it. Sodium peroxide reacts

with lead oxide in presence of water to produce a plumbale of

lodium of the composiiion Na.jPLO, l-4ll,0. Organic com-

pounds dissolved in alcohol are usually very rapidly oxidised by

sodinro peroxide, while the alcohol itself is not attacked. Kther,

on the contrary, at once ignites when brought in contact with

the peroxide. Prof. Polcck recommends its use likewise in the

separation of arsenic, antimony and tin, for the sulphosalls of

these elements are at once oxidised by sodium peroxide in pre-

sence of water to oxygen compounds, the whole of the sulphur

being simultaneously converted into sulphuric acid. Hence in

toxicological investigations it is only necessary to oxidi>e the

sulphosalti with sodium peroxide before proceeding immediately

to employ Marsh's lest. The practical uses of sodium peroxide

appear indeed to be very numcrouf, and the information now

rapidly accumulating concerning it will doubtless prove of

ralue t)oth from the theoretical and the technical point of view.
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I.v our note concerning the atomic weight of barium (vol.
xlix. p. 562), the slalement that "the highest and lowest indi-
vidual values obtained among the whole fifty separate estimations
were 137-42 and 137-45 " should have read " the highest and
lowest of the mean values obtained from the different series of
estimations were 137-42 and 137-45."

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during
the past week include a Moiambique Monkey (Cinopitlucus

fygen'thrus, ? ) from South-east .\frica, presented by Mr. H.
Taltenhall

; two Laughing Kingfishers {Oacdo gigatileiis), two
Berigora llaviVs (Hieracia'ea btrigora) (lom Australia, presented

by Mr. A. E. Henniker ; seven Spanish Blue Magpies ( Cyano-
/o/iiis I ooii) Com Spain, presented by H.R.H. the Comte de
Paris ; a Tuatera Lizard {S/^hoioUoii punctatns) from New
Zealand, presented by Dr. \V. J. Mackie ; an Egyptian Terra-

pin ( Trionyx ccgyplicus) from West Africa, presented by Mr.

F W. Mar>hall ; a Green Lizard (J.acerla viri,lis) European,

presented by Miss S. Borgaes, a Yellow-billed SheathbiU

{Chionis alba) from Antarctic .\merica, a Red and Blue Macaw
(Ara mcu-ao) from South .\merica, a Black Iguana {Mtlopoceros

cornulus) from San Domingo, a GeofiVoy's Terrapin {HyJratpis

geoffroyana) from Trinidad, seven Say's Snakes {Coraiulla sayi)

from North America, deposited ; a Derbian Wallaby {Halma-
tunts derbianiis, i ) born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Fi.nderCirci.es FOR Equatouials.— .V very ingenious and

what may prove a most u-eful addition to an equatorial are the

so-called star-dials or finding-circles, a brief .iccount of which
is contributed to the current number of the Zcitichrift fiir

Inslrtimenttnkundc {4 Heft, April 1894). Every worker with

the equatorial will no doubt al some time have found out that

the present mode of setting the instrument on some object, .as,

for instance, a star, is not always very convenient, and in addition

employs comparatively far too much time. The object of these

finding-circles is to reduce this time very cr)nsiderably, and a

use of three years has shown that its aim has been successfully

attained. The instrument to which it has been applied is the

1 2-inch of Georgetown College Observ.-itory, Washington.

On the pillar of this instrument are the two hand-wheels, by
means of which the telescope is moved in right ascension and
declination, and also two microscopes for reading the R. A.
circle. Both axes of the telescope carry the usual circles for

orientation, each being graduated in fine divisions on silver and
large white divisions on a dark background. The finding-circles

are situated just above the hand-wheels mentioned above, and
fixed to the pillar, looking like a pair of aneroid b.irometersor

steam gauges; ihey are arranged as follows:—The circular

divided disc, with ilie declination divisions arranged round its

circumference, is fixed firm in its case, and the index is so

geared to the telescope that any movement of the latter is

recorded on the dial ; this gives one directly the declin.ation.

In the case of the other dial, that for right ascension, the disc

is divided into two circles of twelve hours each, and instead of

being fixed is moved by clockwork, siilercal time being shown on
its face by means of another index ; thi-i latter inlex re-iponds also

to the movement of the telescope, but is ')uite independent of

the first one. It will at once be seen that with these two dials

so conveniently placed the telescope can be at once oriented,

while the question of hour-an'^lc is entirely eliminated.

The IIarvarii Ouservathrv in Peru.— .An historical

skelch of the est.iblishment of the Peru branch of the Harvard
College Observatory, and the investigations carried on there,

' is contributed to the Ilanatd Giaduatis' /l/(Ji,'as;«<- for M arch

by Prof. W. H. Pickering. The Observatory is situated about

two miles from Arequipa, and four hundred feet above i', on

the slopes of Mount Chachani. It is furnished wiih a very

complete instrumental outfit, the most important instrument

being a 13-inch equatorial, capable of being used for either

visual or photographic purposes, and an 8-inch photographic

telescope. Five meteorological stations have been established

I

by the Observatory. One is at Mollcnd«, on the sea-coast, 100
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uncoDtrovcitible evidence, ard concludes with the remark ihal

Shakespeare's natural history "is comnionplace when it is correct,

and ' Elizabethan' «henil iswiong." His method of handling

animated catuie has had a nacmentous <frcct on all succeeding

roetry, so that pcttiy ha^ sung of nature en Shakespeare's
lines with an exlraordinaiy fidelity. Groups of creatures which
he misrepiescntid have been held up to reproach by poets

since his tiaie, and many others deserving of notice have been
reglecled. It is lemaiked, however, that "there is no necessity

for a poet to Ic a naturalist in order to be true to raiure : but

there is the inost urgent necessity that he should be in sympathy
with nalure and ready to acknowledge the good and beautiful,

even if it should reach him in such questionable shapes as ' the

deadly owle' or 'a fullblown toad that venom spits.'" In
fact, owing to the gieat influence of Shakespeare's writings,

the peculiarities of his sympathies and antipathies have been
followed by almost all succeeding poets. His natural history

was largely at fault ; indeed, the reviewer asserts that he was
sadly unsjmpaihelic and unobseivant. We conclude with a

quotation which will come as a itvelalion 10 many people:
"But taking men all roind, cidirtril> inielligert men of a
country life (a town life was in Shakespeare's day what we
should now call country life), was Shakespeare, as compared
with these average individual-, ' an cbseiver of raiure?' The
question is one liable to shock whose who have followed blind

guides so long. The answer to it is liable to shock ihem more
severely. No. Shakespeare was curiously unobservant of ani-

mated nature. He seems to have seen very little. Ourauihority
for this is his own works, which, while they .ibound « ith beauties

of fancy and invagination, are most disappointing to lovers of
nature by (their eirors apart) their extraordinary omissions."

Four important works on marine fauna and flora form the

basis of an article in the Quatierly A'eviiw on "Ocean
Meadows." In the course of the article, the reviewer refers to

the necessity for making scientific investigations in the sea
round our co.isis, and shows the impiobabiliiy of such work
1 eing furthered when those who hold high offices cannot appre-
c'.ale its importance. In his words :

—

"The minute animal life in turn furnishes food for shoals of

fi»hes, and the importance of an inquiry into the whole life-

history and seasonal occuirenccs of such organisms— the basis

of the nutrition of maiine life, as green plants are of terrestrial

li'e—can scarcely be overrated. No sucli inquiry has ever been
conducted in a -ciious scientific spiiit in our seas by other than
piivaie invest igalors, unequipped with adequate resources for

the proper study of the subject in its economic aspect. Our
Fishery Boards concern themselves as little with this vital

matter as they pos-iibly can, Nor is this apathy sui prising,

when it is remembered that ihe present (Jovcrnment have ap-
pointed to the chairmanship of the Scutlish Fishery Hoard an
c$ imable gentleman, who possibly underslar.ds the 'brand-
ing' of herrings, but whose chief qualilication for the post was
a safe constituency. Yet, at the moment when this appointment
was made, they had the opportunity, pressed upon them by a
large body of scientific men, of choosing an eminent naturalist,

whose claims as a student of the ocean are admitted by men ol
all nations to be unrivalled."

Almost every great advance in the study of the ocean has
been made by this country, and though other countries are now
competing wiih us, an opportunity will soon arise for us agiin
to forge ahead.
" The pro[iosed Antarctic expedition, for which a convincing

case has been made out, can add to its usefulness by takin;:
yuch an investigation in hand, not only in the Southcin .Seas
but on its way to them. There is probably no region s > fertile

in the foims of pelagic life as the Southern Ocean, and an
expedition which should not make the study of its vegetation
one of its main objects had Iwtter stay at home. There is

little fear of the subject being neglected in its widest aspects,
»i6cc it is one of the professed ' aims which the promoters have
in view,' to use the I.Tngu.igc of a prospectus, lio'anists will
have themselves to blame, and the public will have them to
blame, if through their supine indifference this great and rich
harvett of the ocean \x not gathered in. In another respect
the limes arc favourable. For many yean this country lost its

once eminent position in the study of Ihe coast vegetation of the
tea ; but during the list six or seven years so much good and
honest woik lias been done by a young and energetic l>and ol
observers that this position has been in a great measure
retrieved. There are not lacking among our younger botanists
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men of skill in the use of the most recent methods of research,

capable of meeting the Germans on their own I'lcld. It will

be their fault if the naturalists of another nation forestall

them in taking possession of not the least honourable part of
our empire over the sea."

In the Fortnightly, Mr. Grant Allen, in an article entitled
" The Origin of Cultivation," attempts to answer the question as

to how early savages found out that plants wouid grow from seeds.

His views are as follows:— "Cultivation liegan with the

accidental sowing of grains upon the tumuli of the dead.
Gradually it was tuund that by extending the dug or tilled area

and sowing it all over, a crop would grow upon it all, provided
always a corpse was buried in the centre. In process of time
corpses were annually provided for the purpose, ana buried with
great ceremony in each field. By-and-by it » as found sufl'icient

to offer up a single victim for a whole tribe or village, and to

divide his body piecemeal among the (iclds of the community.
Hut the crops that grew in such lields were still regarded .is the

direct gifts of the dead and deified victims, whose soul was
supposed to animate and fertilise them. .-Vs cultivation spiead,

men became familiarised at last with the conception of the seed

and the ploughing as the really essential elements in the process
;

but they still continued to attach to the \iciim a religious im-

portance, and to believe in the necessity of his presence for

good luck in ihe harvest. With the gradual mitigation of

savagery an animal saciifice was ofien substiiuted for a human
one; but the fia;;ments of the animal were still distributed

through the fields with a mimic or symbolical burial, just as the

fragments of the niangod h.ad formeily been distributed.

I'inally, under the influence of Christian'ty and other civilised

religions, an efligy was substituted for a human victim, though
aji animal sacrifice was often retained side by side with it, and
a real human being was playfully killed in p.miominie."

Another origin about which .\Ir. Grant .\llen makes sugges-
tions is that of language. His remarks on this subject

appear in Lotigmau's Magazine, under the title " The
Beginnings of Speech." The Sunday Afaganne contains an
article on " The StufTwe are Made ol," by L)r. J. M Hobson,
in which some facts concerning amcvla.- are stated, and also «
sketch of the life and environment of Kichaid JclTeries, by the

Kcv. B. G. Johns. " Moon-Manor MoonMaid "
is the title of a

short article by Mr. William Can'on in Givii U'oiJs. One of

Cassini's drawings of the Gull of Rainbows on the moon shows
the form of a girl's held i-merging Irom the rocks of the

promontoiy of Heraclides on one side of the Gulf. M.
Flammarioii reproduced this drawing in L'Aitionomte some
lime ago, and lamented that he had been unnble to find the

figure in any other drawing, or obseivc it liimself. A few
months later, however, M. ijucnesset made out the form of a

man's face at the spot to which attention had been dtawn, and
two hours later on the same evening M. Mabire, observing at

the Juvisy Observatory, depided " without a single stroke of

imagination " the head of a woman in ihe same place. Mr.
Canton's remarks refer to these two drawings, reproductions
of which are given. The illustrations arc curious, but not

very instructive ; they appeal more to the poetical than the

scientific miiul.

Mr. llenniker Healon writes on " Telephones: I'.ast, Present,

and Future," in the Neiv Review, his point of view being chicHy
Commercial. .Sir Herbert Maxwell espouses ihe cause of tree-

planting in London, and enumerates .some of ihe trees suit-

able for town .adornment. " The Imilaiive F'unciions, ami
theit Placi; in Human Nature," is the theme of Mr. J. Kojc-
in the Cenluty. Chainliei s i Journal has several qiiasi-scienlilic

conlribulions, among them being articles on amber, breath

figures and dust-photogiaphs, and trees of the genus Adam-
ji>»;a—Cream-of-'Fartar trees. In addition to the magazines
named in the foregoing, we have received Stnttners, the Coti'

temporary, and the //iinianitarian ; but none of these contain

articles calling for comment here.

T//E SCJENCE OF VULCANOLOGY}
\/ULCAN()LOGY, or the science which deals with volcanoes

and related phenomena, is a very iuiportaiil branch of

geology—'.he science which treats of the earth's crust in general.

Geology is yet hardly a century old ; for before that time it

consisted ol little else than a collection of romantic liy|>othetes

' Introductory Address to ;i Course of Lectures on Vulcinoloyy, delivcic'l

in ihc k. Univ. of N.iplcs, by Dr. H. J. Johnston-Lavis.
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and incredible superstitions. This remark applies with still

greater force to vulcanology, for the study of which it is neces-

sary to possess an extensive knowledge of physics, chemistry,

and a well developed faculty of observation. For a century

or tivo previous to the nineteenth, however, there were acute

i-bservers, and we in Nfaples well know such names as those of

Sorrentino, Duca e Padre della Torre.

Towards the end of the last century the active and extinct

volcanic regions of Italy attracted the attention of four great

men of science, each of a diliferent nationality. I allude to

SpalUnzani, -Sir William llamilmn, Dolomieu, and Breislak.

Although their nationality wasdiftcrent, they had two merits in

common—that of scientific truth and that of Baconian methods

of reasoning. In other words, they were pure men of science,

since by that term we understand one who observes carefully,

records neither more nor less than he observes, and draws from

these facts, and those collected by others, his conclusions,

without disregard to a clear knowledge of the principles in-

volved, and without flights of imagination. It is, therefore, more

to these four men that we owe the advance of human knowledge
concerning volcanoes than to all the writers who preceded

them.
In the first years of the nineteenth century, vulcanological

literature was enriched by many workers, because, as the allie<l

sciences were then inaking great strides, they were able to ofif,;r

to vulcanologists much more powerful and accurate means of

investigation. Thus we had Humboldt, Scrope, Daubeny, Pi 11a,

and Gemmellaro.
Following these came a phalanx of illustrious students of

geology, some of whom are still among us, while others,

though dead in person, are living and immortal in the memory
of man as heroes of science and of human knowledge. Amongst
these we may enumerate Lyell, Dana, Scacchi, Palmieri,

Silveslri, and Phillips, whilst at present many younger and
gifted investigators are not wanting.

No other branch of science has been so heavily burdened by
extravagant hypotheses, which have so much retarded its pro-

gress, as that of vulcanology. It is not only in the first half of the

present century but even still that we find an extensive literature

produced by men who advertised themselves as scientific investi-

gators, when in truth they did little else but write memoirs
and books to promulgate and sustain fantastic, extravagan*,

imiginary, and impossible hypotheses. Nevertheless, amongst
this chaff we not only meet with grain, but very good grain.

As a subject of study, Vesuvius holds the first place in all

vulcanological investigations of this and the last century. A lew

figures will make this fact more evident. Some four years since,

my wife and myself collected the titles of books, memoirs, and
other writings referring to the South Italian volcanoes, for the

purpo<e of publishing a bibliographical list. We found the

following numbers :

—

Graham's Island, or Isola Ferdinandea
Roccamonfina
Lipari Islands

Alban Hills

Campi Phlegriei ...

Etna
Vesuvius

28

33
... 119

210

- 539
... 880
... 1552

From this table it will be seen how much has been written

concerning Vesuvius ; in fact, its literature constitutes nearly half

o( what has been written about all the volcanic regions south of

Rome. If we add to these the titles referring to the Campi
Phlegroei, we then find that in a total of 3361 not less than

2ogi concerns the volcanic district around Naples. Let me,
however, give you a still more striking fact. The Naples branch
of the Italim .VIpine Club possesses the richest vulcanological

library in existence. The catalogue contains more than 7000
entries of papers, books, and manuscripts. In this number,
however, are included books that not only treat of vulcanology,

but in large part refer to seismology and, to a smaller extent,

to geology. It will be seen, therefore, that the Neapolitan

volcanic district represents more than a quarter of all vulcano-

logical literature.

It is true that the history of Etna and the.'E)lian Islands

reach farther l)ack than that of Vesuvius, but on the other hand
the history of this latter is by far the mo>t complete. From a

chronological point of view, Vesuvius and also the Campi
Phlegrxi hold a more important place in history than any ol

their rivals. Even if the Fompeians, the Ilerculaneans and the
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Slabians did lose all their pnpsrty eighteen centuries since,

the modern world has recovered it as archceological treasures,

whose value represents, from the point of view of culture, many
times the original and the compound interest on the same for

the whole interval ; and this we owe to our Vesuvius. The
Phlegrrcn region around Naples is so enchained with the poetry

of the heroic and classic periods, that without it the legends of

Cuma, of I'ilhecusa, of Sparctacus, .)f Parlen jpe, of Baja, and

so many others, which fill pages and pages of ancient history,

would not exist.

Sometimes poetic ecstacy attacks the mind of the scientist ;

for, contrary to what the general public believe, science rather

than abolish poetic sentiment further develops it, but in a more

serious and refined form.

When, as we wander around Naples, we reach the hill of

Cuma, and we encounter a few ruined walls and a few pot-

sherds that peep out through the rich vegetation of that spot,

where now the only inhabitants are the goats and the lizards,

our imaginations speed back for nearly three millenniums, when

this same rock, almost as in its present state, was chosen by the

daring Greek navigators as the site of their new colonial towii.

All of us know the history of Cuma, all of us know that this

little bit of Italy for one half of historic time held a very im-

portant place. We are deeply impressed when we make an

effort to conceive clearly what 3000 years really is, how many
generations lived and died during that time and in that place ;

but far greater are we impressed when we think that 3000

years is but a fraction in the .firtf/c^/Vfl/ history of that hill, and

finally our mind fails to grasp the value of time when we con-

sider that the physical record of this hill is not more than a

minute fraction of the geological chronology of our globe.

Without going very far back in the geological history of our

region, I will ask you to follow me to the first part of the

Pliocene epoch, an epoch, as all know, to be considered quite

near our own time. All of us now admire the beauty of the

Gulf of Naples, which has few rivals in the entire world, but

at that time its conformation was very dilTcrent to what it is

now. It then lormed a very much larger gulf, represented

today by the plain we call the Campania Felice, with a large

part of the Terra di Lavoro. We must figure to ourselves a

broad gulf limited on the north by the promontory of Gaela,

where its confines were limited by high limestone cliffs. Its

coast had roughly the following trend. From Gaeta it corre-

sponded with the present provincial road to close under Castel-

forte, and from there was almost represented by the valley of

the Garigliano as far as the gjrge between Monte Faito and

Monte Cammino, by which narrow strait it was in communica-

tion with the sea covering the plain of Cassino. Winding

round the south of Monte Cammino it .again extended north-

wards to Mignano. The eastern coast of this strait corre-

sponded with the present line of railway from Mignano to

Taverna St. Felice, which coast, turning eastwards, passed

under Presenzano to extend into the niouniains by the valley of

the Volturno. From this point the coast, winding round several

islands, represented to-day by hills and mountains separated

from the main mass of the Appennines, it extended into these

latter, forming so many fiords. The sea then covered all the

plain, and its waves beat the foot of the mountains behind

Pietramelara, Pignataro Miggiore, Capua, Caserta, Nola,

Palma, Sarno, .Vngri, and Castellamare, and then corresponded

roughly with the present coast of the peninsula of Sorrento. In

the middle of this great gulf roe two important isles— Capri

and Monte Massico, besides a quantity of small ones.

Numerous fiords penetrated the Appennines. where to-day we
have the Garigliano, the Volturno, Valle di Maddaloni, Valle

Caudina, and" the Valle di .\vella. In fact, this part of the

coast of Italy in those pliocene times was very similar in con-

figuration to that of the Istrian coast of to-day.

The rivers bringing down to the sea sand and mud, which,

settling at the bottom of the gulf, prepared an almost fiat marine

floor, which later was to form the foundation of theCamp.anian

Plain. At that period the Campania Felice was only sea, and
where today flourishes vines, or.ingcs, lemons, and gardens of

flowers, then only gre^v marine algx.

The great fissure in the earth's crust which corresponds with

the western coast of Italy, and along which were foimed the

Italian volcanoes, opened a way for the igneous magma to the

bottom of this gulf. Numerous eruptive centres were formed,

giving rise to the volcanoes of Ischia, Roccamonfini, Campi
PhlegKvi, and Vesuvius. The order in which these different
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groups were formed is slill an unsolved enigma. Ischia, a5 has

been long known, shows by the fos^iliferous deposits clothing

its flanks, to have undergone great elevaiion since its original

formation,and as we have no such evidence in the other volcanoes,

we must conclude for the greater antiquity of lochia. I also

believe that the volcanic group of Roccamonfina is very much
older than that of the Phlegrxan Fields and Vesuvius, because

we find the/;><r«i' and (he fi^ernoui luff, very old volcanic

deposits in these regions, forming a mantle over Roccamonfina

when it was almost a complete mountain. It must not be

forgotten, however, that in ihe " Museum Breccia," first de-

scribed by n-.e, we have evidence of the eflTusionin these regions

ol many varieties of rocks long an erior to iht f<iferiio.

Gradually the large quantity of lava and fragmentary materials

that were ejected at the bottom of the gulf, greatly diminished

its depth, and thi-, combined with general eleva'.ion, resulted in

the emergence of a number of volcanic islands at Roccamonfina,

Ischia, Naples ; and probably Vejuvius wa-, at first, like the

others an island. Constant general elevation soon drove back

the sea, leaving high and dry all that region we so well know.

This plain, with its volcanic hills and mountains, constitutes one

of the most beautiful, the most fertile, and the healthiest regions

of our earth, if man were more capal)le of appreciating, enjoy-

ing, and developing this ftzzo di cielo caduto in terra.

So many are the advantages that Vesuvius offers to the

student of vulcanology, that I think it advisable to pass them in

review. This renowned volcano occupies a very central position

in the civilised part of the globe, only a few kilometres from

Naples with all the resources of a great city, and in communi-
cation by numerous lines of passenger vessels and railways

with all paris of Europe and America. Means of visiting Vesu-

vius are numerous, whilst the volcano is now entirely surrounded

by a network of railways, besides good roads. Uy road and
railway Ihe top of the mountain can be reached, and upon its

flanks can be found hotels and accommodation of all kinds, be-

sides a meteorological observatory, intended to be used for the

daily study .ind record of its varj'ing phases. The simple but

interesting form of the mountain, the extraordinary and un-

rivalled vaiietyof its productions,which surpass in number,beauty,

and interest those of any other volcano yet studied, are also

a matter of maximum imiwrlancc to the student. Besides

this, of equal importance we must reckon that continuous

activity with variation within such limits as to permit detailed

study on the spot, and still more fully in the University labora-

tories or elsewhere.

Scattered over Italy, and within a few hours' reach, are '

several other active volcanoes, each having its own special in-

terest, besides a large number of extinct ones and subsidiary

volcanic phenomena, all of which, beyond their scientific
[

interest, have a very great importance to the inhabitants from

an agricultural, industrial, and hygienic point of view. This is
1

especially the case in the immediate vicinity of the active ones,

so that it becomes the duty of the Government to maintain a ,

system of observation and record, and to develop a school in

which stodents may acquire a scientific knowledge of vulcan- •

ology.
I

At Naples we have a chair of terrestrial physics, but as

under this name is included a vast amount of different groups of

phenomena, it is impossible for its holder to give a fair share of

vulcanology alone. So far, the only chair of vulcanology was
that of Catania, which was so well occupied by the late Prof.

O. Silvestri, and which, after his premature death, was
abolished.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Oxford. —The following have been appointed Public

Examiners in the Honour School of Natural Science:— Mr.

James Walker, of Christ Church, in Physic-, Dr. Henry
F. .Morley, in Chemistry, and Or. George A. ISdckmasier, of

Mati'lalen College, in Physiology.

f the nc*ly elected Fellows of Ihe Royal Society

i e 0«l >rd men—the Rev. F. J. Smith, Mr. V. H.
\ '.. liof. Viriamu Jones
A conversazione will be given in the University Museum on

Tue»fiay next, by the memlicrs of the Junior Scientific Club,

CAMBRir)f;E —The Board of Managers of the Arnold Gerslen-

berg Studentship give notice (hat a Studentship on this Founda-
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lion will be offered for competition in the Easter Term of 1895.

Candidates will have the option of being examined either in

Logic and Methodology, or in Psychology. The Examination

will be held at the time of the Moral Sciences Tripos : that is,

not earlier than the last Monday but one in May 1895. The
exact date of the examination will be announced later. The
schedule of the subjects of examination will be the same as the

schedules in Psychology and in Logic and Methodology for

Part I. of the Moral Sciences Tripos. The competition will be

open to men and women who have obtained honours in Part

I. or Part II. of the N.itural SiUnces Tripos, and whose first

term of residence was not earlier than the Easier Term of

1889 Candidates must send in their names not later than

April 19, lS95; '° I^''- Sidgwick, Ncwnham College, Cam-
bridge, and must declare their intention, it successful, of pur-

suing a course of philosophical study. The studentship, which

will be of the annual value of nearly /90, will be tenable for

two years, upon the condition that at the end of the first year

the student's progre-s in philosophical study is deemed sa'

factory by the Board of Managers.
Dr. W. S. Melsome, Fellow of Queen's College, and Mr.

Hubert Higgin-, of King's College, have been appointed

Senior and Second Junior Demonstrators of Analomv
respectively.

There are vacancies at the University's tables in the Na|il

Zoological Station, and at the Plymouth Marine Biological

Laboratory. Applications to occupy these are to be sent to

Prof. Newton, Magdalene College, by May 24th.

Prof. Macalister announces a short course of lectures in

Physical .Anthropology for May l6ih, 19th, and 21st. The

subjects are " Methods of .\nthropometry," " The Races of

Ancient Egypt " (at this lecture a mummy will be unwrapped

and examined), and " The Races of Western Europe."

The Council of the Senate have published a Report recom

mending that in future all appointments of Demonstrators, ami

of Assistants 10 Professois, shall be made for a specific period

not exceeding five years. At Ihe end of this period the

Demonstrator or Assistant is to be eligible for reappointment.

It is also proposed that in the case of the vacancy of a

Professorship, the Demonstrators and .Assistant are to cease

hold office within three months of the appointment of a n

Professor.

The Master, Wardens, and Commonalty of the Society of

Merchant Venturers of the City of Bristol have decided that

their Technical School shall henceforth be known as the

Merchant Venturers' Technical College. In this connection

the following nominations h.we been made :— Principal nml

Professor ol Chemi.-try, Mr. J. Wentheimer ;
Professoi

Mechanical Engineering, Mr. J.Munro; Professor of Elect

n

Engineering and Applied Physics, Mr. W. Wilson.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.

The Mathematical Gazelle, 'Ho. I, April 1893,8 pp. (Loo-

don : Macmillan.)— It is now mailer of ancient history that «

correspondence in the columns of NATf RE nsulted in the forma- |l

lion, in January 1871, of the Association for the Improvement

of Geometrical Teaching. The original objects of the .associa-

I

lion were threefold : to collect and distribute informati in as to

Ihe prevailing methods of instruction in geometry practised in

this and other countries, louse its influence 10 induce examining
j

bodies to ftame their questions in geometry without reference
j

to any particular text-book, and to stamp with its ajiproval some

lext-book already submitted, or to bring out a new one under

its own auspices. Ten years later, vi?. in January 1881, the

association widened its basis, though after some discussion it

retained its name. The objects it h.ad in view were now sought

10 be carried out by the reading of papers and raising discussions,

and by ihe appointment of committees to report on existing

defects in ihe usual methods, order, range, &c., in teaching

special subjects— all branches of elementary mathematics and

mathematical physics being included in the widened basis. Now

that the association has p.issed its majority, it is thought that il

owes its continued existence to a " wldesprca<l desire on the pari
;

of teachers of mathematics to become acquainted with the

methods of other teachers." The editor ol the Gazelle, Mr.

E. M. Lingley, to whose long-eon' inued and enthusiastic
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advocacy of its aims the Association for the Improvement of
Geometrical Teaching owes so much as late secretary, hopes,

through the agency of its columns, to extract from experienced
teachers MSS. which have long been lurking in desk or pigeon-

hole for want of a suitable organ for making them known.
This new venture, which has been started in consequence of a

resolution passed at the association's annual meeting in January
'last, is proposed to be "a terminal journal for students and
teachers." The editor has to feel his way : words of encourage-
ment have come from the far East and West, as well as from
many teachers in this country. The number before us opens
with a short paper, by the editor, on the eccentric circle of

Boscovich. We borrow from Dr. C. Taylor's classical book on
'Conics the following verdict on Bosovich's work :— It is "a
[clear and compact treatise, which for simplicity, depth, and
jsuggestiveness will not readily be surpassed." Dr. J. S. Mackay
abstracts the first book of Gino Loria's treatise on " the exact

Isciences in ancient Greece," viz. that on the Greek geometers
before Euclid. In addition to the works cited by Dr. Mackay,
we may call attention to three notes on the history of mathe-
matics by the Danish mathematician, H. G. Zeuthen (which
have recently been published in the Bulletin de I'Acadcmie
Royalc Jes Sciences de Danemari (\&<)t,). Prof A. Lodge gives

some usefal approximations and reductions. Then follov some
elegant solutions of examination questions, and a select number
of questions for solution. A commendation of the new French
journal, l'fntermediare des Mathematiciens closes this No. I.

The size of the page, the clear type, and the excellent paper,

should secure for the Gazette far more than a mere succis d'estime.

The figures are lith'graphed on a separate sheet. We note one
little slip

—

Adam's property for Adams' (p. S.

)

American 'Journal of Mathematics, vol. xvi. 2. (Johns Hop-
ikins University, April, 1S94.)—W. H. Metzler in compound
determinants (pp. 131-150) shows how to express certain minors
of a compound determinant A(,„) in terms of the minors of various

orders of A. The paper is divided into two parts, one relating

to determinants, ihe other to matrices. A short note follows

on the order of terms in a semi-convergent series, by II. P.

Manning (pp. 151-155). Writing on the addition theorems of

[acobi and Weierstrass (pp. 156-163), E. Study gives a new
presentation of results connected with an investigation of the
addition theorems given in Hirzel's paper, " Sph.Trische

Trigonometrle, orthogonale Substitutionen und Elliptische

iKunclioneu " (1S93). Two articles follow by A. Chessin. The
first is summaiion of logarithmic and exponential series (pp.
164-1S5), the second a note on the general solution of Bessel's

pqualion (pp. 186-7). '" an article on adjustable cycloidal and
irochoidal curves (pp. 188-204) Prof. F. Morley gives many
interesting results in connection with these curves. The text is

illustrated wiih several carefully drawn figures. A two-page
lole on induced linear substitutions, by Prof. F. Franklin,
:loses the number.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, April 19.— "Electrical Interference

Phenomena somewhat analogous to Newton's Rings, but

:xhibited by Waves along Wires." By Edwin H. Barton,
B.Sc, late "1851 Exhibition" Science Scholar.

(1) The preliminary paper (Roy. Soc. Proc, vol. liv.

jp. 85-96, 1893) on this subject gave the results of a single

!xperiment, and approximately accounted for them by a

nathematical theory of the phenomena involved.

(2) The present paper discus^es the question of disturbances,'

md gives nine experiments. Two of these are similar to the
irst experiment, but were made under better conditions ; the
Jthers were made either to lead to these improved conditions or
n confirmation of the original fundamental conclusions.

(3) The disluibances alluded to arise from the fact that the
decirical waves are not suddenly lost after their first incidence
ipon Ihe abnormal part of the secondary, but course to and fro

intil they die out. A method of avoiding the greatest dis-

urbance due to this cause is pointed out and adopted. A
:orrection is also calculated and applied for another disturbance
vhich still remains.

(4) The chief experiment (Expt. v. arts. 42-48) is on inler-

erence phenomena, som?what an.ilogous to Newton's rings, I y
ransmission.
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(5) The experiments conclude with two exampl^ (Expts. viii.

and ix. arts. 51-62) of modifications of the secondary which
produce no reflexion. These consisted respectively of thinner
wires near together, and of thicker wires further apart, than the
normal spacing. In each case the capacity was practically

unaltered by the change in the wires ; hence, as anticipated
from the theory, no reflexion occurred.

(6) The systematic comparison of theory and experiment,
made (Arts. 63-77) near the end of the paper, does not
exhibit an absolute quantitative agreement. Nevertheless, the
two are so far concordant in all their general features as to be
mutually confirmatory, and were approved by Prof. Hertz
(under whose able guidance the work was carried out in Bonn,
1892-93) as close approximations.

" On Rocks and Minerals collected by Mr. W. M. Conway
in the Karakoram- Himalayas." By Prof. T. G. Bonney, F.R.S.,
and Miss C. A. Raisin.

Physical Society, April 27.—Prof. A. W. RUcker, F.R.S.,
President, in the chair.—A paper on the mechanism of electrical

conduction (Part I. Conduction in MetaU) was read by C. V.
Burton. Considering a body not at absolute zero of tem-
perature, the author shows that electromagnetic radiation

would result in heat being degraded into a lower form of
energy, if any parts of finite electric conductivity were present,

and from the fact that our planet is not devoid of heit, deduces
the following Theorem I. :

— " In a region contaii.ing matter
there may be (and probably always are) some parts which are
perfect insulator-', and some parts which are perfect conductors,
but there can be no parts whose conductivity is finite, unless
every finitely conductive portion is enclosed by a perfectly con-
ductive envelope." This conclusion is in accordance with
Poisson's theory of dielectrics, and with Ampere's and Weber's
theories of magnetism and diamagnetism respectively. Theorem
II. is enunciated as fellows :

—"In metals, and in other non-
electrolytes whose conductivity is finite, the transmission of
currents must be afi'ected by the intermittent contact of per-

fectly conductive particles "
; and as a corollary. Theorem lit.

is given :
— " If we suppose that in a substance at the absolute

zero of temperature there is no relative motion amongst the

molecules or amongst their appreciable parts, it follows that

every substance at this temperature must have either infinite

specific resistance (which does not imply infinite dielectric

strength) or infinite conductiviiy.'' Fleiring and Dewar's ex-

periments on pure metals tend to confirm this. The aulhoc
then shows why, on the intermittent contact hypothesis, a
conductor is heated when a current flows through it. On the
assumption that in ordinary conductors the relation between
the eleccromotive intensity in the intermolecular spaces and
electric displacement is a linear one, and that the electric .forces

lire small in comparison with theordinary intermolecular forces.

Ohm's Law is deduced. A model is next described by means
of which contact E.M.F. and the Peltier effect can be repre-

sented and explained, and in considering V'olta E.M.F. 's, (he

author points out that it is doubtful whether experiments in a

perfect vacuum could decide the questions at issue in the con-

tact-force controversy. The fact that the transparency of metals
is much greater than Maxwell's theory indicates might be ex-

plained without attributing any new properties lo the electro-

magnetic field by supposing the dimensions of molecules not

quite negligible in comparison with the wave-length of light

Prof. S. P. Thompson thought the paper had an important
bearing on the kinetic theory of solids. He saw no reason
why Ohm's Law should be proved, for he regarded it as a

definition. The President said the author represented all

actions as being due to collisions, thereby introducing the same
difficulties as were felt in the kinetic theory of gases, viz. that

collisions would give rise to mechanical oscillations in the

molecules of shriller and shriller pitch. Prof. J. J. Thomson
had recently given an explanation of electrical phenomena by
vortex filaments. After some remarks on the visibility of
molecules by Mr. Hovenden, Dr. Burton, in reply lo Prof.

Thompson, said Ohm's Law, when expressed .as . = a con-

stant, was really a law, and not a mere definition.—A com-
munication on the design and winding allernatecurrcnt electro-

magnets, by Silvanus P. Thompson, F. R.S., and Miles
Walker, was read by the former. The paper describes ex-

periments showing that when the magnetic induction does not
exceed 4000 (C.G.S.), the pull exerted by a laminated electro-
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magnet on it»annati]re is the same, whether it be excited by a

conlinuoas or by an alleroating current of equal strength.

For higher inductions the continuous current gives

slightly greater force. Another experiment made with

solenoids and the U-shaped plunger of a Brush alternate cur-

rent arc lamp, gave similar lesults. In considering the question

of winding alternate current electromagnets so as to obtain a

given excitation when the current is supplied at constant

voltage, it is shown that the ampere-turns are inversely pro-

portional to the number of luins, for the impedance varies

nearly as (he square of the number of turns. One important

properly of such electromagnets when supplied at constant

voltage is that ihey give a fairly constant pull over a long range,

for as the arm.iture moves away from the magnet the current

increases, thus counteracting to some extent the eftect of dis-

tance. On the other hand, the allemating voltage required to

obtain a given force is much greater than that needed with con-

tinuous currents. With the armature in contact with the core

the ratio of the two voltages was found to be 170, whilst

separating them by 92 mm. reduced the ratio to 21 5. Prof.

Perry pointed out that the constant pull of the alternate current

magnet followed immediately from the fundamental equ,ation

e = TC 'r «I when re is small, for if c be constant then I and
therefore 1 and I- are constant. He was interested to see that

the pulls for equal ampere-turns were the same, and indicated

how the problem could be worked out mathematically when
hysteresis was taken into account. Mr. Ulakesley thought it

belter to fill the space on a magnet full of copper, rather than

use wire only just large enough to carry the current, for the

loss of energy would be reduced. Some of the formulae given
might be put in simpler form. Mr. Swinburne said an alternate

current magnet would only give constant pull in special cases.

As another rule for winding alternate current magnets, he said,

wind the magnets as for continuous currents, and put a condenser
in to take the same current, thereby reducing the voltage re-

quired. Mr. Blakesley said it would require a capacity of 600
microfarads lo suit the magnet mentioned in the paper. Dr.

Thompson, in reply, agreed with Mr. lilakesley that the con-

denser was impiaclicable in many cases.— Major R. L.

Hippisley, K.E , read a paper on a graphical method of con-

structing the curves of current in electromagnets and trans-

formers, ar.d exhibited a machine for drawing these curves.

Taking the ordinary equation for a simple a'ternate current

circuit E sin // - -^ = Ri, where B is the total magnetic flax,

and t the current ; the author writes it in the form

E sin //

where L is the cotfTicient of self-induction of the circuit with the

iron withdrawn and «n >he tangent of the inclination of the BH
curve at the point corresponding to the instant considered.

This cqualicn is inlegraKd for a short part of the C}cle during
which m may be considered constant giving

E - **'

i = j^ cos »» sin (// - «») -f An '"*•'

Melhcds of finding the ccnslanis in the last equation arc then
described, and the method of drawing the current curves step

by step opiaincd. The machine for [lerforming the process is

illuslialcd in the paper, and the curve for an electromagnet fed

with allemating current shown. The case of a transformer
wilhonl magnetic leakage is worked out at some length, and
the curves rjl primaiy and secondary current deleimlr.ol. Dr.

firmi ner said the author had used great care in working out a
dlfhculi prcblim more C( mpletely than usual. In case^ such as

aii.'e in practice the Ki itim is small, and for this case Evcrshed
thowed how to determine the current curves of a transformer
when the periodic state had been reached, some five or six years
ago. He (Dr. .Stmpncr) had also shown how to graphically

determine the current curves for circuits containing iron in 1S88.

The author's method was. however, of more general application.

Mr. Trotter inquired if whether the machine could be used in

practical alleinate current problems, say, for example, to pre-
deteiminc the E. M.F. curve of an alternator. Major Hippisley
replied to the point.'* raised.

Geological Society, April 25.—Dr. Henry Woodward,
F.K.S., I'residcni, in the chair.— Mr. A. R. Sawyer, referring
lo spccimcnt exhibited by him from the Transvaal, Orange Free
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State, Cape Colony, Masbonaland, and Matabeleland (the last

mentioned collected during the recent war), remarked that

gneisses and gneissose granites cover a large portion of Mashona-
land, together with patches of schistose rocks and a few strati-

fied rocks. He drew attention to the faniastic shapes .assumed

on weathering by the granitic gneiss, which he considered solely

due lo atmospheric agencies, and not to ice-action or lo ihe eflects

of submersion. The schistose rocks are, for the most part,

sheared and altered igneous masses. There are numerous
examples of dolerites and epidiorites passing into hornblende-
schists, and of more acid igneous rocks. Masses of magnetite
occur in various parts of Mashonaland, and serpentinous rocks

(which probably owe their origin to the alteration of peridotites)

in the north-west corner of the Victoria gold-field. Extremely
\ auriferous veins occur amongst the sheared acid igneous rocks
. of the Umhungwe Valley in the Manica district, and gold occurs

in the kaolin produced by the disinlegr.ition of these rocks.—
The following communic.itions were read :— Eurlher notes on
some sections on the new railway from Romford to Upminster,

I and on the relations of the Thames N'alley beds to the boulder

clay, by T. V. H jimcs. The author alluded to his discovery of

boulder clay on this new railway at Horiicharch {Quart. Journ.
Geol. Soc. August 1S92), and described the finding of more
boulder clay close to Romford during the deepening and widen-
ing of a cutting there. The boulder clay was on precisely the

same level as that at Hornchurch, a mile and a half to the

south-east, and, like il, was covered by gravel belonging to the

highest, and presumably oldest, terrace of the Thames Valley
system. A portion of the silted-up channel of an ancient
stream-course was also found in this Romford cutting. Its re-

lations to the boulder clay could not be seen, as they were not

in contact, but Ihey were alike covered by the oldest gravel be-

longing lo the Thames Valley system. The author discussed

the probable direction of the How of this stream-course, and the

way in which it was superseded by the ancient Thames. After

noticing certain points brought forward during the discussion on
his former paper, he concluded with a criticiim on the vic*vs to

which Dr. Hicks inclines in his paper on the sections in and

;
near Endsleigh Street (Quart. Journ. Geo!. Sac. vol. xIviiL

1892) as regards the age of those beds, asierting that ihey are,

in all probability, simply river drift of the Thames Valley system,

and consequently post-glacial, in the sense of being later in date

than the boulder clay of Essex .and Middlesex.^On the geology
of the Pleistocene deposits in the v.xlley of the Thames at

j

Twickenham, with contributions to the flora and fauna of the

period, by Dr. J. R. Leeson and G. B. LafPan. The section

described in this paper w.ts exposed during the construction of

an effluent from the Twickenham sewage-works to the Thames.
Its length was about one mile. The beds exposed were (1)

coarse reddish-yellow gravels, coloured blue below, lying on an

eroJed surface of (2) dark blue loam, varying in thickness, the

greatest thickness seen being three feet, at a place wlicic the

bottom was not reached
; (3) dark sand

; (4) coarse ballast

gravel
; (5) London clay. The loam (which is quite a local

deposit) yielded eight species of niollusca and fourteen spci 1

of plants, all still living in the neighbourhood. A numbci
mammalian bones, referable to seven species, were lying just >in

the surface of the loam. Amongst the forms were bison ani

reindeer. The authors consider that the loam was deposited in

a small lake, and they alluded to similarities between it and a

deposit described by Dr. Hicks as occurring in the Endslcigli

Street excavations. In Ihe remarks on these two papers, the

President congratulated the authors of the second paper on|
having succeeded in rescuing so interesting a collection of re-

1

mains of Thames Valley mammalia. Sir John Evans expressed t

his pleasure at .Mr. Holmes's further discovery of evidence wto
,

the superposition of the old Thames Valley gravels upon the

boulder clay, as these discoveries supported the view he bad
always held that these gravels, whether at a high or at a low

level, were " post-glacial " in Ihe sense indicated by the author,

lie also remarked that the finding of Ihe mainmaliaii remains
by Dr. Leeson in the low-level gravels at Twickenham was of

interest, as proving the existence of Ihe reindeer and bison in

the Thames at the lime of the deposition of these beds. As lo

some of the remains of olher animals, however, he enleilaincd

doubts whether, though found in the course of the excavation,

Ihey really belonged lo the gravels. Mr. E. T. Newton, Mr.

Lewis Abbott, Mr. G. B. Lallan, Prof. Hull, and Dr. Leeson
also spoke, and Mr. T. V. Holmes briefly replied to the remarks
made on his paper,—On a new goniatite Irom the lower coal
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measure:, by Herbsrt B jiton. S jwerby in h'n " Mineral C >n-

cholo^v" fi^iire^ two fosiiU under ths nim; of GmiaHtes
Liiltri, of which ihe left-hand fi,»are U clearly G. LiUiri, whilst

the ri;;hi-han 1 on* diflTers co i-iideiably frotn it. The aathir

gave diagnoses of Gxiia'ites Lisleri and of a ne* speciei, which
agrees with the form represented in S )*erby's right-hand fi^jure.

This species is limited to the shales forminsj the roof of the

"Bullion" or upp^r foot seam of the lower cjal m;aiure?,

whilst G. LisUri xnagti from the lower limestone shales to the
" Uitllion" seam.

Chemical Society, April 19.—Dr. Armstron<j, President,

in the chair, — The I'ollowin^ papers were read :—The ma;^netic

rotations of fatty acid* containing haloj^ens ; of acetic an<l pro-

pionic acid=, phosgene and elhylic carbonate, by \V. II. I'erkin.

The molecular association investigated by Ramsay and Shields

is apparently without influence on the magnetic rotations of

acetic and propionic acids. In a number of cases where two
similar atoms or groups of atoms enter a compound by sub-

stitution, the change in magnetic rotation cau-ed by the

entrance of the first group is different to that caused by the

second ; as the President pointed out, Thomson has observed

an analogous phenomenon in his thermochemical investigations.

—The action of concentrated acids on certain metals when in

contact with each other, by G. J. Burch and J. W. Dodgson.
The authors are investigating the chemical antl electrical be-

haviour of different pairs of metals in contact when placed in

the strong mineral acids. Very slow action occurs when apiece
of sodium impaled on a strip of platinum, iron, or carbon, is

placed in concentrated sulphuric acid ; the sodium of a sodium-
carbon couple requires more than eight hours for its solution in

sulphuric acid-—The action of light on oxalic acid, by A.
Richardson. O.falic acid, exposed to light, is slowly decomposed
with formation of hjdrogen peroxide and carbonic anhydride.

—

English jute fibre, by A. Pears, jun.— Natural oxycelluloses.

1. Celluloses of the Graminea, by C. Smith.—Preliminary note

on the volatilisation of salts during evaporation, by G. II.

Bailey. During the evaporation of salt solutions a considerable

amount of the salt is volatilised, although every precaution be
taken to guard against mechanical loss. Ciesium chloride solu-

tion containing 2S6 grams to the litre lost 18S6 milligrams of

salt per litre during evaporation.—Constitution of glycocine and
its derivatives, by Joji Sakurai. The author considers that

glycocine must be regarded as an internal ammonium salt of the

constitution

CH„—NH3
I

"
I .

CO—

o

Similar views of the constitutions of hippuric acid, aspartic acid,

and asparagine are also expressed.—Note on the constitution of

glycocine, by J. Walker. Reasoning by analogy, the evidence
afforded b/ the electrical conductivity goes to show that glyco-

cine has the ordinarily accepted constitution

NH„ . CIL . COOH.

—On the oxidation of the alkali metals, by W. Holt and \V. E.

Sims. Potassium, sodium, and probably lithium may be

distilled in perfectly dry oxygen without undergoin.; oxidation ;

potassium monoxide, K^O, is not formed by the oxidation of

the metal in any of the oxides of nitrogen, as is generally sup-

posed, and there is no evidence of its existence in the pure

state.—The action of iodine and of methyl ijdide on aconitine,

by W. R. Dunstan and II. A. D. Jowett.

Zoological Society, May I.—Dr. A. Giinther, F. R.S.,
Vice-President, in the chair.—The Secretary read a report on
the .additions that had been made to the Society's menagerie
during the month of April 1S94, and called special attention to

a valuable collection of mammals presented to the S )ciety by
Dr. J. Anderson, F.R.S., being part of the proceeds of his

recent expedition to Egypt.—Dr. Giinther, K. R.S., exhibited

and made remarks on specimens of a South African llornbill

(liuceros melanoUiictii) and of a portion of the tree in which the

nest was placed, and spoke of its mode of nesting and of its extra-

ordinary habits during that season. The specimens had been
transmitted to the British Museum by Dr. Scho.iland of

Grahamslown.—Dr. II. E. Sauvage exhibited a vertebra of the

earliest known Snake from the gault of Portugal.—-Mr. \V.
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Bate.'^on exhibited a large number of specimens of GoniocUm
variabilis, a Phytophagous Beetle from Spain, in illustration of
discontinuous variation in colour.— Prof. F. Jeffrey Bell gave
an account of the Echinoderms collected during the voyage of
H.M.S. Penguin and by H.M.S. E^eria, when surveying

Macclesfield IJank. The collection, which had been made by
Mr. P. \V. Bissett Smith, with the co-operation of Mr. J. J.
Walker, was very extensive, and contained examples of many
new species, some of which were of a very remarkable character.

—Mr. Ernest W. Holt gave an account of some of the results of
his recent studies in teleostean morphology made at the Marine
Laboratory at Cleethorpe. Mr. Holt spoke first of some speci-

mens of the M\\\ie\!M^e(A/jlvaabyssorum, Nilsson). The regular

occurrence of this fish oft" ihe Faroe Islands and its occasional

capture on the coast of Iceland were now recorded for the first

time, the species hwing been previously observed only on the

Scandinavian coasts. The specimens, six in number, all of

considerable size, were described in detail, and the species was
carefully compared with theallied form M. vulgaris (theCommon
Ling). Mr. Holt next proceeded to describe the " ncessus
orbitalis," an accessory vi-ual organ of the Pleuronectid Fishes.

The organ in question was slated to be a highly elastic saccular

process of the membranous wall of the orbital cavity. It had
been found to occur in all the flat-fishes examined, viz., the
Halibut, Long Rough Dab, BrjU, Plaice, Flounler, Lemon-
Sole, Dab, and Common Sole, and was believed "o ocur in all

flatfishes with well-developed eyes. Finally, .Mr. Hjlt spoke
of an adult specimen of the Common Sole with symuetrical
eyes, and discussed the bearing of this specimen on ambicolor-
atioD. The specimen in question, about fifteen inches long,

was perfectly normal in external configuration, except that

the left eye had retained its position on the left side of the head,
and was neaily opposite to the right eye. Anteroventrally it

had been somewhat overgrown by the skin. The coloration was
normal, the right side being brown and the left side white.— .V

communication was read fro 11 Mr. St. George Littledale, con-

taining field-notes on the Wild Camel of Lob Nor, as observed
during his recent journey across Central .-Vsia.^Mr. Oldfield

Thomas gave an account ofacoUeciionof mammils from Oman,
S.E. Arabia, which had been transmitted tothe British Museum
by Dr. A. .S. G. Jayakar, among which were examples of a new
Hare (Lepus onianensis) and of a new Goat of the genus
Ihmitragus, proposed to be calledyj/j/iaW, after its discoverer.

Altogether seventeen species were represented in this collection,

from a locality of which very little was previously known.

Linnean Society, May 3.— Prof. Stewart, President, in the

chair.—Dr. Johann Mueller, of Aargan, and Prof. K. Mitsickuri,

of the University of Tokio, were elected foreign members of

the Society.— Prof. Poulton exhibited the larva; of certain

Lepidoptera to illustrate the results of experiments which he
had made in regard to the influence of environment up^n their

colours. Variously coloured twigs and shoots, such as occur in

nature, were shown to influence the appearance of many twig-

Uke larv;e in such a manner as to aid their concealment.—Prof.

G. B. Howes exhibited and made remarks upon the eggs and
young of Ceraloiius Fosteri, received from Prof. Semon, of Jena,

who is engaged in working out the development of this fish.

—

Mr. James Saunders, of Luton, with the aid of the oxyhydrogen
lantern, exhibited plasmodium in the act of forming sporangia;

the species, which had been foand on birch, was Di.lymitiin

squamulosum.—On behalf of Dr. II. B. Guppy, the Secretary

read a paper on the habits of three species ol Ltinna. In this

paper, the author detailed the results of experiments made by
him during a period ol twenty months, and showed that Ltmna
gibba can pass the winter cither in the gibbous form or with

Ironds which in appearance resemble those of Lemna
minor. The flowering of Lemna gibba was observed in July,

when it was found that the gibbous plants were producing their

flat fronds, which were also in flower, and floating deiached.

In both cases the flowers were hermaphrodite, but they h.ad the

appearance of being unisexual, on account of the flowers of the

gibbous plants protruding only the pistil, while those of the flat

fronds only evolved the stamen«. After describing the habits

of the winter fronds of Lemna potyrhiza, and alluvlingto Lemna
minor, the paper concluded with a lableof temperatures relating

to the germinating, budding, and lljwering of these plants.

—

A paper was then read on the fertilisation of certain .Malayan

orchids, by Mr. H. N. Ridley.
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Entomological Society, May 2.—Captain Henry J. Elwes,

President, in ih; chair.—Mr. S. Stevens exhibited a specimen
o^ Argynnii aglaia var. charlotla, taken by the late Rev. James
Watson in the New Forest in 1S70 —Mr. J A. Clark exhibited

a curious variety of Chelonia caj'a, having an extraordiniry

wedge-shaped marking extending from the outer margin to the

base of the left hind wing, and also, on the same wing, a small

spot, which was brown and white in colour, and had the

appearance of having been taken from the fore wing and
inserted in the hind wing. The specimen was taken at

Abbotts Wood, Sussex, in July 1892 — Prof. E. B. Poulton,

F.R.S., exhibited living specimens of the larvx of Gaslropacha

uuercijolia, surrounded respectively during the early stages of

growth by black twigs and lichen-coloured twigs, the food being

the same in both cases. All the larva' were shown upon a white

paper background, but examples of the surrounding twigs which
produced the change of colour were shown beside e.ich batch.

Mr. Menifield made some remarks on the subject.—Mr. E.

Meyrick communicated a paper entitled "On PyraliJina from

the Malay Archipelago."—Sir. C. J. Gahau read a paper

entitled" A Supplemental List of the l.ongicorn Coleoptera ob-

tained by Mr. J. J. Walker, R.N., duringthe voyage of H. M.S.
Penguin."

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, May 7.—On the spectra of oxygen
at high temperatures, by M. J. J anssen.^ Researches on the

isomeric propylenes and their compounds with sulphuric acid,

by M. Berthelot. Trimethylene is rapidly absorbed by pure

sulphuric acid forming the normal ethereal salt (CsH-), SO4.

On addition of water it separates as a heavy oil which is only

very slowly acted on by water and is decomposed by potash

slowly in sealed lubes at 100°. Ordinary propylene combines
with sulphuric acid in the same way to yield a much less stable

derivative.—On Fiabellum anthophyllum from the Gulf of

Lyons, by M. de Lacaze-Duthiers.— .\rlicular movements
studied by means of photography, by M. Marey. Photographs

are taken in successive positions of a bright wire attached to the

moving part. The results of a study of human jaw movements
a'e given.— Report of M.Darboux on a memoir on the triangle

of sequences (presented by M. Desire Andtc).— Azimuth, lati-

tude, and longitude, by equal heights without the aid of the

chronometer, by M. E. Caspari. The method described is held

to have many good characteristics, among which the fact of the

same precision being obtained for all latitudes and all zenithal

distances is note I.— Experiments on the contraction of liquid

jeis and on the distribution of velocities internally: abstractor

a memoir by M. Hazin.—Mathematical theory of the Watt indi-

cator : abstract of a memoir by M. L. Lecornu.—Observations

of the comet Gale, made at Algiers Observatory, by MM. Ram-
baud and Sy. M. Tisserand g*ve details concerning a photo-

graph of this comet obtained on May 5, at Paris. The photo-

graph shows the comet with a tail 4 m length.— Emission of

sounds, by M. Henri Gilbaull. —Equality o( the speeds of pro-

p.igation of very short electric waves in free space ami in long

wire conductors, by M. M. iJufour. The author experimentally

demonstrates the extension of M.M. Sirasin and de la Rive's

conclusions on the subject to the case of a wave-length of

8"5 cm.—Al>sorption spectra of cupric bromide, by M. Paul

Sabalier. The spectral absorption of aqueous solutions varies

with the concentration ; alcoholic solutions give the same
alisorption spectrum as concentrated aqueous solutions, probably

the salt here exists in the anhydrous condition. —On the vari-

ations of viscosity shown by melted sulphur, by M.M. J.

Pirunhes and J. I)ussy.—On the blue lakes obtained fromdibro-

mogallanilide and on .some reactions yielding blue products of

polyphenols, by M. P. Cazencuvc.—On a new carbon chloride,

the dichloride of hexachlorobcnzene, by M. El. liarral. Tne
propeities are described of the substance CcCI, obtained from

bexachlornphcnol by action of PC1-.—On the aldehyde from

cuencc of lemon gr.iss, by MM. Ph. liarbier and L. Houveault.

—On the industrial manufacture of products rich in nicotine.

by M. Th. Schlocsing. -On the oxidation of beer worts, by M.
P. Petit.— kescarches on the chemical transformations of the

fundamental sulntance of cartilage during normal ossification,

by M. C. Chabric.—On some points in the anatomy of Cryplo-
proctus from Ma'laga.scar.by M. H.Eilhol. —The perfume glandi

of VivcrriJx, by M. II. llcaurcgard.—The sexual reproduction

of Ascomycetes, by M. P. A. Dangtard.—The hcustrine basin
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of Constantine and oligocene formations in Algeria, by M. E.

Ficbeur.— Examination of milks by pressure, by MM. R. Leze
and E. Hilsont.—On the reclamation, by M. Calmelte, concern-

ing the antitoxic blood of animals protected against the poison of

seipents, by MM. C. Phisalixand G. liertrand.
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PRACTICAL PAPER MAKING.
Practical Paper Making. By George Clapperton.

(London: Crosby Lockwood and Son, 1894.)

THE book before us is not without value. The chap-

ters devoted to paper-inaking proper, that is, to

the mechanical details of the art, contain a great deal of

useful information ; and although "experience" must be

classed as of the " incommunicables," the notes and

observations of an experienced man serve to concentrate

the attention of the less experienced upon those points,

the mastery of which constitutes technical skill. Tech-

nological handbooks, however, ought in our opinion to

possess the higher (•(/;cC(i//V;;/rt/ value belonging only to

those which preserve the perspective of the subject of

which they treat. .\ book, like a lecture, must be'diagram-

matic to be effective educationally ; and in this i,ense it

must bean artistic production. We do not by any means
imply that a certain level of literary style must be

attained and maintained. In the "literature" of the

industrial and physical sciences we must be content, it

would seem, with the irreducible minimum of '' Queen's

English." What we do imply is the infusion of person-

ality, in the clear grasp of principles, and in the conse-

quent development of the subject-matter according to

its natural perspective. Judged from this stand-point,

" Practical Paper Making " must be labelled " found

wanting." If we apply to the art or industry the crude

criterion of money values, we find that in the production

of paper the proportion of costs, for raw materials, and
their chemical treatment, are in this, in comparison with

many other industries, unusually high ; this being
" practically " interpreted, means that chemistry is of

first importance in the mill. The author makes an

oblique confession of his convictions in this direction in

his opening sentence :
" As the chemical and physical

characteristics of the materials .... determine to a

marked degree the qualities of the finished product, a

thorough grasp of these characteristics is indispensable

to all who aim at the production of the best possible

results with the minimum of cost." We are quickly

reminded, however, of the adage, " red dawning shep-

herd's warning,' as the author plunges at once from

the sunshine of first principles into a much less pro-

mising treatment of practical matters, opening with the

following remarkable sentence :

—

" The percentage of cellulose—or to use a term more
readily understood by paper-makers, the amount of

available paper-making material—varies with the plants
from which it is obtained, and the treatment to which it

is subjected "

Comment would be superfluous. He then proceeds to

extract comfort from " the chemical formula of cellu-

lose—CgH,1,0,—which means that six equivalents of

carbon, ten of hydrogen, and five of oxygen are united

together to form the substance known by that name."
This evidently has the effect upon the practical paper-

maker which is recorded of the " blessed word Mesopo-
tamia" in another sphere of experience. That is all as
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to cellulose proper I
" Oxycellulose " is then alluded to,

and described as possessing "an extraordinary affinity

(or vanilline compounds, uniting with them from solutions

containing infinitesimal proportions." It would be

thankless criticism to single out mere mistakes from

what might be in other respects good matter ; but the

mistakes in this work are as slovenly as the matter

—

"vanilline" for "vanadium" (p. 2), and "hypochlorite,"

used on three successive occasions, for " hyposulphite
"

(pp. 29-30), are typical mistakes ; and for looseness of

construction, which characterises the matter throughout,

we commend the following example :

—" Sulphate of

alumina is not a chemical compound of a definite com-

position, as the alumina varies between 2 and 3 per cent.,

though that purchased from reliable makers generally

contains 15 or 16 per cent." (pp. 71-72). If the author's

want of precision were an occasional lapse merely, with

the effect of befogging a particular point, we should not

have challenged the work upon the issue we have raised
;

but it extends to the entire ordering and treatment of the

subject-matter. The sources from which the author has

compiled his account of the chemical processes of the

mill are familiar to us. He has probably aimed at re-

producing what he may consider the essential and

practical features of the originals. But the result is a

second-hand and garbled version, and in many important

places, more especially where efiects are discussed in

relation to causes, essentially wrong. Thus (p. 6) "jute

fibres " are described as " strong but very difficult to

bleach white, and if subjected to such treatment as will

dissolve all the extraneous matter and reduce to ultimate

fibres, their original strength is much impaired." The

facts are that jute is easily bleached white, but then is

no longer jute but jute-cellulose ; and on the structural

question the destruction of the filament by no means

implies disintegration of the ultimate fibre. Then again

(p. 7),
" Straw fibres are very similar in appearance to

esparto, but shorter and more highly polished, tending

to make their filling power much less, and rendering paper

made from them very brittle." In another place (p. 47),

" Papers made from straw are, owing to the hard nature

of the ultimate fibres, very hard and brittle." Any ex-

planation appears to some minds better than none, even

a re-statement of the fact to be explained, in somewhat

varied terms. It does not occur to the author that straw

" cellulose " differs constitutionally from esparto, and with

these differences are correlated not only the relatively

low yields of bleached straw pulp (which the author

labours to explain on p. 40), but generally its relationships

to oxygen and water (hydration), and these again with its

paper-making qualities.

It would serve no useful purpose to continue our criti-

cisms. The best we can say of the work is that it

represents a good deal of thought on the part of a man
skilled in his art, and struggling to compass the science

upon which its successful practice primarily depends. It

may be that in this endeavour the author has followed

the classic maxim :
" If you want to learn a subject,

write a book upon it."

To those who will bear in mind that the chemical part

[
of the work is a compilation, not well digested, and in

j

some places unsound, we have no hesitation in recom-

1 mending it.
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THE THEORY OF OPTICAL /.VSTRUMENTS.

Tkeorie tier Ofitischn-'t Instrumcntt {nach Abbe). Von
Dr. Siegfried Czapski. (Breslau : Eduard Trewendt,

1S93)

TTAPPENIXG not long ago to meet a German friend

i ^ well posted up in physical literature, the present

writer inquired whether any of the year's publications

were specially worth getting and reading. The answer

was a do-.:blful '' No,'' and then " Oh, yes— Czapski's
' Theory of Optical Instruments.' " This was high praise,

but not unmerited. For although the book will not

appeal to a large circle of readers, it will soon become
indispensable to all who are interested in the investiga-

tion of the merits and defects of optical systems, or

who are concerned in turning out high-class optical

work.

Although only a third of the book is devoted to the

description of the microscope, telescope, and other in-

struments, there is no unnecessary rambling beforehand

—either into the pleasant regions of developmental

history or along the more dusty paths of the optical text-

book proper. The author acknowledges the value of the

undulatory theory as the ultimate test which must be

applied when we wish to know how far the conclusions

of geometrical optics are valid ; and therewith dismisses

it. He everywhere tries to be concise ; and succeeds so

far that the average student might complain of sometimes
finding a day's work between one page and the next.

But the condensation is not of that meaningless kind

which so often irritates one in German school and college

text-books. There are frequent (and valuable) biblio-

graphical notes. The references to the works of Smith,

Herschel, Lloyd, Airy, Rayleigh, Dallinger, and Pendle-

bury show that the English literature has not been
neglected ; indeed, Principal Heath's " Treatise on Geo-
metrical Optics" (which is being translated into German)
is recommended as the best of the modern text-books.

But whereas these tend to treat optical instruments as

convenient illustrations of optical theory or geometrical

reasoning, the latter are here treated as strictly subservient

to the former. The range is further limited by including

among optical instruments only those which are strictly

used for producing images of external objects applica-

tions of reflecting mirrors in geodesy and astronomy, the

stereoscope, &c., being included. Within these limits

our author is at home and speaks with authority. As
scientific adviser and technical director in the celebrated

workihops of Carl Zeiss in Jena, he has daily oppor-

tunities of applying theory to practice with the aid of

excellent glass, skilful workmen, and modern machinery;

and has had the still greater advantage of continual inter-

course with Prof. Abbe, to whose labours the perfection

of high-power microscope objectives is so largely due. His

debt in this direction is freely and gratefully acknowledged
—most conveniently by stating what chapters are not

directly or indirectly due to Abbe.

A short introductory chapter on geometrical optics

is followed by three others on the geometrical theory of

optical images, the fundamental properties of lenses and

systems of lenses, and the theory of spherical aberration.
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In chapter v. (on chromatic aberration and the theory o

achromatism) the author gives a simple method for cal-

culating the magnitude of the secondary spectrum (the

focus-diflference of a system of two infinitely thin lenses

from the dispersion-constants. Assuming these to be
achromatised for the lines F and C, he calculates the

difference between the focus for light of a given wave-
length (X) and the light of the brightest part of the

spectrum X = 055 n. (.According to Konig the position

of maximum brightness in the spectrum of sunliglu

varies, as the total intensity increases, from X = 053 fx to

X = 061 ik) The values of the differences /a -/.jj^ are

given in thousands ofyi jj u for various wave-lengths. In

the caseofa combination of a tlint glass of medium densits

with an English silicate-crown glass the differences iXt--

crease from + 179 (for X = 077^) and then gradu.1i;

increase to 3 70 (for A = 041 »i). But the researches 01

Prof. .Abbe and Dr. Schott have resulted in the produc-

tion of improved grades of optical glass, and especialU

of pairs of tlint and crown glass in which the dispersion

in various parts of the spectrum is much more neailv

proportional. These glasses have been manufactured in

the Jena works since 1SS4, and by their use the ma,
nitude of the secondary spectrum is greatly diminishc ;.

Thus in the case of a combination of a heavy barium

phosphate-crown glass with a borate-flint glass the above

differences begin at - 004 (forX = 077 /j) and tlie maxi

mum value is 079 (for X = 041 fi). Curves are givia

illustrating these results which have been conlirmed by

direct measurements of focus-differences of telescope-

objectives made by \'ogel, Hasselberg, and Wolf.

Chapter vi. contains an unusually complete and sys-

tematic treatment of prisms and systems of prisms, partly

based upon Dr. Czapski's own investigations. The next

chapter is devoted to stops and aperture, and the pro-

perties of an optical system which depend upon apertuic.

such as penetrating power and brightness. It is shown

that in any instrument used for subjective observation

the penetrating power {i.e. the total depth of vision) i^

exactly equal to the sum of the depth of focus of the ob-

jective and the accommodation-depth of the eye—a resuli

which is of the greatest practical importance in micro-

scopy. Next comes what is perhaps the most interestini;

and important chapter—that which deals with tin

principal types of optical instruments. The book closi

with an account of the methods for determining the

constants of optical instruments. Some of these will

come as a revelation to students who are only f.imili.ii

with the comparatively rough methods described in tin

ordinary text-books on practical physics.

Dr. Czapski appears to have at lirst intended toir.clul'

in the book a tolerably full account of .Abbe's theory

microscopical vision. One cannot help regretting that tli

intention was abandoned. A letter of his on " The Futuir

of the Microscope," which is printed in van lieurck's

sumptuous book ("The Microscope,'' English edition,

PP- 357 3'^'4) shows his ability to present such a matter,

not only with his usual accuracy, but in a fairly popular

form. We understand th.at a separate volume on this

subject may be expected from I'rof. Abbe or Dr. Czapski,

or both. pv.
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CHEMISTRY APPLIED TO AGRICULTURE.

I

Manures and the Principles of Manuring. By C. M.
' Aikman, B.Sc, F.R.S.E. Pp. xxx., 592. (Edinburgh

and London : W. Blackwood and Sons, 1894.)

IT was rather more than fifty years ago, in the year

1840, that Liebig presented to the British Association

his classical report on "Organic Chemistry in its Ap-

I

plications to Agriculture and Physiology." In this,
|

among many bold and startling statements, we find such
1

I

sentences as the following :

—
" As there is no profession

which can be compared in importance with that of

agriculture, so there is none in which the application of

correct principle would be productive of more beneficial

effects. Hence it appears quite unaccountable that we
may vainly seek for a single leading principle relative to

this subject in all the writings of agriculture and of

vegetable physiologists. '
" .-Mso, when we inquire in

what manner manure acts, we are answered by the most
intelligent men that its action is covered by the veil of

Isis ; and when we further demand what this means, we
discover merely that the excrements of man and animals

are supposed to contain an incomprehensible something

which assists in the nutrition of plants and increases

their size. This opinion is embraced without even an

attempt being made to discover the component parts of

manure, or to become acquainted with its nature." In

this, as in other ol Liebig's statements, there was much
exaggeration. Sir Humphrey Davy, De Saussure, and

other labourers in the field of scientific agriculture had

not lived in vain. Liebig's writings, however, were pro-

ductive of much good, and stirred up a great deal of

interest in agricultural chemistry which led to many im-

portant results. Within a year or two before the date

mentioned and five or si.t years after, not only were most

of the more important artificial manures, now extensively

used, brought into notice and experimented with, but

several important writings on manures and manuring

were published Suffice it to say that to this epoch is

due the introduction of guano, of nitrate of soda, and of

sulphate of ammonia as manures ; and that Mr. Lawes
(now Sir John Bennett Lawes) took out his patent for the

manufacture of superphosphate in 1842; now nearly a

million tons of this manure are made annually in this

country alone. Two or three important manures, such

as the potash salts of Stassfurt and Thomas' basic slag,

are of later introduction. To illustrate the attention then

given to the subject of manures and manuring generally,

and to these new manures in particular, we may note

that the second volume of the Journal of the Royal

Agricultural Society of England, published in 1841,

contains a paper by the Sibthorpian Professor of Rural

Economy at Oxford, Dr. Charles Daubeney, " On the

scientific principles by which the application of manures

ought to be regulated,' including results of many ex-

periments ; also an article by Prof. J. F. W. Johnston,
" On Guano, ' and the results of experiments by numerous

agriculturists with nitrate of soda, saltpetre, bones, and
gypsum.

Within a very few years of this date Prof. Johnston
published his Lectures, and Cuthbert W. Johnson pub-

lished a very useful and interesting book " On the Fer-

tilisers. ' It is almost needless to remark that the im-
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mortal experiments of Rothamsted were put on to a firm

and systematic basis in 1S43.

Since that time agricultural chemistry, including a

knowledge of the principles of manuring, has steadily

pursued its way, fostered by a host of workers, not

only in this country but on the continent, and lately

in the United States. The last few j ears have shown
some revival of the public interest in the applications of

science to agriculture. This has, we think, been brought

about partly by the spread of technical education in the

rural districts ; but also partly byt he continued low prices

of agricultural produce, which make it imperative on the

farmer, if he would continue to survive, to use every

good implement, mental or otherwise, he can in further-

ing his business.

Although many little books have been lately published

in this country on the subject of manures, we may safely

say that none of them are so satisfactory as that of Mr.

Aikman. Though in some respects incomplete, it is a

welcome addition to the literature of the more scientific

side of agriculture. The first part of the book is a short

historical introduction of 60 pp. ; this is good, but too

short. Part ii. is on the principles of manuring. It deals

with the fertility of the soil, illustrated by and due to its

physical, chemical, and biological properties ; with the

functions performed by manures, and the positions

occupied by nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash in

agriculture, and with nitrification in soils. The treat-

ment of the biology of the soil is all too scanty. Part iii.,

more than half the book, treats of manures. The most

important chapter is on the most important manure-
farmyard manure—and this is well treated. Other

chapters are on guano, nitrate of soda, sulphate of

ammonia, bones, mineral phosphates, superphosphate.^,

basic slag, potassic manures, indirect manures, which

include lime, gypsum and salts, the application of

manures, manuring of farm crops, the valuation and

analysis of manures ; and a final chapter giving the results

of some of the Rothamsted experiments. There is a very

short chapter on sewage, which is inadequately dealt

with, and the minor rrtanures are very scantily treated ;

seaweed is not even mentioned as a manure, and rape-

cake and other oil-cakes are only casually alluded to.

Generally, Mr. Aikman has done his work carefully ^nd

well, and presented the results in a clear and readable

form, which will commend itself to his readers. .As we

confidently expect a new edition ere long, we may perhaps

be pardoned for pointing out some of the minor defects

of the book. More frequent references should be given

to original papers ; this might be done without unduly

enlarging the volume. The explanation of '' unit " values

of manurial ingredients is hardly intelligible to one who
first comes across it here. On p. 380, the last sentence

is wrong ;
probably the word only is omitted. On p. 43,

Beyerinck would hardly recognise his name in the way

it is spelt ; why should the vioxA% glycin and .{.'/t'tvcv// be

used on consecutive pages as though they denoted

ditTerent substances ; why should carnallite be sometimes

spelt with a c and sometimes with a X', even in the index
;

also why are sylvine and kainite denied the final e usually

accorded to minerals in this language.'

The scheme of experimental plots, on p. 546, would be

made more complete by including an eighth plot manured
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with phosphates, potash, and nitrogen. The valuation

of unexhauited manurial residues, whether derived

directly from manures or from foods, might well receive

more attention.

The book is a genuine effort to treat the subject

scientifically, and at the same time in a manner intelligible

and interesting to the farmer of good education. We
think it has succeeded. E. K.

LATITUDE BY EX-MERIDIAN ALTITUDE.
The "Ex-Meridian " treated as a Problem in Dynamics,

Sr'c. By H. B. Goodwin. (London : George Philip

and Son, 1894.)

THE author of this brochure, with a tinge of satire,

seems to apologise for its containing nothing about
the already exhaustively developed Sumner method. In

doing this he alludes to " the too just Aristides." This
reminds us of a saying of that practical philosopher, that

"the best way to appear just is to be so." The proverb
may teach us that the way to obtain dependable results is

to have a firm grasp of principles, that the most reliable

navigator is one who understands the theory of his

problems.

This remark is apposite, for we can conceive many a

"simple sailor" being rather frightened at the title of

this pamphlet which will first meet his eye, and we hear
him say—" Cannot the seaman continue to navigate his

ship without learning dynamics ? " If he has courage to

read a little further on, he finds that his belovedly simple
" Sun Mer. Alt." connected with such words as " maxi-
mum" and "minimum.'' Hitherto he has banished the

word " maximum " from his thoughts by avoiding the

use of the moon and planets for finding the latitude at

their culmination ; considering that the problem—" To
find the time when the moon and planets are at their

maximum altitudes" to belong to "the gymnasium of the

examination room" rather than to "the arena of every-

day practical utility." But now he finds that modern
ships require this problem to be considered with reference

to all the celestial bodies, and that even the sun may be
capricious enough not to "dip" at noon, that, in fact,

instead of this phenomenon giving a meridian altitude it

gives an ex-meridian altitude which has to be reduced to

the'meridian.

There is reason to be thankful for this new feature,

because it will attract more attention to the hitherto

shamefully neglected method of the ex-meridian among
ordinary navigators. That this can be no longer thus

relegated is exemplified by Mr. Goodwin, as follows :
—

" In the Standard newspaper of October 23, 1893, it is

stated that H..\I.S. ifoya/ Sovereign, flag ship of the
Channel Squadron, had arrived at Gibraltar, having
made the passage in less than seventy hours. Such a
passage as this has ceased to be regarded as pheno-
menal, and is looked upon as quite an every-day
occurrence. Vox a portion of the voyage a speed of over
fifteen knots was maintained, and on board a ship steam-
ing ,it this rate nearly due south, at that time of year, the
sun would not appear to 'dip' until more than five

minutes after noon, and a correction of nearly 45 ' would
be necessary to reduce the maximum altitude to the
meridian."

As the ship moves south a fresh horizon comes into

view, and the sun will appear to lisc until this shift of the
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horizon (the rate of which depends upon the rate of the

ship towards the sun) is less than the rate of his motion
in altitude.

There is another reason for being thankful for the sun

having to be thus treated at the noon-day observation.

It will lead to the moon and planets being no longer

avoided for finding the latitude at the time of their

culmination. No celestial bodies are more useful for

such a purpose, especially at twilight, when a well-defined

horizon is frequently available.

Every practical navigator daily uses the Nautical
• Almanac : it would be well if he devoted a short time

also to study the " Explanation " at the end of the

volume. In explaining" Far. in i liotir'' which occurs

on every page I. of the book, it is stated that this " is the

variation at noon, and requires to be reduced to midway
between noon and the time at which the R A., Dec, or

Eq. of time is required "
; in other words, the reduction

of the quantities from apparent noon to any other time

is a problem in dynamics. The moving body is subject

to a uniform acceleration in the direction of its motion,

and the space described in a given time is found by

multiplying the mean velocity during the time by the given

time. The same principle applied to the ex-meridian

problem gives the result that the reduction |is equal to

the rate of change of altitude per half-minute of time,

multiplied by the number of minutes of time from the

meridian.

So far from decrying the rapid methods now so need-

ful in practice, the author advocates their further use.

He gives a" Method of solving the Ex-meridian Problem

practically by the Azimuth Tables," which are, or should

be, in the hands of every navigator, and also " Practical

Rules for finding Time of Maximum Altitude," and ends

with " Application of the Azimuth Tables to other

Problems."

We can heartily recommend this short contribution to

the science of nautical astronomy in its application to

the practical requirements of modern navigation.

PERFUMERY.
Odorographia : a Natural History of Raw Materials

and Drugs used in the Perfume Industry, including the

Aromatics used in flavouring. Intended for the use

of Grojcers, Manufacturers, and Consumers By J. Ch.

Sawer, F. L.S. Second Series. (London : Gurney
and Jackson, 1894.)

THIS book is a continuation of the subject of odour-

yielding products treated of by Mr. Sawer in a

volume bearing the same title and issued in 1892.

Though the present book is a companion volume in

every respect to its predecessor, and might well have

been designated as the second volume, the author has

preferred to call it the second series, thus implying,

and indeed distinguishing, the former book as the first

series —a little peculiarity which does not in itself affect

the value of the work, but which tends to confusion lest

the second series might be taken for an extended or

enlarged edition of the first ; whereas the term volume

would have implied that it is an entirely new book,

which is really what the author wishes his readers to

understand, as he tells us in the pref.ice to the new
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volume that the matter treated therein is a " continuation

of the subjects already discussed."

It is true that many perfume-yielding plants treated

of in the first volume are again referred to in the second.

Mr. Sawer says that the matter published by him two

years ago is now as far as possible brought up to date.

This may be so, so far as the chemistry of the various

substances is concerned ; but we scarcely think, as an

instance, that the paragraph on Ambrette (p. 402) indi-

cates any new discovery since 1892, when Hibiscus

Abetiiwschus was briefly referred to and sufficiently

described. The following is the paragraph to which we

refer. It is placed in Section iv. under the head of

"Addenda to Volume i." :

—
"Ambrette, the seeds of Hibiscus Abelmoschus (Lin.

Spec. 980).
—

' Hibiscus ' is one of the names given by

the Greeks to ' Mallow,' and is said to be derived from
Ibis, a Stork, a bird which is said to chew some of the

species. ' Abelmoschus ' is derived from the Arabic
Kabb-el-Misk, 'grain or seed of musk.' The ' Mallow '

group consists of a very large genus of .I/a/i/<jtY<7, charac-

terised by their large showy flowers being borne sint^ly

upon stalks towards the ends of the branches, by having
an outer calyx or involucel composed of numerous leaves,

and an inner or true caly.x cut into five divisions at the

top, which does not fall away after flowering ; by having
five petals broad at top and narrow towards the base,

where they unite with the tube of the stamens ; and by
the latter forming a sheath round the five-branched style

and emitting filaments bearing kidney-shaped anthers

throughout the greater part of its length. The fruit is

five-celled, with numerous seeds. Hibiscus Abelmoschus
is a shrub of 6 to 8 feet in height, native of the East Indies

and South America. Its leaves are somewhat peltate,

cordate, 5 to 7-angled, acuminated, serrated, stem
hispid; pedicels usually longer than the petioles; in-

volucel 8 to 9-leaved. Flowers sulphur-coloured with

a dark blue centre. Capsules conicle [sic) covered with

bristles. The seeds are large and have a very musky
odour. The seeds yield on distillation 01 to 025 per
cent, of essential oil, which congeals at + 10^ C. Its

sp. gr. at 25" C. is 0900 to 0^905.

"

It will scarcely be conceded that the bulk of this para-

graph brings the information on .A.mbrette up to any more
recent a date than might have been given in the book

issued two years ago, for the botanical description is

acknowledged as having been obtained from such works

as Rumphiiis' " Herbarium Amboinense,' Rheede's
" Hortus Malabaricus," &c. The descriptions, indeed,

of this and of most other plants referred to is of little or

no value in a book of this character, and only helps to

increase its bulk, a thing to be avoided in a work " in-

tended for the use of growers, manufacturers, and con-

sumers."

The range of plants over which Mr. Sawer travels

is very extensive, and is indicated by the five and
half pages of works consulted, as well as by a casual

glance through the pages of the book. Many of these

plants are new to us as perfume yielding.

The three species of Barosma, for instance, namely
B. crenuliita, B. betulina (which, by the way, is spelt

Barasma), and B. scrratifotia, the leaves of which are

well known in pharmacy under the name of Buchu
leaves, seem as much out of place in a work on perfumes
as asafcetida or castor oil would be ; and the fact that the

leaves of the Barosmas " are used by the Hottentots as
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perfumes," is but a slight recommendation for their

adoption in civilised life. Notwithstanding that Mr.

Sawer summarises rather fully what has been done by
such well-known chemists as Prof Fluckiger, Messrs.

Schimmel, and others, in the examination of Buchu oil,

he does not inform us whether the oil has been actually

used in perfumery, or whether there is any prospect of its

becoming an article of the perfumer's trade. All we
gather on this point is that its odour agrees with that of

peppermint.

Regarding the arrangement of the plants or products

referred to in the book, we cannot discover that any syste-

I matic method has been attempted ; the plants are not

classed scientifically nor alphabetically, and if it were not

for a fairly extensive index a good deal of difficulty would

be experienced in finding any particular plant required.

It cannot be denied that the book contains an immense
amount of useful and interesting matter, and exhibits an

enormous labour expended in its compilation. With a

good deal of judicious pruning, a systematic classification

of subjects, and much careful editing, the two books

might be reduced into one good-sized volume, and made
a standard work on all matters relating to perfumery.

That a careful revision has not been made of the proof

sheets, is evident from the frequent mis-spelling both of

scientific and common words. Thus we find MelliacecE

for Meliacece, String Bark for Stringy Bark, Stcllingia

sabi/era for Stillingia sebi/era, Madagasca for Mada-
gascar, and such like errors that might with ordinary

care have been avoided.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Introductioti to Elementary Practical Biology. By

C. W. Dodge, Professor of Biology in the University of

Rochester, U.S.A. (New York : Harper and Brothers,

1894.)

This volume of 422 pp. octavo is the first laboratory
book on the established lines of Huxley and Martin's
'' Elementary Biology " which has reached us from
the New World. It, however, excels that in scope,

owing to the introduction of additional types of both
plants and animals—the Starfish, Locust, Sponges, Rock-
weed {Fucus)y Liverwort, and Water-silk {S/>in>gyra)

being among those dealt with. The work embodies the

results of seven years' experience in practical teaching
;

but, that notwithstanding, it bears at every turn the im-
press of the recognised English treatises of its kind, and
to these the author, unlike certain writers nearer home,
manfully acknowledges his indebtedness. The book
opens with an introduction, dealing with instruction in

manipulation and the use of instruments, and closes with

an appendix, giving lists of and recipes for reagents, and
there are added a bibliography of works of reference and
a very good glossary-index. The bulk of the volume is

subdivided into three parts dealing in succession with the

Biology (i) of the Cell, (2) of the Animal, and (3) of the
Plant, elementary experimental physiology and the study

of habit receiving adequate attention. Such novelty as

is claimed for the work is born of its authors conviction

that " the methods of teaching now in vogue for ele-

mentary classes are methods of instruction rather than of

c-Jucation" (1) and he sets himself to overcome this imagi-

nary defect of what he terms the " verification method "

by the introduction of questions, as opposed to

the more diadactic statement of facts custom-
arily resorted to. Up to a certain point this may
be all very well. For example, in dealing with
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the Protozoa, with which and the analysis of simple cell

structure the author's course commences, the student,
being told how to capture and mount his sample,
is asked, " How many different shapes can you dis-

tinguish?" "What variations in size?" "In color?"
and other questions of like order ; but when there follow

these (on p. 5 of the work), " How do these animals eat ?'

'• Digest their food?" " Breathe?" {sic) we confess to a
feeling of sympathy with the befuddled beginner. And
when, further, after an altogether insufficient preamble
and at the outset of his inquiry into the wide domain of

bioiogy, the tyro is asked, of the Amct-ba, " Is the process
[of tission] preceded by sexual union?" "How is

one sex distinguished from the other ? " and, ii propos of
the cerebral hemispheres of the frog, " Why are they
cal:ed hemispheres?" one's sympathy gives place to

pity for the student thus led astray. We entirely

disagree with the author's dictum that sooner or
later the student will have to learn to use the micro-
scope, and it matters little when he does so ; and
we further doubt the advisability of his interrogatory
method, when "the questions usually apply equally well

to sever.il related forms," particular species being said to

be " no: required." A training in elementary biology is

one in manipulation in a field beset with snares and pit-

falls, rendering it a primary necessity to teach the

beginner what to leave unconsidered. However, the
experiment, while not altogether new, is an interesting

one ; the book is carefully compiled, ?nd we await with
interest the verdict of lime upon the system which
it advocates.

Notes on Ike Ventilation and Warming of Hcuses>
Churches, Schools, and other Buildini;s. Bv the late

Ernest H. Jacob, M.A., M.D. (Loridon : S.P.C.K.,

1894)

A MELANCHOLY interest is attached to this little manual
of health in the fact that its gifted author passed away
on .March I. His posthumous work shows what a pro-

mising life was cut short, and will serve as a memorial to

him. The idea that humin beings confined ia public

buildings should have pure air at a suit;il)le temperature
supplied them, has only in recent years been taken
seriously. It is notorious that in most churches there is

no attempt at proper ventilation, and they are only ex-

celled, as far as disregard for the laws of health go, by
many Nonconformist chapels with galleries, and mission-
roomi created by knocking two cottages into one. Dr.

Jacob's manual should be consulted by those who are

responsible for such buildings. Therein they will find

described the general principles by which buildings are

rendered healthy. The book should also be read bv the
householder, for he will learn from it how an ordinary
dwelling-house ought to be ventilated and better, will

find that it is an easy and not very costly business to

make the average English house less stuffy and more
healthy than it usually is. Indeed, all who desire in a
popuUr form information on the subject nf ventilation,

should procure this book, while architects and builders
would benefit the community by taking its lessons to

mind.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
\Tm Elitor Jolt not holJ himtelf rtifioniihle for opinions tx

P'ttiiJ hy his corrtipon lints. Ifiilher can he unJtrtaki
la rtlurn. or to corriipond -,vilk Ihi rvriltrs of, rtjttti.i

m mnicripls inltnUd for this or any other, part of N ATURB.
j\'j nolift is laliin of anonymous couivsunications.]

Rotating Shafts.

In yoar account (Natuke, M.iy 10, p. 43) of Dr. J. Hopkin-
•on'* "James K irre.l " lecture at ihc Insliiulion of Civil

Engineet^, appear* Ihc followini; utalemcnl :
" Another example,

having a ceriaiii 'leijrce uf similarity with the case uf struti, it
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that of a shaft running at a high number of revolutions par
minute, and with a siil'stantia! dtst-ince between its bearings
. . . How will the shaft behave itself in regard to centrifrugal

force as the speed increases ? In this case, so long cis the shaft
remains absoltttely straight it 'vill not tend to he in any 7fay

affected by the centrifugal force, but suppose the shaft becomes
sli)>hlly bent, it is obvious to anyone that if the speed be
enormously high this bending will increase, and go on increasing

until the shaft breaks. In this case also we may use mathe-
matical treatment ; we find that the condition of the shaft is

expressed by a differential equation of the fourth order, and from
consideration of the solution of this equation we can say that if

the speed of any particular shaft be less than a certain critical

speed, the shaft will tend to straighten itself if it bemoment-
aiily bent, but that, on the other hand, if (he speed exceeds this

critical value, the bending will tend to increase with the

probable de>truclion of the shaft." (The italics are mine.)

The italicised statement seems to imply that a certain operat-

ing cause may have absolutely no eflect, which cannot of

course be the meaning Dr. Hopkinson intended to convey.

Most engineers, it is to he hoped, are aware that the natural

tendency of the material of the shaft is to retire from the axis of

roation, and that this is necessarily associated with a slate of

strain and stress throughout the shaft, whether straight or bent,

for all speeds of rotation. Dr. Hopkinson must, I think, have
had his mind so fully occupied with the idea of rupture through

instability, worked out by Prof. Greenhill,' that he overlooked
the fact that his language suggests the non-existence of the

more commonplace and essential elastic phenomena.
So far even as rupture is concerned, Ur. Ilopkinson's state-

ments are, I believe, incomplete. The ordinary strain and
stress developed by rotation in a shaft may, as I have shown
elsewhere,- exceed the limits of safety before a velocity is

attained at which, on the Greenhill theory, instability becomes
possible. This is the more likely to happen the shorter the

cylindei and the thinner its walls, if it he hollow ; but even in

a solid iron cylinder of length eight or nine times its diameter

—

—a very substantial distance in a thick cylinder—the strain

developed would be such as to merit an engineer's careful

attention before a critical velocity was reached associated with

instability.

I am somewhat doubtful whether Dr. Hopkinson's remarks

on instability il-elf are altogether satisfactory. On the niathe-

milical theory there appear in reality to be a series' of critical

value^:, if any, at which instability may occur. Supposing the

velociiy gradually raiseil, it seems possible, IlieorelicaHy, for

the shaft to safely suimount the first crisis. It then would ap-

pear to remain unexposed to instability until the approach of the

next higher critical velocity, and so on.

As Dr. Hopkinson says, Prof. Greenhill's instability theory

leads to a differential equation of the fourth order. The soluiion

of this equation is, however, dominated by the terminal con-

ditions*, at the ends or bearings of the shaft, and unless these

l)e correctly assigned the numerical results deduced from the

theory are untrustworthy. This is, I think, one of those points

where the praclical experience of tiie engineer isa most essential

auxiliary to the analysis of the mathematician.

Kew Observatory, May 11. Charles Chrke.

In order to shut out every possibility of ambiguity, I might

have said, instead of " sub..taniial distance between the bear-

ing*," "distance between the beaiings very great in comparison

with the diameter of the shaft," and In the next sentence quoted

it would perhaps have been clearer if I had said " will not be

broken by centrifugal force." Hut 1 do not think that in fact I

could be misunderstood by anyone.
It was hardly desirable th.at I should touch upon the terminal

conditions, or upon the possibility of stability between the

critical values, in a paragraph introduced for illustration and

not for detailed information.

Hut Mr. Chrce's ietter does remind me that I neglected to

refer to Prof. Greenhill's name in this connection. This I

should have done with the greatest pleasure, but, unfortunately,

for the moment I forgot that it w.is he who had worked on the

problem. I write this no'e in order to make the acku'iwledg-

ment. J. IIoi'Ki.nson.

' Instilution of Mechanical Enginetrs. I'roitedingi, iE8j. pp. i82->o»

-Camb Phil. Soc /'»w<'.rf/»fi. Feb. 8, 1891, pp. 383 •/«•/.

^ Ste Phil. Mnr Auguit l3.j3, pp. 165-67.

•See Comb. Phil. Sjc. I'rocttdingi, I.e. f. yia, ani I'hil Man- I.e.

pp. 164.65.
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The North Sea Ice Sheet.

In his letter in Nature, May 3 (p. 5), my friend Prof.

Hu);hcs calls aiteniion to a most important fact. In archa;-

oli'g) it has long been known how necessary it is to make sure

thai not only the exact provenance of an oltject is ascertained,

but also that when found it was in situ, and was not the result

of a later disturbance of the ground. Thus Mr. Franks has a

prii-kct candlestick, made at Limoges, which was found several

Jeet deep in gravel at Calcutta, and this st>ange fact was only

explained when it was discovered that the gravel in question was
hatlast, which had been dredged from the 'I'hames, deposited in

the hold of a vessel, an'l redepo-iled at Calcutta. The same
caution is more especially needed in geology. Prof. Hughes
deiicribes the foreign ballast which he saw stranded on our east

coast, and warns us of the very wrong inferences that may be

deduced from it. I would add 10 his statement that it was the

custom of the old Danish pirates to use blocks of stone as

anchors, and thus no doubt some foreign boulders have found
their way to the east coast of Britain.

Here we seem to have an explanation of the occurrence of so-

called Norwegian boulders on the V'orkshire coast between Hull
and .'Scarborough and at Cleethorpes, ami which, oddly enough,
are not found in Scotland, though so much nearer Scandinavia.

It must be leniembered that the mother rocks from which
these Scandinavian boulders aresupposed to have been d-jtached

do not ocLUr on the western tl.anks of the Norwegian mountains
at all. In this behalf I will quote Mr. Carvell Williams, him-
self a believer in some ultra-glacial views. He describes these

boulders as consisting of the "typical augite syenite, which
occurs only at Lange>und Fiord, near Hreng, and also porphyry
anil granite from the same region. All of t)u'se rochs, he says,

came out of the .skagar Rack, and were brought by a glacier

going south from Chnsiiaiiia and then soulh-wcst. Other rocks
came from P'redericksvorn on the same coast."

This is assuredly a very difficult journey to understand. If

the North Sea, as we are told, was tilled « itli ice, how could an
ice stream lorce its way from the comparatively low country round
the thrisliania Fiord right round the Nose of Norway, and then
acio.-.s the deep ocean ba-Mn to Britain ? Prof. Bonney has argued
that any ice sheet would be embayed in the great trough which
fkiris the coasts of Norway, ou' of which it could not rise again.

Apait Irom this, it must be remembered that if the elevation of

this ice sheet was so slight at the point when it started its

jouiney as to enable it to get a load of these Norwegian boulders

on Its back Irom the comparatively lowgrfuind where the mother
rock occurs in situ, it could not have the necessary slope to

move lieyond a very short distance. Pettersen has shown very

aduiirably that the glaciers from the high mountains of Northern
Norway, lar from traversing the North Sea, were not powerful
enough even to reach the string of islands which line the western

shores of Norway, a fortiori would this capacity be lacking in the

Case ol the ice fr^ -m Christiania Fiord. The existence of the ser-

rated and peaked Loloden islands in the route which a North .Sea

ice sheet must have traversed was long ago pointed out as a great

impedimeiu in the way of such a postulate. Again, il this

vast ice sheet came from any part of Norway, how did it get

the stones on to iis back? for in that case all Norway must
have been smothered with ice. Lastly, where is the terminal

moraine, or aii)tliiiig like a moraine, left by this monster? A
glacier is not like a river which deposits fewer and lewer stones

from us head waters as it Hows. On the contrary, a glacier

deposits Its greatest load at its furthest extremity. In the

case in question we have a few sporadic stones only, whose
otigiii may well have been such as that pointed out by Prof.

Hughes. It seems to some of us, and I have argued the

question in my "Glacial Nightmare," that the whole notion of a

North Sea ice sheet is a product of some other form of

rea^oni g than inductive science, and that we have no good
reason to di.ubt that when the mountains of Scotland and
Scandinavia were nursing large glaciers, the North Sea was
lite Irom ice, except perhaps some tloaiing bergs, and was the

home ol a rich niolluscan launa. Henkv H. HuWorth.

Festoon Cumulus or "Pocky" Cloud.

Tm-: kllowing observation of Dr. Clouston's "pocky"
clouu, which 1 had an opportunity of making a few days ago
duiiiig a sounding cruise on board II. M.S. jtactal, seerns to

thiow soiiie light on the conditions under which this somewhat
laie phenomenon occurs in these islands.

At 9.30 a.m. on May 3, while sounding in lat. 59' 45' and
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long. 1° 20' W., wind west-south-west, force 3 to 5, verygus'y,

a heavy squall approached from windward and struck the ship;

wind in the squall about north, maximum force 8 to 9. .Similar

squalls came up at intervals during the day, the weather re-

maining almost unchanged except for a slight veeiing of the

wind in the afternoon and the appearance of a " mackerel sky
"

of unusually fine texture.

While sounding in lat. 59' 32' N., long. I" o' E., a squall

similar to the others approached from windward (west), and
reached the ship at 6.20 p.m. The wind again shifted some
points to the northward, with a smart shower of rain and sleet.

Ten minutes later the "pocky" cloud was observed, forming
the rear of the squall cloud. The number of festoons or mammae
was eight, with a possible ninth, of which two were incomplete,

looking as if the bottom had come out of the " poke." The
appearance fully maintained its reputation as a prognostic. The
wind shifted to north-west about 9 p.m., and at midnight it was
blowing a whole gale from that direction.

Before the "pocky ' cloud was observed my attention was
specially drawn to the weather by the peculiar nature of the

sea disturbance. A moderate swell from windward appeared
to be complicated by a cross sea from about north-east, resulting

in a kind of miniature of the pyramidal seas met with in the

centre of tropical cyclones. When the gale broke out the sea

produced in this way tried the Jachal to an extent out of all

proportion to the violence of the wind. It would appear from the
" Daily Weather Reports" that at the time the " pocky "cloud

was seen the Jackal was slightly in advance and to the right of

the centre of a depression which had shjrtly before begun to

increase in depth. If the cloud was observed in a region where
an ascending current was increasing in velocity, its indications

are of obvious interest. In any case, Abercromby's statement

("Weather," p. 79), that the storm the festoons prognosticate

belong to another cyclone following, requires modification.

Oxford, May 10. . H. N. lUCKSON.
Ouramoeba.

This peculiar amccboid animal was first observed by the late

Dr. Jos. Leidy in 1S74. Though he recognised in it the essential

characters of the genus Anuxlia, the permanent filamentous ap-

pendages with which the posterior end of the boiiy is provided

led him to consider it a distinct genus. His description, em-
bodied in " Freshwater Rhizopods of North America," was
published by the United Slates Government in 1S79, a brief

notice of the form having appeared previously in the Pro-

ceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phihidclphia.

Dr. Leidy cites two or more notices of the same animal by Mr.

.Archer, of Dublin, who, however, held it to be a form of

Wallich's Aniivba villosa.

In 1879 it was stated by Leidy to be rare, he having found it

only ill two I jcalities on a single stream in Pennsylvania ; but

Dr. Stokes, of Trenton, N.J., informs me that it is somewhat
common in that vicinity.

My own observations, made in February and March of the

present year, upon the only specimens which I have met in this

locality, convince me that a suspicion which Dr. Leidy ex-

presses, but which he rejects, is, after all, well grounded,

namely, that the filaments, which constitute the only peculiarity

of ihe creature, are of the nature of a parasitic fungus growing

upon the genus Amalnt.

The citation by any reader of Natuke of published observa-

tions upon this singular form since Leidy's monograph would

be prized by me. Wm. L. Poteat.
Wake Forest College, N.C.

says

This

An Intelligence of the Frog.

Dr. Romanes, in his " .Vnimal Intelligence," p. 254,

that, "frogs seem to have definite ideas of locality."

matter appears to have been noticed of old by the Japanese and

Chinese, inasmuch as we credit Ryoan Tcrashima's explanation

of the names given to the frog by the two nations. In his

" Illustrated Encyclopasdia of Three Systems of Japan and

China," completed in 1713 (new edition, I'okio, 1884, book liv.

p. 553), he remarks:—"When frogs are 'removed far'

iChinese, liia'', they always 'long' (.Chinese, ma) after the

original locality ; hence the Chinese name ' Hi.a-m.i.' For the

similar reason the Japanese call them ' K.aeru ' (meaning
' return')." Shisei Tagawa (1707-76), one of the most erudite

lexicographers of Japan, holds to the same opinion in his " Dust

from a Sawyer's SVorkshop" (Tokio, 1891, p. 8).

May 12. KuMAGUSi; MiNAKATJ.
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PERESNIAL IRRIGATION IN EGYPT.

THE "Report on perennial irrigation and flood pro-

tection for Egypt," by Mr. Willcocks, brings us

face to face with one of the most stupendous applications

of science of modern times, and it is to be regretted that

in consequence of the tardy arrival of the report and
plans in this country, and of the general interest having

been directed to a side issue, both the vastness of the

scheme and the completeness and admirable method of

the preliminary studies have received scant recognition.

Everybody is familiar with the saying of Herodotus
that Egypt is the gift of the Nile, but only few are

familiar with the conditions of the river, which are thus

tersely stated in one of the appendices to the report.

"The Nile drains nearly the whole of North-Eastern
Africa, an area comprising 3,110,000 square kilometres.

Its main tributary, the While Nile, has its sources to the

south of Lake Victoria, and has traversed over 3500 kilo-

metres before it is joined by the Blue Nile at Khartoum.

Taking the years since 1S73 the mean of the mini-
mums (which vary between May 14 and June 24) was
- o oS of the gauge ; the mean of the ma.vimums (which
vary between .August 20 and October i) is S17. The
Nile flood level at Assuan is then roughly 27 feet above
average low water. The water therefore passing over the

cataract varies enormously in quantity at low and high
Nile ; we have in an average of 20 years 440 cubic
metres per second in May, 9170 in September.

Finally, of all this water which passes Assu.in in such
varying quantities at difi"erent times of the year, the total

yearly average quantity being equal to 2990 cubic metres
per second, 370 disappear before Cairo is reached, where
the discharge is 2610 cubic metres per second ; of this

again 550 cubic metres are absorbed for the irrigation of

Lower Egypt, so that 2060 cubic metres reach the sea
each second, or 65,000,000,000 each year.

The rainfall as stated, treated as it is in Egypt at the

present day, gives us the land area under cultivation, the

number of crops per annum, and the quantity of produce

I
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The Front Cataract at .^ssnan, shi-wing the Dams proposed. P P, Philic ; A A A, Assuan.

From the junction onwards the river is known as the

Nile, and after a further course of 3000 kilometres flows

into the .Mediterranean Sea by the Rosetta and Damietta
mouths. The modulus of the Nile at Assuan is 21)90

cubic metres per second, and at Cairo 2610 cubic metres
per second."
The total mean annual rainfall in the Nile valley, in-

cluding the desert north of Khartoum, amounts to

2,633,000,000,000 cubic metres. This water is brought to

the main stream by the White Nile in a pretty constant
quantity all the year round, but the river is liable to an
annual flood which is due to the .Saubai, the IJlue Nile
and the Atbara. Leaving out of consideration the acci-

dents of the river above Assuan, we may stale that at that
place IS the last of a series of cataracts, and also is a
gauge by which the various heights of the river at dif-

ferent tiinci of the year and in different years are re-

corded. The gauges are in metres, and are referred to
mean low water level as zero. The zero at Assuan is 85
metres above the level of the Mediterranean.

on which the revenues of the country, and the food of the

inhabitants, depend.
The question which has occupied the Egyptian en-

gineers of lale years has not been whether waste lands

can be brought into cultivation and the agricultural yield

increased if tliere were more water that has long been
obvious— but //ere iiiih/i water was wanted in the worst

years. Other questions were, whether the amount was
available in the river, and at what period. First as to

the amount wanted :

—
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The water requirement, then, is 3,661,000,000 cubic

metres. We have already seen that 65,000,000,000 reach
the sea each year. But it is not enough to know this

yearly amount, we require to know the amount available

after the flood each year. Taking the worst, Mr.
Willcocks shows that the quantity available for storage

in November, December, and January amounts to

6,100,000,000 cubic metres, practically twice the quantity
wanted.

Next the water has to be stored above the place where
it is wanted. .Since the southern boundary of Egypt is

below the second cataract that is out of the question ; the

only three possible sites for the dam are at Kalabsheh,
Assuan, and Silsila. And now a very important question
comes in : the slope of the Nile, except at the cataracts, is

so gradual that holding up water to any height by a dam
will flood a long reach of the river valley up stream of
the dam. The dam must be high to store a sufficient

amount of water, and naturally the higher the dam the
longer will be the flooded region. Thus a dam at

Silsila submerges the whole valley to the first cataract
including the town of .Assuiin. A dam at Assuan
floods the valley up to Korosko (199 kilometres) ; a dam
at Kalabsheh floods the valley still further south.

It is to be gathered from Mr. Willcocks' report, and Mr.
Garstin's (the Under-Secretary) note upon it, and the
recommendation of the Technical Commission, the
English and Italian members of which were Sir B.

Baker and Signor Torricelli, that the .Assuan site is the
best. The foundations of the dam can be built in the dry
and on hard igneous rock. The estimated cost of the
dam is a little over ^1,600,000.
The proposed dam is thus described by Mr. Willcocks :

" The design for the work consists of a solid unsubmerg-
ible dam pierced with 100 undersluices 10 m. x 2 m., and
constructed on solid rock. The piers between the
undersluices are 3 metres wide, and every set of ten sluices

is separated from the next by abutment piers 10 metres
in width." The undersluices are regulated by Stoney's
patent balanced roller gates.

The dam will be worked as follows : During the flood

ill the sluices will be open, and the flood waters, with all

their contained fertilising mud, will be discharged through
the undersluices. When the flood has passed, and the
comparatively clear water supply has begun to flow, the
lower undersluices will be gradually closed so that the
water will begin to rise and flow through the higher
sluices. When the water has risen to a height 3 or

4 metres above the floors of the higher sluices, or 10
or 1 1 above the floors of the lower ones, the latter will be
entirely closed, and the river will discharge through
the upper sluices, which will be gradually closed until the
water gains its full level.

When the reservoir is emptied the reverse process will

be followed ; the higher sluices will be opened first, and
then the lower ones, until the tirhe is reached when the

next annual flood is due.
It is next of importance to see how this stupendous

scheme bears upon Egypt financially. It is pointed out
that the value of the reclaimed lands may be estimated
roughly at ^46,000,000, the increase in the value of

yearly rental at ^3,700,000, and of the yearly produce
^12,000,000.

It will be perfectly clear that if only half of these values
are realised the scheme will work wonders for the pros-
perity of Egypt, and that it would be a crime not to go
on with it.

Rests then the great drawback, that wherever the dam
is erected a portion of the upstream valley will be
swamped. All the world has heard of the possible drown-
ing of Philoe provided the dam be built at Assuan. Hut
this cry could scarcely have been started by archaeologists,

for as a matter of fact Phite is only one temple site out
pf very many lying between Assuan and Korosko. Since
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none of them have been completely explored, it is hazard-
ous to state that it transcends the others in scientific im-
portance, although certainly it isuneclipsed as a beautiful
spot.

The ruins besides Phite threatened with destruction
have thus been stated by Mr. Somers Clarke in a letter

to the Society of Antiquaries :

—

" The dam will create a reservoir of er>ormous extent, not
only drowning the island of Philae, but extending southward
into Nubia for nearly a hundred miles. When full the waters
of the reservoir will rise several feet above the highest level of

the pylon of the Temple of Isis at Philas. The rocks surround-
ing the island are full of hieroglyphic inscription ; these will

spend many months under water, and there is yet much to be
discovered in the immediate neighbourhood. At Debot is a
Ptolemaic temple, which retains its original girdle-wall, three
great standing doorways, the first being the entrance through
the girdle-wall, the second being ihedoorway in a ruined pylon,
and the third standing m re immediately before the temple.
At Dimri are the remains of ancient structures still to be ex-
plored. At Kertassi there is, in fair preservation, a small
hypjethral temple with Hathorheaded columns; a little south
are extensive quarries, part of the surfaces covered with graffiti,

chiefly Greek votive inscriptions. Surrounding the village of
Kertassi is a great wall enclosure. At Tafeh a small temple,
very perfect, is still standing in the middle of the village, and
near it are some remarkably interesting specimens of Romin
masonry, but built in the Egyptian manner. They are the
lower parts of houses, rectangular structures with their internal

subdivisions still to be traced. At Kalabsheh is the m >st mig-
nificent structure in Lower Nubia. Overhanging the Nile are
the remains of a grand quay pierced by two stairways leading on
to a great platform. On this is a long terrace of approach from
which we rise to another terrace, parallel with the course of the
river and lying in front of the pylon. The walls of the temple
are ver>' perfect, the roofs only having fallen in. Surroun fin » the
temple is a girdle-wall of masonry. The entrance court of the
temple is full of graffiti of the greatest historic interest, and
between the crannies of the fallen masonry cin be seen many
more now inaccessible. •\t .-Vbu I lor are ancient remains and
a quay standing by the river side; a place that needs careful ex-
ploration. At Dendur are the remains of a temple da'ing from
Roman times. The names of many native gods and princes are
carved upon the walls. At Koshtemneh are the ruins of a great
brick fort, and in one corner of it are the bases of the temple
columns. At Dakkeh is a particularity interesting temple.
.Stones of an early building of Thothmes III. and Sell I. have
been found, but the existing structure was begun under Erga-
menes, a native king, and com|ileted under a Koman emperor,
presumably .-Vugustus. The pylon is absolutely perfect. This
building would be engulfed. At Kobban, opposite Dakkeh,
are the remains of a very large rectangular fortress of Egyptian
crude brick, some 370 by 350 feet. The remains of a temiile of
the middle empire can be traced, and outside are the remains
of temples of the XlXth dynasty. At .Mah.irakah are the

ruins of a very late temple. Its plan is unique. In addition
to the places above mentioned there are traces of buried towns
and ol tombs in great abundance. The whole of these things

will be submerged, and the inhabitants transported I know not
where."

It has been stated by some that the destruction of these
various memorials of antiquity has been regarded by the
Egyptian engineers with absolute inditTerence. It is only
just therefore to print the following extract from .Mr.

Garstin's note dated December 27, 1893, referring to the
Assuan dam:—

" Unfortunately, with every advantage in its favour as to

volume of water stored, soundness of foundation, and economy
of construction, this site labours under the oVijectioii (which I

fear may be found insuperable) of having Phila; temple on its

up-stream side. No dam could be constructed on the cataract

without inundating a great portion of this temple lor several

months every year. I agree with Colonel Ross that no project,

which had this effect, should lie admitted, unless it were im-
possible to find a reservoir site elsewhere. We cannot say that

ihere are no other possible sites. There are Kalabsheh, Phila:,

and Gebel Silsila, which are all available, and we cannot there-

fore claim that if a dam has to be built, it must necejisarily be
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built at the head of the first cataract, and drown the temple of

•Phil.x.

" Admilling this fact to the full, I still consider the Assuii

site to be so superior to any other, that if any means could be

found for obviating the diflicully which attaches to this temple,

I think the subject well worth the consideration of the Egyptian

Government, evtn although it involved additional cost to the

project. On p. 36 of his report, Mr. Willcocks suggests the

possibility of removing the temple of Philxfrom its present site,

taking it op stone by stone, and rebuilding it on the adjacent

island of Bigeh, where it would be well above the highest water

level of the reservoir. I cannot say whether it would be possible

to do this without injury to the temple. If so doing would cause

any injury, or alteration of any kind to it, I should recommend
the abandonment of the .ALSSuan dam altogether. .\ny work
which cau-ed either partial damage to, or the flooding of this

beautiful temple, would be rightly considered by the whole
civilised world as an act of b.\rbarism. Moreover, it would be

an act not absolutely necessitated by the circumstances, for I

repeat that we have other possible, though somewhat inferior,

sites uL'on which to construct dams.
" If the removal of PhiKe temple is, however, only a question

of expenditure, the subject at once commands atieritum. In

this matter I turn naturally to Mr. T. de Morgan, the able

Director of the Department of .Vnliquilies in Eg)p'. If it is

possible to remove the tem .le, and rebuild it upon the adjac.-nt

island exactly as it stands at present, we may rely on his ability

to do so ; and I ask that his opinion as to the removal and re-

construction of Phila; temple be obtained before the project for

the Assuao dam be altogether rejected.

" Were the removal of the temple to be successfully carried

out, I cannot myself see that it would be an act of vamlalism,

which, as I read it, is a term meaning the wanton destruction

of interesting relics. In this case there would be no question

of wanton destruction. The Government of E^ypt would duly

weigh on one side, the advaniages to the country of the safest

and most economical dam which c mid be constructed north of

Wady Ilalf.i, and, on the other, the sentiment which clusters

round the site of the present temple, and objects to its removal

even if it could be done without injury. Finding the advant-

ages to the country to outweigh the sentiment, it would pro-

ceed to carry out the woik with a religious regard for every
detail, and ilirough the agency of the competent staff of ihe

Department of Antii|uitie5.
" Removals somewhat similar to that now proposed have

been successfully carried out. Mr. Willcocks mentions in his

report havin:; himself, when at K'lme, been a witness lo the

dismantling and rebuilding of the most ancient existing bridge

over the Tiber by Italian engineers. Civilised nauons in recent

times have removed from their origini! sites, and set up in

other countries, interesting and valuable monuments. The
Elgin marbles taken frojii the .'\cropolis and deposited in the

British .Museum, afford an examplr, and so also do the Luxor
obeli-k in the Place de la Conoide, and Cleopatra's needle on
the Thames Embankment. These records of the past have
been removed from their historical surroundings, and set up
amongst others with which they are not in keeping. We, on
the contrary, prompted by a desire lo benefit the country, sug-

gest the removal of an ancient building from one site on the

Nile to another whi>.h is but a few hundred yards distant. We
reeling it exactly as it stands to il.iy, and on an island
-• of the great like which we h >pe lo create, where

.. .. . .. ..m a beautiful and appropriate object in the land-
»C«pr.

'

To US it seems cieir that with such .1 case as the
Kgyptian engineers hxvc made out for the increased
water supply, it is certain th it a dam will b." built some-
where, and, to be iiure precise, unless the frontiers of
Kgypt arc enlarged, between Wady Haifa and .\ssu."in.

.Assuan, F'hilx, and Kalabsheh have each been suggested,
and in either case the memorials of antiquity along a
long reach of the river will be necessarily destroyed.
This being so, there is room for an attempt to carry
to a completion the work begun by the French Mxpcdition
of 1798, and continued by l.cpsius in 1844, by making an
English survey of the Nile between Hhila; and Wady
Haifa. Archi'ologists associated with engineers in such
a work as this would certainly be a more plcisant sight
to gods an J men thin when indul^inj in charges of
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" vandalism " and the like ; and be it remembered no
amount of money voted by Parliament, or by the
Egyptian Government, no munificence of archaeologists

and others, with a view of dealing with the case of Philae

alone, will be of avail in final mitigation if a dam is

to be bailt tinyw/icre. To consider PhiLx alone would
convict us of a philistinism by the side of which the
" vandilism " of the engineers were small indeed ! On
the other hand, when such a survey as that suggested
has been coinpleted ; when what Maspero has called

I'htstoirc iiiiilirieile of every temp'e has been investigated
;

every inscription copied, a'ld every detail photographed,
dam or no dam we shall be intinitcly better off from the
scientific point of vie.v than we are now or should have
been for the next century, if the question of the dam h.id

not been raised.

J. Norman Lockyer.

THE CEXTENARY OF THE PARIS
POL YTECH.XIC SCHOOL.

T^HE hundredth anniversary of the foundation of
-* the Polytechnic School of Paris was celebrated on

the I7ih, iSth, and 19th of May.
The 17th, consecrated to the memory of o"d comrades,

comprised, in the mornin;j at 10.30, a visit to the tomb
of iMonge M. Mercadier, Director of studies at the

Polytechnic School, pronounced .Monge's eulogy, and
deputations from the Institute, &c., assisted him. At
2.30 the President of the Republic visited the school and
examined the pupils. .M. Faye made a speech recalling

ditierent events of the school. Then a tablet was put up
to the memory of the comrades killed by the enemy a.

century ago. The iSth was the " ccre'monie des ombres."
Lastly theytVt', which took place on the i9lh at the Palais de
Trocadoro, constituted, independently of its programme,
a special attraction, as ft'tes had never previously been
given at night in the 'mmense and magnificent hall. From
10 o'clock to midnight more than 3000 people took part

in the gala entertainment, which was followed by a ball.

The palace and Trocadcro Park were brilliantly illu-

minated. The entertainment consisted almost entirely of

compositions by old pupils of the school. It ended with

an apotheosis by .\I. A. Silvestre, during which a reinark-

able picture, consecrated by M. Uapam to the glory of

the school, was uncovered.
The eulogy on .Monge, pronounced by M. Mer-

cadier, was ot great eloquence. Monge was, as a child,

very remarkable. When sixteen he made a plan of his

native town, having invented an instrument for deter-

mining angles. At the age of twenty-two he had already

invented many things. With the aid of an engineering

officer he got into the l^ngineering School at Mczicies,

where in 1768 he succeeded Bossut as professor of

mathematics, and two years later, Nollet in a course of

physics.

He published his great works on " Les Surfaces con-

sldcrces d'aprcs leur mode de gc'odration " in the

Memoires de I'Academie de Turin. The illustrious La-

grange, after reading them, exclaiineil '' Avec son

application de I'analyse.'i la repro,eutation des surfaces, ce

diablc d'liomme sera immortcl 1
" " Ce diable d'hoimne

"

was but twenty- five, but—true to prophecy—made him-

self immortal.
In 17S0 .Monge was made professor of hydraulics; at

the same time he entered the Academy ol Sciences in

the mechanical section. He. lived six months in Paris,

then six months at Mczicres, but in 1783, on being made
naval examiner, he returned to Paris lor good.

He was an ardent revolutionist, and was made Minister

of that department in 1792, during which time he un-

consciously made a true Irlcnd of liuonaparlc. In 1794
he helped to found the school in wliich he was a

devoted professor.
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In 1796 he and BerthoIIet and a few artists were

ordered to Italy, to collect the numerous objects of art

handed over to France by various Italian towns. It was

at this time he became great friends with Buonaparte and

I^eithollet. Afterwards he took part in the Egyptian

i;\pedition. He went with BerthoIIet, and Berlhier in

his report says of them :
" ils s' occupent de tout et sont

partout."

On his return to France, Monge again devoted himself

10 the Polytechnic School, his affection for the pupils

. and influence with them being unchanged and quite

remarkable. After having worked steadily for forty-live

years, he was obliged, on account of bad health, to retire.

The political disturbances, in which he was much
engrossed, all tended to aiTect his health, but the dis-

banding of the school in i8i6 was the tinal blow. He
was never the same again, and died July 18, 1S18.

.M. Mercadier's address ended with a touching

appeal to his auditors to imitate the patriotism and emu-

late the science of the great man whose useful life and
work they had met to celebrate.

We may have to say something of the final fete next

week.

XOTES.
We learn with profound regret that Dr. Romanes died at

Oxford at twelve o'tlock yesterday.

TiiK first meeting of the International Me'.eorological

Committee, as reconstituted at the Munich Conference of 1891.

will be held at Upsala, and will commence on August 20. The

programme, as will be seen, consists mainly of the various

questions referred to the committee by the Conference. (l)

Reports of the President and Secretary ; (2) the question of the

es:ablishment of an International Meteorological liureau ; (3)

Agricultural Meteorology ;
(4I the establishment of stations

for the observation of the direction and velocity of movements

of clouds; (5) the construction of a Cloud Adas (reports from

Dr. Ilann, Dr. Hildebrandsson, Mr. Rotch, and M. L.

Tcisserenc de Borl) ; (6) the possible acceleration of weather

telegrams; (7) the observation of the scintillation of stars (a

proposal by M. Charles Dufouil ; (S; the organisation of the

next Conference.

Pkot-'. RoBERTS-AusTEN is to be congratulated on having

completed his responsibility for no less than one hundred

millions sterling of gold coin. The twenty-fourth annual report

of the Royal Mint, which has just been issued, shows that of

the long series of holders of his office none could have claimed

anything like such a record, as the largest am junt of gold coin

for which any individual King's Assay Master had previously

been responsible was the fifty-nine millions coined during the

tenure of office of Mr. Robert Bingley, King's Assay Master

from 1798 to lSj5 As showing the remarkable accuracy of the

standard fineness of coins, the Mint Report states that of the

hundred millions sterling of gold coin, seventy-one millions were

sovereigns, and that their average fineness as indicated by sue-
j

cessive trials of the Pyx proved to be 916 668. The exact legal

standard is 9i6'666, and it must be remembered that the gold

coins would be within the " remedy " allowed by law if the

amount of precious metal they contained varied between 9146
and9lS'6 parts in one thousand.

The preliminary programme of the fourteenth Congress of the

Sanitary Institute, to be held in Liverpool in September, has

now been issuerl. The meetings of the Congress will consist

of three general addresses and lectures. The three sectional

meetings, dealing with (1) Sanitary Science and Preventive

Medicine, (J) Engineering and Architecture, (3) Chemistry,

Meteorology, and Geology, will be presided over by Dr. E.

Klein, F. R. S., Mr. G. F. Deacon, and Dr. Thomas Stevenson.
,
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Five special conferences will take place : the Sanitation of the

Passenger and Mercantile Marine Service, presided over by Sir

W. Bower Forwood ; Medical Officers of Health, presided over

by Mr. Charles E. Paget ; Municipal and County Engineers,

presided over by Mr. A. M. Fowler ; Sanitary Inspectors, pre-

sided over by Mr. Francis Vacher ; Domestic Hygiene, presided

over by the L^dy Mayoress of Liverpool. An exhibi-

tion of sanitary apparatus and appliances and articles

of domestic use and economy will be held, and excursions

to places of interest from the point of view of sanitation

will be arranged for those attending the Congress. The
local arrangements are in the hands of an influential local com-

mittee, presided over by the Lord Mayor of Liverpool, with

the City Engineer (Mr. H. Percy Boulnois) and the Medical

Officer of Health (Dr. E. W. Hope) as honorary secretaries.

It appears from the programme that over 100 sanitary autho-

rities, including several County Councils, have already a ipointed

delegates to the Congress, and as there are 1500 members

and associates in the Institute, a large attendance may be

expected.

A COMMITTEE has been formed at Boulogne for the purpose

of making arrangements for an international exhibition of

hygiene and hydropathy, which it is proposed to hold therefrom

July 15 to September 15.

A KNIGHTHOOD has been offered to Dr. J. C. Bucknill,

F.R.S., not for his scientific work, but in recognition of his

services to the volunteer movement, of which he was the

originator. Dr. Bucknill was elected into the Royal Society in

1866, and is now in his seventy -eighth year.

The thirty-nin'.h annual exhibition of the Photographic

Society of Great Britain will be inaugurated by a conversazione

on September 22, and will remain open from Monday,

September 24, to November 14. MedaU will be awarded for

the artistic, scientific, and technical excellence of photogriphs,

lantern slides, and transparencies, and also for apparatus.

Foreign exhibitors are invited to contribute. The -Society will

pay the carriage of photographson the return journey, and provide

frames or portfolios during the exhibition for approved photo-

graphs. There will be no charge for space. Communications

on all matters connected with the exhibition should be sent to

the Secrel.-iry of the Society, 50 Great Russell Street, Blooms-

bur)-, \VX.

All students of science know that a knowledge of

German is essential in their work, and no better way of obtain-

ing it can be found than by joining German students in study.

Facilities for obtaining this desirable end are now offered in

the shape of holiday courses at Jena, from August I to 2j. The

courses have been arranged by a committee representing some of

our University Colleges and High Schools, Mr. J. J. Findlay

(Rugby) being the secretary. There will be an elementary

course for those who have little or no acquaintance with the

spoken language. The subjects dealt with in this course

include physiological psychology, the hygiene of schools, and

pedagogy. Each will be conducted by an experienced teacher,

who will speak very slowly and clearly, but will only employ

the German language as the medium of instruction. A more

advanced course, for tho;e who can follow lectures delivered in

German, will beheld from .August I to 16. During this period Dr.

Straubel will lecture every day on the microscope. Prof. Detmer

on the fertilisation of plants and microscopic botany, Prof.

Sch.ifferon experimental physics, and Prof .\uerbich on modern

physical demonstrations. I>r. Knopf will discourse on time and

its determination, illustrating his lecture with practical work at

the Observatory ; Pr. Straubel will give demonstrations on

electrical and magnetic measurements ; Prof. WollT will lecture

on theoretical and practical chemistry ; Prof. Ziehen on phy
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siological psychology ; Dr. Romer on zoology ; and Dr. Ghnge

on spectroscopic and polarising apparatus. This programme

shoald be sufficient to tempt many students of science to Jena,

and they may be assured that the German schoolmasters, who

attend similar summer meetings every year, will offer a cordial

welcome to their " englische Kollegen."

The Friday evening discourse at the Royal Institution, on

June 1, will be delivered by Prof. Oliver Lodge, F.R.S. The
subject will be " The Work of Hertz." On Tuesday afternoon

Dr. Dallinger begana course of three lectures on " The Modem
Microscope, an Instrument for Recreation and Research," .ind

to-day Prof. Flinders Petrie commences three Thursday

afternoon discourses on " Egyptian Decorative Art."

It has been decided to provide chambers in one of the light

towers which will be erected on either arm at the entrance of

Madras Harbour, when finished, for the purpose of a tidal obser-

vatory, the establishment of which has been approved of by the

Government of India.

Prof. Vincenz Czerny, of Heidelberg University, has been

elected to fill the chair of Surgery left vacant in Vienna Uni-

versity by the death of Prof. Billroth.

The Midland Railway Naturalists' Society has been estab-

lished at Derby. The first monthly meeting was held on
Monday, 7th inst.

Miss North's Gallery of Flower Portraits in Kew Gardens
has been reopened to the public, the pictures having undergone
a thorough inspection and varnishing, under the advice of the

President of the Royal Academy.

It is reported from Auckland, by Dalzlel's Agency, that two
shocks of earthquake occurred at Wellington on Monday morn-
ing. They were preceded by loud concussions, and all the

buildings in the town were violently shaken, the public library

being considerably damaged. Lesser shocks were also felt at

Nelson, Taranaki, and Chrislchurch.

Dr. Gill, the Director of the Cape Observatory, has com-
municated to the Times some significant facts in connection

with the recent earthquake at Thebes. He says that the

observer on duty with the transit circle, on the evening of

April 27, found that the surface of the mercury used in making
observations for er.-ors of level was disturbed by continuous and
persistent undulations from 6h. 2m. to 6h. 32m. Greenwich
mean lime. It was not until 6h. 43m. that the undulations

ceased sufficiently to permit good observations of nadir and
level to be made. No general conclusion can be drawn from

these observations, but Dr. Gill thinks it probable that the deli-

cate disturbances of the mercury at the Cape of Good Hope had
iti origin in the disturbance which produced such disastrous re-

rails at Thebes.

A COSSlliERAlii.E retrocession of temperature has occurred

over these islands during the past week, accompanied by strong

northerly and easterly winds, and causing much injury to fruit

»nd vegetable crops. Snow or hail fell over the whole of

Scotland and a large part of England and Wales on Sunday,

while the minimum shade temperature on Sunday and Mon-
day nights fell several degrees below freezing point, and on

the grass temperatures of 20' or less have been recorded. For

leveial days the maximum shade temperature did not exceed

45' at places in Scolland, and was below 50 in many other

parts. In the ncighl>ouihood of London it w,is below 50' on

Sunday, a value which is about equal to the average maximum
temperature of the middle of NLnrvh. The Greenwich tempera-

tures show that so low a maximum in the second half of May is

very rare, having occurred only twice in the last twenty years.
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A " MONOCHROM.^Tlc rainbow " is rare enough to deserve

record. Mr. Charles Davison writes :
—" On the 28th of last

November rain was falling shortly before sunset, and a rainbow

was formed, though little more than the nearly vertical portion

of one limb was distinctly visible. In a few minutes the blue,

green, and yellow parts gradually faded away, and only a dull

red band remained."

We have received several numbers of the British Central

Africa Gazette, published at Zomba, containing interesting

articles on the prevention of the coffee-disease, and on the ex-

port of india-rubber (La>tJo!phia) from the Wost Shire, Lower

Shire, and Ruo districts.

TH^LXalurwissenscha/tliche IVochettschrifl for May 13 contains

an interesting article, with illustrations, on fossil-like structures

produced by the action of running water. Some of them present

a remarkable resemblance to alga: and to the leaves of ferns
;

and the author. Dr. T. Fuchs, questions the organic origin of

many so-called fossil remains from the older formations.

In the form of a rectorial address to the University of Basel,

Dr. G. Klebs has published an interesting essay on the relation-

ship of the two sexes in n.tture. The first development and

gradual progress of sexual differentiation in the animal and vege-

table kingdoms are traced, and the connection between sexual

reproduction and the development of new forms of life is dis-

cussed. Dr. Klebs sums up strongly in favour of the theory of

the inheritance of acquired characters.

At a recent meeting of the Societe Franijaise de Physique,

M. Curie read a paper on the magnetic properties of soft iron

It temperatures between 20' and 1350°, and for magnetising

forces of 25 to 1350 units. He has drawn a series of curves

showing the connection between the magnetising force and the

I intensity of magnetisation at different temperatures. For mag-

netising forces up to 1300 units the different curves do not differ

much, but for higher values of the magnetising force they

separate to a more marked degree. For temperatures between

756' and 1375° the curves obtained are straight lines passing

through the origin, showing that bjtween these temperatures

the susceptibility is a constant and independent of the magne-

tising force. The author has also plotted a series of curves

connecting the intensity of magnetisation (I) and the tempera-

ture, the magnetising force being constant. The value of I is

at first constant as the temperature rises, then it diminishes

faster and faster till the change becomes most rapid at a tempe-

rature of about 745°. Above this temperature the rate of change

of 1 diminishes. Between 950° and 1210° the value of I only

diminishes slowly, while at a temperature of 1 2S0 it increases

suddenly, and then as the temperature goes on increasing it

gradually diminishes. The .luthor finds that at any given

temperature the value of I obtained is independent of whether

this temperature has been reached by warming the body or by

cooling.

An interesting paper by M. van Aubel, on the electrical resist-

ance of some new alloys, was recently read before the Socitit

Frani,iise de Physique. In the first place, the author gave

some particulars about a form of steel called kruppine, manu-

factured by Herr Krujip, at Esicn. This alloy has a specific

resistance of 847 microhms \^}\ at 18° C. or of 855 if

\cni-/

the sample has been heated for several d,iys. The mean co-

efficient of variation of the resistance with temperature de

creases slightly with increase of temperature, but is always

nearly ei|ual to + 00007. This body, altho«;;h it has a rela-

tively high specific resistance (that of gcrman silver being

20 76), can be heated to a temperature of 600' C. without

change of structure, and can be obtained in the form of wire
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or sheet. The author also gave particulars of the experiments

made on some nickel alloys manufactured by Messrs. Fleitmann,

Witte, and Co., of .Schwerte (Westphalia). One of these alloys

(marked I, I ,) has when hard a specific resistance at 20' C. of

50'2 microhms and a temperature co-eflficient of - oooooii,

while when soft its specific resistance is 47T microhms and its

temperature co-efficient H 0000005. This alloy may prove of

considerable practical utility, although if it is found that its

thermoelectric power with reference to copper and brass is, as

is generally the case with these alloys, at all great, this will in a

great measure prohibit its use in cases where great accuracy is

required. During the discussion on the above paper M. Guil-

!aume mentioned that an alloy of 68 6 parts copper, 30 parts

manganese, and I '3 parts of iron has a specific resistance of

108 microhms, while its temperature co-efficient is very small,

even passing from positive to ncijative as the temperature rises.

He also mentioned that the difficulty of the high thermoelectric

power with reference to copper could be overcome if the wires

are soldered to plates of the same alloy, which are in turn

soldered to the copper connectors of the resistance boxes or

Wheatstone bridges.

Profs. Riccu and Saija have, after many laborious efforts,

succeeded in obtaining a fairly accurate record of the diurnal

and annual variations of temperature on the summit of Mount
Etna. The results, as communicated to the Accademiix Gioenia

di Catania, form a valuable addition to meteorological

thermometry. The impossibility of maintaining a staff" at an

elevation of 3000 m. above sea-level, at a place difficult to

I reach and without telegraphic communication, made the em-
ployment of automatic recording instruments indispensable. A
Richard barograph and thermogiaph were installed at the Etna
Observatory, capable of acting for forty days without further

attention. Some interruptions occurred owing to the freezing

of the lubricants and irregular unrolling of the register paper,

but between August 27, 1891, and February 28, 1S94, a total of

' 357 days were registered automatically, and 137 days by personal

observation. With the slight diurnal variation, 3-hour in

I

tervals were found sullicient. The highest temperature observed

]

was 16° C, on September 2, 1892 ; the lowest - 10 -3 C, on
March 2, 1893. As a rule, the coldest month was January, and
the warmest August. The mean diurnal variation was l°'6 in

winter, and 6°'8 in summer. The climate of the summit
of Etna, with its mean annual temperature of + i°'o6 C,
resembles that of the North Cape or the Brocken. The
uniformity of temperature was to be expected after similar

observations in the Alps, and the covering of snow, which
usually lies from the middle of November till the end of

March, serves to keep the diurnal oscillation in winter below
i '6 C. The changes of temperature during the year are very

similar to those observed at the foot of the volcano, but the

I daily maximum, instead of being several hours after midday,

i occurs just about noon at the summit, probably owing to the

absence of vapour capable of absorbing and storing up the heat

of the sun.

LlTTLK is known of the interior of the great peninsula of

Labrador, that vast territory estimated to contain two hundred
and eighty-five thousand square miles. During the last six or

I seven years, however, several explorers have visited the region,

and returned with interesting geographical results. Mr. H. G.

]

Bryant is one of these, and his description of the journey
through Labrador to the Grand Kails on the Grand, or Hamilton
River, recently published in a BuIUtin (vol. i. No. 2) of the

Geographical Club of Philadelphia, is full of interest. The
greater part of the paper, and all the excellent views that

illustrate it, originally appeared in the Century Magazine. Mr.
Bryant set out with Prof. C. A. Kenastpn in June 1891, and
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they reached the Falls on September 2. A mile above the
main leap the river is about four hundred yards wide. Four
rapids intervene between this point and the Falls. At the first

rapid the width of the stream does not exceed one hundred and
seventy-five yards, and from thence it rapidly contracts until,

just above the escarpment proper, the water rushes between
banks not more than fifty yards apart. Below the Falls the
river runs for twenty-five miles between vertical clilTs of gneissic

rock, which rises in places to a height of four hundred feet.

!
The water falls through a height of about three hundred and

I

twenty feet, and under favourable conditions the roar of the

cataract can be heard at a distance of twenty miles. Appended
to the paper is a list of plants collected by Prof. Kenaston during

I the expedition, and also the results of meteorological observa-

tions made at various points. The further exploration of the

region traversed by Messrs. Bryant and Kenaston would be of

great value to geographical science, and might lead to geological

discoveries of scientific and commercial importance.

In order to satisfactorily identify any particular bacillus

with that generally associated with cholera, it is necessary

to have recourse to animal experiments. For this pur-

pose it has been customary to use guinea-pigs ; and
PfeifTer's method is to take about '0015 grm. of the

surface-growth of an agar-agar culture, distribute it in I c.c. of

sterile broth, and inject it into the peritoneal cavity. The
above quantity is usually fatal with characteristic symptoms to

an animal of 300-350 grms. weight. This is, however, by no
means a simple or easy operation, but so far no other method of

proving the virulence of the cholera bacillus has superseded it.

In a recent number of the Centralblatt fur Bakteriologie (vol.

XV. 1894, p. 150), Dr. Sabolotny describes some investigations

which he has made on the susceptibility of the marmot to

Koch's cholera bacillus. The experiments were carried out in

the Bacteriological Institute at Odessa, and Sabolotny mentions

that these animals are found in large numbers in the south of

Russia. When oi-o'2 c.c. of a one-day old broth-cholera-

culture grown at 37° C. is introduced into the peritoneal cavity

of marmots, they die in from 12-18 hours. Of much interest

is, however, the discovery that similar quantities of cholera

cultures introduced subcutaneously also proved fatal to these

animals, the bacilli being found in the blood, liver, spleen, and
peritoneal fluid. It was also found that they could be infected

per OS without any preliminary treatment with soda and opium,

for marmots fed with materials containing small quantities of

cholera bacilli died, and the latter were always found in large

numbers in the stomach, as well as frequently in the liver and
spleen, and also occasionally in the blood. The identification

of the cholera bacillus by animal experiment is thus greatly

simplified.

The Committee that controls the operations of the Kew
Observatory, and which in February of last year became " The
Incorporated Kew Committee of the Royal .Society," have

issued their report of the work done during 1893. Undtrr experi

mental work we note that, to estimate the amount and density

of fog and mist, the observation of a series of distant objects

referred to in the last report were continued. A note is taken

of the most distant of the selected objects visible at each

observation hour. An analysis of the results for the period

May 1S92, to December 1893, is at present being carried out.

During the thickest fog experienced in 1893, at one of the hours

of observation the most distant object visible «.as only 12 feet

o(T. Twelve watches, designated " non-magnetic watches,"

were examined during the year, both as to their ordinary time-

keeping and also as to their non-magnelic properties, and al-

though the trial to which they were submitted wa.s severe—the

movement being tested in an intense magnetic field, both itt
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vertical and horizontal positions, and gradually approached to

and removed from the poles, whilst its behaviour is critically

watched—in the majority of cases the watches were found to

perform very satisfactorily. Magnetic and meteorological ob-

servations were carried on as usual, and sketches of sun-spots

were made on 155 days.

It occurred to us while glancing through the " Mtimoires

de la Socieic de Physique et d'Histoire Naturelle" of Geneva,

of which the second p.irt of vol. xxxi. was recently received,

that the custom of inserting, at the commencement of the

volume, the President's riiumi of the conimunic-ilion?

to the Society during his year of office, is an admirable

one. The present bulky tome contains an address by the

late C. de Candolle, in which he surveyed the scientific

advances of the Society during 1891, and also a similar

retrospect in which M. E. Sarasin reviews the growth of

knowledge during 1S92. It has been said more than once

that the abstracts of papers are frequently superior to the

originals, inasmuch as they present in a concise form the tenor

of an author's work. But however this may be, it is certain that

the plan followed by the Presidents of the Physical Society of

Geneva (and also by those of some of our own Socie'.ies), viz. that

of giving terse descriptions of the investigations communicated

to the Society duiing their respective years of office, considerably

facilitates reference, and what is more, it enables a worker to

know the gist of a paper without reading through and digesting

the original. In addition to the two presidential addresses re-

ferred to, the " Mcmoires " contain a paper by Prof. J. Brun,

on a new species of marine diatoms, fossil and pelagic, illus-

trated by twelve plates, containing 120 of the author's drawings,

40 micropholographs by Prof, van Heurck, and So by M. Otto

Miiller. The volume also comprises the second part of Prof.

Chodat's "Monographia Polygalacearum," illustrated by twenty-

three plates, and the fifth of his " Contributions a la Flore des

Paraguay." Both of these papers will excite the admiration of

systematic botanists.

The address delivered by Dr. .\rmstrong, in March last, at

the annual general meeting of the Chemical Society, is con-

tained in the May number of the Society's journal.

The papers set at the examinations of the Royal University

of Ireland during 1S93 have just been published as a supplement

to the University Calendar for that year.

Messrs. R. Fkif.di.anuer and Son, of Berlin, have sent

us Nos. S-8 of " Naturw Novilates," containing lists of

scientific works recently published.

MESsts. Percy Lund and Co. will shortly publish a work

entitled "The Stereoscope and Stereoscopic Photography,
"

translated from the French of F. Drouin.

An excellent feature of the American Xaturalist is the

classified notes of recent work in all of the natural sciences.

L>r. \V. S. Bayley, of Colby University, edits the section de-

voted to minciabgy and petrography. His contributions to

the journal under that head, during 1893, have now been col-

lected and published separately, and the pamphlet thus created

formsa useful jummary of progress.

The "Year-Book of the Scientific and Learned Societies of

Great Itiitain and Ireland," published by Messrs. C. Griffin and

Co., first appeared in 1884, and has been issued annually since

then. It ii really an extremely useful and convenient handbook

of reference. Lists ofthe papers read during the year are given

under the descriptions of the societies to which they were pre-

sented, wiih the dates of the communications. These have

been complied from official sources, and therefore constitute a

Iruslwoithy record of the progrihi of various branches of

scieoce. All the papers read before almost every British
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society are included in the lists, so the " Year- Hook " may clain-.

to be recognised as an important assistant in the organisation of

scientific literature.

The advances made in the study of geology since 1S7S have

rendered the publication of a new edition of the late Sir

.\ndrew Ramsay's well-known manu.il oil "The Physical

Geology and Geography of Great Britain " a necessity, if thp

book is to retain its place. \Ye are glad, therefore, to learn

that a new edition (the sixth) has been undeitaken by Mr.

Horace B. \Yoodward, of the Geological Survey. The edition,

accompanied by a corrected foim of the small coloured map

which appeared in the fifth edition, will very shortly be issued

by Mr. Edward Stanford.

\Ye have received the second yearly report of the Sonnblick

Society, for the year 1893. The Society now numbers 423

ordinary members, and the report shows that the importance

of keeping this mountain observatory in thorough efficiency

is fully recognised. The height of the summit has been

determined by trigonometrical measurement during the year,

and was found to be 10,192 feet, which agrees very closely with

that found by barometrical measurements by Dr. Hann.

In addition to the regular meteorologicil observations, special;

attention is paid by the observer, P. Lechner, to observations

of atmospherical electricity, and some interesting resuUs have

been already obtained. It is found that the electric condition
|

of the earth at the summit remains nearly constant during clear
^

days throughout the year, so that, owing to its height an.i

configuration, it is free from the daily and yearly fluctualior.

electricity which are observed on the earih's surface at km..

levels. It would be interesting to know whether this has also
^

been observed at other mountain stations. The observations ot

j

St. Elmo's Fire have shown the interesting fact that when snow

falls in large flakes, the electricity is almost always positive, but

when the snow consistsof dust like particles, negative electricity
|

is developed.

A DIRECT method of preparing the meihyl and ethyl deriva-

tives of hydroxylamine of the type RII.MOli is described by
j

M. Lobry de Bruyn in the current issue of the Ktceiiil dts
|

iravau.x chimuiucs dn PaysBas. These so-called ^-alkyl-

j

hydroxylamines have only recently been isolated m the pure

condition bv Kjellin, by an indirect process, although their forma-

tion has been demonstrated by several workers. Goklschmidt

and Kjellin some time ago showed that they were produced id

the decomposition by hydrochloric acid of the esters of nitro-

benzaldoxine. K, lloflmann and Victor Meyer have also shown

that when nitro-ethane is reduced by stannous chloride the.

hydrochloride of fl-methylhydroxylamine, CII3. NllOU
.
HCI,|

is produced ; and Kirpal has further proved that the reaction I

is general, that whenever nitroparafVms are reduced to amines
|

intermediate products are formed which reduce Fehling's solu-

.

lion. Dr. Kjellin has mote recently resumed the former work
|

which he carried on in collaboration with Dr. Goldschmidt, andi

has succeeded in isolating the chlorides of the alkyl hydroxyla-

mines from the prixlucls of the reaction above referred to..

Moreover, by employing a similar process to that which proved

I

so successful in the hands o( M. de Bruyn for the isolation of]

I

free hydroxylamine. Dr. Kjellin eventually obtained the pure*

bases themselves. An account of his work was given in these

columns at the time (vol. xlix. p. 38)- M. de Bruyn now shows;

that these simple alkyl derivatives of hydroxylamine maybe

obtained in the pure state directly from the b.i*e itself. In his

preliminary account of the isolation of the parent base, he|

stated that upon agitating a very coi.cenlraled aqueous so-

lution of hydroxylamine with methyl iodide and a little^

methyl alcohol, considerable evolution of heat occurs

and a crystalline mass separates. On repeatirg this expert-.
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imentwith 4'i grams of a 52 per cent, solution of hydroxylamine,

I 10 grains of methyl iodide (the molecular proportion), and a

i

smaller quantity of methyl alcohol, mixed together in a flask

I
filled with an upright condenser, the energy of the reaction was

found to be sufficiently great to heat the liquid to the point of

I

ebullition, and crystals soon commenced to deposit. Ethyl

, iodide reacted in a precisely similar manner. The crystals,

after draining and washing with a mixture of alcohol and elher,

I proved to be those of the pure hydriodides of the /3-alkyl

hydroxylamines. Their aqueous solutions acidulated with

1 nitric acid do not reduce silver nitrate, so that their analysis is

easily effected. In this respect they differ from nitric acid

'solutions of hydroxylamine, which of course at once reduce

I

silver nitrate. They reduce Fehling's solution, however, in-

stantly at the ordinary temperature. It would appear from this

mode of preparation that the action of alkyl iodides on hydroxyl-

amine is similar to their action upon ammonia. The salts are

perfectly stable up to beyond 200' C. M. de Bruyn shows

finally that it is not essential to have at command such concen

trated solutions of hydroxylamine as those obtained during the

preparation of the solid base. The weak aqueous or alcoholic

solutions obtained in the usual manner from hydroxylamine

hydrochloride, may equally well be employed ; it is only neces-

sary to decompose the solution of the hydrochloride in tepid

water with potash, add an equal bulk of methyl alcohol, filter

from the precipitated potassium chloride, and at once proceed

to agitate with methyl iodide. The only further point of

difference is that the liquid should be finally lulled in the flask

fitted with upright condenser in order to complete the reaction.

The additions to the Zoological Saciety's Gardens during

the past week include a Black-eared Marmoset {Hapah
fcniciliata) from South-east Brazil, presented by Mr. H. M.
Dodington ; a Common Peafowl {Pavo crislalus) from India,

presented by Mrs. Tannenbaum ; a Monteiro's Galago {Gti/n^v

monleiri) from West Africa, two Pinche Monkeys {Miuat

fdipus) from New Granada, deposited ; a .Maholi Galago

(Galago maholi), two Japanese Deer \ficrvHi sika) born in the

Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Recent Okservations of Jupiter's Satellites.—In

the May number of Aslronomy and Aslio-I'/tysies, Dr. E. S.
Uolden calls attention to some important points in connection
with Prof. Barnard s observations of Jupiter's satellites, recently
published in that journal and in the Monthly Noticei. In the
first place, the results announced by Prof. \V. II. Pickering in

1893 (see Natltre, vol. xlvii. p. 519), with regard to the forms
jand rotations of these bodies, are not conlirmed by Prof.
jBarnard's observations. Next, Prof. Barnard has found that
jail the Jovian satellites are spherical, whereas Profs. Schaeberle
^aiid Campbell announced in 1S91 that Satellite I. was ellipsoidal,

with its longest axis directed towards the centre of Jupiter. It

Iwas also concluded by these observers that the periods of rota-

[tion and revoluiion of the first satellite were equal ; but Prof.
Barnard says that his oliservations lead to a dilTerent result.

I-Vnother point upon which Prof. Barnard's recent observations
Ihave thrown light, is the appearance of the first satellite when
jprojected upon Jupiter. It will be remembered that the satellite

|was seen in transit as a double body in 1S90, but Prof. Barnard
jhas shown that the apparent duplicity was due to simple con-
(trasts between bright regions on the planet and two extensive
dusky polar caps on the satellite (see.VATUitE, vol. xlix. p. 300).
Other strange appearances of satellites during transit can \it

explained in a similar manner. Prof. W. II. Pickering has
criticised the statement that the assumed belt on the first

satellite is a permanent one (Asly. A'iii/'/. 3229), and says that
It certainly did not exist at the time of the opposition of 1892,
during the period covered by the Arequipa observations. He
points out that, upon his meteoric hypothesis, it is not unlikely
that belts should form and then disappear. It is a fairly common
belief among astronomers that the satellites of Jupiter can be seen
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through the planet's limb during occultation. On this point.
Prof. Barnard says :

" In my mind this [the observation of the
transparency of Jupiter's limb] has been due to poor seeing, a
poor telescope, or an excited observer. For nearly fifteen

years I have observed Jupiter and his satellites, and with tele-

scopes all the way from five inches up to thirty-six inches have
tried to see this phenomenon. I have often watched the satel-

lites under first-class seeing with the 1 2-inch here [Mount
Hamilton] at occultation, but have never seen one of them
through the limb of Jupiter, though that phenomenon was
specially looked for." It will 'oe seen from these points that
Jupiter and his satellites still offer a wide field for invesiigalion.

The Mass of the Asteroids.—Mr. B. M. Rosrel contri-
butes to the Johns Hopkins Univcrdly Circular for April a
preliminary note on the probable mass of the asteroids. He
has investigated the secular perturbations to which a ring of
matter, such as the asteroids form round the sun, would give
rise. The problem divides itself naturally into two parts

—

(1) to determine the combined mass of the asteroid belt ; and
(2) knowing the mass, to derive the secular perturbations of th<.-

elements of the orbits of certain of the major planets caused by
this elliptic ring of matter. If the total number of the asteroids
were known, it would only be necessary to determine the most
probable mass of one member of the group to derive the com-
bined mass of the whole group. But this is not the case, so
Mr. Roszel has contented himself with determining the mass
from a study of two hundred and sixteen of the minor planets
at present known. The magnitudes of these bodies vary from
magnitudes 6 to 15 5, the greater number lying between mag-
nitudes II and 12. From photometric observations. Prof.
Pickering derived for Vesta a diameter of 319 ± 10 miles.

(Prof. Barnard's recent observations only assign the planet a
diameter of 237 ± 15 miles). Now the ratio of the total quan-
tities of light reflected by two planets at the same distance from
the observer is equal to the ratio of the squares of their

diameters. Utilising this fact, Mr. Roszel has been able to

determine the volumes of the two hundred and sixteen asteroids

referred to in terms of the volume of Vesta. Assuming
Pickering's dimensions of Ves'.a to be correct, it appears that

it would take roughly three hundred and ten asteroids of the
sixth magnitude, or twelve hundred of the seventh, to equal our
moon in volume. And in round numbers the combined volume
of a ring of two hundred and sixteen would be only one two-
hundredth part of that of our satellite. Assuming a mean
density equal to that of Mar^, the ma<s of the zone of asteroids

comes out as about one one-hundred and seventieth part of the
mass of the moon. From these considerations Mr. Roszel
thinks that the probable mass of the entire asteroid belt is some-
where between one-fiftieth and one one-hundredth part of that

of our moon.

Ephemeris ok Gale's Comet.—The following ephemeris
(for Berlin midnight) is abstracted from one given by Prof.

Kieutz in Astronomische Nachricliten, Nos. 3227 and 3229 :
—

R.A. Dccl. Dfight-
\\. m. s. o ,

ncss.

May 26 ... 10 44 37 ... N. 36 11
-3 ... o'So

30 ... 10 57 40 ... 38 109 ... 060
June 3 ... II 9 14 ... 39 393 ... 040

7 ... II 19 jS ••• 40 45 6 ... 03?
II ..- II 29 12 ... 41 356 ... 0-26

15 ... II 38 7 ... 42 13 I ... 0-2I

19 ... II 46 31 ... 42 410 ... 017
23 ... II 54 53 ... 43 1-4 .. o 14

The brightness on April 3 has been taken as unity.

The comet was photographed by the Brothers Henry, at

Paris Observatory, on May 5. The photograph was obtained
with an exposure of forty minutes, and showed a lail, about
four degrees in length, divided, at a short distance from the
head, into two branches separated by an angle of about three
degrees. The mean direction of the two parts of the tail was
very nearly perpendicular to the direction of the comet's
motion.

SOME LONDON POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTES.
TT is only in recent years that any attempt has been made

to supply the demand for technical education in London.
Not so very long ago the question as to whether such
education was desirable for the working classes was gravely
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discussed ; now the necessity is recognised by everyone,

and the suhject under consideration is the best method
of carrying on the work. The commercial wotkl has

begun to realise the importance of training workmen on

scientific lines; it has been led to see that the encourage-

ment of science means the advance of industry and increase of

trade. These lessons were difficult to leain, and, even at the

present time, the connection between science and manufactures

is not properly understood. But a beginning has been made.
London, the city that prides itself upon being the largest and

richest in the world, but which until recently ignored the need

for technical instruction, has begun to foster the child it had
done its best to kill by neglect. A comparison with the educa-

tional work carried on in Polytechnics on the continent has

served to accentuate the deficiencies of London, and to create

a desire to follow the lead there indicated. The awakening was
rather abrupt, and it was thought by some that the time lost

could be rapidly made up again. But this mistaken idta has now
been given up, and it is seen that the only way to improve our

arts and industries is by slowly educating the inind and training

the hand of the mechanic.

Goldsmiths' Institute is speci.illy fortunate in having a very
strong Governing Body, containing as it does the names of Sir
Frederick Abel, Sir Frederick Bramwell, .Sir Richard Webster,
Sir Waller Prideaux, Dr. Anderson, and Mr. G. Malthey. It

will be seen from Fig. i, which shows a view of the Institute from

the back, that the building covers a considerable area. The struc-

ture is the old Royal Naval School building adapted and extended
to the requirements of ihe Institute. Some people considered

it a disadv.intage to take an insiilute like that of the Gold-
smiths' Company into an old building, but, on the whole, there

are many atlvantages in so doing. In a new building, the architect

provides everything he is told to provide, but he docs not leave

room for future exigencies. In an old building, however, there

are usually facilities for extensions in Ihe direction which
experience shows to be necessary.

The buildings of the Goldsmiths' Institute are considerably

larger than those of any of the other London Polytechnics. A
technical museum is now being added, which will be a special

fenture of this Institute.

The Institute differs from most other Polytechnics in the con-

ditions of membership. The Batlersea Polytechnic and the

Flc. «.—The Goldsmiths' institute (from the l).ick)

It i.s proposed in this article to give an account of three

ioitilutes in London which provide evening education and
recreation for persons engaged in various trades and industries

during the day. The institutes referred to are Ihe Goldsmiths'
Instiiulc, the People's Palace, and the Haltersea Polytechnic
Institute. Oiher institute;, however, are referred to incidentally.

To begin with the technical and recreative Institute at New
Cross, established and endowed by the Goldsmiths' Company.
The expendilure of this Company upon their Institute has
amounted to something like /^8o,oco, and they have assigned it

an endowment of /f5"0o per annum. Work was commenced
in the Institute in October, 1891, Mr. J. S. Reclmaync, of
Merlon College, Oxford, the Secretary, having been appointed
about eighteen months previously in order to draw up a scheme
of work and get together a strong and efficient stalT. His
duties are generally lo supervise Ihe slafiT and work, under the
direction of the Governor^, and generally act as resident re-

pretcnlaiive of the Governors It is hardly necessary lo remark
(hat the success of Polytechnic Institutes from an educational
point of view depends very largely ujion the fiovernors. The
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People's Palace exclude from membership of the institute, thai

is, from the social and recreative side, all except stutlents. Ai

the Regent Street Polytechnic, we believe, the rules are exactly

the opposite way ; those who care to pay for enjoying the social

side can also, in virtue of so doing, gel their education cheapci,

that is lo say, the class fees are reduced to members. We have
no hesitation in saying that this plan is very bad. The first

object of a Polytechnic should be the advancement of techr

nical education. When this purpose is kept more or less in the

background, the social and recreative side of the work tends to

run rampant. In such cases the " House of Contmons," where
persons play at Parliament, is one of the most fltuirishing of thp

societies, and the "dreary drip of dilatory declam.'^tion " CoOs

stilules the pabulum of a large proportion of the members. The
Governors of the Borough Institute have apparently found that

loo much attention to clubs and concerts is detrimental to edu-

cational work, for they have recently required that all new
members should belong lo one or more of the classes, and even
now there seems to be room for improvement.

At ihr Goldsmiths' Instiiule there is one class fee for members
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and students alike, but a student can get his membership—that
I

IS, his social and recreative privileges—at a cheaper rate throuiih
being a student. At the same lime, people are not excluded

1

from the social side o( the Insiiiuie, even if they are not students.
To put the matter briefly : at the Regent Street Polytechnic
studentship is of less account than meuibership. At Battersea,
the People's Palace, and, 10 some extent. Borough Road there
is no membership without studentship, while at the Goldsmiths'
Institute studentship is the main thing, but tho^e who are not
students are not excluded from member.-hip—they are only
made to pay a little more for their privileges because they arc
drones.

It must not be supposed that the social or recreative side of
Polytechnic Institutes consists entirely of play, for some
extremely useful societies belong to it. The mechanical

89

ciency than thai shown by examinational honours. If the mereobtaining of erithcales is inculcated into students as the endar^d aim .f the.r work, the useful resulu expected from technicaleducatton will never arrive. The test, in.leed, of^the workdone ,„ Polytechnic, must not be rated according to the lirtofexaminational successes, but by the number and quality ofpapers published, and inventions made, by its alurnni So faras we kriow, no London Polytechnic Institute is yei aWe toproduce this evidence of the development of originality, thoughu s unpossible to say what may be done in the future. Wewould suggest however, that such institutes should begin to

publish "h "r';"""^
"> knowledge made by their s"udemf andpublish the lists year by jear in iheir prospectuses There

ha°r',t;,!:rth';^,r, ?!;[f-"^
- '^-^-'--s ^hichof them'^^i

;int(.rin£ Wyr^^si.up o( the GuItUuiuh*' lo^uiute.

^Dgneering and the chemical societies of the Goldsmiths'
institute are really doing ..plen-lid work. At their meetings
,.udents read papers of .eally scientific merit, and important
P Oblems in mechanics and chemistry are discus ed. Too much
•l fi^"T"" '^"'^" '" societies of this kind, and we are glad
iO nnd that mu,t institutes recognise their usefulness. They

.»W .K
'""' ''"' ^'"'"'^'e research

; they help students to

lifi.!,, "i'^"'""^
attainments must not be gauged by cer-

I

ncates, but by contributions to knowledge. Many institutes
.ut lorward as an advenisement of their efficiency the fact that

rin^^^.l' '"T"'' '"J"
°^ "'"' students passed certain examina-

arrf.i'*!^ °f °' ,*">' """" ''"'ytechnic
; that their students

arried off such and such medak, and so on. This is all very
^ ell, but we look to Polytechnics for further evidence of effi-
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The engineering department of the Goldsmiths' Institute is
one of the best in London. Through the kindness of Mr \V
J. Lineham, ihe head of this section of work, we are able to
give an illustration of the engineering workshop. It will be
seen tnat the woikshop is extremely well-fiited with useful
machines-far belter, indeed, than many of the shops in manu.
factories. Students who pass through workshop courses ar<are

h

can

, .,.
"o^..v^ pass mrougn worKsnop courses armade familiar with almost all ihe tools and appliances met wit

in ordinary practice. As (or ihe courses themselves, we ca
suggest nothing to improve them. Each student is given
a rough ca;jiing, and is expected to turn out from it a finished
product Ihehrst bit of work consists in g.inding a cold chisel,
lioth flat and cio.s cut. and in learning how to do simple mark-
ing oflT. for practice in chipping, tiling, and scraping, a cast iron
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block is woikcd into a paper-weight. A scribing block is then
made, the castings and lorgirgs being provided. Thisseives
as exercise in cliipping, filing, drilling, turning, and screwing.

The student hasafteiwards lo turn out a surface plate, hexagonal
pattern, with handles. This woik selves as exercise in planing,

tuning, drilling and screwing, tilirg and scraping. During
the second year a ratchet brace is made, and a lathe ; and third-

year students make a shaping ar.d a slotting machine. The
course of study for engineering students is worih reprinting, for

in it theory and practice are excellently combined :

—

First year. Second year.

Fitting and Ma-
chining (Shops)

Engineering Lrc
lure (Prclimiil--

mry).

-Applied Mechan-
ics, Advanced.

Machine Draw-
ing, Element-
ary.

Fittine .and Ma-
chining (Shops)

The Steam En-
cine. Element-
ary.

Maihenuucs (isl

stajjeX
Drawing Practice

(SpeciaO-

Heat Eogines,
.\dvanced.

Mathematics (2nd
stage).

Fitting and Ma-
chining (Shops)-

Machine Draw-
ing, Advanced.

Engineering Lee-
ture-

.Applied Mechan-
ic*:, Advanced.

Filling anfl Ma-
chining (Shops)

Drawing Practice
(Special).

Third year.

Smithing
' (Shops)-
Fitting and

I Erecting
|

\
(Shops).

.Machine Con-
struction

(Special).

Engineering Lec-
' tures.

Pattern Making
;

(Shrps).
Finished Draw-
ing and Design
(Special).

Fourth year.

Smithing
(shops).

Pattern Making
(Shops).

Smithing
(Shops).

Engineering Lec-
tures (Speciat).

Paltern Ntaking
(Shops)

Finished Draw-
ing and Design
(Special).

The course for building students is -just as good. These
courses are very popular, and they well deserve the success they

have gained. Another successful class is one of carpentry for

women ; not merely Sloyd or woodwork, but real, practical

carpentry. This is, we believe, the fiist class of the kind that

has ever been held. The chemisny classes are specially good,

and the laboratories the largest of all the Poljtcchnic Institutes.

Certain classes of the Goldsmiths' Institute are open to a

limited number of bona fiile artisans and handictaftsinen, on
payment of half the ordinary fees. This is a rule well worth
following in other institutes. Some of the trade classes are open
to any one, irrespective of occupation. Thecleik who has a taste

for machine woik may go through the same courses as fitters.

If the cleik were allowed to waste his time in dabbling with the

lathe and making pretty things, then he ought lo be kept out;

but when he is cc mpelled to take up routine woik, ihe case is

different, for nothing but good can come of it. The young
man who is willing to forego empty pleasures in order tu obtain

technical knowledge, is the one who will develop into an in-

ventor. He works for the pure love of it, and something
original may be confidently expected from him in time.

R. A. Gregory.

(
To hi coHtiniifd).

EXPLORATION OF THE HADRAMUT.
AT the last meeting of the Royal Geographical Srciely Mr.^

J. Theodore Btnt gave an account of the arcba'ological

lonr recently made by him and Mts. Bent in Southern Arabia.

On account of the fanalicitm of the people, only one European
had previously Keen able to penetrate lothe broad valley of the

Hadiamui, nhich lurs for one hundred n.iles or more parallel

lo the louth ccast of Arabia, gathering in tiilmtaty valleys (rom

north and sculh, and cairyirg ihcir drainage lo the sea at

Saihut. Oprotiiicn 10 ihe expedition was offered, as in the

cate of Mr. Iliisch, by ihe Ltiilikh cfticials at Aden, but in spite

of this the Bents, accompanied by the accomplished Indian
wtvcyor. Imam Sharif, ar.d by botanical and natural history

collectors, travelled in safety without disguise, ami, though there

were feme hostile appiaronces, without injury through a large

tract of unmapped country.

The region tkcy tiaveisrd cmsislcd of three parts, the narrow
coast strip or Sahil, b.nckc<l by the high plateau or Akaba, and the
iladramut and other valleys on the noith, which lies between the
loaihcin plateau and the high desert land farther north. The
whole coast strip from Mokulla to Saihut was extremely arid,

only fertilised in jaiches by occasional hot springs. No traces

of antiquities were found along the coast. The plateau of
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Akaba was ascended by the Wadi Howari, one ofnumerous short

valleys which diversify the southern slope. The plateau presented

the appearance of an unbroken plain with only a few flat-topped

indications of a previously greater height to break its surface.

This district was waterless except for tanks preserving precarious

supplies of rain water along the paths. The highest point

was found to be Haibel-gabrein, near the southern

edge, its elevation being 5300 feet. The plateau was wan-
dered over by a few Bedouins, and on its northern slope con-

siderable numbers of frankincense trees occur, iheir produce
being gathered not by the Bedouins but by Somalis, who come
across in ibe season for that purpose. Where the plateau was
trenched by the Hadramut valley thti tributary valleys were
found remarkably short and steep, cut out of the edge of

plateau-like slices from a cake. h\\ these valleys have their

floors nearly on the same level as the main valley, and terminate

at their heads in steep clilts 700 or 800 feet high. Their appear-

ance did not seem to justify the theory of water erosion, and Mr.

Bent is inclined to con ider them as lateral fjords excavated

when the Hadramut was an am of the sea. The rocks were
exposed in steep cliffs of horizontally stratilied red sandstone.

The valley-bottoms are richly cultivated, thronged with villages

shaded by palm grove?, in effective contrast with the shadeless

sterility of the plateau and the desert on eithtr side. In this

valley many archceological finds were made, principally in the

shape of Ilimyaritic monuments and inscripliuns dating back,

in some instances, to i;. c. 300. The people of the part of

Arabia visited formed four distinct classes. The wild tribes of

Bedouin?, scattered irregularly, living in isolated houses or

caves, rear camels and do all the carrying work. Next are the

.\rabs proper, who dwell in towns, cultivate the suirounding

lands, and engage in extensive trade, sometimes visiting India

and the Straits Settlemenis. Thirdly, the Sayyids and Sherifs

form a sott of aiistocratic hierarchy, tracing their descent from

the Prophet ; ihey are the religious fanatics who object to r

admission of foreigners. The last class is that of the slaves, ,1

of .\frican origin, acting as labourers, personal servants, and
soldiers to the Sultans of the many independent ttibes into

which the other classes of the population are divided.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Camhridge.— In connection with the visit of Ihe Royal

.\gricultural Society to Cambridge next month, the University

will bestow honorary degrees on a number of the high oflicers

of the Society and others who have distint;uisbed themselves in

promoting agricultural science. The Duke of Dcvimshire,

Chancellor of the University, is President of Ihe Society, and

will probably himself confer the degrees. The list of names
submitted to the Senale includes U.K. II. the Dukeof Vorl,

the Duke of liichmortd and Gordon, Lord Cathcart, Sir John

Thorold, Sir Dighton Probyn, Sir Nigel ICingscole, Sir John 1^

Lawes, Sir Joseph II. Gilbert, Mr. A. Peckover, the l.orl

Lieutenant of Cambridgeshire, and Mr. .-Mbert I'cll. The

Master and Fellows of Trinity College have issued invitations

to a banquet in ihe College Hall for June 26, at which the

Prince of \Vale<, the Chancellor, and ihe recipients of honorary

degrees, will be entertained.

We learn from the .9cii/'Wfl« that two imporlant draft orl

nances were issued on May 14 by ihc .Scottish Univcrsii

Commission. One of these deals wilh the matter of the regu-

lations for Ihe encouragement of special study in research and
(

for the institution of Research Kellowships. The urdinance

provides that the Senatus .\cademicus of each university may
make regulations under w hich graduates of Scottish unlvcrsitie>i '

or of other universities recognised for the purposes of the ordi- I

nance, or other persons who have given saiislnclory proof of I

general cducaiion and ol fiinessto engage in sonic special study 1

or scicnlific investigation, may lie permiileil such suuly or re-

search in the university. The University Court in each univer-

sity may establish Research Kellowships, which shall be open

to research students only, and may set aside out of the (ieneral

University Kund such sums as it may Ihink fit to provide for

' stipends of Kesearch Kellowships. The Court may ai-o provide 1

such sums as it may think (it in aid of the expenses of special

research. Research students may he admiitcd to the ilegreesof

I

Doctor of Science or ol Doctor of Lettets of the univeisity in
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which they have studied as research students, under conditions

prescribed In another ordinance of the Commission just issued

dealing with the regulations for higher degrees in arts and
science. In regard to the degree of Doctor of Science, it is

provided that graduates who have taken the degree of Master of

Arts with honours in mathematics and natural philosophy, may
proceed to the degree of Doctor of Science in the same univer-

sity after the expiry of five years from the date of their gradua-

tion in arts, under the same conditions as if they held the degree

of Bachelorof Science. Research students wiihin the meaning
of the ordinance relating to the regulations for the encourage-

ment of special study and research may offer themselves for the

degree of Doctor of .Science of the university in which they

have pursued some special study under that ordinance, although

they have not taken the degree of Bachelor of Science, or the

degree of Master of Arts with honours in mathematics and
natural philosophy in that Uuiversity, under the following con-

ditions :—
(i) That they hold the degree of Bachelor of Science or

Bachelorof Medicine of a Scottish or any recognised university,

or a degree of any such university, which the Senatus Academ-
icus shall hold to be equivalent to the degree of Bachelor of

Science or to the degree of Master of Arts with honours in

mathematics and natural philosophy.

(l) That they have spent not less than two winter sessions or

an equivalent period as research students in the university

granting the degree, and that they produce evidence of satis-

factory progress in the special study or research undertaken by
them during that period.

(3) That a period of not less than five years shall have elapsed

from the date of the graduation required in subsection (l) of

this section.

All candidates for the degree of Doctor of Science have to

present a thesis or a published memoir or work, to be approved
by the Senatus on the recommendation of the Faculty of

Science
;
provided that, if required by the Senatus, the candi-

date shall also be bound to pass such an examination as may
from time to time be determined. The thesis must be a record

of original research undertaken by the candidate, and has to be

accompanied by a declaration signed by him that the work has

been done and the thesis composed by himself.

It will be noted with regret that no provision is made for the

publication of the thesis. This is a serious omis-ion, for

scientific work, if worthy of a degree, is surely worthy of

publication.

Thi-: name of Dr. D. H. Scott should have been added last

week to the list of Oxford men who are among the selected can-

dates for the Fellowship of the Royal Society.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
Amciicait Journil of Science, May.— Observations on the

derivation and homologies of some Articulates, by James D.

Dana. It is probable that all Articuhtes are successional to

the Rotifers. There is reason for believing further that the

types of Annelids, Crustaceans, and proba'ily that of Limuloids,
had their independent Rotifer origin. Tfie line to the lower
and earlier Arachnols, that is to the Scorpions, leads up from
the early I'terygotus—like Limuloids. A line of succession

from Worms to Myriapods and from these to Insects, although
not proved geologically, is suggested by the fact that in low-
grade insects there is no proper metamorphosis, while in the

higher the larval stage is lower and lower in embryonic level.

The larval stage would result from an attendant retrograde

embryonic change to a line parallel with the Myriapod, and
beyond to the memberless cmdition of a worm.—Notes on
apparatus for the geological laboratory, by J. E. Wolfi". This
paper contains instructions for making diamond saws, for sawing
thin sections of rock specimens, and for the management of the
arc light for purposes of projection.— .An elementary expression
in ihermoelectrics, by Carl Barus. Two metals are thermo-
electricallv identical when the sign and the number of available

molecular paths which the current (or belter, the elementary
charge) is free to take, is the same in both metals.—Gases in

Kilauea, by William Lihbey. Observations of bluish-green
flames bursting out from the lava, made with a pocket spectro-

scope, revealed what was probably carbonic oxide and some
hydrocarbons, shown by a hand in the green, and bands in the red
and blue.— Transformations of mechanical into chemical energy,

N). I 2S2, V OL. 50J

III. Action of shearing stress continued, by M. Carey Lea-
The most instructive experiment was that with mercuric oxide-

Half a gram was taken, and after trituration the unchanged
oxide was diss ilved out by repeated digestions with hydrochloric

acid. The reduction products were dissolved out by a few drops
of aqua regia, filtered, and precipitated by hydrogen sulphide.

The amount of sulphide obtained correspond to the reduction

of '0329 gram of mercuric oxide. The amount of mechanical
energy transformed into chemical was found to be 322 gram
meters. Silver oxide, potassium ferricyanide, ferric ammonia,
alum, silver carbonate an I sulphite, and sodium chloroaurate

were also successfully reduced by grinding, but not cupric

chloride. A porcelain mortar was found much uiDre efBcient

than i>ne made of agate.

BuUetiii of the New York Mathematical Society, vol. iii. No.
7, April 1894. (New York : Macmillan.) Prof. H. Maschke,
in a thorough analysis of Harkness and Morley's "Theory of

Functions" — it occupies pp. 155-167 of the present

number—records the opinion that "the great merits of

this valuable work will secure it a high rank in modern
mathematical literature " Dr. G. A. Miller, in a note on sub-

stitution groups of eight letters (pp. 16S-9), makes an important

addition to Dr. Cole's list in vol. ii. which is suitably

acknowledged by him. Prof. J. McMahon writes on the

general term in the reversion of series (pp. 170-2). In the

notes the Simson-Lines are printed Simpson's lines. Dr. J. S.

Mackay's discovery that no such properly has been found in

R. Simson's published writings, has not yet "caught on."
There is a long list of new publications.

VAnthropologic, tome v. No. 2, March-April, 1894.—M.
Ed. Piette contributes some notes to be used for the history of

primitive art. The bulk of the accumulations found in

caves are composed of broken bones of animals eaten by man,
and a cursory examination of the debris suftices to show that

whilst the remains of Equida; predominale in the lower strata,

those of Cervida3 are more abundant in the upper strata.

Hence, the Glyptic period, as M. Piette calls the age in which
quaternary man was in the habit of ornamenting bone, horn,

ivory, and stone with sculpture or engraving, has two primary
divisions—the Equidian age and the Cervidian age. The former
of these may be considered to have two subdivisions, namely
the elephantine, or ivory epoch, and the epoch of the horse,

c.illed by .M. Piette the Hippiquian epoch ; two subdivisions are

also comprised in the Cervidian age, viz. the epoch of the rein-

deer and that of the red-deer, or the Rangiferian epoch and the

Elaphianepoch. -Inapaperon the female deilyandthesculplures

of the-Allee Couverte of Epone, M. Kmile Cartailhac describes

several blocks and menhirs from various parts of the country on
which a female figure is sculptured with more or less detail. On
the breast of one of these figures is the representation of an
implement or weapon much like the ancient Egyptian
boomerang. In a dolmen, excavated by Canon Greenwell at

Folkestone, there were found two small cylindrical blocks of

limestone, covered with geometrical designs, in the middle of

which, in a prominent place, is seen a human face, confined to

the forehead, nose and eyes, but, so far, identical with the

French sculptures.—M. Maurice Delafosse gives an account of

the Hamites of Eastern Africa, in a brief summary of the ethno-

graphical parts of the most recent works that have appeared on
the subject. He refers more particularly to the valuable mono-
graph by Dr. Philipp Paulitschke, entitled "Ethnographic
Nordost-Afrikas, die materielle Culiur der Danakil, Galla und
Som.il" (Berlin, 18931. The Danakil, Somal and Galla

peoples, each comprising a large number of tribes, divide the

eastern horn of Africa between them. The Danakil dwell

along the coast of the Red Sea and to the east of Abyssinia,

the Somal occupy the whole of thai point of Africa which pro-

jects into the Indicn Ocean, while the Galla tribes inhabit the

country west of the Somal and to the south of the Danakil

and .\byssinia. They are all of Ilamilic origin, and differ as

much from their neighbours, the Berbers and the Semites of the

north, as they do from the negroes and the Binui of the south.

Their hair is not frizzly, but only woolly, and sometimes it

attains to a considerable length, especially among the women.
The nose is not flit ; it is frequently bioad and short, but it is

sometimes even aquiline. The lips are rarely protuberant,

though they are almost always thick. M. Salomon Reioach
continues his account of sculpture in Europe prior to Greco-

fioman inllaence ; and M. E. Vouga discusses the probable age
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of the lacustrine stations in Switzerland. M. Vouga calculates

that the layer of mud that overlies the bronze bed to the

thickness of aSout o'i2n. has required 3000 years for its

accumulation, that the deposition of the bronze bed itself

occupied one or more centuries, a layer of lacustrine mud
between the bronze bed and the stone bed (0I2m. thick) took

another 3000 years to accumulate, and that the stone bed

probably took twice as long in its formation as the bronze bed

did. The stations have been suddenly abandoned, with all the

personal property of the inhabitants, several times, and com-
pletely deserted : once by the men of the pure stone age— the

stone of the country ; a second time perhaps, but very probably,

by other men who possessed nephrite and jade implements, axes

and polished hammers, and articles of copper ; lastly, by the

men of the bronze age. No satisfactory explanation of these

facts has yet been offered, but perhaps the frequent change

of level of the lake waters may be to some extent responsible

for tbem.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, .-\pril 26.—" On the Specific Heats of

Gases at Constant Volume. Part II. Carbon Dioxide."

By Dr. J. July, F.R.S.
In the former experiments on this gas, recorded in

the first part of this research,' the highest absolute density

at which the specific heat was determined was 00378.
In the present observations the determinations of specific

heat have been carried to densities at which the substance
was partly in the liquid state at the lower limit of

temperature of the experiments. Observations dealing

with true specific heat, uncomplicated by the presence

o' thermal effects due to the presence of liquid, are limited by
the density o"l444. .\t this density the mean specific heal

over the range, 12° C. to 100° C, is o'2035.
These observations, combined with those contained in Part I.

(loc. eil.), afford a well define! line, which rises slowly at the

higher densities, turning away from the axis of density.

According to an empirical equation to this line, the specific

he\t of carbon dioxide at constant volume is given in terms of

its variation with density p, as follows :

Cv = o'i650 + o'2I25p + o'3400/>"

"On the Specific Heats of Gases at Constant Volume.
Part III. Tne Specific Heat of Carbon Dioxide as a Function
of Temperature." By Dr. J. Joly, PM<..S.

In order to investigate the question of the variation of the

specific heat of carbon dioxide with temperature, a steam
calorimeter was constructed having double walls of thin brass,

between which the vapour of a liquid boiling under atmospheric
pressure could be circulated. The vessels used in the experi-

ments were hung in the closed inner chamber. Into this chamber
steam could be admitted after the temperature had become
Btaiionary and the same as that of the jacketting vapour. In
this way the iniiial temperature could be varied.

Expe'imenis at various densities and over four intervals of

temperature were carried out. The densities chosen were
00456 : o-o8oo; 01 240 ; o'iSoo, and 01973. The intervals

of temperature over which the gas at each density was investi-

gated were: air temperature to 100°
; 35" C. (boiling point of

ether) to 100
;
56' (t)oiling point of acetone) to 100 , and 78°

(boiling puint of ethyl alcohol) to 100°.

The results are plotted on 5 equi-density lines, in which the
precipitation due to the calorific capacity oi the gas between /,,

and 100' is plotted against the initial temperature /j in each
case. If the specific heal is invariable these are right lines.

This proves lo be lensibly the case for the lines p = 0'o^^6
and p=:o 0800 ; those of lowest density.

Tne nc«t line, o' 124, is nearly rectilinear over the higher
range*, but pursued in the dirfclMii of decreasing temperature
it ri»cs markedly, thui indicating that the specific heat at constant
olume fall* in value with increasing temperature. The line

p = o'l8oo and the one close above 11, p = oi973, show this

variation very markedly. Their variation below the critical

temperature i« complicated by the presence of liquid.

' "On the Sptcific H».il»'.f Omm al Conilanl Vo'u ne," Pan I. Fkil.
T'niiii. vol. cUxxii. 1891 pp 7J-117.

NO. 1282, VOL. 50]

The following empirical equation expresses the line p=0"l24
calcul.ated into a line of variation of specific heat with tem-

perature :

—

Cv = a (too—/) ~b (100—/)- +< (too—/)',

where / is the initial temperature of the experiment in centi-

grade degrees

;

= 0' 19020000,
b= -o 00006750,
<-= OOOOOOlS2.

Geological Society, May 9.—Dr. Henry Woodward,
F.R.S., President, in the chair. The following communica-
tions were read :—Carrock Fell : a Study in the Variation of

Igneous Rock-masses. Part I. The (J.ibbro. By Mr. Alfred

Harker. The author opened with an account of the general

relations of the intrusive rock-masses of the district, and pro-

ceeded to deal more particularly with the gabbro, which forms

the earliest intrusion. A petrological description of the Carrock
Fell gabbro followed a study of the variations observed in

different parts of the mass. The rock becomes progressively

more basic from the centre to the margin, passing fiom a quartz-

gabbro with as much as 59J per cent, of silica to an ultrabasic

type with as little as 32^. The latter in extreme cases contains

nearly 25 per cent, of iron-ores, partly tilaniferous. This was
compared with the igneous iron-ores described by Vogt in

Scandinavia, &c., and the probable physical cause of the

remarkable variation in the gabbro was discussed. Other

modifications of the gabbro were bricfiy noticed, due on the one
hand to metamorphism of the rock by a somewhat later intru-

sion of granophyre, on the other hand to the gabbro-magma
having enclosed considerable masses of the basic lavas ot the

district, which are themselves highly metamorpho^ed. The
paper w.is commented upon by Mr. Marr, Prof. Judd, Prof.

Cole, and Mr. Rutley.—The Geology of Monte Chaberton, by

Mr. \. M. Davies and Dr. J. W. Gregory. The importance

of the Chaberton district, as affording a key to the general

geology of the Cottians, was explained, and the opinions of

previous observers referred to. The mountain was examined
from three sides—that of the Grand Vallon ; the approach from

Mont Genivre by the Col de Chaberton ; and that of the Clos

des Morts Valley. The following are the conclusions arrived

at :—^l) The well-known Chaberton serpentine is intrusive into

the calc-schists, and yields fragments to the cargneulcs of the

Trias: it is therefore a fre-'J'riassic intrusion. (2) There are

on the mountain other (airly basic schistose rocks (quartz-

chlorite-schists) which cut the Trias, and arc therefore f>osl-

Triassif.i (3) The contorted beds in the Clos des Morts Valley

are fossiliferous limestones, and it is from them that the fallen

blocks previously recorded were derived. The only recognis-

able fossil is Calamofhyllia feniilraU, Reuss, a characteristic

coral of the Gosau Beds. In spite, therefore, of the doubts of

Kilian and Diener, the opinion expressed by Neumayr as to the

existence of Cretaceous rocks in this part of the .\lps is con-

firmed. (4) The earth-movements of the mountain are de-

scribed : they include ordinary folds, inversions, faults, and an

important thrust-plane. (5) It is suggested that in addition lo

the two series of intrusive rocks above mentioned as pre- and

post-Triassic, a third series of late Cretaceous or Tertiaiy

date may be represen ted in the Mont Gci.ivrc and Rocci.ivi

masses.—Cone in Cone. How it occurs in the l.)cvonian

Series in Pennsylvania, U.S..\., with further details ol 1

structure, varieties, &c., by Mr. \V. S. Gresley. The author

described cone in-cone structure occurring in the Portage .Shales

of Pennsylvania, and gave iletails concerning the nature of the

structure as seen in these shales. He criticised the explanation

of Mr. J. \ oung as to the origin of the structure, and concurred

in a great measure with the views of those who have suggested

that the f irma'ion was <lue to pressure acting on concretions.

Mathematical Society, May 10.— Prof. Greenhill, F. R.S.,

Vice- President, in the chair.—The following communications

were made : On the kinematical discrimination ot Euclidean

and non-Kuclidean geometries, by Mr. A. F. 11. Love. The
problem of Hclmholt/, to lay down axioms concerning motion,

by which the Kuclidean, elliptic, and hyperbolic geometries

shall be distinguished from all other imaginable geometries, has

bien recently solved by Soplius Lie in the third p.irt of his

" Theoric der Transformalions-gruppen " (1S93), and he adds

(he remark that the group of the Euclidean motions is distin-

guished from the two groups of non Euclidean motions by the
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i
possession of a real invariant sub-group. This remark obviously

refers to translations, and in fact it appears to have been pre-

viously noticed that in the elliptic and hyperbolic geometries,

the transformations that correspond to translations do not form

a group. In the present communication a namber of repre-

-entations of elliptic and hyperbolic geometry are described and
illustrated with the object of making this kinemalicai distinction

between the Euclidean and the other geometries intuitively

obvious.— Permutations on a regular polygon, by Major P. A.

MacMahon, F.R.S.—The stability ol a tube, by Prof. Green-
hill (IJr. J. Larmor, F. R.S., pro lem. in the chair). The
difficulties of constructing a theory for the stability of a tube,

subject to external pressure and end thru-t, have been discussed

by Mr. A. B. lUsset in the Phil. Ma:;. September 1S92.

Similar investigations have been undertaken by Mr. Love and
Mr. Bryan in the Proceeiiings of the London Math. Society.

The analytical difficulties due to the difference of pressure on
the two sides of the plate, have not yet been overcome, so that

the investigation of the present paper must be taken as pro-

jvisional, as it proceeds on the old theory, as laid down in

iThomson and Tail's " Natural Philosophy." The chief

jobject is to determine the number of segments or waves into

which the cross section of the tube will tend to break, as the

supporting influence of the ends is made to operate at sections

which are brought closer and closer together ; the influence of

the end thrust is also taken into account. A differential equa-
|tion is obtained for;;', the infinitesimal normal displacement of

ithe tube, of the form

ld_^

U.V
V 2 d-w

Jx-dy'
+ 2

d-w

d'd^

a/>
dx'

j^dhv_

dy*

./.<- V dy-

S)

;)" (A)

'where v is measured parallel to the axis of the tube, and j cir-

jcumferentially ; a denotes the radius of the tube, b its thickness,
A the flexural rigidity, a- Poisson's ratio, X the longitudinal
,thrust in the tube per unit length of cross section, and Z the
iexternal applied pressure ; the inch and pound are taken as
lanits of length, so that the theoretical results may be compared
limmediately with experimental values ; to do this it is assumed
larovisionally that we may put A = ,',, Mi^!(l - a-), where M
lenotes Young's modules of elasticity. If the tube breaks
:ircumferentially into n waves, we put

d-cv _ __ n'-w d*'ui _ «';(/
_

dy- a- ' dy* a*
'

ind equation (A) becomes

a-dx- a*dx''

I ^ Xa2\ d"-iv , „

\ A / rt-</.i- A a*
. (B)

For cylindrical collapse, when the supporting influence of the

nds is left out of account, —^is zero,
dx'

Za3

A I, «Z =

and therefore

M

But if the ends of the tube are supported or strengthened, the
ollapsing pressure is obviously increased, so that

Za'

A
(«= - I)
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only a small diminaiion of resistance with increase of voltage.

For a sheet 6 mils thick the resistance between opposite faces 5J
inches diameter was of the order 30 megohms, and one speci-

men broke down at 1200 volts. The celluloid condensers used

in the experiments were found to discharge slowly at first, and
after a cer.ain time the deflection of the galvanometer became
rerersed, and attained a steady negative value. This the author

attributes to an E. M.F. of about 00006 volt between the mer-

cary and celluloid. Similar experiments on gutta-percha tissue

showed no such E. M.F. , and the "electrification " was normal.

The resistance usually attained a maximum for voltages between
600 and Soo. Although the tissue had a thickness of only 2

mils (0"co2 ), it stood a pressure of 1200 volts, and offered a

resistance between circular faces 5i inches in diameter of about

3000 megohms. The opaque white spots seen in celluloid

under the microscope, led the author to test the behaviour of

mixtures of conducting and insulating materials. A strip of

gutta-percha was warmed, and coarse brass filings scattered

over it as thickly as possible. In spite of this the resistance was
practically infinite even when tested with 750 volts. .\ number
of rods were made from mixtures of brass and gutla-percha in

various proportions, and on testing these it was found that if the

weight of filings exceeded about twice that of the guttapercha,
the resisiance of a rod 20 inches long, ;,' inch diameter, was
small (sometimes a fraction of an ohm), whereas a slightly

smaller proportion yielded rods having resistances measured in

thousands of megohms. Such rods were found to be affected

by oscillating discharges in a manner similar to Prof. Minchin's
"impulsion" cells and M. Branly's tubes of filing---. Experi-

ments were also made on the behaviour of such rods when
subjected to high alternating pressures. This caused small local

arcs to form along the rods, but did not permanently destroy
their high resistance.— In connection with Mr. Applcyard's
paper, a note on the behaviour of certain bodies in presence
of electromagnetic oscillations, by Prof. G. M. Minchin,
was read by Mr. Elder. Referring to the employment of

impulsion cells, metallic films, &c., for detecting the modes of

electrom.Tgnetic vibrations, he says that so far the physical state

of such bodies are too variable to be of service. Metallic sur-

faces formed by embedding fine n-etallic powders in films of

gelatine, shellac, or sealing-wax, are, as described in a previous
communication to the Society, found to act as insulators, but
become conducting when subjected to strong electromagnetic
disturbances. After a current has once passed through such a
film its resistance is changed by very feeble impulses, whereas
previously it failed to respond to strong ones. On breaking
contact by removing the electrode from the surface, the film

loses its conductivity, the time necessary to d^ this depending
rn the hardness of the matrix. The resistance of a film contain-
ing tin powder, measured between the rounded tips of two pla-

tinum wires, i cm. apart, varied under the electromagnetic im-
pulses from infinity to 130 ohms. In conclusion, the author points
out that with films and tubes the whole phenomenon relates to

change of resistance, whereas impulsion cells may have currents
from external sources passing through them whilst in either the
sensitive or insensitive state.'.— Mr. Bright and Mr. I'.nright

asked questions as to the electrification of gutta-percha, and the
bridge connections in the resistance tests of the semi-conducting
ro<ls respectively, to which Mr. .Apjileyard replied.

Royal Meteorological Society, May 16.—Mr. R.
Inwards, I'tesident, in the chair.— .Mr. W. Ellis, F.R.S.,
read a paper on the relative frequency of different velocities

• of wind, in which he discussed the anemometer records of
the Greenwich Observatory for the five years 1S88 1S92, with
the view of asccitaining the number of hours during which
the wind Mew, with each of the different hourly velocities
experienced during the period. The results of this discussion
show that the wind blew for the greatest number of hours with
the hourly velocities often and eleven miles.—Mr. W. Marriott
Jjavc an account of a series of observations on the audibility of
" Big Ben" at West Norwood, which he had carried on for a
period of five years. The clock tower at Westminster is five

and a half miles distant from the point of observation in a
north-liy-wcst direction. The large bell "Big Ben" was
designed by Lord Grimthorpe, and was cast in 1S58 ; its weight
is about fouitccn tons. It is 9 ft. 5J ins. in diameter, and
93 ins. in thickness, its lone being E. The observati ms were
976 in number, and were made at the hours ol 9 a.m. and 9
p.m. The l>ell could be heard more frequently in the evening
than in the morning, and on Sunday.s it was more frequently
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audible than on week-days. The direction of the wind most
favourable for hearing "Big Ben" was between west and
north. The observations were also discussed in relation to

temperature, moisture, cloud, and barometric pressure.— .\

paper by Mr. .\. W. Moore was also read on earth tempera-
tures at Cronkbourne, Isle of Man, iSSo 18S9.

Royal Microscopical Society, April 18.— Mr. .\. D.
Michael, president, in the chair.— Dr. W. H. Dallinger directed
attention to a stereoscopic photomicrograph of Heliopelta,

which had been presented to the Society by Dr. \V. C. Borden,
of New York.—Dr. Dallinger read a short paper from Dr.
H. G. Piffard, in reference to a method which he had adopted
for the examination of some of the old immersion objectives.

—

Mr. I. \V. Brown exhibited a "homemade" microscope.^
Prof. F. J. Bell read a letter from M. C. I. Pound, describing the

laboratories of the Stock Institute of Queensland, which had
recently been instituted for the purpose of investigating the

nature and causes of animal diseases in that colony. — Mr. I. G.
Grenfell read a paper on the tracks, threads, and films of oscd-
latorise and diatoms, illustrating his subject by diagrams and
specimens. Mr. T. Comber and the President made some
remarks on Mr. Grenfell s paper.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, May 15.—M. I.cewy in the chair.—
On the inlluence of bending in telescopes mounted as coude
equatorial?, by M.M. Lnwy and Puiseux.— Researches oa
the augmentation of crops by introduction into the soil of large
quantities of carbon bisulphide, by M. .-Mnie Girard. The
author shows that, for at least two years after treating soils

with carbon bisulphide, wheat, oats, beetroot, potatoes, and
clover yield much heavier crops than on soil not treated. He
traces the increased production rather to the destruction of
insect pests than to any action on parasites belonging to

the vegetable kingdom.— Observation of Tempel's comet
(1S73 II.) made at .\lgiers Observatory. A lelegraphic
despatch transmitted by M. Tisserand.—On the periodic comet
Tempel (1873 Il.\ by M. L. Schulhof —Observations of
comet Denning (1894, March 26) made at Toulouse Observa-
tory, by M. E. Cosserat.—Observations of Gale's comet
(1894, April 3) made at Lyons Observatory, by M. J.
Guillaume.—Ol>servations of the same comet made with
the coude equatorial at Lyons Observatory, by .M. f.

Le Cadet.—Graphic cphemerides giving the co-ordin.ii

of the stars for the purposes of navigation, by M. Lo
Favc.—On the equations of mechanics, by AI. Wladim ;

de Tannenberg.— Determination of the relative intensity i

gravity, made at Joal (Senegal) by the expedition sent out by

the Bureau des Longitudes to observe the total eclipse of the

sun on .\pril 16, 1S93, by M. G. Bigouidan. Taking ;, = n*^:

at Paris, at Joal the mean value of 1,', reiluced to sea-lev<

is 978 437. This result confirms Dcfforgc's law that ^ I

a characteristic value for the littoral of the same s>

of which the variation follows exactly Clairaut's law of the sii

squared of the latitude.—On the physical properties of |
11

nitrous oxide, by M. P. Villard. The author describes :'

preparation of the pureg.is by a liquefaction method, and com-
pares the densities of the liquid and its vapour from o^ to 36°'3.

lie finds the critical temperature of the pure gas to be jS'S as

compared with Dewar's value, 35 4, and Janssen's 36 '4. The
critical volume, density, and pressure are respectively 000436,
o 454, and 775 atmospheres.—On the stability of dilute solir

tions of corrosive sublimate, by M. Leo Vignon. The stability

depends on the absence of alkaline matter which may be present

in the water used or derived from the air or the glass of the

containing vessel. On the chemical character and constitution

of ethylic acetoacetate, by M. de Forcrand. From a con-
sideration of thermal data, the author concludes that ethylic

acetoacetate most nearly resembles phenols, that it is neiili'

an acid nor a ketone, but a tertiary alcohol of a special tji

and should be represented by the formula

CH3,C(0!I):CH.C00Et.
—Comparative study of the isomeric nitrobencoic acids, by M
Oechsner de Coninck.—The Diptera parasitic on Acridiai.

viviparous .Muscidx, <) lan'es farcophai;es. Aptenia and p.n

sitic castration, by M. J. Kiinckel d'llerculais.— On the fixi:

.

of race in the cultivated mushroom, by MM. Costanlin and 1

Matruchot. The peculiarities distingui-hing the varieties recoj;

nised by mushroom growers are hereditary. -Remark concern
ing a recent communication, by ,VI. Issel, on the Zante earth-
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quakes, by M. Stanislas Meunier.— M. d'Abbadie describes

a new method of measuring a geodetic base-line in presenting

volume li. of " Memoires de la Seclion topographique de I'Ktat-

Major-Gincral russe, " on behalf of M. Vt-nukoff.

Berlin.

Meteorological Society, April 3. — Prof. Hellraann,

President, in the chair.— Dr. Rassner spoke concerning the

measurements of the height of clouds at the Eiffel Tower,
which had given 150 m. as the lo*est value, and dis-

cussed the different methods of determining the height of

clouds by means of artificial iiluminants as proposed and used

by La Cour, Cleveland Abbe, Jesse, Hasen, and others. The
speaker himself on two occasions had the opportunity of measur-

ing the height of clouds ; the first, in the summer of last year,

was a thunder cloud, whose height he determined, with the aid

of an electric lamp, to be about 80 m. ; on the second occasion,

in January of this year, he was able by the use of an intermittent

benzole light, to measure the height of the clouds to 750 m.

—

Dr. Schubert made a communication concerning the cyclone of

February 12 last, which did very great damage in the forest of

Freienwalde and Chorin, especially in the pine districts,

where the trees were torn up by the roots, and blown down by
the storm. A series of beautiful photographs illustrated the
devastation produced by the storm.

Physiological Society, April 13.—Prof, du Bois Rey-
mond. President, in the chair.—Dr. Kriiger spo!:e concerning
the determination of the uric acid and nuclein bases in urine

by precipitation with copper sulphate and sodium bisulphide.

With the help of these reagents one can determine exactly the

nitrogen of the uric acid and of the nuclein bases. If the
nitrogen of the uric acid be now determined by means of the

Ludwig-Salkowsky method, one arrives at a quantitative deter-

mioatioD of the nuclein bases. On the other hand, the uric

acid in the urine may be changed into allantoin by manganese,
in which case treatment with the copper sulphate-sodium
bisulphide yields only the nitrogen of the nuclein bases. This
is then deducted from the total nitrogen which had been found
before, and so one obtains quantitative estimation of the uric

acid. These reactions were verified in a great number of experi-

ments.—Dr. Jacob reported on a case of leuk.vmia which he

I

had investigated in conjunction with Dr. Kruger. They nrit

showed that an increase in the nitrogen of the uric acid and nuclein

bases of the urine is associated with the increase in the number
of the leucocytes. After injection of an extract of spleen,

, there was observed first a decrease, and later an increase in the

!
number of leucocytes. In proportion to the increase of the

I

leucocytes there was an increase in the quantity of urine excreted

and in the amount of uric acid and nuclein bases. When after

I

some days the number of leucocytes decreased the quantity of

I

urine, ol uric acid, and of nuclein bases also diminished.—Dr.

I

Lilienfeld communicated the results of experiments which he
I had made on the condensa'.ion of glycocol ether, and on the

union of a diamine base derived from glycocol with leucine

ether and tyrosine ether. The condensation of glycocol ether

and tyrosine ether resulted in a body which gave the reactions

of glutin, and resembled glue in appearance, while the union
of the above-mentioned three subs:ances gave a proteidlike
body, which showed the biuret reaction, and was dissolved

by pepsin. The conjectures as to the constitution of these

three substances will be tested by further experiments.

April 27.— Prof, du Tlois Reymond, President, in the chair.

Dr. Ad. Loewy communicated the results of his experiments on
[the influence of rarefied and compressed air on the circulation.

As he showed in earlier experiments a diminution of pressure

to about 450 mm. of mercury was tolerated very well and did

not lead to any real disturbance, and that the lowered oxygen
{tension, produced either by still greater rarefaction or by the

addition of carbonic acid to the air breathed, is compensated
for by deeper respirations. The speaker desired now to

determine by experiment whether, with rarefaction of the air,

compensating changes can be observed in the vascular system.

In particular he determined the velocity of the blood flow by
the method recently devised by Prof. Zuntz (N'atl'ke, vol. xlix.

p. 168) in animals which respired in rarefied air of about J

atmosphere, and found that, at each systole of the heart the

volume of the blood ejected exactly equals that which the same
animal shows under normal pressure. Thus if the tension of

,

Ihe oxygen breathed is reduced one half the eft'ect on the circula-

tion is as slight as it is on the respiration. With still greater

rarefaction the oxygen tension in the alvioli can, by deeper
respiration, still be brought to the level where the hoenoglobin
of the blood is saturated, and no distress appears. Dr. Loewy
drew interesting conclusions from his experiments in relation
to the meaning of mountain sickness.— Prof. A. Kos>el, in his
further researches on thymin, a decomposition product derived
from nucleic acid extracted from the thymus, has obtained a
substance which gave all the reactions of levulinic acid, anl
produced a salt with silver which possessed exactly the crystal-

line form of the silver salt of levulinic acid. As levulinic acid
originates from levulose, and is viewed by many chemists
as proof of the presence of levulose, so from the above reaction
the presence of a carbohydrate in nucleic acid is to be deduced.
The origin of the nucleic acid is indiftirent for this reaction,
since it was found with all nucleic acidi, a very important fact in

relation to the physiology of metabolism. The attempt to
discover a carbohydrate in the atom complex of casein, closely
related to nucleic acid, led to the discovery of a substance
which gave all the reactions of levulinic acid, with the exception
of the levulinic acid salts, so that a certain conclusion as to the
presence of a carbohydrate complex in casein cannot be drawn.

Physical Society, April 20.—Prof, du Bns Reymond,
President, in the chair.— Prof. Koenig reported on a form of
colour-blindness lately examined by him, which had not been
observed before. The typically colour-blind see yellow in
the spectrum where the normal eye perceives red, and the
yellow continues with increasing admixture of white until the
middle of the spectrum, about A. = 530/i/i, where it commences to

change to pale blue which becomes continuously deeper until,

at the violet end of the normal spectrum, deeply saturated blue
is perceived; in the totally colour-blind, as is well known, every
colour sensation has vanished ; they see in the entire spectrum
only white, which attains its greatest intensity about where the
normal eye sees green. The typically colour-blind fall into two
groups, which differ only in the position of the greatest brilliancy

of the spectrum, the maximum in the one lies where the normal
eye sees orange, about 650,ua, in the other it lies at the yellow,
near 5S0.UU. The newly investigated case of colour-blindness
showed a condition intermediate between 'typical colour blind-
ness and total colour-blindness. In the entire spectrum only
white was seen, but at the red eni of the spectrum the white
was mixed with a very weak yellow, and at the violet end with
a very weak blue. These colours were first perceived when the
two ends of the spectrum lay next one another, and were com-
pared. The maximum brilliancy lay in this case where the
second group of typically colour-blind show it—near jSo^/i.
The present theories of colour perception are unable to explain
this new case. [In the report of the meeting of the Physical
Society for March 2 {N.\ture, vol. xlix. p. 595), for Roepsel
read Koepsel, and for Ilulske read Ilalske.]

Sydney.

Linnean Society of New South Wales, March 28.

—

The following papers were read :—Notes on Australian
TyphlopidiZ, by Edgar R. Waite. Two new species were
described

—

T. batillui, froiu New South Wales, and T.diveriui
from Queensland. Some discrepancies in the published de-
scriptions of T. un^uirosltis, Peters, and 7. affinis, B!gr. were
pointed out. Three aspects of the head of T. wiedii, Peters,

the only species hitherto unfigured, were given in order to com-
plete the series. The measurements of a gigantic example of
T. poly^rctminicus were recorded, the to'.al length being 717
mm. (28i inches).—Oa the fertilisation of CUrodmdron
tomentoium, R.Br., and CanJoHea serrulala, Labill, by Alex.
G. Hamilton. The author showed that both plants possess con-
trivances for the purpose of ensuring cross-fertilisation. Cltro-

dendroit is proterandrous, and is fertilised by Sphin^iJ^t, the
pollen being deposited on the legs and underside of the thorax
of the insects, a bending of the style keeping the immature
stigma at this stage out of the way. After the pollen i> shed
the stamens curve downwards and the style straightens, bringing

the now mature stigma into the position formerly occupied by
the anthers. C^inioUea sernilata and its congeners have the
anthers and stigma at the end of a sensitive column. This
possesses a hinge, which if touched, causes the style to fly over.
The anthers mature before the stigma, and at first conceal it.

The flower is so constructed that when a bee thrusts in its pro-
boscis, it inevitably touches the sensitive spot, and the style
immediately flies over and clasps the b;e, which then receives
the pollen on its back. Later, w'len the pollen is all shed, the
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stigma, which is p.ipillo?e, grows out, and a bee visiting a flower

is struck hy the stigma, when the papilU-e being glutinous receive

the pollen. The auihor also noted some experiments and
ohservations nn the action of the sensitive column.—Note on

Runcwall {Bltchnum serru'alum. Rich.), an aboriginal food,

by Tbos L. Bancr)fi. The rhizome of this fern foimed, with

the nuts of the Bunya Bunya (.-//•uHfar/a Ijiil-.villi), ihe most

important food of the aborigines of Southern Queensland.—On
the nests and habits of Australian Vesfidii, by Walter \V.

Frocgalt.—Description of Calliostoma purfuno cinc'iiiii, a new
Austialian marine shell, by C. Iledley. A small Trochoid,

ornamented with beaded sculpture, and coloured orange with a

spiral lilac band, was added to the local fauna under the above

title.—Note on the habitat of the Naked-eyed Cockatoo {Cacalua

g}mnopis,Sc\3\ej), hy Alfred J. North. Living specimens caught

near Burketown in North Queensland, now on view in Sydney,

bav^ been examined ; and there are specimens in the Macleay

Museum from the Gulf of Carpentaria and from Port Uarwin,

and in the Australian Museum from Cambridge Gulf. The
note of inierrogation in the record of the habiint for this species

given in the British Museum Catalogue of Psittaci ["South
Au'tialia (and also Northern and North-west Australia?")] may
therefore be dropped.— Oological notes, by Alfred J. North,

(l) Plilotis analuga ; {2) Lamprococcyx ;«<j/flyij««f.— Observa-

tions upon the anatomy of the "dumbbell-shaped bone" in

Ornithorhynchus, with a new view of its homology, by Prof.

I.T.Wilson. The " dumb-bellshaped " bone is not confined

to the palatine region, but both dorsally and posteriorly it is in

intimate relation to the nasal septum. From the dorsal part of

its hinder extremity it sends backwards a distinct vomerine spur,

about 3 mm. in length, which is bifuica'ed posteriorly and

grooved along its dorsal border, forming a splint for the ventral

edge of the cartilaginous nasal septum. The tips of this bifid

spur are connected with those of the anteriorly bifid end of the

true vomer by means of a strong " vomerine ligament," varying

in length from about 2 mm. downwards. In coronal sections

this ligament is seen to possess the same sectional shape as the

vomerine spurs, and to be structurally and morphologically con-

tinuous with the bone at either end. The vomeiine spur lies

quite dorsal to the palatine plate formed by the maxilla?, and it

extends backwards to a plane from 2-3 mm. behind the tip of

the anterior median process of the latter, from which it is

separated by an interval. This interval forms a wide passage

of communication (i mm. vertically), below the nasal septum,

between the nasal cavities of opposite sides, and it is lined by

columnar epithelium like the neighbouring parts of these cavities.

The "dumb-bell-shaped bone is a tiue "anterior vomer"

formed by the fusion of bilaterally symmetrical halves ; and

both in its nasal and in its palatine relations it resembles the

palatine lobe of the vomer in Caiman tiigir.

DIARY OF SOCIETIES.
London.
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MA THEMA TICA L THEORIES
ELASTICITY.

OF

A History of ihe Elasticity and Strength of Materials.

Vol.11. Pai-tsI and II. By the late Isaac Todhunter,

D.Sc, F.R.S. Edited and completed by Karl Pearson,

M..^., Professor of Applied Mathematics, University

College, London. fCambridge : at the University

Press, 1S93.

A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity.

By A. E. H. Love, M.A., Fellow and Lecturer of St.

John's College, Cambridge. V'ol. II. (Cambridge : at

the University Press, 1893.)

Introduction to the Mathematical Theory of the Stress

and Strains of Elastic Solids. By Benjamin William-

son, D.Sc, D.C.L., F.R S., Fellow and Senior Tutor

of Trinity College, Dublin. (London : Longmans,

Green, and Co., 1894.)

Theory of Structures and Strength of Materials. By
Henry T. Bovey, M.A., D.C.L., F.R.S.C, Professor of

Civil Engineering and Applied Mechanics, M'GiU
University, Montreal. (New York: John Wiley and

Sons. London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner, and

Co., 1893.)

PROFESSOR KARL PEARSON is to be congratu-

lated on having brought his task, after nine years'

hard work, to a conclusion ; and the result would sur-

prise Dr. Todhunter, the original projector of the treatise,

could he see the three large volumes, of 2200 pages and

iSoo articles, which have grown from the notes he made
for a modest history of elasticity. The labour in the

preparation of this history must have been enormous ; it

is the sort of work which is best left for a (lerman to

carry out ; even the cutting of the pages is sufficient to

give the reviewer a headache and mental indigestion.

The assistance of Mr. C. Chree is gratefully acknow-

ledged in the preface, also of M. Flamant, Professor at

the Ecole des Fonts et Chaussdes, Paris ; and the Syndics

of the Cambridge University Press are thanked for their

financial assistance in the production of the book.

The part relating to St. Venant's writings, which forms

the first half of p.irt i , vol. ii.,. was issued separately

some four years ago, and received notice in these columns

in the number for March 20, 1890.

It is impossible within any reasonable limits to give an

idea of the developments which the subject has received

at the hands of the various mathematicians whose work

is cited in the pages. A mere enumeration of the principal

names— St. Ven mt, Rankine, Kupffer, Wertheim,

Zoppritz, Neumann, Kirchhoff, Clebsch, Boussinesq,

Thomson and Tait, &c.—and the list of chief elasticians

given on p. xv., will show that the subject has attracted

the attenti(m of the principal analysts, who seek for the

stimulus and directing influence of real physicial

problems.

It must be allowed that the mode of attack of some
of these problems is, by reason of their extreme difficulty,

I alcuLited to shock the mathematical prudery of certain

pure analysts ; and also that there is not yet complete
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accord among elasticians in the results they obtain
;

but then, to quote Rankine's eloquent words from his

" Preliminary Dissertation on the Harmony of Theory

and Practice in Mechanics" :
" The question in Practical

Science is

—

ivhat are we to do?—a ([uestion which

involves the necessity for the immediate adoption of

some rule of working. In doubtful cases we cannot

allow our machines and our works of improvement to

wait for the advancement of science ; and if existing data

are insufficient to give an exact solution of the question,

that approximate solution must be acted upon which the

best data attainable show to be the most probable."

" In Theoretical Science, the question is

—

What arewe
to think? and when a doubtful point arises for the solu-

tion of which either experimental data are wanting, or

mathematical methods are not sufficiently advanced, it is

the duty of philosophic minds not to dispute about the

probability of conflicting suppositions, but to labour for

the advancement of experimental inquiry and of

mathematics, and to await patiently the time when

these shall be adequate to solve the question."

So far as concerns the analyst who despises the

stimulus that arises from the contemplation of the difficul

ties of an actual problem, the above advice in Theoretical

Science amounts very much to what King Paramount says

to the wise men of Utopia—" Go and play in the corner."

A distinguished biologist once said to the editor of

the present work, that he had for many years given up

endeavouring to ascertain what others had done or were

doing in his subject. To follow the great mass of con-

temporary work meant to expend his time in historical

investigations rather than in original research (p. 488).

But the present volumes on the history of elasticity will

save this expenditure of time, and enable the investigator

to start where others have left off

The curious spiral lines, crossing at 45^ the circles

concentric with a punched hole, called Liider's curves, and

shown in the frontispiece of part ii., vol. ii., are interesting

in confirming \V. Carus Wilson's theory, that plastic

yielding of an elastic metal takes place chiefly by shear-

ing in directions inclined at 45" to the principal tension.

The subject has recently been discussed in the Comptes

Rendus, by M. Hartman, who brings out these curves

more clearly by biting into the steel with acid.

Mr. Love's vol. ii. of his treatise on the mathematical

theory of elasticity also completes the work, of which the

first volume was noticed in N.^TURE, April 6, 1893.

A valuable historical chapter begins the volume, but

we are puzzled to see the authors of a well-known treatise

on Natural Philosophy given as Kelvin and Tait ; it

might as well be said that the Duke of Wellington com-
manded the British Forces in the Peninsula.

We learn incidentally that the battle over the theory of

the curved plate is still raging, and that the rival theories

of Lord Rayleigh and Mr. Basset do not yet meet with

the author's complete acceptance ; the investigations of

Mr. Bryan and of the author on the wrinkling of the

plating of a ship, and on the collapse of boiler flues, dis-

cussed in chapter xxiii., will do much to bring into focus

the real points at issue.

The problem of the spiral spring, with Kirchhotf's

kinetic analogue of the steady motion of a gyrostat, is

treated in an interesting manner ; what is the modifica-

V
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tion and the kinetic analogue when a helical wire is

pushed into a helical tube, of a different curve?

A search through Clebsch's article in Crelle, t. 57, would

reveal the clue to the construction of pseudo-elliptic cases

of the general tortuous elastica, and thus also of its kinetic

analogue in the general motion of a Top. The spherical

catenary forms another analogue, and the special pseudo-

elliptic case, devised by Clebsch, has been constructed

in the series of models of Brill of Darmstadt, so that a

string of beads can be placed on a plaster sphere in the

appropriate curve.

Mr. Love has devoted careful attention to the examina-

tion of different cases of elastic stability, familiar instances

of which are to be seen around us, in the waving of the

cornstalks in the field, the vibration of a fishing-rod or

of the mast of a steamer, or the whirling vibrations of a

rapidly rotating shaft ; an examination of the period of

vibration at once assigns the limits of stability, as the

place where the period of vibration becomes infinite, and
!

afterwards imaginary. Thus the farmer can tell by the

speed of the waves seen over the cornfield the appro-

priate time for the harvest.
|

The treatment of the wire generally, in chapters xiii.-

xviii., is complete, and the graphical method of Fig. 30

is very elegant ; but the period equation for lateral vibra-

tions,

cos III cosh III = ±1,

is improved by being thrown into the equivalent form,

lank \m — ± tan \m, or ± cot \m,

of which the solution by a geometrical construction is

readily effected.

We miss the theorems of the elasticity of cylindrical

bodies required nowadays in the construction of built-up

ordnance and in the wire gun ; the practical results can

be exhibited very simply by geometrical constructions,

merely requiring the drawing of a few straight lines.

Prof Williamson's treatise of 130 pages will serve as a

very good introduction to the study of Mr. Love's work.

Great attention has been paid to the notation and nomen-

clature, and a suggestion of Prof. Townsend has been
'

adopted which seems clear and simple ; however, we
must not wander far from the system laid down in Prof.

Karl Pearson's history.

The work concludes with a description of the models,

devised by Profs. Alexander and Thomson, for illustrating

Rankine's ellipse of stress. This model was e5(hibited at '

the Munich Mathematical Exhibition, where it attracted 1

great interest.

Prof. Bovey's theory of structures will provide for
j

Canadian and American engineers the information and
\

exercises which our engineers derive from Rankine's

treatises; but Rankine's very condensed method of reason-
j

ing has been expanded for the benefit of the average stu-

dent, so that the present work runs to over 800 pages.

It would be impossible to give a complete account of

all the subjects discussed in the treatise within reason-

able limits ; but many elegant and novel theorems in the

treatment of the theory of the beam and cantilever are to

be found, illustrated numerically by an appeal to exist-

ing structures of the largest scale ; in this respect the

American engineer is at an advantage, as more bridge

work of great dimensions comes under his notice.

Incidentally, Prof. Hovey provides his engineering stu-
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dents with a complete treatment of statics and dynamics, I

treated episodically as required for a problem in hand
;

and each chapter concludes with a large collection of

examples, by which the student can test the soundness of

his knowledge : these examples are based in general

upon existing realities, and form a great contrast to the

old-fashioned Cambridge mechanical problems, which

were generally geometrical or trigonometrical theorems,

with only a slight flavour of mechanics. One or two of

these problems, for instance, 47, on p. 220, and 60, on

p. 221, will doubtless receive revision in a future edition
;

and Mr. Macfarlane Gray's elegant constructions for the

points of maximum piston velocity may then well find a

place in p. 205. As the author writes for engineers, the

gravitation unit of force is used throughout, and expres-

sions such as - and abound in consequence.

w
The confusion introduced by writing M for — has

been carefully avoided, with all its attempted a posteriori

explanations ; and for this mercy the engineering student

owes a great debt of gratitude to Prof. Bovey.

A. G. Greexhii.l.

LAW AND THEORY IN CHEMISTRY.
Law and Theory in Chemistry : a Companion Book /

Students. By Douglas Carnegie, M.A. Pp. vi. 2:

(London : Longmans, Green, and Co., 1894.)

THE object of this book is to help fairly advanced

students " to recapitulate and co-ordinate the more

important principles of chemistry before proceeding to

more detailed and advanced works." The book make-

no claim to be regarded as a text-book ; it is intended to

be read along with the text-book, which it is meant to

supplement, especially in those parts of the subject that an

sometimes overlooked, but are needed, in the opinion m

the author, for "a liberal understanding of the science,"

and in some of those parts that are thought to present

especial difficulties. In his preface, the author says that

"the seven chapters are really short and independent

essays on the subjects of which they severally treat"; he

also adds that " the attempt has been made to indicate,

with due appreciation of perspective, the trend of modern

research in its relation to the science as a whole."

The first chapter, on ".Alchemy and the birth of scien-

tific chemistry," is evidently to be looked on as intro-

ductory to the study of law and theory in chemistry. The

second chapter introduces the student to chemical la..

and chemical theories by sketching the " Phlogisi

period and the beginnings of chemical theory." Tli'

other parts of the science chosen for the display of lli<

workings of law and theory are chemical classification,

the atomic theory, isomerism, and chemical equilibrium.

The first and second chapters are chielly historical ;

they present in a clear and interesting style the chief

features in the development of the general conceptions

regarding elements, and changes of properties, from the

early days to the overthrow of the phlogistic theory by

Lavoisier.

The distinguishing marks of this book are, in my

opinion, clearness and suggestiveness. There are plenty

of facts, and these are lucidly stated ; but when the book
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has been read, the student is not left fact-stuffed to suffer

from mental indigestion, but is incited to intellectual

activity and imaginative action. Many works on

chemistry convey stale truisms to the student ;
some

preach the kind of truth that makes a man drunk when

it is " stagnant inside him." This book suggests more

than it asserts, and leaves the reader eager and hopeful.

Take, for instance, the treatment of the well-worn sub-

ject of mixtures and compounds in chapter iii. : the many

forms in which the differences between these classes of

substances are stated, oblige the reader to think as he

reads; and the admirable way in which illustrations of

the differences are drawn from the processes of applied

chemistry, give an air of reality to the matter, and with-

draw it entirely from the sphere of mere academic dis-

cussion. The free use which is made of processes

employed in manufactures to illustrate the laws and

principles of the science, is much to be commended.

The book deals for the most part with those portions of

chemistry which require to be treated at once soberly and

suggestively ; and, on the whole, the author has succeeded

in combining breadth of view with accuracy of detail.

The chapter on " molecular architecture" well exemplifies

the combination of these two qualities. But it seems to

me that too much space is devoted in this chapter to

Guye's views regarding optical activity. The reader is

thrown somewhat off the main track, and he does not

readily recover the path. The chapter on the classifica-

tion of compounds is not, in my opinion, so happy as

many of the others. The author seems to be too eagerly

pursuing definitions, which Hunter said are the most

accursed of all things on the face of the earth.
|

Would chemistry be much better off were perfect

definitions of acid, base, and salt to be found ? I

very much doubt it. Indeed, I think one of the
[

great advantages of chemistry is its freedom from

definitions. The last chapter, on chemical equilibrium,

enables the careful student to grasp the bearings of the

recent work in this department that has already pro-

foundly changed the scope and aim of the science. It is

just such an introduction to the study of chemical

equilibrium as was wanted.

It would be easy to find fault ; it is always easy to find

fault. I have preferred to point out some of the excel-

lencies of this work. It is exactly what the title-pagi;

describes it—a companion-book for students of chemistry.

The want of an index, however, is a serious blemish in

the book. M. M. Pattison Muir.

CLIMATE AND LUNG DISEASE.
Aero- Therapeutics ; or, the Treatment of Lung Diseases

by Climate. By Charles Theodore Williams, M.-A., M.D.

Oxon., F.R.C.P. pp. 186. (London : Macmillan and

Co., 1894.)

THIS work affords valuable information, not otherwise

easily attainable, concerning distant health resorts.

Modern facilities of locomotion have brought the Andes
and the Karoo within easieraccess than Montpelier or Pen-

zance at the beginning of the Victorian era. The world

is now at the feet of the health-seeker, and our ocean

steamers and trans-continental railways are day by day

carrying an ever-increasing number of convalescents. It
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is not necessary to have a yacht of our own if we would

take a trip to the Fiords of Norway, the Grecian Archi-

pelago, the West Indian Islands, or even to Japan ;
per-

fectly appointed steamers, with the comforts of a good

hotel and the reliableness of an express train, are ever

ready to convey us wherever we may desire.

Dr. Williams, who, as President of the Royal Meteo-

rological Society, might be expected to fill his pages with

statistics and tabular statements, gives also his own

experiences of travel, together with a sketchy outline of

cases of disease distributed amongst the varied and world-

separated havens of health. It cannot be doubted that, in

chronic disease, the wise selection of health stations is

often of vastly greater import than physic or even diet, and

in these lectures we find a comprehensive epitome of the

claims of the most valuable resorts within our reach.

The description of the Riviera, given as it is by one

with ample personal and acquired experience, is a valu-

able part of the work, and is summarised thus :

—"The
winter climate of the Riviera is clear and bright, with a

good deal of wind but devoid of fog or mist ; with a mean
temperature of 8° to 10' higher than that of England,

with half the number of rainy days and four or five times

the number of bright ones.''

Should the Riviera prove too stimulating, AJaccio and

Corsica are recommended.
Algiers is too rainy in November, December, and

January, though the neighbouring desert converts what

would be a moist into a dry climate.

Tangiers combines the warmth of the Mediterranean

with the equability of the Atlantic, and is regarded as of

value in some forms of phthisis.

Among the many attractions of South California

(visited by the author in 1S92) are the fruits of South

Europe and of the tropics, as well as the apples, pears,

I and apricots of old England, and strawberries all the year

round. In the large towns, however, the noise of the

cable and electric cars detracts from the comfort and

repose so desirable for the invalid.

The Australian health resorts are hot and dry ; in inland

regions are suited for young men with agricultural tastes,

i and threatened consumption.

The value of sea voyages is clearly shown, but the

!
author rightly places in a clear light the cruelty of allow-

I

ing unsuitable cases to start off alone on a long voyage.

1 The statistics of sea voyages come out well. It must

be borne in mind, however, that patients sent to sea by

a discriminating physician, and deemed fit to bear the

vicissitudes and uncertainties of the voyage, are, on an

average, of a more sturdy and hopeful type than those

sent to Madeira, Egypt, or the Riviera.

The voyage to the Cape is described as sedative, that

from the Cape to Australia as bracing. The voyage

through the tropics to the Cape, followed by residence in

the South African highlands, is unquestionably great.

It does infinite credit to Dr. C. T. Williams to have

kept notes of his cases so systematically as to be able to

arrange them as he has done. Among the interesting

conclusions at which he arrives is this : that, in cases

of cavity in the lung, the saline atmosphere of the ocean

promotes antiseptic changes, and so encourages the

arrest of disease.

In chapter iii., " On Barometric Pressure in Relation
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to Health," an interesting account is given of •' Caisson

Disease" and " Divers' Disease," due to too sudden ex-

posure to change of atmospheric pressure, when workinij

under deep water, as in the construction of the Forth

Bridge. The disease begins with pain and sickness ;

paralysis of the lower limbs sets in, and death may occur

speedily. A pressure equal to that of four or even six

atmospheres is thus sometimes borne, and, if gradually

attained, is not necessarily injurious.

In the "Compressed air bath,'' at the I5rompton

Hospital, the pressure rarely exceeds an addition of

10 lb. to the square inch, or 3 of an atmosphere. Half

an hour is given to reach this pressure, it is maintained

for an hour, and half an hour is occupied in reducing it

to the natural pressure ; thus all danger of su Iden change

is taken away, and it is found that, in asthmatic cases,

marked benefit is often secured by the compressed air.

The value of rarefied air, as at Davos, St. Moritz, or

Denver is great ; the analysis of cases thus treated shows

an improvement in \ of the cases.

'• In general results, the English home counties yield

the smallest percentage of ' improvement,' and the

largest of ' worse.' Next comes the Riviera, not much
better ; then, with a rise of 12 per cent, 'improved,' are

sea-voyages, the percentage of 'worse' being still large.
' High altitudes' win easily in all categories, with their

83 per cent. ' improved," and only 14^ per cent. ' worse.'
"

It must be admitted there is strong evidence in favour of

high altitude treatment. The value of such comparisons

would be enhanced if we could be certain the patients

pursuing different forms of climate treatment conformed

to the same rules of hygiene and dietetics.

The concluding chapter of the book, "On the Higli

.Altitudes of Colorado," gives the results of Dr. Theodore

Williams' recent visit to Denver, and is thus epitomised :

"The climate of Colorado is dry and sunny, with

bracing and energising qualities, permitting outdoor

exercise daily throughout the year. It has rescued

many consumptives from a life of invalidism. Its ex-

hilarating influence may be traced in the wonderful

enterprise which the Colorado people have shown in

developing their country. Thirty years ago Denver
did not exist; it is now a well-built and well-organised

city of 1 50,000 inhabitants."

This short survey must suffice to show that in the

work before us facts are collected and arranged

which cannot but prove of essentiar service to the

public, and especially to the medical profession seeking

the newest information concerning aero-therapeulics.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Hiitories of American Schools for the Deaf, 1817-1893.

Edited by Edward Allen Fay, Ph.D. In three volumes
Washington, D.C. : the Volta Bureau, 1893.)

Four hundred years ago the great double-continent of
America was discovered, and almost contemporaneous
with that event was a second discovery of, perhaps, less

apparent but no less real importance. In the fifteenth

century Rodolphus Agricola recorded the first instance
of a deaf mute who learned to read and write, and not
long afterwards Girolamo Cardano, a fellow-countryman
of Columbus, insisted that the instruction of individuals

thus afflicted was possible though difficult, and, going
farther, staled clearly the principle on which such
instruction depends.
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Like many another beneficent discovery, that of
Cardano was long in finding recognition, and, although
there were isolated cases instructed in Spain, England,
Holland, France, and Germany, it was but a century and
a half ago that the theory began to be put into practice.

Paris claims the merit of giving the first start to the work
of benevolence, .\bbe de L'Epee there establishing his

school in 1760, similar institutions rising in Dresden and
Edinburgh about the same time. From such a beginning
has sprung a work which, though carried on for the most
part in silence, stands foremost in the philanthropic
labours of the world—a work that must have brought
light and happiness to many thousands of our less for-

tunate brethren, and been the means of developing valu-

able intellects which might otherwise have been lost to

the community. Some idea of its quiet but steady
progress may be gained from the following facts:— In

1836 there were 134 schools for the deaf in the world, in

1883 there were 397, and in 1893 the number had risen

to 435. In the L'nited States fifty years ago there were
but six schools, in Canada and Mexico none, while in the
three volumes before us are the histories of 79 schools in

the United -States, seven in Canada, and one in Mexico,
which instruct, respectively, 7,940, 682, and 34 pupils.

True charity works, as a rule, in the dark ; the outside
world knows little as to its achievements, and seems to

care as much. Here, however, can be learned something
of its labours in one direction and its untiring energy
appreciated. We hear little about similar institutions in

tills country, although they certainly exist, and a volume
compiled on similar lines to the one at present under
review would be welcome to all who have to do with deaf
persons. This book, prepared for the \'olta Bureau in

commemoration of the four-hundredth anniversary of the

discovery of America, contains, as we have said, the
histories of eighty-seven schools for the deaf and dumb.
These histories, which fill three large volumes, were
nearly all prepared by the heads of the schools, and,
many of them being written by the deaf and dumb them-
selves, they form a lasting monument of the excellence

of the work done. By the help of excellent portraits and
photographs the information to be gained is made ex-

haustive, and the reader becomes acquainted not only

with the work done, but with the lives of many of the

workers, lives which are worthy of a place amonj; those

who truly follow in the footsteps of Him who " made the

deaf to hear and the dumb to speak."

P. MACLEOD YEARSLEY.

Monograph of the Stalactites and Stalagmites of the

Cleaves Cove, near Dairy, Ayrshire. By John Smith,
Vice-President of the Geological Society of Glasgow.
(London : Elliot Stock, 1S94.)

The author has taken advantage of the opportunity
afforded by the exploration of a cavern in the Lower
Carboniferous Limestone, to study the various forms of

deposit produced by the percolating waters. He appears,

from his preface, to be under the impression that nothing
has been previously written on the subject of stal.agmitic

deposits, and no references to any earlier literature occur

in his pages. This is unfortunate, as a study of the

writings of Cohn, and others who have investigated the

action of plants in promoting the deposition of calcium
carbonate, would have helped him to solve some of the

difficulties he has experienced.
The author classifies the different forms of deposit

as " a stalactite " (when it is a pendent icicle-like mass),

"a stalagmite" (when a similar mass, rising from the

floor), "sheet stalagmite," "wall stalagmite," "tear-

bands," "ribs' and " combs," all of which terms explain

themselves. He would have done well to consult a

botanist before applying the name GallioiicUti to the

"confervoid filaments" found in the chalybeate water.

The 18 pages of text are illustrated by 36 plates,
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including 107 figures, roughly drawn, but characteristic.

They show most of the common and seemingly capri-

cious forms assumed by stalagmitic deposits. Certain of

the observations are somewhat trivial, such as the refer-

ence to the ' profile of Gladstone " in the centre of one
stalactite, and the comparison with the ''hind-quarters

of an elephant" in another. The author has not availed

himself of the assistance which would have been obtained

by examining thin sections of the deposits under the

microscope.

Botanical Charts ami Definitions. By Miss A. E.

Brooke and Miss A. C. Brooke. (London : G. Philip

and Son, 1894.)

It is notorious that examinations in elementary
practical chemistry are frequently little more than tests

of capacity for remembering analytical tables. This
little book will serve the same purpose in botany that

tables of analysis do in chemistry. In thirty-four pages
the authors summarise the work required for the South
Kensington (Elementary) and the Oxford and Cam-
bridge Junior Local Examinations in Botany. Chartsand
definitions are given of sub-kingdoms, classes, orders, and
doral whorls ; of root, stem, leaf, inflorescence, and fruit.

These, with definitions of terms of cohesion and ad-
hesion, enable the student to classify a plant on the lines

of the table of analysis wiih which the book concludes.
We are afraid that the compilation will induce cramming
for the examinations for which it is intended ; but if this

be avoided, and the charts are only used as supple-

mentary to oral teaching and demonstration, they will

help students to acquire a clear view of the relation and
arrangement of the parts of a plant.

TIic Great Glotte : First Lessons in Geography. By A.
Seeley. (London: Seeley and Co., 1894.)

A SIMPLY worded and instructive primer of geography,
printed in clear type, and illustrated with numerous cuts and
diagrams. The book does not merely consist of lists of

lengths of rivers, heights of mountains, populations
of cities, and similar statistics, but is a compendium
of facts calculated to interest the young reader, and,
at the same time, to add considerably to his know-
ledge. There is a little too much of the goody-goody
style of writing about missionary enterprises, bu^ that is

the only point we are inclined to criticise. Tales of the
torturing of converts and murdering of ir.issionaries are
apt to create in children a morbid state not at all

desirable, and they can very well be omitted without
making a work on geography any the less interesting.

LETTEKS TO THE EDITOli.
YTke Editor does not hold hifmetf responsible for opinions rx-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake
to return, or to correspond' with the -writers of, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part of NATURE.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.']

Trituberculy and Polybuny.

In' all the speculations on the original type of the mammalian
molar, beginning from Kuiimeyer (1863), we find that a simple
cusp or cone is, with perfectly logical reasoning, considered to

be the primitive form from which all others are derived. The
error, fatal in its consequences, consisted in the fact that all the
iceth possessing such a simple form, whether recent or fossil,

high or low in the system, have for a long time likewise been
considered 10 he primitive ; .'<o that the only problem remaining
10 be solved, seemed to be to trace hack the intermediate stages

between the more or less complicated molars of recent mammalia
and the '' .simple reptilian cone."
The cretaceous deposits having long failed to throw light upon

the obscure reialions between the comparatively scanty mesozoic
mammalian teeth anrl the tertiary and existing forms, we were
reduced to make the best of the oldest tertiaiy faunas. It is

from the discovery of the lower eocene Puerco beds that the
establishment of the triluhcrcular theory dates, Cope having

traced the superior molars of placentalia to a " tritubercular,"

and their inferior molars to a " tubercular sectorial " type, both
of which he found to be of overwhelming preponderance in the

Puerco beds, the oldest known deposits of tertiary mammalia.
I have elsewhere • raised objections to the inferences drawn

from the Puerco fauna, and now one of the most strenuous de-

fenders of trituberculy has, with his own hands, undermined
ihe stronghold of the theory, by denying the Puerco fauna the

claim to he in ancestral relaiion with later faunas, for he con-

siders this old fauna to be merely " an independent radiation of
placenials, like the Australian radiation of marsupials. "-

Owing especially to the perseverance of Prof. Marsh, cre-
'' taceous mammalia were discovered in due time. The principal

characters of iheir molars can be grasped at once by a single

glance at the two beautiful and highly instructive plates pub-
lished hy Prof. Osborn, in December last.'

Whoever examines with an unbiassed mind the molars figured

in the latter plate, must receive the impression that the term
" triiuberculate " applied lo them can stand only upon ihe Incus

a /ion luiciido \)Tinc'i[i\e. Speaking for myself, I cannot consider

to be tritubercular, molars which consist of from five to ten

tubercles ; therefore the teeth represenied on PI. viii. in my
opinion are polybunous (mullilubercular,\ as well as those of

PI. vii., though in a different manner. Prof. Osborn informs
us that the former " include a variety of forms just emerging
/rom the primitive tritubercular stage" (the italics are mine\
"lending overwhelming proof, if any more were needed, of the

unity of origin of the molar types of the higher mammalia, from
a tritubercular stem instead of from a multiiubercular, as

Forsyth Major has suggested."* I suppose that by "primitive
iriiuhercular molar'' we are intended to understand a molar
which is in fact tritubercular sensu strenuo, namely, composed
of no more and no less than three cusps arranged in a triangle ;

but I fail to discover in the pages which follow the above
quotation, the proofs for the various assertions it contains.

In order to explain why for such complicated molars as those

on the precited PI. viii, the designation tritubercular is main-
tained, it must be recorded that this name is said to be meant
to imply that the two outer cusps (paracone, metacone) and the

single inner one (protocone) in upper molars, as well as the

three anterior cusps (two inner and one outer) in lower molars,

generally the best developed of all the cusps, are to be con-

sidered as typical, primitive ; whilst the remainder, namely, the

intermediate and all the others of superior molars supposed 10

play a subordinate part, as well as those composing the heel of

inferior molars, are considered to be later additions to the crown.

It has not, however, been shown, and I deny, that the pre-

dominant cusps have alway.s been such, and that the inter-

mediate ones, as well as the inferior heel (talonidj, are of later

origin than the former, and have always been in a subordinate

position with regard to them. Without searching farther than

what is to be seen on PI. viii., I state that the figures F are not

in favour of the assumption that two of the supposed primitive

cusps, the paracone .ind metacone, are always the best deve-

loped ; externally to them, we have here two superadded cusps,

ihe "parastylc" and " metaslyle," ' which are in a much belter

Mate of development than the reduced two " primitive " cusps.

The latter, as the other figures of the plate suggest, may only

gradually have acquired their predominance by supplanting

ihe "styles, ' which in other patterns have become more or less

obsolete. On the whole, the superior molars of these " tri-

tubercular" cretaceous mammalia can best be compared with

those of Didelphyid,!-, as was done by Marsh, or to speak more
guardedly, rather with the Polyprotodontia in general, the

principal differences between ihe two consisting in the fact that

the cretaceous forms are more complicated.

From the seemingly subordinate condition of the "heel" of

lower molars, as compared with their anterior portion, it does

not follow that the former is of later origin ; the difference

letween the two in vertical extension obviously depends on one
or more of the cusps of the so called trigonid having secondarily

become more elongated, for brachydoniy and not hypsodonly is

the original condition. If the heel were a later addition to the

1 P./^.S. 1E93, p. 198-199.
*- H. F. 0»born, "The Rise of the Mainm.ili.-i in North America,"

pp. ^0-31. (Boston. 1S93.)
' H. F. Osborn, " Fo&sil MammaUor the Upper Ciruceous Beds." (Bull.

Am. Mils. Xal. Hist. v. 1893, pp. 311-330, pi. vii. .viii.)

* / c. p. 320.
^ Of their homoIoKucs, by the way. may Ik found trace.s in the molars of

many exivting mammals ; see e.g. If. Winge, Cm Pattedyrcnes Tandskifte
1882, Table 111
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crown, we ought to find it in a more or less incipient stage in

such remote forms as the cretaceous mammals, whereas the very

reverse is the cise, as admitted by Osbom himself ;
' in them

the heel is mostly better developed than in such of later forms,

marsupial or placental, which morphologically most closely

approach them.
So that, in conclusion, the superior as well as the inferior

molars, far from "just emenjin? from the primitive trituber-

cular stage," are more remote from it, both morphologically and

chronologically speaking, than the tertiary and living forms.

According to the tritubercular theory, the so-called quadri-

tubercular superior molars (composed of four principal cusps),

were derived from the tritubercular pattern by the addition of a

posterointernal cusp (hypocone). In order to test the value of

this hypothesis, let us see what relation the cusps of the superior

bear to those of the inferior molars. In a " quadritubercular
"

mammal, i.g. Erinaccus, the antero-internal cusp (protocone)

of a superior molar works as a pestle in its mortar, below

which is the posterior valley, formed chiefly by the talonid,

whilst the hypocone functions in a similar manner in the hinder

molar's anterior valley, formed by the trigonid. According to

the theory, the superior "talon" (hypocone) and the inferior

"talonid," are later additions to the crown : from this it would
follow that the phylogenetically older of the two superior pestles,

the protocone, was preformed before its mortar, and vice versii,

the posterior of the two mortars was in existence long before

its pestle, the hypocone ; so that the second pestle and the

second mortar would make their appearance only in a distant

future or never appear at all, the function of their respective

mortar and pestle thus remaining for ages sinecures. The fol-

lowing reasoning, which appears to me more logical, may, how-
ever, be not unworthy of consideration. Starting from the

assumption that the more complicated pattern, in our special case,

the "quadritubercular" molar, is primitive as compared to the

tritubercular, we had originally, viz. in the ancestral form of tri-

tubercular molar, two superior pestles working in the two inferior

mortars, as in the case of the recent Erinaceus. According to

this view, the tritubercular type is derived from the quadrituber-

cular, by the gradual suppression of the posterior pestle (hypo-

cone), fiiri passu with the reduction or suppression of its mortar,

the anterior valley, formed by the trigonid.

The impropriety of the term lrilui<ercular, as applied to many
patterns which in reality are multitubercular, is apt to create not

a little confusion. Partially to this circumstance I ascribe some
obviously contradictory statements to be met with in Mr.
Goodrich's recent letter in this journal : On the tritubercular

theory,' zs, well as in a previous paper by the same author,^ to

which he refers us for further information as to his views on the

primitive mammalian molar.

On looking at the conclusions contained in the appendix (" On
the primitive mammalian molar ") to Mr. Goodrich's valuable

paper on the mammalia from the Stonesfield slate, I felt gratified

to find that he considers it extremely probable that the molars "of
the ancestors of both Monotremes and Dilremes were of an in-

definite multituberculate pattern," because I had for years

advocated the view that the mammalian molar is derived from

a palybunous form, a view in favour of which I have reopened
the discussion on a recent occasion.' .So, I naively believed at

first that it was for this reason my paper was recorded in Mr.
GrifKlrich's List of kefcrenecs. My gratification was, however,
cm uicrably abated on finding that 1 am merely alluded to in a

foomole, where I am stated to have expressed views which are

the very reverse of those which every attentive reader will find

in my paper to which he refers.

Id his letter on the tritubercular theory, Mr. Goodrich
stales :

— " There is much evidence for the view that the upper
molars of the pro-mammalian ancestors were of the trituber-

cular, and the lower molars of the tubercular-sectorial types
;

in fact, I think, we cannot do belter than accept Prof. Cope's
generalisation, if not as a definitely established theory, at all

cvenu a.s an excellent working hypothesis . . . that the superior

molars of both ungulate and unguiculate mammalia have been
derived from a tritubercular type ; and that the inferior true

molars of both have been derived from a tubercular-sectorial

type.
"

• I MAmmalt of the Upper Cretaceous Ilcdi.'*

^ V. i9<jj, p. 33J.

pp. 67.
. i'ti fiom the Sioneifield Slate " (Quart, /ourti.

'*• Pt>- i'i-'ll-

1 H.

» N/>
3 ••<)

Micr.
* I'
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I would put the following questions:—(l) How does this

last statement agree with the one above quoted from Mr.
Goodrich's former paper, referring to "the ancestors of bith

Monotremes and Ditremes? " For these alone can be alluded

to by the term "Pro-mammalia." (2) How does the accept-

ance of Cope's " generalisation," quoted by Mr. Goodrich, and
which is the very quintessence of the tritubercular theory, agree

with his criticism of this same theory in the beginning of his

paper, where he exclaims, "Never before have its weaknesses

been so obvious, its errors so plain" ?

I leave Prof. Cope to reply to Mr. Goodrich's implication,

that he extends the tritubercular and tubercular-sectorial types

to the molars of the " Pro-mammalian ancestor."

C. I. Forsyth Major.
Natural History Museum,

S.W., May 10.

The Determination of Latitude and Longitude by
Photography.

Latitude and longitude may be determined on shore with

considerable accuracy by means of an ordinary photographic

camera ; and this method will, I think, prove useful for several

reasons. The observation part of the lousiness, which consists

in taking the photographs, is separated from the measuring and

calculating part, and may be performed by different persons

at difl'erent times and places. For taking the photographs no
scientific apparatus is wanted besides the camera and a wa'.ch,

the latter to measure intervals of not more than a few hours

with an accuracy of a second or so. .-Anyone may easily be

instructed to take the photographs, as no mathematics and very

little astronomical knowledge are wanted, only the measuring

of the plates and the calculation requiring some scientific

training.

I will first describe the determination of latitude. The
general plan is well known to astronomers ; it is here only

adapted to the use of an ordinary camera.

If the lens is directed to the zenith, and the stars are allowed

to draw their trails over the plate, it will evidently be possible

to determine the latitude from the plate, provided the point of

the plate is known which corresponds to the zenith. Now this

point may be found in the following manner :— Let the camera

float and be turned while floating. It will turn exactly round a

vertical axis. The zenith will then be the only point of the sky

whose corresponding point on the plate will remain unaltered.

The way I arranged the experiment was this :— I pl.aced the

camera in a rectangular tin box, lens upwards, fixing it firmly

by wedges. The box was ballasted so as not to be capsized

when floating. Photographic plates will do .as b.iUast, but it is

better to take a plate of lead, which brings the centre of gravity

lower down, and thereby increases the stability. I then filled

a second rectangular box, somewhat larger than the first, with

so much water, that when the first box floated in it, the rims of

both boxes were in the same plane. Two opposite points on

the rim of the inner box were fastened to the rim of the outer

one, each with two strings, forming an obtuse angle. This pre-

vented the inner box from turning during an exposure. The
strings need not be tight, as the forces they have to resist are

small.

Having placed the whole apparatus on a firm t.able in the

garden, I removed the cap from the lens. As the trails of

brighter stars may generally be measured more accur.ately than

those of faint ones, I exposed long enough for a star of the third

magnitude to pass sufficiently near the zenith to appear on the

plate. After replacing the cap, I turned the whole apparatus

carefully through an angle of 180°. For this purpose I h.ad pressed

a row of flat nails into the board along one edge of the outer

box, and having turned it, I let the same edge of the box touch

the row of nails from the other side. Before again removing the

cap, I waited about three minutes to allow the oscillations of

,
the water and the inner box to subside. The second exposiirc

I made long enough for the image of a star of about the third

magnitude to be thrown on the plate during the star's culmina-

tion near the trail of the star of the first exposure. In order to

see that it is possible to determine the latitude from tliis plate,

imagine first the trails ol the two stnrs to touch. That would

be a proof that they had |)assed the meridian on difl'erent sides,

but at the same distance from the zenith. The mean of their

declinations, taken from the almanacks, would therefore be equal

to the distance of the zenith from the equator that is equal to
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the geographical latitude. If, on the other hand, the trails of

the two stars do not touch, their shortest distance may be

measured. Now the distance of the trails of any other two stars,

which appear during the same exposure, will, when their declina-

tions are taken from the almanacks, enable us to calculate what
angle approximately corresponds to a certain length, the

approximation being close for small lengths. Thus we are

enabled to calculate what the declination of the second star

would have been, if its trail had touched the trail of the first

star, and thus the latitude may be found.

Generally there will be the trails of several stars in both ex-

posures available, so that one plate will allow of several deter-

minations, and thereby of an elimination of errors. The results

of seven plates, taken on different nights in my garden in Han-
nover, Germany, will give an idea of the accuracy.

52^ 22' -50
52° 22''S6
52" 22'-47

52" 22'78
52" 22' 90
52° 22'-93

52° 22''90

Mean: 52' 22'72 (mean error of a single

plate =u''2).

According to the Pretissische Landesaufnahme the latitude

should be

—

52° 22''84

The same plate may also serve to determine the deviation of a

watch from local mean time, if the time of the watch is noted

each time the cap is withdrawn and replaced. Imagine, first,

that a star was photographed whose declination coincided with

the geographical latitude, and imagine that the box could be
turned infinitely quickly without any oscillations being started,

ff we then found that the two trails of the star corresponding to

the two exposures touched each other at one end, the end corre-

sponding to the moment the box was turned, we might conclude

that the star at this moment was in the zenith. For there alone

the image of the star would remain unaffected by the turning of

the plate. Now, we can calculate from the almanack the

local mean time of the moment when this particular star cul-

minates,- and this would give us the deviation of our watch

from local mean time. Imagine now the box had not

been turned at the moment the star culminated, but, say,

ten minutes later. Then the two trails would not have one end

in common. The ends corresponding to the moment when
the box was turned, would be on opposite sides of the zenith

at the same distance from it. Now we should be able by the

length of the trails to determine what interval of time corre-

sponds to a given length, and so the plate would show us that

the culmination of the star took place ten minutes before the

box was turned. If the box is not turned very quickly, the in-

terval after replacing and before removing the cap must be

taken into account. But it is evident that we can calculate

where the ends of the trails would have been if the box had

been turned infinitely quickly. If there is no star that passes

exactly through the zenith, we must take one that passes near

the zenith. This will also do. By the ends of the trails we
find which point of the plate corresponds to the zenith, and at

the same time we can, by the trails and their ends, find out the

line representing the meridian. This gives us the necessary

data for finding the deviation of our watch from local mean
time. For a star near to the zenith a small error in the direc-

tion of the meridian will make very little difference. I have

spoken of the ends of the trails as a means of determining local

mean time only for the sake of simplicity. It is far preferable

to proceed differently, and to interrupt the first and the second ex-

posure a number of times, thus causing as many interruptions of

each trail. Five seconds or less will do very well for the length

of an interruption. These interruptions are preferable to the

ends, because they are symmetrical, and their middle can with

more accuracy be brought under the crosshairs of a micro-

meter. My lens having a focus of about 24 cm. made one

minute about equal to GO mm. on the trails of stars that cul-

minate near the zenith. With a micrometer it is not diflicult

to measure ex.ict within 001 mm. which is ei|uivalent to one
second of time.

If by the help of a chronometer Greenwich mean time were

known at the place where the photograph was taken, the
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longitude would thus also be determined. But a chronometer
can be dispensed with if another photograph is taken of the

moon and the stars. For this purpose the camera is taken out

of its bo.x, directed to the moon, and fixed as firmly as possible.

A number of instantaneous photographs of the lunar disc are

then taken, all on the same plate, at intervals of not less than

two minutes, to prevent the images from overlapping. The
camera must be touched as little and as gently as possible, so

that it may remain in the same position. After a number of

exposures, say six or eight, the camera is shut unlil the moon
has quite gone out of the field. The cap is then again

removed, and the stars draw their trails over the plate, interrupted

here and there, the lens being now and then covered for five

seconds. If the local mean lime of the instantaneous exposures

of the lunar disc and of all the interruptions is known, the

Greenwich mean lime may be found from the plate. One may
apply three different methods. Either one can determine the right

ascension of the moon or the declination, or one can measure
lunar distances. I have tried all three, and prefer the second,

provided the moon is not near the maximum or minimum of her

declination. For the slower rale of change of declination

is made up by the greater accuracy with which it can be
measured, on account of the trails being lines of constant declina-

tion. Each image of the lunar disc allows a separate deter-

mination, so that the final value is the mean of a number of

determinations. (For the details of measuring, see my article in

Xhe Zeitschriflfiir Vermessungiwesen, August 1S93.)

The results of one plate for the dift'erence of Greenwich mean
time and local mean time were by the three methods

—

39'I minutes

Mean 38-93 „

while the true value is 38'943. This very close coincidence

must be considered accidental. But t think one can well rely

on the determination from one plate not differing more than 0'2

minute from the real value. When exposing for a longer time,

the dew will sometimes condense on the lens, and render it

opaque. To prevent this, I place a screen before the lens with

a hole in it a little larger than the lens. The screen keeps

the lens from cooling below the temperature of the surround-

ing air, and thus removes the cause for the condensation of dew.

When determining the latiiude the screen was arranged as a lid

of the outer box, and served at the same time lo protect the

camera from gusts of wind. C. RUNGE.
Technische Hochschule, Hannover.

Sodium and Uranium Peroxides, &c.

In your notes of May 17 you give an account of work done
by Prof. Poleck on the action of sodium dioxide on the salts

of various meials, from the BerUhte of May 8.

Some of this work has been already recorded by other

observers who used either sodium dioxide or hydrogen dioxide

in alkaline solutions.

In the yw/rHd/ of the Chemical Society, 1S77, pp. 1-24, and

pp. 125-143, I gave papers on the reactions of hydrogen dio-

xide, and described its action on uranium salts both in acid and
in alkaline solutions. I do not wish, however, to say anything

on a mere question ol priority, but simply to point out in-

accuracies in the formulae given in Nature from the Biiichtc.

Prof. Poleck gives for sodium peruranate the formula

Na^U.O, . 8H.,0. This either involves the use of the old

atomic weight of uranium, half of that now adopted, or it means
that his salt is exactly like that prepared by me in every respect,

excepting that it contains twice the proportion of uranium.

Assuming the atomic weight at approximately 240, the correct

formula of sodium peruranate is NajUO, . SH.jO (Journal of

the Chemical Society, 1877, p. 139).

I also showed that hydratcd sodium dioxide is readily

obtained on adding alcohol to mixed sodium hydrate and
hydrogen dioxide solutions ^p. 125), so that the materials used

by Prof Poleck and myself are practically the same.

The uranium compounds ate interesting as examples of a

special highly oxidised type (see Mendelueff's " Principles of

Chemistry," vol. ii. p. 244), also as throwing light on the nature

of certain analogous but unstable bodies, such as perchromic acid.

(yoKrwd/ of the Chemical Society, 1877, pp. 7-8I. This was
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further confirmed by Dr. C. Haussermann last year, who has

isolated a definite crysiallised sodiuin perchromate, as described

in ihe jfjurnal fur Pniktische Cliemie, (\Mo\ei in Nature in

the .notes given July 27, 1893, p. 300. Thomas Fairley.

Cataloguing Scientific Papers.
'

The recent circular issued by the Royal Society anent the

indexing of scientific literature affords me a pretext for suggest-

ing in your columns a reform which I have long thought to he

urgently required. It is that henceforward all scientific publica-

tions should be issued in only one volumeper annum— in parts, if

necessary, but consecutively paged and with only one index

—

and that this volume should be primarily referred to by the year

of its publication, not by its number since the first issue of the

publication. Two advantages would accrue from this system. In

the first place, the date of all quoted work would be fixed ; in the

second place, the finding of the abstracts of papers published

elsewhere, printed in the journals of scientific societies, would be
rendered more easy. A little reflection will show that these

benefits are not trivial. For example, suppose an author refers

to a paper by Smith published in Nati'RE, vol. xi. I have not

(may 1 be pardoned for saying so !) the slightest idea when
Natire was first issued, nor do I remember whether one or

two volumes of this periodical appear per annum. I am there-

fore totally in the dark as to whether Smith's work is one year

old or twenty years old, and consequently I am ignorant whether

he is likely to have used the most modern appliances in his re-

search, and whether he is likely to have been contradicted by

subsequent observers. .-Xgain, I am referred by an author to a

paper by Schmidt, in the fScrichte of the German Chemical
Society, vol. xx. Not pis^essing this journal, I hope to be able

to find an abstract of the paper in question in the Joiirnnl of the

Chemical Society, to which I subscribe ; but as I have no notion

in what year vol. xx. of this Btrichle was published, I have to

search through numerous indexes in order to find the abstract.

A search for previously published work is already sufficiently

ditTiciilt to cause many to shrink from the task ; ten years hence

it may be expected to be the most laborious and thankless work
which the investigator has to perform. A. G. Bl.oXAM.

.May 19.

Clavatella Prolifera.

This hydrozoan may be added to the list of the Jersey marine

fauna. It occurs in rock pools on the higher littoral between
the Point des Pas and Gorey, and probably at other places round

the coast. I often found three or four colonies in one small

pool ; but the number of polypites in a colony was very small

—

generally two or three, rarely four, and only in one case five.

The stolon runs along in the chinks of the Melobesia that grows
over so many of the pools, hence it is not an easy matter to

obtain specimens there. The walking-buds, however, were
fairly plentiful.

May I ask if any correspondent of Natijre has ever seen the

walking-bud of JiUiilheria, in which both extremities of the

bifurcated arms are said to consist of a ball of thread-cells?

May 22. Henry Sciierren.

THE DESTRUCTIVE l.l-l-l-CfS OF SMALL
PROJECTILES}

'T'HK effects of small projectiles when driven at high
•*• velocity through the ti^sues of the brain have

always excited the deepest interest, for very obvious
reasons.

This interest must always be two-sided, namely : (i)

Physical
; (2; Pathological ; and it is upon these two

points of view that I propose to speak to you this

evening.
Conceive a cylindrical bullet with a conical head (ly-

ing through the air some ten or fifteen times faster than
an express train.

We have now to study what it is doing in its aerial

flight, and what will happen when that terminates by the
projectile striking both hard and soft substances.

This embodies matter for the purely physical side of

the work.

> A Ieciur« delivcrtd at the Royal Iniiiiution on April 6, by Prof. Victor
HoriU), K.K.S
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But imagine, further, that the hard and soft substances

just mentioned are the skull and brain respectively, what
will happen then ?

This is the pathological part of the question, and it is

one of the greatest moment ; for whereas it is true that a

few persons do survive being shot in the head, the large

majority die ; and if is my object to show you how a

combination of physical and pathological experiments

has revealed the reason why the majority do die, and re-

vealed it, fortunately, so distinctly as to suggest means
for warding off the fatal result.

(i) Physical Considerations.—First take the case of a

bullet flying through the atmosphere. Here in this

extremely beautiful photograph, kindly lent me by Prof.

Boys, you observe that the bullet drives before it a wave
of compressed air. Now this compressed air-wave is

what is popularly called the wind of the shot, and to it

used to be ascribed by military surgeons a certain pro-

portion of deaths. The origin of this theory is difficult

to discover, as the only case I am aware of in which the

post mortem examination did not reveal h.vmorrhage,

fracture, &c. indicating that the shot had actually struck

the body (.though without injuring the highly elastic

skin) is the instance given by the great Russian military

surgeon Pirogotil", in his interesting surgical experiences

of the Crimean war. Even this instance finds a priori a

more reasonable explanation in syncope, and we shall

see directly that the wind of the shot not only cannot,

under any circumstances, kill a man, but also that its

energy is far too slight for it to have any destructive

effect whatever. It is rather curious to find that but few

attempts have been made directly to estimate the wind

of the shot, and those by Pelikan and others are only for

large shot and by too coarse methods to be applicable

in the case of a bullet, as the following experiment

shows.
An extremely light vane of paper carrying a delicate

mirror is suspended to a cocoon fibre, and carefully pro-

tected from currents of air in the room. A very gentle

puff causes the vane to fly out most vigorously, yet we
shall find that the 380 bullet moving a thousand feet a

second may pass within eight inches of it without causing

the least deviation of a ray of light reflected from the

mirror. It is only when the bullet passes within an inch

or two of the edge of the vane that there is some slight

rotation. The'303 magazine service rifle, with a velocity of

twice that of the larger bullet, produces little more than

the same result. It is therefore obvious in this case that

the far higher velocity is more than compensated for by

the lesser sectional area of the projectile displacing the

air. .Although there was no proof of much displacement

of the air, it was pretty generally held that when the

bullet entered any substance the compressed air driven

before it exercised an explosive effect. This opinion was
more particularly supported by the Belgian physicist

Melsens, who actually described it by the term " pro-

jectile air." The matter was taken up from the point of

view of pure physics, and Magnus demonstrated that if

a body like a bullet entered water, e.i^. in falling the

funnel which the displaced water makes in the axis of the

body as soon as that is fully immersed, entangles air, and

that it is this air which is carried by the body into the

fluid, rather than that any air is forced in in front of

the bullet. In answer to Magnus, Larociue invented the

following ingenious experiment. Me allnwed a long

body, incapable of wholly sinking, to drop into the water,

and then found that there was air driven in in front

of it ; while, by the nature of the experiment, he had,

of course, excluded the possibility of any air following

the base of the projectile. 1 have repealed all these ex-

periments (employing in Laroque's a slender rod of wood)

and found that while his contention that air is driven in

front of the bullet is completely substantiated, yet

Magnus' observation is so far correct that air is also
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driven in after it, the fact being that the two conditions

are not opposed but simultaneous. Magnus' view was
further supported by the adverse criticism of the theory

of projectile air of the celebrated French artillerist

Morin, which criticism amounted to this, that when a
projectile was directed against a solid body it must
necessarily follow that so elastic a substance as air should
be completely reflected from the surface. I should like

to draw your attention to this word solid, because I

believe that in that we find the key to the difficulty,

and the apparent paradoxes presented to us are to be
explained by the fact that the results are wholly depen-
dent upon the simple question of the relative viscosities

of the substances entered. To solve this, I employed the

same falling bodies, and examined their entanglement of

air in water and glycerine respectively, and found that

whereas in the case of water, Laroque's non-floating rod
drove air in front of it as well as probably at the side,

yet when the same rod was caused to fall into glycerine
of high concentration there was no air in front, but air-

bubbles could be seen clinging to the sides of the rod.

Further, in glycerine the entanglement of air in the
funnel formed by the base of the bullet, as described by
Magnus, was very striking. It appeared to me that
whatever air was driven in front of it was wholly re-

flected by the sufliciently viscous fluid, and hence it must
be, a fortiori, still more completely reflected from the
surfaces of hard and soft solids like the skull and brain
respectively.

To sum up, the so-called projectile air can have no
real bursting effect, since, as I have demonstrated, in the
first place it exerts very feeble pressure, as tested on a
delicate vane, and in the second place it is certainly
easily reflected from surfaces of but moderate density.

The InfluLtice of Rotation produced by Rifling.— It is

commonly thought that the spin of the bullet communi-
cated to it by the rifling of the barrel, and which is very
great, causes a considerable amount of the disturbance
created in the interior of moist substances, which ii

usually spoken of as the bursting or explosive effect.

Kocher thought that this would not beappreciable,and that
the rotatory movement would only cause the disoliced
particles to take a course tangential to the surface of the
bullet rather than perpendicular. Although the smooth
surface of the bullet of course adds force to the idea that
its rotation is not very effective, it is obviously a matter
of both interest and importance that the matter should
be more closely studied. Colonel Henrad made plaster
casts of the tracks of shots, and obtained distinct spiral

markings indicative of the rotation in question. Acting
on this suggestion, it was easy to institute a scries of
experiments of the following kind. Pure modelling clay
of firm consistence (for the influence of the water present
vide infra) was rendered homogeneous by kneading,
shaped into square blocks of varying length, and sup-
ported in a hard flat surface or in a box, the ends being
open. The cavity made by the bullet in entering and
traversing the mass was then filled with liquid plaster-of-
paris, and a cast obtained. Examples of such casts are
before you, and they completely display the rotation in

question.

The first point which has to be borne in mind is the
relation of the rotation to the projection or forward
movement of the bullet. In passing through a body of
little resistance like the air, it is clear that for every given
unit of distance travelled, the displacement evoked by
the rotation must be something very small, because
although the bullet turns one and a half times in travers-
ing the barrel, that is nearly a yard in length conse-
quently, so far as the rotation is concerned, that for a
unit, say one inch, of the flight of the bullet would be
extremely small, namely about one-twentieth of the cir-

cumference of the bullet, which, roughly speaking, would
be (for the '380 bullet 1 about one-twentieth of an inch, the
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insignificance of which is obvious. The matter, however,

assumes a somewhat different aspect when a bullet is

engaged in a solid substance through which it is forcing

its way with rapidly diminishing velocity. In such a

case, where the projection journey of the projectile is

quickly coming to an end, it becomes of special import-

ance to see what is becoming of the factor of rotation.

The plaster casts obtained in the manner indicated show
clearly enough the interestinir fact that the rotation

persists to the end, when the bullet has simply taken its

course through the atmosphere, and then entered the soft

clay. Further, the casts also show what is a necessary

deduction from our earlier considerations on this matter,

namely, that as the rotation is preserved till the end
of the trajectory, the twist is proportionately more
pronounced as the forward movement is lost.

It is for our present purpose important to see whether
the rotation is well marked when the projectile is com-
pletely deformed. To examine this point a new series of

experiments were undertaken, in which the bullet was
first caused to penetrate a flat bone before entering the

clay. It is very clear that the rotation is still present.

In discussing this question I have left unnoticed the fact

that owing to the resistance of a body like clay, the co-

hesiveness of which of necessity varies slightly from
point to point, there will be a great tendency for the

bullet to change its direction, more especially as the base

is heavier than the apex, and to this change of direction

must be attributed in part the change of surface simu-

lating the rotation effects due to the rifling. The two
conditions, however, can be distinguished readily on

careful examination.
So far as destructive effects in the brain are concerned,

it is therefore clear that relatively little is to be ascribed

to rotation.

Projection Destructive Effects.—The destruction by the

bullet moving forward through a solid body is the most
important matter for us to consider. There are two sets-

of factors determining the degree of destruction in any
given substance.

(i) Factors due to the bullet.

(2) Factors due to the physical constitution of the

solid.

(i) Factors due to the bullet. So far as the projectile

is concerned, the chief considerations are [a) its

momentum
;

{b) its sectional area
;

(c) its becoming
heated.

(a) Momentum.—Although it will of course be generally

understood that the greater the velocity the greater the

damage for the same weight of shot, still, in connection

with the small-bore service rifles of the present day, some
seem to think that the small bullet, by virtue of its

travelling at a great pace, would pierce the tissues with-

out causing much general damage. The fallacy involved

in this belief we shall see directly ; but a single glance at

the casts arranged in order of the velocities of the bullets,

shows immediately the unreality of the notion. In every

case the particles of the substance are hurried forward

(particularly evident in the casts before mentioned) ir>

front of the bullet, and thus by increasing the size of the

moving mass such particles practically constitute a larger

projectile. Much destruction is due to this, as Delorme
has more particularly demonstrated in the well-known

case of firing a bullet into a book, wherein one may see

the laceration of the pages successively increased,

although the momentum of the bullet is steadily dimin-
ishing and in proportion to the increasing laceration, so

discs of increasing diameter are found in the cavity,

having been cut from the preceding pages. The
hurrying forward of the particles is very beautifully

shown by Prof. Boys in his photographs of the

debris of glass plates after a bullet has passed
through them. In one case a large fragment of glass is

shown to be moving parallel to the bullet, i.e. with the
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same velocity. This question of accessory damage is of

much importance to the pathological problem how much
damage is effected in the brain. I have found discs of

bone forced through the brain, such discs (as will appear
directly^ being Larger than the projectile itself. Small

fragments are also hurried forward with the same velocity

as the bullet, as these casts show, the plaster method
thus confirming Prof. Boys' photographic record.

(^) Sectional Area.—From what has just been said, it

is plain that the crushing effect of the bullet will be

greatly increased if its diameter is enlarged ; and it is

understood that this was the reason why the Duke of

Wellington opposed the introduction of the smaller bore

weapon for the old musket called " Brown Bess.' But few

words, therefore, are requisite in dealing with this point.

I wish, however, to draw attention to an extremely com-
mon result of the employment of leaden bullets, and a

result which is wholly dependent on the principle just

enunciated. In a photograph of the penetration of an
iron plate by the magazine rifle bullet, it will be noticed

that the diameter of the holes is almost twice that of

the bullet as it leaves the muzzle of the rifle. When
the bullet is picked up, however, after it has passed
through the plate, the reason of this seeming absurdity

is at once recognised, for the bullet is compressed into

a hard mass of lead and nickel by its first impact on the

front of the plale. of the size of the hole shown. It is

important, therefore, for the military surgeon to consider

what proportion of the damage is due to deformation of

the projectile on its striking the body, but the sectional

area demands very little attention when compared to the

velocity as a source of destruction.

(f) Heating.—The notion that a bullet produced some
of its destructive effects in consequence of its being
raised in temperature, as a natural result of some of its

momentum being converted into heat, has always been
before scientists ever since the invention of fire-arms, and
endless have been the suggestions put forward to support
this idea. I am not going to waste your time on the

matter because, in spite of the plausible papers of Hagen-
bach and Socin, there are certain facts plain and simple
enough which, to my mind, completely dispose of the

notion put forward by those authors, namely that the

bullet undergoing deformation on striking a hard sub-

stance like bone becomes heated so intensely that it

partly fuses. The simplest observation of all is that, I

think, made by von Beck, and which 1 have often con-
firmed, namely that a bullet, though completely deformed
by impact, may enclose a hair or piece of wood without

these being in the least degree altered by heat ; while as

for its being heated in the barrel, Sic, that cannot amount
to 40 C, for Messner has shown that a bullet traversing

dirty clothing carries with it living microbes, and deposits

them in the object it strikes, still in a living state, so that

they grow therein if the soil is a suitable one ; and these

observations have been fully confirmed by Delorine and
Laveran. It is to be hoped that we have heard the last

of this unquestionably exaggerated idea of the heating
of a bullet

(2) Factors due to the physical constitution of the

solid.

We now enter upon the discussion of the most inter-

esting of all the physical considerations determining the

well-known bursting effect which a bullet produces on
certain substances, e.g. clay, brain, &c., while simply
perforating others, e.g. wood, iron, &c. The reason why
a bullet behaves apparently quite differently when it is

forcing its way through solids of different kinds, has
been, as a matter of fact, answered ever since 1S4S, when
Huguier made some remarkable, but little known, re-

searches of the effects of bullets on soft tissues, after he
had observed the results of the wounds inflicted in the
fighting in I'aris in 184}). It will be remembered that in

that struggle, as in others, the appearance of bursting
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within the tissues was very noteworthy, and gave rise to

the notion of explosive bullets having been employed by
the combatants contrary to the received opinions of

international comity. The whole question is a perfectly

simple matter, and resolves itself merely into the proposi-

tion that destructive effects vary in direct proportion to

the cohesiveness, ;.<-. the fluidity of the particles com-
posing the body. Ever since the observations of Tresca,

Roberts-.Vusten.and others, we have been made familiar

with the phenomenon of the flow of metals when these are

subjected to powerful pressure, and the mode of the dis-

placement of the particles has always been compared to

the displacement observed in viscous fluids. The extreme

case in which fluidity is least present is that of the sub-

stances which we term brittle. In these, while much
pulverisation occurs, the displacement of particles later-

ally is very slightly marked. Contrast the penetration of

an example of this class, namely a flat, thin bone, with

the effect produced on a more or less plastic solid

like brain, and a striking ditt'erence presents itself, for

whereas the bone is simply penetrated in the long axis

of the bullet, the brain is thrown aside in every direction.

Huguier made observations on certain dead organs,

e.g. lung, liver, &c.,and suggested that the reason why
there was so much lateral disturbance was that the tissues

contained water in large quantity, and that the energy of

the moving projectile being imparted to the particles of

water, caused the dispersion of these in a hydrodynamic
fashion. Kocher, in 1S74 to 1876, was the first who
thoroughly dealt with this question in the manner
shadowed forth by Huguier, and he proved, in a series

of interesting experiments, which Dr. Kramer and myself

have fully confirmed, that the etfect is really a hydro-

dynamic one. One of the simplest of his observations

you see before you, and is made as follows :—Two tin

canisters are taken of precisely the same size and

strength, and are filled with equal quantities of lint : but

in the one case the lint is dry, in the other saturated with

water. When a bullet of moderate velocity is fired

through these canisters, it simply perforates t .e dry one,

but causes the wet one to burst explosively. It is, how-

ever, not a simple question in dealing with these artificial

schemata merely to provide a porous substance the

cavities of which are filled with water, for I have found

that if the intervening septa are strong, as, for instance, in

the case of sponge, that the bursting elYect is not so

great. In fact, the water must be thoroughly incor-

porated with the substance, or, to speak more correctly,

the substance must be more perfectly fluid. This can be

easily demonstrated by taking dough containing different

percentages of water, and since dough is a substance in

which the incorporation of the water is very complete, it

affords a particularly good example to employ. By firing

bullets of precisely the same velocity through these

samples, you see that the destruction is effected strictly

proportionally to the fluidity of each specimen. This is

the reason why it is really of no absolute value to make
experiments on dead tissues, for the brain in a state of

rigor mortis is pr.aclically a solid, since both its living

protoplasm and blood in the blood-vessels has coagulated,

whereas in the living condition the first is semi-fluid, and

the second quite fluid. It was to investigate this point,

as well as the previous questions, that 1 have paid more

especial attention to the proportionate relation existing

between the velocity and the explosive effect. The re-

sult'^ are very obvious in the casts before you. This work

has been immensely facilitated by the kindness of Sii

Andrew Noble, who caused to be constructed at my re-

quest a modification of a 22-calibre rifle, whereby I can

fire a 40-grain bullet with any velocity I wish from a few

hundred feet per second to over 3500 feet per second.

The casts show that the effect in the clay is propor-

tional to (I) the velocity of the bullet, (a) the wetness of

the clay.
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The method of proof is so convincing I need not detain
you further in this discussion.

Since the question is, we now see, all-important, it be-
comes a matter of no small moment to study the effect
exerted by bullets entering fluid (for example, water). In
the first place, as may be seen by these experiments, the
etil'ect of the perforation of a skull, filled with water, by a
bullet, as was first done by Kocher, is to cause the burst-
of the sutures. I would draw your attention to the fact

that the separation of the bones is most marked on the
side of the entry of the bullet. It was the observation of
this latter point which led me to think that it might be
possible to automatically record the disturbance of the
fluid, and this was effected in the following way.
A long trough having been prepared, with one end

closed with rubber one-eighth of an inch thick, and a tall,

white, flat surface lowered vertically into the trough, the
latter is filled with a solution of methylene blue. A small
bullet of low velocity (600 feet per sec.) is fired in the long
axis of the trough, i cm. below the surface of the water.
As a result, a wave is thrown up against the white
screen, which is consequently marked with a blue splash,
the same describing a curve, indicating, firstly, ihat the
disturbance is greatest where the velocity and resistance,
increased by compression, are both at their highest, i.e.

soon after the bullet enters the fluid ; and, secondly, that
the displacement diminishes gradually as the momentum
lessens.

Complete confirmation of the parallelism between soft

solids and fluids in their behaviour to the rapidly-moving
bullet is seen in comparing the cast of the track made by
a bullet moving through clay, with the curves obtained
by the water record.

In both, the maximal displacement occurs shortly after
the bullet has entered the substance, and in both the
diminution of disturbance is much more gradual than its

development, and is evidently proportional in the main to

the loss of momentum. A final proof is aft'orded by sus-

pending columns of methylene blue in clear water, or salt

solution, and then firing through the whole. With the
380 bullet and three grains of smokeless powder the last

column in the 4-foot trough was not disturbed.

This doubtless is a result which would be generally
foreseen, but it was worth >vhile to test it experimentally,
and it certainly very strikingly demonstrates how localised
the bursting disturbance is, which completely explains
the limitation of the explosive effect on the skull on the
side of entry. Sundry interesting subordinate points
arose in the course of these experiments, and have served
to afford the necessary control of the method, c.t;. the
pecuhar splash of the bullet striking the rubber end of the
trough alone, i.e. not penetrating ; and, again, the tracing
made by a bullet which, being fired a little too super-
ficially, records the elevation of successive waves as it

ricochets along the surface ; and, finally, the record of a
bullet deflected by the resistance of the water (as well as
by want of horizontality), showing a long, oblique splash
where it has carried up the fluid into the air.

From all these experiments on the pure physics of this

subject we are justified in believing that when a bullet is

fired against the head (whether that of a man or any
other warm-blooded animal), so as to penetrate the cere-

bral hemispheres in a transverse direction, the following
series of phenomena occurs. The impact of the bullet

on the bone causes depression of that bone over an area
larger than the diameter of the uninjured bullet, this

causing a slight rise of tension in the skull, since that

cavity is completely tilled with fluid, e.g. the cerebro-
spinal fluid and blood in the blood-vessels, together with
the living brain, which, as has already been stated, is a
semi-viscous substance. In the next instant the bullet

enters the cavity, and the slight rise of tension is instantly

converted by the universal displacement (explosive effect)

of the contents, into a very severe rise of pressure, most
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marked on the side of entry. The lines of force which
this pressure takes is shown in this diagram, and it will

be obvious to you that these forces will on meeting the
rigid skull tend, as I have already shown, to burst it, and
if they fail in that, then they will certainly be reflected

on to the brain, a matter, as we shall presently see, of
special pathological significance. .As you see from the
diagram, the brain substance must be driven against the
internal surface of the globular cranium. This driving

}
of the brain against the hard bone is exemplified in every
post-mortem e.xamination. A good instance is seen in

the accompanying specimen, in which, although the
bullet traversed the extreme tips of the frontal lobe and
the olfactory bulbs, numerous bruises are seen on the
hinder portions, where they have been crushed against
the bone. Similarly evidences of the direct transmission
of the pressures are to be found at the base of the brain
in the longitudinal fissure, &c., wherever, in short, the
brain can be pressed against an unyielding substance.

The final proof of the correctness of this interpretation

is to be referred to directly, in which the vault of the

cranium is removed before the shot, so that the energy
of the pressure is expended in ejecting portions of the

brain into the air, and not so much on the basal regions,

as just described. So, too, the energy of the bullet is

communicated in the same way to the fluid in the ven-

tricular cavities (Duret's "choc cephalo-rachidien "),

which tunnel the brain down to the medulla oblongata.

The medulla oblongata is thus subjected to pres-

sure from two sources : (i) the hydrodynamic dis-

placement of the brain en masse : (2) the direct

crushing effect due to the movement of the cerebro-

spinal fluid in the ventricles.

We are now brought to the aim and object of these

preliminary considerations, namely, the reason why these

disturbances within the skull cause death, and how the

fatal issue is produced ; in short, we must pass from the

questions of pure physics to the more complex problems
of pathology,

(2) Pailiological Considerations.—The experiments,

the results of which I now wish to lay before you, con-

stitute a long series which was carried out last year by

Dr, Kramer and myself. We arranged the experiments

as follows : A dog was placed under ether, and one
femoral artery connected with a mercurial manometer
to give record of the heart beats and pressure of

the blood in the trunk arteries of the circulatory

system. Another similar manometer was connected

with the peripheral end of an artery so as to

record the changes of pressure in the small capillary

vessels, changes which I may remark incidentally are

usually due to those disturbances in the central nervous

svsteni which we call vaso-motor. Thirdly, the move-
rnents of respiration are traced on the recording surface

by means of rubber tambours known as Bert's and
Marey's, respectively. If the pressure within the skull

was also to be recorded, then a steel tube was fixed into a

trephine opening filled with the salt solution, and con-

nected by a rubber air-tube also with a Marey's tambour.

Occasionally we put on the same paper a record of the

contraction of the rectus femoris muscle, this latter being

directly connected with a Kick's spring myograph. At
the bottom of the tracing is given, firstly, the record of

the movements of an electro-magnet signal (Smith's)

interrupted by a metronome beating seconds. The last

line traced is that from a Smith's signal in the circuit of

a single cell, and one of the wires from which is made of

very slender brass, and fixed across the muzzle of the

pistol or rifle, so that when the shot leaves the muzzle it

cuts it and breaks the contact (Woolwich method).

When a bullet of low velocity {600 fp,s.) strikes

the skull in a glancing fashion, there is only a

trifling disturbance of respiration, but when the

bullet enters the cranial cavity and sets up the
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powerful hydrodynamic pressure before referred to, a
very severe effect is produced, namely, complete arrest

of the respiration and a slight fall of the central blood

pressure, this causing a similar feeble fall in the peripheral

blood pressure. A little later (5-10 sees.) than the arrest of

respiration a remarkable rise in the blood pressure

occurs, this rise continuing until the normal tension is

exceeded. These observations prove beyond doubt that

the first cause of death is not what it is usually supposed

to be, and as taught in the text-books, namely arrest of

the heart and syncope, since, as you see, the heart goes

on beating although the respiration has completely

stopped. Furthermore, if we quickly perform artificial

respiration we obtain recovery from the otherwise fatal

arrest.

This suggests very strongly that the police and persons

who are trained in giving the first aid to the wounded
should be taught that with a gunshot wound of the cerebral

hemispheres, the proper thing to do is to employ arti-

ficial respiration rather than the giving of stimulants, &c.

But. as you may well expect, the matter does not stop

here, nor is it so very simple, because we find that there

are certain conditions under which the secondary rise of

blood pressure does not occur.

It is now quite evident that the fatal phenomena of the

gunshot wound of the cerebral hemisphere is in the first

instance cessation of the breathing, and 1 have now to

indicate in detail how this is produced by the hydro-

dynamic disturbance evoked within the skull cavity by

the energy of the bullet. It is perhaps necessary to first

remind you that the upper part of the spinal cord or

medulla oblongata contains the chief centre for the move-
ments of respiration. I would also draw your attention

to the fact that therein is also the centre of origin of the

vagus nerve, which nerve has the power of slowing the

heart. Thus there are two important centres in the

medulla which are liable to be aft'ecied by changes of ten-

sion around them induced, as above stated, when the

bullet traverses the cerebral hemispheres in a transverse

direction. It may be that the centres are principally

affected by the mechanical pressure of the explosive

effect, but this latter of necessity produces a certain

amount of anaemia of the nerve centres ; some of the

effect may also be produced by that condition too. Sup-

posing that the artificial respiration has been properly

carried out, and the respiratory centre is revived into

activity, there is yet another condition to be overcome,

without which the animal or person dies, and for a long

recognised reason, namely, that the bullet having in its

passage cut through various blood- vessels, blood is poured

out within the skull, and consequently raises very severely

the intra-cranial tension. Th>s constitutes, as a matter

of fact, a second cause of death, for under these circum-

stances the accumulated blood causes such severe com-
pression, that it not only again paralyses the respiratory

centre but also irritates the vagus centre, causing a

marked slowing of the heart. The proof of the

truth of this statement is given at once the moment
we cut the vagi nerves, for if these are divided the

heart immediately resuines its former rhythm. The
next curves are to exhibit the increase in the intracranial

tension, which occurs the moment the bullet enters the

skull. The line drawn by the Marey's tambour shows a

violent increase of pressure at the moment of shot (first

or explosive effect) and a certain recoil therefrom, this

recoil bein^' directly changed for a steady increase in ten-

sion brought about by the secondary cause of death,

namely, the h;cmorrhage, of which I have already spoken.

To treat such h.imorrhagc only ordinary surgical measures
are requisite, but these will be impossible if the activity

of the respiratory centre has not previously been restored

in the manner already indicated.

To sum up, the basis of scientific discussion of the

nature and causation of the phenomena evoked by bullet
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wounds of the cerebral hemispheres must rest on two
principal factors—the velocity of the projectile and the

development of hydrodynamic movement in the wet
living tissues.

I am glad to have had the opportunity of laying before

you the facts on a subject which combines the pleasure

of pure physical research with the interest inseparable

from the resolution of pathological problems.

GEORGE JOHN ROMANES.

ANOTHER of our not too numerous band of English

biological investigators has been taken from us in

the prime of life. The list is a heart-rending one, and its

full share of sadness surrounds the fate of this last dear

friend and companion. Garrod, Frank Balfour, Moseley,

Herbert Carpenter, Milnes Marshall—all were younger at

death than Romanes, and he only reached the age of

forty-six just three days before he died. For some two

years his friends have watched with anguish the progress

of the disease—a condition of the arteries resulting in

apoplexy—which has now ended his pain. Marvellous was

the activity of mind and the eagerness with which he

pursued his favourite discussions even to the day of his

death. Nothing, perhaps, more touching was ever wit-

nessed by those who knew and loved his kindly earnest

nature than the calm conviction with which he realised

that the hand of Death was laid on him, the pathetic

smile with which he would say, as he puffed his cigarette,

" Of course my life is only hanging by a thread, and I

shall never be alile to finish the experiments which would,

I think, convince you.'

George John Romanes was the son of the Rev. Prof.

Romanes, and was born in Kingston, Canada, on May
20, 1848. He studied at Caius College, Cambridge,

took honours in the Natural Sciences Tripos (1870), and

was Burney Prize essayist in 1873. Having private

means, he determined to devote himself to the study of

psychologv, which he proceeded to attack from two sides

—that of physiology, and that of the doctrine of evolu-

tion. He further equipped himself for his task by

mastering the teachings of modern writers on " philo-

sophy.'' To contribute to a knowledge of the evolution of

Mind was the ultimate aim of his numerous researches

and discussions. He was fortunate as a young man in

forming an intimate friendship with Mr. Uarwin ;
and it

was his ambition not merely to carry the application of

Mr. Darwin's methods and principles into the groat field

of mental evolution, but also to strengthen and, where

possible, supplement the Darwinian theory itself Mr.

Darwin assisted Romanes in this enterprise by leaving to

him unpublished work of his own on " instinct " and

similar subjects.

Romanes first became known to the larger public as a

gifted and capable exponent of scientific doctrine by the

I lecture on "Animal Intelligence ' which he gave in

Dublin during the meeting of the British Associa-

tion in that city in 1S78. He was subsequently

appointed Fullerian Prolessor in the Royal Insti-

tution, and gave numerous lectures both there and

at the London Institution. He contributed a series

[

of papers describing his researches on the nervous

!
system of the Medusx to the I'liilosopliical Transactions,

.
and was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society fifteen

years ago. His literary activity was very great, and re-

sulted in the publication of several large and well-known

books, as well as in numerous essays and short articles

of a controversial character published in the reviews and

in this journal. His chief books are " Animal Intelli-

gence," " Mental Evolution in Animals." " Mental

Evolution in Man," "jellyfish. Star-fish, and Sea-

urchins," " Darwin and after Darwin," and " An F.x.amin-

alion of Weism.innism." He had a keen love of public
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discussion and a native skill in dialectic, which may
sometimes have led him to seek too eagerly an argu-

mentative triumph. But his writings bear evidence of

the most extensive knowledge and of a conscientious

examination of all sources of information, combined with

independence of judgment and much subtlety of analysis.

The high estimation in which his work is held may be
judged of from the fact that all his books have been
translated into French and German, and that the book
on which he was engaged when the first symptoms of his

fatal illness appeared—namely, that entitled " Darwin
and after Darwin"—was published simultaneously in the

United States and in this country under special conditions
highly satisfactory to him.
Four years ago, in order to enjoy greater quietude and

the facilities of the newly erected physiological laboratory

of the I'niversity, Romanes removed from London and
took up his residence with his wife and family in a

fine old house in Oxford, facing the cathedral house
•of Christchurch. Here he has left his name and
memory not only to be cherished by the number-
less friends who mourn his early death, but to be
carried forward to all future generations of Oxford
scholars by the lectureship founded by him three years

ago. Gladstone, Hu.xley, and Weismann have been the

first three " Romanes lecturers" nominated successively

by the founder. Hereafter it will be the duty of the

University to elect annually a lecturer worthy to follow

them.
Whilst it would be premature to claim for Romanes the

merit of a great discoverer or originator in psychology
or in the philosophy of evolution, it is neverthe-

less true that by his keen criticism, careful mastery
of details, and great literary fertility, he has exer-

cised a most miportant influence— stimulating the

thought and research of others by his example and
enthusiasm, and by those contests in the arena of the
" reviews " with Wallace, Spencer, and Weismann, which
have made his name so widely known.

It is not generally known, though a fact, that Romanes
.produced, in addition to his numerous scientific writings,

a considerable volume of verse, which was printed for

private distribution, as well as occasional poems. These
poems deal with philosophic and emotional subjects,

and are often of great beauty. It should be mentioned
(although it is not possible here to record every fact of

importance in his life) that Romanes was for some years

honorary secretary of the Linnean Society of London,
and a member of the Council of University College,

London ; he was Rede lecturer in the University of

Cambridge, an honorary LL.D. of the University of

Aberdeen, twice Croonian lecturer of the Royal Society

of London, and Rosebery lecturer in the University of

Edinburgh, when the courses delivered by him formed
the substance of his book, " Darwin and after Darwin."

(^ne word before this too hasty notice is concluded as

to his personality. His unaffected good-nature, and
almost boyish simplicity and gaiety of character, en-

deared him to every man and woman with whom he came
into contact. He has left behind him numberless friends,

^ot one enemy. E. Ray L/\nkestek.

NOTES.
The fourth volume of that very useful work of reference, the

"Minerva Jahrbuch," which goes to press in July next, is to

contain an engraved portrait of Lord Kelvin. If the portrait is

as good as that of L. Pasteur, which adorned the third volume,

it will be well worth having.

We regret to note the death of Dr. H. H. Hodgson, at the

advanced age of ninety-five. He was elected into the Royal

Society in 1877.
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Dr. S. J. HiCKSON, Fellow of Downing College, Cambridge,

has been appointed Professor of Zoology in the Owens College,

Manchester.

Colonel Laussedat has been elected an " Academicien

libre " of the Paris Academy of Sciences, in succession to the

late General Fave.

The Societe des Arts de Geneve have opened a subscription

list for the purpose of raising a fund to erect a bronze bust of

the late M. Colladon somewhere in Geneva.

The gold medal of the Linnean Society has this year been

awarded to Prof. Haeckel, of Jena, for his important con-

tributions to zoological science.

The new buildings of St. Thomas's Hospital Medical School

will be opened on Saturday, June 9, at 4 p.m., by the President,

H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught.

A general meeting of the Federated Institution of Mining
Engineers will be held in the rooms of the Institution of Civil

Engineers on Thursday and Friday, June 7 and 8. Arrange-

ments have been made for a visit to Messrs. Siemens Brothers

and Co.'s works at Woolwich on Saturday, June 9.

An international photographic exhibition will be held in

Arnhem, Holland, from July 14 to 29. The exhibits will be

divided into six classe?, one of which will include scientilic

photographs. Mr. G. S. de Veer is the Secretary of the Exhi-

bition Committee ; his address is Velperwege 94, Arnhem,
Holland.

The annual meeting of the Photographic Convention of the

United Kingdom will be held in Dublin in July. The
President for the year will be Sir Howard Grubb, and the

committee of reception includes, among others, the Earl of

Kosse, Viscount Powerscourt, the Lord Mayor, and the

Astronomer Royal of Ireland. The proceedings will open on

Monday, July 9, with a reception and conversazione in the

Museum of Science and Art.

In these columns on March S and May 10, we noted the

gigantic land^ilip that had occurred in the Gurhwal district in

India, and blocked up the valley of the Bihri Ganga river.

The disaster that was expected to result from this has hap-

pened. A Renter's telegram reports that the dam has burst, and

the immense volume of water that had been kept back has

flooded the district, sweeping away vdlages, and causing the*

loss of ahout two hundred lives.

Last year was a critical one in the history of the Zoologica

Society of PhdaJelphia. We learn from the twenty-second

annual report thit an effort was made early in the summer to

raise a fund by private subscription for the purpose of

meeting a large financial deficit. This, ho*cver, met with

little success, and all hopes of saving the Garden of the Society

had been given up, when the Commissioners, who hold the

ground upon which the Garden is situated, asked from the City

Councils a sum of lo.ooj dollars for purposes of maintenance,

in addition to the 5000 dollars which h.ad for several years

been granted. This sum was promptly voted, the Zoological

Society placing in the hands of the Board of Education fifty

I

thousand tickets for free admission of pupils of the public

schools to the Garden. This liberal and broad-minded action

has prevented the closing of the Garden and the dispersal of the

collection.

In the House of Commons, on Thursday last, Mr, Strachey

asked the President of the Board of .Vgriculture whether it was

proposed to repeat the experiment of liansmilting the weather

forecasts to telegraph ollices in rural districts, for exhibition
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daring the time of harvest ; and, if so, what were the arrange-

ments to be made for the purpose. In reply, Mr. Gardner

said it was proposed to repeat the experiment of last year, and

that the counties of Cambridge, Somerset, Carnarvon, the

East Riding of Yorkshire, Haddington, and .-Vyr had been

selected for the purpose. The forecasts will be despatched to

rural telegraph offices at such periods as will suit the agri-

cultural conditions of hay and corn harvest in the respective

counties, and Mr. Gardner hoped that those interested in the

matter would supply information as to the results of the experi-

ment, so that it could be determined whether the system was of

sufficient utility to justify its continuance and extension. The

forecasts are, of course, prepared at the Meteorological Office,

which has (or many years issued hay harvest forecasts to a

limited number of stations, and has had them properly checked

by the recipients. The results of these forecasts are regularly

published in the Reports of the Meteorological Council, and

they show that the percentage of success has been remarkably

good in nearly all the districts.

The weather over these islands has continued ver)- unseason-

able during most of the past week ; the maximum shade tem-

perature readings have been as low as 55° in many parts, and

below 50° at some of the northern stations, while on Tuesday

morning, the 29th inst., the minimum shade temperature fell

below freezing point in the Midland counties. On the 26th a

deep depression was situated over Germany, and caused very

stormy weather over the south of England ; in London the wind

blew from the north-north-west with great force during Saturday

night, the pressure amounting to Ili lbs. on the square foot at

Greenwich. The fall of rain which accompanied this disturb-

ance was very great. On the Kentish coast it amounted to

over 2l inches, and more than 3 inches fell at the Helder.

Slight thunderstorms occurred in the Midland counties and

southern parts of England in the early part of this week.

The influence of ancient village communities on the map of

England is made the subject of an interesting paper by Mr. H.

T. Crofton in the last number of the yi>«r«fl/of the Manchester

Geographical Society. Mr. Crofton reproduces a portion of

the six-inch ordnance survey map with the parishes coloured,

and thus biings out the curiously complicated manner in which

the boundaries are drawn, and the frequency with which portions

of one parish are scattered in isolated patches through the

neighbouring parishes. In order to explain these curious forms

he points out that the ancient village communities of the pri-

mitive Celtic people, with their complicated adjustment of

arable and pasture land, were not wiped out by the Roman
conquerors, but gradually assimilated to the new distribution of

property. Thus, acquiring a recognised character, the lands of

separate tribes or families retained their ancient names and

groupings, and to the present day the parishes of Manchester

and its neighbourhood bear witness in their irregular bound-

aries to the primitive customs of the pre-Roman inhabitants of

the land. The question of county and parish boundaries is one

so full of interest for the student of primitive populations, that

be must be grateful to the proverbial conservativencss of

parochial authorities ; still, intending students in this interest-

ing field would do well to set to their task speedily before the

changing of the old order destroys landmarks which can never

be restored.

The report of the Hydrographer to the Admiralty, pub-

lished a few days ago, describes the work performed under the

direction of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty during

last year, in the examination and charting of seas and coasts in

variou.s parts of the globe. The necessity for accurate surveys

on a large scale is strikingly illustralc<l by the number of rocks
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and dangers to navigation annually discovered, this number
being steadily on the increase, no less than 201, which it has

been deemed necessarj- to notify by notices to mariners, having

been reported during the year 1S93. Of these, 26 rocks were

reported by H. M. surveying vessels
; 35 by others of

H.M. ships ; 22 by various British and foreign vessels
;

13 were discovered by vessels striking on them ; and

105 were reported by colonial and foreign Governments.

Ten vessels were employed in the surveys during the year

covered by the report—four on home and six on foreign stations.

The English stations were Plymouth Sound, the south coast,

east coast, west coast, and the east coast of Ireland. On the

west coast of Newfoundland the portion surveyed comprises from

Cape St. George to a point 16 miles eastward of Cape.^nguille,

nearly 100 miles of coastline. An area of about 500 square

miles was closely sounded. Of this locality there is at pre-

sent no chart in which the navigator can place any confidence,

and the new work will be especially useful. As might have

been expected, a certain number of uncharted dangers were

discovered, and no fewer than nine rocks with a less depth of

water than five fathoms over them were found round the shores

of the bay. A plan of Isthmus Bay, on a scale of 6 inches to

the mile, was also completed. Dr. BassettSmith accompanied

H.M.S. Egeria, and during the sounding of the Macclesfield

coral bank in the China Sea was enabled to obtain a very

valuable collection of corals from the deeper slopes of the bank,

special attention being paid to the zone lying between the

depths of 30 to 40 fathoms, from which he was able to prepare

a highly interesting report on his investigations. The col-

lections have been sent to the British Museum. The SolomoB

Islands, Queensland, Tasmania and the New Hebrides, and the

Mediterranean were also the centres of marine surveys during

1893. The marine survey of India was carried out under the

direction of officers of the Investigator.

An ethnographic expedition to the islands of Inishbofin and

Inishshark, County Galway, was made by Dr. C. R. Browne in

the autumn of last year, and the results of his observations, com-

municated to the Royal Irish Academy in November, have now

been published. \ similar expedition was made to the Aran

Islands in 1892, and both were undertaken in connection with

the Dublin .Anthropometric Committee. These local investi-

gations in selected parts of Ireland are as important as the

results arc interesting. The people visited, on the whole, much

resemble the inhabitants on the opposite coast of Connemara,

and their appearance testifies to a mixed origin. The average

height is 5 ft. 6.;. in., which falls short of the Irish mean stature '

as found by Gould, and the Anthropometric Committee of the

British Association, by about two inches. Sight and he.iring

are very acute, and Dr. Browne says that the disl.ince al which

the islanders can make out a sail or a bird on the wing is am.iz

ing. The proportional measurements of the face and upper

limb with reference to the stature differ in some respects, not

only from those of the Aran islanders, but also from the

accepted canons, and form the proportions obtained by (Juetelet,

Gould, and others, in their investigations on several European

peoples. Though a large proportion of the marriages arc consan-

guineous unions, the uniformity of strain does not appear to have

produced any effect except a great similarity of appearance ; no

cases of malformation or congenital diseases are ascribed to it.

Marriages are arranged by the parents from considerations of

suitability of families, not, as in many other places, by money

bargains. If the bridegroom be the eldest son, who usually in-

herits the parent's house, &c., the bride goes to live with his

family. Sometimes, on the occasion of a wedding, "straw-

boys" go round with long straw masks on, and if they do not

get either money or liquor will threaten to break the windows
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and furniture of the house. Many other customs are described

by Dr. Browne, and his notes on the legendary lore of the

islands will be read with interest. The Dublin Anthropological

Laboratory is to be commended for extending its work by these

local investigations.

The description of the external anatomy of the brain of a

Chinaman, contributed to the current number (part Ixv. ) of

Brain, by Mr. C. H. Bond, is noteworthy, for only seven

Chinese brains had previously been reported upon. Several

Idecided differences from what is looked upon as the normal are

pointed out as existing in the Chinese brains. First of these

stands out a greater prominence given to furrows running trans-

versely as compared to those in the antero-posterior direction.

As to convolutional complexity, the Chinese brains were up to

the normal standard, and in the frontal lobes rather beyond the

average. The weight of the brain studied by Mr. Bond was

1182 grammes, that is, 176 grammes less than the weight of an

average male adult brain. The proportion of the cerebral

hemispheres to the cerebellum was as 5 is to i. In the case of

the average man the proportion is 81 to i, and for the chim-

panzee it is 55 to I. It is pointed out that if the brain Inves-

igated was at all typical of the race to which it belonged, then

the small size and weight of the cerebrum as compared to the

:erebellum is a jjoint worthy of special emphasis. The num-

ber which includes Mr. Bond's description also contains the

presidential address to the Neurological Society, delivered by

Dr. D. Kerrier, F.R.S., last January, his subject being " Recent

Work on the Cerebellum and its Relations."

The current number of the Journal tie I'hysiqtie contains a

jliscussion of ihe metals suitable for the manufacture of standards

|)f length, from the pen of M. C. E. Guillaume. Those of

ridio-platinum, originally proposed by M. H. Sainte-Claire

Seville, have fulfilled all expectations as regards durability, but

he price of the metals brings the cost of a metre rule up to

ibout £i,oo. The conditions to be fulfilled are a com-
!

)aratively low price, hardness and good polish, constancy
1

>f length at a certain temperature, power of resisting moisture ,

ind ordinary laboratory chemicals, and, for large rules, a high
|

nodulus of elasticity. The condition of constancy excludes all

dioys containing zinc. The metals studied by M. Guillaume

vere nickel, white bronze, aluminium bronze, and phosphor

>ronze. Ferro-nickel, although much lessoxidisable than steel,

ind harder and twice as rigid as bronze, could not be used

iwing to its feeble resistance to the action of water. Bars of

he above four metals were submitted to repeated heating in

team and cooling. A comparison with standard No. 17 of the

^Conservatoire gave a shortening of o'3 ju (thousandths of a mm.

)

n the case of nickel, the amounts for the bronzes being 2, 5,

ind - 0'3|U respectively. The nickel .was lengthened to the

ame amount by magnetisation. Phosphor and aluminium

ironze were l)l.ickened by the steam, and are therefore not

aitable. White bronze (consisting of 35 parts nickel to 65

larts copper) was found suitable for engraving a scale on,

hough it might be attacked by traces of sulphur or chlorine.

Contact with mercury only leads to amalgamation after several

lOurs, thus showing a great superiority to silver. Nickel is, on
he whole, the most suitable metal. But it is difficult to obtain

lars of the commercial metal free from numerous small punctures.

ntil this difficulty is surmounted, an alloy of equal parts of

lickel and copper may render good service at moderate cost.

'The Dangicrs oi- Milk" is the title of a useful little

rticle in the April number of Modern Medicine and Bacterio-

ogical Kevie-M. Whilst the boiling or Pasteurisation of milk is

dvocated, it is pointed out that too much reliance must not be
ilaced on this treatment as regards the entire removal of germs

cabling the milk to be kept for any considerable lime before
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use. Spores of bacilli may still be present, which, after some
hours, may develop to such an extent that the bacilli may be-

come so numerous as to render it acid and unfit for consump-
tion. It is suggested that people entrusted with the feeding of

infants on cow's milk should be supplied with litmus paper, by
which the acidity of the milk should be tested before use. An
interesting account will also be found in this number of a paper
by Dr. Ledoux-Lebard, on the action of light on the diphtheria

bacillus, .\m0n5jst the conclusions arrived at by the author, we
read that whilst the direct rays of the sun arrest the develop-

ment of these germs, and sterilise the culture medium in a few

days, diffused light has no bactericidal action on diphtheria

bacilli in neutralised bouillon, but has a markedly deleterious

action on them when immersed in distilled water. Hitherto it

has been found that micro-organisms are less sensitive to light

in water than in culture media, but possibly Dr. Lebard's

results may be explained by the fact that he used distilled

water, which is well known to act prejudicially in itself on

many bacteria.

On the occasion of the celebration, last May, of the 150th anni-

versary ofthe foundation of the American Philosophical Society,

Mr. S. H. Scudder presented a paper entitled " Tertiary Tipu-

lidae, with special reference to those of Florissant, Colorado."

This important memoir has now been issued separately, and it

will direct attention to the remarkably well preserved and

numerous remains of insects, found at I'lorissant, in a lake

deposit supposed to be of Oligocene age. Several hundred

specimens of the family of "Crane-flies" or "Daddy
I^ong-legs" have been collected there, and the nine finely

drawn plates which accompany the paper completely represent

many species. It is remarked that previous illustrations

of fossil Tipulida; rarely represent more than the wings, so

that, merely as illustrations of fossil remains, Mr. Scudder's

plates far surpass all that have gone before. The new forms

described in the memoir number twenty-nine species of ten

genera of Limnobina;, and twenty-two species of five genera

of Tipulidss. No such extensive addition to tertiary Tipulida;

has been made since Loew first indicated the riches of the amber

fauna of Europe. A careful study of the remains leads the

author to several conclusions, some of which can be expressed as

follows;—(I) The general facies of the Tipulid fauna of the

western territory is American, and agrees best with the fauna of

about the same latitude in America. (2) AH the species are

extinct, and though the Gosinte Lake and the ancient lacus-

trine basin of Florissant were but little removed from each other,

and the deposits of both are presumably of Oligocene age, not

a single instance is known of the occurrence of the same species

ir. the two basins. (3) No species are identical with any of the

few European tertiary Tipulida;. (4) Of the fifteen genera

described, eight are not yet recognised among the living, tliest

genera including about one-third of the species. (5) With one

exception all the existing genera which are represented in the

American tertiaries are genera common to the north temperate

zone of Europe and America, and are generally confined to these

regions.

The second part of " The Natural History of Plants," from

the German of Prof. Kerner, by Dr. F. W. Oliver, has just

been published by Messrs. Blackie and Son.

The report of the Trustees of the South .Xfrican Museum for

the year 1893 has been distributed. The accessions to the col-

lection during the year included 367 new species, of which two

were mammals, eight reptiles, three fishes, six molluscs, and

348 insects.

The paper on "The Genesis of the Chalk," read by Dr.

W. F. Hume before the Geologists' Association in Januaiy
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last, appears in the May number of the Association's Pro-

ceedings, together with the presidential address on " Geology in

the Field and in the Study," delivered by Mr. H. B. Woodward.

The late Prof. Milnes Marshall's little book on " The

Frog," kno*n to be a most concise introduction to anatomy,

histology, and embryology, has reached a fifth edition. A '

note by Dr. Hurst informs us that the preparation of this

edition for the printer was Prof. Marshall's last professional

act, and was completed only a week before his death.

The Marlborough College Natural History Society, founded

just thirty years ago, has issued its report for 1893. The report

chronicles the work of the sections of astronomy, botany, en-

tomology, geology, microscopy, zoology, and meteorology during

the year. It also includes an anthropometrical report contain-
j

ing the statistics of weights and measurements,of members of the

school. This is a feature that other societies in our schools and

colleges would do well to take up, for the anthropological in-

formation thus collected is very useful.

It is well known that many amateur photographers send their

negatives to professionals to be printed. The Indian amateur,

however, has usually to make his own prints, as there are few

professional photographers in the far East who undertake the

work. To make up for this dearth of available assistance, the

Journal of the F/wlografhic Society of India reports that the

society of which it is the official organ have established a print-

ing department for its members. Though such a departure

might be adversely criticised in the case of a British society, it

may be pardonable in India.

Volumes viii. and ix. of the Annalen der k. k. Univer- I

sitixts-Sternwarte in Wien, edited by Prof. E. Weiss, have '

recently been issued. The former volume contains the results

of meridian observations made at Vienna Observatory during

1886 and 1S87, of comet observations made between 1890 and !

1892, and of observations for positions of planets, comets, and
I

comparison stars. In vol. ix. are given the zone observations

made by Dr. Palisa during 1884 in connection with the Vienna

star catalogue. This volume also includes the results of obser-

vations of planets during 1890, and meteorological observations

made in 1887 and 1 888.

Messrs. J. an-d A. Churchill have published a new
edition of " Materia Medica, Pharmacology, and Therapeutics,"

by Dr. C. D. F. Phillips. The work originally appeared in 1882,

but was out of print for some years. Dr. Phillips has made

numerous emendations and additions in order to bring his book

in touch with the present state of knowledge of the physio-

logical and therapeutical actions of remedies. More than usual

space has also been devoted to pharmacy. The present volume

deals with the actions of inorganic substances, and a new edition

of its companion volume on the vegetable, animal, and organic

compounds will be published to supplement it.
|

The tidal streams round the Isle of Wight can be found at
|

any hour on any day by means of an arrangement devised by

Mr. F. Howard Collins, and published by Mr. J. D. Potter.

A plan of the island, with arrows showing the directions of tidal

currents, is drawn in each of twelve sections of a cardboard

circle pivoted at the centre. This circle is capable of being

moved round inside another, upon which the hours from one to
{

twelve are marked. When the inner circle has been set to the

time on the outer one at which high water occurs at Portsmouth,

the directions of the arrows opposite any hour on the latter

show the direction of the tide at that hour. Yachtsmen in the

Solent and round the Isle of Wight should find the chart \

useful.
I
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In the June number of Natural Science Dr. .\. R. Walla

compares the Palxarctic and Nearctic regions, as regards

families and genera of their mammalia and birds. It has becD

suggested by several zoologists that these two regions should be

united so as to form one new region—the Holarctic—co-

extensive with the extra-tropical northern hemisphere. Dr.
,

Wall-ice finds, however, that the two regions, instead of being
,

so much alike that they should be united to form a single region,
|

are really exceptionally distinct, and that their union would not

be an improvement upon Dr. Sclater's system of zoological
\

regions. Thejournal also contains articles on the distinguishing of
,

sex in ammonites, by Messrs. S. S. Buckman and F. \. Bather ;
^

problems in experimental psychology, by Prof. E. B. Titchener;

the mode of formation of ground ice, by Mr. R. D. Oldham ;

the significance of the bird's foot, by Mr. F. Finn ; and cell-

division, by Mr. M. D. Hill.

The new series of Science Gosiip is really an improvement

upon the old one. Each month pages are specially devoted 10

astronomy, notes and queries, science abroad, zoology, geology, ,

botany, and transactions of scientific societies. The articles in '

the June number include one by Mr. A. T. Tail, on the beauti-
1

ful dendritic crystals sometimes found on the pages of books.
1

The author remarks that he has never seen a specimen of these I

arborescent crystals in a book older than 1835 or younger than
j

18S2, and that rather more than twenty years are usually re-
|

quired for their fullest development. He has examined a large
|

number of volumes of foreign origin, but has never discovered

any of the crystals upon their pages. The crystals are supposed

to owe their formation to chemical action set up by the acci-

dental deposition of minute fragments of copper upon the sur-

faces of paper during the processes of manufacture or printing, so

it is suggested that dilferences between British methods of

paper-making and printing, and those in vogue in America and

on the continent, may account for the absence of the crystals.

I.\ a communication to the Soci^t^ Chimique, M. Girard

explains the interesting fact that when wood charcoal is heated

with sulphuric acid, for the purpose of preparing sulphur

dioxide, colourless crystals are frequently observed to form.

M. Terrell has previously pointed out the occurrence, but with-

out offering any evidence as to its nature. M. Girard now

finds that if excess of carbon is used, and the operation is con-

tinued until the complete cessation of the evolution of gas, so

large a sublimate of the crystals is obtained as to cover the sides

and neck of the flask, and to almost obstruct the delivery tube.

In order to purify the substance it is only necessary to dissolve

it in water, boil until sulphur dioxide is expelled, precipitate

any sulphuric acid by the necessary quantity of barium chloride,

evaporate to dryness, and recrystallise from alcohol. The well-

formed colourless crystals obtained are found to consist of

pyromellitic acid, CcH.jtCOOH),, one of the isomeric tetra-

basic acids of the benzene series, and the acid whose anhydride

is produced when mellitic acid is heated. Mellitic acid is a

substance well known from the fact of its occurrence in com-

bination with alumina in honey-stone. The crys;als of pyro-

mellitic acid obtained in the interesting manner above indi-

cated are soluble without decomposition both in boiling

sulphuric and boiling nitric acids. Their aijueous solution

reacts like an ordinary dilute acid, decomposing carbonates

with effervescence. The crystals themselves are efflorescent in

the air, and upon heating they volatilise with production of a

sublimate of long needles, melting about 280', and which prove

to be pyromellitic .anhydride. M. Girard further shows that

when sulphuric acid reacts upon wood charcoal which has pre-

viously been well calcined at a white heal, or upon coke, no

production of pyromellitic acid is observed. On the other

hand, substances richer in hydrogen and oxygen than wood
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fircoal, such as the denser varielies of cellulose, yield it in

Jtively large quantities. It appears, therefore, to be pro-

ced by the action of sulphuric acid upon that portion of the

lod charcoal which is least carbonised and retains a larger

jjportion of hydrogen and oxygen. Now it is well known

lilt pyromellitic acid may be obtained by the action of sul-

juric acid upon mellitic acid. M. V'erneuil has recently

sjWD, while these experiments of M. Girard were in progress,

ll;t when sulphuric acid acts upon wood charcoal a certain

I'lount of mellitic acid is produced. It is therefore practically

('tain that by the action of sulphuric acid upon wood charcoal,

{.addition to the production of the gaseous dioxides of sulphur

jjl carbon, mellitic acid is produced which in turn is converted

ll a further quantity of sulphuric acid into ])yromellitic aci I,

li the latter is deposited in crystals in the cooler portion of the

Isle in which the reaction occurs.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

);t week include two Brown Capuchins (C(f/'H.t/.(/«i'//;«, i <J )

fm Guiana, presented respectively by Mr. Charles Gordon

Juer and Miss Florence Marryat ; two Four-horned

yitelopes [Tetrawroi quadricornis, i i'), from India, pre-

Med by Mr. W. F. Sinclair; four common Swans (Cygiius

f), British, presented by Lord Braybrooke ; two Jameson's

(.Wi (Lams novi!--hollaiiJi,i), from Australia, presented by

i Ferdinand von Mueller, K.C.M. G. ; two Hoary Snakes

(tronella carta), a Crossed Snake {Psaiiimophis cnicifer),

t Infernal Snake {Boodon infernalis), from South -Africa,

j'sented by Mr. J. E. Matcham ; two Natterjack Toads
(;v/i> calami/a), Brili-;h, presented by Miss Peckham

;

t|ee Stock Doves (Columba unas), British, presented by Mr.

Ji)nel A. Williams ; a yellow-cheeked -Amazon {Chrysalis

c'umnalis), from Honduras, two Alligator Terrapins (Chelvdra

sienlhia), from North America, deposited ; a White-bellied

S» Eagle {HaliiCtus liuco^aster), two Wonga-Wonga Pigeons

{ucosarcia pica/a), from Australia, purchased ; a Reindeer

{^ngifer tarandus, 9 ), a Japanese Deer (Ccvous siia, 9),

l:n io the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
kuN-SPOTS AND WEATHER.—The first part of vol. vi. of
Indian Meteorological Memoirs" (Calcutta, 1S94) coniains
ijaper by Mr. W. L. Dallas, -\ssistant Meteorological Reporter
tjthe Government of India, on the relation between sun spots
j1 weaiher, as shown by meteorological observations made on
hrd ships in the Bay of Bengal during the years 1S56 to 1S79.
]e region selected offered peculiar advantages for such
i uiry. The annual periodic changes in it are small, and the
.';riodic changes are very slight. There is also comparatively
I le horizontal air motion, and, being a sea surface, the area is

i; liable to the sudden changes which affect a land observatory,
•A result from irregularities in the elevation of the land sur-
nnding an observatory. The discussion of the pressure
(iervations shows that there are certain points of similarity
1 ween barometer readings and the number of spots on the
SI. The number of years during which the number of sun-
s)ts exceeded the normal average coincides with the number
I years during which the pressure was below the average,
• 1 vice vcrs'!, while the maximum pressure differences, whether
'3ve or below the average, occur one year after the maximum
!i-spot variations in both directions. The same general agree-
int is discloseil by the discussion of temperature observations,
U here again there is the same want of exact relation. In the
'e of pressure the curves show that a defect of pressure pre-
' led during the years in which the relative number of spols
s excessive

; and an excess of pressure during the time they
're at or about their minimum. So in temperature, it appears
'm Mr. Dallas' investigation, that there exists a general defect
' en the number of spots is low, and a general excess when
't number of spols is high. The indications are, therefore,
'it years of maxima and minima in a solar cycle are also years
' maximum and minimum solar r.tdiation.
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explorer, are seldom to be found except in the service of a

government with a wide range of selection. Still he would

encourage all enterprise and ever>' carefully planned expedition,

on however small a scale. Without expressing any confidence

in the correctness of Nansen's theories, he felt no doubt as

to the great scientific results which must accompany his journey.

With regard to Mr. Tackson's projecled exploration in Franz- 1

Josef Land, Mr. Maikham did not favour .\ustria Sound as the
\

best approach lo I'etermann Land, and he pointed out the draw-

back of the winter quarters of the expedition being so far south

as Eira Harbour, between which and the point where really new

ground can be broken, there intervenes a space of nearly 200

miles to be traversed each season ; but with wise management

and favourable conditions of ice and weather, a good measure

of success appe.ired quite possible. In his scheme for retracing

Parry's footsteps norlh of Spitzbergen, Mr. Wellman trans-

gresses the best established canon of .A.rclic travel, which is

never to enter the driflini; pack away from land ; but as he has

started early, Mr. Wellman mayposs'ibly enough beat the record

of the farthest norlh, a motive which was deprecated by the

Austrian explorer, Weyprecht, as the bane of good .Vrctic

work. Little service to geography is to be looked for from

this expedition, unless there are islands north of Spitzbergen

which may be explored. In speaking of Mr. Peary's journeys

in the norih of Greenland, .Mr. Markham said :
" For my own

part, I look upon Peary as an ideal explorer. He chose one of

the greatest and oldest of the geographical problems that

remain to be solved, and he set lo work as if he really intended

to find the solution. Every detail of equipment was thought-

fully considered, gear was tried and tested before being used, a

brilliant preliminary journey over the inland ice was made.

All was done in the workmanlike style of a true discoverer. I

therefore believe that Peary will .succeed. I am sure that he

deserves success." There is, in Mr. Markham's opinion,

ground to hope ihat Bjorling and Kalstenius may be still alive ;

"the two Swedish lads are the stuff of which heroes are made,^

and every civilised people must be interested in their rescue
"

Want of funds has prevented a search expedition from being

sent out, and the two Swedes who have left for Elle-mereland

trust lo be landed there by the good offices of whalers. No
efforts on the part of the Council were spared lo inaugurate a

great Antarctic expedition, ihe prooioiion of which is now

under consideration by the Royal Society.

In the evening the anniversary dinner of the Royal Geo-

graphical Society was held in the Whitehall rooms of the Hulel

Mttropole.

the observing tube be kept constant, while that in the discharge

tube is varied, a marked influence on the position of the deflected

spot is at once observable. Thus, if the pressure is altered so

that Ihe sparking distance in the discharge tube changes

from 2 cm. to 4 cm. there is an alteration in the deflection

of from I2'2 m.m. to 85 m.m. Thus it would appear that

the diflerence in the deflection observed with varying gas

pressures in the ordinary form of tube is not caused by

diflerence of the medium in which the deflection is observed, but

in the difference of the rays themselves, which are produced with

varying pressures of gas. A curious deformation in the shape

of the deflected phosphorescent spot was observed, for while the

undeflected spot was always circular in form, the distribution of

light being dependent on the turbidity {i.e. density) of tlie gas

in the tube, in very turbid gases ihe edge of the spot is unde-

fined. If the gas becomes rarer there appears in the centre of

ihe spot a more or less sharply defined kernel, surrounded by a

less bright penumbra. After deflection the spots become ellip-

tical in shape, which may be due to the fact that the rays no

longer met the screen at right angles, but when the gas w.is so

rarefied that there was a central bright spot and a penumbra,

the appearance of the spot was subject to sudden changes.

While the position and shape of the centr.il spot remained

constant, the penumbra changed both in shape .and position,

sometimes even being quite separate from the bright spot. The
penumbra w.is in every case more deflected than the bright spot,

j

thus showing that the penumbra contains rays of greater de- I

flectibility than the core, but never of less. This is borne out by

previous experiments, which had shown that it is the rays that

are most easily diffused that are most deflected.

THE MAGNETIC DEFLECTION OF CATHODE
RA VS.

THF. current number of the Electrician contains a translation

of a very iniercsting paper by Herr P. Lenard, on the de-

flection of the cathode rays by a magnet. It is well known that

when the cathode rays traverse a magnetic field ihey are de-

flected from their otherwise reclilincal path, and in the form of

tube ordinarily emplo)ed this deflection increases with an in-

crease in the pressure of the residual gas in the tube. In this

particular the cathode rays behave just like a current of

negatively charged panicles projected from Ihe c.ithode. The

paths of such panicles would be curved in a magnetic field, and

the curvature would increase with a decrease in the speed with

which the panicles travel, i.e. they would be more curved in a

denser and more resisting medium. The above cxplanalion is

not in accord wilh the results of the experiments the author has

made, and which have led him to consider the cathode rays .as

phenomena in Ihe ether. In fact, the author finds that when
the observation lube and the tuhe in which the rays are gene-

rated, arc scparalcd by a gasproof aluminium partition, so that

the gaseous pressure can lie varied in the two tubes indepen-

dently, ihat the above cxplanalion entirely fails, and that every-

thing confirms his previous view that these rays are phenomena

in the ether, and not electrically charged pailicle.s. For instance,

if the pressure of Ihe gas in the diicharge-lube be kept constant,

while that in Ihe observing tube be lowered from 33 m.m. lo

o 021 m.m. it is found that Ihe dcficction produced remains

constant. Higher pressures than 33 m.m. could not be cm-

ployc'l, as under these ci/cumslances the medium became so

turliid to these rays as lo entirely destroy all definition in the

phosphorescent spot. If, however, the pressure of the gas in
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SOME LONDON POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTES}
IL

ON account of a mistaken idea as to the true end of education,

Ihe object of technical instruction is often defeated. Many

young operatives take up courses of study in order thai they may

become clerks in manufactories where technical knowledge is

desirable. This notion causes the ranks of the mechanic class

to lose many of their brightest men, while the supply of clerks

increases. What has to be impressed upon the minds of

students in trade classes is that the object of the instruction is to

enable them to perform their duties in a more eflicient manner,

not to remove them from one sphere of lile lo another. This

point was very well expressed by Sir Benjamin Haker at the

beginning of this year, in presenting the prizes and certificates

to students at the People's Palace. " It is necessary," he said,

"for leachers and students alike to remember that a certain

amount of scientific or theoretical knowledge in the future, still

more than in the present, must be considered as an indispens-

able elcmcnl of success in the great battle of life, but not as a

thing having necessarily any more market value in itself than a

knowledge of reading and writing, nor must the facilities in

acquiring knowledge now enjoyed by students be carried losucli

an extent as to incapacitate them from acting in an emergency

promptly and reliantly without help from books or professors,

or the lienefils of scientific and technical education would be looj

dearly bought, and Ihe self-education system of our i>redecessoi5|

would turn out the better men." I

The People's Palace owes its existence almost entirely lo|

the Drapers' Company. In the year 1890 this company look

the entire management of the educ.ilional work, which was

carried on under the supervision of Mr. William I'hillipsi

Sawyer, the clerk to the Company. Two years later, on tht|

Drapers' Company having ofl'ered an annual contriliution ol^

/7000 to the Palace, a new scheme was drawn up by lh<;

Charity Commissioners, which provided for an annual grant

of Z3500 from Ihe City and Parochial Charities' Funds,

in addition to the Drapers' Company's c()nlril)ution, and a new

body of Governors was formed, of which the Master "f''"

Drapers' Company acts as chairman. This body, besideii

representatives of the Drapers' Company, consists of member!;

appointed by the London University, the London Count)

Council, the London School Hoard, Ihe Trustees of the City am

Parochial Charities' Funds, and the Lord I'resident of Ihi

Council. .
'

The educational work consists of (l) the day lechnica

' Continued from p. lyo.
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Ichool, under the management of Mr. D. A. Low, head master,

thich is largely recruited from the public elementary schools,

,nd to which the Drapers' Company have contributed yearly

^1000 to be expended in scholarships. (2) The evening classes,

inder the management of Mr. J. L. S. Hatton, Director of

.ivening Classes.

I

The evening classes are conducted with a view to giving

'indents a practical and theoretical knowledge of the arts and

ciences, and to prepare them for the examinations of the

iepartment of Science and Art, the Cily and Guilds of London
nstitule, and of the Society of Arts. It will be concluded,

herefore, that instruction is given in a large number of subjecis ;

n fact, the time-table includes more than fifty classes in pure and

i.pplied sciences, and further, the Governors offer to consider

ihe formation of classes in any similar subjects provided a

ufficient number of students offer themselves for admission,

["hus the subjects taught at the institution are those for which

here is a demand. It would hardly be expected that purely

cientific subjects would be in favour in the East End of London.

The object of the majority of the students in such a district must

le a desire to command better wages as workmen rather than

he simple pursuit of knowledge. Some, however, are actuated

py a higher spirit. Among the classes conducted by Mr.

liatton is one on the differential and integral calculus, another

I'D analytical conic sections, and a third on the theory of deter-

loinants. And many, if not most, of the students of these

lubjects are not pupil teachers merely aiming at the obtaining

I'f a certificate and nothing more, but young men who after

liassing their days in grimy workshops find recreation in mathe-

iaatical exercises of no mean order. It is such ardent spirits as

jhese that bring credit upon the institutions assisting in their

[evelopment, not the mercenary "pot-hunter."

I

Strange as it may appear, there are numbers of young men in

London who are unable to pay the small entrance fees to classes

It these institutes. While at the People's Palace a short time

Igo, the writer had pointed out to him a young mechanic who,
Ihough he had been a student, found himself in circumstances

lo low that he could not pay the entrance fees for the classes in

vhich he desired to continue his studies. He pleaded with the

Oirector of studies for free admission, and, it need hardly be

aid, his request was granted. That young man is noiv in his

eventh heaven of delight, for he attends classes six nights a

(eek, and revels in the privilege that has been extended to him.
'0 all who are desirous of democratising knowledge, this case

-and it is not an isolated one—-must appeal very strongly. The
lan who wishes to work but finds his labour unwanted is an ob-

:ct of everyone's sympathy. But his claims for assistance are ro
Ironger than those of the man who craves for knowledge and
as not the means of attaining his desire. The London Poly-

echnics are doing an excellent work by reducing the tolls that

3r many years barred the ways of wisdom. ISut though the

:es to classes represent only a small part of the income of these

istitutions, it is doubtful whether any very great educational

dvantages would accrue from their abolition. " That which is

asily gained is lightly prized," is an old saying and a true one,

nd if all students were admitted free to Polytechnic classes, they
'ould possibly not appreciate the instruction so highly as they
o at present. Perhaps the best way to meet the case of poor
tudents would be for private benefactors to bestow a small sum
pon Polytechnics for the purpose of paying their fees. It is

ot suggested that these free studentships should be competed
5r, but that they should be obtainable by any who desired to

)in classes, and were prevented by the inability to pay the fees
;

rovidedonly th.at the Director of studies satisfied himself as to

be poor circumstances of the applicant.

j

The engineering department at tlie People's Palace is

ndcr the control of Mr. Robert Holt. Students are
'ermitted to enter any of the classes in engineering sub-
feels, but are always strongly advised to take up theo-

elical courses at the same time. For the first year the
iibjects thus recommended are mathematics, geometry, and
lachine construction ; for the second year, more advanced
lathematics, geometry, and machine construction, with
leoretical and applied mechanics and steam ; while third-

ear students take still higher developments of mathe-
latics, machine construction, steam, and applied mechanics,
nd also mechanical engineering. It will be seen,

lerefore, that by following this line of study a theoretical

aining is obtained which must be of the greatest advan
'ge in the engineering workshop. Only when a know-

ledge of theoretical principles is regarded as an essential quali-

fication for entrance into the workshop, can the leaching be
sound, and when this is more generally recognised among
engineering students we may expect 10 see some results of

technical education.

For some time Prof. Holt had in his mind a scheme for

the erection of a machine shop, a pattern-making shop, a smithy,

and an experimental workshop, liul the necessary funds were
not available. It has just been announced, however, that the

Drapers' Company, supplementing their former benefactions,

have voted the sum of £,\<xx> for the erection of a new engineer-

ing laboratory with workshops.
The creation and extension of workshops such as exist at the

People's Palace for various trades will do much lo bring the

workmen lo a higher degree of efficiency. But in order to

discover if the teaching is suitable for the students, and whether
,lhey make satisfactory progress, it is necessary from lime to

time to hold examinations which completely cover the work
done. At present, however, there is only one general examina-
tion in technical subjecis, namely, that of the City and Guilds
of London Institute, which covers only a small range of the

subjects usually taught, classes of such importance as those

in practical engineering and practical carpentry finding no place

in this examination. To remedy this defect, the educational com-
mittee of Ihe People's Palace have taken steps to form a joint

examination board of the London Technical Institutes. It is

proposed that the examination consist of three pans :— (l) .\n

inspection of practical work certified to be the unaided work of

Fir.. 3,—Engineering Workshop of the People's Palace.

the student ; (2) a viva voce examination ; (3) a written exam-
ination. The intention of the committee is to make Ihe

examination more a mechanical qualifying one than one of

general technical theoretical character, as will be gathered

from the subjoined extract ;
—

"It is proposed to lay more stress on the viva voce part of

the examination than is usually done, for the following reasons.

It has been found that one of the great difficulties in conducting

an examination on the above basis is to place the workman

—

un.accustomed to express himself in writing—on an equality

with the clerk, who has not the same practical knowledge and
experience. On paper, the workman frequently finds himself

defeated by the clerk, and consequently lnoks with suspicion

on such examinations as the Cily and Guilds, the results of

which he, with justice, considers lo be no just criterion of the

merits of the candidates. In our Universities, in olden days,

viva voce and written examinations were held concurrently, so

as to afford those who had no facility for expressing themselves

in writing an opportunity of showing the extent of [heir know-
ledge. With the advance of learning and the ever-increasing

opportunity for expressing oneself in writing, the need of the

viva voce examination at the University has died away, and it

is at present little more than a useless formality. In the case of

the workman, however, who has the greatest difficulty in

expressing himself on paper, it is eminently desirable to revive

the old system."
Examinations conducted in this manner have already been car-
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rieii out al the People's Palace with some success, and it certainly

seems desirable to extend them. After all, the majority of the

students in Polytechnics desire certilicates which cuarantee that

the holder, when applying for work, is a thoroughly competent

workman. liy enlisting employers of labour, and representatives

of various trades, as examiners, the work doneistruly tested from

a practical point of view, and the ceititicates awaided by them

is of use in obtaining employment. In all probability there

will be a difficulty in arranging a joint examinaiicm board on

the lines suggested by the People's Palace committee, but

however this may be, it seems desirable that some provision

should be made for determining the amount of directly useful

knowledge obtained in the Polytechnic workshops.

Before passing to another Polytechnic, a few words must be

said with regard lo the extent of the work carried on at the

People's Palace. The number of class tickets issued for the cur-

rent session is 7408. Such su' jects as light, sound, physiology,

botany, and physiography attract comparatively fe* students, the

reason evidently being that they do not directly bear upon indus-

tries. Though we cannot but regret thisl.ick ofiniere-t in subjects

be raised to ^^2500 when the sum of /"6o,ooo has been collected.

.\s only;if220oisnow wanted to complete this figure, the Institute

will probably soon be in possession of the further endowment.
The London County Council will also eventually contribute to
the Institute an annual sum estimated to amount to about £ 1 50a
The Institute contains workshops for various trades, physiail

and chemical laboratories, and numerous rooms for classes and
lectures. Instruction is provided in technological subjects, in

general science ; art, including'wood-carving and metal chasing ;

music ; and in commercial and general education. The prin-

cipal is Mr. Sidney H. Wells, and Dr. W. E. Sumpner is the

head of the electrical engineering department. Mr. S. H.
Davies has charge of the chemistry department, and Mr. W,
E. Walker carries on the engineering work in conjunction with

Mr. Wells.

For the first time in the history of London Polytechnics, the

Governors appointed a Principal, and by selecting for the post a

man in whom theoretical and practical knowledge are happily

combined, they did their best to secure a well-balanced scheme
of insiiuciion. Wiibout expressing an opinion upon the advisa

mo«t of which arc necessary lor a proper scientific education, it

n not .strange that in the East End, whrre the battle of life is so

keen, people should only be interested in matters which they
think may astist them to earn a living. Engineering subjects

are greatly favoured, as many as 300 students attending the

cla»» in machine construction and drawing. The average
attendance each evening at classes in all subjects is about nine
hundred.

Dr. Macnair, who until recently was the head of the che-

mistry department, made that branch ol .science very popular
amoni; itudcntt, and Dr. lleuilt, who has succeeded him, will

HoubllcM su»t.iin the character of the work. The research

laboratory, which it is proposed to arrange, will help to this

end.

We come now to the Ballcrsea Polytechnic Institute, formally

opened la^t February. The Instiinie has been built and
equipped at a cost of nearly /^53,ooo, the gcealcr part of which
wan raised by voluntary suliscriplions. It is at |ite»ent in

possession ofa fixed endowment of ;^i5oo per year, but this will

biliiy of putting each Polytechnic under the control of a Prin-

cipal, we would point out that an educational head who teaches

is bound to be prejudiced in the direction of his special branch

of study to the detiinienl of other branches. By placing at the

head of aflaiis a man who is not a specialist, and properly

arranging each department of the educational work under a

competent head, e.nch branch is sure of its right share of atten-

tion. At the (ioldsniiths' In titute there ate ten departuients,

each under a head who, with Mr. Kidmayne, arranges (be

details of woik. The system has been proved to work well,

and there is no friction between the depailmental heads and the

bead of the Institute, owing doubtless t.) the fa:t lh.it they feel

that he is not unduly prejudiced in favour of any one depart-

mcnt. The system of putting the whole Inslilulc under a Prin-

cipal is being tried at lialtersca. Tiiiic will show whether this

manner of control, or that adopted at New Cross, best furthen

the interests of all branches ol an Institute's work.

A few remarks with regard to the lines adopted al llattcrsea

should be of interest. The Uattcrsca Institute is open lo persont
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of either sex, without limit of age, who are students of any class in

it. Persons who wish to join a trade class are required to satisfy

certain conditions before permission is granted them. There is

a reason for (his stipulation. By attending a course in a trade

;
subject, it is possible for men to become dexterous enough to do
jobbing work without serving an apprenticeship in that trade.

This is not only detrimental to the interests of the skilled work-

I man, but it also encourages inefficient labour, for though the
' way to do a thmg may be picked up in a workshop course, the

way to do it well can only come by practice. In order to

prevent this rapiil manufacture of workmen, many Polytechnics

in the provinces make each trade class a close preserve for the

instruction of apprentices and workmen belonging to that trade.

Thus, a carpenter woul I not be permitted to join a class in

bookbinding. Something can be said both for and against this

preservation. There is the possibility that the smattering of

knowledge obtained in a Polytechnic workshop may be thought

by some .sufficient to qualify as a workman, but this is very

doubtful. On the other hand, if a person wishes to learn it

Iseems a pity to place any barrier in his way. Many young
men are apprenticed to trades

for which they have no taste

whatever, and an institute

which enables them to follow

their inclination is doing a

good work.
Membership of the Insti-

tute is open to any student

between sixteen and twenty-
five years of age, upon the

payment of a nominal fee.

Among the privileges to

which members are entitled

are : admission to ordinary
evening classes, lectures, and
'entertainments at reduced
fees, use of reading-room,
land facilities for joining

clubs an(l societies. This
> -lem of membership is cal-

jiikTted to develop an esprit

di corps among the students,

«hich will do much to make
the Institute a success. Only
by such means can a Poly-

technic earn the title of a

People's University. The
establishment of these insti-

utes has certainly put an end
o many small science classes,

iind objections have been
I'aised to this concentration

pf work. Teachers who for

f^ears have shown the

I" young idea" how to pass

louth Kensington examina-
lions, have found their oc-

cupation gone when such an
educational and social centre

IS now exists at fiattersea has
^een started. Hut while
;veryone condoles with the

a subject of immense importance, and forms the groundwork of
all applied sciences. .\n excellent departure from stock subjects
is the formation of a class in technical mensuration, in which the
needs of students attending the tride classes are met, and
engineers, builders, plumber;, bricklayers, masons, carpenters,
joiners, and other operatives are taught the application of men-
suration to the practical problems which occur in their work,
-Another class worthy of special mention is one in graphic statics,

designed to teach the application of graphics to architectural,
building, and engineering construction. .\ course of experi-
mental work is carried on in a fine mechanical laboratory, only
those who possess a knowledge of elementary mathemaiics,
mechanics, and drawing being admitted to it. The electrical de-
partment, under Dr. .Sumpner, is provided with a well-equipped
laboratory, and the electric lighting plant of the Institute
is available for experimental purposes. The chemical laboratory
is also well. equipped and arranged. Altogether, we are of
opinion that the Bittcrsea Institute has started well. Its sphere
of usefulness is limited for want of a larger endowment than it

at present possesses, bjt doubtless further funds will be received

from K Phoiivrapb l>y Rii!tH;ll A s„n!.. IT. Bilker street. W.

Flo. 3.—Engineering Workshop of the Batlcrsci Polytechnic Institute.

eachers upon their misfortune, we must point out that the

inode in which most sporadic classes under the Department of

Science and Art are carried on is capable of improvement.
Jsually a teacher rushes to his class-room, gives an hour's in-

truclion, and then leaves the students until the following week.
\ Polytechnic Institute, however, is looked upon by the

tudents in it as their alma mater. The teachers are generally

n the building ready and willing to help the inquiring mind,
astead of being merely periodic visitors.

The classes at the Kattersea Institute are chiefly intended
jr persons engaged in earning their own livelihood. Special

ourses at reduced fees are arranged applicable to various

i"ades and industries, and students are strongly urged to

ake these courses in preference to single classes ; indeed,

fverything is done to give the students a thorough and
cientific education. In order to encourage students to take

jP mathematics, the fees in that subject are lower than for any
j

ther science or trade class. Some inducement of this kind is

ccessary, for very few workmen recognise that mathematics is ]
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when the important work it is doing for the quarter of a million
inhabitants of southwest London is more widely known.

This survey would not be complete without a few words on
the admirable day schools in connection with these institutes.

Until recent years there were no facilites for the education of
boys who had passed through public elementary schools, and
desired further training in preparation for the workshop and
manufactory. Continuation schools, such as those at Battersea
Polytechnic, the People's Palace, and the Goldsmiths' Institute,

supply the needful knowledge of science and technology, and,
at the same time, carry on the subjects of general education.
Thoy represent a most important rung in the educational ladder,
and every encouragement should be given to them.

At Battersea the same teachers conduct the day and the even-
ing classes. The Institute thus possesses a permanent staff, all

the members of which give the whole of their time to the work.
There can be no doubt that this system of organisation is far

preferable to that in which visiting masters are employed.
It may be well to briefly state the conclusions to be drawn
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from an examination of the work of London Polytechnics.

In the lirst place, the funds at the disposal of the Institutes are

usually not sufficient to permit the educational needs to be
properly supplied. In order to supplement the sum arising

from endowment, grant-e.irning classes have to be held, which
means that subjects come to be considered for what they will

bring to the Institute's exchequer rather than for what they are

worth. The Technical Education Board of the London County
Coancil have taken steps to remedy this evil by contributing

maintenance grants, and capital grants for equipment, appa-
ratus, &c., the former being allotted according to a scale

calculated to promote educitional efficiency, and regularity of
attendance. The Department of Science and Art, and other
Examining Bodies, should consider the advisability of treating

Polytechnic Institutes in a similar manner, instead of regarding
them as mere collections of classes. The less an institute of
this kind depends upon payment by results, the more likely is it

to develop in the proper direction.

Very little provision is made in the institutes for really ad-

vanced work or research, but this will probably come, for in

London, technical education is only in its experimental stage.

Many years of work will have to be done before any London
institute will be able to find students for instruction of such an
advanced character as that given in continental Polytechnics.

Mr. LI. Smith recommended, in his report to the London
County Council, that a grant should be made "towards the

maintenance of an advanced department of applied science,

bearing on some local industry, under the control of a well-

qualified instructor who gives all his time to the work of the
institute." 'i'he Technical Education Board have promised a

contribution for this purpose when a Polytechnic desiring it

shall have drawn up a detailed scheme of work, and the Board
is satisfied that the proposed class will be of value to the indus-
tries of the district.

As to the recreative side of the institutes, little need be said.

The desire for physical exercise is so much stronger than that for

mental development, that there is a possibility of recreation
swamping education in one or two cases. Generally, however,
the two sides are very well balanced, and admirably assist one
another in the development of men of thought as well as men
of muscle.

For the rest. Polytechnic Institutes have aroused the interest

of the working class, and men now realise the necessity of a
scientific grounding for every trade. To have done this in so

short a lime promises well. In a few years, perhaps, London
Polytechnics will be able to compare favourably with those in

other European capitals, and when that day arrives a generation
of workmen will have sprung up which, for aptitude and
efficiency, should be able to hold its own against the world.

K. A. Gregory.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Oxford.— Mr. V. M. Vcley and Mr. G. C. Bourne have
been appointed Examiners for the Burdett-Coutts Scholarship.

The sixth annual report of the Curators of the Botanic
Garden shows a deficit of nearly jf2oo on the close of the
financial year. This is due principally to the decrease of income
derived from rents and profits of estates. The Curators report
that the existing endowment is inadequate to maintain the
Garden, and that it will be necessary to call on the University
at no distant date, to consider whether a moderate annual
subvention should not be made to place the Garden on a
satisfactory basis. The deficit would have been greater but
that the Professor of Botany has made, propria molii, a con-
tribution of ;^5o towards the funds of the Garden. The new
range of gla-,<-houses, including the palm house and the
succulent house, h.-Ls been completed and proves satisfactory.

Elections to .Scholarship? in Natural Science will be held at

the following Colleges :— Balliol College, examination to begin
on November 20, a scholarship in Natural Science wcrlh £'io
a year, on the foundation of Miss Hannah Brakenbury.
Balliol, Christ Church and Trinity College. At Balliol two
Scholarships of the value of ;^8o a year and one Exhibition of

the value of £^o a year. Christ Church, one Scholarship of

the value of £io a year and one Exhiliiiion of the value of

£%i a year. Trinity College, one Scholarship of the value
of ;^8o a year. The cx.iminalions for these Scholarships will

begin on Tuesday, November 20.
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Cambridge.—Dr. Bradbury, the Downing Professor of
Medicine, h.-is appointed as his assistant in Pharm.icology Mr.
C. R. Marshall, Research Fellow of Owens College, Man-
chester.

The Rede Lecture will be given in the Anatomy School \\

Mr. J. W. Clark, Registrary, on June 13 .it noon. The subjf
is " Libraries during ihe Middle .Ages and the Ren.iissance.

A consider.ible number of courses in scientific subjects, in-

cluding Chemistry, Mineralogy, Geology, .Vnatomy, and Path-
ology are announced for the ensuing Long Vacation, which is

more and more assuming the character of a regular term.

No less than twenty-three women are announced as haviiii;

"deserved Mathematical Honours" in Part I. of the Mathema-
tical Tripos.

By the election of Dr. Ilickson to the Professorship of

Zoologyat Owens College, Manchester, a vacancy is created for

a University Lecturer in Invertebrate Morphology.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
M'iidema nn's AniiaUii iter Pliysik tniii Cliemie, No. 5.—On

the measurement of surface tension of water and mercury in

capillary tubes, by G. Quincke. In accurate measurements of

the surface tension of water by elevation in capillary tubes the

marginal angle must be taken into account. It is different from

zero, and generally increases with the age of the tubes. For
the same kind of glass the surface tension of water at 18° is

generally found to increase with the diameter of the capillary

tube. For wide tubes of normal Jena glass or English flint

gliiss the surface tension at 18' was 7'S46 and 7776 mgr.—On
the magnetic deflection of cathode r.ays, by Philipp Lenard.

The magnetic deflection is not aflected by the medium in which
the rays are observed, but remains the same for a given species

of cathode rays, whatever may be the g.as, the intensity, and
the pressure. But at different pressures within the generating

apparatus different cathode rays are produced, showing varying

amounts of deflection —On a sodium nitrogen compound, by

L. Zehnder. Sodium mirrors deposited eleclrolylically in

vacuum tubes gave rise to strong absorption and rapid fall of

pressure, accompanied by the formation of a brown mirror

during the glow discharge. .\ detailed investigation showed
that this action takes place as soon .as metallic sodium has been

transferred to the cathode. The compound formed, probably

NNaj, is not deposited on the cathode, but on the glass walls

near the anode.—On the elliptic polarisation of reflected light,

by K. E. F. Schmidt. In the case of glasses of equal refractive

indices and different dispersive powers the glass with ihe higher

dispersion shows the wider range of angle at which elliplicity is

observed.—On the spectra of tin, lead, arsenic, antimony and

bismuth, by II. Kayser and C. Runge. The authors have

continued their efforts to find uniformilies in the structure of

the metallic line spectra through the periodic series of the

elements. The above melals were taken as convenient repre-

sentatives of the fourth and fifth rows. The spectrum of tin

may be reconstructed by superimposing three equal spectra

diflering by a constant oscillation frequency. The same law

applies to the spectra of lead and arsenic. In the case of anti-

mony, six such spectra are superposed, and in bismuth four.

—

Line spectra, by J. R. Rydberg. This is a comparison of the

spectra of calcium and strontium.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society. May 10.— " Preliminary Report on the

Results obtained with the Prismatic Camera during the Total

Eclipscof the Sun, April 16, 1893." By J. Norman Lockycr,

C.B., F.R.S.
During the total eclipse of 1871 observations were made by

Respighi and the author with a spectroscope deprived of its

collimator, and a series of rings was seen corresponding to the

different rays emitted by the corona and prominences. A
similar instrument, arranged for photography, was employed

during several succeeding eclipses, but the photographs were

on so small a scale that none of the results came up to the

expectations raised by Ihe observations of 1871. As the Solar

Physics Committee is now in possession of a prismatic camera

of 6 inches aperture, the prism having a refracting angle of

45", it was determined to employ it during the eclipse of 1893.

The instrument was placed at the disposal of the Eclipse
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Committee by the Solar Physics Committee, and was
entrusted to Mr. Fowler, who took the photographs at the

African station.

It also seemed desirable that a series of similar photographs
should be taken at another point on the line of totality, even
though an equally efficient instrument were not available. A
spectroscope with two 3-inch prisms of 60', used in conjunction

with a siderostat, accordingly formed part of the equipment of

the expedition to Brazil, and was placed in charge of Mr.
Shackleton.
The present preliminary report is intended to indicate the

kind of results obtained, and some of the photographs are

reproduced for the information of those specially interested, as

it will be some time before the complete reductions are ready
for publication.

The most conspicuous lines, or rather portions of circles,

seen in the photographs taken during totality, are the II and
K lines of calcium, and in these rays the images of the various
prominences are very clearly outlined.

The lines of hydrogen, extending far into the ultra violet,

are also very prominent, and numerous other lines are seen in

addition.

Isochromatic plates were used for some of the exposures, and
on some of these the ring formed by the characteristic line of
the coronal spectrum (1474 K) is clearly depicted, especially

in the Brazilian photographs. A comparison with the photo-
graphic records of the corona shows that the prismatic camera
has picked out the brightest parts of the corona in this way.
AH the photographs show a bright continuous spectrum from
the inner corona.

"On the Leicester Earthquake of August 4, 1S93." By C.
Davison, M. .^.j King Edward's High School, Birmingham.
On August 4, 1893, at 6.41 r.M., an earthquake of intensity

nearly equal to 6 (according to the Rossi-Forel scale) was felt

over the whole of Leicestershire and Rutland and in parts of all

the adjoining counties. The disturbed area was 58 miles long,

46 miles broad, and contained an area of about 2066 square
miles. The direction of the longer axis (about W. 40° N. and
E. 40° S. ) and the relative position of the isoseismal lines show
that the originating fault, if the earthquake were due to fault-

slipping, must run in about the direction indicated, passing
between Woodhouse Eaves and Markfield, and hading towards
the north-east. The anticlinal fault of Charnwood Forest, so
far as known, satisfies these conditions, and it is highly
probahle that the earthquake was caused by a slip of this fault

;

greatest in the neighbourhood of Woodhouse Eaves, and
gradually diminishing in amount in either direction, rather
rapidly towards the north-west and much more slowly towards
the south-east. The total length of the fault-slip may have
been as much as twelve miles or even more, and there can be
little doubt that it was continued for some distance under the
Triassic rocks on which Leicester is built.

Royal Society, May 10.—"The Stresses and Strains in

Isotropic Elastic Solid Ellipsoids in Equilibrium under Bodily
Forces derivable from a Potential of the Second Degree." By
C. Chree, Superintendent of Kew Observatory.
The problem solved in the present memoir, viz. that of an

isotropic elastic solid ellipsoid under the action of bodily forces
derived from a potential

4(P.r--t-Qy--l-R5"),

is the most general case of equilibrium under forces derived
from a potential of the second degree. The above potential
covers forces arising from mutual gravitation or from rotation
about a principal axis in an ellipsoid of any shape.
The solution obtained satisfies without limitation or assump- 1

tion of any kind all the elastic solid equations. It enables the :

variation in the effects of gravitation and rotation with the change
of shape of the ellipsoid to be completely traced.

The results obtained for the very oblate and very oblong forms
seem to show that in many cases of bodily forces the assump-
tions usually made in the treatment of thin plates and long rods
would not be justified.

By comparison with the author's previous researches, a close
similarity is shown to exist between the phenomena in rotating
flat ellipsoids and thin elliptic discs on the one hand, and
rotating elongated ellipsoids and long elliptic cylinders on the
other.

Royal Society, May 24.—" On certain Functions connected
with Tesseral Harmonics, with Applications." By A. H.
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Leahy, late Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge, Pro-

fessor of Mathematics at Firth College, Sheffield.

Royal Society.

—

Cornclion.—In the abstract of the paper
"On the Specific Heats of Gases" (Part III.), by J. Joly,

F.R.S., read (in place of the formula given) :

—

Cv = a -F 2(''(I00-C) H- 3<f (100-/)-.

Royal Microscopical Society, May 16.—Mr. A. D.
Michael, President, in the chair.—Mr. C. Lees Curties ex-
hibited and described a microscope which had been specially
made for photographic purposes. The leading feature of the
instrument is that the nose-piece is removable, so that an
ordinary photographic lens can be substituted for the objective
if required. He also exhibited a new form of apparatus for

obtaining instantaneous photographs of objects under the micro-
scope ;

as examples of what could be done with this apparatus,
he showed photo-micrographs of blood-corpuscles taken with
powers X 306 and 600 diameters, and also some low-power
photos of living specimensof io/ir^Mj with tentacles extended.
Dr. W. H. Dallinger thought the photomicrographs were
extremely good. He noted in the immediate vicinity of the
Lophopus, there were some vorticeliat!, and this suggested that it

might be possible to take them in the act of closing, so as to
get an idea how the movement was performed.—Mr. Shrubsole
said he had brought to the meeting a few living specimens of
Gromia, which were shown under the microscopes on the table.
One peculiarity of these specimens was that instead of possess-
ing but one aperture, there was a zone of small apertures round
a central one. This he thought was a good reason why this
object should be removed from the Monostomia. .-Vfter de-
scribing a naked rhizopod closely allied to IJeberkiihnia, and an
organism resembling Slupluarjella, Mr. Shrubsole said he had
on the previous day obtained from the water ofT Sheernesssome
masses of a dirty-looking substance containing all sorts of
forms of gelatinous objects, in which were imbedded a number
of granules ; they were the cause of what the fishermen called
"foul water," or "May water." They were only seen for
certain seasons and for a short time, and it would be an interest-
ing inquiry to find out what became of them.— Prof. jefTrey
Bell said that he had just been present at the annual inspection
of the Marine Biological Laboratory at Plymouth, and he found
that one of the greatest troubles there had been the condition
of the water. Only two fish had died during the last twelve
months, but the Director was desirous of obtaining information
as to the diatomaceous and desmidaceous condition of the
water in the tanks. Inquiries naturally suggesting themselves
would be what the organisms really were which caused this " foul
water"; was the "foul water" due to their presence, and
were they a great number of larva undergoing transformation ?

—

Prof. Bell called attention to the three frames of photo-micro-
graphs which formed the Society's exhibit at the Chicago Exhi-
bition, and which h.ad just been returned. The Fellows would
have now the opportunity of seeing them and determining
whether they were worthy of the medal which they were told
had been awarded the Society.

Quekett Microscopical Club, M.ay 18.—Mr. A. D.Michael,
Vice-President, in the chair.— Mr. C. L. Curties exhibited a new
instantaneous photo-micrographic apparatus, and explained the
method of using it. Some excellent pictures of pond-life, and
fresh human blood corpuscles, &c. , taken by this apparatus, were
h.anded round for inspection, and one group of Lophopus, fully ex-
tended, surrounded by vorticellae,was particularly admirable and
lifelike. The Chairman thought thisapparatus would be especially

valuable for obtaining representations of quickly-moving organ-
isms, which were almost impossible to draw in a natural way
because of their rapid volutions, and they might get composite
pictures which would throw some light on this difficult subject
of locomotion in minute animals, such as had been done by
Muybridge and others with the horse, for instance.— .Mr. G.
Western read some interesting notes of foreign rotifers which
had since been found in Britain, amongst them being Xotholca
heptOilon, Bipalptis vesieulosiis, C/tromogasttr testiulo, ^Ecistes
miicicola, and..^'. Socialis, Brachionus dorcas, and others, which
were accompanied by beautifully executed drawings by Mr.
Dixon-Nuttall. Mr. Western pointed out the uncertainty and
variability of many of the characters relied upon for specific,

and in some cases for generic, value, such as the presence or
absence of seta;, antennal appendages, or even of the eyes.

Mr. Michael said with regard to the eye he had frequently found
the same peculiarity among the Ilydrachnea or water-mites ; in
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Ihe same galhering would perhaps be met with specimens other-

wise identical, some with aud some without eyes, or the eye

present on one side only. The pigment greatly varied in

amount, or was entirely wanting, but without sections it was
difficult to say whether that was the case with the true nervous

part of the visual organ, which, from its transparency, was easily

overlooked in merely surface views.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, May 21.—M. Lcewy in the chair.

—

Researches on trimethylene and propylene, and on a new class

of hydrocarbans ; dynamical isomerism, by M. Berthelot. Tri-

methylene and propylene have, respectively, - 171 Cal. and
- 94 Cal. for heats of formation from their elements. The
corresponding dibromides, sulphates, and alcihols have nearly

the same heals of formation ;
just as trimethylene and propylene

diSier by - 77 Cal. in heat of formation, so the formation of

bromides, sulphates, and alcohols from these subs'ances

liberates more heat in the case of trimethylene, the excess being

+ 94, -(- 8S, and 4- 102 Cal. in the respective cases. The
dibromides liberate heat on the fuither addition of bromine as

follows :

—

-l-Br. -^B^.;. +3Br.. -fjBrj.

Propylene dibromide fO-522, +0872, 4-1-397, -(-l'66lcal.

Trimethylene dibromide-(-o-592, -H'OIO, -H'567, -f 2-052 ,,

The heat of formation of terebenthene is +4-2 Cal., of citrene

is + 217 cal., and of liquid camphene is about 24 Cal. The
corresponding hydrochlorides have nearly the same heats of

formation. From these data it is argued that trimethylene and

terebenthene belong to a new class of hydrocarbons, and are

dynamical isomerides of propylene and camphene respec'ively.

—

A note by M. Lcewy accompanying the presentation of a

volume of the " Annales de I'Observaloire de Bordeaux."

—

On the formation of urea in the liver after death, by M. Charles

Richet. The formation of urea is analogous to the production

of sugar. Urea continues to be formed in the liver after

removal from the body and cleansing (rom blood, &c., by

washing, probably by hydrolysis due to the action of a soluble

diast.ase.—The insects of the carboniferous period, by M.

Charles Brongniart.—On the superficial tension of saline solu-

tions, by M. H. Sentis. If F be the superficial tension of the

saline solution, /'that of water at the same temperature, u the

volume of 100 molecules of water, ami v that of a mixture of «

molecules of the salt with 100 - « molecules of water, we have

=r-i^-", /

-Jl

where is the action per unit of length between the mole-

cules of the salt and the molecules of water. With re-

gard to — (1) This action is independent of the tem-

perature between 0° and 25^
; (2) it is proportional to « up

to the most concentrated solutions
; (3) it is independent

of the nature of the salt and approximately equal to 0-78 dyne

per centimetre for each radical equivalent {t.g. - for NaBr,

KCy, MgSO,, CaCI,, and KjCrO^ is respectively i 6 ; rS;
1'6; 2-3; and 2 '4). —Properties of magnetic substances at

various temperatures, by M. P. Curie. Oxygen, manganese
chloride, ferrous sulphate, and palladium follow the law ex-

pre«ed hy i = - where i is the specific coefficient of magne-

liulion, A is a constant, and T is the absolute temperature.

The temperature of magnetic transformation of nickel is near

340' lis coefficient / lictween 373' and 806° is indciiendent of

ihe intensity of the field, and decreases regularly and very

rapidly as the limperalure rises. The temperature of magnetic

tran formation o( magneiiie is about SiS- I'rom 550° to 850"

it behaves like nickel, (rom 850'' to 1370° it olicys the same
law as o«yg>-n. Iron exhibits very comjilex phenomena.
Between 860' and 1280' there appears 10 be annber modifi-

lion of iron foimed ; before 860* and beyond 1280",

iron liehaves like nickel.—On a system of new scales,

by M. Alexandre de Uertha.— Apparent death produced by

alternaiiig currents, ke^ioralion to life by means of artificial

respiration, by M. A. d'Atsonval. In the cases where death has

apparen'ly t>ccn cau<e<l by direct action of the current on the

nerve cemres, without lesion or destruction of the tissues, it is

found possible to revive the patient by the treatment adopted
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with apparently drowned persons.—On a method permitting

the measurement of the mental intensity of vision and the longi-

tudinal aberration of the eye, by M. Charles Henry.—Absorp-

tion spectra of hydrobromic solutions of cupric bromide, by M.
Paul Sabalier. The absorption between A=66o/i/i and
\ = 440 ^ju is far more intense than in the cases of the alcoholic

solution of the anhydrous salt or the aqueous solutions of the

green and blue hydrates.—On the molecular transformations of

some chromic compounds, by M. A. Recoura.—On some com-
binations of ammonia with various silver salts, by M M. Joannis

and Croizier. The compounds AgBr.3NHj, AgHr.liNH,,
AgBr.NH.,, AgLNHj, Agl. iNHa, AgCy.Mla, AgNOj^NH,,
A«X03.2NHs, .-\gNO3.NH3 have been studied, and their

temperatures of dissociation, as also their characteristic formulse

for the pressures of dissociation at any temperature, are given.

—On the detection of hydrochloric .icid, by M.\I. A. Villiers

and M. K.-iyolle.—On geraniol from the essence of AnJrofogon
Schtrnanthus.—Does dige.stion of proieid matters without

digestive ferments exist? by M. A. Bechamp.—Essay on a

theory of ihe temporal (bone), by M. S. Jourdain.—On the

increase of temperature of earth-layers with the depth in the

low Algerian Sahara, by M. Georges Rolland. In many parts

of the low Algerian Sahara, between 30 and 35° Lat., the

temperature increases with the depth at least I for 20 metres,

and often much more rapidly.—Agronomic map of the canton

of Ferle-sous-Jouarre, by >I. Galellier.
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HAGEN'S SYNOPSIS. OF HIGHER MATHE-
MA TICS.

Synopsis der Iloheren Mathemalik. Von Johann (J.

Hagen, S.J., Director der Sternwarte des Georgetown

College, Washington, D.C. Erster Band: Arith-

metische und algebraische Analyse. (Berlin ; Felix

L. Dames, iSgi.)

THE author's object has been to give a bird's-eye

view, or synopsis, of the whole range of higher

mathematics ; and this handsome volume of 39S pages

is a first instalment. The work is not intended as a

treatise, or to be merely a book of reference to which

the mathematician may turn for his formulae. It has a

much more ambitious scope, and aims at presenting a

general view of all branches of mathematics, methodically

arranged and separated into a great number of sections,

each of which contains a notice of the history of

the subject to which it relates, followed by a series

of numbered paragraphs giving the principal formulas,

with full references to the books and writings from

which they are taken, and to which the reader must

have recourse for further information.

The branches of mathematics treated of in the present

volume may be classed under the four heads of Theory

of Numbers, Theory of .Series, Theory of Functions,

and Theory of Equations. In this classification, however,

an extended meaning must be given to these titles, for

the functional branch includes determinants, invariants,

and groups. Altogether there are twelve subject head-

ings divided into 102 sections, each of which is further

subdivided into separate articles when required. As
an example of the mode of arrangement, we may take

the Partition of Numbers. We first find a general

sketch of the algebraical methods of Euler, Cayley, and
Sylvester, with many of Euler's most interesting results

;

then we pass to partitions into figurate numbers and to

quadratic forms, both treated in a similar manner.

It is evident that any near approach to absolute com-
pleteness could not be attained in such a comprehensive

u ndertaking. No single person could read and digest the

whole of mathematics as it exists in our day, and arrange

and systematise it in a series of volumes. It might even

be regarded as open to question \vh ether so bold an enter-

prise could meet with any measure of success. But no one

can look at this volume without admitting that the attempt

has been well justified, and that, whatever its im-

perfections, we are indebted to the author for a most
interesting and valuable work.

The critical reader naturally turns first to the sub-

jects— or, rather, the portions of subjects—with which
he is himself best acquainted, and it is not surprising

if he should here find omissions ; but, even in this

extreme case, the sections in question can scarcely be

read without advantage as well as interest. The true

test of the utility of the work is afforded by an inspec-

tion of the sections relating to subjects which lie adjacent

to, but not upon, the direct line of the reader's own
studies ; here he cannot fail to be impressed by the new
matter which he will find set out before him.
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The history, theorems, and references are grouped to-

gether in an attractive manner ; a mathematician could

not turn over the pages, even in the most casual manner,

without being tempted to stop here and there and pore

over some of the paragraphs. The historical introduction

is always remarkably clear, and the formulae are

sufficiently explained to render them intelligible as they

stand. Although the book is to some extent a cyclopasdia,

it is not unduly concise, nor is any attempt made to save

space by the introduction of special abbreviations in the

explanations or references.

As an illustration of the contents of the sections, we

may take the paragraphs which relate to the number of

prime numbers. We first find references to the proofs

of the theorems that the number of primes is unlimited,

and that every arithmetical progression, whose first term

and difference have no common factor, must contain a

prime. The next paragraph gives an account of Gauss's,

Encke's, and Legendre's approximate formulae for the

numbers of primes between given limits, with references.

Then we come to 2. resuiiu' oi Tchebicheff's memoir of

1851, with .Sylvester's additions (1881), followed by a

similar statement of Riemann's results (1859) and a refer-

ence to Meissel's methods of calculating the exact num-
ber of primes up to a given limit (1871). As another

illustration, we may take the section relating to the har-

monic series. First we find references to works or

memoirs where special cases of harmonic series are

treated at some length ; then we come to the general

summation by means of the semi-convergent series with

Eulerian numbers as coefficients ; and the section

closes with an account of the history of Euler's

constant. From this description it will be seen that

the work, covering as it does all higher mathematics,

is unique in its character. No other writer has attempted

to deal systematically with any large field of mathe-

matical research so fully and completely.

It seems to us that Mr. Hagen has very skilfully com-

bined statements of results with references. It is difficult

to avoid being too dit'fuse when formute have to be

selected from an elaborate memoir ; and it is difficult to

render a mere body of references attractive. But in both

these respects the author has been successful. The
references are always accompanied by enough explana-

tory matter to render them interesting ; in fact, unlike

most mathematical quartos, every page of the book is

"readable" in the ordinary sense of the word. The
su"bdivision of the subjects into so many sections, though

convenient for the user, must have added considerably

to the labour of preparation, and increased the difficulty

of arranging the references so as to avoid repetition.

.•\ list of sixty-six treatises and twenty-one periodicals,

which arc referred to in the volume, is given at the end.

This list, long as it is, might have been considerably

extended, had more complete libraries been accessible to

the author. As it is, the works consulted form a most

excellent nucleus, which may be supplemented at some
future time by the author or a successor. Had many
more been included, we think the author's attempt must

have failed, no matter what ability and perseverance

he might have brought to his task. It is to be

remembered that for such a compilation it is necessary

to study the memoirs with some care in order to decide

G
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upon the results to be selected. No one who has not had

experience of this kind of work can appreciate the labour

involved ; it is comparatively easy when the abstractor

can confine himself to his own line of study, but when

he has to get up fresh subjerts for the purpose, the difti-

cultv is enormaasly increased. It would be manifestly

unfair to criticise a work of this kind on account of its

deficiencies, or even its errors. Any competent mathe-

matician who carries out such an undertaking is entitled

to the thanks of his fellows for whatever he puts before

them ; and when he does his work well, as Mr. Hagen
has done, he may be heartily congratulated upon a real

service rendered to mathematical science.

The difficulty of dealing with the ever-increasing

volume of journal literature is one which is common to

all the sciences, but it is psrhips felt most acutely in

mathematics, where the lines of research are so

very numerous, and the workers in each are but few.

The want of treatises has to some extent been supplied

by the republication in a collected form of the scattered

papers of many eminent mathematicians. The value

of these complete editions cannot be exaggerated ; but

they necessarily aggravate the tendency to accumulate

all discoveries upon the greatest names, and throw still

further into the background the productions of the less

distinguished writers. The paramount merit of classified

indexes and books of an encyclopedic character is that
i

they treat all papers with the same impartiality ; and
probably there are no works which do more for the

advance of science than those which, like the present,

have for their sole object to make available for general

use the stores of more or less inaccessible knowledge
which have been laboriously acquired and put on record.

Perhaps, too, when .Mr. Hagen has mapped out the whole

territory of mithematics, there may be found some who
will be willing to fill in certain regions on a larger scale

than so comprehensive a plan has permitted to him.

A few words should be added with respect to the book
itself. It is beautifully printed, the pages are large and
handsome, and it is well indexed. The formulx are so

numerous, and the text is so conveniently divided into

short and clear paragraphs, that the language will pre-

sent no obstacle to anyone possessing the least acquaint-

ance with German. It is intended that the complete
work shall consist of four volumes, the second relating

to geometry. If carried out in its entirely with the same
care that has been bestowed upon the first volume, the

whole work will form a splendid contribution to tlie

history and progress of mathematics.

J. W. L. Glaisher.

MICRO-CHE.\TrSTR Y.

A Manual of Micro-chemical Analysis. By Prof H.
Behrens. With an introductory chapter by Prof John
\V. Judd. (London: Macmillan and Co., 1894)

T^IIE necessity of supplementing the microscopical
•*• examination of rocks and minerals by chemical

tests led Dr. Boricky in 1877 to devise his method of

micro-chemical analysis. He decomposed extremely

minute particles of the substance to be examined on a

glass slide, protected by a coating of Canada balsam, and
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examined the fluosilicates formed by the aid of the

microscope. Since his time Prof Streng, Dr. Haushofer,

the author of the present manual, and others have devoted

themselves to improving and extending micro-chemical

methods. .Mthough originally introduced for the purpose

of enabling chemical tests to be applied to extremely

small particles, it has been found that these methods have

another and perhaps equally important claim to recogni-

tion. They often shorten the time required for a quali-

tative chemical examination. Thus Prof. Behrens tells

us that a solution containing calcium, magnesium, zinc,

manganese, cobalt, and nickel has been examined in

forty minutes ; and one containing silver, mercury, lead,

bismuth, tin, antimony, and arsenic in an hour.

Up to the present time no general work on micro-

chemical .analysis has appeared in the English language,

so that the manual before us fills a definite gap in our

scientific literature. It is divided into three parts. The
first treats of the general method and of the reactions at

present employed in the identification of the ditierent

elements ; the second, of the application of the method to

the analytical examination of mixed compounds.

The apparatus required is of the simplest character. A
microscope with magnifying powers of 50 and 200, a few

microscopic slides, some capillary tubes, one or two plati-

num spoons, some platinum wire and foil, a burner giving a

flame 5 mm. high, and a box of reagents, are almost all that

is absolutely necessary. An idea of the scale on which the

operations are conducted may be obtained from the fact

that, in establishing the limits of the applicability of the

several tests, the author worked with drops having a volume

of one cubic millimeter. The conditions which determine

thesuitabilityof any particular reaction for micro-chemical

work are obviously very different from those which

govern ordinary qualitative analysis. It is much more

important that the compounds formed should be easily

recognisable, than that complete precipitation should be

effected. The compounds by which elements are recog-

nised under the microscope are therefore, as a rule, those

which possess an appreciable though not very great

solubility; for such compounds most readily form well

characterised crystals.

It is in the selection of suitable reactions that Prof.

Behrens has done so much to facilitate the application

of micro-chemical methods. In describing these re-

actions he gives in each case the limit of sensibility in

micro-milligrams, the precautions necessary to secure

the result, and the circumstances under which the par-

ticular reaction is applicable. The work is illustrated

with numerous figures representing the compounds re-

lied upon for diagnostic purposes ; but, as the author

points out, the only way of acquiring facility in the iden-

tification of these compounds, as well as confidence in

the method, is to go through the reactions and observe

the results under the microscope.

The second part of the work treats of a systematic

scheme of examination, and of the micro-chemical

anal) sis of water, ores, rocks, alloys, and some combina-

tions of rare elements. It must be admitted that it is at

present quite impossible to formulate any general scheme

at all comparable with those in use in ordinary analysis ;

and the chemist, unaciiuainted with what has been done

by the aid of micro-chemical methods, would undoubtedly
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carry away a very unfavourable impression of them if he

confined his attention to this part of the book. The fol-

lowing portions, which treat of the application of the

method to ores, alloys, rocks, &c., are much more satis-

factory, and contain information of great value to the

metallurgist, petrologist, and others.

After all, micro-chemical analysis is only in its infancy,

and, as the author points out, the present work will

doubtless prove to be a mere outline compared with the

manuals which will be published twenty years hence,

"when the advantages of micro-chemical analysis will be

understood everywhere, when its appliances will be fully

developed, when difficulties have been surmounted, and

obscurities have been cleared up. ' Meanwhile it is to

be hoped that the publication of this small but ex-

tremely valuable little volume will have the effect of

largely increasing the number of those who use micro-

chemical methods in this country.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Practical Botany for Beginners. By F. O. Bower.
(Macmillan and Co., 1894.)

Prof. Bower's well-known "Practical Botany" has
won for itself universal recognition as forming an indis-

pensable adjunct to the botanical laboratory. But with
its increasing popularity the size and scope of the

volume also advanced, and at the present time, though
it is invaluable to the student with sufficient time at his

command, it is somewhat bulky for the large class of

persons who, from various circumstances, require a
more elementary acquaintance with the types they
investigate.

It is for these that the " Practical Botany for Be-
;:;inners " has been designed, and it will certainly prove of

_;reat service. Although the book is of smaller dimen-
sions than the larger work just referred to, it is still con-
ducted on the same lines. The text, so far as it goes, is

for the most part similar, and the reduction in size is pro-

vided for by the use of smaller type, and by the omission
of many subsidiary descriptions which had been intro-

duced for purposes of comparison.
Like all good introductory books, it assumes no

previous knowledge in the department to which it re-

lates, and thus the student is enabled to begin really at

the beginning. It will, however, be his own fault if he is

not in possession of a very creditable amount of sound
knowledge by the time he has worked through the
volume. For those who are unable to go through the
more extended course, a better book than the present
one could not be recommended.

Simple E.xperiments for Science Teaching. By John A.
Bower. (London : Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge, 1S94.)

Teachers of science in elementary schools now live in

halcyon days. Time was when books containing courses
of experiments suitable for teachmg the young idea the
science of common things were hard to find, and they who
desired to impart such instruction had to prepare their
own sequence of lessons. But the examinations of the
Science and Art Department and similar bodies have
changed all that. There are now numerous primers for

all branches of elementary science, some good, many
inditlerent, and a few bad. Teachers are no longer under
the necessity of exercising the facultv of originality in

devising experiments for class demonstration, for the
work is done for them, and frequently done well, by the
much-maligned text-book writer. Possibly the mental
atrophy thus brought about is not desirable, but there is
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little doubt that the teaching has been benefited. Few of

the courses of elementary science in our schools and
colleges were truly scientific in character, and it is chiefly

the text-book that has improved the old stale of things

by giving law and order to the chaos of experiments.

Mr. P.ower's book deserves classification with those that

help on the work of science. It consists of two hundred
experiments fully illustrating the elementary " Physics

and Chemistry ' division in the code for evening con-

tinuation schools. The experiments are well graded,

they are simple, they illustrate phenomena of every-day

life,and most of them can be performed with thehomeliest

things. The pupil who sees the experiments will learn

much ; he who does them will obtain an excellent founda-

tion in physical scifnce. The book is nicely printed and
sufficiently illustrated, and would be a very acceptable

present for a boy fond of finding out some of the ways of

nature.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

[ The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake

to return, or to correspond -with the writers oj, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part o/Naturk.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.'\

The Teeth and Civilisation.

In a letter to Nature for May 17, on "The Teeth and

Civilisation," the writer advances a theory to account for the

great prevalence of decay of the leeth at the present day, and

"concludes that Dr. Wilherforce Smith's investigations show

that "the ancients enjoyed a perfect set of teeth till advanced

years, and modern savages enjoy the same blessint;."

I have not had the opportunity of seeing Dr. Wilberforce

Smith's communication, but the number of cases examined in

this particular instance (ten Sioux Indians) would hardly he

sufficient to draw any conclusions from ; and even in these ten

cases all the teeth were not examined. I think, however, it

has been sufficiently proved by several careful investigations

that caries of the teeth is not a purely modern disease, and is

not entirely confined to civilised races. My father, in a com-

munication to the Odontological Society in 1870, brought

together the results of an inquiry extending over more than

ten years, in which he examined over 2000 skulls, including all

the available collections in Great Britain, and his conclusions

as to the prevalence of dental caries differ very considerably

from those of the writer of this letter.

Among thirtv-six skulls of ancient Egyptians he found caries

in fifteen (41 '66 per cent.), in seventy six Anglo-Saxon skulls

he found twelve cases (15-78 per cent.), among 143 skulls of

Romano Britons there were 41 cases of caries (28-67 per cent.),

while among 44 miscellaneous skulls of ancient Britons 20-45

per cent, showed carious teeth. Several other collections gave

similar results.

Again, with regard to savage races—among the Tasnianians

27-7 per cent, of caries was found, among native Australians

2045 per cent., among East African skulls 24-24 per cent, and

among those of West African natives 27 96.

Similar results were ol>tained on the examination of skulls

of many other races, but I think I have quoted fitjures sufficient

to prove that caries is not confined to civilised races or to

modern times.

It is quite comprehensible that excessive nerve strain,

especially by aflecling vascular supply, may lead to imperfect

nutrition during the development of the teeth, and we know
that the diseases of early childhood have a very marked effect

upon tooth structure, indicated by the ridged and defective

leeth so frequently seen, and it seems quite possible that loo

early stimulus of the brain in childhood may have a similar

effect on forming teeth. It is very difficult, however, to under-

stand how nerve strain can have any direct effect upon fu'.ly

famed teeth, and we should, I think, look for the explanation

of the cases referred to in some vitiated condition of the fluids

of the mouth, caused by the depressed condition of health so

common amongst hospital nurses.

There is little doubt ihat an open-air life and healthy
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surroundings encourage the formation of sound teeth in a

sound t)ody ; but I cannot Imi think that the principal cause

of caries must be looked for in the food. It is plainly shown

by many investigators, and in the piper above referred to, that

caries ii rare among peoples who subsist principally upon animal

food ; the Esquimaux showed, among sixly-nine skulls, only

two cases of caries, and the largest amount of disease was

found among those races who lived upon a mixed or exclusively

vegetable diet. These results are, of course, easily understood

under the more accurate knowledge which we now possess of

'he immediate causes of dental caries.

As to the relatiie frequency with which different teeth are

affected, I think statistics plainly show that it is the first molar

tooth of the lower jaw which is \\\a-\ prone to decay of any

toith in the series, and most authorities consider the second

lower inolar as the next in order ; with these two exceptions the

upper are more frequently di-eased than the lower teeth. This

would, however, not affect the argument, as the lower molars

are of course also supplied by the lifth nerve.

Structural defects, due to inherited weakness or imperfect

nutrition during the dtvelopment cf the tetth, combined with tlie

use of soft cooked food, which is long retained in contact with

them, and is of a nature eminently suitable for fermentaiion,

give us, I think, the principal factors of decay among civilised

racfs.

While allowing the influence of nerve strain in early child-

hood, and as a factor in hereditary transmission of defective

structure, I fail to see how it can influence teeth already

formed. J. Howard Mummery.
May 27.

Centipedes and their Young.

Referring to Mr. Urich'.s letter in your issue of April 5, I

send the following remarks, which no doubt will interest some of

your readers. During my eight years' residence in Guiana, I have
frequently had brought to the museum, centipedes of from 5-S
inches in length, carr)'ing their young clasped by means of their

legs to all parts of the underside of the body, though generally

the young have been clustered in dense masses rather than scat-

tered. In their very early stages the young are closely clustered,

and seem quite unable to clasp their parent in turn, but later

they become very restless, and will be seen moving about inde-

pendently, and when clustered by the action of the parent they

are incessantly changing their position in the cluster. When
the young are thus bunched together, the body of the parent is

coiled upon itself at that pan ; and the contrast between a

centipede in this position, and a scorpion carrying her young
upon her back, just as a small opossum does, is a very marked
one.

I had imagined that this habit of the centipedes was widely
and generally known ; and indeed Packard ("Guide to the Study
of Insects," p. 674) remarks that " Wood also states that the
femal; guards her young by lying on her side, and then coiling

her body passes them along by a rapid cilia-like action of her
feet, thus arranging them satisfactorily to herself" This is but

a very terse description of what will be observed when one
di«turb» a centipede and the arrangement of her young about
her body.
As remarked by Dalton (" History of liritish Guiana," vol. ii.

p. 267), the centipedes •' lay their eggs in clusters hke little

t>erries on the ground, and the female chooses an obscure place
for this purpoie, as under llower-pols, where she can remain
until the eggs are haichcd," Centipedes are not seldom met
with in such obscure and uniformly moist place; as under flower-

pots and tub!, or boards and shingles, with their eggs clustered

at described.

With regard to the disappearance of the young ones from
the box forwarded from 1'rmidad to London, the most likely

explanation is that they were eaten by the parent. If the
parent centipede be kept wiih the young ones, and led
unf d for n day or two, it will l)e observed to feed quiie
Icisuiely and greedily at limes on its young. This I have
witnessed ilirectly in three separate ca«s where Ihey had been
kept unfed in a long k'»*« j" i" the museum. The most desir-

able food for ceniipcdes in the tropics, I may incidentally
remark, is the cockroach.

J. J. QUEI.CII.
The Muicum, liritish Guiana, May 10.
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The Penetrative Power of Bullets.

I HAVE been stimulated by the recent trials of the bullet-

proof cuirass, to try a few experiments on the subject. I wil
only mention one experiment, which 1 made this morniui;.

assisted by several members of the junior scientific club here.

It occurred to me that if the energy of the bullet could he

made to act at rather a large angle to its line of flight, its pene
trative power would be dimmished. To elTect this, I arranged a
number of soft iron rods J inch in diameter and 5 inches long,

side by side and touching a piece of deal board ; on these another
layer was placed, so that one of the upper rods touched two cil

the under ones. A sheet of thin rubber ,',- inch thick, placed on

this, separated it from a similar combination attached lo it at

right angles ; and the whole formed the target. Tne rifle used

was a Winchester, 22 bore, carrying a long bullet. At a distance

of 20 feet the bullet penetrated 5 inches of hard pine with cer-

tainty ; but when the bullet tired at the same distance hit uiy

rod target, it failed to penetrate even the first layer, but only

drove tne upper rods aside nearly at right angles to the line of

flight. The next experiments will be made with heavier

materials and larger shot. Possibly a similar arrangement, but

of large steel cylinders, might make a satisfactory barrier lo

the shot of big guns. Fuedkrick J. Smith.
Millard Engineering Laboratory, O.'ilord, June I.

The Garhwal Landslip.

Liii' mc point out that the paragraph on p. 109 of Nature
for May 21, stating that the landslip that had occurred in the

Garhwal district in the Himalaya, blocking up the Bireh

Ganga river, had burst, causing the loss of many lives, is

erroneous. The catastrophe reported from India had reference

to a locality in Kulu, and not lo Garhwal, the two being several

hundred miles apart.

An accurate description of the Garhwal landslip will, I hope,

be shortly published in the Koyal Geographical Society's

journal. The obstruction is being carefully watched, and the

water has not yet lopped it. There is, I ihink, considerable

reason to anticipate that no great destruction will be caused at

this place, as ihe landslip is of such vast dimensions as to make
it almost impossible that it should be carried away in a manner
to give rise to a great and sudden flood. It is upwards of a

mile in length and two-thirds of a mile wide, rising about 900
feet above the original level of the valley, and being largely

composed of enormous masses of rock.

June I. K. Strachey.

Research Work.
May I be allowed lo suggest that it would be a great help to

many interested in science if an authorised body, such as the

British Association, were occasionally 10 indicate paths of re-

search work in difterent branches of science, especially in

physics and cliemislry, which would olTer a reasonable prospect of

leading to useful results? Many, especially among tho^e engaged
in educational work away from London, have not the adv.intage

of continued intercourse with the leaders of scientific thought

which would give them the opportunity of forming a judgment
themselves, and the fear of having been forestalled by others

makes them hesitate to devote the lime required for a sustained

course of experimental research. Wiihin the writer's experience,

men whose juilgment carries great weight do not individually

feci inclined to give advice which they consider ought primarily

10 be devoted to the.id vanceuienlof their own students. The advan-

tages of a laboratory, of leisure lime, and of a desire to a Id their

quota lo the slock of knowledge are not, by the wise, throwr*

away, but a great deal of energy, at presLMit more or less dissi-

pated, might be diverted into more useful channels if the above

suggestion were carried out— offering each one the oppo.'tunity

of choosing that particular line of research which most nearly

satisfies the c inditions In which he is placed. The idea might

l)e still fuither developed by associalin.; workers together for a

common end, even at the risk of not being able to eliminate ihe

personal factor. W. G. Wooii.coMiiE.

liirmingham, May 31.

A Daylight Meteor.

The following accjunt of a meteor, seen by me in full day-

light, may be of interest lo rei lets of NatUKK. It was written

a few hours afier the meteor appeared.
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While practisinjj at cricket to-night (May i8), in splendid
|

light, I observed at 7.58 (railway time) a very brilliant ineteor
'

cross the sky obliquely from a point considerably north of the

zenith to the south-east. Its movement was very slow, and it

shone with a brilliant intense white light, which was concen-

trated in itself, and did not leave a train behind it like the meteor '

of March 18, 1S93, which I had also the good fortune to see.

It got gradually smaller and smaller, and just before dis-

appearing broke up into three or four pear-shaped portions.

During its course, although the massy head was always bril-

liantly while, the liiile tail varied in hue, crimson and a rich

ullramarine blue being most noticeable.

I immediatel» timed it, and found that it was about 13 seconds

4n view, which I thought a very long time indeed.

From diagiams made on the same evening, it seems that the

meteor moved from a point 40 from the zenith, and some 15'

west of north to a point about 30 east of south at an altitude

•of 30'. jAs. G. Richmond.
Muirkirk, Ayrshire, May 30.

P. S.—The head when first seen had an apparent diameter

about j that of the ^un, and when last seen % sun's diameter.

It rolled across like a ball with a very short lail, until it broke

up, when the distance from the head to the tail of the last pear-

shaped poriion was about 3^ sun's diameter.

Iron Crows' Nests.

Referri.ng Io the note by Mr. McMillan, in your issue of

May 3, it may be of interest to some of jour readers to know
that we have in ibis museum a crow's nest from Rangoon entirely

made of iron wire such as is used in fastening the corks ol

aera'ed water botile>. The donor, Mr. Joseph Dawson, of the

Public Works Deparimeni, Rangoon, stated in his letter at the

time that " wire nests are hardly a novelty in this country, as

they can always be oblained from high trees in the vicinity of

aerated water factories." The nest in question has a piece of

hoop-iroii about three or four inches long woven inloit ; but wilh

that exception it is entirely composed of the small wire, and is

about a foot in diameter. J. MacNalght C'AMriiELL.

Kelvingrove Museum, Glasgow, May 28.

THE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON
ARMY EXAMINA 1 IONS.

T N the Times of Wednesday, 23rd ult., there was a
' brief account of the report lately presented to

Parliament by the committee appointed in 1S93 "to
•enquire into the entrance examinations (in non-military

subjects) of candidates for commissions in the Army,
and to advise whether any modification of the existing

arrangements is desirable."

The syllabus of subjects and marks recommended by
the committee is as follows :

—
Class 1.

—

{All may lie taken up.)
Marks,

1. .Mathematics ... ... ... 3000
2. Geometrical Diawing... ... ... ... 1000

3. French or German ... '... ... ... 2000

4. English... ... ... ... ... ... loco

5. Freehand Drawing ... ... ... ... 500

Class II.

—

{Any three iuhjuts may be taken up, hut for
H'ootwick one 0/ the three must be Chemistry and Heat. )

Marks.

1. Pure Mathematics . ... ... ... 2000
2. Applied Malheniatics... ... ... ... 2000

3. German or French, as alternating with the

same group in Class I. ... ... ... 2000
4. Latin ... ... ... ... 2000

5. Greek ... ... . . 2000
6. English History ... ... ... .. 2000

7. Chemistry (inorganic) and Heat ... ... 2000
S. lilcctriciiy and Nlagnetism ami Light ... 2000
9. Geography, Polilical and Physical, and

Geology ... ... ... ... ... 2000
10. Biology 2000

Certain recommendations as to the fusion of the Wool-
wich and Sandhurst examinations, the admission to the
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Army of Queen's cadets, Militia candidates, and L niver-

sity candidates are also made.
In regard to the question of marking for physical

exercises and development, which has lately been strongly
advocated, it is advised that these subjects should not
be marked in these competitions. It seems to be
thought, however, that though the physique of our officers

has been well maintained under the competitive system,
yet a small proportion of cadets have been admitted who
were not quite up to the necessary standard, and it is

recommended that the medical examination should be
made somewhat more stringent.

The two changes of greatest importance which have
been advised by the committee are, briefly, as follows —

(1) That an elementary knowledge of chemistry and
heat shall be made practically obligatory for Wool-
wich.

(2) That Latin shall be transferred from Class I. to

Class II.

There is also a minority report on certain points, viz
,

on the suggestion of a complete fusion of the competi-
tions for Woolwich and Sandhurst, and on the proposal
to transfer Latin to Class II. This is signed by three of
the nine members of the committee, and one of these
three also signs a separate note in which he dissents from
the addition of geography to No. 9 of Class II., and
of biology to Class II. as a new subject, and makes
certain proposals to meet the special needs of Woolwich
(which he admits) that would certainly fail to effect their

proposed purpose.

On May 29, this report, and especially the two
lecommendations relating to science for Woolwich, and
to Latin, were vehemently attacked by the Times in an
article in which the report was denounced as such an
one as " might have been fr.imed by a committee of
crammers," so far as their probable effect is concerned,
rather than by a committee which is unanimous in

subscribing to the principle laid down in 1869-70, that

the examinations should be designed '' with special

reference to the curriculum adapted at the inost advanced
of our public schools, and with the express intention

of enabling the competitors to come straight from one
of those establishments to the examinalion-hall without
having occasion to resort to any intermediate place of

study." -And again in a later paragraph, as a mere attempt
by a portion of the committee to show themselves modem
and advanced at all hazards by replacing the dead
languages by the new sciences— Latin by chemistry

—

which latter subject is pronounced to be the most easy
of all to crain in face of the statistics, produced by the

Civil Service Commissioners and printed with the report,

which show the subject to be above the average in dis-

criminating power— that is to say, one in which teachers
have not succeeded, by cramming or in any other way,
in raising the marks of the least apt to or near the level

of those of the more apt.

The Times has not hesitated to accuse the majority of

the committee of disregarding the evidence before them,
but has Itself committed this fault. Its case is indeed
mainly founded on such disregard of the facts. By
coupling together two changes which stand upon entirely

different footings it creates the iinpression, and is itself

apparently under the impression, that the committee was
divided on both the above proposals. Nothing is plainer

in the reports than that this was not the case.

From the same cause, a reader would gather from the

Times that science is recommended as an obligatory

subject for all Army candidates, whereas nothing of the

sort has been proposed.
Then it ignores the fact that the opinions of head

masters as expressed to the committee were almost
entirely in favour of giving more weight to science in

the case of Woolwich candidates. .\nd finally, it

seeks to give weight to the opinions of the minority of
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the commiitee by putting aside the opinion of the
present Director-General of Military Education as
that of a person of little present importance on
this question, by ignoring the high classical acquire-

ments of Mr. Roby, who is a distinguished scholar and
the author of a standard Latin grammar, and by dismiss-
ing Sir Henry Koscoe, with his great educational ex-

perience on the Scotch University Commission and on
other occasions, as though he were an ordinary Member
of Parliament with no special experience or weight on
a question of this kind. .All these facts combine to make
it important that we should place the matter fully and in

a true light before our readers.

In order to form a just judgment on the recommenda-
tions of the committee, it is necessary to do just that

which the Times has not done. Each of the proposed
changes must be considered on its own merits, in relation

to the other subjects, to the needs of the various branches
of the Service, and to the present teaching powers of the
most advanced public schools.

We must first point out that the recommendation that

chemistry and heat shall be required in future from all

Woolwich candidates stands upon a footing which is in

many respects different, and altogether independent of
that upon which the other recommendation stands.

In the first place, this recommendation is adopted
by every member of the committee except one. And
even he, in his dissent, admits that for Woolwich
some degree of further specialising is necessary, and
makes a recommendation for the purpose of effecting

it. Unfortunately his proposal would pretty certainly
fail of its purpose ; it is quite unsound, and was, we think
rightly, not adopted by the rest of the committee.

Secondly, it is not advised that science should be made
a compulsory subject for the Army in the same sense as
that in which Latin has of late years been compulsory.
It is not proposed to require it of all candidates, but only
of those who are admitted to the scientiiic branches.

These, we need hardly point out, form only a minority
of the whole. No one need be kept out of the Army
through ignorance of science, and those who are really

strong in other subjects will not even be kept out of the
Artillery and Engineers by this regulation if it be
adopted.

Thirdly, as what follows will show, science for Woolwich
was strongly supported by most of the head masters
who assisted the committee with their opinions. Thus,
Dr. Percival, of Rugby, included obligatory science in a
scheme of examination which he offered for considera-
tion, and said that he thought any school which is worth
considering would bring its candidates up to a very fair

level in science before they entered Woolwich or Sand-
hurst

; and explained that he meant not only the larger,
but almost all schools.
The Rev. J. E. C. Welldon, of Harrow, included a

branch of science in a list of obligatory subjects which
he considereJ should enter into the education of every
English gentleman.

Mr. Phillpotls, of liedford, did not advise compulsory
science, but he expressed a wish that the chemistry
marks should be raised to 2500, which experience has
shown in effect almost make this subject an obligatory
one.

The head master of St. Paul's suggested in a letter

that a branch of experimental science should be raised
to Class 1. with 2000 marks for Woolwich candidates.
The head master of Westward Mo wrote that he be-

lieved that nothing short of the inclusion of a science
among " obligatory subjects " will bring about satisfactory
results.

The head master of Lorctto placed science on his
optional list ; but said that but for geography he is not
sure if some power of practical work should not be placed
among the necessary subjects, and stated that he longs
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to see practical chemistry introduced into the regular
curriculum of schools.

Only two head masters said nothing in support of
science subjects for Woolwich. .And finally. Prof. Jebb
has lately expressed to the Secretary of State for War
his opinion that the scientific study and the linguistic

studies should be put on an equal footing in respect to

these examinations.
With this evidence before them, with complaints

alike from schools and on the part of the Professor of

Experimental Science at Woolwich, of a waste of time
and power there in regard to science teaching, which
makes itself felt even in Class I., and which is

inevitable under the present system, and with ample
testimony to the increasing importance of science to the

scientific branches, could any impartial body of advisers

have made a more reasonable and more modest recom-
mendation than that which the Army Examinations
Committee has made to Parliament ?

As regards the influence this change would have upon
the curriculum of our" most advanced public schools," and
the possibility that it may drive boys from the schools
to the crammer, which our contemporary seems greatly to

fear, what we wonder would be said by Rugby. Chelten-
ham, Clifton, .Marlborough, St. Paul's, or by Westward
Ho, Malvern, Dover, and a score of other schools, if it

were suggested to them that their appliances for and
power of teaching science were inferior to those of the
private tutors .' 1 1 is notorious that the contrary is the case,

that for long past the schools have held more than
their own in these respects, and that the school of moderate
size that is not now able to give good elementary
instruction in chemistry and heat, is so far from being
amongst our most advanced schools that it must be
pronounced to be one that is unmistakably behind the

times.

Finally, the selection of subjects made by the committee
is not only a good one, but under the circumstances seems
the best that could be made. It will not discourage cither

chemistry or physics entirely in the schools, and there

areschools which prefer each of these branches; it is within

the scope of the resources of all thoroughly etticient

schools, which some other selections might not have been;
and, above all, si nee it corresponds well with the elementary
courses of instruction that have been in force at Woolwich,
it will best avoid the loss of time there, which has been
already alluded to, and will permit the cadets at once to

proceed to those sciences of which they will need a
technical and advanced knowledge, such as electricity

and the chemistry of explosives, and for which more
time and a better state of preparedness at entrance is

said to be greatly wanted.
The recommendation to place Latin in Class II., as we

have said, needs separate consideration. It must be ad-

mitted that there was a considerable body of evidence
against it, and a division of opinion on the subject among
the members of the committee. The iiuestion is one
of great difficulty. It would have been impossible

to retain compulsory Latin for Sandhurst without

practically coinpellmg it for Woolwich also. .All who are

experienced in these examinations will admit this. But to

have retained it for Woolwich would have tended very

greatly to limit the range of subjects taken by these

cadets. It cannot be said that Latin is professionally an
essential subject for Army candidates, as a few others are

;

and even the Times admits that possibly its study may
not be "an ideal whetstone of the mind," whilst it is cer-

tain that a good many youths do not appear to gain much
from it after boyhood is past. Its early introduction into

education, and its retention up to a certain point, are,

on the other hand, widely thought to be among the best

features of the public school system. There is also a feeling

that it serves as an excellent introduction to the study of

languages, and doubtless it does so when well taught. But
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these facts, though they aflbrd a stronfj reason for avoid-

ing any step which would really be likely to prevent the

leaching of Latin in the lower forms of public schools,

seem to be an insufficient reason for compelling those

who do not get on with the subject to continue to

study it up to the age of eighteen or nineteen years,

when by dropping it in reasonable time they might
turn to some, for them, more profitable study. It is

often forgotten that when all boys learnt Latin and
Gieek and little else, but few of them stayed at school

so late as great numbers do at present, and that there-

fore there is less reason for resisting a change in this

direction now than there would have been in the days
mentioned by General Sir G. T. Chesney, when cadets

might enter Woolwich at the age of fourteen or fifteen

years.

On the whole, therefore, our feeling is that the re-

commendation of the majority on this point goes in the

right direction. The general position of Latin in the schools

will surely be sufficiently protected by the action of the

universities, and henceitsserious discouragement neednot
be greatly feared. We would ask, however, whether the

objections of the dissentient members of the committee
could not be met by a requirement that all crndidates
should take for one of their subjects from Class IL a

language. This would distinctly protect linguistic

studies in the schools, and so act distinctly in favour of
Latin, without compelling all candidates to offer

Latin, or handicapping any tchool which may prefer not
to teach it in all its divisions. It has been said that the
difficulty of Latin will prevent its being much adopted as
a voluntary subject. Surely this must mean that too
high a standard has been adopted for the circumstances of
these candidates who cannot of course reach to the level

of the higher classical fonns. The Civil Service
Commissioners should and could prevent any such
unfairness as this from occurring, and therefore could
prevent the subject from being killed, which surely all

would regret.

RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE ZOOLOGICAL
SOCIETY'S MENAGERIE.

A LTHOUGH it becomes more difficult year by year
-^*- for the Zoological Society to add new objects to

their collection of living animals, yet, as is shown by the
annual reports read at the anniversary meetings,
examples of a certain nuinber of species which have not
been "previously exhibited" are acquired every year.

In 1892, as we are told in last year's report, specimens of

II mammals, 20 birds, 14 reptiles, and one batrachian
"referable to species not included in the last (eighth)

edition of the ' List of Animals,'" were added to

the series. In 1893, the numbers of novelties

in the respective classes were hardly less numerous.

;i^?^
^^. % », . I y

^
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Fig. I.—The Ounce or Snow-Lecpard.
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Some of the more noticeable among the recent addi-

tions we now propose to bring before the readers

of this journal by illustrations drawn from the life

by Mr. J. Smit, the principal artist employed by the

Zoological Society.

(i) The Ounce or Snow-Leopard {Fclis undo).—The
Society's lion-house alwayscontains a good representative

seriesof the larger species of cats {Felis), such as lions,

tigers, pumas, leopards, and cheetahs. .AH do well in

confinement, and probably live much longer in their cages

in the Regent's Park than ihey would do in their native

wi'ds, subject " to the struggle for existence." The
jaguar is certainly less easy to obtain, and perhaps less

suited to captivity than those already mentioned, but has

always a place in the series. But the ounce, or " snow-

leapard,'' as the Indian sportsmen call Felis uncia, is a

much more difficult subject to deal with. In the first

place, the snowy interior of Central Asia, where it lives,

is by no means easy of access. In the second place, the

animal when captured must "pass through the fire" of

an Indian sea-port on its way home, and is not unlikely

to succumb to such an ordeal. It was consequently, in

spite of the e.^cerlions of their many Indian friends and

ing northwards to the Altai and to Amoor-land, and even,

it is said by Schrenck, into the Island of Saghalin. But
the story of the occurrence of the ounce in Asia Minor,
credited by Mr. D. G. Elliot, who has figure.l this species

in his " Monograph of the /t-//V/ir," is, as has been subse-

quently shown, altogether apocryphal, the animal mis-

taken for the ounce in this district being simply a pale

variety of the leopard {Felis pardus).

(2) The Cunning liissaris {Bassaris astnta).—The
racoons and their allies form a peculiar family of

carnivora restricted to the New World with one special

e.'cception, ^i7//r«i of the Himalayas. One of the most
singular and interesting genera of this group is Bassaris,

of Central .America, of which two species are known, B.

Fig. 2. —The Cunning Bassaris.

correspondents, not until 1891 that the Zoological Society

acquired their first specimen of the ounce. This, however,
was a mere kif.en, in feeble condition, and, notwithstand-

ing the care lavished on it, did not live many weeks. But
in the spring of the present year the Society were more
fortunate, having received a fine young male of this

animal from the Western Himalayas. It was originally

captured, when quite small, by the retainers of Thakur
Debi Chand, a native chieftain of Gundia, in l.ahaul, in

the Western Himalayas, and was sent as a present to

Mrs. Mackay, of Uunbar House, Kullu. Mrs. Mackay
made a complete pet of it, and brought it up most care-

fully by hand. It is now nearly full-grown, measuring
upwards of six feet in length, and is in splendid health

and condition.

In its native state the ounce is said to live amongst the

rocks at an elevation of 9000 feet and upwards, on the
borders of the snows in the Himalayas and Thibet. It

preys upon the wild sheep and goats, and probably also

upon the rodents that inhabit these inhospitable regions.

In similar situations the ounce is said to be found
throughout the higher districts of Central Asia, extend-
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I-iii. 3.—The Grey Coly-itrikc.

astiilu of Texas, California, and Northern Mexico, and
its southern representative, B. sumichras'.i of Southern

Mexico, Guatemala, and Costa Rica. It is the former

of these two species of which an example has recently

been acquired by the Zoological Society after a period o(

forty years, during which, so far as it is known, no

bassaris has reached Kurope alive.

The cunning bassaris is of about the size of a small

domestic cat, but more slender in form, and provided

with a long cylindrical white tail, which is crossed by

I

seven or eight distinct black rings, rendering it the most

!
conspicuous feature of the animal. In a state of nature

the bassaris lives among wooded rocks, but often takes

up its abode close to houses, and proceeds to ravage the

pigeons and poultry. The genus Bissaris was originally
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referred by systematists to the Fiw^r/Vte, but Sir William
Flower's account of its anatomy, published in 1S69
(P.Z.S. 1869, p. 31), has placed its correct systematic
position among the Procyonidai beyond question.

(3) The Grey Coly-strike {Hypocoliits amfielinus).—
For their living specimens of this rare and beautiful
passerine bird, which will be found lodged in one of the
large cages in the parrot-house, the Society are indebted
to their excellent correspondent Mr. W. D. Gumming, of
Fao, on the Persian Gulf. The coly-strike has obtained
itsname, together with its scientific appellation //j'/or^^/zV/j-,

from some fancied resemblance to the African colies

(Colius), with which, however, it has really nothing to do,
though the tints of its plumage exhibit some slight simi-
larity to the above-mentioned form. But Hypocolius is a
true passerine bird, probably belonging to the caterpillar-

hunters (Caiiipophagidic), though this is by no means
certain. It was first discovered by the French collector
Botta, on the coast of Abyssinia, and described from his
specimens by Bonaparte. The German naturalist
Heuglin obtained examples of it in 1S50 froin Massowah,

Fic. 4 — T.csiieiir's Water-'iz.ird.

in the same district. It wa.; rather a surprise to

naturalists when the bird was found to extend far into

Central Asia. In March 1875, Mr. Blanford obtained
specimens of Hypocolius in Upper Sind which were ascer-

tained not to differ from .'\frican examples, and since then
Mr. Gumming has, as already mentioned, found it not un-
common in the vicinity of Fao, on the Persian Gulf. Our
figure, which has been kindly lent to us by the authori-
ties of the Zoological Society of London, represents both
sexes of this bird during their attempts at nest-making in

the Zoological Society's aviary.

(4) Lesueur's Water-lizard {Physignafhus lesueuri).—
Some very strange forms of Agamoid lizards are found
in Australia, such as Clilainydosaurtts kingi with its con-
spicuous frill, and Moloch liorridiis with its coat of spikes,
pronounced by an American writer to be " one of the
most repulsive creatures in nature "

! The lizard which
we now figure, though belonging to the same family, is,

however, rather elegant in shape, and bright in colour.
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It is a member of the Agamoid genus Physignathus, of
which seven species are recognised by Mr. Boulenger in
his " Catalogue of Lizards." Of these four are inhabi-
tants of Australia, whilst one comes from Timor Lant,
and the remaining two are found in Cochin China and
Siam. The name is taken from the bladder-like ex-
pansion of the lower angle of the jaw, which is very
striking in these lizards.

In habits the /"/y'jv^wrt//^' are said to be aquatic, in-
habiting the trees on the margins of rivers, and swimming
well with the aid furnished by the wide expansion of
the horizontal fringes of scales on the sides of their long
stout toes.

The Zoological Society's specimen of this lizard—so
far as is known the first that has reached Europe alive

—

was received, along with other Australian reptiles, in

exchange from the Australian Museum, Sydney.

NOTES.
Prof. Roberts Austen has been awarded, by the Societe

d'encouragement pour I'indiHlrie Nationale of Paris, a prize of

2000 frs. for his recent researches on alloys, and more particu-

larly for those which relate to the behaviour of metals and
alloys at high temperatures and to iheir mechanical properties

as influenced by small quantities of added elements.

At the last general meeting of the Zoological Society, it was
announced by the Council that they had resolved to bestow

the silver medal of the Society on Mr. Henry Il.-imilton

Johnson, C.P., H.B.M. Commissioner and Consul-General for

British Central Af.ica, in acknowledgment of the efforts he had
made to increase our knowledge of the zoology of British

Central Africa.

We regret to learn that the -•Vnierican journal Science has

been discontinued owing to insufficiency of support. The first

number appeared on February 9, 18S3, and though the circula-

tion, after fluctuating, has steadily increased during the last two
years, the paper has never paid expenses.

The Salters' Company hav.- recently established in

connection with the medical school of Sr. Thomas's

Hospital a Research Fellowship in Experimental Phar-

macology of the annual value of ^(00. The Fellow

elected, who may hold the office for three years, will be

required to devote himself to the study of the physiological

action of drugs. The Salters' Company have also endowed a

similar Research Fellowship in Chemistry in connection with

the research laboratory of the Pharmaceutical Society, in order

to provide for investigations on the chemical side of

pharmacology.

The Prince Jablonowski Society of Leipzig has just issued

the subject for the mathematical competition of 1S97. It is

well known that the methods of integrating partial differential

equations of the second and higher orders, due to Monge,

Ampere, and Darboux, can only be applied to equations which

have solutions in common with other equations, which

solutions are not entirely dependent upon arbitrary constants.

On the other hand, it follows from Lie's investigations of in-

finite groups that equations admitting of an infinite group of

contact transformations have in general this relation of invo-

lution to other equations. The problem proposedby the Sjciety

is that of developing the methods of integration indicated, and

to illustrate them by the most instructive and completely worked-

out examples. The prize offered consists of looa marks (about

;f50). Full particulars are given in the annual report of the

Society, 1894.
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A LARGE number of pupils, friends, and colleagues of Prof.
|

Bertiand, the Permanent Secretary of the Paris Academy of

Sciences, met at the Kcole Polytechnique on May 27, and pre-

sented him with a medal struck in commemoration of the jubilee

of his service on the staff of the school. M. Maurice La-wy,

the President of the Academy of Sciences, presided over the

meeting, and among those who assembled to do honour to

Prof. Bertrand were General Andre, MM. Faye, Darbou.v, and

Comu, M. Gaston Boissier (the Administrator of the College

de France), G. Perrot (the Director of the Ecole Normale), M.

Poincarc, and M. Mercadier ^the Director of Studies at the

Ecole Pol) technique). " Un pays s'honore en honorant ses

grands citoyens," says the Revue Scientifiqiie in its report of the

ceremony. This aphorism is borne in mind in France more

than anywhere else. Bertrand has now been honoured by

receiving the homage of his admirers and pupils, like Pasteur

and Hermite before him. It is right that this regard should be

expressed in the manner it has, for the mathematical sciences do

not appeal to the generality ; and the only recompense a student

of them can hope for is a recognition of the scientific importance

of his labours by fellow-workers. The meeting at the Poly-

technic School, and the speeches that were made at it, must

have made Prof. Bertr.ind feel that the consecration of his life

to the search for truth has brought a reward worth working for.

The death is announced of Geheimrath A. Kundt, Professor

of Physics in Berlin University, and of Dr. K. W. Baur,

Professor of >(athematics in the Stuttgart Technische Hoch-

schule.

The British Medical Journal states that Prof. Czerny has

declined the offer of the Chair of Surgery in the University of

Vienna, made to him by the .Austrian Government. It is be-

lieved that the reason for his refusal to accept the succession of

his old master, Billroth, is the inadequacy of the laboratory and

teaching equipment in the AUgemeines Krankenhaus.

We learn from La Nitture that a company, formed sometime

ago for the purpose of constructing an electric railway on the

Jungfrau, have asked permission to devote a sum of one hundred

thousand francs to the erection of a geophysical observatory,

and five thousand francs annually for its maintenance. The

observatory would have an altitude of 4200 metres, and the

projected line would put it into direct communication with the

valley below.

According to the Zoologist for June, a committee of Eng-

lish sportsmen and nalurali-ls h.is been formed for the purpose

of devising some scheme for the protection of South African

mammaU, chiefly giraffe, zebra, gland, gnu, koodoo, and other

antelope-, several of which, owing to indiscriminate slaughter,

are on the verge of extinction. To attain this desirable end it

is proposed to enclose a suitable tract of country, of about one

hundred ihoui^and acres, with a wire fencing, strengthened by a

strong live fence of thorn on the outside. It is hoped that the

Hrilish South African Chartered Company may allow such an

enclosure to be made in the district near Fort Salisbury, which

has already been reserved for game by the Company. That

such a scheme is fea.sible is shown by the success which has

attended Mr. Austin Corbin'.i efforts to establish in New Ilamp-

ihirr, U.S. .A., a similar game park to that suggested, covering

an area of twenty-eight thousand acres. The description of

the enclosing and stocking of this park, which follows the pro-

posals of the new preservation society in the Zoologist, will do

much to combat adverse criticism.

The aim of the National Home-Reading Union may be

summed up in a short sentence—to render study attractive. A
happy experience of four successive summers has proved to the

coancil of the society that there is no other means by which
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this can be accomplished so effectively as by taking the student

to the locality which most abundantly illustrates his work. \Ve

all know that geology can only be learned in the field :

and, in like manner, the beginnings of history acquire

an objective reality as one stands within the circle at

Stonehenge. Botany, also is irresistibly interesting when
the teacher accompanies his pupils through a wood or over

a moor. The summer assemblies of the Union, which are open

to all, whether members of the Union or not, will be held this

year at Buxton, in Derbyshire, during the last week in June,

and at Salisbury during the first week in July. The character

of the scientific side of the meetings may be gathered from the

following abridged list of lecturers and subjects. At Buxton the

inaugural address will be given by the Ven. Archdeacon Farrar,

and lectures will be delivered by the Rev. R. Harley, F. R. S., and

others. The geological excursions will be conducted by Mr. J. C.

Marr, F.R.S., who will lecture on "The Building of the

Pennine Chain." Conferencesupon various social and educational

subjects have also been organised. The object of the meeting

at Salisbury will be the study of the monuments with which

the district abounds, illustrative of the archa:ology, art,

and history of Early England—" from Stonehenge to .Salis-

bury Cathedral." Among the lecturers are Professor Jebb,

General Pitt Rivers, F.R.S., and Sir Robert Ball, F.R.S.

Archrcology and geology will be in the charge of Dr. Humphry

Blackmore, Professor T. Mclvenny Hughes, F. R.S., and

Baron Anatole von Hii^el. Mr. -V. C. Seward will lecture

on Botany, and accompany the excursions as botanical guide.

The Marquis of Bath will preside at the Salisbury assembly,

and the Right Hon. \V. Woodall, M.P., at the Buxton meeting.

Full programmes can be obtained from the Secretary to the

Union, Surrey House, Victoria Embankment, London, \V. C.

The current number of Himmel utulErde contains a valuable

article by Dr. J. Hann, entitled " Ebb and Flow of the Earth's

Atmosphere.'" The paper deals entirely with the diurnal and

annual range of the barometer, and Dr. llann's laborious inves-

tigations of these phenomena have frequently been referred to

in our columns. It is more than 2co years ago since the re-

gular variation of the barometer by day-time was first observed,

and the first person who investigated the regular variation dur-

ing the night-time, and fixed the morning minimum at about

3h. or 4h. a.m. was the celebiated botanist Colestino Mutis,

at Bogota, who commenced his observations in 1761. Blan-

ford and F. Chambers first explained the characteristic differ-

ence between the daily range on the sea-coast and at inland

stations, and showed the connection of this difference with land

and sea breezes. Dr. Hann points out that while there is a

large number of theories as to the cause of the double daily

oscillation of the barometer, none of them satisfactorily explains

the whole of the phenomena. With regard to the yearly range

he shows that when the values for the northern and southern

hemispheres are separately considered, it is found that the

smallest quantities occur in bjlh hemispheres in July, so that

we obtain the important result that the values of the double

daily oscillation depend more upon the position of the earth

with respect to the sun than upon the seasons. He agrees with

Lord Kelvin and others that the only means of eventually

obtaining a satisfactory explanation of the subject will be by

harmonic analysis, and by comparison of the variations at a

large number of stations.

The sixth annual report of the trustees of the Marine

Biological Laboratory at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, informs

us that not only has the past season been very successful as far

as the number of students and investigators and the quality of

their work are concerned, but also that the condition of the

finances is more satisfactory than at any lime since the fouuda-
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tion of the laboratory. The fact that eighteen different

colleges and universities now contribute annually to the support

of tables in the laboratory is very encouraging, as showing a

wide spread interest in the laboratory as the summer working-

place of bolti instructors and students interested in biology. It

is the aid thus obtained from colleges and universities which,

for the first time since its establishment, has rendered the

laboratory self-supporting during the past season. The number

of students and investigators occupying work-tables last summer
was one hundred and eleven, this being the extreme limit of

accommodation. There is every reason to believe that the

number of applicants for places during the coming summer will

considerably exceed the present capacity of the laboratory, and,

unless the present building is enlarged, it will be impossible to ac-

commodate them. The trustees hope that provision will be made
for the increasing number of students. Further, they have to

consider the question of the extension of the field of usefulness

by the introduction of departments of biology not yet repre-

sented, and the development of those recently introduced into

the institution. Such an extension implies an increase of

working room, as well as an increase in the laboratory equip-

ment. For the first time, the laboratory numbered last summer
among its workers investigators in comparative pathology, and
it is thought that, in the near future, this branch of biology

should be included among the lines of investigation to be carried

on in the laboratory, as are zoology, botany, and physiology at

the present time.

A RECENT number of Science contains a short article on i

the employment of disease-causing microbes for the destruction

of field mice and similar vermin, in which attention is called to

a paper on this subject recently presented to the French
Academy by M. Jean Danysz. The microbe employed in pro-

ducing artificially a destructive epidemic amongst these trouble-

some vermin, is stated by the author to be very similar to the

bacillus of duck cholera, but is not identical, for it is not patho- I

genie either to these birds or other fowls. Both Loftier and '

Lasar have discovered similar microbial enemies to field mice
which have been used with marked success for the suppression
of plagues of these animals, but so far in the United Stales they
have been content to use poisoned grain or carbon bisulphide
for this purpose ; but Mr. Gerald M'Carthy's interesting little

article will no doubt attract attention to this more novel method
of dealing with such vermin. Another article in this number
is on the self-purification of rivers, a subject upon which so

much difl'erence of opinion exists, that it invariably aflbrds

ample material for discussion. The aeration of the water of
rivers in falling over dams and natural obstruct! jns, has been
regarded by some as exerting an important influence in purifica-

tion, but according to the experiment made by Trof. Leeds
upon the water above and below Niagara Falls, where natural
aeration is carried on to the utmost extent possible, no chemical
purification is effected during the process. The bacterial

aspect of the subject is also discussed, and the writer closes his

article with the observation that "a river which receives

sewage should be considered unfit to serve as a public water
supply." Fortunately in this country we are alive to this

objection, but many of the largest cities in America invariably

use sewage polluted river-water unpurified, resulting in severe
epidemics of typhoid fever.

A Port Blair correspondent of the Allahabad Pioneer
announces the discovery of the remains of an elephant on South
Sentinel, an islet about twenty miles from any other land. The
remains were buried about nine inches below the surface, and
since the yearly deposit of soil on the island must be very small,
it is supposed that they are of very considerable age. It is,

moreover, interesting to learn that the volcano on Barren Island
is apparently entering upon a period of renewed activity.
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The Washington letter in the last number of the Bulletin of
the American Geogr.iphical Society announces that the recent
study of the observations on mountain summits in the neigh-
bourhood of Mount St. Elias, shows that Mount Logan is the
loftiest peak in North America with a height of 19,500 feel,

thus being 1 200 feet higher than Orizaba, and 1500 feet higher
than Mount St. Elias itself.

The June number of the Geographical yournal completes the
third volume of the new form of the monthly publication of the
Royal Geographical .Society. It contains an exceptional range
of geographical news, including the text of Mr. Littledale's

paper on his recent journey across Central .-Xsia, with a series

of original maps and illustrations. Mr. Dolby Tyler cDntributes

an account of his journey up the river Napo, perhaps the least

known of all the tributaries of the Amazon. There is an ex-

cellent account of the primitive " Indians " of the region. Mr.
Ravenstein, in a lightly written article on recent African books,

incidentally calls attention to the immense flood of literature on
that continent now appearing, his list including twenty-one

works, all published within the last few months. Mr. H. Yule
Oldham has a most readable account of the Manchester ship-

canal, showing its peculiar geographical importance, and Mr.
A. Montefiore gives a note on the geography of Franz-Josef

Land.

The Scottish Geographical Magazine for June contains the

first part of an extremely valuable paper by Prof. Otto Petters-

son, of Stockholm, on Swedish hydrographical work on the

Bailie and North Seas. He uses hydrographical not in the

ordinary English sense of a mere survey by soundings, but with

the wider meaning of a physical and chemical examination of

the water. This first part, indeed, is mainly chemical, detailing

the processes employed for analysing the dissolved gases and

determining the salinity and density of seawater. The author's

opinion that the use of hydrometers in marine research is nearly

past, and that only determinations of density by weighing with

apparatus similar to Sprengel's pyknometer can be held as suffi-

ciently accurate, is not corroborated by the experience of most

British oceanographers in whose hands the Ciallenger-typs

hydrometer has given most excellent results. The Edinburgh

magazine sustains by this article the high reputation it has long

held as the first English authority on oceanography, and it is to

be congratulated on securing the first publication in any lan-

guage usually read by scientific men outside Scandinavia of so

original and able a treatise.

The current number of lyieJcmann's Anitalen contains

a paper on the similarity between the after-glow of a

Geissler tube and the first glow of solid bodies, by Carl Kirn.

Hcrr H. F. Weber has shown that the first light which be-

comes visible when a solid body is healed, is not, as was

supposed by Diaper, dark red but grey, which shows itself

spectroscopically as a band in the yellow-green. The researches

of Stenger and Ebert on ihe limits of the visible light have shown

that the phenomenon was caused by the different sensitiveness

of the eye to the diflerent colours, this sensitiveness being a

maximum for that part of the spectrum where the baud of grey

light is first seen. The Geissler tube employed by the author

exhibited, after an electric discharge had been passed through

it, all the phenomena observed by Riess and Morren ; the

yellowish-white after-glow of the bultjs being visible for more

than half a minute in a completely dark room. Tiie light

being observed with a spectroscope, it was found that, while

the discharge was actually p.issing, the tube gave a line spec-

trum, the brightest lines coinciding with those of niirogen and

carbonic oxide. The feeble spectrum of the after-glow, how-

ever, is continuous, and at first occupies the entire spac; covered

by the previously nientioaed line spectrum, but it shrinks fairly
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quickly on either side into a band lyini; between wave-lengths

of 555 and 495 ^M. and this band vanishes more slowly, dimin-

ishing in breadth as it does so. The colour of this band does

not appear to the eye to be the characteristic colour of this

part of the spectrum, but a pale yellowish-grey, which becomes

darker as extinction approaches. The position of the final glow

corresponds almost exactly with the line E of the solar spec-

trum, and coincides closely with the region of greatest bright- '

ness in the ordinary solar spectrum. The whole phenomenon
is thus seen to be the exact reverse of what is observed to take

place when solid bodies begin to glow. Opinion is still divided

as to the cause of the afier-glow in Geissler tubes, but the auihor

considers that the results of various researches seem to show

that the phenomenon must be considered to be the result of

chemical modification of the contents of the tube.

The following excerpts from the Report for 1892 of the

U.S. National Museum have lately been distributed by the Smith-

sonian Institution. '"Japanese Wood-cutting and Wood-cut

Printing," by Mr. T. Tokuno, edited and annotated by Mr.

S. K. Koehler. Mr. Tokuno is the chief of the Bureau of

Engraving and Printing Department at Tokio, and the in-

formation which he has given to the National Museum will be

welcomed by all who are interested in the art of the woodcutter

and in the arts ot Japan, more especially as hi^ communication

is believed to be the first authoritative statement on this subject

made by a native of Japan thoroughly qualified for the task.

" The Crump Burial Cave," discovered on the southern branch

of the Warrior River, .Mabama, is the subject of a paper by Mr.

Frank Burns. The cave is about four hundred feet above the

river, and in it were found a number of wooden cjflins,

indicating that the aborigines used it as a burial cave. In a

note to the paper, Mr. T. Wilson, the curitor of pre-historic

anthropology in the .Smithsonian Institution, paints out that

while this method of coffin burial was unusual, if not previously

unknown in the Unite<i States, yet there are several instances

of similar burials among the prehistoric peoples of other

countries. Mr. Wilson has a paper on an extensive series of

minute stone implements collected by Mr. A. C. Carlyle in the

Vindhya hills or mountains in central and north-western India,

and now in the National Museum. The implements are said to

belong to the neolithic period, but Mr. Carlyle has also found

others belonging to the palaeolithic period in the same locality,

and he believes that the evidence of the arcba;ology of the

district shows that there was no hiatus between the palaio-

lithic and neolithic periods, and that the series of implements

run from one period to anoi her, their differences being accounted

for by the general progress from the lower to the higher

civilisation. "The Comparative Oology of North American

Birds" is the subject of another excerpt. In this Dr. R. W.
Schufeldt brings together a large amount of information of

interest to ornithologists, and presents it in a manner whi^h

will greatly facilitate the study of the variations in the matter

of form and colouration of the eggs of birds of different countries.

Messrs. Cassell and Co. have commenced a new issue, in

monthly parts, of Mr. W. F. Kirby's admirable and compre-

hensive work on " European ButterHies and Moths."

Mr. C. F. Jurit/.'s report on work done in the Analytical

Laboratory and .Mineralogical Museum at the Cape of Good

Ho|>e, during 1893, has ju>t been issued.

It was a happy inipiration that led to the publication of the

aerie* of little books on "The Country Month by Month," by

Mra. J. A. Owen and I'rol. O. .S, Houlgcr. The June number

of the Kries |>oints out the beauties of nature in the same

attractive style that distinguished previous volumes. Messrs.

Bliss, Sands, and Foster arc the publisher*.
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Mr. A. F. Calvert, the author of several work? on Aus-
tralia and its resources, has collected a number of f.icts and
fancies with re.;;ard to " The Coolgardie Goldfield " in Western
.Australia, and his compilation has been published by Messrs.
Simpkin, .Marshall, and Co. The evidence adduced goes to
show that the Coolgardie district is richly aurlfeious, and that

the only great drawb.ick to its development is the scarcity of
water.

FoLLOwi.VG the lead of other London Polytechnic Institutes,

that at Battersea has started a journal—the BalUrsea Polytechnic

Rr^iciv. We hope that the new journal will not become
merely a medium for recording cricket matches and S)cial

gatherings. Schemes of courses of study in various branches of

science, art, and technology might be profitably included in its

pages ; and also lists of good books to read, and notes on recent

work ; while brief descriptions of the Polytechnics on the

continent would create a spirit of emulation that would
certainly help to develop the work of the Institute in the

proper direction.

Each of the papers in Science Progress is an important

.-iddition to scientific literature. The contributors to this monthly
review of current investigations are always men in thorough

touch with their subjects, and the result is that they summarise

all that is worth knowing on the matters treated by them. The
contents of the June number are as follows :

— " Pure Veast and
its Relations to Brewing Operations," by Dr. A. K. Miller ;

" Electrosynthesis," by Dr. James Walker; " Glycogen," by

Prof W. D. Halliburton, F.R.S. ;
" Mesozoic and Kainozoic

Geology in Europe," by Mr. Philip Lake ;
" The Localisation

of Enzymes in Plants," by Prof. J. R. Green ; and " Recent

Additions to our Knowledge of the Ancient Sediments," by Mr.

j. E. Marr, F.R.S.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Two- Spotted Par.idoxure (iVaiuiinia

binolala) from West Africa, presented by .Mr. Joseph Wills ; a

Raccoon {Proiyon lotor) from North America, presented by Mr,

II. Burgess; a Grey Parrot {P.iillaciis erilhaciis) from West

.Africa, presented by Mrs. Lemming ; two Goliath lieetles

{Golial/ius druryi) from West Africa, preiented by Captain A.

S. Mitchell ; a White-handed Gibbon [Hylobates lar) from the

Malay Peninsula; two Gazelles {Gazella Jonas, S 9) from

Suakin, deposited ; a Beech Marten (Afitslela foiiia), a Pine

Marten {Muslela niarles), European, a Silky Bower Bird

(Plilonorhynchiii violucens), a Garrulous Honey-eater {.l/y-

zanihe gairula) from .\uslralia, four Vin.iceous Turtle Doves

{Turluiziiiaceus), four Cape Doves ((£«<; ca/cwj/V) from Africa,

a Timneh Parrot {Psillaciis limneli) from Sierre Leone, two

Stanley Cranes {Telra/ileryx paiadisea) from South Africa,

|)urchased ; two Hamadryads (Ofihiophagus tla/>s) from India,

received in exchange.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Astronomical Congresses at Utrecht and Vienna.—

An astronomical congress will be held at Utrecht on Friday,

She loth, Saturday, the nth, and Monday, the Ijth of August.

Notices of motion and other communications should be

addressed to one of the committee before August 7. Dr. H.

Gylden, of Stockholm, will preside. Herren 11. Seellger, of

Munich, and R. Lehmann-Fllhes, of Berlin, are acting as secre-

taries.

The preparations for Section 2 (Astronomy) of the meeting

cf Cierinan men of science and physicians, to be held this year

at Vienna, from Sept. 24 to 30, are under ilie direction

of Prof v.. Weiss, Dr. J. Palisa, and Dr. J. ll>lctschek. Papers

and subjects for demonstration should be announced to them at

once, so as to form part of the provisional programme to be

issued early In July. Intending exhibitors at the scientific
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exhibition, to be held in connection with the meeting, should

>'rite to the " Ausstellungs Comiteder Naturforscher-versamm-

'lung, Wien., Universitat."

Proposed Astronomical Congress in 1896.—At the end

nf a paper read at the last meeting of the Royal Astronomical

society. Dr. Gill propounded the following questions, which

we reprint from the Observatory, (i) Whether, in the opinion of

astronomers generally, steps should be taken I'or a more com-

plete and harmonious organisation and partition of the astro-

nomical world from the year 1900? (2) Are astronomers pre-

pared to enter upon a preliminary study, discussion, and experi-

ment on I he practical methods by which the art of observation

may be raised to a higher level of accuracy, and its results be

<lerived and published in a more systematic and homogeneous

system? (3) If these questions are answered in the affirmative,

would it be desirable to hold an international astronomical

congress, say in 1S96, to discuss and make ihe necessary pre-

liminary arrangements, and then let the definitive programme

and partition of work be made at another general congress to

be held in the year 1899?

The Law and Greenwich Time. —Is there any legal

authority for the use of Greenwich Time throughout Great

Uritain? The editors of ihe Observatory point out that in

the Statutes (Definiiion of Time) Act 18S0, 43 and 44 Vic.

cap. 9, it is enacted that whenever any expression of time 1

occurs in any Act of Parliament, deed, or any other legal
j

instrument, the time referred to shall, unless it is otherwise

specifically slated, be held in the case of Great Britain to be

Greenwich Time, and in the c.ise of Ireland, Dublin Time. It

is remarked, however, that Sir James Stephen says, in the

Larceny .-Kct, "Ciiminal Law Digest," p. 247, sec. 3, in re-

ferring to the exptessi n " of the clock " ;
—" It may be worth

while to observe that the expression ' nine of the clock,' 'six

of the clock,' indicates mean as opposed to solar lime ; but a

question might arise as to whether they mean local mean
time or the mean time commonly observed at any given

place. London time, or, as it is called, railway time, is now
very generally observed, and there is a difference of more than

twenty minutes between London and Cornwall. Local mean
time is the natural meaning." In the case which led our

contemporary to look up the matter, a defendant arrived at

a court at the local (Carlisle) time appointed by the court to

sit, but found that the court had met by Greenwich Time, and

had decided against him. The difference of interpretation of

Ihe time appointed led to the granting of a new trial.

THE WORK OF HERTZ>
"TTHE untimely end of a young and brilliant career cannot fail

' to strike a note of sadness and awaken a chord of sympaihy
in the hearts of his friends and fellow-workers. Of men thus

cut down in the early prime of their powers there will occur to

us here the names of Fresnel, of Carnot, of Clifford, and now
of Hertz. His was a strenuous and favoured youth ; he was

surrounded from his birth with all tlic influences that go to

make an accompli-hed man of science—accomplished both on

the experimental and on the mathematical side. The front rank

of scientific workers is weak r by his death, which occurred on

January i of the present year, the thirty-sixth of his life. Yet
did he not go till he had effected an achievement which will

hand his name down to posterity as the founder of an ei>och in

experimental physics.

In mathematical and speculative physics others had sown the

seed. It was sown by Faraday, it was iown by Thomson and
by Stokes, by Weber also doubtless, and by Ilelmholtz, but in

this particular department it was sowed by none more fruitfully

and plentifully than by Clerk Maxwell. Of the seed thus sown
Hertz reaped the fruiis. Through his experimental discovery,

Germany awoke to the truth of Clerk Maxwell's theory of light,

of light and electricity combined, and the able army of workers

in that country (not forgetting some in Switzerland and France
and Ireland) have done most of the gleaning after Hertz.

This is the work of Hertz which is best known ; the work
which brought him immediate fame. It is not always that

public notice is so well justified. Ttie popular instinct is

generous and trustful, and it is apt to be misled. The
scientific eminence accorded to a lew energetic persons by

' A Lecture delivered .-»t ihc Royal Institution on Friday, June i, by
Prof. Oliver Lodge F. R.S . ably ass.>ted during both prep.lration anl
performance by Mr. Edward K. Robinson.
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the popular estimate is more or less amusing to those work-

ing in the same lines. In the case of Heriz no such mistake has

been made. His name is not over well known, and his work
is immensely greater in every way than that of several who
have made more noise.

His best known discovery is by no means his only one.

I have here a list of eighteen papers' contiibuted to

German periodicals by him, in addition to the papers in-

corporated in his now well-known book on electric waves. I

would like to suggest that it would be an act of tribute, useful

to students in this country, if the Physical Society of London
saw their way to translate and publish a collection of, at

any rate, some of these papers.

Por.'rait Slide.

The portrait which I show is not a specially pleasing one. It is

from a photograph taken by Mr. Vule, one of the band of foreign

students who flocked to Hertz's laboratory at Bonn. It is ex-

cellent as a photograph, though it fails to represent Hertz at

his best
;
perhaps because it was not taken till after the

pharyngeal trouble had set in, which ultimately carried him off.

In closing these introductory and personal remarks, I should

like 10 say that the enthusiastic admiration for Hertz's spirit and

character, felt and expressed by students and workers who
came into contact with him, is not easily to be exaggerated.

Never was a man more painfully anxious to avoid wounding the

susceptibilities of others ; and he was accustomed to deprecate

the prominence given to him by speakers and writers in this

couniry, lest it might seem to exalt him unduly above other

and elder workers among his own sensitive countrymen.
Speaking of the other great workers in physics in Germany,

it is not out of place to record the sorrow with which we
have heard of the recent death of Dr. August Kundt, Pro-

fessor in the University of Berlin, successor of von Helm-
holtz in that capacity.

When I consented to discourse on the work of Hertz, my
intention was to repeat some of his actual experiments, and

especially to demonstrate his less known discoveries and obser-

vations. But ihe fascination exerted upon me by electric oscil-

lation experiments, when I, too, was independently working

at them in the spring of 1S88.- resumed its hold ; and my lecture

will accordingly consist of experimental demonstrations of the

outcome of Hertz's work rather than any precise repetition of

portions of that work itself.

[n case a minority of my audience are in the predicament of

not knowing anything about the subject, a five minutes' ex-

planatory prelude may be permitted, though time at present is

very far from being " infinitely long."

1 Hertz's Papers.

iS73-79. \yi€d..Ann.^ i8So. vol. lo. p. 414. Experiments to establish an

Upper Limit lor the Kinetic Energy of Electric Flow.

iiJSo. Inaugural Dissertation (Doctor Thesis) oti Induction in Rotating

Spheres.
iS8t. Vol. 13, Wicd. Ann., p. 266. On the Distribution of Electricity on

the Surface of Moving Conductors.

1883. March. Schtotnitclt Zeitschrift^ p. 125. On the Distribution of

Pressures in an Elastic Circular Cylinder.

i83i(?) Crelle. vol. 92. p. is6. Un the Contact of Solid Elastic Bodies.

1882. Verlinndlnngei des I'ercins des t,V:i'er^//^/r.s«(Sonderabdriick). On
the Contact of Solid Elastic Bodies and on Hardness

i83i. Vol. T4, l^ied. Ann., p. 581- Upper Limits forthe Kinetic Energy
of Moving Electricity.

1882. IVied. Ann., vol. 17, p. 177. On the Evaporation of Liquids,

especially of Quicksilver, in Air- Free Space, and on the Pressure of

Mercury Vapour.

1883. IVied. Ann., vol. 23, d. 275. On the Property of Benzine as an
Insulator and as showing Elastic Reaction (Ructcstandsbildner).

i832. I'erltandln. d. phys. Gesetlsdtaft in Berlin, p. 18. On a New
Hygrometer.

1883. IVied. Ann., vol. 19, p. 78. On an Appearance accompanying
Electric Discharge.

1885. /i., vol. 19, p- 7S2. Experiments on Glow Discharge.

1883. Zeitschrift fiir Instrnmentenkunde. l>ynamometric Contrivance

of Small Kesis'ance and Intinitesimal S=lf- Induction.

18B4. -I/c/. Zeitschrift, November, December. Graphic Methods for the

Determination of the Hdiabatic Changes of Condition of Moist Air.

1884. Wied. Ann., vol. 22, p. 449. On the Equilibrium of Floating

Elastic Plates.

i83l. It^-, vol. 23. On the Connection between Maxwell's IClectrodynamic

Fundamental Equations and those of opposition Electrodynamics.^

1885. //'., vol. 24, p- 114. On the Dimension of a Magnetic Pole in

difTerent Systems of Units.

1887-1889. Papers incorpora'eil in his book, " .^usbreitung der'Elek-

trischen Kraft," translated under the tide of ' Electric Waves."
1892. iVicd .Ann., vol. 45. p. a8. Un the Pas.sage of Cathode Rayi

through thin Metal Sheets.
•-' Pliil. .'ilag , xxvi. pp. 329, J20. Auguit 1888 : or " Lightning Con-

ductors and Lightning Guards " tWhittaker), pp. 104, 105 ; also Frvc. Rffy.

Sm. vol. I. p. a;.
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Tbe simplest way will be for me hastily to summarise oui

knowledge of the subject before the era of Hertz.

Just as a pebble thrown into a pond excites surface ripples,

which can heave up and down floaiing straws under which they
pass, so a struck bell or tuning-fork emits energy into the air

in the form of what ate called sound waves ; and this radiant

energy is able to set up vibrations in other suitable elastic

bodies.

If the body receiving them has its natural or free vibrations

violently damped, so that when left to itself it speedily returns

to rest, then it can respond feebly to notes of almost any pitch.

This is the case with your ears and the tones of my voice.

Tones must be exceedingly shrill before they cease to excite

the ear at all.

If, on the other hand, the receiving body has a persistent

period of vibration, continuing in motion long after it is left

to itself, like another tuning-fork or bell for instance, then
lar more facility of response exists, but great accuracy of tuning
is necessar)' if it is to be fully called out ; for if the receiver is

not thus accurately syntonised with the source, it fails more or

less completely to resound.
Conversely, if the source is a persistent vibrator, correct

tuning is es^ential, or it will destroy at one moment motion
which it originated the previous moment. Whereas if it is a
dead beat or strongly-damped excitor, almost anything will

respond equally well or equally ill to it.

What 1 have said of sounding bodies is true of all vibrators

in a medium competent to transmit waves. Now a sending
telephone or a microphone, when spoken to, emits waves into

the ether, and this radiant energy is likewise able to set up
vibration in suitable bodies. But we have no delicate means
of dirtctly detecting these electrical or elherial waves, and if

they are to produce a perceptible effect at a distance they must
be conhned, as by a spe.iking tube, prevented from spreading,
and concentrated on tne distant receiver.

This is the (unciion of the telegraph wire; it is to the ether
what a speaking-tube is to air. A metal wire in air {in function,
not in details ol analogy) is like a long hollow cavity surrounded
by nearly rigid but slightly elastic walls.

Sphere- chargedfrom Eleclrophcrus.

Furthermore, any conductor electrically charged or dis-

charged with sufficient suddenness must emit electrical waves
into the ether, because the charge given to it will not settle

down instantly, but will surge to and fro several times fust ; and
these surgings or electric oscillations must, according to Max-
well, start waves in the ether, because at the end of each half

swing they cause electrostatic, and at the middle of each half

wings tbeycause electromagnetic effects, and the rapid alternation

(roni one of these modes of energy to the other constitutes

etherial waves.' If a wire is handy they will run along it, and
may be felt a long way off. If no wire exists they will spread
out like sound from a bell, or light from a spark, and their in-

tensity will decrease according to the inverse square of the
distance.

Maxwell and his followers well knew that there would be
such waves ; they knew the rate at which they would go, they
knew that they would go slower in glass and water than in air,

they knew that they would curl round sharp edges, that they
would t>c partly al>soibcd but mainly reflected by conductors,
that if turned back upon themselves they would produce the
phenomena of stationary waves, or interlerence, or nodes and
loops ; It was known how to calculate the length of such wave-,
and even how to pro'hice them of any required or predetermined
wavelength from looo miles to a loot. Other things were
known aijout them which would take too long to enumerate :

any homogeneous insulator would transmit them, would refract

or concentiate them if it were of suitable shape, would reflect

none ol a particular mode of vibration at a certain angle, and so

on, and so on.

All this was "known," 1 say, known with varying degrees of

confidence, but by some known with as great confidence as, per-

haps even more confidence than, is legiiimate before the actuality

of experimental verification.

1 Sfriclljr fpcalcioK. in tfle waves tfiem^tdvc^ tfierc t» no lag or dilTcrcnce
cf \\xx<r r*t*'_'n if,rrt.;.(r; I.I1.I if..- i;,.i.:ii. tk vil.i.iti -n^. the dilTcrencc

.••liiiim. f nlc
r-' 'ii£tt> from tlic

^ fgti'ic of pluM
u obiitri-i!'.
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Hertz supplied the verification. He inserted suitable con-
ductors in the path of such waves, conductors adapted for the
occurrence in them of induced electric oscillations, and to the
surprise of everyone, himself doubtless included, he found that

the secondary electric surgings thus excited were strong enough
to display themselves by minute electric sparks.

Syntonic Leyden Jars.

I shall show this in a form which requires great precision

of tuning or syntony, both emitter and receiver being persist-

ently vibrating things giving some thirty or forty swings before

damping has a serious effect. I take two Leyden jars with cir-

cuits about a yard in diameter, and situated about two yards

apart. 1 charge and discharge one jar, and observe that the

surgings set up in the other can cause it to overflow if it is

syntonised with the first.'

A closed circuit such as this is a feeble radiator and a feeble

absorber, so it is not adapted for action at a distance. In fact,

I doubt whether it will visibly act at a range beyond the 1^ at

which true radiation of broken off energy occurs. If the coat-

ings of the jar are separated to a greater distance, so that the

dielectric is more exposed, it radiates better ; because in true

radiation the electrostatic and the m.agnetic energies are equal,

whereas in a ring circuit the magnetic energy gre.atly pre-

dominates. By separating the coals of the jar .is far as possible

we get a typical Hertz oscillator, whose dielectric extends out

into the room, and this radiates very powerfully.

Ordinary size Hertz \'ibrcttor.

In consequence of its radiation of energy its vibrations are

rapidly damped, and it only gives some three or four good
strong swings. Hence it follows that it h.is a wide lange of

excitation, i.<.'. it can excite sparks in conductors barely at all

in tune with 11.

The two conditions, conspicuous energy of radiation and
persistent vibration electrically produced, are at present in-

compatible. Whenever these two conditions coexist, consider-

able power or activity will of course be necessary in the source

of energy. .'\t present they only coexist in the sun and other

stars, in the electric arc, and in furnaces.

T-vo Circular Vibrators sparking in sympathy.

The receiver Hertz used w.is chiefly a circaLir resonator, not

a good absorber but a persistent vibrator, well adapted for

picking up disturbances 01 precise and measurable wave-length.

1 find that the circular resonators can act as senders too ; here

is one exciting quite long sparks in a second one.

Electric ."iynlimy— that was his discovery, but he did not

stop there. He at once proceeded to apply his discovery to the

verification of what had already been predicted about the

waves, and by laborious and difficult interference experiments

he ascertained that the previously calculated length of the waves

was thoroughly borne out by f.ict. These inteilerence experi-

ments in free space are his greatest achievement.

He worked out every detail of the theory splendidly, sepa-

rately analysing the electric and the magnetic oscillation—using

language not always such as we should use now, but himself

growing in theoretic insight through the medium of what would

have been to most physicists a conlusing maze of tioublesome

facts, and disentangling all their main relations most har-

moniously.

Iloltz Machine, .'I and B Sparks ; Glass and Quart: Fanes in

.Screen,

While Hertz was observing sparks such as these, the primary

or exciting spark and the secondary or excited one, he observed

as a bye issue ilia', the secondary spark occurreil more easily if

the light from the primary fell upon its knobs, fie examined

this new influence of light in many ways, and showed thai

although spark light and electric brush light were peculiarly

effective, any source of light that gave very ultra-violet rays

produced ihe same result.

-

Wiedemann and Eberl, and a number of expeiimenters, have

repealed and extended this discovery, proving that it is the

cathode knob on which illumination takes effect ; and llall-

' Sec Naturi., vjI. <i, p. 368; or J. J.
'1 liomson, " Rtc^nt Researches"

' 1 he experiment vhouo in I'ne lecture wa-i on the lines of tho-ie described

in my book, '' Lijthtning Conductors," pp. J14 and 340; the connections

being much as on p. 285, or as depicted in /'/-ft. Key. StK., vol. So, P- 4-
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wachs made the important observation, which Righi, Stoletow,

Branly, and others have extended, that a freshly-polished zinc

or other oxidisable surface, if charged negatively, is gradually

discharged by ultraviolet light.

It is easy to fail in reprolucing this experimental result if the

right conditions are not satisfied ; but if they are, it is absurdly

easy, and the thing might have been observed nearly a century

ago.

Zinc discharging Negative Electricity in Light; Gold Leaf

Electroscope ; Glass ami Quartz Panes ; Quartz Prism.

Take a piece of linc, clean it with emery paper, connect it to

a gold leaf electroscope, and expose it to an arc lamp. If

charged positively nothing appears to happen, the action is very

slow, but a negative charge leaks away in a few seconds if the

light is bright. Any source of light rich in ultra-violet ravs

will do ; the light from a spark is perhaps most powerful of all.

A pane of glass cuts off all the action ; so does atmospheric

air in sufficient thickness (at any rate, town air), hence sunlight

is not powerful. -A. pine of quartz transnits the action almost

undiminished, but fluor spar may be more transparent still.

Condensing the arc rays with a quartz lens and analysing them
with a quartz prism or reflexion grating, we find that the most

effective part of the light is high up in the ultra-violet, sur-

prisingly far beyond the limits of the visible spectrum.'

This is rather a digression, but I have taken some pains to

show it properly because of the interest betrayed by Lord

Kelvin in this matter, and the caution which he felt about

accepting the results of the Continental experimenters too

hastily.

It is clearly a chemical phenomenon, and I am disposed to

express it as a modification of the Volta contact effect - with

illumination.

Return now to the Hertz vibrator, or Leyden jar with its

coatings well separated so that we can get into its electric as

well as its magnetic field. Here is a great one, giving waves

30 metres long, radiating while it lasts with an activity of a

hundred horse-power, and making ten million complete electric

vibrations per second.

Large Hertz Vibrator in action ; Abets Fuse ; Vacuum Tube ;

y.trike an Arc.

Its great radiating power damps it down very rapidly, so that

1; does not make above two or three swings ; but, nevertheless,

each time it is excited, sparks can be drawn from most of the

reasonably elongated conductors in this theatre.

A suitably situated gas-leak can he ignited by these induced

sparks. An Abel's fuse connecting the water-pipes with the

;;as. pipes will blow off; vacuum tubes connected to nothing

will glow (this fact has been familiar to all who have worked
with Hertz waves since 1S89) ; electric leads, if anywhere near

each other, as they are in some incandescent lamp-holders,

may spark across to each other, thus striking an arc and blow-

ing their fuses.

This blowing of fuses by electric radiation frequently hap-

1 While preparing for Ihe lecture it occurred to me to try, if possible.

'luring the lecture itself, some new experiments -^n the elTect of light on
negatively charged bits of rock and ice, because if the effect is not limited

to metals it must be important in connection with atmospheric electricity.

When Mr. Branly coated an aluminium plate with an insulating varnish.

Vie found that its charge was able to soak in and out of Ihe varnish during
kluminaticn (C(7;////w Rcndits. vol. 110, p. SgS, iSgo). Now. the mountain
I >[,^ of a negatively charged earth are exposed to very ultra-violet rays, and
''le airis a dielectric in which quiet up-carrying and sudden downpour of

l';ctricity could go on in a manner not very unlike the wellknown behaviour
f water vapour : and this perhaps may be the reason, or one of the reasons,

why it is not unusual to experience a thunderstorm after a few fine days. 1

have now tried these experiments on such geological fragments as were
handy, and find that many of them discharge negative electricity under the

action of a naked arc, especially from the side of the specimens which w.as

somewhat dusty, but that when wet they discharge much less rapidly, and
when positively charged hardly at all. Ice and garden soil discharge nega-
tive electrilication toj, under ultra-violet illumination, but not so quickly as
Milestone, mica schist, ferruginous quartz, clay, and some other specimens.

I ^tanite barely acts ; it seems to insulate loo well. The ice and soil were
iried in their usual moist condition, but, even when thoroughly dry, soil dis-

charges quite rapidly.

No rock tested was found to discharge as quickly as does a surface of
perfectly bright metal such as iron, but many discharged much more quickly
than ordinary dull iron, and rather more quickly than whtn the bright iron

surface was thinly oiled or wetted with water.

To-day (June 5) I find that the leaves of a gcanium disch.argc positive

electritic.ition five times as quickly as negative, under the action of an arc-

light, and that glass cuts the effect off while quart/ transmits it.

- See Brit, .\ssoc. Report, 18S4, pp. 502, 519 ; or /'////. .lAi^. vol. 19, pp.

267, 352.
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pened at Liverpool till the suspensioas of the theatre lamps were

altered.

The striking of an arc by the little reverberating sparks

between two carbon points connected with the loo volt mains

I incidentally now demonstrate.

There are some who think that lightning flashes can do

none of these secondary things. They are mistaken.

Specimens and Diagrams.

On the table are specimens of various emitters and receivers

such as have been used by different people. The orthodox

Hertz radiator of the dumb-bell type, and the orthodox Hertz

receivers—a circular ring for interference experiments, because

it is but little damped ; and a straight wire for receiving at a

distance, because it is a much better absorber. Beside these

are the spheres and ellipsoids (or elliptical plates) which

I have mainly used, because they are powerful radiators

and absorbers, and because their theory has been worked out

by Horace Lamb and J. J. Thomson. Also dumb-bells with-

out air-gap, and many other shapes, the most recent of mine

being the inside of a hollow cylinder with sparks at ends of a

diameter ; this last being a feeble radiator but a very persistent

vibrator,' and therefore well adapted for interference and diffrac-

tion experiments. But indeed spheres can be made to vibrate

longer than usual by putting them into copper hats or enclosures,

in which an aperture of varying size can be made to let the

waves out.

Many of these senders will do for receivers too, givin.j oft'

sparks to other insulated bodies or to earth ; but besides the

Hertz type of receiver, many other detectors of radiation have

been employed. Vacuum tubes can be used, either directly, or

on the trigger principle, as by Zehnder,'- the resonator spark pre-

cipitating a discharge from some other auxiliary battery or

source of energy, and so making a feeble disturbance very visible.

Explosives may be used for the same purpose, either in the form

of mixed water-gases or in the form of an Abel's fuse. Fitz-

gerald found that a tremendously sensitive galvanometer could

indicate that a feeble spark had passed, by reason of the con-

sequent disturbance of electrical equilibrium which settled down
again through the galvanometer.^ This was the method he used

in this theatre two years ago. BIyth used a one-sided electto-

meter, and young Bjerkness has greatly developed this method,

abolishing the need for a spark, and making the electrometer

metrical, integrating, and satisfactory.^ With this detector miny
measurements have been made at Bonn, by Bjerkness, Vule,

Barton, and others, on waves concentrated and kept from spice-

dissipation by guiding wires.

Mr. Boys has experimented on the mechanical force exerted

by electrical surgings, and Hertz also made observations of the

same '/cind.

Going back to older methods of detecting electrical radiation,

we have, most important of all, a discovery made long before

man existed, by a creature that developed a sensitive cavity on

its skin ; a creature which never so much as had a name to be

remembered by (though perhaps we now call it trilobite). Then,

in recent times, we recall the photographic plate and the thermo-

pile, with its modification the radio-inicromcter ; also the so-

called bolometer, or otherwise known Siemens' pyrometer,

applied to astronomy by Langley ; ap|)lied to the detection of

electric waves in wires by Rubens and Ritter and Paalzow and

.\rons. The thermal junction was applied to the same purpose

by D. E. Jones and others.

And, before all these, the late Mr. Gregory, of Cooper's Hill,

made his singularly sensitive expansion meter, whereby waves

in free space could be detected by the minute rise of temperature

ihey caused in a platinum wire : a kind of early and sensitive

form of Cardew voltmeter.

Going back to the physiological method of detecting surgings,

Hertz tried the frog's-leg nerve and muscle preparation, which

to the steadier types of electrical stimulus is so surpassingly

sensitive, and to which we owe the discovery ol current elec-

tricity. But he failed to get any result. Ritier h.as succeeded ;

but, in my experience, failure is the normal and proper result.

Working with iny colleague Prof. Gotch, at Liverpool, I too

have tried the nerve muscle preparation of the frog, and we

find that an excessively violent stimulus of a rapi lly alternating

character, if pure and unaccompanied by secondary actions,

' J T. Thomson, " Recent Researches," p. 344.
- tidied. .-/««. 4-. p. 77.
^ Fitzgerald, Nature, v.j1. 41, p. 295. and vol. 42, p. 172.
* l^'tcit. .-i/tn. 44, p. 74.
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produces no effect,— no stimulating effect, that is, even though

the voltage is so high that sparks are ready to jump between

the needles in direct contact wiih the nerve.

AH that such oscillations do, if coniin lel, is to produce a tem-

porary paralysis or fatigue of the nerve, so that it is unable to

transmit the nerve impulses evoked by other stimuli, from

which paralysis it recovers readily enough in course of time.

Experiment of Gotch and Lodge on the physiol igical effect of rapid pure

electric allctnations- Ner\-c and muscle preparation, with four necdle-s

or ieUe oon-polari^able electrodes applied to the nerve. C and D arc the

terminals of a rapidly alternating electric curient froi) a conductor at zero

potential, while A and B are the terminals of an ordinarj' verj' weak galvanic

or induction coil stimulus only jutt sufficient to make the muscle twitch.

This has been expected from experiments on human beings ;

such experiments as Tesla's and those of d'Arsonval. But an

entire animal is not at all a satisfactory instrument wherewiih

to attack the questim ; its nerves are so embedded in conduct-

ing tissues that it may easily he doubted whether the alternating

type of stimulus ever reaches them at all. By dissecting out a

nerve and muscle from a deceased frog, afier the historic manner

of physiologists, and applying the stimulus direct to the nerve, at

the same time as some other well-known I too h of a volt stimulus

is applied to another part of the same netve further from the

mu-scle.it can be shown that rapid electric alternations, if entirely

unaccompanied by static charge or by resultant algebraic electric

transmission, evoke no exciiatory response until they are so

violent as logive rise to secondary effects such as heat or mechan
ical shock. Vet, notwithstanding this inaction, they gradually

and slowly exert a paralysing or obstructive action on the portion

of the nerve to which they are applie.1, so that the nerve impulse

excited by the feeble just perceptible I'looth volt stimulus above

is gradually throttled on its way down to the muscle, and
remains so throttled for a time varying from a few minutes to

an hour after the cessation of the violence.

I had intended to exhibit this effect, which is very marked
and definite, but it is impossible to show everything in the \\xat

at my disposal.

Air Gap and Elfclroscoft, chargtd by Glass Rod and discharged

by moderately distant Sphere excilel by Coil.

Among trigger methods of detecling electric radiation, I have

spoken of the Zchnder vacuum tubes ; another method is one
used by Bollzmann.' A pile of several hundred volts is on

the verge of charging an electroscope through an air-gap just

too wide to break down. Very slight electric surgings precipi-

tate the discharge across the gap, and the leaves diverge. I

show this in a modified and very simple form. On the cap of

an electroscope is placed a highlypolishid knob or rounded
end, connected to the sole, and j'tst not touching the cap. Such
an electroscope overflows suddenly and completely with any
gentle rise of po'ential. Bring excited glass near it, the leaves

diverge gradually and then suddenly collapse, because the air

space snaps ; remove the glass, and they redivcrge with negative

electricity ; the knob above the cap being then charged posi-

tively, and to the ver,;e of sparking. In this condition any
electrical waves, collected if weak by a foot or so of wire

projecting from the cap. will discharge the electroscope by
exciting surgings in the wire, and so breaking down the air-gap.

The chief interest about this experiment seems to me the

extremely definite dielectric strength of so infinitesimal an air

•pace. Sloreover, it is a detector for Hertz waves (hat might
have been used last century ; it might have been used by
Benjamin Franklin.

For to excite them, no coil or anything complicated is

necesaary ; it is sufficient to flick a metal sphere or cylinder

with a silk handkerchief, and then discharge it wilh a well-

pr>lished knob. H it is not well-polished the discharge is

comparatively gradual, and the vibrations are weak ; the more
poli.shed are the sides of an air-gap the more sudden is the

collapse, and the more vigorous the consequent radiation,

especially the radiation of high frequency, the higher harmonics
of the disturbance.

Ftjr delicate experimenti it is sometimes well to repoli'th

the knobs every hour or >o. For metrical experiments it is often

better to let the knobi get into a less efficient but m ire per-

' ll'uJ. Ann. 40, p \,'f.
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manent state. This is true of all senders or radiators. Kor
the generation of the. so to speak, "infra-red" Hertz w.ives

any knobs will do, but to generate the "ultraviolet" high
polish is essential.

Microphonic Detectors.

Receivers or detectors which for the present I temporarily
call microphonic are liable to respond best to the more rapid

vibrations. Their sensitiveness is to me surprising, though of

course it does not approach the sensitiveness of the eye ; at the

same time, I am by no means sure that the eye differs from them
in kind. It is these detectors that I wish specially to bring t<

your notice.

Prof. Minchin, whose long and patient work in connection wilh

pho oelectricity is now becoming known, and who h.as devised an
instrument more sensitive to radiation than even Boys' radio-

micrometer, in that it responds to the radiation of a star while

the radio-micrometer does not, found some years ago that some
of his light excitable cells lost their sensitiveness capriciously

on tapping ; and later he found that they frequently regained it

again while Mr. Gregory's Hertz wave experiments were going

on in the same room.
These "impulsion-cells," as he terms them, are troublesome

things for ordinary persons to make an 1 work with—at least I

have never presumed to try^but in Mr. Minchin's hands they

are surprisingly sensitive to electric w.ives.

'

The sensitiveness of selenium to light is known to everyone,

and Mr. Shelford Bidwell has made experiments on the varia-

tions of conductivity exhibited by a mix'ure of sulphur and
carbon.

Nearly four years ago, M Edouard Branly found that a

burnished coat of porphyrised copper spread on glass diminished

its resistance enormously, from some millions to some hundreds

of ohmsj when it was exposed to the neighbourhood, even the

distant neighbourhood, of Leyden jar or coil sparks. He like-

wise found that a tube of metallic filings behaved similarly, but

that this recovered its original resistance on shaking. M . Croft

exhibited this fact recently at the Physical Society. Branly

also made pastes and solid rods of filings in Canada balsam

and in sulphur, and found them likewise sensitive.'

With me the matter arose somewhat differently, as an outcome
of the air-gap detector employed with an electroscope by Boltz-

mann. For I had observed in 18S9 that two knobs sufficiently

close together, far loo close to stand any voltage such as an

electroscope can show, could, when a spark p-issed between

them, actually cohere ; conducting an ordinary bell-ringing

current if a single voltaic cell was in circuit ; and, if there was

no such cell, exhibiting an electromotive force of their own
sufficient to distuib a low resistance galvanometer vigorously,

and sometimes requiring a faintly perceptible amount of force to

detach them. Tbc experiment was described to the Institution

of Electrical Engineers,'' and Prof. Hughes said he had observed

the same thing.

Coherer in open, responding to Feeble Stimuli ; Small Sphere,

Gaslighler, Pis 'ant Sphere, Eleclrophorus.

Well this arrangement, which I call a coherer, is the most

astonishingly sensitive detector of Hertz waves. It difi'ers from

the actual air-gap in ih.at the insulating film is not really insu-

lating ; the film breaks down not only much more easily, but

also in a less discontinuous and more permanent manner than

an air gap. A tube of filings, being a .series of bad contacts,

clearly woiks on the same plan ; and though a tube of filings i*

by no means si sensitive, yet it is in many respecis easier to

work wilh, and, except for very feeble stimuli, is more metrical.

If the filings used are coarse, say turnings or borings, the tube

approximates to a single coherer ; if they are fine, it has a larger

range of sensibility. In every case what these receivers feel

are sudden jerks of current : smooth sinuous vibralions are

ineffective. They seem to me to respond best to waves a few

inches long, but doubtless that is determined chiefly by the

dimensions of sjme conductor with which they happen to be

associated.

Filings in open, responlim; to Sphere, to Eleclrophorus, to

.ipark from Cold leaf Eleitroscopc.

I picture to myself the action as follows. Suppose two

fairly clean pieces of metal in light contact—say two pieces of

' Phit. Mttj^. vol. 31, p. aaj.
-' K Kranly. Comfltt Rrmiiii, vol. 111, p. 785 : and vol. 113, p. 90.

< Jriirnnl Insl. E. E , iSw, vol. 19. pp 35'-4 '. or " Lightnioi Con-

ductors and Lightning Giiaids" (\\'l>'«'okerl. pp. 3H2 4.
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I in— connected to a single voltaic cell ; a film of what may be

lied oxide intervenes between the surfaces, so that only an

,>if;nificant current is allowed to piss, because a volt or two is

insufficient to break down the insulating film except perhaps at

one or two atoms. If the film is not permitted to conduct at

all, it is not very sensitive ; the most sensitive condition is

stained when an infinitesimal current passes, strong enough

i
ist to ^how on a moderate galvanometer.

Now let the slifjhtest surging occur, say by reason of a sphere

1 ling charged and discharged at a distance of forty yards, the

film at once breaks down—perhaps not completely, that is a

question of intensity—but permanently. .\s I imaginr, more
molecules get within each other's range, incipient cohesion sets in,

and the monient.nry electric quiver acts as it were as a flux. It

is a singular variety of electric welding. A stronger stimulus

enables more molecules to hold on, the process is surprisingly

metrical : and as far as I roughly know at present, the change of

resistance is proportional to the energy of the electric radiation

from a source of given frequency.

It is to he specially noted that the battery current is not

iit-eded to effect the cohesion, only to demonstrate i:. The
battery can be applied after the spark has occurred, and the

re-istance will be found changed as much as if the battery had

been on all the time.

The incipient cohesion electrically caused can be mechanically

destroyed. Sound vibrations, or any other feeble mechanical

disturbances, such as scratches or taps, are well adapted to

restore the contact to its original high-resi-tance sensitive con-

dition. The more feeble the electrical disturbance the slighter is

the corresponding mechanical stimulus needed for restoration.

When working with the radiating sphere at a distance of

forty yards out of window, I could inot for this reason .sliout

to my assistant, in order to cause hjm to press the key of the

cod and make a spark, but I showed him a duster instead, this

being a silent signal which had no disturbing effect on the coherer

or tube of filings. I mention forty yards, because that was one

of the first outdoor experiments ; but I should think that some-

thing more like half a mile was nearer the limit of sensitiveness.

However, this is a rash statement not at present verified. At
forty yards the exciting spark could be distinctly heard, and it

was interesting to watch the spot of light begin its long ex-

cursion and actually travel a distance of two or three inches

before the sound arrived. This experiment proved definitely

enough that the efficient cause travelled quicker than sound, and
disposed completely of any sceptical doubts as to the sound-waves
being perhaps the real cause of the phenomenon

Invariably, when the receiver is in good condition, sound or

other mechanical disturbance acts one way, viz. in the direction of

increasing resistance, while electrical radiation or jerks act the

other way, decreasing it. While getting ih^ receiver into condition,

or when it is getting out of order, vibrations and sometimes
electric discharges act irregularly, and an occasional goo i

shaking does the filings good.
I have taken rough measurements of the resistance, by the

simple process of restoring the original galvanometer deflection

by adding or removing resistance coils. A half-inch tube, eight

inches long, of selected iron turnings, had a resistance of 2500
ohms in the sensitive stale. A feeble stimulus, caused by a

distant electrophorous spark, brought it down 400 ohm.s. A
rather stronger one reduced it by 500 and 600, while a trace

of spark given to a point of the circuit itself, ran it down
1400 ohms.
This is only to give an idea of the quantities. I have not yet

done any seriously metrical experiments.
From the wall diagram which summarises the various de-

tectors, and which was prepared a month or so ago, I see I

have omitted selenium, a substance which in certain states is

well known to behave to visible light as these other microphonic
detectors behave to Hertz waves.
And I want to suggest that quite possibly the sensitiveness of

the eye is of the same kind. As I am not a physiologist 1

cannot be seriously blam.ed for making wild and hazardous
speculations in that region. I therefore wish to guess that some
part of the retina is an electrical organ, say like that of some
fishes, maintaining an electromotive force which is prevented
from stimulating ihe nerves solely by an intervening layer of

badly conducting material, or of conducting material with gaps
in it ; but that when light falls upon the retina these gaps become
more or less conducting, and the nerves ai'e stimulated.

1 do not feel clear which part is taken by the rods and
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cones, and which part by the pigment cellj ; I must not try to

make the hypothesis too definite at present.

If I had to make a demonstration mode! of the eye on these

lines, I should arrange a little battery to excite a frog's nerve

and muscle preparation through a circuit completed all except a

layer of filings or a single bad contact. Such an arrangement

would respond to Hertz waves. Or if I wanted actual light to

act instead ofgroser waves, I would use a layer of seleniu;ii.

But the bad contact and the Hertz waves are the most instruc-

tive, because we do not at present really know what the selenium

is doing, any more than what the retina is doing.

And observe that (to my surprise I confess) the rough outline

of a theory of vision thus suggested is in accordance with some
of the principal views of the physiologist Hering. The sensa-

tion of light is due to the electrical stimulus ; the sensation of

black is due to the mechanical or tapping-back stimulus.

Darkness is physiologically not the mere cessation of light.

Uoth are positive sensations, and both stimuli are necessary ; for

until the filings are tapped back vision is persistent. In the

eye model the period of mechanical tremor should be say

,'(,th second, so as to give the right amount of persistence of

impression.

Eye Model with Electric Bell on BoarJ.

No doubt in the eye the tapping back is done au'omatically

by the tissues, so that it is always ready for a new impression,

until fatigued. And by mounting an electric bell or other

vibrator on the same b^ard as a tube of filings, it is possible to

arrange so that a feeble electric stimulus shall produce a feeble

steady effect, a stronger stimulus a stronger eflfect, and so on,

the tremor asserting its predominance and bringing the spot

back whenever the electric stimulus ceases.

An electric bell thus close to the tuba is, perhaps, not the best

vibrator ; clockwork might do better, because the bell contains

in itself a jerky current, which produc.'s one effect, and a

mechanical vibration, which produces an opposite effect

;

hence the spot of light can hirdly keep still. By lessening

the vibration —say by detaching the bell from actual con-

tact with the board, the electric jerks of the intermittent

current drive the spot violently up the scale ; mechanical
tremor brings it down again.

Vou observe that the eye on this hypothesis is, in elect r.i

meter language, heterostatic. Tne energy of vision is sup-

plied by the organism, the light only pulls a trigger. Whereas
the organ of hearing is idiostatic. I might draw further

analogies, about the effect of blows or disorder causing irre-

gular conduction and stimulation, of the galvanometer in the

one instrument, of the brain cells in the other.

A handy portable exciter of electric waves is one of the

ordinary hand electric gas-lighters, containing a small revolving

doubler

—

i.e., an infuctiveor repl.-nishing machine. A coherer

can feel a gas-lighter across a lecture theatre. Minchin often

used them for stimulating his impulsion cells. I find that, when
held near, they act a Irttle before the spark occurs, plainly

because of the little incipient sparks at the brushes or tinfoil

contacts inside. A Voss machine acts similarly, giving a small

deflection while working up before it sparks.

And notice here that our model eye has a well-defined range

of vision. It cannot see waves loo long for it.

Ihllz Sparks not e-tciling Tube : e.\upt liy h:lp of a polished

knob.

The powerful disturbance caused by the violent flashes of a

Wimshurst or Voss machine it is blind to. If the knobs of the

machine are well polished, it will respond to somehigh harmonics,

due to the vibrations in the terminal rods ; and these are the

vibrations to which it responds when excited by a coil. The
coil should have knobs ins ead of points. Sparks from points

or dirty knobs hardly excite the coherer at all. But hold a

well-polished sphere or third knob between even the dirty

knobs of a Voss machine, and the coherer responds at once to the

surgings got up in it.

Electrophorous Lid and ijisulatcd Split le.

Feeble short s^parksagain are often more powerful exciters than

are strong long ones. 1 suppose because they are more sudden.

This is mstructively shown with an electrophorous lil. Spark

it to a knuckle, and it does very little. Spark it to a knob, and
it works well. But now spark it to an insulated sphere, there is

soaie eflect. Discharge ti.e sphere, and lake a second spark.
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without recharging the lid. Do this several limes ; and at

last, when the spark is inaudible, invisible, and otherwise im-

perceptible, the coherer some yards away responds more violently

than ever, and the spot of light rushes from the scale.

If a coherer be atiached by a side wire to the gas-pipes, and
an elec'.rophorous spark be given to either the gas pipes or the

water-pipes, or even to the hotwaler system, in another room of

the building, the coherer responds.

In fact when thus connected to gas-pipes, one day when I

tried it, the spot of light could hardly keep five seconds still.

Whether there was a distant thunderstorm, or whether it was
only picking up telegraphic jeiks, I do not know. The jerk of

turning on or ofl an extra Swan lamp can affect it when sensi-

tive. I hope to tiy for long-wave radiation from the sun,

filtering out the ordinary well-known waves by a black-board or

other suflSciently opaque substance.

We can easily see the detector respond to a distant source of

radiation now, viz. to a 6-inch sphere placed in the library

between coil knobs.
Portable Detector.

Also I exhibit a small complete detector male by my assis-

tant Mr. Davies, which is quite portable and easily set up.

The essentials are all in a copper cylinder three inches by two.

A bit of wire a few inches long, pegged into it, helps it to col-

lect waves. It is just conceivable that at some distant date, say

by dint of inserting gold wires or powder in the relina, we may
be enabled to see waves which at present we are blind lo.

Observe how simple the production and deleclion of Hertz
waves are now. An electrophorous or a frictional machine
serves to excite them ; a voltaic cell, a rough galvanometer, and
a bad contact, serve to detect them. Indeed they might have
been observed at the beginning of the century, before galvano-
meters were known. A frog's leg or an iodide of starch paper
would do almost as well.

A bad contact was at one time regarded as a simple nuisance,

because of the singularly uncerlain and capricious character of

the current transmuted by it. Hughes observed its sensitive-

ness to sound-waves, and it became the microphone. Now it

turns out to be sensitive to electric waves, if it be made of any
oxidisable metar(not of carbon), and we have an instrument
which might be called a micro-something, but which, as it

appears to act by cohesion, I call at present a coherer. Per-

haps some of the capriciousness of an anathematised bad con-

tact was sometimes due lo the fact that it was responding to stray

electric radiation.

The breaking down of cohesion by mechanical tremor is an
ancient process, observed on a large scale by engineers in rail-

way axles and girders ; indeed, the cutting of small girders by
persi>tent blows of hammer and chisel reminded me the other

day of the lapping back of our cohering surfaces after they have
l>een exposed lo ihe welding efTecl of the electric jerk.

Put Copper Hat oier Tube. Shut up everything in Box
completely.

If a coherer is shut up in a complete metal enclosure, waves
cannot get at it, but if wires arc led from it lo an outside ordi-

nary galvanometer, it remains nearly as sensitive as it was
before (nearly, not quite), for the circuit picks up the waves,
and they run along the insulated wires into the closed box. To
screen it effectively it is necessary to enclose battery and gal-

vanometer and every bit of wire connection ; the only thing that

mayl)e left outside is the needle of the galvanometer. Accord-
ingly here we have a compact arrangement of battery and coil

and coherer, all shut up in a copper box. The coil is fixed

against the side of the box at .'<uch height that it can act con-
veniently on an oui<.i(Ic suspended compass needle. The slow
action of Ihe coil has no difTicully in getting through copper, as

everyone knows ; only a perfect conductor could screen oif that,

but the Ileriz waves are eflectively kept out by sheet copper.

Chink; Kound Uole ; FrolruJing Wire.

It miul be saif), however, that the box must be exceedingly
well closed for ihe screening to be pcrlect. The very narrowest
chink permits Iheir entrance, and at one time I thought I should
have to solder a lid on before they could be kept entirely out.

Clamping a copper lid on lo a flange in six pl.ices w,i8 not

enough. But by Ihe use of pads of tinfoil, chinks can he
avoided, and the inside of Ihe box becomes then electrically

dark.

If even an inch of Ihe circuit protrudes, it at once becomes
slightly sensitive .igain ; and if a single branch wire protrudes
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through the box, provided.it is insulated where it passes through

,

the waves will utilise it as a speaking tube, and run blithely in.

And this whether the wire be connected lo anything inside or

not, though it acts more strongly when connected.

Receiver Hat and Metal Tube for Connecting Wires.

If wires are to be laken out of the box to a coherer in ^onu

olher enclosure, they must be enclosed in a metal tube, andii,

tube must be well connected with the melalof both enclosure-,

if nothing is lo get in but wh.it is w.inted.

Similarly, when definite radiation is desired, it is well to put

the radiator in a copper hat, open in only one direction. And
in order to guard against reflected and collateral surgings run-

ning along Ihe wires which pass oulsideto Ihe coil and battery, as

they are liable lo do, I am accustomed lo put all these things in

a packing case lined wiih tinfoil, to the outside of which the

sending hat is fixed, andlo pull the key of the primary excitint;

circuit by a string Irom outside.

Sender in Hat and Box, with Lid (adjustable) clamped on.

Even then, with the lid of the hat well clamped on, some-

thing gets out, but it is not enough to cause serious disturbance

of qualitative results. The sender must evidently be thought

ol as emitting a momentary blaze of light which escapes through

every chink. Or, indeed, since the waves are some inches long,

Ihe difficulty of keeping them out of an enclosure may be

likened to the difiicully of excluding sound ; ihough the diffi-

culty is not quite so great as Ihal, since a reasonable thick-

ness of n elal is really opaque. I fancitd once or twice I

delected a trace of transparency in such metal sheets as ordinary

linplale, but unnoticed chinks elsewhere may have deceived

me. It is a thing easy to make sure of as soon as I have more
time.

One thing in this connection is noticeable, and that is how
little radiation gels either in or out of a small round hole. A
narrow long chink in ihe receiver box lets in a lot ; a round

hole the size of a shilling lets in hardly any, unless indeed a

bit of insulated wire protrudes through it like a collecting ear-

trumpet.

Gas-lighter with Tinfoil.

It may be asked how the waves get out of the metal tube of

an electric gas-lighter. Hut they do not ; they get out through

the handle, which being of ebonite is transparent. Wrap up
the handle tightly in tinfoil, and a gas-lighter is powerless.

Optical Experiments.

And now in conclusion I will show some of Ihe ordinary

optical experimenis with Heriz waves, using as source either one
of two devices : either a 6-inch sphere wilh sparks lo ends of a

diameter, an arrangement which emits ginch waves, but of so

dead-beat a character I hat it is wise I o enclose it in acopperhatto
prolong them, and send them out in the desired direction ; or

else a 2-inch hollow cylinder with spark knobs at ends of an

internal diatueler. This last emits 3-inch waves of a very fairly

persistent character, but with nothing like the intensity of one
of ihe outside radiators.

As receiver there is no need to use anything sensitive, so I

employ a glass lube full of coarse iron filings, put at the back of a

copper hat wilh its mouth turned well askew to ihe source, which
is put outside the door at a distance of some yards, so that

only a little direct radiation can reach the tube. Sometimes
the lube is put lengthways in ihe hat instf.id of crossw.iys, which
makes it less sensitive, and has also Iheadvaul.age of doing away
wilh the polaiising or rather analysing power of a crossway

tube.

Various apertures in Lid.

The radiation from the sphere is slill too strong, but it can be

stopped down by a diaphiagin plate wilh holes in it of var)ing

size clamped on the sending hat.

Heflecting Plate, Wet Cloth, Glass Plate.

Having thus reduced the excursion of the spot of light lo a

foot or JO, a mclnl plate is held as reflector, and al once ihe

spot Iravcis a couple of yards. A wet clolh reflects something,
bul a ihin glass plate, i( dry, reflects next lo nothing, being, as

is well known, loo thin to give anything but "the black spot."

I have fancied that it teflccts something of the 3-inch waves,

Refractius; Prism and Lens,

A block of parafl^n about a cubic foot in volume is cast Into

the shape o( a priim with argles 75°, 60 , and 45°. Using the
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.rge angle, the rays are refracted into the receiving hat, and
produce an effect much larger than when the prism is re-

moved.
An ordinary 9 inch glass lens is next placed near the source,

and by means of ihe light of a laper it is focussed between source

and receiver. The lens is seen to increase the efifect.

Aiago Disk, Grating and Zone-plate.

The lens helps us to set correctly an iS-inch circular copper
disk in position for showing the bright diffraction spot.

Removing the disk, the effect is much the same as when it was
present. Add the lens, and the effect is greater. With a

difTraclion grating of copper strips two inches broad and two
inches apart, I have not yet succeeded in getting gool results.

It is difficult to get sharp nodes and interference efifects with

these sensitive detectors in a room. I expect to do better when
I can try out-of-doors, away from so many reflecting surfaces ;

indoors it is like trying delicate optical experiments in a small

whitewashed chamber well supplied with looking-glasses ; nor
have I ever succeeded in getting clear concentration with

thii zone-plate having Newton rings fixed to it in tinfoil.

But really there is nothing of much interest now in diffraction

effects except the demonstration of the waves and the measure
of their length. There was immense interest in Hertz's time,

because then the wave character of the radiation had to be
proved ; but every possible kind of wave must give inteiference

and diffraction etTects, and their theory is, so to say, ivorked

out. More interest attaches to polarisation, douole refraction,

and dispersion experiments.

Polarising and Analysing Grids.

Polarisation experiments are easy enough. Radiation from a

sphere is already strongly polarised, and the tulie acts as a

partial analyser, responding much more vigorously when its length

is parallel to the bne of sparks than when they are crossed ; but

a convenient extra polariser is a grid of wires something like what
was used by Hertz, only on a much smaller scale ; say an iS-

inch octagonal frame of copper strip with a harp of parallel

copper wires. The spark-line of the radiator being set at 45'',

a vertical grid placed over receiver reduces the deflection to

aht)ut one-half, and a crossed grid over the source reduces it to

nearly nothing.

Rotating either grid a little rapidly increases the effect, which
becomes a maximum when they are parallel. The interposition

of a third grid, with its wires at 45° between two crossed grids,

restores some ot the obliterated effect.

Radiation reflected from a grid is strongly polarised, in a
plane normal of course to that of the radiation which gets
through it. They are thus analogous in their effect to Nicols,
or 10 a pile of plates.

1 he electric vibrations which get through these grids are at

nuht angles to the wires. Vibrations parallel to the wires are
rcll;;cied or absorbed.

Ktflecting Prism.

To demonstrate that the so-called plane of polarisation of the
transmitted radiation is at right angle to the electric viljration,'

i.e. that the wires of the grid are parallel to it, I use the
same paraffin pri,m as befjre, but this lime I use its largest

lace as a retleclor, and set it at something near the polarising
angle. When the line of wires is parallel to the plane of
incidence, in which case the electric vibrations are perpen-
dicular to the plane of incidence, plenty of radiation is

reflected by the paraffin face. Turning the grid so that the
electric vibrations are in the plane of incidence, we find that
the paraffin surface set at the proper angle is able to reflect

hardiy anything. In other words, the vibrations contemplated
by Kresnel are the electric vibrations ; those dealt with by
McCullagh are the magnetic ones.

'I hus are some of the surmises of genius verified and made
obvious to the wayfaring man.

A^
rilE REPORT OF THE ASTRONOMER ROYAL.

T the annual visitation of the Royal Observatory, Green-
wich, on Saturday last, the Astronomer Royal pre-enled

his report of the progress made from .May 11, 1S93, to May 10
of this year. We take (rom it the following information :

—
It appears that the average num ler of transits observed was

no less than 31 each day, or if Sjndays are excluded, 36. As
1 c.f. Trjuton, in Natcrs, vol. 39, p. 353 ; and many other optical

experiments by Mr. Trjutjn, vol. 40, p. 39S.

an instance of the number of observations which were made
under very favourable conditions, it may be mentioned that on
three consecutive days in February no fewer than 45S transits

and 460 zenith distances were observed.
A new universal transit-circle or altazimuth is being con-

structed by Messrs. Troughton and Simms, and satisfactory

progress has been made towards completion. All the heavy
portions of the instrument, including the rotating and reversing

gear, are made, and have been put together, the object glasses

lor the instrument and collimators are practically finished, as
well as the eye end with its micrometers, and the circles, micro-
scopes, &c. , are in hand.
As previously noted in our astronomical column, a valuable

gift has been made to the Observatory by Sir Henry Thompson,
who has generously offered a sum of /'5000 to (irovide a large

photographic telescope with accessories, which would serve as

the complement of the 2S inch visual telescope ju-t completed.
This munificent offer was readily accepted by the .-Vdmirally,

and after careful consideration and discussion, a photographic
telescope of 26 inches aperture and 22 feet 6 inches local length,

equatorially mounted, was ordered of Sir H. Grubb on May 5,

the instrument to be completed in eighteen months. This
telescope will be of exactly double the dimensions (aperture and
focal length) of the asrographic equatorial which has proved
so succesiful, and it will be mounted on a very firm stand which
will allow of complete circumpolar motion without the necessity

for reversal on the meridian, which has b;en felt as a drawback
in the astrographic equatorial. It will be erected on the
central tower of the new Physical Observatory, under the 30
leet dome which is shortly to be placed there, and will carry
the I2j-inch Merz refractor as a guiding telescope aid the
Thompson 9-inch pho'.oheliograph. It will thus be mounted
under very favourable conditions for work, and will be in every
respect a most effective instrument.

The new 28 inch refr.tcio' has been brought into working
order after much time spent in the erection of the instrument, in

the adjustment of the object glass, and in the provision of
various fittings at the eye end. The adjustments were finished

by October i, when, under good atmospheric conditions, the
definition was found to be very fine- Since then the object

glass has been tested on various objects with very satisfactory

results. .A sketch of Jupiter and some measures of double stars

have been made, and the colour correction of the o'oject glass

has been determined on stars by readings for focus at different

parts of the spectrum.

The object glass has also been tried in the photographic
position, with the crown lens reversed and the lenses separated

on the plan proposed by SirG. G. Stokes. The determination
of the best distance between the lenses and the exact adjustment
of the crown lens for tilt and centering relatively to the flint has
necessarily taken a long lime, as small modifications were re-

quired in the cells and special contrivances had to be devised

lor the delicate alj'jstment of the heavy crown cell and lens.

A large number of photographs have been laken at different

distances inside and outside of the focus coriesponding to dif-

lerent positions of the crown lens, and affording interesting

inforuiaion which will be useful in connection with the

Thompson 26inch photographic telescope.

With ihe astrographic equatorial, 923 plates, with a total of

2143 exposures, were taken on 1S3 nights in the year ending .May
10. Of these iSl were rejected, owing to photographic defects,

mechanical injuiy, mistakes in setting, the plate being wrongly
placed in the carrier, failure in clock driving, and interference

by cloud. The following statement shows the progre-s made
with the photographic mapping of the heavens in the year
covered by the report :

—

No. of Successful
Photo.s taken. Plaies

Astrographic chart (exposure 40m.) ... 280 220
I'lates for catalogue (exposures 6m.,

3'n. and 203.) ... ... .. 50S 3S7
Number of fields photographed for the

chart ... ... ... ... ... 200
Number of fields photographed for the

caLilogue ... ... ... ... 367
Total number o( fields photographed

since the commencement of the work
for the chart ... ... 333

Total nunifier of fields photog'aphed
since the commencement of the work
(or the catalogue ... ... ... 610
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To test the optical photographic distortion up to considerable
distances from the centre, seven plates with the Pleiades photo-
graphed in the four corners have been measured. It appears
that the distortion is practically insensible up to 60' from the
centre, and is still small up to So', but is not quite the same in

the four corners of the plate. On examination, the character of
the images in the four corners was also found to vary slightly,

the coma being slightly inwards in one corner and outwards in

another. The perpendicularity of the plate and object glass to

the optic axis were examined and found to be satisfactory.

Solar Observatio.vs.

Observations of the sun have shown that the solar activity was
fully maintained throughout the whole of 1893, the mean daily
spotted area for the year being considerably in excess of that for

1S92. Thegreat spot of 1892 February still remains the largest

hitherto seen in the present cycle, but in 1S93 .\ugust a very
fine group attained dimensions but little inferior, and the groups
of 1S93 November and 1894 February were very large. The
characteristic of the year was, however, rather the great number
of groups visible at the same time than the extent of any one of

them. Thus in August and December 1S93 as many as 16 or
iS distinct groups of spots were seen on the disk at the sametime.

Magnetic Observations.

The variations of magnetic declination, horizontal force and
vertical force, and of earth currenis were registered photo-
graphically, and accompanying eye observations of absolute de-

clination, horizontal force and dip were made as in former
years. The period was one of much less magnetic activity than
last year, but there was a large increase occurring in 1894 Feb-
ruary, at the time of the great sun-spot. Copies of the magnetic
and earth current regisiers during the disturbances of February
20--March I and March 30-.\pril i, have been supplied to -Mr.

Preece for discussion in connection with disturbances on the
telegraph lines.

Meteorological Observations.
Meteorological observations have been made as usual.

The reductions show that the mean temperature of the year
1893 was 5i°l, being l°6 above the average for the 50 years
1841-1S90.
During the twelve months ending 1S94 .\pril 30, the highest

air temperature in the shade exceeded So" on 28 days. It

was 91 'o on June 19, 93''o on August 16, 94'''2 on -August 17,
and 95'! on August iS. In the 53 years since 1S41 higher
temperatures have been recorded only mice previously (on both
occasions in July). The lowest was 12'S on January 5, the
maximum on that day being only l9°o and the mean daily

temperature 15' 9. The mean temperature on .Vugust 18 was
79 '6, being the highest mean value recorded in August since

1841. The mean temperature of January 5 was lower than
any previously recorded since 1841, with two exceptions. The
mean monthly temperature was alrave the average in all months
excepting September, November, and January 1S94. In May
it was 4-6, m August 3°'9, in .March 2°7, and in April 3'-8,

above the average. In November it svas l°'5 below the average.
,

The number of hours of bright sunshine recorded during

1893 by the Campbell-Stokes sunshine instrument was 1454,
the greatest number on record since the commencement of the
registration in 1877. This is 171 hours above the average of
the preceding 16 years, after allowance is made for the small
difTerence of indication of the Campbell and Campbell-Stokes
instruments. The aggregaie number of hours during which
the sun was above the horizon was 4454, so that the mean
proportiin of sunshine for the year was 0'326, constant sun-
shine being represented by I.

The rainfall for 1893 w.a5 201 inches, being 4'4 inches below
the average of the 50 years 1841-1890. From .March I to

September 30 (the period of the great drought) the rainfall

amouDted to only 777 inches, while the average for the 50
years 1841-90 for those months is I4'22 inches.

The mean amount of clouil for the year on the scale o- 10
was 5 75. The average amount as determined by Mr. Kills

(Quarlerly Journal Roynl AfeUorohgUal Socitty, vol. xiv.)

from 70 years' observations is 6 75.

The outlook as regards instruments and accommodation for 1

Ihem is staled to be fairly satisfactory ; but the fact that four
vacancies in a staff of twelve persons have occurred during the
fiscal year has ncce<isarily caused serious disorganisation of the
work, and greally handicaps progress. I
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SCIENCE IN THE MAGAZINES.

TMERE are few articles of scientific import in the magazines
received by us. By this we do not mean to say that science

is unrepresented in magazine literature for June, but that the
articles, while afTording an excellent pabulum for the omnivorous
reader, lack originality of thought. They are, in fact, more
descriptive than suggcslive. "In the year 1887" (writes Mr.
Edison, as an introductory note to an arlicle by Antonia and \V.

K. L. Dickson in the Ceutuiy) " the idea occurred to me that

it was po-sible to devise an instrument which should do for the
eye what the phonograph does for the ear, and that by a com-
bination of the two all motion and sound could he recorded and
reproduced simultaneously. " The development of this idea,

and its practical realisation, are well described by the authors
of the arlicle on Edison's kineto phonograph—this being the
comprehensive term given to the invention that is able to record
and give back the impressions to the eye as well .is to the ear,

Muybridge, Marey, boys, and others have shown what can be
done in the way of instanianeous photography, but the plan
used by Edison to obtain pictures of movable objects appears to

dilTer from any previously used, .\fter many trials, a highly
sen-itised strip of celluloid one and a-half inches wide has been
adopted for the production of negatives, each strip being per-

forated on the outer edge. " The»e perforations occur at close

and regular intervals, in order to enable the teeth of a locking-

device to hold the film steady in the nine-tenths of the one
forty-sixth part of a second, when a shutter opens rapidly and
admits a beam of light, causing an image of phase in the movr
ment of the subject. The film is then jerked forward in !t-

remaining one-tenth of the forty-s xlh part of a second, .-.11 ,

held at rest while the shutter has again made its round, ;i<l

milling another circle of light, and so on until forty-six inlpI^^

sions are taken a second, or 2760 a minute. This speed yicl

165,600 pictures in an hour, an amount amply sufiicient for

evening's entertainment, when unreeled before the eye. . .

The advantage of this system over a continuous band, and o( .1

slotted shutter forging widely ahead of the film, wouM be thi-.

that in one case only the fractional degree of light comprise i

in the I720lhpart of a second is allowed to penetiate to 1 he film,

at a complete sacrifice of all detail, whereas in the present system

of stopping and starling, each picture gets one-hundrelth p.ii:

of a second's exposure with a lens but slightly stopped down
time amply sufficient, as any photograper knows, for the atl.n

ment of excellent detail even in an ordinarily good light." The

perforations in the film, referred to in ihe loregoing, arc -I

assistance in establishing harmonious relations between tlu-

kineloscope and phonograph, in making ihe action recordt 1

by the one suit the word imprinted upon the other. Sever

reproductions of series of pictures obtained by the kinetogr.i]

accompany the article. In order ihal the subjects leaving tlii

** passing moods" upon the kinetograph film may be brillianiiy

illuminated, a new kind of studio h.as been con>trucied. The

building is pivoted at the centre, and is capable of being rolair !

.so as to present any desiied aspect to the sun. Another arti.

in the Cenlury, entitled " Field Notes," by Mr. John linrrough

contains some interesting notes on the habits of a few comtn
animals. This kind of contribution is very common in 1

magazines. " The Dog," by Mr N. S. Shaler, and " American
Game Fishes," by Mr. L. M. Vale, both in Scritmer, belong to

this anecdotal class.

Casiclfs Family Magazine contains an article by Mr.
Munro on " How I discovered the Norlh Pole." The story

of course, purely im.aginary, but the idea upon which 11 i^

based might be developed lor preliminary geographical explm.i-

lion. A number of balloons are supposed to have been set fnc

in high norlh latitudes, each provided with magazine camti.i~

stocked wiih plates and having long-dislancc lenses of varn"'

focal lengths. Exposures were automatically made at regul

intervals by means of clockwork, so ilial when ihe ballu 1

were caplured, they contained phoiogiaphs of the tracks abn\'

which they had passed. Each balloon also carried a gyrosco] i

mounted in such a manner that when ils axis of roiation becanu-

vertical—that is, when the balloon containing 11 was exactly

over the Norlh Pole, camer.is were brought into action and

photographs taken of the carlh below.
" The Spring of I be Year," \n/.on!;maii's, is an inspiring arlicle

written by Kichard Jeflerics, and found byMrs. Jtffcries amum;
ihe MSS. left by him. Mr. A. Morgan retails some seconl

hand information on "Celestial Pholograjihy " in the same
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magazine. In Good Words Sir Robert Ball gives the second of a

series of articles on "The Great Astronomers," the subject of his

biographical sketch being Kepler. E. M. Caillard foundi an

excellent article on " Matter," and manajes to impart clear

and accurate notions on the universal properties of extension,

inertia, unity, indestructibility and structure.

We note in Chambers s jfoiirnal " The Science of Colouring

in Animals," "The Sargasso Sea," " Spiders and their Habits,
'

and "The Identification of Habitual Criminals." Mr. A.

Binel's " Mechanism of Thought," in the Fortnightly, is chiefly

concerned with psychology and hypnotism. H »nour is done to

ihe late Prof. Kobertson .Smith by Mr. J. G. Frazer in the

same magazine. Prof. Victor I lorsley replies in the //kw/ok/-

tari'in to the paper on vivisection contributed by Bishop Barry

to the April number. The seventh of Mr. Phil Robinson's

articles on " Ttie Zoo Revisited," in the EnglisJi Itltistrattd,

deals with the animals in the " Small Cats' House." In the same
magazine, Mr. \V. B. Tegetmeier brielly describes the sco[>e of

his forthcoming hook on horses, asses, and zebras. The May
number of the Namical Magaziia: contains an article in which

Capt. Wilson Barker points to the study of " Natural History"

(a term used to cover the ground of physiography) as a recrea-

tion for sailors.

In addition to the magazines mentioned in the foregoing, we
have received the Contemporary and National reviews.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Camrridge.—The Provost of King's, Mr. A. Austen Leigh,

has been re-elected Vice-Chancellor lor ihe ensuing year.

St. John's College has cariied ofT both the Smith's prizes

this year ; the winners are Mr. S. S. Hough and Mr. H. C.

Pocklington, third and bracketed fourth Wranglers respectively

in 1892, and first class in Part II. of the Mathematical Tripos,

iS93-

Candidates for the University Lectureship in Invertebrate

Morphology, vacated by Pr.)f. Hickson, are requested to send

their names to the Vice-Chancellor by June 9. The stipend is

£^0 a year.

Prof. Foster has been re-appointed a Manager of the Balfour

Studentship Fund for the ensuing five years.

Mr. J. J. Lister, of St. John's, is to occupy the University's

table at the Plymouth Biological Lab iratory this summer.
The first examination for Diplomas in Agricultural Science

will be held on July 2. Candidates are to send their names
and fees to the Registrary by June 13.

The next examination for Diplomas in Public Health will

begin on October 2. The names of candidates, with their

certificates, are to be sent to the Registrary by September 18.

Sir G. G. Stokes, Dr. Sandys, and Prof. Robinson, are to

represent the University at the Bi-c^ntenary Festival of the

L niversity of Halle, to l>e held next August.
The following Examiners have been nominated by Ihe

Special Board lor Medicine :— In Medicine, Dr. W. H.
Dickinson, Dr. J. K. Fowler, Dr. L. Humphry, Dr. J. F.

I'ayne; in Midwifery, Dr, W. S. A. Griffith, Dr. J. Phillips;

in Surgery, Mr. H. H. Glutton, Mr. F. Treves, Mr. II. Marsh,
.Mr. W. H. Bennett.

-Mr. H. Woodi, of S". John's College, has been appointed
an Elector to the Harkness Scholarship in Giology and
Palaeontology.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
.American Meteorological foinual, May.—The principal

article is " Meteorology and Geodesy," by Prof. C. Abbe.
It contains tables showing the variations in the force of gravity

over the North American continent and the Atlantic ocean and
iheir effect on the mercurial barometer. The author points

out that there is a local attraction of gravitation that is less

iver the continents than over the oceans, and probably, on the

.iverage, less in the northern than in the southern atmosphere ;

these differences must be allowed for, in combination with the

effects due to the density of the atmosphere and to centrifugal

force. The principal resistance to the motion of the atmosphere
originates in the connective |)rocesses that force stagnant air to

ni'n with air in mDlion ; this coiiveclive friction is quite
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by A.
by N.

independent of viscosity, which has been generally introduced

into the formulae for atmospheric motion, and it is much more
elTective. The most important subject lor the meteorologist to

study is these conveclive mixtures and the resistances or

accelerations that result therefrom. The author considers it

unnecessary to take up the minute irregularities treated of in

this paper, until after the study above referred to lias explained

the larger part of the irregularities of atmospheric motions.

The same journal contains ^ome very useful suggestions by
Prof. Abbe, on the various meteorological problems that might
be taken up by mathematical students.

Bulletin de la Societi des Natiiralisles de Moscoti, 1 893, Nos.

2 and 3.—On the copulation organs of the males of the genera
Crosica, Melecta, Pieudomelccta, &c., by General O. Radoczkow-
sky (in French, with four plaio) —Conirihulion ti the patho
logic evolution of the nervous system, by Mme. O. V. Leonova,

being a description of a complicated case of total anencephaly

in a human embryo.^A case of seeming hermaphroditism with

Perca /hivialiiis, by N. Iwanzoff.—The Tithonian deposits of

Theodosia. Crimea, by O. Relowski (in German, with six

plates). This elab .rate monograph contains the description

of sixty-five fossil species from those little-known beds—no less

than thiriy-one species and one genus being new.— Pala.'onto-

logical data for the vertical subdivision of the Sarmathian

deposits of South Russia, by A. P. JvanofT (in Russian,

summed up in Fiench). The following five zones are distin-

guished:—(l) Zone of Cerilhiu'H niitrale. uicditerraneum, and
rubiginosum ; (2) C. disjiiiiclum and mitrale ; (3) C nodosa-

pticatnin, disjiinctum, and mitrale ; (4) C. rubiginosum, nodo-

soplicatum, disjunctum, mitrale, var. bicoslata, and nympha ;

(5) C. mitrale, var. bijuga ; and (6) C. disjunctum. The beds

overlying the above are characterised by the absence of Certthes,

and the appearance, for the first time, of Trochus podolicus, and
a great development of Mactra pondcro'.a. The uppermost

layers of the .series contain no Trochus podolicus, while

other species of 1 rochus and Turbo appear in great numbers.

—The birds of Moscow, by Th. Lorenz, continued.—Note
on J. D. Chersky, with a complete list of his works,

Iwanowski.—On a new species, Parus Iranscaspius

Zaroudnoi (in French).

Memoirs of the Kazan Society of Naturalists, vol. xxvi.

Nos. 4, 5, and 6.—On the theory of the root-force in the plant,

by Dr. Alexis Horvath. The manometric measurements of the

author prove the existence of a rarefaction within the plant,

and he therefore considers the vessel of a plant as a tube, in

which we should have a succession of drops of a liquid, separated

from each other by bulbs of air. The heating of the gas and
its expansion acts in the tube as the piston of an aspirating

pump.—On the consequences of the decapitation of the plant

on some of its organs, by W. Rothert.—On the supply of water

to Kazan, by Prof. Stscherbakoff.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, .\pril 19.
— " On Variations obs«rved in the

Spectra of Carbon Electrodes, and on the Influence of one Sub-

stance on the Spectrum of Another." By W. N. Hartley, F.R.S.

Certain "lines" in Hartley and Adeney's spectrum of carbon

are attributed to cyanogen in a recent paper by Eder and

Valenta. ' These lines are not produced by cyanides such as

potassium cyanide or mercuric cyanide. Graphite electrodes

immersed in solutions show beautiful groups of lines which co-

incide with the edges of certain bands in spectra of the flame of

burning C) anogen. These bands can be recognised in the groups

iii. and iv. on the spectra photographed by Kayser and Runge.

The origin of these coincident portions of spectra, namely,

from the combustion of cyanogen and from carbon electiodes in

saline solutions, taken in conjunction with the fact that they are

not rendered liy cyanides, makes it doubtful whether the

cyanogen spectrum is not due to elementary carbon, as first ad-

vocated by Marshall Watts. There are other facts and circum-

stance; which somewhat support this doubt. First, variations

have bjen observed in the spectrum of carbon which cannot be

easily accounted for. Secondly, the effect of one substance on

' " Line Spectrum of Elementary Carbon and the Ullr.a-violet Spark

Spectrum of Wet and Dry Wood Charcoal " (Vienna :
•' Akad Wiss. Denk-

scliriften," vol. 60, 1893).
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the spectrum of another, which I have recently observed, not
only strengthens weak lines, but in certain cases brings a new
series of lines into view. Thirdly, the spectra of mixed vapours
have been shown to be ditVerent from the spectra of the sub-

stances by themselves (Liveing and Dewar, " Roy. Soc. Proc,"
vol. xxxiv. p. 42S) ; and, fourthly, the influence of the strong

lines of an element on adjacent weaker lines of another sub-

stance is to strengthen the weaker lines in some cases, but
almost 10 obliterate them in others.

Variations in the spectrum of carbon as observed in different

circumstances have been carefully examined and described. In

order to lest the probability of the carbon and nitrogen speclra

being subject to variations when the two elements aie together

in the spark or flame, it is necessary to consider the effect of

one spectrum on another when the two are produced simul-

taneously from quite different materials.

In the oxyh>drogen flame the water-vapour lines are pro-

minent, but only two groups are visible in ihe spectrum under
normal conditions, and with an exposure of half an hour. If,

however, some sulphur be burnt in the flame, the conditions

being otherwise unchanged, then the spectrum, in addition to a
band of continuous rays and fluiings characteristic of sulphur
vapour, shows the water-vapour lines wonderfully strong, with
groups extending beyond those portions of the spectrum usually

photographed, and not only are the lines disiinci, but dense, as

if their radiating power or the chemical action of their radiations

was greatly increased. This does not arise from the continuous
spectrum merely overlapping and apparently strengthening the

water-vapour lines, since new groups of lines came into view
which were too feeble to be visible on the other photographs.
Sulphur is not the only substance which affects this spectrum

;

for instance, the banded spectrum of magnesia and the spectrum
of lime also appear to intensify it.

It is probable that someihmg similar lakes place with regard
to carbon ; we know that the spectrum is modified by the sur-

rounding nitrogen of the atmosphere, and the rays of carbon
increase the intensity of the nitrogen rays adjacent to the
carbon lines, the effect being increased in the case of the spark
by a saturated solution of zinc or calcium chloride.

The facts here set forth cettamly favour the view that the lines

in Hartley and Adeney's spectrum of carbon are the lines of the
element and not merely the edges of cyanogen bands. Finally,

the carbon spectra of tder and Valenia differs from that pub-
lished in iheJournal of the Chemical Society, vol. xli. p. 91 ;

the graphite spectrum. No. 10, on plate ii., yields neither the
group III. nor group IV. of cyanogen as depicted in spectrum
No. 4 of the photogravure plate illustrating Eder and Valenta's
paper.

" Experimental Determination of Poisson's Ratio." By
C. E. Stromeyer.

The experiments with which this paper deals were carried out
between the years 1SS3 and iSSb by Prof. Kennedy and the
author, with an instrument which the latter had originally de-
signed for measuring local strains in metal structures, but which
proved itself to be so exceedingly sensitive that it was capable
of being applied to the measuring of the cross contraction of
test pieces while these were subjected to a longitudinal pull,

thus providing the means for measuring Poisson's ratio direct.

The conclusions drawn from the experiments with nineteen
samples are ;

—

(1) That Poisson's ratio is not a constant value for all

materials.

(2) That mechanical treatment (cold rolling and annealing)
of the metal alter it.

(3) TTiat Poisson's ratio is sometimes a function of Ihe stress.

(4) That Poisson's ratio, as found by direct measurement, is

not the same as that found by comparing torsion and tension
experiments.

May 24.— "Some Voltaic Combinations with Fused
Electrolytes and Gaseous Depolariscr." IJy. J. W. Swan.

In this paper arc described several voltaic combinations in

which fused electrolytes and a gaseous depolariser were used.
The electrodes were the same in all the experiment.', viz. lead
in a fused stale as the positive, and carbon as the negative.
The electrolyte used in Ihe first experiments was a fused
mixture of KCI,Na(JI, but this was changed for one of PbClj.
The depolarising gas used in all the cxpcnmenis was chlorine,
and was so applied as to chemically act on the electrolytic

products formed at the carbon pole. Several methods of

applying the gas were employed : by forcing the gas through
ixirous carbon, by making the carbon pole tubular and feedini;

the chlorine through it, and by nearly wholly surrounding the
carbon pole by an atmosphere of chlorine.

The condition found to be most necessary for successful

depolarisation was /.> altertuittly expose the carbon pole to the

action of Ihe gas ami electrolyte in rapid succession. During the

electrolytic action, the lead dissolves as chl iride of lead, and
lead is deposited on the carbon pole, but is immediately
reconverted to chloride by the action of the chlorine gas. The
theoretical E. M.F. corresponding to the union of Pb and Cl.j is

I 7942 volts, the highest obtained was 1 40 volts, this lower
E.M.F. was probably due to the incomplete solution of the

lead at the carbon electrode.

A noticeable feature of this kind of cell is the very low
internal resistance, which makes it possible to obtain a large

current density with comparatively small electrodes. In one of

the experiments a current of 10 ampiic was given with an

area of the carbon of 10 to 12 sq. cm. It was also observed that

the internal resistance, and at the same time Ihe polarisation,

decrease, when the electrical output increases, and that the cell

gave an almost constant effect. The best results were obtained
with small cells, the action of the chlorine being then more
effective than when larger cells were employed. Experiments
were also made with oxygen as a depolariser, but a description

of them is left for a future paper.

Physical Society, May 25. --Prof. A. \V. Riicker, F.R.S.,
President, in the chair.— Prof. \V. Ramsay, F.R.S., read a

paper on the passage of hydrogen through a palladium
septum, and the pressure which it produces. After referring

to the analogy between osmotic pressure of solutions, and the

behaviour of hydrogen and palladium, ihe author described the

apparatus he had used in his experiments, and showed it in

operation. A vertical platinum tube provided with a palladium

cap is enclosed within a glass vessel through which hydrogen or

other gases may be passed, and outside the glass vessel is a

vapour jacket, by means of which a constant temperature can be

maintained. The lower end of the platinum tube communi-
cates through a graduated capillary tul)e, with adjustable

manometer, which enables the volume of the enclosed gas to be

kept constant. Great precautions were taken for ensuring

purity and dryness of the g.ases used. After filling the

palladium and tilatinum lube with dry nitrogen at atmospheric

pressure and the desired temperature, hydrogen was passed

through the glass vessel. .Some of the hydrogen permeated the

palladium walls, thus increasing Ihe pressure inside. Afier

some lime (usually an hour or so) the pressure attained a steady

value, and the total increase was then observed. Experiments

were made with air, nitrogen, nitric oxide, nitrous oxide, carbon

dioxide, carbon monoxide, and cyanogen in the palladium lube,

and in some cases the hydrogen was diluted with nitrogen. In

all cases the maximum pressure of the hydrogen within the tube

was less than that of the hydrogen outside the tube, as will be

seen from the following table, which shows the ratio of these

pressures under various conditions :

—

Gas originally Gas passed outside

inside tube. tube.

Nitrogen

t^rbonnioxidc
,, Monoxid<

Cyanogen

I InlcrnnI tiyilrojrcn pressure
Temp.! Ratio

ji„„„j| nyj^o^en pressure

Hydrogen 980 C.|

• 1 |3>5 ;

,. 5o7o('estN) „
• >S 1. .1

Hydrogen 280

OVOS3
08984
0*9362
o«344
©962 c

09545
og6i):)
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After the palladium had been used once or twice it became
coated with mercury (vapourised from Ihe manometer), and lost

its permeable properties. It was found necessary to heat the

tube to remove the mercury, and then dissolve off the oxide

of palladium thus produced, after each experiment. The
perinealile nature of palladium was found to depend greatly on
the temperature, for at 232' C. the passage of hydrogen was so

slow that the internal pressure was still rising afier ten days ; at

330 the passage was very rapid. An attempt to use the

apparatus for giving a continuous indication of the amount of

hydrogen in coal-gas failed because the palladium did not

retain its activity sufficiently long. Uther experiments showed
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at nickel 'n impervious to carbon monoxidi. In the latter

ortion of tlie piper theauthordiscusses the various "so-called"

•explanations which have been given of the phenomena, but

inds none satisfactory. Experiments on the absorption

of gases by platinum and other metali are in progress

with a view to the further elucidation of the subject. Mr.

'lond thought the fact that ri-se of temperature accelerates

iffusion, tended to confirm Graham's view that the gases

pass throus;h openings in the solid, for increase of temperature
I would widen any pore; which m'ght exist in the metal.

The President inquired whether the author's argument against

the possibility of palladium hydride condensing in the pores of

the metal, beciuse of its being unstable at the temperatures

employed, would be affected by the fact of water being capable

of existing in contact with glass at temperatures much above
boiling point. In reply Prof. Ramsay said the President's sug-

gestion might be tru», but if so another condition must be

fulfilled, viz. that the hydrogen molecules must be split

1 up into the atom'c or nascent state.— .\ piper on the

relations of pressure, volume, and temperature of rarefied

jises, by Prof. \V. Ramsay, F.R S , and Mr. E. C. C.

lUly, was reid by the latter. In the first part of the paper a

I
historical summiry of previous researches on the subject is

j

given, and the chief sources of error pointed out. The method
;
employed by the authors was to have two Mcl.eod gauges con-

I nected wiih a pump, and arranged so that both could be trapped

under exactly the same pressure. One ot the gauges waS sur-

rounded by a vapour jacket at about 130 C, whilst the other

was cold at abo.it 13° C. .\fter both were trapped, the hot

i
gauge was allowed to cool and the readings of both taken.

From these observations the coefficient of expansion of the gas

I

used could be calculated. The expjriments also served as tests

; of the reliability of the McLeod gauge under different con-
' ditions. I'^or air and carbon dioxide the gauges proved quite

unreliable, whilst for hydrogen they were very satisfactory.

With carbon dioxide the surface condensation was so large as to

,
make the observations worthless, but hydrogen suffered no con-

I

densation between pressures of 650 mm. and o 003076 mm.
I Great dil'ticulty was experienced in filling the gauges with pure

I

hydrogen, but when accomplished the expansion was found to be

normal (.jjn) down to o'4 mm. pressure, and diminished to 3^5
at 0*07 mm. Oxvgen, however, gave a coefficient of ^.i^ at

5 mm. pressure, ^'5 at 25 mm., and j' - at i'4 mm. At 07
mm. its behaviour was most erratic, there being as much as

fifteen times the amount of gas trapped in the gauge at one time
as at another. This confirms C. , Bohr's observations on the

anomalous behaviour of oxygen about this pressure. For
nitrogen the values of the coefficients found were ^Xt, at 5 mm.,

'

1 at I 'I mm., and ^\,. at o'6 mm. At small pressures the

'.-lasticities of hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and air in-

crease with decrease of pressure, but in oxygen the reverse holds.

Examining the consequences of this increase of elasticity in the

light of the kinetic theory of gases the authors point out that it

means an increase of internal energy, and suggest that this may
he the the cause of phosphorescence in high vacua. The
President annoanceil that the discussion on the last paper would
be taken at the next meeting, after proofs had been distributed
til meml>ers.

Chemical Society, May 3.—Dr. Armstrong, President, in

chair.—The following papers were read.—The structure and
iL-mistry of the cyanogen flame, by A. Smithells and K. Dent.

The flame of cyan ogenburning in air consists of an inner cone of a
peach-blossom tint surrounded by a blue-grey mantle. With a
small air-supply the only products of combustion in the inter-

conal gases are carbon monoxide and nitrogen with small pro-
portions of nitrogen oxides and carbonic anhydride; the

quantity of the latter constituent increases as the air-supply

increases. On igniting dry cyanogen—the flame being fed with
dry air—and separating the two cones in the usual way, the

outer cone becomes extinguished ; this agrees with Dixon's
observation that a mixture of dry carbon monoxide and air is

not explosive.—The results of measurements of the freezing

points of dilute solutions, by II. C. Jones. The author defends
his work from Pickering's recent criticisms, and attacks Picker-
ing's method of plotting the results of freezing point determina-
tions.—The conditions in which carbon exists in steel, by J. O.
.\rnold and .\ A. Read. The authors confirm the existence

tn steel of a carbide having the composition FcgC ; it is isolated

as a greyish-black powder from normal sleel, and as bright
silvery plates from well-annealed sleel. A highly mangani-
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ferous steel contained a double carbide of the composition Fe-Nfn
C3.—The "cis" and "trans" modifications of tetramethylene-
dicarboxylic acid (l : 2) and pentamethylenedicirboxylic acid
(I : 2). by \V. H. Perkin, junr.— llexamethylenedibromidf,
BrCH^.d!,,. CHo. CH., .CH, . CH, Br, by E. Haworth and
W. H. Perkin, junr. The authors have prepared chloromethoxv.
propane, CI (C H.^l, OMe ; this, when treated with potassium in

benzene solution, yields a substance of the composition MeO
(CH.,),; OMe, which is converted into hexamethylenedibromide
on heating with hydrobromic acid.—a-Hydrindone and its

derivatives, by F. S. Kipping.

Linnean Society, May 2.\.—.\miversary meeting.—Prof.

Stewart, President, in t'le chair.—The Treasurer presented his
annual report duly audited, and the Secretary having an-
nounced the elections and deaths during the pist twelve
months, the usual ballot took place for new members of
Council, when the following were elected in the place
of those retiring :—Dr. John Anderson, F.R S., C. B.
Clarke, F. R.S., Prof. J. Reynolds Green, Arthur Lister,

and Albert D. Michael. O.i a ballot taking place for the
elections of President an! officers, Mr. Charles Baron Clarke,
F. R.S., was elected President, and the officers were re-

elected. The Librarian's report having been read, and certain
formal business disposed of, the retiring President delivered his

annual address, taking for his subject "The Locomotion of
Animals, with special reference to the Crustacea" On the motion
of Dr. D. II. Scott, seconded by Mr. Howard Saunders, a
unanimous vote of thanks was accorded to the President for

his able address with a request that he would allow it to be
printed.—The Society's gold medal was then formally awarded
to Prof. Ernst Haeckel, of Jena, and was received on his behalf
by Mr. W. Percy Sladen, who read a long and excellent letter

of acknowledgment and thinks, which was prefaced by an
expression of the writer's regret at his inability to come to

England to receive the medal in person.

Cambridge.

Philosophical Society, May 14.—The Master of Downing
College, Vice-President, in the chair.—Mr. S. J. Hickson ex-

hibited a specimen of Chelifer from Celebes, showing a remark-
able sense-organ on the coxae of the last legs.— .Mr. A E.
.Shipley read a note on Filaria iinmilis.—On variations in the
Xs.x'iZioi Aslerina gibbosa^ by Mr. E. \V. MacBride. The larva

o^ Aitcrina gibbosa when fully developed possesses five coelomic
cavities, a median anterior and two pairs of posterior cavities,

which suggest a comparison with the similarly srranged spac:s

in the Balanoghssiis larva, a suggestion which derives further

support from the fact that in both cases the anterior cavity opens
to the exterior by a pore situated on the left side, called the

madreporic pore, in the Asterina larva. Two cases of a similar

pore on the right side were recorded, but the variations de-

scribed chiefly concern the more anteriorly situated of the paired

cavities. The left of these forms the water vascular system of

the adult. In one instance a pore was observed leading from it

directly to the exterior, recalling the collar pore of Balano-
glossiis. The right usually remains rudimentary, but several

instances are described of its presenting in greater or less

degree the features normally exhibited by its fellow on the left.

These variations are to be interpreted, taking into consideration

the bilateral symmetry of Echinoderm larvae, as atavisms.—On
a new method of preparing culture media, by Dr. Lorrain
Smith. The author described a method for preparing media
suitable for the cultivation of bacteria. The principle of the
method consists in the addition of a small percentage of alkali

to fluids which contain proteid such as egg-white and serum of

blood. The fluid is then heated to the boiling-point or over it

in the autoclave. By this means it is converted into a clear

transparent jelly. It is then a medium suitable for the growth
of a large variety of germs.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, May 28.—M. Lcewy in the chair.

—

Observations of Brooks' comet, i 893,6 (October 16, 1893), and
of Wolf's planet (AX, 1S94), made with the great equatorial of

Bordeaux Observatory, by AIM. G. Kayet, L. Picart, and F.

Courty. Note by M. G. Rayet.—On solar faculx, by Prof. George
E. Hale. .^ rejoinder to some remarks by M. Ueslandres on a
paper published by the author in A'noiuUJge.—Observations of

the sun made at Lyons Observatory during the first quarter of

1S94, by M. J. Guillaume. From the observations quoted,
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March shows a <IfcicIe-1 minimum of spot snrface more marked
than ihe minimum of November 1S93 : the maximum for spots

was in August 1S93, ^""1 forfacula: in May of the same year.

—

On four related solutions of the problem of the transformation

relative to the elliptic function of the second order, by M. F. de

Salvert.—On the limitation of degree for the algebraical

integrals of the differential equation of the first order, by M.
Autonne.—On Ihe properties of groups of substitutions of which
the order is equal to a given number, by M. E. Maillet.—On the

integration of partial equations of the second order with two

independent variables, by NJ. J. Beudon.—On uniform integrals

of partial differential equations of the first order and^<rH;(fr<r.>, by

M. Petrovitch.—Variation of the surface tension with the

temperature, by M. H. Pellatt. A niathema'ical paper leading

to the conclusion that the surface tension is a bnear (unction of the

absolute temperature.—On the capacity of the capillary electro-

meter, and or. the initial capacity of mercury, by .\1. E. Bouty.

—

Method for the direct measurement of eleciromotive forces in

absolute value, by M. C. Limb. The method depends on the

direct comparison of the unknown electromotive force with an

induced electromotive force in a case where the latter may be

calculated.

—

Riitimi of meteorological observations made at

Joal (Senegal) by the m ssion sent by the Bureau des Longitudes

to observe the total eclipse of the sun on April 16, 1S93. A
note by M. G. Bigourdan.—On the detection of hydrochloric

acid, by M^L A. Villiers and M. Fayolle.— .V comparative

study of the nilrobenzoic acids, by M. Oecbsner de Coninck.

The reactions of these acids with aqua regia, dilute chromic

acid, dilute hydrochloric acid, dilute nitric acid, dilute alcohol,

and acetone have been further studied. Just as was found for

their physical properties, two of these acids yield similar reactions,

and differ from the third.—On the constitution of licareol, by

M.^L Ph. Barbier and L. Bouveault. The formula adopted

now for licareol is the following :

—

CH3. C{CH,) : CH . CH„. CH(CH„OH).C (CH3) : CH„.

Athough licareol has given nearly the same products of oxida-

tion as geianiol, the corresponding aldehydes appear to be

different, as they give compounds with para-amidopbenol having

different melting points. Licareol is active, geraniol is inactive,

and may possibly be a racemic form of ihe alcohol.—On the

melting points of some phenols and their benzoates, by MM. A.

Bebal and E. Choay. A tabular statement.—On the rectification

of alcohol, by M. E. Sorel—On the latex of the lacquer-tree, by

M. G. Bertrand. Themechani^moftheproductionof lacquer from

the exudation from trees of the Klnn genus is demonstrated. It is

shown that the oxidation of the mbstance /«;•«/ only produces

the characteristic black insoluble lacquer in the presence of a

diastase termed by the author laccase,— On parthenogenesis in

the Sarcoptidx. A note by M. E. Trouessarl.—On the develop-

ment of excretory organs \n Amphiuma, by M. Herbert llavi-

land Field.— Utilisation of vintage marcs, by M. A Munlz. The
wine retained by the maic is displaceil mechanically by water in

special cylindrical vessels, and yields a good quality wine
practically undiluted. The residual marc after treatment is

utilised as cattle food.

Amsterdam.

Royal Academy of Sciences, April 21.— Prof, van de
Sande Bakhuyzcn in the chair.— Prof. Schoute made a com-
munication on the regular seclicni and projections of the heka-

IcmkosKdroid (Z'-'") and the hexakosiccdroid (Z*"'). The chief

reinlls can be gathered from the following table :

—

.2 I

42
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MINING BOOKS.

Economic Geology of the United States, -with briefer

mention of Foreign Miiieral Products. By Ralph

S. Tarr, B.S., F.G.S. A., Assistant Professor of Geo-

logy at Cornell University. (London: Macmillan and

Co., 1894.)

The Ore Deposits of the United States. By James F.

Kemp, A.B., E.M., Professor of Geology in the School

of Mines, Columbia College. (New York : Scientific

Publishing Company, 1893)

Mining; an Elementary Treatise on the Getting of

Minerals. By Arnold Lupton, M.I.C.E., F.G.S., &c.

(London: Longmans, 1893.)

The Miner's Handbook. Compiled by John Milne,

F.R.S., Professor of Mining in the Imperial Univer-

sity of Japan. (London: Lockwood, 1893.)

THE mining student of to-day has no reason to

complain that his interests are being neglected,

for text-books relating to his art are being showered

upon him. Prof. Tarr states in his preface that there

is no recent text-book on economic geology of any value.

Surely the well-known library of his University must

possess the big treatise of Fuchs and De Launay, pub-

lished last year. The first part of Prof. Tarr's work,

which deals with the mineralogical aspect of the ques-

tion, might well have been omitted, for the student gains

nothing in the end by being taught mineralogy in a

loose and vague fashion. Objection must be taken to

the word " mineralizer," which is used throughout the

book to denote a non-metallic element, such as sulphur

or chlorine, combined with a metal. In mining and

metallurgy the author perpetrates a series of blunders, for

which even junior students would be upbraided by an

examiner. In speaking of the extraction of metals, he

says there are three methods of treating ores :
" Amal-

gamation, smelting (the dry way), and metallurgy (the

wet way)." A treatise upon metallurgy would be strangely

imperfect if Prof. Tarr's definition of the term were

adopted. On the next page is the remarkable state-

ment :
" Before smelting some ores it is necessary

to either calcine them— that is, to allow them to decom-

pose in the air at ordinary temperatures—or to roast

them." A moment's reflection upon the derivation of the

word "calcine" would have prevented the mistake. It

is evident that the author has not even turned over the

pages of " De re Metallic:!," for otherwise we should not

have the curious piece of historical information :
" During

the reign of Agricola, Portugal produced stream tin."

Though sadly marred by careless writing of this descrip-

tion, the book contains much useful information comi)iled

from various sources ; but it is singularly deficient in

figures.

Prof. Kemp in his introduction gives a valuable

rA««;<' of various schemes for classifying ore-deposits, a

subject upon which there is much difference of opinion,

for mining geologists are not yet agreed whether the

basis of the classification should be form or origin. The
author casts his vote in favour of the latter, and brings
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forward an elaborate scheme of his own, which will be of

service to teachers and to students in reminding them of

the very various causes which may have contributed to

the production of ore-deposits. But is it not a mistake

for a Professor to limit his classification to deposits

worked for metals ? Surely it is better to make the

student take a wider view of the subject, and adopt some

scheme which includes all kinds of mineral deposits.

In the second part of the work will be found concise and

useful descriptions of the modes of occurrence of the

various metallic ores, with references to numerous

original memoirs. The illustrations are far too few to

do justice to the importance of the subject, and many of

them are valueless. Reproductions of photographs of

mining buildings and mining camps serve no useful pur-

pose in a work of this description. There is a strange

lack of geological feeling in the section of the Eureka

Mine
;
judging by the illustration, the surrounding strata

are horizontal, whilst Mr. Curtis' original plates show

that they are highly inclined. Several of the woodcuts

are rendered useless from the absence of any explanatory

legend.

Prof Lupton has brought into comparatively small com-

pass the results of a long experience among mines ; but

it is not good taste in an author to blow his own trumpet

so loudly in his preface. The arrangement of the

book is not all that one would desire, for it shows a

decided want of method. Likemany of his predecessors,

the author devotes one of the early chapters to '• sink-

ing," with the result of confusing the student, who is

introduced suddenly to processes of excavation, support-

ing, winding, pumping and ventilation, all of which are

described at length in other parts of the book. The

gases found in mines are dealt with in the chapter

upon ventilation ; it would have been more logical to

have discussed the nature of the polluting agents before

describing the means of getting rid of them. Due im-

portance is very rightly given to the dangers arising

from coal dust ; but why separate this chapter by 200 pages

from the part of the book treating of accidents generally ?

The student will be grateful to the author for the lavish

manner in which he inserts woodcuts, though some are

far from satisfactory, and a few utterly useless. Reduction

by photography may be carried too far, and the figure of

the Rio Tinto drill is practically incomprehensible.

In the remarks about coal-cutters the author is not up

to date, for he says "electrical coal-cutters have made
but small progress," and supposes that no Winstanley

machines are in use at the present time.

Mistakes arc more frequent than they should be in the

case of an author who has travelled much at home and

abroad. It might almost be supposed that he had never

looked inside a smith's shop at a mine, when one reads

that the edge of a drill cannot be sharpened sufficiently by

hammering. It will be news to most miners that lead ore

is jigged upon a bed offelspar, and that gold quartz,

after a preliminary crushing, is passed through rolls

before going to the stamps. The description of the con-

centration of gold ores by endless belts is strangely con-

fused. The author is weak in physics, for he seems to

consider the density and the specific gravity of a gas to

be two different things. The passage of gases through

porous diaphragms is spoken of as " Eudiometry,'' and

H
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the repetition of the word in the index proves that it is

not a mere slip of the pen.

The same inexactness pervades his mineralogy and

geology ; he looks upon tungsten ore and wolfram as two

different minerals, and he puts down cadmium and

phosphorus in his list as if they occurred native. If he

had taken the trouble to consult the details of the official

statistics, which he quotes, he would have been spared

the erroneous statements that all the British tin comes

from Cornwall, and that only small quantities of zinc ore

are obtained in Great Britain.

When dealing with coal-mining Prof. Lupton is standing

upon firmer ground, and he has brought together much
general information and many useful details, which will

render the book acceptable to students. Considering the

amount of matter and the number of illustrations, the

treatise is remarkably cheap.

During his long stay in Japan, Prof. Milne seems to

have acquired the deftness of a native in packing, for it

is difficult to conceive how more information could have

been crammed into a book no bigger than a cigar-case,

and weighing only six and a half ounces. It is a veritable

miniature compendium of mining, which is likely to find

a place not only on the shelves, but also in the luggage of

most mining engineers.

A NEW STANBARD DICTIONAR Y.

A Standard Dictionary of the English Language. Vol. i.

(New York : Funk and Wagnall's Company, 1893).

IT has been said that " a dictionary of language should

contain all the words which may be reasonably looked

for in it, so arranged as to be readily and surely found,

and so explained as to make their meaning, and if

possible their use, clear to those who have a competent

knowledge of the language or languages in which the

explanations are given.' In other words, a dictionary

should be an " inventory of language," and this being so,

it constitutes an index to the state of knowledge at any
epoch. Not so very many years ago it was held that words

belonging to sciences and the arts should be omitted

from dictionaries. The French Academy at first went
so far as to reject all technical terms from their

dictionary, though they afterwards decided to admit

them, and, when the Philological Society projected their

dictionary in 1856, they resolved to accept all English

words except " such as are devoted to purely scientific

subjects, as treatises on electricity, mathematics, &c."

But time has changed all that. No man is now con-

sidered well-informed if he is not familiar with common
scientific words, and therefore no work in which such a

sin of omission is committed deserves the name of a

dictionary.

In the dictionary before us, special attention has
been paid to science, and words have in all cases

been submitted to specialists. As a guarantee of the

trustworthy character of the definitions, it is sufficient

to mention the names o( some of the eminent scientific

men upon the editorial staff. Among those responsible

for words pertaining to astronomy, physics, and mathe-
matics, are Prof Simon Newcomb, Prof Frank H.
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Bigelow, Dr. A. E. Bostwick, and Prof. A. J. Kimball.

Meteorological definitions have been edited by Prof.

Mark \V. Harrington, and zoological ones have been

controlled by Prof. T. N. Gill, Mr. L. O. Howard, and
Mr. Ernest Ingersoll. Special biological terms have

been referred to Prof. F. Starr and C. S. DoUey. The
editors of botanical definitions are Prof. Frank H.

Knowlton, with Mr. E. F. Smith (mycology), Mr. David

White and Mr. W. T. Swingle (Palajozoic flora), and

Mr. A. A. Crozier (pomological terms). Anatomy was

under the editorship of Prof. Frank Baker ; bacteriology

,

of Dr. T. M. Prudden ; medicine, of Dr. F. P. Foster ;

chemistry, of Prof R. O. Doremus and Dr. M. Benjamin.

Dr. W. Hallock and Mr. R. Gordon are responsible for

the formula; of colours ; Prof N. S. Shaler and W. R.

Dwight for geological words ; Dr. G. H. Williams and

Dr. W. G. Brown for mineralogy and crystallography ;

and Mr. G. F. Kunz for gems and precious stones. Dr.

G. P. Merrill has been the referee for words relating to

building-stones ; Mr. R. W. Pope for words used in

electricity ; Prof. W. H. Pettee for those belongini^

to metallurgy ; Prof. Huxley has had evolution under

his care ; Dr. P. T. Mason, anthropology, and Mr.

E. Muybridge, animal locomotion. These are only a

few of the names of men of science who have helped m
the production of the dictionary. One has only to read

through the complete list to come to the conclusion thai

the projectors of the dictionary have done ever\ thills;

possible to render the work authoritative and uniformly

accurate.

It is for us to point out the special features of the

dictionary as regards science. Beginning with chemistry,

we find that the rules adopted for the spelling and pro-

nunciation of chemical terms are those recommended in .1

resolution passed by the ChemicalSectionof the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, at the

Rochester meeting, in 1892. The following changes

have, therefore, been introduced. In the case of termina-

tions in ide the final c has been dropped, thus giving

chlorid, iodid, hydrid, oxid, hydroxid, sulfid, amid, &C.

In names of chemical elements and compounds terminat-

ing in inc (except doubly unsaturated hydrocarbons) the

final e is also dropped, and the syllable pronounced //;, as,

for instance, chlorin, bromin, &c. ; amin, anilin, morphin,

quinin, vanillin, emulsin, caffein, and cocain. The ter-

mination inc is retained, however, in the case of the

hydrocarbons referred to. Preference is given to the use

of/ in the pl.ace of//; in sulphur and all of its derivatives,

as sulfate, sulfite, sulfuric, &c. But though this system of

spelling has been accepted by most American chemists,

there is little possibility of its being generally adopted in

our own chemical literature.

Handicraft terms are given with great completeness

and grouped under the different trades. By a new system

of grouping applied to the names of fruits, (lowers, coins,

weights, measures, stars, kSic, the facts concerning this

class of words are very fully given. Thus, in consli-tlation

Prof Newcomb gives the names of all the constellations ;

under apple are found the names of 368 varieties, under

dog the names and characteristics of all the different

kinds of dogs, under coin a complete list of coins, under

element a list of 'chemical elements, with their atomic

weight, specific gravity, melting points, valency, date
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of discovery, name of discoverer, and condition of

occurrence in nature.

The volume under review is full of illustrations, and the

tine plates in it are marvellous specimens of colour-print-

ing. Among the full-page coloured plates is one of gems

and precious stones, and another of birds. A third plate

of special interest is a splendid monochrome in which a

number of ancient coins are grouped. When the work

is completed it will contain nearly five thousand illustra-

tions, all especially drawn for it. Each picture has been

drawn so as to help to define a word, and the object of

the plates is to facilitate comparison.

Whether the dictionary will, in course of time, "be
accepted as the standard by all who use the English

language," may be doubted. Many years will pass before

we spell honour without the u, and sulphur has evolved

into sulfur. But, putting these differences of spelling

aside, we have no hesitation in saying that, in point of

accuracy, the dictionary will compare favourably with any

similar compilation extant, while for comprehensiveness

I ombined with handiness, it is as good a work as could

be desired. Everything has been done to facilitate the

linding of words and to make the definitions trustworthy

when found. It passes the wit of man to suggest any-

thing which ought to have been done that has not been

done to make the dictionary a success.

OUR BOOK SHELF.

An Introduction to the Study of Metallur(;y. Bv Prof.

W. C. Roberts-Austen, C.B., F.R.S. third edition.

(London : Charles Griffin and Co., 1S94.)

The part metallurgy has played in the industrial

progress and material prosperity of our country is so
,^reat, that we hail with pleasure the appearance of
this enlarged edition of Prof. Roberts-Austen's book, in

which all that is important for a sound knowledge of the

principles on which metallurgy is based is set forth with
remarkable lucidity and ability.

The issue of this edition marks, in fact, an epoch in

metallurgical teaching.

Its especial value lies, not in mere descriptions of the
processes and appliances of metallurgy, but in the
admirable systematic course of study laid down for the
student in the fundamental scientific principles on which
the appliances used in metallurgy are constructed, its

l)rocesses based, and the character of their products
determined. Without a clear understanding of these
principles, it is needless to say, no knowledge of mere
practical details, however extensive, can be of any value
in enabling the metallurgist to cope successfully with the

difficult problems which often confront him both in

furnace and laboratory operations.

The elaborate researches of the author in the
" thermal treatment of metals" and " thermal measure-
ments ' is a sufficient guarantee that these subjects will

be treated in a manner worthy of their importance.
(Chaps, iv. and v.)

Chapter ix., a special feature of this edition of the
book, is a masterly compendium of the facts, principles,

theories and laws of thermo-chemistry, and the im-
portance of a correct application of these to the practical

work of metallurgy is wisely insisted on. In other text-

books and treatises the laws of stoichiometry have been
chiefly relied on for the guidance of the metallurgist in

interpreting and controlling the reactions which take
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place under the complex conditions which present them-
selves in furnace operations, and it has long been felt

that the results of many of these operations could only
be imperfectly explained or predicted by these laws. In
this chapter metallurgists are clearly shown that they
''have no longer merely to deal with atoms and mole-
cules, but with the influence of mass," and that if they
are to advance their industrial practice "they must think
in calorics, and not merely employ the ordinary atomic
tools of thought." They will then be able to suggest
what reactions can take place under given conditions, to

indicate those which will be completed, and to avoid
those which are impracticable.
Thus far we have mainly considered those chapters of

the book which deal with the fundamental principles of
scientific metallurgy, but the whole work is of the
greatest interest, and deserves the careful and earnest
study of all who are interested in the scientific advances
which have been made in metallurgy during recent times.

It is, in fact, indispensable not only to students, but to

all metallurgists. W. Gowland.

Structural Botany {Flowerins; Plants). By Dukinfield
Henry Scott, M.A., Ph.D." F.L.S., F.G.S. With 113
Figures. (London : A. and C. Black, 1S94.)

An introduction to the study of structural botany has
long been a desideratum in this country, where we have
hitherto been compelled to refer the beginner either to

works in foreign languages, or to such help as he may
glean from lecture courses. Dr. Scott's little book sup-

plies this need in a most admirable manner, and he has
thoroughly earned the gratitude both of teacher and
student alike for the freshness and clearness with which
he has presented his subject. We notice with satisfac-

tion that, amongst many other good points, there is an
intelligible account given of the transition of the structure

of the root to that of the stem, a matter concerning
which there exists a great deal of needless ignorance and
misapprehension in the minds of many students. Another
excellent character of the work lies in the large number
of new figures which it contains, an example which
might with advantage be followed by other writers, for

it is really not easy to see why the older illustrations

should be regarded with such superstitious (or is it in-

dolent ?) veneration, especially when this practice leads

to the exclusion of new figures, as is not unfrequently

the case.

We can only hope that Dr. Scott will speedily fulfil

the promise hinted at in his preface, and provide, before

long, a second volume dealing with the cryptogams.

The Lowell Lectures on the Ascent of Man. By Henry
Drummond. (London: Ilodder and Stoughton, 1894.)

Mr. Drummond is well known as a brilliant and en-

thusiastic writer, and his latest book will be welcomed
by a wide circle of admirers. He approaches the study

of nature and evolution with the sympathetic eye of a
moral teacher who is possessed by a praiseworthy desire

to find wholesome and ennobling lessons therein. In

this he is successful. He has, however, a further pur-

pose, that of setting biologists right in matters of

biology. In this he is scarcely so successful. " Evo-
lution," he tells us in his preface, " was given to the

modern world out of focus, was first seen by it out of

focus, and has remained out of focus to the present

hour." The focus is adjusted in " The Ascent of Man."
We must, however, leave those of our readers who can
spare an hour or two for the perusal of the well-printed

volume, to see how far Mr. Drummond aids them
in acquiring a more definite and accurate conception of

evolution. They will, we feel sure, be impressed with

his eloquence and earnestness.
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Bullet-Proof Shields.

T AM induced by the sight of the letter from Mr. Frederick J.
Smith, in Natuke for June 7, to suggest an idea for armour-
plating which occurred to me a few weeks ago, and which seems
to me to offer certain advantages over .Mr. .Smith's propo-4l.

If a space were filled closely with halls of approximately the
same size as the cjcpccted mis-ile, would not the resistance he
greater than that oflfercd by either a solid plate or by Mr.
Smith's cylinders, while there would be a considerable diminution
of weight as compared with either?

Each ball, except those at the surt.iceof the receptacle, would
be surrounded by twelve balls, to the three of which furthest

from the miuile the force of the impact would pass, radiating
from the ball struck at an angle of 180°. The direction thus
deflected would be passed on, again at an angle of 180°, to 3 x 3
balls, each of which would again forward it to its three hinder-
most balls.

These balls, of which there should perhaps be six layers,

should be of the hardest metal available
; perhaps of aluminium

steel or aluminium bronze. Toisibly they should be set in some
soft and elastic medium that would prevent their leaking oui

at the hole made by the missile in the rigid covering ; and, if

this be not done, then a sheet of india-rubber of sufficient
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

[The Editor does not hoid himselj rtsponstHe for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he unJertaie

to return, or to correspond -.vith the writers of, rejected

minuscripts intended for this or any other part of NatVRK.
A^o notice is taken of anonymous communications,

"i

Tribute to Hertz.

[We have received the following two communications. In

accordance with the wish expressed in the first letter, the writer's

name is not given.

—

Ed.] :

—

On page 133 of this week's number of Nature, Prof. Oliver

J. Lodge suggests " an act of tribute" to the memory of Hertz,

"useful to students in this country," to which I desire to con-

tribute anonymous/)' ; and I enclose my cheque for ;^200.

To this distinguished man the world is more indebted than

has, as yet, been made known. Ilis broad mind enabled him to

conform to what Herbert Spencer has said to be the first

condition of success in scientific research, viz. "an honest re-

ceptivity, and willingness to abandon all preconceived notions,

however cherished, if they be found to contradict the truth."

When invited, in 1SS9, to witness demonstrations, declared

by men of science to "demonstrate the discovery of a force

previously unknown to them," he did not excuse himself on the

ground of his own occupations, nor yet because he believed the

man to be a charl.itan. He gave over five hours to the examina-
tion of photographs of the discoverer's researching instru-

ments ; at the end of which he said that were he to go to

America to witness the production of the energy, he could

render no assistance ; that the man must work out his system
alone ; and that, in order to work it out, he should not attempt

to apply it to mechanics until he had obtained full knowledge
of the laws of nature governing its operation.

This advice, within a period of four years, followed faithfully

as it was (after nearly twenty years of work on engines), has

now led to the completion of a system of vibrating physics, with

entire mechanical success (it is for the assistance thus rendered
that I give my tribute of gratitude) ; and will, in the not distant

future, give to the world " the crowning achievement of an age
of scientific progress," opening " the unseen highways of the

air " to ships of thousands of tons burden, by the neutralising

of gravity.

June 9.

Since writing my letter Prof. Dewar has been here, and some
remarks made by him have caused me to think I can better

serve the end that I have in view by another appropriation of

the jC^°^ which I offered to you for the publication of Hertz's

works, although he made no suggestions, nor does he know that

I have sent it.

Will you kindly hold the cheque until I gain further informa-

tion, or return it to me, as you may think best ?

June lo.

[The cheque has been returned to the writer.

—

Ed.]

thickness to close after the entry of a bullet should be placed
outside the frame holding the balls.

This method seems to me to have 50 per cent, more deflecting
power than that of Mr. Smith, as the cylinders would only
divide the direction of the missile into two, while the spheres
would divide it into three.

Whether the missile would behave like -Vchilles when he so
unwarrantably passed the tortoise, or whether its initial line

would be curled round hexagonally in every direction, as it

theoretically should be, might, I think, be very simply proved
by experiment. Em.ma IIubhard.
Kew, June 10.

The Teeth and Civilisation.

In reply to Mr. Arthur Ebbels, I c.in state some facts about
several thousand people in the north isles of Scotland. We find

here side by side old people with strong teeth free from decay,
though possibly worn down like those of an old horse, and
several later geneiations among whom dental caries is quite
general, and including many girls in their teens who are almost
edentulous.

No increased wear and tear of the nervous system, nor over-
strain of the fifth nerve, nor increased privation can explain this

extraordinary contrast. Work is if anything less arduous,
clothing and other comforts more.

The habits of the older and younger generations form an
equally striking contrast. The former, even as children, were
thinly dressed, and did well on three meals daily. Both men
and women gathered seaweed for kelp in all weathers, and
worked until the tough here bannock in their pockets became a

tempting meal. It was then torn and masticated with incisors

and molars doing their proper work. A drink of milk at the

nearest farm completed the repast. Oatcake or oatmeal as brose
or porridge served for breakfast and dinner, and home-brewed
ale was a frequent beverage. Four distinctive facts can be
pointed out. (i) They did not eat till they were hungry and at

long intervals
; (2) plenty of exercise for teeth and jaws ; (3)

no hot drinks
; (4) they could eat without drinking. In all

these points the younger generation differs. White bread is

preferred, washed down with tea at 150 to 160' F. (tested with
thermometer). The e.itandswill method of eating is universal,

the bolus being swept into the oesophagus without even the

pretence of mastication. It is considered that not even a child

can eat without a hot drink ready to its hand, and children of
eighteen months may be seen drinking strong concoctions of
theine and tannic acid, and refusing other food. And this

usually for every meal. .\s school children they exist but do
not thrive on this diet, but at twenty commences a di%'ergence

in the habits of the sexes. The woman, unless engaged in out-

door work, eats and swills more ; the hungry ploughboy eats

and masticates more, and swills less. As regards the teeth, two
results are observed.

Either deciy and disintegration takes place, or else the alveoli

shorten until the teeth hang loose by their exposed fangs and
drop out. This pseudo-senile change m.iy happen before thirty.

The incisors hardly ever sufler so much from Inertia ; biting is

essential, but on the other hand the first impact of the semi-

boiling tea is borne by them, and they often share the general

ruin. Neuralgias of the fifth nerve and stomachic catarrh are

exceedingly common. Oatmeal is of course almost banished

from the diet of the people.

The only fallacy seems to be this : May not the old people in

question be the exceptionally hardy survivors of a race equally

prone to dental decay ? Others must judge ; but the old folk say,

"I never heard much of toothache when I was young."
Sanday, .May 26. Ed. Jas. WivNYON.

It may be mentioned, in reply lo a letter on the " Teeth and
Civilisation," that this agent probably affects the health of the

human teeth by the injurious nature of the food and diet she

introduces in her wake. The worn-down crowns of the molar teeth

of the native will correspond with the use oi grain JiioJ and vege-

table diet, mostly cold, when the silex in their constituents tri-

turates the teeth d>)Wii by degrees. IJut the use of niial diets by the

civilised peoples will not affect the crown of the teeth, but tend

to induce rheumatic or gouty disorders and affections of their

periosteum. The most likely medium of teeth caries, however,
being induced is the use of hot drinks, soups, tea and coffee,

which primarily may cause a fis»ure in the enamel by unequal

contraction and expansion of the structures of the teeth. Into
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this fissure, on it cooling down, will be kneaded by mastication

articles of irritating food and drink, which will lead to caries

round it. The progress of this may erode a segment of the

tooth, or at last penetrate into the cavity and the pulp, and
lead to inflammation and abscess ; and none is a more virulent

agent in doing this than hot tea. The simmering kettle may be

seen on the hob*^ of the kitchen fires in the houses of the working
classes in Yorkshire and Lancashire, who are much subject to

caries of the 'eeth and dyspepsia, in con^equrnceof the frequent
imbibition of its hot contents all day. W. G. Black.
Edinburgh, May 17.

The Lowell Observatory, Arizona.

I LEARN—although I have not myself yet seen the note—that

Nature has been unwittingly led into the error of stating that

Lowell Observatory, at Flagstaff, Arizona, is a branch of

Harvard College Observatory. This impression had its origin

in a press dispatch, and I am, with the approval of Mr.
Lowell, correcting these wrong impressions when possible.

Mr. Percival Lowell—whose father is trustee of the Lowell
Fund from which the cost of the Lowell Institute Lectures is

defrayed— ishimsell an author( "Japanese Art and Customs")and
a man of scientific training. He has himself worked out the

plan for his observatory work, and will personally supervise and
direct the investigations. His institution is one of magnitude,
having 18 in. and 12 in. telescopes, and he is justly entitled to

the credit. The misunderstanding seems to have arisen from
the fact that he has employed two of the Harvard College
Observatory assistants for the season, they having been granted

leave of absence. I enclose Mr. Lowell's own statement, pub-
lished yesterday, being his paper liefore the Boston Scientific

Society, and really the first public official statement.

May 26. John Ritchie, jun.

[The following description is from the enclosure referred to

by Mr. Ri'.chie. We are glad to render Mr. Lowell the credit

due to him.

—

Ed.]

The Lowell Observatory, the construction of which is now
almost completed, is situated in the territory of Arizona, near

the town of Flagstaff, in longitude 1 1
2° west, latitude 35° north,

at an elevation of 7300 feet above the sea. Its site is thus the

highest of any large observatory in the northern hemisphere, the

next in point of elevation being the observatory at Denver,

5400 feet. In latitude it is furthermore the most southerly of

those north ot the equator. But the chief advantage hoped for

from its position is in the way of atmospheric conditions, the

singularly dry and clear climate of Arizona commending itself

to astronomical purposes.

The observatory buildings stand upon the eastern end of a

spur of high land, which rises just to the west of the town and
is connected at the back some fifteen miles away with the San
Francisco Mountains that reach to a height of 12,500 feet. The
buildings are thus protected from the north. To the east and
south they overlook the town and the plain beyond, being about

300 feet above Flagstaff and a mile away from it in an air line.

The hill and the surrounding country are covered in part by a

sparse growth of limber. Trees about an observatory are

usually considered an advantage, as such vegetation reduces the

radiation from the ground and lends to equalise the daily

extremes of temperature, thu> giving steadier seeing. The land

for the site has very generously been given by the town, and a

road to the observatory is being built by the town at its own
expense.

The buildings consist of the equatorial building and of the

study, placed at a short distance away from it to leeward of the

prevailing winds. This disposition of the buildings is in order

to minimise the risk from fire, a serious matter in so isolated a

situation.

The dome of the equatorial building is constructed on a

system of parallel arches, after a design by Prof W. H. Picker-

ing, who has made a study of domes here and abroad. It is

built of a framework upon which rests a cage of wire-netting,

and over this is stretched a covering of canvas. One of

the chief features of the dome is its lightness. -Mthough it

is thirty-four feet in diameter, the whole revolving hemisphere
weighs but two tons. Some idea of its lightness and of the

ease of moving it in consequence may be got by comparing it

with the dome of the large equatorial at Harvard, which, though
four feet smaller, weighs fourteen tons, or seven times as much.
The whole revolves on the wheels of a live-ring. The dome
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was built here and, together with the pier, shipped out in pieces

to Arizona. The study building will contain a general or

reception room, two sleeping rooms, a photographic room and
a tool-room.

The telescopic equipment consists of three telescopes of 18

inches, 12 inches and 6 inches aperture, respectively. The
18-inch glass is by Brashear, and is the largest objective Mr.
Brashear has yet finished. Its focal length is 26 feet 4 inches.

This is an unusually long focus, and length of focus is an advantage
in an objective. It and the 12-inch one of Clark's are mounted
in twin. The l8-inch will be used for usual and spectroscopic

purposes, while the 1 2-inch will be chiefly employed photo-
graphically. The third glass, the 6-inch, is also by Clark, and
is a fine objective. It has already done good work at Flagstaff

by being the first of those in the northern hemisphere to catch

the Gale comet the other day. Incidentally, it is a far travelled

telescope, having been safely half round the world and back
again before ever it started for Arizona. It is of the same size

and quality as the one with which Burnham made himself the

first of double-star observers. By the ingenuity of Mr. Clark
it is mounted portably in equatorial, being thus rendered the

largest of small telescopes, or the smallest of large ones, at

pleasure.

The 18-inch has been carefully fitted by Mr. Brashear with
various ingenious contrivances by Prof Pickering for photo-
metric and spectroscopic work. For micrometrical purposes,

in addition to the micrometer proper, he has also had prepared
plates minutely ruled, dotted and designed and then diminished
by photography, to be introduced beside the image in the tele-

scope, for direct comparison with the canals and lakes of Mars
and other similar purposes, thus furnishing a second method for

micrometrical measurement of such detail.

The BerthoUet-Proust Controversy and the Law of
Definite Proportions.

In his able address at the annual meeting of the Chemical
Society, the President spoke of chemical text-books somewhat
scornfully. While I confess that I am not prepared to regard

these books as "soul-destroying,'' one and all, I have long

felt at least that the dogmatic exposition of the elementary laws

of chemistry to which they have accustomed us is most un-

satisfactory, and that a critical re-statement of first principles is

much needed. To deal with ihe subject fully, would carry

me far beyond the limits of a letter to Nature ; but

it is proposed in the following communication to draw attention to

certain serious misconceptions which have crept into modern
text-books with regard to the Berthollet-Proust controversy and
the Law of Definite Proportions, and to attempt to re-define

somev/hat more accurately the points which were at issue.

BerthoUet, it is said in the text-books, held that the compo-
sition of a compound was not rigidly constant, while Proust

showed that " the same chemical compound always consists of

the same elements combined in the same proportions by
weight," (a statement to be referred to later, as statement A)

;

and this statement is regarded as an enunciation of

the Law of Definite Proportions, against the accept-

ance of which BerthoUet strove so hard. As a matter of

fact it seems unlikely that BerthoUet would have felt in the

least inclined to contradict the statement quoted. He did

not suppose for a moment that it ~*vas possible for two substances

to exist which should be sufficiently alike in properties for them
to be called the same chemical compound, and yet for these to

differ sensibly in their quantitative chemical composition; yet

this is what a denial of statement A amounts to. On the con-

trary, BerthoUet, like Proust, held the opposite view, namely,

that the physical properties of substances are necessarily cor-

related with their chemical composition, and therelore that two
substances differing in their chemical composition have in general

different properties and are not called by the same name. We
find BerthoUet making use of this view, for instance, in the

course of an argument given in the " Kssai de Statique

Chimique," vol. i. p. 346. For he says in effect that if in

certain cases we only find compounds of which the constituents

are united in ratios, such as .r :^' or a- : ),, among the infinite

number of compounds of these constituents capable of existing,

it is just because these combination-ratios correspond precisely

to some physical properly (e.g. insolubility) which renders the

resulting substance easy of isolation, and takes it (to use the

terminology of the time) beyond the reach of the chemical forces

which caused its formation.
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We see then that statement A in no wise discriminates be-

tween the views of Proust and Berthollet, and cannot be regarded
as an enunciation of the Law of Definite Proportions. That
such mi-representation should have arisen, shows how hard it is

to find in Proust's writings any sufficiently clear account of

his views. I think the following may perhaps be accepted as a
correct statement of his position :

—

" If two substances unite chemically, they will do so either in

a single ratio or in a series of ratios which are separated by inter-

vals of finite magnitude." Berthollet thousjht, on the c )ntrary,

that in most cases two substances could combine chemically in an
infinite number of ratios varying continuously between certain

limits.

As Berthollet himself pointed out, the whole question turn*

on our definition of the term chemiial union, and of compound,
which latter we may regard as a substance formed by the chemical
union of its constituents.

The joint efTorts—or rather the divided efTorts—of Berthollet

and Proust made clear what neither chemist was willing to

recognise frankly, namely, that there exist two distinct classes

of homogeneous chemical substances which might fairly have
been called compounds :

—

Class I.—The substances belonging to this class are formed
by the union of their constituents either in a single ratio or in a
series of ratios separated by a definite interval. By the addition
of a small quantity of any one of its constituents to a portion of

a substance of this class we shall in general obtain a hetero-
geneous body.

Class II.—The substances belonging to this class are formed
by ihe union of their constituents in an infinite number of ratios

which vary continuously between certain limits. By the addi-
tion of a small quantity of any one of its constituents to a

portion of a substance belonging to this class, we shall in general
be able to obtain a new homogeneous substance.

Berthollet, on the one hand, regarded the substances
belonging to Class I. as exceptions to the normal
rule ; Proust, on the other, wished to restrict the name
of compound entirely to these. But for such a restriction

Proust had certainly no sufficient reason to give. His
point, however, as is well known, was carried by the weight
of Dalton's discoveries of the Law of Equivalents and the Law of
Multiple Proportions, which only applied to Class I. and there-
fore drew special attention to it, and by the weight of iJallon's

atomic hypothesis, which allowed a sharp theoretical distinction

to be drawn between the constitution of substances belonging to
Class I. and that of substances belonging to Class II.'

To enter into a more complete discussion of this distinction

as understood by Dalton, and of the modifications of the theory
necessitated by our modern ideas on dissociation, would be be-
yond the scope of the present letter ; but it should be pointed
out that the controversy at present raging on the theory of
solutions is, after a long interval, the continuation and develop-
ment of the controversy between Berthollet and Proust.
With the facts clearly set before us, we may now inquire into

the origin of the error of the text-books, an error which seems
to me to be not a merely verbal one, but one due to a misunder-
standing of the real points at issue.

1 have not found this error in any book before Davy's
"Elements of Chemical Philosophy," first published in 1812,-
and it appeared but in comparatively few text-books until atten-
tion had l>een re-directed to the Law of Definite Proportions by
Marignac and .Stas in the "sixties." ' It has since that time been
reproduced in most of the books under one form or another. It

is often slated, for instance, that Stas showed that " however wc
prepare ammonium chloride, it always has the same composi-
tion." The teal problem attacked by that great chemist was
this:

—"Is what we have called 'chloride of ammonium ' a
single chloride of ammonium or a series of chlorides of am-
monium resembling one another closely, and of which the
combination ratios only vary between certain narrow limits?"
Or, to stale the matter more generally, " Ought the substances
which we have supposed to be members of Class I. I^siipra) to
be really considered as members of Class II., with the rcserva-

' Kopp in hi« contribution 10 ihe much iraniformcd Lchrbuch of
" Graham Olio. " and Mendckcf in hi» iruliie, depart very wisely from
Moalr,, •,„ ,n oil ..

.
. 'h ihe»e claM«» of hom .gtoeout bodiei coinpounds.

,
' '^

: Worki," vol. ir., f.inUi^o). This reference

''''• ;he Law of Miititple Proportiont includes the
Law of Ijehoiie Proponioni, and the Ullcr has on thai account often lieen
oniilled entirely from t<?«l-books.
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tion that the limits of the combination-ratios are in these cases

close together ?
"

Stas's own language is, it must be admitted, not perfectly

unambiguous on this point.

If Davy's tieatise be possibly the historical source of the
error, to trace its intellectual origin, or at any r.ite to offer

some plausible explanation of this origin, we must go back
further, and consider a time when a nomenclature founded on
the exact chemical composition of substances, and the accurate
measurement of their properties, was not so much impossible as
uncontemplated.

In those days a common name was given to specimens of
homogeneous substances, which might (excluding the case of the
elements^ prove to be either

(i) As in the case of liver of sulphur, a series of substances
belonging to Class II. ; or

(2) As in the case of water, a single substance belonging to
Class I. ; or

(3) As in the case of, say, some particular gun-metal, a /i«^

'

substance belonging to Class II.

I have chosen the order of these alternatives in thissoniewh.r.

arbitrary manner in order to bring out more clearly the point
where I believe misconception to have arisen. For I think
that what the writers have done is to have considered only
alternatives (li and (2), and to have neglected (3).

After the rise of modern chemistry a closer examination of
specimens of "liver of sulphur" and of "water" enabled
chemists to say :

(B) The specimens labelled " liver of sulphur" do not always
cont.iin the same elements united in the same proportion. (C)
The specimens labelled "water" do always contain the same
elements united in the same proportion.

.And these statements were contracted very naturally into the
following :

—

(D) "Liver of sulphur "does not always contain the same
elements united in the same proportion; (E) "water "does
always contain the same elements united in the same proportion.
Now the contracted staleuienl (D) has misled the writers into

forgetting that " liver of sulphur " is a collective noun, and that

the contrast of the two sialements is not a contrast between a
mixture ' and a compound, to which it is of course inapplicable;
but a contrast between a series of mixtures and a single

compound. '-

They then proceed to substitute for "liver of sulphur" the
general term, a ?ni.xlure, and for water the general term, a iom-
pound, and so we obtain statement (F) : A mixture does not
always contain the same elements united in the same proportion ;

which is absurd ; and our old friend (.\): X compound does
always contain the same elements united in the same propor-
tion ; which bears a very diflferenl meaning to that which its

authors intend to convey by it, ami which will be further

considered immediately.

With statements F and A before them it appeared quite
natural to the writers to suggest that "ammonium chloride "pre-
pared in dilTercnt ways might vary in composition, without their

realising that they had returned to the careless days when "liver
of sulphur " appeared an eminently satisfactory term.-'

Perhaps from their error it may be possible to extract some
good after all. For would it not be well to state more cle.irly in

our books the postulate to which enunciation A reduces itself

when interpreted rationally, viz. "Two portions of matter
in other respects alike possess the same quantitative com-
position. " ^ 'i'his postulate has been tacitly accepted by chemists,
and it is made use of every d.iy in the laboratory.

In conclusion I may be allowed to reply to a criticism which
I foresee, namely, th.it no serious misunderstanding has followed
from the errors to which I have drawn attention. That maybe
so, but accuracy of expression has a value of its own, and my
object will have been attained, at any rate partially, if I have
succeeded in removing (what should have been) a serious

stumbling-block from the path of the student.

Philip J. Hartog.
Owens College, Manchester, June 4.

* 1 use the word " mixture " for "homogeneous mixture," or " solution"
in the sense of V.in't Hoff.

* They have nedlected nlteni.ltive (3), which would have reminded them
thai K applies tjuitc as well ^lo any sini^te homogeneous mixture as 10 any
single conipnimd.

_•' The accurate statement of the problem dealt with by Stas has been
gis'en previously.

* This intcrpretalion may seem to some of my readers to need a fuller

explanation, for which 1 have not space here.
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THE OXFORD MEETING OF THE BRITISH
ASSOCIATION.

THERE are already signs that the meeting of the

British Association, to be held this year at Oxford,

will be a success. It is unfortunate, perhaps, that the

city of Oxford is this year destitute of municipal build-

ings, the old buildings having been pulled down, while the

new have scarcely their walls raised to the level of the

first floor. But this deficiency is amply compensated by
the numerous University and College buildings which

have been placed at the disposal of the Local Executive

Committee. The reception room will be in the entrance

hall of the new Examination Schools in High Street, and
the rooms for the meetings of Council, of the General

Committee, and of Sections E and F will be held in the

same building, the large south and east writing schools

lending themselves particularly well for the departments

of Geography and Economics and Statistics. The meet-

ing rooms of the remaining sections will be distributed

among the University Museum and among Colleges

which are on the direct road between the Schools and
the Museum. Section A (Mathematical and Physical

Science) will meet in the Lecture Theatre of the Claren-

don Laboratory, and the allied Section G (Mechanical
Science,' will meet in close contiguity in Keble College

Hall. Section B (Chemistry) will meet in the Chemical
Theatre, and for larger meetings will have the use of the

large Lecture Theatre in the Museum. Section C
(Geology) will meet in Hertford College Hall ; Section

I) (Biology) in the Anatomical Theatre. Section H
.Anthropology) will be accommodated in Prof. Arthur
Thomson's new Hall of Anatomy, and will have the

uivantage of being in close proximity to the Pitt-Rivers

Museum. The new Section I (Physiology) will perhaps
be better off than any, as the whole of the new
Physiological Laboratories will be at its disposal.

The proceedings will begin on the evening of Wednes-
day, August S, when Prof Burdon Sanderson will resign

the presidency, and the new President, the Most Hon.
the Marquis of Salisbury, K.G., Chancellor of the

University, will deliver the opening address. On the

Thursday evening there will be a conversazione in the

l^niversity Museum. On the Friday evening Mr. W. H.
\\'hite,C.l>., will give an evening lecture in the Sheldonian
Theatre, on " Steam Navigation at High Speeds." The
.Saturday evening lecture to working men will be given
by Prof SoUas. On Monday evening Prof. J. Shields

N'icholson will lecture in the Sheldonian Theatre, on
' Historical Progress and Ideal Socialism," and the
Tuesday evening will be occupied by a conversazione,

which will probably be given in the new Examination
Schools. Invitations to foreign investigators have been
issued by the Local Executive Committee, and nearly

eighty have already signified their intention to attend

the meeting, amongst them being Prof Quincke,
I'rof Oskar Schlfimilch, Prof. Moritz Cantor, Prof.

Kohlrausch, Prof. Strasburger, Prince Roland Bonaparte,
I'rof Anoutchine, M. Cartailhac, Ur. Mojsisovics von
Mojsvar, Prof Maxime Kovalevskij, Prof. Victor Carus,
Prof. E. van Beneden, Prof Dames, Prof F. von Sand-
berger. Prof F. Schmidt, Prof Taussig, Prof Ostwald,
I'rof. IBeilstein, and many other notabilities in every
branch of science. Nearly every prominent English man
of science has already expressed his intention of being
present, and there can be little doubt that the Oxford
meeting of 1S94 will equal in interest the last Oxford
meeting of iS6o, which was made celebrated by Prof
Huxley's spirited defence of the then novel doctrine of

Darwinism.
The Local Secretaries for the Oxford meeting arc

Messrs. G.C. Bourne, G. Claridge Druce,and D. H. Nagel,
and any communications respecting the meeting should
be addressed to them at the University Museum, Oxford.
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EXHIBITIONS OF PHYSICAL APPARATUS.

TN the days when a priori reasoning reigned supreme,
' when all observations which were not found in the

works of early writers were regarded with suspicion, and
all facts had to stand or fall according to their relation

to metaphysics, there was no demand for scientific

instruments and apparatus. A cause or a principle was
then stated like a proposition in mathematics, and the

effects which follow upon it were deduced ; nowadays
the scientific method is to observe the effects, and after-

wards formulate a law which embraces them. To carry

out this method of experiment and induction, apparatus
is needed, and hence the state of physical science at any
epoch can be estimated by the character of the instru-

ments at the disposal of investigators. Judged by this

criterion, physics and astronomy must have attained a
marvellous degree of accuracy. The intricate nature of

some physical instruments, and the complicated acces-
sories with which all large astronomical telescopes are now
equipped, not only testify to the skill of the instrument-

maker, but also represent engines of research whereby
new fields are explored. These instruments thus afford

tangible evidence of advance, and it is for this reason
that their exhibition is to be commended. Such an
exhibition of physical instruments was lately held at

Paris by the Socic'te Franc^aise de Physique, and it is well

worthy of imitation on this side of the Channel.
The apparatus of physics falls naturally into two

classes—that used for lectures, and that belonging more
especially to the laboratory. The apparatus employed
in teaching elementary science cannot be too simple and
the experiments performed with it should be so clearly

shown that the facts they exemplify become evident to the

most obtuse student. In many cases this tenet of experi-

mental philosophy is disregarded, the lecturer aiming at

producing brilliant effects—stage fireworks, as they have
been appropriately called—rather than the illustration

of a physical law. In fact, there is a tendency to push
lecture-room experimentation too far, to use the lecture-

assistant's skill as a make-up for lack of eloquence. The
popular mind looks in awe upon the abundance of instru-

ments arranged for this end, but it may be doubted
whether, under such circumstances, the points of the

discourse are not often obscured.
As to laboratory experiments for students, each should

constitute a little mvestigation in itself An experiment

consists in changing the conditions and arrangements of

natural bodies in order to examine their behaviour.

The student should, therefore, be given the apparatus

required to demonstrate a principle, and should be told

what to do with it, but the inference to be drawn from his

observations should be left entirely to him. If it is

necessary to tell him what the experiment proves, then

the object of his work has not been attained. By
following this method, and properly grading the experi-

ments, the student not only derives considerable educa-

tional benefit in learning to think for himself, but the

instinct for research is also stimulated. In many colleges

and institutions where the aim is to rush the student

through as much experimental work as possible in a short

time, the apparatus is all arranged for the student, who
merely presses a knob and sees a galvanometer needle

wriggle, or something of the kind. There can be no in-

dependent thinking in such cases, and, except for

examinational purposes, the experiments might just as

well be left undone. Most physicists agree with these

opinions, and, by arranging an exhibition of apparatus,

the Physical Society would help to impress their import-

ance upon teachers. Sets of apparatus suitable for

lectures and for practical work in various branches of

physics might be arranged for exhibition by a committee,
and these, with the instruments of precision, would make
an extremely interesting, as well as useful, collection.
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The exhibition of physical apparatus at Paris com-
prised numerous ingenious instruments, but there was no
attempt at arranging educational sets. Lord Kelvin's

voltmeters and ammeters were shown, and various in-

struments for measuring electric energy and resistance.

A binocular photometer attracted some attention, and
also a new kind of ophthalometer and a monochromato-
scope. M. V. Chabaud showed a form of electrometer

devised by M. Lippmann, several pieces of apparatus
made from dielectrine, tolueine thermometers for the

measurement of low temperatures, V'illard manometers,
V'arenne's apparatus for fractional distillation, and
Bichat's hygrometers. M. J. Carpentier's exhibit in-

cluded mica condensors, and an instrument invented by
General Sebert for determining the rapidity of photo-
graphic plates. M. J. Richard showed a meteorograph
constructed for the observatory on Mont Hlanc, an
electric anemometer, Favc sounding-line, and numerous
recording voltmeters and ammeters. His exhibit also

comprised, among other things, several of Bonetti's

electrical machines, Berlemont's mercury pump, and
various sterilisers. The photographs of interference

fringes obtained by M. Meslin call for special mention,
and also a pendulum devised by Captain Colson for

measuring short exposures in photography, and a theo-

dolite adapted to photographic work Ijy M. Kchassoux.
The French Photographic Society exhibited sets of

photographic apparatus, and M. G. Raymond some tine

cloud photographs. The apparatus used by M. Marey
for photographing objects in motion, naturally found a
place in the exhibition. Photographs in colours, ob-
tained by the Lippmann method, were seen by projection,

and were greatly admired. Many other results of scien-

tific research were shown, together with the instruments
by means of which they were obtained, but no useful

purpose would be served by enumerating them. It is

proposed to hold a similar exhibition next year, and if

instrument-makers co-operate with investigators as they
did in the one just closed, there can be no doubt as to

its value to workers in all branches of physics.

There should be little difficulty in arranging an annual
exhibition of a similar kind in London. .Scientific instru-

ment-makers would compete with one another in showing
work of a high quality ; and if the exhibits were organ-
ised by a competent committee, the venture would be
successful from every point of view. R. A. G.

AUGUST KUNDT.
pHY.SlCAL science, which within the lapse of six
* years has witnessed the death of Kirchhoff, Clausius,
and Hertz, has suffered another severe loss ; on May 21,
August Kundt, who was but fifty-four years of age, sud-
denly died at his country place near Lubeck.
Kundt was born at .Schwerin, on November iS, 1839,

and began his studies at Leipzig in i860, under llankel,
.Neumann, Bruhns, and others. Thence he went to
Berlin, where Encke, Forster, Dove, and Kummer were
his pnncipal teachers. He began by giving special
attention to astronomy, and indeed intended to devote
himself to that branch of science. While yet undecided,
however, he entered the private physical laboratory that
Gustav Magnus had fitted out in the I'russian capital, and
in which students with a decided taste for experimental
mvestigation were allowed to work. From the beginning
he displayed extraordmary experimental ability, combined
with rare energy in the pursuit of the work he had once
taken in hand, qualities which were characteristic of him
during his whole scientific career. He also attended the
physical " colloquia " which .Magnus had introduced,
and under the iniluence of the latter was definitely en-
rolled in the lists of experimental physicists.
He graduated at Berlin in April 1864, with an invcstiga-
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tion on the depolarisation of light. The first and last of
the theses appended to his dissertation (dedicated to
Magnus^ are characteristic of the state of his mind at

that lime. They run as follows :

—

(i) \'ires anima" non minus metiri possumus, quam
vires physicas. . . .

(4) Theoriam a CI. Fresnel de torsione planitiei polar-

isationis promulgatam si adoptamus, omnia ea corpora
qua; planitiem polarisationis torquent, sub aptis condi-
tionibus birefractionem demonstratura esse, negare non
possumus.
He never himself followed up the psychological

lines of research hinted at in the first thesis ; the

last proposition is known to be entirely borne out by
modern research on circular double refraction.

In 1S67 he became " Privatdocent " in the L'niversity

of Berlin, but was appointed to a professorship in the

Swiss federal polytechnic school at Zurich, in the follow-

ing year. There he remained but two years, removing to

Wiirzburg in i8;o, where his stay was of no longer dura-
tion, the then newly organised University of Strasburg
having called him to represent his science on a brilliant

stafl^of young and enterprising men, who within a few
years brought their "alma mater" to a high level of

excellence. In this work of organisation Kundt was one
of the most actively engaged, holding the office of rector

in the year 1S77, when but 38 years of age. (i"''^ apart

from his purely scientific reputation, this alone is suffi-

cient to mark his name with golden letters in the annals
of Strasburg University, for which he also erected an im-
perishable monument, the Physical Institute, well known
throughout the scientific world as one of the best labora-

tories existing.

In iSSS, when Prof, von Helmholtz became president

of the " Reichsanstalt," Kundt succeeded him as pro-

fessor of experimental physics, and director of the Berlin

Physical Institute. A prolonged period of scientific

activity from a man of but fifty years of age with a world
wide reputation might still have been expected ; but these

hopes have proved vain. A few years ago the symptoms
of a disease began to appear, which could not be subduetl.

Kundt fought for life to the last ; and notwithstanding the

slow but unceasing strides his ailment made, which wouKl
have entirely prostrated most other men. he continued
his lectures and other pressing duties during the whole
of last winter, thus setting an example of sacrifice to the

cause of science even in the face of death. When, at the

urgent instance of his medical advisers and friends, he

stopped work and left Berlin, it proved of no avail ; in

fact, he may be said to have died as he had lived, in

the midst of scientific work.
As an investigator Kundt was many-sided ; his dis-

coveries are so generally known, that it is hardly neces-

sary to describe them in detail. He first turned hi--

attention to acoustics ; his start in scientific life being tin-

invention of the well-known " Kundt's sound tubes," 01

" Kundt's dust figures," which he himself and others

turned to account in many ditfcient ways. The application

of that purely acoustic method led to the determination

of the ratio of specific heats of mercury vapour. In col-

laboration with Warburg (1884), Kundt found this to be

5 3, as predicted by the kinetic theory for a monatomii
gas. lie also conducted researches on thermal con-

ductivity and inler-diffusion of gases or vapours and on tin

influence of pressure on the surface tension of liquids .

and developed his well-known red and yellow dust-spi.i

method for investigating the pyro-electnc and piezu

electric properties of crystals.

But in glancing over his li(e-work as it now lies before

us, it appears as if the palm ought to be assigned to his

optical and magneto-optic discoveries, lie began with .1

brilliant series of papers on anomalous dispersion, whii li

placed this important subject on a sound footing. He de

scribed the doubly refractive properties of vibrating solids.
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of metallic films obtained by disintegration of cathodes
and of certain liquids in motion, and investigated the

optical properties of electrified quartz. With Rontgen
he was able to show a si ght magneto-optic rotation in

several vapours and compressed gases, which even
Faraday had not been able to detect, and, on
the other hand, its enormous value in iron, cobalt,

and nickel. The latter will be known to coming
generations as " Kundt's phenomenon." Last, but not

least, he succeeded in determining the refractive

indices of metals, which he was able to obtain in the

shape of extremely thin prisms.

His experimental work, of which the above gives but
an incomplete summary, is throughout characterised by
the greatest ingenuity in the selection of means to attain

definite ends, by the rare quality of ever-watchful self-

criticism, which prevented his running away with him-
self. He possessed that instinctive and immediate
power of discriminating the broad way of progress into

the unknown from the stray paths leading into tangled
wilderness, a faculty which he used to call the pioneering
scent of the experimenter.
Space forbids an adequate account of what Kundt per-

sonally was to his family, his friends, and his pupils.

The latter, a great number of whom are scattered
throughout the civilised world, were attached to him by
the strongest ties of a scientific and private character,
and lost no chance of showing the high esteem they
felt for him. They owe a life-long debt of gratitude to the
great experimenter, who to most of them was not only a
teacher but also a personal friend, ever ready to render
help and advice based on his varied experience of

scientific life. H. DU Bois.

NOTES.
The annual meeting for the election of Fellows into the

Royal Society was held on Thursday last, when the following

gentlemen were elected :—Mr. William Bateson, Mr. G. A.

Boulenger, Dr. J. It. Bradford, Prof. H. L. Callendar, Prof.

\V. W. Cheyne, Mr. R. E. Froude, Prof. M. J. M. Hill, Prof.

J. V. Jones, Mr. E. H. Love, Mr. Richard Lydekker, Mr. F.

C. Penrose, Mr. D. H. Scott, Rev. F. J. Smith, Mr. J. \V.

Swan, Mr. V. H. Veley.

Prof. Percy Frankland, F. R. S., has been elected to

the chair of chemistry and metallurgy in Mason s College,

Birmingham, rendered vacant by the resignation of Dr.

Tilden.

We regret to announce the death, at the age of sixty-seven, of

Prof. W. D. Whitney, well known for his philological researches.

We are requested to state that a British Committee, of which
Sir Douglas Gallon, K.C.B., F.R.S., is the chairman, and Prof.

W. H. Corfield is the treasurer, has-been formed to further the

inlerests in this country of the Eighth International Congress of

Hygiene and Demography, which is to be held in Budapest,

from September i to 8 of this year. .Vny information may
be obtained al)out the Congress from the Hon. Secretary, Dr.

Paul F. Moline, 42 Walton Street, Chelsea, S.W.

The University of Halle will celebrate its second centenary

on August 2nd, 3rd, and 4th of this year.

Sir SrENiKR Weli.s has been elected a Fellow of the Hun-
garian Academy of Sciences.

M. d'Arso.nval has been elected a member of the Section

de Medecine et Chirurgie of the Paris Academy of Sciences,

in succession to the late Dr. Brown-Sequard.

The death is announced of Dr. E. Sperk, Director of the

Imperial Institute of Experimental Medicine, St. Petersburg,

and of Prof. Fischer, Chief of the Royal Prussian Geodetic
Institute.
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Dr. H. Molisch has been appointed Director of the

Institute of Vegetable Physiology at Prague, in the place of the

late Prof. G. A. Weiss.

M. P. SiNTEiNS has just started on a journey of botanical
exploration in Eastern Armenia.

Dr. C. V. Riley has resigned the post of entomologist to

the U.S. Department of Agriculture, on account of failing

health.

It is reported by the Eastern Extension, Australasia and
China Telegraph Company, that a plague has broken out at

Hong Kong. No particulars as to the epidemic have been
received, but its serious nature may be gathered from the report

that fifteen hundred deaths have already occurred, and that this

list is increased by nearly one hundred every day. It is said

I

that half the native population, numbering about one hundred
thousand, have left the colony, and thousands are following

them daily.

A vioLE.NT hailstorm visited Vienna on Thursday last, shortly

before seven o'clock in the morning. The hail was preceded by
a heavy fall of rain, and accompanied by slight displays of sheet

lightning. In the course of a few minutes the streets were
covered with a thickness of several inches of hailstones. It is

said that upwards of one hundred thousand windows were
smashed by the hail ; numerous trees were entirely stripped of

their foliage, and most outdoor plants within the area of fall

were destroyed. The hailstones were, on the average, about

the size of hazel-nuts. During the storm the temperature

dropped to 10' Reaumur (54' Fahr.), but shortly afterwards the

thermometer rose a few degrees. Similar storms are reported

from various districts in Hungary and Croatia.

The New York members of the London Society of Chemical
Industry have drawn up a petition requesting permission from

the Council to form a local section. This is a step towards the

realisation of the scheme suggested by Dr. Armstrong in his

recent address to the Chemical Society.

The Iron and Steel Institute has issued its provisional pro-

gramme for the Brussels meeting, which is to be held August 20

to 24. There will be a reception by the Local Committee on
the 20lh, reading and discussion of papers on the mornings o(

2ist and 22nd, a visit to the .\ntwerp International Exhibition

on the afternoon of 21st, a visit to the Mariemont Collieries and

Couillet Steel-works at Charleroi on the 23rd, and a visit to the

works of the Cockerill Company, at Seraing, and the .\ngleur

Steel-works, at Liege, on the 24th.

I.v connection willi the recent foundation of a Research

Fellowship in Chemical Pharmacology by the Court of the

S.alters' Company, the Research Committee of the Pharma-
ceutical Society announces that the selection of the Salters'

Company's Research Fellow will take place on July 3 next.

Written applications for the Fellowship must be received by

the Director of the Research Laboratory, 17, Bloomsbury

Square, before June 30.

At the meeting of the American Academy, on .May 8, the

following officers were elected to serve during the coming year :

President, Prof. Josiah P. Cooke ; Vice-President, .Mr. Augustus

Lowell ; Corresponding Secretary, Prof. Charles L. Jackson ;

Recording Secretary, Mr. William Watson ; Treasurer, Mr. Eliot

C. Clarke; Librarian, Mr. Henry W. Ilaynes ; Councillors,

Messrs. William R. Livermore, Benjamin O. Peirce, Benjamin

A. Gould, Henry P. Walcott, Benjamin L. Robinson, Henry

W. Williams, J. R. Thayer, T. W. Iligginson, and .Vndrew M.

Davis.
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The preliminary programme of the- forty-third meeting of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science, to

be held in Brooklyn, from August 15 to 24, under the presi-

dency of Dr. D. G. Brinton, has been issued. The officers of the

various sections are as follows :—Section .V (Mathematics and

Astronomy) : Vice-President, Prof. George C. Comstock
;

Secretary, Prof. Wooster C. Beman. Section B (Physics)

:

Vice-President, Mr. William A. Rogers ; Secretary, Mr. Benj.

W. Snow. Section C (Chemistry) : Vice-President, Mr.

Thomas H. Norton ; Secretary, Prof. S. M. Babcock. Section

D (Mechanical Science and Engineering) : Vice-President, Mr.

Mansfield Merriam ; Secretary, Mr. John H. Kinelay. Section

E (Geology and Geography) Vice-President, Mr. Samuel

Calvin ; Secretary (vacancy to be filled). Section F (Zoology)

:

Vice-President (vacancy to be filled) ; Secretary, Prof. William

Libbey. Section G (Botany): Vice-President, Mr. Lucien M.
Underwood ; Secretary, Prof. Charles R. Barnes. .Section H
(Anthropology) : Vice-President, Mr. Franz Boaz ; Secretary,

Mr. Alex. F. Chamberlain. Section I (Economic Science and

Statistics) : Vice-President, Mr. Henry -Farquhar ; Secretary,

Mr. Manly Miles. The following subjects of addresses by the

Vice-Presidents are announced :—Physics : " Obscure Heat as

an Agent in producing Expansion and Contraction in Metals."

Anthropology: "Human Faculty as determined by Race."

Geology and Geography :
" Some Points in Geological History

illustrated in North-Easlern loiva." Economic Science and
Statistics: " A Stable Monetary Standard." Mathematics and
Astronomy: "Binary Stars." Botany: "The Evolution of

the Hepatic^." Chemistry :
" The Battle with Fire." Me-

chanical Science and Engineering :
" Paradoxes in the Resist-

ance of Materials."

The affiliated societies holding meetings during the

meeting of the Association arc :—The Geological Society

of America (President, Prof. T. C. Chamberlain ; Sec-

retary, Prof. H. L. Fairchild) ; Society for Promotion of

Agricultural .Science (President, Mr. L. O. Howard ; Secre-

tary, Mr. William Frear) ; Association of Economic Ento-

mologists (President, Mr. L. O. Howard; Secretary, Mr. C.

P. Gillette); .Vssociation of Slate Weather .Service (Secretary,

Mr. Robert E. Kerkham) ; Society for Promoting Engineering

Education (President, Prof. De Volson Wood ; Secretary, Prof.

J. B. Johnson) ; American Microscopical Society (President,

Dr. Lester Curtis ; Secretary, Dr. W. H. Seaman) ; American

Chemical Society (President, Prof. H. W. Wiley; Secretary,

Prof, .\lbert C. Hale); American Forestry Association (Presi-

dent, Prof. B. E. Fernow ; Secretary, Mr. J. D. W. French)
;

the Botanical Club (President, Prof. William P. Wilson
;

Secretary, Mr. Thomas H. McBride) ; the Entomological

Clnb (President, .Mr. C. J. S. Bethune ; Secretary, Mr.

C. L. Marlett). Geological, mincralogical, botanical, zoo-

logical, and engineering excursions have been organised,

and arrangements arc being made by the American Forestry

Auociation to enable members to proceed from Brooklyn at the

close of the session to the White Mountains to attend a Forestry

Congress. Special invitations have been extended to distin-

guished European men of science, and it is announced that

properly-.iccrediled members of all National Associations for the

Advancement of Science attending a meeting of the American

Association are entitled to register without fee as members for

the coming meeting. There is every prospect that the meeting

will be a very successful one. Information relating to member-
ship and papers can be oblained from Mr. F. W. Putnam, Per-

manent Secretary, Salem, Mass. .Ml matters relating to local

airangcmenis are managed by Prof. George ;W. Plympton,

l.ocal Secretary, 502 I''ulton Street, Brooklyn, N. V.
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The revival of exploration by Frenchmen has led to the

establishment of a series of lectures on scientific subjects to

intending travellers at the Natural History Museum in Paris, of

which the most recent, a discourse on comparative anatomy, by

M. H. Beauregard, appears in the current number of the

Revue Siieitii/it/uc: This lecture was originally undertaken

by Prof. Georges Pouchet, whose untimely death deprives the

French scientific world of one of their most laborious and

successful travelling naturalists. The lecturer attributed the

lack of attention to comparative anatomy on the part of most

travellers to the fact that in making collections they aimed

rather to supply museums with attractive specimens than to pro-

vide specialists with the material for study and research.

A PLAN of Timbuktu, sent by an officer of the French ex-

pedition, was presented to a recent meeting of the Paris Geo-

graphical Society, and is reproduced in the last number of the

Comptes /"sWkj of that Society. The town has about 12,000

inhabitants, but its commercial prosperity has been destroyed

by recent Tuareg raids, many of the buildings being in ruins,

although from a distance its large pyramidal mo.'^ques give it an

imposing appearance. The town is surrounded outside the

walls by mounds of dried filth and putrefying animal remains.

The desert lies all round, but on the west side there is an ex-

tensive pond gradually undergoing desiccation, and several

I
small pools whence the water-supply is obtained.

\

The Ethnological Museum at Berlin has just published the

second part of Mr. Hrolf Vaughan Stevens' great study of the

people of the Malay Peninsula, under the title " Materialen

zur Kenntniss der wilden Slamme auf der Halbinsel Malaka,"

edited by Albert Griinwedel. This part contains a short

account of the Negritoes of the Malay peninsula, and a full dis-

cussion of the mythology and religion of the Orang Panggang,

illustrated by numerous drawings of ceremonial accessories, and

particularly the curiously inscribed bamboo-rods called penitah,

which are buried with the dead to serve as passports in the

other world. A long glossary of the Orang-hutan dialects

is given in conclusion, being compiled from the records of

all travellers who have studied the Malay languages. The

value of this glossary is enhanced by the actual renderings of

the various authorities being preserved in the different European

languages in which they wrote.

The Weather Bureau of the United States has published its

first volume of results of meteorological observations for the

years 1891 and 1892, continuing the scries formerly published

by the Signal Service, together with other climatological tables

and special reports of general interest. I'he work contains 528

large quarto pages, with illustrations and plates, and includes

hourly means for 28 stations, with comprehensive and plainly

printed monthly and annual summaries at about 170 stations.

Prof. C. F. Marvin gives a very full description of the various

instruments in use, and Prof. C. .\bbe contributes a paper on

instrumental corrections and methods of reduction. Both these

reports supply much valuable information which will be found

very useful to the general public. The work will be widely

distributed, as wc see that no less than 9000 copies have been

primed.

Wi-; believe it is generally known that the Central Obser-

vatory of Moncalieri has for many years published a Bollettino

Mentiiale, which is the recognised organ of the Italian Meteoro-

logical Society. The bulletin contains the niontlily results of

a large number of meteorological stations in the ,\lps, the

Appennincs, and other parts of Italy, summaries of the pro-

ceedings of the Italian and other meteorological societies, and

bibliographical notices. In addition to the above, there are
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articles by members of the Italian Meteorological Society and

others on various subjects of scientific interest. The number

for May contains a note by Prof. G. Buti on Dr. von Bezold's

thermodynamics of the atmosphere, and attention is drawn to

two phenomena which up to the present time have been but

little studied, viz. the supersaturation and the over-cooling of

the air in relation to the formation of thunderstorms and varia-

tions of barometric pressure ; also a note, by Prof. L. Descroix,

on the diurnal oscillations of the barometer at Paris, based on

twenty years' observations. Prof. Descroix is of opinion that

the differences in the variations of the maxima and minima

from day to night, in passing from the warm to the cold season,

are explained by the changes of conditions of dryness in the

lower strata of the atmosphere, in so far as it is due to their

expansion and contraction.

Thoijgh the destruction of books by insects is not so great

here as in India, it is sufficient to give general interest in the

result of an inquiry into the means of preservation adopted in

Indian museums {Indian Mmeiini Notes, vol. iii. No. 3). In

the library of the Revenue and Agricultural Department of the

Government of India the books are disinfected by pouring a few

teaspoonfuls of refined mineral naphtha, or what is knoAm as

benzine collas, into the crevices of the binding, and then

shutting up the volume for a few days in a close-fitting box to

prevent the escape of the fumes. Books so treated have to be

afterwards sponged over lightly with a very little of the finest

kerosine oil, which should be rubbed off with a cloth before it

has time to penetrate into the binding. Dr. George King reports

very favourably upon a system adopted for preserving books in

the Royal Botanical Gardens, Sibpore. It consists in brushing

the books over with a saturated solution of corrosive sublimate

made by constantly keeping a few lumps of the poison at the

bottom of a jar of alcohol, so that the maximum amount may
be absorbed. In the Indian Museum Library the books are

kept in close-fitting glass cases with a few ounces of naphthaline

upon each shelf, with the result that little or no damage is caused

by insects. It appears that the paste used in binding the Indian

Museum books is poisoned by adding about half an ounce of

sulphate of copper to each pound of paste, while books already

infested are disinfected by shutting them up for four or five days

in a close-fitting box of loose naphthaline with as much of this

substance as possible between the leaves.

Another new method for determining the pitches of high

tuning-forks is described by Herr F. Melde in the current

number of Wiedemann's Annalen. It is. like the vibroscopic

method previously described, independent of the ear, and is

based upon the resonance of a rod clamped at one end and
vibrating transversely. The laws of vibration of such clamped
rods have already been so carefully studied that calculations of

pitch, based upon their dimensions and the properties of the

material of which they are made, are very reliable. The rods

used consisted of hard brass, cast steel, or iron. They were

32 cm. long, I cm. broad, and I 5 or 2 mm. thick. They were
firmly clamped in an iron clamp let into a piece of sandstone,

care being taken that the jaws of the clamp were strictly in the

same plane at right angles to the length of the rod. The
tuning-fork tested was mounted in a wooden block, and placed

with one prong lightly touching the end of the rod, so that a

vibration of the tuning-fork when bowed produced a transverse

vibration of the rod. Fine sand was dusted on to the rod. If

on bowing the tuning-fork the sand did not arrange itself in

straight lines at right angles to the length of the rod, the clamp
was shifted until it did. The mode of vibration, and con-

sequently the pitch, was then calculated from the number of

such nodal lines produced. An interesting application of the

method was the testing of .\ppunn's tuning-fork apparatus for
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the determination of the upper limit of audibility. One fork

marked 16,384, as determined by the method of beats, gave

really only 11,717 vibrations per second. On the other hand,

a standard fork by Dr. Kunig, of Paris, of pitch 16,383, was

found to give 16,480 by the new method—a good testimony to

the accuracy of both determinations. In each case, the results

were confirmed by the vibroscopic method.

The current number of L'Ekttricisia (Rome) contains an

interesting description, by Signor Riccardo Arno, of a new ex-

periment he has performed. As is well known, Prof. Crookes

has shown that when an electric discharge is passed through an

exhausted tube, and a small windmill is suitably placed in the

path of the discharge, a continuous rotation is obtained. This

phenomenon suggested to the author to try if he could obtain a

similar rotation by placing an exhausted bulb containing a small

windmill in a rotating electrostatic field. The rotating electro-

static field was obtained by connecting four upright brass plates

to fixed points in the secondary of a large Ruhmkorff coil,

through the primary of which an alternating current was passed.

In order to try the experiment it was impossible to use an

ordinary radiometer with mica vanes, since the author in a

previous series of experiments had shown that when a dialectric

is placed in a rotating electrostatic field it experiences a force

tending to rotate it, in the same sense as the direction of rotation

of the field. Hence the author had a special radiometer con-

structed with thin brass vanes, since it was only by using a

windmill made entirely of a metal that he could be sure he had

entirely eliminated the direct action of the rotating field on the

vanes, and be sure the effect observed was due to the gas remain-

ing in the tube. When the electrostatic field was sufficiently

strong, and the surface of the glass vessel containing the vanes

well dried, a rotation was obtained in the same direction Jis that

of the field. In order to show that the rotation is not due to

direct action on the vanes, the author suspended a similar set of

brass vanes, by means of a long silk fibre, in air at the ordinary

pressure in the same rotating field, and found that no rotation

was produced. When the radiometer is under the influence of

the rotating electrostatic field the bulb is uniformly lighted up,

so that the number of turns of the vanes could be counted in the

dark. The author considers the effect must be due to some

action of the rotating field on the molecules of the gas, which

tends to increase their velocity in the direction of rotation of the

field, and thus in the case when the gas is much rarefied, so that

the free path of the molecules is relatively long, the impact

of the molecules on the metallic vanes cause the latter to rotate

in the same sense as the field.

The current number of the Annali dell Islituto d'I^iene di

Roma contains a paper by Dr. Palermo, on the action of sun-

shine on the virulence of the cholera bacillus suspended in broth

and water respectively. The pathogenic property of all the

infected solutions was in each case determined by inoculation

into guinea-pigs, so that the difference in the toxic character of

the contents of the insolated and darkened tubes could be com-

pared with that possessed by the caolera-infected broth or

water solutions treated in the ordinary manner. In order to

ascertain what was the effect of sunshine on the number of

cholera bacilli present, agar dish cultures were made of the

insolated and darkened tubes respectively ; in no single instance,

however, could any numerical difference be detected in either

set of experiments. That the sunshine had modified the bio-

logical character of the bacilli, was shown very strikingly in

drop-cultures, for when examined from insolated broth tubes

they were found to have been deprived of all power of motilKy,

whilst the characteristic activity was still apparent in such

cultures prepared from the darkened tubes. As regards the

degree of virulence possessed by the broth cultures, those ex-
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posed to sunshine for Uss than three hours inii-ariably killed (he

animals, whilst when insolation was prolonged for three and a

half, four, and four and a half hours respectively, not a single

guinea-pig succumbed. The interesting discovery was, more-

over, made that those animals which had survived inoculation

with the insolated cholera cultures were protected from cholera,

for when eight days later they were inoculated with virulent

cholera cultures they did not succumb to this disease. The

pathogenic properties of the cholera bacillus were removed more

quickly by insolation when immersed in water than in broth.

It will be remembered that Arloing stated, as far back as 1S85,

that he had succeeded in reducing virulent anthrax cultures to

the condition of vaccine by insolation ; but so far as we are

aware. Dr. Palermo is the only other investigator who has been

able to render animals immune to a disease by the inoculation

of insolated pathogenic cultures.

A PAMPHLET on " Dry Methods of Sanitation," by Mr. G. V.

Poore, the author of " Essays on Rural Hygiene," has been

published by Mr. Edward Stanford.

In connection with an exhibition of beautiful and curious

British and foreign species of butterflies and moth<, at his

Piccadilly establishment, Mr. William Watkins has issued a

descriptive guide to the specimens on view.

The address on "The Rise of the Mammalia'in North

America," delivered. by Prof. H. F. Osborn at the last meeting

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

and partly reprinted in these columns (vol. xlix. pp. 235, 257,

S93), has been published separately, and can be obtainel from

Messrs. \V. Wesley and Son.

A PRELIMINARY list of the vertebrate animals of Kentucky

is contributed by Mr. II. Carman to the Bulletin of the Essex

Institute, Massachusetts (vol. xxvi. Nos. I-31. The list is

based upon collections and observations made in various parts of

Kentucky from points near the eastern limits of the State to

Hickman on the Mississippi River.

A VOLI'ME by Prof. Dwelshauvers-Dery, entitled "Etude
Expt'rimenlale Dynamique d'une Machine a Vapeur," has

lately been added to the Aide-Mumoire series published sX

Parisby Gaulhier-Villars and by Masson. Two other volumes

recently received are " IMectricilc Appliquce a la Marine," by

M. P. Minel, and " La Rectification de L'Alcool," by M.

Ernest Sorel.

The Agent-General for New South Wales has sent us the

report of the Department of Public Works for the year 1892.

A considerable amount of work w.is carried out during the year

in connection with harbours and rivers and water supply, water

conservation and irrigation, roads and bridges and sewerage.

The report contains twenty-seven plates illustrating the stale of

the work in hand .nnd the machinery employed.

The difficult genera Koia and Rubui arc the subject of care-

ful study by French botanists. A Khodological Society has

been founded for the purpose of publishing a herbarium of the

Roses of France, name<l by the Helgian rhodologist M. Ctcpin.

Those intending to subscribe are invited to correspond with

Dr. Pons, Illesur-Tct, Pyrenees Orienlalcs. A publication is

also announced with the title Kiiln fi><,->erlim Galliii exsiica/i,

under the editorship of Prof. Bonrlay, Rue de Toul, Lille, and

M. Bouly de Lesdain, 16, Rue Emmery, Dunkerque. We
note aho the publication of the first fascicle of Messrs. E. F.

and W. R. Linton's "Set of British Willows."

FovK new volumes of the series of reprints published by

Engelmann, of Leipzig, vii. 0<twald'.s " Klassiker dcr Exakten

Wissenschaften, " hive just apjicarei. No;. 46 an! 47 de.i!
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with the calculus of variation, and contain papers by Joh
Bernoulli (1696), Jac Bernoulli (1697), Euler (1744), Lagrange

(1762, 1770), Legendre (17S6), and Jacobi (1837). Electricians

will be interested in No. 52, which contains Galvani's observa-

tions on the action of electricity on the muscles of frogs. The
twenty-one quaint figures in the text give this volume additional

value. Gauss' researches on the intensity of terrestrial

magnetism, communicated to the Goltingen Gesellschaft der

Wissenschaften in 1832, are reprinted in No. 53 of this very

useful series.

Among numerous papers recently distributed by the Smith-

sonian Institution are Prof. S. P. Langley's memoir on "The
Internal Work of the Wind " (see Nature, vol. xlix. p. 273,

1893), '"'d several contributions by Prof. II. F. Osborn to the

Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural History. One of

these is concerned with the fossil mammals of the Upper

Cretaceous beds of .•\merica, and the conclusions arrived at from

a discussion of the upper and lower dintilion are the reverse of

those expressed by Prof. Marsh on the same fauna. Other j
recently-issued excerpts from the Bulletin referred to are " Ar-

tionyx, a new Genus of Ancylopoda," by Prof. Osborn and Dr.

J. L. Wortman ; "On the Divisions of the White River or

Lower Miocene of Dakota," by Dr. Wortman ; and " Ancestors

of the Tapir from the Lower Miocene of Dakota," by Dr.

Wortman and Mr. C. Earle.

MM. J. B. BAiLLitRE ET FiLS, Paris, have published

a "Flore de France," by M. A. Acloque, containing the

description of all the indigenous species, and illustrated by

2165 small figures representing the characteristic types of genera

and sub-genera. The book has been designed to assist in the

identification of plants. It appeals, therefore, to those who,

when they see a plant, want to know its place in the flora of

France. By means of it, local botanists will be able to deter-

mine easily the species of plants in their districts, and thus a

large amount of useful material with regard to geographical

distribution may be got together. Another flora lately published

is that of " Nordwestdeutchen Tiefebene " (Engelmann, Leip-

'ig). by Prof F. Buchenau. This, however, is not so much

a work to assist amateur botanists as a work of reference in

which all the plants in the region covered are systematically

arranged and described.

Three iodo-sulphides of pho.sphotus have been prepared by

M. Ouvrard, and are described in the June issue of the Annates

tie Chiinie et Je Physique. The iodide of phosphorus P.JI4 is

not attacked by sulphuretted hydrogen at the ordinary tempera-

ture, but at a temperature slightly higher than the melting point

of the iodide, about 115', hydriodic acid is slowly produced,

and after a couple of days' heating at this temperature the re-

action is usually complete. The product is readily soluble in

carbon bisulphide, and the solution deposits crystals of an iodo-

sulphide of the composition P^SjI^. The reaction proceeds in

accordance with the equation, 2P„l4 -F 31105 = P4S3I.J -t- 6HI.

This new substance forms very well-developed yellow crystals

of high refractive power. They are permanent in dry air, but

slowly alt.icked by moisture with elimination of sulphuretted

hydrogen. They melt about 106 to a viscous liquid, and about

300' they inflame with evolution of iodine vapour and white

fumes of phosphoric anhydride. Cold water only slowly attacks

them, but they arc rapidly decomposed by hot water. Fuming

nitric acid at once induces an explosion accompanied by incan-

descence. The compound may more easily be prepared by

dissolving the constituents in the correct proportions in carbon

bisulphide, evaporating and heating to 120' in a current of inert

g.as, and .again dissolving in carbon bisulphide ; the .solution

deposits crystals of the new substance upon evaporation. It

may also be at once obtained by dissolving iodine in a solution
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of sesquisulphide of phosphorus in carbon bisulphide and

evaporating. The second iodo-sulphide of phosphorus has the

composition PSl or P^SoTj, and was obtained by the action of

sulphuretted hydrogen upon the tri-iodide of phosphorus, PI3.

A lower temperature than tliat required for the formation of

the compound just described is advisable at first ; it should not

be much higher than 55', the melting point of the tri-iodide
;

before the conclusion of the reaction, however, it may safely be

raised to 120'. The solution of the product in carbon bisulphide

deposits red crystals of the new compound PSI. These crystals

are much more rapidly attacked by moist air than those of the

first iodo-sulphide, and the reaction is accompanied by the

liberation of fumes of hydriodic acid. They take fire upon

warming in the air, disseminating the odour of sulphur dioxide

and the violet vapour of iodine. Water dissolves them rapidly,

producing trisulphide of phosphorus and hyd riodic and phos-

phorous acids, and sulphuretted hydrogen is subsequently

evolved owing to the decomposition of the trisulsphide. The
third iodo-sulphide was obtained by reacting with excess of tri-

iodide of phosphorus upon the trisulphide. It is deposited

from carbon bisulphide in deep red crystals, very rapidly

decomposed by miist air, and its composition is P.jSr4. It thus

appears that iodine is capable of replacing more or less of the

sulphur contained in the sulphides of phosphorus, although it

does not succeed in totally eliminating sulphur (rom its com-

bination with phosphorus. M. Ouvrard has also obtained

several new halogen derivatives of the sulphides of arsenic and

antimony. Eugli-h readers of the original paper cannot but be

sorry, however, that M. Ouvrard employs the old notation,

which renders it difficult at first sight to follow the equations

representing the reactions. The formulae above given are

translated into the modern notation now universally employed

in this country and Germany.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus,

9 ) from India, a White-throated Capuchin [Cebus hypolcttcus)

from Central America, presented by Mr. F. Erskine Paton ; a

< irey Ichneumon {Hii-peites gristles) from India, presented by

Miss Florence Marryat ; two Common Peafowl {Pavo crisiatiis,

' 9 ) from India, presented by Mr. A. Tannenbaum ; a Putlf

-Adder ( Vipera arietans) from South Africa, presented by Mr.

I. E. Matcham ; four Common Snakes {7 ropidonotits ttatrix),

a Common Viper (Vipera, btrus), British, presented by Mr.

Harold Attewell ; a Smooth Snake {Coroiiella la-vis) British,

presented by Mr. Harry Furniss ; a Natterjack Toad {Biifo

calamita), British, presented by Mr. F. Wallace ; a Raven
{Con-US corax), British, presented by Mr. Robert O. Callaghan ;

two Cape Crowned Cranes (Biilt-arica chrysopclargtis) from

South Africa, four Yellow-bellied Xiothrix {Liotlirix /ulcus),

two Hamadryads {Ophiopkagus elaps) from India, deposited;

an Ashy-black Macacjue (Macacus ocreatus, i ) from the East

Indies, a Beech Marten (Muslela foina) from Russia, a Red
and Yellow Macaw (Ara chloroptera) from South America, a

Yellow-headed Vulture (CalharUs urubilinga) from Brazil, a

Turkey Vulture (Calhartcs aura) from America, a Guianan
Crested Eagle (Morphnus i^uianensis) from the Amazons, pur-

chased ; an English Wild Cow (lios taurtis, var.), three Varied

Rats (Tsomys varicgalns), a Bennetts Wallaby (Halmalttrus

iennetii), born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Report of tkk Astronomer-Roval for Scotland.—

The fourth annual report of Prof. Copeland on the Royal
Observatory, Edinlnirgh, informs us that greit progress has
been mule in the construction of the new Observatory. The
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masonry of all the buildings is complete, and some parts are

ready for the internal fittings.

A comparison of the earlier Edinburgh star places with the
catalogue of the Astronomischf Geselhchaft has shown the
necessity of a complete new reduction of the observations, in

order to bring them into line with modern practice in this kind
of work. For this purpose considerable progress has been
made in an investigation of the errors of the transit instrument.

.\t the request of M. d'Abbadie, of the Paris Academy of

.Sciences, a bifilar pendulum was temporarily erected on the

rock at Calton Hill on March 24. This extremely sensitive

instrument, constructed by Mr. Hoiace Darwin on a principle

suggested by Lord Kelvin, indicates the minutest change of level

in the foundation to which it is attached. Prof. Copeland hopes
shortly to commence a series of systematic observations in con-
junction with allied observations made by M. d'Abbadie nearly
on the same meridian in the south of France. These investi-

gations will probably show if any considerable tilt takes place
at the same time at both stations. It is thought that the bi-

filar pendulum may serve to detect the occurrence of sudden
displacements in the foundations of observatories.

Award of the Watson Medal.—At Washington a few
weeks ago Mr. .S. C. Chandler was awarded the Watson medal
by the National Academy of Sciences. A description of the

founding of the award and the work of previous recipients,

given by Mr. John Ritchie, jun., in the Boslini Commotiwealtk,
recalls a few facts of interest. Prof. J. C. Watson, the founder
of the award, was for many years professor of astronomy and
physics in the Universities of Michigan and Wisconsin, and for

some time previous to his decease was director of the Washburn
Observatory at Madison. His treatise on theoretical astronomy
is known to every computing astronomer. During the later

years of his life he devoted his attention to the minor planets,

of which he discovered twelve. It is common knowledge that,

at the eclipse of July 29, 1878, he and Dr. S*ift reported
observations of an intra-mercurial planet, and he believed in the
existence of such a body up to his death in 1S80. .\t his death
he left his estate, some family legacies excepted, in trust to

the National Academy of Sciences, the fund having since been
designated the Watson Fund. The amount of money realised

was in all some twenty or thirty thousand dollars. The income
of this is to be expended for the promotion of astronomical
science, specific provision being made for the presentation of a

gold medal and a gratuity of one hundred dollars in gold coin,

from time to time, to an astronomer who shall have accom-
plished work of high merit. He nominated as trustees of his

fund his friends Hilgard, Coffm and Newcomb, with provision

for the appointment of their successors. The high quality of

the tiust has been continued by the selection of Dr. B. A. Gould
and Prof. Asaph Hall as successors to Hilgard and Coffin, who
passed away some three years ago. Four medals only have
been given : the first to Dr. B. A. Gould in 1S87 ; the second
to Prof. Edward .Schnnfeld, Director of the University of Bonn,
in 1S88; the third to Dr. Arthur Auwers, of Berlin, in 1S91 ;

and the fourth to Mr. Chandler. It need hardly be said that

the award was chiefly given to Mr. Chandler for his brilliant

investigations on the variations of latitude.

Two New Catalogues.—Astronomisdu Nachrickttn No.
3232 contains a long list of stars with remarkable spectra,

observed by the Rev. T. E. Espin. The catalogue comprises
167 stars, most of which have not had their spectra previously

recorded, 206 stars found to have spectra belonging to Type
III., and a list of 136 stars, of which it is doubtful whether they
belong to Type II. or HI. Nos. 3233 -34 of the same publi-

cation contain a catalogue of 187 new double stars discovered
with the iS[. inch refiactor of the Deerhorn Observatory,
U.S.A., and measures of 152 double stars, by Prof. G. W.
Hough.

THE DENSITY OF NITROGEN GAS.^
TN a former communication- I have described how nitrogen,

prepared by Lupton's method, proved to be lighter by
about i/iooo pan than that derived from air in the usual manner.

_' "On an Anomaly encountered in Determinations of the Density ot
NilroRen Gas." A paper read before the Koval Society on April lo, by Lord
Raylelgli, Sec. R.S.

3 "tjn the Densities of the Principal Gases," Roy. Soc. Proc. vol. liii.

p. 146, 1893.
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In both cases a red hot tube containing copper is employed,
but with this difference. In the latter method the atmospheric

oxygen is removed by oxidation of the copper itself, while in

Lupton's method it combines with the hydrogen of ammonia,
through which the air is caused to pass on its way to the

furnace, the copper remaining unaltered. In order to exag-

gerate the effect, the air was subsequently replaced by oxygen.
Under these conditions the whole, instead of only about one-

seventh part of the niirogen is derived from ammonia, and the

discrepancy was found to be exalted to about one half per

cent.

Upon the assumption that similar gas should be obtained by
both methods, we may explain the discrepancy by supposing
either that the atmospheric nitrogen was too heavy on account
of imperfect removal of oxygen, or that the ammonia nitrogen

was too light on account of contamination with gases lighter

than pure nitrogen. Independently of the fact that the action

of the copper in the first case was pushed to great lengths,

there are two arguments which appeared to exclude the sup-

position that oxygen was still present in the prepared gas. One
of these depends upon the large quantity of oxygen that

would be required in view of the small difference between the

weights of the two gases. As much as l,'30lh part of oxygen
would be necessary to raise the density by i 200, or about one-
sixth of all the oxygen originally present. This seemed to be
out of the question. But even if so high a degree of imperfec-
tion in the action of the copper could be admitted, the large

alteration caused by the substitution of oxygen for air in Lupton's
process would remain unexplained. Moreover, as has been
described in the former paper, the introduction of hydrogen
into the gas made no difference, such hydrogen being removed
by the hot oxide of copper subsequently traversed. It is surely

impossible that the supposed residual oxygen could have sur-

vived such treatment.

Another argument may be founded upon more recent results,

presently to be given, from which it appears that almost exactly
the same density is found when the oxygen of air is removed by
hot iron reduced with hydrogen, instead of by copper, or in the
cold by ferrous hydrate.

But the difficuliies in the way of accepting the second alter-

native are hardly less formidable. For the question at once
arises, of what ga;, lighter than nitrogen, does the contamination
consist? In order that the reader may the better judge, it may
be well to specify more fully what were the arrangements
adopted. The gas, whether air or oxygen, after passing through
potash was charged with ammonia as it traversed a small wash-
bottle, and thence proceeded to the furnace. The first passage
through the furnace was in a tube packed with metallic copper,
in the form of fine wire. Then followed a wash-bottle of
sulphuric acid by which the greater part of the excess of am-
monia would be arrested, and a second passage through the
furnace' in a tube containing copper oxide. The g.is then
traversed a long length of pumice charged with sulphuric acid,

and a small wash-boule containing Nessler solution. On the
other side of the regulating lap the arrangements were always
as formerly described, and included tubes of finely divided
potash and of phosphoric anhydride. The rate of passage was
usually about halfa litre per hour.

Of the po-sible impurities lighter than niirogen, those most
demanding consideration are hydrogen, ammonia, and water
vapour. The last may be dismissed at once, and the absence
of ammonia is almost equally certain. The question of hydrogen
appears the met important. But this gas, and hydrocarbons,
such as CII,. could Ihcy be present, should be burnt by the
copper oxide ; and ihe experiments already referred to, in which
hydrogen wa; purposely introduced into atmospheric nitrogen,
srem to prove conclusively that the burning would really take
place. Some further experiments of the same kind will presently
be given.

The gas from ammonia and oxygen wa« sometimes odourless,
but at other timcn smelt strongly of nitrous fumes, and, after

mixture with moist air, rcdilcncd litmus paper. On one occasion I

the oxidation of the nitrogen went so far that the gas showed
colour in the blow-off tube of the Tippler, although the thick-

ness of the layer was only about half an inch. But the presence
of nitric oxide i.<i, ofcourse, no explanation of the abnormal light-

neu. The conditions under which the oxidation takes place
proved to be difficult of control, and it was thought desirable
lo examine nitrogen derived by reduction from nitric and nitrous
oxides.
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The former source was the firs; experimented upon. The gas
was evolved from copper and diluted nitric acid in the usual
way, and, after passing through potash, waj reduced by iron,

\
copper not being sufficiently active, at least without a very high
temperature. The iron was prepared from blacksmith's scale.

In order to get quit of carbon, it was first treated with a cirren;
of oxygen at a red heat, and afterwards reduced by hydrogen,
the reduction being repeated after each employment. The
greater part of the work of reducing the gas was performed out-
side the furnace in a tube heated locally with a Bunsen fliine.

In the passage through the furnace in a tube containing similar

iron, the work would be completed, if necessary. Next followed
washing with sulphuric acid (as required in the ammonia pro-
cess), a second passage throuijh the furnace over copper oxide,

and further washing with sulphuric acid. In order to obtain
an indication of any unreduced nitric oxide, a wash-bottle con-
taining ferrous sulphate was introduced, after which f.lloived

th; Nesslertest and drying tubes, as already described. .\s

thus arranged, the apparatus could be employed without altera-

tion, whettierthe nitrogen to be collected was derived from air,

from ammonia, from nitric oxide, from nitrous oxide, or from
ammonium nitrite.

The numbers which follow are the weights of the gas con-
tained by the globe at zero, at the pressure defined by the man j-

meter when the temperature is 15°. They are corrected for the
errors in the weights, but not for the shrinkage of the globe
when exhausted, and thus correspond to the number 2"3I026,
as formerly given for niirogen.

Nitrogen from NO by Hot Iron

November 29, 1S93 ... 2 30143"!
December 2, 1893 ... 2'2989oKj
Decembers, 1893 ... 2'298i6|"
December 6, 1893 ... 2"30l82j

Nitrogen from NnO by Hot Iron. "

December 26, 1893 ... 2-29S69 / .,

ean, 2'iOOoS

December 28, 1893 2 29940
)

ean, 2 '29904

Nitrogenfrom Ammonium Nitrite passed over Hot Iron.

January 9, 1894 2-298491 ,,.„ ,-,0860
January 13, 1S94 2-29889.( '^'^''"' ^ ^9»b9

With these are to be compared the weights of nitrogen derived
from the atmosphere.

Nitrogen from Air by Hot Iron.

December 12, 1893
December 14, 1893
December 19, 1893
December 22, 1893

231017 ^
2 •30986(H) I

2-3ioo3(H)
j

Mean, 2'3I003

31007

Nitrogen from Air by Ferrous Hydrate.

January 27, 1894 2'31024'j

January 30, 1894 2'3ioio [- Mean, 2'3io20
February i, 1894 231028 j

In the last case a large volume of air was confined for several

hours in a glass reservoir with a mixture of slaked lime and
ferrous sulphate. The gas was displaced by deo.\ygenated

water, and further purified by passage through a tube packed
with a similar mixture. The hot tube-, were not used.

If we bring together the means for atmospheric nitrogen

obtained by various methods, the agreement is seen to be good,
and may be regarded as inconsistent with the supposition of
residual oxygen in quantity sufficient to influence the weights.

.Atmospheric Nitrogen.

By hot copper, 1892 2'31026

By hot iron, 1S93 2'3ioo3

By ferrous hydrate, 1894 2'3I020

Two of the results relating to hot iron, those of December 14

and December 19, were obtained from nitrogen, into which
hydrogen had been purposely introduced. An electrolytic

generator was inserted between the two lubes containing hot

iron, as formerly described. The generator worked under its

own clcctriimolive force, and the current was measured by a

tangent galvanometer. Thus, on December 19, the dcllsction

throughout the time of filling was 3', representing about i/lS

' The N^O was prepared from zinc and very dilute nitric acid.
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ampere. In two hours and a half the hydrogen introduced into

the gas would be about 70 c.c, sufficient, if retained, to reduce

the weight by about 4 per cent. The fact that there was no

sensible reduction proves that the hydrogen was effectively

removed by the copper oxide.

The nitrogen, obtained altogether in four ways from chemical

compounds, is materially lighter than the above, the difference

amounting to about n mg., or about 1/200 part of the whole.

It is also to be observed that the agreement of individual

results is less close in the case of chemical nitrogen than of

atmospheric nitrogen.

I have made some e.-iperiments to try whether the densities

were influenced by exposing the gas to the silent electric

discharge. A Siemens tube, as used for generating ozone,

was inserted in the path of the gas after desiccation with

phosphoric anhydride. The following were the results :

—

Nitrogenfrom Air by Hot Iron, Electrified.

January I, 1S94 2-3Ii63\m^^
January 4, 1S94 2'30956) -" -"^

Nitrogenfrom N„0 by Hot Iron, Electrified.

January 2, 1894 2-30074\ Mean, 2-30064
Januarys, '894 230054^ " ^

The somewhat anomalous result of January I is partly

explained by the failure to obtain a subsequent weighing of the

globe emoty, and there is no indication that any effect was
produced by the electrification.

One more observation I will bring forward in conclusion.

Nitrogen prepared from oxygen and ammonia, and about one-

half per cent, lighter than ordinary atmospheric nitrogen, was
stored in the globe for eight months. The globe was then

connected to the apparatus, and the pressure was readjusted in

the usual manner to the standard conditions. On reweighing

no change was observed, so that the abnormally light nitrogen

did not become dense by keeping.

-pi

DR. ARMSTRONG ON THE PUBLICATION
OF SCIENTIFIC LITERA TURE.

HE presidential address delivered by Dr. Armstrong at the

last annual meeting of the Chemical Society, and
published in the May number of the Society's foiirnal,

contains numerous suggestive remarks on questions affect-

ing all branches of science. A subject that has lately been
attracting some attention is the publication of the proceedings

of societies. On this Dr. Armstrong has much to say, and as

he has had abundant opportunity of proving the value of the

system followed by the Chemical Society, and comparing it

with those of other societies, his opinions carry weight. Our
space will not permit us to reprint the address, but the following

extracts will suffice to show its character.

"Chemical literature is fast becoming unmanageable and

I

uncontrollable from its very vastness. Not only is the number

I

of papers increasing from year to year, but new journals are

constantly being established. Something must be done in

order to assist chemists to remain in touch with their subject

and to retain their hold on the literature generally. This
object would be best attained if chemists could agree to publish

everything in one journal ; but for many reasons, and until the

world has recognised one language, such an idea must remain
but a dream. This being the case, we must endeavour to have

as few journals as possible, which is desirable even from the

point of view of our pockets and of the dimensions of our

bookshelves and houses, none of which are infinitely elastic.

It is clear that in the British Isles but one journal is necessary ;

a large majority of the papers by workers in British laboratories,

containing matter new to chemical science, are at present com-
municated to us, and I see no reason why all should not be. I

do not mean that all should be read before the Chemical
Society, because the mere reading is frequently but a formal

proceeding, or, in some cases, may take place with advantage
elsewhere. The Society of Chemical Industry has set us a

good example in this respect by publishing in one journal the

papers read at various places in the country ; it matters little

that the papers are read before affiliated sections of the Society,

as these sections are practically independent organisations. . . .

"It seems to me, that eventually one of two courses must
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be adopted in this country—either the societies engaged in

doing similar work must become affiliated, or our Society must
return to the practice of early days and publish lengthy

abstracts of papers communicated to societies such as the

Royal Societies of London and Edinburgh, in order to bring

thesepapers propeilyunderthenotice of chemistsgenerally. The
former course would involve an agreement amongst us to print

in some uniform manner, less expensive, magnificent and
stately than that adopted by the Royal Societies ; a somewhat
larger octavo than that of our present journal would probably

suffice, such as is adopted for the Annals of Botany. If such

an agreement were arrived at, a paper read and discussed before

the Royal Society of London or Edinburgh, for example, might

be printed off, and the necessary number of copies supplied to

the society; while, if the paper interested chemists, we might at

the same time take an appropriate number, and issue the paper

as part of our Transactions. . . .

'
' The policy thus advocated with reference to English chemical

papers is already being elsewhere adopted. The Monatshefle

fUr Chemie, for example, is advisedly a collection of the papers

of Austrian chemists, although, unfortunately, this does not

yet include the whole of the work done in .\ustria-Hungary.

The Gazzelta chiniica italiana appears to contain very nearly all

the Italian work. All that is done in Holland is brought

together in the Rcciuil des travaiix chimijue des Pays-Bas.

France and Germany, however, each have a variety of journals.

In France the prestige of the Academy is such that for some

time to come it will probably be difficult to consolidate the

interests of French chemists. In Germany, however, the Deutsche

chemische Gesellschaft is no longer hampered by the words zu

Berlin, which it has boldly dropped, while we still remain the

Chemical Society of London in name ; it is to be hoped that in the

interests of the scientific world it will ere long acquire and quash

the private interests by which other journals are supported. I see

no good reason even why journals devoted to special branches

of our subject should exist, and I regard the appearance, for

example, of a special journal of inorganic chemistry as an un-

mitigated evil. Political colouring and a tendency to adopt

methods akin to those of the newspaper editor, of which we
have had evidence in one of these journals, are most undesirable

features in science. Moreover, we cannot afford to buy every-

thing ; and no effort should be spared to prevent our being split

up into factions and becoming narrow-minded specialists : the

more the student of chemistry—and every original worker must

be and remain a student throughout his life—is brought directly

into contact with the work which is being done in the several

departments of his science, the better it will be for him ; he can-

not and need not read everything, but do not let us deprive him

of the opportunity of easily indulging in a mixed diet, and of ex-

ercising his mental faculties generally, while devoting himself

specially to some one section of the vast subject which it is the

privilege of the chemist to command.
" To complete my scheme—which I trust is not altogether

visionary, for so great is the toleration and sympathy between all

true-minded scientific workers that if union be possible in any

field of human activity it is possible in the field of science--it

will be necessary that the Scandinavian and Danish chemists,

say, should unite ; and also that the Russian chemists should

give us a ' recueil des travaux chimiques ' in French, so that

the world may no longer be deprived of the knowledge of their

labours, which we know, from experience, are of high value.

.As to America, it would be a great achievement if the political

separation of our two nations could be disregarded and we were

to unite with our cousins in establishing one journal for the pub-

lication of the work of chemists speaking English. There would

be no real difficulty in doing this in these days of type-written

manuscript, the proof of which need but be revised by the

printers' reader. But if motives of expediency render such

union impracticable, then it is to be hoped that steps may be

taken to make the title American Chemical Journal truly and

completely significant. I hope that we shall be successful in

arranging to co-operate with all chemists in our own colonies

and India. . . .

" There has been much discussion during the past few months,

especially in the columns of Nature, on the question of the

publication of physical papers, which, strange to say, is in a

very inchoate condition. I feel sure that the pioblem will soon

be successfully solved by the Physical Society boldly coming

forward and undertaking to do for physics what we have proved

can be done for chemistry ; there is no other solution possible.
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and the needs of physics are so great that no time should be
lost. We, in this Society, can never be too grateful to

Professor Williamson for having led the storming parly to

victory which established our system of abstracts ; he foresaw
that when such a scheme was successfully launched it was
bound to become self-supporting, and such has long since proved
to be the case. Let us hope that the physicists have at their

disposal some one equally bold and far-sighted, who will over-

come the fears o( the timid, and initiate a thoroughly com-
prehensive scheme. Chemists are directly interested in the
work, as we are bound to take notice of the progress of physics,

and the want of an English record is much felt by us. We
had no society with cognate aims to help us, so that the physi-
cists are in a far stronger position than we were, as the
Institution of Electrical Engineers should be prepared to

forward such a cause. I believe it will be found to be of the
utmost importance to them to do so. Indeed, the electrical

engineer of the present day, I fear, is fast becoming a specialist

of the deepest dye : having had expeiience of several hundreds,
I know that when a student he is most difficult to deal with, as

he will only pay attention, even in physics, to what he believes
to be of immediate importance to him ; as to chemistry, he will

scarce notice il, forgetting, or not realising, that the whole
field of electro-chemistry is yet untitled. It is, therefore, very
necessary that no effort should be spared to make the electrical

engineer better informed regarding physics generally. . . .

"The Royal Society of London has recently issued to the
scientific world a circular having reference to the preparation of
complete catalogues of science by international cooperation,
which raises questions of such importance that I do not hesitate

to reproduce it.

" ' Sir,—The Royal Society of London, as you are probably
aware, has published nine quarto volumes of The Catalogue of
Scientific Papers, the first volume of the decade—1874-83^
having been issued List year.

" 'This catalogue is limited to periodical scientific literature,

i.e. to papers published in the transactions, &c. , of societies,

and in journals ; it takes no account whatever of monographs and
independent books, however important. The titles, moreover,
are arranged solely according to author's names ;and though the
Society has long had under consideration the preparation of

—

and is hoped may eventually issue as—a key to the volumes
already published, a list in which the titles are arranged
according to subject-matter, the catalogue is still being prepared
according to author's names. Further, though the Society has
endeavoured to include the titles of all the scientific papers pub-
lished in periodicals of acknowledged standing, the catalogue
is—even as regards periodical literature—confessedly incom-
plete, owing to the omission of the titles of papers published in

periodicals of little importance or not easy of access.
" ' Owing to the great development of scientific literature the

task of the Society in continuing the catalogue, even in its

present form, is rapidly increasing in difficulty. At the same
time it is clear that the progress of science would be greatly
helped by— indeed, almost demands—the compilation of a
catalogue which should aim at completeness, and should contain
the lilies of scientific publications, whether apjiearing in peri-

odicals or independently. In such a catalogue the title should be
arranged not only according to authors' names, but also accord-
ing to subject-matter, the text of each paper and not the title

only being consulted for the latter purpose. And the value of
the catalogue would be greatly enhanced by a rapid periodical
i.ssue, and by publication in such a form that the portion which
pertains 10 any particular branch of science might be obtained
separately. I

" ' It is needless lo say that the preparation and publication of
iuch a complete catalogue is far beyond the power and means of
any single society.

" ' Led by the above considerations, the President and Council
of the Koyal Society have appointed a committee lo inquire into
and report upon the /,a\i/iiiiiy of such a catalogue being compiled
through inlernalional co operation.

" 'The Commiileeare not as yet in a position to formulate any
di.<tinct plan by which such international co-oper-ation might be
brought about ; but it may be useful, even at the outset, to make
the following preliminary suggestions:—

" ' The catilogue should commence with papers published on
or after Janu.iry i, 1900,

" 'A ccnir.il office, or bureau, should be established in some
place, lo be hereafter cho<en, and should be maintained by
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international contributions—either directly, that is, by annual
I or other subsidies—or indirectly, that is, by the guarantee to

I purchase a certain number of copies of the catalogue.

"' This office should be regularly supplied with .all the in-

formation necessary for the construction of the catalogue. This
might be done either by all periodicals, monographs, &c., being
sent direct to the office to be catalogued there, or by various

institutions undertaking to send in portions of the catalogue
already prepared, or by both methods combined.

" ' .\t such an office, arrangements might be made by which,

in addition to preparing the catalogue, scientific data might be
tabulated as they came to hand in the papers supplied.
" ' The first step, however, is to ascertain whether any scheme

of international co-operalijn is feasible and desirable. The
Committee, accordingly, is desirous of learning the views upon
this subject of scientific bodies and of scientific men.

" ' We, therefore, venture to express the hope that you will be

so good as, at some early opportunity, to make known to us,

for the use of the Committee, your own views on the matter.
" ' Should the decision you report be in any way favourable to

the scheme, may we further ask you to communicate to us, for

the use of the Committee, any suggestions which you may
think it desirable to make, as to the best methods of inaugurat-

ing such a scheme, as to the constitution and means of main-

tenance of the Central OlTice, as to the exact ch.aracter of the

work to be carried on there, as to the language or languages in

which the catalogue should be published, and the like ?

" ' We are,
" ' Vour obedient servants,

" ' M. Foster, Secretary A'.S.
" ' Rayleigh, Secretary R.S.
"

'J. Lister, J-'oreign Sec. M.S.'

" If any such scheme as is here foreshadowed could be carried

out, it would obviously be of the greatest value to the world

and productive of much saving, both of time and treasure.

But the subject is full of difficulty, owing to the very numerous
interests concerned. I trust, however, that when the time

comes to deal with the chemical section—and, indeed, in the

case of any future catalogue of chemical work, that we shall

not be satisfied with a mere alphabetical arrangement, but that

we shall classify the subject-matter alphabetically in sections,

so as to lighten the labour of ascertaining the state of knowledge

in any particular group. Already we do not know very many of

the names recorded in our indexes, and, in the future, we shall

be ignorant of a still larger proportion, unless our system of

nomenclature be made so significant that each name will explain

itself; and in the case of an alphabetical arrangement, sub-

stances belonging to the same group, having names with

different initial letters, occur interspersed throughout the index:

so that it is a matter of the greatest difficulty, if not impossible,

by consulting such an index, to ascertain the references to all

the members of the group. An alphabetical index also affords

no indication of the extent to which knowledge of any particular

group has increased during the interval covered by it ; and, in

fact. It only becomes of real use when provided with a key, such

as licilstein affords, in which the names of the known members

of any particular group may be first looked up before consulting

the ali)habetical index. Also, in using a lengthy alphabetical

index it is very easy to miss entries, and it is necessary to pay

far more attention when consulting it than is the case when one

of limited extent is used.
"

I do not believe that there would be any real difficulty in

arriving at a system of chassification which, at all events, would

limit a reference to comparatively lew pages. We are told that

by the liertillon system, dealing with the card records of 90,000

convicts, it is possible—when the necessary measurements have

been taleen— lo ascertain whether a prisoner has been before

convicted, as it may be said, with considerable, if not absolute,

confidence, that, in that case, his card will be found in a drawer

containing only about 400. Surely, we ought to be able to

devise a system which would equally limit our search."

Tf/E WORK OF HERTZ.
Additions and Corrections to the Lecture reported last week, by

Dr. Oi.ivkr Lodge.

(~^N page 135, middle of first column, the word "clearly"
^"^ ought to have been probably : for I am by no means clear

that the gradual discharge of negative electrification from the
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clean surface of metals under the action of light is really a

chemical phenomenon. It had been asserted by some experi-

menters that the most oxidisable metals acted most powerfully,

but my own experience renders this doubtful ; I now find thaf

gold platinum and carbon discharge with very fair rapidity, and

that nearly all substances have some discharging power. A
few materials, cobalt among metals, discharge positive electrifi-

cation more rapidly than negative. The whole matter is there-

fore now under investigation.

In the footnote to same column, end of first paragraph, the

word "even" should be deleted. The assertion intended is

that dried soil discharges rapidly, while damp soil discharges

only slowly.

Same page, middle of second column, "two years ago"
should be /oa'-jft-arj a^w ; !-ince Fitzgerald's Royal Institution

Lecture was delivered in March 1890, and reported in Nature
of June 19 the same year.

Lower down, the name Kolacec, preceding that of D. E.

[ones, has been omitted.

Page 13S, second column, with reference to the reflecting

power of different substances it may be interesting to give the

following numbers, showing the motion of the spot of light

when S-inch waves were reflected into the copper hat, the

angle of incidence being about 45°, by the following

mirrors :

—

Sheet of window glass

Human body
Drawing board
Towel soaked with tap-water
Tea-paper (lead?)...

Dutcti metal paper
Tinfoil

Sheet copper

or at most
division.

divisions.7
12

12 ,,

40
70
go
100 and up against

stops.

Page 139. It would have been clearer if the penultimate
paragraph, beginning " To demonstrate," had run thus :

—

To demonstrate ttiat the so-called plane of polarisation of

the radiation transmitted by a grid is at right angles to the

electric vibration, i.e. that when light is reflected from the

boundary of a transparent substance at the polarising angle the

electric vibrations of the reflected beam are perpendicular to

the plane of reflection, I use, S:c.

The following is a copy of one of the wall-diagrams ; it is

interesting as showing how numerous the now-known detectors

of radiation are :

—

DETECTORS OF RADIATION.

Physiological
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phenomena of the heavens, which have ever excited the

greatest curiosity of mankind, it defied the attempts of all

philosophers for thousands of years, until Galileo discovered

the laws of motion of mundane matter. It was not until he
had done this and applied these laws to the heavenly bodies

that their motions received a rational explanation. Then
Newton, taking up Galileo's parable and completing it, found
that its strict application to the heavenly bodies revealed the

law of gravitation, and developed the theory of dynamics.
Next to the motions of the heavenly bodies, the wave, the

whirlwinds, and the motions of clouds, had excited the philo-

sophical curiosity of mankind from the earliest time. Both
Galileo and Newton, as well as their followers, attempted to

explain these by the laws of motion, but, although the results

so obtained have been of the utmost importance in the develop-

ment of the theory of dynamics, it was not till this century that

any considerable advance was made in the application of this

theory to the explanation of lluid phenomena ; and although
during the last fifty years splendid work has been done, work
which, in respect of the mental effort involved, or the scientific

importance of the results, goes beyond that which resulted in

the discovery of Neptune, yet the circumstances of fluid motion
are so obscure and complex that the theory has yet been inter-

preted only in the simplest cases.

To illustrate the difference between the interpretation of the

theory of heavenly bodies and that of fluid motion, I would call

your attention to the fact that solid bodies, on the behaviour of

which the theory of the motion of the planets is founded, move
as one piece, so that their motion is exactly represented by
the motion of their surfaces ; that they are not affected with
any internal disorder which may affect their general motion.
So surely is this the case that even those who have never heard
of dynamics can predict with certainly how any ordinary body
will behave under any ordinary circumstances, so much so that

any departure is a matter of surprise. Thus I have here a cube
of wood, to one side of which a string is attached. Now hold
it on one side, and you naturally s-uppose that when I let go
holding the siring it will turn down so as to hang with the

;

string vertical ; that it does not do so is a matter of surprise,
j

I place it on the other side, and it still remains as I place it. If

I swing it as a pendulum it does not behave like one.

Would Galileo have discovered the laws of motion had his

pendulum behaved like this? Why is its motion peculiar? I

There is internal motion. Of what sort ? Well, I think my
illustration may carry more weight if I do not tell you

;
you can

all, I have no doubt, form a good idea. It is not fluid motion,
or I should feel bound to explain it. You have here an ordinary-

looking object which behaves in an extraordinary manner,
which is yet very decided and clear, to judge by the motion of

its surface, and from the manner of the motion I wish you to

judge of the cause of the observed motion.

This is the problem presented by fluids, in which there may
be internal motion which has to be taken into account before

the motion of the surface can be explained. Vou can see no
more of what the motion is within a homogeneous fluid, how-
ever opaque or clear, than you can sec what is going on within

the box. Thus without colour bands the only visual clue to

what is going on within the fluids is the motion of their bound-
ing surfaces. Nor is this all ; in most cases the surfaces which
bound the fluid arc immovabJe.

In the case of the wave on water the motion of the surface

shows that there is motion, but because the surface shows no
wave it does not do to infer that the fluid is at rest.

The only surfaces of the air within this room are the surfaces

of the floor, walls, and objects within it. By moving the

objects we move the air, but how far the air is at rest you can-

not tell unless it is something familiar to you.

Now I will ask you to look at these balloons. They are

familiar objects enough, and yet they are most sensitive anemo-
meters, more sen^ilive than anything else in the room ; but even
they do nut show any motion ; each of them forms an internal

bounding surface of the air. I ^cnd an aerial mtsienger to them,
and a small but energetic motion is seen by which it acknow-
ledges the message, and the same message travels through
the rest, as if a ;'/ioj/ touched them. It is a wave that

moves them. Vou do not feci if, and, but for the surfaces of

the air formed by the balloons, would have no notion of its

existence.

In this tank of beautifully clear distilled water, I project a
heavy ball in from the end, and it shows the existence of the

water by stopping almost dead within two feet. The fact that
it is slopped by the water, being familiar, does not raise the
question. Why does it slop?—a question to which, even at the
present day, a complete answer is not forthcoming. The question
is, however, suggested, and forcibly suggested, when it appears
that with no greater or other evidence of its e.\istence, I can
project a disturbance through the water which will drive this

small disc the whole length of the tank.

I have now shown instances of fluid motion of which the man-
ner is in no way evident without colour bands, and were levealed
by colour bands, as I showed in this room sixteen years ago. At
that time I was occupied in setting before you the manners of
motion revealed, and I could only incidentally notice the means
by which this revelation was accomplished.

.•\mongst the ordinary phenomena of motion there are many
which render evident the internal motion of fluids. Small
objects suspended in the fluid are important, and that their im-

portance has long been recognised is shown by the proverb

—

straws show which way the wind blows. Bubbles in water,

smoke and clouds, afford the most striking phenomena, and it

is doubtless these that have furnished philosophers with such
clues as they have had. But the indications furnished by these

phenomena are imperfect, and, what is more important, they

only occur casually, and in general only under circumstances

of such extreme complexity that any deduction as to the elemen-
tary motions involved is impossible. They afford indication of

commotion, and perhaps of the general direction in which the

commotion is tending, but this is about all.

For example, the different types of clouds ; these have .ilways

been noticed, and are all named. And it is certain that each

type of clouds is an indication of a particular type of motion
in the air ; but no deductions as to what definite manner of

motion is indicated by each type of cloud have ever been
published.

Before this can be done it is necessary to reverse the problem
and find to what particular type of cloud a particular manner
of motion would give rise. Now a cloud, as we see it, does not

directly indicate the internal motion of which it is the result.

As we look at clouds, it is not in general their motion that we
notice, but their figure. It is hard to see that this figure changes

while we are watching a cloud, though such a change is con-

tinually going on, but is apparently very slow on account of the

great distance of the cloud and its great size. However, types

of clouds are determined by their figure, not by their motion.

Now what their figure shows is not motion, but it is the history

or result of the motion of the particular strata of the air in and

through surrounding strata. Hence, to interpret the figures

of the clouds we must study the changes in shape of fluid

masses, surrounded by fluid, which result from particular

motions.

The ideal in the method of colour bands is to render streaks

or lines in definite position in the fluid visible, without in

any way otherwise interfering with these properties as part

of the homogeneous fluid. If we could by a wish create

coloured lines in the water, these would be ideal colour bands.

We cannot do this, nor can we exactly paint lines in the air or

water.

I take this ladle full of highly coloured water, lower it slowly

into the surface of the surrounding water till that within is

level with that without ; then turn the ladle carefully round the

coloured w.ater ; the mass of coloured water will remain where

placed.

I distribute the colour slowly. It does not mix with the clear

water, and although the lines arc irregular they stand out very

beautifully. Their edges are sharp here. But in this large

sphere, which was coloured before the lecture, although the

coloured lines have generally kept their pl.-ices, they have, as it

were, swollen out and become merged in the surrounding water

in consequence of molecular motion. The sphere shows, how-

ever, one of the rarest phenomena in nature—the internal state

in almost absolute internal rest. The forms resemble nothing

so much as stratus clouds, as seen on a summer day, though the

continuity of the colour bands is more marked. .\ mass of

coloure<l water once introduced is never broken. The discon-

tinuity of clouds is thus seen to be due to other causes than mere

motion.
Now, having called our attention to the rarity of water at

rest, I will call your attention to what is apt to be a very strik-

ing phenomena, namely that when water is contained, like this,

in a spherical vessel of which you cannot alter the shape, it is
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impossible by moving the vessel suddenly to set up relative

motion in the interior of the water. I may swing this vessel

about and turn it, but the colour band in the middle remains as

i; was, and when I stop shows the water to be at rest.

This is not so if the water has a free surface, or if the fluid is

of unequal density. Then a motion of the vessel sets up waves,

and the colour band shows at once the beautifully lawful

character of the internal motion. The colour bands move back-

wards and forwards, showing how the water is distorted like a

jelly, and as the wave dies out the colour bands remain as they

were to begin with.

This illustrates one of the two classes of internal motion of

water or fluid. Wherever fluid is not in contact with sur-

faces over which it has to glide, or which surfaces fold on them-

selves, the internal motions are of this purely wave character.

The colour bands, however much they may be distorted, cannot

be relatively displaced, twisted, or curled up, and in this case

motion in water once setup continues almost without resistance.

That wave motion in water with a free surface, is one of the most
difficult things to stop is directly connected with the difficulty of

setting still water in motion ; in either case the influence must
come through the surfaces. Thus it is that waves once set up
will traverse thousands of miles, establishing communication
between the shores of Europe and America. Wave motion in

water is subject to enormously less resistance than any other

form of material motion.

In wave motion, if the colour bands are across the wave
they show the motion of the water ; nevertheless, their chief

indication is of the change of shape while the fluid is in motion.

This is illustrated in this long bottle, with the coloured water

less heavy than the clear water. If I lay it down in order to

establish equilibrium, the blue water has to leave the upper end
of the bottle and spread itself over the clear water, while the

clear water runs under the coloured. This sets up wave motion,
which continues after the bottle has come to rest. But as the

colour bands are parallel w ith the direction of motion of the

waves, the motion only becomes evident in thickening and bend-
ing of the colour bands.
The waves are entirely between the two fluids, there being no

motion in the outer surfaces of the bottle, which is everywhere
glass. They are owing to the slight differences in the density

of the fluids, as is indicated by the extreme slowness of the

motion. Of such kind are the waves in the air, that cause the

clouds which make the mackerel sky, the vapour in the tops of

the waves being condensed and evaporated again as it descends
showing the results of the motion.
The distortional motions, such as alone occur in simple wave

motion, or where the surfaces of the fluid do not fold in on them-
selves, or wind in, are the same as occur in any homogeneous
continuous material which completely fills the space between
the surfaces.

If plastic material is homogeneous in colour it shows nothing
as to the internal motion ; but if I take a lump built of plates,

blue and white, say a square, then I can change the surfaces to

any shape without folding or turning the lump, and the coloured
bands which extend throughout the lump show the internal

changes. Now the first point to illustrate is that, however I

change its shape, if I bring it back to the original shape the

colour bands will all come back to their original positions, and
there is no limit to the extent of the change that may thus be
effected. I may roll this out to any length, or draw it out, and
the diminution in thickness of the colour bands shows the

extent of the distortion. This is the first and simplest class

of motion to which fluids are susceptible. By this motion alone
elements of the fluid may be, and are, drawn out to in-

definitely fine lines, or spread out in indefinitely thin sheets,

but they will remain of the same general figures.

By reversing the process they change back again to the original

form. No colour band can ever be broken, even if the outer sur-

face be punched in till the punch head comes down on the table ;

still all the colour bands are continuous under the punch, and
there is no folding or lapping of the colour bands unless the

external surface is folded.

The general idea of mixture is so familiar to us that the vast

generalisation to which these ideas afford the key, remains un-
noticed. That continued mixing results in uniformity, and that

uniformity is only to be obtained by mixing, will be generally

acknowledged, but how deeply and universally this enters into

all the arts can but rarely have been apprehended. Does it

ever occur to any one that the beautiful uniformity of our textile
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fabrics has only been obtained by the development of processes

of mixing the fibres ? Or, again, the uniformity in our con-

struction of metals ; has it ever occurred to any one that the

inventions of Arkwright and Cort were but the application of

the long-known processes by which mixing iseftected in culinary

operations? Arkwright applied the draw-rollers to uniformly

extend the length of the cotton sliver at the expense of the

thickness ; Cort apphed the rolling-mill to extend the length of

the iron bloom at the expense of its breadth ; but who invented

the rolling-pin by which the pastrycook extends the length at

the expense of the thickness of the dough for the pie-crust ?

In all these processes the object, too, is the same throughout

—to obtain some particular shape, but chiefly to obtain a uni-

form texture. To obtain this nicety of texture it is necessary

to mix up the material, and to accomplish this it is necessary to

attenuate the material, so that the different parts may be brought

together.

The readiness with which fluids are mixed and uniformity

obtained is a byword ; but it is only when we come to see the

colour bands that we realise that the process by which this is

attained is essentially the same as that so laboriously discovered

for the arts—as depending first on the attenuation of each

element of the fluid—as I have illustrated by distortion.

In fluids, no less than in cooking, spinning and rolling—this

attenuation is only the first step in the process of mixing—all

involve the second process, that of folding, piling, or wrapping,

by which the attenuated layers are brought together. This

does not occur in the pure wave motion of water, and constitutes

the second of the two classes of motion. If a wave on water is

driven beyond a certain height it leaps or breaks, folding in

its surface. Or, if I but move a solid surface through the

water it introduces tangential motion, which enables the

fluid to wind its elements round an axis. In these ways, and
only in these ways, we are released from the restriction of not

turning or lapping. And in our illustration, we may fold up
our dough, or lap it— roll it out again and lap it again : cut up our

iron bar, pile it, and roll it out again, or bring as many as we
please of the attenuated fibres of cotton together to be further

drawn. It may be thought that this attenuation and wrapping

will never make perfect admixture, for however thin each

element will preserve its characteristic, the coloured layers will

be there, however often I double and roll out the dough. This

is true. But in the case of some fluids, and only in the case of

some fluids, the physical process of diffusion completes the ad-

mixture. These colour bands have remained in this water,

swelling but still distinct ; this shows the slowness of diffusion.

Yet such is the facility with which the fluid will go through the

process of attenuating its elements and enfolding them, that by

simply stirring them with a spoon these colour bands can be

drawn r.nd folded so fine that the difl"usion will be instantaneous,

and the fluid become uniformly tinted. .A.11 internal fluid

motion other than simple distortion, as in wave motion, is a

process of mixing, and it is thus from the arts we get the clue

to the elementary forms and processes of fluid motion.

When I put the spoon in and mixed the fluid you could not

see what went on— it was too quick. To make this clear, it is

necessary that the motion should be very slow. The motion

should also be in planes, at right angles to the direction in

which you are looking. .Such is the instability of fluid that to

accomplish this at first appeared to be difficult. At last,

however, as the result of much thought, I found a simple

process which I will now show you, in what I think is

a novel experiment, and you will see, what I think

has never been seen before by any one but Mr. Foster and

myself, namely, the complete process of the formation of a

cylindrical vortex sheet resulting from the motion of a solid

surface. To make it visible to all I am obliged to limit the

colour band to one section of the sheet, otherwise only those

immediately in front would be able to see between the convolu-

tion of the spiral. But you will understand that wnat is seen

is a section, a similar state of motion extending right across the

tank. From the surface you see the plane vane extending half-

way down right across the tank ; this is attached to a float.

I now institute a colour band on the right of the vane out of

the tube. There is no motion in the water, and the colour

descends slowly from the lube. I now give a small im|)ulse to

the float to move it to the right, and at once the spiral form is

seen from the tube. Similar spirals would be formed all across

the tank if there were colours. The float has moved out of the

way, leaving the revolving spiral with its centre stationary.
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showing the horizontal axis of the spiral is half-way between the
|

bottom and surface of the tank, in which the water is now
simply revolving round this axis.

I

This is the vortex in its simplest and rarest form (for a vorlex
cannot exist wilh its ends exposed'. Like an army it must have
its flanks protected ; hence a straight vorlex can only exist

where it has two surfaces to cover its flanks, and parallel ver-
tical surfaces are not common in nature. The vortex can bend,
and, wilh a horse shoe axis, can rest bolh its flanks on the same
surface, as this piece of clay, or unite ils ends with a ring axis,

which is its commonest form, as in the smoke ring. In both
these cases the vorlex will be in motion through the fluid, and
less easy to obser\'e.

These vortices have no motion beyond the rotation because
they are half-way down the tank. If the vane were shorter
they would follow the vane ; if it were longer ihey would
leave it.

In ih; same way, if instead of one vortex there were two
vortices, with their axis parallel, extending right across, the
one above another, they would move together along the lank.

I replace the float by another which has a vane suspended
from ii, so that the water can pass bolh above and below the
vane extending right across the middle portion of the tank. In
this case I in>litule two colour bands, one to pass over the top,

the other underneath the vane, which colour bands will render
visible a section of each vortex just as in the last case. I now
set the float in motion, and the two vortice; turn towards each
other in opposite directions. They are formed by the water
moving over the surface of the vane, downwards to get under it,

upwards to get over it, so that the rotation in the upper vortex
is opposite to that in the lower. All this is just the same as
before, but instead of these vortices standing still as before, they
follow at a definite distance from the vane, which continues ils

motion along the lank without resistance.

Now this experiment shows, in the simplest form, (he modus
operandi by which internal waves can exist in fluid without any
motion in the external boundary. Not only is this plate moving
flatwise through the water, but it is followed by all the water,
coloured and uncoloured, enclosed in these cylindrical vortices.

Now, although there is no absolute surface visible, yet there is a
definite surface which encloses these moving vortices, and
separates them from the water which moves out of their way.
This surface will be rendered visible in another experiment I

shall show you. Thus, the water which has only wave motion
is bounded by a definite surface, the motion of which orresponds
to the wave ; but insid- this closed surface there is also water,

so that we cannot see the surface, and this water inside is moving
round and round, but so that ils motion at the bounding surface

is everywhere the same as that of Ihe outside water.

The two masses of water do not mix. That outside moves
out of the way of and past the vortices over the bounding sur-

face, while the vortices move round and round inside the surface

in such a way that it is moving in exactly the same manner at

the surface as the wave surface outside.

This is the key to the internal motion of water. You cannot
have a pure wave motion inside a mass of fluid with its boundaries
at rest, but you have a compound motion, a wave motion out-

side, and a vortex within, which fulfils the condition that there

shall be no sliding of the fluid over fluid at the boundary.
A means which I hope may make the essential conditions of

thi< motion clearer occurred to me while preparing this lecture,

and to this I will now a<k your attention. 1 have here a num-
ber of layers of cotionwjol (wadding). Now I can force any
body along between these layers of wadding. They yield, as by
a wave, and let it go through ; but the w.idding must slide over
Ihe surface of the body so moving through it. And this it must
not do if it illustrate the conditions of fluid motion. Now, there
i» one way, and only one way, in which material can be got
through between the sheets of wa'iding without slipping. It

mmt roll through ; but this is not enough, bcoausc if it rolls on
Ihe under surface il will be slipping on the upper, liul if we
have two rollers, one on the lop of the other, between the sheets,

then Ihe lower roller rolls on the bottom sheet, Ihe upper roller

rolls again4t the upper sheet, so that there is no slipping between
Ihe rollers or the wadding, and, equally important, there is no
slipping between Ihe rollers as ihcy roll on each other. I have
only to pl.icc a sheet of canvas hclwcen the rollers and draw it

through : bolh the flannel rollers roll on llic canv.-is and on the
wadding, which Ihcy pass through without slipping, causing the
wadding to move in a wave outside them, and aflTording a com-
plete parable of Ihe vortex motion.
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I will now show by colour bands some of the more slrikinq
phenomena of internal motion, as presented by nature^
favourite form of vortex, the vorlex ring, which may he de-
scribed as two horse-shoe vortices wilh their ends founded on
each other.

To show the surface separating the water moving with the
vortex from that which gives «ay outside, I discharge lion; this
orifice a nuss of coloured water, which has a vortex ring in il

formed by the surface, as already described. You see the
beautifully-defined mass moving on slowly through the fluid,

with Ihe proper vortex ring motion, but very slow! It will not
go far before a change takes place, owing to the difl'usion of
Ihe vorlex motion across the bounding surface ; ihen the coloured
surface will be wound into the ring which will appear. The
mass approaches the disc in front. It cannot pass, but will come
up and carry the disc forward ; but the disc, although it does not
destroy the ring, disturbs the motion.

If I send a more energetic ring, it will explain the phenomenon
I showed you at Ihe beginning of this lecture ; it carries the disc
forward as if struck with a hammer. This blow is not simply
the weight of the coloured ring, but of the whole moving mass
and the wave outside. The ring cannot pass the disc without
destruction wilh the attendant wave.
Not only can a ring follow a disc, but, as wilh the plane

vane, so with Ihe disc ; if we start a disc, we must start a ring

behind it.

I will now fulfil my promise to reveal the silent messenger I

sent to those balloons. The messenger appears in the form of a

large smoke ring, which is a vortex ring in air rendered visible

by smoke instead of colour. The origination of these rings has
been c.-^refully set so thai the balloons are beyond the surface

which separates the moving mass of water from the wave, so thai

they are subject to the wave motion only. If they are within
this surface they will disturb the direction of the ring, if they do
not break it up.

These are, if I may say so, the phenomenal instances of in-

ternal motion of fluids. Phenomenal in their simplicity, ihey

are of intense interest, like the pendulum, as furnishing the clue

to the more complex. It is by the light we gather from their

study that we can hope to interpret the parable of Ihe vortex

wrapped up in the wave, as applied to the wind of heaven, and
the grand phenomenon of the clouds, as well as those things

which directly concern us, such as the resistance of our ships.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCA
INTELLIGENCE.

TIONAL

Oxford.—The Curators of the University Chest have been

authorised by Congregation to pay the following sums.

To the Delegates of the Museum, a sum of .^^^^140 for each of

Ihe years 1S94, 1895, for Ihe grneral expenses of the .Museum.

To the Curators of the H ilanic Carden a sum not exceeding

£100, to provide for expenses incurred in connection with Ihe

erection of new houses in the garden.

The Curators of Ihe University Chest have been authorisi I

to expend a sum not exceeding /'700 in making Ihe rooms in

the south corridor in the Museum, and the lolls over them,

available for the use of ihe Hope I'rofessor of /oology, and I"

pay to the Mope Professor of Zoology, in addition to the stain'

able grant, the sum of £\o:> for each of ihe years 1894 l8'r

to provide for the salary of ihe allendani and other expenses >

the Department.
The Delegates of Local Examinations have approved of the

inlroduclion of a new examination in the course lor junior can-

didates in elementary physiology and hygiene.

Amongst those on whom il is proposed to confer the honorary

degree ol D.C.L. at the Eucxnia, is the name of Mr. Krancis

Gallon, F.R.S.
One or more Natural Science Demyshi|)s, and Natural

Science Exhibitions will be awarded by M.agdalen College in

October this year, the examination to commence on Tuesday,

October 9.

Al Wadham College, in the Scholarship examinations which

will begin on Thursday, November 29, no papers in natural

.science will be set, but in ihe election to one of ihc Kxhibilions

preference will be given lo any candidate who shall undertake to

read for honours in natural science, and lo proceed lo a degree

in medicine in the University of Oxford.

At Keblc College an election will be held lo one Scholarship
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in naiural science of the value of jTto per annum, with labora-

tory fees not exceeding £20 per annum, on December 1 1 next.

The examination will consist of papers in biology and che-

mistry, and all inquiries respecting the examination should be
addressed to Mr. \V. Ilatchett Jackson, Keble College. The
examination will begin on Thursday, December 6.

Mr. R. Warington, F. R. S., has been elected to the Sibthorpian
Chair of Rural Economy, in succession to Sir John Gilbert.

Camhridgk.— This year, for the first time on record, there

is a bracket of two for the Senior Wranglership. In 1887 four

names were bracketed for the highest place. These are the

only instances in which the Senior Wrangler of the year has not

stood "alone in his glory." Messrs. \V. S. Adie and \V. F.

Sedgwick, both of Trinity College, share the honour. There
is one lady wrangler. Miss E. H. Cooke, of Girton, who is

bracketed twenty-eighth. In 'he second part of the .Mathe-

matical Tripo;, a lady of Newnham, Miss A. M.J. E. Johnson,
who was between fifth and si.tth in the first part last year, heads
the list, as she is placed alone in the first division of the first

class. The Tyson Medal, for astronomy, olTered this year for

the first time, is not awarded.
Seven names appear in the first list of the Mechanical Sciences

Tripo, all three of those in the first class having already taken
the B..\. degree on some other examininalion.
The Ilarkness Studentship in Geology has failed of award,

in the absence of candidates.

The degree of Sc.D. is to be conferred on Professor Demetri
Ivanovitch Mendeleef, of .St. Petersburg, who was not able to

accept the honour when it was offered him in 1SS9.

The following are appointed examiners for the new diploma
in Agricultural Science: \V. F. Darwin, Mr. \V. G. P. Ellis,

Professor Liveing, Mr. T. B. Wood, Professor Foster, Mr. A.
Eichhok, Mr. .\. E. Shipley, Mr. C. Warburton, Professor
Hughes, Mr. P. Lake, Mr. O. P. Fisher, Mr. E. Clarke, and
Mr. R. Meniies.

The Scottish .Association for the Promotion of Technical
and Secondary Education have presented a memorial to Mr.
Acland asking that the vearly examinations of the Depait-
ment of .Science and Art shall be held in the day as well as in

I the evening. It is pointed out that originally arranged, as they

i

were, to suit the convenience of artisan pupils who could not be
expected to attend during the day, these evening examinations
are now taken by large and increasing numbers of pupils of
secondary and higher grade schools. While, therefore, fully

recognising the necessity which exists for examinations in all

stages of art and science subjects being continued in the even-
ing as heretofore, the memorialists urge the desirability of pro-
vision being made by the Department for the examination,
within school hours, of pupils attending day schools.

Sir Philip Magnus has been appointed to represent the
University of Lond m at the bicentenary celebration of Halle
University, to be held in August next.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
Bulletin lie fAcadimie Royale de Bdgique, No. 3.— Experi-

mental demonstration of the purely accidental character of the
I
critical state, by V. de Heen. A small quantity of amylene
was introduced into the bottom of a tube, and surmounted by
mercury, the lube being so thin that the mercury remained at

|the top. The tube was placed inside a box with glass windows,
I
which was then heated to temperatures ranging from 201' C,
the critical temperature of amylene, to about 350°. The tube
was connected at the lop with a Cailletct compression apparatus.
It was found that even under pressures less than 5 atmospheres
the amylene could be healed to 350' without evaporating.
The critical stale, characterised by turbulent movements, was
never exhibited, but if by some accident a small quantity of
vapour w.as formed the critical state set in at once. The author
concludes that the critical state consists of a non-homogeneous
mixture of " liquidogenic " and " gazogenic " molecules. At a
certain high temperature, estimated for most liquids at 800° or
900", the lormer are completely dissociated, ant the pressure-
volume curve becomes a simple isothermal. But the state of a
fluid is not defined by pressure and temperature alone,
since at the critical temperature, and at zero pressure,
the volume can vary from unity to infinity.—Facts
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relating to ihe properties of carbon bisulphide, by H.
Arctowski. The boiling point of pure carbon bisulphide is

46''27, but this rises steadily during the process of determining
it. The bisulphide is partially decomposed by the sun's rays,
by moist air, and by a slight elevation of temperature continued
for some lime.—On the solubilities of the haloid salts of
mercury in carbon bisulphide, by the same author. These salts

show different solubilities, the iodide being the most, and the
chloride the least soluble. The solubilities show a point of
upward inflection at about 15° C. From 15° to - 10' the lines of

I solubility converge in such a manner that il produced they
would meet the axis of solubilities at a point corresponding to
- 25°.—Some experiments in experimental pathological embry-
ology, by P. Francotte. Some ova of Leploplana tremellaris
were opened with a find steel point to admit schizomycetes.
The microbes were either digested or excreted. The author
concludes that microbian diseases cannot be transmitted by
either ova or spermatozoa.

The Meteorologischi Zeilschrifl for May contains a discussion
of the results of meteorological observations on the Pic du
Midi, by Dr. F. Klengel. The observations dealt with are those
made during the years 1874-81 (excepting 1877), at the Plantade
station, situated at a Pass, at an elevation of 7760 feet, and
they furnish important materials respecting the climatic
peculiarities of the high Pyrenees. The mean temperature was
34''2

; the absolute minimum was - ii°'2 injauuary 1878, and
the maximum 77°'4, in August i88i. Frost was observed on
an average on 224 days in the year ; the absolute maxima in all

months.were above 32', and the minima mostly below 32', even
in July and August. The rainfall was exceedingly copious,
amounting in ihe year to no less than 93'5 inches, a quantity
which is only equalled at a few other places in Europe. The
wettest month was April, with iS inches, and the dryest July,
with 27jnches. The distribution of rainfall throughout the year
was extremely irregular ; the number of wet days in the year
amounted to 184. The most prevalent winds were from north-
west, 25 per cent. , and from south-west, 23 per cent. The
French .Meteorological Office has published in its Annates the
observations made at the summit of the mountain since October
1S81, at a still greater altitude ; these will, no doubt, be dealt
with in a subsequent paper.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, May 24,— " .Measurements of the Absolute
Specific Resistance of pure Electrolytic Copper." By J. W.
Swan and J. Rhodin.
This paper is a record of measurements of the absolute

specific resistance and temperature coefficient of pure
electrolytic copper. The authors compared a large num-
ber of different specimens of electrolytic copper. Several
of the specimens were at first roughly examined, and the best

chosen for further investigation. The best of these was then
eleclrolytically refined. This, without previous fusion, was drawn
through sapphire dies to the requisite diameter, and the result-

ing wire subjected to careful measurements. The first speci-

men, ".-V," was measured both when hard and also after

annealing at a red heat in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide
gas ; the second sample, " U," was only examined after anneal-

ing. The authors took extreme care in finding the dimensions
of the wires and the temperatures at which they were
measured.
The values of the two specimens in C.G.S. units were as

follows, the density being 8'9587 at 15° C.

Absolute specific Temp,
resistance. coeflicient.

C.G.S. units. A/.

Sample A. Hard, as drawn 1603 O'oo4o8

,, A. Soft, as annealed 1566 o'004l8

,, B. Soft, as annealed.... 1559 000415

May 31.—"On Rapid Changes of .Vtmospheric Temperature,
especially during Fuhn, and the Methods of observing them."
By J. V. Buchanan, F.R.S.

In July 1S93, on the west coast of Scotland, fuhn of a well-

defined type prevailed. It was characterised by puffs of very
hot air occurring every two or three minutes in the midst of the
abnormally warm air of the day. On July 7 and 8 these hot
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puffs were felt very strongly, and especially on the water. At-

tempts to measure their temperature with a thermometer proved

unavailing, as their temperature was so high and their duration

so short that the thermometer had only begun to rise when the

heating cause had passed. Between August l8 and 23 exactly

the same character of weather was observed in the valleys
j

around Pontresina in the Engadine. The hot puffs were very
;

remarkable. The weather was recognised by the people as

"Kihn.'' Here the inadequacy of the thermometer as usually

employed was again apparent. Observations were made on the

exchange of heat taking place between the hot fiihn wind and
the >[orteralsch glacier over which it was blowing. The tem-

perature of the air was observed at a station on the glacier, and
at a station at the same altitude on the mountain at ils side.

The temperature of the air at the land station wa-; found very

variable, altering as much as 2' C. in five minutes. By making
a number of observations during quarter of an hour a mean value

was obtained for comparison with the temperature over the ice.

On land the average temperature of the air in the afternoon was
l6'5 C. ; over the ice, and at a height of one metre above it the

temperature was 10' C, and when the thermometer was laid

horizontally with its bulb at distances between two centimetres

and two millimetres from the ice, the lowest temperature of the

air in that position was 5'''S and the highest 7°"5. The wind
blew over the glacier at a speed of eight to ten kilometres per

hour, and was a fresh breeze, which might have been expected

to thoroughly mix the air, yet the result of repeated observations

showed that well-defined temperature gradients were produced

and maintained in the air between the ice and a height of a

metre alwve it. Between one metre and one millimetre above
the ice the gradient is moderate, averaging 3°'5 per metre. In

the thin layer next the ice the gradient is precipitous. The
occurrence of the highly-heated puffs of air due to the fohn

directed attention to the measurement of rapid variations of

temperature generally. .\n approximation was made to their

estimation by noting the rate at which the thermometer began

to rise in one of these puffs, and then determining experiment-

ally the excess of temperature of the air required to produce

this effect. This could not be satisfactorily done at the time,

but attention was paid to it later.

This method seemed to be the only one by which ordinary

thermometers can he made to indicate truthfully changes of

temperature which are not extremely slow. The method was
applied in the case of a series of temperatures observed at very

close intervals during the first two hours after sunrise on sever.al

days in February at St. Moritz. The temperature of a ther-

mometer freely exposed to the north was observed at intervals

of twenty seconds. These are summarised in a table. The
temperature exhibited generally two falls for every three to four

rises ; the largest rise or fall in twenty seconds was 0°'5 C.

From careful experiments on the rate of cooling of the

thermometer, both in a room and in the open air when the air

was still, it resulted that to produce a rise of temperature ofO'S
in twenty seconds, the temperature of the air at the beginning

of the interval must have been at least 2°'25 C. higher than

that of the thermometer .at the same instant. If there had been

a fall of the same amount, then the temperature of the air must
have been as much lower than that of the thermometer at the

beginning of the interval. -So that if, in any two consecutive

intervals of twenty seconds, the thermometer showed a rise of

o°'5 and a fall of the same amount, the apparent temperature of

the air at the beginning and the end of the interval is the same,

whereas the true temperatures differ by 2 x 225 - o '5 or

4''oC. A table is given in the paper of the temperatures

observed at intervals ol twenty seconds during a few minutes on

February 26, when the variations were considerable. The
differences of temperatures required to produce the observed

changes are given, and from them the amended or true tem-

peratures are deduced and tabulated. The true v.ariations of

temperature arc naturally much more abrupt than the ap-

parent one-s.

The concluding part of the paper deals with the employment
of the thermometer as a caloiimetcr. For this purpose it is

necessary, besides the rale of cooling, to know the "thermal
mass " or w.iter value of the bulb. A method is indicated by
which this can be ascertained with very considerable accuracy

by the measurement of the volume of the bulb. The circum-

ference of the bulb is liest determinc'l by winding fine thread

round it in a close spiral for a certain number of turns, then

measuring the length of the unrolled thread. When the specific
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heat of mercury .and that of ordinary gl.ass are expressed in terms
of unit volume they are very nearly identical ; namely, 0449
for mercury, and 0466 for glass. It is clear that if the mean
of the two is taken to represent the specific heat of the
bulb, an error of not more than two per cent, is m,ade in the
extreme case when the bulb consists of all mercury or all glass.

When the thermal mass and the rateofcoolingof a thermometer
have been determined, ils usefulness as a metereological
instrument is increased manifold.

Chemical Society, M.iy 17.—Dr. .Vrmstrong, President,

in the chair.—The following papers were read:—The influence
of moisture on chemical change, by II. B. Baker. Highly
purified lime and carefully dried copper oxide do not combine
with sulphur trioxide ; dry ammonium chloride may be sub-
limed from a mixture with lime without the liberation of
ammonia. Pure dry nitric oxide gives no brown fumes with
dry oxygen, although the addition of a trace of moist air causes
immediate interaction. Carefully dried ammonium chloride
does not dissociate on volatilisation, the vapour having the
density 287. — New vol.atile compounds of lead sulphide, by

J. B. Hannay. The observed volatility of lead sulphide in

water vapour may be explained by assuming the existence of
gaseous compounds of lead sulphide and water ; the author
concludes that a definite compound of the composition
PbS, H.;0 exists. Evidence in support of the existence of a
compound of the composition I'bS,SO.j is also brought forward

;

both these substances are colourless gases at a red heat, but
decompose below 800".—Notes on the cupellation of bismuth-
silver alloys, by E. A. Smith.— .Vzo-Z-cresoI derivatives, by
R. Meldola and F. Southerden. The authors have endea-
voured to determine the constitution of several ortho-.azo-deriva-

tives of paracresol by treating their acetyl derivatives with
nitric acid or bromine.— Effect of heat on iodates and bro-

mates, by E. H. Cook. During the fusion of potassium bro-

mate and iodate, bromine and iodine are respectively evolved

;

no halogen is given off after melting is complete, and after con-

tinued heating to drive off all the oxygen, only potassium
bromide or iodide remains.

Geological Society, May 23.—Dr. Henry Woodward,
F.R.S., President, in the chair.—On the stratigraphy and
physiography of the Libyan Desert of Egypt, by Captain II. G.
Lyons, R.E. The Nubian sandstone, wherever seen, rests un-

conformably on the old rocks called by Sir J. W. Dawson
Archrean, and the author found no case of alteration of sand-

stone by these rock«, though in one case it is altered by an
intrusive dolerite. The author considered the Nubian sandstone
to be an estuarine deposit which was formed on an area aftcrw.irds

gradually invaded by the Cretaceous sea. He considered the

whole of the sandstone in the region which he had examined to

be of Cretaceous age. He described a series of anticlinals, one
set running W.N.W.-E.S.E., and the other N. by E. and S.

by W. Many springs of the oases seem to occur along these

anticlinals, owing to the beds which contain the water being

brought nearer to the surface. Historical evidence was dis-

cu.ssed which points to the Nile having reached a higher level

in Nubia than it does at present, and it was suggested that

variations in the level of the river were caused by earth move-
ment opposing obstructions to the river's flow. The sandstone
of Jebel Ahinar near Cairo was described, and its occurrence

over a wide area west of Cairo recorded. The author con-

sidered its age to be later Miocene. He believed that, with the

exception of some erosion after the deposition of the Eocene
beds, the greatest erosion, including the cutting out of the Nile

Valley, look place in Miocene limes, while a certain amount,
bringing the area to its pre^ent condition, was done in

(Quaternary times. This agrees with the obseivations of the

French geologists in Algeria. The origin of the silicificationof

the fossil trees of the sandstone-deposits was discussed, and the

action of water containing sodium carbon.ate suggested as a cause.

The President, Mi. Iludleston, and the Rev, G. Ilenslow

having made remarks upon the paper, Prof Hull said he con-

curred with the view of the author that the course of the Nile

aliovc Cairo had been determined by the line of fault, which
follows the valley for many miles upward. As regards the age

of the Nile in Egypt, he considered it .as referable to the

Miocene stage rather than to the Pliocene. The Miocene
period in that part of ihc woild was one in which the main

features of the present land-are.as received their general con-

tours. Referring to an observation by Mr. Iludleston regard-
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ing the absence of carboniferous beds in the Nile Valley, he

reminded the Society that deposits of this age had been dis-

covered by Dr. Schweinfurth in the Wady el-Arabah between

the Nile and the Gulf of Suez. Dr. Irving, remarking on the

silicification of wood, said he wished again to emphasise the

difference in the action of carbonic acid in petrological changes,

according as it exi'iK'd as a free acid or in combination with a

' base, as in sodium carbonate. The extent of the "Natron"
deposits pointed to the supply of alkaline waters over large areas

in former times, holding the mineral in solution. The reaction

of such waters upon the potash-felspar of the sands, furnished

by the disintegration of the crystalline rocks, would not lead to

the deposition of free silica (as in the ordinary process of

kaolinisation), because, while the potassium was taken up as a

,
carbonate and carried away, the silica was also removed in

I

solution, through combination with the sodium, to form sodium

I
silicate. This last-named salt in solution would be readily

I

decomposed by the organic acids and the carbonic acid fur-

nished by decaying vegetable tissue, the silica being then

deposited as a colloid in silii, and thus retaining the structural

forms of the original tissue. The author briefly replied.

—

Notes on the geology of South Africa, by Mr. D. Draper. The
district considered includes Natal, Zululand, Swaziland, the

south-east part of the Transvaal, and the eastern part of the

Orange Free .State and of Basutoland. Phy>ically it compre-
hends :—(l) The Drakensberg Range; divided into (a) moun-
tain portion ; (/') hill-covered plateau

; [c) Highveld plateau ;

{2) the terrace along its foot
; (3) the coast-belt. Their

main features and characteristics were described. The geolo-

gical formations are :

—

[ I. Volcanic Beds.

.- 2. Cave Sandstone.
Upper. .

p^^^ g^j^_

f™° I I 4. Molteno Beds.
'^'^"'-

[ I 5. Beaufort Beds.

Lower. -, 6. Ecca Beds.

( 7. Dwyka (Ecca) Conglomerate.

(
[Bokkeveld Beds, wanting,]

j
8. Gats Rand (Zuurberg) Quartzite.

9. Dolomitic Limestone.
10. Table-mountain Sandstone.

I
II. Malmesbury Schists.

1 12. Gneiss and Granite.

Palaeozoic.

—On the occurrence of dolomite in South Africa, by the same
author. A peculiar calcareo-siliceous rock, near Lydenburg.
described by Messrs. Penning and Crutwell as " Chalcedolite,"
and a similar rock mentioned by Mr. Penning as overlying the
" Blackreef Series " of the Megaliesberg formation, have been
recognised as a dolomite. Mr. C. Alford has described a
" calcareous quartzite " as passing into dolomite and ultimately

into chert, and known as the "Elephant-rock" in Transvaal,
sometimes cavernous with underground water-. From his own
experience Mr. Draper has recognised the " Elephant-rock " in

the Potschefstroom, Lichtenburg, Malmani, and Lydenburg
districts as a real dolomite, with interstratified siliceous bands,
weathering into a brown earth like manganese oxide and super-

ficial siliceous debris. It has its place between the Table-moun-
tain sandstone and the quartzite of the Gats Rand (= Zuurberg
quartzite of the Cape). It has auriferous veins in Malmani and
Lydenburg. Dr. Schrenck has noticed a similar dark-blue
dolomitic limestone in Great Namaqualand. The deep water-
holes in it in Malmani are comparable with those found by F.
Gallon in West Central Africa. The great caves in Mashona-
land may belong to it. The extensive tufaceous deposits in

Griqualand-West, the Transvaal, and Orange Free State
were probably derived from this extensive dolomite. Mr.
Rutley, Mr. Nicol Brown, and Prof. T. Rupert Jones
took part in the discussion that followed. — Contri-
butions to the geology of British East Africa, by Dr.

J. W.
Gregory. The author described moraines, stria;, glacial lake-
basins, perched blocks, and roches moutoiniJeiheXovi \\\e\>xesenl

limits of the glaciers of Mount Kenya, which he maintained to

indicate the existence of a "calotte" or icecap extending at

least 5400 feet farther down the mountain than the termination
of the present glaciers, and possibly farther, for in the bell of
forest detailed observations could not be made. He agreed
that this more extensive glaciation was produced by a greater
elevation of Mount Kenya, and that any theory of universal
glaciation is unnecessary, and indeed opposed by many facts in

African geology. He discussed the probable influence of this

former glaciation on the meteorological conditions of the sur-

rounding area and the distribution of its flora and fauna.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, June 4.— M. Loewy in the chair.

—

On the composition of apophyllite, by M. C. Friedel. No
positive evidence of the presence of fluorine in this mineral

could be obtained with specimens from Bou Serdoun (.\lgeria).

Instead of an acid reaction, the water evolved possessed an

alkaline reaction in the cases of specimens from Bou Serdoun,

Andreasberg, Guanajuato (Mexico), (xreenland. Nova Scotia,

and Utij (.Sweden). There is no fluorine in the samples

examined ; that reported by previous observers is probably due
to the imperfect methods of analysis employed ; on the other

hand, they contain ammonia in quantity varying from O'OJ to

o'5 per cent., possibly replacing a part of the potassium. The
evidence available is insufficient to settle the formula expressing

the composition of apophyllite.— Report on a memoir by M.
Bazin on experiments on the contraction of liquid jets and the

distribution of velocities in their interior, by MM. Resal,

Maurice Levy, .Sarrau, and Boussinesq.—Transmission of

sounds, by M. Henri Gilbault. The amplitudes of vibration

being represented by^, and distances by x, it is shown that the

law .X)' = a constant is not verified in practice for small values of

X.—On the value of the theoretical ohm, byM. A. Leduc. The
author shows that a part of a correction, considered unimportant

by M. Wuilleumier, must be applied to the results obtained by
the latter according to M. Lippmann's method. These results

then give for the length of a column of mercury at o' C. and of

I sq. mm. section representing the theoretical ohm, the value

lo6'32 cm. in place of 106267 cm. The revised value is Id

close accord with the mean of the best determinations made by
other methods.—On the method of transformation of work into

electric energy, by M. Vaschy.—On alternating currents and
Wheatstone's bridge, by M. II. Abraham. A method is de-

scribed for obtaining the frequency of the alternations by bridge

measurements.—The skiaicofe-optomilrc, by M. H. Sureau. A
description of the use and parts of an instrument for the

examination of the eye by opticians.—New researches on the

chloroboraciles, by MM. G. Rousseau and H. Allaire. The
author describes the production and properties of compounds of

zinc, cadmium, nickel, cobalt, and manganese having the

general formula 6MO . SBoOj . MCI.,.—On the r.:/<f of the trans-

formations of iron and carbon in the hardening of steel, by M.
Georges Charpy. The following conclusions are drawn from

the experimental results given. Hardening produces, among
other modifications, a transformation of the iron (characterised

by the breaking strain) and a transformation of the carbon

(characterised by the variation of the results by the Eggertz

test). The transformation of the iron appears to have but a

feeble influence on the breaking strain, whereas the transforma-

tion of the carbon appears to be correlative with the augmenta-

tion of hardness.—On a hydrobromide of cupric bromide and on

a red bromide of copper and potassium, by M. Paul Sabatier.

The formula CuBr„. IIBr. 2H._,0 is attributed to the substance

obtained in black chatoyant crystals by cooling a concentrated

solution of cupric bromide into which hydrogen bromide has

been passed. The double compound with potassium is

CuBr„ . KBr. It forms fine, deliquescent, rhombic plates, which

are very opaque and apparently black, but are seen to be red in thin

sections.—On the analytical separation of chlorine and bromine,

by M. R. Engel. The bromine is separated by oxidation with

ammonium persulphate, and distilled off into a sulphurous acid

solution, from which it is precipitated as silver bromide. Under
the conditions given, the chlorine is not affected.—On the

detection of hydrobromic acid, by MM. .\. Villiers and M.
Fayolle.—New derivatives of cyanacetic and cyanosuccinic

esters, by M. L. Barthe.—Combinations of pyridine with the

permanganates, by M. T. Klobb. A series of compounds parallel

with the ammonia derivatives previously described and of the

general formula MMnO^ . 2C,,Il5N or MMnjOg . 4C,H5N are

given.—^On the emetics, by M. Paul Adam. The conclusion

is drawn that substances of the emetic type should be considered

as ether salts and not double salts.—On mcnoethylphosphoric

acid, by M. J. Cavalier. This acid exhibits, thermally, two
clearly distinct functions and gives two series of definite salts,

corresponding with the formuh-e POjElMH and POjEtM;.

—

Action of trioxymethylene on alcohols in presence of ferric

chloride, and on the new methylene derivatives which result,
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by MM. A. TrilUt and R. Cambier—Mechanism of the action

of chlorine on isobutylic alcohol, byM. A. Brochet,—Researches

on the red pigmentary matter of Pyrrhocoris apterus (L.), by

M. C. Phisalix.—On the relations between the dorsal cord and

the hypophysis in birds, by M. G. Saint-Remy.—On a new
grigarine of the family of the Dactylophoride^, parasitic on

Geopbiles, by M. Louis Le^er.—On a Uslilagiuee parasitic on

the beet-root {Entyhma Uproideitm)^ by M. L. Trabut.—On a

vine disease caused by Botrytis cinerea^ by M. L. Ravaz.—Con-

tribution to the study of gioclases conjuguhs^ by M. Stanislas

Meunier.—Variations of the latent period of coagulation of

milk soured by rennet, by M. C. Pages.

DIARY OF SOCIETIES. I

London.
THURSDA >', June 14.

Royal Society', at 4.30.—Flame Spectra at High Temperatures— Part 11.

The Specinim of Metallic Manganese, of .Alloys of Manganese, and of

Compounds coniainmg thai ElemenL Part III. The Spectroscooic Pheno-
mena and Thcrmo-chemistry of the Bessemer Process: VtcS. Hartley,

F.R.S.—The Complexity and the Dissociation of the Molecules of

Liquids: Prof. Ramsay, F. R.S.— (1) The ^!olecula^ Surface-encr(;y of

the Esters, showing its Variation with Chemical Consiiititi in : (a) The
Molecular Surfacc^ncrsy of Mixture* of Non-associating Liquids: Prof.

,

Ramsay, F.R.S., and Mi5yi Emily Aston.—On a Method of Determining
the Thermal Conductivity of Mcfals, with Applications to Copper, Silver,

Gild, and Platinum : James H. Gray.
Mathematical Societv, at 8.—The Solutions of Two Differential Eiua-

tions : F. H. Jackson —A Theorem in Inequalities : A. R. Johnson.

—

Some Properties of a Circle : R. Tucker.—Note on Four Special Circles

of Inversion of a System of Generalised Brocard Circles of a Plane
TrUngIc : J. Gnffiihs.— > )n the Order of the Eliminant of Two or more
Equations : Dr. R. Lachlan.

FRIDAY, jLMEis-
QuEKETT Microscopical Club (20 H.-inover Squire, W.) at 8.

SATURDAY, June 16.

Geologists' Ascociatios.—Excursion to Gravesend and Northfleet. 1

Directors: Prof. T. Rupert Jones, F.R.S.. and F. C. J. Spurrell.

VoRtc^HJRE Naturalists' Ush'n". —Meeting at Pontefract for the Investi-

gation of the Neighbourhood of Ferr>'bridge, &c.
MOSDAY, JusEiS.

RovAL Geographical Society, at 8.30.—A Survey of the English Lakes
;

(with Illusiraiioni) : Dr. Hueh Robert Mill.

TUESDAY, June ig

Royal Statistical Societv (Museum of Practical Geology. aS Jermyn
|

Stre-t, S.W.), at 7.45.—A Compari^n of the Realised Wealth and of the

Economic Condition of France and England, especially as relating to

their Agricultural Production and their Security in case of War : Mr.
William J. Harris.

Zoological Society, at 8.30.—On Lepidosiren and Protoptcrus : Prof.

Ray Lankester, F.R S.—Notes on some Specimens of Antlers of the

Fallow Deer showing Continuous V.ariation and the Effect of Total or

Partial Castration : Dr. G. Herbert Fowler.—On the Perforated Flexor

Muscles in «omc Birds : Mr. P. Chalmers Mitchell.

MiNERALOGiCAL SocittTV, At 8.

—

.\ Chcmical Study of some Native

Arseniales and Phosphates: Prof. A. H Church. F.R.S.—The Occur-

rence of Mispickel in th<? Sicw.irtry of Kitkcudbright : P. Dudgeon.
lYEDSESDAY. June so.

GKot.OGiCAL SociHTV, at 8.—On Dcrp Borings at Ciilford and Winkficid,

with Noici on those at Ware and Cheshimt : W. Whitaker. F.R S., and
A. J. Jukes-Browne.—On the Bargaie .Stone and the Pebble-beds of

Surrey, with especial regard to their Microscopic Contents: Frederick

Chapman.—0.1 Deposits from Snow Irifi, with special reference to the

Origin of the Loess and the Pre^eivaiion of Mammoth-remains : Charles

Divison —.\dditions to the Fauna of the Olcnellus 7 >ne of the North-
West Highlands; B. N. Peach. F.R S.— Questions rcl.^iiDg to the

Formation of Coal*Seam<, including a New Theory of them : sviBgesic!

by Field and other Observations made during the ^asi decade on both
sides of the Atlantic: W. S. Greslcy.— < ibscrvations regarding the

Occurrence of Anthracite generally, with a New Theory of its 1 Migin : W.
>. Gresley.—The Igneous Rocks of the Neigh hourhoo<l of Builth : Henry
Woodn.—On the Relations of s'ime of the Older Fragmenial Rocks in

N'.jrtN W-:,' Caernarvonshire; Prof. T. G. Bonney, F.R.S., and Miss
' -in.

R

.

'PicAL Society (20 Hanover Square. W ), at 6.—On the

V f certain Characters generally accepted for Specific

Ui^giivi^ if! the Diaiomarc-c : Mr. T. Comber.— Foraminifera of the

Gault of FolkeM)rie : Mr. T. Chapman.
Royal Meteorological Society, at 8.—Fogs reported with Strong
Wind« during the Fifteen Years xZ^b•^^3 in the British l<ile« : Robert H.
.Scott, F.R.S. —Some Charactet^iiic Features of Gales and Strong Winds:
Richaid H. Curtis.

THURSDAY, Ji:ne at.

Royal Society, at 4 30 — I'hc fallowing Papers will firobahly be read :—
On the Abnorpiion S(trr Ira r,f I p.lmr Siilmions : Dr. T .Swan.—On s'->me

Phenomena in Vacui; mons —On Operators in Phy-ical
Malhemalic^, Part I 1 . ' »n the Structure and Affinities of

Hcti pora cznilea ( r < .. i. Ations on the Structure of Xenia
and Heteroxenia: Albeit • 'n ihi: Differential Invariants of

Twisted Curves, with »om' ol the Appiicaiion to Quartic
I 1 -^'- V' 1 ".*vther.— ; ^ .nvccjucnt on Exprnmcntat
[ -Hum. I.tf, \ — McAiurcinent ofColour

t: Captain \ —On the Singular .Solu-

. Ordinary I),:: j , .;ttion» and the Theory of
Hrof. A. C, l>ixon.—And utiier Pai»erft.

I.t ;v, ai 8 —On T.ibulation Ar«rt»: c. B. Clarke. F.R.S.
Cnt.^i-A.. .... lETT, at 8.—The Specific Character of the Fermentation

KuDctJons of V east Cells : Adrian J. Blown.—The Intcraclioa of Lead
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Sulphide with Lead Sulphate and Oxide: J. B. Hannay.—The Oxidation
of Tartaric Acid in the Presence of Iron: H. J. H. Kenton.—The ReU*
ti>n between the Solubility of a Ga^ and the Viscosity of its Solveat : 11

Prof. Tnorpe, F.R.S., and J. W. Rodger.—And other Papers. |l

FRIDAY, June 33.

Physical Society, at 5.—An Exhibition of Photographs of Flaires :

Captain Abney.—An Elemen'ary Theory of Planiineters:_ Prof. Henrici.

—The Hatchet Planimeter : F. W. Hill.—A New Integrating Apparatus :

A. Sharp.-Other Papers if lime allows.

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, and SERIALS RECEIVED.
Bo3KS.— Histoirc de L'Alimcot.itlon, L. I'.ourdcau (P.iris, Alcan).—On

tbe Development and Transmission of Power: Prof. W, C. Unwin (Long-
mans).—Quain's Elements of Anatomy : edited by Profs. Sch.Hferand Thane,
Vol. 3, part ^, iDth Edition (Longman-^) —Ostwald's Klassiker der Exakten
Wissenschafien, Nos. 46, 47. 53. 53 (Leipzig, Engelmann) —Report of the

Department of Public Works (N. S. W.) for the Year 1892 (Sydney, Potter).

—U.S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries Report. iSS^-gi (Philadelphia) —
Iowa Geological Sur\'ey. Vol. 1 (Des Moines).— Publications of the Wash-
burn observatory of the University of Wisconsin, Vol 8(Madison).—Report
of the Chief of the Weather Bureau, 1S91-92 (Washington).—The Frena
H.indbook. No. 2 (Beck).—Catalogue of the Mcsoiotc Plants in the Depart-

ment of Geology, British Museum (Natural History), the Wealden Flora, >

Part I ; AC. Seward (London).—Sitzungsberichte der K. B. Gcsellschaft 1

der Wissenschafien, 1893 (Pnig).
]

PAMfHLET.s— Report on the Social Condition of the People: J. Nylaiid ,

(Davy).—Sulla Solidifica/tone dellc Amalgame: D. Maz7otto, i. and ii.

(Ven zia, Ferrari).—Sui Sistemi Nolali delle onde Eletiriche : Ditto, '

11. and iii. (Torino, Clausen).—Technogeography : O- T. Ma.».on (Wa-shing-

lon)—The Birth of Invention : O. T. Mason (Washin;ton).—The Pro:;"-

of Anthropolosv : O. T. Mason (Washington).— National Acadenr
Sciences, Vol. 64th ; Memoir—Tf-e Proteids or Albuminoids of the

Kernel: T. tt. Osborne.—Dry Methods of Sanitation : G. V. Pjore (>

ford) — Kappori Annuel sur TEtai del'Observatoire de Paris pour I'Ar

iS(>3 (Paris).-North American Species of Sagittaria and Lophoiocarpu^

G. biiiith (St. LoiiisX

Seri.\ls.—Gaietta Chimica It.iHana, 1S94. fasc. 5 (Rona).—In
Museum Notes, Vol. 3, N '. 3 (Ca1cuti.i).— Bulletin ol the Ksscx Inst ;

Vol. 26, Nos. I, 3. 3 (Salem).—Essex Institute Historical Collecti

Vols. 29and 3o(Saie'n).— I lustiated Archarologist. Jure (Claik)— Bn;
d- la Socitft^ a'Ar.ihropologie de Paris. No. 2, 1894 (Paris, Masson
M^moires de la Scclitd d'Aoihropologie de Paris, To ne i (3*-' scries), 2 t

(P-ris, Mxssjn)-- Bulletin de la SociiJi^ Impirialc des Naturalists

.Moscoii. 1893, No. 4 (Moscou).— Himmel und Erde, vi. Jahr;g. H' :

(Berlin). - Journ.il of the Anthropological Institute, May (K. Pau').— Medical
Magazine, June (Southwood) —Proceedings of the Edinburgh Mathe-
matical Society, Vol. I, Session 1883 (Williams and Norgate),— Proceeding*

of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. 31. No. 14.- (Philadelphia).—

American Meteorological Journal, June (Ginn).—Vcrhandlunsen des Natur-

histonschen Vere-n'i. Fiinfr. Jahrg. Zweite Halfte (Bonn).—Journal of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. 6a. Part 2. No. 4 (Cakuita).
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THURSDAY, JUNE 21, 1894.

THE BROTHERS WILLIAM AND JOHN
HUNTER.

Two Great Scotsmen : the Brothers William andJohn
Hunter. By George E. Mather, ^T.D., F.F.P. and S.

(Glisgow : James Maclehose and Sons, 1893.)

IF too long a time may seem to have passed away
before we review this handsomely illustrated volume,

we excuse ourselves by saying that before we determined

to undertake the task we would read the work through

conscientiously and thoughtfully from its alpha to its

omega, and compare it with the sources of information

from which it is compiled. We saw by the general tone

of the press that the volume was being rather roughly !

treated, and hoped that some prejudice or carelessness

had been at work, which might be corrected. It too
[

often happens that treatises on science and on the

labours and works of men of science are merely glanced

at and spoken of from hastily gathered impressions

bearing mainly on style and manner, not on actual

matter of fact relating to the work and the mind that

produced them. It happens also, not unfrequently, that

in a work, difficult of comprehension at its first reading,

one or two reviews set the tone for praise or dispraise

to all others ; so that a good work may, as it were, be,

by accident, doomed to light or to darkness without just

cause.

Let us say first then of this volume that as a work

it is admirably got up and illustrated. The plates,

whether they relate to men, buildings, or scenery, are

simply perfect, and the volume altogether is just such

an one as every scholar would be tempted to take down
from the shelves and read at leisure. Let us say further,

that through the narrative the author balances fairly

between the two brothers, William and John Hunter.

He discriminates wisely in regard to their characters,

and shows how largely John Hunter was dependent for

his success on his elder brother. But in his descriptions

he has, too often, adduced sayings and thoughts which

he has gathered from reading, and, with little alteration,

has transferred to his own pages as if they were

his own property. Thus, in comparing the two brothers,

he makes use of a paragraph with which the life of

William Hunter, by another author, is brought, in capital

type, to a close.

"The brothers Hunter were twins in science, and

William was the first-born."

A sentence which reads as follows, speaking also of

the two brothers.

" \'erily they were twin stars of the first magnitude,

and William was the elder-born."

Such variations as these give to the volume the cha-

racter of a compilation rather than a history, the whole

appearing tinged also with a sense of weariness, as if its

author were endeavouring to make old matter appear
new, only too anxious to fill up his pages. To this

must be added the introduction of matters almost alto-

gether irrelevant. For example, at pages 40, 41, 42, we
find a discussion, or colloquy, between Thomas Carlyle
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and Edmund Irving, with a long quotation from Carlyle,

interesting enough in itself, but having not the slightest

reference to the subject in hand. In like manner there

is dragged in, at page 46, a description of the Manse at

Mearns, where Christopher North received his early

education, with a somewhat similar diversion on North

Moorhouse, where Robert PoUok, the author of " The
Course of Time," was born, together with a specimen of

the poetry of the same poet, and a final digression con-

taining snatches from the Ettrick Shepherd, Joanna

Baillie, Prof. Wilson, and a rather long account of the

famous Dr. CuUen, who, although a kind of master of

William Hunter in his early life, is so much in evidence

here, as to be made subject-matter for a third short bio-

graphy, rather an intrusion when so much more admitted

of being spoken of in reference to the two particular

heroes of the book.

In noticing the labours of William Hunter, Dr.

Mather is most at home in his description of the Hun-

terian Museum in Glasgow. With this palace of science

he is evidently well acquainted. He remembers it in its

old days, when it rose like an ancient temple in the

grounds of that memorable old college which is now a

railway station, and he knows it as it now stands, a part

of the splendid new college which, as he says, " crowns

the heights of Gilm.orehill." The museum, he tells us,

was begun for the purpose of illustrating the lectures of

William Hunter, and at first its chief value consisted in

the preparations showing the changes of the gravid uterus.

'' The Museum was not, however, confined," as he very

properly explains, " to anatomical preparations, human

and comparative, nor to specimens of disease merely,

although the collection of these was wonderful, and thanks

to hints from .Albinus, all are in beautiful preservation,

" Dr. Hunter was a man of very refined taste, and had a

great desire to educate the members of his own profes-

sion, as well as the public, in this respect, and to alTord

opportunity to all of acquiring a rich and varied culture.

William Hunter was a great teacher, and it was his

ambition that his works, his bequests, should live and

speak after him ; it is not too much to say that there

never has been gathered under one roof by one man a

collection so vast and varied, and so well calculated to

advance the wider culture of the members of the pro-

fession whose interests he had so greatly at heart.'

.Vnd then he adds, copying word for word from a pre-

vious author, whom he immediately names, but not in

connection with the passage :
" Whether we turn to the

Art Department, to the books, to the coins, to the

natural history, or to the anatomy, there is to be dis-

covered treasure upon treasure."

In the life and works of John Hunter presented

in this volume, we find the same kind of faults

as those which mark the life of William Hunter.

There is compilation simply as the basis of all that

is written, intermixed with a kind of philosophy which

is also often the reflex of previous authorities, with

more or less of acknowledgments. Much that might

have been introduced and descanted upon is omitted, or

so lightly touched as neither to be criticism nor narrative.

Thus the great quarrel between the two brothers, which

kept them practically apart for a long period, receives

no new elucidation, and the life of John Hunter, at Earl's

I
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Court, in the house recently pulled down and replaced

by so many houses and streets that its site is now lost,

receives the most scanty attention. Here, too, illustra-

tion fails us, which is much to be pitied, because illus-

tration in the former part of the book has afforded its

chief value.

There is nothing more painful to a reviewer than to

find himself forced to discover faults and deficiencies in a

work under his observation, and we have felt severely

the task of pointing out the defects and deficiencies of

the volume before us. But it would be false, even to the

author of the work, if we did not notice its failures, for

there is evidently an ardent desire on his part to be not

only a faithful, but an enthusiastic biographer. What is

wanted in his essay is work ! work ! work ! expurgation

of all that is irrelevant, introduction of all that can be

added beyond what his been told by predecessors on

the subject, with avoidance of the pitfiiUs of mere

memory.
In a new edition, if it should appear, we will hope that

the improvements suggested, in a perfectly friendly spirit,

will be carried out. The volume as it now stands is a

groundwork of a good treatise, which, under the in-

fluence of industry', learning, spontaneity, and art, might

yet secure a good place in the literature of the century.

GOLD.

The Metallurgy of Gold. By T. Kirke Rose, B.Sc.

(London : Charles Griffin and Co., 1-94)

A Handbook of Gold .'ifilliiig. By Henry Louis.

(London and Xcw York : Macmillan and Co., 1894.)

THESE tsvo books, which have been issued almost

simultaneously, constitute important additions to

the metallurgy of gold. They are both written by Associ-

ates of the Royal S.hool of Mines, and it is singular that

although the students of this great na'ional institution

have taken their full share in conducting mining and
metallurgical operations in all parts of the world, and

have gained wide experience, no treatise claiming to;ji\e

a general account of the metallurgy of gold could hitherto

have been attributed to a student of the School of Mines.

No work on this subject of equal importance has

appeared in English since Dr. Percy issued his volume
on •' Silver and Gold,"m iSid, bit his book, altliou;,'li

unrivalled in accuracy of detail, is only a splendid frag-

ment, and gold is alone dealt with in the sections devoted

to the refining of bullion and to assaying.

Mr. Rose, who it appears gained his e.\perience of gold

and silver extraction in the Western States of America,
is one of the able band of young men of whom Prof.

Roberts- Austen is forming, in this country, a new school

of metallurgists which is doing so much physical work
in connection with metals and alloys. In the present

vol ime Mr. Rose ha^ made a successful effort to supply

a succinct summary of the existing conditions of the

metallurgy of gold for the u»e of students and others

who are interested in the industries connected with the

precious metals. In the second volome under review,

Mr. Louis (urns, it is true, more directly to an industrial

application of the metallurgy of gold, and addresses the

mill-man rather than the ttudent ; but Mr. Rose's volume
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is far from being only a student's m.inu.\', as he keeps

steadily in view the needs of the manairers of the gold

mine and smelting works, a class who have hitherto con-

sidered that they had "little to learn from books."

The whole of the ground indicated by the Title

' metallurgy of gold " has been covered by Mr. Rose

with equal care, and the space is carefully apportioned ;

the various branches of the subject according to then

relative importance. Mr. Rose is probably at his best in

dealing with the chemistry of the subject, as, for instance

in describing the >Ltc Arthur- Forrest process, which i-

now, for the first time, fully de.-\lt with in a manual. !•

importance may be gathered from the fact that nearh

one-tenth of the world's annual production of gold is now
being e.Kiracted by its aid. .Among other processes which

have not hitherto been described in a book, three desert

special mention. These are the process for separatin

gold from silver by the new Gutzkow process ; the electr

lytic process ; and the modern barrel chlorination pr>

cess, which is practised with great success in Dako: :

where the Black Hilh district is being rapidly develop<

by its aid. These processes are of special interest, b

none which have stood the test of experience have been

omitted. The four chapters devoted to chlorination.

written from the point of view alike of the practical min
and the chemist, teem with considerations hitherto un-

recognised, and constitu'.e an addition to the literature of

metallurgy, which will prove to be of classical value.

The author has evidently taken great pains to secure

details of gold-working from all parts of the world, and
his descriptions range from Colorado to Xe.v Zealand

and thence to South Africa, and as a result he has

furnished practical men with details of working which

should be of much service to them.

No less than eleven pages are devoted to an elaborate

bibliography that is certainly more complete than any

earlier ones, the latest of which— in Lock's work on the

occurrence of gold—only brought us to the year 18S2.

The illustrations are simple but eliective ; they are

sufficiently accurate, and are characterised by much
freshness, there being no time honoured diagrams from

other metallurgical manuals. The same may be said of

the illustrations in Mr. Louis' work.

Mr. Louis, in his book on " Gold Milling," has mainly

limited his attention to the treatment of gold ores in stamp

mills, and has, as the result of much personal experience,

written a treatise of great practical value. He gives de-

tails of machinery with great fidelity, as a worthy pupil

of the late Dr. Percy would be sure to do. While Mr.

Louis clearly sets forth the general methods of working

adopted in stamp mills, he reserves for full description

those which he considers to be the best, instead of giving

details of all methods, good, bail, and indilierent, that

are to be met with in various parts of the world.

In a future edition the author would do well to devote

additional space to considerations relating to the mill site,

its building, modes of construction, and installation of

machinery. These are of more importance to the mill

manager, for whom the work is intended, than the shape

,

of the cam-curve, and other points to which the maker

j

of machinery should attend. The experience gained in

the South African gold-fields, where the number of

I

stamps at work is greater than in any other country, has
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ed to great developments of practice, which it would be

A-ell to consider when the time com;s for revising the

votk. If, however, the book be considered as a whole,

Mr. Louis has undoabtedly offered the best account of

;old milling that has yet appeared.

In concluding this review of both books, it may be well

to remind the reader that, of all the phases of metallurgic

art, that which leads to the consideration of gold is the

most interesting. It is certain that modern chemistry

had its dawn in the study of the properties of gold, while

from the fourth to the fifteenth century chemists thought

of little else than transmuting base metals into precious

onts. The protest of the metallurgist against such

wasted labour was, however, felt as early as the middle of

'he sixteenth century, and a book, " Rechter Gebrauch

J'.'Mchemei," was published (1531), which by its title

showed that the " right use of alchemy " was to bring

chemical knowledge to bear upon industry. Hence it is

that the modern metallurgist makes strenuous efforts not

to transmute base metals into gold, but to extraci it eco-

nomically from a mass of material of which fifteen million

parts may only contain one part of gold. It would be

Miost mteresting to know at what cost this is done, but

ipon this point Mr. Rose is unable to give us very

definite information, though it is evident he considers

that the ounce of fine gold which sells for about /4,

should be produced for about £1, if it is to yield a profit

to the miner and metallurgist.

Both books under review have each their special

value. Mr. Rose has adopted a broad treatment of a

very interesting subject, while Mr. Louis has shown

how important a single branch of the metallurgy of gold

can be.

OUR. BOOK SHELF.
Geology. By Charles Bird, B A., F.G.S. Pp. viii.,

430. (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1894,.)

Like the previous volumes in the series of Advanced
Science Manuals published by Messrs. Longmans, this

satisfies the reciuirements of the advanced stage of the

[-)epartmcnt of Science and Art. A sub-title informs us

that the book is "a manual for students in advanced
classes and for general readers.' But while we believe

ihe work to be well suited for use among students

learning geology on South Kensington lines, we should
be sorry to recommend it to the general reader, that is

to say, to the person who reads-geology for the pleasure

It affords, and not with the idea of eventually exercising

the acquired knowledge in an examination room. The
author has collected together an abundance of facts, but
the student who has to digest them all deserves our
sympathy. There are, however, several good points

about the book. One of these is the chapter on the
industrial uses of rocks, in which numerous buildings,

monuments, and other structures in London and else-

where are noted as examples of various kinds of build-

ing materials. References to the practical application

of geology to water supply, agriculture, and mining are
also frequently made, and will doubtless endear the book
to the man who measures the value of a science by its

direct use in commercial life.

Mr. Bird has taken advantage of the splendid
collection of photographs of geological forma-
tions published by Messrs. Wilson, of .Aberdeen.
The illustrations obtained from this source are
among the best In the book, and many of them have
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not previously appeared in any work on geology or

physiography. Another excellent feature in the pictorial

part of the book is that a number of the figures of

fossils, rocks, and minerals are from photographs of

objects in the Jermyn Street Museum. The illustrations

of some of the minerals are, however, not very in-

structive. The only use of a figure is to assist the

student to distinguish the characteristics described In

the text. It is doubtful, however, whether the figures of

hornblende, heavy spar, tiuor spar, iron pyrites, galena,

and sulphur, given on pp. 24-30, are any help to identifi-

cation, though one or two of them may serve to illustrate

crystalline habit.

Scarcely any attention is paid to the microscopical

examination of rocks, and we have vainly consulted

the Index for references to the use of the seismo-

graph, earth-tremors, the permanence of ocean basins,

secular movements of the sea, and several other subjects

of recent work. Even if these matters are not specially

mentioned in the syllabus which the book has been
designed to meet, they might have been Included with

advantage. W'e note that Eozoon is still referred to as
•' the most ancient fossil known," though Its mineral

formation has been clearly made out. But taken

altogether the book is trustworthy, and the student who
assimilates its contents need not fear to present

himself for the examination In .Advanced Geology held

by the Department of Science and Art.

The Ne'v Technical Educator. \'o\. III. (London,
Paris, and Melbourne : Cassell and Company, 1894.)

The previous volumes of this series have been duly noticed

in these columns, where it was pointed out that they very

adequately fulfilled a useful purpose. The present volume
Is up to the level of its predecessors, treating as it does of

every-day general engineering and other matters in their

broadest sense. The information given is certainly of very

recent date, and this is as It should be, from every point

of view. There are, however, a few statements made that

are not quite accurate ; for Instance, on p. 102 we are

told that among other things wrought Iron Is supplied

commercially In the form of rails. What railways now-a-

days use iron rails? They are things of the past, steel

having years ago taken their place. Further on we read

that steel plates may now be obtained up to 70 square

feet in area. Surely double this area would be nearer the

mark ? On page 105 we are told that fullering a rivetted

joint means to caulk it with a narrow edge tool (as at C,

Fig. 3). This Is certainly not the case ; to fuller a joint

means to " set up '' the plate edge with a tool at least the

thickness of the plate, whereas the method shown in the

figure is generally known as "narrow edge caulking."

Further on it Is stated that looseness at the rivets Is

sometimes guarded against by caulking the rivet-heads.

This is all very well, but loose rivets should be cut out

and replaced by sound ones.

Under the heading of " various types of steam
boilers" we find much useful information, the locomotive

type being represented by the standard boiler used on
the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway ; it is, however,

stated that in some cases the water spaces are carried

down and across the bottom, thus constituting an ash-

pan and called a wet bottom. This no doubt is true of

a few boilers built at Crewe, but In the majority of cases

the wet bottom Is unknown to modern railway practice.

In this chapter George Stephenson is said to have intro-

duced the blast pipe in locomotives. Surely this inven-

tion is due to Richard Trevithick .'

The marine type of boiler is represented by one made
by the Central Marine Engine Company, West Hartle-

pool ; it is of the single-ended type, and fitted with Fox's

corrugated flues. Of water tube boilers there are two
standard examples, viz. the Babcock and Wilcox for

stationary engines, and the Thorneycroft for marine and
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other purposes. Considering the present rage for this

type of boiler, other examples might have been given

with advantage.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

[TTu Editor does not hold himsel) rtsponstblt for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake

to return, or to correspond -.vith the writers of, rejected

mmuscripts intended for this or any other part of Naturb.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.^

The Hodgkins Fund Prizes.

The time within which papers may be submitted to com-
petition for the Hxjgkiiis Funi Prizes of the Smithsonian

Institution, fjr essays in regard to the nature or properties of

atmospheric air, has been extended from July I to December
31, 189^,. This action has been taken (or the reason that

many of the circulars announcing these prizes seem to have
^

(ailed to reach the persons for whom they were intended.
j

Numerous inquiries have been received, which render I

it desirable to announce that while it is preferred that

the name and address of each competitor should be

attached to the manuscript, any one who desires it,

is permitted to send his name and address in such a

form that they can be detached from the manuscript, which he

may identify by means of a motto. The manuscripts of un-

successful competitors will be returned wherever they have

been accompanied with the proper address ; but the proprietor-

ship of papers which have been awarded one of the named
|

prizes, will rest with the Institution, which only desires to give

them a wide publicity ; and no copyright privileges are, in this

case, to be expected by the author.

Papers which have been already published will not be ac-

cepted in competition for the prizes, but may be eligible for the

medal. This medal will be awarded in the same way that

medals are usually awarded by the principal scientific societies,

the medallists being chosen from all investigators known to

the Committee of .\ward, and not necessarily from among those

who have submitted papers.

Information regarding the Hodgkins Prizes and the Smith-

sonian Institution may be obtained from the Secretary of the

Institution, S. P. Lingley, Washington, D.C., or from the

Agents of the Institution, Messrs. William Wesley and Son,

28 Essex Street, Strand, London. S. P. Langlev.
Washington, June 6.

Electrical Theory of Vision.

I.s reference to the hypothesis concerning vision which I sug-

gested at the Royal Institution on June I, Dr. Obach has

favoured me with the enclosed letter detailing an observation

of his on his own eyes, which may be worth placing on record.

I therefore send it on to you. Oliver J. Lodge.
University College, Liverpool.

I.N your very interesting discourse at the Royal Institution on
Hertz's work, which is reproduced in Naiure of June 7, you
suggested that the susceptibility of the eye to light-waves might

be analogous to that of your "coherer" to Hertzian waves, and

that the light merely causes a diminution of electric resistance of

some badly-conducting material interposed between a source

of electricity and the sensitive nerves of the eye. The sensation

of darkness you explain by the return of the interposed body
to its original state, produced by an automatic tapping back on
the part of the tissues.

In reference to this matter, I should like to bring to your

notice an observation, made some three years ago, which seems
to mc to support your views .is to the nunliis of>craudi of

the eye. One evening, aficr having watched the famous Rhine
Falls near Schaffhausen, for a con<.iderablc time in the full glare

of the sun, which produceti a dazzling whiteness of the spray, I

felt intense pains in the head and eyes, which did not diminish

much even after I retired to bed in a |>erfcclly dark room. I

ihereu; ^ 'I to a remedy, which had given me relief on
previ'' with pain> in the eyes caused by overstrain,

i.e., I ; J thumb and forefinger on the eyes over the

closed eyelids and imparted gentle vibrations to the eye-balls.

After two or three vibrations I was compelled to stop, as the
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remedy was not only very piinful, but also produced the sensation

of a bluish-white light of dazzling brightness (like an electric

arc) being brought almost into contact with the eyes. After the
lapse of a few minutes the luminous phenomenon sub-ided, and
I again commenced the vibrations of the eye-balls, which now I

could do a little longer than before ere it became unbearable.

This operation I repeated, with intervals of rest, perhaps eight

or ten times, till finally the vibrations were almost painless and
produced no longer any luminosity ; the pains in the eyes and
head had then nearly disappeared, and I slept soundly the whole
of the night.

The explanation of this curious observation seems to me the

following:—The intense brightness of the light reflected from

the spray had not only reduced the resistance of the intercepting

medium to a minimum, but at the same time overtaxed the

elastic tissues whose duty it would have been to shake the

material back into its normal condition, after the cessation of

the light. The energy thus lost by the tissues was then

suppressed from wiihout by the vibrating fingers.

For what reason the return of the intercepting substance to

its original insulating condition should also be attended by the

sensation of light is dilTi:ult to conjecture, unless it be directly

due to the physiological effect produced on breaking the

circuit.

Similar effects, only not so pronounced, can be observed on
vibrating the eye-halls after any ordinary overstrain of the eyes.

Old Charlton, Kent, June 10. E. OnACH.

Ophiophagus.

The family of the venomous snakes called Elapida; is divided

into two sections, the N.ajid.T;, or snakes with hoods, and the

ElapidjE, without hoods. The Najidje is represented by the

Cobras and Ophiophagus ; it has two genera, Naja and
Ophiophagus.
The genus Ophiophagus has but one species, the Ophiophagus

claps, or Hamadrayas ophiophagus. This is probably the largest

and most formidable venomous snake knoA'n. In size and dead-

liness it rivals the Crotaline snake, Lachesis tiiulm, the liush-

master, found in South America. The Ophiophagus grows to

the length of 12 or 14 feet, or even more. It is hooded like

the cobra, and resembles it in configuration and character. The
colour varies according to age and locality, being some shade
of olive-green or brown; young specimen; have a different

colouring, and might easily be mistaken for another genus.

This deadly snake, though widely distributed, is fortunately

not very common, and consequently its bile, though fatal, does

not contribute largely to the 20,000 deaths that occur annually

from snake-bite in India. It is found on the Indian Continent

and liurmah, in the Andaman and Philippine Islands, in Java,

Sumatra, Borneo, and perhaps in New Guinea. It is not known
1 much, if at all, in Notth-Western and Centr.il India ; it is more
common in the damp climates of Bengal, Burmah, Assam, and
Southern India.

The Ophiophagus, like other snakes, takes readily to the

water. It is found in the forest and grass jungle and in hollow

trees ; it climbs readily, being frequently found in the branches.

As its name implies, it feeds upon other snakes, but probably,

when its usual food is not forthcoming, it will take small mam-
mals, birds, fish, or frogs.

It resembles the cobra, except that it is longer in proportion

to its size, and that the hood is relatively narrower. The poison

is of a golden yellow colour. It is even more graceful in its

movements than the cobra, and turns more rapidly. The snake-

charmers in India prize it highly, but they say it is exceedingly

dangerous to catch and diflicult to handle before its fangs are

removed. It is said by the Rev. Dr. Mason, who knew it in

Burmah, to be very aggressive, and Cantor describes it as being

very fierce, and ready, not only to attack, but to pursue when
opposed. Its Bengali name is Sunkerchor.

Three remarkably fine specimens of this rare snake have been

received at the Zoological Society's Gardens. A few years ago

a specimen died, which had lived for a long lime in the Gardens

and excited great interest. That and the individuals under

notice are probably the only specimens that have been brought

alive to this country.

It will be of interest to numbers of naturalists and others to

know that this rare snake is now alive in the Society's Gardens,

Regent's Park, where it can be seen to great advantage in the

large and well arranged reptile-house. J. Favrer.

London, June 12.
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Mohl's " Primordial Utricle."

I SHOULD like to inquire, through the medium of NATURE,
whether the way in which botanists njw use Mohl's term

"primordial utricle" is strictly accurate ? In Sachs' " Lehr-

buch," and in the English translation, it is applied to the

parietal layer of protoplasm faMnA in plant cells which are old

enough to have a large central vacuole, and this practice is now
generally followed by English botanists.

Now, in Henfrey's translation of Mohl's " Principles of the

Anatomy and Physiology of the Vegetable Cell," it appears to

be used in a different sense. On pp. 36-37 we have a descrip-

tion of tht young cells of plants, in which the " primordial

utricle " is spoken of as " a very thin granular iiwmhrane, " which

by appropriate methods becomes ^'' detachedfrom the iusideoj the

••oall" . . . "and consequently removes all the contents of the

cell, which are enclosed in this vesicle, from the wall of the

cell." (The italcs are mine.) After this Mohl briefly refers to

the nucleus, and then goes on to say that "the remainder of

the cell is more or less densely filled with an opake, viscid fluid

of a while colour, having granules intermingled with it, which
fluid I call protoplasm."
Thus even \n young cells, Mohl recognises not only the proto-

plasm and the nucleus, but a " primordial utricle" also, and
save that he says it is granular, one might take it as the

equivalent of what we now speak of as the ectoplasm.

Proceeding with his description, Mohl describes on p. 38, how
as plant cells become older, a large vacuole is gradually formed
in the interior of the protoplasm, which then becomes dififerently

distributed. In the result he tells us, " the protoplasm is then
accumulated at one side in the vicinity of the nucleus ; on the

other side /'/ coats the inside of the primordial utiicle." (Italics

again mine.)
Thus in the older cells, as well as the younger, we have a clear

distinction drawn between the protoplasm an I the " primordial

utricle," a distinction which recent writers seem to ignore.

It is possible, though scarcely likely, I think, that Ilenfrey has

not faithfully reproduced Mohfs conception of the " primordial

utricle," or it may be that my interpretation of the above pas-

sages is at fault. In any ca-,e, it would be an advantage to have
the opinions of our leading botanists on this point, as it i-i one
which, to my own knowledge, brings some perplexity to

students. Tho.mas Hick.
Owens College, June 14.

Hailstones at Cleveland, Ohio.

A REMARKABLE hailstorm occurred at Cleveland, Ohio, on
the afternoon of Thursday, May 17, of a character 10 be
remembered but probably not repeated during the

1
resent genera-

tion. Larger hailstones are rarely seen than fell on that day,

and very likely tew, if any, people living in this part of the

country have ever witnessed a more severe bombardment.
The air was intensely sultry up to twenty eight minutes past

three o'clock in the afternoon (sun time), when it commenced
to rain. Hailstones of moderate size rattled down in profusion,

and it soon appeared that an ordinary thunderstorm had begun.
At the east end of the city the wind increased rapidly in force,

and it grew very dark. Presently the hail became violent, and
for about twenty minutes the streets and lawns presented a

most animated appearance. The impact of the icy bullets

against the roofs of houses sounded like the rattle of musketry.
'1 he snow-white balls glistened upon the close-cropped lawns,

where they kept up a lively dance, and in the street were
shaitered against the lla;^s and paving stones.

The stones, many of which were as large as billiard baIN, and
some of the size of goose eg..;s, weighed from one to five or six

ounces, and probably many that (ell were much heavier than
this. Their shape was very various, some being spheroidal,

others discoidal or exceedingly irregular. The accompanying
figures represent 10 some extent the forms of two stones which
lell on the .\delbcrt College lawn, and were picked up by some
of our students.

A hailstone was found by Prof. K. P. Whitman to weigh
nearly an ounce and a half after it had melted considerably.

Its measurements were 2^ x 2j x i i inches. The surface was
fissured and raised into tubsrcles, while many others had an ex-

•^glierated mulberry appearance, suggesting a composite
structure. Sections of such stones showed, however, that they

were as a rule formed about a single nucleus, and were not the

result of the regelation of a number of se|)arale pellets.
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The specimen represented in Fig. I measured three inches

in length, two in breadth, and about one in thickness. There
were two opaque central masses, the larger of which contained

the original nucleus, while the smaller spot pro'ably represents

a stone which became welded to the larger and older one.

A somewhat flattered, or discoidal form, which was very

common, presented a beautiful agate-bke core, embedded in a

clear mass. A section of one of the stones, which was sawn in

two, is shown in Fig. 2. Theie is a central ball of snow-ice,

Fig. I.—Outline of hailstone two-
ttiirds natural size. Dimensions
3X2X1 inch.

Fig 2.— Section of haibtone, two-

ttiirds natural size.

and this is surrounded by alternating light and dark layers of

varying density, and by a very much thicker clear, outer

envelope, unshaded in the drawing, showing that the stone had

passed through at least two distinct regions of condensation.

There were also usually one or two thin superficial strata.

A stone which was examined by ore of the observers at the

United Slates Signal Office, was 3J inches long, 3 inches wide,

2 inches thick, and measured \o\ inches in circumference.

Another, which fell near Board of Education Building on Euclid

I Avenue, was weighed and measured by Principal Then. H.

j

Johnston. It was oval in shape and measured 3 2-5 x 2 75

inches, and weighed, after some melting, 4^ ounces. The sur-

face of this stone was deeply pitted as liv impact of warm rain-

drops. .\ second, brought in by one of Mr. Johnston's

pupils, weighed 5-5 ounces. It had a large pear-shaped snow-

iced centre.

The hailstorm was restricted to a belt a few miles in length,

and formed a part of a general westerly stnrm, which was felt

in this region for four or five days. During the thunder and

hailstorm of May 17, the airpresure remained neaily consiant,

the temperature fell from 84° to about 64 F. .\t the begin-

ning of the storm the wind was south, and blowing at a rate of

ten miles an hour, and increased to a rate of only 24 miles an

hour. On the same day a destructive cyclone accurred at

Kunkle in the north-western part of the State, in which a

number of people lost their lives.

Everything in glass exposed to the brunt of the storm, when

not of the strongest kind, was destroyed. Electric light globes,

photograph galleries, and greenhouses suii'ered most. Canvas

awnings were riddled. Flowers were cut down, and fruit and

shade trees badly injured in many places. Horses and oiher

animals, often too terrified to stir, winced under the slinging

shot which they could not avoid. A few cases occurred of per-

sons who were cut or stunned by the falling stones or glass. .\

man at the Winton Bicycle Factory was struck in the head as

he stooped to pick up an unusually large stone, and was brought

into the workshop in an unconscious condition. The stone went

through his straw hat, and cut into his scalp.

Francis H. HtKRicK.
Adelbert College, Cleveland, Ohio.

Finder Circles for Equatorials.

O.N p. 64 of the current volume of Natire, I find a para-

graph on "Finder Circles for Equatorials," which demands
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nouce on iiiv part uecause i; ioipujns not only the verbal

sta'-ements made to many as'rononiers who have inspecled

the instruments of the L.S Nival Observatory, but alio the

correctness of an official report mide by m; to the Sopetin-

tendent of the Naval Observatory, and appended by him to his

report for the year 1S93, printed c ipies of which have been dis-

tributed to nearly all the observatories in the world.

The paragraph in qutstion is based upon an illustrated article

in the Z; ./. . .'/ ///r Initrununteiihum:!-, 1894, 14 Jahrgang.

pp. 12S-130, which purports to be a description of the I2inch

e'laatorial telescope of the Georgetown College Observatory,

and in nhich it is asserted (l) that the instrument was con-

structed nearly thr-e years ago by Mr. Geo. N. Saegmuller, of

Washington, D.C. ; (2) that its principal novelty i-i a pair of

star dials, or finding circles; and (3) that similar instruments

have been constructed by Mr. Saegmuller for the U.S. Naval
O'jservator}' at Washington, and for other institutions which are

nameH. From these statements the writer of the " .\stronomical

Column'" very nalurallv inferred that Mr. Saegmuller con-

structed these dials, or finding circles, three years ago, when in

reality be did nothing of the kind. The facts are as follows ;

—

The idea of these finding circles first occurred to me while the

question of building a 12-inch equatori.al mounting for the L.S.
Naval Observatory was under consideration, and in the specifi

cations for that iasirtiment, which were dated .May 20. 1S91, I

embodied it in these words :
" Connected with them (the quick

motions) and arranged so as always to face a person operating

them, suitable indicators shall be provi led for showing auto-

matically the right ascension and declination of the point to

which the telescope is directed." Mr. Saegmuller got the con-

tract for building that mounting, and the details of these indi-

cators were arranged between us. The erection of the mouniini;

at the Naval Observatory was completed in November 1S92,

and almost immediately thereafter NIr. Saegmuller put an exact

copy of its indicators upon the Georgetown College telescope,

whuli lie hotl trecleii some time picioiisly. Finally, the two
woodcuts which illustrate the Zd'.s.'irijTs article are not pic

tures of the Georgetown College telescope, but of the Naval
Observatory telescope, which differs from the Georgetown
instrument in many details. Wm. H.krkness.

Washington, D.C, June 7.

On the Use of Quartz Fibres in Telescopes.

Peru vrs it miy interest some of your readers to know that

the qaarii fibres of Prof. Boys afl'ords an excellent material

for providing the eye-lens of telescopes, and specially the

ins'niments used in combination with rcflorling galvanometers

and electrometer-;, with threads required for their adjustment on

the divisifjns of the scale. I thought at first that as the fibres

ap[>t;ar, when examined with the microscope, to l)e semi.tr.-ins-

parent and have a silver-grey colour, they would, when seen

l)ehin<i the ocular len«, not present Ihemselv.s as distinct and clear

lines, but as aniaHerof f.-ict, when they were put at the proper dis-

tance, they showed an intense bla<k colour, even darker than the

divisions made with ink on the scale on which the instruments

were focu^«ed. I used threads of 20 microns diameters, and
ihey can be fixed on the diaphragm without much difficulty by

means of a mixture of resin and mastic applied with a he.ated

wire, and this mixture answers better than brittle shellac. It is

obviouj that the ihreails, »hen Uid down in the diaphragm, are

at once stretched, and remain in g jod condition, as they are

not affected in any appreciable degree by the influence of heat

and atmospheric moiciare. L. Bleekroi'K.
The Hague, June 18.

Bullet-Proof Shields.

Is reply to a letter 0.-1 bullet-proof shield', in the last number
of N'A'IlJRe, I wish 10 Mate that some preliminary expetimenlk
with sphere* show that the cnerjfy of the shot is traDsmilled 10

direction of the blow, to -uch

: to the board to which the

.,..••- — ; the case when rods are used.

1 hope thoitly to give the details of my experiments on the

fot'JcC. FkKtiERlCK J. S.Mirii.

OACord, Jane 16.

THE HORX EXPEDITION FOR THE SCIEX-
TIFIC EXPLORATIOX OF CEXTRAL
AiSTRAUA.

TNFORM.-\TION has been received of the organization
•'• and despatch from .\delaide of a new and well-

equipped eNpedition for the scientilic exploration of the
Macdonnell Ranges which lie about eleven hundred
miles to the northward of that capital and nearly in the

centre of the Australian continent. The expense of this

expedition is borne by a wealthy and public-spirited

colonist of Sotith .-\ustralia, Mr. William .-Austin Horn,
who thirty years ago carried out on his own account
some explorations in the Gawler Ranees, and has since

taken a very active part in the development of the mineral
resources of the country, besides being a prominent
member of the colonial legislature and of the Council ol

the University of Adelaide. Mr. Horn himself is the

leader of the present Expedition, but has wisely associated

with him some scientific gentlemen of great experience

in .-Australian travel. .-Vraong them are Mr. Charles

Winnecke, of the Trigonometrical Survey of South
.\ustralia, who in the performance of his duties has re-

peatedly traversed some of the most arid country of

the continent, and has mapped out souie thirty thousand

square miles of its surface. With him also goes as

medical officer. Dr. E. C. Stirling, C..M.G , F.R..S., of the

University of .Adelaide, the well-known discoverer, a few

years since, of Xoioryc/es, and latterly the investigator

of the D/pro/oifo/i-deposas, the results of which so

many are impatiently expecting, though now it is clear ,

that for them they will have to await his return from

this new undertaking, the charms of which he found it

impossible to resist. Besides these there are of the

party, Prof. Ralph Tate, also of the University of .Ade-

laide, and President of the last meeting of the .Austra-

lasian .Association for the .Advancement of Science,

eminent as a pala;ontologist, and especially as a paUeo-

botanist, as well as Prof. Baldwin Spencer, whose name,

from his connection with Owens College and Oxford,

will be at once recognised by all ; while there is also Mr.

J. Alexander Watt, of the Geological Survey of New-

South Wales, to pay special attention to mineralogy and

petrology. In the capacity of collecting naturalists, Mr.

K. W. Belt, of Adelaide, and Mr. G. A. Keartlanil, of

Melbourne, complete the start" of the expedition, which

will be accompanied by thiee camel-drivers, a couk, and

two prospectors sent by the Government. The Expe-

dition was to leave Adelaide on May 3rd for Oodnadatta,

and thence proceed along the telegraph line as far as

Lilia Cieck, where it will turn to the westward towards

the Avers Range and Goyders Springs, after which it

will make for the Palmer River, and then, deviating again

to the westward towards Petermann Creek, will return to

the upper valley of the Kinke River, and then push on

to Glen Helen at the foot of the Macdonnell Ranges. It

will of course be understood that circumstances may
cause this plan to be modified more or less extensively;

but from the previous experience of those who have laid

down the route to be taken it will probably be carried

out pretty much as is intended, though some of the

country to be traversed is absolu'.cly unexplored, and

much of it very imperfectly known. Wherever a prospect

of doing woik'is found, a longer or shorter halt will be

made, and as the Expedition is to be well furnished with

camels— no fewer than twenty-three being taken with

it— the dilticulties that attend the needful supply of water

will be reduced to a minimum, while it is said that

owing to recent good rains in the latitudes to be passed

through everjlhing looks promising for a successful

journey.

The imporlarce of this undertaking is not easily to be

over-tated. Expeditions of one kind or another to the

interior of the continent have been numerous, and
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productive of results that we should be the last to

impugn ; but this we believe is the first attempt at a

purely scientific investigation of Central Australia, while

the names of the distinguished men whom Mr. Horn
has been so fortunate as to engage in it, are a guarantee

of the serious way in which it will be conducted. We
doubt not that he and his companions will find plenty of

rough work before them, and possibly some risk ; but if

good wishes can help them they may rely on those of

all our readers, together with their high and hearty

appreciation of the spirit which has prompted that

Lrentleman not only to defray the cost of the Expedition,

but to put himself at the head of it at a time of life

when most men think of retiring upon the fruits of their

labours.

If the gas companies could only get an Act passed
authorising the use of the regenerative burner as the
standard, there is no leason why they should not call

the gas at present supplied 40-candle gas ; the consumer,
however, using the flat-tlame burner would still be only
obtaining the same light as at present. Incandescent
mantle burners, which act on a totally different principle,

also yield a high illuminating value.

On carefully testing the burners in ordinary use we
find that for an equal consumption of gas the results at

once show the enormous advantage to be obtained by
regeneration, and also how serious is the loss which
attends the employment of ordinary burners.

THE EXRICHMENT OF COAL-GAS.

IT is almost impossible to over-estimate the importance
of the influence which coal-gas has exercised upon

the advancement of civilisation during the past fifty

years, and at the present time it has reached a phase in

its existence upon which its future career and utility is

very largely dependent.
Up to the middle of the century but little attention

was paid to the quality of the gas supplied t'or illuminat-

ing purposes ; the gas manager made the best gas he
could with the coals at his disposal, and the consumer
was content as long as he obtained a reasonable amoimt
of light.

In JS50 a Bill was passed which enacted that the light

emitted by a brass argand burner with 15 holes, con-
suming five cubic feet of gas per hour, should be equal
to the light of 12 wax candles of the size known as
sixes.' These wax candles were, however, only equal

in illuminating power to 103 of the sperm candles at

present used for testing purposes. In 1S60 an Act
changed the illuminating power to 12 sperm candles,
and in 1S6S this was again raised to 14 candles, and by
'.he Act of 1S76 this was increased to 16 candles, and
remains so to the present time.

In 1864 the 15-hole brass argand was discarded as a
standard testing burner, and was replaced by a 15-hole
steatite burner, which by increasing the temperature of
the tlame developed more light, whilst in 1869 the
" London argai'd " 24hole burner was introduced, and
gave a still furiher increase in the light obtained from
the gas, so that when we speak of London being supplied
with iC candle-power coal-gas, it means that the light

emitted by the gas when burning at the rate of 5 cirbic

feet per hour from a London argand shall be equal to the
light of 16 sperm candles of the size known as sixes con-
suming 120 grains of sperm each per hour.

When we come to consider what this in reality amounts
to, we find that by one of those subtle strokes of humour
m which our legislative body occasionally indulges, it

means to the consumer almost anything except a light

equal to 16 candles. The illumination which can be
obtained by the consumption of coal-gas is entirely
dependent upon the method by which the gas is burned.
From a so-called i6-candle coal-gas the consumer rarely
obtains a value of more than 12 candles per 5 cubic feet

of gas consumed ; whilst by using burners of rational
construction, upwards of 40-candle illuminating power
could be obtained for the same consumption of gas.
The light emitted by a coal-gas fiame is dependent

upon its temperature, and llat flame burners, exposing
a thin sheet of tlame to the cooling action of the air,

give the worst lesults. Argand burners are better,

as the cooling is not so great, whilst the regenerative
burners lately introduced, by utilising the heat of the pro-
ducts of combustion for raising the temperature of the
gas and air supplied to the fiame, give an enormous
increase in the light emitted.
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Li^hl obtainedper cubic foot of lb-candle ^as con:

liurnffr. Candl
Regenerative and incandescent 7 to

Standard argand
Ordinary ,,

Flat-flame No. 7 ...

>> ,, 6

,, ,, 5

.. 4

.. 3

,, 2

umed.

t units.

1000
3-20
2 'go

244
215
187
"74
163
I '22

085
059

These burners were by well-known makers ; but there
are plenty of cheap German nipples in the market which
will give even worse results. In the above table No. 7
is the largest flat flame burner given, as any larger size

would never be used for indoor illumination : but with
some of the big flat-flame burners employed for outdoor
work as much as three candle power per cubic foot of gas
is developed by the best make, while it is also quite

possible to find cheap imitations of them, which can
scarcely be distinguished by their appearance, only de-
veloping a little more than one candle per cubic foot. It

seems probable that lo-candle units represent the
maximum light to be obtained in practice per cubic foot

from the so-called 16-candle coal-gas, as, although
greater regeneration will increase it as high as sixteen

units, the heat is so intense that the burner is quickly de-

stroyed. Taking )o-candle units as being the maximum
amount of light for a consumption of one cubic foot of

gas per hour, an approximate idea of the waste of illum-

ination which attends the ordinary methods of burning
the gas can be formed.

If the burners most commonly in use in houses be
e.xamined they will be found to consist chiefly of No. 4
and Xo. 5 flat-flame nipples, and it would not be
overestimating the number in use to put them at 85
per cent, of the total. The remaining 15 per cent, is

made up of larger flat-flame burners, argands, and re-

generative lamps, which give a higher service ; but it

will be found that the total value obtained will not exceed
2'5 candles per cubic foot. This means that 75 per cent,

of the total value obtainable from the gas is wasted, and
that for our present expenditure in coal-gas we could
obtain four times as much light.

Mr. George Livesey some time ago proposed that un-
enriched coal-gas should be supplied to the consumer at

a lower rate than is at present charged for the enriched
16-candle gas, and this question is of such interest and
importance to both consumer and gas company that it

deserves the gravest consideration.

In large towns like London, where the gas companies
have to supply a gas of specific illuminating power, and
where the gas is continually subjected to photometric tests

at stations spread over the whole area supplied (any
deficiency in the lighting value of the gas being visited

with rigorously enlorced penalties^, enrichment in some
form or other becomes a practical necessity. In London
the gas has to have an illuminating power of sixteen
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candles ; and in order to ensure this over so enormous
j

an area, the gas must be sent from the works test-

ing up to from 165 to 17 candles. With seaborne

Durham coals of the character most largely used in the

metropolis for gas-making, the illuminating value of the

gas will be about fifteen candles, and the gas manager
has to enrich the gas by from 1 1 to 2 candles before he

can with safety send it out for distribution. This enrich-

ment is done in several ways : (a; by the admixture of a

certain percentage of cannel coal with the original gas

coal ; (b) by carburetting the coal-gas with the vapours

of volatile hydrocarbons ; {c) by mixing the gas with

carburetted water-gas ;
{d) by admixture with rich

oil -gas.

Up to four years ago the admixture of a certain per-

centage of cannel coal with the Durham coal was the

only method of enrichment employed by the metropo-
litan companies, and was perfectly satisfactory, as the

coal being mixed, the gases came off together under the

same conditions in the retorts, and a uniform gas was
the result. During the past few years, however, the

increase in price of cannel has forced the gas companies
to find some other process which should take its place,

and the Gas Light and Coke Company tried experiments
which led to their largely adopting carburetted water-gas

for this purpose.
When steam acts upon carbon at a high temperature,

the resulting action may be looked upon as giving a

mixture of equal volumes of hydrogen and carbon mon-
oxide, both ol which are inflammable but n'in-kiminous

gases. The water-gas is then carburetted, i.e. rendered
luminous by passing it through chambers in which
oils are decomposed by heat, and the mixture of oil-gas

diluted with water-gas is made of such " richness" as to

give an illuminating value of 24 or 25 candle-^, and this,

mixed with the poor coal-gas, brings up its illuminating

value to the required limit. During the winter months
the gas supplied by the Gas Light and Coke Company
has mos: ly contained about 10 per cent, of the carburetted
water-gas.

This form of enrichment has several serious draw-
backs : it increases the percentage of the highly-

poisonous carbon monoxide in the gas, and so makes
leakage more dangerous, whilst carburetted water-gas

burns with a short but very brilliant flame, far shorter

than coal-gas, a 22 candle water-gas flame burning from
a London argand at the rate of 5 cubic feet an hour,

with a flame only 2* inches in height ; whilst a i6-candle

flame of the gas supplied up to three years ago gave a
flame three inches in height ; and the gas now supplied

and enriched with the carburetted water-gas only gives

a flame 2=6 inches in height, in order to emit a light of

16 candles.
When a householder lights his gas-burners, he in-

variably turns on the gas until he gets the largest possible

flane without roaring or smoking, and from the alteration

in the composition of the gas which has taken place, this

means using far larger quantities of gas than heretofore,

so that although an increase in illuminating [)ower is ob-

tained, a substantial increase in the quarter's gas bill is

also found.

Another objection to this form of enrichment applies
even still more to the admixture of rich oi l-gas with the poor
coal-gas, and is that although gases of different gravities

mix perfectly well in small vessels, yet when you come to

deil with the huge gas-holders used in the modern gas
works, stratification of the gas takes place, and even if the
enriching gas be mixed with the ordinary gas in the
foul mams, so that they may pass through the scrubbers
and purifiers together, uniformity in illuminating power
is never obtained, and with the London coal gas
variations of from 16 to 18 candles in value are found at

the testing stations.

A burner which is giving its best duty with a 16 candle
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gas, will be very apt to smoke when burning a gas of
higher quality, and under these conditions the products
of combustion become more injurious to health from the

presence in them of a larger proportion of the products
evolved during incomplete combustion.

Enriching gas by the vapours of volatile hydrocarbons
enables the manager to bring his gas up to the legal re-

quirements as regards the illuminating value at the test-

ing stations, which are mostly fixed where the great

trunk mains deliver the gas to the districts to be supplied,

and it is only under exceptional circumstances that the

illuminating value of the gas is ever found to be below
the required limit at these points The consumers, how-
ever, reap but little benefit from it, as the loss of

illuminating value during distribution is very great where
this method of enrichment is employed.
No matter how enriched, change of temperature, and

other troubles incidental to distribution generally reduce
the illuminating power of the gas to a considerable
extent before it reaches the consumers' burners, so that

its actual value is far more often fifteen candles, although
it may have been tested over sixteen at the station.

In the big mains the gas iscontinually flowing at a fairly

steady rate, and is neither exposed to any great alteration

in temperature, nor from the size of the mains to any very

great amount of " skin friction," i c. tubbing of the gases
against the sides of the pipes ; but as soon as distribu-

tion commences, both these factors come into play, and
as some of the chief illuminanls of the gas are v.ipours

and not permanent gases, lowering of temperature causes
condensation of some of them, whilst the power which
friction against the sides of the main service pipes,

coated with deposited hydrocarbons, has of withdrawing
the illuminants from the gas, still further decreases its

light-giving value, and anywhere near the dead end of

a service, stagnation of the gas during a l.iige portion of

the twenty-four hours when gas is not being consumed,
adds still further to the trouble, so that even at the testing

stations, the influence of the small consumption of gas
on Sundays, and consequent stoppage in the manufacture
on that day, can be traced in the illuminating value found
on Monday morning.

Coal-gas, as made from Durham coal at the tempera-

ture employed in the Metropolitan Gas Works, has an
illuminating value of about fifteen candles, and the en-

richment of this gas up to the required value costs far

more/'o rata than the amount of light obtained from
the unenrichedgas.

This cost has entirely to be borne by the consumers,

and the whole practical question to be decided resolves

itself into
—" Is the game worth the extra candle and a

half.^"

If coal-gas were used for illuminating purposes only,

the consumer would be a considerable gainer by having

the unenriched gas supplied at a lower price ; and when we
consider the amount of gas used as a fuel, and that the

quantity so employed is daily increasing, the coU of

the enriched gas becomes of the greatest importance.

The value of one candle in illuminating power in the

gas supplied in London at \\d. per candle is ^180,000,

and if this calculation be correct, consumers in the

metropolis would be saved about /270000 a year by using

unenriched coal gas, and probably not one of them would

notice the slightest difference in the light emitted by the

gas in the burners ordinarily in use.

In the regenerative burner the increase in illuminating

value IS almost entirely due to the rise in temperature

causing methane, which forms about 34 per cent, of the

coal-gas by volume to become a very valuable illuminant,

and as there is just as much or more methane in the un-

enriched gas, it is manifest that this increase will still

I

be found.

I

In the incandescent burner the coal-gas is burnt in an

atmospheric burner, and the non-luminous flame is made
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to heat a mantle of refractory material up to incandes-
cence, and for this purpose the 15-candIe gas will do as
well as the 16.

One argument which has been raised against the
lowering of the standard is that if a l6-candle gas is

reduced to i; candles during distribution, a 15-candle
gas will be lowered to 14. This I think is a mistake.
An enriched gas is lowered in illuminating value be-

cause certain vapours are condensed from it ; but it will

be found that with an unenriched gas, made at a high
temperature, this action is decreased to a minimum, on
account of the small proportion of vapours present.

One of the most important experiments ever tried on
a large scale has been made this year, the London
County Council having given permission to the South
Metropolitan Company to supply unenriched gas to

South London for the space of a fortnight, in order to

practically ascertain the result during distribution and
the loss of light to the consumer.
At the testing stations the gas for the fortnight showed

the average value of about 15 candles, ranging from 14
to 16 according to the coal used at the various works,
whilst tests made with portable photometers on the
consumers' premises gave identical results, before,

durmg, and after ihis period, clearly showing that the

whole value of the enrichment consisted in satisKing
the legal requirements, whilst the consumer gained
absolutely nothing but the privilege of paying for it.

It is to the interest of the gas consumer and gas com-
pany alike that the price of gas should be reduced to

the lowest possible figure, and the possibility of

reduction in price is entirely dependent upon the
discarding of the costly enrichment.
Under the present legal conditions the companies

gain niithing by supplying a gas a candle belter than the

standard, and if they fall a candle below have
to pay the absurd fine of 40^'., a state of things
which if the London companies did not show the
greatest anxiety to fulfil all their obligations might lead
to a considerable reduction in the value of the gas
distributed, as to pay a daily fine and to send out gas of
a value of ij'i candles would save the companies many
thousands a year.

This is all manifestly wrong, and if the consumers are
to get the full benefit of coal-gas, and if co.il-gas is to

take its proper place as a fuel as well as an illuminant,

its sale must be placed on a sound commercial basis.

Enrichment should be entirely given up, and the gas
that can be made direct from the coal supplied to the
consumer.
A minnnum of illuminating value should be fixed for

each town based upon the coal used, andany fall belowthis
should be visited by a line of^50 for the first half-candle,

and an increment of ^loo tor each halfcandle below
that, whilst the price charged for the gas should be
governed by its illuminating value for the quarter as
averaged from the testing station returns, a low initial

price, say is. id. per thousand, being charged for

i4-candle gas, and \\(1. a candle for each candle above
it, with a maximum price of 2f. id. If some such
scheme as this could be adopted, not only would the
consumer obtain the full value for his money, but the
gas companies would reap the benefit of an enormously
increased consumption for fuel purposes, and the
atmosphere of our big cities would gain in proportion.

Vivian B. Lewes.

NOTES.
The Council of the Society of Arts have, with the approval

and sanction of the President, H.R.II. the Prince of Wales,

awarded the All)ert Medal to Sir Joseph Lister, Bart., F. R.S.,

"for the discovery and establishment of the antiseptic method
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of treating wounds and injuries, by which lot only has the art

of surjjery been greatly promoted and hu'\.an life saved in all

parts of the world, but extensive indu3'rit,„ have been created

for the supply of miterials required fjr c-^rrying the treatment

into effect."

We are requested to slate that before long a memoir of the

late Dr. James Croll, F.R.S., will be ready for puHlicaiion.

Persons having letters from Dr. Croll, or information likely to

be of interest, are requested to forward such to J. C. Blackwell,

10, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh. The letters will be returned

when their contents have been noted.

A Pasteur Institute was opened at Tunis on Tuesday by
Dr. Loir, a nephew of M. Pasteur.

The death is announced from Paris of ^L Ed. Lefevre,

known for his work in entomology and botany.

Prof. C.an.n'izzaro has been elected a correspondent of the

Paris Academy of Sciences, in the place of the late M. de

Marignac.

We learn from La Nature that a department of agricultural

entomology has recently been formed at the Institut National

Agronomique, and placed under the direction of Prof. Brocchi

Tne work of the depinment will bi to identify insects sent for

that purpose by agriculturists, and to point out the means of

destroying insect pests or diminishing their ravages.

The Cape Times says that among the latest accessions to the

South Africau Museum are an old imperfect skull and other

bones of a white rhinoceros, presented by .Mr. W. G. Schmidt.

These remains of the now all but extinct " white " orBurchell's

rhinoceros were found at a depth of about S feet, in black turfy

soil, at about twelve miles from the Vaal River.

A co.MPLETE statement has been issued of the different

sections of the Mining and Metallurgical Exhibition to be opened

at Santiago in September next. The classification is as

follows:—(l) Motive Power; (2) Electricity; (3) Mining

Machinery
; (4) Mechanical Preparation of Minerals

; (5)

Metallurgy; (6) Chemical Industries
; (7) Statistics and Plans ;

(8) Mining and Metallurgical Products.

The Paris correspondent of the Times reports that,

at the first meeting of the 1900 Exhibition Commission,

the following scheme of classification was read :— The
first group of exhibits is entitled " Education, "and contains six

classes. Group U. comprises " Works of Art," containing

paintings, drawings, engraving, lithography, sculpture, the

cutting of precious stones, and architecture. Group III. is

called " Instruments and General Processes of Literature,

Sciences and Arts," including typography, photography,

binding, newspapers, maps, instruments of precision, coins

and medals, medicine and surgery, musical instruments,

and the theatrical art. The IVth Group is "The Afaliriel a.ai

General Processes of Mechanics," including steam engines,

motors, divers apparatus of general mechanics, and implements.

The Vth Group deals with electricity, including the production

and mechanical application of electricity, electro-chemistry,

electric lighting, telegraph, and telephone. Then come loco-

motion, agriculture, horticulture, forestry, alimentation, mines,

furniture, textiles, chemicals, social economy, and military

weapons.

It is reported by the British MedicalJournal \^?A a committee

of the Calcutta municipali y have resolved to recommend that

a sum of money be voted for two years in order to test

thoroughly >L Ilaffkine's system of cholera inoculation. This

method, worked out by M. ilall^ine in the Pasteur Institute
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in Paris, and applied extensively in India by the investigator

himself, was recently put to the test of actual experience near

Calcutta. Dr. Simpson, the health officer, took special steps

to make the inoculations in the neighbourhoad of Calcutta serve

as tests, as severely scientific as possible, of the efficacy of the

method in man. Of the 200 inhabitants of a native hamlet,

116 were inoculated with the protective vaccine. No: long
afterwards, an outbreak of the disease occurred in the hamlet

;

ten persons were affected, none of whom had been inoculated,

and seven died, whereas all those who had been inoculated

remained free. If the results of future experiments are

favourable, a permanent department will probably be estab-

lished to carry on the inoculations.

The Hong Kong correspondent of the British AfeMcal
yi»H/-n(2/ gives the following particulars with regard to the epi-

demic noted in our last issue :
—" The plague commenced here

on May 5 ; it presents all the symptoms of the true bubonic pest

which devastated Europe in the Middle .-Vges, and produced the

terrible ravages described by Uifoe during the great pla'ue in

London. This bubonic pest, although extinct in Earope, has
never ceased to prevail in China froi:i time t j time, and has also

.spread from there to Persia and .-Vsiatic Russia. The present

outbreak is characterised by intense sym,)l03is corresp,)ndln' to

those o( typhus, and by the bubonic boils characteristic of the

disease. The deaths up to today have amounted to 170S, but I

am glad to say that the Europeans here are unalTscled except in

the case of ten of the military employed by the authorities in

carrying out disinlecting work in the native quarter where the

plague is located; one of them has unhappily died." It is

pointed out by our contemporary that this bubonic pest is ex-

tremely contagious from person to person, and though aerial

infection is not unlcnoAn in coni.ection with it, it is so probably

only to a slight extent. Like typhus, the plague is mainly
diffused by personal contact, and its diffusion is one of the re>ults

of overcrowding and dirt.

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences is in a quandary.

.\ccording lo the A moicaii Naturalist, it has been in a slate of

paralysis for two years as regards the election ol members,
owing to the impossibility of concentrating a sufficient number <

of votes on any one candidate to elect him. At p<csent fifiy-

eight members are devoted lo the physical sciences, and thirty- i

one represent the natural sciences. Members of the latter
|

class desire lo destroy this disproportion, but they cannot
procure enough voles to elect an additional member on iheir

side, and ihc result is a deadlock. It has been proposed by a
committee ihal the .\cadeiny be divided in'o classes, each
having a fixed membership, such as exists, for instance, in

ihe Paris Academy of Sciences. Three of these classes were to

embrace Ihe physical sciences ; two, natural science ; and one,

Ihe sciences that could not be well classified under cilher of

those heads. This, however, has been objected to, and Prof.

E. f). Cope his submitted the following division lo the con-

iideiBlion of the committee. Cla^s I. 35 members).— Physical

Science (Sciences of Energy) ; to include Physics, .\stronomy.
Chemistry, Physiology, and Dynamical and Chemical Geology.
Class n. '35 membrrs).— .Vatural Science (Sciences of
.Morphology) ; S;ruclural Geology, Mineralogy (apart from
Cbemislry), Biology 'including Embryology and Pal.-c ontology).

Class III. (15 member* .—.\nthropological Science (Sciences

treating of phenomena determined by psychic conditions)
j

Anlropology, Statislics, Philology, Psychology. Class IV.

(15 members).—.Applied Science. (Applications in the .\rls of
any of the Sciences previouslycnuaicraicd), including Hygiene,
Engineering, &c
SCESs' famoag work, " iJas Anllilz der Erde " (the Face of

th; Eirth), ii to be translated inio Fren:h by .M. de .M irgt-rie.
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.Abroad, the book is almost as well known to the general

public as 10 geologists, bat there seems lo be no immediate
prospect of an English translation.

We are reminded of what we lose in this respect by a

curren; article in the Germ%n " Weekly Magazine of Science
"

\.\'dtur-M. ]\'j:kea.,ckrif!, .Miy 27 and June 3), on "the Flood

and the Ice A;;e Qaesiion." Tne writer, Kxhard Hennig,

discusses the views so amply stated by .Suess in the aforesaid

work, also those of Neumiyr in the " ErJgeschichte ' ^History

of the Eirlh). Sjess and Niuntyr may be said to have

proved that the M jsaic account of the flood was copied, with

but little al'eration, fro.n the ori^in.il Assyrian version, and

that the actual events took place in the plains of the Euphrates

and Tigris, and not on the bank> of the Jordan. Suess

suggested a cjJiparison w.th the occasional calamities caused

in the lower parts of the rivers of India when a cyclonic storm

whirls the sea inland, and the rivers overflow wide reaches of

town and country. In Suess' opinion the Mosaic flood was of

locilniture:—" Tne tradiuons of other p;ople- d) not in ihe

least justify the asienion that the flooJ e.xtended beyond the

lower course of th: Euphrates." Sjienc; went with Suess,

and the true tale of the fljol, while it remtiued picturesque,

lost its magnificence.

Now, however, Hennig brings fonvard persu,isive arguments

in favour of the independent origin of the flood -S.\ga found

aruong so many peoples. Hi: associates it with some of the

striking facts which indicate a general increase of rainfall aod

lowering of the temperature over the whole earth during the

Quaternary period

—

e.g., ihe presence of enormous lakes in the

west of North .\mjrica, whose water-level rose 1000 feel above

the present Salt Lake of Utah, the Ice a|;e and glacialion

in North .\merica and in Northern and Central Europe (without

which geology would have lost a pel hobby), the Hoods which

accompanied the retreat of the glaciers, llie moist climate of

Siberia, and the fertility and forest-growth in ihe now arid

Sahara. Hennig concludes that the flood was contemporaneous

with the Ice age, and was produced by the unknown causes

which then lowered the temperature of ihc globe. The period

was a prolonged one, during which the countries in milder

latitudes were converted into swam)! and sea, or underwent

higher Hoods of local character under special meteorological

conditions. Isolated lands remained free from inundation,

E;jypt for example, owing to their distance from any region of

ice and dry climatic conditions.

The German .Saga tells how " the floods of the north came

f.ir from their home and were turned into ice, and the ice stood

still, and the mist which hung over it froze .... till the hot

sun-glow from the south met the hoar, and the frost fell in

drops. The sun was strong and his heal gave life lo the drops,

so that a great frost-giant in the form of a man arose—Vmir

of the Hrimlhursen. Hut liors killed the giant Vmir, and

when he fell there ran so much blood from his wounds that

the race of the Hrimlhursen was drowned, all except him lliey

called Bergelmir. In a bjot he saved himself .ind his wife,

and from them sprung the ntw race of llriuilhursen." The

German Saga is scarcely less dramatic than the ICastern. .Vfter

reading it we feel willing to believe that the Germanic Ossian

was boHi' fide.

In the Programm ties Gyiniiasliim Eriiestiiiiim (Gotha :

1894), Dr. A. Schmidt has published an essay on the employ-

ment of a trigonometrical series in meteorology, which will be

very useful to students of the mathematical branches of that

science. It is divided into four scclion.s, the fir.'-t two of nhicb

are devoted lo the history of the subject, from Iheir earliest use

by Euler, in 1748. Their first application to meteorology is
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altribuled to T. Mayer, whose invesligations were published

after his death, by Lichtenberg, in 1775, although the principal

merit for their employment in meteorology is undoubtedly due

to Bessel, who explained their use in a treatise published in

1S14. The last two sections deal with the means of deducing

the harmonic constants from the usual formula;, and the need of

further ini'estigations by this method. The Proqraiinn will pro-

bably not be generally accessible, but a careful summary of it,

by Dr. Grossmann, will be founii in the Meteorologische Zeit-

schrifl for May of this year.

The results of meteorological observations lose much of their

interest when published four years late. Such is the report of

the meteorological service of the Dominion of Canada for 18S9,

a copy of which has just reache 1 us. We note in glancing

through the volume that meteoroIot;ical instruments are supplied

10 the experimenlal farms established in different provinces of the

Dominion. There were 1126 warnings of approaching storms

made during the year, 82 2 per cent, of which were verified.

The railway companies in Canada give assistance in many ways

to the meteorological service. One of these is by permitting

trains to carry discs showing the weather forecasls for the dis-

tricts through which thty travel. A few weeks ago we noted

that our Hoard of Agriculture intended to distribute in rural

districts during harvest time, weather forecasts prepared at the

Meteotological OlTice. It may be worth consideration whether

>uch a system could not be usefully extended by displaying the

predictions on trains running through agricultural districts.

The earthquake in Baluchistan, described in Nature of

August 10, 1893, was also felt in South Russia and in

Germany, and a comparison of the records at Nikolaiev and
Strassburg is given by Ilerr E. von Rebeur-Paschwitz in the

Ai'.rcnomische A'atliriclitc'i, No. 3234. The epicentre of the

earthquake was a spot fifty miles to the N.N.W. of (Juetta.

The main shock occurred at I2h- 19m. G. M.T. on December

19, 1S92. The distances from Strassburg and Nikolaiev are 5290
and 3480 km. respectively. The first waves from the dis-

turbance reached Strassburg in 16 min. with a velocity of

5 5 1 km. per .second, this being about the same velocity as that

observed in the case of the Wjernoje eanhquake of July 11,

18S9. The first Uiaxima took iSmins. and 30 mins. respectively

to traverse the disiances. It is very evident that the wave motion

at some distance from the epicentre is very complicated. For

several hours before and after the earthquake earth tremors,

were recorded by the instrument--, the two kinds of disturbances

appearing to proceed independently of each other.

SoMK interesting experiments with a rectangular glass prism

are described by W. C. Ronlgen in iriidcmaiiii's AniiaUit.

Those who have tried looking at themselves as reflected by two

mirror?, placed at right angles to each other, will remember
the amusing effect created by the image, contrary to the usual

reflection in a mirror, not being reversed right and left. \Vc

can see ourselves "as others see us," als", by looking stoight

at the surface subtending the right angle of a reclangular prism.

Herr Runtgen observes that in no case is the pupil divided

into two equal parts by the faintly visible edge of the prism.

This is an illustration of the angle between the line of vision

and the axis of the eye, which is different in different peop'e.

Rectangular prisms can be easily tested for cotrectness of the

angle by observing whether the two images of the cross-wires in

a telescope, as seen in the two surfaces, coincide. The same

lest would tell us whether two mirrors are exactly at right

angles—a fact which might be usefully applied for testing

instruments like Gauss s heliotrope. Such a pair of mirrors,

or a rectangular glass prism, give rise to another peculiar

phenomenon. If they are rotated about the axis of vision, the

image rotates in the same direction with twice the speed. If,
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therefore, the object, say a cardboard disc with writing on it,

rotates twice as quickly as the mirrors or prism, it will appear

to stand still. This might be applied to investigate the efiects

produced upon bodies by rapid rotation. Another peculiarity

is that such an instrument will reflect rays falling upon the

hypotenuse at any angle up to 45' to the same spot. By
rotating such a prism about a line at right angles to its edge

and to its hypotenuse the author was enabled to reflect the

light from an electric lamp through a distance of I km. with

ease and certainty.

Ix a communication to the EUctiician, Prof. Fitzgerald criti-

cises Ilerr Lenard's last paper, a short abstract of which ap-

peared in Nature for May 31, 1894, p. 114. In a former note

on Herr Lenard's previous paper, Prof. Fitzgerald had pointed

out that the experiments so far would be consistent with the sup-

position that the cathode rays were rays of light of very high

frequency, except for the fact that they were deflected by mag-

netic force, a phenomenon of which we have no other evidence,

and which makes it practically impossible at present to suppose

that cathode rays are of this nature. It was further pointed

out that if this deflection were an action on the emitting surface,

and not on the ray, it might be again possible to explain these

cathode ra)s by the supposition that they are rays of light. Herr

Lenard's more recent experiments seem entirely at variance with

any such supposition, while Prof. Fitzgerald considers that

there is nothing in them th it, in the same conclusive way, proves

that they are not streams of elecuified molecules or atoms. Fro.Ti

Herr Ltnard's observation that the dtfleclion of the ray depends

on the pressure of the gas in the tube in which the rays are

generated originally, and not on the nature and pressure of the

gas in the tube in which deflection takes place, it follows that, if

the rays are paths of projectiles, they must either pass through

the window, or else be projected from it, by some ac'.ion which

behaves like a blow given to it from the other side. .\ study of

the spectrum of the cathode light might settle whether any of

the molecules actually traversed the partition. The fact that

there is no increase in the pressure within the tube only shows that

as many molecules traverse the partiii jn in one direction as in

the other. Blows delivered on one side of a plate would pro-

ject molecules from the other side, with different velocities

depending on the nature of the blow and on the mass of the

molecule, so that a hypothesis of this kind would be quite in

accord with Herr Lenard's observations. The fact that the

magnetic effect is independent of the mass of the molecule

struck is explicable by supposing the electrical charge to be the

same for all molecules. Even though sufiicient reasons were

forthcoming for rejecting the theory that these rays are due to

projected molecules, Prof. Fitzgerald considers that there are

other possible suggestions which are worthy of consideration,

such that they are straight Grotthiis chains of molecules which

bend under magnetic force. This might account for a velocity

of propagation of actions along them, comparable with the

velocity of light, without requiring the component matter to

move with this velocity. In fact, until the residual matter

within the tube has been reduced very much beyond what has

been attained, and it has been shown that these phenomeni in-

crease instead of diminish, and that there is no very slow pro-

jection of the material of the plates, such as darkens the glass

in glow-lamps, it will be very difficult to prove that any of the

phenomena hitherto observed are due to the etlier, and not to

the matter present. So far the phenomena described are

quite like those that would be due to moving electrified

matter, and the actions are quite unlike anything we kno# of

the properties of the ether.

The anomalies which are constantly observed in culture

for bacteriological researches have, up to the present, beea
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generally ascribed to abaarmil conditions or to involution.

Although the existence of polymorphism among bacteria

may be inferred from the records of Metscknikoflf, Weibel,

Cornil and Bibes, Kiessling, Karlinski, and especially those of

truignard and Chirrin, as yet no absolute proof had been

adduced to make it a fact. The W'cekhlaJ v. It. TyJschrift r.

Gcmcsk. of April zS c mtains an article in which the writers

contend that aming pleomorphic bacteria there are some

species which, under different conditions, present different

forms. Last year, when testing the water from the waterworks

of Groningen, Ali Cohen and Uffelie, of the Hygienic Laboratory

of thit city, succeeded in cultivating in pepton Na CI, fluid,

spirilla which poisessel all the morphological and biological

properties generally ascribed to this species of organism.

These spirilla, transplanted in nutritive gelatine, speedily

developed colonies, but exclusively consisting of bacilli,

Theii bacilli, replaced in a solution of pepton, Na CI,

reproduced agiin spirilla, not all identical, however, but con-

sisting of commas, S forms, and short spirella. They repeated

their experiments for several consecutive months, always with

the sam; result. Daring these investigations another curious
[

fact cane under their notice. An organi.m which for several
|

months, in alternate solid and fluid nutriment, had produced
1

the alternate form of spirillum and bacillus, although the con-

ditions of culture bad not been altered in any way, lost at last

the power of reproducing spirilla. The organism had retained

all its individual characteristic properties, but it was impossible

to revive this pjwer. These observations led the writers to

the conclusion that the present state of bacteriological science

dois not admit of ignoring the signs of polymorphy in bacteria,

and thil it is inaccurate to speak of normal and abnormal con-

diti')n^, or to recommend as appropiate only those nutrients

in which bacteria most speedily develop and accurately retain

the form under which they are described in the text-books.

The fact that mjst species of bacteria cultivated under glass

gradually lose their po*ef of multiplication, their loss of

pathological and other biol igical properties, make this apparent.

Even increased power of growth does not necessarily prove

the exterior conditions to be favourable. It is well known that

the bacillu> of diphtheria loses its virulence in proportion as its

power of development increases. In their opinion, therefore,

it will henceforth be unsafe to deny, on morphological basis

only, that the cholera spirillum may have developed from a

certain form of bacillus, and that it is not invariably produced

from an individual whom it morphologically resembles.

The first volume has been issued of Dr. liowdler Sharpe's

" Handbook to the Birds of Great Uriiain." The book belongs

to the new cJition of Allen's Naturalist's Library, of which Dr.

Sbarpe is the editor, and Messrs. \V. II. Allen and Co.

arc the publishers.

We have received an excerpt from the Transactions of the

Academy of Science of .St. Louis (vol. vi. p. 481). Mr.

Milton UpdegrafT is the author of the extracted paper, the sub-

ject of which is the determinations of the latitude, longitude,

and height above sea-lcvcl of the Laws Observatory of the

University of the State of Missouri, and the Observatory build-

ing and instruments.

The /ittl/elin of the Royal Gardens, Kew, .\ppendix ii. for

1894, is entirely occupied by a list of new garden plants brought

into cultivation for the first time in the year 189J, including

botanical varieties and hybrids, as well as the most noteworthy

of those which have been reintroduced after being lost from

cultivation, and others now for the first time described or

published with aulheDticalcd names.

Part ii. No. 4, of vol. Ixii. of the "Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal " contains two papers by Dr. G. King, the
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Superintendent of the Royal Botanic Garden, Calcutta: "On
some Indian Species of Canarium," and a continuation of his

"Materials for a Flora of the Malayan Peninsula"; also an

account of the Deep Sea Collection made during the season of

1892-93 in H.M. Indian Marine Survey steamer /nvesligator,

by Dr. A. .\lcock, Superintendent of the Indian Museum.

We have received two important reprints from the " Sixth

.Vnnual Report of the Missouri Botanical Garden": North

American species of Sapllaria and Lophot:<arpus, by Jared

G Smith, illustrated by twenty-nine beautifully executed plates;

and a description, by W. Trelease, of Lcitneria Floruiana, a

Floridan tree now for the first time discovered in south-eastern

Missouri. The systematic po>ition of this monotypic genus

is still uncertain ; the author bein^ doubtful whether to place it

near the I'latanacea among Apetahe, or near the Dipterocarpe:e

or Balsamifluae among Polypetala;. This paper is also illus-

trated by fifteen excellent plates.

The first edition of Dr. J. E. V. Boas' " Lehrbuch der

Zoologie (iir Studirende und Lehrer" (Gustav Fischer, Jena)

was reviewed in these columns at the beginning of 1S91 (vol.

xliii. p. 268). A second edition of the manual has now been

published. No alterations have been made in the p'an of the

book, but emendations and numerous additions h.we been

inserted here and there, so as to bring the matter in line with

recent work. Nearly fifty illustrations have also been added. I

The tenth edition of "Quain's Elements of .Anatomy"

edited by Profs. E. A. Sch.afer, F.R.S., and G. D. Thane, is

slowly appro.iching completior. Messrs. Longmans, Green,

and Co., the pulilishers of the work, have just issued the third

p.artof vol. iii., dealing with the Organs of the Senses, and it is

announced that the second part of this volume (Peripheral

Nerve>) will be published shortly. The fourth part (Visceral

.Vnatomy) is in preparation, and will complete tlie work.

So long ago as 1883 we reviewed (vol. xxviii. p. ig5Uhe first

part of " Field and Garden Crops of the North-Western

Provinces of Oudh," by Mr. J. F. Duthie, the Director of the

Botanictl Department of Northern India. The second part

was published a year after the first, but the third and concluding

part, dealing almost entirely with garden crops, has only just

reached us. All important plants of this kind, grown in India

on comparatively small plots, are described and excellently

illustrated. Mr. Duthie has added to the usefulness of his work

by giving at the end of the part just received a general index to

all the parts.

I.N' the Report of the U.S. National Museum for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1S91, there are several papers describing

and illu'traling collections in the Museum, in addition to the

reports of the various curators. Dr. G. Brown Goode describes

the genesis of the Museum in an article full of information. Ihc

ethnological collections in the Mu-seum from Kilima Njaro, • I

East Africa, are enumerated by D.'. W. L. A ibott, and the

Korean collections by Mr. Walter Hough, both papers being well

illustrated. Mr. Romyn Hitchcock contributes three papers to

the volume, one on Shinto, or the myth ilogy of the Japanese,

another on the ancient burial mounds of Japan, and a third on

some ancient relics found in Japan. Finally, Mr. George H.

Boehmer's exhaustive history of the prehistoric naval architecture

of the Norih of Europe is included. This paper should be

referred to by all who are interested in the development of the

art of shipbuilding.

Scarcely a week passes without our receiving several

voluminous reports on scientific work carried out under the

au'-pices of the United States Government. One of the last

volumes to come to hand is the Report of the U.S. Commis-

sioner of Fish and Fisheries for 1889-91. The Commissioner's

report alone is a valuable summary of work, but this covers less
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th«n one hundred pages, and the remaining 550 pages consist

of papers upon various branches of inquiry. The subjects of

these investigations are food-fishes and fishing-grounds, methods

and sUtislics of the U.S. fisheries, the work of the U.S. Fish

Commission steamer Albxtross, the oyster resources and oyster

fishery of the Pacific Coast of the United States, the coast

fisheries of Texas, a review of the sparoid fishes of America and

Europe, fish Entozoi fr im ihe Yellowstone N'alional Park, and

last, but not the leas- important, a translation of Prof. Haeckel's

"Planklon-Siudien," being " a comparative investigation of the

importance an 1 constilution of the marine fauna and flora."

All these papers will be read with interest by students of marine

biology.

Since 1844, Miiller-PouiHel's " Lehrbuch der Physik und

Meteorologie " (Vieweg und Sohn, Braunschweig) has passed

through eight ediiions, and the ninth edition, edited by Dr. L.

Ffanndler, only wants the second part of the second volume to

complete it. There are three volumes altogether. Vol. i.

treats of Mechanics and Acoustics, and vol. iii. of Magnetism

and Electricity. The former appeared in 1886, and the latter

in 1890 The publication of the second volume, dealing with

Light and Meat, has been delayed owing to Ihe removal of the

editor to Graz University. Dr. OlIo Lummer has, however,

taken up the work where it was left, and the publishers have

been able to iisue the first part of the second volume, contain-

ing four chapters on Light, It is hoped that the remainder of

the volume will be published at no very distant date. The
whole edition has been thoroughly revised and greatly enlarged,

the work, so far as yet published, running into more than 2200

pages. It is uiiforlunate that so many years should have elapsed

between the publication of vols. i. and iii. and that the issue

of vol. il. should havi been so long delayed. Owing to these

diffeiences of dates, the edition cannot be said to represent, as a

whole, the state of physical science at any particular epoch.

Likejamin's and Ganot's and Deschinel's works on physicS;

that ol MUller-Pouillet is amply illustrated. All experimental

apparatus is fully described, and the objects accomplished with

it explained in detail without the use of advanced mathematics.

In a prefatory announcement the work is commended to those

"welche nicht Gelegenheit finden, akademi-che Vortuige mit

Experimenten zu besuchen. " From this one could be led to

believe that the manual was suitable for reading by a public

debarred from seeing physical experiments performed. This,

however, is not the case. The place of the work is among
books of reference suitable for elementary students of natural

philosophy, not with those designed for general reaiers.

The a Idiiions to the Zjoiogical Society's Gardens during the

past «eck include a Bornean Ape {.Ifacacus inornalus, ?)
from Borneo, presented by Mr^. Florence Firman ; a Puma
(Friis concolor, 9 ) from South America, presented by Miss

Florence Dickinson ; a Leopard (F^Us pirJus, <J ), a Cheetah

(Cynaliints Jiibalus) from East Africa, presented by Major
Owen; an Isabelline Beir {Ursus isafietliniis, i) from

Cashmere, presented by Mr. E. Haag ; a Sloth Bear (Melursus

ursiiiiii) from ihe Hills of Orrissa, Bengal, presented by Mr.

J. W. Currie ; a Downy Owl {Piilsalrix torqtialus) from

Brazil, presented by Dt. E. A. Goeldi ; an Eroded Cinixys

(Cinixys irjio) fro.n Cipe Lipiz, Gibson, presented by

Commander J. L. Marx, R. N. ; a Greek Tortoise ( TV i/Hi/o

grjfa) from Greece, presented by Mr. H. K. Birtlett ; a

Iloolock Gibbon {//yMaJes hojloci) from Assam, a Black-

handed Teelee {Callilhrix melnnochir) from Brazil, a Black-

wingeil Peafowl ( i ) from Cochin China, five Heloderms
(llclo.lenna stispeclum) from Arizona, deposited ; a Great

Anieater (Mynnaophaga jiibata) from South .Vmerica, a Black

Stoik [Cuonia nip-a), European, two Japanese Teal {Qiur-
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' ijuaiula formom) from North-East Asia, purchased ; a

Wapiti Deer (Cervus Canadensis, i), a Mouflon (Otis

musimon, 9 ), a Yellow-footed Rock Kangaroo (Pelragcue

xanthopuSf i ), born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Bright-Li.se Stars.— Exact information about stars with

bright lines in their spectra is appreciated by all who have the

advance of celestial science at heart. In a paper in the June
number of Astronomy and Astro- Physics, Prof. W. W. Camp-
bell brings together all that is known with regard to objects of

this spectroscopic character, and adds to the literature a num-
ber of important observations made by himself Since 1867,
when MM. Wolf and Rayet discovered three bright-line stars in

Cygnus, fifty-two objects of the same type have been found,

forty- two of this number being placed to the credit of the

Harvard College Observatory. Prof. Campbell has made
visual determinations of the positions of the lines in the spectra

of thirty-two of these stars, and has also photographed the

spectra in juxtaposition with a hydrogen comparison spectrum.

One of the most noteworthy facts brought out by the obser-

vations is that the hydrogen lines in the spectra present a variety

of forms and intensities. In many of the stars they are dark
;

in others, they are dark with bright borders. The bright

hydrogen lines vary from faint to very bright,, from mono-
chromatic lines to very broad bands, and from those clearly

single to those apparently multiple. Like many lines in the

spectra of nebula;, those of bright-line stars are difficult to

identify with terrestial substances. The ubiquitous lines of

hydrogen ate certainly present, and Prof. Campbell finds that

prominent lines of iron and other elements appear to coincide

with a few of the star lines, while a line at wave-length 4480
suggests to him a magnesium origin, but the identifications are

not sufficient to lead him to make any definite conclusions.

Much more can be learnt from his comparison, in tabular form,

of lines in stars of the Wolf- Rayet type with those found in the

solar chromosphere, in Nova Aurigie, and nebulae ; also with

dark lines in Orion stars, and in j8 Lyr^. The hydrogen lines

are shown to be prominent in all the six spectra. With theex-
cep'ion of the lines of hydrogen, D3, and that at A 4472, lines in

the chromosphere do not furnish any striking coincidences with

lines in Wolf Rayet stars. The parallel columns of lines also

fail to indicate any connection between these stars and N'ov;e,

the only point of similarity being that the lines in both these

classes of celestial objects are broad. As is well known, the

nebular spectrum and that of bright-line stars are much alike.

A close examination, however, has led Prof. Campbell 10 think

that nine prominent star-lines do not occur in nebulse ; while,

on the other hand, five nebular lines vvere unsuccessfully looked
for in the stars. His deductions from the whole of the obser-

vations are summed up as follows :

— " In conclusion, [ think

we can say that the spectra of the Wolf Rayet stars are not

closely related to any other known type. They appear to have
several points in common with the nebular and Orion type

spectra ; but the last two appear to be much more closely

related to each other than to the Wolf-Rayet spec'.ra. It is

therefore difficult to place these stars between the nebulje and
Orion stars. They certainly do not come after the Orion stars,

and one does not like to place them before the nebulje. We
can probably say that the bright lines are chromospheric, owing
their origin to very extensive and highly heated atmospheres,

but showing very little relation, in constitution and physical

condition, to that of our own sun. For the present, at least,

this type of spectrum must be considered as distinct from every

other known type, just as the nebular spectrum is distinct, and
like the nebular spectrum containing lines whose origin cannot
now be assigned."

Ephemeris for Gale's Comet. —The following positions

for Gale's comet are from the ephemeris given by Prof. Kreuiz
in Astronoinischt Xaehrichten, No. 3229 :

—

Ephimeris for Berlin Midnight.

1S94. R.A. Decl. Brightness,
h. m. s. ,

June 23 .. II 54 33 ... N. 43 1-4 014
27 ... 12 2 16 ... 43 159 ... o 12

July I ... 12 9 47 ... 43 25 5 ... 010
5 ••• '2 17 7 - 43 jio •• 009
9 ... 12 24 19 ... 43 335 ... 007

13 ... 12 31 26 ... 43 331 ... 006
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THE ROYAL SOCIETY COXi'ERSAZIONE.
HE rooms of the Royil Society were crowded with a dis-T tinguiihed gathering on Wednesday evening, the I3ih

in^t., the occasion oeini; the annual Ladies' Conversazione of ihe

Society. In accordance with our usuil custom, we give descrip-

tions of the most important exhibits not previously mentioned
in these column?.

Prof. McKenny Hughes, F.R.S., exhibited specineni illus-

trating the evolution of the breeds of English oxen. The
earliest breed. Bison fyi:cus, belongs exclusively to the

Pal.xolithic age. The next. Av /li'nigeniiis, com-
menced with Biicn /risen.', but outlived that species, and is

characteristic of the Neolithic age. Both the above forms had
disappeared before the arrival of the Romans in Britain. Sos
toit^ifrons appeared with B^'sfrimi^tnius, but survived to Roman
tiuics. The Romans improved Bos longijrons by crossing it with

some larger breed having slraighterand m )re upturned horns. As
there was no large native breed surviving, and, moreover, the

characters of AiV/r/<«yj,v«/«j do not appear in the cross, the

Romans must have imp jrted the breed with which B^s loiii,'i/i\'ns

was crossed. The type of the Roman breed is still seen m the

lawnv Highland cattle (a larger variety of which is still common
in Italy) ; in the bla;k Welsh an i Highland (such as were killed

for funeral feaits) ; and in the Chillingham cattle (the des-

cendants of the white sacrificial ball}. All these are whole-
coloured ; the pirti-col oured cattle are a much later intro-

duction. After the wiihdrawal of the legionaries, there was
soon no end of selection of stock, and the cattle, except those
preserved in enclosures or isolated in the far West and North,
reverted to the type of Bjs hngifrom as seen in specimens
from the iiiediaival ditches round CambridJC.

Mr. Shelford Bidwell, K. R S., exhibited illusira ions of re-

current vision and retinal uicillations. For recurrent vision a

m iving patch of light, white or coloured, projected upon a
screen, was followed at a short distance by a "gho.t" or re-

current image, generally of a violet hue. To show retinal

oscillations a modified form of Charpentier's experiment was
used, demonstrating the brief p;r!o.l 01 insensibility to luminous
impre>sion< which follows the impact of light upon the eye.

The shell musical instruments (trumpets and llutes), ex-

hibited by Dr. George Harley, F.R.S., included: (i) Shell

log-horn used by fishermen on the banks of Newfoundland
(Slrombus gigas). (2) Welsh shell-trumpet used as a d'nncr
summons (small Strombiis gigtis). (3) Miner's blasting signal

horn, used in the Guernsey granite quarries (Stpjti'ni! .i^igas],

(4) Conch trumpet, blown at funerals and religious festivals in

Southein InJia (7/<'WHtV/.; raf'a— peeled and decorated with
lotus t1o*er). 5) Triton shell llute from New G.iinea {Triton
Irilonis). (6) Helmet shell trumpet from New Guinea {Cassis

corniita). (") Figurc-ornimented triton trumpet from Japan.
(8) Triton shell llute from Solomon Inlands, The exhibitor

expressed the opinio n that shells were the first forms of

trumpets and tijles ever employed.
.Sketches of clouds, by Luke 1 loward, F. R S , were exhibited

by his granddaughter, Lidy Fry. These sketches were lately

f jund, unmounted, amongst the family papers ol the late Luke
llowaid. In many cases they btar his initials, or remarks in

his handwiiting. I'hey appear to have been drawn by him
from initancci which came under his own observation, during
the time that he «as conducting those ^^udle5 which resulted in

hw work on " The MoJilications of Clouds," and in his well-

known nomenclature and classifi.:ation. Some of them were
c'lpied for, and appeared in, his work. See also the " Ein-
leuiinj"io I'rol. G. Hellmann's recent reprint of Howard's
work. (Berlin A. .\>hcrandCo, 1894 )

Original drawingt of the " Milky Way," made at Birr Castle
Olxerv.itnry, wtre exJitbited by Lord Koise. These drawings,

view »i)1 three sections of same on an
It the ' .Milky Way," as tcin with the

^ 'ih l>eclination. They were
he original scale by Mr. W.

1 .
. ,

r-. Longmans.
i iie i'oaliiiaiicr-Ociicial exhibited ( I) Whcatslonc'sautomatic

irnn^mii'er, r«nriin|; up to 600 words per u.inutc, driven by
r motor. The air motor in 'his instrument dispenses

II). weight which, when the instrument is running
..— .... ., _, _i..^ by the operator

.cd directly to the
^ tie train of wheel

work, the friction regulator and complicated fly-wheel. The
speed of the instrument is regulated by opening or contracting
the nozzle regulating the supply of air. The power required is

so small that the instrument can be driven at a moderate
>peed by simply blowing into it with the mouth. (2I Prof.
Hughes' type printing telegraph, driven by Willmot's air motor.
The air mitor in this instrument takes the place of the 132 lb.

weight previously used, and dispenses with the whole of the
winding gear, and nearly all the train of wheel-work, the motor
being applied directly to the printing shaft. The motor is

self-starling in any position, and will run continuously without
any aid from the operator.

Messrs. John I. Thornycroft and Co. had on view a case con-
taining models of torpedo boat?, light-draft patrol steamer, and
the " Thornycroft " water-tube boiler.

.•\ sonometer for measuring the relative and comparative per-
ception of hearing was exhibited by Mr. T. P. Ilawksley. The
instrument consists of two primary coils of unequal winding

;

between them slides a secondary coil, two dry cells, or a ther-

mopile supply current, which is made intermittent by an adjust
able rheotome. The secondary coil is connected to a deep note
telephone, from which proceeds a tube to be applied to the ear.

A condenser may be used. Atone point on the scale the inter-

ruptions of the rheotome are not heard in the telephone, but
on approaching the secondary coil to one of the primary coils,

the interruptions gradually increase in loudness until they
become unbear.ible to the ear.

.Mr. J. Wimshurst exhibited models showing au improved
method of communication between shoreslations and light ships,

or other like purposes. The method consists in arranging
suitably wound coils of insulated wire upon the swivel pin of
the moorings, the one coil being in com oiunication with the

shore station and the second coil in communication with the
ship. Signals, or sound, are transmitted by induction, or by
electromagnetic induction.

Mr. Charles Bradbury's exhibit was the " Brunsviga " cal-

culating machine, for plain figures or decimals. The " Bruns-
viga "is an arithmometer constructed on an entirely new sys-

tem, and will add, multiply, subtract or divide with absolute
accuracy, giving produc s up to 13 figures (ordinary size) or

iS figures (large size) The handle is turned in one direction

for addition or multiplication, and in the reverse direction for

subtraction or division. This machine is used at the Royal
College of Scienc. the City and Guilds Technical College, the

Millard Laboratory at Oxford, the Postal T clegraphs Depart-

ment, &c.

Mr. Charles Baker showed appara'us for obtaining instan-

taneous photomicrographs, and viewing the image until ex-

posure is made. The apparatus consists of a case containing a
metal shutter, carrying a prism, and connected with a pneu-

matic release. When this shutter is set the im.agc in the micro-

crope is projected, by means of a prism, on to a screen, which
is fixed in an adjustable tube at right angles to the optic axis,

and can b: vic.ved and focussed up to the moment of exposure.

To ensure accurate focus, the screen in the adjusting tube

should be placed the same distance from the microscope as the

plane of the sensitised [ilate. .V slit in the abutter can be

opened or closed to regulate the exposure.

The exhibit of the Marine Biological Association included :

(I) Living pelagic larva:, &c., from Plymouth. (2) Examjiles of

the echinoderm fauna of Plymouth. (3) Hybrid between brill

and lurhot (North Sea). (4) Sole with an eye on each side of

the body. The usual distortion, due to the shifting of the left

eye to the right side, had not occurred ^.^ortll .Sea). (5) Plaice

latv.-v, up to 2S d.ays' old, reared from eg^s hatclic.l in the Ply-

mouth Laboratory. The organisms exhibited were either of

econom c or of scientific interest.

A method of heating by electricity for hospital purposes was

shown by .Mr. C. T. SncJeUor. P.y means of this electrical

mode of generating heat it is possible to obtain and maintain

unifor.n any r<:quired degree of temperature. The apparatus

isencloicd in an clastic and tlexible case, with a silk or woollen

covering, so that it can be applied to and envelope any part of

the body as a lomenlation. It can also be used for a domestic

Turkish bath, or used as a footwarmer, and generally for warm-

ing purjHises in the bcdrooji or carriage.
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a coil and suspended needle-mirror, forming a galvanometer, and

a ball contact or ' coherer," or else a tube offiling-i, in circuit

with the other two. Electric surgings in the air, or in a scrap

.f wire pegged into the lid, increased the conductance of the

circuit. A light tap on the cylinder reduced it again. A handy

lan;p and scale enabled the deflexion of the needle to be seen.

The surgings could be excited by giving sparks to an insulated

sphere not far off, especially if the knobs supplying the sparks

are well polished.~ The exhibit of Dr. E. C. Stirling, C.M.G,, F.R.S., was a

eries of fourteen photographs, with two mapsani a geological

iCtion illustrating the researches carried on at Lake Callabonna,

1 South Australia, for remains of Diprotodon and other ex-

:nct animals, in 1S93. A description of the work to which

ihese phitographs reler is given in another part of this number.

Gold leaf made by electro-deposition was exhibited by Mr.

J. \V. Swan, F.R.S. This exhibit illuslra'.ed an attempt to

produce gold leaf by electro-chemical instead of mechanical

means. The leaves were prepared by depositing a thin film of

gold on a highly polished and extremely thin electro copper

deposit. The copper was then dissolved by perchloride of iron,

leaving the gold in a very attenuated condition. The leaves

were approximately four millionths of an inch thick, and some
of them mounted on glass showed the transparency of gold very

perfectly when a lighted lamp was looked at through them.

Miss Edna Walter and Mr. H. B. Bourne had on view a

projective goniometer. By means of this instrument, devised

and constructed by the exhibitors, the projection of a crystal on
a sphere is actually accomplished, realising in practice the

fundamental assumption of the theory of crystallography ; the

instrument is thus of value in demonstrating the axioms of the

science. If necessary, angular measurements could be made from

the image, but these only attain an accuracy of about 40' in 60'

= one per cent., which is inferior 10 that attained wiihagonio-
oieter.

Lord Kelvin showed a model illustrating the molecular tactics

of a q'lartz crystal. The crystalline molecule was represented

by a regular hexagonal prism of wood, the long diagonal of

the hexagon being 95 of the length of the prism. This gave
in the assemblage representing a quartz crystal of regular form,

the correct an>;le (3S' 13'; between the faces of the prism and
the faces of the terminal six sided pyramid. Each crystalline

molecule was marked on alternate sides wiih slips of blue and
red paper, to show the orientalional dil'ference between the

!'ernate sides of the piism and the absolute difTerence between
le alternate faces of the pyramid. The coloured slips were

placed obliquely to give the chiral quality of the crystalline

molecule and of the assemblage. Right-handed and left-

Imnded molecules were shown. All the piczj-electric and pyro-

icctric properties of the crystal (including the chiral piezo-

L-ctric pro,.erty discovered by Voigt) would be actually pro-
'

duced in the model, if copper and zinc were substituted for the

red and blue paper, and the individual prisms separated by
j

elastic insulating material. The model showed the well-known
orientalional macling on two faces of the prisms, and the con-
tiguous pair of faces of the terminal pyramid.

Dr. Isaac Roberts, F. K.S., showed original negatives and
•enlarged photographs of the spiral nebukv NIessier 74 Piscium,
Messier 101 Urspj Majoris, Messier 65 and 66 Leonis, Ilerschel

I. 16S Ur;a; Majoris, Herschel I. 56 and 57 Leonis. These
photographs revealed the forms and structures of the spiral

nebula,' with much grea'er detail and accuracy than had pre-

viously been known. They also clearly showed that the spirals

were almost perfect geometrical figures, but broken up into

numerous stars, or star-like condensations of the nebulosity, or i

of the meteoric matter, of which they are probably composed,
and thus furnish strong evidence of the truth of the nebular or 1

of the meteoric hypotheses. I

A number of specimens illustrating locomotion phases in

decapod ciuslacea were exhibited by Prof. Siewait, who also
•showed mummy cloth, of not later thin 4CO0 B.C., compared
with finest Irish linen of to-day. The piece of mummy cloth, •

made not later than 6000 years ago (IVth Egyptian Dynasty),
*as shown by the side of a piece of linest Irish linen 140 140
of to-day. The strands of the mummy cloth were 300 150
per inch.

Specimens of metallic chromium, manganese, tungsten iron,

Ac, free fiom carbon, also fused alumina, obtained during re-

duction of the metallic samples, were exhi'iited by Mr. Claude
Vaulin. The specimens of metallic chromium, manganese, &c.

,

had been reduced from their oxides by means of metallic alun-

inium. The oxide of the metal to be reduced was intimately

mixed with finely divided aluminium, and heated in magnesia-

lined crucibles. The heat produced by the oxidation of alum-
inium during the operation was sufhcient to fuse alumina,

specimen of which was exhibited.

Prof. A. M. Worthinglon, F.R.S., and Mr. R. S. Cole ex-

hibited photographs of a splashing drop. The photographs
shown were obtained by allowing a drop to fall in absolute

darkness, and illuminating it at any desired stage of its

splash by a suitably timed Leyden jar discharge taking place

between magnesium terminals. The exhibit comprised (i)

shadow photographs obtained when a drop of mercury
fell on the sensitive plate itself, which was laid horizontally

and illuminated from above ; (2) objective photographs,

showing much more detail than has usually been obtained in

such instantaneous work, and illustrating the exquisite sen-itive-

ness of the very rapid modern plates. To obtain these photo-

graphs the spaik was produced at the focus of a deep, silvered

watch glass subtending an angle of nearly 180', and was brought

very near to the place of impact. .\ single quartz spectacle

lens was substituted for the usual lens of the camera, and thus

the absorption of photographic rays by glass was avoided.

Mr. \V. Kurtz {.Vew Vork) exhibtted photographic prints in

the natural colours, obtained by printing in the three primary
colours only 1 Dr. Vogel's process';. The prints shown were all

of them printed in thrie colours only, some by surface-prin:ing,

the others by lithography ; but in all cases the printing blocks

were produced by photography. The process employed is as

follows r— By the intervention of suitable media, three photo-

graphs are obtained, severally appropriate to the three primary
colours composing the original picture or view re'iiired to be

reproduced. From these three photographs, respectively due to

the chemical action of th; red, yellow, and blue rays of the

spectrum, printing blocks are prepared, which bein' printed

from in red, yellow, and blue ink, give the multi-coloured

effects shown by the specimens.

Prof. Elisha G ay exhibited the telautogiaph, an instrument

for transmitting intelligence by electricity. Tne writer at one
station u^ing a lead-pencil, attached mechinic.ally to the ap-

paratus, and writing upon ordinary paper, transmits to the

distant station a facsimile of his handwriting, at his ordinary

writing speed. Sketches, sketch-portraits, diagrams, plans,

trademarks, and the like, as well as the characters of hiero-

glyphic alphabets may also be transmitted.

The following exhibits, with demonstratlo.is by means of

the electric lantern, took place in the m;e'.ing room of the

Society :

—

The magic mirror, by Mr. J.
W. Kearton. It was shown

that the English magic mirror owes its peculiar properties to

curved elevations and depressions in the polished metallic f.ice,

the elevations producing figures in shade by scattering of light,

and the depressions, figures in light by condensing rays reflected

from the mirror on to a screen. The figures in relief and in-

taglio are first produced by the action of any suitable acid on
the metal plate, and are then polished down until thev disappear

to direct vision. The figures of the Japanese type of mirror are

by-products in the process of minuficlure, and arise from local

yieldings of the f.ice and back during polishing : the more rigid

parts of the face, which correspond 10 raised metallic figures on
the back, suffer a somewhat greater reduction from opposing

greater resistance to the polishing tool.

As at the previous conversazione. Prof. E. B. Poulton gave

illustrations of recent work upon the influence of environmet.t

upon the colours of certain lepidopterous larvx.

Mr. D. Morris, C. M.G., exhibited and described a series of

views illustrating the leading features of tropical vegetation.

A CHEMICAL METHOD OF ISOLATIXG
FLUORIXE.

\ NEW salt of exceptional interest, the first member of
^^ a series of flacrplumbates, is described by Dr. Brauner, of

Prague, in the June issue of the Jouina! of the Chem cal

Society. Dr. Branner is well known in this country, having

been Berkeley Fellow of the Owens College, Manchester,

previous to his appointment to the chair of chemistry in the

Bohemian University. Twelve years ago he described two

compounds very rich in fluorine, CeF, . H._,0 and 3''^'' • zCeFj.

2H.jO, and .showed that when heated they first gave up their

water and subsequently evolved a gas which possessed an odour

similar to that of hypochlorojs acid, and which exhibited the
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chemical properties expeclerf of free fluoiine. The compound

now described is a fluorplumbale of the composition 3KF. IIF.

PbF,. It may be obtained by three methods. The fir^-l

consisis in treating the freshly precipitated hydrated oxide of

lead, PbjO- . 3H,0, a substance described by Dr. Branner in

the year 1SS5, with a mixture of hydrogen potissium fluoride

and hydrotluoric acid. The lluorplumbate is separated from

the lead difluoride simultaneously formed by crystallisation from

hydrofluoric acid. The second method consists in substituting

fluorine for oxygen in the plumbates of Fremy. Peroxide of

lead and caustic potash, in the propottions of the compound
3KOII . PbO;, are fused in a silver crucible ; the product is

moistened with water, and then added gradually to excess of

pure hydrofluoric acid. The filtered solution is evaporated to

the crystallising point in a current of air, and as soon as crystals

commtnce to form is placed in a vacuum desiccator. Crystals

of the salt are then depreited. The third method cmsisls in

displacing the acetic acid in lead telracetate by fluorine. One
molecular equivalent of lead telracetate is added 10 three

equivalents of hydrogen potassium fluoride, HF . KF, dissolved

in hydrofluoric acid ; crystals of potassium fluorplumbate are

formed upon evaporation, either in the air or in vjciio.

Analjses of the crystals prepared by all three methods indicate

the composition 3KF . IIF . PbF^.

The needle-shaped crystals, which frequently attain the

length of a centimetre, and ate grouped radially, have been

found to be in all probability monoclinic in symmetry, and

ismorphous with the analogous fluorstannate described by

Marignac.
Potassium fluorplumate is permanent in dry air, but becomes

brown in moist air, being decomposed by water, with formation

of hydrated peroxide of lead, hydrogen potassium fluoride,

and free hydrofluoric acid The effect of heat upon the salt is

most interesting and important. The experiments should be

carried out in a platinum tube. .-\t ioo°-ilo' the crystals

remain unaltered. .\t 200 hydrogen fluoride commences to

be evolved in small quantity. When subjected to a much
higher temperature, after previous heating for several hours

at 230°-25o', a gis commences to be evolved endowed with the

odour ascribed by Moissan to fluorine. This occurs much
below a red heat. The gas liberates iodine in such large

quantities from iodised starch paper as to cause it to be de-

posited in crystals, and small crystals of silicon held in the open

end of the lube not only burn with a vivid incandescence, but

even with explosive violence. There can, therefore, be no

question that the gas is free fluorine, and it would thus appear

that Dr. Brauner has discovered a trustworthy purely chemical

process of isolating the element . Potassium fluorplumbate

io^es its hydrogen fliiride almost completely at 230°, without

losing more than a trace of fluorine from the lead tetrafluoridc.

Any small traces of hydrogen fluoride subsequently evolved

along with the fluorine at the higher temperature may be

readily removed by Moissan's method of passing the gas over

potassium fluoride.

Dr. Braanerhas already obtained evidence of the existence

of a whole series of fluorplumbate', analogous to Marignac's

fluorstannates, and is now engaged in studying the sodium salt.

A. E. TUTTON.

A SURVEY OF THE ENGLISH LAKES.
AT the la?t meeting of the Royal Geographical Society a^ paper was read by I)r. Hugh Robert Mill, on the Lake

District of Northwestern England, of which the following is

an abstract :—The lake district is a remarkably definite and
symmetrical geographical unit. It may be roughly described

as a circular mass ol^ elevated land, highest in the centre, and
furrowed by a series of valleys running from the centre toward
the circumference like the spokes of a wheel. Most of these

valleys contain long narrow lakes of considerable size, and of a

difTerent type from the small round mountain tarns which also

occur in the district.

An account wa.s given in the paper of the methods employed
for ascertaining the depth and fixing the position of each sound-

ing, and for mapping the resulting inforiuation. The lakes

considercti were Wtndermcrc, Ullswa'.cr, Conislon Water,
Wastwatcr, F^^nnerdale Water, liultermcrc and Crummock
Water, Derwcntwalcr, Basscnthwaitc Lake, and Ilaweswatcr,

each of which was found to have certain special characteristics

which distinguished it from all the others. The soundings were
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carried out by the author, assisted by Mr. E. Heawood, Mr,
Shields, and others.

There are two main types amongst these lakes, the shallow

and the deep. The former, including only Derwentwater and
Hassenthwaile, are the broadest of all the lakes ; they average

tS feet in depth, their mean depth being only 25 per cen'.

f the maximum depth, a smaller ratio than for any other lakes.

The bed of these lakes may be roughly described as an undulat-

ing plain, grooved and ridged into shallow h'>ll'>ws, and low
shoals running pirallet to the I'lng axis of the lake. The con-

figuralirn suggests that they may have been shallowed by glacial

accumulations.

The second, or deep type, the shallowest of which has an
nveragc depth of 40 fee', and in which the average depth varies

from 56 to 6t percent, of the maximum depth, comprises all

the other lakes except, possibly, Enneidale, which combiues
the characteristics of both types. They are long, narrow, some-

times winding like Ullswater, or slightly curved in outline like

Wastwaler and Haweswater. The most characteristic lie in

long narrow valleys with steeply sloping sides, and the slopes

are continued under water with almost equd steepness, in some
cases with greater steepness, and terminate in a nearly flat floor.

The typical form of this class of lake is thus a steep-sided flat-

bottomed trough, diversified along the slopes by the still steeper

conical mounds of debris thrown down at the mouths of streams.

In Mnweswater the largest example of a delta occur-, nearly

cutting the lake in two ; while But'eruiere and Crunini'jck,

lying in one uniform valley, are entirely separated, proSably by

the same action, and Derwentwaler is also divided from Bassen-

thwaite by a broad alluvial plain. Although most of the Lakes

show only one clearly defined trough, the two largest are divided

into distinct basihs. In Windermere, the shoal on which Belle-

isle and the other islands ofT Bowness, rise separates the deep

and wide upper basin from the less deep and much narrower

lower basin. In Ullswater each of the three reaches of the

lake contains a definite basin separated from the others by

broad or narrow bars. From one of these the island of I louse-

holm rises, a mass of strongly glaciated rock ; but while the

position of the basin to the south of it seems to confirm the

glacial theory of the excavation of the hollow, the hollow to the

north of the island is so situated as to make its origin by glacia-

tion somewhat dilTicult to understand.

Three of the lakes have depths which descend below sea-

level. In W.astwater 217 acres lie beneath sea-level, so that if

drained to that extent it would present the appearance of a lake

still 5S feet in depth at one point. Windermere, if similarly

drained, would show a northern lake 3i miles long with a

maximum depth of 90 feet, and 3 miles further south a narrower

lake I mile in length and only 14 feet deep at itsdeepe^t, while

south of this there would be a still shallower lagoon half a mile

long. In Collision reduced to sealevel there would probably

appear one narrow lake 2j miles long and 42 feet in maximum
depths. All the other lakes are situated at such elevations that

they do not approach sealevel in their greatest depths.

Altogether, the lakes which have been sounded and mapped
cover an area of 20 square miles of unexplored territory. Con-

toured maps of the ten lake basins under consideration have

been supplied to the Ordnance Survey for incorporation on the

official maps of the country.

THE RECENT DISCOVERY OF FOSSIL
REMAINS AT LAKE CALABONNA, SOUTH

I
AUSTRALIA.'

I.

pROM time to time notices have appeared of a remark-
^ able discovery of fossil bones at Lake Mulligan in the

interior of South .Vustralia, but so far there has been no connected

statement of what has been done in the way of developing the

discovery. For reasons which will be evident, it is not yet

I
ossible to announce the results with anything more than a

I

rough approximation, which leaves many interesting cjueslions

unsolved, or even untouched. Still, in view of its pakxon-

tological importance, it seems desirable that any available

' information should be given without further delay.

Necessarily a fragmentary and imperfect record, I trust the

I following account will, at least, aflbrd evidence th.at the

1 authorities of the South .Vustraliaii Museum are fully alive to

the interest of the issues involved, and that, so far as their not

1 ny Dr. E. C. Slirlinn. F.R.S., CMd , Hon. Director, South Auslraliai)

{ Museum.
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too ample means will allow, they are doing their best to prose-

cute successfully a work of some magnitude and difficulty.

One other preliminary statement seems necessary. Though
the so called lake in which the fossils were found has been

hilherlo spoken of as Lake Mulligan, that name has never been
officially conferred or recognised, and indeed it will not be

found on any of the maps of S )uth Australia. There prevails a

very proper sentiment, unfortunately not always carried into

action, that the native names of localities should, si fai- as

possible, be retained. In this particular instance the eupho-
nious native name Callabonna, which applies to a large water-

course leading into the lake and to an adjoining sheep-run

seemed appropiiate in all respects, save that the association of

sound and idea might erroneously suggest the possession of the

scenic beauties of an Italian lake by an area which is not only

waterless, but also almost unsurpassable for barrenness and utter

dfsolation. The name, however, has been approved by the

ecutive, and in future the locality will be known as Lake
lilabonna, and will be so called in the following notes :

—

Physical Features of the Lake Eyre Basin.

As has often been observed, those who might form their

estimate of the physical geography of South Australia from an
inspection of its maps alone, would come to very errone ^us con-
clusion?. The numerous, and often immense, areas marked as

lakes, and the plentiful streams which appear to supply them,
deserve their name! on rare occasions only. Ordinarily the

lakes are only shallow, mud-bottomed, or salt-encrusted clay-

pans, and the rivers dry water-courses, or it may even be that

a definite channel is unrecognisable. Only after the heavy
tropical rains, which at too rare intervals descend to these

latitudes, do the rivers run for a brief peiiod and the lakes

contain water, though for some time afterwards the deeper
parts of the water-courses may remain as water-holes, or chains

of water-holes of greater or less size and permanence. Those,
however, who have only seen the river channels dry, can have
little idea of what torrents ihey may become under such circum-
stances. The tlood waters of the Barcoo or Cooper, some few
years ago, spread over a breadth of Inm forty to fifty miles on
its way to reach Lake Eyre. Lake Eyre itself has occasion-

ally been filled, and is then a vast inland sea over a hundred
miles long and fifty broad, and, when full of water, might well

have suggested great possibilities of internal navigation.

The area of these inland lakes presents roughly a division

into a Western system, comprising Lake Gairdnerand numerous
adjacent smaller clay-pans ; a Central system, of which Lake
Eyre, Lake Eyre .South, and Lake Torrens are the chief mem-
bers ; and an Eastern system, comprising, in their order from
north to south. Lakes Gregory, Blanche, Callabonna and
Frome. These three systems have no direct communication
with one another ; in fact, they are separated by more or less

elevated ground.

From the fact of some of the early explorers, in proceeding
northwards, having struck the apparently unending margins and
impassable beds of the huge clay-pans, either of Lake Torrens,
of Lake Eyre, or of those of the Eastern group, all of them were
for some time supposed t) be continuous and to form one great

lacustrine surface. Indeed, for many years a familiar feature

on the maps of Australia was an im uense crescentic, or horse-

shoe shaped, area with its two horns, formed by the present

Lakes Torren-i and Frome, directed southwards. Eventually
the progress of discovery enabled this horse-shoe to be broken
up into the constituents now called Lakes Torrens, Eyre,
Gregory, lilanche and Frome, as they now appear. It is easy to

see, on reference to the map, how great the chances were that

explorers, having once passed into the then unknown region
enclosed within the concavity of this great system of clay-pans,
should have had their further progress checked at the shores of
"He or other of them.
The constituents of the Eastern system, with which we are

more immediately concerned, form a chain of clay-pans con-
nected by intervening channels, and together they present a
curve with its concavity directed towards the west. The whole
of the series is, according to the most recent maps, included
between the meridians of longitude 13S 50' and 140° 20' East of
Greenwich, and the parallels of south latitude 31° 12' and
28° 50'.

On those rare occasions when the (lood waters of the
Bai'coo come down in sutficient volume, from the immense area
which it drains in Southern ijueensland, they pass into the

Strzelecki, a large effluent which leaves the main channel at

Innamincka, a place of melincholy memory in the history of

Australian discovery, as clos.; by the present settlement lie the

remains of the ill-fated Burke, who perished in 1861 after a

successful transit of Australia. These floods may then fill

Lakes Gregory and Blanche ; the latter lake, indeed, was filled

two years ago, when its waters remained fresh for six months.

A channel from the Strzelecki leads into Lake Callabonna,

and I am informed ihit this depression also was filled from the

same source some years ago, a statement which is supported by

the presence upon the sand-hills of numerous fragments of the

eggs of fresh-water fowl and of bones of water-rats. On the

older mapi Lake Callabonna was depicted as a northerly

extension of Lake Krome, and indeed these two are actually

connected by a channel, but whether water has ever been k lown
to flow from one into the o her I have not been able to learn.

There is compensation for the unpromising physical features

of Lake Callabonna, that will be afterwards described, in the

fact that its bed has lately been shown to be a veritable necro-

polis of gigantic extinct Marsupials and Birds, which have
apparently died where they lie, literally in hundreds. The facts

that the bones of individuals are often unbroken, close together

and frequently in their proper relative positions, the attitude of

many ol the bodies and the character of the matrix in which
they are eni'ieddeti, negative any theory that they have been
carried thither by 11 )ods. The probability is rather that they

met their death by being entombed in the effort to reach fojd

or water, just as even now happens in dry seasons to hundreds
of caitle which, exhausted by want of food, are unable to extri-

cate themselves from the boggy places that they have entered
in pursuit either of water or of the little g'een herbage due to its

presence. The accumulation of so many bodies in one locality

points to the fact of their assemblage around one of the last

remaining cases in the region of desiccation which succeeded an.

antecedent condition of plenteous rains and abundant waters.

An identical explanation has been suggested by Mr. Daintree in

his notes on the Geology of Queensland (Jaiirnal Geol. Soc.

1872, p. 275).

Lake Callabonna.

Lake Callabonna, the description of which is, in its mtin-
features, applicable to iis kindred clay-pans, has a length of
over fifty miles. About ten miles wide at its northern extre-

mity it narrows to fuur or five at the site of the recent excava-
tions, which is some fifteen miles to the southward, and becomes
still further constricted in the remainder. Its shores, especially

on the eastern side, are as yet imperfectly surveyed, nor have, I

believe, any levels been taken of its bed. I'os-iibly, like Lake.
Eyre, it may actually be below the sea level, but in any case it

is relatively low lying, for water-courses lead into it on three

sides. Tne Mount Hopeless, Yerila, Woratchie, Hamilton,
Parabarana, and Pepegoona Creeks, all of which rise in the

Flinders Range, enter it on the western side, and the Callabonna
and Vandama Creeks, rising in the Gr^-y Range, on the east.

Though these only run after heavy rain, they may then bring

down a considerable quantity of flood water. As I have alreaty

sia'ed, water can fljw into it at the northern end by the Moppa-
Collina Channel which communicates with the Strzelecki. The
occasional character of the surrounding country may be best

appreciated by relerence to some of the names given by the

early explorers and setilers, such as Mount Hopeless, Dreary
Point, Illusion Plains, Mount Deception, Mirage Creek, whicn
tell their own story of drought, diflficulties, and disappoint-

ments.

Speaking generally, the bed of the lake is a great flat clay-pan,

depressed, but very little, below the surrounding country. In-

the neighbourhood of the fossilifer jus area, however, this pre-

vailing flatness is broken by the existence of an aggregation

of dunes or hillocks of fine drift sand, not exceeding thirty feet

in height, and with the ridges running more or less north and
south at right angles to the direction of the prev.dent westerly

winds. These dunes are so far discontinuous that, did the

lake contain a very few feet of water, they would be converted

into a number of irregularly-shaped sand is'cts. From a foot to

eighteen inches below their surface is a layer of loosely com-
pacted sand rock in which were founil the bivalve Corbicu'.a

desolala, Tate, now living in the Cooper River system, and the

univalve BUiitfonha slirlingi, Tate, not yet known to be living,

though related to the common littoral species K. strialiilii.

The sand-dune area is about four miles long fiom north t
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south, and about three miles wide. The camp of the working
|

party was at firs; pitched on the east side of the most southerly

hillock, but the extreme exposure of the site to ihe prevalent

winds and sand-storms soon compelled a change to the opposite

side. Noiihward of the sand-hills, so far as the eye can reach,

the whole like bed i~ an unbroken fl.u expanse, covered with

gypsum crystals of all sizes, from which the reflection of the

bright sunlight causes a glare painful to the eyes. The greatest

distance in this directijn r< ached by member^ of the party was
eight mile=. Here there are a number of brackish spring? in

the bed of the lake, each surrounded by a fringe of "bull-

rushes" {Tyfha sp.), and on the way thither a peculiar oval

mound was passed, consisting of an interior mass of soft black

mud covered by a greyish crus', the whole structure quaking
on pressure like a jelly. The size was about twelve feet long

by eight fee! broad and four ftret high.

South of the cainp is another flat expanse on which water
very readily collecs even after a light fall of rain.

When ihii is dry the surface is white from the presence

of a saline efflorescence, probably >ulphate of sodium.

East and west the group of sand-hills aie separated from the

m-iinlanl by sail-encrusted flats of about half a mile in width,

which in dry weather are passable for camels and even for

light vehicles, but are extraordinarily bogf;y ar.d sticky after rain.

Theie are a (ew shallow water-courses near the camp, the

general direction of which is from north to south, and in some
pans of these salt water stands permanently. The soft black

mad which forms their bed contains in msny places much de-

composing vegetable matter, and often stinks horribly from the

evolution from it of sulphuretted hydrogen gas. In one place

there is, in the bed of the water course, a round black-looking

hole standing full of water, which gave no bottom with sound-
ings at twenty five feet.

After a continuance of dry » ealher, the flats around the camp
become coated with a white amorphous saline crust with this

peculiarity, that it does not form on .•^uiface tracks, and these

thus appearing dark amid the surrounding while ground, the

scene suggests with singular firce the appearance of fojtprinls

on a snow-field. On the other hand, whenever water (collected

in the tracks and other inder^tation^) has evaporated, which
»ery soon takes place under the influence of the stroig, dry
winds of the locality, there are left behind large tlat glistening

prismatic crystals which, in excess ol dryness, crumble into a

fine white powder. Unfortunately, the nature of these crystals

cannot now be precisely slated, as the samples collected have
not reached Adelaide, but, fiom their shape and behaviour,

there is lilile doabt but that they are composed of sodium sul-

pbai e.

Scarcely any vegetation relieves the prevailing desolation

be)ond stubbly "samphiie plants" [Salicornia), which grow in

patches upon the sandhills, and rarely excted two feet in

height. Judging by the unusual thickne-s of their stems, some
of these bubbes must be very old. A few scattered and still

more stunted bushes of the same plant grow upon the interven-

ing flats. To the north and south ol the sandhills net a bush
relieves the unbroken monotony of the level, white crystalline

surface.

On the western side, not far from Ihe margin of the lake, are

the Mulligan Springs, where a station hut was formerly in occu-
pation ; but this has been for some time abandoned. The
n<MiCfn' country is now under pastoral lease to the Beltana

my, whose holding extends continuously to the
i -lance of 150 miles. The eastern spurs of the

11 111. .iimmiis of which reach .in elevation

ich to within nbout twenty miles ol

. , un the eastern slope of the range,

t-.illabonna Station, belon,;ing to .Messrs.

iders the lake on the east, and consists

, (laini which stretch to, and beyond, the
w South Wales. The station-house stands on

' '- ' ' 'iim the lake, and six from
Ku7 wiutina .M.iliim, belong-
li.y.^

. :.:iicc from .\delr.ide in a
direct line is about 4C0 miles, Int to icach the lake by the
ordinary routes necessitates a journey by rail of about (hat

length and an additional 150 to 2C0 miles by road, according
10 Ihe route selected. The whole iouruey thither occupies five

10* '

exec

Ihe 1

there arc

Kasle'is i

the camp,
ing to .Mr.

> as uninviting region
geol ^.. ,..; wunsidered.

Its

History of the Discovery.

During many years, and from many parts of South Australia,

notably from the Lake Eyre district, the S )uih Australian

Museum has from time to time received tefih and fragments of

DifrototioH bones, which were occasionally associated with
fragmentary remains of Macropods, Crocodiles, Turtles, and
large Bird--.

.\mong such donations were some teeth and portions of the

lower jaw, sent to us in 1885 liy Mr. John Rngless, which weie
found by his son, Mr. K. tS. Kagless, in a water-course at a

depth ol live feet, about two miles east of the margin of Lake
Callabonna, and about twelve miles north-east ol the place

where the more recent discoveries have been made. It was
not, however, until 1SS9 that the Museum obtained a very per-

fect skull, and several other bones in their enliiety, from Kaldina

Creek, near Burra, a locality about a hundred miles due north

of .\del.iide. In the same year, from fr.ngments found at Bun-

dey, ill the same district, we were able to restore incompletely

another skull, which differs very considerably from the former.

S. little la'er a third, but mere imperfect, skull was found at

Gawler, twenty-five miles north of .Adelaide.

-Since the first discovery of Diprolodon remains in the Wel-

lington Caves, by Sir Thomas Mitchell, in 1830, teeth and bones

of this animal have been found over an extensive area which

extends from the Gulf of Carpentaria to Victoria, and from the

Darling Downs to the Lake Eyre Basin. They have also been

foun 1 at Kimberley, in Northwest Australia, and 10 the west of

the bead of the Great B'ght : so that the IMf^rolodon appears to

have had an immense range, and probably wandered over the

whole continent of .\ustr.Tlia.

The existence of bones in the actual bed of Lake Calla-

bonna was made known to Mr. F. B. fia^less on January 10,

1892, by an intelligent aboriginal who described iheni as being

vei7 large and numeious, and two days afterwards Mr. Ragless

himself visited the locality, which subsequently became the seal

ol operation-. .\ few days later Ihe place was visited by John
Meldrum, who had been for some months in Mi. Uagless's

employ, and by him some fragments were brought to Adelaide.

These facts having come to the notice of the Museum
authorities, Mr. H. Ilurst, who had been previously eng.agedin

geological and palaeontological work in Queensland, was com-

missioned to inspect and report. The promising nature of the

report of this gentleman ultima'ely led to the despatch to the

lake of a party under his charge in January 1893.

TheWoIvK at Lake Callabonna.

Operations under Mr. Hurst's superintendence were con-

tinued for four months, during which time a considerable

amount of maierial was obtained. Towards the end of June

1893, however, work, having been previously interrupted by

rain, had to bo finally discontinued in consequence of a heavy

fall, and Mr. llursl, wilh one of his paity, returned to

Adelaide, bringing with hiui as many bones as could be carried

in a " buck-board " buggy.

At this stage it appeared desirable for various reasons thai

the work of excavation should be continued under the direction

of a responsilde Museum nfficer, and accordingly, at tlie desire of

the Board of Management, I left for the field on August 11,

I 1893, in company with .Mr. Zietz, the assistant director, and

another member of the Museum stafl:. On our ariival at Lake

Callabonna Mr. lluist, who had by ihal time returned to the

camp, resigned his appointment, wilh another member of his

previous party.

As the result of Mr. Hurst's labours about a ton of bones

were soon 'lespalched to Adelaide. Shortly alter our arrival

' a fall of rain, though not exceeding hall an inch in amount, w.t

sufficient to cause considerable sheets ol water to collect on tli'

I

low-lying flats, to fill up the holes which had been cxcavaleii.

1

and to render the clay surface of the lake, at ihe best of linn

;
very soft and sticky, so boggy th.at further woik on the field be

came for a lime impossible. Eurlher, it became a matter ul

great difficulty for the camels to pass over to the mainland for

the requisite supplies, and it was occasionally necessary 10 re-

I

move their loads and dig them out of the glue-like mud in

which they h.td sunk nearly to their bellies.

In consequence of ihc rain it was a fortnight before excava-

tions could be properly resumed ;
meanwhile. Icing unfor-

lunalelv obliged to return to Adelaide, I Icfl the camp in charge

I of -Mr.' Zielz, ihc other members ol the party being three
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assistants, a cook, and two Afghans in charge of five camels.

The absence of all fee<l near the camp rendered it necessary

that these latter should have their encampment on the eastern

shore, at a distance of about two miles and a half.

The number of the party thenceforth remained unchanged.
Without the camel*, which were lent to us by the liberality

of the South .\us^ralian Government, it would have been quite

impossible to carry on the work. By them meat, which some-

times went bad before the day was out, had to be brought a

distance of six miles frnm Callabonna Station, as well as water

from the same place, until, with the advance of summer, the

station supply fell short, when it became necessary to send to a

well at a still greater distance, and every stick of firewood had
to be fetched several mile*. From the ravages of rabbits, of

which there will be more to say directly, it was difficult to keep
the camels in sufficiently good condition for their work, and
each j jurney for wood and water generally required two days.

were found lying close together. It may be mentioned that

underground bones were usually di-covered by probing with a

wire rod, the sense of touch easily detecting the impact even
with those that were soft.

Character of Lake Bed.

The Lake bed in the fossiliferous area adjacent to the camp
compri.es what appears to be one of its most low-lying parts.

Its superstratum is a layer of stifiT yellowish clay of variable

depth, but usually of not less than about a foot in thickness, not

of uniform character, but marked by streaks or veins of a rusty

colour, containing much fine, sharp sand, due apparently to sur-

face cracks having been filled up with drift-sand. In some
places this veining is so irregular and contorted as to give the
clay a marbled appearance. On drying, the clay separates
readily, along these streaks, into quadiangular or polygonal
masses somewhat after the manner of coal.

Hunieru?. Sc.-ip'ila.

Fk;. I.—Di:>rotoion skeleton partially excavatel.

Ht.-. .

When in the course of a fortnight after the rain, the ground
had sufficiently dried to permit of the e.\cavations being resumed,
operations were commenced by Mr. Zielz at a place about a

mile north-west of the camp from which his predecessor, Mr.
Hurst, had obtained a number of bones. The subsequent yield,

however, was inconsiderable in qnanuty, and such as were found
were much broken and decomposed. They represented, how-
ever, a variety of species, odd bones of large and small Dipro-
lodon«, of the giant Wombat yFhaicotomyi), of Kangaroos, and
of Birds being mixed together in great confusion ; or it might
be that ife bones apparently of a single Diprotodon, even in

previously unopened ground, were widely separated and broken,
the fractures being sharp, and the missing pieces not discoverable.

This locality was consequently abandoned in favour of
parts nearer the camp ; from these good results were
continuously obtained, and among them one apparently com-
plete, and one nearly comi'lele Diprotodon skeleton (Fig. i),

which were found in ground that had been liamped over hun-
dreds of limes in going to and fro between the camp and the
more distant workings. Here also the remains of four birJs
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Beneath this superstratum is a layer of unctuous blue clay, of
about two feet in thickness resting upon a band of coarse sharp
sand, beneath which no bones were ever found by Mr. Ziet.-.

Below the sand the same blue clay occurs again for an undeter-
mined depth, and shows in parts a laminated structure, with salt

water l)ing in the interlaminar spaces. The greatest depth
actually reached was between six and seven feet.

On physical analysis this clay yielded 15-20 per cent, of fine,

sharp quartz-sand, while an approximate chemical analysis,

kindly made for me by Mr. Turner, Demonstrator of Chemistry
in the University, yielded the following results :

—

Water
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In the dry state numerous minute crystals of sulphate of calcium

were visible in the clay.

In the least low-lying parts of the area salt water is reached

at from two feet and a half to three feel ; in the most depressed

it remained permanently on the surface during the whole period

of the excavations, which extended over the dry months of

August, September, October, and November. In parts which

are neither the highest nor the lowest the surface clay remains

merely damp, and it was in ground of this character that the

bones in be»t condition were lound, provided that the under-

lying water did not approach the surface too nearly. In such

cases, and in the very low places where the water remained per-

manently on the surface, it was impossible to excavate on account

of the excessive inflow into the holes.

(To be continiiiJ.)

UNIVERSITY AXD EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

O.XFORD.—Sir Henry \V. Acland, Bart., and Prof. J. S.

Butdon Sanderson have been appointed representatives of the

Vniversily at the eighth International Congress of H)giene
and Demography, to be held at Buda-l'esth in September.

The Sixth Annual Report of the Delegates of the University

Museum has been publi<hed, and gives evidence of steadily

increasing aciivi:y in the scientific work of the University. Willi

increasing activity increased wants are felt, and the Regius
Professor of Medicine, the Professor of Experimental Philo-

sophy, and the Hope Professor of Zoology state that extra

space is required for particular subjects required to be taught or

exhibited in their departments. The reports of the Linacre

Professor, and of the Curator of the Pilt Rivers Museum, con-

tain long lists of specimens which have been added by gift,

purchase, or exchange to the collections under their care, and
one of the most satisfactory features of the report is the state-

ment of the various researches which have been carried out in

different laboratories during the fast year.

CA.MBRIDCE.—In addition to the honorary doctor's degrees

to be conferred in connection with the visit of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society to Cambridge, the honorary degree of M.A.
will be conferred on June 27 on Mr. Krnesl Clarke, secretary,

and Dr. J. \. Voelcker, consulting chemist, to the Society.

Mr. A. E. Shipley, of Christ's College, has been appointed
University Lectuier in the Advanced Morphology of the

Invertcbrata for live years from Michaelmas 1S94, in the room
of Prof. S. J. Hickson.

Mr. S. Ruhemann, of Gonville and Caius College, has been
reappointed University Lecturer in Organic Chemistry for five

years from Michaelmas 1894.

Mr. J. J. Lister, of St. John's College, has been appointed
University Demonstrator of Comparative .Anatomy.

At St. John's College the lolloAing awaids in Natural

Science were announced on June iS :

—
Foundation Scholarships assigned or continued : W. L.

Blown (Physiology); W. Nlcl>ougall (Physiology and
.Anatomy) ; S. S. F. Blackman (Zaology) ; \V. C. Brown,
Butler, Orton, and K. J. llortonSmith (subjec:s of Natural
Sciences Tiipo?, Part L); V. H. Blackman, Norlhcott,

Tollent, West (iccond year subjects) ; Hemmy, Morgan
(fiist year ouljecis). Hutchinson Studentship (for research in

Pathology): F. Villy. Hughes Piize (third year); S. S. F.

Blackman. Wiighi'» Prizes : Tallent (second year), Hemmy
(fini year). Herschel Prize (for Astronoui}), Feamley.

came from those points. Other names for the winds are

associated with certain definite characteristics. In some places,

on lakes, the winds are termed lower or upper winds, according

to whether they originate at the lower or upper end of the lake
;

on the lake of Garda the upper wind is called Sofero, from the

Italian Sopra, on the lake of Geneva ; the wind coming down
from the Vaud country is known as V'au.lairt ; and in the

Rhine valley, the breeze blowing from the Wisp V.illey is called

Wi'fcr-^LHtiii. The Italians call their north-e.ist wind Grto,
and the Romans called the south-west wind A/riciis. while the

Italians still call it .-Ijf'iiii'. Homer names four winds only:

Boreas, the north wind coming from Xorihern Greece ; Zephyros,

the west wind, from the word meaning darkness ; Euros, in-

dicating light, means a wind from the east ; and Notos, from
the word .Votins, wet, a south wind in Greece. Winds are

further named according to their inlluences and effects for good
or evil; in Switzerland and the Tyrol the warm wind which
melts the snow is known as Afei-riiui : while IHsl; Bii or

Bass are the names given to the cold north wind ; and Maalro,
or master-wind, is the name given to the north west wind
which prevails in summer over the .Adriatic ; in France the

word becjmes Misiral^ and it is a destructive wind. The word
Samooiii, given to the destructive desert wind of .Arabia, is

derived from the .Arabic word Ssirn, poison. For further

particulars we refer our readers to the original article, which has

also been reprinted in the Mtttorologische Zeitschrift for

January last.

Wiciietnanit's AnnaUn th'r Physik und Cht'mie^ No. 6.—On
the radiation of gases, by F. Paschen. The long- wave spectrum

of water vapour and the absorption spectrum ol liquid water is

here dealt with. Rubens's latest re-determinations of the dis-

persion curve of fluorspar show that all the author's wave-
lengths above 26/1, based upon Rubens' and Snow's previous

results, are untrustworthy. The author deals fully with Prings-

heim's criticism of his work.—On some methodsof determining

the pitches of high notes, by F. Melde (see p. 155).—On
the relation between the lowering of the freezing-point of solu-

tions and their osmotic pressures, by C. Dieterici. The author

works out an equation by which the osmotic work may be calcu-

lated from the depression of the freezing point, even in cases

where the latter amounts to 50' C.—On the absorption of

hydrogen by water and aqueous solutions, by Paul Steiner. The
coelhcients of absorption may be roughly divided into two
groups—those of solutions of monad salts, of K, Li, and Na,
and those of dyad salts, such as K^CO^, CaClj. NajSOi. The
curves exhibiting the relation between absorption and concen-

traliDU form two bunches for the two groups. The curve for

sugar s ilulion is approximately a straight line, interscvting the

cutves of the second group.—On the electric conductivity of

sooie sails dissolved in ethyl and methyl alcohol, by If. Vullmer.

The molecular conductivities of the electrolytes tested in the

alcohol increase as the concentration decreases. With extreme

dilution they approach a liniiiing value, except those of CaClj
ani CaN^O,, in ethyl alcohol. The conductivity also decreases

OS the molecular weight of the solvent increases.—On the simi-

laiity of the light emitted by an after-glo.ving Geissler tube

and the beginning of the gl iw of solid bodies, by Carl Kirn.

The spectrum of the after glow contracted into a space between

the wave lengths of 555 and 495fi^,ai.d appeared greyish-jellow.

This is in accordance with Weber's observation, who n^iticed

that a solid does not begin to glow red, but thit the first colour

to appear is a greenish-yellow band in the region of maximum
luminosity of the solar siicctrum.—On the electric and magnetic

forces of the atoms, by F. Richarz.—Un the forms of motion

upon which electromagnetic phenomena may be based, by Her-

mann Eberl.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
Tht American Afeltorohgical Journal for June contains a

summary of an interesting article by Dr. F. Umlauft, on the
names of the winds, oii^inally published in the Deutsche
Kiindichau fur Geo^iaphic uuJ Slalislik (vol. xvi. No. 3). The
winds are mostly named according to the regions from which
they come ; thus winds blowing from land 10 sea are called

land-breezes, and '.ice vena. 'I he original names of the cast

and we»t points of the compass, and uf ihc winds from those
points, were deiivcd from words connected with the appearance
anil d.sappearancc of daylight ; the names of nonh and south
were principally associated with the kinds of weather that
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, May 24.— " On the Measurement of lh«

Magnetic Properties of Iron." By Thomas Gray, Professor of

Dynamic Engineering, The Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre

Haute, Indiana.

This paper gives the results of a continuation of the investiga-

tion which formed Ihc subject of a paper communicated to the

Royal Society in 1892, and published in the rhtlowphical Trant-

acltons, vol. clxxxiv. A. pp. 531-542. The results now given
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have been to a large extent obtained by the same method,

namely, from the curves giving the relation of the current flow-

ing in the circuit to the time measured from the application or

the reversal of the impressed E.M.F'. on the circuit. In this

case, however, the personal element has been eliminated from

the curves by the application of the autographic recorder re-

ferred to as under construction in the previous paper. This
apparatus, which is a modification of the " Thomson siphon-

recorder," has been found to work satisfactorily, and has con-

siderably increased the ease and the accuracy with which the

curves can be produced. A description of the apparatus and
specimens of the curves drawn by it are included in the paper.

There is also included in the paper a description of the ap-

paratus and method of experiment in the application of a watt-

meter to the determination of the energy dissipated by trans-

formers under E. M F. 's of different frequency of alternation.

The accuracy of the measurements so made were checked by
comparison with the results of measurements made by Joubert's

instantaneous contact method. The apparatus and method of

experiment adopted for the application of this method were to

some extent different from those commonly employed, and they
are therefore described.

The results of some further experiments on the large electro-

magnet used in the previous experiments, and described in the

paper above referred to, are given, but a large part of the re-

sults quoted in this paper refer to closed circuit transformers

of the types manufactured by the Westinghouse and the Genera
]

Electric Companies. The experiments have been chiefly

! directed to the following points :

—

I

(i) A Comparison of the Total Energy rtijtiired to produce

I

Dijffereiit Mr.i;netic Inductions, and the Corresponding Dissipation

\of Eneigy,— In connection with this, the effect of airgap in the

I

magnetic circuit has been investigated somewhat more fully. It

: is shown that, by introducing a moderate airgap, the energy
dissipated for a given induction through the coils may be reduced
one-third.

(2) Tlie Law of Variation of Hysteresis with Variation of
Induction.—The experiments indicate that, although for any
jspecial case the energy dissipated can be approximately ex-

Ipressed by an equation of the form E = AB", that both A and
ii are different for difTerent kinds of iron. It seems probable,

lalso, from the results obtained, that a is not absolutely constant
!for any one iron, but that it increases with increase of B.

(3) riie Effect of Increased Frequency of Cyclic Variation of
Magnetism on the Dissipation of Energy.—In this investigation

I transformer, the iron case of which was made up of very thin

iheets, was used. The thickness of the sheets was about
i6-iooihs of a millimetre, and the sheets were insulated from
;ach other by means of thin paper. The full load capacity of

he transformer was about 6000 watts. The range of frequency
including the autographic recorder, the wattmeter and thejou-
)ert's instantaneous contact method experiments) was about from

i per minute to 8000 per minute. The results indicated that,

hroughout this range, there is no variation in the dissipation of

nergy per cycle when the inductions are equal.

Data deduced from these experiments as to the m.agnetic

[ualities of the iron used in the different transformers is given
n the paper.

Zoological Society, June 5. —Sir VV. II. Flower, K.C.B.,
'".R. S., President, in the chair.—The Secretary read a report

n the additions that had been made to the society's menagerie 1

uring the month of May.—Mr. Sclater made some remarks on
he chief animals that he had observed during a recent visit to

he Zoological Gardens of Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Hanover,
terlin, and Hamburg.—A communication was read from Dr.
'.. A. Goeldi, containing critical remarks on the opossums of
he Serra dos Orgaos, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.— Mr. O. Thomas
ave an account of the gazelles of Algeria, chiefly based on
pecimens brought home by Sir Edmund Loder, and distin-

uished three unquestionable species, Gazella dorcas, G. ruvieri,

nd G. lodcri, the last being a new species of which examples
ad been obtained by Sir Edmund Loder in the sand-hills three
ays south of Biskra. A fourth gazelle, of which a skin and
sull had been bought by Sir Edmund Loder in Algiers many
ears ago, was referied wiih some doubt to Gazilla corinna,
leCorinne of Buffon.— Sir Edmund Loder then gave an account
f his expedition in search of the " Reem," as the Gace/la loderi

called by the Arabs, and stated what he had learnt of its

abits and distribution.—A second comraunicalion from Sir
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Edmund Loder contained remarks on the period of gestation of
the Indian antelope, as observed in captivity.—A communication
was read from Or. W. B. Benham, containing notes on a par-
ticularly abnormal vertebral column of the ball-frog (Rana
inugiens), and on certain other variations in the anurous column
of this frog.—Mr. Lindsay Johnson read a communication on
the pupils of the felida;, and stated that, after an examination
of the eyes of iSo domestic cats, as well as the eyes of all the
felidx in the society's gardens, he had come to the conclusion
that the natural shape of the pupil in Felis is circular. Although
under various degrees of light one might gel every shape from
the circle througli all degrees of oval to a perfectly vertical line,

yet instillations of atropine or cocaine solutions caused every
pupil to become a true circle. The younger the cat the greater
the tendency for the pupil to become pointed oval !n ordinary
light, and, conversely, the older the cat the more frequently did
we find a circular pupil. Brilliant light always caused con-
traction to oval, and diiect sunlight to a thin line in the smaller
felida: ; in the larger felidae Mr. Johnson had frequently found
the pupils contract to a small circle. Suddenly alarming a cat

had the effect of momentarily dilating the pupil ; while in sleep
the pupil was always contracted The communication was
illustrated by models and diagrams.

Entomological Society, June 6.—Henry John Elwes,
President, in the chair.— Mr. \V. F. H. lilandford exhihiied a
series of eleven male specimens of Rhina harbirosliis from
British Honduras, of which the largest and smallest examples
measure respectively 60 and 17 mm. The difference in bulk,
supposing the proportions to be identical, is as 43 to r. He
remarked that this variation of the size is especially common in
the BrenthidiT, Ci'ssonidic, and other wood-boring Coleoplera.
The President, Dr. Sharp, F. R. S., the Rev. Canon Fowler,
Mr. Jacoby, the Hon. Walter Rothschild, Mr. Merrifield, and
Mr. Champion tojk part in the discussion which ensued. — Mr.
A. J. Chitty exhibited specimens of Cardiophorus equiseti taken
near Braunton, on the north coast of Devon, in May 1891.
Mr. Champion and Mr. Blandford made some remarks on the
species.—Mr. McLachlan, F.R S., exhibited for Mr. J. W.
Douglas male specimens of a Coccid {Leoinium prunastri),
bred from scales attached to shoots of blackthorn (Frunus
sfinosa) received from Herr Karel .Sulc, of Prague. Mr.
Douglas communicated notes on the subject, in which he
stated that the species was common on blackthorn in

Clermany, and should be found in Britain.— Lord Walsingham,
F'.R.S., exhibited a seiies of Cacaciu fodaiia, Scop., reared
from larvK feeding on Lapageria and palms in Messrs. Veitch's
conservatories in King's Road, Chelsea, including some very
dark varieties. The fion. Walter Rothschild stated that he
had taken the 5p;cies on lime. Mr. Hampson and .Mr. Tutt
also made some remarks on the habits of the species.—Mr. C.
Fenn exhibited a long series of Sclcnia lunaria, bred from one
batch of eggs, which included both the spring and summer forms;
and also two unforced specimens, which emerged in November.
He remarked that the variation between the two emergences,
viz., spring and summer, is considerable, and also the range of
variation inter sc, especially in the spring form ; but it is very
remarkable that the summer form has one or two representa-
tives among the specimens of the spring emergence. He
said that the p,arent female was taken at Bexley in

May 1S93.—Mr. F. Lovell-Keays exhibited a variety of
L. ale.xis (female), having the marginal ocelli on the hind
wings entirely without the usual orange-coloured lunules. The
specimen was captured at Caterham on May 22, 1S94, and was
the first example of the species observed by the captor this

season. Mr. Barrett made some remarks on the specimen.— .Mr.

J. H. Durrant exhibited a series of Steganoptycha pygnutana,
Hb., taken at Mcrton, Norfolk, between March 25 and the
middle of April last. Lord Walsingham made some remarks
on the species.—Mr. II. Goss read an extract from a report from
Mr. J. R. Preece, her Majesty's consul at Ispahan, to the Foreign
Office, on the subject of damage caused to the wheat crop in the
district of Rafsinjan by an insect which was called " Sen " by
the natives, and which he described as " like a flying bug,
reddish-olive in colour, with heavy broad shoulders." .Mr. Goss
said he had been asked by Mr. W. H. Preece, F.R. S. , to

.ascertain, if possible, the name of the species known to the
natives as "Sen." Dr. Sharp said that in the absence of a
specimen of the insect it was impossible to express an opinion
as to the identity of the species. —The Rev. Canon F'ovvler
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exhibited for Miss Omerod specimens of DilobaitrHs nhierus.

Slum, £.ucraniiiii! ariihuciiit!. Brail., and Mt;atht>pa violacfa,

BliDch., which she had received from the La Plata district of

the Argentine territories, where they were said to be damaging
the grass crops. He alio read notes from Miss Orinerod on the

subject.— -Mr. Hampson raised an important point as to what
was the )e^ " date of publication " of part i. of the Trans-

acli-ins of the Society, 1894. He pointed oat that the question

of the priority of the names of certain new .cpecies described

therein would depend upon the dalL' of publication. .\ long

discussion then ensued, in which Dr. Sharp, the Hon. \V.

Rothschild. Mr. Gos^, Mr. Mcl.achlan, Lord Walsingham, Prof.

Poulion, F.R.S., and Mr. Verrall took part.— Prof. Franz
Kixpalck, of Prague, communicated a paper entitled "descrip-

tions of a new species of A'aphiilia, L. , and of three new species

of Trichoptera from the Balkan Peninsula, with critical remarks
on Panorta f^ihhera.t, McLach."— Lord Walsingham, ex-

President and Vice-President, then took the chair, and a special

general meeting convened under chap, xviii. of the bye- laws

was held.

Geological Society, June 6.—Dr. Hemy Woodward,
F.R.S., President, in ihe chair.— On ihe banded structure of

some tertiary gabbros in the Isle of Skye, by Sir Archibald
Geikie, F.R.S., and J. J. H. Teall, F.R S. After calling

attention :o the previous references to the pseudo-bedding and
banding of the gabbro masses of the Inner Mel ride-, the

authors described the rocks which form the rugged ridge ol

Druim an-Eidhne, near the head of Glen Sligachan. This
ridge is made up of parallel bed?, sheets, or sills disposed in a

general N.N.W. direction with a prevalent easterly dip. Four
distinct types of gabbro occur: (I) dark, fine-grained, gran.i-

lilic gabbros; (2) well-banded gabbros; (3) coarsegrained
massive gabbros ; and (4) pale veins of a highly felspalhic

gabbro. The relative ages of the handed and granuhiic gabbros
have no: been delinitely settled ; but the coarse, massive gabbros
are certainly intrusive in the banded series, and the pale veins

cut all the other varieties. The authors dealt mainly with the
banded gabbros. These occur in successive sheets or sills which
vary from a few feet to many yards in thickness, and consist of
. -. .'.1 '^yers of lighter and darker material which correspond

n with the trend df the sheets, and are usually in-

ne east or south-east at angles ranging from 20 to

30 . in some cases the bands can be seen to have been
I'uckaed or folded The minerals enteiing into the compo-
sition of the banded, as also of the other varieties, a'e labra-
dori:e. pyroxene, olivine, and litanifcrous magnetite. The
' -'^:- -

v.Triation in ihe relative proportions of the

and especially in the amount of magnetite.
...J and lemicles are composed entirely ot

pyroxene and magnetite. The variations in chemical compo-
sition were illustrated by three analyses by Mr. Player. The
microscopic characters of the rocks were described, and it was
shown that the minerals of Ihe banded gabbros have not

'

r broken since they were formed. The au'hos
he banding is the result of the intrusion of a

- - - .i.agm.n, and ihat similar banding in certain por-
tions ol the Lewikian gneiss may have been produced in the
same way. Dr. 1 .linslon-Lavis, Prof. lilake, Dr. Hicks, Mr.
Marker, and Mf. J. Mort I'layer spjke upon the subject of
the paper, and Sir .-Xrchibald Geikie briefly replied.—On the

mcturcof the Djrbyshirecarbonilerous doleriles

11. Arnold- bemrose. This paper dealt with
' * "' '-'ncs or igneous rocks of Derby-

; 10 ihe work of previous pelro-

, and the cjuesiion as to the
'"»"• • DUicrops mapped Viy the geological survey,
"">' nne* hive been examined, and the results

'f the paper and for future

I into ma«ive rocks or

.liii. The former consitof
lar or wiih ophiiic auglte, and

' n very fresh, but in some places
!• AiieicU I'j a diabuc. The prmcipal conilituent minerals were
ilexnbeH. A pwiidomorph of olivine, optically like bi >tite

:
from ii chemically,

in which Sir Archi-
' m-Lavis took
he Midlands,

^ ,, -j.ifcrous glnciil

deposits of India and .\ustralia, by R. D. Oldham. The author
first described ihe Permian breccias of the Midland counties of

England, which he had the opportunity of examining at E.ister-

I
tide of the present year. He described the characters of the

I breccias, and concluded that they were formed suhaerially as
I gravel-fans by rivers charged with a maximum load of sediment,
and therefore incapable of performing any appreciable amount
of erosion. .An examinatijn of many of the fragmin.s at

.Vbberley and some at Church Hill revealed the presence of

scratches, which occur in such a manner that the author beiieved

they exi-ted on the fragments before they were transported, and
discussed the evidence for their production by ice or soil-cap

movemen', deciding in favour of the former. .\ short de-ciipiion

of the upper carboniferous deposits of India followed, and it

was pointed out that they differ markedly from the deposits of

Britain. Amongst o:her things the separa ion of different

pebbles by considerable interspace of matrix, and the bending
of stra'.ification-planes round a pebble as though the pebble had
dropped from above, was noted, and it was maintained that

Hoating ice alone will account for these pebbles being dropped
into the Indian deposits. Finally, it was remarked ihat the so-

cil!ed upper carboni erous depOjits of India and the Permian
deposits of the .Midlands of Uritam may be practically conlem-

po.'aneous, as maintained by the l.ne Mr. H. F. Blanford,

ill lica ing a possible siuniltaneous existence of glaciers in Eng-
land, India, an 1 .Vuur.ilia. Prof, l.apworlh made some remark*
upon the piper, ani the author replied.

Linnean Sociity, June 7.—Mr. C. B. Clarke, F.R.S.,

;
Piesident, in the chair.—The President uominaled as Vice-

I I'residentj for the year Messrs. J. G. Baker, \V. Carruhers,
F. Crisp and Prof. C. Stewart.—Dr. John Lowe communicated
iheiesultsof observations made by iiim in Madeira and Tene-
riffe on the habit in certain insectivorous small birds belonging to

the genera Sylvia, Phyiloscopus and Varm (of which specimens
were exhibited) of puncturing the calyces of llovvers for the

purpose of attracting insects on which they feed. .\n interest-

I ing di'Cussion followed, in which the President, the Rev. G.
llenslow, and others took pirt—Mr. Carruthers exhibited a

series of photographs of the celebrated Cowlhorpe O.ik ia

Voikshire, taken at long intervals, commencing wiih a repro-

duction of Dr. Huntei's engraving of 1776, and made remarks
upon the rate of gro.vth and decay, and prob.\ble duration of

I

life in this tree.—Mr. Raymund I loArling exhibited and made
I remarks upon a dwarf glaucous pine, and some curiously shaped
Trapa fruits from Japan.— .\Ir. Thomis Christy exhibited spe-

cimens of two species of /'jly^oiium (/'. scuhalineiisi and P.
' euspiJa'.um), of value for forage, and pointed out lh.it the roots

of the matuie plaals, when cut, are, in the former species, of a
whitish colour, and in the latter of a bright yellow, en-

abling the two to be rea>lily distinguished apart f o:n the

leaves.—.V paper was then re.id by the Right Hon.
Sir John Lubbock, Bart., M. P., F.R.S., on stipules and the

protection of buds. .\ discussion followed, in which the ReT.

G. Hen,low, .Mr. .V. \V. Bennett, Prof. .Marshall Ward, and .VIr.

John Eraser took part.— Before the meeting adjourned, the

President announced that a bust of Charles Watertun, the

Yorkshire naturalist, and author of " Wanderings in South
America," had been presented to the .Society by the tiustees

of the late Mrs. Pitt Byrne (/;.> Busk). This bust was executed

in 1865 (the year in which he died, at the age of eighty-three)

by the lae Mr. Waterhouse Hawkins ; it is an excellent like-

nes.1, and the only bust of him in existence. Ihe only accessible

portrait of him is a small engraving by .-Vdlard, which forms a
frontispiece to the third volume of ihe " Ess.iys on Natural

History, ' from an original oil painting by Charles W. l'eale«

made in Philadelphia in 1824, when Walerton was in his forty-

second year.

Camiirihge.

Philosophical Sjciety, May 28.— Prof. T. McKenny
Hughes, President, in the chair.—The announcement
was made ihat the adjudicators of the Hopkins prize for

the period 1S89-91 have awarded the prize lo Prof. J. J.

Tnomion, F. U.S., for his researches on electrical oscillaiiow

j

and other important contri bulions lo electrical ihcory.— Mf.

Warhurlon exhibited specimens of the nest of Trochosa piila, •

Lycosid spider found in abundance on Ihe sand-hills of Sonlh-

purl. The nest is not so simple as was suppo-ed, as it possesses

a pouch or off shoot from the main burrow directed upwards and

forwards. In this the spider takes refuge when disturbed.
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There are two well-marked varieties of this species, the one
'

being pale and light-coloured, and inhabiting the sandhills of

Poole in Dorsetshire and Southport in Lancashiie, while ihe

dark vatiety occurs in various localities on dark peaty soil.— Mr.
S. Skinner exhibited specimens of magnetic rock. The frag-

ments of rock shown were from the RifTelhorn, near Zermalt, a .

mass of rock which appears to be permanen'ly magnetised in a I

direction E.—W. with north polar magnetism towards the west.

They are composed of serpentine with small veins of magneiic
oxide of iron. The magnetic tiilds of these fragments have
been mapped with a small compass needle and show both regular

poles and consequent poles. It is suggested that the mag-
netism preserved in these frag^nents wa-, due to magnetic forces

acting at the time of the foriuation of the veins of magnetic ore.

With certain assumptions, it follows that these forces acted
almost at right angles to the present direction of the magnetic
meridian, a conclusion possibly consistent with our present
knowledge of Ihe secular variation.—Mr. .•\. C. Dixon read a
paper on a "Geametrical proof of a Theorem of Conver-
gcncy."

Dublin.

Royal Dublin Society, April iS—The Earl of Rosse in

the chair,— Dr. G. Johnstone Stoney, F.R.S., communicated a
paper on a mounting fo; the specula ol reflecting telescopes,
designed to remove the impediment to their bemg used for

celestial photography. Tne author obseived that reflecting

lelesc ipes are much cheaper than refractors : moreover, their

uniiing rays of all refrangil)ilities in one focus would give them
an immense advantage over refractors for photographing the
heavens and in celestial spectroscopy, were it not for the diffi-

culty of keeping their line of collimation sufficiently fixed.

Tnis difficulty arises from the necesiily of supporting the
speculum by a very equable pressure applied over its whole
back. The mechanicil appliances for securing this must be so
delicate that they yield a little when the telescope is moved from
one aliiiuile to anoiTier. The author of the present communi-
cation proposes to get rid of this imperfection by substituting
compressed arr for the "bed of levers " or layers of flannel

which have hitherto been employed, and he describes a regu-
lator through the intervention of which the pressure will vary
automatically according to the requisite law when the telescope
is moved from one altitude to another. With this contrivance
the speculum is made the front of a closed chamber, and
rigidly maintains its position with reference to i', and there-
fore with reference to the tube of the telescope, however
the latter may be moved about. — Sir Howard Grubb,
F. R. S., read (a) a note on the effect of tarnish on the
transmission of light through telescopic objectives

;
(''') a note on

the construction of an equatorial wi h complete circumpolar
motion.— Prof. \\ . Noel fiartley, F. R.S., exhibited photo-
graphic enlargements of band spectra of metals, and Bessemer
flame spectra, and gave a description of these phenomena.— At
the meeting held May i6, Mr. Albert Taylor reai a paper
(communicated by Sir Howard Grubb, F.R. S.) on the photo-
graphing of the solar corona during total solar eclipses (with
special reference to the author's experiences at the Brazili,in

station at I'ara Cum, during the total solar eclipse of April
1893), and on the selection of suitable instruments. The author
commented upon the results obtainedal the various stations at

which the eclipse of 1893 w^^ observed, and suggested that the
organisatioil of expedition's to observe the next total solar eclipse
(August 8, 1S96) should at once be begun.—Mr. A. F. Dixon
exhibited models constructed from microscopic sections by a
method first used by Prof. His. The sections are drawn by
means of a camera lucida, on glass plates covered with negative
varnish, and the model is completed by simply placing the
plates in order one over the other. 'This method is found
especially useful in tracing the courses and connections of fine
nerves in the embryo.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, June 11.—M. Loewy in the chair.
— Note on the great coudt equatorial of the Paris observatory,
by M. Lee .vy.— The green substance of Phyllum Orthopter.^
of the family of the Phasmids, by M.Vf. Henri Becquerel and
Charles lirongniarl. .A spectroscopic examination has deter-
mined the identity of this substance with chlorophyll.—On the
homologues of quinine ; their physiological and therapeutic
action, by MM. E. Grimaux, Laborde, and Bjurru. The sub-
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stances cupreiue, methyl cupreine (quinine), ethyl cupreine,
propyl cupreine, and amyl cupreine have been studiel. As
the molecular weight increases the toxic dose becomes rapidly
smaller, and the therapeutic action becomes more vigorous.
The ethyl derivaiive should be used as an antiperiodic when
quinine has failed, and the [iropyl derivative might perhaps be
employed as a powerful anii'.hermic in cases of continued fevers.

—O'uservations of the planets -\V (Courty, February 11, 1894),
AZ (Cou ty, Much 5. Iti94), and of Denning's comet (March
26, 1894), made at Bordeaux by MM. G. Rayet, L. Picart,

and F. Courty: no'.e by M. G. Rayet.— Discovery of Champ-
sosaurians in beds of phosphorite in the Algerian suessonian,
by M. \. Pomel.—On the chromosphere of the sun. A reply

to the last note of AL Hale, by .M. H. De landres.— -\. new
application for bichromated gelatine, by M. Izarn. The
material is proposed to be used for the protection of silver

surfaces on instruments, backs of mirrois, and so forth. It

has given good results in trial cases.—On an application of con-
tinued fractions, by M. S;ieltjes.—On thealgebra'cal integrals of
linear differential equations of the second order, by M. P.
Vernier.—On equations of derived panials of the second order,

by M. X. Siouff.—On magnetisation produced by Hertzian cur-

rents ; a magnetic dielectric, by M. Birkeland,—On the nature
of electric conductiliilily, by M. Vaschy.—.Measurement and
comparison of coefficients of self-induclion by alternating cur-

rents of great frequency, by M. H. Abraham.— Oil the mean
geometric distance of the elements of a group of surfaces and its

application to the calculation of coetiicients of induction, by M.
Ch. Eug. Guye.—On the estimation of iodine, by MM. A.
Villiers and ^I. Fayolle. The iodine is liberated by means of
feriic chloride, taken up by carbon bisulphide, and titrated in

the separaed solution by standard sodium thiosulphate.—On
the acid sulphates of aniline and ortho- and paratoluidine, by
M. Edmond Hitzcl.—The synthesis of he.xamethjlene deriva-
tives ; triethylphloroglucinol, by M. A. Combes.— .\ note on
the qualitative composition of officinal creosotes from oak and
beech woods, by MM. A. Behal and E. Choay.— .Action of
primary aromatic bases on dissymmetrical ketone compounds, by
M. L. Simon. The work was undertaken with the object of

R.C.R'
discovering in aniline derivatives of the form || indications

N.CsH^
of an isomerism analogous to that obtaining among oximes. The
condensations quoted in the communication were effected in the
cold and in the absence of every condensing reagent capa' de of pro-
ducing migrations. Isomeiisni has not been observed in anycise.

—

On the stability of aqueous solutions of mercury b chloride, by
M. E. Burcker. The author concludes that (i) ordinary
waters cause the immediate decomposition of mercury bichloride,
and this action continues under the combined influence of air,

light, and the substances contained in the water or brought by
the air

; (2} the decomposition becomes insignilicant when the
solution is removed from the influence of air and light

; (3)
solutions made with distilled water undergo very little change,
even when exposed to air and light.—On the preparation of
tetrachlorethylene and the action of 07. )nised oxygen on this

body, by M. A. Besjon.— O.i a ptomaine extracted frjm the
urine of cancer patients, by M. .\. B. Gr.ftiths. This sul>stance

has the composition CjH.-.N'O.,, and is termed caihuiiie. It is

a very poisonous base, giving alkaloid reactions and crys'alli--

ing in microscopic needles. It is alkaline and soluble in
water.—Researches on the internal ear of the " Roussette de
rinde" (Pti'io/ii; meiiius), by M. Beauregard.—On the
characteristics and the evolution of Lomisines, a new group of
anomurous Crustacea by M. E. L. Bouvier.—On the
development and formation of excretory canals in Ctrraria
cc/tuiafj, by M. Joannes Cbalin.— Diptera parasitic on
.\cridians : oviparous Muscidoe .) lan'cs oophagcs. Burrowing
Diptera. By M. J. Kiinckel d'Herculais.— Intercellular com-
munications in lichens, by .M. Georges Poirault.—On the geo-
logical lines in the neighbourhood of the observatory of Abbadia
(Basses- Pyrenees), by M. P. \V. StuartMenteath.— Defence
against Phylloxera, by M. Rabourdin.

Berli.n.

Meteorological Society, May i.— Prof. Hellmann, Pre-
sident, in the chair.—Dr. Siiring gave an account of a winter
sojourn, from December to March, on the Brocken. During
the three months he experienced several anticyclones, two
periods of storm, and -ever.al cf complete envelopment in clouds,
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all of which he described in detail, and then dealt briefly with a

whole series of isolated observai ions made at a height of 1 140 m.

that is, at the level of the lower clouds. The phenomena
touched upon were the formation of rime, force of the wind,

sequence of depressions, and maxima of pressure, &c. The
ou'cofne of his remarks showed the necessity for a properly

equipped station on the Brocken, under expert management.
One point of interest may be mentioned, namely that on the

Brocken, during an anticyclone the lowest temperature was
always observed at the beginning, followed by a rise of tem-

perature in the second half of the period, whereas, as is well

known, on the plains the tempeiature continues to fall right to

the very end of the anticyclone.

Physical Society, May 4.—Prof. d« Bois Reymond, Pre-

sident, in the chair.—Dr. Pringsheim alluded in appropriate
terms to the death in Brooklyn of their foreign member Dr. F.

SchulzeBerge.—Prof. Konig spoke on the number of distinct

diflferences of colour and brightness which can be discriminated

in the spectrum. He had made experiments in conjunction
with Prof. Dieterici, subsequently verified by Prof. Uhthof, on
the mean error existing when matching two tints, and from this

he had been able to deduce the total number of differences in

tint which a normal trichromatic eye can discriminate from the

red to the blue end of the spectrum. Sensitiveness 10 difference

of lint showed two maxima, one in the yellow and one in the

greenish-blue, and the total number of distinct differences dis-

criminated was 165. A dichrnmatio eye, on the other hand,
can only discriminate 140 differences. Experiments of the

speaker and of Dr. Biolhun formed the basis for determining
the number of differences of brightness which can be discrimi-

nated, starting with liminal light and increasing it up to a blinding

intensity. For both ihetri- anddi-chromaticeye the number was
found to be 650. If it be desired to deduce from the above data

the total number of possible visual differences which can be dis-

criminated in a spectrum, it must be remembered that as the

intensity r.f light diminishes, so also does the number of dis-

criminaud lints, so that the result is in round numbers
83 X 700 = 56,000. In connection with the above. Prof, von
Bizold suggested that by using complementary colours it maybe
possible to discriminate a much larger number of tints, since, as

is well known, two colours which are indistinguishable when
compared directly often give (juite different complementary
-colours, and can thus be distinguished.

Physiological Society, May 11.— Prof, du Bois Reymond,
President, in the chair.— Dr. .Max Verworn spoke on the polar

excitation of cells by galvanic currents. Unicellular fresh-

water infusoria (Paramcecium) were experimented on, and
showed always, un making a constant current, cathodic

galvanotropism ; by this is meant that all the infusoria in a

drop of water placed themselves with their anterior end towards

the cathode. They then moved towaids and congregated at

the cathode. When the direction of the current is reversed the

infusoria turn r)und and move away towards the new cathode.

When strong currents are employed it is found that the hinder

end of the organism is contracted, and if Ihe stimulation is pro-

longed the protoplasm is disintegrated. From this the speaker
drew the conclusion that the infusoria are anodically excitable,

and that the cathodic galvanotropism is due to anodic slimu-

lalion. The exact reverse holds good for Opalina, since they

are cathodically excitable and anudically galvanotropic. A
third group of infusoria (Spirostomum) is transversely galvano-

tropic.— Dr. Lilienfcld gave an account of his researches on the

cl itting of blood. lie had succeeded in separating Al.

Schmidt's fibrinogen into two substances, "tbrombosin" and
an albumose. The former unites with calcium and forms
fibrin, while the albumose retards clotting. The separation of

fibrinogen into these two constituents may be brought about by
means of acetic acid, nuclein, nucleic acid, and other sub-

slancei. Blood-clotting accordingly consists in a disintegration

of leucocytes setting free nuclein ; the latter then decomposes
the fibrinogen, and enables the thrombosin to unite with the

calcium salts of the blood. While the blood is circulating in

Ihe bo<ly it contains no free nuclein in solution, and hence
dolling is impoj.-ible. The speaker further considered that

peptones (albumose) and lecch-exiract prevent clotting by
themtelves uniting with the calcium of the blood, and thus
prevcnling its union with thrombosin.

Ni'ti.— In the report of the meeting of the Meteorological
.Society for April 3 (Nature, vol. I. p. 95), for Kaisner read
Kuiner, and for Hasen read Ilazcn.
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STUDIES IN FORESTRY.
' Studies in Forestry. A Short Course of Lectures on

' Silviculture, delivered at the Botanic Garden, Oxford,

1S93, by John Nisbet, D.Oec. (Oxford: Clarendon

I'ress, 1894.)

DR. NISBET is an officer of the Indian forest depart-

ment, specially trained in forestry in Germany,

ind after spending a number of years in the charge of

j;xtensive forests in Burma, he was, a year or two ago,

jermitted by the Secretary of State for India to make a

"urther study of German forestry in Bavaria. Whilst in

Bavaria he wrote six useful essays on forest subjects,

.vhich have been published by order of the Secretary of

State for India, and they are now being circulated to

subscribers to the Indian Forester, a monthly magazine

published in Dehra Dun, where Dr. Nisbet is now
[serving as deputy director of the Indian Forest School.

I

The author states in his preface that he has, with the

|:onsent of the Secretary of State, embodied much of

|:he matter in these essays in the " Studies in Forestry,"

ind much of the remainder occurs in Dr. Nisbet's

' British Woodlands," or in his translation of a German
ivork on forest protection.

Much of the matter contained in the " Studies" will

jilso be found in Dr. Schlich's " Manual of Forestry,"

l/ols. i. and ii., which works are largely founded on the

j;ame authorities as those used by Dr. Nisbet, whose

'.vork must have been greatly simplified by having ready

.0 hand Dr. .Schlich's well-chosen English equivalents of

he various German technical forest terms.

.\s all the books just referred to have been already

reviewed in Nature, a detailed notice of the present

work is hardly called for, though it will prove instructive

to those who have not seen the former books, if they

allow for the author's want of practical experience in the

British Isles, where forestry is under different climatic

conditions to those prevailing in Germany. The first

chapter of tlie book, however, on " Forestry in Britain,"

is very forcibly and well written, and contains much
suggestive matter to which the attention of everyone

interested in forestry should be drawn.

Taking the area of British forests roundly at 3,000,000

acres, and allowing ninety years as their average rota-

tion, their cost of production is estimated as equivalent

to:—

(Annual rental of 3,000,000 acres + cost of forming, or

regeneratmg them) x i 'o ;- ';"
;

where r is the rate of interest at which a forest owner
is content to lock up his capital of soil and growing

stock.

This rate he, perhaps erroneously, urges should be
higher than that used in agriculture, on account of the

greater risk incurred by forests from storms, insects, fire,

&c. Scotch owners who have suffered from the hurri-

cane last December, which blew down il million trees

in Perthshire and Forfarshire, will be disposed to agree

with the author here ; but the fact is that all these risks

would be very greatly reduced if British forests were

properly managed so as to withstand storms and the
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other dangers referred to. However, owing to the

appreciation of broad acres, Dr. Nisbet puts the rate of

interest at 2I per cent., that of funded property, which is

probably the correct figure after all. Placing therefore

the average rental of woodland at jj. an acre, and the

cost of formation at £2, that of planting Scotch pine

in Perthshire ; he arrives at the following figures :
—

(3,000,000 X £--^s!) I '025 = ^20,500,000 nearly, which

is the cost of production of our woodlands, the

prospective value of the mature crop being much
greater. On comparison with results in Germany, and
assuming that our forests are as well managed as

German forests, which is at present far from being the

case, they should yield an annual revenue of /^2,ooo,ooo,

or at 25 years' purchase be worth ;{^ 50,000,000. Forty

years' purchase and /^8o,ooo,ooo would, however, be the

correct figure at i\ per cent.

After this estimate comes a reference to the value of

our timber imports from Northern Europe, which in 1S92

was^g,207,905, and the fact, to which Dr. .Schlich in 1890

first drew public attention, that all this material might be

produced on waste land in the British Isles, and em-

ployment thus provided for several hundred thousand

people.

The rapidly approaching exhaustion of the North

American forests is also referred to ; and considering that

the United States is now importing annually enormous
quantities of timber from the Dominion of Canada, and

that the Canadian forests are being worked in the same
destructive manner as in the United States, it is surely

time for Canadian legislators to attend to the formation

of large State timber reserves, and provide for the educa-

tion of a trained forest staff to look after them. Quis

ciistodiet ipsos ctistodes ? the negligence shown by the

Canadian Executive in this respect looks as if the lumber

trade was more attractive than attention to the future

welfare of the country. .\ reference to the latest number
of the Garden and Forest shows thit the United States

Government has done nothing yet to protect and manage
the vast tracts of forest which there, at any rate, have

been for the present saved from alienation as State

property. One of the strongest reasons in favour of our

establishing national instruction in forestry on a proper

scale, and bringing our own Crown forests into a high

state of production, is the example it would set to our

colonists, and the chances that more of them might

come here to study forestry, as they do at present to

study engineering, law, and the arts.

Dr. Nisbet refers in hard but not undeserved terms to

the results of the Parliamentary Committees on Forestry,

remarking that the solemn farce of appointing a Com-
mittee, and then letting the question slide, has twice been

played with regard to forestry in Britain. The only

results from the Committee of 1887 have been that the

Treasury pays ^100 a year to a lecturer on forestry at

Edinburgh University, and .^250 (half the salary of the

professor of agriculture and forestry) at Newcastle, also

j^i50 each to the Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh

and the Glasgow Technical Institute for free classes to

foresters and gardeners.

The second Committee of 18S9, to inquire into the ad-

ministration of the Crown forests, came to the conclusion

that they were being carefully administered, which does

K
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not tally with the previous finding of the 1SS7 Com-
mittee.

—" In respect of the Crown forests, tlu difference

between skilful and unskilled management would itself

more than repay the cost ofa forest school."

Certainly it would be for the national benefit, if purely

pleasure-grounds, such as Windsor Park, were excluded

from the Crown forests, and handed over to the Board of

Works, and that the 57,300 acres of the Crown forests

actually under timber crops, and worth at least^ 1,500,000,

should be brought up to the highest degree of produc-

tiveness, and serve as models of economic forestry to all

the private forest-owners in Britain.

Dr. Nisbet states that the salaries and allowances of

the officers in charge of the Crown forests aver.ige £.<)oo

a year, and urges that in all future appointments to these

posts a high degree of qualification in forestry should be

required, and also from one of the Commissioners of

Woods and Forests.

A most amusing account, taken from the Report of the

Forestry Committee of 1S87, is given by Dr. Nisbet of

the examination of a lecturer in forestry of the Ciren-

cester Agricultural College, who stated that he taught

forestry in six or seven lectures, but admitted that he

had himself learned forestry there, though he did not

consider the course sufficient even for land-agents.

Other quotations from the evidence of Mr. Britton, a

leading timber merchant of Wolverhampton, and the

late Mr. MacGregor, then in charge of 20,000 acres of

the Athole forests in Perthshire, testify to the utler

ignorance of forestry possessed by land-agents and

factors in both England and Scotland.

In the present state of agriculture, where economic

forestry alone will pay on the poorer lands, it is essential

that land-agents should possess a fair knowledge of

forestry. Lroillard, the French silviculturist, goes even

further and advises land owners to learn how to manage
their forests for themselves.

Dr. Nisbet refers to the well-equipped forestry staff at

Cooper's Hill College, where the three years' course costs

^183 a year, including the cost of a fourteen days' tour in

the Norman forests, and five months' practical forestry

instruction in Germany. He states, however, that the

Forestry Branch was added to Cooper's Hill, to prop up

an Engineering College which had ceased to pay its

expenses, and that there is nothing in the situation of

the college to have induced the Government to have

located the Forestry Branch there. As a matter of fact.

Cooper's Hill is admirably situated from a forest point of

view ; the 9,ooD acres of the Windsor Forest, exclusive

of the park, and stocked with every species of tree which

will grow in Central Europe, is close to the college, and

in it the college has leased 8o3 acres, chielly of Scotch

pine forest, for practical work for the forest students.

There are excellent forest nurseries, osier beds on the

Thames, a good Crown coppice with standards of 800

acres at Esher, and large areas of beech selection forests

on the Chiltcrn Hills, all of which are regularly visited

by the students, whilst the magnificent oak and beech

forests of Normandy are only a night's journey distant,

and in them the students spend fourteen days every year.

One reads nothing bjt praise of the old Indian College

at Ilaileybiiry ; and esfiril de corps among the scientific

branches of the Government of India is certainly fostered
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by training engineers, telegraphists, and foresters at the

same college in the loveliest and most wooded part of

England. There are more distractions at Oxford, and
longer vacations ; and after allowing for the cost of all

the necessary excursions and pr.ictical work in conti-

nental forests, it is doubtful whether living at Oxford

would be cheaper than at Cooper's Hill, if it had been

selected instead of the latter place for the training of

future Indian forest ofticers.

There can, however, be no question that independently

of the training of Indian forest officers, in which already

men from the colonies have joined, and there is

plenty of room for more, there should be available

at our principal universities regular instruction in

forestry for the benefit of land-agents and land-owners.

Dr. Nisbet suggests that two chairs of forestry, each at

^700, should be established by the State at Oxford,

Edinburgh, and Dublin, and four instructorships in

forestry, at ^150 each, at Dunkeld, Grantown, Coleford,

and Lyndhurst. This would cost in round numbers

^5000 a year, which is a slight insurance to pay for the

better management of woodlands which have already

cost /^20,ooo,ooo, and will most likely be considerably

added to in the immediate future, being less than :]</. an

acre on land actually under timber.

Forestry is, however, eminently a practical profession,

and the best teaching will not suffice unless extensive

well-managed tracts of our Crown forests are also made
available for practical illustration of the matter taught

by professors.

Sir J. Lubbock quite recently stated at a public meeting

that good forestry could only be initiated by the State,

and it must be satisfactory to all lovers of forestry tli

he is again disposed to take interest in the matii

although when member of the Committee on Forestry

his attention was unfortunately distracted by other press

ing business, and no satisfactory results followed.

W. R. Fisher.

THE COMPARATIVE PATHOLOGY OP
INFLAMMA TION.

Lectures on the Comparative Pathology of InflammatioHy

delivered at the Pasteur Institute in 1 89 1 /')' Elioi

Metchitikoff, Chef de Service a I'Institut Pasteur.

Translated from the French by F. A. Starling and

E. H. Starling, M.D. With sixty-five figures in the

text, and three coloured plates. (London : Kegan

Paul, Trench, Triibner and Co., 1893.)

THE work before us is a translation of Prof. Metchni-

koffs well-known book on the comparative patho-

logy of inflammation. This work has been so well

reviewed by Prof. Ray Lankester in N.mukk (vol. xlv.

p. 505), that it is almost superfluous to give a fresh

account of it.

Readers of Nature will remember that the book i»

really an attempt at establishing a biological theory of

inflammation, which is summed up by the author as

follows :—" Inflammation generally must be regarded as

a phagocytic reaction on the part of the organism against

irritants. This reaction is carried out by the mobile

phigocytes, sometimes alone, sometimes with the aid of

the vascular phagocytes or the nervous system " This
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definition of inflammation of course differs essentially

.from that adopted in pathological text-books, for Metchni-

•koff places the vascular phenomena in the second rank,

and reduces to a minimum the part played by the

nervous system. It must be acknowledged, however,

that the author brings forward a formidable array of

facts observed in the various branches of the animal

kingdom in order to place his theory on a sure footing
;

and he clearly establishes one point, namely, that inflam-

mation may take place without the blood-vessels or

nervous system playing any part in it. On the other

hand, a critic might object that, in the higher animals

at least, there are many forms of inflammation in which

the amoeboid cells take little, if any, part at all. The
proposition is, nevertheless, for the most part true, and

it has undoubtedly given us a key to the understanding

of many obscure points connected with the problem of

immunity against microbes.

To a large extent the process of resistance of the

animal body against the invasion of micro-parasites

is due to the action of cells derived from the mesoblast.

This, Metchnikoff has demonstrated by a number of

extremely interesting experiments, and has shown that,

in vertebrate and invertebrate alike, this function is at all

times carried on. He and his pupils have proved that

it is a normal physiological function taking place in

certain parts of the body, such as the tonsils and the

Payer's patches of the intestine.

The theory of Prof. Metchnikoff has not been

accepted by the majority of pathologists, and has

been treated with scant respect by many bacterio-

logists, more especially in Germany. In this country

it has, however, been received with greater favour,

and it is well that such a book should have been
translated by Dr. and Mrs. Starling. Indeed, for the

translation we have nothing but praise ; it is worded in

excellent English, and, what is more, the meaning of the

author is, with very few exceptions, exactly reproduced.

It is interesting, however, to see how much of the work
is controversial in character, and one might almost wish

that Prof. .Metchnikofifhad not wasted so much time in

disputing the many rival theories which have since been
shown to be erroneous, and are no longer held even by
their promoters. The theory, for instance, that the

defence of the organism was due to the so-called bacteri-

cidal power of the serum, a theory which was defended
by so well known an observer as Dr. Klein, has now been
almost universally given up. Metchnikoff and his pupils

hit the right nail on the head when they proved that the

bactericidal action of the serum in b. test-tube was a very

•different thing from the action of the serum in the living

body. Indeed, it is difficult to understand how such a

notion should have received any favour, when not a single

fact could be produced to show that this bactericidal

action ever takes place in the human or animal body. The
experiments of Sanarelli, which seemed at one time to

support it, have now received another interpretation from
their author. When, later on, it was shown that the

bactericidal action of the serum irt immune animals was
very much more marked than in non-immune animals, it

was thought that a strong point had been scored against

the phagocytic theory ; but the discoverers of this fact

^Messrs. Hehring and Nissen, had to confess that this
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stronger bactericidal action was not always present in im-

mune animals, and that it occurred in some diseases only.

Lastly, the theory was finally buried when Metchnikoff

showed that this bactericidal action of the serum had no

power to check the reproduction of micro-organisms, and

that the immunity was produced by the action of the

despised amccboid cells. Indeed, to thinking patho-

logists, it was apparent from the first that a theory

based on the action of the serum was an impossible one,

for all the facts relating to serous effusion in the human
and animal body pointed to an opposite conclusion. In

the majority of cases, serous effusion produces no im-

munity, and, in many cases, the fact that a large quantity

of fluid is exuded from the vessels shows that the disease

must end fatally.

Of the anti-toxic theory, which was promoted at one

time by Behring and his school. Prof. Metchnikoff speaks

with great respect ; but in a series of interesting pages

he shows how it does not apply to all cases, and that even

when the blood contains a large amount of anti-toxine

the patient nevertheless dies of the disease ; and con-

versely, that an animal maybe immune against a disease

without its blood having any anti-toxic power whatever

on the toxines secreted by the bacillus which is the

cause of the disease.

Prof. Behring himself has now been obliged to give up

this theory, and it has been lately shown by Buchner and

others that, as a matter of fact, the serum of an immune
animal has no anti-toxic power at all, and that in such

cases the animal recovers owing to the rapidity with

which the immunity is produced.

Of the other rival theories it is unnecessary to speak,

as Prof. Metchnikoft' has himself shown that a great

many facts which have been brought forward to support

them cannot be maintained. Of all the theories,

therefore, which have been thought to explain the

natural and acquired immunity of animals and man
against infectious disease, the phagocytic theory is the

only one which still holds the field, and, although it will

not explain all the phenomena of immunity, it is the only

one which is based on accurately observed facts, and

which will explain how microbes are destroyed in the

body. Moreover, those who will read the present book,

will see that Metchnikoff himself has always allowed that

probably there are other factors in the production of

resistance against infectious disease, but that the chief

factor was the part played by cells derived from the

mesoderms, and especially by the wandering amceboid

cells.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
The Camel, tls Uses and Managemtnt. By Major A. G.
Leonard. (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1894..)

The author treats in this work of the management of

the camel in connection with military operations, the

result of his experience in India, Afghanistan, Egypt,

and the Sudan. He does not claim to have produced
a scientific essay on the animal, but rather to furnish

officers and others in charge of camel transport with a

practical description of the camel, his treatment and
management, so as to enable them to avoid the causes to

which the enormous mortality of baggage camels in

recent expeditions has been mainly due. .A.fter describ-
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ing the anatomy and temperament, the author considers

it to be essentially a stupid animal, and incapable of

looking after itself, though a model of patience under
most trying conditions.

In mentioning the principal breeds of African camels,

the Maazee tribe north of Kena is omitted, also the

Howetat. who, though now poor and few in numbers
near Cairo since the railway has robbed them of the

carrying trade between Cairo and Suez, are still a large

and important tribe in the Sinai peninsula. The Kab-
babish tribe from the neighbourhood of Dongola, men-
tioned as a powerful and wealthy tribe, has, since the
beginning of the Mahdist movement, been practically

wiped out.

The author strongly advocates the establishment of
stud farms to improve the breeds, as has been done by
the French in .-Mgeria, and then goes on to the important
subject of watering, strongly combating the common
belief that a camel does best on a small supply of water,
and that before a desert march they should be watered
at intervals, so as to train them, and to make them drink
the more before starting. Doubtless many errors on
this subject and that of feeding have sprung from infor-

mation obtained from Arabs, who, though skilled in

management, cannot always be depended on for their

explanations, as in the case of a Sheikh whom we heard
say that " a camel required less food on a hard desert
march than when in camp, because the stomach shrunk
when in work.'' Without doubt they should always start

on such marches in the best possible condition, and not
weakened by previous fasting, while, as the author points
out, a main reason of the .Arabs' success with their camels
on long and arduous marches is that they do not hurry
them, and afterwards graze them for da> s and even
weeks to recruit, a thing impracticable on service, where
work is at high pressure, and a large reserve of baggage
camels is rarely available.

The importance of careful loading and suitable
saddlery is strongly insisted on, and this latter point might
with advantage have been gone into more fully with
figures of the various riding and baggage saddles in use,

since we have not yet got a satisfactory service pattern
saddle. A diagram of the camel's skeleton might also
have been added to the chapter on loading and march-
ing. Chapter iii., setting forth the author's views on
the instinct and intelligence of various animals, might
have been omitted or greatly curtailed, seeing how little

of it relates to the camel.
The subject is of great importance, and, as a practical

work, the result of much experience, this book meets a
want, though reference would have been greatly facili-

tated by an index.

Modern Plane Geometry. IJy G. Richardson, M.A.,and
A. S. Ramsey, M.A. (London : Macmillan and Co.,

1894.)

A CLOSK examination of this small treatise shows at
a glance that the usual method of treatment has under-
gone considerable alteration. The proofs contained
therein are of those theorems in the syllabus of modern
plane geometry which was issued by the Association for
the Improvement of Geometrical Teaching. The range
of the subject treated may be gathered to a certain extent
from the statement that the work is intended to serve as
a sequel to Euclid, or to the "Treatise on Klementary
Plane (geometry" issued by the above-mentioned Asso-
ciation, and, as the authors state, as a systematic means
of procedure from Euclidean geometry to the higher
descriptive geometry of conies and of imaginary
points. The chapters treat of the geometry of the
triangle, quadrangle and circle, harmonic ratio, geo-
metrical maxima and minima, that relating to the first

being fully considered and containing an introduction
to more recent work on special points connected with
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the triangle. Other chapters deal with cross ratios,

involution and reciprocal polars, and projection. The
authors inform us that there has been practically no
departure from the syllabus referred to above, with' the
exception of a few additions and the interpolated
examples and problems. The theorems are for the most
part accompanied by clearly drawn figures which
considerably facilit.ite the rendering of the text.

A little familiarity with this treatise will commend it

to many of our readers, for the authors are clear and
concise in their treatment of the theorems with which
they have dealt.

Chemistry Demonstration Sheets. (London: Blackieand
Son, 1894.)

In our opinion, the series of diagrammatic sketches of

chemical apparatus just published by Messrs. Blackie
may be put to extremely harmful use. " The sheets have
been designed,'' say the publishers, " as a lecture-room
aid in the teaching of chemistry. They present, drawn
in bold outline, the apparatus used in the experiments of
a first course, and underneath each diagram is set down
the chemical formula of the experiment. The diagrams
are drawn in elevation, and are just what a student re-

quires to sketch in the examination room, while the

formuUtt, being constantly before the eye along with the

diagrams, will become indelibly imprinted on the

memory." If the sheets are merely used to describe the

arrangement of apparatus for experiments actually per-

formed, no one will, of course, object to them. Hut il

(and this is more likely) the sheets are employed to im-
press upon the student's memory chemical reactions and
apparatus never seen in reality, they could not be con-

demned too strongly. Teachers are often too glad to

avoid experimentation and to refer their classes to text-
j

books for descriptions of chemical changes brought about
by various means. Messrs. lilackie's wall sheets will

facilitate such a shirking of responsibility.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[ 1he Editor dots not hoid himselj responsible for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertaii

to return, or to correspond ••uith the writers of, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part <?/ NATURE.
No notice is taken ol anonymous communications.]

Panmixia and Natural Selection.

Mr. Wkldon's letter on this subject, in Nature of May j,

calls, I think, fora few further observ.itions. He tirst criticises

the statement that "the survival-mean must, on cessntion of

selection, fall to the birth-mean," by showing that there are

probably cases in nature in which the surviv.il and birllime.ins

may coincide, owing to the removal by selection of all in-

dividuals ahove and iielow the mean, they being approximately

equal in number. This is, no doubt, the c.ise with certain

characters of a species, but probably never with all or even with

most characters. Darwin states that in France and Ciermany

while pigeons are killed off by kites, and that on the coast of

Ireland black fowls are also killed off by sea-eagles. These
and other analogous facts render it probable that in many
species of animals colour is kept to the inconspicuous and pro-

tective mean tint by the elimination of all individuals which

vary much on cither side of it, and thus, as regards colour, the

birlhmean and the survival mean may be almost identical, liul

with many other characters this is not the case. In sbccp,

cattle, and horses it has been observed that when the larger low-

land breeds are taken to bleak mountain regions they gradually

dwindle in size, only the smaller and hardier of each gencialion

surviving the severe winter and spring climate and the compara-

tively innutritious food. Here the elimination is clearly in one

main direction ; and the absence of this selection due to the

transference of the whole body of such reduced individuals to a

milder climale and belter pastures, would no doubt lead to a

slight increase of average size, indicating that the birth-mean had

been above the survival-mean. .So also in the case of the half-
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wild horses of Circassia, which are greatly exposed to attacks of

wolves and to extreme vicissitudes of climate, swiftness, strength,

wariness, and a hardy constitution must be kept at a high level

of efficiency liy the elimination of the less gifted in these

qualities ; so that here again the birth-mean must be below the

survival-mean. In such cases as these there seems no difficulty

in the fact that the mean characters do not change for many
generations ; for this is in accordance with Darwin's principle

that natural selection " cannot produce absolute perfection, but
only relative perfection." When the average characters of a
species have reached a point such that it can permanently main-
tain itself in a i>iven area, then no further change will occur;
but, the less efTicient being constantly weeded out, the survival-

mean wiii be necessarily a litlle above the birth-mean. Both
tneans will, however, be sensibly permanent as long as the en-
vironment remains unchanged.

Mr. Weldon says that it has not been shown that, in some
given case. Panmixia does in fact occur ; and further, that in

the only case which has been experimentally investigated—that
of the stature of civilised Englishmen—the consequences said to

result from it do not, in fact, occur. To obtain absolute evi-

dence of Panmixia, or of the action of Natural Selection, is

extremely difficult, because we cannot first compare and measure
minutely a large number of individuals in a state of nature, and
then follow those same individuals throughout their lives and
see how nature deals wiih them. We can, however, observe
what happens in the case of semi-wild animals, and the
examples already cited show that natural selection must, and
actually does, act on the character of colour, weeding out those
which diverge on both sides towards whiteness or iilackness,

and in the case of physical and mental activities destroying
those which fall below the standard of excellence requisite for

the preservation and continuance of life.

In our domesticated animals, on the other hand, we find what
are probably examples of the effects of Panmixia. The wing-
bones of our pigeons, fowls, and ducks, as compared with wild
individuals, were found by Darwin to be decidedly reduced in

size in proportion to the leg bones ; but a part of this may be
due to disuse in the individual, and to determine the share of
the two causes seems impos>ible. There are, however, a few
characters in which we see Panmixia alone at work in our
domesticated animals. Such are, for example, the constant
appearance and increase among them of prominent unsymmetrical
markings, as in dogs, cats, cattle, and horses. Such markings
never occur in wild races, or if they occur in individual cases
they never increase; and I have given reasons for thinking that
symmetrical colour and marking is kept up in nature for

facility of recognition, a factor essential to preservation,
and to the formation of new species. In this case,

there can be no question of disuse, while as we know that
white and unsymmetrical individuals do occasionally occur in

wild species, but never increase, the fact of their increase under
domestication must be due to the absence of whatever form of
natural selection eliminates them in nature ; that is, to Pan-
mixia. .-Knother illustration may perhaps be found in the fact

of curled tails appearing in domestic pigs and some races of
dogs, while no wild animal is known which has a curled tail.

We can hardly doubt that the special form of tail in each animal
lis of use to it, and that any abnormality, like a curled tail,

would be eliminated under nature. Its appearance and per-
petuation under domestication is therefore a fair example of
Panmixia.

The slow increase of the stature of civilised Englishmen,
jwhich Mr. Gallon is said to have proved, may, it teems to me,
'be partly a result of Panmixia, and partly due to more healthy
jcondilions of life acting on the individual. It is, I presume, a
fact, as generally stated, that old armour shows that the knights
of the middle ages were rather short men. This may have been
a result of natural selection, because, as a rule, the strongest
and most active men are rather under than over middle height

;

iwhile tall men would certainly be more exposed to danger,
would have to carry a greater weight of armour, and by thus
overloading their horses would be under a disadvantage in
battle. Tall men would thus be killed off rather faster than
short men ; and the same might be the case even after the dis-
use of .irmour, so long as rapine and civil war prevailed over a
large part of the country. Hut during the last two centuries
of comparative peace tall men have been under no such dis-
advantage, and their survival may have aided in bringing about
the slight increase of average stature which has been observed.
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One other point in Mr. Weldon's communication requires

notice. He considers that the frequent occurrence of abnor-
malities and the wide range of variation in many species, show
that "natural selection is in most cases an imperfect
agent in the adjustment of organisms." This conclusion
does not appear to me to be a logical one, since

it ignores the admitted fact of the exceedingly intermittent

character of selection and its constantly varied /t;«/j of aciion.

Each species of animal is subject to a number of quite distinct

dangers—hunger, cold, wet, disease, and varied enemies—and
all these are separately intermittent in their action. Some affect

the species at one time of the year only, some at another ; but
most of them only reach their maximum of intensity at long
intervals—once or twice, perhaps, in a century. Whether cold
winters or hot summers, excessive drought or excessive wet, deep
snow or phenomenal hail or wind-storms, all are intermittent

and occur with extreme severity only at long intervals. These
intermittent waves of meteorological phenomena have their

corresponding "waves of life," as Mr. Hudson well terms
them, such as phenomenal swarms of locusts or of wasps, of

caterpillars, mice, or lemmings, and to a less conspicuous degree
of almost every living thing. It follows, that during a succes-

sion of favourable seasons variation can go on almost unchecked,
and even hurtful abnormalities and imperfections may survive
for a few years, but soon there comes a check to the increase,

and the most abnormal forms die nut ; while after a greater or
less interval either adverse seasons or an increase of living

enemies weed out all the extreme disadvantageous variations,

leaving only the pick of the typical form to continue the race.

This may occur again and again, each special period of stress

affecting different organs or faculties—now abnormal colour,
now deficient agility, now again incaution or a weak digestion
— till in turn every departure from the best adapted mean form
is eliminated, to again arise and again be extinguished as

favourable or unfavourable conditions prevail. Thus, I am fully

in agreement with Mr. Thisellon Dyer when he said: "I feel

more and more that natural selection is a very hard taskmaster,
and that it is down very sharply on structural details that cannot
give an account of themselves." (Nature, vol. xxxix. p. 9.)
The appearance of imperfect adjustment is thus only a temporary
phenomenon, while that there is an underlying permanent adjust-

ment is indicated by the long-coniinued identity of specific

characters to which Mr. Weldon refers.

As it is very important to obtain some direct evidence of the
action of natural selection, I wish to suggest a mode of doing
so which might probably be successful. There is much evidence
to show that the migrating birds which visit us in early summer
are very largely old birds which have lived through two or more
migrations

; and, consetpienlly, that of the large number of
young birds which migrate in autumn for the first time a very
small proportion return to our shores. If this is so, then the
extreme severity of the selection during migration would afford
us the opportunity of determining some of the physical characters
which influence it, combined no doubt with mental character-
istics which we have no means of gauging. I would suggest,
therefore, that two or three common species of migrants should
be chosen, of which the young birds of the year can be dis-

tinguished with certainty. Of these birds a number of observers
should collect specimens just before their autumnal migration,
and should carefully record the characters fixed upon in the case
of the young and old birds separately. Probably the weight, the
total length, and the length of the wing, would be sufficient,

since heavy birds with comparatively short wings would hardly
be adapted for long-continued flight. By laying down the
dimensions of some hundreds of specimens in curves of varia-
tion, whatever difference existed between the young and old
birds would be easily detected ; and this difterence would pre-
sumably be the difterence between the birth-mean and the sur-

vival-mean, so far as the selective influence of migration is

concerned. In the following spring another set of specimens
of the same species should be collected and measured ; and we
should then perhaps be able to determine the characters which
h.ad led to the selection of the young birds which had suivived
the double migration. Alfred R. Wallace.

Discontinuous Colour-Variation.

I iiAvi; just received a copy of Mr. Bateson's most valuable
work on the " Study of Variation "

; and although it will take
many weeks to read it as it deserves to be read, a few remarks
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are now ventured as ihe result of perusing pp. 42-48, which
relate to the discontinuity of certain colour- variations.

Without attempting (o discuss Mr. Bateson's gener.il pro-

positions, I desire to point out that the facts related in the

portion of the work cited, and the " many similar cases " which
might be added, do not altogether support the idea of discoii-

linuoiis progressivt colour-variation, as distinguished from
a/afiim.

Various writers, including myself, have on sundry occasions

endeavoured to demonstrate that both in plants and animals a

definite succession of colours may be observed. In flowers,

for instance, from pink to purple, and from yellow to red ;

in birds and insects, and many molluscs, the yellow to red

succession is commonly observed. In such instances as these,

it has been held that one colour represents a lower stage of

evolution nr a less degree of metabolism than the other ; and it

has been many times pointed out, that discontinuous iitai'iilic

variation, <-./. from red to yellow, is commonly to be seen.

Now I take it that .Mr. Bateson considers the evidence which
he adduces, to illustrate the frequency of discontinuous pro-

gressive variation in colour, not merely reversion. Let us

examine this evidence a little more closely.

According to the views held by the writers above mentioned,
red is "higher" than yellow, and red varying to yellow is

reversion. Such reversion is well known to be often discon-

tinuous, as in the yellow-fruited yew, the yellow tomato, the

yellow-fruited raspberry, the yellow varieties of various red

moths, and so forth.

But is the yellow to red variation, which is supposed to be

the progressive one, discontinuous? L^t Mr. Bateson himself

tell us. On p. 45 he cites the variations of the yellow Gonep-

teryx rhamni towards orange. .Vre these disCDntinuous ? Do
we find among the yellow rhamni some that are entirely

orange? Not so, " there are records of specimens . . . more
or less flushed with orange.

'

Exactly : whereas among the red species of Callimorflia,

Arctia, Zys^cena, &c., we find varieties not flushed with yellow

but entirely yellow in place of red (the dark markings being of

course as usual), in the yellow 6'. rhantni we find continuous

variation towards orange, none yet having attained actual

red.

In birds red species may vary to yellow ;
green also to

yellow, and such variation may be sudden. But yellow to

green? or yellow to red? We have got our canary yellow

easily enough, but all the art of the breeder cannot get him
redder than orange, and the variations thereto are fairly con-

tinuous.

We cannot get a blue rose ; but the blue Delphinium, the blue

Penlstemon, these readily var)' to pink. We may have a yellow

rose, but it is pretty well agreed that if we ever do see a blue

one, it will be by a processof((Vi/;'////('//.c variation and selection.

Will not Mr. Bateson admit that he would be immensely
astonished to see a blue rose arise from seed of a red one, or a

scarlet canary from eggs laid by a yellow one? Yet red from
blue, or yellow from rc(i, would seem scarcely worth comment
in any group of animals or plants, .so numerous are the recorded

instances of this kind of variation.

On p. 44, Mr. Bateson cites instances of blue in place of red,

which should be progressive variati m. This occurs in Calocala

nupta, for instance, but very rarely, and instances which seem
rather intermediate arc on record. Another sample cited

\s the blue-flowered Ana^^allis arveasis. Here the case is

different, for the blue and red varieties are entirely distinct,

and come true by seed. I have myself lived in districts where
the blue and red varieties respectively abounded, and in neither

locality did I ever sec intermediates. They had all the appear-

ance of true species, which they have often, I think with justice,

been considered. The locality for the blue variety was Funchal,

Madeira, and there the red pimpernel also occurs. But in

England, where the red variety is so common, I never saw the

blue one truly wild.

In Primula we have yellow species and red species, and, as

everyone knows, our common primrose may vary to red. But
alio, as everyone knows, the variation is continuous. How
well I remember as a child looking for those that were tinged

with red, always hoping to get one redder than that last

toond :

The lubject admits of much greater amplification than is now
po--''-- -• ' • - ' .. . - i.-nicd that many instances

m.i :tvailable which appear to

in'l
, r^ - i 'iir-v.Tri.-ition. But never-

theless, taking the evidence as a whole, I will venture to urge
the validity of the following statements :

—

(1) Colour-variation occurs in a definite order, the colours
forming one or more series.

(2) Variation from those lower to those higher in the scale of
evolution, or from those representing less to those representing
greater metabolism, is usually continuous.

(3) Reversion from a higher to a lower colour is usually dis-

continuous. T. D. .-v. COCKERELL.
Las Cruces, New Mexico, U. S. .\., June i.

Niagara River since the Ice Age.

Much new light on the Quaternary history of the great lakes
tributary to the St. Lawrence river has been contributed in

three recent papers by Mr. V. B. Taylor, all published within

the short time since Mr. G. K. Gilbert's writing on " The
Niagara River as a Geologic Chronometer,' which appeared in

NATtJRE for May 17 (page 53). These papers are in the
Bulletin of the Geological Society of America (vol. v. pp. 620-

626, Aprii 30, 1894), and in the American Geologist (vol. xiii.

pp. 316-327 and 365-383, May and June, 1894). Supplement-
ing the earlier observations and studies of Whittlesey, New-
berry, Gilbert, Spencer, Lawson, Leveretl, Wright, Baldwin, and
the present writer, among others, these latest explorations and
discussions by Mr. T-iylor enable us to form a very definite and
closely connected historical statement of the relationships of

the ice-dammed lakes which preceded the present Laurentian

lakes, and of their dependence on the gradual departure of the

ice-sheet and on the accompanying northward uplift of that

region.

The largest element of uncertainty in the estimate of 7000
years for the Post-glacial period, from the retreat of the ice-

sheet to the present time, drawn from the rate of recession of

the Falls of Ni.igara, consists, as Mr. Gilbert has shown, in the

probability or possibility that for some considerable time, next

lollowing the melting away of the ice upon the area crossed by
the Niagara river, the outlet of lakes Superior, Michigan, and
Huron may have passed to the St. Lawrence by a more northern

course, flowing across the present watershed ea^t of lake

Nipissing to the Mattawa and Ottawa rivers. Mr. Taylor's ob-

servations now indicate, however, if interpreted on the

hypothesis of gkacial lakes (which is believed by Mr. Gilbert and
by the majority of other geologists of America to be the true

view), that the glacial lake Warren, filling the basins of

Superior, Michigan, Huron, and Erie, continued with its outlet

flow ing past Chicago to the Des I'laines, Illinois, and .Mississippi

rivers, while the country including lake Superior, the northern

part of lake Huron, and lake Nipissing, that is, the whole

northern side of lake Warren, was uplifted about 350 to 450
feet along its extent of 600 miles from east to west. The
existence of lake Warren was terminated by the recession of

the ice-sheet from the area between lakes Erie and Ontario,

when the Niagara river began to flow and to channel the gorge

six mile.s long below its receding falls, from which the cmnputa-

tion for the time since the Ice Age is derived. The Niagara

gorge measures the time after the outflow p.ist Chicago ceased,

lake Warren being then succeeded in the basins of the upper

lakes, above Erie, by the glacial lake Algonquin, while in the

Ontario basin the ice-bound lake Iroquois outflowed past Rome,
N. v., by way of the Mohawk and Hudson to the sea.

Seven-eighths of the difi'erential uplifting which carried the

watershed east of lake Nipissing above the level of lake Algon-

quin had taken pl.ace before the norlh-castward retreat of the

ice-sheet uncovered the Niagara area. Tor some later lime the

ice-barrier must have remained upon the Mattawa and Ottawa

areas, forbidding any outflow there from lake Algonquin ; and

it seems very probable that within that time the continuation of

the uplift had raised the watershed .so high that no discharge

from the upper lakes ever passed over it. During the ensuing

existence of lake Iroquois the Ontario basin was umlergoing a

rapid northward uplift, which doubtless was shared by the

Nipissing area, so that if any outflow occurred there it must

have been very brief, being ended when the land east of lake

Nipissing rose higher than the present course of outflow by the

St. Clair and Detroit rivers to the Erie basin and Niagara river.

The duration of the outlet to the Mattawa could probably have

been only a few hundred years, at the longest, if it ever existed.

With this po-siblc exception, the present volume of the Niagara

river has l>cen maintained during all the time of its gorge ero-
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sion. Only an insignificant addition to the estimate of 7000
years can therefore be required by the diversion of the waters of

tbe upper lakes.

The view held by Taylor, Spencer, and L.awson, that the

high shore lines around the great Laurentian lakes are of marine
formation, seems to be inconsistent with the total absence of

marine fossiliferous beds overlying the glacial drift in all that

region. So far as the sea did extend, afier the further recession

of the ice-sheet permitted it to come into the St. Lawrence
and Ottawa valleys and into the basin of lake Champlain,
marine fossils abound ; but none are found above the Thousand
Islands at the moath of lake Ontario. We may therefore con-

fidently accept the Niagara gorge as a measure of all the time

since the departure of the icesheet from the northern United
States.

In a recent paper in the Journal of Geology (vol. ii. p. 142,
February-March, 1894) Mr. Andrew M. Hansen, of Norway,
notes the approximate concurrence of about thirty independent
measurements and estimates of the duration of the Post-glacial

period, which have been made in North America and in Europe,
all coming within the limits of 5000 and 12,000 years. He
accordingly says :

" With full regard to a legitimate calculation

of probabilities, it may be predicated that the number of 7000
to 10,000 ye.Trs is as nearly an exact estimate of the duration of
Post-glacial time as can ever be expected."

Minneapolis, Minn., June 9. Warren Upham.

The Teeth and Civilisation.

None of the writers of the interesting letters which have ap-

peared upon this subject seem to have kept before them a

distinction which is of the utmost importance in its investigation,

and which I should like to state, in order that the attention of

those who, like Mr. Wenyon, have opportunities of observation

of any segregated comtnunity, may be drawn to it.

Dental caries is very prevalent, and its increase seems to be
very rapid, so that the last few generations show a marked in-

crease ; at least so it is generally believed.

liut its victims may be divided into two groups, namely, those

whose teeth are apparently perfect in their construction, but

nevertheless fall a prey to caries, and those whose teeth show,
iie trained eye, clear evidence of si ructural weakness.
,1 the latter class present a problem in heredity, and for

..41 luus reasons are likely to be more interesting 10 the readers

of Natl'RE than the former, I will dismiss these with a very

few words.

There is good reason for supposing that the proximate
cause is to be found in vitiation of the oral secretions, as caries

often occurs in an extreme degree after diseases of the digestive

tract, and examples such as those quoted by Mr. Wenyon are

probably to be explained a- due to dyspepsia induced by the

unhealthy way o( feeding.

To the explanation that the enamel may be cracked by
alternations of temperature which could be borne in the mouth,
I am not inclined to attach importance. In the first place,

as a matter of experiment, I have failed to crack enamel by
plunging teeth alternately into boiling and ice-cold water, and,
as a matter of clinical experience, teeth do not decay along the

cracks which from some cause are common in the enamel, but
in natural pits of larger size, or on surfaces of contact ; the

i cause is to be sought either in decreased power of resistance, or
in the intensification of deleterious influences.

Abnormal conditions of life are known to deleteriously affect

the teeth of animals ; for example, stall-fed beasts are more
liable to diseased conditions in the mouth than those which are
fed up in rich pastures ; and it has been pointed out by Mr.

I Bland Sutton, that some animals in the Zoological Gardens suffer

I

in this way, notably the Lemurs, whose teeth frequently loosen
and fall out.

It is rare to meet with good teeth in children whose parents
have had had teeth, and peculiarities of form in the teeth and
jaws are often inherited with curious exactitude. liut it is quite
common to meet with instances of healthy parents with good
teeth bearing a family of children, also apparently healthy
and well-grown, whose teeth, although to the casual observer
normal in shape, sizr, and general aspect, are to the eye of the
dentist doomed to early destruction, and speedily undergo it.

These teeth have an appearance somewhatdifficult todescribe
;

they have a glassy look, are more translucent than they should
be, are softer, and are believed, though the proof is not com-
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plete, to be somewhat deficient in their proper proportion of
lime salts. This kind of tooth is \ery apt to run through a
whole family, and its causes must be sought either in some con-
dition of inheritance, or if it be due to anything acting upon the
individual, it must be something which commences to act im-
mediately after birth. Comparative anatomy teaches us that
the teeth are less variable than the jaws. In long-muzzled dogs
the teeth are spaced ; in short-muzzled dogs they are crowded,
reduction in size having gone on faster in the bones than in the
teeth ; and the same thing is observed in the human subject.

Moreover in animals, whilst some variability is often observ-
able in the teeth, that variability does not lake the form of
structural difference, but only of differences of .size and shape.

Again, in rickets, where the bones are starved of lime salts,

the teeth contrive to get more than their share ; it is therefore
not a little remarkable that we should find the teeth, and
apparently the teeth alone, to have deteriorated in one
generation.

On the other hand, it is equally difficult to find any cause
which shall have operated alike upon all the children of a family
if we reject inheritance as being at the bottom of it ; it does not
appear to be determined by the greater frequency of hand-
feeding, as I know of instances in the same family where some
children were nursed and others were not, and yet their teeth
were alike of the poor structure to which I have alluded.

Upon the whole, I am rather inclined to attribute it to some
causes operating shortly after birih, rather than before it, for

the milk teeth, which are well started inutero, are far less liable

to structural variation than are the permanent teeth, whose
calcification is mainly effected after birth ; but I need hardly say
that the period of occurrence does not by any means exclude
inheritance.

However the question, interesting and important as it is, is

not so simple as some of your correspondents imagine, and
there is a considerable amount of literature upon the subject
which seems to have escaped them, some of it accurate and
valuable, some of it quite the reverie.

Charles S. Tomes.

Electrical Theory of Vision.

In my letter to Prof. Lodge, published in your last issue, I

notice a printer's error, which I think should be corrected, as

it gives an entirely wrong meaning to the sentence in which it

occurs. As it stands it reads as follows: "The energy thus
lost by the tissues was then mpprcssed from without by the
vibrating fingers," whereas I said the energy was supplied
from without by the fingers, the idea being that the shaking
back of the eyes to their normal state of rest, evinced by the
sensation of darkness, is perfectly analogous to the tapping
back of Prof. Lodge's "Coherer" to its normal position,

evinced by the return of the galvanometer needle to zero.

E. Obach.
Old Charlton, Kent, June 23.

CLIMBING AND EXPLORATION IN THE
KARAKORAM-HLMALA YAS.^

THE mountain district explored by Mr. Conway lies on
the southern side of the watershed of the Karakoram

chain, and is drained by tributaries of the Upper Indus.
For most of the time he was in lialtistan, but ended his
journey by a visit to Leh. Here, at about 11,500 feet

above sea-level, is a small meteorological observatory,
which enabled Mr. Conway to check his observations by
a comparison of barometers. Besides himself, the party
consisted of the Hon. C. G. Bruce, Mr. McCormick, the
artist, Messrs. Eckenstein and Roudebush, Matthias
Zurbriggen, the well-known guide from Macugna, four
Gurkas, who took readily to ice work, and one or two
two other native attendants, with, of course, a consider-
able but variable patty of coolies.

As the author states, the party spent in all eighty-four
days on snow or glacier. They were often encamped at

' "OiinbinK and Exploration in the Kar.-ikoratn-Himalayas." Ky
Willfaii M.-irlin Conway, M.A., F.S..-\.. &c. With soj lllu^lratioQS by
A. P. McCormick, and a Map. (London ; T. Fisher t'nwin, 1394.)
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elevations ranging from 12,000 to 15,000 feet above the
sea, occasionally even up to 20,000 feet, and some of them
accomplished the ascent of a peak approximately 23,000
feet—the highest summit which man has reached. But

Fig. I.—The Ogrc*s Fingers, Biafo Glacier,

mountain climbing was far from the only purpose of the '

expedition. Mr. Conway surv-eyed the district, and has
made many important additions to and corrections in
the map which was constructed, about thirty years ago,
by Colonel Godwin-Austen, after a journey—for that time—hardly less adventurous. He got together considerable
collections, and noted, with the eye of an expert, the
archaeology and other peculiarities of this remote region.
A supplementary volume, to be issued in the course of a
few months, will contain reports on the zoology, botany,
and geology, and on the other scientific results of the ex-
pedition. The separation of the two parts is to be
regretted, but was probably almost inevitable.

Incidentally, however, Mr. Conway tells us something
of the natural history and geology of the mountain
regions, and a note on the latter subject has been com-
municated recently to the Royal Society. This part of
the Karakoram-Himalayas evidently consists of strips of
sedimentary rocks infolded in crystalline masses, and
often resembles the Alps of Europe not only in structure
but also in mineral characters. Many of its glaciers are
enormous

; for instance, one proved to be forty miles in
length

; others are hardly less ; their ice-falls sometimes
are even more formidable than those in the Alps. This
Mr. Conway attributes not so much to their greater
steepness of slope as to the irregular form of their beds.
They lie among peaks which often range from about
22,000 to 26,000 feet above sea-level, and in one case—
the nameless K2—reach 28,278 feet. The snow-line,
however, is much higher than in Central Europe. In
the middle of April, at the beginning of his journev, Mr.
Conway found the snow lying thickly below 13,006 feet,
but later in the season an elevation of 15,500 feet in his
district seems to correspond roughly with that of 8000
feet in the Alps. Ijut in this respect, evidently, there is

considerable variation
; for the " col " between the vast

Hispar and IJiafo glaciers is only 17,600 feet above the
sea, while further to the east, passes on the route from
Varkand to I.ch rise to this height, or even more, and
are almost free from permanent snow.
The first-named pass entailed the longest march over

glacier and snow, for it occupied the explorers from July 11
to July 26 ; but the greatest height above sealcvcl was
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reached at the head of the Baltoro glacier. Here, on the
flank of a huge mountain, called the (.".olden Throne, the
party encamped for five nights at stations from iS,2oo to

20,ODofeet above sea-level, Mr. Conway sleeping twonights
at the latter elevation, and he
ascended, in company with Mr.
Bruce, one of its peaks ^Fig. 2).

This, according to a barometric
observation, is 22,600 feet in

height, but by its level com-
pared with K2 it should be not

less than 23,000. On several

occasions they reached eleva-

tions ranging from 17,000 to

over 19,000 feet, and frequently

camped out above the level of

Mont Blanc. Thus they had
exceptionally good opportuni-

ties of observing the elTects of

diminished atmospheric pres-

sure. Their experience fully

bears out that of Mr. Whymper
in the .\ndes, though it atifords

some interesting dilTerences in

detail,while the effect produced,

as usual, depended much upon
the individual ; it also seemed
to vary with the environment.

Occasionally the attendants suf-

fered at from 1 3,000 to 14,000ft.,

but, asa rule, the Europeans and

stronger members of the party were not materiall) affected

till about 15,000 feet, and then but sligiitly, unless they

spent the night on the spot. This, it will be remembered,
accords with Prof. Tyndall's experience on Mount Blanc.

%
(y
/

Fig. 3.—Pioneer Peak (Golden Thron:) fr.>m about 30,700 feet

The usual symptoms were felt : panting for breath, and
(|uick, irregular action of the heart after the slightest

exertion, with headache, more or less nausea, and a
general sense of extreme lassitude and exhaustion. The
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travellers were most severely affected at the highest camp
on Golden Throne, though even here, when completely
at rest, the inconvenience was comparatively slight.

The ascent from this camp—probably about 3000 feet,

without any exceptional difficulties—took %\ hours. In

such a district as the Pennine Alps this distance would
probably have been accomplished in half the time. It is

therefore obvious that the difficulties in reaching such a
point as K2 will be extremely great, though possibly not
insuperable. Among these the weather will be one of the

most serious. This, in the Alps, is frequently not good
;

in Baltistan, unless Mr. Conway's experience was
exceptional, it is habitually abominable.
Much interesting information in regard to physical

geology can be gleaned from this volume. The
beautiful illustrations enable us to form a good idea of

the magnificent snow peaks ; the lower mountains, as a
rule, seem to be more precipitous and shattered, more
weird and desolate than in the .Alps (Fig. i). The
climatal conditions are probably favourable to rapid
denudation : mud avalanches are frequent, sometimes
on a gigantic scale ; the fans of debris also are enormous.
Mr. Conway's account of the alluvial deposits in 'he beds
of the valleys, especially on the route to Leh, are most
interesting (Fig. 3). These often make it difficult to

Fig. 3.—Remains of .\lluv:um, Lama-yuru Valley

discover the limits to what glaciers have extended. At
the present day the larger ice-streams seem to end at
10,000 to 11,000 feet above sea-level, but here, as in
other mountain regions, they were once much greater.
Mr. Conway mentions the occurrence of old moraines at
various elevations down to about 6000 feet, and we can-
not be certain that this is the lowest limit.

The volume contains, in addition to a map, three hun-
dred illustrations, process-block reproductions ofdrawings
by Mr. McCormick, some from photographs, and some from
original sketches. They represent not only the scenery,
but also incidents of travel, and greatly enhance the
value of the bonk. It is worthy to take a place, for literary
and artistic excellence, with Mr. Whymper's "Travels
amongst the Great Andes of Ecuador," for it is a record
of an adventurous journey, carefully planned and bravely
effected, as well as a real contribution to knowledge.
Clearly and pleasantly written, full of interesting in-
formation, not only on the geography, geology, and
natural history, but also on the people, buildings, and
customs of a rarely visited region, the book does honour
to its genial and able author and to his companions in
travel.

A NEWFORM OF OBJECT-GLASS MOUNTING,
A MONG the numerous details in telescopic con-

;^*- struction that have become of greater importance
in consequence of the increase in size of refractors, may
be mentioned that relating to the form of mounting of
the object-glass, which plays a leading role in the good
working of a telescope.

The chief difficulty which has to be overcome is

the great dearth of substances which have the same
coefficient of expansion as glass. For small objectives
brass fastenings are used, but for larger discs these have
been replaced by the adoption of steel, the coefficient of
expansion of which more nearly approaches that of glass.
In the latter case allowances have to be made for the

I erence of expansions of the two substances (glass
an J steel), and this is done by breaking the metallic
band which encircles the objective, and connecting the
two ends thus freed by means of one or more screws.
In this way the pressure of the band on the circum-
ference of the discs can be regulated by tightening or
slackening the screws as the case may be, and the
inequality of expansion or contraction can thus be
counterbalanced.

If only one disc of glass were in question, the problem
would be somewhat simple, but
since an objective consists of
two discs, and these of different

kinds, each possessing its own
special coefficient of expansion,
the matter is distinctly compli-
cated. With two discs it will

be seen at once that the metallic
ring may be made fast for one,
while the other can be free to

move, and therefore quite loose ;^

this naturally raises numerous
disturbances in the centering
of the lenses.

The functions of a perfect
cell are then, firstly, it must be
capable of holding the lens
firmly and without change of
form ; while, secondly, it must
be so arranged as to allow for

the different changes brought
about by temperature without
disturbing the centering of the
lenses.

To produce such a cell as
this has been the obiect of

Dr. R. Steinheil's investigations ' and the following sum-
mary contains his suggestions. The principle con-
sists in leaving a space between the inside of the
cell and the circumference of the two lenses, and
placing rigidly between them blocks of particular sub-
stances and sizes, such that they compensate for the
different expansions at work.
The amount a substance expands or contracts depends

not only on its increase or decrease in temperature, but
on its length ; thus, for instance, a long rod when heated
expands more than a short rod of the same substance.
Making use of this fact, we may either assume the Uiii^th

of the blocks referred to above, and calculate of what
substances it must be composed to give the exact co-
efficient of expansion required, or we may take any
substance with a knou'ii coefficient of expansion, such as
zinc, and determine the length it is required to be. The
latter method, of course, by its simplicity commends itself,

and if the length of the block be denoted by / we have
the formula > _ <^--'y

/ =
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1 See "Ueber e!ne neiie Art von Objeklivfassungen " mZtituhrif! fur
InstritntcntenkutuiCf Hefts, P* 170, 1894.
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which gives / in terms of the coefficient of expansion of

(<^) the cell material, 7I the glass, and (a) the material

for the blocks. It will be seen from the formula that

the shorter the blocks the more equal must be the co-

efficients of expansion of the glass and cell material, and
also the greater the relative distance between the co-

efficients of expansion of the blocks and cell material.

Dr. Steinheil, as an example, determines the length of

these blocks for an objective of 50 cm. aperture, the

lenses being composed of common flint silicate marked
0.544 in the Jena glass factory, and common crown
silicate marked O.1022.

If the material for the blocks used be of zinc (coefficient

of expansion = (7 = 000002918), then their length, adopt-
ing for the tiint glass (544) the value 7= 000000788 and
for the cell material the value (^ = 000001061 for their

coefficients of expansion, is given by the equation

/='°6'- 788^^73 = 0. ,

291S-1061 1857

Similarly for the crown glass, the coefficient of which is

0-00000954, we obtain the length of its blocks

/=o'0576.

As the radii of the glass discs are the same and equal
to 25 cm., the lengths of the blocks for each of the lenses

must be o'i47 x 25 cm. and 00576 x 25 cm. or 3675 cm.
and 144 cm.

Ur. Steinheil proposes that for each lens three blocks
should be used and placed at intervals of 120^ round the
circumference of the discs, the blocks fitting tightly be-

tween the discs and the sides of the cell. It might at

first be thought that such tight-fitting as seems necessary
could not be exactly enough done, but it is stated that

accuracy in the length of the zinc block to i mm can be
safely depended on, and the danger of strain by eliminat-

ing the disturbances of centering thereby reduced to a
minimum.

That this new mounting for object-glasses has many
points in its favour cannot be denied, but it is in such
questions as these that we must look to the results after

the method has been practically applied. Thus, practice

would better settle the proper number of blocks for each
lens ; three seem at first sight somewhat too few, and
might lead to local strains due to the weight of the
lenses, whereas such strains must be avoided in anv sort

of cell. W. J. S. LuCKYER.

NOTES.
\Vf. are requested to slate that a volume conlainini; a memoir

of the late Dr. Geo. J. Romanes, F.R.S., will be published.

Tho»e who possess letters of general interest wiilten by him
are ie'|uested to forward them to Mrs. Romanes, St. Aldatc's,

Oxford. The letters will be leturned directly their contents

baTe been noted and copies made.

A Grace of the Senate of the University of Dublin has been

pused, conferring the degree of Doctor of Science upon Mr.
Daniel Morris, C.M.G., Asiistant-Dircctor of the Royal
Gardens at Kcw.

Prok. Karl Glsslniiauer, of Prague University, h.os been

appointed to the chair of Surgery at Vienna, in succession to

the late Prof. Billiolh.

A Reuter telegram states that at a meeting of leading citizens

held at Toronto on June 23, it was unanimously decided to

invite the Uritisb AMocialion to hold the meeting there next

year.

The Council of University College, Liverpool, have ap-

pointed Or. A. M. Paterson to the " Derby " Professorship of
Anatomy, and Prof. R. W. IJoycc to the chair of Pathology
recently endowed by Mr. George Holt.
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Dr. Augustus Schloesser, assistant to Prof. Henderson in

the chemical department of the Glasgow and West of Scot-

land Technical College, has been appointed to the Principalship

of the Storey Institute, Lancaster, rendered v.icant by the

resignation of Dr. G. S. Turpin.

A KINDLY and appreciative letter, by Prof. Poulton, F.R. S.,

on some incidents in the life of the Lite Prof. Romanes, ap-

peared in the Times of June 19. The July number of Science

Gossip contains an obituary notice of the lamented investigator,

together with his portrait.

The Cracow Academy of Sciences have awarded the Coper-

nicus Prize of five hundred florins, founded by the town of

Cracow, to Prof. Louis Birkenmajer, for his work " Sur la

temperature des lacs des Tatres." .\ prize of one thousand

francs (Priz Majer) is offered for the best work on "La Clima-

tologie des pays Polonais "
;
papers to be sent in before December

31, 1896.

A SEVERE earthquake disturbance was experienced at Oran,

Algeria, at about one o'clock on the morning of the 19th inst.

The duration of the shock is said to have been four seconds.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Chemical Society will be held

this evening, at nine o'clock, at the Royal Institution, when

Prof. Dewar will lecture on " Phosphorescence at very low

temperatures."

The meeting of the Museums Association, now being held in

Dublin, was opened on Tuesday with an address by the

President, Dr. Valentine Ball, C.B., F.R.S., on "The
Museums of Dublin."

I.\ the House of Commons on Tuesday, Colonel Howard
Vincent .isked the Home Secretary whether he had decided to

adopt in the Metropolitan and City Police districts, and in the

provinces, the recommendations of the committee appointed to

inquire into the system of identifying criminals by measure-

ment, invented by M. Bertillon, of Paris, and the fingerprint

test of Mr. Francis Galton ; and, in such case, if, in order to

facilitate research into the judicial antecedents of international

criminals, the registers of measurements would be kept on the

.same plan as that adopted with such success in Frnncr, as also

in other continental countries. In reply, Mr. .Vsquith said that

the recommendations of the committee had been adopted, in-

cluding the recommendations as to the mode of keeping the

register.

In connection with the Antwerp Exposition, a Congress has

been arranged, under the auspices of the Socitite Royale de

Geographic d'Anvers, having for its object the discussion of

matters relating to the atmosphere. The Congress will beheld

on August 16, 17, and iS. The papers will be classified

into two sections, one dealing with atmospheric move-

ments, while the other is concerned with aerodynamics.

The former section is divided into four parts as follows :

—

(l) General theory of atmospheric currents and the causes

which affect them. (2) Methods of observation at different

altitudes. (3) Instruments of observation and for automatic

registration. (4) Maps of permanent and of variable atmospheric

currents, and a comparison of them with ocean currents. In

the .lerodynamic section the subjects dealt with will be :

—

(1) The measurement of the velocity of wind. The action of

wind on a plane normal surface and on nn inclined surf.icc will

be considered, and the friction of air. Experimental apparatus

is also included in this division, and the elTecls of wind on

buildings, bridges, towers, ^;c. Aeroplanes, windmills, and

turbines are classified under the motive power of wind, while

transport by land, sea, and air are arranged in a sub group of

questions relating to the resisting power of air. The subjects

of the second part of the second section are the special applica-
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tion to aerial navigation of data on the resistance of air, and

the development of the motors required to render such means of

transport an accomplished fact. From this summary it will be

seen that the Congress has been organised not only with the idea

of bringing together those who are working at the problem of

aerial navigation, but also meteorologists, naval architects, and

all whose experiences may help to elucidate the matter. The

President of the Congress is Lieut. -General Wauwermans, and

the General ijecretary, Chevalier Le Clement de Saint

Marcq, Rue du petit Chien, i6, Antwerp. M. Lancaster, of

the Brussels Observatory, is the President of Section L, and

Captain M. van den Borren, the President of Section IL

Everyone will agree that the Marine Biological Association

of the United Kingdom has, since the opening of the Labora-

tory, six years .igo, carried out the intentions of its original

supporters, which were *
' to promote researches leading to the im-

provement of zoological and botanical science, and to an increase

of our knowledge as regards the food, life, conditions, and

habits of British food-fishes and molluscs." Scientific research,

however, is not often generously endowed, hence the .\ssocia-

tion, like many similar institutions for investigation, has its

activity greatly restricted by the need for further financial sup-

port. With the idea of showing the truly national importance

of the work carried on in the Laboratory at Plymouth, the

Association has issued a pamphlet, in which its aims are briefly

stated, and a few of the many practical and purely scientific

investigations carried out under its auspices are described. It

is hoped that this statement will quicken interest in marine

biology, and induce benefactors to science to give their support

to its representative Association, not only because their assistance

will help to extend scientific knowledge, but also because they will

be assisting in the development of our sea-fisheries. The follow-

ing extract from the pamphlet referred to shows how small are

the funds of the Association in comparison with those of other

establishments having similar objects:—"The income of the

Association is derived partly from a grant by the Treasury,

partly from the voluntary generosity of public companies and

private individuals. The Fishmongers' Company contribute

;^400 a year to the -Association, whilst Her Majesty's Govern-

ment have given ;^500 a year in the years 1888-9, 1889-90,

1890-91, and p^'iooo a year in the years 1891-2, 1892-3, and

1893-4. The total income unfortunately falls considerably

short of the amount necessary to place the Laboratory on a

properly efficient footing. The purchase and maintenance of a

sea-going steam-vessel, by means of which fishery investiga-

tions can be extended to other parts of the coast than the imme-

diate neighbourhood of Plymouth, is a most pressing need. The
admirable Marine Biological Laboratory at Naples, founded and

directed by Dr. Dohrn, and devoted purely to zoology and

botany, has cost about ;f20,000, including steam-launches, &c.,

whilst it has an annual budget of £loao. The United States

Fish Commission receives from its Government more than

;^70,ooo a year, and possesses a perfect fleet of vessels. Its work

almost exclusively relates to fisheries. The .Scottish Fishery

Board is credited in the estimates for 1893-4 with ^21,858,

which (with the exception of .^£^3000 for pier and harbour works)

is granted for fresh and salt water fishery work. The Marine

Biological Association, with the twofold aim of promoting pure

zoology and scientific fishery investigation, received in 1892-3

only £i\<)^ in all." We trust that the appeal of the Associa-

tion will result in a large extension of the list of subscribers,

so that biological science and the fishing industry may both be

benefited.

A RECENT number of the Comptes licndus contains a note, by

M. Birkeland, on some recent work done in the late Prof.

Hertz's laboratory. It is well known that Hertzian waves
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when they travel along an iron wire magnetise it transversely,

although they only penetrate a very short distance below the

surface of the wire. This being so, it was an interesting problem

to investigate whether it would be possible to observe in such a

wire nodes and loops in the magnetisation. Experimenting in

this direction M. Birkeland was led to a negative result, which

he attributed to the electrical conductivity of the wire, and

hence he was led to experiment, not on cylinders of iron, but

on mixtures of finely divided iron and paraffin. He uses a

square resonator having each side 60 cm. long, the opposite

side to the spark micrometer being formed into a coil of twelve

turns,well insulated from each other. If a cylinder of soft iron is

introduced into this coil, the spark length is not changed ; a fact

which previous experimenters have shown to be due to the

screening effect of the induced currents in the superficial layer

of the mass of metal. When, however, a cylinder of the

mixture of iron and paraffin is introduced into the coil, the

spark length may be reduced from 9 m.m. to 005 m.m. or to

i/i8oth of its original value. The effects observed increase as

the electrical conductivity of the cylinders diminish, so that the

magnetic action of the iron becomes less masked by the con-

ductivity effects. This is well shown by surrounding the

cylinder with tin-foil, when the spark regains its original length.

When a hollow cylinder of the mixture of iron and paraffin is

introduced into the coil, the spark length is much shortened,

but the effect is much enhanced when the hollow cylinder is

filled by a solid rod. Thus the author finds that the magnetic

action is felt through a thickness of 5 m.m. when the mixture

contains 25 per cent, of iron, and through 7 m.m. when it

contains 10 per cent of iron.

The Central Meteorological Office of France has just pub-

lished its Annah-s for the year 1&92, consisting of three large

quarto volumes. Vol. i. contains a number of memoirs on

special subjects, among which, as usual, there is one by M.

Fron, on thunders;orms in France during the year. These

summaries have been continued for thirty years, and furnish use-

ful data for determining the laws which underlie the formation

and propagation of those phenomena. M. .Moureaux discusses

the observations on terrestrial magnetism at the Pare Saint

Maur, and gives curves from the self-recording instruments of

the most remarkable disturbances, which were considerable

during that year. He also contributes a paper on the magnetic

conditions at 100 stations; there are altogether 42S such stations

in France ; those not yet dealt with will be discussed in subse-

quent years. The results of phenological observations and the

migrations of birds during the years 18S1-90 are discussed by

M. Angot ; this is one of the most comprehensive and complete

papers of the kind hitherto published. He aho contributes a

valuable paper on the results of M. Vallots first series of observa-

tions on the summit of Mont Blanc, made in 18S7, and a com-

parison of the simultaneous observations made at the central

office in Paris and on the Eiffel Tower, which confirm the

principal results obtained in previous years. Finally, M.

Durand-Greville gives a detailed investigation of the connection

between squalls and thunderstorms, and has determined some

of the phenomena which regularly accompany the formation and

propagation of the latter. Vols. ii. and iii. deal respectively

with the ordinary observations and with rainfall values at a large

number of stations. An important addition to this branch of the

work has been made by the publication of the observations

made in Senegal, among those referring to stations for various

foreign places.

At the joint meeting of Cornish scientific societies, held at

Penzance on June 15, Mr. Howard Fox, the president of the

Royal Geological Society of Cornwall, read a paper on " Some
Fossils from the Coast Sections in the Parishes of Padstow
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and St. Mervyn," in which he showed that a hitherto unex-

^nioed portion of the Xorth Cornish Coast is Upper Devonian.

Mr. G. L. Crick, of the British Maseutn, recognised amongst

the foisils fjund, Orthoceras, Bactrites, and Goniatites, and

determined two species, Ba Irites PuJeshcimtiisis and Gonijtila

SimfUx. Both these species occur in Germany in Lower

Beds of the Upper Devonian, and both forms are likewise

present at a corresponding horizon in the red shales of Saltern

Cove, near Torquay. In the same horizon at Trevone several

specimens were found of the small bivalve shell CardijU

j-ttroitriata {Cardium palmatum), also found at Saltern Cove

and in the Upper Devonian beds of Budesheim. The occur-

rence of these characteristic fossils in the Trevone rocks leads

to the conclusion that the beds are on the same geological

horizon of the lower portion of the Upper Devonian as the

Budesheim strata. A portion of a plate of a ganoid fish

imbedded in the blue shale of Trevone was recognised by Mr.

Smith Woodward as undoubtedly Devonian and belonging to

a genus not yet described, distinct from the Sleganodi^tyum of

Ray Lankester. Remains of Trilobites, apparently species of

Phacops, with several corals, viz. Favosites, Ample.Kus, and

Pachypara, were found in the friable cliffs, which also yielded

two bivalves not deterjiinable, and a small brachipod, with a

minute punctate structure, closely similar to that of the De-

vonian genera Ciiilri'nella and Cryptontlla. In the foreshores of

the northern part of Constantine Bay a palmate form of coral

was found, from which a section was made, and determined by

Dr. Hinde to belong to the genus Poihypora, but the particular

species could not be identified. The fossil which most distinctly

cha'acleriscs this foreshore is a species of Conularia. In surface

markings this form, according to Dr. Hinde, differs from all

other known species from the Devonian rocks of America and

Germany, principally in the marked fineness of the transverse

line:, and it probably belongs to a new species.

New bread and the hot morning roll, though difficult of

digestion, may have some advantages, .\ccording to the liritish

Medical Journal, Dr. Troitzki, writing in the Russian medical

periodical t'laldi, states that he has found that new and uncut

bread contains no micro-organisms, as the heat necessary to

bake the bread is sufficient to kill them all. As soon, however,

as the bread is cut and is allowed to lie about uncovered, not

only harmless but also pathogenic microbes find in it an excel-

lent nutrient medium. White or wheatmeal bread Is a better

medium than black or rye bread, as the latter contains a greater

percentage of acidity. Dr. Troitzki's experiments with patho-

genic bacteria gave the following results :

—

Slref'tococi-m pyo-

gtnt. aureus retains its vitality on the crumb of wheatmeal

bread for twenty-eight to thirty-one days, on the crust for twenty

to twenty-three days ; the bacillus of anthrax (without spores)

remains alive on the crumb for thirty to thirty-seven days, and

on the crust for thirty-one to thirty-three days ; the typhoid

bacillus remains active twenty-five to thirty days on the crumb,

and twenty-six to twenty-eight on the crust ; whilst the bacillus

of cholera lives twenty-three to twenty-five or (wenly-seven

days on both.

A RECENT number of the Arhtiltn a.d. Kaiierlichen Ges

undAtiliamle conlaim an interesting paper, by Dr. Dunbar, on

the detection of cholera vibrios in river-water. As many as

1 100 samples in all were examined, 855 being abstracted from

the river Ell>e alone, whilst samples from the Rhine, Wcser,

Oder, and other rivers were also submitted to the special tests

necessary for the isolation of cholera vibrios. The investiga-

tions were begun at the beginning of last August, and were con-

tinued until the middle of December. Only those vibrios

which gave the cholera red reaction were submitted to further

cultivation and examination. Dr. Dunbar exercises great
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caution in the classification of the numerous vibrios he has

isolated, and although in all important respects it was im-

possible to distinguish them from undoubted cholera vibrios,

yet he prefers to describe those obtained from the river Elbe as

Elbevibrios, those from the river Rhine as Khinevibrios, those

from the river Oder as Odervibrios and those from the river

Amstel as .\mstelvibrios. Some of these vibrios when culti-

vated in ordinary peptone broth in the presence of air and at a

suitable temperature, gave rise to phosphorescence, a pheno-

menon which was never obtained with the cholera vibrio ; but

even this failed to serve as a mark of distinction, for out of 68

cultures in which this characteristic appearance was exhibited,

38 only gave it occasionally, losing this power in some instances

and exhibiting it in others. Elbevibrios were detected in the

vicinity of Hamburg from July 19 down to November 4 ; after

that date, although samples were daily examined, none were

found. But whereas these cholera-like vibrios were not found

after November 4 in the running water, they were found more

than a month later, on December 19, in the mud at the bottom

of the river ; the latter, remarks Dr. Dunbar, probably otTering

them an opportunity of remaining in a dormant condition for

considerable periods of time until chance and suitable circum-

stance enable them to become again redistributed in the stream

itself. These Elbevibrios were found on 21 occasions in the

tapwaler as delivered to the city, and once in this water after

passing through a Berkefeld cylinder, which was investigated on

50 successive days.

We have received part iii. of the Proceedings otthe Academy

of Natural Science of Philadelphia, extending from October to

December 1S93.

Messrs. J. Wheldon and Co., Great Queen Street, W.C.,

have issued a catalogue of books and papers on microscopic

zoology and botany they offer for sale.

The June number of the Journal oi the Royal Microscopical

Society, just issued, contains the sixth part of Mr. .\. D.

Michael's " Notes on the Uropodinae," in addition to the use-

ful summary of current researches relating to zoology, botany,

microscopy, &c.

The "Beginner's Guide to Photography" (Perken, .Son

and Rayment) is in its fortieth thousand. Evidently the pur-

chasers (and their name is legion) of the cheap camer.is with

which the market is glutted, appreciate this guide to the methods

of the "black art."

To the third edition of his " Epitome of the Synthetic

Philosophy " (Williams and Norgate), Mr. F. Howard Collins

has added an abridgement of the " Principles of Ethics." The
volume thus presents, in a condensed form, the whole of Mr.

Spencer's philosophical principles, so far as they have been

published.

The volume of Pro.ecdin^s of the Liverpool Naturalists' Field

Club foi the year 1893 has been issued. It contains an interest-

ing address by the President, Mr. G. H. Morton, on museums of

the past, the present, and the future, .accounts of the excur-

sions and evening meetings of the Society, and summaries

of the botanical and entomological work done. We regret

to note that this Society, like many others in the provinces,

is not nourishing, the number of members this year being

forty less than last year.

The Alembic Club Reprints, published by Mr. W. F. Clay,

Edinburgh, are handy little volumes enabling a retrospective

view to be obtained of scientific researches that have become

classical. In No. 6, a copy of which is before us, we have the

Bakerian Lecture delivered by Davy before the Royal Society

in 1807, and a part of a paper communicated by him to the
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Society in the following year. The papers, as is well known,

deal with " The Decomposition of the Fixed Alkalies and

Alkaline Earths." Priestley's experiments in 1775, which led

to the discovery of oxygen, will be reprinted in No. 7, and

Scheele's work of 1777 in the same direction will form the

contents of No. 8. No. 9 will be made up of reprints of Davy's

papers on the elementary nature of chlorine. These three

volumes of the series are in the press.

There is a certain amount of satisfaction in identifying wild

flowers gathered during country rambles. To assist amateur

botanists in and near Edinburgh to carry out this kind of deter-

mination, Mr. C. O. Sonntag has prepared a little book ofhandy
size, viz. "A Pocket Flora of Edinburgh and the Surrounding

Country," and Messrs. Williams and Norgate have published

it. Therein will be found, to quote the sub-title, "a collection

and full description of all Phanerogamic and the principal

Cryptogamic plants, classified after the natural system, with an

artificial key and a glossary of botanical terms. " It may be

doubted whether a student derives any great advantage from the

dictionary method of classifying specimens, nevertheles; he may
be led through such work to higher studies. Another local flora of

which we have received a copy is a " Vade-mecum to the Alpine

Flora," by L. Schriiter and Prof. C. Schniter (London ; David

Nutt). This book is in its fourth edition. It contains one hun-

dred and seventy coloured representations of Alpine flowers, so

that every bit of bloom which beautifies the Swiss mountain-

side can be easily identified by tourists without any botanical

knowledge whatever. No attempt is made to describe or

classify the plants in a systematic manner. Unlike Mr.

Sonntag's book, that by Prof. Schriiter appeals to the curious

tourist rather than the investigating student. The text is in

English, French, and German.

The first edition of Quain's renowned "Dictionary of

Medicine " was published in 18S2 ; the second edition was issued

by Messrs. Longmans, Green, and Co. last week. For twelve

years Sir Richard Quain's comprehensive work has been the

standard dictionary of medical knowledge, and the practitioner,

teacher, and student alike have put their trust in it. The fact

that more than 33,000 copies of this work of reference have

been issued in this country and America suffices to show the

manner in which the labours of the editor and his eminent staff

are appreciated. To bring the book up to the present state of

knowledge was a laborious task, for, since the first edition was
published, the science and practice of medicine have made
enormous progress, and many new developments have occurred.

The work had, in fact, to be completely revise;!, and a large

number of new arlicles had to be prepared. The result of these

expansions is that the Dictionary now consists of two volume^,

entirely reprinted, while the number of pages have been increased

from 1834 to 2518. The editor, and his assistants, Drs. F. T.

Roberts and J. Mitchell Bruce, are to be congratulated upon
the accomplishment of their task. With the co-operation of

numerous members of the medical profession, they have launched

their treatise for a second time. We do not doubt that its

future career will be as successful as its past.

Under the title "Proof Spirit and Fiscal Hydrometry,"

Mr. John Heywood has published a small book by Dr. B.

Derham. The author arraigns the legal definition of proof-

spirit, because it depends upon the indications of a certain

Sykes' hydrometer. This instrument, and the tables for use

with it, are shown to be open to objection. .Vccording to Dr.

Deiham, the proper allowances for variations of the temperature

of the hydrometer, and of the spirit stored in bonded ware-

houses, are not made. Accepting this, it is shown that the

Revenue suffers a considerable loss of duty on proof-spirits. In
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fact, it is asserted that the Revenue estimate, for the yea,

1892-93, of the total quantity of proof-spirit, fell short of the

true estimate by 186,542 proof-gallons ; and that, consequently,

the loss sustained was ;ii^93,27l. .\nd, it may be added, since

the funds for technical education came from the wine and spirit

duties, Dr. Derham's book would seem to show that the moneys
available are less than they ought to be. Thus it appears that

the progress of technical instruction is dependent upon the

graduations of Sykes' hydrometer, a connection that reminds

us of Darwin's story of the relation between cats and clover.

Having pointed out the seeming defects in Sykes' system. Dr.

Derham develops a new system of hydrometry, and describes a

new form of hydrometer for carrying it into eflfect. His sug-

gestions may be worth the consideration of those responsible

for the proof standard.

The hitherto unknown dimethyl arsine, (CHj^iAsH, has been

isolated by Dr. Palmer in the laboratory of the University of

Illinois, and is described by him in the current Berichte. It was

obtained by the reduction of cacodyl chloride. The most

advantageous mode of preparing it is as follows :—Granulated

zinc is first slightly platinised, then covered with absolute

alcohol, and sufficient hydrochloric acid added to produce a

rapid current of hydrogen. .-V mixture of cacodyl chloride,

hydrochloric acid, and alcohol is then allowed to fall into the

flask from a dropping funnel ; a reaction immediately com
mences, and copious vapours of the reduction product are

carried away by the escaping excess of hydrogen. The vapours

are conducted first through water contained in a couple of U-
tubes, then dried by passage through a calcium chloride tube,

and eventually led into a suitable receiver immersed in a freezing

mixture of ice and salt. The dimethyl arsine rapidly condenses

in the receiver to a colourless mobile liquid which boils at 36'.

It is endowed with the characteristic cacodylic odour, and

spontaneously inflames with some violence in contact with the

air. When air is admitted to the mixture of its vapour with

hydrogen a dense white cloud is produced, which rapidly settles

upon the walls of the vessel in the form of a crystalline deposit,

which is very soluble in water. Dimethyl arsine is completely

absorbed by silver nitrate from the mixture of its vapour with

hydrogen, with formation of a precipitate of metallic silver and
an acid substance which appears to be cacodylic acid. The re-

action which occurs in its preparation may be represented by
the equation :

(CHjIjAsCI -1- H„ = (CH3).,AsH -^ HCl.

If the cacodyl chloride is allowed to enter the reaction vessel

too rapidly, or if there is an insufficient supply of acid present,

the chief product of the reaction is cacodyl itself, (CH3)4.\=^

Owing to the high boiling point of cacodyl, however, it is either

retained entirely in the reaction vessel or in the washing tubes,

so that the purity of the escaping dimethyl arsine is not

appreciably affected, although its amount is considerably

diminished. Dr. Palmer expects shortly to have a further

communication to make concerning the remaining unknown
organo-arsenic compound, raonomethyl arsine, CHjAsH;,
experiments being now in progress with a view to its isolation.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during

the past week include a Black-headed Lemur (Lemur briiiiiieus,

S ) from Madagascar, presented by the Hon. Mrs. Fellowes ;

a Green Monkey (Cercopillitcits callitrichits, 9 ) from West

Africa, presented by Mrs. Flowers ; a Leonine Monkey
(AAicaciis leoiiinus, i ) from Burmah, presented by Mr. J. W.
Hunter ; a Brown Capuchin {Cibus fatiieltus, 9 ) from Guiana,

presented by Mrs. J. L.Johnson ; a Mangabey (Cetcocebus,

sp. inc. (5) from Ujiji, Lake Tanganyika, a Yellow Baboon

[Cynocephalus taboiiiii, 9 ), a Duyker-bok {Ccphalopliin mcr^cns.
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J ), an .-Elhiopian Wan Hog (Pkacochariis nthiopicus, i ), a

Banded Ichneumon (Hcrf-ates fasciatus), a Milky Eagle Owl
{Buba lait(us), a Black-crested Eagle \Lofhouliis occipitalis),

a Marabou Stork, {Lfptoptilus erumtiii/cnis), two Green-

necked TonncoasiCoryi/iaixcA/orixA/amj's), two White-crested

Toaracoos {Curythaix aliL^-cristaliis), a Bell's Cinixys t^Cini.xys

del/iana) from British Central Africa, presented by Mr. H. H.

Johnston ; a Black faced Kangaroo {Macropiis meiano/^s, i )

from Australia, presented by Dr. G. Lindsay Johnson ; a Black-

headed Conure {C^^ntirus nan^ay) from Paraguay, presented by

Mr. A. Harrison ; a Golden Eagle [.-li/iii/a chrysados) from

Scotland, presented by the Mi:laine of Lochbine ; a Stump-
tailed Lizird ( Tiiichydoiiiuriis riigosiis) from Australia, pre-

sented by Capt Jamieson ; a Maholi Galago (Galaga maholi)

from South .\frica, an .\rabian Gazelle (Gazella arabica, <5

)

from Arabia, an Indian Gazelle (Gazella bennttti, 9 ) from

Persia, a Lioness {Fclis Uo) from East Africa, a Military

Macaw (Ara militaris) from South America, deposited ; a

White-tailed Gnu {Connoc/uzles gnu), three Vpecaha Kails

{Aramides ypecaha), bred in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The Native Cai.e.ndar of Centrai. America and

Mexico.—The native races of Mexico and Central America
used a calendar differing completely from those employed by
the ancient nations of the Old World to reckon time. Many
explanations of the origin of the calendar have been suggested,
some referring it to series of recurring events in nature, others
to astronomical phenomena, while a third section of inquirers
regard it as purely mythical and terrestrial. Dr. D. G. Brinlon
has lately studied the peculiar c.ilendar from the point of view
o( linguistics and symbolism, and his results are given in the
/Ve, (•<-,/; ;yi of the American Philosophical Society, vol. xxxi.

p. 258, 1S93. As the calendar system investigated is not widely
known on this side of the Atlantic, it may be well to give an
outline of it. "The basis is a so called 'month 'oftwenty days.
Each day is designated by a name of some object, animate or
inanimate, and besides its name, each day is numbered, l;ut not
(rom one to twenty, but only Irom one to thirteen, when the
numbering begins again at the unit. The result of this combin-
ation evidently is, that a day bearing both the same name and the
same number will not recur until thirteen of the ' months ' have
elapsed. This gives a period or cycle of 260 days, and this

anomalous period is at the foundation of the native calendar."
Dr. Itrinton's linguistic analysis of the names of the twcniy days
in the Maya, Tzental, and Quiche-Cakchiqueldialecls, and inthe
Zapoiccand Nahuall languages, shows thai they are all identical
in signification, and therefore must have had one and the
same origin. By arranging the symbols represented by the
day-names in order from one to twenty, it is found
that Ihey exhibit a sequence covering the career of human
life, from the time of birth until death at an old
age. Thus, in all the five languages and dialects, the name
,,i ,1,.. (.. , .lay signified birth or beginning, that of the tenth

through hardship and suffering) ; of the eleventh,
' irmountcd , of the thirteenth, advancing years ; of
llic eigiitcenlh, war and death ; of the twentieth, the sun, or
house of the soul. It appears, therefore, that the calendar con-
veyed a philo.^ophieal conception of life ; which may or may
noi, however, have originated contemporaneously with il. The
period of Iw— ' vis doubtless derived from the vigesimal
system of use among the tribes employing the
calendar. I .r 20 is based on finger-and-loe counting,
and Dr. Brinlon points out that in the languages investigated iis

name has the signification " completed " or •' filled up. " " In
ihn way," he thinks, " the number came to represent symboli-
cally the whole of man, his complete nalure and destiny, and
mystically to shadow forth and embody all the unseen potenesis
which make or mar his furiunes anl his life." Each of the
twcniy signs in the primitive calendar had 13 numbers, and also

13 namci, or ralhcr 13 varieties o( the same name. Apparently
ihe ancient scer» of Mexico and Central America believed that
by a«»i(;ning ihirleen modes of activity lo each of the twenty
headings under which the agencies that influence human life
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were arranged, they had taken into account the thirteen possible

relations of each to both the material and immaterial worlds ;

and the fact that the result of 20 x 13 days is 260 days or ap-
proximately nine months, that is, the period from conception to

birth, would, according to Dr. Brinton, have appeared to con-
firm the mystic potenesis of these cardinal numbers. But
whatever theory is accepted to account for the adoption of the

factor 13, there is little doubt that this period was posterior and
secondary to the 20 day period.

The Appearance of the Helium Line.—M. A. B^lo-
polsky contributes to the Alemorie Jelle Societa dcgli Spetlrosco-

pisti llaUani for May an account of some observations made by
him on the apparent reversal of the Heliam line, Dj. He
noticed, while observing solar prominences, that this bright

line frequently appeared d luble and contained a dark line, not

running down its middle, but nearer to one edge than the other.

A close investigation on several occasions showed that the one-

sided appearance was not produced by inurumental defects.

And since it w.is found that the line was sometimes visible, while

at other times il could not be detected, M. Btlopolsky concluded
that it was produced by alisorption in the earth'satmosphere. The
fact that the line did not split D3 in halves, and that a second
similar line could sometimes be seen, indicated that the appear-

ance was not merely one of reversal. To locate the positions of

these dark lines, the third order of a spectrum produced by a

Rowland gr.iting having 14,438 lines to the inch w.is employed.

It was then found that the bright badge of Helium was almost

exactly in the middle of two fine lines, of which the one near

the redward side was double. Their telluric origin was
evidenced by their absence on one occasion when the .lir was
very dry and the temperature - 4° C. At other times, when the

atmosphere was lull of moisture, and the temperature com-
paratively high, the lines were perfectly seen. With a spectro-

scope of small dispersive power, the double line on the red edge
of D3 appears as a single line stronger than the really single

line on the violet side, which can only be seen under good
obseiving conditions, M. Belopolsky gives the following wave-
lengths of the lines, on the Potsdam scale: 587 65 (double),

58760 {D3), 587-58.

Ephemeris for Tem pel's Comet.—In continuation of the

ephemeris for Tempel's periodic comet, given in these columns
on May 31, the following ephemeris for Paris Midnight (from

Aitr. Naih. 3229) shows the positions of the comet until the

middle of August :
—

R,A.
IS94.
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biological reasoning, that in the Lower Cretaceous period a

great part of Central Australia was covered by a sea which
extended from the Gulf of Carpentaria to the Great Bight, and
so divided the continent into an eastern and western moiety.

Following this, an upheaval of the sea-covered area took place,

succeeded by a dcnudaiion of the cretaceous deposits. Unequal
movements of depression then brought about lacustrine con-

ditions on portions of the now uplifted bottom of the old sea

strait and, in other portions, permitted of the admission of the

waters of the ocean. Finally a general upheaval, followed by
utter desiccation, placed the deposits of the period just con-
cluded in nearly the condition as that in which we now find

them.
The systems of existing lakes, which have been mentioned in

an earlier part of this paper, are evidently the shrunken
remnants of the much larger lacustrine area of Pliocene times

—a condition which demanded for its existence a much greater

rainfall than now exists, and was contemporaneous with that

which gave rise to the glacial phenomena at places in more
southern latitudes in .Australia. The region of Lake Eyre was
then, as now, the centre of the inland continental drainage.
Towards this depression are directed many dry water-courses, of

which those of the Macumba, Finke, Cooper, and Diamantina
are the chief. For miles around extends an area of sand-hills,

separated by loamy interspaces, which are littoral sand-banks
marking the successive changes in the contraction of the waters.

Within its basin the Pliocene sands and loams have yielded

further proof of its lacustrine origin in the remains of

Diprotodon, Turtle, Crocodile, and Ceratodus.
In Prof. Tate's opinion. Lake Torrens may have belonged to

a lacustrine area distinct from that of Lake Eyre, as with the

existing contour of the country a submergence of at least four

hundred feet would be necessary before the two systems could

be connected.
Such a submergence would also unite in a vast inland sea the

whole of the lake region around Lake Eyre and to the west-

: ward of Lake Torrens. A very much less considerable sub-

I

mergence would connect Lake Eyre with Lake Frome and the

lakes to the north of it. Much of the Murr.ay Desert to the

tward of Overland Corner, and perhaps the whole Riverine
4ion, w.as at this time a lacustrine area, though probably

II connected from those of Lakes Eyre and Torrens.

The following table, based on Mr. Hurst's report, and revised

by Prof. Tate, represents approximately the classification of the

I

formations of the district :

—

Recent.—Loose sand generally forming low ridges, sand-hills,

or dunes overlying in places the Pliocene beds.

Pliocene.—Lake Callabonna ; fossiliferous formation.

1 Bands of unctuous blue clay containing abundant quantities

of saline minerals and concretions of carbonate of lime
;

' thin seams of sand ; inllorescent deposit of salts upon the

surface. Fossils : Extinct Mammals, Birds, a fresh-water

Mollusk (/'^/a/«o/ij<r^«j, sp. ), Entomostracans, and a few

plants of living species (Cham and Callitris rolntsta).

Mesozoic.—{A) "Desert Sandstone" or Upper Cretaceous

(hard quartzites or porcellanized sandstone, gritty sand-

stones, and conglomerates). Fossils : Dicotyledonous

leaves. {B) " Rolling Downs" formation or Lower Cre-

taceous ; shales with fossiliferous limestone bands.

Azoic.—Metamorphic schists.

Clay slates, mica, talc, and hornblende slates, metamorphic
and intrusive granite and greenstone.

The Pliocene formation in which the extinct Marsupials occur

does not appear to be restricted to the present boundaries of the

lake, since wells, sunk a considerable distance from tiie present

shore, have yielded fragments of bone in exactly the same
formation, thereby showing that the lacustrine area, in Pliocene

times, occupied a larger area than at present.

The Mesozoic formation is limited upon the surface to a line

of outcrops along the eastern slope of the Flinders Range. At
Parabana, Pepegoona, Hamilton and Paralana Creeks, these

beds occur as the edges of an immense mesozoic basin which
underlies Lakes P'rome and Callabonna. The detritus of this

formation forms the stony table-lands and plains of the country,

and the, so-called, stony deserts of the early explorers have
their origin in the same formation.

The Azoic rocks are restricted to the Flinders Range, and are

of doubtful age. These rocks were pierced by the Government
boring parly at Lake Frome several years ago, while boring

through the Post-tertiary and Mesozoic formations in search of

artesian water.

Fossiliferous Area.

The area that has been more or less well explored, is not
more than a mile long by about half to three-quariers of a mile
wide, but this forms but a small portion of the fossiliferous

ground. Bones were dug up at the springs lying in the lake

bed eight miles to the north of the camp, and were observed on
the surface in a very weathered condition all along the track
thither. In fact Mr. Zietz informs me that traces of bones and
teeth exist on the surface in almost every part of the lake he
examined. Nor, as has been saiJ, are they restricted to the

present boundaries of the lake.

Surface Skeletons.

One very remarkable feature is the existence of surface

skeletons, indicated by the presence of concretionary limestone,

or travertine, which has formed for the bones a sort of cast,

elevated a few inches above the surrounding level. In some cases

the relative position of the bones has been preserved to such an
e.xtent that the limestone mass presents a striking outline of the

form of the skeleton. Usually in such cases the animal is lying on
its side with the head and limbs plainly visible and more or less

extended. The actual osseous substance has, in many of the

bones of these surface skeletons, co'iaple:ely disappeared, but

not however, in all cases, some of them, usually the limb-bones,

are more or less imperfectly preserved and devoid of concretion.

Several of these surface skeletons existed near the camp at the

time of my visit, but Mr. Zietz informs me that after the drying

up of the rain which then fell they were no longer visible,

having been covered up by the general saline encrustation which
has previously been spoken of.

Conditio.^ oi-^ the Bones.

The condition of the bones varied very much ; some were so

friable that they crumbled into powder and could not be re-

moved ; others, usually in moist places, were wet, soft, and of

the consistency of putty. Curiously enough, for reasons which

are not clear, some bones from wet places were firm and hard,

while others from ground that was comparatively dry were

soft. .\s a rule, those in best condition came from localities

which, without being too wet, were moderately damp. The
bones, thus varying in condition and consistency, required very

dilTerent methods of treatment. The greatest difficulty was

undoubtedly due to the circumstance that the bones were

saturated with what was practically a concentrated saline solu-

tion. In fact, al! their cavities were so filled with this fluid

that it was necessary to allow a considerable time for it to drain

away. In other cases the bones were encrusted and impreg-

nated v/ith gypsum crystals. P'rom such causes the bones

became in dry wealher brittle and liable to break or crack, and

in damp weather dilTicult to dry. Very careful and patient

methods of treatment had consequently to be adopted, and will

still be necessary until the salt is removed.

When dry, the fractured surfaces adhere strongly to the

tongue, and an approximate chemical examination, by Mr.

Turner, of a clean piece of Diprotodon bone gave the following

composition :

—

Substance dissolves almost entirely in dilute hydrochloric or

nitric acids. Contains

—

Moisture 376 per cent.

Organic matter ... ... 7'4 .t

Inorganic matter, mainly phosphate of

liuie with some carbonate ... ... 8S'84 ,.

Total 100

Position and Attitude ok Skeletons.

The heads were pointed towards all directions, and the re-

mains of different animals frequently much mixed. Where,

however, the bones of an individual were lying in juxtaposition

they preserved fairly constant relations to one another. The
vertebra;, for instance, often formed a more or less continuous

series or were broken up into segments, of which the con-

stituents were in such close apposition that they could be

removed entire. These bones and .the head, which w.as often

much flatloneJ laterally, as if by pressure, were usually lying

either in their proper position with the dorsal surfaces upper-

most, or were turned over on their sides. The pelvis was

usually liorlzontal ; of the ribs, some were in situ, others either

widely separated from their fellows, or several firmly welded
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together. The limbs, almost invariably at a greater depth than

the rest of the skeleton, had their various segments greatly

flexed. The (eet were deepest of all. This attitude, together

with the frequent approximation of the bones of individual

skeletons, is, as has been observed, strongly suggestive of death

in situ after being bogged. A very simil.ar attitude was assumed

by the camels on the occasions when they got bogged in crossing

from the sand islets to the main land.

The four Hirds whose remains were found close to the camp
had their heads all pointing to the soulh-west, that is towards

the part of the lake-bed considered to be the deepest, but their

bones, especially the ribs and short bones, were much broken

and mixed together. The larger bones, however, were well

preserved, and in one skeleton the cervical and dorsal vcrtebrx

formed a continuous series. It was, unfortunately, only possible

to secure two heads, and these, though apparently entire, were

so soft and fragile that they had to be set immediately in a half-

mould of plaster of Paris.

determined by Prof. Tate to be C. rohusla, a species now
living, were found embedded in the same blue clay, and some
fructifications of Cham were washed out of it.

Food Remains.

Associated with the skeletons of Diprotodon, in a relative

position which corresponded with that of the abdominal cavity,

were occasionally found loosely aggregated globular m.isses of

what I judge to be the leaves, stalks, and smaller twigs of some
herbaceous or arboreal plants. The fragments ate very uniform

in length, thickness and character, rarely exceeding an inch

in length or a line in thickness. They are solid, often irregularly

branched, frequently retaining portions of the bark, and have

their ends often frayed or crushed as if by the action of teeth.

Microscopic examination showed the structure of the sclerenchyma

tissue to be well preserved, and gave clear indication of the

existence of dotted ducts, but I could find no trace of leaves

that might have indicated a diagnosis. Judging from this entire

Femur.

III. :?- — Hc.Tl.jt l>l|)ri(lO(Ion I i.yiin; III I i.iy

The position of the Bird-remains were here, as elsewhere,

indicated by ihepresenccof circular surface patches of "gizzard-

stones," consisting of fine and coarse sand and small siliceous

pebbles not exceeding three-quarters of an inch in diameter,

the surfaces of which were smooth and worn as if by allrilion.

The stones comprised in one entire patch weigh fourteen

ounces, and include examples of siliceous sandstone, jasper, clay-

stone, blackened on the outside, black quartz, clear quartz.,

chalcedony, together with a few fragments of blue brittle clay

with worn edges. .Such stones are not now found on the Flinders

Range, but arc characteristic of the great Central Australian

plain formation, which extends from the Lake Eyre basin across

the continent to the (iulf of <.',irpcnlaria.

Such pebbles occurred either scattered or in groups at various

places in the lake, and were the only stones of any kind to be

found anywhere on its surface. The only shell found in the

clay matrix of the bones was a minute (resh-water Mollusk
[Polampfyr/^iii sp.). Three fruits, however, of a Callilris
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absence of leaves and from the degree of maceration, or entire

absence of the bark, these masses probably represent the con-

tents of the intestines. No traces of coprolites were anywhere
met with.

I have submitted a sample of these food remains to Uaronvon
Mueller, who recommends that it should bi- sent to Prof.

Kadlkofer, of Munich, whose special investigations in xylo-

graphy may enable a more accurate determination to be made.

Material outained.

At the present lime it is impossible to give more than a very

bare outline of the extent of material obtained. In the firsi

place, more than a third (and that the best) of it has not yd
reached Adelaide, nor can do so (or another month, and the

unpacking of what has already arrived has only just been com-

pleleil. On the field itself there was no time or means for

careful examination and comparison, Mr. Zielz. very rightly

understanding bis duty to be that of gathering in and ol pre-
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serving as much material as passible while conditions, which

might at any time alter, were favourable for work. In this and

in the all-important work of careful Jabelling and packing, his

time was fully occupied as long as daylight lasted, and as soon

as the bones were sufficiently hardened they were packed up so

as to be out of harm's way ; consequently, the opportunity

has never yet occurred of examining the collection in the

aggregate.

Mr. Zielz is, however, confident that he has one fine skeleton

of the large Dipiotodon australis complete, and a second nearly

so. The indications afforded by differences in the shape of the

skull and other bones, together with the great variation in size,

shape and section of the great upper incisors, render it probable

that, even among the moiety of specimens already unpacked,
there are at least three or four species of large Diprotodontoids

represented.

We have nearly a dozen heads in good or fair condition, either

intact or in pieces which can be put together ; a very extensive

able to devote to them under our present great pressure of work.
Besides, there are many other bones the condition of which de-

mands more immediate attention, so that I fear the feet must wait.

There are hundreds of separate carpal, tarsal, metacarpal and
phalangeal bones, many ribs, several more or less perfect pelves,

and a very few marsupial bones. The vertebrae are the weakest
point in the collection, as these are usually in bad condition or

broken, and, in all cases, they were very difficult to remove and
to prepare without further damage. Several small bones, which
are almost certainly those of a very young Diprotodon, were
found by Mr. George Hurst in such a position relative to the

pelvis of an adult animal as to suggest that the parent had died

wiih a young one in its pouch. Other such bones were found

by one of Mr. Zietz's party. Of an apparently smaller species

of Diprotodon, possibly D. minor, we liave several heads and
many other bones.

How many separate individuals of Diprotodon have been met
with it is difficult to say with accuracy, on account of the way in

Fig. 3.—Diprjtodon lo le^ p.irtlally cxciv.i.cd.

series of limb bDnes, including some perfect feet removed entire

with their envelope of clay, which, in some cases, will be found
to show the impressions of the soles.

Of the feet, in which from our previous ignorance of their

constitution much interest is centred, I prefer not saying much
at present, .\mong the first consignment of bones brought
down by Mr. 1 lursi, were the supposed bones of a fore and hind
foot, but a careful examination of them satisfied me that they
were not only incomplete, but that the assigned constituent
bones did not all belong to the same individual, or possibly even
to the same species. When at Lake Callabonna I made a
further attempt to ascertain their structure from apparently un-
touched and entire specimens, but the wet weather had made
the bones so exceedingly soft and fragile, that they collapsed
under the gentlest handling, and I was conser|Ucntly unwilling
to risk further damage. .Several of those we have were removed
without disturbance of the enveloping clay, and are presumably
complete, but the clay has now, with exposure, become so hard
that they require for development more time than we have been
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which they were often scattered and mixed, and the fact that the
work of ^Ir. Zietz overlapped that of his successor, but it would
probably be safe to say that there was some indication or other
of the existence of at least 100 distinct animals.

Remains of a large Wombat, which appears without doubt to

be I'hascolomys gigas, were very scarce ; most of the bones of
the appendages, however, are represented more or less perfectly,

as are also the maisupial bones Unfortunately we have only
fragments of two skulls, of which one can be made fairly com-
plete when the pieces are put together. There appears no doubt
but that the adze-like teeth, described by Sir R. Owen as those
of Sief>a>iioiioii, belong really to this animal, as anticipated by
Mr. Lvdekker ("British Museum Catalogue of ]''ossil Mam-
malia," part v.). The name, however, is a misleading one, as

the animal could not have exceeded three feet in height, though
the bones are very massive.
Of fossil Kangaroos we have one small but very complete

skeleton, anda largeseriesof separate bonesof several largerkinds,
including a fairly complete skull, which has a length of 33 '5 cm.
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Of Nototkerium, so fa- as we are aware, no remains have been

mei with, unless, perhaps, some tcelh which differ from the

ordinary type of those of Diprotodon may prove to be referable

to this aniaial.

Besides the above, wh'ch constitute the bulk of the mammalian
specimens, there are old bones and fragments of bones belonging

to some, as yet, undetermined small animals.

Of the great Birds which appear lo be all of one species, and

o' neatly one size, we have, as slated, two skulU of extraordinary

siie, in pxssable condition ; but a? these have not yet been de-

eloped, it is not possible to give their characters or exact

meisurements. They, however, certainly exceed eleven inches,

and possibly reach twelve inches, in length. There are besides

three pelves, one sternum, a whole vertebral series, including

the tail, several ribs, two partially complete sfts of wing hones,

and a dozen or more legs complete, so that the collection

probably comprises nearly all the bones of the skeleton. The
femur is of the same massive build as that of Dromornis
amlralis, and even exceeds it in size. Moreover, so far as can

be judged from description and plates, it differs from it in contour

and section, which is greatly compressed anteroposteriorly, and

ill some other particulars. The differences between the two
tibia are al>o considerable, especially in respect of the existence

in the new fos>il of a bony ridge across the precondylar groove.

The proximal end of the femur differs also from the fragment

a-sign»d by Mr. De Vis to Piiiornis qiieonlamUiC, but not ac-

cep;ed as such by Captain Hutton. Apart from the vast

differences of proportion, the leg-bones of the new fossil have

many points of resemblance to those of Dronuzus in the dis-

position of salient anatomi al features, a similarity which has

been noted by Sir R. Owen in the case of Dromornis. The
foot (relatively small, when compared to that of Dinornis

el'phanlofus'i is tridaciyl, the outer toe appearing to possess

only four phalangeal segmenis.

The following measurements present, roughly, a comparison

between the dimensions (reduced to the metric system) of the

femur of Owen's Dromornis, as stated by him {Trans. Z-oi.

Soc. vol. viii. p. 381), and one of the largest of the lemora of

the Lake Callabonna fossil.

Dr':)mornis australis

Lake CaJUbjDlu bird

Extreme

cm.
39'a

35'

Lai. diameter at
middle-third.

Antcro-post trior
diameter.

cm.
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Irought and the ravages of these pests, which stripped the

scanty bushes of every green leaf till they were nothing more

than bundles of bare sticks, the surrounding country presented

an appearance of desolation that defies description.

Under such circumstances of heat, sand and effluvia, it is not

surprising that the health of the party suffered eventually from

ophthalmia and gaslro-intestinal complants, and, indeed, it was
chiefly this which led to the breaking up of the camp at the end
of November for the time being.

It would be an unworthy omission if I were not P.nallv to

acknowlege the cheerfulness and skill with which Mr. Zietz

performed his duties under somewhat arduous and depressing

circumstances ; indeed, whatever satisfactory results may have

been achieved by this expedition they are most chiefly due to his

indefatigable zeal in the interests of pal.xontology and of his

museum. To the Messrs. Ragless our best thanks are due for

iheir kindness and hospitality to members of the party at

various times, and for many necessary articles supplied, some-

times, I fear, at their own inconvenience. Our great obliga-

tion to the Government of South Australia for the loan of

camels, granted through the mediation of Mr. Goyder, the

Surveyor General, I have already acknonledged.
For the preceding notes I can only claim that they comprise

but a rough and imperfect epitome of the physical features of

the fossiliferous area, and of the conduct of the Museum party's

operations up to the present time. As has been already stated,

until the whole of the specimens have been unpacked, cleaned,

mended, examined and compared, no accurate summary of the

palajontological results can be given. It must further be
remembered, that the South Australian Museum has recently

shared in a general retrenchment imposed upon all Government
institutions by the financial exigencies of the day, and that at

this very time when the limited museum staff is called upon to

deal with, for it, an unprecedented mass of material, it is also

called upon to remove and re-airange, with expedition, the

whole of its collection in a new and more commodious building.

1 mention these facts as a plea for some indulgence for the

delay that must inevitably take place, even with such collabora-

tion as we may hope to secure, before the full scientific results

can be made known.
Recognising the extreme promise of this discovery at Lake

Callabonna, no hesitation was felt by the Museum Committee
in subordinating all other work for a time to its vigorous prose-

cution. But for reasons, to which I have just alluded, excava-

tions could only have been continued for a very limited time,

had it not been for the very timely, generous, and unconditional

assistance afforded by Sir Thomas Elder, G.C.M.G., a gentle-

man who stands conspicuous amongst .\ustralian colonists '^or the

liberal support he has so frequently and so munificently dis-

played in the interests of education and exploration in South
Australia. This latest benefaction has enabled much to be
done under undoubted difficulties, but much yet remains to be
done, and it is hoped that, at a more favourable season,

the work now for a time suspended may be resumed, to

yield results still more favourable than those hitherto achieved.

In the meantime the area comprising the lake has been reserved

by the Government for the purposes of further exploration to be

carried on under the authority and direction of the South
Australian Museum.

KAFIR/STAN.
"yUE concluding meeting of the Royal Geographical Society
' for the pre-;ent session was held on June 25, when a paper

on Kafirislan was read by Surgeon-Major G. S. Robertson.

Kafiristan is the least known part of Asia, and Dr. Robertson is

the first European who has succeeded in penetrating its re-

mote valleys, and making the acquaintance of the primitive

tribes who dwell there.

Kafiristan is a geographical expression used to designate the

country of those non-Mahomedan tribes who inhabit that space

left blank in our maps, which is bounded on the east by Chitral

and the Kunar valley, on the south-east by the Kunar valley,

on the west by .Afghanistan, and on the north by the Hindu
Kush and by Kadakhshan. Politically speaking, the whole
regim is bounded on the east by Chitral and the debatable land

of the Kunar valley, and on all other sides by .\fghan territory.

All the rivers of Kafiristan drain into the Kabul river. The
parts of this country explored during a year's stay included the

Bashgul valley and many of its subsidiary valleys, from the head
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of which a passage was made to the Minjan valley of Badakhshan.
The Kunar valley was also visited, and the valley known as

\'iron by ihe Mahomedans, and Presun by the Kafir-, was
finally reached and found to be the most sacred part of this

well-secluded country and the most interesting. Tribal

jealousy made progress very difficult, but Dr. Robertson's

journey and sojourn did not cost a single life, a very remark-
able fact in a country where homicide is not regarded as criminal.

All the passes leading into Kafiristan from Badakhshan are

more than 15,000 feet in elevation, and internal communication
between valley and valley is completely cut off in winter, when
the various tribes live in absolute seclusion, each in its own
district. The tracks which take the place of roads are

narrow and difficult, running along the river valleys in many
parts ; they can only be Iraver.sed by experienced men ; dogs
cannot pass some of the difficult points without assistance.

The origin of the people is unkmwn. Classifying the tribes

according to speech, there are, first, the SiahPosh ; secondly,

the Wai, including probably the Ashkun ; thirdly, the Presun.

The Presun are certainly unlike alli other Kafirs ; they are

possibly an aboriginal race. Dr. Robertson could never learn

to repeat nor could remember one single word of their lan-

guage ; indeed, at their religious functions the sounds

uttered by the officiating priests seemed more like a soft

musical mewing than .inything else.

Their customs are very peculiar and extremely primitive.

One of the most curious is that a chief on his appointment,

or anyone who excels in athletic exercise, does not receive

tribute or reward, but is expected to feast all his neighbours as

a thanksgiving for his exceptional distinction. The physique

of the people was splendid, perfect muscular development
being the rule, and fat men were quite unknown amongst

them. They are great dancers, and have many ceremonial

dances of much complexity. Funeral ceremonials are elaborate,

and last a long time ; but marriage is performed with the mini-

mum of ceremony, the only essential being the payment of pur-

chase-money to the bride's parents. The people were boastful,

and at first it was impossible to get them to speak the truth on
any subject ; but they are brave to the last degree, and have

maintained their independence for centuries against all comers.

.\ short paper was re.ad at the same meeting by Mr. F. G.

Jackson, describing the equipment of the Jackson-Harmsworth
polar expedition and its proposed route.

SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION AND RESEARCH.^
"PNGLISH boys and girls at the present day are the victims^ of excessive lesson learning, and are also falling a prey, in

increasing numbers year by year, to the examination-demon,

which threatens to become by far the most ruthless monster

the world has ever known either in fact or in fable. Ask any

teacher who has to do with students fresh from school his

opinion of them : he will say that in the great majority of cases

they have little if any power of helping themselves, little desire

to learn about things, little if any observing power, little desire to

reason on what they see or are called onto witness; that they

are destitute of the sense of accuracy, and satisfied with

any performance however slovenly ; that, in shott, they are

neither inquisitive nor adjuisitive, and as they too often are

idle as well, the opportunities offered to them are blindly sacri-

ficed. A considerable proporiion undoubtedly are by nature

mentally very feeble ; but the larger number are by no means
without ability, and are, in fact, victims of an acquired disease.

We miisl find a remedy for this slate of things, or perish in the

face of the terrific competiiion now setting in. Hoys and girls

at school must be taught from the very earliest moment to Jo

and to apprtciati. It is of no uie our teaching them merely

about things, however interesting—no facts must be taught

without their use being taught simultaneously ; and, as far as

possible, they must be led to discover the facts for themselves,

instead of our placing condensed summaries in their hands,

we must lead them to use works of reference and acquire

the habit of finding out ; they must always be at work
applying their knowledge and solving problems. It is a

libel on the human race to say, as many do, that children

cannot think and reason, and that they can only be taught

facts ; early childhood is the time at which these faculties

are most apparent, and it is probably through failure to

I Extracted from the Presidential address delivered by Dr. H. E.

Armstrong, F.R.S., al the Chemical Society, on .MarcSaa. _
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exercise them then that they suffer atrophy. The so-called

science introduced into a few schools in answer to the

persistent demands of its advocates has been in most cases

a shallow fraud, of no value whatever educationally. Boys
see oxygen made and things burnt in it, which gives them
much pleasure ; but, after all, this is but the old lesson

learning in an interesting shape, and has no superior ^i/Htu/fV/;.!/

effect. I would here repeat what I have recently urged else-

where, that in the future all suhjicts must be taught scientifically

at school, in order to inculcate those habits of mind which are

termed scientific habits ; the teaching of scientific method—not

the mere shibboleths of some branch of natural science—must he
insisted on. No doubt some branch of chemistry, with a due
modicum of physics, &c., is the subject by means o( which we
may best instil the scientific habits associated with experimental
studies, but it must be the true chemistry of the discoverer, not

the cookery-book receipt pseudo-form which has so long usurped

its place. Whatever be taught, let me repeat that mere
repetition work and lesson learning must give place to a system

of allowing children to do things themselves. Should we
succeed in infusing the research spirit into our teaching generally,

then there will be hope that, in the course of a generation orsn,

we shall cease to be the Philistines we are at the present time ;

the education given in our schools will be worthy of being
named a " liberal education " which it never will be so long as

we worship the old world classical fetish, and allow our schools

to be controlled by those who reverence this alone, having never
been instructed in a wider faith.

.-Ks regards our college courses, I see no reason to modify the

views eipressed in my address to the chemical section of the

British .Association at Aberdeen in 1SS5 ; on the contrary, the

experience I have since gained as a teacher and e.xaminer has

served only to strengthen them and lo convince me of the

paramount necessity of a very radical change in our system of

instruction, and I rejoice at the increasing evidence of a slate of

unrist both at home and abroad. The " thorough " course of

qualitative analysis which it has long been customary to impose
at a very early period of the student's career must, I venture to

think, be relegated to near its close ; this course certainly has

not the effect of producing competent analysts, and but too often

reduces those who toil through it to the dead level of machines
;

in hundreds of cases I have seen students, as it were, hang up
their intelligence on the clotbcs-pcg outside and enter the

examin.ation room masked with a set of analytical tables, through
which alone they allow themselves to be actuated, and to whicli

they render the b'.indest obedience. ijualilative analysis

actually requires the fullest exercise of the mental faculties as

well a; considerable manipulative skill. By introducing this

branch of study at too early a period we force our students to

act as machines, inasmuch as they do not, and cannot, know
enough to work intelligently ; we are but trying to make
them run before they have learnt lo walk. Even when the

intcraclions on which qualitative analysis is based arc fully

studied, and the equations relating thereto are conscientiously

written out, the result is not much better, owing to the slight

importance of so many of the interactions apart from (heir

technical application in analysis, and especially on account of

our ignorance of the precise nature of many of the inleichanges
of which we avail ourselves: the persistent misrepresentation

of (acts which such a course encourages is, in my opinion, one
of its worst features.

I believe that in the near future our students will first be set

to solve problems, each in its way a little research, and involv-

ing much simple quantitative work ; they will thus be taught

chemical method, or, in other words, lite art oj discovery. They
will then be taken through a course of quantitative exerciser

with the object of making them acquainted, by direct contact
with the factn, wiih the fundamental principles of our science,

which are but loo rarely appreciated at the present day. After
this, they will seek to acquire proficiency in quantitative analysis

and in the art of making preparations ; and subsequently they
will give sufficient attention lo the study of physical properties
lo enable them to appreciate the physico-chemical methods of in-

' "h are now of such importance. The study of qualita-

- in detail will be left to the last, .as being ancmincnily
' ilijccl. Meanwhile, by attendance at lectures,

by reaijing carefully chosen works of a kind altogether ditTcrcnt

from the soul-deslroying text-books we now possess, and espe-
cially by the study of classical models in chemical literature,

ihcy will have acquired what is commonly spoken of as theo-
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retical knowledge, but too often regarded by us as of secondary
importance, and which it is so difficult to make Englishmen
realise means a proper understanding of the subject. Students
so trained—imbued from the outset, even from early school days,
with theresearch spirit— will at all times be observant and critical,

nay, even logical : dogmatic teaching will cease to have any
charm for them : they will actually take deep interest in their

studies—a result devoutedly to be hoped for, as nothing is more
galling to the teacher at the present day than the crass indiffer-

ence of the average student and his refusal to give attention lo

anything unless it will pay in an examination. At the close of
such a course, the student will be thoroughly prepared lo under-
take original investigation, distinctly with the object of exhibit-

ing his individuality and originality, and not, as at present, wilh
the object of acquiring for the first lime an insight into ihe

methods of the investigator ; he will thus be spared the un-
pleasant discovery which the advanced student now too often
makes that his early training has unfitted him, rather than
prepared him, for the task of original inquiry.

But to attain to this happy state it will be necessary that school
education be " rationalised" and improved, as I have already
ndicated ; that the material placed at our disposal be of far

higher average qualiiy than heretofore ; and that the period of
study be lengthened.

As it offers but few prizes and unfortunately has no sinecures
—which, however objectionable from an abstract point of view,

are actually of the greatest service to many causes—chemistry
has hitherto failed to attract much ability. Very many com-
mence its study because they have an idea that chemists are

always making interesting expetimenls of the firework order
such as the conventional lecturer shows to a popular audience,
and when the drudgery of actual practice is discovered by the
young worker to be something very different from the rosy

picture which such displays had excited in his mind, it often

turns out that a mistake has been made in the choice of a
career ; ^uch mistakes will occur less frequently when our
schools are so conducted that we shall be able to find out what
our boys and girls are fit for. Too often those who lake

up the study of chemistry are destitute of the mental
ability required to comprehend so dilhcull and wide a sub-

ject, even if possessed of considerable manipulative skill

;

very many of these never can rise to the dignity of chemists,

and it is clear that in the future some disunction must be
made between cultured chemists and those who are

but mere skilled workmen in some special branch of the subject

;

even " analyst " is too broad a term, in many cases ;
" tester"

might, perhaps, be coined for the purpose. When we teachers

aie in a position to advise a parent that his son has not the

making ol a chemist in him, but that he would do well as a food
tester, manure tester, or iron tester, for example—and the ailvice

is understood and appreciated—we shall be relieved of much
anxiety. We have to bear in mind Huxley's remark— thai the

future ol the country depends, in industries as in everything

else, on gelling our capacities to the lop and, if possible, send-

ing our incapacities lo the bottom. Infinite mischief has been
done in this country by the intrusion into our industries of large

numbers of men dubbed chemists, who have no right whatever
to the name—from no fault of their own, but owing to their

imperfect training, and more especially the ignorance of

employers. Experience has shown only too fully that no one

has derived any real advantage from this slate of alVairs. We
may hope for better things in the future, especially if our

colleges generally are led to impose an entrance examination.

I am satisfied, from Ihe experience that we have had at the

City and Guilds of London Central Technical College, that

it is of ulmost importance that those who are to study chemistry

should at least have acquired a sound elementary knowledge of

mathematics ; that those »ho prove to be salislactory students of

cheiiiislty are almost invariably those who are fairly proficient in

mathematics, and vice versa. "It is almost impossible to

become a chemist in less than three or four years of constant

application." (Author's preface to Lavoisier's " Klements of

Chemistry," English translation by Kerr, 5lh ed. 1802.) Such
being the opinion nigh on a century ago, what must our view

now be? And yet there is a strange illusion abroad that a

three years' course suffices to make a bad who has had no previous

training whatever in scientific method a "full blown" chemist,

worlhy of considerable hire : It is often heart-rending to the

teacher 10 see lads of great promise forced out into the world]

largely by this prejudice, just at the most critical period of their
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career, when they are on the very verge of acquiring real under-

standing of their subject, and of developing originality, as well

as the power of working independently : abandoning iheir

studies in this way, they too often degenerate into mere machines,

capable of doing what they are told, but rarely more. And
the manufacturer, who is too short-sighted to discriminate, then

complains that he gets very litlle help from his "chemist," and
seeks for a superior article abroad.

If we consitler what a chemist, to be worthy of the name,
must know in these days, it is clear that puijlic opinion as

to the duration and nature of his studies needs much emendation.

He must be l>oth artificer and artist. By constant practice and
persevering application, he must acquire the manual dexterity,

manipulative skill and neatness required of the analyst, while, at

the same time, he must gradually become imbued with that high

sense of accuracy, without which his labours will ever be un-

trustworthy; he must also acquire manipulative skill of an
entirely different order by preparing a variety of typical sub-

stances, so that he may understand how to set to work when
he subsequently engages in original labours involving the pre-

paration both of materials already known and of new ones

;

and he must be practised in the more important methods of

determining physical constants. While thus engaged in the

laboratory, he must also be studying hard, constantly reading

and occasionally attending lectures. To be a chemist it is neces-

sary, moreover, to know much besides the practice and theory

of chemistry proper : no slight amount of mathematical know-
ledge is also requisite for the proper understanding of the

fundamental problems of our science, and no mere acquaintance

with the first principles of physics, especially electricity, suf-

fices ; some acquaintance with biological science is indispensable,

if we are to understand the manifold applications of our science

in agriculture and in medicine, or are to assist in unfolding the

nature of physiological processes generally; without some
knowledge of mechanical drawing it is impossible to deal with
machinery or to understand the language in which machinery
is described ; and it is necessary to read French and

I lerman fluently, the latter especially, in order merely to follow

uith intelligence what is being done by chemists. All this

rannot be compressed into three years, and be it remembered
I have said no word as to the necessity of every student who
-|)ires to rank as a chemist undertaking some research work in

irder that he may acquire independence and the ability to solve

problems and to progress.

So long as it is commonly supposed that it is but necessary to

learn how to "analyse" in order to become a chemist,

there will be but little progress ; but when it is realised that

chemistry is an exceedingly difricult subject to master, requirinsj

a high order of intellect and breadth of mind, combined with

extreme patience and perseverance and much mechanical dex-

terity, other views will prevail, and we may hope that we shall

then count as of us very many who will rank high as artists and
designers, and statesmen even—instead of being for the most
part mere bricklayers, carpenters and joiners, capable only of

working to order.

I have great hope that in the near future there will be
many inducements held out to capable students to prolong
their period of study to a satisfactory extent. At present,

scholarships are mostly given to lads on their leaving school and
commencing their technical training ; the method by which such
lads are selected is, in too many cases, an unsatisfactory one, the

award being made on the result of an examination for which the

candidates have been carefully prepared and crammed before-

hand : the result too often affords but a proof of the power of

lesson learning, and but little evidence of real ability. Serious
injury is done at the Universities, owing to the stilted and arti-

ficial character of many of the college examinations, mere lads

being required to answer questions of a highly technical charac-

ter, far beyond the standard of school knowledge of the sub-

ject ; those who are successful are more often than not over-

trained—purely artificial products, whose mental digestion has
been impaired, if not altogether ruined, by skilful tutors up to

the tricks of the examiners. Such a system is partly respon-
sible, also, for the growing practice of keeping lads at school—

•

and even establishing "technical" sides for their special

benefit— far beyond the age at which school should be quitted
;

such lads usually acquire bad h.ibits during the last year or two
of their school career, growing lazy ; they are more often than
not very poor material when they come to college ; and in

esses in which they are successfully pushed through public
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examinations, such as those of the London University, not
having enjoyed the advantages of college life and insiruc-

tion, they are too frequently but provided with a varnish

of knowledge. However, it will probably be thought neces-

sary to offer such entrance scholarships in order to

attract ability, and they will be regarded with favour by
schools as they obviously afford a means of advertising—in fact,

they are used as such ; it is, therefore, all the more important
that the conditions under which they are awarded should be
such as to favour rational methods of teaching and which as

nearly as may be correspond with the natural conditions of
school life ; especially should we guard against encouraging the

tendency which undoubtedly exists in schools to lavish atten-

tion on those of great promise at the expense of those ofaverage
ability. Genius will ever take advantage of opportunities,

while necessarily it will benefit from careful training ; but it

may be overtrained and dulled, or made priggish by undue
specialisation at too early an age. Vet to make changes is

difficult, as there are so many rivals interested ; and although
the evils of our system are recognised, no one is willing to take
the first step, fearing that this may entail individual sacrifice.

It has long been my opinion that scholarships would be of
most use if given to those who have gone through a systematic

course of training—lasting say about three years—and who are

on the verge of learning to become capable independent
workers ; an additional two years spent in acquiring the power
of undertaking investigations will render such students highly

competent. But most parents can ill afford the necessary out-

lay, and it is astonishing how little at this stage lads themselves

realise how extraordinarily important it is for them to continue
their studies ; that, in fact, they are worth very little to any-
body. A limited number of such scholarships are available in

some of our provincial colleges, and those given by the 1S51

Exhibition Commissioners are also of this kind. In London,
however, there has long been a strange deficiency in this respect,

but I rejoice to say that this is on the eve of being remedied by
the enlightened action of the Salters Company, by whom not
only has a scholarship of ^150 per annum been offered to my
Institute for the encouragement of higher research in chemistry,

but also one of ^100 tenable in the research laboratory of the

Pharmaceutical Society, as well as one of like amount to aid in

the investigation of the more medical aspects of pharmacology,
tenable in the school attached to Si. Thomas's Hospital. The
influence of the example thus set will, I trust, be widely felt

—

may our sore needs be met ere it is too late !

In my address at .-Aberdeen I dwelt much on the necessity of
creating mi atmosphere of research in our colleges, and to-day I

am but repeating much that I said then ; I regret to say that

meanwhile no great progress has been made, although indica-

tions are not wanting that the foundation is being laid on which,
if conditions become more favourable, we shall be able to build

extensively. I venture to think that the time is come when we
must appeal to our senior students to help us : hitherto the

majority of these have gone to Germany to complete their edu-

cation, Lieblg's magnetic influence being in no wise exhausted

—

for it was he who gave direction to the stream which ever since

h,is steadily flowed in one direction, and deep beyond description

is the debt we owe to his memoryjin consequence. Time was when
it was necessary to take passage on this stream, but this is no
longer the case, or need not be if advanced students will but

collect around us in sufficient numbers to enable us likewise to

form schools of original workers— for we, like the ancient

Egyptians, cannot make bricks without straw, and to be con-

demned always to teach the rudiments, more often than not to

unwillmg ears, takes the very life and soul out of those among
us who by nature have any higher aspirations. There are un-
doubtedly advantages to be gained from a residence abroad—no
one can recognise this more fully than I do ; but I believe the

case to be one of such gravity that some sacrifice must be made,
and that if national interests are not to be put aside as of alto-

gether secondary importance, individual preferences must, for a

time at least, be subordinated to higher considerations. It is

not accounted necessary in Germany to study abroad, and sever-

ance from apron strings is efi'ecled when desirable by visiting a

university away from home. Why should not English students

in like manner pass from college to college in this country, and
thus help us to help them ?

But we want help also from another quarter—or rather, let

me say, that there is another section, and that a very large one,

of the community must help us far more than they have hitherto
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done to help them ; 1 mean our manujaclurers generally. Let
]

me remind you that the Chemical Society a'oj established for
'

the ^nera! advancement of chemical science as intimately con-

neeted U'itl: the prosperity of the manufactures of the United

Kingdom : these very words form part of our charier. Vet to

how small an extent is it recognised that chemistry is of service

—that many of our manufactures, in the words of our charter,

mainly depend upon the application of chemical principles and

discoveries for their beneficial development? It is of no use to

manufacture goods if you cannot sell them, and that is too

often our position. Every teacher of any standing in Germany
can count on placing his students so soon as he is in a position

i

to state that they are fully capable and worth a trial ; but

here there is no such relationship established between
j

the schools and the works ; no proper opportunity is given '

to young men to prove their fitness for an industrial

career. It is not even recognised that the discipline aflTorded by

the study of our subject is an admirable preparation for an in-

dustrial career. Take the brewing industry, which in this country

has availed itself far more than any other of our services—the

brewer is called on to conduct operations involving chemical

changes of a most complex and delicate character, subject to

variation if the slightest departure be made from a very limited

range of conditions, and this too with a m,-iterial subject to con-

stant fluctu.ition in composition and character, requiring the

most vigilant and appreciative watching. Every brewer ought

consequently to have received a chemical training ; yet those

who enter this industry are, with very rare exceptions, pitch-

forked into it as raw lads from school, without any preliminary

training whatsoever, having received their position through the

influence of a friend and from no merit of their own. The same
might be said of the dyeing industry, of that of gas manufacture,

and of many others. Some of you may have seen the list of

subscriptions to the proposed Schorlemmer laboratory at the
I

Owens College, Manchester, and may have marked with I

sorrow, as I have done, how few and small are the contributions

from those connected with the local industries, and how large

and numerous relatively are those from friends and admirers of
j

the deceased chemist and from members of the college staff.

Contrast with this the great number of subscriptions towards

the erection of the Hofmann-Haus in lierlin. Although the

comparison is not quite a fair one, perhaps, yet it illustrates

my meaning, the reception accorded to the Manchester scheme
being sufficiently indicative of the absence o( appreciation of the

real value of chemical science to industry in one of our chief

industrial strongholds. . . .

The proposed Teaching University in London and the Com-
mission on Secondary Education may help in an extraordinary

degree to improve our position. Hut it is to be feared that our

subject will not attain to its pr.iper condition unless some

action be taken which will consolidate the teaching—which will

lead lo the centralisation of students of chemistry proper, so

they may enjoy the inestimable a'lvantage of inlercomse, and

have at their disposal a complete stall of competent teachers,

each one of whom thoroughly represents some special branch of

the subject ; so long as students are distributed about the town

in half-dozens and each chief teacher is called on to cut him-

self up into any number of small pieces, so as to deal with the

subject of chemistry as a whole, true higher teaching is im-

possible.

Much to be feared, also, is the tendency lo over-estimate the

value of examinations, and the great work of the future will be

so lo improve ihese that they shall have no prejudicial influence

on the student's work and in no way check the development of

original methods of teaching ; we must fix our attention mainly

on the influences lo which the student ii to be subjected durmg
his career ; the competent teacher will ever study his sluilents

while they are at work, and do the best for them, provided he

be not rendered powerless by the Itammcls of an examination

system which heeds " results " only and not individuals.

Finally, let me say that, while symjiaihising most fully with

lho»c who advocate a complete course of study, I feel that it is

very easy todemand loo much—very easy lo make it impossible

for students to do justice lo iheir work by imposing too many
subjects. Our chief ilesirc must always be that students shall

acquire a knowledge of scientific method and the power of

working independently. Certain subjects must be insisted on
—for example, mathematics and drawing : if a knowledge of

these be not acquired early it will never be acquired ; but

apart from Ihcie and a competent knowledge ol Ihc main
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subject, we probably may, as a rule, be satisfied with compara-
tively little. Those who have once learnt to work and acquired
a knowledge of scientific method will of their own accord, in

proportion to their intelligence, apply themselves also to the
study of other subjects—as many among us have done ; those

who are not sufficiently intelligent to do this are not, as a rule,

improved by being forced to pay attention to unpalatable
studies ; on the contrary, they are, more often than not, thereby

hindered from acquiring a competent knowledge of some one
subject which does appeal to them, and are spoilt for life in

consequence.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
Bulletin dc VAcademic Royale de Be'gique, No. 4.—On the

hydrates of the alkyl-amines, by Louis Henry. It has been
known for some time that ammoniacal bases form compounds
with water, a typical example being 2CH.J . 2NH„ . HjO,
ethylenic diamine. Their properties have not yet been fully

investigated. The author distinguishes between hydrates whose
bases are soluble, ami such whose bases are insoluble in water,

lie deals with methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl, and amyl com-
pounds, with the aromatic series, and with nitrites and amidcv
Their density increases with the percentage of water contaim
in them, even if the molecul.ir weight diminishes. Their powu
of combining with water increases with their solubility and their

richness in hydrogen, whether this be contained in the nitrogen

radicle or the hydrocarbon.—On the creation of an International

Hureau of Bibliography, by M. Mourlon. M. Y. Vandtr
Ilaeghen had proposed to the literature class of the Academy tn

initiate a movement for the compilation of a universal catalogue

of public libraries. This proposal coincides with that for the

establishment of a comprehensive and international catalogue of

scientific papers, brought forward by the Royal Society. M.
Mourlon proposed the deputation of three delegates to confer

with ihe other two classes of the .\cademy with a view toward-

co-operation with the Royal Society.—On the aurora boreal

observed at I.ouvain on March 30, 1894, by F. Terby. Tli

author points out the recurrence of the monthly period pre

viously observed in Ihe ap|>earances of February 2S and

March 30.— Vascular hyph.x" of the mycelium of Ihe Aulobasl-

diomycetes, by Ch. van Uambeke. The mycelium in question

always contains v.iscular hypha;, varying in number, distribution,

dimensions, and form according to the species of mycelium.

They are larger than ordinary hypha;, and are usually cylindrical,

with occasional fusiform or claviform extensions. They consist

of a thin, extensible, and elastic envelope containing a sub-

stance which is usually homogeneous and highly refracting, but

sometimes granular. They may be considered as a conducting

apparatus playing an important part in Ihe distribution of

nutritive materials.

Symons's Monthly Meteorological Magazine, June.—The May
frosl of 1894. M. Symons publishes minimum temperatures in

the shade, obtained from forty-six counties in England anil

Wales, in which the thermometer fell below the freezing point

between Ihe 20lh and 22nd May. In six counties minima of

25' or lower were recorded, while on the grass, readings of 18'

in Nottingham, and ic) in Stafford were registered. The
readings were not excessively low for May, which has always t

cold period about the middle or latter part, for during a frost

in May 1891 these low temperatures were exceeded by about
1'. Letters from correspondents show that the wide-spread

disaster to vegetation was caused not so much by the lownessof
the air temperature, .as by the r.idiation, which was facilitated by 1

the clearness of the sky, while owing to the mildness and
dampness of the weather previously Ihe vegcl.alion was more
forward and fuller of sap than usual, which froze and burst the

cells by expansion. The frost was, as usual, most severe in the

lowlands, near streams, and except in the north-east, where

the temperature just touched 32°, none was recorded on the

English sea-coasi.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, May 31.— "Propagation of Magnetisation

of Iron as afleciel by the Electric Currents in the Iron." By

J. Ilopkinson and E. Wilson.
Consider a solid, cylindrical elcclromagnel, it is well known

that, in reversing the magnetising current, ihe induction does
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not instantly reverse, but a certain time elapses before it again

attains its full value, that it reverses at a later time at the centre

of the core than near its surface, and that the delay in reversal

near the centre is due to the electric currents induced in the

iron. The object of the present paper is to investigate these

effects.

The magnet experimented upon had a diameter of 4 inches,

and formed a closed magnetic circuit. Through a part of its

length the cylinder of 4 inches diameter was formed of an iron

core surrounded by two concentric, closely fitting tubes. Ex-

ploring coils of fine copper wire were bedded in the iron

between the surfaces of the tubes. The currents induced in

these exploring coils were observed when the current in the

main coil of the magnet was reversed. These currents in some
cases last for over half a minute.

Inferences can be drawn from these results as to the be-

haviour of other diameters than 4 inches. Comparing two
cylinders of different diameters, similar events occur, but at

times proportional to the squares of the diameters of the

cylinders. From this consideration anl the experiments, a

judgment is formed as to the efifecis of local currents in the

cores of transformers and of the armature* of dynamo machines.

June 14.— " The Effect of Mechanical Stress and of .Magneti-

sation on the Physical Properties of Alloys of Iron and Nickel

and of Manganese Steel." By Herbert Tomlinson, F.K.S.

Royal Meteorological Society, June 20.—Mr. R.

Inwards, President, in the chair.—Mr. R. H. Scott, F.R. S.,

read a paper on fogs reported with strong winds during the

fifteen years 1876-90 in the British isles. Out of a total of

35 fogs, loS were associated with cyclonic, and twenty-seven

with anticyclonic conditions. The majority of the fogs occurred

with south-westerly winds and with temperatures very close to

the maximum for the day.— Mr. R. H. Curtis read a paper on

line characteristic features of gales and strong winds. After

calling attention to the unsatisfactory state of anemometry, and

after describing the "bridled" anemometer at Holyhead, Mr.

Curtis stated that the greatest force of an individual gust which

he had met with was registered in December 1891, and

amounted to a rate of It I miles per hour, which with the old

factor would be equivalent to a rate of about 160 miles per

hour. Gusts at a rate from 90 to 100 miles per hour ha.-e

many times been recorded, but the usual limit for gusts may be

taken to equal about 80 miles per hour, which on the old scale

would be equivalent to about 120 miles per hour. Gales and

strong winds diffsr in char.-icter very much; and as the result of

a prolonged study of their general features, as recorded by the

bridled anemometer, the author has been able to group them

into three general classes. He then described those gales which

are essentially squally in character, in which the gusts consitute

the main feature of th:; gale. In an average gale the ordinary

gusts follow each other at intervals of atiout ten to twenty

seconds, while the extreme gusts occur at the rate of about one

per minute. .Another class of gales are those in which the

velocity of the wind is tolerafily steady. In the third class are

gales which appear to be made up of two series of rapidly suc-

ceeding squalls : the one series at a comparatively low rate of

velocity, the other at a much higher one, the wind-for>;e shifting

rapidly, and very fretpiently from orre series to the other. Mr.

Curtis also stated that, on looking carefully over the anemometer

records, he had not vinfrequently found very distincly marked a

prolonged pulsation in the wind-force, which recurs again and

again with more or less regularity, of perhaps twenty minutes

or half an hour in some case-, and in others at longer intervals

of aljout an hour, more or less.

Physical Society, June S.— Prof. A. \V. Riicker, F.R.S.,

President, in the chair.— Prof. Ramsay, in opening the discussion

onexperiments on the relations of pressure, volume, and tempera-

ture ^f rarefied gases, by Mr. E. C. C. Bily and himself, re-

capitulated the chief points in the paper. Siljesliiiin, ill 1S73, and

Mendelcel, in 1S75, he said, had both found that gases become
less compressible than Boyle's law would give, as rarefaction

proceeds. Amagat, in l88j, examined the subject, and con-

cluded it w.as impossible to make measuremenis sulTicienily

accurate to decide the question one way or the other. In 1S86

Bohr investigated the compressibility of oxygen, and found its

behaviour abnormal about 07 in.m. pressure. Van der Wen's

experiments (1889) led him to conclusions opposite to those of

Siljestron and Mendelcef, and those of Melander (1S92) gave
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support to Van der Wen's results. To decide the question at

issue the authors took up the suliject, and their results confirm

the conclusions of Siljestrom and Mendeleef. They also prove
that oxygen behaves abnormally about 075 m.m., as found by
Bohr. Prof. I'erry said some of the terms used in the paper
required alteration. The word "elasticity " was employed in

several senses ; sometimes being used to denote " ;* v," the jiro-

duct of pressure and volume, whilst at others its ordinary mean-
ing was intended. He did not quite understand the connection

between p v and the thermal expansion, to which the authors

refer at the end of their paper. Taking Ostwald's equation for

gases {p -i- a) v = R/, he proceeded to show that the coefficient

of expansion would be constant whether pv was constant or

not. Dr. Burton said he had been accustoiiied to think as

pressure was reduced gases approached the simple or " perfect
"

state. It was very desirable that similar experiments be made on
other gases, to ascertain if any had constant coefficients of expan-

sion. He failed to see why the internal energy should increase

as the pressure decreases, unless, under these conditions, energy

travels more by radiation than by conduction or convection. The
Presideni, speaking of the adhesion of gases to the surface of

glass, suggested experiments on the effects produced by varying

the ratio of the surface to the volume of the gas. On the subject

of distribution of energy he was inclined to agree with Dr.

Burton's view, rather than with the author's suggestion. One
would not be led by .;/;ji)r/ reasoning to expect that the internal

energy would increase with decrease of pressure. Prof. Ramsay,

in reply, said that in the experiments on oxygen at about 075
m.m. pressure, the greater part of the gas was sometimes found

in one McLeod gauge and sometimes in the other. Only after

standing seventy-eight hours did the quantities trapped in the

two gauges become equal. The only explanation they coul.l

think of was that the temperatures of the gauges might not have

been absolutely the same. Speaking of the suggested increase

of internal energy with decrease of pressure, he said Prof.

Uewar's experiments lend to show that there was little con-

duction through vacuous spaces. The President thought Dr.

Bottomley's researches had shown that radiation also falls off

rapidly .is the pressures become very small.—Owing to the

absence of Captain Abney, the exhibition of photographs of

flames, which had been announced, was postponed. A paper on

the isothermals of ether was read by .Mr. Rose Innes. Taking the

important linear law / == /' T - a connecting the pressure and

temperature of substances (liquid and gaseous) at constant

volume, given by Ramsay and Young {Phil. yPag. vol. xxiii.

p. 436), and subsequently confirmed by Amagat and Tait,

the author has endeavoured to express the constants / and a in

terms of the volume ;. Using the results of Ramsay and

Young's experiments on ether, because they extended over a

l.irge range of volume {19 to 300), the following formulae were

found to give the best approximation, viz.

V - 0-9173 Vi
and a — 23.300.030

V- -f II 05 j»5

Tables and curves accompany the paper showing that for

volumes between 6 and 303 the agreement of calculated and

observed values of / do not differ more than can be accounted

for by errors of e.'cperiment. For volumes less than 5 the

formula lor / gives numbers quite wrong. In searching lor a

physical basis for the expressions for /' and a the author puts /*

for V in the above formula, / being the side of a cube whose

volume is v. The expression for / then becomes

P =
p - a-

Writing the coefficient of T in the form
R
P ' I - c

, the

author gois on to show that this form might be expected if the

molecules had finite dimensions, for the number 01 impacts on

the faces of a cube would be increased in the ratio - -, where

<: is a quantity depending on the size of the molecules. In-

genious arguments suggested by Van der Waal's remark that his

lormula must not be pushed beyond the point where the actual

volume is less than eight times the volume of the m ilecule«,

le.id the author to infer that for ether this limiting volume is

somewhat above 6. Hence he would not expect his (Mr. Rose

Inues) formula to hold below this volume. The formula for .;,
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the " iolemal pressure," is explained on the supposition that a
" skin " effect exists between the matter in the vessel and the

boundary layers. By clearing expression (3) of fractions the

author shows that the shape of the iiothermals are represented

by an equation of the seventh degree in /, which cannot have

more than three positive roots, and thence infers that isothennals

are not necessarily represented by cubic equations, as is soue-

times assumed. Prof. Ramsay said Mr. Rose Innei' formula

was much more satisfactor)' than that of Van der \Va.il's, which
was at best only a rough approximation. The President objected

to the use made of the woid "discontinuity" in the paper, as

being quite ditTerent to its precise mathematical meaning. He
also pomted out that the author's arguments respecting the effect

of finite molecular dimensions was much less general than that

of Van der Waal's. Although the new formula agreed with ex-

periment over a longer range of volume than that of Van der

Waal's, it would not be safe to argue beyond the range of the

experiments it represented.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, June 18.—M. La?wy in the chair.

—On the satellite of Neptune, by M. F. Tisserand.—The prin-

ciple of maximum woik and entropy, by M. Berthelot. A
general discussion of the theory of maximum work, treated

under the heads— ( I ) Chemical action and the disengagement of

heat ; {2) the principle of maximum work
; (5) entropy ; 14)

a comparison of the consequences of the principle of maximum
work and those of entropy.—Note on Phyllium fulchrijoh'uiii,

by M. Sappey. The author shows that Phylliuni fulclirifolium

exhibits only a superficial resemblance to leaves, and is a true

insect in all essential particulars.—On the Dyrosauriti thcvtS'

tiiisi', by M. .\. Pomel. This fossil reptile is the same as that

described by M. Phil. Thomas as Crocodilm fhosphalicus. It

is not a crocodile, and should perhaps be termed Dyrosaurus
fhoiphaticus.—On the astronomical observations made at Abas-

louman by M. de Glasenapp, director of the St. Petersburg Im-
perial Observatory, bvM. Lfcwy.—A memoir was presented on
a theoretical study of the elasticity of meals, by M. Felix Lucas.
—.Solar observations made during the first quarter of the yeir

1894. by M. P. Tacchini. .\ progressive diminution in spots

and facula: has been recorded.— Researches on continued frac-

tions, by M. Siielijes.—On four connected solutions of the

problem of transformation relative to the elliptic function of the

third order, by M. F. de Salvert.—The expression of the num-
ber of classes deduced from the transformaiion of elliptic

functions, by P. de .Srguier.—^On the surfaces capable

of forming, by a hclicoidal displacement, a familte

lit Lame, by M. Albert Petot. — On a system of

chromaiodiaionic gamuts, by M. Edmond de Polignac.

—

The detection of traces of chlorine, by M.M. A. Villiers and
M. Fayolle. The chlorine is liberated by permanganate in

presence of snlphuric acid, and shows, even in small traces, a

i>Iue colouration becoming red violet when treated with the

following reagent in excess : saturated aqueous solution of

colourless aniline lOO cc. , saturated aqueous solution of ortho-

loluidine 20 cc, and glacial acetic acid 30 cc.—On the emetics,

by M. E. Maumenc.— Pieliminary notice on a meteorite of a

type dislmct from the ordinary stony meteorites, by M. G.
Hinrichs.—On the irflucncc of fluorine c >mpounds on beer

ferments, by M.J. Kffront. It is ^hoxn that ferments which
have gradually l>ecome inured to the action of fluorine com-
pounds ^ivc niore alcohol and less glycerine and succinic acid

than ordinary yeast from a given quantity irf glucose.— Anat my
of the digc-tive lube of Ilyn.enopicra, by M. Ijordas.—On the

presence of a thread cell in the spfires of Microspmidin:, by M.
P. Ihclohan. The author concludes that the Microspondix
should lelong to the group of the Myxosporidi.-e, as their sp'TCS
present the same characteristics.—On the structure of the plants

of SpilzberKcn and of the island o( J.in .Ma>en, by M. (ja-lon

Honnier. The (ollowing conclusions have been formulated :
—

(I) Arctic ptants as compared with Al>>ine plants of the same
>pecirs are thicker and present a difTerentiaicd structure, and
contain mure numerous lacunae ; (2) the greater humidity of the

air and ihe different character of ihe light play the principal

part in this ari;ipiaiion of Arctic plants.

—

'Xhc gommose badllaire
of vines, by MM. Prillieux and UcLacroix. --On the pre-encc of
remains ol Fuiaimnifn.x in pn -Cambrian rocks of Brittany,

by M. L. Caycux.— Impermeability of healthy ejiithelium

to drugs and poisons, by MM. Biyer and L. Guinard.

—

Regulation of thermogenesis by the cutaneous action of certain

alkaloids, by MM. L. Guinard and Geley.

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, and SERIALS RECEIVED.
HoTKS — .\ Tcxr Book of Ore and Sl«>nc-Minini: : Pr. C. Ic N'cve

Foster tGriffin) —A H.ind-book to the Flor.i of Ceylon: Dr. H. Trimcn,
Parts I and 2 and Plates (Dulau) — Practical Photo-Micrography: A.
Pringle (llitfe).—Travels amongst American Indians : Vicc-.\dtniral L. Urine
(S. Low).—Aspects of Modern Study (.MacmillanV— Beginner's Guide to

Photography, fifth edition (Perken).— Bodcnphysikalische und Metev'irolo-

gi-^che Beobachtungen mil bcsanderer beriicksichligung des Nachtfrost-
ph.lnomens : T. Homen (Berlin, Mayer).—Travels in a '1 rcc-top : C. .Mihott

(Matthews,.—The Tidal Streams of the North Sea: F. H. Collins (Potter).

—A Monograph of the IJats of North .\mcrica : Dr. H. .\llen (Washington).
Bulletin of the U.S. Fish Commissi.-*n, Vol. xi. (Washington).
Pamkhlets.—The Calming of Waves: Dr. M. M. Richter, translated

(Hamburg, Porges).- t.)n Blinding of the Retina by Direct Sunlight : Dr.
O. Mackay (Churchill).—Johns Hopkins University of Baltimore Register
for 18^3-4 (Baltimore).—Carolina Pirates and Colonial Commerce, 1670-

1740: S. C. Hughson (Baltimore).
Serials.—Sit7iingst>erichte der Physikalisch-Medicinischen Sociei.il in

Erlangen, 25 Hcfl, 1S93 (Erlangen).— Zeilschrift fiir Wissenschaft-licli'.

Zi>ologie, Ivii. Band. 4 Heft (Leipzig. Engelmann).—Seances de la Socict'-

Frani;aise de Physique, July-December, 1S03 (Paris).— Procecdlr<gs of llu-

Livtrpool Naturalists' Field Club. 18^3 (Liverpool).—Economic journal.

June (Macmillan).—Good Words. July tisbislcr).—Sunday Maga/inc, July
(Isbistcr).— Longman's Magazine July (Longmans).— Bulletins de la .sincirftc

d'.^'.thropologie de Paris. Avril (Paris),—Journal of the Royal Micro-
scopical S'Kiely, lune (Williams and Norgale).—Transactions of the Royal
Irish Academy, Vol. x.\x. Part xi. : On the Geology of Torres Straits;

I'rofs. Hadd'm, Sollas, and Cole (Dublin).— Ditto, Vol. xxx. Part xii : On
the Volcanic District of Carlingford and SlieveGullion, Part I. : Prof. Sollas

(Dublin) — Proceedings of the American Philosophiial Society, January
(Piiiladelphia).— Proceedings of the .\cadeiny of Natural Sciences of Phila-

delphia, 1891. Part 3 (Philadelphia).— journal of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia, and series. Vol. x. Part 1 (Philadelphia).
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THURSDAY, JULY 5, 1894.

A LABORATORY FOR PHYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL RESEARCH.

IT is now about twenty years since the Duke of

Devonshire's Commission pointed out that the needs

of chemical and physical investigators, upon whose work

our national industries so largely depend, were entirely

neglected by the Government. Money has been freely

lavished that artists may have all they require ; biology

and archsology have been well equipped, and students of

literature have been provided with the finest library in

the world : but such is the chaos and disorganisation of

our scientific system that many industries are languishing,

and some have already left the country because those who
are able to foster them by making new discoveries find

absolutely no help, and have neither places to work in

nor instruments to use, although the sum which the

Government has not hesitated to give for one picture

would have been more than is needed to correct a con-

dition which is really disastrous from the national point

of view.

We rejoice to learn that this state of things, so little to

the credit of successive ministries, is now to be partially

corrected by the munificence of an individual. Dr. Ludwig

Mond, one who, though not an Englishman by birth, has

already aided English science by large endowments in

other directions.

We learn from a communication which wc have re-

ceived from the Royal Institution, that Mr. Mond last year

bought the large freehold house. No. 20 Albemarle .Street,

contiguous to the Royal Institution, and formerly the

residence of the Earl of Albemarle, and has resolved to

convey it in fee simple to the Royal Institution. He
farther proposes to defray the whole expense of convert-

in;' it from its present uses into a laboratory of chemical

and physical research, to be called the Davy-Faraday
Research Laboratory, and of equipping it with everything

needful for the conducting of scientific research upon a

large scale. In addition to this, he proposes to endow
the new laboratory first with an income sufficient to

defray all local expenses ; and, secondly, with a further

and of course much larger in:omc, sufficient to pay the

salaries and incidental expenses of a trained scientific

staff.

Mr. Mond thus realises an idea which engaged the

attention of Faraday and lirande and the managers of

the Royal Institution half a century ago. In the year

1843 a proposal was made to establish at the Royal

Institution a school of practical chemistry, which was

not only to give practical and systematic instruction to

students, but was also to provide a place where original

ycscarchcs could be conducted by individuals skilled in

manipulation, and where the professors could work out

their problems by the aid of many qualified hands.

In a letter addressed to the managers of the Royal

Institution, Mr. Mond writes :
—

'
I have felt that the need for such a laboratory has

become greater and greater since the work of the
scientific investigator has become more and more su!;tle

and exact, and, in consequence, requires instruments of

precision and a variety of facilities which a private
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laboratory can only very rarely command ; and surely

this need exists nowhere to a greater extent than in

England, and nowhere can such a laboratory be expected

to bear more abundant fruit than in this country, which
possesses such an unrivalled record of great scientific

researches, which have emanated from private labora-

tories not connected with teaching institutions, and
amongst which the laboratory of the Royal Institution

stands foremost, and has kept up its reputation for

nearly a hundred years.
" It has been my desire for many years to found a

public laboratory which is to give to the devotees of
pure science, anxious and willing to follow in the foot-

steps of the illustrious men who have built up the proud
edifice of modern science, the facilities necessary for

research in chemistry, and more particularly in that
branch of the science called physical chemistry.

" I have come to the same conclusion as the promoters
of the scheme of 1843, viz. that such laboratory would
still have the greatest prospect of success under the segis

of the Royal Institution, that in fact it would be the con-
summation of the work which this great Institution has
been fostering in its own laboratory, with such remarkable
results, by the aid of the eminent men whose services it

has always been fortunate enough to procure.

"As only want of space prevented the Royal Institu-

tion undertaking this task fifty years ago, I took the
opportunity which offered itself last year of acquiring
the premises, No. 20 Albemarle Street, adjoinmg the
Institution. This property I found very suitable for the
purposes of such a laboratory, and large enough to

aftbrd, besides, facilities to the Royal Institution for a
much needed enlargement of its present laboratory and
its libraries and reception rooms, which I should with
great pleasure put at the disposal of the Institution.

" Being convinced that the managers of the Royal
Institution will give all the encouragement and aid in

their power in the foundation and working of such a
research laboratory, I hereby offer to convey to the Royal
Institution the freehold of No. 20 Albemarle Street, and
also the lease 1 hold from the Institution of premises
contiguous thereto, to be held by them for the purpose of
a laboratory, to be named ' The Davy-Faraday Research
Laboratory of the Royal Institution,' and also for the
purpose of providing increased accommodation for the
general purposes of the Royal Institution, as far as the
available space will allow, after providing for the require-

ments of the research laboratory.
" I also offer to make, at my own expense, all structural

alterations necessary to fit the premises for these
purposes, and to equip the Davy-Faraday Research
Laboratory with the necessary apparatus, appliances, &c.,
and to make such further adequate provision as will hold
the Royal Institution free from all expense in connection
with the premises and the working of the said
laboratory

" I am aware that my ofTer will not provide for the
third object of the scheme of 1843, viz. to enable the
professors to workout their problems by the aid of many
qualified hands ; but I trust that if the laboratory which
I offer to found proves successful, others will come
forward who will supply the means for attaining this end,
by the foundation of scholarships and bursaries to

qualified persons willing to devote themselves to

scientific work and not in a position to do so without
assistance."

It is almost impossible to overrate the importance of

the results which may be expected to naturally follow this

noble endowment. The new Institute will not fill the

gap to which we have previously referred, but it will em-
phasize its existence. It will not fill it because we sup-

pose that when it is in full work it will not hold as many
workers as are to be found in some of the research
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laboratories which form an integral part of many
industrial establishments on the continent.

Further, here at last we have from one who is both a

practical man of affairs and a successful student of

science, a distinct endowment of research such as was

advocated now many years ago to deaf ears.

We believe that Dr. Mond's noble endowment, for

which all true lovers of science must thank him, will

have far-reaching effects.

THE HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF
DISEASE.

Methods of PiUhplogical Histology. By C. von Kahlden.

Translated and edited by H. Morley Fletcher, M.D.
With an introduction by G. Sims Woodhead, M.D.

(London: Macmillan, 1894.)

HISTOLOGIC.A.L methods have become so perfected

during recent years that sve are apt to forget that

there was an age of discovery when microtomes, special

dyes, celloidin and paraffin were unknown. In the days

of Max Schultze, of Schwann and \'irchow, tissues were

cut free-hand with an ordinary razor ; for the purpose of

embedding, pieces of carrot and liver were used, and

stains were not dreamt of. Solutions of salt, acetic and

mineral acids and iodine were the only reagents employed,

and gradually carmine came in use. Yet that age

turned out its heroes in such men as von Biier, Remak,
Schwann, Max Schultze, Johannes Miiller and Virchow,

who with tools and media which we are unable to use

now, observed appearances and processes which have

remained the corner-stone; of normal and morbid

histology. We are apt to forget their deeds as being

antiquited. Gradually stains were introduced, and these

led to fresh discoveries. Dr. Klein's work on histology,

bejtun in .Strieker's laboratory, is a permanent testimony

of what a practised hand can do without our modern

microtomes, embedding methods, and multitude of stains.

H.x-matoxyline and carmine were the only dyes used.

Since then various kinds of microtomes, simple and

complicated, have been designed, and every laboratory

possesses apparatus for cutting in paraflin, celloidin or

ice, and instead of two simple stains, almost numberless

reagents are a necessity for the modern worker.

On reading Dr. Morley Fletcher's edition of von

K.ihlcien'sbookon" Methodiof Pathological Histology,"

we cannot help being struck with the great strides made
in histological technique. While fully acknowledging

the brilliant work of our predecessors, and even re-

gretting that the simpler methods of examination of

unstained tissue; have practically been forgotten, we feel

that every histologist, hnwevcr modest, should in.ikc

himself acquainted with the ars tcchnica of microtomy.

With simple methods it is possible only to study simple

processes, and these often with difficulty. The minute

s ructurc of the nervous tissues in health or disease, the

pithotogical changes of the blood or of infective lesions,

c*n only be approached, if the necessary staining

methods have b^en fully mastered. Stains are chemical

reagents, and their action must be properly appreciated.

There exists in our midst a large number of " hislologists
''

who have accustomed themselves to one stain, and what-

ever comes into their hands is treated in the same manner>
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and they even acknowledge their inability of recognising

tissues or lesions stained in any other way. Carmine
specimens often trouble those who have become the

slaves of hicmatoxyline. We cannot sympathise with

them ; their methods are at fault, and they have not

appreciated the value and raison d'etre of staining.

Many great and important discoveries have been made
by morbid histologists such as Weigert, Ehrlich, and

others, by methods which at first sight appear to be

empirical, but are based on sound chemical principles,

discoveries which have proved as useful to the physi-

ologist and anatomist as to the pathologist. It is von

Kahlden's merit to have collected the most important

histological methods, previously scattered and hidden

away in archives and journals, and thus to have made
them more accessible ; and we are indebted to Dr.

Morley Fletcher for having given us a readable English

translation of a work which rightly enjoys great

popularity abroad.

The few critical remarks which we shall m.\ke apply

chiefly to the German original. The methods of

embedding in paraffin and celloidin, and of preparing

sections by means of freezing, are well described, and if

to some the hints given appear incomplete, it should

be remembered that as the work is meant to be a guide

for the pathologist, some knowledge of histological

methods may reasonably be assumed to exist. The
Cambridge rocking microtome was deserving of more

than a short reference, at least in an English edition, for

;
with us paraflin is much more en vogue for delicate work

than celloidin. A few notes might have been added

stating for what tissues and stains each embedding

method should be used, for the inexperienced have

generally difficulties in deciding how to proceed with

tissues supplied to them for ex.imination. For the

staining of bacteria in tissues, for instance, the paraffin

method is the only satisfactory one. The " metal lifter" is

a piece of rough apparatus we object to, and recommend

a strip of cigarette paper as being the most delicate

carrier for transferring sections from water or clearing

medium to the slide. Under "double staining' no allusion

is made to acid fuchsine, a most selective and beautiful

stain. We have little to add to the section on bacterial

staining, but venture to offer an important suggestion.

When examining for bacteria in albuminous or gelatinous

media, it is advisable to remove the ground substance by

means of acetic acid. From personal experience we do

not agree that Gabbet's method is the best for the

detection of tubercle bacilli in sputum. Ziehl's and Van

Ketel's methods are far more certain. In the latter the

bacteria are previously trcited with carbolic acid, which

destroys them, so that there is no danger of disseminat-

ing infective matter, while at the same time the staining

power of the microorganisms is greatly increased.

Carbolic acid should be added to all microbic m.ilerial,

so as to avoid all possible risk of infection. Moreover,

treated in this manner any material may be kept

indefinitely for histological examination.

The chapter on blood examination is excellent, and

must prove extremely useful also to the physician. The

systematic study of the blood at the bedside is still too

much neglected in this country, though in cases of

anitmia it is of the utmost importance, and without a
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complete knowledge of the same, a certain diagnosis

is often impossible. For this reason we should have

liked to see a fuller account of the methods of examining

blood for the Plasmodium malayiic, for we feel certain

that the inexperienced would not succeed with the

meagre instructions given on page 109. The foot-note

on page 115 is not clear, if correct. For purposes of

simple diagnosis cover-glass preparations of blood

should be stained " with a solution of alcohol-soluble

eosine ('5 gramme in 100 cc. of 50 per cent, alcohol),"

and not " with a 50 per cent, alcoholic solution of eosine,"

which would overstain everything. The summary of

the methods used for the histological examination of

the nervous system is perhaps the best part of the book.

So far our remarks apply to the work of von Kahlden.

Dr. Morley Fletcher as translator and editor has done

his share creditably. The editorial notes on the whole

will be found useful, and in future editions we would

suggest to raise them from their position at the foot of

the page, and incorporate them with the text, at the same

time adding others, so as to render the book entirely in

keeping with English histological teaching. The idea

of a book for the pathologist is so good that it should

stimulate the editor to perfect it, all the more as there is

no other work in the English language which serves

the same purpose. Dr. Sims Woodhead's well-known

manual will always remain a favourite book with the

ordinary student, but as a compendium of descriptive

morbid histology rather than a laboratory guide.

A. A. Kanthack.

NATAL ASTROLOGY.
A Treatise of Natal Astrology. By G. Wilde and J.

Dodson. To which is appended "The Soul and the

Stars." By A. G. Trench. (Halifax, Yorks : The
Occult Book Company, 1892.)

THREE authors have therefore combined to produce

this work ; and to accept a brief, either on behalf of,

or in opposition to, a work exhibiting so much erudition,

is to undertake a heavy responsibility. The peculiarity

of your astrologer is that he is so heartily in earnest.

He, with a faith that no disaster can overturn or con-

tradiction disturb, believes his results are as certain and

as unquestionable as the astronomy on which he relies

for his calculations and configurations. He, worthy man,

asks to be taken seriously, and society as a rule declines

to accept his deductions and explanations otherwise than

as literary curiosities. But his day of triumph and reward

may be approaching, for in the preface it is distinctly

asserted that the production (and presumably the sale)

of this kind of literature is on the increase. This is

curious, if it be true. What have the promoters of

primary education and the machinery of the School

Board to say to the assertion that " the literature of

astrology is to-day more perused than that of any other

natural science ".^ The authors cannot be angry with

anyone for saying that such an assertion is as true as

that the positions of the planets and luminaries decide

the healtii of a person (p. 86).

It is only honest to confess our inability to do justice

to the aims and ambitions of those who read the future
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in the skies. We need an exponent on whom the mantle

of the late Prof. De Morgan has fallen. Of men who have

enjoyed a reputation for sound mathematical knowledge,

he is the only one, that occurs to us at the present moment,

who has found leisure or inducement to make a serious

study of the peculiar tenets of the astrologer. And after

an examination, which was no doubt thorough and ex-

haustive, it is believed that he decided that there was no

ground for the conclusions drawn by the students of

horoscopes, a decision to the truth of which many will

subscribe, who have not the same means and the same

knowledge to guide them. But we have been told, and

let us hasten to add the fact for the satisfaction of the

votaries to this " science,' that he did not pronounce this

sentence till after three months' study. If three months

were necessary to convince a De Morgan of the useless-

ness of further prosecution of this occult inquiry, it need

be no wonder that a much longer period, embracing pos-

sibly a whole life-time, is in some cases necessary before

a less cultivated and less gifted man can escape from the

ensnaring meshes of a fascinating delusion. The authors

of this book have not yet issued from the realms of dark-

ness and recognised the inquiry as a curious, it may be

an absorbing, but certainly a misleading study. Nor are

they likely to gain enlightenment, for their methods of

inquiry and examination are imperfect and deceptive.

Their process seems to consist in the examination of

many cases, and the exhibition of those which favour, or

seem to favour, the conclusions drawn from the horo-

scope. The story of Dryden's sons is served up for our

edification, and a tale is told of a gentleman who married

at the age of fifty and went to Italy, which it is thought

by the authors ought to carry conviction to the uncon-

verted. How many men in a year do marry at fifty and go

to Italy for a honeymoon .' But averages or coincidences

are alike disregarded by the student of horoscopes.
" The successes of a science," say they, " establish it,

while the failures cannot disprove it. The practice of

medicine is recognised because of its successes, and not

rejected because of its failures." This is a very curious

remark, and apparently an oversight by the authors.

What success or what failure can there be for medical

science when men's health and condition are regulated

by the position of the stars and planets 1

But apart from the question of the usefulness or the

worth of astrology, about which the authors w-ax eloquent,

and with whom of course it is absolutely useless to

argue, they have produced a book not without interest.

Astrology is a study which has occupied men's minds
for many ages, much time and ingenuity have been

devoted to it, and the student of science or of human
nature might very well like to know what were the

methods by which these men worked, what was the

character or the measure of the success that supported

them in their labours, and urged them on, in days when
planetary ephemerides did not exist and astronomical

calculation must have been difficult. Kepler is perfectly

frank about his horoscopes—he worked them for his

daily bread, and despised himself for doing it ; but others

certainly looked for success, undaunted by disappoint-

ment and failure. "Horoscopes," and "cusps," and
•'houses," and "malefics," and what not, constitute a

jargon that many an one might like to have explained
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and to know something about, without pledging himself

to the accuracy of the conclusions which the experts

draw. In this book he will find the definitions and the

grammar of the subject lucidly explained, and if he be

at all familiar with the use of planetary tables and

understand that much ridiculed but nevertheless valuable

science " the use of the globes," he will be able to

construct, or rather to erect, a horoscope with

certainty, and perhaps edification. Naturally, I have

experimented in my own case, but I cannot say that the

result has thrown a great deal of light, either on my
character, my circumstances, or my future condition, on

all points of which I expected information. But I have

learnt one caution, that it is not desirable to operate on

anyone, in whom we may be interested, indiscriminately,

because the result may not be flattering, but is apt to be

even disagreeable. A cynic might suggest that since

there are more failures than successes in the world, it is

necessary to connect a preponderance of gloom and dis-

appointment with planetary configuration. It seems

especially that Uranus is responsible for much that

could easily be dispensed with, and one cannot help con-

gratulating those who lived before his presence and

influence were discovered. But if this is our flippant

view, the authors, on the other hand, regret that the older

astrologers were without the guidance that a knowledge

of the motions of Uranus and Neptune could have

afforded, and recognise the possible existence of yet

unknown planets, that not only shape our destinies but

also disturb the accuracy of astrological prediction.

There is, however, no hint that the theoretical determina-

tion of horoscopes compared with the observed facts of

individual life will in time lead to the assignment of the

position of a hypothetical planet, as the perturbations of

Uranus revealed Neptune.

Not a small portion of the book is taken up with the

description of the horoscopes of distinguished men.

How far they support the contention of the authors, and

can be quoted as successes in astrological inquiry, must

be left to a closer student of them and of history than I

can claim to be. Mr. Gladstone, it seems, was so in-

discreet as to admit that he was born about breakfast

time. That might seem a sufficiently vague indication \

in these days, but, nevertheless, his horoscope appears in

this gallery ; but whether his admirers or his opponents

will best agree with the estimate of character drawn, is a

matter of doubt. We are sure only a few will see that

the fact that the tail of Capricorn, said to bring danger

from beasts, conjoined with Mars, affords an explana-

tion of the "historic attack upon Mr. Gladstone by a

cow." The incident of the ginger-bread-nut is apparently

still unexplained.

The book concludes with a reprint from the Universily

Ma)^ii:ine of 1880, of Mr. Trent's paper on " The Soul

and the Stars." We are told in the inlroduclion that the

original grew out of a controversy on the topic of reincar-

nation, forsooth, and further that it is commended to the

reader's indulgence as an honest attenipt to elucidate a

subject which ninety-nine out of a hundred understand

just sufficiently to misunderstand. Having no claims to

t>e the hundredth man, we must leave this honest attempt

with a simple reference for the benefit of those who are

interested in ihc subject. W. E. I'.
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NAVAL ENGINEERING.
Elementary Lessons in Steam Machinery and the Marine
Steam Engine. By Staff-Engineer J. Langmaid, R.N.,

and Engineer H. Gaisford, R.N. (London: Mac-

millan and Co., 1S93.)

THIS work consists of a series of elementary lessons

in steam machinery, and a short description of the

construction of a battle-ship, intended for the use of junior

students, and especially for the naval cadets in H.M.S.

Britannia. The syllabus of subjects is based on the plan

adopted by the Science and Art Department.

The first lesson relates to exact measurements, by the

use of standard rules and gauges ; the meaning of strain,

stress and strength, factor of safety, &c. ; the second and

third upon themetals used in machinery and shipconstruc-

tion ; the fourth and fifth upon rivets and rivetted joints,

and various kinds of screws ; the sixth, seventh, and eighth

upon shafting, shaft-bearings, and toothed gearing ; the

ninth upon friction ; the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth upon

stuffing-bo.xes, packing, pipe-joints, valves, cocks, and

pumps ; the thirteenth to the eighteenth upon boilers and

boiler mountings ; and the nineteenth to the twenty-

fourth upon the principal component parts of the marine

engine, the indicator and indicator diagrams, and screw

propellers. The last one contains a short description

of the construction of a battle-ship.

These lessons appear well adapted for imparting to

junior students a simple course of instruction, as a

preliminary to a thorough study of marine engineering,

which is the object the authors had in view. They are

illustrated by well-executed and instructive sectional

drawings of boilers and marine engines, and with sketches

of many of the principal details of boiler and engine

work. These include a very useful sketch, for a young

student, of a section of cylinder, with movable piston and

slide valve. There are also two very clear views of the

triple-expansion engines fitted to H.M.S. Sappho and

Scylla, which are representative of a large number of

engines in the Navy, these ships being two out of a class

of twenty-nine that have been recently built under the

Naval Defence Act of 1889.

The terms strain and stress might be dealt with more

accurately than is done on pages 8 and 9. Strain is de-

fined as change of form due to load, and stress as the

force or forces producing the strain. Tensile strain is

then described as " a stress that tends to stretch the body

acted upon "
; and we find the various kinds of stress

described as follows : Tensile strain, compressive stress,

torsional or twisting /ora; bending /orce, and shearing

force. The want of exactness in the use of these terms

might easily be corrected. We observe that the thick-

nesses of the shell-plates of large marine boilers are

stated to be i in. to 1] ins. In the largest marine boilers,

however, the shell-plating exceeds lA ins.

The description of the construction of a battle-ship is

very brief and general, but 11 serves at least to call atten-

tion to a very useful " Text book of Naval Architecture "

by Mr. J. J. Welch, formerly instructor at the Royal

Naval College. In speaking of the division of a battle-

ship into water-light compartments, it is stated that " the

total number of water-tight compartments is considerably

over one hundred ; several of them might fill without
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affecting the safety of the ship, provided they were not

so situated as to cause the ends to be submerged, or the

ship to capsize." It is surely, however, the object of the

naval constructor to obtain such a rehition between

water-tight subdivision and the stability of a ship, both

transverse and longitudinal, as would prevent capsizing,

or going down head or stern first, if a few small compart-

ments were filled wherever these might be situated. With

regard to bilge keels, also, it is stated that they are gener-

ally fitted for about two-thirds of the length of a ship.

The usual length is, however, from one-third to one-half.

It might appear hypercritical to call attention to such

points as the above when dealing with a work that is so

well adapted for the elementary purposes which the

authors designed it to serve ; especially as these do not

affect the principal lessons that deal with those me-

chanical details and elements of construction that junior

students require to be instructed upon. We can recom-

mend the book to the diligent attention of those for

whom it has been prepared.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
The Yoruba-speaking Peoples of the Slave Coast oj

West Africa ; their Religion, Munners, Customs,
Laws, Language, S^c. With an appendi.v: contain-

ing a comparison of the Tshi, Ga, Ewe, and Voruba
Languages. By A. B. Ellis. (London : Chapman
and Hall, 1S94.)

The late Colonel Ellis, whose death was almost simul-

taneous with the publication of this book, had devoted
long and earnest attention to the study of the West
African tribes, amongst which his military duties led

him. This volume completes and brings into focus his

life-work. Like the previous volumes on the Tshi- and
the Ewe-speaking peoples, ic is a contribution to anthro-
pology of the very highest order, combining the enthu-
siasm of a student and the literary power of a cultured

scholar with the simple and unobtrusive directness of

the soldier. Colonel Ellis touches no controversy, and
records, with no more commentary than is necessary to

do justice to the narrative, the facts of his own obser-

vation. The book begins with an excellent geographical
and historical summary of the Voruba country and people,

goes on to consider their deities, priests and super-

stitions, and the laws and customs which prevail, and
concludes with the citation of 250 'S'oruba proverbs,
many of them worthy mates of those of Solomon, and a
series of folk-lore tales, in which we see the origin of

many of " Uncle Remus s " best stories.

As the Tshi tribes represented the lowest stage of
primitive culture, the Voruba represent the highest,

having fairly emerged from animism into polytheism.
The similarities in their mythology to that of the Greeks,
and in their customs to those of the early Hebrews, are
in many instances remarkably close. In municipal
government they show considerable enlightenment,
having a female functionary, the " Mistress of the Streets,"

to deal with all disputes between women, only those
which she is unable to settle being passed on to the Bale
or civil governor. They are observant of the phenomena
of nature, calling Sirius the canoe star, as it is believed
to be a guide to canoe-men. The Milky Way is called

"the group of chickens," the clearer stars being the
hens ; while Venus, according to the position in which it

appears, is known as the morning or evening star, or

when near the moon as " the moon's dog." The
Voruba calendar is based on the lunar month, and it is

interesting to note that while the Tshi- and Ga-speaking
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people divide this period into four weeks of seven days
with some odd hours, the Vorubas count six weeks of five

days minus a few hours. .-Ml the tribes commence the

reckoning of the day with the evening, the first day of

each month being reckoned from the appearance of the

new moon. The first day of each group of five is held

as a day of rest, and looked upon as generally unlucky :

but the follower of each of the recognised gods must
observe another day of rest also, on which those not

worshipping the same deity are at liberty to work.

The appendix to the book is an elaborate philological

treatise in the form of a comparison of the grammar and
vocabularies of all those West African languages which

Colonel Ellis had minutely studied.

A Handbook to the Study of Natural History,for the

use of Beginners. By various authors. (London

:

George Philip and Son, 1S94.)

Students of science are usually inspired with the

desire to create in others an enthusiasm for the pursuit

of natural knowledge. This fact probably explains why
so many books of mediocre quality are foisted upon the

public. Lady Isabel .Margesson, who has edited the

book under review, had the laudable ambition of " putting

before the Beginner a clue to the many paths of the some-

what bewildering labyrinth called Natural Science." To
carry out her idea, she procured persons to write short

descriptions which could be used as finger-posts point-

ing the way to the acquisition of knowledge concerning

all manner of living things, of minerals, &c., and, to the

whole. Sir Mountstuart Grant Duff has contributed

an introduction, in which he expatiates upon the book's

inception and the qualifications of the authors of the

various parts. Lady Isabel's plan may appear excellent

in the abstract, but its realisation is not deserving of

much praise. We venture to say that there is scarcely a

section in the book exactly meeting the requirements of

beginners. Scientific names are frequently given without

any explanation, and the beginner is led into the maze of

botanical nomenclature before he is told how to dis-

guish the parts of plants. One or two of the authors have

confined themselves to describing the spirit in which

their branches of natural science should be wooed in order

to be won ; others give descriptive lists of books suitable

for sequential reading ; while a third section devote their

space to methods of work. When fourteen writers assist

in making a book, inequality may be confidently expected.

Thus it is that Lady Isabel's idea has not crystallised

into a very symmetrical form.

Surveying and Surveying Instruments. (The Specialists

Series). By G. A. T. Middleton. (London : Whittaker

and Co., 1894).

The contents of this book have already appeared

in a series of articles in the Building News, but there

is no doubt that in book form they will be found more
serviceable to readers in general. The articles in ques-

tion deal in a practical way with the methods of pro-

cedure adopted in surveying, and with the descriptions

of the different instruments employed. The first chapter

treats of surveys with chains only ; here the author gives

some very sound advice, and concludes it with a descrip-

tion of a worked-out survey, showing also the method of

entering measurements in the field-book. In case of

obstructions such as rivers, sheets of water, bog land,

&c., modifications in the chain line methods have to be

adopted, and these are discussed in chapter ii. ; the

reader is also brought in contact with right-angle instru-

ments, such as the now comparatively little used cross-

staff, the optical square, and Weldon's right-angle prism.

Next is described the uses of that very important instru-

ment the level, and the different methods of " levelling
"

are each dealt with. The numerous worked-out " level-

lings " with figures, should bring the subject home to the
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reader. The numerous forms of levels require the

author to devote chapter iv. to a discussion of their

qualities and of their different means of adjustment.

This latter point is of the greatest importance to the

surveyor, for on this depends to .t great extent the

accuracv and rapidity with which observations may be

made.
' The chief levels discussed are the so-called

"dumpy' and '• V " types, but other hand-levels are

referred to, such as Stanley's builder's level, Watson's

clinometer level, and Stanley's .Abney and Stanley's

improved Abney level. Short reference is made to the

barometer as a measurer of differences of level.

Chapter v. is devoted to the uses of angle-measuring

instruments, such as are employed in the deter-

mination of either the main points upon an ex-

tensive survey or of inaccessible points. By means
of extracts from the lield-boolc and illustrative

diagrams, the method of procedure is carefully

explained, and many practical hints are in addition

interpolated. The following two and last chapters

contain detailed accounts of the theodolite, other angle-

measuring instruments, and instruments for ascertainmg

distances ; among the last-mentioned being Stanley's

tacheometric theodolite, Steward's omni-telemeter, and
the Labbez Telemeter.
As a handbook for those employed in the practical

work of surveying, the volume should be of great use ;

iti value is greatly enhanced by the very excellent

drawings of the numerous mstrumenls which are inserted

in the text.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

[7ht Editor dots not hoid hinnelf reiponsiblt for opinions ix-

presitd by his correspondent:. Neitktr can he undertake
to return, or to correspond -.vilh the writers oj, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part 0/ Naturb,
No notice is taken of anonymous communications. ]

The Photography of the Splash of a Drop.

Prof. Worthincto.n tells me that in his lecture on the

spluh of a drop, at the Royal Inslitution, on M,-ty 18, he was
not able, through want of time, to explain how the photographs

WorlhifiKlon many years ago for viewing and making drawings
of the phenomenon (see Proc. Roy. Sec. No. 222, 1SS2). This
spark was pro luced by breaking at the surface of mercury a
current of high self-induciion ; but we found that when this

was made powerful enough for photographic purposes, it became
of too great duration (from 4 to 6 ihousandihs of a second), so
that the drop had time to move appreciably while under illu-

mination. NVe therefore had recourse to the Leyden jar spark
as employed by Lord Rayleigh (Naturk, vol. xliv. p. 249).

This is so exceedingly convenient a method of producing a suit-

ably timed spark at any p'ace without the necessity of insu-

lating the leading wires, that, for the sake of making it more
generally known, I venture to repeat with a simplified diagram
the description of the arrangement, though really identical with
Lord Rayleigh's.

Prof. Worthington's timing sphere had been of ivory ; it

was only necessary to substitute a brass ball, and the original

timing apparatus was suited to the new conditions. (Fig. I.)

' A is a Wimshurst miichine, whose - and — terminals are

connected to the inner coats of two large Leyden jars, B and c,

the capacity of each being roughly eijuivalent to that of a glass

plate condenser, the area of each surface being 4380 square

cm , and the thickness 2 mm. These inner coatings were also

connected by insulated wires to two insulated knobs, D and E,

between which the liming sphere, F, falls. The jars stand on
the same imperfectly-conducting table, and from their outer

coatings are led stout uninsulated wires through the partition

wall of the dark room, where they terminate in a spark gap, 11,

between two stout magnesium wires. Here the spark is

produced which illuminates the drop. K is a rough eleciro

meter, consisting of a brass sphere, L, carried on a pivoted wire,

oil which slides a suitable counterpoise ; 1. is connected with

the inner coalingof one jar, and is attracted towards the oppo-
sitely charged sphere, .\i, connected with the inner coating of the

other jar. When the spheres D and E are sufficiently charged

for the timing sphere to cause a discharge when it falls between
them, L is lifted by the attraction of M and strikes a glass plate

which separates them ; this is the signal for letting off the drop
and timing sphere F. The timing sphere i- h.is been held on a

ring carried by a horizontal wooden rod or lever about six

inches long, and pivoted about a horizontal axis.

A smart upward fillip throws up the other end of this lever,

and leaves the sphere in mid-air free to fall, and simultaneously

breaks contact with crossed platinum wires beneath the lever, ami

breaks the current of the electromagnet, N, in the dark room,

thus allowing an india-rubber catapult to toss up, in precisely the

same way, one end of a similar lever, whose other end cai ries .1

^, ?ff-^

\ '•-.. .-' \ Surface

DARK ROOM.

I

-AppAratu- ur |ihoto^ra)ihiiiK a pi.i^

were taken, and hu suggested to mc that a short account of
this, which wa< our joint work , may be of interest.

In our first altempti we employed the upark used by Prof.
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smoked watch-glas«, o, on which the drop has been lying with-

out adhesion. Thus drop and sphere ate liberated simultaneously,

' The arrAfiKcmcnl of j.ir« was, I believe, first useil by Dr. Lodge.
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or if not so, wilh a very short and practically constant

interval between them.

The discharge of the inner coatings of the jars by the timing

sphere reaching the gap between them is accompanied by a

simultaneous discharge of the outer coatings across the spark-

gap in the dark room, and it is this that illuminates the splash,

the stage of the splash that is illuminated depending on the

height of fall of timing sphere, which can be adjusted at

pleasure.

The duration of this discharge, if we may argue from Prof.

Boys' experiments, probably did not exceed one-hundredth-

thousandth of a second.

Great difficulty was at first experienced in getting enough

illumination, and finally the spark gap was placed in the focus

^^^^^t

Fig. 2.—Splash of mercury on xylonite.

of a small silvered watch-glass, which enclosed an angle of nearly

180", and this wa> placed to illuminate the splash from one side,

at an inclination of about 30' to the horizontal at a distance of

6 or 7 cm. ; it is to this that most of the detail obtained

was due.

The camera was inclined at an angle of about 30' to the

horizontal, lookingdownward?, and wa^ fitted with asingle pebble
spectacle leni to avoid the loii of the ultra-violet rays which
occurs with glass; a^the lens wis far from achromatic, the proper

adjustment of the distances of object an I plate had to be fo«nd
by preliminary experiments. The most rapid plates obtainable

(not isjchro nitic) were u;ed, and w;re developel for thirty or

Fig. 3. — Spla-ih of :i drop of water into milk, early st.tge.

forty minutes with eikoiiogen, the developer being made as
strong as possible in eikonogen. To avoid all chance of fogging,
the operations were performed in the dark.
The mercury splashes with which we began turned out to be

the most difficult to photograph, owing to the halation pro-
duced by the very bright reflection at some points, and the
comparative darkness of the remainder (Fig. 2) We htd to
try various surfaces for the drop to fall on to find out how to
obtain the best contrast ; we finally adopted a piece of polished
while xylonite.

Of many liquids tried, the easiest to photograph was milk,
and with this there was plenty of detail (Fig. 3 and 4).
These photographs are, as far as we know, the first really

detailed objective "views," as opposed to shadows, that have
been taken with such a very short illumination.
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Besides ihe^e we also took a number of shadow photographs,

in much the same way as that in which Prof. Boys photographed

a rifle bullet, by letting a drop of mercury fall on Ihe clean side

of the sensitive plaie itself, and producing a spark between two

FiG 4.— Sf.Ia>h of a drop of wattr inio milk. 1.4le stage.

magnesium knobs vertically above the splash. No difticulty

was found in this case in getting enough exposure.

It will be observed that the method requires that different

stages should be photographed from different splashes. We
hope, however, to succeed in the more difficult task of photo-
graphing many stages of the same individual splash.

R. S. Cole.

On the Spreading of Oil upon Water.

In a paper entitled "Die Lehre von der Wellenheruhigurg,"
by M. M. Richier (see Nature, vol. xlix. p. 4SS), the opinion is

expressed that the tendency of oil to spread itself on water is only

due to the free oleic acid contained in it, and that if it were
possible to completely purify the oil from oleic acid, it would
not .spread at all.

This I found to be actually the ca^e with olive oil, and
though I agree by no means with the theoretical views of the

author, I will mention the fact, for I may suppose it to be not
}et generally known.
The Provence oil used in my experiment was shaken up

twice with pure alcohol, and the rest of the latter being
carefully removed, a drop of the oil was placed upon the freshly

(ormed water-surface in a small dish by means of a brass wire
previously cleaned by ignition. The oil did not really spread,
but after a momentary centrifugal movement, during which
several small drops were separated from i% it contracted itself

ill the middle of the surface, and a second drop deposited on
the ?ame vessel remained absolutely motionless.

Of cour>e the surrounding water-surface proved to be in the
anomalous state, the tension deteimined by the method of
separating weights being =0^2 of the normal value. It has
been diminished by the " solution-current " of the oil (as I have
called the contaminating current, issuing from a body in contact
with a clean water-surface), which may be observed if the
surface be dusted over wilh sulphur or lycopodium before
placing the oil upon it. The observation of the solution-

current, preceding unpurified oil, is more diflficult, because the
oil itself covers rapidly the whole surface.

.\s soon as the relative tension 082 is attained, the slightest

trace of a solution current ceases whilst ordinary oil still shows
solution-currents at much lower tensions. The surface-tension
0'82 is the lowest possible that can be produced on water by
pure Provence oil ; the surface then may be considered as
saturated with oil.

This can be seen most clearly if the drop be deposited upon
the adjustable trough filled with water, which was employed
in my former experiments (N.VTUKE, March 12, 1891, p. 437).
The tension then remains constant on either expansion or
contraction of the surface ; on considerable contraction, how-
ever, one can perceive a slight precipitate of oil, which gives
to Ihe surface a tuibid appearance.

Evidently the pure oil does not spread over a surface of the
minimum tension attainable by its contact with water, because
the sum of its surface-tension and the interfacial tension of oil

and water, which we may call "tension of equilibrium," is

greater iKan the minimum tension. Therefore upon a clean
watersurface the oil is repulsed by its own solution current.
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On the other hand, a drop of common Provence oil placed
upon the saturaied surface spreads, while the surrounding
sjrface diminishes its area and grows turbid. From this we see
tiiat the tension of equilibrium of the oil containing free

sebac c acid is lower than its saturation tension, and this is also

the reason why it is not prevented from spreading by its own
solution-current.

I have repeated these experiments with various kinds of oil,

and in each case found that by shaking up with alcohol
the tension of equilibrium rose, and the tendency to spread was
diminished.

In the case of ordinary olive oil there was but little difference

between the purified and unpurified oil, although it was six

times shaken up with fresh alcohol. With rape-seed oil and
poppy oil I was more successful. Their ten<i )n of equilibrium
was still somewhat inferior to the minimum tension, which was
with rape-seed oil 0S5, and with poppy oil 082, but the
spreading on a saturated surface was very slow, and upon a
large clean surface the oils covered but a comparatively small
area. The best success I had with almond oil, which behaved
quite like Provence oil.

On the other hand, the tendency to spread, not only of pure
oil, but also of benzol and petroleum, increased when oleic,

palmitic, or stearic acid was dissolved in them.
Pure benzol can rest on water but in a rather thick layer.

When the thickness is diminished to a certain degree, the layer

breaks into drops, for which the following explanation seems to

me most probable. The water-surface surrounding benzol,

as in the case of oil, never is in the normal condition, the

tension being diminished by the vapour streaming over the water.
This vapour current ceases at the tension o"88, which, as il

appears, is somewhat lower than the equilibrium tension of
benzol. Therefore a thin layer of benzol is broken by the

vapour current.

When a floaling fluid layer is not very thin, the tension of

the surrounding anomalous.water-surface, just balanced by it, is

no longer equal to the sum of interfacial and surface tension.

In the case of benzol it assumes a lower value than the

minimum tension of the vapour-current, and therefore a

sufficiently thick layer is allowed to spread coherently.

Benzol which is contaminated, for instance, by stearic acid or
resin, behaves quite differently. The tension of equilibrium
being lowered by those substances, it spreads so (ar as to show
colours of thin plates.

Pure petroleum seems to be the only liquid which does not

spread upon a normal surface. The vapour-current going out

from petroleum ceases already at a relative contamination - I,

and therefore cannot produce a sensible decrease of tension.

Nevertheless it may possibly prevent the floating drop from
spreading. When sel>acic acid is dissolved in petroleum, the

latter shows a much grciter tendency to spread.
In order to examine whether the effect of sebacic acids upon

the tension of equilibrium be due to a decrease of the cohesion
of the solvent, I have compared the surface-tensions of pure and
contaminated benzol or petroleum, and those of the purified

and unpurified oils. In no case have I found the surface-

tension to be diminished by the sebacic acid, hence I came to

the conclusion, that it is the interfacial tension which is

altered.

Now let us consider the behaviour of common oil. Il

spreads in a coherent film to a certain thickness, which is

different with various sorts of oil. Then small holes appear in the
interior of the film, whilst the circumference of the latter is still

increaiin,;, and by the gradual increase in size of the holes the
layer at last it broken and dissolved in Mnall drops.
Why does the oil thus withdraw from the surface while its

circumference is still increasing ? The reason is, no doubt, that

the oil <preadi at the minimum tension of pure oil, but not at

that of the free sebacic acid contained in it. The solution-
current of the latter drives it back from the surface. Outside
the oil-film spreading upon a large water-surface the tension of
the latter docs not link below the minimum tension of the pure
oil ; in the interior of the holes, however, a newly-formed
•urface would lie instantaneously saturated with oil, and here
the tension, therefore, can be further diminished by the sebacic
acid.

The minimum tension of oleic acid, at which the latter also
does not apread, is in relative measure 0'52, and that of palmitic
acid about 055.
The 'leproiion of surface-tension which can be attained by

unpurified oil is not so great, but much greater than that
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produced by pure oil, and depends upon the quantity of oil
applied.

If the quantity be such as to cover the whole surface before
breaking, the surface afterwards is not coniaminated with oil

at all, but only with sebacic acid ; and the tension is still

sinking slowly by the effect of the continued solution-currents of
the single drops.

When less oil is employed, the free sebacic acid contained in
it is often not sufficient to produce the lowest possible tension.
Then one may observe that freshly added drops of oil still give
solution-currents, whilst those of the older drops have alrcidy
ceased.

When a water-surface, on which minute drops of oil which
have not yet dissolved are present, is expanded, the tension
rises to the minimum value for pure oil, and then remains
constant till the whole oil is dissolved, where it begins to rise

again in the same manner as the curve given in Nati;re, June
IS, 1S93, p. 152.

The value of surface-tension, at which the linear fall of the
curve ceases, being identical with the minimum tension of pure
oil, it is evident that the sudden change of direction at the
relative contamination 1-3 means saturation of the water-surface
with oil. Agnes Pockels.

Prof. Ostwald on English Chemists.

"To see ourselves as others see us" is so difficult of attain-

ment, that no mirror, however imperfect, should be passed by
without a glance bestowed upon it. The image of us which
Prof. Ostwald displayed to the electiicians assembled in con-
clave at the second anniversary meeting of the C.erman elec-

tricians on June 7, is the less pleasant by reason of the con-

sciousness that the reflector is a good one. The opening words
of the Professors address were virtually as follows ;

—

" It is a positive fact that every year there are imported into

(jermany from Kngland so many thousand centners of benzene,

amounting to nearly the whole of the production of this material

in the latter country. Now benzene is an inlcrmediatc product,

destined to be converted into dye-stuffs, medicaments, and other

commodities, so that we have the remarkable situation that the

country of all the world, in which industry has flourished longest,

relegates the most important and profitable part of one of her

manuLictures to a foreign country. The reason is of the

plainest : England cannot undertake the conversion of its raw
material into the finished product, and why? Because of the

insufficient training of the English chemist. The would-be
practical Englishman with the intention of entering a dye-factory,

studies, not general chemistry, but the chemistry of dye-stufls.

The (icrman studies chemistry, lock, slock and barrel, never

wrecking what his calling is to be. Only when he has a really

scientific foundation will he begin to build up his special know-
ledge. 15y and by there comes a change over the face of the

industry in which these competing chemists are employed. The
German—he is ready ; without difficulty he adapts himself, and
follows up the novel course. But the Englishman—he cannot

imagine at what position he has arrived ; he must begin, so to

say, over again."

Thus spoke one of Germany's—nay, the world's—greatest

thinkers. Let our manufacturers, who despise the college-bred

youth, meditate thereupon. .'\. G. BtoXAM.
Goldsmiths Institute.

" Testacella Haliotidea."

Tate, in his " Molluscs of Great Britain," gives a list of coun-

ties in which this mollusc may be found. In this list Worcester

is not included. Hence it may be of interest to note that

specimens are not infrequently collected in asparagus-beds

here, as also are those of the much rarer T. anlitlnm. A good

specimen of the latter was recently given by me to Mason
College, Birmingham.

.Vrmalns i^rosmlarin.—Here the gooseberry plantations arc

often devast.atcd by the larvae of this saw-fly, in the extirpation

of which pest the insectivorous value of the cuckoo to planters

may be appreciated through the following incident. Kecenlly

the attention of a resident of Crowlc, a village near Worcester,

was dirccleil to his gooseberry plant.ition, close by a window

of his house. A cuckoo was in one of the grub-infested bushes,

fluttering its wings, and so causing numbers of the ])ests to fall

on the ground, whence they were quickly gathered by the bird.
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Daily the bird visited tlie garden till the bushes were cleared,

and so the crop was saved. In Crowle this year these birds

are numerous. I have a garden in a place in North Wales

where this year there are few of these birds. The grub

stripped the hushes of leaves, and the fruit died.

Worcester, June 23. J.
Lloyd-Bozward.

On the Diselectrification of Metals and other Bodies by
Light.

Referring to a footnote on page 135 of Nature, June 7,

Messrs. Elster and Geitel have been good enough to call my
attention to a great deal of work done by them in the same

direction and published in recent numbers of Wiedemann's
AnnaUn. The most important statement about it is that they

had observed the photoelectric power of fluorescent minerals

and the electrical activity of sunlight, and had worked for some
time at the influence of these facts on atmospheric electrifica-

tion ; the idea that atmospheric electricity was thus caused (by

the discharging action of sunlight) having been already mooted
apparently by von Bezold and Arrhenius.

Oliver J.
Lodge.

Absence of Butterflies.

It may be worth while to put on record what has happened
this spring and summer, viz. the total absence of butterfly life.

Beyond an occasional white butterlly, there are none to be seen.

I have a large garden where there is usually abundance of them,

but a coloured butterfly has not been seen this year yet.

Gravesend, July 2. Delta.

THE SETTLEMENT OF THE EPPING
FOREST QUESTION}

BY a happy coincidence the Essex Naturalist, con-
taining the full official report of the discussion on

the management of Epping Forest, which took place
under the auspices of the Essex Field Club on April 28,-

and the Report of the experts appointed by the Cor-
poration of London, have been published almost simul-

taneously, the former having been issued a fortnight or

SO before the latter. As the proceedings of the Con-
servators had been subjected to a running fire of the

most vehement criticism ever since last autumn, the

question of the management of the forest may be con-
sidered to have excited an amount of popular interest

such as had never before been raised since the public

dedication by the Queen in 1882. The reason for the

popular outburst of indignation on the present occa-
sion is to be found in the circumstance that the

thinning operations had been carried on in a dis-

trict which is well known to contain the finest

example of a beech wood that the forest offers, viz.

Monk Wood, and the amassed heaps of felled trunks,

drawn to the roadside for removal, naturally attracted the

attention of every passer-by, and gave rise to a not al-

together unnatural feeling of uneasiness as to the fate of

the forest's show woodland. A fair and unbiassed ex-

amination of Monk Wood, however, soon sufficed to

dispel any fears of unnecessary destruction or permanent
injury, and those whose judgment in such matters is

worthy of the most serious attention, did not hesitate to

express their belief that the operations had on the whole
been carried out judiciously, and for the future benefit of
the forest. This conclusion was arrived at in many cases
against the preconceived notions of some of the visitors
who attended the meeting on April 28, and some speakers
in the discussion with great candour admitted that the
result ol the visitation and the explanations given on the
spot had been to cause them to modify their views. This

' " The Essex Naturalist, being the Jouinal of the Essex Field Club,"
'°"'<i|_by William Cole, Hen. .Sec. Nos. 1-5, vol. viii., published JuDe
1894. • Kpping p'orcst, Kcport of Experts as to M.ln.tgement, &c. Report,
EppiTiR Forest Committee." presented June 14. 1894.

- A brief report of the meeting appeared in Natukk, May 3, p. 12.

appears most distinctly from the speeches of such well-

known friends of the forest as Sir Frederick Young,
Prof. Boulger, and Mr. F. C. Gould, and it is only fair to

add that many others who, without any special knowledge

of forestal operations, attended the meeting, of which the

proceedings are now reported, as lovers of the naturally

picturesque, had their judgment materially aided by the

opportunity given them for comparing portions of the

forest which had been severely thinned in former years

with other portions which had not yet been attacked.

The arguments for and against the conservatorial doings

are fully set forth in the Essex Naturalist, and will form

an important chapter in the history of the forest

management.
But the Essex Field Club has of course no official con-

nection with the Epping Forest Committee, and although,

as everybody knows, the chief executive verderer is Mr.

Edward North Buxton, this gentleman gave his services

as a conductor of the meeting because of his special

knowledge on the one hand, and on the other as an officer

of the Field Club. The decision at which the meeting

arrived, as already reported in these columns, is in no

sense an official utterance of the Club as a body corporate,

but is simply to be regarded as an expression of individual

opinions consequent upon a personal visitation and a

discussion raised thereby. It seems desirable to make
this statement in order to avoid future misunderstanding.

The Corporation of London, as the official Conservators

of the forest, on April 12 appointed a special Committee
of experts, in their own words, " to view the forest, and
advise us forthwith as to the effect of the thinning, and
our future policy with regard to the management of the

forest." The names suggested were Viscount Powers-

court, Dr. Schlich (the Professor of Forestry at Cooper's

Hill), Mr. James Anderson of Manchester, and -Mr.

William Robinson, the editor of the Garden. Sir Joseph
Hooker was also asked to nominate two other members,
and he suggested the names of Earl Ducie, Mr. .•\. B.

Freeman-Mitford, M.P. (formerly Secretary to H.M.
Commissioners of W^orks), and Mr. Angus U. Webster,

formerly forester to the Duke of Bedford. Lords Ducie
and Powerscourt w-ere unable to join the Committee, but

the five signatures attached to the Report may be con-

sidered as strongly representative of the art and science

of forestry as the names of any committee of experts that

has ever been or possibly could be brought together in

this country.

Taking the Report as a whole, it will be seen that the

Committee practically give their sanction to the policy

which has been, and is being, pursued by the Conserva-
tors, and endorse the decision arrived at by the majority

of those who took part in the meeting and discussion on
April 28. Surely after this most weighty verdict there

need be no further alarm as to the future of the forest.

A detailed analysis of the Report would occupy too much
space in these columns, but some of the most important
recommendations may be considered. .'\nd first of all,

with respect to the opening out of views and the making
of clearings, there is no uncertainty about their state-

ment :

—

" As there is much beautiful landscape in and around
the forest, the opening up of which would add much to

its charms, we think that the best views should be care-

fully opened up by making judicious clearings. Such
views would be in every way a gain The rides

and drives are beautiful features of the forest, and those

made in recent years are well designed. They should

receive constant attention, lest the encroachments of

vegetation should mar their picturesque elTect. In this

connection we would call attention to the beauty of the

glades which already exist. These should be increased

in number, where it can be done without sacrificing the

finer trees, or interfering with the massive groups of the

forest."
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With respect to the thinning out of superfluous trees,

the Commissioners touch upon a point of considerable

importance :

—

" A vast proportion of the area of the forest is covered

by pollard hornbeams. In parts they are an interesting

feature ; but the practice of pollarding having been dis-

continued, the trees are now so dense that neither light

nor air can penetrate. We consider that, with a view to

encouraging the growth of better trees and varying the

monotony of the forest, the best course will be, not

generally to thin the trees, but to make bold clearances

among them. The finer pollard oaks throughout the

forest should be carefully preserved."

The importance of this recommendation lies in the

circumstance that such a large area of the forest is

covered by pollard hornbeams, often most unsightly

through overcrowding, while pollard oaks, and especially

such as could fairly be called '' fine," are comparatively

scarce. There are very few naturally-grown hornbeams
throughout the forest area, and it is to be noted with

satisfaction that the policy adopted by the Conservators,

and further enforced by this recommendation of the ex-

perts, will give an opportunity for developing the natural

growth of a tree which is an almost unique feature of the

forest. The writer is not acquainted with any woodland

in this country where the hornbeam forms such a pro-

minent feature.

The Committee lay stress upon the importance of pre-

serving the ' massive character of the forest,'' and this

also is a point on which it appears necessary to make
some observations. Where the trees admit of being

"massed," as the beeches in Monk's Wood, or the oaks

in Hawk Wood, this policy would naturally find favour.

But discretion has been, and no doubt will be, shown in

this direction. A large number of trees might advan-

tageously be removed from such an area as Hawk Wood
without destroying its massiveness ; and yet, when the

Conservators come to deal with this part of the forest,

there will no doubt be another outcry. With respect to

this area the Committee state:
" Hawk Wood is in the main an oak wood, and the

trees are not such as would be improved by wholesale

thinning. It would be, in our opinion, wise to take out

no trees except such as are obviously dying, and a few

scrubby stunted trees which are injuring the others.

Where, here and there, a single specimen of more than

usual beauty can be encouraged into noble growth, it

should be protected from overcrowding."

This is precisely what the Conservators proposed to do
with Hawk Wood before the present agitation, and a very

good suggestion has been made that the chairman of the

Committee of experts should be invited to go over this

wood and mark the trees which he would recommend to

be removed. The Conservators have already marked (he

trees which they proposed to remove. A comparison of

the results would be a most practical lesson in forestry,

and, so far as the writer is acquainted with Hawk Wood
(which is very thoroughly), it may be safely affirmed that

there would be no very serious division o( opinion

between the chairman and the verderers.

In connection with the question of encouraging the

growth of underwood the Committee "do not think that

in all parts sacrifices should be made for the purpose of

«ncouraging it where the trees do not allosv of its

healthy growth, as under beeches.'' This observation no

doubt applies more especially to Monk Wood, and so far

may be claimed as a ratification of the work done there.

The thinning cannot in thii district be fairly considered

10 have led to any serious sacrifices of good trees, and a

ramble through that woodland will convince the lover of

the picturesque that the massiveness has not been inter-

fered with. In view of the circumstance that the public

attention was first drawn to the recent thinnings by the

operations in this district, it is to be regretted that the
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experts have not expressed themselves more fully on this

point. They express no disapproval of what has been
done, but they consider that the thinnings will be
sufficient " for many years to come," an observation which
will no doubt be fully concurred in by the Conservators.
There was never any intention expressed of thinning
further in this woodland for the present.

The Committee recommend also that the trees in

Hish Beech should not be interfered with, that the

hollies in Walthamstow Wood should be allowed to

develop by removing the dead or dying trees or the

pollards which are interfering with them, and that the

"healthy oaks, even where crowded, should be left

standing. The beauty of tall oak stems, often lichen-

covered, when growing in close woods, should be con-

sidered.'' In connection with this last remark it may be
interesting to add that for some reason or another lichens

refuse to flourish on the trees in Epping Forest

—

certainly in the lower forest, and the hoary trunks which
are such delightful features of the Kentish and Surrey
woods are unknown in the southern portions of the

forest. In Thevdon High Wood "moderate and
periodic thinning '' is recommended. In Lord's Bushes
it is recommended that the young trees should be allowed

to take the lead, and only the " finer and more picturesque

pollards" preserved. .-Ml these recommendations are, it

will be seen, substantially in accord with the line of

action pursued by the Conservators.

The following suggestion with respect to drainage will

give extreme satisfaction to naturalists : -

" We consider that there should be as little artificial

drainage as possible, though in the case of rides or

drives it is sometimes necessary. The natural drainage

is in most places sufficient, and the streamlets should be

allowed to make their own courses."

.Another recommendation, which we endorse most

heartily, is that " it may be necessary for a time to protect

certain spaces against the inroads of cattle, horses, and
deer."

The experts are opposed to artificial planting in general,

and are in favour of letting nature do her own planting,

excepting in cases where tree growth is insuflicient, when
they recommend that the seed of indigenous trees should

be introduced. Four of the Commissioners are even op-

posed to having a nursery, but Dr. Schlich does not agree

with this. In view of the fact that a large area of forest

land was formerly under cultivation, and has only been

thrown open in recent years, we are disposed to agree

with Dr. Schlich. None of us w ill ever live to see these

tracts restored to anything like a natural condition unless

planting is resorted to.

Taking the Report in its entirety, it may be said that the

question of the managementof Epping Forestisnow settled

beyond cavil, and settled in a manner calculated to give

strength to the hands of the Conservators and to reassure

the public. The ridiculous exaggeration of seekers after

cheap notoriety may in future be allowed to pass by un-

heeded. As Sir John Lubbock said in his l.ate address to

the .Selborne Society :— " A great debt of gratitude was due

to the conservators and verderersof the forest "; and again

in the T/wwof June ii :
" We are greatly indebted to

the Corporation of London, to Mr. Buxton and his

colleagues, and . . . Epping Forest will be even

more beautiful fifty years hence than it is now." The
Report of the experts concludes with the very pregnant

par.agraph ;—
" In conclusion, we may say that we are not preparea

to endorse the strictures which have been passed upon

the work carried out in ICpping Forest. We are of

opinion that much has been done judiciously and we 1.

In some instances we should not, perhaps, unanimously

approve of the whole of the action of the authorities. In

others, we may consider that more might have been

done. But of one thing we are certain, that whatever
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has been done has been animated by earnest desire to

preserve tiie finest features of the forest, and through

intimate knowledge of its necessities and peculiar

conditions." R- Meldola.

NOTES.
The meeting held on Saturday last at the Royal College of

Physicians, and reported in the Times, was a very satisfactory

one. It was attended by delegates from nearly all the in-

stitutions which it was proposed, in the report of the late Royal

Commission on the Gresham University, should form con-

stituent colleges of the reorganised University of London. Dr.

Russell Reynolds, F.R.S., occupied the chair. Since Sir Albert

Rollit gave notice in the House of Commons of a motion asking

that some action be taken to carry into effect the report of the

Royal Commission, there has been ample lime for the various

institutions involved in the scheme for a Teaching University

to deliberate and deliver their opinions on the recommendations.

Practically all the constituent schools and colleges have availed

themselves of the opportunity, and have, in the main, expressed

approval of the proposals. The time has arrived, therefore,

at which to set the machineiy in action which would lead the

Government to appoint a Statutory Commission to frame a

scheme on the lines of the report of the late Commission. The

necessary motive power is contained in the following resolutions

put before Saturday's meeting. It was moved by Prof.

Erichsen, the president of University College, and seconded by

the Rev. Mr. Whitehouse—"That this meeting of delegates

from institutions mentioned in the report of the Royal Com-

mission on the Gresham University desires to express generally

its approval of the proposals contained in the report of the

Royal Commission, and would urge on the Government that a

Statutory Commission be appointed at an early date with power

to frame statutes and ordinances in general conformity with the

report of the Royal Commission." This resolution was put to

the meeting and was carried, the only dissentients being the

representatives of King's College. It was alsa agreed, on the

motion of Dr. Norman Moore, "That a copy of this resolution

be forwarded to the Lord Chancellor, the Lord President of the

Privy Council, the Home Secretary, and the Vice-President of

the Council, to be accompanied by a request that they will

receive a deputation on the subject, the same to consist of the

delegates to this meeting."

Past and present students of the Mason College, Birming-

ham, presented Dr. Tilden with a silver bowl and a congratula-

tory address last week, on his removal to the chair of Che-

mistry at the Royal College of Science, and as a mark of

appreciation of his long and honourable career in connection

with the college. The proceedings were of a very enthusiastic

character, and Dr. Tilden's students and colleagues vied with

each other in exiiressing their esteem for him as a teacher and

an investigator. In the course of his reply, Dr. Tilden re-

marked that fourteen years ago he went to Birmingham quite a

stranger, at a time when there was no science college actually

opened. His three colleagues^Prols. Hill, Poynting, and

Bridge— were appointed with him as the first four professors of

the college, when the building was quite empty. In the first

session they had some eighty students between them, and those

days were exceedingly happy. Those first professors had un-

usual privileges and responsdjilities. They were naturally given

a free hand. They had no traditions to live up to, no standard

to go by except that which they themselves set up. They were

entrusted with ilie great duty, the heavy responsibility, of

creating their several departments and building up the life of

the college, and setting up standards of teaching and conduct

which would serve for their successors. Referring to his
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successor. Dr. Tilden said that, under Prof. Percy Frankland's

care, he had no doubt that the work of the college would

advance in the right direction.

OtJR continental neighbours must often be amused at the

forms in which we raise monuments. It will be remembered

that a year ago a subscription list was opened for the purpose

of erecting a memorial of some kind to Gilbert White. The
appeal resulted in. ;^250 being obtained. With this money a

hydraulic ram has been fixed at the spring head near the village

of Selborne, to force water into a reservoir erected eighty feet

above the village. The water runs from the reservoir through

pipes laid along the main streets, and tapped at convenient

intervals. Selborniles are thus enabled to obtain a supply of

water without journeying to the fountain at the spring head, as

had previously to be done. This useful and unpretentious

memorial is in keeping with Gilbert White's character; never-

theless, it seems to us that the committee having the funds at

their disposal should also have taken into consideration the fact

that he does not belong to Selborne alone, but to all lovers

of nature.

We learn from the British Medical Journal that three

further remarkable instances of the success of Prof. HalTkine's

system of anticholera inoculation are reported from Calcutta.

In the first case, four out of the six members of a family were

inoculated last March. The cholera appeared in the neigh-

bourhood lately, and the disease attacked one of the two who-

had not been inoculated, while the inoculated remained free.

In the second case, five members of a family CDnsisting of eleven

persons were inoculated in March. The cholera lately attacked

one of the six who had not been inoculated. In the third case,

six out of a family of nine were inoculated. When the cholera

prevailed in the neighbourhood a few days later the disease

attacked one of the three not inoculated. It is stated that the

Corporation of Madras have passed a resolution inviting Prof.

Haftkine to visit that city and introduce his system.

The Council of the Royal Statistical Society announce that

the subject of the essays for the Howard Medal, which will be

awarded in 1S95 with 20/. as heretofore, is as follows :
—"Re-

formatories, and industrial schools of that class, in their relation

to the antecedents, crimes, punishments, education after con-

viction, and training of juvenile offenders : together with the

nature and extent of their influence on the diminution or in-

crease of crime generally. These particulars have to be collected

and analysed on a statistical basis, both as respects the institu-

tions and agencies, public and private, at home and abroad,

for the reclamation of juvenile offenders, and the best means of

dealing with them on release. This does not include the

industrial and training institutions certified by the Local

Government Board under the 25 and 26 Vict. cap. 43." The

essays should be sent in on or before June 30, 1895.

The death is announced of Prof. F. Q. Rodriguez, Professor

of Crystallography in the University of .Madrid.

Dr. Joseph Coats has been appointed Professor of Pathology

in the University of Glasgow.

Mr. L. O. Howard has been appointed entomologist to

the U.S. Department of Agriculture, in succession to Prof. C. V.

Riley.

Mr. J.
Wolfe Barry, the engineer of the Tower Bridge,

has had the honour of the Companionship of the Bath con-

ferred upon him by the Queen.

Prof. W. Erb, of Heidelberg University, and F. Jolly, of

Berlin, representing an influential committee, invite subscrip-

tions for the erection of a monument to the late Dr. Charcot in

the Salpetriere.
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The death is announced of Dr. Louis de Coulon, one of the

founders of the Sacic.c des Sciences Naturelles de Neuchatel

in 1S32, and its president for more than half a century from
j

lSj6 to 1S90, when he became " Prciident honoraire." Dr. de

Coulon was born July 2, 1S04, and died June 13, 1S94.

A Medical Congress will be held at Calcutta at the end of

next December, under the patronage of the Viceroy, and the

presidency of Surgeon-Colonel Harvey. The objects of the

Congress are "to bring together men from all parts of the

Indian Empire, and to discuss msdical subjects connected with

Indian diseases, and to place on permanent record some of the

work which is now lost to science for want of proper publica-

tion."

The seventy-seventh meeting of the Society Helvelique des

Sciences Naturelles will take place at Schaffhausen, from July '

30 to .\ugust I inclusive. The Swiss botanical and geological

societies will also hold concurrent meetings. Papers intended

to be read before the different sections should be in the hands

of the Committee before July 15. The President for the year

is Prof. J. .Meister, and the Secretaries, Dr. J. NUesch and 11.

Wanner-Schachenmann.

A NUMBER of papers were read at the meetings of the ,

Museums Association, held in Dublin last week. Mr. F. W.
Rudler described the arrangement of a mineral collection, and

\

Mr. (1. H. Carpenter read a paper on collections to illustrate

the evolution and geographical distribution of animals. Among
the subjects dealt with on the concluding day, June 29, were
" Classified Cataloguing, as applied to Palccozoic Fossils," by
Mr. W. E. Hoyle, and "The Functionsof a Botanical Museum,"
by Prof. T. Johnson.

j

The Register for 1S93-94 of the Johns Hopkins University
|

of Kaltimore has been received. One of the changes we note
j

is that Prof. Xewcomb terminated his active duties as Professor
\

of Mathematics and Astronomy at the beginning of this year,

the requirements of the Government service having obliged him
to do so. The instruction in higher mathematics is now
carried on by Profs. Craig and Franklin, and that in astronomy
by Drs. Poor and Chessin. In all the departments of the

University facilities are aflTordcd for original research. In

physics, Prof. Rowland expects all advanced students to devote

most of their time to laboratory work and to undertake investi-

gations designed to be of permanent value, .\gain, the chief

instruction in every course of chemistry is that given in the

laboratory. Prof. Remsen does not pander to those who merely
lake up chemistry in order to obtain a degree. " What is de-

sired," he says, " is a certain maturity of mind with reference

to the science of chemistry, and an ability to deal with chemical

problems intelligently. This condition of mini is reached, if

reached at all, by long-continued laboratory training accom-
panied by careful study of chemical journals and treatises. It

may be said that the arrangements of the laboratory are

made mainly with reference to those who wish to lake up the

»ludy of chemistry in a broad way, and that those who want
»hort courses in special branches of chemistry are not advised to

come here. It is believed that whatever object the student may
have in view, whether he intends to teach or to follow some
branch of applied chemistry, the best preparation he can have
is a thorough training in the pure science." We have seen few
prmpecluses in which the aims of study arc more clearly de-

fined. It is the tame in all the other branches of scientific

knowledge fostered at liallimorc
; after students have become

familiar with the melhodi of investigation through the study of

typical anfl described material, they are encouraged to under-

take original work. No wonder that the Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity i> able to keep going journals of mathematics chemistry,
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and biology, as well as numerous bulletins, circulars, and

memoirs. The training given is just that calculated to produce

results worthy of publication.

The temperature in the shade exceeded 80° in several parts

of England and Wales during the three d.iys ending Monday
last, and reached 87° at Cambridge on Sunday. Thunderstorms

occurred on Sunday night and following days in many parts of

Great Britain, accompanied by very heavy rainfall in places.

At Jersey VI inch was measured on Monday morning, and 17
inch at Stornoway on Tuesday morning. These storms had the

effect of cooling the air ; the maximum shade temperature in

the neighbourhood of London had fallen about 10° on Tuesday

compared with that on the previous day.

The report of the German Meteorological Institute for the

year 1893 coniains some interesting details of the activity of

that olTice, in addition to the routine work of dealing with

observations from nearly 2,000 stations. During the year the

important magnetic observatory of Potsdam became affiliated

to the central olfice in Berlin ; the very complete observations

made there will be included with regular yearly publications.

With the co-operation of the .Mpine clubs an attempt has

been made to reorganise a meteorological station on the

Brocken, but hitherto it has not been successful. Fifteen

scientific balloon ascents have been made during the year,

in which the officials of the Institute have taken part, .\fter

the sixth ascent the balloon was exploded by lightning,

but this only temporarily interfered with the work, as the

Emperor granted funds to continue it. .V complete account of

the results obtained will be published in a special volume, when

the work is discontinued. The introduction of Central

European lime into Germany has inleifered materially with the

meteorological work at the stations during the year.

At the meeting of the Vienna Academy of Sciences on June

14, Dr. J. llann submitted an investigation on the daily period

of wind velocity on the summit of the Sonnblick t3ioo metres),

based on a careful and laborious calculation and discussion of

anemometrical observations for six years, and also on the range-

on mountain summits generally. The minimum of wind force

takes place on the Sonnblick very early, about Sh. or gh. a.m.,

and the maximum occurs about 8h. p.m. On the S.intis (2500

metres), the minimum also takes place relatively early, between

loh. and llh. a.m. But from the accepted theories of the

cause of the daily period of wind force on mountain summits,

it might be supposed that the minimum would occur in the

afternoon. He therefore examined the records for several

other stations, and found that in the summer, for altitudes

ranging from 1400 to 4300 metres, the mean time of the

minimum occurred at noon. He then investigated these facts

to see how they fitted in with the assumed causes of the daily

range, and as he could not reconcile them, he suggests that the

possible explanation of the daily range on mountain peaks may

be that the surface of the mountain being much more warmed
than free air during the day affects the anemometers. It is

assumed, however, that the chief effect is only active for a few

hundred metres below the summit, in the morning, and that

later it would be interrupted by the wind coming from the

valley. If the minimum were due to the great ascending

current, it would occur during the afternoon.

An apparatus for discovering internal flaws in iron and steel

is described in /ni/iiilries ami Iron. It is electrical, and con

sists of a small pneumatic tapper worked by the hand, with

which the sample of steel or iron is tapped all over. With the

tapper is connected a telephone with a microphone interposed

in the circuit. One operator is required to apply the tapper,

and the other to listen through the telephone to the sounds pro-
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duced. Both are in electrical comtnunicalion, and in separate

apartments, so that the direct sounds of the taps may not in-

terrupt the listener, whose duty it is to detect flaws. In apply-

ing the system, one operator places the telephone to his ear, and

while the sounds produced by the taps are normal he does

nothing. Directly a false sound, which is distinguishable from

the normal sound, is heard, he signals for the spot to be marked,

and by this means is able, not only to detect a lliw, but to fix its

locality.

The current number of the Johns Hopkins University

(U.S.A.) Circular contains a preliminary note, by Edwin F.

Korthrup, on a new method of obtaining the specific inductive

capacity of solids under either slowly or rapidly changing fields.

It is of great importance in connection with Maxwell's electro-

magnetic theory of light that, since the refractive index for most

substances has only been measured for very short waves, the

specific inductive capacity be measured under such circum-

stances that the field of force alternates with such rapidity as to

produce waves comparable in length to the waves with which

the refractive index is determined. The apparatus employed

by the author consists of three heavy brass plates, fastened

parallel to each other, and separated by about three inches.

Each plate is held in position by four insulating strips of

ebonite, through the ends of which pass four iron rods with

a screw-thread cut upon their whole length. To the centre of

each of the two outside plates, and perpendicular to the plate,

is fastened a brass tube. A rod, half of which is of ebonite,

moves in this tube and carries at its end a thin plane plate of

glass, the surface of which is coated with metal foil. These

small movable plates are as nearly as possible parallel to the

large plates, and their position is given by a vernier attached

to the ebonite rods. The two outside plates are connected by a

metal rod which carries a metal ball, .\nother ball, nearly

opposite the first, is fixed by a short metal pin to the middle plate

so that the distance between the balls can be adjusted. In

employing the apparatus to measure specific inductive capacity

with rapidly varying fields, the following arrangement is used.

The two outside plates and one terminal of a large induction

coil being connected to eatth, the other terminal of the coil is

connected to the middle plate. When the coil works, sparks

pass between the balls, and oscillations are set up. The lines of

force, when air only is the dielectric, divide evenly between the

plates, and in the region of the small plates the field may be

considered as uniform ; hence if these plates are at equal

distances from the centre plate, they will always remain at the

same potential. If, however, a plate of some other dieleclric is

placed between the centre plate and one of the movable plates,

in order that the two small plates may remain at the same poten.

lial, they will have to be placed at- unequal distances from the

centre plate, and from their relative positions the specific inductive

capacity can be deduced. In order to " weed " out the eflfecls

of the slow changes of potential due to the charge and discharge

of the coil, the two small plates are connected to the primary of

a small transformer, the secondary of which contains a spark-

gap. In this way the effects due to the slow changes are

eliminated, ;ince the rate of variation of the induction in the

transformer, due to these slow changes, is not sufficient to raise

the potential in the secondary to the 300 volts or more required

to break down the dielectric in the spark-gap.

Studies of the eastern Yucca Moth {Pionulia yuccasella) and
its importance in Yucca pollination, have, from time to time,

been recorded in reports of the Missouri Botanical Garden. In
a recent report, Mr. J. C. Whitten describes observations which
complete the knowledge of the life-history of this interesting

insect. The observations refer to the time when the larva

ceases feeding in the capsule, until it is encased in its under-
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ground cocoon, when, the following spring, it is to change to the
pupa state. It was found that the larvae made their escape from
the capsules of Yucca filamei:tosti,3.aA entered the soil during
rainy weather, when the ground was softened, and consequently
easily penetrable. They did this either during the daytime or at

night, and not exclusively toward the end of the night, as Prof.

Riley had predicted. The larvce descended to the ground both
by use of a thread and by crawling.

A CATALOGUE of works on entomology, being No. 26 of

Bibliotheca Entomologica, has been issued by Herr Felix L.
Dames, Berlin, Koch-Strasse 3.

We have received from the Revenue and Agricultural

Department of the Government of India a copy of the Returns
of Agricultural Statistics of British India and the Native Slate
of Mysore for 1892-93.

The May number of the Journal of the Jersey Biological

Station {Jour, of Mar. Zool. and Micros., edited by James
Hornell, vol. i. No. 3, 1894) contains several original con-
tributions by the editor, in one of which is given an interesting

I

account of the variability of the opercular filaments in Serpula

i

pectina'.a. Elementary and picturesque descriptions are also

given of the metamorphoses of the Crustacea Squilla damareslii

I

and Si-yllarui arclus, and of the structure of anemone^. The
I
number is illustrated by several autographic plates and wood-
cuts, and contains a frontispiece giving a photographic view of

the aquarium of the laboratory, which would seem, froin the

editorial report, to be making well-merited progress.

The special articles, official reports, notes, communications,
and reviews in part ii. of vol. v. of theJournal of the Roya

I

Agricultural Society, issued on June 30, make up a number
replete with information. The first two meetings of the Society

—

Oxford 1839 and Cambridge 1S40—are described by Mr. Ernest

1
Clarke. Profs. J. McFadyean and G. T. Brown write on the

prevalence of anthrax in Great Britain, Mr. Joseph Darby on

j

irrigation and the storage of water for agricultural purposes, and
Dr. Fream on some minor rural industries. Among the official

reports, we note one by Dr. J. A.. Voelcker on aubury, club-

root, or finger-and-toe, in turnips. Dr. J. M. H. Munro writes

on sewage disposal and river pollution, and Lord Egerton of
Tatton describes the Tewfikieh College of Agriculture, Egypt.

The makers of a very neat little camera, Messrs. R.
and J. Beck, have just send us a copy of the " Frena I tandbook,"

in which the inventor says practically all there can be said with

regard to the description, method of use, manipulation, cic,

connected with this instrument. For the benefit of "some
future philologist" who may at some time be in doubt as to the

derivation of the word " Frena," an etymological note informs

us that it is derived from " faro " and " crena," the former being

thenameof the well-known game of cards.and the latter meaning
a notch ; the instrument automatically discharging one film

after another like &faro-box, and doing this by means of notches.

In this camera notched films are used, being thin and
stiff sheets of transparent cellulose film, and as many as forty

can be carried in the holder at the same time. With regard to

some of the technical data of the No. 2, quarter-plate, size, the

lens is an "autograph" rapid rectilinear of focal length 5*
inches, normal aperture F- 11, and covers a 3 X4t inch film ;

the dimensions of the case are 1
1

1 x 54 x 4.^ inches, and «hen
filled with forty films the apparatus weighs four pounds.

Among many of the advantages of this camera m.iy be men-
tioned the arrangement by which the films may be tilted, thus

providing a neat and easily worked form of swing-back. After

the introduction, the author of this handbook gives a very brief

and concise summary of the outline of operations necessary for

the veriest beginner, printing them in red ink. This, however,
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s supplemented with fuller details by a series of extensive notes

on the use of the " Frena," occupying nearly eight times as

many pages as the "outlines" above mentioned. These notes

contain some sound advice, of which the novice could not do

better than take advantage, and they are written in a clear

style. The illustrations and figures are exceedingly neat

and clear, and the whole get-up of the book is all that can be

desired.

SoM E new facts concerning the natureof the molecule of calomel

are contributed to the current issue of the Berichtt by Prof.

Victor Meyer and Mr. Harris. The detenniaations of the vapour

density of mercurous chloride made by .Miischerlich, Deville

and Troost, and Rieth, in each case afforded numbers in close

agreement with those demanded by the simple formula HgCI.
Odling, however, disputed the possibility of the existence of

molecules containing only one atom of each element, involving

the assumption of univalency for mercury, and showed that when
gold-leaf is immersed in the vapour it becomes amalgamated,

indicating the presence of free mercury vapour. Erienmeyer

su'raequently showed that this experiment was open to the

objection that the amalgamation might be due to a chemical

reaction between gold and calomel vapour, and pointed out

that the presence of free mercury may be more conclusively

shown by immersing a glass tube, cooled by containing a

column of quicksilver, in the vapourised calomel, when an abun-

dant condensation of mercury globules is observed. Debray
afterwards immersed in the vapour of calomel a bent tube of

silver, gilded outside and kept cool by the passage of a current

of cold water, and found that both mercury and corrosive sub-

limate were condensed upon it, but that the greater portion of

the sublimate consisted of unchanged calomel. Debray l here-

fore concluded that dissociation into mercury and corrosive

sublimate only occurred to an insignificant extent. Prof. Meyer
and Mr. Harris now show that if a piece of gold-leaf is im-

mersed for an instant only in the vapour of calomel it is

invariably amalgamated, but if it is allowed to remain in the

vapour for a few minutes it becomes pure gold again, the

mercury being volatilised. They have further carried out a

series of vapour density determinations by Prof. Meyer's well-

known method, at the temperature of the vapours of boiling

s:ilphur (448°) and phosphorus penlasulphide (518°). The
numbers obtained are all in close proximity to that calculated

for the molecular condition HgCI, agreeing in this respect

with the older determinations above referred to, in which other

methods were employed. The calomel was introduced into the

apparatus in the form of a compressed pastille, thus obviating

the necessity for a containing bulb or tube, and enabling almost

instantaneous volatilisation to be achieved. A second series of

experiments were then made with a mixture in the proper pro-

portions of free mercury and corrosive sublimate, and the results

were almost identical with those obtained from calomel. Of
course this does not afibul any conclusive evidence, but experi-

ments are next described in which .in attempt at identification of

the substance or substances present in the vapour was made.

It was shown that when the cylindrical bulb of the density

apparatus was instructed of porous earthenware, a very large

amount of mercury vapour diffused through it, and could be

condensed upon an outer envel9ping glass cylinder. Further,

that when calomel is vapourised in a retort connected with a

Sprengel pump, and in which the pressure has been reduced by

the latter to alx>ut 30 mm., the upper portion of the apparatus

becomes covered with a layer of mercury globules, and a pro-

portionate quantity of mercuric chloride is formed. Chemical

evidence it also adduced to prove the |)rescnce of mercuric

chloride vapour in the gaseous product of heated calomel, for it

ii shown that pieces of caustic potash previously heated to the
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same temperature become instantly covered with orange-coloured

mercuric oxide, just as when plunged into vapour of corrosive

sublimate, proving the absence of any large quantities of mer-

curous chloride, which would have afforded a black deposit of

mercurous oxide. Prof Meyer and Mr. Harris therefore con-

clude that when calomel is vapourised it dissociates into

mercury and corrosive sublimate, Hg2Cl5=Hg-^ HgCU. and
the necessity for the assumption of monadic valency for mercury

is thus avoided.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Rhesus Monkey (Macacus rhesus, i ) from

India, presented by Mrs. McHugh ; three Barbary Turtle Doves
(Tur/iir risori»s) (lom North Africa, presented by the Misses

E. and P. Mackenzie ; a Common Cuckoo {Ciicu/iis caiiorus),

British, presented by Mr. W. Keen ; two Horned Lizards

(PJirj'iiosoma coriiiilum) from Texas, presented by Miss Mait-

land, an Anomalous Snake [Co>\mella anomala) from South

Africa, deposited; an Ostrich {Strul/iio cameliis, 9). from

Africa, two Red headed Merlins (Hypotriorchis chiequera) from

India, purchased ; an .Ethiopian Wart Hog {Pheuochimi'

athicpicus, 9 ), from South-East Africa, received in exchange ;

a Tnar (Capra jemlaka, (5 ). a Burrhel Wild Sheep (Ovis

biirrhel), a Great Kangaroo (Macropiis giganleus, 9 ), born in

the Gardens.

Prof. W. R. Kisher requests us to make the following cor-

rection in his contribution to our last number :—On p. 193,

line 8 from top, for "I "025" read "l'02s"."

OUR ASTRO.XOMJCAL COLUMN.
The First Oiiservation of Sun-spots.—A contribution

to the history of the rival claitns of the various alleged dis-

coverers of sun-spots appears in the R^ndiconti d-.i I.iucei, from
the pen of ProfJ E. Millesovich. It is a criticism of Dr.

Berthold's pamphlet on "Master Joann 1-abricius and the

Sun-spots," setting forth the claims of the sou of the Irisian

astrologer David Fabricius to the name of the true discoverer

of the solar phenomenon in question. The other claimants

are, of course, Galileo and the Jesuit Scheiner, known under
the name of Apclles. The claims of Fabricius are based upon
his book De Maculis in Soltobservnlis, tiarralio, &c., publislied

at Wittenberg in 161 1. He had lieeii studying at l.eyden

University, whence he brought home l.ippershey's newly-in-

vented telescope to his father at Ostccl. The latter was already

well known among .islronomers as the discoverer of the

variability of Mira Cell. The method of projecting the solar

image on a screen is set forth in detail in the work referred to,

as well as the correct conclusion that the sun rotates about an
axis. Prof. Millesovich grams that the name of Fabricius

was probably known to the Jesuits and suppressed as that of a

heretic, but he comes to the conclusion that Cialileo was
actually llis first ili^coverer, having observed the spots as c.irly

as the summer of 1610, whereas Faliriclus saw them indepen-

dently on .March 9, 1611, and Scheiner about the same time,

without, however, payim; much attention to them before the

publication of Fabricius's A'u; /<»//<'. He then observed them
assiduously, and collected a large number of valuable records.

The Procress of Astro.vo.mical Photograi iiv.— Under
this title, Mr. H. C. Russell, C.M.G., F.K.S., the tioveri.mcnt

Astronomer at Sydney, delivered an address, as President of

Section A (Astronomy, .Mathematics, and Physics), at the last

meeting of the Austral.' nn Aisociallon for ihe Advanccm;nl
of .Science. The addres has now lieen issued, and it is the

most complete sialeinenl iLil we have seen ol the advance of

astronomical photography from the lime when Prof. J. W.
Draper look daguerreotypes ol the uioon, in 1840, to June 1893.

The references (lisiiiliuied through ihe address aild to its use- •

fulness. Reference is made to ei,;lity-one sources of infonna- M*
lion in all, and of these, Natlke claims the large proportion 1'

of thirlytwo. Like many other enthusiastic workeis in the

realm of celestial photography, Mr. Russell believes that

astronomical obseivations will eventually be automatically

made by means of the sensitive plate of the photographer.
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Mr. Tkbuuti's Observatory, New South Wales.—
The report of Mr. Tebbutl's Observatory, Windsor, New South

Wale', shows that there svas no relaxation in the observations

carried on during 1S93. The work done is quite equal in im-

portance and amount to that of previous years. In addition to

constant meridian work, a number ofoccultations were observed.

Interesting phenomena were noted at the disappearance of

t' Arietis on January 26, 1893, ^"<^ ^'i"- Tebbutt thinks that the

star should be examined with a powerful telescope, as it is pro-

bably a triple one. The conjunction of Saturn and V'irginis in

April was observed • also the occultaiion of .Saturn and Titan
on May 25. Brooks' Comet (1892 VI.) was followed from
November 2S, 1892, to Tune 19, 1S93, and the Kordame-Quen-
isset Comet (1892 II.) from July 29 to August 13, 1893. A
series of measures of the binary star a Cenlauri were also

made. When it is remembered that all the astronomical, and
nearly all Ihe meteorological, observations are made by Mr.
Tebbult himself, as well as the greater portion of the astrono-
mical reductions, it is impossible not to admire his devotion to

astronomical work. The smallness of the number of southern
aslionomers makes his observations all the more important.

A New Spiral Nebula.—At arecent meeting of the Royal
Astronomical Society, Dr. Roberts exhibilpd a photograph of
a new spiral nebula in Perseus {^Monthly Notices K.A.S.. April
1894). The nebula is in R..\. 2h. 29m. 58>-. Decl. +38°3i'-4.
It is 3m. 5IS. l^readhr^, and 5''4 south of the nebula No. 1023
in the New General Catalogue. The accompanying cut, from
one of Dr. Roberts' photograph^, shows the latter nebula as a

lenticular body a little below the centre, while the new object
appears as a faint patch almost directly above it near the top of
the figure. The illusiration will serve to indicate the position
of the nebula, but the spiral character has been lost in the re-

production. Dr. Roberts thinks that the nebula is new to
science, for it is not recorded in the New General Catalogue.
With ngard to its character he says:—"The convolutions of
the spirals are very faint, but clearly visible on the negative,
and involved in them are four 14-15 mag. stars, and six orseven
alars, or slar-like condensations, less bright than the :6lh mag.
The convolutions are symmetrical, and proceed from a very
faint star Irke nucleus."

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF CHEMISTRY IN
RUSSIA.

JN Novenil'LT las', ilie Russian Chemical anil Physical Society
comrneirioiateil the iwenty-fiflh annivr-rsary of its founda-

tion, and the addresses delivered on this occasion are row
publishtd in a separate pnnii'lilet, as an nppemlin to iis jnurna'.
The activity of the Russian chemists having been chiefly centred
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round the Society, the addresses on the progress of physical
chemistry, by N. N. Beketoff ; of organic chemistry, by N. A.
Menshutkin ; on researches in the aromatic series, by Th.
Beilstein—all in connection with the Russian Chemical
Society—may be taken as so many excellent reviews of the
progress of these respective branches of chemistry in Russia.

The first two addresses are especially full of interest, as there

is not one of the great questions which have occupied the
attention of chemists during the last fiveand-twenty years

to which Russian chemists have not contributed some
work of importance. The researches in connection with the
periodical Law, by its discoverer himself, and later on by
BazarofTand Prof. Flavilzky ; the work of Prof. Gustavson, on
Ihe double substitutions of anhydrides ; the researches of
Prof. Potylitzin, into the mutual substitutions of haloids, also in

the absence of water and at a high temperature, which induced
Berthelot to make new researches in order to verify his law ;

and the discovery, by the same chemist, of the dependency
between the limit of substitution of chlorine by bromine and
their atomic weights, are passed in review. Next come P. D.
KhrushchofT's researches into the heat of solution of mixtures
of salts, which gave a further confirmation of the Berthelot,

Guldberg, and Waage's law ; the well-known exhaustive

researches of Prof. Menshutkin into the speeds of reactions ;

and those of Kajander (prior to those of Arrhenius), into the

dependency of these speeds upon the electrical conducti-

bility of the combining bodies ; the thermochemical work
of Lughinin and Werner, and other works of minor import-
ance. And, finally, the Russian chemists have contributed

many and varied researches into the dependencies of phy-
sical properties of bodies upon their chemical composition
and structure ; such, for instance, as Goldstein's, which have
led to the discoveiy of a law expressing the rise of the boiling

point of many hydrocarbons as a function of their molecular

weights ; while the important contributions of Mendeleef,
Konovaloff, Alekseeff, and also Scherbacheff, to the theory of

solutions, and Prof. Bunge's work in electrolysis, are well known
to West European scientists.

The work done in Russia during the same period in organic
chemistry is, perhaps, even still more important ; but it can
hardly he dealt with in a few lines, although, out of more than
a thousand papers contributed in this department. Prof.

Menshutkin only mentioned those "ofwhich," he said, "the
history of chemistry will retain some impression." Many works
of importance have been grouped by the reviewer around
Butlerofl's researches into the tertiary alcohols—a whole
school of explorers of the fat series having been created by the
well-known Kazan professor; while another series of re-

searches into the aromatic compounds was made under
the impulse given 10 these researches by Zinin and Beilstein.

These last are so extremely valuable that they rightly form
the subject of another well-filled address, delivered by
the present leader of this school. Prof. Beilstein. Th. R.
Wreden, in Russia, was one ol the first to recognise the im-
portance of those organic compounds which stand between the

tat and the aromatic series ; and though his work, which went
against the then current opinions in science, did not attract the

attention it fully deserved, the ulterior researches of Beilstein,

KutbatofT, and MarkovnikolT into the compounds entering into

the composition of the Baku naphtha have shown that he was on
the right track, and fully confirmed his suggestions. The
existence of these intermediate forms, which have their rings

composed of atoms of carbon only, is now a recognised fact, and
their study has already l<d to many important discoveries,

while it promises many more. A short review of the work done
in Russia, in connection with stereo- chemistry, and with the rela-

tions between the physical properties of organic compounds and
their chemical composition and structure, concludes this most in-

teresting address. "Chemistry," Prof. Menshutkin says towards
the end of it, " is rapidly approaching the time when it will be
no more a descriptive science, but a mechanics of atoms, and the

history of the Russian Chemical Society is intimately connecteil

with that part of the history of science."

THE LANDSLIP AT GOHNA, GARHIVAL
CIR E. BUCK has sent to us, through Mr. E. D. Maclagan,
'-^ Under-Secretary to the Government of India, an advance

copy of a report, with maps and plates, by Mr. T. II. Holland,
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of the Indian Geslo^ical Survey, on ihe great landslip in

ihe Kamaon HilU. The landslip has been more than once re-

ferred to in these columns, but Mr. Holland's report, from which
the following extracts have been made, is the first detailed in-

formation that has reached us on the occurrence.

Mr. Holland made a journey to Gohna last February, that

is, five months after the landslip, and when the lake, formed
by Ihe barrier fallen across the birahi Ganga valley, had risen

to within 290 feet of the top of the dam. His investigations

lead him to believe that the lake will be full and will overflow

the barrier about the middle of August. .Means for recording,

by instantaneous photographs, the effects of the water on the

dam have been arranged by the Government of the North-
western Province.

Gohna in British Garhwal (lat. 30° 22' iS" N., and long.

79° 31' 40' E.)is a small village in the valley of the Birahi

Ganga, a river running westward and joining, at a point S
miles west of Gohna, the Alaknanda, one of the principal

tributaries of the Ganges. The village is about 130 miles north
of Naini Tal, and by the road which follows the valley of the
Alaknanda, it is 160 miles from Hardwar.
The bed of the Birahi Ganga, sloping at about 2j°, is at

Gohna 4600 feet above sea-level, and is the bottom of a narrow
gorge with steep, and sometimes precipitous, sides. The gentler

slopes are grass-covered, and higher up clothed with evergreen
oak, fir, and rhododendron. In Ihe more open parts of the
valley, a small amount of cultivation is carried on by the few
inhabitants of the small groups of houses dignified by the

name o( villages. The river basin, which is twenty miles long
and nine miles wide, is bounded on the north and east by a snow-
clad ridge rising to 21,286 feet. A considerable portion of the

water of the river is therefore derived from Ihe melting snows,
and it consequently receives its greatest supply dnring the warmer
months. The area of the basin east of Gohna, and consequently
the area draining into the lake which has been formed by the
landslip, is about ninety square miles.

From the account of the villagers there seem to have been
fields along the sloping portion of the gorge near Gohna on both
sides of the river, whilst the hill ihey speak of as Maithana

—

the one which fell—rose almost vcrlically above the slope on
the north side of the river. Two years ago there was a small
slip between Mailh.ina and Gohna village. On the 6lh of last

September (1893), and towards the close of the rainy season,
two falls took place, damming back the river to form a lake.

Falling continued for three days wilh deafening noise and
clouds of dust which darkened the neighbourhood and fell for

miles around, whitening the ground and tree-branches like

snow. Further slips occurred at subsequent intervals after

heavy rain ; and at the time of Mr. Holland's visit, a day's rain
or fall of snow was always succeeded by falls. Blocks of several

Ions would bound from ledge to ledge for more than 3000
feet over the broken hill face wilh a low rumbling noise and Ihe
production of clouds of dust. The hill which fell was a spur of
over 11,109 f*c' ''igh ; but excejit on ihc edge of Ihe precipice,

where pieces could be pushed over wilh Ihc fool, Mr. Holland
found no cracks in the hill. The rocks exposed on Ihe cliff-

front are crumbled and faulted in a complicated manner and
with varying dip ; but on the west side of the slip Ihc dip is

towards the valley at a lower angle than that of the precipice,
the average inclination of which is 54°. The mass of broken
material which fell stretches for two miles along the river valley,

and rests against the cliff of similar rocks on the opposite side
a mde away. On the higher mounds, from which Ihe mud has
been wa.she<l away, large masses, sometimes weighing hundreds
of Ions, of ciumpled dulomitic limestones are seen pilched in

obliquely and shot out like a pack of cards. In the (irsl fall, at

any rale, the hill mu.sl have pilched forward and not have slipped
down in Ihe usu.il (ashion of smaller sli<les. Blocks hurled a
mile away against the opposite cliff have knocked down num-
bers of trees. The second main fall now stands as a heap of
irregularly piled blocks weighing from about thirty tons down
10 ordinary hand specimens.
The iuifacc of the dam exposed in early March was about

423 acres ; but it was gradually being submerged on Ihe eastern
side by Ihc rising lake. The lake in Ihc beginning o( March
was i\ miles long, I mile wide al Ihe widest part, anil covered
37oacrct. It was then rising ai the rale of about six inches
per day; but wilh the melting of the snows in Ihe hot
season, Ihc rise must become more rapid. When fall it will,

unless a culling is made, overflow at a point 5850 feet
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above sea-level ; and Ihe stream, rushing down an incline

of ir, will rapidly cut with increasing he.ad a channel in the
mud and loose stones, which cover that portion of the dam,
until its speed is checked by the reduction of slope and the
exposure of large blocks of dolomite which must occur below at

no great depth. Mr. Holland found it impossible from mere
inspection to estimate the thickness of the sofi mud, but he
thinks that if the rapid erosion becomes arrested before 100 feet

h.os been cut, there will be preserved above a lake 3I miles long
and I J miles wide, the destruction of which by gradual erosion of

the dam and silling up of the basin, though a niatter of lime geo-

logically considered short, will be sulTieienlly slow for what
historically may be called a permanent lake. The lake view
from the dam is the crowning charm of scenery typically Hima-
layan and wild. The steep mountain slopes, partially clad with

fir, evergreen oak, and gorgeously- flowered rhododendron,
slope steeply down on either side to the blue-green waters of

the lake, whilst to the east Tirsid and two associated peaks,

rising over 20,000 feel, wilh snow-clad slopes and glaciers, form

the background of the picture (Fig. I).

It is pointed out that at several places in the Himalayas,
lakes have in the recent past been formed by landslips, filled,

and afterwards cut through by their own streams. Mr. Old-

ham has described ihe very interesting case of Tur,ag Tal near

Gonain in .\lmora District, which was formed behind a barrier

of slipped limestone 250 feet high. The level of the alluvium

in the lake is now within 50 feet of top of the barrier, so the

age of the lake is measured by the lime required to deposit

alluvium to a thickness of 200 feet. (A'lV. Geol. Siirv. India,

vol. xvi. 1SS3, p. 164 )

Whilst the steep slopes of the mountains around the lake at

(iohna add greatly to ihe beauty of the view, they are unfor-

tunately a source of danger to Ihe lake itself on account of their

liability to follow the example of Maithana and slide down, dis-

placing proporlionalely large bodies of «aler. At one spot, a

little 10 Ihe soulheast of the dam and half-way to Durmi, where

the dolomites dip in the direction of Ihe sleep slope towards ihe

lake, the hill side may at any time slide into the lake. In 1S69,

higher up the same valley, a small lake, Gudyar Tal, having

been formed in the same way by a landslip, became suddenly

nearly filled wilh a second slip and displacement of a body of

waler, which flooded the valley of Ihe Alaknanda and washed

away part of Srinagar, 78 miles below. That this, sooner or later,

will take place, seems to be certain ; but when, it is impossible

to say. The very size of the lake, however, will be a safeguard

against high floods. Suppose, for instance, that Ihc permanent

lake had an area of 500 acres, and a slip of 12,500,000

cubic feet occurred— Ihe maximum possibility near ihe south-

east corner of the dam—the result would be that the water in

ihe Like would rise about 7 inches. There are, however, one

or two steep precipices on the north side of ihe lake, which Mr.

Holland could not examine, and which he thinks might probably

give larger slips.

Fears have frecjuenlly been expressed concerning Ihe danger

of the dam bursting under the hydrostatic pressure of the water

accumulating in the lake above. The sections and map
.accompanying Mr. Holland's report should be suHiciently con-

vincing to any engineer ; but to remove any doubt concerning

the security of the barrier, the strength of the dam is con-

veniently compared by a simple calculation with the actual

hydrostatic pressure which it will have lo resist before overflow

occurs.

The point relerred lo as 5850 feet above sei-level is ap-

proximately in the centre of the dam, and lies in its weakest

section. It is shown Ihal ihis weak seclion would weigh about

401,922 Ions. When the oveiflow is about to take place, the

horizontal hydrostatic pressure against the section will be

13,95010ns
The weight of the seclion is thus nearly twenty-nine limes

Ihe horizontal pressure of ihc waler. But even supposing this

section lo be free of fiiclion from the sides, and only offers the

resistance cslimaled by its own cocflicient on a bed of ihe

same material, it would require about four-fifths of its own
weight lo move it ; that is to say, a pressure of 321,53'' Ions.

But as Ihc maximum horizontal pressure of ihe waler will only

be 13,950 Ions, Ihc weakest .section of Ihe dam is at leail

twenlythice limes Ihe necessary strength. This estimate

would, of course, be slill higher if ihe weight of ihe ihou-

sands of lens of dolomitic blocks which rise on cither side the

weak seclion and point of oveiflow were taken into consiilcra-
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lion. Finally, the enormous pile of rubbish, weighing quite

800,000,000 tons and lying in a valley nearly one mile wide,

would, if shifted, become jammed into a gorge only 500 feet

wide.

Mr. Holland traces several causes, which were some time

conspiring to the one end of bringing about the catastrophe

that has been attended with such serious consequences at

Gohna.
Among these the principal, or more correctly, the one which

gave facilities for the action of all the others, is the dip of

the strata towards the gorge. Over Gohna village, the dip of

the dolomites in the southeast direction increases, until in

Marthana itself the beds are inclined in the face of the cliff at

an angle of about 45''-50°, and consequently large platey

surfaces are exposed by the fall. As the dip of the rocks is

greater than the angle of repose of dolomite or shale-slabs,

sliding would naturally take place when necessary facilities are

pendicular clifF is safe on the south side in which direction the

rocks dip, there is a perpetual slipping on the north side, and
no slope greater than the angle of repose of the loose blocks

would be safe.

In the landslip at Gohna not only was the support removed
by undermining at the foot of the slope, and loosening of the

beds, but the beds were impelled outwards by a series of changes

following as a natural consequence of the processes which
destroyed the originally compact nature of the strata. These
causes combined, taking advantage of the stratigraphical

facilities, precipitated the mass of material which now dams
back the Birahi Ganga. They are as follows :

—

(I) Tlwse producing a hoiening of the slrala.

(a) Dolomitisation.

\fi) Solution by atmospheric waters,

(r) Reduction of coefficient of friction by water.

Fig. T. View of Gohna Tal from the edge of the Dam, 190 feet below overdow point. Tir^ul (23,406 feet) anil two associated peaks (over 20,000 feet)

form the background

presented. .So long as the slope of the surface does not exceed
in angle the dip of the strata there is no danger of a slip ; but
when, as in this case, the foot of the slope is undermined by
the action of a river and by springs, the average slope of the
surface is increased, and there is a tendency for the beds lying

between the line of slope and the line of dip to slide off.

It is pointed out that the influence of the dip of the
strata in fashioning the surface slope is well illustrated in
the Cheddar Valley. The river has cut a gorge approxi-
mately in the direction of the strike of the carboniferous
limestone, which dn)s on both sides of the river at an angle
of ls°-24° south. The south side of the gorge is an almost
perpendicular cliff 400 feet high, whilst on the north side
the slope is only slightly greater than the dip of the beds,
which are constantly, though gradually, slipping down as the
river is deepening its valley. Thus, whilst an almost per-
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(2) Subsequent changes impelling Urata in the direction pj

least resistance.

{a) Expansion of products on oxidation and hydration.

(/<) Changes of temperature,

(c) Hydrostatic pressure.

Mr. Holland describes the action of each of these causes,

and concludes his report by pointing out that owing to the fact

that the folding of the Himalayan range has continued to times

geologically recent, if not still in action, there has resulted a

condition of strain frequently manifcbting and lelieving itself by
earthquakes, and of s'.eep slopes with rushing torrents,

frequently resulting in landslijis. When subsequently the

inequalities of level have been sufliciently reduced by denuda-

tion, the slopes will be more stable, rivers less violent, and the

scenery tamer—a condition of affairs exemplified by the more
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geologically old-fashioned peninsular portion of India. Water,

the great agent of denudation, has, by its chemical and physical

action, been the cause of the landslip at Gohna, but the effects

oftthe potential energy accumulating in the lake have to be

patienty awaited.

SCIENCE IN THE MAGAZINES.

IN the Forlnig/itly Prof. Karl Pearson heads a forcible article

on " Socialism and N.ilural Selection " with the following

quotation from Darwin :
— " What a foolish idea seems to pre-

vail ... on the connection between Socialism and Evolution

through Natural Selection." Hi"; contribution is a diatribe

against the views set foilh by Mr. Kidd in '• Social Evolution
"

and the reviewers who have hailed the work as scientific in ils
1

construction and conclusions. Dr. Louis Robinson points out

the glaring moral inconsistency of the majority of anti-vivisec-

tionists, who " while they claim to be actuated by ihe gre.it

principle that kindness to all living creatures should be a rule

from which only the direst necessity can excuse us . . . are con-

tent to ignore the cruelties which are most wanton, most severe,

and most frequently inflicled. Moreover, this strange callous-

ness to the great mass of animal suffering is not deemed incon-

sistent with a frenzied onslaught on the practice of experiment-

ing upon animals in the interest of medical science, although

such experiments are deemed absolutely needful by nearly all

those who know anything at all .ibout the subject, and although

the pain so caused is but as a drop in the ocean when compared
with that intlicted in sport, or for monetary profit

Now what would all the good humanitarians say, if some man of

science, pursuing knowledge rather than pleasure, were delibe-

rately to smash the leg of an animal, and laceraie its flesh with

some blunt inslrumtnf, and merely to save himself a little

trouble, were to let it crawl about the laboratory, with a com-
pound fracture and wounds unattended lo, while he busied

himself with something else? What, if he were to com-
mence an operation on a pigeon by wrenching off a wing and
gouging out an eye, and then were to stroll off to lunch, and a

game of billiards, intending to come back and finish the business

when he had leisure? What if he were lo tear open the abdo-

minal cavity of a rabbit, and, rather than .spend a quarter of an

hour in completing the operation he had bfgun, were callously

to let it die in all ihe unspeakableagonies of peritonitis? What,
again, would they siy if, when the vicar dropped in lo after-

noon tea and asked about the result of the experiments, our in-

vestigator were lo smile and rub his guilty hands as he replied

ihat he had had a most enjoyable morning ? And, lastly, what
would they say about the vicar if on hearing this shameless

avowal he joined in the abominable rejoicings of his host, and
accepted a gift of the mangled carcases of the victims ?

"

The Coiiltiiiporary con\.A\n% a reply by Prof. Bonney to Dr.

Wallace's arguments in favour of the excavation of lake basins

by glaciers {Foilniglilly, Nov. ard Dec. 1893). Piof. Bonney
winds up by saving: "Notwithstanding Dr. Wallace's in-

genious .idvocacyof the erosive power of glaciers and ice-sheets,

I maintain lhat these can excavate only under the most favour-

able conditions, and then but to a limilid extent, and lhat they

are proved by a close study of the Alpine peaks and valleys to

have been incapable of hollowing out the great lakes of that

chain."

Dr. Carl Lumholtz has been for the past three years making
explorations in the almost unknown regions of Ihe Sierra Madre
in Mexico. The first of a scries of papers on his discoveries

appears in Soilner'i Mai^a-.ine under the title, " .Among ihe

larahumaris." The paper is profusily illustrated from photo-

graphs taken by the author. The following exiiacts arc of

interest :

—

" Cave-dwellers are found among the rollowinglribcs, count-

ing from the north : The south; rn I'imav, Ihe Taraliumaris, ond
ihc allied tribe of Muarogios, and the Trpehuancs, All these

Irilx'i inhabit ihc .State of Chihuahua and arc mure or less

mounlainccrs living almost entirely in the great Sierra Madre
range. Of these people the Tnrahurnaiis are most attached

lo cavei, the Tepehuanes ihe least. All are linguistically

related. In some of their customs and manners they also greatly

resemble each other, while in others, as well as in character,

ihey arc strikingly different. Very little that may be called

accurate was known of these tribes. The Tarahumaris, ihc

most primitive of them and the least affected by Mexican civili-

sation, are the most interesting."

.\s to the relation of these people lo the cliff-dwellers of the

south-west. Dr. Lumholtz remarks ;
" .\re the cave-dwellers

related to the ancient cliff-dwellers of the south- western part of

the United States and northern .Mexico ? Decidedly not. Their
very aversion to living more than one family in a cave, and
iheir lack of sociability, marks a strong contrast with the ancient

cblT-dwcllers who were by nature gregarious. The fact that

people live in caves is in itself extremely interesling, but this

alone does not prove any connection between them and the

ancient cliffdwelleis. .\Uhough the Tarahumari is very initlH-

gent, he is backward in the arts ami industries. His pottery Is

exceedingly crude, as compared with the work found in the old

clifT-dwel lings, and its decoration is infantile .is contrasted with

the cliff-dwellers' work. The clifT-dwellers brought the art of

decoration to a comparatively high state, as shown in the relics

found in their dwellings. Bui Ihe cave-dweller of to-day shows
no suggestion of such skill. Moreover, he is utterly devoid of

the aichitectural gift, which resulted in the remarkable rock

struclures of the early cliff-dwellers. These people, so far a-.

concerns their cave-dwelling habits, cannot be ranked above

troglodytes."

Prof. N. S. Shaler, of Harvard, continues his popular studies

of domestic animals with a paper on " Beasts of Burden,'' show-
ing the great part they have played in the civilisation of man.
The article is richly illustrated.

A chatty article on British vipers is contributed lo Ctuimbtrs'

s

by Dr. A. Stradling. This journal also contains "Wintering
on Ben Nevis," by Mr. R. C. Mossman, being a description of

meteorological phenomena observed during a winter's exile in

the Ben Nevis Observatory. We also note a description of some
of the methods adopted by the modern pharmaceutist to make
the medicines he dispenses less objectionable than formerly

;

an article on diamonds, and others on recent developments of

photography, "The Sleep of Plants," and "Nest-building
Insects."

Sir Henry Koscoe writes on "The New Education" in the

Humanilarian, and states in his article what is being done in

the way of technical instruction. The ^ame journal is the arena

of a more or less healed discussion on vlvi>cclion. Lady Burton

cxpaliates upon "The Position of Animals in the .Scale of

Nature," and Dr. K. Berdoe replies to Prof. Victor Horsley's

criticisms which appeared in the June number. Lady Burton

suggests that criminals sentenced 10 death should be given the

option of being experimented upon or of dying a felon's death.

The same idea has bem put forward by another writer. In Ihe

SiiiiJiiy Afiigaziiiev;Q find a concluding article on "The Stuff

we are made of,' by Dr. J. NL llobson.

.Sir Robert Ball must have a rather poor opinion of the readers

of Casseli's Family Mn^azhif, or he would not offer them such

"an old, old story " as lhat he tells in " .\ Talk about the

Pleiades. " A few remarks on the visibilily of stars in the cluster

are followed by some trile conclusions upon the gregarious

character of Ihe proper motions, a vague statement as to the

spectra of the components, ami a description of the ])hotography

of ihe group. .Ml this is illustrated by two cuts from one of the

author's books and a reproduction of the plate based upon ihe

^

photograph taken bylhe lirothers llenrysomeycarsago. Nothing
but the author's reputation would have secured the insertion nl

such a commonplace contribution. An article of a belter stamp

is his sketch of the life of Sir William 1 lerschcl in Good IVoi.: .

1
being Ihe third of a series on "Thedreat .Astronomers. " Tin-

scries is evidently intended to be published In book form whin
completed. Misconception will certainly result, howcvci.

from the description of the discovery of Uranus. Krom Sn

Robert Ball's account, readers aie led to believe that Herschcl

knew that the object that came wilhin his ken in March 17S2

was a planet, as soon as he had found that it was a disc capable

of magnilicalion. But it is well known lhat Herschel thought

the object was a comet ; in fact, he announced his discovery :is

comelary, and it was not until some monlhs later thai n^

planetary nature was established by considerations of Ihe orlm

It pursued. We would, therefore, suggest to the learned Low n-

dean professor that he would do well to modify ihe following

stalcmcnl— "Great then was the astonishment of the scicnlilic

world when Ihe Bath organist announced his discovery lhat llie

five planets which had been known from all antiquity musi

now admit the company of a sixth."

The Crw/K^)- contains the third part of "Across Asia on a
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Bicycle" by Messrs. T. G. Allen and W. L. Sachilehen, an

article on " Coasting by Surrento and Amalfi," and one on

"The Highroad from Salerno to Sorrento," all of them being

well illustrated.

In addition to tlie magazines named in the foregoing, we have

received Zo«u'W(7«j', containing "Polar Hear Snooting on the

East Coast of Greenland," by Dr. Xan-en, and " Cham'jis

Hunting above the Snow Line,' by Mr. Hugh E. -M. Stutftcld.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambkidi'.e.—The following are the speeches delivered by

the Public Orator, Dr. Sandys, Fellow and Tuior of St

John's, on June 27, in presenting Sii John liennet Lavies,

Bart., F.R.S., Sir Joseph Henry Gilbert, F.k.S., and Prof.

Mendeleef, for the honorary degree of Doctor in .Science :

—

(1) Salutamus tandem par nobile collegarum qui de agrorum
cultura, de pecudum alimentis variis, experimentis exquisiiis

una elaborandis annos quinquaginia, magnum profecto aetaiis

humanae spatium, dedicarunt. Tot annorum auieui labores non
modo chartae fideles in perpetuum custodieni, ted eiiani saxum
ingens nomine utroque insculplum inter posteros testabiiur.

.\b ipso autem " monumentum aere perennius " erit exacluni,

experimentis tam utilibus, tarn Iructuosis, munificentia ipsius

etiam in posterum continuaiis. Auguramur, nee nos fallit

auguiium, in agri culturae annalibus talium virorum nomina fore

immortalia.

Duco ad vos Baronettum insignetu, Regiae societatis socium,

virum doctoris titulo bis aliunde merilo ornatum, lo.^NNtM
He.nnet Lawes.

(2) Quos tot annorum labores una coniunxerunt, eos in

laudibus nostris hodie divellere vix possumus. Constat lamen
labores illos viri huiusce scientiae admirabili et indusiriae inde-

fessae plurimum debere. Constat eosdem eiusdem scriptis,

eiusdem orationibus, non modo in patria nostra sed ciiain

pcregre niaximo cum fructu esse patefacios. Cum collega siio

siimma concordia coniunctus, Plinii verba iure opiimo posset

usurpare :
" nobis cral nullum certamen, nulla contcntio, cum

uterque pari iugo non pro se, sed pro cau>a niteretur."

" Felices ter et ampliu^
quos irrupla lenct cupula."

Uuco ad vos Regiae societatis socium, virum ab ipsa Regina
cquitem propter uierita nominatum, losEi'HL'M Henkicu.m
GlI.HF.KT.

(3) In scientia chemici investiganda diu inter peiilos quaere-
baiur, quaenain ratio iiiteresset inter atomorum poiidera e

fjuiljus rerum elenieuta consiarent el vires eas, sive chemicas
»ive physicas, quae elcmentis ipsis velut propriae inhaererent.

<Jua in ratione penitus perscrutanda atque ad certain quandam
legem redigenda nemo plura perfecisse existiinalur quam vir

illuslris tjui .Siberia in remota natus, et undecim abhinc annos a
societate Rcfjia Londincnsi numismate aureo donatus, hodie
nostra corona qualicumque decoralur. Magnum piolccto est

inter tot elementa ratioiiem certis intervallis velut tircuitu

quodam recurientem observasse, eque rerum nolarum oliservn-

tione etiam ignoia providisse. Viri huiusce ingeiiio etiam
elementa prius inamiita mentis divinatione singulari praedicta
sunt poisteaque in ipsa lemm natura reperla. (Juae elementa,
trium geniiuin inslgiiuiiii nominibus Gallium, Scandium,
Germanium nuncupata, iiomen ipsius illustrius leddiderunt et

Kussorum famani, quamuin ad ipsum attinci, kliciier auxerunt.
Ergo virum de scicntia chemica tam dm lanuiue praeclare
meritum, tolque liluli^ aliunde urnatum, hodie etiam iiustroium

*'turb.l (Juirilium
certat tergetninis tollcic lionoribus."

Newtoni eerie in Acadcmia honos ei praeserlim debetur, qui
etiam in scientia chemici Newioni in vestigiis tam fidtliier

insistil, ut alumni nosti i "'qui genus humanum ingenio super-
avit " imaginein intuen>, Lucrcii verba paululum muiata possit

usurpare :

—

** te seqnor, o Grantae magnum deciic, in>|ue tuis nunc
ticta pedum pono prc^sis v^r^ti^iu .-i^iHs."

Duco ad vosscieniiae chemicae professorem Petrobiirgcnsem,
Demetriu.m IVANLlVnClI Mendei.eef.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
American Journal cf Science, June.—Notes from the Ber-

mudas, by Alexander Agassiz. The story of their present con-

dition is practically that of the Bahamas, with the exception

that at the liermudas «e have an epitome, as it were, of the

physical changes undergone by the Bahamas. The develop-

ment of ihe true reef builders, c f ihe massive coral?, is insignifi-

cant. Subsidence has brought about ihe existing outlines of

the islands, but there is no evidence to show tHat the original

annular coial reef was formed during subsidence. That reef

has disappeared, and nothing is left of it except the remnants
of the seolian ledges extending to sixteen or seventeen fathoms

outside the leef ledge flats, ledges which owe their existence 10

the material derived from it : ihe former aolian hills of the

proto-bermudian land.—Discovery of Devonian rocks in

California, by J. S. Diller and Charles Schuchert. During the

field seasons of 1884 and 1893, the U.S. Geological Survey
acquired six lots of Devonian lossils, comprising about thirty

species, mostly corals. They demonstrate the undoubted
presence of middle Devonian deposits in California, where rocks

of this age have long been looked for by geologists, more par-

ticularly since the recent discovery of Silurian fossils.—New
method of determining the relative afhnilies of certain acids, liy

M. Carey Lea. This method is based on the principle that the

affinity of any acid is proportional to the amount of base which

it can retain in the presence of a strong acid selected as a standard

of comparison for all acids. When to free sulphuric acid a salt

is added in sufficient quantity to cause the whole of ihesulphuiic

acid to saturate itself with the salt base, it is possible by means
of the herapathite lest to determine the exact point of such

saturation. From this we can deduce the exact nature of the

resulting equilibrium. A series of equilibria thus obtained wilh

difterent salts enables us to determine the comparative strength

of ihe affinities of the acids of these salts. The fact that even

small quantities of weak acids added to sulphates will set free a

certain quantity of sulphuric acid, can be rendered visible to

the eye by a well-marked chemical reaction.— .X recent analysis

of I'ele's Hair and a stalagmite Irom the lava caves of Kilauea,

by A. H. Phillips. The stalagmite is of ihe kind characteristic

of the lava caverns of Kilauea, differing very slightly from P< Ic's

Hair in constitution, but widely Irom ordinary stalagmites formed
by undoubted solution. ') hey are suggestive of fused drops,

which falling one on the other are at the time sufficiently plastic

10 be quite firmly welded together and congealed in a slightly

drooping position.

Bulletin i^f the Ncu' York Matluiitalical Society, vol. iii. No.
S, May 1894. (New York : Macmillan.)— •' Utiliiyof quatern-

ions in physics " is an analysis by Prof. A. S. Hathaway of A.

McAulay's es^ay, which is well known to our readers (see

Nature, December 28, 1S93, amongst other references). Ihe
reviewer considers it to be "of undoubted scentific value, and
the «ork of a man of genuine power and originality," and that

it will go far towards accomplishing the author's purpose of

arousing serious interest in quaternion analysis.— Prof. Enesi 16m,

in a note upon the history of the rules of convergence in the

eighteenth century, calls attention to two other mathematician,-,

in addition to those named in a notice by Prof. Cijori, in vol.

ii. pp. I -10, viz. Maclautin and Stirling : (or the former he

claims "a signal place in the history of these rules."— Prof. F.

Franklin concisely abstracts Dr. Franz Me) er's " Bericht liber

den gegen«ariigen Stand der Invarienieniheorie," a work
which gives a remarkably full abstract of researches in ihe

domain of algebraic lorms and Invariants.—Cajon's " History

of Malhematics" (pp. 190-197) is a work which Prof. D.
E. Smith submits to a searching examination, the commence-
ment of which is a seveie condemnation of great pan of the

book, founded on a side by side compaiision of C?jori's state-

ments with ihose of previous wriiers on the subject, which he

is alleged to have copied without giving due cieilit 10 ihe

authors cited. He stales the book to be weak in bibliogiaphy,

and carelessly written. Its merits are that ii tells the general

story of the growth of mathematics in a popular way, is well

printed and " allogelher an attractive piece of book-making."
Not having seen the work we cannot say if this witness is true,

but he certainly adduces evidence which it wiU be haul 10

rebut.— " Gravitation and absolute units of force " is an abstract

of a paper lead before ihe New York .Malhemaiical Society by

I'rof. W. Woolsey Johnson. Prof. Greenhill's vicw^ are
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noticed. The " notes " say that ina'discussion on the paper, Mr.

C. S. Peirce proposed that the term " Galileo " be applied to

the unit of acceleration in the C.G.S. system. We also find

in them an account of the proceedings at the centenary cele-

bration of the birth of Lobachevyky hy the Physico- Mathe-
matical Society of the University of Ka/in. Further we learn

that Lambert's essay (./. our notice of the Biilhlin for Decem-
ber 1893) '* '° ^* incorporated in a volume entitled "Die
Theoric du Parallellinien " (Teiibner, of Leipzig), to be edited by
Drs. P. Stoeckel and F. Kngel. The prime factor will he the
" 5rst book of the marvellous work by Saccheri, ' Euclid
vindicated from every fled:,'" in which (in 1733) the two
hypothese; which, besides Euclid's, are possible are developed,
and all the results obtained which have been ascribed to

Legendre. There is a list of new publications in higher and
applied mathematics.

I

WiedtmanH s Annalen tier Physik tind Chemie, No. 7.—
[

Further electro-optical experiments, by J. Elster and H. Geitel.
[

The capacity of thin layers of sodium, potassium, and rubi-

dium applied to the walls of vacuum tubes of promoting the

passage of a current when illuminated differs for different

colours. For long waves, rubidium is the most, and potas-
,

slum the least sensitive. If the layers are illuminated by
polarised light the current intensity is greatest when the plane
of polarisation is perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

Electric oscillations of small period can be transferred to rare-

fied gas by illumination in presence of an alkali metal.— .\ new
phenomenon attending the passage of electricity through badly
conducting liquids, by O. Lehmann. This is a description of

the formation of halos round the electrodes in a solution of pig-

ments in water thickened with gelatine, sugar, or glycerine.

Considerable disturbance is produced where the different

coloured halos meet, while the rest of the solution remains
undisturbed.— Experiments with Tesla currents, by K. Himsiedt.
The author gives an account of methods by which Tesla's
experiments can be repeated with ordinary laboratory apparatus.
High potential and rapid oscillations were produced by a

Lecher wire combination used for producing Hertz oscillations.

—On the demonstration of Hertz's experiments, by P. Drude.
The author avoids the necessity of a high tension accumulator,
as used by Zehnder, by allowing the sparks of the resonator to

discharge an electroscope charged by a dry pile. The )ioint

behind the concave mirror is put to earth ; also one pole of the
dry pile, the other pole being connected with the electroscope
and the sphere behind the mirror. When sparks pass, the
leaves of the electroscope collapse partly or totally. "This may
be shown to a large audience by projecting an image of the
electroscope on to a screen.—The change of phase of light by
reflexion at thin films, by W. Wernicke. Under the name of
"optical phase analysis " the author describes a method of detect-
ing exceedingly minute impurities on the surface of polished
glass or glass covered with a thin layer of gelatine. The
influence of the pl.iy of cohesive force upon free molecules as
regards their optical properties is investigated for pigments and
the me;als, with especial reference to silver.

SOCfET/ES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, Februarys.— "Thermoelectric Properties
of Salt Solutions." liy George Frederick Emery, late Scholar
of Trinity College, Cambridge.

In a circuit formed by a metallic wire and a solution an electro-
motive force is developed pro(iortionalcly to the dlfl'^erencc of
temperature between the junctions. The solution to be examined
is put in a U-tube wiih an electrode and thermometer In each
limb, round one of which is a hot water-jacket. 4 Is = E. M.F.
perl C, unit 8 being IC* volt. Experiments were made with
acetate chloride and sulphate of zinc, and sulphate nitrate and
acetate of copper. 8 varied considerably with concentration.
The value for pure water appears to be about 8 6, Iml cannot
be mcmired directly

; for some salts 8 increases with concen-
tration 1

,r ,,rlirrs It diminishes. In all cases examined the
carp

' from hot to cold through the solutions. With
'inc 'nated zincelectrodcs ucreused; with thccopper
sails the clgtir'jde used was a fine wire projecting from the
end of a diawn-out glasi tube. Values of 3 for mixed sails

W«cr
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pally to the amounts of heat evolved by explosion in a closed being aggregated about the dividing nuclei in spherical iiia>ses.

vessel, and the quantity ani composition of the gases produced. Resulting apparently from this division, flagellated swarm cells.

The following lal)le contains the results of some of the experi- having a diameter of 3-4/1, are produced, which escape, leaving

meats :

—

an empty shell.

Table Indicating the Quantity of Heat, also the Volume and Analysis oj 'he Gas developed per gr.iin with Nitro-gljueriii,

Nittocellulose, and with several different Combinations of these two Explosives made at Ardeer Factory.

Compoiition of explosive.
Calories

per
gram.

Total volume
Permanent Aqueous ofeas

gas, vapuur. calculated at
o and 76 > mm.

Per cent, composition of permanent Coefli-
gases. cientof

_ poten-
I tial

O^ CO CH, ' O H N energy.

I

A. Nitroglycerin 1652
1 B. Nitro - cellulose (nitrogen = ij 3°

I

per cent.) 106

1

I

j
( 50 per cent, nitro-cellulose (N = 1

C. ' 12-24 per cent.) / 1349

( 50 per cent, nitro-glycerin 1

\ 50 per cent, nitro-cellulose (N = I

D. 133 per cent.) > 14IO

( 50 per cent, nitro-glycerin ) 1

( 80 per cent, nitro-cellulose (N = 1

K. 12-24 per cent.) \
' 1062

[ 20 per cent, nitro-glycerin )

1 80 per cent, nitro-cellulose (N = 1

F. 13 30 per cent. 1 / 1 159
' 20 per cent, nitro-glycerin )

I 35 P^f cent, nitrocellulose (N = i

(, I 13-30 per cent.) I

j^So
I

5 per cent, vaseline
j

1,60 ,, ,, nitro-glycerin j
\

— — 4-0

C.C-

per gram.

464
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through which the Niagara canon has been cut. The drainage
of ihe tableland in ancient times was across the direction of
the Niagara liver, and was strongly marked by bold limestone
ridges, which have only been penetrated by the Falls in modern
times. Even the Erie basin emptied by a route several miles
we«t of the Niagara.

The basement of ihe present river channel is described, and
Ihe discharge estimated. Attention also is called to the fact

that during a considerable portion of the life of ihe river, only
the waiers of the Erie basin, or 3/1 1 of the whole drainage of
the great lakes, passed over the Falls.

From four surveys, extending over a period of forty-eight
years, the mean modern rate of recession of the Falls is found
to be 4175 ft. a year. Its rate is varable with secular episodes
of rapid medial recession, followed by its cessation along the
axis, but with increased lateral retreat. This cycle appears to
lake about fifty years. This rate is, however, excessive, on
account of the geological conditions favouring the rapid modern
recession, but the rate taken for the mean recession under the
conditions of the modern descent of the river with the present
discharge is 375 ft. a year.

At one time a great proportion of the lake region was
covered by a single sheet, or the Warren water. Upon its

dismemberment— in part, at least, by the rise of the land—one
large lake was formed occupying ihe basins of Huron, Michi-
gan, and Superior ; and another a portion of the Erie extend-
im; into the Ontario basin. The waters in these two basins
were subsequently lowered, so that they fell to their rocky
eastern rims ; the three upper lakes discharged by way of Lake
Nipi>sinc and the Otiawa river, and the Niagara had its

birth, draining only the Erie basin. Then the Is'iagara river
descended 2CX3 ft. In course of time the waters subsided
220 ft. more, but eventually they were raised again 80 ft. at Ihe
mouth of the Niagara, thus reducing the descent of the river
from the head of the rapids above the falls to the foot of the
last rapids in its course to the lake to 320 ft. During the
lowest stage, Ontario lake receded twelve miles from the end
of Niagara gorge, where the falls had been located at their
nativity.

After a discussion of the laws of erosion, the author sketches
as follows the history of the Niagara Gorge and Falls :

—

First episode; Water falling 200 ft., in volume, 3/11 of
modern discharge; gorge, 11,000 ft. long; duration, 17,200
years. Second episode : river descending 420 ft., in three
cascades ; first stage, only the discharge of the Erie waters

;

length of chasm, 3000 ft. ; duration, 6000 years ; second stage,
drainage of all the upper lake ; length of chasm, 7000 fi.

;

duration, 4000 years. Third episode : same volume and descent
as in la»t, but the three falls united into one fall ; length of
chasm, 4000 ft. ; duration, Sooyears. Fourth episode : volume
of water as at present, the level of lower lake as to-day ; first

stage, a local rapid making the descent of 365 ft. ; work par-
ticularly hard ; lenglh of gorge, 5500 ft. ; duration, about 1500
years; the second stage as at present; work easy; Icngih of
canon, 6000 fl. ; descent of water, 320 ft. ; rale of recession
here taken as the full measured amount of 4175 ft. a year

;

duration, 1500 years. Thus the age of the Falls is computed
to be 31,000 years, with another loco years as ihe age of (he
river before the nativity of the Falls. The turning of Ihe Huron
waters into Ihe Niagara was about 8coo years ago. .\ difficult

qucjlion was the amount of work done in each episode. This
was in part determined by the position of the remaining terraces
corresponding 10 different stages of the river, and by the chang-
ing effects of erosion.

The'C terraces in the lake region have been deformed by un-
e'|ual terrestrial elevation, to which the changing conditions of
the river arc largrly due. The deformation affecting the Niagara
district, since the commencement of the river epoch, amounts
to 2'5 fl. per mile ; east of Lake Huron, 4 ft. per mile ; and at
the outlet of Lake Ontario, 5 ft. per mile; all in a north-
eastward direction. Taking the amount of movement in each
district ai representing also the proportional measure of time,
ihcn calculations can be made upon several of the beaches, anil

in terms of the age of Niagara their antiquity can be inferred.
Jn the application of these results it appears that the rate of
terrestrial uplift in ihe Niagara district is about I 25 fl. a
century

; 2 fl. east of Lake Huron, and 2'5 ft. at the outlet of
Lake Ontario.

The c beaches lead 10 the conclusion that the beginning of
llie lake age was about 64,000, or possibly 80,000 years ago ;
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assuming that iis waters were not held up by ice-dams. If that
were so, the date would be much less remote. If the present
rate of uplift continues, the Falls will be brought to an end,
before ihey have reached Lake Erie, by the diversion of the
waiers of the upper lakes, by way of Chicago, to the Mississippi,
which change might be expected 7000 -Sooci years hence.

June 14.— " Flame Spectra at High Temperatures. Part IL
The Spectrum of Metallic Manganese, of Alloys of Man-
ganese, and of Compounds containing that Element." By W
N. Hartley, F.R.S.
The spectrum of manganese has been ihe subject of much

investigation ; the spark spectrum was examined by Huggins,
Thalen, and^ Lecoq de Boisbaudran ; the arc spectrum was
studied by .\ngstr6m, Thalen, Cornu, Lockyer, also Liveing
and Dewar ; the flame spectra obtained from compounds of
manganese were investigated by Simmler, Von l.ichlenfels,

Lecoq de Boisbaudran, and Lockyer, while Marshall Watts has
given us accurate measurements of the wave-lengtlis of lines
and bands observed in the spark andoxyhydrogen flame-spectra
of Spiegel -eisen, manganese dioxide, and other compounds of
this metal.

Photographs of the spectra of metallic manganese and of
manganic oxide were taken and compared. They were also
compared with the spectra of ihe alloys of manganese. The
periods of exposure varied from a mere tl.^sh in the case
of spiegeleisen when being poured into a Bessemer converter,
to 30 minutes and even as much as 80 minutes with manganic
oxide.

The leading features of the spectra of manganese and
manganese oxide are the same, but they difTer in detail, as may
be observed by comparing the wave- lengths of the lines and
bands in their respective spectra.

.\ striking group of lines, the most persistent in the whole of
these spectra, is situated in the violet. The following measure-
ments were made :

—

4036'5 40349 Angstrom, also Cornu.

'»°32-°
[toiX)

Angstrom.

40295 40294 Angsttiim.

June 21.—" A Contribution to the Study of (i.) some of the
Decussating Tracts of the Mid- and Interbrain, and (ii.) of the
Pyramidal .System in the Mesencephalon and Bulb." By Prof.

Rubett Boycc.

Chemical Society, June 7.— Dr. Armstrong, President, in

the chair.—The following papers were read:—The crystallo-

graphy of the normal sulphates of potassium, rubidium, and
ca-sium, by A. K. Tutton. The author shows that the whole
of the crystalkigraphical properiies of the strictly isomnrphous
rhombic ncrmal sulphates of potassium, rubidium, and caesium are
(unctions of the atomic weight of the metal which they contain.
— C)bservati()ns on ihe nature of phosphorescence, by H.
Jackson. The phenomena of fluorescence, of phosphorescence in

air on exposure to light, and of phosphorescence of substances
in a vacuum under the influence of the electric discharge,

seem to be of the same (>rder, and consist in a response on the

pari of Ihe substances to ihe operation of r.idianl energy propa.
gated after the manner of light in undulations of short length.

—Note on the viscosity of solids, by J. Dewar. The author h.is

investigated the viscosity of solid substances by forcing Ihem
through a narrow orifice by means of a hydiaulic press ; many
substances, such as crystalline sodium sulphate, aminnniuni
chloride, graphite, urea, sv:c., easily flow uhiIlt a pressure of

30-40 Ions pressure on the square inch .\ number of sub-

stances, such as starch, sodium chloride, &c., could not be made
to flow into wire under a pressure of 60 tons on the S(|uarf

inch.— Boiling points of homologous compounds ; part ii., byj.
Walker. The formula T = a Si' which the author has pre-

viously used to represent the boiling points of members of homo-
logous series is now applied 10 a number of other such scries.

—The action of methyl irulide on hydroxylaminc, by W. R.

Dunslan and E. Gouliling. Attempts to pnpaie /8-melh)l-

hydroxylamine hydriodidc by the action of melhyl io<Iide on
hydrox)lamine, as described by L. dc Bruyn, were unsuccess-

ful ; the main product of the reaction is a Irimeihylhydroxyl-

aminc salt.—The reduction products of nitro-compounds, by

W. K. Dunstan and T. S. I))mond. The action of various

weak reducing agents on aliphatic nilro-compounds is being

\
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examined.—Notes on meta-azo-com pound", by R. Meldola and

E. S. Ilanes. The authors have prepared metanilrohenzene-

azo-zSnaphlho! and several allied compounds.—Conversion of

ortho- into para-, and of para- into ortho-quinone deriv.itives.

III. The hydroximes of the lapachol ^roup, by S. C. Hooker
and E. Wilson. The action of mineral acids on the hydrox-

imes of lapachol and hydroxyhydrolapachol yields the same
hydroxime as is obtained by the interaction of hydroxylamine
hydrochloride and rflapachone ; the authors are able to deduce
from these facts the structural formulas of the substances men-
tioned.—The behaviour of alloys in a voltaic circuit, by A. P.

Laurie. If an alloy of several metals is merely a mixture in

which no actual chemical combination exists between the con-

stituents, then the E.M. F. generated by the alloy should change
gradually as the composition of the alloy changes ; the

existence of chemical combination should be indicated by dis-

continuities in the curve connecting li. M.F. and compo-.ition.

The author has already shown that compounds exist in the

series of Cu : Sn, Cu : Zn and Au : Sn alloys, and is applying

the method indicated above to other cases.

Zoological Society, June 19.— Dr. .\ Gunther, F. R. S.,

Vice-President, in the chair.—Mr. Sclater exhibited the skin of

a monkey of the genus Cercopitheciii^ and pointed out that it

unquestionably belonged to the local form which he had spoken
of in his recent paper on the Cercopitheci as Cercopilhecus <liana

ignilus. Mr. Sclater also exhibited the typical specimen of

Cercopilhcius grayi, Fraser, formerly in the Knowslev collection,

and stated that it was the same as C. erxiebe/ii, Pucheran.

—

Mr. H. Scherren exhibited a bottle in which an amphipodus
crustacean (Amphilhoe littorina] had built a nest and a series

of runs of sand and pieces of weed.— Prof Ray Lankester,

F.R.S., read a paper on the external characters which dis-

tinguish the two Dipnoid fishes I.cpidosiren and J'roloprerin,

and pointed out that there could be no doubt that these two
forms should be referred to distinct genera.— Dr. Fowler ex-

hibited a specimen of antlers of the fallow deer, belonging to

Mr. J. A. k. Wallace, of Loch Ryan, which showed the elfect

of the removal of one testis on the development of antlers ; and
made remarks on the effect of different degrees of casiration

upon antlers, as shown by specimens in the museum of the

College of .Surgeons. The continuity of variation displayed in

the total length, and lengths of brow- and tray-tines, in atjnor-

mal antlers in the Natural History Museum was also commented
upon.— Mr. P. Chalmers Mitcliell gave an account of his

observations on the perforated flexor muscles in certain birds

recently dissected in the laboratory in the Society's Gardens.

—

A communication was read from Messrs. R. R. Mole and F. \V.

Urich containing biological notes upon some of the snakes of

Trinidad, li.W.L To these notes was added a preliminary list

of the species of Ophidians recorded from that island.—A com-
munication was rea(.l from .M. E. Simon containing the second
portion of a memoir on the spiders of the Island of St. Vincent,

based on specimens obtained through the agency of the Com-
mittee for the exploration of the Natural History of the West
Indies.—A communication was read fr im Mr. W. E. Collinge,

containing the description of a new species of slug of the genus
Janclla from New Zealaml, and giving a detailed account of its

anatomy.—A communication was lead from Mr. R. J. Lech-
mere Guppy, containing an account of some Foraminilera from
the Microzoic deposits of Trinidad.-— .Mr. Arthur 1:'.. Shipley
read notes on some nematode parasites obtained from animals
formerly living in the Society's Garden:.—Messrs. F. E
Beddard, F. R.S., and P. Chalmers Mitchell gave an account
of the anatomy of J\ilamed<:a coniuta as compared with that of

its allies.— .\ communication was re.id from Dr. A. G. Butler,

giving an account of a collection of Lepidopterous insects made
by Dc.

J. W. Gregory during his recent expedition to Mount
Kenia. Tne specimens were referred to 215 Sjjecies, of which
ten were stated to be new to science.

Mineralogical Society, June ly.— Prof. N. S. Maskelyne,
F.R.S., President, in the chair. The following papers were
lead :—A chemical study of some native atsemates anil phos-
phaes, t)y Prof. A. II. Church, F.R.S. This paper dealt with the
composition of clinocla^e, linoconite, Ijeizeliite, lyroliie, and other
minerals, especially as regards the water which they coniain,
and the amount which is lost on drying or on heating to various
temperatures. The author finds calcium and carbon dioxide to

be an essential constituent of tyrolite, but in berzeliite to be due
in all probability to intermixed cilcite.— The occurrence of
mispickcl in the stewartry of Kiikcu Ibright, by P. Dudgeon.

—
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A goniometer for demonstrating ihe relation between the faces

of a crystal and pr)ints representing them upon a sphere was
exhibited by Miss M. Walter. In this instrument the crystal

can be turned about two rectangular axe-', and each face is

adjusted in the usual way by telescope and collimator ; a brass

sphere turns rigidly with the crystal, and by an ingenious con-
trivance a small mark is stamped upon the sphere correspond-
ing to each face. The angles between the faces are then
ascertained by applying a graduated great circle to the sphere.

—At the invitation of the President, Dr. J. E. Talmage, of

.Salt Lake City, gave an account of the occurrence of gigantic

crystals of selenite in W.iyne County, Utah, and also described
a phosphate of aluminium, so-called turquoise, recently found
in Utah.

Linnean Society, June 21.—Mr. C. B. Clarke, F.R.S.

,

President, in the chair. Mr. G. Brebner exhibited and made
remarks upon specimens of Scat'hosp.'ra speciosa, Kjellm.
describing with the aid of lantern-slides the structure and mode
of fructification in this and other allied algce.—Mr. J. R.

Jackson exhibited ihe cone of a stone pine, Pintis Pinea,
Linn., picked up by the Comte de Paris in the Coto
del Rey, Seville, which had sprouted and continued to

grow for a month af'erwards. This peculiarity, which had been
often noticed in the larch, was said to be of rare occurrence in

the pine.— Mr. Thomas Christy exhibited and made remarks
on a small-berried coHfee-pIant from Inhambane, East .\frica,

somewhat similar to a variety from Sierra Leone and other
parts of the West Coa.st. It was said to be valued for its fine

aromatic bitter taste, which made it useful for flavouring beans
and other material ground up and sold as coffee.—Mr. A. li.

Rendle gave an abstract of a paper upon a collection of plants

from East Equatorial Africa, brought home by Dr. J. W.
Gregory and Rev. W. Taylor, amongst which were several new
species.—A paper by the President followed, on " Tabulation
Areas," in which the views of Dr. .\.. R. Wallace and others on
geographical distribution were discussed, and the best mode of

tabulating results considered. The Society adjourned 10

November I.

New South Wales.
Linnean Society, April 25.—The President, Prof.

David, in the chair.—A contribution to a further know-
ledge of the cystic cestodes, by James P. Hill.—Notes on
Australian Coleoptera, with descriptions of new species, part

XV. , by the Rev. T. Blackburn. One genus and twenty-nine

species from various parts of .Australia and Tasmania are de-

scribed as new.— On an aboriginal implement believed to t)e

undcscribed, supposed to be a hoe, by R. Etheridge. The
implement described was obtained from an aboriginal tribe

living on the headwaters of the Endeavour River, N.iJ., about

150 miles from the coast. It consists of the columellar portion

01 the body-whorl of the large melon shell ground to a cutting-

edge and wedged into a hole in a stick fashioned by an iron

tool. The implement is probably not of local manufacture, but

was obtained by barter from one of the Torres Straits Islands.

—On the life-history of Australian coleoptera, part ii., by W.
W. Froggatt. .'^n account of the life-histories of beetles bred

during the season 1892-3, with a notice of their food-plants.

—

On some naked .Australian marine mollusca, part i., by C.
lledley. Under this heading a description and drawings were
presented of the external appearance of Oscanius hilli^ n.sp., a

huge sea slug from Sydney llarbour and Broken Bay, of a genus
not known before from the .South Seas.—Observations upon the

anatomy and relations of the "dumb-bell-shaped bone" in

Ornithorhynchiti^ with a new theory of its homology ; and upon
a hitherto undescribeil character of the nasal septum in the

genera (h-nit'iorhync/ins and Echidna, by Prof. J. T. Wilson,

The full text of ihe paper, a preliminary note to which was
communicated at last meeting [vide .Abstract, March 28, 1S94,

p. vii.).— Description of a new liopogon of New South Wales,

by Biron Ferd. von Mueller, K.C.M.G., F.R.S. A rare plant

with always entiie leaves, from the margin of the Grose Valley

in the more elevated part of the Blue Mountains. With the

aspect of the S.W. .Australian /. loiigijolius, it is moit nearly

allied to /. anemoitifoliiii, K.Br., which occasionally produce

undivided leaves (Kragmmta, vi. 23S).— Oecription of some
new species of AraneiJii from New South Wales, No. iv. , Ly

W. J. Rainbow. —Two new Sydney spiders are described ant
figured

—

Drasstis perelegaiis and Cyrlarachne caligiiiosa,

g et sp.n.— -Australian plants illustrated, No. vii.—Genu.
Nololhixos, by R. T. Baker. Two forms of Xo'.othixos wei--
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recorded who?e chnracters do not agree with those of the three

species recognised by Oliver and Bentham (but united by Baron
von Mueller) ; and ihe whole five are figured.— List of mollu'^ca

collected at Green I'oint, Watson's Bay, by A. U. Menn, with
descriptions of new species, by John Brazier. The specimens
on which this list is based (in number 1365, representing 154
species) were contained in a discarded bottle found in a rock
pool accessible only at very low tide?. A genus new to

Australia and several new species were recorded.—On a new
Fate'.'a said to have been found at the Kermadec Islands, by
Tohn Br.izier.—On a new .-Vustralian Croton and on a supposed
new species of Acacia, by J. H. Maiden and K. T. Baker.

—

Cnder the name of C. affinis, a species allied to C.

acrcfiychioiJ/s, from near Tintenbar, was described. It differs

from the latter species in the number and length of the stamens,
the marked occurrence of peials, the persistent calyx under the

fruit, the shape of the capsule (broader than long), which is both
furrowed and deeply lobed, and the thin texture of the leave;;.

Amsterdam.
Royal Academy of Sciences, May 26.— Prof, van de

Sande Bakhuyzen in the chair.—Some observations on oxygen,
by I. H. van't Hoff.—The remarkable fact that ga-eous
oxygen sometimes exhibits more energetic chemical activity in

the dilute than in the more concentrated condition, has been
investigated in van't HofTs laboratory by Dr. Ewan, the course
of the slow oxidation of sulphur and of phosphorus being
selected for study. With phosphorus and oxygen (saturated

with aqueous vapour at 20°) it was observed that for pressures of
oxygen greater than 700 mm. the velocity of oxidation is ex-

cessively small or nothing at all. Below 700 mm. it increases
very rapidly. This limit corresponds to that found by loubert,

below which phosphorescence begins. After reaching its

maximum velocity a very simple relation exists between the
rate of oxidation and the pressure of the oxygen, provided that

the change in the rate of evaporation of the phosphorus, which,
according to Stefan, is produced by the change in pressure, is

taken into account. The rate of oxidation is then directly pro-

portional to the pressure of the oxygen. In absence of water the
oxidation also begins suddenly, but at a lower pressure (about
200 mm.). Taking into account the change in the rate of
evaporation, the velocity of oxidation then reaches a maximum
at a pressure which is approximately the same as that which van't

Hoff formerly found to be the most favourable for the explosive
combustion of phosphine. After the maximum the relation between
the velocity of the reaction and the pressure could not be made
out with certainty, because in dry oxygen the coating of oxide
which forms on the surface of the phosphorus disturbs the
regular course of the reaction. With sulphur and dry oxygen,
where the slow oxidation can be conveniently followed at 160',

this relation has, however, been obtained. It appears, again
taking into account the change in the velocity of evaporation,
that the velocity of the oxidation is proportional to the square
root of the pressure. This would appear to point to the con-
clusion that in the absence of water, the active part of the
oxygen is only that very small part of it which is broken up
into atoms. This conclusion is perhaps supported in the case
of phosphorus by the compo-ition of one of the products of the
oxidation in dry oxygen, viz. P/J).—Mr. Ilakhuis Roozeb.iom
iluciiBsed the equilibrium of solutions and solid phases formed
of the system: HC1,I1,0 and FcjClj. In a three-dimensional
reprc»cniation the solutions which may coexist with a hydrate
of Fc.Clj form a vault, whose summit lies in the inching point
of the hydrate ; the isotherms are not unlike half a circle.

With a C'>mpound of the three components, solutions may coexist,
wboie compositions are represented for each temperature liy a
closed curve, surrounding the point which indicates the com-
po«iiion of the solid compound. Two of these were iliscovercd :

Fe/:!, . 2HCI . 8H,0.-ind FeXI, . 2MCI, I2ll,0 ; melting
points:—3" and - 6'. The different ways in which the vaults
for all the existing solid pha.Hes may encounter are discussed.

—

By diagrams and mo<lel> Dr. Schoule >howed that the natural
connection between the homogeneous divisions of space by
means ol cubes and of orihic tclraikaidekahedra (set Lord
Kelvin's paper in NATtrRF,. March 8 and 15. 1894) is given by
the known theorem, that the plane, orthogonally bisecting a
central diagonal of the cube, cuts it in a regular hexag in.

I'-vcry cuf>e of a given homogeneous division in cubes, we
divide into eight c'lual minor cubes by means of three planes,
parallel to the faces. In each of thevc eight minor cubes wc
draw the central diagonal ending in the centre O of the original
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cube, and we divide these into two equal parts by means of
planes orthogonally bisecting the diagonals. In this manner
every original cube is divided into sixteen equal parts. The
eight parts that surround the centre O of the original cube form
a tetrakaidekahedron. The remaining "intercellular" parts
form equal tetrakaidekahedra, the centres of which are the
vertices of the original cubes.— Mr. Kamerlingh Onnes com-
municated the results of further experiments made by Dr.
Kuenen in the Leiden Laboratory, "on the abnormal pheno-
mena near the critical point." Dr. Kuenen has explaineii the

abnormalities observed by Zambiasi,de Heen, and others, by im-
purities of the matter used. He has now repeated with the
utmost care the experiments, from which Galilzine drew the
startling conclusion, that ether above the critical temperature
has very different densities according to its having been before

entirely fluid or partly vapour. The differences found by Dr.
Kuenen in the duly corrected densities at some degrees above
the critical temperature are only slight, and probably due to the
admixture of not more than a two-hundredth of a milligram of
a non-coercible gas. This gas, if not air, perhaps originates

by the decomposition of some ether during the sealing of the

tube before the blowpipe.
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THE CATALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC PAPERS.
Catalogue of Scientific Pa/>ers {1S74-1SS3). Compiled

by the Royal Society of London. Vol. X. (London :

Clay and Sons, 1S94.)

WE are glad to welcome this new volume of the Royal

Society's great Catalogue. In February 1S92 we

noticed Vol. IX., which was the first of the three volumes

that are to contain the titles of papers published in

the decade 1874-83. The present volume, containing

the second instalment of the material for those years,

forms the tenth in the entire series of that monumental

piece of bibliography for which the scientific world is

indebted to the Royal Society. The section of the

alphabet it includes e.^tends from Gis to Pet, covers

1048 pages quarto, and contains considerably over

30,000 entries, giving references to the papers published

in some 570 different serials. In a year or two

we may hope to have the concluding portion in our

hands, and our only regret is that the complete index

could not have been issued within the ten years follow-

ing the close of the period it covers. Such a biblio-

graphy is a work of enduring value, but it is undoubtedly

most urgently needed and its services most readily

appreciated in the years more immediately following the

dates of the papers themselves. However, if ten or

twelve years should appear an over-long interval, we
must remember the magnitude of the task and the fact

that the Royal Society have carried out the work single-

handed. The six volumes of the first series of the

Catalogue sufficed for something more than six decades

(1800-1863), but for the next ten years (1S64-73) two

volumes were required, and now three are found neces-

sary for 1874-83. Moreover, it is probable that the pro-

portion of important serials which the Catalogue has

not taken cognisance of, has gone on increasing. At any

rate the Society, as we know, have now found it advisable

to devote a supplementary volume (which we believe

is in active preparation) to the contents of these

hitherto neglected series. This want of comprehensive-

ness, which is, perhaps, the only blemish on this great

work as it stands, is the more noticeable as the selection

of serials for indexing shows traces of having been either

arbitrary or dependent upon some fortuitous circum-

stance. Thus it may puzzle a medical writer, whose
work has appeared in both, to find papers of his cited

from the New York MedicalJournal, but none from the

British Medical Journal. I5ut no doubt the Royal

Society would be the last to claim perfection for their

work, for which, as it stands, they are entitled to the

highest praise. These volumes are handsomely printed,

the contents are easy to consult and astonishingly free

from inaccuracies of any kind. This last, their crowning
excellence, is one that can be appreciated best by those

who make the most use of the work. Our own experience
is that for checking a series of references, to turn to the

Royal Society's Catalogue is practically the same as

hunting up the originals themselves, and of course vastly

more expeditious. And the volumes now issuing are
even more easy to consult than their predecessors ; for
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instance, the volume numbers are now given in Arabic

instead of Roman numerals—a much more legible

fashion and much safer, especially in the case of high

numbers. Again, the year of publication is printed in

heavy type, so that this vitally important particular

catches the eye at once. The abbreviations of the titles

of the serials remain practically as before, and though no
doubt much longer than specialists are in the habit of

using in their own notes and publications, they possess

the great advantage which is claimed for them—that they

are "so clear as to speak for themselves." For the

chemist Ber. may be quite sufficient, but would require

interpreting to his fellow-workers in other departments of

science, who would recognise at the first glance the

meaning of the abbreviation adopted in the Catalogue

—

Berlin Chein^ Ges. Ber. Perhaps, however, so familiar a

series as the oft-quoted " Comptes Rendus" might safely

admit of a shorter form than Paris Acad. Sci. Contpt.

Rend.

Altogether, anyone with any acquaintance with biblio-

graphy cannot be insensible to the enormous amount of

tedious labour involved in the production of these

volumes. Perhaps not more than half the entries are

mere reproductions of a single title and reference, the

title simply transferred as it stands from its original

source to its place in the Catalogue. Many titles to make
them at all intelligible have had to be amplified, in some
cases they have been entirely supplied, the names of new
species described are filled in, and so forth ; while a large

percentage of the entries contain two or three, or even

more references, to reprints, translations, abstracts, &c.,

which with such a mass of material implies a task of

i alarming magnitude in their satisfactory collation. Then
there is the perplexing work of distinguishing rightly

among the numerous authors bearing the same name

—

thus we count more than fifly Midlers, and nearly as

many Meyers. There is, too, the initial difficulty which

besets the compiler in the case of serials of

general or technical character, of deciding which

"papers" are proper to be indexed, and which

should be passed over. The result, as presented in these

volumes, is no doubt not an exhaustive enumeration o

all the contributions in the whole body of scientific serial

literature, but it is a catalogue of all the best and the

most worth studying. More than this no bibliography

is ever likely to be.

But withal the Catalogue of Papers furnishes but the

one half of what is required. It furnishes the key to

the workers, and only through them to the work. The
complementary volumes, which should supply a direct

key to the work, and thence to the workers, are still a

desideratum. L'ntil this also is supplied, equally sys-

tematically and comprehensively, the bibliography of

science at large will remain regrettably one-sided, in

spite of the numerous special Records, Fortschritte, and
jahreslierichte. The fact of course is that a great Sub-

ject-catalogue or index is a far more difticult undertaking

than the Author-catalogue to which it would run

parallel. We all know the object to be aimed at—to

enable the worker in science to ascertain readily what

work has already been done upon his particular subject

—and we are all agreed as to the desirability of attaining

it. It is in the practical execution of the work that the

M
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difficulties come in, and there they meet us in battalions.

At the outset, the co-operation of working specialist and

practical bibliographer is required ; but viewing the sub-

ject from different standpoints, the specialist has his ideas

and the bibliographer his, and we are fortunate if we

escape the familiar difficulty

—

qtiot homines, tot scntentia.

As to the difficulties of execution, they are, of course,

primarily, how the whole system of the sciences should be

divided, how far the divisions should be carried, and how

the material, the particular items to be entered, should

be distributed among them. For it is clear that for so

vast a material no mere alphabetical index would suffice.

All the contributions to one particular subject must be

brought under the eye in one group, not scattered up

and down through a thousand pages, according to the

mere accident of the words used by the authors in their

titles. The mere alphabetical arrangement attracts by its

simplicity : but in a work of this extent it would be mis-

placed, the entries would be lost, and thee.xhaustive search

which would always be required would take longer than

the time needed to make one's self acquainted with the

scheme of classification adopted, which trouble would only

need to be taken once for all. There are, moreover, im-

portant collateral advantages attaching to the preparation

of practically distinct indexes for the different branches

of science. Not to enlarge further on the difficulties of

a Subject-catalogue—such as terminology, translation,

consultation of originals, itc.—we would only say there

is no royal road through all these obstacles. The path

through them must always be a thorny one. Neither is

there any standard of perfection, nor would it be attain-

able if there were. The best that can be expected is a

sensible workable compromise. This is attainable, and

we have little doubt will ultimately be attained, and so a

key furnished to the whole series of contributions lo the

growth of every twig and branch of the tree of scientific

knowledge from one end of the nineteenth century to the

other. Since the inception of their present undertaking,

the Royal Society have not ceased to occupy themselves

with the question of a parallel Subject-catalogue, nor is

it any wonder if the result has so long continued to be

only negative. But with each decade the matter becomes

more urgent, and to deal with it increased efforts are

demanded, and greater sacrifices become justifiable.

We believe that the Society are now on the eve of start-

ing actual work upon the undertaking, and so commencing
another monumental contribution to the " Improvement

of Natural Knowledge."

EPIGENESIS.
Gestaltung und Vcrerbung. Eine Entwickeluiigsme-

chanik der Organismen. By Dr. Wilhelm Haacke.

Pp- 337> with illustrations. (Leipzig: T. O. Weigel

Nachfolger, 1893.)

WHILE it is correct to say that, as a matter of

history, epigenesis implies merely the observed

fact that the fertilised egg-cell, from which the new
organism of each generation arises, is, under the micro-

scope, a nucleated mass of protoplasm not differing from

other cells, it is not so certain that the simplicity of the

historical conception is any help to the problem as it

exists for us to-day. For in the growth of an idea as it
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passes from mind to mind, there is, at the best, but a

formal continuity. Most often the meaning of the word
has been so added to, and so taken from, that it becomes
like the famous patched coat, which contained none of

the original m.aterial. For the present, the question at

issue is very different from the problem of those who
used the word in earlier times. We know that we must
not expect to see under the microscope the character of

an elephant or of a mouse stamped upon the protoplasm

of the fertilised egg-cell. We wish to know whether the

observed facts of development and inheritance can be

co-ordinated under the idea that the protoplasm of the

fertilised egg-cell is as like the protoplasm of other cells

as it seems; or, under the idea of preformation, that

each structure of the adult has a structural representa-

tive in the egg. But many side issues arise, and identical

sets of facts really devoid of bearing upon the main

question are brought forward with equal triumph by

advocates of either theory. Take an example, not one

that, so far as this writer knows, has been employed, but

which may serve as a type. The intestine of the higher

animals is very much longer than the length of their

bodies, and is disposed in coils and loops. Dr. Gadow
has shown that this disposition in the case of birds falls

into seven or eight well-marked types which ate so con-

stant as to have high corroborative value in classi-

fication. It may well be that these varieties of twisting

and coiling depend upon physical conditions, upon the

relations of the growing intestine to the growth anii

structure of the surrounding viscera and of the skeletal

tissues. Here, the advocate of epigenesis would say,

are characters that need no preformation in the egg, that

are stamped in due course upon its simple protoplasm.

But no preformationist need suppose that the invincible

elements in the gerjn are to grow up by their own forrc

out of all relation to surrounding conditions. The cen

trifugal activities of the egg, if they exist, are there to

supply those differences for which there is no cause in

the outer world. They supply the factor, the resultants

between which and the forces of the outer world show

differences under what seem to be identical conditions.

In Dr. Haacke's book a large number of instances are

brought forward in which facts of the organic world seem

to be explicable by physical conditions. These are all

used as arguments against preformation, and specially

against Weismann and, as is the fashion just now,

against the generalisations of Darwin.

Thus, under the name Epimorpliism, he groups together

a number of facts that seem to show the existence of

grades and lines of development apparently independent

of utility. Such are, for instance, the increase of size in

organs like horns or, indeed, of whole animals ; increases

which in the past history of the earth have apparently

actually led lo the destruction of the animals in question.

Again, in most groups gradual alterations of form gener-

ally leading from regular symmetry to irregular form can

be traced. Specific markings, colours and so forth, as

Eimer before has showed, in many cases seem to follow in

regular sequences independent of utility and adaptation.

The degeneration of useless or of unused organs goes on

independently of direct advantage to the animals. Geo-

graphical distribution, as Dr. Haacke showed in an in-

teresting paper, published in 1885, reveals that jfor most
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groups of animals a distribution of forms exists, such

that the higher are found nearer the centre of the great

land masses that radiate from the North Pole ; the lower

towards the ends of continents and the islands reaching

down into the watery waste of the southern hemisphere.

This sequence of form he now explains by an interesting

view. The natural selection of individuals does not de-

pend upon their protective or adaptive qualities, but upon

their good or bad constitutions. If an insect-eating bird

gets upon the track of a set of caterpillars, it is unlikely

to distinguish between the slight variations they may
have in protective colouration. But in the struggle be-

tween race and race, the race better protected will, on

the whole, attract the attention of enemies a less number

of times. The selection between individuals is a selec-

tion between the generally strong and the generally weak,

between those whose life-pulse beats high and those

of low vitality ; not between those with an organ or

an adaptation a shade weaker or stronger. The ap-

pearance of the dift'erences between races which tend to

the adaptation of some and the non-adaptation of others

are due to causes independent of selection. Thus it

happens that in cases where there is a wide range there

are more varied local conditions, more local races, and a

greater material for that competition between races which

is the cause of progress. And thus where continents

spread widely evolution is more rapid than in the con-

fined areas which stretch towards the South Pole. This

view is complicated by the further view that the result of

crossing is not a production of variation by the mingling

of characters, but an equalisation of the divergent

characters of individuals.

Those who are interested in controversy will find these

and a number of most interesting views and collections

of facts in Dr. Haacke's book. But they are so entangled

with elaborate and chiefly mathematical arguments

against the views of Weismann, that they form some-

what difficult reading for the uncontroversially disposed.

Moreover, they are complicated by a highly elaborate

theory of Dr. Haacke's own invention. He accepts the

view of Verworn that the nucleus is an organ of meta-

bolism for the cell, and sees in the plasma with the centro-

some as its organic centre, the true bearer of heredity.

The plasma is composed of ultimate elements called

"gemma;." These are rhombic prisms, the ultimate

shape of which is as proper to protoplasm as are the

shapes of inorganic crystals to their chemical composi-

tions. These "gemmae" are built up into "gemmaria"
by association into variously shaped layers and rods.

The shape of the "gemmaria " determines the shape of

the whole organism, and a number of ingenious refer-

ences of symmetry to hypothetical gemmarial structures

are given. The "gemmaria' of a whole organism are

identical, and by a system of attractions and repulsions

remain in a condition of equilibrium. But outer forces

acting upon any part of the organism disturb this system

of equilibrium until the organism settles down into a new
position of equilibrium. As the germ cells contain

gemmaria like all the gemmaria of the body, outer

changes cause a new condition of equilibrium in them,

and this new condition naturally is the starting-point of

the new organism. The differences between individuals

are chiefly differences between the degrees of closeness
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in which the gemma? of " gemmaria "are attached to each

other. Those with weak attachment have weak constitu-

tions, and in each generation are weeded out. In sexual

union, the primary cause of which is the attraction

between similar crystalline systems, the inequalities of

attachment between the gemma; are redressed.

It is perhaps unnecessary to add that Dr. Haacke

considers that acquired characters are inherited, but that

it is absurd to expect any proof of this inheritance, as,

he says, the whole organic world is a proof of it, and

because without it epigenesis would be impossible.

P. C. M.

AGRICULTURAL ENTOMOLOGY.

Handbook of the Destructive Insects of Victoria. (Pre-

pared by order of the Victorian Department of Agri

.

culture.) By C. French, F.L.S., Government Ento-

mologist. Part II. (Melbourne : 1S93.)

TWENTY notorious insect pests are dealt with in

this volume, each being illustrated by a coloured

plate, which shows not only the metamorphoses of the

insect, but the nature of the mischief of which it is the

cause. The chapter on each insect is complete in itself,

and there is no definite order of treatment of subjects ;

nor in a volume of this character was any such sequence

called for. Arranging the insects systematically, how-

ever, it is found that the Homoptera are represented by

the green peach aphis, the black peach aphis, the orange

aphis, the grape louse, the cabbage aphis, the cottony-

cushion scale, the oleander scale, the lemon scale, and

the red scale of the orange ; the Coleoptera by the plum

curculio, the cherry green beetle, the apple root-borer,

and the strawberry beetle ; the Lepidopteraby the orange

moth, the case-moth of the orange, the vine moth, the

silver-striped vine moth, the potato moth, and the cab-

bage moth ; and the Neuroptera by the so-called " white

ant," Termes australis, Hagen. With three or four ex-

ceptions, therefore, most of the insects dealt with are

pests of fruit trees, and not more than half a dozen of

them have acquired notoriety in England.

.As the main object of the work is to supply to growers

information as to the means whereby they may protect

their crops against the ravages of injurious insects, we

naturally look for very full information under this head,

and it must be admitted that the author has admirably

acquitted himself in this respect. In addition to the

concise details of methods of prevention and of remedy

given under the head of each pest, there is a well-illus-

trated appendix, containing descriptions of the various

kinds of apparatus which are coming more and more

into use for insecticidal purposes. Several appreciative

references are made to the ingenious English-made

spraying machine known as the " Strawsonizer " ; but

the light knapsack modifications of this apparatus,

termed the " Antipest " and " Notus " respectively, are of

too recent introduction to find a place in the volume. The

list of insecticide materials given in the first volume of

the work is supplemented here by a further series. More-

over, as part i. contained a list of the insectivorous birds

of Victoria, so part ii. contains a list of the fruit and grain

eating birds of the colony. We are glad, also, to note
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the many references to insectivorous insects ; for it is

quite as important that a cultivator should know what

insects to protect and encourage, as to recognise those

which it is to his advantage to suppress. Several of the

coloured plates afiord illustrations of the insect foes of

insect pests, and not merely of the familiar hymenop-
terous parasites, but of such friends to the cultivator as

the species of Syrphus which devours the cabbage aphis,

and of the Australian ladybird, a species of Novius,

which orange-growers both in Australia and in California

have found so effective an ally in keeping their groves

free of the dreaded cottony-cushion scale, Icerya Ptir-

chasi, Maskell.

In noticing the first part of this work we appealed to

the author to add to its international value by append-
ing in every case the authority for the systematic name.
We are glad that Mr. French has been able to adopt
this suggestion. The agricultural entomologists of the

United States are great offenders in this respect ; indeed,

they sometimes give no systematic names to the in-

jurious insects which are made the subjects of their

bulletins, whilst they not infrequently coin trivial names
which are certainly not elegant, though they may be ex-

pressive. Hence it becomes difficult to know with any
degree of certainty what is the precise species referred

to ; confusion consequently arises, and the bulletin has

only a local value. In connection with the trivial names
themselves, there is room for improvement. For in-

stance, in the volume before us, descriptions are given of

the "green peach aphis" and the "black peach aphis";

but as it is the aphis and not the peach to which the

colour refers, the names "peach green aphis" and
" peach black aphis " would be more descriptive. This

is no mere quibble, for in the volume itself the principle

is conceded in the name of the " cherry green beetle."

In the year 1892, when Plutclla crttcifcraruiii, Zell.—an

insect described in this volume as the cabbage moth

—

wrought tremendous destruction amongst the cruciferous

crops of England and Scotland, the newspapers teemed
with descriptions of the ravages of the '' diamond-back
turnip moth." This naturally led to inquiries, perhaps

ludicrous, as to the nature of diamond-back turnips ; but

our Board of Agriculture set a good example by describing

the pest in an official leaflet as the "turnip diamond-
back moth," and thus reverting to the name by which

John Curtis made the insect familiar half a century ago.

We welcome this second instalment of a valuable

publication, and trust Mr. French may be encouraged to

bring to a successful conclusion a work of the highest

economic importance to agriculturists and horticulturists.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
''•• 'iiti);! of the Ediiihurjfh Mathemutical Society.

Session 1883. (London: Williams and Nor-
..... 1894.)

From time to time we have noted the annual volumes of
this Society from vol. ii. to vol. xi., which appeared last

year. The volume before us fills up a lacuna and now
makes the series complete. In the early days of the
Society the publication of I'rotccdiiii^s was not con-
templated, and when an access of members rendered
publication possible, the cost of printing absorbed the I
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major part of the funds, and each session's subscriptions
have only sutiiced for the current session's volume.
Some few years since a special appeal was made and
funds sufficient to warrant publication obtained. The
result is the admirable piece of geometrical work before
us. For, in fact, the volume is almost entirely one man's
work. The first president was Dr. J. S. Mackav, whose
edition of Euclid for the Messrs. Chambers in 1SS4 gave
ample evidence that there was an elegant and specially

learned geometer in our midst. The article on " Euclid "

in the Encyctop. Britannica confirmed this discovery. It

has been long known that Dr. Mackay had large stores

of notes, and we are glad to find that he has found an
outlet for much of this interesting matter. At the second
meeting of the Society the president read a paper on the

triangle and its six scribed circles. A portion of this

paper was given in abstract in vol. ii., and was con-
siderably enlarged in vol. xi., under the heading
" History of the Nine-point Circle." In the long interval,

with the permission of the Council, Dr. Mackay has
amassed a collection of notes, divided into twenty
sections, filling more than 1600 quarto pages of manu-
script. A selection has been made which most nearly

corresponds with what was actually communicated to the

Society in 1883. The nine-point circle is accounted for

above. The sections embraced in the present instalment
treat of the centroid, the circumcentre, the incentrc, the

excentres, the orthocentre, Euler's line, relations among
the radii, and area. They occupy pp. 6-12S, and are

accompanied by sixty-eight lithographed figures. Each
property is traced back, as far as can be ascertained, to

the first discoverer, the author having had the assistance

of French, German, and Belgian mathematicians in ad-
dition to the aid of personal friends in Great Britain.

The result is a rich repertory of almost, if not quite, all

that is known on the special points indicated above.

We sincerely hope that Dr. Mackay may be recouped
for the vast amount of work he has gone through, and
the expense to which he has been put, by an appreciative

and purchasing audience. This will encourage him to

put his remaining notes into the hands of some pub-
lisher, or possibly he may adopt the present mode of

publication.

The only other paper is a collection of notes on
Pliicker's first equation connecting the singularities of

curves, by Dr. C. (". Knott. These are printed in the

form in which they were handed over to the committee
eleven years ago.

The Starry Skies. By Agnes Giberne. (London :

Seeley and Co., 1S94.)

This small book will be found a very useful addition to

the series in which it is published. It is written in a

clear and intelligible style, and should just suit those

young readers who wish to obtain some of the more
elementary ideas about the world on which we dwell, the

moon, and the planetary and stellar systems in general.

Great tact seems to have been shown throughout in the

choice of suitable examples for giving the reader a good
mental grip of distances, sizes, shapes, &c., of the

heavenly bodies, without over-burdening his or her mind
with too much detail. The clear print and the not too

liberal use of dark type render the book very pleasant

reading, while the cjuestions and answers at the conclu-

sion of each chapter will be serviceable. The illustra-

tions throughout are very good indeed ; the majority

of them being excellent reproductions from the more
or less important recent photographs. Among them
we recognise Roberts' .Andromeda nebula, the Pleiades,

a fine Orion picture, cluster in Hercules, and several

others nearly equal in quality. As a book for the young,

we can heartily recommend these pages on the starry

skies. \V- I- 1^
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

j
\lhe Editor aoes not hold himselj resfionstble for opinions ex-

I
pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake

to return, or to correspond -vith the writers of, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part u/Nature.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

'\

New Army Regulations.

It appears, from the letter in the daily papers of yesierday,

signed by the Headmaster of Eton, that the headmasters are

beginning to cry out under the smart of the rod they have made
for their own backs. When, five or si.x years ago, Latin was

made a compulsory subject for the Army ICnlrance Examina-

tions, I for one, as a schoolmaster, welcomed it in that

capacity, from its value as a mental discipline, and as a remedy

to some extent for a certain illiterateness and incapacity for

accuracy of expression, which one met with too often in Army
candidates. But it was soon found that the position assigned

to it was taken advantage of by men of non-scientific education,

as a pretext for driving science into the background, and making
it contemptible in the eyes of boys and parents, by a consider-

able curtailment of the time previously given to it, and then,

with Egyptian logic, wondering that the marks fell off.

I do not say that the headmasters were altogethei to blame

lor this. The spirit of the cram-shop has invaded the public

schools, and is utterly spoiling their intellectual life ; and, when
this spirit allies itself with other motives, the pressure may be too

strong for the most noble-minded headmasters. But they, like

other mortals, must reap as they sow, and accept the results of

their policy. Their intellectual incapacity as a body to appre-

ciate the value of scientific training per se is the fault, not so

much of themselves, as of the traditions, which still hold the

<lominant place in this country, among those in whose hands
their appointment rests. I sincerely hope that all will be done,

that can be done, to minimise the mischief with regard to Latin,

which is deprecated in the circular ; but I do trust that, for the

public weal, the military authorities, having " put their foot

down," will remain firm in insisting upon all candidates for the

scientific bianches of the Army bcin^ trained, not crammed, in

Experimental Science. This they will doubtless do with their

hands strengthened by the strong Committee which has, been

dealing with the matter in its relation to Woolwich during the

last two years.

When we recollect that back in the '70's and the earlier '8o's,

though Latin was a voluntary subject, classical scholarship con-

tinued to llourish in the public schools, it is difficult to read

without a smile the alarmist predictions contained in Dr.

Warre's letter, as to what is likely to ensue from what he calls

" the degrading of Latin from Class I., and making it a voluntary

subject." The headmasters have had their opportunity, and had

they, in the spirit of their intellectual ancestors of the sixteenth

century, shown more magnanimity towards the " New
Learning" of the nineteenth century, this rude shock to their

intellectual consciousness might have been unnecessary.

Looking at the matter now from the outside, one can perhaps

see the true perspective of the whole better than one could while

in the thick of the fray. A. Irving.
Hockerill Vicarage, Herts, July. 6.

before it can be accepted we must be satisfied that the data are

reliable and beyond question.

Dr. Wright unfortunately gives no particulars of the method
adopted of sampling the sub-glacial waters, or the number of

specimens taken, or the times and circumstances under which
they were taken, all of which form material elements in the

calculation. He contents himself with the bare statement that— " The amount of sediment contained in each United States

gallon (231 cubic inches) of water collected from the sub-glacial

streams is, as determined by the analysis of the late Prof. H. C.

Foote, of Cleveland, 7oS'4S grains.

This proportion of sediment is nearly eighty-five times the

mean of that from the sub-glacial rivers of the Norwegian
glaciers descending from the snow and ice field of Jusiedals-

brjeen, and nearly twenty times the mean of the sediment from

seven of the sub-glacial rivers of Greenland (Q. f. G. S.,

18S7, p. 158), as observed and recorded by Amund Helland.

It will be seen from these bare figures that this prodigious

calculation requires some explanation. It is certainly a wonder-

ful amount of " work " to credit a glacier with that only moves

2555 feet per annum at the surface in its central position, and of

course at a considerably less average rate on its bed.

The American geologists have supplied us with so much and

such accurate information on many points which could not be

investigated in this country, that I trust those who are able will

help to correct this little sum. T. Mellard Reade.
Park Corner, Blundellsands, June 7.

Erosion of the Muir Glacier, Alaska.

Dr. Wright, in his " Ice Age in North America," has

calculated that the Muir Glacier erodes its bed annually to the

depth of one-third of inch (p. 64). and Prof Harry Fielding

Keid, in his very interesting ".Studies of the Muir Glacier"
(A meri, an National Geographical Afagazine, March 21, 1S92, p.

51), arrives at the still more startling result of three-quarters of an

inch per annum. As one who has paid some attention to rates of

denudation by various eroding agencies, I felt some curiosity to

know in what way these figures were arrived at. I find that these

two calculations are substantially the same, the difference arising

from Prof. Keid crediting the whole of the erosion to the glacier

bed which occupies only half of the watershed of 700 square
miles.

As this rate of erosion is nearly 244 times that of the glaciers

of Norway descending from the Justedalsbrieen, calculated from
the observations of Prof. Amund Helland (('._/. G. S., 1877,
vol. xxxiii. p. 158), and is altogether an abnormal and unprece-
dented rate of erosion of any agency we know of that acts over
so large an area, I think most geologists will agree with me that
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In resDonse to the questions contained in the communication
by Mr. Reade, I would say that the estimations, both of Prol.

Reid and myself, concerning the erosion of the Muir Glacier

are based upon a specimen of water collected by me from a

large sub-glacial stream issuing from near the south-east corner

of the glacier at a height of about 150 feet above tide-level.

This stream is only one of many which issue from the ice-

front ; but it is practically the only one from which any cal-

culations could be safely made. .\t two or three places where

the front of the glacier is pushed out into tide water, powerful

sub-glacial streams issue, boiling up at low tide with great force

just in front of the ice, and discolouring the water of the inlet

for miles beyond. The head of the inlet is a mile and a half

wide, enlarging very soon to nearly twice that distance. The
water in the middle is more than 100 fathoms deep.

The appearance and everything else indicated that the stream

chosen for examination was truly representative. It was a

rushing torrent from ten to fifteen yards wide, which could be

waded with difficulty. The specimen was collected about the

middle of August 18S6, when the melting upon the surface of

the glacier was proceeding at its maximum rapidity, so that the

volume of water was probably much larger than the average

through the year. Prof. Foote had a high reputation for ac-

curacy, and kindly analysed the water for me, evaporating the

entire amount and distilling it, so that after he had weighed

the sediment the identical elements were reunited, and, a-^ I

write, it stands before me as characteristic a specimen of glacial

milk as one can anywhere find.

As stated in my " Ice Age in North America "
(p. 64), the esti-

mates of erosion are based upon the supposition that the total

rainfall in the drainage basin of the Muir Glacier is the same

as at Sitka, namely, 100 inches, and that a certain proportion

of this passes off as icebergs and in evaporation, and that the

b.alance which is carried away bv suhglacial streams is properly

represented by this specimen. Of course it there is any serioas

error in either of these data it will affect the result. But I can

scarcely believe that the error can be so great as to account for

all the difference between our calculations and those made con-

cerning the erosion of glaciers in Norway and Greenland ; for

the conditions are very difierent in the Muir Glacier from those

either in Norway or in Greenland, as observed by Helland. The
glaciers of Norway have a very slow movement as compared

even with Prof. Keid's ejtimale of the movement of Muir

Glacier ; while in Greenland the continental proportions of 'he

ice and the unknown conditions of the country upon which

it rests quite preclude comparison ; for it is evident that

the best of the Muir glacier has a rapid gradient, while it is

not certain that the best of many of the Greenland glaciers has

any gradient at all. Judging from Helland's description of the

appearance of the sea-water in the fiords of Greenland, I should

think it was much less milky than that of the .Muir inlet in

Alaska.
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I am thankful to have had my attention called to the subject

by Mr. Reade just upon the eve of deoarture for a few weeks
among the glacier.^ of L'menak Bay, in Greenland. I will g've

special attention to the subject, and report upin mv return in

the autumn. G. Frederick Wright.
Oberlin, Ohio, June 23.

On a Recent Change in the Character of April.

The months are all, of course, continually changing in tem-
perature, rainfall, &c. .\nd, as a rule, tho;e changes are not

long in one direction ; the curve of variation has many zig-zags.

Yei, by methods of averaging, one may sometimes detect a

gradual process of change extending through a good many

63
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endeavoured to remedy in the latest form of the instru-

ment, of which a description is given in the present

article.' The objects of the improvements are (i) to

lessen the disturbing effects of the changes of tempera-
ture which take place in the neighbourhood of the in-

strument, and (2} to enable the angular value of the

scale divisions to be determined with greater ease and
accuracy.
The chief novelty, both in the old and new forms of

the bitilar pendulum, is the introduction of the double-
suspension mirror for the purpose of magnifying the

movements of the pendulum. This method was used
by the Messrs. Darwin, at the suggestion of Lord Kelvin,

in 18S1, but it was also employed ten years earlier

by M. Delaunay at the Paris Observatory.- In the latter

case, however, the pendulum had a suspending wire 30
metres in length, and was installed in a deep pit, in which
the effects of changes of temperature w-ere so great

that the successful working of the instrument was
impossible.

The Double Suspension Mirror.—A small mirror, ^[

(Fig. I), is held in a light frame, from the upper edge of
which there project two hooks or eyelet-holes, h h'.

The mirror hangs by these on a fine silver wire or a silk

thread, w, the ends p and p' being attached to two
supports very close to one another. In the figure

this arrangement is the same as that in Mr. Darwin's
pendulum, and therefore, in physical investigations in

which the double-suspension mirror is used, the vertical

distance between the points of support should be small,

otherwise the accuracy of the results may be affected by
the occurrence of earth-tilts.

If the support P were rigidly connected with the end of

the pointer of a delicate balance, the plane of the mirror

being perpendicular to that of the beam, the delicacy of

the balance will, as Dr. Poynting has shown, be greatly

increased. This is, in fact, the method used by him in his

recent determination of the density of the earth.' Or, if

the support P were attached to the bob of a pendulum,
the movements of the latter might be magnified many
hundred times, and the most minute earth-tills be ren-

dered visible. Here we have in principle the apparatus

employed by Messrs. G. H.and H. Darwin 10 investigate

the lunar disturbance of gravity. Their inquiry, as is

welUknown, did not lead to the desired result, the move-
mems due to the action of the moon being masked by

the much larger ones produced by the continual tilting of

the earth's surface.-

The Bifilar Pendulum.—Ihe modified form of the

bifilar pendulum was designed by Mr. Horace Darwin for

these are shown in the same horizontal line ; but this is

not essential. All that is necessary is that the horizontal

distance between them should be small.

It is evident that the wire must always lie in a vertical

plane passing through the centre of gravity of the mirror
and its frame. If, then, while the point P' remains fixed,

the point P be slightly displaced at right angles to the

plane of the wire, it follows that the mirror must turn
through the same angle as the line P p'. To take a

numerical illustration, let p p' be one millimetre, and
suppose the displacement of the point P to be one-
thousandth of a millimetre, then the mirror will turn
through an angle of 3' 26 , a ray of light reflected by the

mirror will turn through an angle of 6' 52 , and con-
sequently the image of the source of light upon a scale

three metres distant will move through about six milli-

metres.

If the distance P v' be diminished, the angle through
which the mirror turns for a given displacement of the
point P is increased, and the arrangement becomes more
sensitive. In the position of the supports shown in Fig. i,

the thickness of the wire imposes a limit to the sensitive-

ness that may be attained. But if one support is placed
above the other, the horizontal distance between them
may be made as small as desired. It will be seen that

^ I am indebted to Mr. IXirwin for notes about the changes made in his

pendulum, as well r.s for the loan of the eleciros of Figs 2-4. The pendu.
lum was made by the Cambridge Scientific Instiument Company One, of
the improved form, has recently been placed in the Royal Observatory on
Calton Hill, Edinburgh.

•* C. Wolf, ** Sur un appareil propre k I'^tude des mouvements du sol."
Comptes Rendns, vol. xcvii. 1SS3, pp. 229-230.
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Fig. 3.

the special purpose of observing and recording these

earth-tilts and pulsations, the points in which it chiefly

diners from that used in iSSi being that the mirror itself

is the bob of the pendulum, and the whole instrument is

much smaller. Fig. 4 is a sketch of the complete instru-

ment, while Figs. 2 and 3 show the manner in which the

mirror is suspended.

A circular mirror, .M, about 20 mm. in diameter, hangs

by two small hooks on a very fine silver wire, w.' The
ends of this wire are fixed to two pomts, P P', in the

instrument, one of them very nearly vertically over the

other. The distance between these points is about

180 mm. If the instrument be lilted about a horizontal

line in the plane of the wire, the point P will be displaced

relatively to P' in the direction at right angles 10 that

plane, and the mirror will in consequence turn round a

vertical axis. At a short distance from the mirror is a

lamp with a translucent disc in front, and the reflection

of this disc in the mirror is observed by a fixed telescope.

The stand supporting the lamp and disc is moved along a

scale, and the position on the scale is read when the

1 /•/,//. Trans. 1S91 A, pp. 572-574, 5S1-2 : "The Mean Density of the

Earth," pp. 7S-So, 83-S9.

2 British Assoc. Report, 1881, pp. 93-126 ; 1882, pp 95-119-

> The plane of the mirror is arranged at right angles to the plane of the

suspendinc wire, in order that heat effects may as far as possible be elimi-

nated. tSee British .^ssoc. Report, 1893, pp. 300-301.)
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ima^e oi i wire in front of the disc coincides with the

cross-wire of the telescope. The change of readings

gives the tilt of the earth's surface about a line parallel to

the plane of the wires supporting the mirror. Or, keep-

ing the source of light fixed, a continuous record can be

taken on a moving piece of photographic paper, and the

\-alue of the instrument will of course be greatly increased.

If the instrument be tilted about a horizontal Ime at

right angles to the plane of the suspending wire, the

only effect is to alter the horizontal distance between the

points of support, P P', and therefore to change the

sensitiveness. If the tilt be about any other horizontal

line, it mav be resolved into two components, one about

a line parallel, and the other about a line perpendicular,

to the plane of the wire. The tirst of these deflects the

mirror, the second alters the sensitiveness ;
but this

change of sensitiveness is nearly always very small, and

may as a rule be neglected, because the displacement of

p is always very small compared with the horizontal

distance between P and P . It will be obvious, however,

from these remarks that the instrument is only capable

of measuring lilts, or components of tilts, in one definite

direction. For a complete knowledge of any given

movement, it would be necessary to have a combination

of two such instruments placed with the planes of their

suspending wires at right angles to one another.

The body of the instrument consists of a copper tube

fixed into a heavv gun-metal casting, containing a small

chamber very little larger than the mirror, and covered

in front by a glass window. Each end of the fine silver

wire is attached to a small pulley, and the axles of the

pulleys are gripped tightly so that the weight of the

mirror is not sufficient to turn them. A strong copper

frame carries the pulleys, and can be easily removed

from the instrument, thus rendering possible the delicate

operation of manipulating the silver wire. The bottom

of the frame rests in a hollow cone inside the instrument

just above the window ; and the length of the silver

wire is adjusted by turning the copper pulleys so that

the mirror hangs in the small chamber facmg the window.

The top of the frame is pressed by a spring against the

p-iint of a micrometer screw, and can move only in a

straight line in the direction of the screw, which is at

right angles to the plane of the suspending wire.

A turn of the screw thus tilts the frame of the

instrument about a line parallel to the plane of the wire.

Knowing the dimensions of the frame and the pitch of

the screw, the tilt caused by one turn, or given fraction

of a turn, of the screw can be calculated, and ihe corre-

sponding change of scale-reading determined. The

screw is turned through a small angle by means of a

lever (Fig. 4,, and adjust-

able screw-stops arS ar-

ranged at the bottom of
the lever so as to allow
it to move through only
that amount which will

make the frame tilt

through an angle of two
seconds. The lever is

moved by a rocking-arm
turned by means of two
small bellows, into which
air is forced by squeez-

iwo india-rubber balls connected with them by long

Ihe instrument stands on three screw-feet, which are
turned by two tangent-screws fixed to long rods. The
'if!s of these rods are shown in Fig. 4. The tangcnl-
r-ws are arranged so that turning one will tilt the

--• about an axis parallel to the plane of the
: wire, and will therefore move the spot of

1.^-. .. .-.vays, so that, when it has nearly left the
photographic paper, it is easily brought back to the
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required position without approaching the instrument.

Turning the other screw tilts the instrument about an
axis perpendicular to the plane of the suspending wire,

and this alters the sensitiveness.

When the ends of the silver wire have been fixed to the

pulleys, and the frame, to which the latter are attached,

has been inserted in the instrument, the copper tube is

completely filled with paraffin oil. If the frame is lilted,

the mirror then comes to rest very slowly, and rapid

vibrations, like those caused by passing carts and trains.

do not affect it. Thus the pendulum is designed, not so

much for the study of earthquakes, as for the investiga-

tion of slow tilts and pulsations of ihe earth's crust, by

whatever cause thev may be produced.
Ikliouy and Uses of Ihe Bijilar Pendulum.— \n the

penduluni with which the preliminary experiments were

made at IJirmingham, the vortical distance between the

points of support of the silver wire is one foot, while the

borizonial distance between them is about j!,, of an
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inch. If the instrument be tilted through an angle of

one second about a line parallel to the plane of the sus-

pending wire the mirror turns through an angle of 49',

and the magnifying power of the instrument is therefore

very nearly 3000. A scale is placed at a distance of ten

feet, and 3'44 inches of this scale correspond to a

tilt of one second. If the lamp be displaced by ,^ of

an inch, the movement can be clearly perceived. It

follows, therefore, that it is possible to observe with this

pendulum a tilt of less than T.lg of a second, an angle
less than that subtended by a line an inch long placed at

a distance of a thousand miles.

It would seem, then, that the bifilar pendulum is

admirably adapted for measuring the minute changes of

level, which are perhaps the cause of some of the

uneliminaled errors in many astronomical and physical

inquiries. Indeed, it may be hoped that the time is not

far distant when a pendulum of this kind will be regarded
as a part of the ordinary equipment of every great obser-

vatory. .Again, the bendings of the earth's crust by
changes of barometric pressure,' by the ebb and flow of

the tides, &c., may be studied, as well as the long-period
pulsations produced by violent earthquakes in almost any
part of the world. It is not too much to expect, also,

that in time we may be able to trace out and measure
the slow secular movements of the earth's crust which,
after the lapse of ages, become perceptible to the

geologist ; and that the vexed question of the origin of

lake-basins may receive an answer that will remove this

most debatable of subjects from the domain of contro-

versy for ever. C. Davison.

THE SPECTRUM OF OXYGEN IN HIGH
TEMPERA TURES:-

A T a previous meeting, I brought before the Academy
^~*- a method, founded on the use of electricity, of bring-

ing gases under pressure to a high temperature without
heating sensibly the recipients which contain them.

Before rendering an account of the experiments
already made on oxygen by means of this method, I

shall mention first those which have preceded them,
and in which temperatures not exceeding 300 have been
realised by means of a line of gas jets playing directly

on the tube containing the oxygen.
The arrangement was as follows :

—

.K steel tube ten
metres long, hned inside with red copper, and closed
at its extremities by glass, according to our ordinary
modes of closing, was placed in a trough containing a
sand-bath. This trough was immediately warmed by a
line of a hundred gas jets. The temperature of the tube
was taken by means of thermometers metallically con-
nected to the tube.

After having introduced the oxygen at the required
pressure, and before the heating of the tube has begun,
a good spectrum of a luminous light source is obtained,
the beam being thrown along the tube in such a way
that any change in the spectrum brought about by heat-
ing the gas is perceptible.

When the jets are lighted, the spectrum changes in pro-
portion, as the temperature increases at the same time
as the pressure. If the experiment is well conducted, the
the pressure of the gas at the end, that is to say, when
lights have been extinguished and the temperature has
become what it was at first, returns to its original value.
To obtain this result there must be no loss of gas during
the experiment.

This loss of gas is caused principally by the lengthen-
ing of the pins that unite the pieces of steel which hold
the glasses at the extremities of the tube. In order

• Such ohscrv.-itions would gather addilional interest if made in the neigh-
bourhood of a great line of fault.

; A communication made by Dr. Janssen to the Paris .Academy cf
Sciences. Translated from Ld Nature,

to prevent this lengthening, bands of brass have been
placed between the heads of the pins and the disk, the
length of which has been calculated to compensate by
their expansion that of the pins. Thus the same degree
of pressure is obtained at all temperatures.

The experiments have been made with varied pressures

of oxygen. They show that from the ordinary tempera-
ture up to about 300" the bands and lines of the spectrum
of absorption of oxygen do not undergo modification.

But quite a new feature is produced. A remarkable point

is the very remarkable augmentation of transparency
of the gaseous column with the increase of heat, a trans-

parency revealed by a considerable augmentation of the
brightness and the limits of the spectrum, above all on
the side of the red. I shall have to return to the

theoretical consequences of this important fact.

To ascend further in the scale of temperatures, it

is necessary to make use of the platinum spiral tube
rendered incandescent by the passage of the current.

I will not repeat the general arrangement of the ex-

periment already described. The incandescence of the

Kic. I.— Experiments with a vertical tube and incandescent spiral.

spiral is more difficult to obtain if the pressure of the gas
is greater.

The temperature to which the spiral is carried can be
determined in different ways:— (i) The thermo-electric
couple

; (2) the observation of the increase of the pres-

sure of the gas caused by the passage of the current ; (3)
and finally, the brightness and length of the spectrum
given by the incandescent spiral, when it furnishes the

light alone.

The experiment works thus :
—

The tube being placed in a vertical position, the

lamp, which must produce the beam to be analysed after

its passage in the tube, is first regulated, and then the

spectrum analysing apparatus is arranged. Pressure is

then put on, and the constitution of the spectrum having
been well observed, a current is made to pass, the power
of which is proportional to the temperature which has to

be obtained.
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The pressure increases immediately, and stops when
-equilibrium is established. The spectroscopic pheno-
mena are always followed and compared at the beginning
and when equilibrium is established.

KiG. 3.—.Apparatus UyX experiments at twgh \ rc-s

In the experiments made with the tube of two metres in

length, and with gaseous pressures up to loo atmo-
sphere, perceptible modifications in the length of the

spectrum observed have not been noted. The attained

temperatures have been estimated between 8oo' and
900 , according to the spectrum given by the spiral.

To obtain higher temperatures if is necessary to

increase the power of the electric generators, and that is

what it is proposed to do ; but it must be observed that

the solar phenomenon point of view, it is the e.\terior

and middle parts of the coronal atmosphere
which interest us most. It is those which, if

they contain oxygen, would, above all the

others, produce steam, by reason of their lower

temperatures. But temperatures of Soo and
900 , which have already been realised, cor-

respond to the deep parts of the coronal
atmosphere, and in these, as well as in

those which are more exterior, and con-
sequently colder, the absence of oxygen may
be affirmed.

XOTES.
Lord Kelvin has been awarded the Grande Midaille of the

Socielt- d'Encouragement pour I'lndustrie Nationale of Paris,

for his scientific works. Among other awards we note the fol-

lowing : 3000 francs to M. Dulac for a means of

diminishing smoke at industrial centres ; lOOO

rancs to MM. Fuchs and de Launay for their

work "Giles Minciaux" ; and 500 francs to M.
Chapel for his " Caoutchouc et laGutta-Percha "

;

2000 francs to Prof. Roberts-Austen for his work

on alloys (see N.\ture, June 7) ; 1500 francs

to M. Pagnoul ; and 500 francs to the Socicti;

d'Agriculture in the Meaux district, for in-

vestigations on the comparative physical nature

and chemical constitution of the soils of certain

regions.

After a long illness the Right Hon. Sir

Henry Layard passed away on July 5, at the age

of seventy-seven. His excavations at Nineveh

and li.ibylon, and his travels through various

pans of .'\sia, have made his name eminent

among archa;ological investigators and dis-

coverers.

We regret to record the death at Paris of M.
Mallard, the Professor of Mineralogy in the Ecole

Nationale Suprrieuie des Mines.

The Times correspondent at Calcutta tele-

graphs that, since the beginning of the rainy

season, the water in the Gohna Lake has been

rising about two feet daily, and is now 160 feet from the

top of the dam. As percolation has begun through the dam,

and is increasing with the increased pressure, it is thought

that the overflow will probably not occur before the middle of

September.

A ReI/Ter telegram from .St. John's, dated July 7, states

that the Peary Auxiliary Expedition has sailed on board the

steamer Falcon for Inglefield Gulf, Greenland, to bring home
Lieut. Peary's party. They will call at Carey Island, where

PHOTOGRAPH OF A LANDSCAPE IN
LIVING AND DEAD BACTERIA.

A FTLM of living bacteria in Agar was dis-
•**• iributcd over very thin (cover-slip; glass
sterilised ; this thin glass alone separated the
film from the negative. After exposure over a
mirror for two hours, and then fi)rty-cight

hours' incubation, the bacteria behind the trans-

parent pans of the negative were killed
;

tho»e behind the opaque parts developed
normally ; those partly protected were re-

tarilcd, giving the half tones. The photograph
wa» sharper when first made, several weeks before
reproduction.
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the Swedish naturalists lijorling and Kallstenius were wrecked

in the schooner KippU in 1892, and will also search at Cape

Faraday and Clarence Ilcad to ascertain the fate of the
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naturalists. The party will explore Jones's Sound and make a

chart of the coast, returning to Bowdoin Bay for Lieut. Peary

on .September l. The expedition is expected to return by

September 20. Dr. Ohlin, the Swedish zoologist, and Messrs.

Chamberlain and Libbey, represent the scientific side of the

party, which is under the leadership of Mr. Bryant.

Dr. M. a. Veeder informs us that the Jackson-Harmsworlh

Polar Expedition, which starts from London to-day (see p.

255) for an extended sojourn in the Arctic regions, will co-operate

in observation of the aurora upon the concerted plan which is in

use by a large number of observers ia various parts of the earth,

and by the expeditions of Lieul. Peary and Dr. Nansen. This,

together with what has already lieen done, insures the con-

tinuance and perfecting of these observations, which are having

results that promise to be of great practical value both to

astronomical and meteorological science, as well as to the study

of physics in general.

At the last meeting of ihe Physical Society it was announced

that in future the meetings of the Society will l)e held in the

rooms of the Chemical Society, Burlington House. Since its

foundation in 1874 the Socieiy has met in the Physical

Lecture Theatre of the Royal College of Science.

Violent earthquake disturbances were experienced in

Constantinople on Tuesday afternoon. The first shock

occurred shortly after noon, and is said to have lasted twenty

seconds. Another wave was felt at four o'clock. In both

cases the direction of motion appears to have been from east to

west. About the same time, a severe earthquake was also felt

at Smyrna and Scio, and in the Dardanelles.

Miss Ormerod, writing to the Times of Saturday last,

mentions that bad attacks of the grass-destroying caterpillars

of the antler moth are now occurring in some localities in Scot-

land. She says that in 1S84 these caterpillars devastated an

area of about ten miles in extent of the mountainous parts

of Glamorganshire, and in 1SS5 spread over an area of about

seven by five miles in Selkirkshire, N.B. The district infested

at present is that in which the voles not long ago did so much
damage, and Prof. Wallace reports that the caterpillars are

doing even more mischief than the voles.

Thunderstorms again occurred in nearly all parts of Great

Britain on the 6th inst., and were reported at places during

several subsequent days ; the disturbance appears to have been

caused by a shallow barometric depression advancing north-

wards from the south-west of France. The thunderstorms

were again jireceded by abnormally high temperatures, es-

pecially over the eastern and southern pans of England, where
the thermometer rose above 85 , while at Rochefort, in France,

the maximum temperature in the shade rose to 99° on the 5lh.

Some very heavy falls of rain have also been reported, the total

in two days amounting to about three inches in the south-west

of Ireland, and quantities of considerably over an inch in

twenty-four hours (ell in Scotland and the south of England.
The average rainfall since the beginning of Ihe year has now
been about reached, or exceeded, in all districts except the

midland parts of England ; in Scotland the average has been
exceeded by about five inches.

At a-Council meeting of thePharmaceutical Society of Great
Britain, last week, Mr. Martindale moved the following re-

solution :
— " That after the first day of January, 1S95, a practical

knowledge of the metric system of weights and measures shall

be required of all candidates for the Minor examination in the

subjects of prescriptions and practical dispensing, and that the

Board of Examiners be instructed to require from candidates a

general knowledge of posology in terms of the metric as well
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as the British system of weights and measures as defined by the

British Pharmacopoeia, 1S85 ; and in practical dispensing ' to

weigh, measure, and compound medicines ' by the metric as

well as the British system of weights and measures." .\fter

some discussion Ihe resolution was altered to the effect that the

Board of Examiners should be requested to consider the ad-

visability of acquiring a practical knowledge of the metric

system of weights and measures for the Minor examination. In

this form it was carried.

We regret to note that the recently issued report of Ihe

Council of the Marine Biological .Association states that there

is no immediate prospect of a satisfactory boat being obtained

by the Association : the question is purely a financial one, and

its solution is only to be found in the generosity of public com-

panies or private individuals. The Council points out that it

is impossible that a sea-going boat can be purchased out of

income, so long as the revenue of the Association is so sm ill.

During the past year the work of collection has been largely

carried out by means of hired vessels, a method both expensive

and unsatisfactory. As to scientific investigations, we read

that, during the past year, both Mr. Cunningham and Mr. H ilt

continued their inquiries into the various questions relating

to the maturity of food-fish which were so prominent last yiar

before the House of Commons Select Committee on S;a

Fisheries, and upon which much information is still required.

More important, perhaps, is the fact that .Mr. Cunningham has

finally settled by direct experiment the much-debated question

of the identity of the egg of the pilchard. He has been able

to rear the larva- of plaice, hatched and fertilised in the aquarium

at Plymouth, to the age of thirty-seven days ; no flat-fish

larva; had previously been reared in confinement from the ovum

to this age, and the result is of great economic value.

The German Fisheries Association offers prizes of 800,

icoo, and 600 marks, respectively, for ihe best works on the fol-

lowing subjects :—(i) Simple, trustworthy, and generally

applicable methods for the determination of the gases oxygen,

carbonic acid, and nitrogen found in n<atural waters, or at least

of the first two, special importance being attached to methods

independent of the higher resources of the chemical laboratory.

Competitors to send in before June I, 1S95. (2) Investigations

concerning the pathological and anatomical effects upon fishes

of the following bodies found in drain-waters :—Free acids,

free bases, especially lime, ammonia, soda, and the soluble

carbonates of potash and soda ; free bleaching gases, such as

chlorine and sulphurous acid. Further, the determination of

the symptoms of suffocation from these causes. Partial and

even negative answers are not excluded. Representatives of the

Salmonidseand Cyprinidae families are recommended for investi-

gation. Papers to be sent in before November i, 1896. (3) The
development and conditions of life of the water fungus Lepto-

milus laclius, and its appearance and disappearance in polluted

waters. Papers to be sent in before November I, 1S95. All papers

for the competition are to be sent in registered envelopes to the

General Secretary, Prof. Dr. Weigelt, Berlin, S.W., Zimmer-

strasse 90, 91. They may be written in German, French, or

English, and are to be provided with a motto and with the name

and address of the author in a sealed envelope bearing the same

motto. The object of the .Association is to throw light on the

pollution of natural waters by animal and industrial refuse. Ttie

withdrawal of the gases mentioned, which have an intimate re-

lation to the amount of pulrifying matter, is difiicult to prove.

The symptoms of death due to pollution by free acids and other

poisons are not as yet v.;ry well knuvn. Sugar and starch fac-

tories send drain-waters into the rivers, which offer ample sus-

tenance to the white river alg», especially Leploiitiliis laeleus.

These may be regarded as having a purifying effect, bat the de-
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composition of the dead floating masses gives rise to farther

pollution. An examination of the habits of this plant appears,

therefore, highly desirable in the interests of the inland fisheries.

The judges are Drs. Fleischer, Kbnig, Tiemann, Hermann,

Nitsche, Virchow, Hulwa, Kirchner, Magnus, and Weigelt.

AN investigation by Prof. W.J. Sollas, F.R.S., "On the

Relation of the Granite to the Gibbro of Barnavave,

Carlingford" {Trans. Royal Irish Academy, vol. xxx.

pan xii. 1S94), his aided facts of considerable importance to

whit was previously known about the mountain groups of

Carlingford and Slieve Gullion, which rise from the centre of

the Palaeozoic tract of the counliei of Lough and Armagh, and

represent the remains of extinct volcanoes of the Tertiary period.

From an examination of the district, and a study of rock-

sections from it, the following statements are deduced :—(i)

The ga')bro of the Carlingford district is older than the granite

which penetrates it. (2) The gabbro was alreidy completely

solid, traversed by contraction joints, and, probably, fractured

by earth movements before the injection of granophyric material.

(3) The granophyric material was in a sta'.e of great fluidity at

the time of its intrusion. The granophyric dykes arc in no

case contemporary veins. The results of the investigation

suggest to Prof. Sollas some reflections on the diflficult question

of the "differentiation of originally homogeneous igneous

mignas." In his opinion, "much more attention must be given

to the investigaiioi of the de:ails of the now prevalent differ-

en'iation hypothesis before it can be regarded as established on

a firm basis." In fact, the importance of this paper as a con-

tribution to physical geology is liable to be overlooked, owing

to the topographical nature of its title ; but it soon becomes

apparent to the reader that the close intermingling of rocks of

different composition which has taken place at Barnavave, is

not likely to be an exceptional occurrence. The proofs of

microscopic penetration of the gabbro by the granite, until a

bulk-analysis of any sp;cimen would be most misleading, are

interesting to all geologists, and practically open a new field of

observation. A severe blow is struck at the whole theory of

"segregation veins," or "contemporary veins," which has

perhaps been maintained too academically and without com-

plete confirmation in natural exposures. It is worth noting

that this memoir is issued separately by the Royal Irish

Academy, like all published in their Transactions.

In a paper published in the Ekclroltchnische Zeilsckrijl, in

which he described a new form of gas voltameter. Prof. Kohl-

rauich expressed his sarpnse thr. the gis voltameter was so

sellom used for measuring currents. The reason for this state

of affairs is probably to be found in thit the form of gas volta-

iDcter ordinarily in us; is b )th inaccurate and troublesome to

use A new form of gas voltameter has recently been devised

by Herr II. A. Niber, of Amsterdam, which embolics several

improvements. The burette in which the gas evolved (either

hydrogen or oxygen) is collected, can be turned about a vertical

%x\s so as to bring its lower end over the electro le, and thus

start or stop (he c illection of gas at any given time without

breaking the current passing through the voltameter. By means

of an auxiliary vessel into which air cin be driven, the level of

the liquid inside and outside the burette can be made the same,

so that there is no correction to be applied to the barometric

pressure in order to find the pressure under which the gas is

measured. The burette is fitted with a (ap, so that the oxygen

Of hydrogen evolved can be passed into another vessel and

collected. The whole of the apparatus is constructed of glass,

except, of course, the electrodes, which are of platinum, and are

to arranged that the two gasei evolved can never possibly mix,

and thus cause an explosion, if by any chance the platinum of

the eleclrodei becomes exposed to this mixture of gases.
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A NEW form of automatic steering compass has been invented

by Lieut. Bersier, of the French Navy, and a very full descrip-

tion is published in La Nature for June 25. The difficulty

with any form of automatic compass is that any arrangement by

which the compass card mikes or breaks a mechanical contact

when the course deviates from a straight line will interfere with

the free set of the needle. Lieut. Bersier, in his compass, uses a

spark from a Ruhmkorff coil, which passes between a metal

point on the edge of the compass'card and one of two semi-

circular metal plates fixed to and insulated from the sides ol

the compass bowl. These metal plates are connected to two

small electromagnets, and when the electric current which forms

the spark passes, it closes the circuit of a small motor which

actuates the steering gear. If the spark passes to one plate

the motor ss-orks in one direction, while if the spark passes to

the other plate the motor works in the reverse direction ; so that

it is only when the point on the card is half-way between

the two metal [plates that the rudder is amidships. It is said

that the ne.v compass has been tried in the French Navy for

several months pist, and has given entire satisfaction, which,

considering the very delicate and complicated nature of the

mechanism employed, is veiy remarkable. The new form

of compass can be made to automatically register the course

steered, the spark being caused to pierce a band of paper which

is moved by clockwork.

I.v a short paper communicated to the Johns Hopkins

University Circular, Mr. .\. S. Mackenzie describes some

experiments he has conducted to test the validity of the New-
tonian law of attr.iction for crystalline and isotropic masses at

small distances. In discussing the elastic solid theory of re-

fraction in physical optics, it is often customary to introduce an

optical density which may be different in different directions.

In uniaxal crystals there are two such directions, and in the

case of Iceland spar the square roots of the densities are as

I '486 to I '658. Thus the question arises, does this property

depend upon the distribution of the mass with reference to the

optic axis? and if so, could a crystal attract a pirticle in a

manner dependent upon the position of the particle with reference

to the optic axes of the crystal, so that it would act as if it were

of greater mass (and therefore density) in one direction than in

another? It is to elucida'e this point that the author has been

conducting a series of experiments, using for this purpose a form

of apparatus which, at any rate as far as the magnitude and sus-

pension of the attracted misses are concerned, resemble; that

used by Prof. Boys. The apparatus, however, is designed for

relative rather than absolute measurements. .Mihough the

greatest divergence between any two results only amounted to

I part in 200, no difference in the attr.iclion of a crystalline mass

along, and at right angles to, the axis was discovered. A second

set of experiments was undertaken in which the attracting masses

were isotropic, but in which the distances between the attractinj;

and attracted masses was varied, with a view of testing the law

of the inverse square of the distance. The form of apparatus

used seems particularly ill-suited to test this point, as the dis-

tances between the centres of the masses are very hard to

measure. The author, however, says these distances could be

measured to within /, mm , and he finds that while the de-

flections .as calculated, assuming the correctness of the inver-e

square law for dis ances of about 74, 55 and 36 cm. between

the centres of the large and small masses were as I :2'05 : 5'*5>

while the observed deflections were as i :
2 '04 : 5 '24. So that

the Newtonian law has been found to be true for the attractions

of non-isotropic, and for istropic masses at distances apart as

small as 3 or 4 cm.

In the Afodcrn Medicineand Baeleriologicai Review for May,

attention is called to a subject which is attracting special in-
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terest just now amongst bacteriologists—the existence of sub-

varieties of microbes of specific species. We have frequently

referred in these notes, directly and indirectly, to the poly-

I
morphism exhibited by one and the same varietyofmicro-organism

whensubmitted todifferentcondilionsofenvironment, &c., whilst

Prof. Percy Frankland has repeatedly shown how the power of

fermenting various solutions may not only be imparted to par-

ticular microbes by suitable training, but also removed from them.

M. Fere has recently shown that there exist many sub-varieties

I

of the bacillus coli conwiunis, and Dr. Sanarelli has demin-
I strated the same in a series of investigations, conducted under

Prof. Metchnikofif, for the typhoid bacillus, whilst the list of

pseudo and other cholera vibrios is fast becoming unmanage-

able. The desirability of a due recognition of the fickleness of

microbes to prescribed forms, &c., in the diagnosis of disease,

wiiere the bacteriological evidence is regarded of first import-

ance, is obvious to all ; whilst at the same time it is but one of

the difficulties which a larger horizon has placed in the path of

the bewildered bacteriologist. The other microbial notes are

mainly on subjects already reviewed in these columns, whilst

the medical articles are too technical to admit of reference here.

An interesting account of hereditary malformation of the

hands and feet is contributed by Drs. \V. Ramsay Smith and

J. Stewart Norwell to the Brilish Medical 'Jotirnal. In the

subjects examined, the malfonnations in the hands affected the

middle and ring fingers. These fingers were webbed to the

tips, and the bones were disposed in an extraordinary manner.

i For instance, on the left hand the tip of the middle finger looked

as if it were twisted in front of the ring finger, while the nails,

which in the right hand were in the same pUne, formed in the

left a well-marked angle with one another. Each foot of the

subjects had six toes. The second and third toes were webbed

almost to the first interphalangeal joints, and the first and sixth

toes up to the nail, while the fourth toe was comparatively free.

It is not so much the striking abnormalities that are interesting,

however, as the persistency and consistency with which the mal-

formation has affected several generations. Taking back the

history of the case as far as they could investigate it, the authors

found that twenty-one out of twenty-eight of the family were

malformed. An important point in this record is that mal-

formation of the hands was always associated with malformation

of the feet. In no instance was there a malformation of the

hands alone or of the feet alone ; and the malformation, as far

as could be ascertained, showed very little variation. Another

point is that it seemed to go very much in the female line. It is

also remaikable that the wife of one of the subjects had been

mairied previously, and had borne three children by her first

husband, nevertheless all the children of the second husband

inherited the malformation possessed by him.

Messrs. Blackie and Son have published the third part

of Prof. F. W. Oliver's translation of Prof. Kerner's "Natural

History of Plants."

Messrs. \Vii.i.ia>[s a.nd Norgate have issued a list of new
scientific works published in German, French, and other

foreign languages. The list is No. 59 of their scientilic series

of foreign book circulars.

We have received an advance copy of the eleventh annual
|

report presented to the Chemical Section of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, by the Committee
on indexing chemical literature. The report consists of a

descrip'.ive list of bibliographies published during last year.

Some very interesting reminiscences of the late Rev. Leonard
Blomefield, together with a portrait of him, are given by Mr.
H. H. Winwood in the J'roiecitinj;! of the Bath Natural History
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and Antiquarian Field Club (vol. iii. No. I). Mr. Blomefield

was the founder of the Club, in 1855, and took the warmest
interest in its work up to the time of his death in September
last.

Part ii. of volume Ivii. of ihe/ounial of the Royal Statistical

Society has just been published. Mr. Charles Booth's paper,
" Statistics of Pauperism in Old Age," and the discussion on it,

as submitted at the meeting of the Society in March, is con-

tained in this number. The paper forms the first part of a

volume since published by Messrs. Macmillan. Two other

papers are included in the youyiial, v'u. " Conditions and
Prospects of Popular Education in India," by Mr. J. A. Baines,

and "Modes of Census-Taking in the British Dominions," by
Mr. R. H. Hooker.

We stated some time ago that the United States Hydro-
graphic Office was collecting information with the view of

publishing a monthly Pilot Chart of the North Pacific Ocean.

The first chart, for the month of July, has now been issued, and
contains, among other useful information, data showing the

calms and prevailing winds, the currents, and mean isobars

drawn for Greenwich noon, for that month. The chart is at

present far from complete, because of the limited number of

observations in unfrequented portions of the ocean ; nevertheless

it is a good beginning, and no doubt the appeal made to

observers to co-operate in the work will eventually enable the

hydrographer to fill in the details where they are now wanting.

Every student of physics knows Deschanel's " Natural Philo-

sophy," by Prof. J. D. Everett, F.R.S. For many years this

treatise, and that by Ganot, have been the standard works for

classes in elementary physics, and the thirteenth edition, just

published by Messrs. Blackie and Son, will enable this position

to be maintained for some time to come. It is well known that

the work is not merely a translation ; in fact, Deschanel's " Traitt

de Physique " only forms a basis upon which Prof Everett

has constructed an invaluable text-book. So many are the addi-

tions to the new edition that three pages of the volume are taken

up with the enumeration of them. The work has been entirely

recast, much of the old matter has been rearranged, and new
matter has been largely introduced. Part II. contains a new
chapter on Thermodynauic-i, in which free use is made of the

methods of the Differential Calculus. An explanation of en-

tropy, Dewar's experiments, and Van der Waal's theory with

respect to the departure of gases from Boyle's law, are among the

many additions to this part. Two new chapters have been added

to Part III. (Electricity and Magnetism), and much of the

antiquated matter has been omitted. Very extensive changes

have also been made in the optical portion of Part IV., and a

new chapter has been introduced dealing with systems of co-

axal lenses. These judicious revisions and expansions have

resulted in the production of a work which bears the same

relation to physics of to-day that the original treatise did to the

state of physical knowledge at the time of publication. The
work may, therefore, be expected to be just as successful in the

future as it has been in the past.

The nature of the explosive decomposition of the ammo-
nium and mercuiy salts of diazoimide, N.)H, forms the subject

of a communication to the Aiiiiales >ic Chimie el Je Physique,

by MM. Berthelot and Vieille. The ammonium salt, NjNHi,
was obtained in large, brilliant, transparent crystals by the

method of Curtius, the action of ammonia upon diazohip-

puramide suspended in alcohol and recrystallisation from water.

The crystals may be handled without much danger of explosion

if due care is taken. They sublime at the ordinary temperature

in vacuo. The pressure produced during their e.xplosion has

been determined in a small steel cylinder provided with piston

and registering apparatus ; a similar cylinder of copper was
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burst by the violence of the explosion. The pressure produced

was found to be equal to that of one of the gunpowders recently

tested by M. Berthelot, but the combustion appears to be a

relatively slow one ; the temperature of deflagration is about

1550-1400°. Hence the ammonium salt of diazoimide is a re-

markable explosive on account both of the force developed

during explosion and of its low temperature of deflagration.

The products of the decomposition are ammonia, hydrogen and

nitrogen. The ammonia was actually liquefied in the cylinder.

The temperature is not sufficiently high to dissociate ammonia,

so that there is first a decomposition into ammonia and diazo-

imide and then a subsequent decomposition of the latter into its

elements. This probably accounts for the extreme force of the

explosion, the energy which would otherwise have been absorbed

in eflTecting the dissociation of the ammonia being available in

the explosion. The mercurous salt of diazoimide, X^Wg-.M *»s

obtained by precipitating a dilute aqueous solution of the ammo-

nium salt with mercurous nitrate. The precipitate requires

very careful washing and drying, owing to its highly explosive

character. Its explosive decomposition is extremely rapid,

analogous to that of fulminate of mercury, and the tempera-

ture of deflagration high, about 2700°. The mercuric sail,

NjHg, may be conveniently obtained from the mercurous salt

by Hrcomposing it with sulphuric acid, and treating the solution

of diazoimide thus prepared with freshly precipitated yellow

mercuric oxide. The greater portion of the salt separates as a

white precipitate, but it is somewhat soluble in cold water, and

very considerably soluble in hot water, from which long aciciilar

crystals are deposited on cooling. It is the most dangerously

explosive of the salts investigated, and the experiments have

unfortunately had to be abandoned on account of serious acci-

dents to M. lietthelot's assistants. It is much more sensitive

and therefore more dangerous than fulminate of mercury, and

explodes when least expected and in a most violent manner. It

furnishes ihe same volume of gaseous products of decomposition

as fulminate of mercury.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Rhesus Monkey {Maccuus rhesus) (rom

India, presented by Mr. Conrad W. Cooke ; a Macaque

Monkey (Macacus cyuomolgus) from India, presented by Mis.

Wheeler; a Cheetah (Cyn„-liirus jul'alm) from Somali-land,

presented by Mr. William Mure ; four Hedgehogs [Eriuaccus

turofitus), British, presented by Mr. F. C. Smith ; two Senegal

Touracous {Corylliaix fersa) from West .\fiica, presented by

Miss E. B. Redwar ; a Falcon [F<il<o, sp. inc. ) captured at

lea, presented by Mr. Arthur L. .Sclater ; four Anolises

(AnoH.', sp. inc.) from North .\merica, presented by the

Southern Curio Company ; a Crowned Lemur {Lemur corona-

lull from Madagascar, three Opossums (Didelphys, sp. inc.)

from South America, deposited ; two Obsolete Tinamous

(Cryflurui obsolelus) from Brazil ; a Smooth Snake (Coroiiella

lavii) from Austria, purchased ; ihree Indian Cobras {Naia

Itifudiaiis) from India, received in exchange.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The Si'ECTRUM ok the Orion Nkiiui.a.—Two papers on

Ihe spectrum of the nebula in Orion ate contained in the cur-

rent number of Astronomy and Astro- Physics, one by I'rof. J. E.

Keelcr, and the other by Prof. \V. W. Campbell. The former

observer photographed the spectrum of the nebula many times

during Uiit winter. A comparison, of the pholographic and

viiual oluervaiions of nebular lines, with daik lines in the spcctia

of the Orion stars, indicates that an intimate relation exisis be-

tween the two. " Indeed," says I'rof. Keelcr, "taking into

account the relative intensities of the lines, the spectrum of

Rigel mayalmost be regarded asihe nebularspeclrum reversed.
"

SpectroKopists will remember that Dr. Huggins obtained an

anomalout spectrum of the Orion nebula in 1S89, his photo-
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graph showing a large number of fine lines apparently connected
with the spectra of the trapezium stars, while the hydrogen lines

Ha and Ht were absent. Prof. Keeler has tried lo obtain the
same result by photographing the spectrum in the same way as
Dr. Huggins, but without success. He shows that "contrary
to the belief which has been held up to the present time, the
trapezium slars have spectra marked by strong absorption
bands ; they have not the direct connection with ihe nebula that
would he indicated by a bright-line spectrum, but are in fact on
precisely the same footing (spectroscopically) as other stars ii>

the constellation of Orion. While their relation to the nebula
is more certain than ever, they can no longer be regarded as
necessarily situated in the nebula, but within indefinite limits

they may be placed anywhere in the line of sight." Finally,

with regard to the appearances that have led to the belief that

the nebular lines are bright in these stars. Prof. Keeler believes

that they aie of physiological and photographic origin, and do
not actually exist. It is pointed out that these conclusions
have an important bearing on theories of stellar development.

Prof. Campbell's paper, which is continued from the May
number, deals with the spectrum of the Orion nebula and other
well-known nebuUx;. In it Prof. Campbell brings together all

his spectroscopic observations of nebula:. Like Prof. Keeler,

he was unable to confirm Dr. Huggins' observation of Ihe ab-

sence of certain hydrogen lines in the spectrum of the Orion
nebul.1. His photographs also show that the spectra of the

trapezium slars all conform to the Orion type, and contain
numerous dark lines, but no bright lines. l!y tabulating the

observaiions published up to the date of the paper, it is sliown

that of the twenly-five bright lines known to exist in itu- ^;hc-

trum of the Orion nebula, at least nineteen are dciii ily

matched by dark lines in ihe Orion stars, and at least lilieeii

by daik lines in the six faint stars situated in Ihe dense

parts of the nebula. Including his own observations. Prof

Campbell finds that ihirly-six bright lines have been observe

in the spectra of the seven nebula; examined by him. He h .

tabulated all the lines that have had iheir positions determined

either from photographs or by direct observation.

The Nebulous Character or Nova Aurig.v;.—The
question of the telescopic appearance of Nova Auriga; is again

brought up in Astronomische Nachridilen, No. 3238. Prof. I'.

E. Barnard, at the end of a communication on micromeirical

observationsof the object, made with the 36-inch telescopeof the

LickObservatory, says that when he examined the star on August

ig, 1S92, it appeared lo be densely nebulous, and that since

then it h.as not appreciably changed. He has made a very

careful examination of the slar in order lo test whether the nebu-

losity was due to instrumental defects or not, and the result of

his investigation is the conclusion that—" When the Nova is in

the best possible focus it is hazy and surrounded for s''>r6'

with a decided nebulosity. . . . How much of this nebiili iiy is

due to the peculiarity of the spectrum of the Nova, I am mu able

to tell. Hut from my experience with nebula: I would un-

hesitatingly say that the Nova is distinctly and unquestionably

nebulous." This testimony, coming from such an experienced

observer as Prof. Barnard, is very important. An inspection of

the micrometrical observations made at the Lick Observatory,

(ailed to show any marked periodic variation of the star's

position, such as might be due to parallax. The object must

therefore be at an enormous distance from us.

.\ series of observations of the relative position of Nova
Aurig;v and a comparison slar of magnitude 102, is also com-

municated to the same number of the Astronomische Nachrichltn

by V . kenz, of the Pulkowa Observatory. The observaiions

extend (rom September 1892 to March 1S94. The series shows

no perceptible variation in ihe relative positions of ihe two

stars. As regards the suspected ncliulosily, Dr. Kenz found

that it disappeared on pulling out Iheeyepiccc by about 3-6mm..

thus indicating that the nebular appearance was due to a want

of definition produced by the different refrangibiliiy of the

light emitted by the Nova. He thinks that Ihe object has

never appeared so nebulous as it was in September 1S92,

and he suggests that this may be accounted for by the (act ihat

the hydiogen line at A 486 ^m (F) an^l 'liat *' ^ 495 MM '"»»=

diminished in intensity.

The Ai'Is Period of the An'cient Egyptians.—The

Apis Period of the ancient ivgyptians formed the subject of •

recent paper read before the Vienna Academy by Dr. E.

Mahler. The author showed that this 25-ycar period could no
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be related to the duration of life of an Apis, since many dif-

ferent periods are recorded for that. But by reducing the dates

of the enthronement of Apis as given by Brugsch and Lepsius in

the ligyplian reckoning to the Julian chronology on the basis

of the fixed Sirius year, the significant fact was discovered that

such enthronement always took place on the day of the full

moon. Since Apis is known to be the visible representation of

Osiris, and the latter is identified with the full moon, it is

reasonable to suppose that the Apis-period of 9125 = 25 x 365

days was purely astronomical, and that the name was derived

from its connection with the full moon and Osiris.

Observations oi' the Planet Mars.—A telegram trans-

mitted by Prof. Pickering to Prof. Krueger, and printed in

Astr. Nacli. No. 3241, reads as follows :
— " Ilolden tele-

graphs : Bright projection of Mars terminator like that previously

observed at Lick Observatory and seen several mornings, best

seen June 28 near Polar Cap, Ganges seen double."

THE JACKSON-HARMSWORTH POLAR
EXPEDITION.

'T'HE private Polar Expedition led by Mr. F. G. Jackson,
and financed by Mr. A. C. Ilarmsworth, sails from the

Thames to-day, July 12, on board the steam-whaler Wiytdward,

for Franz Josef Land, calling 01 route at Archangel.

Many ol the equipments of the expedition were exhibited to

a select party at an *' at home " given by Mr. and Mrs. Harms-
worth at the Grafton Galleries on Friday evening, and on
Monday last a number of visitors were shown over the ship in

the Shadwell Basin, when the special arrangements for the

expedition were more fully explained.

The s'aff which has been finally selected by Mr. Jackson to

accompany him on his projected land journey in the far north

includes the following :— l^Ir. Albert Armitage, second in com-
mand, a young officer of the P. and O. Company's service, who
is a practical navigator and trained in astronomical and mag-
netic observations ; Dr. Kettlit-, medical ofiicer ; Captain
Schlosshauer, a merchant skipper ; Mr. Fisher, curator of the
Nottingham Museum, as scientific collector ; Mr. Burgess, who
has had some previous Arctic experience, and will act as cook

;

Mr. Childs, who undertakes mineralogical work and photo-

graphy; and Mr. Dunsford, who, like Mr. Jaikson and Mr.
Armitage, has a knowledge of surveying. Some friends of the

explorers sail with the party, intending to return from
Archangel.

Several previous expeditions have acquired some knowledge
of the natural conditions of Franz Josef Land, and it is con-
•fidently expected that game, in the shape o( bears, seals, and
birds, will be abundant. Accordingly a complete outfit of

sporting guns, rifles, harpoons, &c., is being taken. The
expedition is, however, fully provisioned for four years with the

most highly condensed and thoroughly preserved foods obtain-

able. Much reliance is placed on the fresh bear and seal meat,
expected to be shot, for the prevention of scurvy, but Mr. Jack-
son also proposes to use port wine as a specific. The use of
alcohol and tobacco, which has recently been entirely discarded
in Arctic work, is one of the peculiar and probahly not un-
popular features of the present attempt on the Pole.

The arrangements for travelling include boats for crossing
open water. One of aluminium, measuring 18 feet by 5 feet,

weighs only 150 lbs., and can carry twenty people ; it is made
in three sections for convenience of transport on sledges, and
each section will lloat by iiself. .\ similar copper boat, weigh-
ing about 200 lbs., is also carried, and three light wooden
Norwegian boats. A fa-t steam-launch, appropriately named
the Alarkham, is expected to be of service if it is found possible
to proceed from the base for some distance by sea, or up
Austria Sound.

Eighteen sledges of exceplionally light and strong construc-
tion, each calculated to carry 1000 lb-, weight if necessary, are
taken

; these are to be drawn by .Siberian dogs or ponies.
There are three collapsible tents, and suits of Samoyed clothing
for use in winter, the cumbrous-looking garb of these
Siberian nomads being considered better adapted for rough
work in bad weather than the tighter-fitting costume of the
Eskimo pattern. The scientific instruments carried are perhaps
the finest that have ever been taken into the far north, the ex-
tensive use of aluminium ensuring a lightness and strength
never before attained in Arctic exploration.
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After landing the exploring party in Franz Josef Land about

the end of August, the H'indivard will return to England, if

possible, and sail again next year with fresh supplies.

The whole cost of the expedition is estimated at ^'25,000.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PARIS
OBSERVATORY.

C~\Vi the 3rd of March of this year, M. Tisserand presented his

report to the Council of the Observatory regarding the

state of the Observatory during the past year. In his pre-

liminary remarks he refers briefly to the work in course of

execution. Under the direction of Le Verrier, great attention

was concentrated on the meridian service, which comprises

observations of the sun, moon, planets, asteroids, and the

revision of the catalogue of Lalande. Extra-meridian observa-

tions of comets and small planets have been made wiih the

equatorial in the west tower, and M. Wolf has been occupied in

astro-physic researches. An important work in hand is that of

publishing a catalogue of the Observatory, based on all the

values of the meridian observations made from 1837-1S81,

while special reseaiches on the K.A. of fundamental stars have

been undertaken, and on the declinations, after methods pro-

posed by iL Lcewy. The equatorial service has been enlarged

by the addition of another coude, which instrument is devoted

to the observation of planets, comets, systematic measures of

double stars and nebulae, and will be occupied in future with

the study of the most interesting variable stars.

With regaid to the work in hand, >L Tisserand says that

there is enough "assure pour plusiers annees. " In remarking

on the great preponderance of meridian work, he refers to its

considerable importance in astronomy, furnishing as it does the

constants for calculating the positions of planets and stars.

Photography, he says, gives the means of determining exactly

the positions of small stars on a cliche with relation to a certain

number—say a dozen—of reference stais ; but the positions of

these last-mentioned ought to be measured by meridian

instruments.

The movement relative to the lengthening of the railroad has

been making great headway, and already the means of protec-

tion suggested by the Council have been commenced, notably

that of the niur d'isolement constructed near the tunnel.

Let us take a rapid survey uf the work done with each of the

separate instruments as reported by the head of each depart-

ment.
Large Meridian Circle,—Besides general transits observed,

it was attempted to correct the catalogue of polar distances of

fundamental stars, in continuing zenith distance measures of

stars with the adopted latitude. A series of sixty star.s, six

times observed, showed that the corrections agreed very satisfac-

torily among themselves, and harmonised well with those

furnished by the normal catalogue of M. Auwers.
Simultaneous observations have also been made to correct

the ephemeridesof the Coitnaissance des 7tv«/i and the latitude,

while active researches have been started lor finding out the

causes of the inequalities. With reference to the " flexion

horizontale," the instrument has remained firm, the mean value

given by the collimators being -o"'68, those for the three pre-

ceding years being -o"'54, -o"73, and -o"'66.

Meridian Instrument, Gaml>ey.—The work started in May
1890, of correcting catalogue R. A.'s of fundamental stars, has

been continued, and the corrections found are " faibles et bien

concordantes," as shown from the following few values :

—

ifcgo.

Stars.
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Renan having installed in front of the eyepiece a prism which
reversed the direction of apparent movement of the stars, either'

in right ascension or declination.

The "Supplement a I'Histoire Celeste de Lalande" is

undergoing revision, and the positions of 2250 stars are re-

quired to be re-observed, each three times by meridian
observ-ations. Since April 1S93, sixty series, comprising about
1000 stats of the catalogue, have been obtained.

The risiiin; of the meridian observations made during the

year shows that the instruments were by no means idle, no less

than 17,248 observations having been made. The resume of the

planets observed during the same period gives the total number
as 556.
Equatonaux CouJis.—The large equatorial has been re-

ceiving several alterations and additions, and it is hoped to

maintain the position of a fixed or movable star on the same
part of a photographic plate with an approximation ofo ""2 nearly.

The small coudc has been the means of eft'ecting the complete
measurements of 1S6 double stats, besides some observations of

minor planets, comets, occutlations, &c.
The Equatoiial in the West Touer.—This instrument is under

the direction of M. Bigourdan, who, with M. Faye, were away
observing the total eclipse of the sun at Senegal. During their

slay there, fifteen lunar culminations for longitude and four series

of obser\-ations for latitude were made, besides meteorological
observations and four independent determinations of the rela-

tive intensity of gravity. The olar observations, among other
things, consi>ted in observing the four contacts, and searching

round the limb of the sun for any small bodies that might be
visible.

The observations made with the equatorial above referred to

consisted of measurements of 2S0 double stars, besides those of
comets, occultations, &c.

The equatorial in the cast tower, under M. Callandreau's
direction, has been devoted chiefly to observations of minor
planets.

In the departments where photography is employed, MM.
Henry have obtained, among other results, 169 cliches for the

catalogue of the Carte an Ctel, twenty-nine large cliches of the

moon, enlarged directly eighteen times, these latter marking
" un progres ties sensible sur les resultats obtenus anterieure-

ment."
The "Bureau des Mesures des Cliches du Catalogue," under

Mdlle. Klumpke's supervision, is now supplied with two
machines. The total number of stars measured in the twelve
months amount to 27,750 ; of these 26,831 were measures of

stars, 343 measures of double stars, and 32 planetary measures.

The meteorological observations and the hour service have
been regularly continued, the latter without any failure during
the entire year.

In the >pectrosc9pic department, M. Deslandres has been
continuing the researches on the sun and stars ; but much time
was devoted to the preparations for the observations of the total

eclipse of the sun last >car. The results obtained during the

eclipse consisted of twenty-two photographs of the corona. Some
of the negatives show luminous jels from the corona extending to

a distance of two diameters. The ultra-violet spectrum of the

corona has been traced up to the limit of the ordinary solar

spectrum, and in addition fifteen lines have been observed in

the new region. In the researches concerning the rotation of

the corona, it has been found that one of the negatives shows
the spectra of two points of the corona, situated at the ex-

tremity of an equatorial diameter and 10' from the solar limb,

placed side by side. The bright H and K lines of calcium
present a slight displacement corresponding to a ditVercnce of

velocity of 5 to 7'5 kilometres. M. Deslandres admits
that the solar corona is animated with a motion of rotation,

the angular velocity of which corresponds with that of the sun.

Other spectroscopic work being continued is that of the study
of the ralial vclociiics of prominences and stais.

rj/E CHEMISTRY OF CLEANING.^
/\ S a great city grows, and the agglomeration of struggling

humanity increases, such questions as the dispotal of
tewagc and other waste matter rise from comparative insignifi-

gance into problems of almost insurmountable difhculty ; and

' A lecture Mtitt'.'i ai ihc LoniJon Inililulion, by Prof. Vivian L«wes.
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whilst we are able to put the burden of cleansing our towns
upon the urban authorities, the responsibility of keeping our
homes and bodies in a condition of at least sanitary cleanliness
devolves upon the individual, and a knowledge of the causes of
dirt and the methods by which it can be removed, cannot be
regaided as devoid of interest, or at any rate utility.

Before we can cleanse, we must have dirt to remove, .ind this

prime factor of our subject naturally must claim our first

attention.

Dirt has been variously defined : a great statesman has
spoken of it as " matter out of place," poets have christened it

the "bloom of ages," whilst more niaiier-offact individuals

have been content 10 look upon it as something which causes

an infinite amount of trouble in the household, and leads to the

consumption of much soap and water. If, however, we divest

our mind of prejudice, and approach the subject of dirt from
a scientific point of view, we shall find a silver lining to the

grimy cloud, and shall have to admit that a wondrous store of

interest is to be found in the dust with which the housemaid
wages perpetual war, and which when glued by nature to our
skins, requires special methods for its removal.

Observ.-ition shows that in our town houses, only a very short

interval of time is needed to cause a considerable deposit of dust

upon any horizontal surface, whilst vertical surfaces and
draperies, especially if their surface be rough, also accumulate
a considerable quantity, although of a lighter and more finely

divided kind. We also find that this dust is borne to its resting

place by the air which penetrates from the outer atmosphere,
and that its deposition is caused by the comparative con-

dition of rest insured to it by the absence of wind or violent

currents.

The presence of these air-borne particles of solid matter can-

be made visible in any town by allowing a beam of sunlight or a
ray from an electric lantern to pass through the air of a dark-

ened room. If the room be filled with air previously filtered by

passing it through cotton wool, the beam of light is invisible

until it strikes the opposite wall ; but if the air he unliltered, the

path of the beam is mapped out by the suspended matter re-

flecting and dispersing portions of it, and so becoming visible to

the eye as " the motes in the sunbeam."
The heavier the nature of the particles, the more quickly will

they settle, with the result that the dust on horizontal surlaces,

such as the tops of sideboard, piano, and mantel-board, may be

expected to differ somewhat from the lighter form, which has

continued to float until contact with vertical surfaces has brought

it to rest.

These particles of dust arc composed of matters of the most

varied nature, and will be found, when collected, to consist

partly of mineral and partly of organic substances, namely,

siliceous and carbonaceous matters, hair, epidermis from the

skin, pieces of vegetable fibre, pollen from various plants and
grasses, the sporidix of fungi and bacteria.

The heavier portions of the dust are found to contain ground-

up siliceous matter, pulverised by traffic in the road ; small

particles of salt carried inland by winds from the sea, together

with sulphate of soda, with other impurities of a local chai.icter.

If a sample of dust be collected and carefully ignited, the organic

matter will be burnt away, and any ammonium salts volatilised,

whilst the mineral portion will be unacted upon ; and in this

way it has been shown that nioreth.in one hall of the suspended

matters in the air arc of organic origin, a large portion of this

organic matter consisting of germs which are capable of selling

up fermentation, disease, and decay.

It is only within the last few years that the importance of the

work done by the solid particles of dust floating in the air has

been recognised, and it is to Pasteur that we owe the know-

ledge that these germs set up the various processes of organic

decay.
Pasteur collected the lightest portions of dust, which arc left

floating in the air after the heavier portions have settled down,

by gently drawing air through a plug of soluble collodion cotton ;

and after he had collected sufficient dust in this w.ay, he di^

solved the cotton in a mixture of alcohol and ether, and ex

amining the residual p.articlcs under the microscope, was able

to show the presence of a large and variable number of organisms

obtained from the atmosphere.

lie also found that solutions of sugar mixed with beer yeast,

and left exposed to Ihc air, rapidly decomposed. If, however,

the solution was kept in contact with air, that had been pre-

viously healed, it would remain unchanged for months, but de-
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composition was started in a few hours if some of the germs
collected from the air were added to it.

If a pot of ordinary paste, after being used, is placed on a

shelf for a few days, the surface will be found coated with a fine

crop of mould or mildew. On examining this mould under the

microscope, it will be seen to somewhat resemble a bed of

rushes ; after a few more days, some of these.rush-like filaments

will have developed little pods, not unlike poppy-heads, and
after the lapse of another week the pods will have split open,

and myriads of seeds or germs will have poured forth into the

air to carry on nature's cleansing work, for these germs possess

the power of setting up the process of decay, by which the

waste matter derived from vegetable sources is once again

resolved into the water vapour and carbon dioxide used by
nature as the foundation of all organic creations.

Decay and putrefaction are the great fac'ors of change which
nature utilises for removing the waste products of animal and
vegetable life, and for once more bringing them into a con-

dition in which living things can again assimilate, and use

them for building up their tissues and carrying on their

functions. Without decay, the dead animal and vegetable

matter would remain choking the face of nature, and life would
be impossible, because the food of life would be cut off; and it

IS the almcist imperceptible germs floating in the air which
start this marvellous natural action, germs so minute that it

requires the sirongest microscope to detect them, yet so potent
that the whole balance of life hangs on their existence.

These facts show us that not only has dust a most marvellous
hi-tary. but that in it nature has disguised her most important
factor for cleaning the face of the earth from waste matter
of both mineral and vegetable origin.

The surface soil when mixed with water gives the mud which
dirties our hoots, and forms clois on the train of our skirts ; but
this, as well as the dust which has settled in our living rooms,
and merely clings mechanically to the surfaces upon which it

has deposited, may be removed by such simple physical means
as the duster and brush. When dust has found its way into a
fabric such as a carpet, it requires considerable force to again
'iislodge it, and this is applied by means of the broom, but in

J Tous sweeping we find that the largest proportion of the
si is driven up into the air, only to resettle once again on other

nrlaces, so that although we can make the nuisance "move
1
," we do not in this way remove it, and experience has
ight our servants that wet tea-leaves scattered on the carpet
i.)re sweeping lessen this evil In some cases, instead of

-iiig this method, it has been argued that it must be the
iii"isiure which acts in preventing the raising of the dust, and
ilii- carpet has been sprinkled with water. This converts the
dust into mud, which remains fixed in the fabric whilst the
weeping is going on, but as soon as the water has evaporated
'iiiiu it, again reasserts its right of rising as dust.

When, however, wet tea-leaves, damp sawdust, or even
moistened sand is scattered over the surface to be swept, the
du-t when dislodged adheres to the moistened substance and is

removed. In choosing moist bodies for this purpose, the only
points to consider are that they must have no staining action
on the carpet, must not be too wei, and must not be so finely

grained as to sink into the fabric, nor so clinging as to resist

easy removal by the broom.
It is manifest, however, that the mechanically held dirt which

we have been considering, difiers very considerably from the
dirt on our skins, and on linen in contact with our bodies,
which although derived from the same sources <is the dust on
the furniture, resists any ordinary mechanical process for its

removal, and rinsing dirty hands or linen in cold water has but
lillle cleaning effect, whilst if the hands are afterwards dried in
the usual way, a transfer of a portion of dirt to the towel takes
place.

If we carefully notice the portions of our skin and shirt
which become most soiled, we at once observe that it is where
the skin is exposed to air, whilst the linen, which is in contact
with both air and skin, becomes dirty more quickly than when
exposed to either alone.

The part played by the atmosphere is made clear by the facts

which we have already been considering, but the action of the
skin introduces a new and most important factor. For the
healthy carrying on of the functions of life, nothing exceeds
in importance the skin with which our body is covered. We
may live for days without giving our stomach any work to do,
the liver may cease action for several days before death ensues,
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but it is impossible to survive for the same length of time if the

functions of the skin are entirely stopped.

The skin not only plays an important part in throwing off

and getting rid of waste matter from the system, but it is also

credited with being an important auxiliary to our lungs, .md
experiments have clearly shown that if tire skin of animals be
coated in such a way as to completely stop its action, a very few

hours will bring about death. Indeed the experiment has been

once accidentally tried on a human being, a child gilded all

over to represent a statue having died in a few hours ;

all the symptoms pointing to suftocation as being the cause of

deaih.

If we examine the structure of the skin, we find that it is

built up of two distinct layers, an outer skin called the cuticle

or epidermis, and an inner termed the cutis or dermis. .\ third

layer intermediate between these two, used to be looked upon
as a third skin, but more recently has been recognised as being

only a transition form of the ou'er skin.

The cuticle or outer skin consists of several fine layers of

scales which gradually assume a more rounded and granular

form the deeper one gets into the cuticle. These rounded
granules form the middle skin of the old observers, and as the

outer portion of the cuticle roughens and scales off as scurf,

these granules gradually flatten and form the new surf.ace to

the outer skin, and we difi'er therefore from other scaly reptiles

by being continually in a condition of renewing our skin, whilst

most reptiles and fish cast their scaly covering in on
operation.

No nerves or blood-vessels find their way into this outer skin,

,is may be seen when it becomes detached from the inner skin

in the formation of a blister, the outer portion of which is

devoid of sensation.

The lower or true skin varies in thickness, being thicker in

the palm of the hand and sole of the foot, where most resistance

is needed.
When we look at the skin of the hand, we notice delicate

grooves in it, which examined through a magnifying glass are

seen to be pierced with small orifices, and if the hand be
warm, minute shining drops of perspiration will be seen issuing

from them.

The glands for the secretion of the perspiration are set in the

lower side of the inner skin, and are in connection with the

capillary network of blood-vessels, which cover the surface of

the body. The gland or duct which conducts the perspiration

to the surface of the skin is about a quarter of an inch in length,

and is straight in the true skin, but becomes spiral whilst

traversing the outer skin. Over 3500 of these small ducts have

been found to exist in a single square inch of the skin, and it

has been computed that the aggregate length of the sudoriferous

ducts in the body of an ordinary-sized man is about twenty-eight

miles.

These little glands and duels perform the important function

of throwing off the moisture produced during the combustion of

waste tissue, by the blood-borne oxygen of the body, and
secrete about 23 ounces of perspiration in the twenty-four hours,

which under ordinary conditions evaporates, without our

noticing it, into the air, but under conditions of considerable

exertion or unusual heat, accumulates as beads of perspiration.

The throwing off of the perspiration and its evaporation on
the skin, is a beautiful natural contrivance for regulating

the temperature of the body, as the conversion of the perspira-

tion into vapour renders latent an enormous amount of heat,

which being principally derived from the body keeps it in a

comparative state of coolness, even when subjected to high
temperatures.

That this is so, is proved by the fact that a bath heated to

120° F. ( = 49 C.) is almost unbearable, because the evaporation
from the surface of the skin is checked, whilst it is perfectly

possible for a person with the skin fully exposed to go into an
oven and remain there for some time at a temperature of 325" F.

or 162'S C, at which temperature a beefsteak can be cooked,

and it can be clearly noticed in a Turkish bath, that although

there is a feeling of oppression at first, the temperature of the

hot room can readily be borne as soon as perspiration begins

to flow.

In the 23 ounces of liquid so secreted in the course of the

twenty-four hours, there will be found rather more than an

ounce of solid matter, which is left when the liquid portion of

the perspiration evaporates, and tends to clog the pores of the

skin, and it is the removal of this by the morning tub and
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rough towel, which is responsible for a considerable portion of

the refrtS'hing influence of the British bath.

Besirfes these sudoriferous glands, however, there is a second

set, called the sebaceous glands, the ducts of which are spiral,

and open generally into little pits, out of which the fine hairs

which stud the skin grow, and these glands secrete an oily or

waxy substance, which nourishes the hair, and also keeps the

outer skin smooth and pliant. This waxy substance is deve-

loped in largest quantity inside the ear, where it serves to pro-

tect the more delicate portions of that organ, and next to the

ear, these glands are found most abundantly on the face and
other portions of the body which are exposed to external

influences and friction.

It is the presence of this oily secretion which holds the dirt

glued to the skin, and being also rubbed off on the inside of the

wristbands and collars of our shirts, causes these portions of our

linen to become the most soiled. We may look upon thi-; form
of dirt, therefore, as being glued on to the surface by oleaginous

materials, which being insoluble in water resist any mere rinsing,

and the most important function of our cleansing materials is to

provide a solvent which shall be able to loosen the oil, and so

allow of the removal of dirt from the skin.

The skin, however, is not the only source of oily matter, and
in all fibres of animal origin more or less fat is to be lound,

which although not in sufficient quantity to play any very im-

portant part in the fixation of dirt, still adds its iota to the

general result.

We notice, moreover, that the air of a big town has a far

greater dirtying effect than country air, this being partly due to

the f.TCt that the number of solid particles per cubic foot of atmo-
sphere are greatly reduced, but chiefly because country air does
not contain ceitain products of incomplete combustion, which
are to be found in all large towns.

In London we annually consume some six million tons of

bituminous coals, and if we examine the smoke which escapes

up our chimneyduring the imperfect combustion which the coals

undergo in our fire-grates, we find ihat not only will that smoke
contain small particles of unconsumed carbon in the form of

blacks or soot, but also a considerable quantity of the vapour of

connensible hydrocarbon oils, which depositing on the surface

of the solid particles of floating dirt, gives them an enhanced
power of clinging to any surface with which they come in

contac.
If we have a heavy fall of snow in London, as the snow melts

it leaves a black deposit, which is formed of the solid particles

with which the snow has come in contact in its passage through
the air, and a recent analysis of a deposit of ihis character,

collected on the glass roof of an orchid house at Chelsea,

gives a very good idea of the constituents of these solid im-
impurities.

Carbon .
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and one of Chevieul's greatest discoveries was that in tallow

—

the fat of oxen or sheep—-you had a salt of organic origin, from

I which by decomposing the lallow with heated steam, you could

! obtain the sweet viscous liquid "glycerine," which played the

part of base in the compound, and two acidulous compounds—

•

one a lustrous white wax, called stearic acid, and the other an
oil called oleic acid.

I

Now a salt can have its base replaced by another base. If I

, take two solutims, the one containing sulphate of copper, and
the other chloride of iron, and add to each sodic hydrate, de-

composition takes place in each case, sodic sulphate is left in

solution, and the hydrates of copper and iron being insoluble in

water, separate out as precipitates.

In the same way, if we .ndd sodic hydrate to tallow, glycerine

separates out, and two salts—sodic oleate and sodic stearate

—

are formed, a process which we call saponification, as the two
sodium salts are " soaps."

It is not necessary to use tallow ; any vegetable or animal fat

or oil will give reactions of a similar character, and it may be
broadly staled that soap is formed by the action of sodic or

potassic hydrate upon fats or oils which contain fatty acids.

Organic salt. Bass. Salt.

Tallow + Sodic hydrate = Soap + Glycerine.

It is only potassic and sodic hydrates which can be u"ed for

ordinary soap-making, as the soaps formed by the combination
I of other metallic hydrates with the fatty acids are insoluble in

water, and therefore useless for detergent purposes.

The soap formed by using sodic hydrate has the property of
setting hard, and all the ordinary forms of washing-soap contain

;
sodium as the base ; the p'ltash soaps are far softer, and do not
set, the soft soap used for scrubbing and cleansing in many
manui'acturing processes, and also a few toilet creams and
shaving pastes, being of this character.

It would occupy far too much time, and would, moreover, be
outside the scojie of this lecture, to go into the details of the
manufacturing methods by which soap is made on the large
scale, and if I give a rough idea of the general processes
employed, it will be sufficient for the purpose.

Carbonate of soda is first converted into hydrate by dissolving
it in water, and then boiling with quicklime. Quicklime con-
sists of calcic oxide, and this, when put into the vat containing
the sodic carbonate in solution, combines with water, forming
calcic hydrate, which then reacts with the sodic carbonate,
forming calcic carbonate or chalk, which being insoluble sinks
as a mud to the bottom of the vessel, whilst sodic hydrate
remains in solution.

Calcic hydrate 1 _ f Sodic hydrate
Sodic carbonate

J
~ \ Calcic carbonate.

Of late years the soap-boilers have to a great extent bought the
sodic hydrate direct from the manufacturer, and so have
avoided this operation.

The solution of sodic hydrate, called caustic ley, is made in
different strengths, and tallow is first boiled with a weak ley,
and as the conversion into soap proceeds, so stronger leys are
used until the whole of the fatty matter has been saponified.

If a strong ley had been used at first, the soap as it formed
being insoluble in strong alkalies would have coated the surface
of the fat and prevented its complete conversion.

' If at the end of the saponification process, the alkaline

j

solution is suflicient'y strong, the soap will on standing separate
as a fluid layer on the surface of the spent ley, which contains
the glycerine set free during the saponification, but in any case
'separation can be rapidly brought about by adding salt to the
1
liquid, when the soap being insoluble in salt water or brine,
separates out and is removed and placed in moulds to harden.

1

The block of soap so cast is then cut first into slabs, and then
'again into bars.

1
A soap made in this way with tallow or lard as the fatty

matter, would be "white curd," whilst if yellow bar is

Irequired, rosin is added to the mixture of ley and soap after

I

most of the f.it has saponified.

When rosin is boiled with alkaline solutions, a compound is

[formed by the direct union of the resinous acids with the alkali,
which strongly resembles ordinary soap, so that the yellow soap
IS really a mixture of fatty and rosin soap, and when the
ingredients are of groat purity, the product goes by the name of
" Primrose " soap. Bar soaps so made on a large scale are, as a
rule, the stock from which the various forms of toilet soap are
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made by processes intended to render them more attractive for

personal use, but generally the consumer gets far better value

for his money, and far less injury to his skin, by using a good
" white curd " or " Primrose " soap than by employing a high-

priced toilet soap, whilst cheap toilet soaps, especially cheap
transparent ^oaps, should be studiously avoided.

The demand made by consumers for cheap soaps, which in

many cases are sold retail at prices considerably below the

wholesale market price for a true soap, has given rise to the

introduction of highly watered soaps, caused to set hard by the

addition during manufacture of sodic sulphate, which enablis

the manufacturer to make a so-called soap often containing less

than 20 per cent, of true soap.

Any person desiring to obtain the fullest particulars as to the

manufacturing details of the soap trade, cannot do better than

consult Dr. C. R. Alder Wright's admirable treatise upon the

subject.

Having got our soap, the next point is to try and gain an idea

of the way in which it acts as a detergent.

Supposing we are fcrrtunale enough to have a sample of pure
neutral soap, we find that on dissolving some of it in water, it

undergoes a partial decomposition into alkali, and fatty acid,

this action being called the hydrolysis of soap.

The small quantity of alkali so set free, attacks the fatty

matter which glues the dirt to the skin, and by dissolving it

loosens and enables the water to wash off the particles of dirt.

If this were the only action, however, soap would have no ad-

vantage over soda, a solution of which would equally well per-

form this part of the operation. As the soap decomposes and
the alkali removes the grease and dirt, the fatty acid liberated

simultaneously from the soap comes in contact with the newly-
cleansed skin, and not only softens and smooths it, but also

neutralises any trace of free alkali, and so prevents irritation and
reddening of the cuticle.

These are protably the main actions by which soap cleanses,

but other causes also play a subsidiary part. W'e know that a
solution of saap causes a lather when a.;iiated, this being due to

the cohesive power given to the particles of which the liquid is

built up by the presence of the soap, a phenomenon which
also enables us to blow Imbbles with the soip solution on ac-

! c lunt of the strength of the fine film of liquid, a property which
is not found in water alone.

The power of cohesion which the soap solution possesses is in

]

all probability an important factor in removing the particles of

I
dirt from the skin at the moment that they are loosened by the
action of the alkali. Prof. W. Stanley Jevons suggested yet a
fourth way in which the soap solution might act ; when finely

divided clay is suspended in water, the microscope reveals the
fact that the minute particles are in rapid movement, and hence
settle but slowly in the liquid. This movement he christened

pedetic action, and he observed that the addition of soap or
silicate of soda—often used in soap — to the liquid, enormously
increased this agitation of the particles, which would tend to aid

the breaking away of the dirt particles the moment they were
set free.

Many soaps, even .imong the varieties intended for the toilet,

contain a considerable excess of free alkali, which being greater
than the liberated fatly acids can neutralise, cause most painful

irritation of the skin, as is testified to by the smarting which
I annoys the chin after the use of certain shaving soaps ; and every
lady knows that an alkaline soap, when used for washing the
hair, renders it harsh and brittle, and destroys the gloss, but in

both cases a rapid rinse with water, containing a few drops of
vinegar, will neutralise the free alkali and prevent much of the
mischief.

We have now dealt with our grease solvents and dirt

looseners, but without the aid of water they would be use-
less ; and experience teaches us that the source of the water
used for cleansing, has a great deal to do with its efficiency

whether used with or without soap.

As the newborn raindrops fall from the breaking clouds,
they are practically pure water, containing at most traces of
gaseous impurities which the mist has dissolved from the upper
sirata of air whilst journeying in the form of cloud, and where
the rain is collected in the open country, it gives us the purest
form of natural water, healthful to drink, because it is highly
aerated, and free from all impurity, organic and inorganic, ami
delightful to wash in because of its softness and the ease with
which the soap gives a lather.

In towns, however,a very different state of thiogs exists, as the
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rain in falling washes the air from a large proportion of the sus-

pended organic matters inseparable from a crowded city, and
also from the unburnt particles of carbon, which incomplete

combustion allows to escape from our chimneys ; and charged

with these, it still collects more dirt of various kinds from the

roofs of our houses, and finally finds its way into our water-butts

as the semi-putrid sludge which often causes the true-bred

cockney to wonder "if this so-called purest form of natural

water is so foul, what on earth must the other forms of water be
like?" If in the counir)- the rain waier is collected and siored

in suitable reservoirs, then we have (he most perfect water that

can be obtained for washing and cleansing purposes.

In some kinds of water collected under what we might con-

sider ideal circumstances, we find "a something" which acts

as a check upon the cleansing action of the soap.

In Attica, close to Athens, on the slopes of Mount Pentilicus,

the Emperor Hadrian built some huge marble underground
aqueducts to collect and lead the rain water down as a supply

for Athens, the whole w.iter-shed consisting of marble ; this

mountain being justly celebrated as the source from which the

finest statuary marble is obtained. Here, falling through the

clear southern air on to a collecting ground lormed of the

material which all ages have considered the most suitable for

baths and reservoirs, one would expect the water to be like the

pure rainwater, absolutely free from dissolved solid impurities,

and one of the best waters of its kind for washing purposes ;

yet not only does it waste a large amount of soap before a

lather is obtained, but if we examine the channels through
which it has for centuries flowed down to the valley, we find

that it has formed a heavy deposit, which collecting unchecked
through long ages, has all but choked up the once spacious

passages. A piece of this deposit I have obtained through

the kindness of a friend, and on analysis it proves to be :

—

Calcic carbonate
Silica... ...

Organic matter

Moisture

It is, in fact, a natural incrustation deposited by the water, and
a similar action is seen in the formation of stalactites in many
caverns, through the roof of which water charged with certain

calcareous compounds has slowly found its way.
In the passage of the rain through the air small quantities of

carbon dioxide or carbonic acid gas are dissolved from the

atmosphere, whilst in slowly percolating through the surface

soil on which it has fallen the water is brought in contact in the

pores of the soil with far larger volumes of this gas, which is

being continually generated there by the decomposing vege-

tation and other organic matter in a state of decay. Under
these circumstances the water becomes highly charged with the

gcs, and sinks on through the ground until it comes in contact

with some impermeable strata through which it cannot pene-

trate, and here it collects until a sufficient head of water has

been formed for it to force its way along the strata to the surface

of the earth, where it now appears as a spring, and during this

pai'Sage through the earth it has dissolved everything that will

yield 10 its own solvent action or to the activity of the carbon
dioxide, which dissolved in water forms the weak carbonic
acid, a compound which will dissolve many substances insoluble

in the water itself, such as calcic carbonate, occurring in the

soil as mnr> I" i"— 'one, or chalk, and also the carbonates of

iron and If we examine a spring water, we shall

fin'i that r I impurities can be divided into two classes :

for instance, taking the Kent water supplied at Greenwich,
and obtained from deep wclU in the ch.ilk, we find its saline

conuiluents in grains per gallon are :

—

9681
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sity of Glasgow, James Robert Erskine-Murray ; by the

University of Aberdeen, William Brown Davidson ; by
University College, Bristol, Reginald Charles Clinker ; by
Yorkshire College, Leeds, Frankland Dent ; by University

College, Liverpool, Alfred James Ewart ; by University College,

London, David King Morris ; by Owens College, Manchester,

Julius Frith ; by Durham College of Science, Newcastle-on-
Tyne, Robert Beattie ; by University College, Nottingham,
William Beckit Burnie ; by Queen's College, Galway, John
Alexander M'Clelland ; by the University of Torcrto, Frank
Boteler Kenrick ; by Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Frederick James Alexander M'Kittrick.

The President and Council of the Royal Society have, upon
the recommendation of the Joule Studentship Committee,
elected Mr. J. D. Chorlton, of the Owens College, to the first

Joule Studentship. This studentship was founded for the pur-

pose of enabling students to carry on certain researches on lines

laid down by Dr. Joule, more especially with the view of deter-

mining the constants of some of the instruments employed
by him, which his representatives can place at the student's

disposal.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, May 31.—"The Root of Lyginoiendron
Oldhamiiiin, Will." By Dr. W. C. Williamson, F.R.S., and
Dr. D. IL Scott.

During a re-investigation of the structure ai Lyginodendron,^

the results of which the authors hope to lay before the Royal
Society on a future occasion, an important fact has come to

light, which they place on record without delay.

A carboniferous fossil, with the structure perfectly preserved,

has been described in previous memoirs, under the name of

Kaloxylon Hookcri, Will." The authors have now established

the fact th.at Kaloxylon was not an independent plant, but was
the root of Lyginodendron Oldkamiuin,

Specimens, presenting in every respect the typical Kaloxylon
structure, have been found in actual continuity with the stem of

/.yi^iiodindron, arising from it as lateral appendages. Their
structure and mode of origin prove that they were adventitious

roots. These organs branched freely, and the authors have
found roots and rootlets of all sizes, and at all stages of

development.
This discovery enables a complete account to be given of the

vegetative organs of Lyginodendron, as they are now fully

acquainted with the structure, not only of the stem and foliage,

but also of the adventitious roots.

June 14.
—"On a Method for determining the Thermal

Conductivity of Metals, with Applications to Copper, Silver,

Gold, and Platinum." By James H. Gr.iy.

The object of this investigation was to obtain a method for

determining thermal conductivities of metals, which would not

require either elaborate preparations or large quantities of the

substances to be tested, and by means of which a test could be

made in a few hours.

The essence of the method is to keep one end of a given

length of the wire at a constant known temperature, and to

measure the rise of temperature of the other end of the wire every

minute. If proper precautions be taken to prevent loss by
radiation from the sides, the data are obtained for calculating

the thermal conductivity.

The wire to be tested is soldered at one end into the bottom
of a copper box. The diameters found most convenient were
from 2 to 4 mm., the lengths from 4 to 8 cm.

The box is filled with water and supported at its middle by
being fitted into an asbestos-lined wooden screen, 24 x 24 cm.

3 mm. length of the other end of the wire is soldered into a solid

copper ball, diameter 5 -5 cm. In the ball a hole 3 cm. deep is

made, so as to admit the bulb and part of the stem of a small and
very sensitive thermometer. This thermometer is graduated

from 5'C. to 20° C, and can easily be read to within one-

fortieth of one degree. The bulb is surrounded by water.

1 Cf. \VilIi.-imson, " On the Organisation of the Fossil Plants of the Coal
Measures." Pan IV. Phil. Traits. 1873, p. 377 ; Part XVII. Phil.
Tram iSgo, B. p. 89.

2 Cf. "'On ihc Organisation of the Fossil Plants of the Coa! Measures."
Part VII. Phil. Trans. 1876, Part 1, p. i ; Part XIII. !/'/ii7. Trans.
1887, B. i>. 289.
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All the probable errors are practically tested by using different

lengths or diameters of the wire, and the results obtained in

the present investigation indicate that the errors have been
eliminated.

In order to make a complete test of a metal it is only necessary
to take a wire of 5 or 6 cm. length and solder it firmly, the one
end into the bottom of the heating box, the other into the

calorimeter ball. The water in the heating box is kept boiling

briskly, and readings are taken every half-minute from the

thermometer in the ball. These readings are then put upon a
curve as ordinates, with the time in minutes as abscissae. From
this curve the rise of temperature per unit time can then be
accurately read off, and, the thermal capacity of the ball being
already determined, the flow of heat per unit time is obtained.

At the beginning of the experiment the ball is cooled to about
6" or 7' C. below the temperature of the air, and the rise for equal
temperatures above and below that of the air taken, the radiation

being thus eliminated.

The metal which was chiefly used for the exhaustive tests of

the method was copper wire, of diameter 02 1 cm., density 8*85,

volume specific (electrical) resistance at about 13° C. 1834 in

absolute units.

It must be noted that the found values are the means of the

conductivities corresponding to the temperatures at the ends of
the wire. When compared with the values obtained by other
experimenters, the results of the latter must be taken for the

mean of 97° C. and 10° C, that is, 53° C.

For this temperature Angstrom gives 0*9208.

Several qualities of copper were tested, as well as pure gold,

silver, and platinum, kindly lent for investigation by Messrs.

Johnson, Matthey, and Co.
The values are given below :

—

Mean Conductivity between Temperatures 10° C. and 97' C.

Copper, Specimen

Silver

Gold
Platinum

(pure)
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carbon (Roscoe) or to carbon monoxide (Lielegg and Kupel-
wieser), but to manganese and other elements in the pig iron.

The very careful examination of these spectra by Watts and
his comparison of them with that of the Bessemer flame led to

the conclusion that it was not the spectrum of carbon in any
form nor of manganese, but that of manqanic oxide.

Owing to (he courtesy of Mr. F. W. Webb, the engineer of

the Locomotive Department of the London and North- Western
Railway, and of Mr. E. P. Martin, the manager of the Dowlais
Ironworks, observations have been made at Crewe and at

Dowlais during the past year. Ninety spectra were photographed,

about fifty of which were available for study.

Ninety-two lines were identified with lines in the solar

spectrum, with lines in Kayser and Runge's map of the arc

spectrum of iron, and in spectra from steel and ferric oxide

heated in the oxyhydrogen flame.

The Constitution of the Bessemer Specti-um.

The spectrum is a complex one which exhibits differences in

constitution during different periods of the "blow," and even
during diflTerent intervals in the same period. As originally

observed by Watts, the spectrum differs in different works, the

difference being due to temperature and to the composition of

the metal blown.
. The lines of the alkali metals, sodium,
potassium and lithium, are seen unreversed on

During the a bright continuous spectrum caused by carbon
first period. monoxide. The C line of hydrogen and ap-

I

parently the F line were seen reversed during
I a snowstorm.

Bands of manganese are prominent, over-

Daring the lying the continuous spectrum of carbon mon-
second period. oxide. There are lines of carbon monoxide,

The "boil." manganese, and iron, also those of the alkali

metals.

stage.
visible.

^ . f The spectnim is thesame as the foregoing,
IJuring

j
j^yj j|^^ \\a^% of iron are not so strong and not

Th '^Mi'Tnc
qu''e so well defined. Some of the short lines

'
,,
" disappear. The lines of the alkali metals are

The alkali metals do not show themselves in the Bessemer

flame until a layer of slag has been formed, and the temperature

has risen sufficiently high for these basic constituents to be

vapourised. At the temperature of the " boil " or second period,

both metallic manganese and iron are freely vapourised in a

current of carbon monoxide, which, in a highly heated stale,

fu-hes out of the bath of mollen metal. The evidence of this

is the large number of bands of manganese and lines of iron in

the spectrum.
When the metal blown contains but little manganese, the man-

ganese spectrum in the flame does not arise from that substance

being contained in the bath of metal, it must be vapourised from

the slag. That this is so has been proved by photographs of the

spectrum from samples of slag obtained from the Crewe works.

This explains the (act observed by Hrunner, namely, that when a

converter is being heated with coke after it has been used, but

notrelined, the spectra of the Bessemer (lame makes its appear-

ance
i
manifestly it comes from the adhering slag.

The luminosity of the flame during the "boil" is due, not

merely to the combustion of highly heated carbonic oxide, but

also to the presence of the vapours of iron and manganese in the

gai.

The disappearance of the manganese spectrum at the end of

the "fining stage," or third period, is primarily due to a re-

duction in the quantity of heated carbon monoxide escaping

from the converter, which arises from the diminished quantity

of carbon in the metal. When the last traces of carbon arc

gone, to that air may escape through the metal, the blast

instantly oxidise* any mnnganeie, either in the metal or in the

atmotphere of i' r, and, furthermore, oxidises some of

the iron. The must then fall with grea' rapidity.

The entire s| .-^..-.-piiit phenomena of the " blow " are un-

doubtedly determineil by the chemical composition of the

molten iron, and of the gases and metallic vapours within the

converter, the tempera'.ure of the metal and that of the issuing

gasei.

Tilt Ttmferaliirt of the Bemmer I'lamt.

The probable temperature of the Bessemer flame at the

finish is that produced by the combustion in cold air of carbonic
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oxide heated to about is8o°C., that is to say, to the tempera-
ture which, according to Le Chatelier (Cc//;//« Rendu:, vol. cxiv.

p. 670) is that of the bath of molten metal from which the gas
has proceeded. The bath of metal acts simultaneously as a

means of heating the blast, producing the gas, and as a furnace,

on the regenerative principle, which heats the gas prior to its

combustion. The heating effect is therefore cumulative. The
temperature, as is well known, can easily rise too rapidly, and
the metal has then to be cooled.

If we may judge by the lines and bands belonging to iron and
manganese which have been measured in photographed spectra

of the Bessemer llame, the temperature must nearly approach
that of the oxyhydrogen tUme, and may easily attain the melting
point of platinum, namely, 1775^ C. (Violle).

From thermo-chemical data the heat evolved during the
" blow " has been calculated, but the specific heats of cast iron,

slag, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen are unknown at tempera-
tures between 1200° C. and 2000° C. If we allow for 50 per

cent, of heat developed at high temperatures being lost by

radiation or otherwise, then the estimated temperature of the

metal in the converter is more than 1900 C.

Le Cbatelier (Comf-tes Ketidus, vol. cxiv. p. 670) found the

steel in the ladle of a Robert converter to be at 1640° C,

Reasons are adduced for believing that it was hotter than this

at the highest temperature of the " blow."

The Tet-hni^al Asped of this Investigalum.

The complete termination of the "fining stage" is cleaily

indicated, but there is no indic.ition by the llame of the compo-
sition of the metal within the converter at any previous stajjc.

As the progress of the " blow " is governed by the composition

of the metal and its temperature in the converter, and as these

cannot be controlled with perfect exactitude during each " blow,"

it follows that the practice of complete decarburisalion ' is the

best course to pursue, the required amount of carbon and man-
ganese being added subsequently in the forms of grey iron,

Spiegel, or ferro-manganese.

Mathematical Society, June 14.—Mr. A. B. Kempe,
F R. S., President, in the chair.—Abstracts of the following

communications were read by the secretary (Mr. R. Tucker).

—

The solutions of sinh (aj- \y =/(>)i coshi A - W =_/(.>), Xa

constant, by Mr. F. H. Jackson.— .\ theorem in inequalities,

by Mr. A. R. Johnson. This was a theorem which in a natural

way fills up the gap between the .^.M. and the G.M- of a

number of positive quantities.—Some properties of a circle, by

Mr. R. Tucker.—Note on four special circles of inversion of a

system of " generalised Brocard " circles of a plane triangle, by

Mr. J. Griffiths.—On the order of the tliminanl of two or more
equations, by Dr. K. Lachlan. In analytical work it is often

important to know what will be the order of the eliminant of

two equations containing several variables when one of them Is

eliminated. This question can in general be answered even

when it is not easy to perform the elimination. A discussion

of the question is given in Serret's " Cours d'Algihre Supt'ri-

eure," and is said to be due to Minding. But a simpler method
would seem to be arrived at by geometrical considerations.

Thus, suppose that it is required to find the order of the elimi-

nant in^ when x is eliminated from any two equations,

/i(-'', J')
= o and/„(.r, y) = o.

Let a third variable, =, be introduced, so that the equ.ations

may be written in the homogeneous forms,

'»'i( >i.>'i -) = o and <()j(.v, j; z) = o,

and let the degrees of these equations be m and «. When these
,

equations arc regarded as representing curves, the eliminant

will represent the lines connecting the point,]' = 0, c -= o to

the points common to the two curves. Hence, the order of the

eliminant will be at most inn, becau-e the curves will intersect

in that number of points. But a little consideration will show

that it will not in general be necessary to take into account the

points common to the two curves which lie on the lines i' = o,

: = o. Similarly, if it is requlre^ to eliminate i and j' from

three equations containing.!,,)', and ;, let a fourth variable, «'.

be introduced, so as to make the equations homogeneous. Then

' The word". " carbiirisinK " .ind * dec.irburising '" arc to be preferred '

"carbonisintE " and " decartioniftiriK " wtien applied to mctaJK, beciuse thr

expression* were Ihoic oriftinally used in the (dder works r.n niclallurjjy, ai.

Ihcy avoid confusion with tnc other signilicaiionof the Wjrd "c.irboniiinc-

i
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the order of the eliminant will be the number of common points
of the surfaces, less the number of common points which lie in
the two planes c = o, w = o. In the paper several examples are
considered. It will suffice to mention here the case which led
to these investigations. Consider two equations of the form

a-jX-!

»3+ 9oi + e oj + 9

These equations may be written in the homogeneous form

a;i(/ + 9 031^ + 9 'a,i/i + 9

and thus represent curves of the third order. But the curves
have evidently three common points on the line 1^ = 0; and a
common node (with different tangents) at the point 9 = o, i(/ = o.
Hence the degree of the eliminant of the given equations is

9-3-4 = 2.

More generally, the eliminant of two equations of the form

"« + »„_i + .. + u,^ = o,

^m + C',,,., + ... + Vf, = O,

where lu and vi are homogeneous expressions of the nh degree

"i + 9 , + 9 + 9'

is shown to be of degree (r - i)mn in the variables jt,, .x.,, ... Xr.

—Solvable cases of ttie motion of a top or gyrostat, by Prof. A.-G.

Greenhill, F. R.S. When the sum of the parameters of the two
elliptic integrals of the third kind, whose poles correspond to the

highest and lowest position of the axis of the top, is an aliquot

part of the associated elliptic function periods of the form
K + f'K'i, where /is a proper fraction, then Abel's theory of

Pseudo- Elliptic Integrals can be utilised to construct an alge-

braical S'llution of the motion, provided that in the general case

a secular term // is associated with the azimuth i^ of the axis.

Denoting by 9 the angle between the axis of the top and its

highest position, and supposing 9 to oscillate between a and S,

a>8>0, then the dynamical equations to be satisfied are of the

form

'M3 + iA sin-

(

Asin^9'^
lit

r Cr cos 9 = 0;

cos 9),

equivalent to, with «- = Wgi/A,

sin B = n ^2 .^'(cosh 7 — cos 9 ,

lie

cos 3 - cos 9

C''cos 9

cos 9 —cos o),

sJjzKVlgh)

and

v'(cosh 7 - cos 9 . cos 5 - cos 9 . cos 9 - cos o)

'

it is found that the constants in the problem can be
expressed in terms of two arbitrary constants m and c.

Jn the simplest case, / = A, the motion of the axis, or of a
fixed point on it, will be given by the equation

sin -Be-^^-f"' = (cos 9 - IJ) ,y(cosh 7 - cos 9 . cos 3 - cos 9)

-I- /(E cos 9 - F) V(cos 9 - cos o),

where

cos /3 = :

VM
- I - (

cosh 7 =

^/M

VM
M = (/«-- I -(- c -f c-f + 8{m + I) (i- + C-).

D = 3OT- + 4m + I - C

F = :

£ _ {2m + 1)^J2

' + 3m- + 2{l + c + c-)m -t- I .^ 3<r -^ 3<-2

where

p _ 2m + I G- _ 2;k' C-r2

n 2 ^M • 2AW^ ~
;^m' 2AWp/

tifi - 2(1 - a)m^ + (i - 6g + a-)/;;" -4(a - a-)//; -H 4a-

a = < + c".
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The rnodulus / of the associated elliptic functions is given by
k = c/{i + <:), so that the period of the axis between its highest

and lowest position is —^-"f- times the period when the
(I + c)^2

body makes plane oscillations, swinging through an angle
4 sin -V/(i + i:).

By putting m = - i, the secular term // is made to dis-
appear, and the path of a point on the axis of the top is a
closed curve with four branches ; this curve has four cusps if
c = h, and it has four loops if c > i.

The term Cr can be made to disappear by determining a in
terms of m by the solution of a quadratic equation, and the
motion is that of a spherical pendulum ; but it is not possible
now to make p vanish. In the next case of/ = J the motion of
the axis is given by an equation of the form
sin SflfSij.-//)! =

(cos -9 - D cos 9 -(- D') ^(cosh 7 - cos 9 . cos 9 - cos a).

+ i{E cos -B - F cos 9 -^ F') ^'(cos - cos 9)
and

C0SV3

I + 4c - S^- + + c*

J + 4r- 5^« + 4c^ - c*

VM
cosh 7 = "'' +'+ ° - 5'" + 4^ - '*

VM •

M = {m- - I + 8<- _ 15^-2 + 8£.3 _ ^4)2

-f 8(1 -f)2(2r-^S)(, _ 2c){m+ I -

^,2 _ 2c3 - C* p_ 3W -f- (I - 20(2
(I -^"(i +c)'

E = 3'" + ( ^ ~ ^'^ ('

VM

3^ + c"-),

c)

34'M

V2..

]J, D', E, E' being readily found by verification. In this case
the secular term // is destroyed by taking m= - i(i -2c) {2-c),
and a point in the axis now describes a curve with six loops'.
The case of/ = 3 can similarly be made to give a curve with
three loops, the general state of motion being given by an
equation of the form

sin'9f3(+-/')' = (cos=9 - D cos 9 + D')

v'(cos;3 -cos9 . cose - cos a)

+ i(Z coi- 9 - F cos 9 -f F') V(co3h 7 - cos 9).

A similar procedure will serve for

« 3 I. 2, 3. 4

4
f- &c.

4 S

the results are of rapidly increasing complexity, but the con-
stants D, E, ... are readily determined when/ is known, E
being the simple multiple ^^^'2 of//«, while

P _ M"' + p

« n i'M
'

where A fpiPu-Fv) + ^pV
"

/ P» -
^</«

is the pseudo-elliptic integral corresponding to a parameter v^
which is a ^th part of a period. The Rev. F. J. Smith, F.R.S.^
of Oxford, has constructed an apparatus by which the preceding
theory can be tested, and the agreement between the predicted
and experimental results is very satisfactory.—Impromptu com-
munications were made by Dr. J. Larmor, F. R.S. (on the wave
surface), and Dr. M. J. M. Hill, F.R.S. (on Monge's solution
of a differential equation).— .\t the special meeting, held on the
same evening, for considering certain resolutions relating to the
incorporation of the Society under the Companies .\ci 1867,
authority was given to the Council to carry out the incor-
poration.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, July 2.—M. Lcewy in the chair.—
Researches on plienylhydrazine. Action of oxygen and of
water ; formation of salts, by M. Berthelot. Oxygen reacts on
a solution of phenylhydrazine hydrochloride, giving off a volume
of nitrogen equal to that of the oxygen absorbed," and yielding
an uncrystallisable oily compound answering to the reactions of
diphenylhydrazine. Pure anhydrous phenylhydrazine heated at
100' with oxygen in sealed vessels yields about half as much
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agaia nitrogen. Phenylhydrazine forms a crystalline hydrate

melting at 24°! and having the composition aCsH^N.. . HjO.
Thermal data are given for the formation of the hydrate an<l

some of the salts of this base.—Impurities of commercial
aluminium, by M. Henri Moissan.—Preparation of a crystallised

aluminium carbide, by M. Henri Moissan. .X. carbide of

aluminium forming fine yellow transparent crystals is de-

scribed. It has the composition CsAI^, and slowly decomposes
water at the ordinary temperature with the formation of

methane.—On the place of production and the mechanism of

the murmuringi in tubes through which pass currents of air, by
M. .\. Chauveau. The murmurings are the effect of the trans-

mission of sounds originated by vibrating fluid veins which
form at the orifices or at the entrance of dilatations of the tubes.

—The use of the potato for feeding cattle—production of meat,
by .M. Aimc Girard. The results of an extended investigation

show that the potato is much superior to beetroot as a food-

material for cattle and sheep, and can be used economically
with remarkable results as a normal meat-producing forage.—

A

note by M. Armand Gautier accompanying the presentation

of his work, "The Chemistry of the Living Cell."—On the
geographical distribution of Cyrtandre.ne, by M. E. Drake del

Castillo.—On the algebraical integration of differential linear

equations, by M. Paul Painleve.—On a class of polynomials
decomposable into linear factors. An extract from a letter to

M. .\ppell, by M. Moutard.—Experimental researches on the
conditions of employment and forms of boats used for haulage,
by M. J. B. de Mas.—On the elasticity of torsion of an oscillat-

ing wire, by MM. G. Berson and H. Bouasse.—On the

calorific radiations comprised in the luminous part of the

spectrum, by M. .\ymonnet.— Reception of sounds, by M.
Henri Gilbault.—On enharmonic gamuts, by M. A. de Herlhe.

-—On an application of cathode rays to the study of variable

magnetic fields, by M. .-VIbert Hess. An apparatus is employed
in which the cathode rays are generated in a Geissler tube and
received on a photographic film. Being given that deviations of
the rays are due to modifications of the state of tension of the

ether under the influence of the magnetic field, the cathode rays

form an index without inertia capable of registering the
variations of intensity of a mat;netic field with a speed only
limited by the sensitiveness of the photographic film.

—

Determination of the form of periodic currents as a function of
the time by means of the electrochemical inscription method, by

'

M. P. Janet.—A transformer of monophase into triphase

currents, by M. Desire Korda.— Researches on the action
of the acid molybdates of sodium and ammonium on the
rotatory power of rhamnose, by M. D. Getnez. Small
additions of motybdate determine a relatively great

increase of the observed rotation. A maximum

effect is produced by the addition of —i3 of the molecular

weight. Greater quantities produce no further appreciable
|

change. The maximum effect is produced by quantities of the

molybdates equal to those found to give maximum effects in the

cases of mannitol, sorbitol, and persitol.—On the change of
\

sign of the rotatory power, by M. Albert Colson. The author
\

concludes that, from the experimental evidence given, (I) there
exist compounds having a rotatory power very variable with the
temperature, even 10 the extent of changing sign, as in the case
of isobutylamyl oxide

; (2) in certain cases these great varia-

tions are caused by alterations in the state of chemical
I lilibrium.—On the line spectrum of sulphur and on its de-

•
1 'n in metallic compounds, by M. A. de (iramonl.—New

rc»<.Mrchcs on the bromo-boracites, by MM. G. Rousseau and
H. Allaire. \ description is given of the preparation and
properties of compounds of magnesium, zinc, cadmium,
manganese, cobalt, and nickel of the general type
6M(J . 8B,0j. MBrj.— Influence of pressure on the combination
of hydrogen and selenium, by M. H. Pi-labon. The dissocia-

tion theory indicates that the pressure .should have no influence
on the ratio of hyrir'^;cn to hydrogen selenide produced, as there
is no alleralion of vulnme in the reaction. The experimental
numbers obtained sensibly a>;rcc with this conclusion, better as
the temperature is higher. The augmentation of pressure in-

creases very slightly the quantity of hydrogen selenide produced
at a certain temperature, more as the temperature remains
lower.—On a reaction of aldehydes. Differentiation of aldoses
;ir ' '

• l!y .MM. A. Villicrsand M. Fayolle. Fuchslne
! by sulphurous acid miy b: userl to discriminate

' loses and ketoscs, the former giving when
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present in sufficient quantity the aldehyde reaction, though
less intensely than ordinary aldehyde.—On the substitu-

tion of alcoholic radicals combined with carbon or with
nitrogen, by >L C. Matignon. A claim for originality

as against MM. Stohmann and Langbein.—Remarks on tin;

preceding note, by M. Herthelot.—On piceine, a glucoside from
the leaves of Piniis fic(a, by M. Tanret. The glucoside has
been resolved into glucose and piceol, CjUjC^. The latter sub-
stance is described as a monotomic phenol.—On the presence of
hydrogen and ethylene in the residual nitrogen from blood, by
M. L. de Saint-Martin.—Action of sulphuric .icid oncamphene,
by MM. G. Bouchardat and J. Lafont. The products .ire (il

the mixed ether of borneol and inactive camphene ; (2) borneol
sulphuric acid ; and (3) polymerides of camphene.—On the

bromoderivatives of teirachlorcthylene, by M. \. Besson.—On
some new organo-metallic combinations, by M. G. Perier. An-
hydrous aluminium chloride forms, with ketones and similar

bodies, compounds of the type R.j . AI^Cl^. This article demon-
strates the existence of similar compounds with amines, amides,
and their substitution products.—On the fonnation of succinic

acid and glycerine in alcoholic fermentation, by M. J. Effront.

—The influence of chlorides on nitrification, by MM. I.

Crochetelle and J. Dumont.—.\ new case of commensalism :

association of As^'idosiplton with coral polyps and a bivalve

mollusc, by M. E. L. Bouvier.—Transformation of the

aortic arches in the frog, by M. S. Jourdain.—On the respira-

tion of leaves, by M. L. Maquenne.—The mechanism of

movements incited in Perbcris, by M. Gustave Chauveaud.

—

The " brulure" of vine-leaves produced by E.xoi>asiiUum vilis,

by MM. Prillieux and Delacroix.—On a new disease of wheal
caused by Chytridinece, by M. A. Prunet.— " Brunissure " in

Algeria, by M. F. Debray.—On the earthquake of Locrides
(Greece) in April 1894, by M. Socrate A. Papavasiliore.

—

Potatoes as food for milch-coivs, by M. Ch. Coinevin.^The
vegetation of vines treated by submersion, by M. .\. Muntz.

—

On the determination of the agricultural value of several

natural phosphates, by M. G. Paturel.—Currents and winds on
the coast of the Landes of Gascony, by M. Hautreux.
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ANCIENT ASTRONOMY.
Recherches sttr I'histoire de VAstronomie Ancienne. Par

Paul Tannery. (Paris : Gauthier-Villars et Fils, 1S93.)

THE author's previous work, " Pour I'Histoire de la

Science hellCne," in which early Greek scientific

ideas are treated of from the time of Thales to that of

Empedocles, and which first appeared in fragments in

the pages of the Reznte Philosophique, leads the reader

to open the present with high expectations, which its

perusal will assuredly not disappoint. It in no degree

trenches upon the ground occupied by the former ; but its

main object is to furnish an analysis of the Almagest,

more accurate and complete than those given by previous

writers, and also to discuss the views of those who may
fairly be called the precursors of Ptolemy, and especially

of Hipparchus. On this latter point M. Tannery's re-

searches have led him to conclusions somewhat different

from those which have been generally entertained. The
part played by Hipparchus in the progress of astronomy

he considers to have been singularly exaggerated, and
the ground to have been prepared rather by the earlier

writers of the Alexandrian school, particularly by Apollo-

n"ius of Perga, in the invention of geometrical and tri-

gonometrical methods, and the first systematic combina-
tion of recent with earlier Chaldean observations. To
illustrate clearly his meaning, he affirms that, without

these previous works, Hipparchus would have been
unable to accomplish the greater part of that which has

made his name immortal ; whereas without that of

Hipparchus, Ptolemy would have been able in great

measure to have composed his Almagest ; it would have
been undoubtedly much more imperfect and less accurate

in many numerical details, but "I'ensemble ne prJsen-

terait pas un caracti^re tr^s notablement different."

The work begins with an etymological discussion (cer-

tainly conducted on historical principles) of the origin

of the words {i.e. of their Greek equivalents) " astronomy "

and " astrolo jy.'' The former is the older of the two,

and is found in Plato and in Aristophanes ; the substitu-

tion of " astrology " was made by Aristotle. Hipparchus

preferred the term mathematician to astronomer or

astrologer ; and following in his wake, Ptolemy called

his great work (for which we usually use the Arabic

designation "Almagest") the mathematical composition.

It may be interesting to remember that though in modern
times the expressions astronomy and astrology

returned into use (at first with the same meaning,

but the latter became degraded by exclusive appli-

cation to absurd and superstitious attempts, in the

manner of the Chaldeans and Egyptians, to predict

future events by supposed planetary influences), yet

Flamsteed's favourite way of designating himself was as

M.R., for " mathematicus regius." M. Tannery thinks

that the term dorpoi/ouos preceded that of dcrTpopoiiia, and
that it strictly signified one who distributed the stars into

groups, or, as we call them, constellations. With regard

to the well-known passage in Homer, speaking of the

Bear that alone has no part in the baths of the ocean, he

takes the poet to include under that name .all the stars
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within the circle of perpetual apparition . The knowledge
of the distribution of the stars in the visible firmament
was obviously of use in navigation ; the extension of this

astronomy to reasoning on their motions, for which the

expression astrology was afterwards logically preferred

by Aristotle, was, we are told by Xenophon, discouraged
by Socrates ; but the language of the historian rather

points to the works of Eudoxus of Cnidus, which appe.ared

subsequently to the time of Socrates.

M. Tannery takes occasion to allude to the famous
story or legend of the number of the year in the Metonic
Cycle taking its name from its being graven in golden
letters on a public square in Athens; whereas Boeckh has
proved that the cycle in question was not brought into

use there until the reform of Calippus, a century after the

time of Meton, and Aristophanes in more than one
passage ridicules the disorders of the calendar in his own
time.

In his second chapter, M. Tannery treats of the pro-

gress made in the science which acquired the name of

astrology (but for which modern science prefers the more
ancient term astronomy, to avoid confusion with what
Kepler called its hair-brained sister, though we refuse to

recognise any relationship, and it was felt to be too much
trouble always to call the other judicial astrology) during
what may be considered the .Athenian period, for thither

came Eudoxus, who founded the school of Cyzicus and
introduced the use of the instrument called the dpiixyn,

identical in principle with the astrolabe, the invention

of which was long falsely attributed to the Arabs ; and
there also Calippus conferred with Aristotle. But
Alexandria was destined to take the place of Athens as

the principal seat of Greek learning. It was, however,

to the second period of its prosperity, under the Roman
domination, that the astronomical glory of Alexandria

culminated in the hands of Claudius Ptolemy, whose
work may be said to comprise all that was known of

astronomy until the era of Copernicus and Tycho, soon
to be followed by that of Kepler and Galileo. Mean-
while one of the islands on the coast of Asia Minor, on
which, according to the Greek proverb, the sun always

shone, so that it may be presumed that the stars also

frequently did at night, had been the scene of the scientific

labours of Hipparchus, probably the best known amongst
the ancient astronomers. Mr. Chambers calls him "the
Newton of Greece," but it is evident that iM. Tannery
does not share that view at any rate. The illustrious

Bithynian is usually considered, he says, " comme un
gdnie absolument hors de pair" ; but without desiring in

any way to depreciate his very important contributions

to science, he adds, " L'importance de son role est en

tout cas assez grande pour que ce ne soit pas lui faire

injure que d'essayer de le ramener a des proportions un
peu plus humaines. II a posscdc, sans contredit, les

qualitds essentielles i un astronome ; habile et patient

observateur, calculateur dmdrite, il fut dgalement doudde
la sagacitd qui conduit aux ddcouvertes capitales et dela
puissance de ddduction qui permet d'enchainer les

vdritcs nouvellement acquises dans un syst^me solidement

construit. Eut-il, au mcme degre, le giinie de I'invention

matht-matique .' C'est ce qui semble pouvoir etre mis
en doute."

The author proceeds to show that in many of the

N
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advances usually attributed to Hipparchus, especially

those in which mathematical acumen was requisite, he
had been preceded by others, though undoubtedly his

store of observations was of great value to his successors,

and in practical methods he made many and important

inventions. "Trigonometry," we read in the article on
Ptolemy in the Encyclopxdia Britannica, " was created

by Hipparchus for the use of astronomers." M. Tannery
gives reasons for believing that his qualifications were
not of a kind to enable him to make discoveries of this

nature, whilst as for the systematic development of

the hypothesis of epicycles and eccentrics to represent

the celestial movements (which, since the time of Kepler,
" n'est plus que I'objet d'un d(5dain qu'a vrai dire, elle ne
merite gucre en elle-meme "), the testimony of antiquity

attributes this to the great geometer, Apollonius of

Perga. Even in the systematic utilisation by Hipparchus

of the ancient Chaldean observations of eclipses, he had
probably to a great extent been anticipated by Conon of

Samos, best known as the friend of Archimedes, and for

his ingenious flattery of the Egyptian queen by raising

her hair to the heavens as the constellation Coma
Berenices. Seneca, it is true, speaks of Conon's use of

Egyptian observations ; but this was in all probability an

error for Chaldean, brought about by the astronomer's

residence in Egypt. It would seem, in fact, that

Hipparchus should rather be compared to Flamsteed
than Newton amongst the moderns. M. Tannery goes

on to dwell upon the mathematical importance of the

work of .Apollonius, who was probably the same as the

astronomer of that name who also lived under Ptolemy
Philopator, and was called Epsilon on account of his

researches on the theory of the moon ; the old ordinary

form of that letter resembling a crescent.

Geminus and Cleomedes (whose native places are un-

known), Theon of Smyrna, the elder Pliny, are passed in

review ; but the principal part of the work before us

respects, as before said, the great composition of Ptolemy,

of which a very complete and interesting account is given.

The ancient astronomer who, unknown to Copernicus (as

it appears only from a work of Archimedes inaccessible

to him), had anticipated him in the theory of the earth's

motion, was Aristarchus of Samos. Hut, however worthy
of admiration this may be, " on ne doit nullement exagcrer

le tort que subit la science astronomique par le fait

qu'Hipparque et Ptoldmde ont maintenu le systiime g(^o-

centrique. Au point de vue mccanique et physique, la

conception h<:liocentrique rcalisait un immense progrcs
;

au point de vue gcometrique, que la science des anciens

n'a pas dcpass(; pour les astres, cette conception ne pre-

sentait aucun avantage reel." The position and work of

Copernicus is so often little understood, that it may be
well here to quote further M. Tannery's language :

—

" Le v(!ritable titre de gloire de Copernic est peut-etre
moins d'avoir rOprouvd le syslcme d'Aristarquc que
d'avoir en mc-me temps, mais Ji la suite d'un travail

consid(:rable ct tout-ii-fait indcpendant de ce syslcme,
simplifid extrOmement les hypotheses relatives aux
dpicyclcs et cxcentriques, tout en conservant les mCmes
principes gcomdtriqucs que les anciens pour I'cxplication

des mouvements des planctes."

The space at our disposal renders it quite impossible

to do more than offer some indications of the contents of
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a work of which we may well say with Osiander of
that of Copernicus, " erne, lege, fruere." But we may be
permitted to express our concurrence with its closing
remark :—" En tout cas, on ne pourra se refuser h
admettre cette verite que la scicntc ne sc diveloppe que
lorsqu'clU est cultivcc pour cllc-nu-me; voili sans doute la

plus solide conclusion que Ton puisse tirer de son
histoire."

There are several interesting appendixes, particularly

those on the trigonoinetry of the ancients, on the great
year of Josephus, on the conjectural opinions of the I

ancients concerning the distances of the planets from the
earth, and one (by M. Carra de \'aux) on the celestial

spheres of the Persian astronomer Nasir-Eddin Attusi i

(born at Tus in Khorasan, a.d. 1200), with a translation |

of part of his work. But there is not, what there certainly

should be, a general index to the whole. W. T. L.

SCOTTISH LAND-NAMES.
Scottish Land-names. By Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart.,

M.P. (Edinburgh and London: W. Blackwood and j

Sons, 1S94.)

TH 1 S book is practically a collection of a course of lec-

tures called the " Rhind Lectures in Archaeology,"

published "just as they were delivered." Sir Herbert

Maxwell has done well to print them, by way of furnish-

ing material for future workers, amongst which we may
hope that he may himself make one.

The book furnishes a large number of notes and sugges-

tions ; and good work might be done by some philological

scholar, who would go over the suggested etymologies,

and verify them one by one. It is tolerably certain that

some of them will not stand any very rigid test ; whilst

others will, no doubt, be found to be quite correct.

The author clearly recognises the great principle upon
which all such investigations must be conducted. We
must in every case try to find out the earliest written

form in some charter or deed ; and it will then often be
found that such early form wholly contradicts the sug-

gestion which the modern name presents.

" From a charter of the same king (William the Lion)

it is evident that Granton, near Edinburgh, is not, as it

appears, Grants-town, like Grantown-on-Spey ; for it is

written grendun, the Anglo-Saxon grCne diin—^reen

hill." Similarly, we may remark, we find in England

such names as Grendon and Grindon.

After laying down this all-important principle, it is not

a little surprising to find, at the end of the work, an index

of place-names, with etymologies, in which not a hint is

given of the authority upon which each explanation rests.

Thus "the Braid Ilillj" is explained from the Gaelic

bragliad (braad), the breast ; and, of course, if there is

documentary evidence for it, there is no more to be said.

But if not, it is by no means clear why braid may not be

the ordinary Lowland-Scotch word for " broad." In every

such case, we have a right to expect that the evidence

should in some way be given
;
precisely as, in Bardsley's

book on Surnames, the whole value of the work really

resides in the copious lists of references which are given

at the end of it.

We have noted a considerable number of other points

on which we desire further information. The remarks
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on the pronunciation (which is rightly said to be of great

importance) are frequently bewildering. It may be well

to point out two typical instances, for the bettering of the

book in a future issue.

" Broad-ford in Skye retains the full sound of the Norse

breidr fjordr, broad firth "
(p. 84). This is precisely the

thing which it does not do. Broad is not Norse, but

Southern English ; and ford suggests the word ford

rather than firth.

" Vollr, a field, generally becomes wall in composition,

as Dingwall in Ross-shire " (p. Sg). Here "becomes"

really means " is represented by "
; for, as a fact, the

form a/<i// shows a far older stem, in which the 7i/ has

not yet become v, and the a has not yet been treated with

the «-umlaut. In other words, it would be far more

correct to say, conversely, that the old stem luaU has

-become vbllr in the nominative case of the modern

Icelandic word.

One thing, at any rate, must go. And that is, the

extraordinary definition of jtmlaut on p. 39. " The law

of uiii/auljAi the German philologers call it, whereby the

vowel-sound in one syllable is altered by the vowel-sound

in a syllable following (all fairly well so far, but mark the

sequel), as husband 2.VlA nostril stand for house-band 3.nA

nosc-thriliy Certainly, no German philologer ever said

anything of the kind. The u in husband and the o in

nostril are not examples of umlaut at all, for they do not

depend in the least upon the vowels a or / in the second

syllable. They simply exhibit examples of vowel-short-

ening before a collection of consonants, which is a

different thing altogether. This is indeed a sentence to

induce doubt in the author's methods.

Nevertheless, the book has its place and use. The
collection of examples is a thing to be thankful for ; and
we heartily commend the author for attempting it.

But, oh ! that he had produced his authorities in

every possible case, and had told us where the guesses

come in

!

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Systematic Survey of the Organic Colouring Matters.
By Drs. G. Schultz and P. Julius. Translated and
edited, with extensive additions, by Arthur G. Green.
(London : Macmillan and Co,, 1S94.)

The German edition of this standard work of reference
has already been reviewed in these columns (vol. xlvi. p.

313). The translator and editor has done good servic-i

in rendering the work more available to English tech-
nologists by adding a preliminary section on the raw
materials used in the industry, as well as by giving
prominence in the tables to English patents. In these
particulars the present edition differs from the German,
and its value from the English point of view is thereby
greatly enhanced. The work is also brought up to date,
as all the later discoveries are tabulated. The total
number of colouring matters now recorded is 454, as
against 392 in the last German edition (1S91). Even
while Mr. Green was preparing the translation new
products were being introduced, and no less than twenty-
two new compounds have had to be added in an
appendix. Another valuable addition to the English
edition is the synoptical table for the qualitative analysis
of artificial colouring matters, which was published by the
translator last year in the Journal of the Society of
Chemical Industry, and which is reprinted at the end of
the volume.
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One reflection which occurs in looking through the

tables is the very unfair action of our patent laws upon
English manufacturers. Most of the new discoveries

are patented by German, French, or Swiss firms in this

country, but the patentees do not make the products

here—their patents simply blockade the industry in

Britain, without giving our manufacturers any benefit.

On the other hand, it is well known how stringent is the

attitude, especially of the German Patent Office, in

granting patents to foreign inventors. But this is a side

issue, suggested only by the large number of references

to English patents in the tables before us. Of these

tables and of the work as a whole we have only to say

that it will be welcomed by manufacturers and students

as the latest and most complete synopsis of the organic

colouring matters that has hitherto been drawn up.

R. M.

A Handbook to the Marsupialia and Monotremata,
By Richard Lydekker, B.A., F.G.S. (London : W. H.
Allen and Co., 1894.)

Mr. Lvdekker's capacity for book-making seems to be
unlimited. Zoological science is indebted to him for the

diffusion of accurate knowledge on the fowl of the air,

and "every living thing that creepeth upon the earth " and
moves in the sea, from the days when the icthyosaurus

disported itself in the Jurassic ocean to the present

enlightened age. He is not, however, a brilliant writer,

and all his works possess a sameness of diction, the dead
level of which becomes oppressive after a time. The
volume under review is a "popular monograph," in

which the Marsupials and Monotremes are taken in

order and have their characters, distribution, and habits

detailed in a more or less attractive manner. These
interesting mammals are dealt with one after another,

and their characteristics are described in a way that

strongly reminds us of the verbal expositions of the

guide of a menagerie. The thirty-eight excellently

coloured plates, with which the book is embellished, help

to render the analogy more realistic. This monotony,
however, is probably unavoidable in a work having the

scope of Mr. Lydekker's handbook, and, in fairness to

him, we must say that he has struck a good compromise
between zoological treatises bristling w-ith technical

details, and works designed for the profoundly ignorant.

It is almost unnecessary to say that the book is

thoroughly up-to-date as regards recently discovered
species, one of the most interesting of these being the

remarkable Marsupial Mole described by Dr. Stirling a
few years ago. With the exception of the matter re-

lating to a few species, the book is founded upon Mr.
Oldfield Thomas's " Catalogue of the Marsupialia and
Monotremata in the Collection of the British Museum "

(18SS), with the addition of some notes on fossil species

of these Orders. Mr. Lydekker has made an admirable
and handy abridgment of this '' indispensable compen-
dium," and his work, though stodgy in places, will well

serve the purpose of a popular book of reference on
Australian mammals.

Climbing in the British Isles—England. By W. P. Has-
kett Smith, M.A. Pp. 162. (London : Longmans,
Green, and Co., 1S94.)

MouNT.MNEERiNG is a passion. Men who have climbed,

rarely, if ever, get rid of the unrestful instinct to scale

unconquered peaks and wriggle through unexplored
" chimneys." This love of climbing has been growing
in England for some years past, and Mr. Haskett Smith's

book will certainly assist in extending it still more. The
book is the first of a series describing the climbs available

in the British Isles, two complementary volumes, dealing

respectively with Wales and Scotland, being in prepara-

tion. It is not, of course, suggested that hill-climbing

in these islands is the same as mountaineering in the
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Alps, but it is rightly held that the man who goes through

a course of training among the crags of Cumberland
qualifies himself to taclcle the giants of the Alps or

Caucasus. Beginning with the tors on Dartmoor, the

would-be Alpinist can pass by easy stages to such climbs

as those of Deep Gill, Mickledoor and Xapes Needle,

and then complete his course of instruction on the Alps.

For convenience of reference, all the headings are

arranged in alphabetical order. It is easy, therefore, to

turn up information about hills or rocks which aflord

climbs, and to find the meaning of technical terms and
expressions. It would have been an advantage, however,

if .Mr. Smith had given a list of climbs in the order of

difficulty, for beginners would then know exactly where

to commence their mountaineering education. The book
is illustrated with twenty-three sketches by Mr. Ellis

Carr, and five plans. It will doubtless increase the number
of climbers, and the many admonitions it contains ought

to keep down the mortality from what someone has called

the •' greasy pole " exercise.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[lie Editor aoes not hoid kinnel/ respomibU for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can hi undertake
to return, or to correspond tvith the writers oj, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part o/Naturb.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications. ]

Trituberculy and Polybuny.

It is a matter of regret to me that so clear-headed a naturalist

as Dr. Forsylh Major should have misunderstood what I thought
to be clear intelligible language.

In his letter (Nature, May 31) Dr. Forsyth Major declares

that, in my paper on the Stonesfield mammalia, I stated that

he has expre^sed views in his paper on Squirrels {P. Z. S. 1893)
the very reverse of those recorded by him in that paper. All

that I have said about Dr, Major, whose paper I read after

writing mine, is " Dr. Forsylh Major does not favour this view,
'

viz. that all the various forms of lower molars of Ditrematous
mammals can be derived from the tubercular-sectorial type. I

shall be glad if Dr. Forsyth Major w ill either state that he does

favour this view, or withdraw his charge of misrepresentation.

Again, I think. Dr. Major has misunderstood my words when
he proceeds to declare that I have made " some obviously con-

tradictory statements " in my paper on the Stonesfield mam-
malia, and in my letter to Nature of May 3. The object of

my remarks on the primitive mammalian tooth in my paper, was
to show that that part of the " tritubercular theory " (as lately

set forth by Profs. Cope and Oaborn) which seeks to explain the

tubercular-sectorial tooth as having arisen— within the mam-
malia phylum—from a single cone through a liiconodont stage is

beset with weaknesses and improbabilities which render it unten-
able. The view there expressed that the Pro-mammalian
molars "were of an indefinite multitubcrculate pattern," or, in

other words (used in my letter), that they were "provided with
many cusps not placed in one line," is not inconsistent with the

admission that the common ancestors of the Marsupials and
Placcntals—^and even (if wc accept Prof. Osliorn's latest sl.aic-

mcnis) of the so-called "multituberculata"—may have already
developed tubercular-sectorial lower molars, ,ind perhaps tri-

tubercular upper molars. Dr. Forsyth M.'ijor, whose careful

observations deserve great consideration, has argued, in his

letter of .M.iy 31, very forcibly against this " working hypo-
thesis." 1 think it only right to say that the views expressed by
him arc i Icimt.il with those which have been urged on iiic

privately, and also expressed in lectures, by Prof. Lankcslcr,
under whose direction I made my investigation of the Stones-
fi<*!d jaws.

The theory I support, then, merely comes lo thi, : that many-
cuspctl teeth of indefinite pattern (such as those of Urnilho-
rl-

'

•
' I ularscctorial lower and, perhaps,

'' nc of which in turn gave rise to

n ^.;riUe serially luberculated pattern
(1 .). Prof. fJsborn declared that hehadevi-
'li r iitep. The one mistake to which I plead
guiliy i> Liui of having apparently endorsed in my letter Prof.
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Osborn's view on this latter point. In reality I wished to be
understood as admitting temporarily—and until further evidence
comes to hand—a statement which I was not in a position to

combat by the use of my own observations.

Oxford, June 4. E. S. Goodrich.

A Review Reviewed.

I .4M rather astonished at the criticism of my use of the terai

mineraliser in my book on the " Economic Geology of the

United States, " made by a reviewer in a recent number of
Nature. Surely the sanction of the Century, Webster, and
Worcester dictionaries, besides several scientific works, should
be considered as warranting my use of the term, unless some
very serious objection can be urged.

Since I am writing on the subject, I may say what perhaps
should have been said in my preface, that the mineralogical

part of the book, to which exception is taken by the reviewer,

was not intended to teach mineralogy, but to call attention to

a new aspect of the subject—the economic. The students for

whom the book was mainly written, those at Cornell University,

have, when they begin the study of economic geology, already
studied determinative mineralogy and blowpipe analysis, and
they have also studied rock-forming minerals from the geo-

logical standpoint. Here is the third standpoint, and experience
in teaching shows that the plan is not superfluous.

Objection is also made to the absence of illustrations. But
this is intenti0n.1l, for I believe the class-room is the place for

these. There we can use large illustrations, lantern-slides, and
original maps and sections, which are vastly better than text-

book diagrams.

I wish also to make an acknowledgment. As the reviewer

points out, and as others have done before him, the chapter on
mining terms and methods is weak and in places inaccurate. It

was a serious error on my pan (for which the book has suffered)

not to have submitted this chapter, upon which I have oidy

second-hand knowledge, to some specialist for revision. At
present the only thing that can be done is to promise the

elimination of the objectionable parts in a second edition, if one
is called for.

'

Kali'H S. Tarr.
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., June 29.

I WILL reply seriatim to the various points of Prof. Tarr's

letter.

(1) Term "Mineraliser."—I still think the word objec-

tionable in the sense used by Prof Tarr. To most people it

probably conveys the idea of something which converts or helps

to convert another substance into a mineral. Mow can sulphur

be said to "mineralise" silver by combining with it? both
the elements already exist as minerals in nature ; and one
might just as well say that the silver mineralised the sulphur.

(2) Mineralogical part of the book.— I'rof. Tarr states that the

object of this part of the book is not lo te.ach mineralogy, but

to call the attention of students lo the economic side of the

question ; but this is no excuse for loose and careless writing,

instances of which are far too numerous. We re.ad on page 1(3

:

" When a metal is combined with silica (SiO.^), a silicate is

formed." "Ores considered from the economic standpoint

occur in beds or in veins "
(p. 17) ; this would lead the student

to infer that no other modes of occurrence are known. Iron

pyrite "grades into copper pyritc, but when there is much
copper present the colour becomes more golden " (p. iS)

"Grade" as a neuter verb does not appear in my edition of

Webster, but it probably is intended to mean " gradually passes

into." This reading is conlirmeil on page 22, where we find

"copper pyrites, which is in reality a sulphide of iron and

copper combined, the proportion varying from an exceedingly

cujiriferous variety (chalcopyrile) to pure iron iiyrile.s." Limonite

is spoken of as " the rust of hematite "
(p. 19). Tin ore " is

found both as tinstone, in coarse granites or pegmatites, and as

stream-tin " (p. 25). Is not stream-tin a form of tinstone,

and may not tin ore be found in fine-grained granite and in

slate ?

Judging from the paragraph on page 26, the author is unaware
of the existence of any oxidised ore of nickel. The student

docs not ol;tain a correct idea of dolomite by being told that it

is carbonate of lime " combined chemically with magnesium'

(p. 10). I think that these instances, and others might be

quoted, justify my remarks.

(3) J'aucity oJ illustrations.—HVtoi. Tarr had adhered to
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his original intention of merely writing lecture-notes for his

class, there would have been some force in his excuse ; but

when he sends forth his work as " a textbook, with the hope

that it may find a wider field," he cuts the ground from under

his feet. He must recollect that the majority of his reaiiers will

never have the opportunity of seeing his lecture diagrams and

lantern-slides. If illustrations are out of place in a text-book,

why did the author take the trouble to insert twenty-nine ?

Surely he is not ashamed of his beautiful and instructive

frontispiece.

(4) Alining chapter.—After Prof. Tarr's candid confession,

I will not say another word likely to cause him pain or annoy-

ance ; but will merely express the hope that Professors of

Economic Geology, while examining mineral deposits, will take

the trouble to notice how they are worked, and so render them-

selves independent of any second-hand aid when writing upon
the art of mining. The Reviewer.

Halo of go° with Parhelia.

On July 1 1 the halo of 90', intersecting a primary halo of the

usual si/.e, but intensely brilliant in colouring, was visible at

West Newton, Cumberland, for about four hours—9 a.m. to

I p.m. The sun shone brilliantly all the time. Light strips

and wreaths of cirrus and minute mottled cirro-cumulus marked
the upper sky. There were several mock suns, not all equally

distinct. Tlie halo of 90', a very unusual phenomenon, was of

a pale grey-blue tint, showing no prismatic colours, except in a

very slight degree at the point furthest removed from the sun.

This system of halos formed a splendid sight for about four

hours, indicating a vast sheet of ice-crystals. I have observed

that parhelia sometimes precede heat, as well as stormy

weather.

The intensely vivid colouring of the part of the two (almost

concentric) halos, where they intersected above the sun, was
most strikmg. Samuel Barber.

West Newton, Cumberland, July II.

P. S.—Four dry days followed, the fifth luet.

Rate of the Flight of Birds.

I SHALI. be glad if any of your readers can inform m.e

whether the rate of the flight of any birds other than Homing
Pigeons has been accurately measured, and what attempts, if

any, have been made to employ birds belonging to other families

in place of Homing Pigeons. F. W. HeaijLfy.
Haileybury, July 15.

THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON AND THE
REPORT OF THE GRESHAM COMMIS-
SIONERS.

'T^HE University of London is beyond question the
•- Institution most nearly concerned with the recom-
mendations of the Commissioners appointed to consider

the draft charter for the proposed Gresham University
in London. These proposals, .as was pointed out in

Nai'UKI'; in March last (vol. xlix. p. 405), involve the

reconstruction of the present University and the forma-
tion of a .Senate and Convocation having powers differ-

ing considerably from those at present possessed by
them. Iiitportance would, under any circumstances,
attach to the lattitude assumed by either body towards
the Report, and in the present case it is in no way
lessened by the fact that in the charter of 1S63 it is

ordained that Convocation—that is, those graduates of
the University who have attained a certain seniority and
paid certain fees—shall have " the power of accepting
any new or supplementary charter for the University, or
consenting to the surrender of this our charter, or of any
new or supplemental charter," the consent of the Senate
being also requisite before either acceptance or surrender
becomes operative. This power of veto was exercised
by Convocation in 1S91, when a draft charter proposed
by the Senate was rejected by a large majority, and the
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way made clear for University and King's Colleges to

proceed with their petition for a separate University.

The preparation of a scheme for engrafting teaching
on the present examining functions of the University of

London did not originate with the Senate. To Con-
vocation belongs the distinction of being the first to

advocate this enlargement of the scope of the Univer-

sity, and its proposals were embodied in a scheme as

long ago as 1886, while in a later scheme submitted to

the Commissioners it indicated in still further detail the

lines on which in its opinion a solution of the question

might be found. The inability of each body to accept

the schemes of the other, the chronic division of opinion

between the .Senate and Convocation on the Teaching
University question, did not augur well for a joint assent

to any scheme resulting from the labours of the Com-
missioners appointed in 1892.

This contingency evidently presented itself to a large

majority of the Commissioners, since, with a wisdom
which seems likely to be justified by events, they have
gone beyond the terms of reference, which contemplated
" the establishment under charter of an efficient Teach-
ing University for London," and say that " in view of

the failure of previous attempts to settle this question,

and of the difficulty and delay which must inevitably

attend an alteration of the constitution of the University

through the action of the University itself, we are of

opinion that, in accordance with the precedents followed

in other cases of University reform, the changes which

we recommend should be effected not by charter, but by
legislative authority, and by the appointment of a Com-
mission with statutory powers to settle, in the first

instance, arrangements and regulations in general con-

formity with the recommendations which we are about

to submit to your Majesty."

The latest project for the inevitable extension of Uni-

versity education in London was speedily recognised by
many as a well-considered and feasible plan for meeting

the requirements of the case. Highly desirable as it

was that it should be accepted by, and not forced upon,

Convocation, yet at first the outlook was anything but

bright. The Annual Committee of Convocation—the

body of graduates elected every year " to advise Convo-
cation upon any matter affecting the interests of the

University"—undertook the preparation of a report on

the scheme of the Commissioners for presentation to

Convocation. While this was under discussion an
interview took place between it and the Committee of

the Senate charged with the consideration of the Com-
missioners' Report, and it may be inferred that exception

was taken to the revocation of the veto and to the mode
of procedure proposed by the Commissioners, since the

Chancellor (Lord Herscheli), in the course of his reply,

is reported to have said :
" If the proposals of the Com-

missioners were generally considered to be for the public

good, and a reasonable solution of the problem that had
been referred to them, it would scarcely rest with this

University, either through the Senate or through Con-
vocation, to veto the plan ; nor should the remodelling

of the constitution of a public body, with a view to its

further efficiency, be regarded as a penal abrogation of its

charter."

Disregarding this statesmanlike view of the situation,

the Annual Committee the same evening adopted a

Report w-holly adverse to the proposals of the Commis-
sioners, and drew up five resolutions which they reconi-

niended Convocation to adopt. Space will only permit

reference to the first :
" That Convocation protests against

the withdrawal without its consent of the charter of the

University of London as proposed by the Gresham
Commission . . .

." and the fourth :
" That Convocation

therefore, although it would regret the establishment of

a second University in London, is of opinion that it would

be less disastrous to establish such a University with a
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distinciive lule than to carry into effect the scheme of

the Gresham Commissioners." These will sufficiently

indicate the Annual Committee's views.

Convocation's method of conducting business, it may
be hoped, is peculiar to itself. Although an extraordinary

meeting was convened on April lo " to consider the Re-

port of the Commissioners appointed to consider the

draft charter of the proposed Gresham University in

London, and also the Report of the Annual Committee
thereon,' it was debarred from expressing its opinion,

either by discussion or vote, on the Commissioners'

Report as a whole, and directed to confine itself to such

matters as arose out of whichever resolution of the five

might be under debate. .After much fruitless discussion

the resolutions proposed by the .Annual Committee were

unanimously set aside in favour of a motion which, " with

a view to the speedy and satisfactory reconstitution of

the University," referred " the whole question of the con-

stitution of this University to the .Annual Committee with

power to nominate members of a Jomt Consultative Com-
mittee of the Senate and Convocation.''

This motion, agreed upon at the close of a protracted

meeting and devoid of any express instructions to the

effect that delegates should be selected so as to represent

interests and not individuals, and that the Com-
missioners' scheme should form the basis of conference,

was no doubt unfortunately worded, but the use to which
it might be put was certainly not foreseen at the time of

its adoption. In its seconder s opinion, as stated in a

letter to the Times, " should such a Committee arrive at

a workable result, this may be embodied in a new charter

which may be accepted without resort to a Statutory

Commission, such as the Annual Committee objected to,"

in other words, the Consultative Committee might be

the means of indefinitely postponing the settlement of

the question of University reform. And the Annual
Committee, having failed to carry its resolutions, must
have taken much the same view, since its delegates were,

with one exception—that of a theologian—chosen entirely

from its own body, while on points of order raised by
two of its members in connection with the motion, dis-

cussion on the Commissioners' Report at the ordinary

meeting of Convocation on May S was again prevented,

although a notice of motion expressing general approval

of the scheme was allowed to appear on \h^ agenda.

Tactics such as these not infrequently meet with the

reward they deserve. University reform in London has

waited too long for an obstructive and dilatory attitude,

whether arising out of questions of "dignity" or of

inability to take a broad view of the problem, on the

part of a few, to be tolerable, and fortunate it is

that a salutary change has taken place in Convo-

cation itself. A movement in favour of the Gresham
scheme took definite shape a few days after the

extraordinary meeting on .April lo ; a Committee of

Graduates was formed and a circular sent out to elicit

from members of Convocation an expression of general

approval of its provisions, and a direct vote in Con-

vocation on the scheme being prevented, its adherents

look the only course open to them, turned out the old

Annual Committee on May 8, and replaced it by one

almost wholly favourable to the Commissioners' proposals.

Although not a direct vote in favour of the scheme, it

has with good reason been regarded as tantamount to

this, since the meeting which elected the new Annual
Committee would certainly have expressed general ap-

proval of the Report had not the motion to this effect

been ruled out of order by the chairman.
Since May 8, events have moved rapidly. The dele-

gates appointed by the late Annual Committee, with one

exception, resigned their seats on the Joint Consultative

Committee as a result of the vote adverse to themselves,

and the Joint Consultative Committee with its endless

opoortunitics for delay has been shelved. _The circular
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issued by the Committee of Graduates just mentioned
obtained S56 replies, many of them from the best known
and most influential members of Convocation, expressing

"general approval of the Commissioners' Report'; and
this fact with a list of signatories was embodied in a
memorial praying the Senate to "use all its influence to

induce the Government to appoint a Statutory Com-
mission forthwith." At its meeting on June 13, the

Senate, happy in its opportunity, passed almost

unanimously a resolution in which general approval of

the proposals of the Commissioners was expressed, and
instructions given to its special Committee to consider

suggestions for the terms of reference to the Statutory

Commission. A fortnight later the .Annual Committee
and other invited graduates met the Special Com-
mittee of the Senate in conference, and on behalf of the

former it was urged " that it is desirable to memorialise

Government to take immediate steps for the appointment

of a Statutory Commission to frame statutes in general

accordance with the Report of the Gresham Commission,

with full power to make such modifications as they

may see fit, after conference with Convocation and
other bodies affected." Further, four delegates from the

Annual Committee attended the meeting on June 30, of

representatives from nearly all the institutions which,

according to the Commissioners' proposals, will form

constituent colleges of the reorganised University, and
concurred in the resolution of similar character, which,

as reported in N.vture (this vol., p. 227), was passed

unanimously by those having the right to vote as

delegates. .And now the welcome news has transpired

that at its meeting on July 11 the Senate passed a

resolution urging the immediate appointment of a

Statutory Commission with power to modify details of the

Gresham Commissioners' scheme if judged expedient

after conference with the bodies concerned, and that

copies of the resolution were forwarded to the Lord

Chancellor, the Lord President and the Vice-President

of the Council, and the Home Secretary.

The unexpected, therefore, has happened. In every-

way in which it has been permitted to do so. Convoca-

tion, like the Senate, has expressed general approval of

the Commissioners' proposals, and the University of

London instead of being placed, by divided counsels, in

a position deplorable to all friends of higher education

in London, is now at the head of the movement for a

University worthy of the greatest city of the world. Now
that extensive approval of the Report by the great

majority of the institutions concerned has satisfied the

condition laid down by the Home Secretary as one to be

complied with before action could be taken by the

Government, it may be hoped that before P.irliament is

prorogued an Act appointing the Statutory Commission

will be added to the legislative achievements of the

Session. W. Palmer Wynne.

THE OXFORD MEETING OF THE BRITISH
ASSOCIATION.

SIN'CE the last account of the preparations for the

meeting of the British Association on August S

appeared in these columns, the local arrangements have

made steady progress, and the arrangements for the

Sectional and other meeting rooms are nearly complete.

It may be well to explain that only a few of the Sectional

meeting rooms can be darkened for the use of a lantern.

It has been found impracticable to darken the large

writing rooms in the Kxamination Schools in which

Sections K and K will meet ; and the s.ime may be said

of Hertford College Hall (Section C) and Keble College

Hall (Section F;. The Clarendon Laboratory Theatre

(Section A), the Anatomical Theatre and Laboratory

(Sections D and H), and the Physiology Theatre, are

provided with dark blinds ; and the large Lecture Theatre
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in the Museum will be available for meetings of Sections

in which the lime-light is indispensable. The dates and
hours at which this room will be available must be settled

by the Recorders of Sections during the meeting.

The arrangements for excursions in the neighbourhood
are now complete. The list is not as long as has been
the case in some recent meetings, as the localities of
general interest which are accessible from O.xford are

few in number. On the Saturday afternoon parties will

be taken to Dorchester and Wallingford, to Abingdon, to

Blenheim Palace and Woodstock, and to the Roman
remains at Silchester, and Prof. Green will take a geo-
logical party through Fawler to the classical grounds of
Stonesfield. On the Thursday, whole day excursions are
arranged for Windsor and Eton, Warwick and Stratford-

on-Avon, Compton Wynyates, Broughton and Wroxton,
Reading, and the Great Western Railway Works at

Swindon.
The total number of those who have up to the present

signified their intention of attending the meeting amounts
to a little over 1500. As the Sheldonian Theatre, on the
most liberal estimate, will not accommodate more than
l8oo persons, and as it is very probable that the number
of applicants for places will be greater than this, members
and associates are recommended to apply for places in

the Theatre for the President's address and evening
lectures as early as possible. The allotment of seats will

begin on .Monday, August 6.

Up to the time of writing, but little information has
been received respecting the work of the various Sections.
In Section D (Biology) the President, Prof. J. Bayley
Balfour, will deal in his address with the aspects of
forestry in Great Britain, and among other papers which
will be read to the Section, Prof. Ray Lankester will make
a communication on chlorophyll in the animal kingdom.
Prof. A. A. W. Hubrecht will read a paper on the
Didermic blastocyst, and Mr. J. T. Cunningham on the
specific and generic characters of the PleuronectidK.

In Section E the President, Captain W. J. L. Wharton,
R.X., will deal in his address with our present knowledge
of the physical conditions of the sea. .And among other
papers which will be read at the meeting are the follow-
ing :—Colonel Godwin .Austen, on Bhotan ; Mr. Osbert
H. Hovvorth, on the Sierra Madre of Mexico ; Miss Bail-
don, on a visit to New Guinea; Mr. D. G. Hogarth, on a
recent journey in Asia Minor ; Mr. W. H. Cozens Hardy,
on Montenegro and .Albania ; Dr. H. Schlichter, on the
natural wealth of British East Africa ; Mr. G. G. Chis-
holm, on the orthography of Place-names ; Mr. J.
Theodore Bent, on Hadramut ; Mr. A. Montefiore,
on the equipment of the Jackson- Harmsvvorth Arctic
Expedition ; Mr. H. N. Dickson, on the physical con-
dition of the Noith Sea; M. A. Delbecque, on the
lakes of France, and Dr. H. R. Mill, on the geography
of the English lakes. The proceedings of the other
sections will be announced as soon as they are com-
municated.

THE BIOLOGICAL I.XSTITUTION IN BERGEN,
NORWAY.

T AST autumn a biological institution was opened in
•^ Bergen. It forms part of the museum, the library
and collection of which the students are at liberty to
use.

The building is of wood, two storeys high. Ox\ the
ground tloor there is one large hall surrounded on three
sides by aquaria, which are open to the public on pay-
ment of a small entrance fee. Then there is the pump-
room, and other rooms, one of which is used for experi-
ments in hatching, and in the others the collected matter
is examined and studied, and the dredges and other instru-
ments are kept. There are two hatching apparatus,
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Fig. I.—Ground floor

each containing eight hatching-boxes. A hatching

apparatus for fresh water is much required, so that the

biological questions in connection with the salmon-
fishing may be worked out.

Fig. I is the plan of the ground floor.

The first floor is

set apart for scien-

tific work, and con-
sists of two large

rooms, the smaller

of which is used
for chemical work,
and is furnished
with all necessary
apparatus.
The larger room

has four windows
on each side; those
on the east are
separated by wood-
en partitions, cur-

tained off from the

rest of the room,
thus forming four

small work-rooms,
each of which is

furnished with a
micro sc ope and
writing-table and
other conveniences
for the work of one
person. In front of

the windows on the

west side, there are

tables (l, M, N, O,

Fig. 2).

Altogether ten work-tables are provided in the institute.

In the middle of the larger room there is a long low
sink (e, f, g, h, Fig. 2), which has a small channel in the
middle connected with a waste-pipe. On each side of

this sink, but raised

^ slightly above it,

there is a shelf

running the whole
length of it, and
wide enough to hold
the small experi-

mental aquaria,
which consist of
glass bowls. .Above
the shelves are
pipes from the sea-
water reservoir,with
numerous taps, thus
supplying flowing
water when neces-
sary.

The sea - water
supply is conveyed
to the pump-room
by means of a long
pipe from the mid-

,-r--r die of the Padde-
" \ fjords, at a depth of

- ten metres ; from
here it is pumped

t-C up to the reservoir,

|n.L-E which is on the top
storey, whence it

supplies the labora-
tories.

The fauna is very rich ; the flora has not yet been
much studied.

The biological institution is for foreign as well as
Norwegian students. The monthly cost for the use of

Fig. 2.—First floor.
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one of the work-tables is twenty-rive kronen. This in-

cludes the necessary reagents, the free use of all the

apparatus and the museum, also theuseof the boat, with

the men, for private explorations, and liberty to take part

in the weekly steamer excursions to the distant parts of

the fjords.

The institution is open every day all the year round
;

the fjords are never quite frozen, and at the coldest

time the temperature is never more than a few degrees
from zero.

The institution is under the supervision of Herren Dr.

A. Appellof, G. A. Hansen, and T. Brunchorst. It is

almost entirely supported by voluntary contributions.

A certain sum, however, is granted by the State, which
unfortunately is not sufficient to permit the institution to

have a resident zoologist ; but as the Norwegian Govern-
ment is always so liberal in matters of a scientific nature,

it is hoped that the required amount will soon be
granted.

PROFESSOR DR. FISCHER.
D Y the death of Prof. Dr. Fischer, which took place on
'-' May 17 last, the Konigliche Preussische Geo-
datische Institut and the Central-bureau der Inter-

nationalen Erdmessung lose a very ardent and devoted
chief who has done much, not only to keep up the high
standard of these institutions, but to bring them, if pas-
sible, to a higher grade of perfection.

Born in the year 1S36, on December 10, at Deutsch-
Leippe, near Grottkau, in Schlesien, Amand Fischer
began his first studies at the Mathias-Gymnasium in

Breslau, occupying his attention, among other things,

with mathematics and science {Astr. Nach Bd. 135,
No 3235) ; he graduated in 1S66, the subject of his dis-

sertation being the Comet 111. of i860. In the following
year he entered in the Central-bureau der Mittcleuropiiis-

chen Gradmessung, and two years later in the Konigliche
Preussische Geodatische Institut, in which he commenced
his great activity, which he continued up to the end.
From July 1877 he conducted the sections relating to

Geodesy.
Among the numerous valuable works brought before

the public will be remembered the " Rheinischc Dreiecks-
netz," in which were a great number of Fischer's mea-
surements, made at the majority of the stations em-
ployed. He found occasion also to busy himself with
lateral refraction, and he made an interesting contribution
on " Lothabweichungen in der Unigebung von Berlin

"

(1889), which was valuable in the discussion regarding
the relation between Geodesy and Geology.
At a somewhat earlier date, in an article that appc.ired

in the Astr. Nach. (Bd. 88), entitled " Die Gcstalt der
Erde und die Pendelmessungen,"he brought forward the
interesting deduction that the variation, which Ph.
Fischer had calculated from the measures of gravity,
could be traced back to geological causes, a deduction
which agrees very nearly with our present ideas.
The publication of the " Berliner Basisnetzes" (1891)

absorbed a great amount of his activity, as he paid
special attention to this piece of work. In the measure-
ments made in the Strehlen, Berlin, and Bonn base-lines
operations, he took, finally in the capacity of director,
a prominent part. We have to thank him, also, for some
Important thermoelectrical researches on the expansion of
the rods used for base-line determinations. f^Astr. Nach.
Bd. 103.; He determined, also, the difference of longitude
between Wangcroog and Schillig by means of optical

iK, during the time of the operations on the trigono-
il survey of the North .Sea islands and the main-

i.i,, ., with the computation of which he busied himself.
We are indebted to him for a great number of

astronomical observations made at several stations for
ihc trigonometrical work in which he was employed.
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In order to get some idea of his dexterity and care,

and more especially of his love for work and his self-

sacrifice, one must not only look at the literary side of
Fischer's activity, but at that in which his capacity as an
observer was a very prominent feature.

Besides a host of numerous friends who mourn his loss,

he leaves behind a widow and three children.

NOTES.
The subjectsifor 1S95 'o'' ^^ results of original research, upon

which the Royal Society of New South Wales ofter their

medal and £2f„ are as follows :—(i) On the Silver Ore Deposits

of New South Wales. (2) On the Physiological Action of the

Poison of any Australian Snake, Spider, or Tick. (3) On ihe

Chemistry of the Australian Gums and Resins. The com-

munications are to be sent in not later than May i, 1S95. The

subjects for 1896 are also announced as follows:—(i) On the

Origin of Multiple Hydatids in Man. (2) On the Occurriinceof

Precious Stones in New South Wales, with a description of the

deposits in which they are found. (3) On the liflect of the

Australian Climate on the Physical Development of the

Australian-born Population. The Society emphasise the con-

dition that the award will not be made for a mere compilation,

however meritorious it may be.

The Council of the Royal Society of New South Walci havt-

awarded the prize given by the Hon. Ralph Abercrombie for

the best essay on " Southerly Bursters " on the east coast of

Austr.alia, to Mr. Henry \. Hunt, second miteorolo^ical assis-

tant in the observatory at Sydney. The essay cotuains the

results obtained from a study of all the bursters that visited

the east coast from 1863 to 1893, and is illustrated by weather

charts, cloud photOjjr-iphs, and diagrams showing the monthly

;xnd hourly distribution of these windstorms, as well as diagrams

showing instrum ental conditions in typical cases.

Manuscripts competing for the De Candolle Prize for 1895,

offered by the Geneva Physical and Natural History Society, for

the best unpublished monograph of a genus or family of plants,

must be sent in by January 15, 1S95. They may be written ia

Latin, French, German, English, or Italian. The value o( the

pri ze is 500 francs.

LlviiRl'OOL is fortunate in having citizens who testify their

interest in the scientific welfare of the city by munificent gene-

rosity. We have previously noted the endowments, by the I^arl

of Derby and Mr. George Holt, of chairs in anatomy and patho-

logy at the University College, Liverpool. We now leain, from

'he lirilish Medical Joiiriml, that t he Kev. S. A. Thompson

Yates has presented the College with the sum of /l5,ooo in

order to build physiological and pathological laboratories.

The Danish Government has undertaken, during the years

1895 and 1896, a deep-sea exploration in the Greenland and

Icelandic waters. The expedition will be accompanied by a

botanist.

O.sEof the Last acts of the late President Carnol, a few hours

before his assassination, was to confer on Ihe well-known

botanist Dr. Saint-Lager the dignity of Officer of Ptihlic

iDstructioD.

Dr. V. SciiiFFNER has sent to the Botanical Institute of the

German University of Prag a very large collection of titled

plants and spirit-material from Western Java. He is intending

also to visit Eastern lava and Sumatra.

The antiquities, ranging from prehistoric down to Roman

times, lately discovered by Prof Flinders Pctrie in the temple

of Koptos in Upper Egypt, will be exhibited to the public in
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the Edwards Library, University College, Gower Street, from

July 23 to September i.

The death is announced of Dr. Adolph Hannover, at Copen

bagen, at eighty years of age, and of Dr. J. Ilyrtl, of Vienna

University, at the age of eighty-four.

The first annual meeting of the Australasian Institute of

Mining Engineers, recently held at IJallarat, Victoria, appears

to have been a very successful one. The inaugural meeting of

the Institute was held last year at Adelaide, when Sir Henry

Ayres, the President of the Legislative Council of South Aus-

tralia, was chosen as its first president. Among the speeches

delivered at that time was a very pointed one by the Hon.

James Martin, the head of the engineering firm bearing that

name. In the course of his remarks he said :
" Science is

much needed in mining, for without it mining cannot go along.

We have been blundering too much by rule of thumb, which

has done much to injure the mining industry and those who are

willing to take some risks in mining. It has been the want of

knowledge of the men who have been placed as mining managers

that has ruined so many concerns. We want to bring science,

experience, and knowledge to bear upon mining, so 'hat we

will be able to bring wealth from the earth without a waste of

labour." Mr. James Stirling, the present president of the

Institute, took the " Mineral Wealth of the Colony of Victoria"

as the subject of his address at the Ballarat meeting. A variety

of papers on mining topics were read and discussed, and visits

were made to a number of mines and engineering works. The
Institute has accepted an invitation from the Premier of Tas-

mania to hold the annual meeting in Hobart, Tasmania, next

year, at which time the mining exhibition will be open.

Under the conductorship of Major Lamorock Flower, a

meeting of the Essex Field Club was held last Saturday on the

River Lea, the Conservancy Board having placed their steam-

barge at the disposal of the club for the occasion. About sixty

members embarked at Hertfoid and steamed down the river as

far as Tottenham. Many well-known scientific men were pre-

sent and gave addresses during the course of the day. Major

Flower, after welcoming the party on behalf of the Conserv.incy

Board (to which he is sanitary engineer), gave an account of the

river and of his own work in connection with the improvement

in its condition. After lunch at Broxbourne, Mr. J. E. Harting

read a short paper on Izaak Walton's association with the river,

and exhibited a most interesting set of prints in illustration of

his remarks. Mr. G. J. Symons, F.R.S., later in the day, gave

an account of the watershed, and explained the connection

between the rainfall and the water supplied to the river. Mr.

Howard Saunders followed with an address on the birds of the

Lea Valley, and Mr. T. V. Holmes concluded with a paper on

the geology of the district, explaining how the river had in the

course of time shifted its bed generally in an easterly direction,

leaving gravel deposits to the west often a mile or more from

the present stream. As the result of a most enjoyable meeting,

it was generally conceded that the river above the intake of the

East London Waterworks Company at Ponder's End was in a

very good condition, but great regret was expressed at the

accumulation of heaps of the most evil-smelling garbage which
here and there greeted the party on their way down. This

]

refuse, as Major Flower explained, is brought from London in

barges, and is heaped by the river b.anks under certain legal

powers permitted by an Act of Parliament passed in 1868, and
which the Conservancy Board has therefore at present no power
of preventing ; but it is to be hoped that the general advance of

sanitary science will soon bo such that public opinion will lead
to legal restrictions as to the placing of decomposing refuse on
the banks of any stream of which the water is used for human
consumption.
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According to press telegrams, the cholera epidemic which

has recently appeared at St. Petersburg is assuming an alarming

character, being much more severe than that of last year. It

is odicially reported that 875 cases of cholera, and 294 deaths

have occurred in St. Petersburg alone from the 8th inst. up to

Saturday last. In Cronstadt, also, the disease has become

epidemic, and other parts of Russia are seriously affected. A
number of deaths from cholera are reported from the province

of Galicia, in Austria-Hungary. Zaieszczki, in Galicia, has been

declared to be a centre of the epidemic, and the necessary

precautions have been taken to prevent communication with

the infected district. Cases of cholera have also occurred in

Sparta, near Adalia, Asia Minor, in the Prussian part of the

Vistula, and at Liege and several surrounding villages, and an

isolated case with choleraic symptoms has been notified at Paris.

Further particulars with regard to the earthquake in

Turkey last week shov; that it was of a very serious nature. Xo
official return of the real number of victims has yet been pub-

lished, but Renter reports that the death-roll in Stamboul alone

is known to exceed two hundred. According to Press telegrams,

the damage to property in Constantinople is estimated to

amount to ^T6,ooo,ooo. There is scarcely a street in that city

which does not show signs of the destructive effects of the

earthquake, many of the old Turkish houses in Stamboul and

the suburbs having been completely wrecked. The Grand

Bazaar suffered severely. The vaulted roof of the jewellers'

arcade fell in, causing a scene of great panic and confusion.

Renter's telegrams state that, at Prinkipo, the Greek Orthodox

Church and a large number of houses were destroyed or seriously

damaged. On the Island of Halki nearly all the houses have

been rendered uninhabitable. A portion of the Great Ottoman

Naval College also collapsed, six students being killed and

several injured. On the island of Antigoni not a house has

been left intact, with the exception of the monasteries. .\t

Pera four houses fell in, and many were damaged, the number

of victims being five. The village of Galateria, near St.

Stephano, has been completely destroyed. The shock was felt

in the interior of Anatolia at a distance of 236 miles from Con-

stantinople. Nearly all the railway stations have been damaged,

and the town of Jalova, in the Gulf of Ismidt, has been almost

totally destroyed. During the first shock at the island of Halki

and the village of St. Stephano the sea retired over 200 yards,

leaving many boats and vessels high and dry. The waters then

returned with such force and violence that they overflowed the

quay, hurling the boats on to the shore far above sea-level, and

causing great damage. It is reported that shocks continue to

be felt at intervals, but the movements of the ground are barely

perceptible. The point from which the surface disturbances

proceeded is said to be in the Sea of Marmora, somewhere

between Jolava on the Asiatic side, and Stephano on the

European side.

A PRIVATE telegram to the Royal Geographical Society has

brought bad news of the Wellman polar expedition, the departure

of which for Spitzbergen was noticed in N.VTtJRE, vol. 1. p. S?-

The sleam-yacht Saide, belonging to Captain Townley-Parker, of

the Royal Yacht Squadron, called at Danes Island, in the north-

east of Spitzbergen, on July 6, and found the geologist of

Mr. Wellman's party, Mr. Oyen, alone in charge of the house

and stores. The expedition had reached Danes Island safely

on May 7, and after landing Mr. Oyen, set out for Seven Islands

on the loth, promising to send back the steamer for Mr. Oyen
in a week's time ; but she had never returned. The Saidc at

once attempted to go in search of the missing vessel, but was

stopped by ice off Hakluyts Head in 80° 10' N., and compelled

to return. No trace of the ship had been seen by the Norwegian

walrus-hunters who are cruising off Spitzbergen, and the inevit-
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able conclusion is that she has been beset by the ice and pro-

bably foundered. It is hoped that Mr. Wellman and his parly

of fifieen men had left the vessel and started on their northward

journey before this happened; and if that be so, there is no

ceaion why they should not return safely to Danes Island.

Spiubergen is now visited so frequently during the summer

months, that little anxiety need be felt as to iheir return to civil-

isation should they be able to regain the island ; but since the

provisions in store are only sufficient to supply eight men for six

month.', it is important that additional supplies should be sent

to provide for emergencies.

We have received from Prof. Guide Cora a copy of a short

paper communicated by him to the Italian Geographical Con-

gress of 1892, in which he strongly urges the importance of a

more complete and detailed study of the minute geography of

Italy, proposing the formation of a special committee to

elaborate and carry out the scheme. It is a subject no

less pressing in England than in Italy, for to a properly

qualified geographer there is no part of the world riper for

investigation and more deserving of study than those countries

of Europe in which the ground for a solid constructive geography

has been laid by complete topographical and geological

surveys.

The Stale of Minas Geraes in Brazil has recently established

a Geographical and Geological Commission, entrusted with the

rectification of the topographical map and with the geological

survey of the State. The first Boletim of this Commission has

just been published at Rio de Janeiro by Senor A. de Abreu

Lacerda, chief engineer. It contains an account of the objects

of the Commission, which are to delimit the State and lay

down the boundaries of the subordinate political divisions, to

determine the nature of the rocks, minerals, and cultivable

soils, to fix the altitudes of important places, and to make a

triangulation of the State. The work is modelled on that

of the United States Coast and Geodetic and Geological

Surveys, and there are several Americans engaged on the

operations.

The lectures to intending travellers on various aspects of

science, given at the Natural History Museum in Paris, continue,

and are reported fully in the Kcviie Scientifique. The most

recent were on Pala:ontology, by M. Marcellin Boule, and on
" Mctrophotography " by M. Laussedat. The latter is particu-

larly interesting, and shows that the use of photography in sur-

veying is a natur.il development of a method which lieautemps-

Beauprc introduced more than fifty years ago. He utilised

panoramas sketched by means of a camera lucida at opposite

ends of a measured base-line, and by an ingenious arrangement

of the two views on a plane-table plotted the map without any

calculations. In this method photograjihy simply facilitates the

production of the pictures, the rest of the process remaining the

same. The calculation of vertical heights from the photographs

is simple when the correct relative distances of the objects are

laid down on a map, and thus the simple operation of taking a

photograph of the same object from two points suffices for

the construction at any future time of a contoured map.

From a circular receivad from Prof. Dr. Coloman Miiller, we

Dole that the preliminary arrangements of the Kighth Inter-

octional Congress of Hygiene and Demography, to be held at

Budapest from .Seplcmbcr I to 9, 1894, are nearly completed. The
Congress promises not only to be a worthy successor of its pre-

deceMors, but also to be in some respects superior to them. Up
(o the present lime a total of 725 papers have been notified, of

which 593 belong to the Hygienic, and 132 to the Demographic

groopi of the Congress. Besides this, 26 Governments with 92

delegate!, 91 Public Corporations with 163 delegates, 41

Uoireriilies with fy% delegates, and last, but not least, 132
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learned Societies with 300 delegates, have expressed their in-

tention of being represented at the Congress. The following

are among the subjects of promised communications:—Mr.

Ernest Hart, on protection against cholera in the Orient, and

the hypothesis of its epidemic diftasion ; Prof. Dr. E. Leyden

(Berlin), on provisions made by large towns for consumptives ;

Prof. Dr. George Mayr (Strassburg), on statistics and social

science ; Baurath Herzberg, C.E. (Berlin), the civil engineer's

work in hygiene ; Prof E. Levasseur (Paris), the history of

Demography; Prof Dr. E. T. Erisman (Moscow), the struggle

with death ; Prof. Dr. C. Lombroso (Turin), the criminal.

The Congress of the British Institute of Public Health, to

be held in London from July 25 to 31, under the presidency of

Prof. W. K. Smith, promises to be an important one. .\bout

1500 delegates have already been appointed, and if two-thirds

of the number attend the meetings the organisers at King's

College will have a difficulty in accommodating them. The

Congress will be divided into five sections as follows :—(A)

Preventive Medicine; (B) Chemistry and Climatology; (C)

Municipal and Parliamentary; (D) Engineering and Building

Construction
;
(E) Naval and Military Hygiene. Among the

subjects which will be brought up for discussion in the first

section are :—The mode of spread and methods of prevention

of diphtheria ; the dissemination of disease by river- water ; the

self-purification of rivers ; and the alleged aerial diffusion of

smallpox. In the second section the subjects for discussion

include the chemical and bacteriological examination of water ;

the purification of sewage ; and the micro-organisms in sewer

air. In Section I) discussions have been arranged on electric

lighting from the point of view of public health ; on a system of

softening public water supplies ; sewage disposal ; and other

matters. There will be conferences on "The Housing of the

Working Classes" and " The Provision of Isolation Hospitals,"

and on Saturday, the 2Sth inst.. Prof. E. .M. Crookshank will

deliver a popular lecture on " Microbes and the Spread of

' Infectious Diseases." A number of visits will be made to

places and institutions of interest from a public health point of

view.

In a memorandum on the mitigation and prevention of insect

ravages in India, forwarded a short time ago to the Department

of Revenue and Agriculture of the Government of India, the

Hon. J. Buckingham, C.I.E., pointed out the necessity for a

slaflf of entomologists, and suggested a scheme for the organisa-

tion of an entomological department. Though crops to the

value of millions of rupees are destroyed annutlly in India by

insect pests, the Government had not until recently seriously

set to work to modify these ravages. In the United States, as

also in Canada and parts of Australia, the Government has

taken up the matter, with the result of the introduc;ion of new

methods of treatment which in some cases have effected .nn

enormous saving. The memorandum calls attention to the fai

lh.at in the United Slates, besides entomological advisci

attached to individjial Stales, a strong section of entomology ;

kept up as a branch of the Agricultural Department of the Ccn

iral Government. Attached to the entomological section :ii

some fourteen trained entomologists, who visit all parts of tin

country in order to study and report upon destructive insects.

The great importance of collecting inform.ation personally upon

the spot is so fully recognised that the traviMs of the investigator

arc not confined to the limits of the United States, but reprc

scntatives are even occasionally despatched to distant parts of the

world. At the time when the memorandum was drawn up, how-

ever, all that had been done w.as to empower one of the officers of

ihe Indian Museum in Calcutta to report upon insects which

were submitted by planters, ofiicials, and others, and to publish

the results. Doubtless in this way a considerable amount of

I
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information has been collected, and the nature of a large num-

ber of the more destructive species of bliijhts have been ascer-

tained ; but, as the memorandum urged, what was wanted was a

specialist free to move about the country, and supported by

laboratory assistants in some fixed place. To render the work

of practical value, it is essential thai it should be carried on

continuously from year to year, so that the observations made in

one season may be supplemented and verified by those made in

the next, and that a record may be kept up of the increase or

decrease of particular blights, so that the planting and agricul-

tural community may be warned in time of impending danger.

For the sake of Indian agriculture, we are glad to see that

the scheme put forward by the Hon. J. Buckingham has been

favourably considered. The Government of India has expressed

a readiness to appoint two or three entomologists for the benefit

of agriculturists throughout the country. It is not, of course,

supposed that the appointment of this small staff of entomolo-

gists will result in the suppression of every destr uctive insect
;

but there can be no doubt that careful local investigations would,

in many cases, lead to the development of improved methods

of fighting the evil. In connection with the subject of the

memorandum, it is worth remark that the Planters' Assjciation

of Ceylon have recently made the modest request for one

entomologist to study the insects which attack tea and other

plants under cultivation there. Dr. Trimen, of the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Peradeniya, has, however, informed the

Colonial Secretary at Colombo that, while he would support

the appointment of an entomological assistant for the Colombo
Museum, who would pay special attention to injurious insects,

he could not recommend the appointment of an entomologist

for the agricultural community alone. Mr. A. Haly, the

Director of the Museum, also thinks that a special officer is

not needed for the small area covered by Ceylon, and suggests

that the case would be fully met by the appointment of an

entomological referee.

The Illiiii informs us of the establishment on the Illinois

Kivcr, at Havana, of a biological station devoted to the syste-

matic and continuous investigation of the plant and animal life

of the waters of that region. This establishment, authorised by

the trustees of the University in March, is under the direction

of Prof. .S. A. Forbes, with Mr. Frank Smith in immediate

charge of the work. The field work is done from a cabin boat,

chartered for the summer, which carries the seines, dredges,

surface nets, plankton apparatus, and other collecting equip-

ment, together with microscopes, reagents for the preservation

of specimens, a small working library, a number of special

breeding cages for aquatic insects, and a few aquaria. This

boat is provided with sleeping accommodation for four men,

and with a well-famished kitchen. In Havana itself are office

and laboratory rooms supplied with running water and electric

light, and provided with the usual equipment of a biological

laboratory, consisting of first-class microscopes, microtomes,

biological reagents, lic, and tables for five assistants. The
boat is established in (,)uiver Lake, an elongated bay of the

Illinois, two and a half miles above Havana. From the lake

and the river, selection has been made of a number of typical

situations, and from these, and from Phelps and Thompson
lakes, a little tiislance away, collections of all descriptions are

made at regular intervals for a comparative study of the organic

life— the relative abundance of the species at different seasons

ol the year, and tlii; general system of conditions by which it is

affected. We understand th.at this is the first inland aquatic

biological station in America manned and equipped for con-

tinuous investigation ; and the first in the world to undertake

the serious study ol the biology of a river system.

We learn from the Lancet that an admirably appointed

biological station, modelled upon that at Naples, has just been
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opened at Diribatt, on the Christiania Fiord, not far from

Christiania. It is said that the international element so wisely

encouraged in the Neapolitan institution, by which, in return

for an annual subsidy, the universities of the world are entitled

to avail themselves of its facilities, will also be recognised at

the Norwegian station.

The report for 1893 of Dr. S. Schonland, the Curator of

the Albany Museum, Grahamstown, to the Committee of the

museum, has been issued. We learn from it that the institu-

tion has largely increased in popularity, the number of visitors

having been over 22,000, or more than 2000 in excess of those

of 1892. Its value as an educational institution has also been

widely appreciated. The Committee dwells on the necessity

of the appointment of an assistant who would take over the

Entomological Department, the work having become too great

for the Curator. It is also urged that, as the grant hitherto

accorded to the institution by Parliament is insufficient, even

with the greatest economy, to meet urgent requirements, a

suitable increase will be made. As many as 7660 specimens

were added to the collection in the museum during 1893, all

of them being of South African origin.

The changes of plumage in the Red Grouse [Lagopus mtttus)

have long attracted the attention of ornithologists. Mr. W.
R. Ogilvie-Grant gives, in The Annals of Scottish Natural

History for July, an interesting account of these changes, the

nature of which he has described in vol. xxii. of the Catalogue

of the birds in the British Museum. In that publication it was

conclusively shown that both the male and female of the Red
Grouse have two dis'.inct moults during the year, but whereas

in the male they occur in autumn and winter, in the female

they take place in spring and autumn ; the former having no

distinct spring, and the latter no distinct winter, plumage.

These seasonal variations are clearly explained in the paper

referred to, and the principal changes, moults, and varieties are

illustrated in two beautifully coloured plates, the feathers of

each sex being shown separately.

Dr. R. Hanitsch, of Liverpool, has done a most useful

and, we need scarcely say, laborious piece of work in his

revision of the generic nomenclature and classification in

Bowerbank's "British Spongiad:e " (Trans. Liv. Biol. Soc,

viii. 1894, pp. 173-206). His paper consists of two parts,

dealing with the nomenclature and classification respectively.

In the first section are given parallel columns of Bowerbank's

and the revised nomenclature ; and in the second a list of the

British sponges described by Bowerbank, classified in accord-

ance with recent research. Definitions of all British genera of

Monaxonida are given. Lissomyxilla, for the reception of

Bowerbank's Tethea spincsa, is new. For the most part, how-

ever, the author's arrangement is compiled from the revisions

and work of Ridley and Dendy, Sollas, Topsent, Von Lendeo-

feld and Vosmaer.

K NEW form of phonograph of a particularly simple con-

struction has been described before the Electro-chemical Society

of Berlin by Herr A. Kceltzow. In this instrument, which ia

consideration of its low price appears suited to many purposes,

at any rate in those countries wliere patent rights will not pre-

vent its introduction, the cylinder on which the record is made
is composed of a hard kind of soap. Each cylinder, which

co-.ts about three shillings, .idmits of being used for recording

250,000 words, since an arr.ingement allows of the removal of

a very thin layer from the surface when this has been covered.

Thus the cost of the cylinders for registering any number of

words is not more than the cost of the paper which would be

required if ihey were written down.
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The village of Gossau, situated about ten kilometres from
St. Gall io Switzerland, was recently the scene of a curious

electrical phenomenon. This village is lighted by a supply

station situated at a distance of twelve kilometres, which sup-

plies the current at high tension to transformers at the village.

During a thunderstorm, which lasted several hours, the supply
,

wires were struck by lightning, all the electric lamps being

extinguished, while bright sparks passing between the aerial
i

wires lighted up the whole village. These phenomena were
particularly brilliant at the chief transformer substation,

where the sparks continued to pass for more than an hour, and
only stopped when the circuit was broken at the generator

station.

The current number of Science Progress contains a paper by
Mr. Chree, the Superintendent of the Kew Observatory. In

this paper, which is entitled " The most recent Values of the

Magnetic Elements at the Principal Magnetic Observatories of

the World," the author points out the importance of the con-

tinuous records of the different magnetic elements made at some
of the observatories, both for the purpose of applying the correc-

tion for secular change to the charts and maps useJ by travellers

by land and sea, and for allowing observers engaged on a mag-
netic survey to correct their observed results by allowing for any
disturbance of the observed element from its mean value at the

moment at which the observation was made. The possibility of

making this correction depends on the fact that the diurnal change

as well as the small irregular disturbances occur simultaneously,

and similarly over considerable tracts of country. This fact is

very markedly shown by superposing the photographic traces

obtained at Kew and Falmouth, when it will be found that every

little undulation is faithfully reproduced. The paper also con-

tains a " popular " account of the different observations made,

and the methods by which the photographic curves are ob-

tained and the results reduced. .\ most useful table of the

magnetic elements at the different observatories, which we see

from an editorial note is to be continued from year to year,

is appended. This table contains besides the latitude and

longitude of the observatory, th: mean declination, dip, hori-

zontal force and vertical force for the last year for which data

are available. A very useful addition to the table would be

four additional columns giving, where possible, the secular

change.

We have received from T. Ilomcn, of the University of

Helsingfors, a work entitled BoJenphysikalische unJ meteoro-

logiiche lieobachtuit^en, which has been carefully compiled from

all available sources, and also from a long serie> of observations

made by the author, with especial reference to night frosts and

their effect upon vegetation in the spring and autumn. The obser-

vations and conclusions refer more particularly to northern Europe,

but will be foun 1 of practical use to agriculturists generally.

The work is divided into six sections ; the first three deal with the

tempera'.ure and the conductivity of the earth's surface, and at

various depths, with different kinds of soil, with the formation

of dc#, and with evaporation, while the last three chapters deal

with the phenomena of night fr.jits, the methods of their pre-

diction, and a discussion of the various means which may be

adopted to prevent or lessen their injury to vegetation. The
chapter relating to the conditions under which frosts usually

occur i< inttructive, and shows that they chiefly depend upon

the tracks taken by barometric depressions, the positions of

areas of high barometer, and on the amount of the radiation

from the surface of the earth. The method sometimes

adopted of predicting frost from the position of the dew-point

in the evening is shown to be very unsafe, especially for ground

tcmpsratures. The protection caused by burning wet straw or

most, anl »o preventing radiation by means of smoke, is fully
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discussed ; but the plan is not likely to come into general use,

owing to the large area over which fires have to be lighted, and
the probability of the smoke being drifted away by currents of

air. The experiments have been made at a considerable cost of

labour and money, part of the necessary funds having been con-

tributed by the authorities of the University.

.\ r.APERon the "Geology of Torres Straits," from the com
bined points of view of Profs. A. C. Haddon, W. J. Sollas,

F.R.S., and G. A. J. Cole, was read before the Royal Irish

.Academy two years ago, and has just been published in the

Society's Transactions (\ol. xxx. part XI.). This is the first

time that any detailed description has been given of the islands

between Queensland and New Guinea. One of the chief

conclusions arrived at, from a close study, is that no recent

movements of elevation of the shores of Torres Straits have taken

place. " As our knowledge grows " (the authors state) "we
the more distinctly see in .-Vustralia and its islands the ruins of a

great southern continent, fractured and submerged, possibly

during the great Alpine Himalayan revolutions, and now in

process of resurgence, as the vast folds of the earth's crust roll

slowly inwards upon the central continental mass."

A COPY of Dr. Sykes' report on the cause of the increase of

mortality from diphtheria in London, prepared at the instance of

the Health Department of the Vestry of St. Pancras, has been

sent to us. Dr. Thorne Thome, who has also drawn up a report

on the same subject, concludes that increased school attendance

has had a material influence in increasing the spread of diph-

theria, and Dr. Sykes regards this conclusion as irresistible.

Again, the increase in cases described as diphtheritic m-iy be also

due to variation in nomenclature, most forms of infectious sore-

throat being now regarded as diphtheria, whereas formerly the terra

was restricted to typical cases. Dr. Sykes is, however, also of

opinion that the variation in nomenclature may very possibly be

due to a change of type in disease of the throat, brought about

by increased density of population in our great towns, and

the effects of increased personal infection conse^iuent upon

the greater aggregation in schools. Uut does this explain why
London should be singled out from all our great cities for such

a disastrous epidemic of diphtheria as has unfortunately pre-

vailed over such a long and continuous period .' Why should

not these causes apply with equal force to Glasgow, Man-

chester, Birmingham, or any of our great centres of industry?

Frank, and afterwards Schloesing and Laurent, showed

that soil containing bacteria and alg.-e can fix free nitrogen in

large quantities ; their experiments, however, did not decide

whether alga; alone are capable of doing this. In order to answer

this question Kossowitsch has estimated {Rotanische Zeitung,

•May 16, 1S94) the amount of nitrogen present in a nutritive soil

before and after the growth of pure cultures of two kinds of

alga;, Cystococcus and Slichococciis. In neither case was any

sensible increase of nitrogen detected ; so that it appears that

neither of these alga: alone have the power of fixing free nitrogen.

Cystoioccus, even when mixed with pure cultures of the bacteria

which enable the Leguminosse to .issimilate free nitrogen, was

found pDwerlcss in this direction ; whereas a mixture of soil-

bacteria and Cystococcus, which also contained a small amount

of other alga;, had the power of fixing free nitrogen to a large

extent. The same author also describes a number of experiments

with heterogeneous mixtures of alga; and bacteria, and shows

how in each case the capability of fixing free nitrogen is grealljr

increased by the addition of dextrose to the nutritive sub-

stratum. From this and also from the fact that such mixtures

of algx and bacteria which arc capable of fixing free nitrogen

when exposed to light cannot be shown to assimilate it in the

dark, he concludes that although in no case has it been proved

I
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that alga by themselves possess the power of fixing free

nitrogen, yet they are in a symbiotic relationship with the

nitrogen-fixing bacteria, and he regards it as probable that

these latter draw on the assimilation-products of the algae to

supply the carbon they require in growth.

Mr, Bernard Qijaritch, Piccadilly, has issued a new list

(No. 143) of the old and valuable books he has fjr sale. The
list contains a number of rare books of travel, and many im-

portant works on botany, entomology, and ornithology.

Messrs. Henry Sotheran and Co. will shortly issue a

second and cheaper edition of Mr. J. G. Millais' "Game
Birds, and Shooting Sketches," with illustrations by the

author, and a frontispiece by Sir J. E. Millais, Bart.

We have received a copy of " Bourne's Handy Assurance

Manual " for 1894, now edited by Mr. William Schooling. The
volume differs from its predecessors in several important

respects, and some of the tables in it may be found useful to

students of demography.

The first volume of "The Royal Natural History, " edited

by Mr. Richard Lydekker, F. R.S., has been published by

Messrs. Frederick Warne and Co. It is illustrated with

numerous coloured plates and engravings, and forms a desirable

addition to any library. We look forward with pleasure to the

publication of the remaining volumes of Mr. Lydekker's im-

portant work, a work that possesses scientific interest and has a

high educational value.

The frontispiece of the July number of the Monist is a por-

trait of the late Dr. Romanes. Accompanying it and a short

obituary notice, are two stanzas from a memorial poem
addressed by the deceased investigator to Charles Darwin, and

embodied in a volume printed for private circulation. The
number also contains, among other matter, a paper entitled

" Tne Non-Euclidean Geometry Inevitable," by Prof. G. B.

Halsted ; one on "Leonardo da Vinci as a Pioneer in

Science," by Mr. W. R. Thayer ; and another on " Monism in

Arithmetic," by Prof. Hermann Schubert.

ltn\\e jfournal of Botany ioT July is "A Tentative List of

British Hieracia" which affords a remarkable instance of the

tendency to "splitting" displayed by botanists who devote

themselves to monographing genera or families. Hooker's
" Student's Flora " enumerates 10 British species of Hieraciuni,

the eighth edition of Babington's " Manual" 33. The present

list comprises no less than 103 specific names, besides varieties.

Of these species 36 are attributed to two English botanists

who have made the genus their special study, Mr. W. R. Linton

and Mr. F. J. Hanbury.

As in previous years, the Photographic Annual for 1894,

edited by Mr. Henry Sturmey, contains a number of excellent

pictures illustrating various systems of photographic and photo-

mechanical reproduction. Some of these illustrations are

extremely fine. We are specially interested in four figures re-

produced from photographs of microscopic objects, obtained by

Mr. Frederick lies in a novel manner. By a method of stereo-

scopic illumination, not described, he has procured "stereo-

micrographs " showing objects in beautiful relief, and which

greatly disparage pictures obtained with ordinary illumination.

Plant sections, medical sections, crystals, and other translucent

objects are found by Mr. lies to furnish good results. Judging from

the photographs reproduced, the method may have important

scientific applications. The text of the Annual includes records

of the progress, during 1S93, of photographic chemistry, by

Mr. C. H. Bothamley
;
photographic optics, by Mr. Chapman
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Jones ; and an admirable summary of work in astronomical

photography, by Mr. Albert Taylor. The Anniial also con-

tains the usual complement of articles on practical photography,

and information on recent novelties in photographic apparatus

appliances, and processes.

The first edition of the late Sir Andrew Ramsay's well-known
" Physical Geology and Geography of Great Britain " (Edward

Stanford) appeared in 1863. Between then and 1878 five

editions of the work were issued, and a sixth has just been

published. This edition has been prepared by Mr. H, B.

Woodward, and his " restoration " has been admirably done.

It is a difficult task to enter thoroughly into the spirit in which

an investigator like the late renowned geologist indites a bcok,

but Mr. Woodward has allowed his personality to merge into

that of the lamented author, and the result is that the work

begins a new life in all its original freshness and vigour. More

than thirty years ago. Sir Andrew delivered the lectures out of

which the book has grown. The object of the course was " to

show how simple the geological structure of Great Britain is in

its larger features, and how easily that structure may be ex-

plained to, and understood by, persons who are not practised

geologists." Some of the author's theoretical views have been

called into question, but others have served to establish his

perspicuity on geological matters. Throughout the book, how-

ever, controversial subjects are fairly treated in the light of latter-

day evidence. The part in which the greatest changes have

been necessary is that referring to Archaean rocks. Consider-

able changes had to be made in order to bring this section of

the book into touch with current opinion. Not only have such

necessary emendations been made, but most of the more or less

uninteresting details inserted in the fifth edition have been

omitted or condensed. Where the author's theories have been

entirely controverted, the accepted views have been substituted

for them, but opinions still subjuJice have been left in their

original form. Several changes have been made in the excellent

little geological map which forms the frontispiece, especially in

the northern part of Scotland. All the revision has been in

the direction of improvement, and we have no doubt that

numerous readers will appreciate the careful manner in which

it has been done.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during

the past week include two Lesser White-nosed Monkeys {Ctr-

copithecus peiaurista, cJ 9 ), a Campbell's Monkey {Cercopithecus

campbdli, ? ), a Brush-tailed Porcupine (^M«:/-«ra afrUana)

from West Africa, presented by Mr. W. H. iJoyle ; a Mona

Monkey {Cercopithecus mona, i ) from West Africa, presented

by Mr. Charles Gardiner ; two Tortoises (TesluJo, sp. inc.)

from the Aldabra Island, presented by Rear-Admiral W. R.

Kennedy ; a Crowned Lemur {Lemur coronatus, 9 ) from

Madagascar, deposited ; an Eland (Oreas canna, i ) frum

South Africa, a Livingston's Eland {Ureas canna livingstonii,

9) from the Transvaal, two Short-toed Hedgehogs {Eruuueus

brachydactylus) from Somaliland, purchased ; a Thar {Capra

jemlaica), a Japanese Deer {Cervus siia, « ), a Wapiti Deer

{Cervus canadensis, 9 ), born in the Gardens.

Oa/i ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.

Variations of Latitude.—Since 18S5, the fifteen polar

stars of which the apparent places are given in the Con-

naissance dcs Jemps, have been legularly observed at Lyons

Observatory. The materials thus obtained are used liy M. F.

Gonnessiat, in the Bulletin Astronomique (vol. xi. June and

July 1894), for an inve>tigation of the variations of latitude.

The calculations show that from one maximum to the next the

mean interval is I'iSs years ; while the mean interval between
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two successive minima comes out as I '178 years. In round

numbers, therefore, the variation has a period of I'lS years,

that is, 431 days, which agrees with ihat found by Mr.
Chandler. The mean amplilude of the oscillation is o 4+. As
to the annual variation, M. Gonnessiat is inclined to think that

it lias no real existence. He points out that one batch of

observations discussed by Mr. Chandler, was like those made
at Lyons, and hence refraction and errors of delineaiion intro-

duce apparent annual changes in the results. In the case of

observations made in the prime vertical by Horrebow's method,

it is argued that refraclion would show itself in the results, not

only by its effects on the zenith distance of the same star in the

course of a year, but also on the same day, when the conneciion

bstween the groups observed is established. It is further

remarked that the intensity of gravity, which determines the

phase of the annual term, is far from being constant at any
single place, and that its variation with the longitude does not

appear lo have been established. For these reasons M.
GDnnessiat holds that it is necessary to exercise "une certaine

reserve a I'e'ard du second terme de la formule de M.
Chandler."

Photographs of the Moon.—At the meeting of the Paris

Academy of Sciences on July 9, MM. Loewy and Puiseux ex-

hibited som; marvellous photographs of the moon, obtained by
means of the great coudL equatorial of the Taris Observatory.

In the communication which accompanied the photographs, the

advantages of multiplying good lunar |)hotographs were pointed

out, and the various methods employed in the work were passed
in review. One of the enlargements on paper, shown to the

Academy, represented the moon on a scale of I 'So metres for its

diameter, and five lunar pictures on glass were exhibited at the

same time. S^me years would be required lo make a drawing
showing all the details visible on one of the plates obtained
with an exposure of about a second. The negatives are larger

than those obiained with the Lick telescope, and they bear con-

siderable magnification without loss of de6niiion. Hut such
negatives cannot always be obtained. .M.\I. Loewy and I'uiseux

say that, of fifty or sixty evenings employed in lunar photo-
graphy, only four or five gave really first class results. A com-
plete series of negatives, tracing the moon through its phases,

has not yet been obtained at Paris, but what has been done has
furnished material for experiments in making enlargemens. This
part of the work is really as important as that of taking the

negatives. From the results, MM. La;*yand Puiseux on-
clude that a complete lunar atlas of the dimensions pro-

posed by Prof. .S. P. I-angley can be made by means of the

great f<7Ki/t'' telescope at the Paris Observatory without the ex-

penditure of much time and work. A comparison of the

enlargements wi h previous representations of the same regions

shows that real progress has been made. Another great step

in advance will have been made when all the phases of the

moon have been reproduced photographically in pictures so

dearly defined as those just obtained.

FURTHER CONCERNfNG THE NEW IODINE
BASES.

A FURTHER contribution to the chemistry of their recently" discovered iodonium bases, by Prof. Victor Meyer and Dr.
Hartmann, will be found in the present issue of the llcrichle.

In their two former communications, an account of which will

found in Natire, vol. xllx. pp. 442 and 467, in addition to the
free parent base (Cr.U.-.ljl.OH, descriptions were given of the
iodide (C,H.,),I. I, the chloride (C„H.-.ijI.CI, the bromide (C,iH.);
I.br, and the pyrochromale [(C„ll.',>jl].j Cr^O?. .Several

new tails are no« described, most of which crystallise well, and
teveral are endowed with properties of a particularly interest-

ing character. The similarity to the salts of thallium becomes
even more apparent as the reactions of the dciivatives arc
elalwrated. I he hydroxide h.as already been shown to be an
easily soluble and an alkaline suljstance ; the carbonate is like-

wi»e nolublc in water and exhibits an alkaline reaction, and the
halogen compounds are similar in colour, solubility, and other
physical pro()erties lo the corresponding thallium salts.

The iiilraU, (C,U,.,),I.NO,, is obtained as a while crystal-

line precipilale when a concenlralcd solution of the free base
u neutralised with concentrated nitric acid. It is readily
loluble in hoi water, and crystallises on cooling in the form of
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small plates or under particular conditions of concentration in
compact spear-like crystals. It melts at I53°-154° to a clear
liquid which soon commences to decompose with evolution of
gas. When larger quantities are heated they explode with
some violence. The nitrate is also produced when the chloride
is treated with fuming nitric acid ; upon the addition ol twice
as much water and allowing the liquid to cool, well-formed
crystals of the nitrate are deposited.

"Wie acid sulphate, [C^\^.X.\i^O^, is produced in solution
when a moderately concentrated solution of the base is feebly

acidified with concentrated sulphuric acid. Upon evaporation
to small bulk over a water-bath and allowing to cool the salt

crystallises in compact aggregates. It is so largely soluble in

water that it cannot be recrystallised from that liquid, and in

order to free the salt from adhering sulphuric acid the crystals

are dissolved in the minimum quantity of alcohol and a quantity
of ether added, which precipitates the salt in clear colourless

crystals. It reacts acid to litmus, and the crystals melt like

those of the nitrate at IS3°-IS4' to a clear liquid which decom-
poses at a higher temperature.

The acdalc, (C.iH.J.J.OCjIIjO, has been obtained under
somewhat peculiar circumstances. It was shown in the previous
communication that iodobenzene was .ittacked by ctustic soda
after agitation of the mixture for some little time, and that the
solution, which contained the iodonium base, yielded a while
precipitate with acetic acid. This precipitate consists of the

impure acetate of the base. If the liquid is filtered immediately
after the addition of the acetic acid, when it is quite warm
(about 30 ) owing to the heat of the reaction, the clear fihrate

deposits crystals of the pure acetate, which melt with decom-
position at 120°.

The perioiiiJe, {C^^.\.\.\^.—This interesting compound^
analogous to the iodine addition products of the alkyl ammonium
iodides, is obtained by mixing the iodide of the base with a

little alcohol and triturating with an alcoholic solution of iodine.

The combination occurs almost instantaneously with production
of a brownish-red precipitate, which crystallises from alcohol in

magnificent dark red, almost black, and exceptionally lustrous

crystals which melt at 138°.

Doithli siilts.—The chloride forms characteristic double sails

with mercuric chloride, gold chloride, and platinic chloride.

The mercuric chloride compound, ^C,|H.,)2t.CI. IJg.CL, is

obtained as a while precipitate upon the addition of corrosive

sublimate solution to a solution of the chloride of the base. It

crystallises from water in highly refractive colourless needles

which melt at 172° with decomposition. The gold sail,

(CoH5)jI.Cl. AuClj, obtained by preci|)italion with gold
chloiide, crystallises from hot water in yellow needles melt-

ing at 134-135^ with decomposition. The platinochloride,

[(CoM,,).jl.Cl]jPtC!4, is obtained by use of chloroplatinic acid

as a lleah-coloured precipitate which is very difiicultly soluble

even in boiling water, and only crystallises from the solution in

microscopic needles. Its melting point is l84"-l85", and de-

composition occurs upon fusion.

Sulphides.— It was a point of considerable interest to ascer-

tain whether the similarity of the iodonium bases to thallium

would be carried as far as ihe formation of insoluble sulphides.

This is indeed found to be the case, and the sulphides are in

external appearance mast remarkably similar lo the freshly

precipitated sulphides of lead, thallium, and antimony. When
a solution of the free base is mixed with ammonium sulphide a

bright orange-red precipitate, very similar to antimony sulphide,

is produced. If the experiment is carried out with ice-cold

solutions and the product is maintained at 0°, the ])recipitatc is

quite stable. If it is performed at the ordinary temperature,

however, in a very short time the orange precipitate begins to

hiss anil seethe, while clouds of vapour arc projected oui of the

liquid, and tlic solid precipitate rapidly changes to a mobile oil.

Analyses and fractional dislillalions show thai the solid orange
precipitate is the Irisulphide of the base

(C„IIj).jI.S.S.S.I(C„Ho).,,

and that this substance decomposes at Ihe ordinary temperature

into phcnylirisulphide and iodobenzene.

[(CoH^yjjS, = 2CeHJ -t- (C„H5),S,.

The normal sulphide, (C„H,,\I . S . I(CoII...)j, has been ob-

tained by the action of sodium sulphide, Na^S, which precipi-

tates it as a bright yellow precipitate. It rapidly changes at

the ordinary lcm|>crature, in the same manner as the Irisulphide,
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to a colourless oil consisting of iodobenzene and ordinary

phenyl sulphide.

[(CoH^jJJoS = 2C,H5l + {C,^\-X^.

Reduction of thefree base is brought about by the action of

sodium amalgam in the cold, a molecule of the base decom-

posing into benzene, water, and hydnodic acid, which latter

precipitates a second molecule of the base as the insoluble

iodide.

2(C„H,;,I . OH + 4H = (C,jH5).,I . I + 2C5II,; + 2H„0.

The solution of the free base precipitates solutions of the

salts of the heavy metals exactly like ammonia or the fixed

alkaline hydrate-.

The physiological action of the chloride of the base has been

studied in detail by Dr. Gottlieb, of the Heidelberg Pharma-
kologisches Institut. The salt has been found to be very

poisonous, and its mode of action upon the animal muscles,

membranes and nerves, combines the characteristics of the

action of lead and thallium salts with those of ammonia and
the ammonium bases. A. E. TUTTON.

WOMEN AND SCIENCE.^

"TPHIS little volume is to all intents and purposes a charming
and eloquent appeal in support of the claims ot women to

effectual recognition in the scientific world. In reality it pur-

poses only to give in brief outline the lives of half a dozen
women who have rendered important service to mathematical

science. But although brief the sketches are so clever that the

various characters depicted could scarcely appear more living

or real, whilst there is not a single dull sentence to be found in

the book.

One of the most interesting of the short studies, because so

closely connected with the present, is that of the gifted and fasci-

nating Sophie Kowalevski, who only died three years ago, and
who commenced her study of mathematics at the age of fourteen,

and at eighteen married Kowalevski, " parce qu'il n'etait

permis qu'aux dames de suivre les Cours des Universites !

"

On the presentation of three original theses, the University of

Gottingen hastened without further examination to confer the

degree of Doctor of Philosophy upon her, and later in life she

was appointed to a chair of mathematics in Stockholm. But
Sophie Kowalevski was not only a gifted mathematician of

whom Kronecker declared " I'histoire des mathema"iques par-

lera comme d'une des plus rares investigatrices," but an accom-
plished litterateurs, and the author of numerous books, one of

which is entitled " Souvenirs sur George Eliot," whilst "Les
Souvenirs d'enfance" is described as a fine bit of psycho-

logical study worthy of Tolstoi, or of the new " Immortal "

Bourget.

The place of imagination in science, so forcibly insisted upon
by Mr. Goschen some years ago in his rectorial address at

Edinburgh, is beautifully put in a letter to a novelist friend

.astonished at her pursuing science and letters simultaneously.
" People frequently regard mathematics as a dry and barren

science. In reality the pursuit of mathematics demands a

great deal of imagination, and one of the greatest mathema
ticians of our century said, with justice, that it is impossible to

be a good mathematician without' at the same time having a

touch of the poet."

Some sixty or seventy years earlier we read of another
highly gifted mathematician, Sophie Germain, who at the same
time distinguished herself by her contributions to philosophy.

M. Rebiere tersely summarises her claims to distinction by thus

closing his memoir ;
" Pour construire la tour Eiffel, les in-

genieurs ont utilise rulasticitc des mctaux. On a inscrit sur la

tour les noms de 72 savants ; on a oublie celui d'une fille de
genie, la thcoricienne de I'ulasticite !

"

England is represented by Mrs. Somerville in a very bright

and sympathetic little notice, whilst Italy sends her contribu-

tion in the shape of "la nobile fanciulla " Marie Agnesi, who
Pope Benedict XIV. nominated Professor of Mathematics in

the University of Bologna, writing— **It is not you who should
thank us ; on the contrary, it is we who owe all our thanks to

you. From the most remote times Bologna has heard of people

} *' Les Females dans la Science." Conftirence faile au cercle Saint-
Simon le 24 FJvricr 1894, par A. Rebiiire. (Paris : Librairie Nony et Cie,
.3.;.,.)
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of your sex occupying its public chairs. It belongs to you to

worthily perpetuate the tradition." In commenting upon this

distinction M. Rebiere cannot resist telling us of some of the

numerous women who have at various time? held professorial

appointments at Bologna. The list is instructive, and we
quote it in full, for we cannot afford to admit women as fellows

of any of our learned societies even !
— " In languages, philo-

sophy, and theology : Priscopia Cornaro, ' maitresse des arts

liberaux'; Clotilde Tambroni, hellenist, who had Mezoffanti

as a pupil. In law : Dotta, daughter of Accurse ; Biltizia

Gozzadini, in connection with whom a pamphlet was published,

De muliertim doctoratu ; the two sisters, Beltina and Novella

Calendrini. It appears that Novella was so beautiful, that it

was necessary, in order to avoid distracting the students, to

draw a slight curtain between her and the audience. In natural

science and medicine : Alexandra Gigliani, Maria Petraccini,

.A.nna Manzolini, and Sybille Merian. The latter, who was a

German, went to study insects at Surinam ; she published an

important work, and left her collections to the School of

Bologna. In physics and mathematics : Lauie Bassi, who
married Dr. Verati, and who whilst leaching physics during

forty years was a model wife and mother ; the two astronomers,

Therese et Madeleine Manfredi, sisters of the Director

of the Observatory, who published a volume entitled ' As-

tronomy for Women.'"
The bust of Marie Agnesi was subsequently placed by

Cardinal Dumini in his gallery of distinguished Lombards, and

on her tomb these words were inscribed :
" Fille remarquable

par sa piete, sa science et sa bienfaisance."

We are introduced to a very different woman and mathe-

matician in the person of Madame la Marquise du Chatelet, the

friend of Voltaire, and whom the Prince R>yal of Prussia

familiarly addressed as Venus Newton !

M. Rebiere tells us that she had preserved, in spite of her

studies, " une cerlaine frivolite. Son gout pour la parure et

les diamants ctait tres vif. Et puiselle riait de si bon coeuraux

marionnettes !
" But whilst indulging in diamonds and puppet-

shows, the Marchioness found time to translate Newton's
"Principia" from Latin into French, and produced besides

numerous learned memoirs, one of which, "Institutions de
Physique," was dedicated to her sons in words which, although

written more than a century and a half ago, might have been

uttered yesterday—" J'ai toujours pensc que le devoir le plus

sacre des hommes etait«de donner a ieurs enfants une education

qui les empochat dans un age plus avanci- de regretter leur

jeunesse, qui est le seul temps oil Ton puisse veiitablement

s'inslruire. " We find her returning to the same theme in a little

essay, " Traite du bonheur," a curious mixture of feelings re-

flecting very vividly the varying moods of this remarkable

woman :
—" Nous n'avons rien a faire en ce monde qu'a nous

procurer des sensations agreahles," she writes; whilst on another

page we read, in an eulogistic commentary on the benefits of

study more especially to women—" IJuand. par hasard, il s'en

trouve quelqu une nee avec une .ime assez elevce, il ne lui reste

quel'etude pour la consoler de toutesles exclusions et de toutes

les dcpendances auxquelles elle se trouve condamnee par etat,"

M. Rebiere does not omit to include amongst his memorable
women Ilypatia, with whose memoir the volume in fact opens.

In conclusion, M. Rebiere devotes a couple of pages to sug-

gestions for the making of a book which we fancy would be

with ditficulty kept within the modest limit of eighty pages,

which the little pamphlet before us embraces. " Un livre a

faire " remains, says M. Rebiere, in which the influence direct

and indirect exerted by women on the progress of science might

be recorded, a book catholic enough not only to include the

uivaiites professionnellcs, but the simples cnricusis or amateurs

in science, amongst which George Sand finds a place, the

collaboratrices, and finally those whose munificence and public

spirit have earned for them the well-deserved title of les

protectrices, instances of which we in this country have

fortunately little difficulty in recalling. But possibly the most

eloquent tribute which has ever been paid to any woman, and
which might appropriately have found mention in M. Rebicre's

little volume, is that which was so pathetically inscribed by

John Stuart -Mill on the first page of his essay on " Liberty."

We are glad to learn that meanwhile M. Rebiere is compiling

a second and more elaborate volume in which women's relation

to science will be discussed, upon which subject M. Rebiere

asks us to mention that he will gratefully receive any notes and

suggestions. G. C. Frankl.\nd.
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THE ELECTRIFICA TION OF AIRy
% I. 'T'HAT air can be electrified either positively or nega-

lively is obvious from the fact that an isolated

spherule of pure water, electrified either positively or nega-
tively, can be wholly evaporated in air.- Thirty-four years ago
it was pointed out by one of as ' as probable that in ordinary
niiural atmospheric conditions, the air for some considerable
height above the earth's surface is elec-

trified,' and that the incessant variations

' >f electrostatic force which he had observed,

minute after minute, during calms and
light winds, and often under a cloudless

sky, were due to motions of large quan-
tities of positively or negatively electrified

air in the immediate neighbourhood of
the place of observation.

§ 2. It was proved ' by observations in

the Old College of Glasgow University
I hat the air was in general negatively
-lectrified, not only indoors, within the
• Id lecture room ' of Natural Philosophy,
Imt also in the out-of doors space of the
College Court, open to the sky, though
closed around with high buildings, and
between it and the top of the College
Tower. The Old College was in a some-
what low situation, surrounded by a
densely-crowded part of a great city.

In the new University buildings, crown-
ing a hill on the western boundary of
Glasgow, similar phenomena, though with
less general prevalence of negative elec-

tricity in the air, have been observed, both
indoors, in tht large Bate Hall, and in
many other smaller rooms, and out-of-
door-, in the court, which is somewhat similar to the courts
of the Old College, but much larger. It is possible that
the negative electricity found thirty years ago in the air
of the Old College, may have been due to its situation,

surrounded by houses with their fires, and smoking factory
chimneys. In the New College much of the prevalence
of negative electricity in air within doors has, however, been
found to be due to electrification by the burning lamp" used

' A Paper by Lord Kelvin, P.R.S., and Mr. Magnus Maclean, read at
ihe Royal Society on May 31.

- This dern'jnstratcs an affirmative answer to the question, Can a molecule
°/* SV.*^ charg-d with electricity r (J. J. Thomson, " Recent Researchesin
Electricity and .Magnetism," § y.. p. 53) and shows that the experiments re-
ferred to as pointmR to the opposite conclusion arc tobe explainedotherwisc.

Since_ this was written, we find in the EUctrical Review of May 18. on
p. 571, in a lecture by Elihu Thomson, the fotlow>ng :

—" It is known that
as we leave the surface of the earth and rise in the air. there is an increase
01 positive potential with respect to the ground. . . . It is not clearly proven
thai a pure gxs, rarefied or not, can receive and convey a ch.irge. If we
imagine a charged drop of water susficnded in air and evaporating, it f.»llows
that, unless the charge be carried off in the vapour, the potential of the drop
w luld rise steadily as its surface diminished, and would become infinite .as

the drop disappeared, unless the charge were dissipated before the complete
drying upof the drop by dispersion of the drop itself, or conveyanceof elec-
tricity by it« vapour. The charge would certainly require to pass somewhere,
and inight leave the air and vapour charged."

It is quite clear that "must" ought to be substituted for "might" in
this last line. Thus the vagueness and doubts expressed in the first part of
"he quoted stairrnTnt are annulled by the Inst three sentences of it.

Mthcr the intensity of Ihe electric force in the air near
l-erpclually fluctuating. The speaker had often ob-
rir,^ ralms or ver>' light breezes from the east, vary-

;. per f >ot to three or f.>ur times that amount
'urning again as rapidly to the lower amount.
'ved variations from about 30 to about 40, and

;i 1. iccrtain i>cnods of perhaps about two minutes.
us cinnol but be produce<l tiy electrified masse.s of

:
^'.- the locality of observation."—Lord Kelvin's

i.m," art. xvi. ) 332.
riiial, xs icstd by a portable electrometer in

' tT^r ;r.,in.ing nozzle outside, two or threi feet
''-rally on these occasions positive,
r course, negative—the c-unmon
•

> I Mncludc istlue to .0 paramount
•f the air, notwithstanding

r iliim near the earth's sur*

'or atmospheric cleclriciiy

i the floor walls and ceding
live, and the earth's surface
'/H,i I 300.

*"'
It'll/. (( 396-300.

V Combustion," Magnus Maclean and Makila
f Olugow November Jo. 1889 ;

" Eleclrifica-
J'l.' Magnus Maclean and Makila Goto, Pkilf-

with the quadrant electrometer ; and more recent observations
with electrific.ition by flame absolutely excluded, throw doubt
on the old conclusion, that both in town and country negative
eiecirificition is The prevailing condition of natural atmospheric
air in the lower regions of the atmosphere.

§ 3. The electric ventilation found in the Old College, and
described in § 299 of " Electrostatics and Magnetism," accord-

•
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during a fe
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tofkical Mafozitu, August 1B90.
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ing to which air drawn through .1 chink, less than i-inch wide,
of a slightly open window or door, into a large room, showed
the electrification which it had on the other side of the chink,

whether that w.is the natural electrification of the open air, or

positive or negative eleclrification produced by aid of a spirit

lamp and electric machine in an adjoining room, has been tried

again in the New College with quite corresponding results. It

has also been extended to the drawing in of electrified air through
a tube to the enclosure represented in Fig. I of the present

paper ; with the result that the water- dropping test indicated in

the sketch, amply sufficed to show the electrification, and verify

that it was always the same as that of the air outside. When
the tube was filled with loosely packed cotton-wool the electri-

fication of the entering air was so nearly annulled as to be
in-ensible to the test.

§ 4. The object proposed for the experiments described in the

present communication was to find if a small unchanged portion

of air could be electrified sufliciently to show its electrification

by ordinary tests, and could keep its electrification for any con-
siderable time ; and to test whether or not dust in the air is

essential to whatever of electrification might be observed in such
circumstances, or is much concerned in it.

§ 5. The arrangement for the experiments is shown in the

diagram, Kig. i. A A is a large sheet-iron vat inverted on a

large wooden tray H 11, lined with lead. Hy filling the tt.ay with
water the air is confined in the vat. There are two holes in the

lop of the vat: one for the watcr-dropper c, and one for the

charging wire I). Both the water-dropper, and the charging
wire, ending with a pin-point as sharp as possible, are insulated

by solid parafiin, which is surrounded by a metal tube, .is shown
in half size in Kig. 2. To siart with they were supported by
pieces of vulcanite embedded in paraffin. But it w.-is found that

after the lapse of some days (possil)ly on account of ozone
generated by the incessant brush discharges), the insulation had
utterly failed in both of them. The vulcinite i)leccs were then
taken out, and solid paraffin, with the metal guard-tube round
it to screen it from electrically influencing the water-dropper,
was substituted. This has proved quite sttisfactory : the water-

dropper, with the flow of water stopped, holds a positive or a
negative charge for hours.

S 6. A qu.adrant electrometer E (described in " Electrostatics

and Magnetism "
§S 346-353) was set up on the top of the vat

near the water-dropper, ns shown in Kig. I. It was used with

lamp and semi-transparent scale to indicate the difTerencc of po-

tential between the watcr-droppcr and Ihe vat. The sensibility
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of the electrometer was 21 scale divhionj (half-millimetres) per

volt, and as the scale was 90 centimetres long, difference of

potentials up to 43 volts positive or negative, could be read by
adjusting the metallic zero to the middle of the scale. A fric-

tional plate-electric machine was used, and by means of it, in

connection with the pin-point, the air inside the vat could be
electrified either positively or ne;5atively.

§ 7. The vat was fixed in position in the Apparatus Room of

the Natural Philosophy Department of the University of Glas-

gow on December 13, 1893, and for more than three months the

air inside was left undi-^turbed except by discharges from the

pin-point through the electrifying wire, and by the spray from

the water-dropper. Thus the air was becoming more and more
freed of dust day by day. Vet at the end of the four months we
found that the air was as easily electrified, either positively or

negatively, as it was at the beginning ; and that if we electrify

it strongly by turning the machine for half an hour, it retains a
considerable portion of this electrification for several hours.

§ 8. Oiiservations were taken almost daily since December 13 ;

but the following, taken on February 8, March 12, and April 23,

will serve as specimens, the results being shown in each case by
a curve. At all these dates the air must have been very free

the curve was taken one minute afterwards, or ten minutes after

the machine stopped turning (35'25 volts).

Curfe },. .March 12, 1894 —A Voss induction machine was
joined to the charging wire, and run by an electric motor for

four hours nineteen minutes. A. test was applied at the be-

ginning of the run 10 make sure that it was charging negatively
;

and a .similar test when it was disconnected from the charging
wire in the vat showed it to be still charging negatively. The
water-dropper was joined to the electrometer, and the spot

appeared on the scale immediately. The first reading on the

curve was taken half a minute after the machine was disc m-
nected (30 65 volts).

Ciine 4. April 23, 1S94.—The friction-plate machine was
turned positive for thirty seconds, with water-dropper running
and joined to the electrometer. Twenty seconds after the

machine stopped the spot appeared on the scale, and the read-

ing one and a half minutes after the machine stopped turning
is the first point on the curve (7'3 volts).

Curve 5. April 23, 1894.—The friction-plate machine was
turned negative for thirty seconds, with the water-dropper run-

ning and joined to the electrometer. Ten seconds afterwards
the spot appeared on the scale, and the reading seventy seconds

SSSI;

TUBE Of- WATER- DROPPEfl

yPARAFFIN
'^^^'f^

- METAL TUBC.

Fig. 3.

from dust. Both during the charging and during the observa-
tions the case of the electrometer and one pair of quadrants are
kept metallically connected to the vat. During the charging
the water-dropper and the other pair of quadrants were also kept
in connection with the vat. Immediately after the charging
was stopped the charming-wire was connected metallically to the
outside of the vat, and left so with its sharp point unchanged in

its position inside the v.at during all the ot)servations.

§ 9. Cune I. February 8, 1894.—The friction-plate machine
was turned positive for half an hour. Ten minutes after the
machine stopped the water-dropper was filled and joined to

one pair of quadrants of the electrometer, while the other pair
was joined to the case of the instrument. The first reading on
the curve was taken four minutes afterwards, that is, fourteen
minutes after the machine stopped running (18 volts).

Curve 2. March 3, 1894.—The friction-plate machine was
turned positive for five minutes. The water-dropper was filled

and joined to the electrometer immediately after the machine
stopped turning. The spot was off the scale, and nine minutes
elapsed before it appeared on the scale. The first reading on
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after the nachine stopped turning is the first point on the cuive
(7-6 volts).

The curves show, what we always found, that the air does
not retain a negative electrification so long as it retains a
positive. We also found, by giving equal numbers of turns to

the machine, that the immediately resulting difference of poten-
tial between the water-dropper and the vat was greater for the
negative than for the posiiive electrification ; though the

quantity received from the machine was probably less in the
case of the negative electiificition, because the negative con-
ductor was less well-insulated than the posiiive.

§ 10. On March 21, two U-tubes were put in below the edge
of the vat, one on either side, so that it might be possible to

blow dusty, or smoky, or dustless air into the vat. To one tube
was fitted a blowpipe bellows, and by placing it on the top of a
box in which brown paper and rosin were burning, the vat was
filled with smoky air. Again, several layers of cotton-wool
were placed on the mouth 01 the bellows, so as to get dustless

air into the vat. The bellows were woiked for several hours
on four successive days, and we f jund no appreciable difference

(i) in the ease with which the air could be electrified by dis-

charges from the wire connected to the electric machine, and
(2) in the length of time the air retains its electrification.

But it was found that, as had been observed four years ago
with the same apparatus,' with the water-dropper insulated and
connected to the electrometer, and no electrification of any
kind to begin with, a negative electrification amounting to four,

five, or six volts gradually supervened if the water-dropper was

1 Maclean and Goto, Philosophical Magazine, .August 1S90.
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the equal and opposite quantity on the
inner boundary of the enclosing metal

;

and we therefore have the formula :

—

where V denotes the potential indicated by
the water-dropper, a the radius of the
spherical hollow, and f the electric density

of the air at distance r from the centre.

Supposing now, for example, p to be con-

stant from the surface to tlie centre (which
may be nearly the case after long electri-

tication as performed in our experiments),

we find V = ;iirpa'-' ; whence p = 3V/2Ta'-'.

To particularise further, suppose the

potential to have been 38 volts or 0"I27
electrostatic c.g.s. (which is less than the

greatest found in our experiments) and
take <i = 50 cm. : we find p = 2"4. 10"^.

The electrostatic force at distance r from
the centre, being 'irpr, is therefore equal

to lo"* r. Hence a small body electrified

with a quantity of electricity equal to that

possessed by a cubic centimetre of the air,

and placed midway (r = 25) between the

surface and centre of the enclosure experi-

ences a force equal to 2'4.lo~'.25, or

6 X lo"*, or approximately 6. 10"' grammes
weight. This is 48 per cent, of the force

of gravity on a cubic centimetre of air of

density i/Soo.

§ 14. Hence we see that, on the suppo-
sition of electric density uniform through-

out the spherical enclosure, each cubic

centimetre of air experiences an electro-

static force towards the boundary in simple

proportion to distance from the centre, and
amounting at the boundary to nearly 10

kept running for 60 or 70 minutes, through air which was dusty,

or natural, to begin with. It was also found, as in the observa-

tions of four years ago, that no electrification of this kind was
produced by the dropping of the water through air purified of

dust.

The circular bend of the tube of the water-dropper shown in

the drawing was made for the purpose of acting as a trap to

prevent the natural dusty air of the locality from entering the

vat when the water-dropper ran empty.

§ II. The equilibrum of electrified air within a space enclosed

by a fixed bounding surface of conducting material presents an

interesting illustration of elementary hydrostatic principles.

The condition to be fulfilled is simply that the surfaces of equal

electric "volume-density" arc surfaces of equal potential, il we
assume that the material density of the air at given temperature

and pressure is not altered by electrification. This .assump-

tion we temporarily make from want of knowledge ; but

it is quite possible that experiment may prove that it is

not accurately true ; and it is to be hoped that experimental

investigation will be made for answering this very interesting

question.

§ 12. For stable equilibtium it is further necessary that the

electric density, if not uniform throughout, diminishes from the

bounding surface inwards. Hence, if there is a portion of non-

cleclrified air in the enclosure it must he wholly surrounded by
electrified air.

§ 13. \Vc may form some idea of the absolute value of the

electric dcn.iiiy, and of the electrostatic force in different parts

of the enclosure, in the electrifications found in our experiments,

by considering instead of our vat a spherical enclosure of dia-

meter intermediate between the diameter and depth of the vat

which we used. Consider, for example, a spherical space
enclosed in metal of 100 cm. diameter, and let the nozzle of the

water-dropper be so placed that the stream breaks into drops at

Ihe centre of the space. The potential shown by the electro-

meter connected with il, being the difference between Ihe

polenliaU of the air at the boundary and at the centre, will be
Ihe difference of the potentials at the centre due respectively to

the total quantity of electricity distributed through the air and

NO. I 290, VOL. 50J
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per cent, of the force of gravity upon it ; and electric forces

of not very dissimilar magnitudes must have acted on the

air electrified as it actually was in the non-spherical en-

closure used in our experiments. If natural air or cloud,

close to the ground or in the lower regions of the earth's

atmosphere, is ever, as in all probability it often is, electrified

to as great a degree of electric density as we have found it

within our experimental vat, the natural electrostatic force

in the atmosphere, due as it is, no doubt, to positive electricity

in very high regions, must exercise an important ponderomotive
force quite comparable in magnitude with that due to difference

of temperatures in different positions.

It is interesting to remark that negatively electrified air over

negatively electrified ground, and with non-electrified air above
it, in an absolute calm, would be in unstable equilibrium ; and
the negatively electrified air would therefore rise, probably in

large masses, through the non-electrified air up to the higher
regions, where the positive electrification is supposed to reside.

Even with no stronger electrification than that which we have
had within our experimental vat, the moving forces would be
sufficient to produce instability comparable with that of air

warmed by the ground and rising through colder air above.

§ 15. During a thunderstorm the electrification of air, or of
air and the watery spherules constituting cloud, need not be
enormously stronger than that found in our experiments. This
we see by considering that if a uniformly electrified girbe of a
metre diameter produces a difference of potential of 38 volts

between its surface and centre, a globe of a kilometre diameter,
electrified to the same electric density, reckoned according to

the total electricity in any small volume (electricity of air and
of spherules of water, if there are any in it), would produce a
difference of potential of 3S million volts between its surface
and centre. In a thunderstorm, flashes of lightning show us
differences of potentials of millions of volts, but not perhaps of
many times 38 million volts, between places of the atmosphere
distant from one another by half a kilometre.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

The Council of the Owens College has, on the recommendation
1 ihe Senate, made the following appointments to Fellowships

111 the College :— Bishop Berkeley—Dr. A. W. Crossley in
Chemistry, .\. H. Jameson in Engineering ; Honorary Research—Wilmot Holt, junr., in Chemistry.

Mr. Andrew J. Herfiertson, of Edinburgh, has been
appointed Lecturer on Ceography at the Owens College, Man-
chester, in succession to Mr. Yule Oldham.

tributes a paper to the lahrbtich, "On the Devonian strata of
Graz," in which he proves that the " Coral limestone " and the
" Calceola horizon " immediately above it are the uppermost
bed of the Lower Devonian series. The age of the palaeozoic

strata of Graz ranges, according to Dr. Penecke, from the
oldest Silurian to the youngest Devonian, and may possibly

include a part of the Lower Coal Measures.—The monograph of

the RaibI strata, by Baron von Wufirmann, marks a consider-

able advance in our knowledge of Alpine Trias. The author's

previous papers on the RaibI fauna in North and South Tyrol,
have paved the way for this general paper. All the RaibI lacies

known in the Alps are described, the species contained in

them reviewed, the indications of the geographical conditions
discussed, and comparative references made to extra-.-Mpine

seas in the same period. The subject is one of the most com-
plex, but its treatment is searching, concise, and exhaustive.

We note, almost with relief, the entire absence of the speculative

method and wordy argument too frequently seen of late in

matters concerning the Alps.

Bd xliv. Heft 2, June 1804.—"On the newer literature of the

Alpine Trias," by Dr. A. Bittner. The personal and polemical
tone of this paper renders it somewhat remarkable. By way of
reviewing the terminology and literature of the Alpine Trias, Dr.
Bittner exposes scathingly the fashion of new name-giving on
insufficient grounds, the prejudice and obstinacy with which a
name once given is apt to be retained, and the danger to

science of subsequent attempts to modify the original meaning
of a name, and prop a deservedly falling fabric. The writings
of Mojsisovics are those which specially come under the whip.
We are told, for example, that in studying " the Cephalopoda
of the Hallstadt Limestone," one of the greatest works of
Mojsisovics, we must read everywhere—instead of Medi-
terranean Trias, Alpine Trias ; instead of Juvavic horizon,
Noric horizon ; instead of Noric horizon, Ladinian horizon

;

the author of the work himself having entirely departed from
the geological conceplions for which the names were creaied !

Dr. Bittner's paper is, to say the least, breezy ; but, on the
principle of the old proverb, " It's an ill wind, &c.," there is no
doubt it will have a healthful effect in blowing away some of
the cobwebs of tradition Irom a study which nature had already
made so difficult and so fascinating.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
Amnican Journal of Matlumatics, vol. xvi. 3. (Baltimore :

July 1894.)—A class of uniform transcendental functions, by
Dr. T. Craig (pp. 207-220), gives another mode of forming a
certain transcendental function first introduced by M. Picard
(Comptts Reudus, 187S), and which does not seem to have been
subsequently discussed. M. G. Humbert (pp. 221-253), writing
"Sur les surfaces de Kummerelliptiques," after mentioning that
Cayley's lelrahedroid is a particular case of a Kummer surface
with six double points, applies himself to the problem of
determining whether any other of these surfaces possess similar
properties.—Mr. Basset contributes a memoir on the deforma-
tion of thin elastic plates and shells (pp. 254-290). The
origin of the investigation appears to be the dissatisfaction
Mr. Basset has felt with Mr. Love's treatment of the theories of
thin plates, shells, and wires in the second volume of his book
on " Elasticity."

lahrbuch der k. t. secht;. Rtichsanslalt ]Vien. Bd. xliii. Heft
3and4, March 1894.—AllhoughGraz is one of the few localities
in the Central Alps in which palieozoic strata are present contain-
ing good fossils, the exact age of these strata and their parallelism
with the Silurian and Devonian strata of extra-Alpine regions
have remained uncertain. The richly fossiliferous Coral-limestone
of the Graz succession was determined as mid-Devonian by Suess,
Stache, and others. Iloernes, on the other hand, thought it

Lower Devonian. Now, for the first time, the Corals have been
made the subject of a detailed study.—Dr. K. A. Penecke con-
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES,
London.

Royal Society, May 10.
—"The Composition of .\t-

mospheres which Extinguish Flame." By Dr. Frank Clowes,
Professor of Chemistry, University College, Nottingham.
The statements usually published, as to the proportion of

carbon dioxide in air necessary to extinguish a candle flame,
vary widely. The present investigation was undertaken with
the object of fixing the minimum proportion of carbon dioxide
and of nitrogen gas, which, when mingled with air, will ex-
tinguish flame ; anil with the further object of ascertaining also
the minimum proportion of each of these gases, which is

necessary to extinguish the flames of different combustible
substances, including those of certain gases.

The method of experimenting, which was devised, prevented
the introduction of errors arising from the incomplete mixture
of the gas with the air, from the solubility of carbon dioxide in
water, and from the effect of carbonic dioxide produced fronj
the flame during its combustion. The proportions of gas and
air in the mixtuies used were checked by analysis and were
shown to be accurate, and duplicate experiments agteed in
their results closely.

A preliminary series of experiments proved that, within the
wide limits selected, the extinctive proportion of carbon dioxide
was independent of the j;;i.- of the flame of any particular
combustible which was introduced into the mixture.
An extended series of experiments was then made to ascertain

the minimum extinctive proportion of carbon dioxide for flames
of very various description. The results arrived at showed
that the flames of very different combustibles which were burnt
from wicks, required a strikingly similar proportion of carbon
dioxide in the air for their extinction. Thus the percentage of
carbon dioxide necessary for the extinction of the flames of the
following combustibles were: for absolute alcohol, 14; for

methylated alcohol, 13 ; for paraffin oil, 15 ; for mixed colza and
petroleum, 16 ; and lor a candle, 14.
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The extinctive proportions < u.c i;.i^ for the flames of various

Rises burnt from a jet, on the other hand, showed wide dif-

ferences. The minimum percentages of carbon dioxide gas in

air required for the extinction of the various flames of gases

were as follows : for hydrogen, 5S ; for carbon monoxide,

24 ; methane, 10 ; ethylene, 26 ; and for coal-gas, 33. These
numbers show no relation, as they might have been expected
to do, to the %'olume of oxygen necessary for the combustion of

th- different gases.

A second series of experiments was then undertaken to ascer-

tain the minimum proportion of nitrogen which must be added
to the air in order to render it extinctive of the various flames

already specified. It was found necessary in every case to add
nitrogen in larger proportion than carbon dioxide to the air, in

order to secure the extinction of a flame. The superior ex-

tinctive power of carbon dioxide over that of nitrogen is

probably connected with its higher specific heat, and with its

greater density.

Characteristic differences were noticed between the behaviour
of wick-fed flames and flames supplied with gas from a jet,

during the process of their extinction. The wick-fed flame
gradually dimiuisheJ in size until it ultimately dwindled away.
The gas-fed flame, on the other hand, rapidly iiiirtaseJ in

dimensions, at the same time becoming more and more pale ;

and it became so pale at last as to be often visible with diffi-

culty, so that it was not easy to mark the moment of its

extinction. Probably the extinction of both classes of flames

was primarily due to the lowering of their temperatures. In
the case of (he wick-fed flames, however, the reduction of their

temperature led to the diminution of the supply of gaseous and
vapourous fuel to the flame, and the flame ultimalely died
because it was starved. In the case of gas fed flame the supply

of fuel, being independent of the flame, was maintained, and
ihe flame perished from lowering of temperature only ; in ils

eflTort to obtain an adequate supply of oxygen in the diluted

air, however, it expanded its surface, and it thus undoubtedly
hastened the reduction of temperature which led to its

extinction.

The very high proportion of carbon dioxide in air which is

necessary for ifie extinction of the hydrogen flame has received

an important and interesting application. One of the most
serious troubles to which the miner is exposed when using his

safety-lamp, is the exrinction of its flame by air containing

carbon dioxide. In most mines the lamp cannot be relighted

with safety, since a naked flame would cause danger in the

possible presence of inflammable gas. The loss of the flame
therefore implies the necessity of the miner moving in darkness

often through a considerable distance to a place where the wick
may be relighted without risk. The safety-lamp for delicate

and accurate gas-testiog, which has been already described by
the author 'AVj'. Soc. /-roc. vol. Hi. p. 486), provides the means
of avoiding this inconvenience and possible danger. Wilhout
opening this lamp it can be made to burn either an oidinary oil-

flame alone, or a hydrogen flame alone, or both these flames
maybe made to barn side by side. If the miner is approach-
ing a part of the mine in which the proportion of carbon dioxide

may be extinctive of his oil-flame, he would turn on ihe hydrogen-
flame as an auxiliary. If the oil-flame becomes extinguished, he
has proof that he has entered air containing at least fifteen per
cent, of carbon dioxide; but he can withdraw from it with his

hydrogen-flame still burning, and in purer air the hydrogen-
flame will at once rekindle ihe wick and give him his illumina-

ting flame once more. Under certain circumsiancts he might
even with safety pass though the loul air, and in a similar way
regain his oil flame. Ii is even possible to arrange the
hydrogen-jet so close lo the wick, that the oil-flime is more or
less perfectly maintained by the hydrogen-flame even in the
presence of much carbon dioxide.
The question h.ns Keen raised whether it is safe to enter air

which contains sulncicnt carbon dioxide to extinguish a candle-
flame. This question is usually answered in the negative. Hut
recent experiments made by

J. R. Wilson {Anier. Journ. Pharm.
50, No. 12), seem to prove that rabbits can breathe fur an hour
with entire immunity Irom harm or even discomfort air containing

25 per cent, of admixed carbon dioxide, and that when the air

contains 50 per cent, of the gas it is by nomcans immediately fatal

to a rabbit which is immersed in it. Now air containing 15 i>cr

cent, of carbon dioxide at once extinguishes an ordinary c.imllc-

flame or oil-flame. Ilcnce it appears that nir may contain a
considerably larger proportion of carbon dioxide than thai which
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is necessary to extinguish the flame of a lamp or candle, and
yet be competent to maintain life when it is breathed. This
statement is fully supported by experiments made by Dr. Angus
Smith, as well as by the experience of miners and others.

The following conclusions may be drawn from the experiments
referred to above :

—

(1) That the extinction of a flame depends not only upon the
iiuattlily but also upon the quality of the extinctive gas present

in the air; carbon dioxide uniformly exerting a more powerfully
extinctive effect than nitrogen.

(2) That wick-fed fl.imes burning different combustibles show
a remarkable uniformity in the minimum proportion of an ex-

tinctive gas in air necessary for their extinction.

(3) That this uniformity is not shown by flames fed by a gas

burning from a jet ; and no simple relation is .apparent in the

case of the gas-fed flames between the proportion of oxygen
present in the diluted air and the proportion of oxygen re-

quisite for the complete combustion ol the gas.

(4) That the hydrogen flame requires for its extinction the

presence in air of a very high proportion of extinctive gas ; it

may therefore be advantageously used as an auxiliary flame

for maintaining an oil- flame in the foul air of a mine or

other locality.

(5) Since an ordinary candle-flame or oil-flame is extin-

guished by the presence of about 15 per cent, of carbon dioxide

in air, and air containing over 25 per cent, of carbon dioxide has

been breathed with perfect safety for more than an hour, the

extinction of an ordinary oil- or candle-flame in any particular

atmosphere must not be taken as proof that that atmosphere
contains so much carbon dioxide as to be dangerous lo life when
it is breathed.

(6) \ moie satisfactory indication of the presence of a

dangerous proportion of carbon dioxide is furnished by the

change of colour of the hydrogen flame from reddish to blue-

grey. This change begins when 2 per cent, of carbon dioxide

is present in the air ; it becomes very pronounced as the pro-

portion of the gas present increases. When 30 per cent, or

upwards is present the flame is of a pronounced blue colour and
also increases in height with the increased proportion of the gas,

to an extent which is easily measured on a scale.

May 31.
—" Note on the Possibility of obtaining a Unidirec-

tional Current to Earth from the Mains of an Alternating

Current System." By Major P. Cardew.

June 21.—"Degenerations consequent on Experimental

Lesions of the Cerebellum." By Dr. J. S. Risien Russell.

The paths which degenerate after aLilation of one lateral lobe

of the cerebellum, and .ifter extirpation of its middle lobe,

are discussed in this paper.

Degenerated fibres are found in all the peduncles on the same
side after Ihe former operation, and in the superior peduncle of

the opposite side. The position occupied by these degenerated

fibres, in this peduncle, is that of fibres which degenerate in both

superior jieduncles alter the cerebellum has been divided into

two lateral halves by a mesial incision. The degenerated fibres

in the superior peduncle of the side of the lesion decussate in

the posterior quadrigeminal region, and p.assto the opposite red

nucleus and optic thalamus. Tho^e fibres which degenerate in

Ihe middle peduncle pass chiefly to the grey matter of Ihe

opposite side of the pons. Of the fibres which degenerate in

the inferior peduncle, the ni.ajority occujiy the lateral region of

the medulla, becoming more and more scattered as they pas<

down. These can no longer be said lo form a tract below thr

level of Ihe superior pyramidal decussation ; but a few scat-

tered fibres occupy the anlero-laleral region of the cervical

cord, beyond which none can be traced. Degenerated filires

pass to both inferior olives from this peduncle ; but no well-

marked tract to the opposite inferior olive was found.

After extirpation of the nii(Ulle lobe of Ihe cerebellum,

degenerated fibres were found in all ihe peduncles. Those in

the superior peduncle decussaie in the region of the posterior

corpora quadrigcmini, and terminate in the opposite red nucleus.

The degenerated fibres in the middle peduncle behave much as

ill) those which result from ablation of one lateral lobe of Ihc

cerebellum ; and the same may he said with regard to Ihe

degenerated fibres in the inferior peduncle.

No degeneration was found in the fillet, posterior longiunlinal

bundles, pyramids, ascending tool ol the filth nerve, the root

of ihe cranial and spinal nerves, and in ihc spinal cord, forming

an anlero-laleral Iracl throughout ils whole length.
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Physical Society, June 22.—Prof. W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S.,
PaU-President, in the chair.—Captain Abney, before exhibiting

his photographs of flames, demonstrated that a candle flame

contains solid particles by passing a beam of polarised light

though it, the track of the beam through the flame being clearly

seen in one direction, whilst in a direction at right angles it was
practically invisible. The same thing was also shown by pass-

ing the light through a turbid liquid. Photographs of argand

and candle flames with pencils of sunlight and electric light

passing through, were then exhibited showing similar pheno-

mena. Several series of photographs of flames of candles and
various forms of gas-burner taken with diminishing exposures

were then shown m order to illustrate the different luminosities

at different parts of the llame. Those taken with long exposures

showed the bright parts nearly equally white, but as the time of

exposure diminished only the most luminous portions were
recorded on the plate. From the photographs the author con-

cluded that when used with a slit as a photometric standard the

argand burner was unsuitable, for portions of different luminosity

come into view when the slit is approached or receded from.

The ordinary fi^htail burner was better in this respect.

Questions were asked and remarks made by Prof. S. P. Thomp-
son, Prof. Perry, and Mr. Trotter, in reply to which Captain
Abney said dropped shutters with slits from one inch to one-

sixteenth inch wide had been employed, and some of the

exposures were only a few thousandths of a second. The dis-

placement caused when the ob'ect was n it stationary could
easily be allowed for wtien the velocity of the shutter was
known.— Prof. O. Ilenrici read a paper on an elementary
theory of planimeters. Considering the generation of areas by
the motion of straight lines, the author defined the s;nse in which
such areas are to be taken. Choosing the positive sense of a

line O T of variable length as outwards from the centre O
about which it turns, and the positive direction of rotation as

counter-clockwise, the following rule for determining the sense

of an area was given. Imagine yourself standing at a point P,

and looking along the positive sense of O T, whilst it passes

over P. then the area near P will be swept out in a positive sense

if T crosses you from ri^ht to left, otherwise it will be
negative. Applying this rule to closed curves of any shape, it

was shown that if T goes once round the boundary, any area
outside the curve was necessarily swept over as many times in

•'e negative sense as in the positive sense, therefore these areas
iicelled, and also that the sense of any part of an area depends
the sense of its boundary. Passing on to the consideration

(.1 areas generated by a line (or rod) of fixed length, which
iiioves anyhow in a plane and returns to its initial position.

Prof. Ilenrici showed by taking instantaneous centres, that the

same rule regarding the sense of the areas holds, and that the

area generated by the rod is equal to the difference between the

areas of the two closed curves traced by its ends. In the parti-

cular case where one end of the rod moves forwards
and backwards along the same path the area swept out by the

rod is equal to that of the closed curve traversed by the other end.

This is the theory of Amsler's planimeter, for the area of the
curve whose boundary is traversed by the tracer is the same as

that swept out by the rod carrying the tracer when the pole is

outside the close<i curve. By resolving small motions of the
rod in two component parts, a translation parallel to itself, and
a rotation about the point in which the plane of the registering

wheel cuts the rod, the author showed- that the areas swept out
by the translations were registered by the wheel, whilst the sum
of those generated during the rotations cancel. Cases where
the pole is inside the curve were next considered, an<l the con-
stant then to be added to the wheel reading determined.
Instead of registering the transLation by a wheel whose axis is

parallel to the rod, a knife-edged wheel which slides and turns
freely on an arm perpendicular to the rod would serve the same
purpose. This is the principle of Iline and Robertson's plani-
meter. In the actual instrument, however, the arm is inclined
at about 10' to the rod, and is therefore inaccurate. In the
"hatchet" planimeter a bent rod terminates at one end in a
tracing point, and at the other in a convex knife-edge or
"keel," whose plane contains the point. The area of the curve
whose boundary is traversed by the point is approximately equal
to twice that of the sector included between the initial and final

positions of the rod. . The approximation results from the fact
that the area of the curve traced by the keel is not zero. At
the meeting the question of reducing the area of the keel curve
was discussed at some length, the author showing that in the
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case of a curve symmetrical about a line, it was possible to

reduce this area practically to zero. Even for unsymmetrical
curves one couUI obtain a symmetrical one of double the area
by drawing a line, cutting the curve, and supposing the area
turned over about this line. Prof. Perry inquired if the author's

conclusion was that the "hatchet"' planimeter and the Hine and
Robertson instrument were inaccur.aie? If so, he was at a loss

to understand why the latter gave results more nearly correct

than .-Vmsler's. Mr. P.lakesley pointed out that if both arms of

a jointed planimeter be simultaneously moved over curves the
total reading should give the sum of the two areas traced out if

taken in the proper senses. Mr. .\. P. Trotter directed atten-

tion to an article by the inventor of the "hatchet" in the

current number of Engineering. Dr. Macfarlane Gray said he
had examined the proof given in Engineering, and found no
error. He then showed how the Amsler planimeter could be
explained in a simple geometrical manner by drawing radial

lines through the pole and intersecting the curve. Moving the
tracer along these radii added nothing to the area ; motion along
the arcs was the important component. Mr. O. G. Jones and
Prof. Thompson also took part in the discussion.—Mr. F. W.
Hill made a communication on the "hatchet" plani-

meter. In this paper the author takes a point within
the area to be measured, and divides the area into
elementary triangles with this point as apex. The tracing
point of the planimeter is then supposed to start from the apex
and trace out one of the triangles. The inclination between
the initial and final positions of the " hatchet " is then expressed
in terms of the angle at the apex, the radius vector, and the
length of the planimeter. By expanding and integrating the
expression, it is shown that twice the area between the initial

and final position of the planimeter, after tracing all the tri-

angles, is represented by an infinite series of terms, the first

of which is the area of the curve, the second is proportional to
the moment of inertia of the area about the point, the third pro-
portional to its first moment about the same point. The higher
terms are usually small enough to be neglected. Starting the
tracer at the centroid of the area causes the third term to dis-

appear, and the second has its minimum value, so that this is

the starting-point recommended. The magnitude of the errors
caused by neglecting the various terms are discussed in some
detail. In the author's opinion, the instrument can never be
strictly accurate ; but usually the errors are within the limits of
observation. Prof. Henrici did not agree with the statement
that the instrument was necessarily inaccurate, and thought
geometry might aid analysis to find the proper starting-point.
For a symmetrical curve he had shown that a point existed,
starling from which the area traced by the hatchet end was
zero. Dr. Macfarlane Gray thought Prof. Henrici's latterjargu-
ment was vitiated by his figure not being correctly drawn ; but
this Prof. Henrici disputed. Mr. O. G. Jones said Prof.
Henrici's construction was not obvious, for the cusp curves
traced by the "hatchet" end depended on the starting-point.
Mr. Yule sugsjested that by shortening the planimeter it might be
possible to bring the third and second terms of Mr. Hill's
lormula into greater prominence, and, by going round the
curve more than once, determine the first and second moments.— .\ paper on a new integrating apparatus, by Mr. A. Sharp,
was taken as read. The paper describes an improved
form of harmonic analyser, giving the amplitude and epoch of
each constituent term, the mechanism of which is an inversion
of that described in a communication made to the Society on
April 13. Numerous drawings accompany the paper, showing
the various parts in detail. The mechanism is also shown to
be applicable for integraphs, and l)y suitable modification may
be employed for mechanically integrating differential equations
of various forms. A paper on magnetic shielding by a hollow
cylinder, by Prof. Perry, and another on " Clark's cells," by Mr.
S. Skinner, were postponed,

Geological Society, June 20.—Dr. Henry Woodward,
F.R..S_., President, in the chair.—On deep borings at Culford
and Winkfield, with notes on those at Ware and Cheshunt, by
W. Whitaker, F. K. S., an 1 A. J. Jukes-Browne. Four borings
at Cullord, Winklield, Ware, and Cheshunt were described in
detail, so far as the specimens examined would permit ; these
were few in the case of Culford, but many from the other
borings. The interest of the Culford boring centred in its

striking the Palxozoic floor at the small depth of 637J feet
;

but the age of the slaty rocks cannot be determined. Although
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only 20 miles east of Ely, no Jurassic rocks exist, and the

Lower Cretaceous series is only about 32 feet thick, the beds
differing greatly from those of Cambridgeshire, but resembling

those of the same age in the Richmond boring. The Winkfield
boring (3J miles west-south-west of Windsor! was remarkable
for having been successful in obtaining water from the Lower
Greensand, and for the great depth (1243 feet) to which it was
carried for this purpose, the Gault being unusually thick. The
boring at Ware was for the first lime described in detail, and
former accounts were corrected from specimens preserved by
the New River Company. By this means, and with the as-

sistance of Mr. W. Hill, the authors were able to give a fairly

complete account of the rocks, and to determine the limits of

the divisions of the Upper Cretaceous series. They denied the

existence of Lower Greensand at this locality. Of the boring
at Cheshunt a complete account was given, based on information
and specimens supplied by Mr. J. Francis, the engineer of the

New River Company. The paper concluded with a tabular

view of all the borings in the East of England, showing the

level below ordnance datum .it which the Pala;ozoic floor occurs
in each. The President, Piof. Boyd Dawkins, Prof. Judd, and
Mr. Topley spoke upon the subject of the paper, and Mr.
Whitaker briefly replied.—The Bargaie Beds of Surrey and
their microscopic contents, by Frederick Chapman. This was
an attempt to correlate the Bargate Beds of Guildford
and its vicinity with the members of the Lower Green-
sand as known elsewhere in the south-east of Eng-
land. Mr. T. Leighton, Prof. Judd, Mr. Whitaker, Dr.
G. J. Hinde, Mr. Topley, and Prof. T. Rupert Jones offered

some remarks upon the paper.—On deposits from snowdrifts,

with special reference to the origin of the loess and the pre-
servation of mammoth-remains, by Charles Davison. When
the temperature is several degrees below freezing-point, snow
recently fallen is fine and powdery, and is easily drifted by the
wind. If a fall of snow has been preceded by dry frosty

weather, the interstitial ice in the frozen ground is evaporated,
and the dust so foimed may be drifted with the snow and
deposited in the same places. The snowdrifts as a rule are

soon hardened by the action of the sun or wind, and the dust is

thus imprisoned in the snow. As the snow decays, by melting
and evaporation, a coating of dust is extruded on the surface of

the drifts, and, increasing continually in thickness as the snow
wastes away, is finally left upon the ground as a layer of mud,
which coalesces with that of previous years. The deposit so
formed is fine in texture, unstratified, and, as experiments show,
mica-flakes included in it are inclined at all angles to the
horizon. The author described several such deposits both in

this country and in the Arctic regions ; and suggested (1) that

the loess is such a deposit from snowdrifts, chiefly formed when
the climate was much colder, but still very slowly growing ; (2)
that mammoths suffocated in snowdrifts are subsequently em-
bedded, and their remains preserved in the deposits Irom them ;

and (3) that the ground-ice formation of Alaska, &c., is the
remains of heavy snowdrifts when the coating of earth attained
a thickness greater than that which the summer heat can
effectually penetrate. Mr. Davison's theory did not find much
support. During the discussion upon it, Mr. Oldham said that

be happened to have a personal acquaintance with the deposits
left after the melting of snow and with the loess. The former
were found in sheltered spots on the ridges of the Himalayas,
which are annually covered with snow, but (so far as his ex-

perience went) they were denser and more compact than the
true loess ; they were, in fact, dried muds, while the true loess

was a dust. In the hills of the western frontier of India, where
loess was largely developed and still in course of formation, the
distribution, surface-contour, and constitution showed it to be a
wind-blown dust deposit, though it passed into deposits which
had been rearranged by water. Part of this lay at altitudes
where snow fell each year, but it was equally well and typically

developed bcfiw the level at which snow usu.illy fell, and where
It was not preceded by a long frost nor lasted long enough to
form extensive drifis. lie did not think that the true loess

could originate from the solid matter left by melting snow, and
i( could certainly be formed without the aiil of snow. Prof.
Blake, Prof. Boyd Dawkins, and Dr. W. F. Hume also spoke.
—Additions to the fauna of the 0/<rH<//«j/-zone of the north-
west Highlands I'X U- N. Peach, F'.R..S. New material
obtained by the officers of the Geological .Survey having been
placed in the author's hands, he was enabled to add information
concerning the ipecics of OttntUm previously described by him
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(O. Lapworthi) ; he also described a new variety of this species,

three new species of the genus, a new subgenus of Oleiitlltu,

and a form provisionally referred to Bathyiiotiis. He discussed

certain theoretical points based upon the study of the remains
described in the paper, and stated that these make it probable
that the dispersal of the Olenellids was from the Old World
towards the New. Dr. Hicks and Dr. G. J. Hinde spoke upon
the subject.—Questions relating to the formation of coal-seams,

including a new theory of them : suggested by field and other
observations made during the past decade on both sides of the
-Atlantic, by W. S. Gresley. \ number of new facts were
described, and the bearing of these and of previously recorded
facts upon the origin of coal was discussed, special reference

being made to the Pittsburgh coal. He maintained that the

evidence pointed to the formation of coal on the floor of an
expanse of water, by vegetable matter sinking down from float-

ing " islands " of vegetation, which may have been of very large

size, and enumerated cases of'such "islands" or "rafts" of

vegetation which have been described as existing in modern
times.—Observations regarding the occurrence of anthiacite

generally with a new theory as to its origin, by the same .author.

-Vfter discussing Dr. J. J. Stevenson's theory of the origin of

anthracite, the author described the nature and mode of occur-

rence of the anthracites of Pennsylvania, and gave his reasons

for concluding that the de-bituminisation of coal was not pro-

duced by dynamic metamorphism during mountain-building, but

rather by previously-applied hydrothermal action. He further

discussed the applicability of his theory to other cases of an-

thracite,' including that of South Wales and Ireland. In the

discussion that followed, Prof. Boyd Dawkins pointed out that

the anthracite-fields of South Wales and of Ireland are exactly

in those places where the coal-seams have suflered most from

crushing and faulting, and that therefore there is distinctly a

connection between the exertion of dynamical force and the

anthracitic condition. This also applies to the Irish fields. In

some cases a coal-seam can be traced into an anthracite seam.

In his opinion the author's views would not explain the presence

of anthracite in this country.—The igneous rocks of the

neighbourhood of Builth, by Henry Woods.—On the relations

of some of the older fragmental rocks in north-west Caernarvon-

shire, by Prof. T. G. Bonney, F. R.S., and Miss Catherine A.

Raisin. In a recent paper on the felsites and conglomerates

between Bethesda and Llanllyfni, North Wales, it was argued

that, in the well-known sections on either side of Llyn Pad.irn,

a great unconformity separates the rocks into two totally distinct

groups. The authors of the present communication discussed

at the outset the great physical difficulties involved in this

hypothesis ; a subject which, in their opinion, was passed ovr-

too lightly by the author of that paper. They further alTiruii

in the course of a description of the sections, which are ni

clear and afford the best evidence :— (l) That the strike in li

the supposed rock-groups is generally similar. (2) That il

same is true of the dips. (3) That very marked identity

lithological characters may be found in rocks on either side

the alleged unconformity, specimens occasionally being practi-

cally indislinguish.able. (4) That in no case, which has been

examined, can any valid evidence be found in favour "f

the alleged unconformity, and that in the one, which i^

supposed to to the most satisfactory proof of it, the facts art

wholly opposed to this notion. Prof. Blake, Dr. Hicks,

and Mr. Whitaker discussed these views, and Prof. Bonney
replied.

Royal Microscopical Society, June 20.—Mr. A. W. Ben-

nett in the ch.iir— Dr. J. E. Talmage described his method l"i

mounting and staining the brine shrimp, Arlania fcrlilis.— \h

W. H. Dallinger called attention to a stereoscopic photiimicro-

graph of injected muscle which h,-id been presented by Dr. W.
C. Borden.— Dr. Dallinger exhibited and described a new form

of mechanical stage for the microscope, which had been produced

by Messrs. Swift. Further remarks were made by the chairman

Messrs. Comber, Swift, More, and Beck.—Mr. J. II. Ilarviy

described a method of mounting opaque objects so that thi-y

could be moved in all directions whilst under examination.

-

Mr. T. Comber read a pa|)er on the unreliability of cert.iin

characters generally accepted for specific diagnosis in the Dial"

maceic. A discussion ensued, in which the chairman, I'lof 1

J. Bell, and Mr. J. Badcock took part.— Prof. Bell gave .

ti'suwJ u{ Mr. F. Chapman's sixth paper on the Foraminifera ol

the Gault of Folkestone.

I

I
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Dublin.

Royal Dublin Society, June 20.— D.-. W. Frazer in the

chair.—Ur. Telford Smith and Prof. D. J. Cunningham, F. R.S.

,

gave a lantern demonstration of two microcephalic brains. One
of these weighed 352 grammes ; the other 559 grammes. The
authors contrasted these specimens with the brains of the ape
and the quadruped. The cerebrum in each had not passed in

its development beyond the quadrupedal stage. The initial

growth disturbance must therefore have occurred about the
fourth month of foetal development. With the aborted occi-

pital region there was associated a marked convolutionary dis-

turbance. The arrangement of the gyri and sulci did not cor-

respond with that present at any period of foetal life. It resem-
bled the simian more than the human type ; and what was most
remarkable was the mixture of low-ape and high-ape characters.

In some respects, therefore, the convolutionary pattern re-

sembled that of a baboon, and in others that of a chimpanzee or

an orang. The authors referred to the various theories which
had been put forward to account for the condition, and upon the
whole seemed to favour that of Karl Vogt, although the argu-
ments they brought forward were of a totally different character.

The results at which the authors have arrived will shortly appear
in the Society's Transadioiis.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, July 9.—M. Loewy in the chair.—
The death of M. Mallard, member of the Mineralogy Section,

was announced.—On the photographs of the moon obtained
I with the great coiidc equatorial of the Paris Observatory, by
MM. I.oewy and Puiseux. (.See our Astronomical Column.)

—

On some of the work done at Nice Observatory, by M, Perrotin.

In connection with photographic exploration, the author ob-
serves that, in the sky regions examined, (i) the number of new
asteroids (magnitudes 7-13) is much less than the number
previously known ;

(2I only in the case of asteroids of the 13th

I
magnitude are more now discovered than had been previously
observed

; (3) the tol.-il number of asteroids increases with de-
creasing magnitude as far as the I2lh mag.—On new derivatives

from bcnzoylbenzoic acid, by MM. A. Haller and A. Guyot.

—

Experimental production of the contagious peripneumonia of

cattle by the aid of cultures. Demonstration of the specific

character of rneumobacillus liquefacicns bovis. Note by M. S.

Arloing. The author concludes from his results quoted that (i)

the virulent agent in contagious peripneumonia is an ordinary
microbe, and (2) this microbe is the Pncumobacillus liiiuefacicns

bovis.— Comparative researches on the products of the com-
bustion of lighting-gas given by an Argand burner and an Auer
burner, by M. N. Grehant. The combustion products from the
Auer burner yielded evidence of the presence of carbonic oxide
to the extent of I in 25S0, those from the Argand burner a trace

only, estimated at I in 75,000.—Special images of the sun given
by the simple rays corresponding to the dark lines of the solar

spectrum, by M. H. Deslandres. The author gives the first re-

sults of a study of the surface layers of the sun by means of

images formed by light from selected parts of the spectrum.

—

On the calorific r.adiations included in the luminous part of

the spectrum, by M. .\ymonnet. The following conclusions
are deduced from a study of the spectra given by the Bourbouze
and Drummond lamps and by the sun : (l) the eye does not
perceive all the radiations between the red and violet

; (2) the
eye is not .acted on by rays intercepted by water; (3) when
the medium between the radiant source and the measuring
apparatus contains water, there is an imperfect concordance
between the distribution of heat and that of light in the same
region of the spectrum

; (4) the bright lines or bands which
we can observe in a spectrum are only those or a part of those
which pass through water.—On the polarisation of light diffused
by roughened surfaces, by M. A. Lafay.^On the relation

between the density of a saline solution and the molecular
weight of the dissolved salt, by M. Georges Charpy. The
density of a saline solution augments proportionally to the
molecular concentration if it be admitted that the molecular
weight of w.iter at 0° is about 3 x iS. The densities of equally
concentrated solutions of analogous salts are nearly j^roportional
to their molecular weights.—On a newglucosanc, loevoglucosane,
by M. Tanret.—.Syntheses by means of cyanacetic ether.
Phenylcyanacetic ethers, by M. T. Klobb.—On paraphtha-
lodicyanacetic ether, by M. J. Locher.—On pine tar, by M.
Adolphe Renard.—The quantitative composition of creosotes
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from beech and oak, by MM. A. Behal and E. Choay. Beech-
wood creosote is richer in guaiacol than that from oak.— Inur-

ing ferments to antiseptics and the influence of this hardening
on their chemical work, by M. J. ElTront.—The nature of

onychomycosis, demonstrated by culture and by inoculations,

by iM. J. SabrazL-s.—On the coexistence of the sternum with

the shoulder-girdle and lungs, by M. Alexis Julien. The sternum
varies in its composition, form, and texture, in its development
and even in its connections. Notwithstanding this great varia-

bility, certain constant features may be distinguished. The
sternum always coexists with the shoulder-girdle and lungs, that

is to say, all vertebrates which have a sternum have also lungs and
shoulder-girdles, but the converse is not true.—On the insertion of

the membrane of Corti, by MM. Coyne and Canniew.—On
the topography of the attached urethra, studied on sections of

frozen suljjects, by M. L. Testut.—On the measurement of

the absorption of water by roots, by M. Henri Lecomte.-—On
the petrographic nature of the summit of Mont Blanc and the

neighbouring rocks, by MM. J. Vallot and L. Duparc.

Berlin.
Physical Society, June i.— Prof, du Bois Reymond, Pre-

sident, in the chair.— Prof Konig described a repetition of H.
Midler's experiments on the part of the retina in which the

sensation of light takes its origin, using, however,monochromatic
light. Midler, as is well known, had localised it in the rods

and cones by observing that the shadows cast by the blood-

vessels of the retina execute movements, when the source of

light is moved (Purkinje's experiment), which correspond to

the distance between the blood-vessels and the layer of rods and
cones. Prof. Kunig had repeated the measurements on the

normal eye of Dr. Zumft, whose constants he had accurately

determined, using four kinds of monochromatic light, namely,

that of the lithium line in the red, of the D sodium line, of the

thallium line, and of the line F. He found as a result of fifteen

separate determinations that the distance of the light-perceiving

elements of the retina from the blood-vessels which give the

shadows varies with the varying wave- lengths of the different

lights, a result which can only be explained on the basis of

Young's theory of colour- vision.—Dr. H. du Bois spoke on the

changes of resistance of a bismuth spiral in a powerful mag-
netic field. This change, discovered by Lord Kelvin, had been
measured in the case of bismuth in a magnetic field whose
maximum strength was 12,000 C.G.S. , and the curve of re-

sistance in the field, compared with that of the resistance out-

side the field, was found to be at first concave upwards and then

straight. The resistance in the field of maximum strength was
I '7 of that in zero field. The speaker, using some very powerful
electromagnets which he had recently exhibited to the Society,

and which gave an intensity of 38,000 C.G.S. , had, in con-

junction with Dr. Henderson, measured the resistance of spirals

of pure bismuth, and found that the curve pursues a further

straight-line course, so that the resistance in the field of greatest

intensity is three times as great as in a field of zero intensity.

The measurement of the resistances in a magnetic field at differ-

ent temperatures had yielded interesting results. In weak fields

a rise of temperature increased the resistance : in stronger fields

the effect was less, and became zero in a field of 7000 C.G.S.
In still stronger fields tne resistance of the warm spiral was less

than that of the cold. The experiments have so far been car-

ried on only for temperatures between 0° and 25°, but will be
pushed further up to 100". — Dr. Pring>heim described an in-

genious procedure by means of whicn he had succeeded in

obtaining positives of old manuscripts on which old and faint

characters were obscured by newer and dark writing. The
positives were obtained by a combination of several photo-
graphs, and showeil only the older and fainter characters in

sharp and clear definition.

June 15.— Prof, von Helmholtz, President, in the chair.

—

Prof, von Bezold gave an address in memory of Prof. \. Kundt,
the Vice-President of the Society, recently deceased, in which
he dwelt upon his scientific labours, and in particuLar upon his

distinguished efforts as a teacher.

New South Wales.

Royal Society, May 2.— Prof. Anderson Stuart delivered

the presidential address. He gave a detailed account of the

poison of Ornithorhynchus paradoxus and of the poison of the
'' Bush-tick," and alluded to that of the Australian varieties of

the spider-genus Lal/trodecliis. After describing the present
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faToarable state of the arrangements for an expedition to one of
the South Sea atolls, to realise the suggestion of Darwin to bore
and bring up a core, and thus probably settle the question of
the origin of the atoll, he announced that, acting on behalf of
the Committee of the British Association, he hal secured the
loan of a diamond drill from the Government of New South
Wales. He also spoke of the artesian water supply of the

colony in reference to the probable limits of its supply, and
favoured the naming after Darwin of some olace in the Blue
Mountains associated with Darwin's visit. He then reviewed
certain questions of present importance in the colony, such as

the disposal of sewage, the characters of sewer-air, and the back-
ward condition of sanitary legi<lation in the colony, &c. The
Society is maintaining its position very well, in spite of the

present extremely adverse' circumstances of the colonies. The
officers and council were elected for the ensuing year, Prof. R.
Threlfall being President.

Linnean Society, May 30.—Prof. David, President, in

the chair.—Notes on the methods of fertilisation of the Goode-

niact.T, by Alex. G. Hamilton. Three species of Sctrvo/a. one
o{ Selliera, and one of Brunonia were dealt with. The writer

concluded that although there is an elaborate contrivance in the

lirst four for securing cross-fertilisation by the aid of insects

—

which was described in detail—yet, if that fails, self-fertili<ation

occurs. Brunonia was said to be anomalous in its methods.

The process of fertilisation in the three allied orders

—

Lobe-

liacttz, GoodeniacetT, and CampanulacuT—was contrasted, and
it was shown that the same end is secured by widely diflferent

adaptations of the same organs.—On three highly ornate

boomerangs from the Bulloo River, N.S. W., by R. Eiheridge,

junr.—Note on the tertiary fossils from Hall Sound, New
Guinea, by Prof. Ralph Tate. The author's observations were
based on an examination of the specimens in the Macleay
Museum, obtained during the voyage of the Chcvcrt. These
were reported on by the late Rev. J. E. Tenison-Woods
(P.L.S., N.S.W. 1878, ii. (2), pp. 125 and 267), who referred

them "to a very recent tertiary formation, much newer than
any of the Murray River or Western Victorian beds." The
author concurred in this view, but pressed for a more recent

origin than that implied by Tenison-Woods—even Pleistocene.

Some critical observations on the specific determination of the

specimens were given— a matter of some difficulty in most cases

by reason of their imperfect condition.—On the morpholouv of

the muscles of the shoulder-girdle in monotremes, l>y W. J.

Stewart McKay. The author has found a clavicular deltoid

present in both Echidna and Ornithorhynchns ; also a pectoralis

quartus, teres minor and subclavius. The teres major is single

in both forms ; the sub-scapularis of great extent. Much
attention has been given to the nervous system, and elaborate

dissections have been made to trace out " the latent cutaneous

nerve of the thorax " (Patterson) and its communication with

the intercostal nerves.—Description of anew Australian snake

by I. Douglas f)gilby. The habitat of the new species (Hoflo-

ctphalus tvaitii), which differs mainly from //. pillidiceps,

Giinth., in having 21 scries of scales round the body instead of

only 15, appears to be the central district of N. S.W., whereas

//. paltidiceps is a North Queensland form.— Fishes new or rare

on the Australian coasts. By Edgar R. Waite. The fishes

dealt with were from Maronhra, N..S.W., and arc either new
to Australia or of exceedingly rare occurrence, and with two

exceptions obtained for the first time on the coasts of this

colony. The species mentioned are :

—

Diites argenUus, Ben-
nett, Afanlhuriit trioslcgm, Linn., Pienis •vhilelfggii, sp. nov.,

Nomttii gronovii, Gmel., SchtJophilu! maciilalus, Giinth.,

Glyphidodon br<nvnrii;gii, Bennett, SoUnopiathui hardwiikii.

Gray, S. ipinosissimm, Giinth., Afonatanthuifiticauda, Giinth.,

M. nitent, Mollard, and Lepixephaliis. The author expressed

the opinion that Sa/enoQnat/iui fascialus, Giinth., is not

•pecifically distinct from S. spitio:issimni.— Description of a

new mile belonging to the genus Heleropiia found in wasps'

nents, by W. W. Froggatl. The name Heteropm nlastori

was proposed for a mite which has liecn found in great

numbers in the clay nests of the solitary wasp, Alailor

ernirgui, SauM. , in the neighbouthood of .Sydney. The
gravifl female has an immense globular abdomen eight

limc» the length of the head and thorax combined.—On
the mode of attachment of the leaves or fronds to the

candex in Gloisopieris, with remarks on the relation of the

genui to ill allies, by K. Eihcridgc, jun., with note on the
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stratigraphical distribution of Glossopteris in Australasia, by
Prof. T. W. Edgeworth David. The fossil plant Glossopteris,

which formed the predominant type of swamp vegetation in

Eastern .Australia during the Permo-Carboniferous Period, when
the productive co.il-measures were being formed, has left records
of its former presence almost invariably in the form of leaves

only. Only two authentic cases h.ave been recorded of Glossop-

t/ris leaves having ever been found attached to any kind of
stem, previous to the discovery of the specimen found near
Mudgee by Mr. J. C. McTaggart, which makes the third speci-

men ever discovered, and which was described by the authors.

The specimen shows that some variety, at all events, of Glossop-

teris in Australia had somewhat the form of a dw.-irf tree-fern,

with a caudex, or stem, at least six inches in length, and sur-

mounted by a clump of closely packed fronds to the number of

about eight. The fronds, as proved by the scars on the caudex,
were not placed on a verticil, but spirally on the caudex. They
are sessile, not petiolate as in the case of the specimen described

by Prof. D.ina from Illawarra.—Mr. Hedley read the following

note:—"From the throat of a Ralltis pietoralis Mr. J. A.
Thorpe of the Australian Museum extracted the snail I now
exhibit. This is a specimen of Chloritis jert'isensis, Quoy and
Gaimard, a species common in this neighbourhood, whose
almo-t adult and uninjured shell measures iS mm. in diameter,

and which weighed, shell and animal together, I 26 grammes.
When found by Mr. Thorpe, to whom I am indebted for both

facts and specimen, the snail was quite dead ; as a test I

immersed the animal in strong spirits without inducing contrac-

tion ; since, however, its consumer had been killed forty hours

earlier, the suflocation of the mollusc was to be expected. The
bird was shot at Randwick, near Sydney, on May 19, 1S94, by
Mr. Newcombe, Deputy Registrar-General. In enumerating
'Means of Dispersal,' Darwin observes ('Origin of Species,'

6ih ed. p. 372) :
' A bird in this interval [eighteen hours] might

easily be blown to the distance of 500 miles, and hawks are

known to look out for tired birds, and the contents of their torn

crops might thus readily get scattered.' In view of the above

incident, this suggests a means whereby the geographical range

oijervisensis might be considerably extended."
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THURSDAY, JULY 26, 1894.

MATHEMA TICAL GEOLOG V.

Popular Lectures and Addresses by Sir William

Thomson {Baron Kelvin), P.R.S., LL.D., D.C.L., fi^c.

In three volumes. Vol. II. "Geology and General

Physics." With illustrations. Nature -Series, pp.

X. + 599, with inde.x. (London and New York : Mac-

millan and Co., 1894.)

THIS handy republication of the lighter scientific

utterances of Lord Kelvin was begun in 1889, with

the volume reviewed in N.A.TURE (vol. .\1. p. 433), was con-

tinued in 1 89 1, with a volume on " Navigational Affairs,"

and is now concluded for the present by a volume,

nominally the second of the series, which deals mainly

with Geological Dynamics, or the application of the

physical sciences to the past history of our planet, and

likewise includes such later addresses on general physical

topics as were not included in the volumes already

issued.

The preliminary remarks appropriate before reviewing

utterances of leaders in science, were made in connection

with the first of the series (vol. .xl. p. 433), and need not

now be repeated ; we will enter straight upon a sum-

mary, and perhaps an occasional slight criticism, of the

contents.

The first paper is a little article on dew, wherein it is

pointed out that the protectiveact ion conspicuously exerted

on vegetation by invisible aqueous vapour is due not to its

"athermancy," as Tyndall imagined, and as text-books

teach, but to its infinite heat-capacity. The temperature

of bodies which cool only from the surface cannot fall

below the point at which dew is being deposited upon

them ; and naturally the moister the air the higher is this

said point.

Then comes a brief note, a kind of text or starting-

point for many subsequent addresses, in which the

extreme doctrine of geological uniformity is briefly

refuted. The refutation consists in the simple arith-

metical calculation, that if the observed gradient of

temperature in the earth's crust had been uniform for,

say, twenty thousand million years back, the amount of

heat that must have flowed out from it into space in that

time would be enough to heat the whole earth ten thou-

sand centigrade degrees, unless it were made of material

very different from surface rock, or unless fresh quantities

of heat had been generated by chemical action. In any

case, allowing for these possibilities to the uttermost, the

past temperature would have been at some such date

so excessively high that ipso facto no approach to uni-

formity of other conditions could possibly be maintained

or contemplated.

In this simple argument the "mathematics" is but

little more severe than that needed in what the author

later on (p. 240) calls "a simple effort of geological cal-

culus," whereby it is estimated that 1° per 30 metres is

the same as looc per 30,000 metres ; or (a fairer com-
parison) that quoted on p. 86, that a deposit at the rate of

one inch per century demands ninety-six million years for

the deposition of the stratified rocks
; yet the simple

argument may well be held as more conclusive and
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convincing than an appeal to Fourier and the laws of

distribution of temperature in a cooling sphere. For this

reason : an immediate application of Fourier to the

gradient of temperature observed in the earth's outer

skin is liable to all the uncertainties attaching to very

violent extrapolation both in space and time ; it has to

assume that the sole operative cause is conduction of

heat, and always has been conduction of heat, up to a

certain past date deduced from the data as the era of

reckoning.

Now, it is quite possible to hold that the main mass of

the earth consists of metal, chiefly iron, and that the

heat, observed in the damp skin or coat of rust on which

we live and into which we bore, is being generated de

novo by the rusting action still going on.

The heat generated by the oxidation of a pound of

iron is (I estimate) sufficient to warm an equal mass of

rocky material something like three thousand centigrade

degrees ; so that small confidence can be felt, by those

who are impressed with the probability of a meteoric

view of the earth's origin, in refined calculations as to

successive distributions of temperature in a simply

cooling globe started in a molten condition and left to

radiate into space undisturbed.

But it is to be observed that the argument of Lord

Kelvin contemplates the possibility of fresh generation

of heat, but maintains that nevertheless at some by no

means infinitely distant date the obvious physical con-

ditions of the earth's surface must have been extremely

different from what they are now.

The doctrine of extreme uniformity, which at one time

was undoubtedly held by some leading geologists, is now
however abandoned, a result due most likely in large

measure to the author's calculations and reiterated argu-

ments ; and the only reasonable hesitation which can now
be felt is as to how far the numerical data available,

from observations hitherto made in the earth's outer

skin, are sufficient for fixing an upper limit to the age of

the earth : especially since these underground ther-

mometer-readings are likely to be disturbed by local

and by general chemical action at considerable depths.

The author suggests borings in the African deserts,

where moisture is less prevalent than elsewhere, and it

may be that observation of underground temperature

there conducted will be productive of valuable infor-

mation ; but it is unlikely that these data have already

been obtained.

Whatever hesitation may still rationally be felt as to

the acceptance of the author's numerical estimate of the

earth's age—and he is careful to allow ample margin

when he extends the more strictly estimated ten million

into a possible hundred million years—-yet the reception

of his calculations by contemporary pateontological and

stratigraphical geologists, as summarised in a controver-

sial address on Geological Dynamics in this volume, will

probably be surprising to a more fully informed posterity.

Instead of heartily welcoming fresh light on the subject

of the earth's past history, from an unexpected quarter,

they seem to resent interference from what they are

pleased to consider " outside," and their most able

advocate, Prof. Huxley, accepts a brief to repel the

intruder.

The quotations made by Lord Kelvin from Playfair,

O
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from Lyell, from Darwin, and from writers of text-books,

are evidences of the natural though exaggerated re-

action into scientific uniformitarianism, from the ancient

legendar)- prescientific cataclysmal period, when every-

thing was done in a hurry, and a week was an epoch of

serious moment in the earth's history. In the reactionary

period, on the contrary, it was customary to airily postu-

late a few thousand million centuries for any particular

achievement ;
geologists then drew upon " a practically

unlimited bank of time, ready to discount any quantity

of hypothetical paper." Lord Kelvin by physical reason-

ing recalled them from this unnecessary vagueness, and

put into their hands new data, ascertained by observation

of the earth's crust of just as close and valid a character

as any inspection of strata or classification of fossil

remains, but of a kind more immediately amenable to

mathematical calculation ; he called for more data from

observers, and meanwhile treated in the light of present

knowledge the data already available, just as the observ-

ing geologists had endeavoured to treat ordinary strati-

graphical facts in the light of what they perceived to

be at the present time occurring near river-mouths and

coast-lines.

And in thus discussing and drawing deductions from

terrestrial data, Sir Wm. Thomson was a true geologist.

If researches and discoveries concerning the past history

of the earth, in respect of age and temperature and

physical condition and length of day and exposure to

sunshine, are not geology, it is difficult to adduce

anything that has a right to that title. Yet Prof.

Huxley, in a peroration to an address to the

Geological Society of London in 1S69, on the sub-

ject of Sir Wm. Thomson's address to the Glasgow

Society the year before, speaks of " the cry for reform

which has been raised from without," says " the case

against us has entirely broken down," and concludes

with the comfortable assurance :
" we have exercised a

wise discrimination in declining to meddle with our

foundations at the bidding of the first passer-by who

fancies our house is not so well built as it might be.''

And another more astounding but very characteristic

sentence occurs in an earlier part of this forensic

speech :

—

"I do not suppose that at the present day any geologist

would be found to maintain absolute uniformitarianism,

to deny that the rapidity of the rotation of the earth may
be diminishing, that the sun vtay be waxing dim, or that

the earth itself may be cooling. Most of us, 1 suspect,

are Gallios, ' who care for none of these things,' being of

opinion that, true or fictitious, they have made no
practical difference to the earth, during the period of

which a record is preserved in stratified deposits."

This attitude of "not caring " for the results of scien-

tific investigation in unpopular regions, even if those

results be true, is very familiar to some of us who arc

engaged in a quest which both the great leaders in the

above-remembered controversy agree to dislike and de-

spise. It is an attitude appropriate to a company of share-

holders, it is a common and almost universal sentiment

of the noble army of self-styled " practical men," but it

15 an astonishing attitude for an acknowledged man of

science, whose whole vocation is the discovery and
leccption of new truth.
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Certain obscure facts have been" knocking at the door

of human intelligence for many centuries, and they are

knocking now, in the most scientific era the world has yet

seen. It may be that they will have to fall back dis-

appointed for yet another few centuries, it may be that

they will succeed this time in efi'ecting a precarious and
constricted right of entry ; the issue appears to depend
upon the attitude of scientific men of the present and
near future, and no one outside can help them.

I admit that it savours of presumption even to quote in

a critical spirit from the utterances of a man of Prof.

Huxley's eminence, a man who fought with surpassing

eloquence and vigour the battle of free and open inquiry

into the facts of the universe before most of us had cut

our wisdom teeth ; but having been guilty of such an act

of presumption, I propose to cap it with another : 1 shall

take permission to say how cordially we recognise the

immense service to truth and progress which has been

effected by those gladiators who, in despite of fierce hos-

tility, and in face of deadly odds, encountered and over-

came the forces of superstition and won for us who follow

so great a measure of freedom and friendly countenance

as we now enjoy.

It requires an eflTort of imagination now, or a visit to

some stagnant country town, to realise the strength

of prejudice which the evolutionary spirit of science

. ad at one time to encounter. It would ill beseem
us who are enjoying the peaceful outcome of this

struggle to regard with other than the deepest honour

those veterans who bore the burden of the fray, even

though they sometimes display their fighting front to

a left wing of earnest investigators who come heavily

marching over the bog and swamps not far removed from

those into which the conquered hosts retreated. The
morass is difficult and treacherous— it may once more be

overwhelming—but if ever secure foothold is gained, and
the mud on our clothing has time to dry, the veterans will

recognise their own colours and not the colours of their

former foes.

Returning to our immediate subject, I pick out from

the address on Geological Time the following interesting

points. The tides are a case of forced vibration in

which the natural period of free swing is longer than

that corresponding to the forced period ; consequently,

but for friction, the tidal humps are at right angles to the

line of tide-generating force. Were the free period shorter

than the forced, the tidal humps would be in the line of

force, again excepting friction ; and were the two periods

the same, the tidal humps, but for friction, would be in-

finite. The fact th.it the natural or free period is longer,

not shorter, than the lunar or solar day period, as well

as the bare fact of appreciable friction itself, aic proved

by a delay in the occurrence of spring-tide, which again

establishes the fact that the lunar tide is more accelerated

by friction than is the solar tide ; the solar being of

slightly shorter period than the lunar, and therefore

slightly more discordant with the natural swing.

The effect of friction is to accelerate the tidal phase»

and by this acceleration its amount can, or could if the

data were good enough, be estimated. It is equivalent

to a friction brake applied to the equator, and tightened

till it recjuires a total tangential force equal to the

ordinary weight of four million tons to hold it still.
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Or, if the earth be supported like a terrestrial globe

by a polar axis loo miles in diameter, that axle must

be clamped and subjected to a tangential drag of 320

million tons in order to represent the energy dissipated

by tidal friction.

Given this gigantic retarding " couple," it is surprising

to remember how slow the consequent lengthening of the

day actually is : that the earth, in fact, lags behind a

perfect time-keeper only an accumulated few seconds

—

the estimate in this book is the rather high one of

twenty-two seconds—^in the course of a century, i.e. in

the course of 36,500 rotations.

To test or detect this retardation by direct observa-

tion is, as is well known, very difficult, because the only

other time-keeper available for purposes of comparison

is the moon, and she is a very bad and complicated one.

Only by efforts of great genius has the astronomical

discovery of the diminishing speed of the earth's rota-

tion been made ; but if astronomical clocks were as per-

fect as Lord Kelvin thinks they ought to be, the observa-

tion would be comparatively easy. He looks forward to

a time when clocks will not be set by the stars, as at

present, but when the earth's motion will be rated by a

standard clock of extraordinary perfection. At present,

or at least in 1 858, "astronomical clocks are just as

great a disgrace to the mechanical genius of Europe

and America as chronometer watches are a credit."

(Incidentally a curious statement is made as to the

feasibility of working coal at enormous depths, in spite of

the presumably high temperature there—" .Suppose there

was coal, or rather charcoal, where the strata were

red hot, it might be gone into, and that with perfect

ease. All that is necessary is plenty of ventilation" : the

ventilation being conducted on the freezing-machine

principle of adiabatic expansion of previously com-

pressed air.)

Other causesaffecting the rate of the earth's rotation are

likewise considered, such as the deposition of meteoric

dust, the redistribution of polar ice and e(|uatorial water,

the shrinking of the earth by cooling. If meteoric dust,

without initial moment of momentum, were deposited at

the rate of one foot in 4000 years it would produce

the observed retardation, and likewise the acceleration

of the moon's mean motion, without aid from the tides.

On the other hand, any redistribution or accumulation

and dissipation of polar ice must be a periodic pheno-

menon, and therefore, though it may exert a distinct

effect for some cycles of years, disturbing calculations of

eclipses and such like, yet in the long run it must inte-

grate out and be inoperative. As to the accelerative

influence of thermal contraction, it is believed by the

author to be extremely small, probably not the i 6000th

part of that due to tidal friction.

Concerning the probable antecedent condition of the

matter which has fallen together to make the earth, it is

interesting to note (p. 121) that "any great degree of

relative motion of different portions of matter through

space renders the chance of their hitting one another very

small" ; it is probable, therefore, that the heat developed

by the falling together of the earth's materials arose

simply from their gravitative potential energy, which is

fairly calculable, and not from vague stores of unknown
initial motions.
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On p. 185 a statement is made with respect to Helm-
holtz' theory of solar heat, to the effect that "this con-

densation can only follow from cooling." It is rash to

question a statement allowed to stand by this author

after revision, but perhaps he would look at it again.

Surely condensation can, under some conditions, not

only generate heat but also elevate temperature ?

Towards the end of a Presidential address delivered

to the British Association at Edinburgh in 1871, the

author, while quoting with " cordial sympathy " a

couple of sentences from " The Origin of Species,"

on the subject of biological evolution, omits an inter-

vening sentence " describing briefly the hypothesis

of 'the origin of species by natural selection' because

[he] had always felt that this hypothesis does not

contain the true {i.e. doubtless the complete] theory

of evolution ... in biology. Sir John Herschel, in

expressing a favourable judgment on the hypothesis

of zoological evolution . . . objected to the doctrine

of natural selection, that it was too like the Laputan

method of making books [which it may be recol-

lected was something like this : haphazardly composing

all the type available, and hoping that of all the random

statements thus made the fittest might survive] and that

it did not sufficiently take into account a continually

guiding and controlling intelligence. This seems to me
a most valuable and instructive criticism.''

Eliminating the slightly anthropomorphic mode of ex-

pression from one sentence of this quotation, it illustrates,

what is certainly the truth, that to the interested on-

lookers from other sciences there already seemed cogent

need of a supplement to the fraction of truth contained

in Natural Selection, a supplement involving some such

treatment of the Origin of Variations as is now attempted

in Mr. Bateson's recent work.

In an address to Section A, at Glasgow, 1876, the

author goes back to geology and considers the question

of a possible shift of the earth's polar axis and of possible

temporary alterations in the length of the day, while he .

entirely repudiates and demolishes the view that the

earth's interior can be mainly or even largely liquid.

His conclusion from the whole of tidal phenomena is

that the earth is now extremely rigid and must be practi-

cally solid all through.

He nevertheless contemplates with equanimity New-
comb's bold hypothesis, based on the lunar theory and

on apparent irregularities in the moon's motions, that

the earth actually went slow and lost seven seconds

between 1S50 and 1S62, and then went fast and gained

eight seconds from 1862 to 1S72. Lord Kelvin tentatively

explains the conceivable possibility of this acceleration

by possible changes in the earth's shape, as detectable by

changes in sea-level.

"A settlement of 14 centimetres in the equatorial

regions, with corresponding rise of 28 centimetres at

the poles (which is so slight as to be absolutely undis-

coverable in astronomical observatories, and which would

involve no change of sea-level absolutely disproved by
reduction of tidal observations hitherto made), would
suffice. Such settlements must occur from time to time

;

and a settlement of the amount suggested might result

from the diminution of centrifugal torce due to 150 or

200 centuries' tidal retardation of the earth's rotational

speed."
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A paper on Geological Climate continues what we

are treating as the geological portion of the volume

under review. One of the chief subjects therein discussed

is the probable cause of the warm Arctic climate once ex-

perienced, so that not only are remains of forest trees

found within fifteen degrees of the North Pole, with

every evidence of their having grown there, and that not

so very long ago, but the return of the Arctic expedition

in 1876 brought "evidences of a very warm climate,

probably as warm as we have it now in the tropics,

within nine degrees of the North Pole" !

For explanation, at any rate of the more moderate pine-

forest temperature, we are told to look in the direction

indicated by Lyell's twelfth chapter, viz. to a redistribu-

tion of land and water.

The Arctic Ocean is a land-locked sea, and the effect

of the surrounding coasts is to hem the ice in and prevent

free oceanic circulation, while the land itself serves to

receive and accumulate snow wherewith to load the

neighbouring sea with a thin layer of surface ice.

But now lower the land 2000 feet: the sea would

be open, but for a few islands, and the water would be

deep enough for plenty of warm currents to flow in,

sufficient to clear the ice away and keep it clear. Even

now the ice seems to be only 5 feet thick, evidently melt-

ing away underneath. It is asserted that the climate of

a small island in an iceless circumpolar sea would be

probably " temperate and free from frost except in

hollows." Considering all the defences, the heat-

capacity of moist air, the formation of dew, and so on,

it appears that the same defences as protect a large

continent in temperate zones from destructive cold

during a summer night, would "prevent even so much as

hoar-frost on a small island at the very pole during its

whole winter six months' night, if it were surrounded by

a deep ocean with no land to obstruct .free circulation

between it and tropical seas."

And in the other direction Lord Kelvin agrees that the

simplest cause of the glaciation of India is some 15,000

feet extra elevation. But at the same time " the astro-

nomical cause invoked by Herschel must have had, and

must now have, its effect," the well-known fact, namely,

of the varying distance of the sun, and the periodic coin-

cidences of its least distance with the northern summer.

The sometimes postulated shift of the earth's axis to

account for changes in climate does not satisfy Lord
Kelvin ; he says that there is no evidence, either

geological or astronomical, for any considerable shifting

of the position of the poles. As to the warmer climate

evidenced all over the earth at one time ; underground

heat is often appealed to, but it is hopelessly inadequate,

it can never have sensibly influenced the climate during

the period of the stratified rocks. " The earth might be

a globe of white hot iron covered with a crust of rock

2000 feet, or there might be an ice-cold temperature within

50 feet of the surface, yet the climate could not on that

account be sensibly different from what it is, or the soil

be sensibly more or less genial than it is for the roots

of trees or smaller plants."

The simple and in every way "almost infinitely prob-

able" hypothesis to account for past high temperature is

(/ warmer sun.

Persons who are inclined to imagine a future limit to
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the duration of life on the earth as in any way dependent

on a failure in the supply of heat from below, will do welt

to note the above strong pronouncement.

The next essay, on "The Internal Condition of the

Earth," asserts that on the meteoric theory the earth

would once have been just about molten throughout, by
reason of the heat of its own formation ; but subsequent

occurrences must depend on whether solid rock sinks or

swims in molten rock. Definite experimental information

on this fundamental point appears to be still wanting,

but so many facts show that the earth is rigid, that

practically the author seems to have little doubt but that

it would sink. He is careful to point out, however, that

the crude notion sometimes met with of a rise of tem-

perature in arithmetic progression at different depths in

the crust is certainly false. The law of increase is an

asymptotic one, and the temperature at the centre need

not be higher than two or three thousand degrees. He
denies altogether the intensely high temperature often

imagined, and thus has no difficulty in accepting the

solidity and rigidity otherwise indicated.

Some ingenious arithmetical calculations attempted ir>

Dr. Croll's book on Climate and Time, form the subject of

the next paper, on "Polar ice-caps and their influence in

changing sea-levels." It is interesting to know that if

the ocean were of quicksilver instead of water, it would
not spread over the earth as it does, but would accumu-
late itself entirely at one side. The stability of the

ocean depends on the low specific gravity of sea-water

as compared with earth. Now, any great piling of

material over a large area, such for instance as over the

gigantic Antarctic continent, would have the effect of

drawing by gravitation some of the ocean toward itself,

and thereby lowering the sea-level all over the rest of the

earth. And if the material so piled up were itself ice,

having been withdrawn by distillation from the ocean

itself, the fall of level would be greater still. By the

formation of an ice-cap on the Antarctic continent, twelve

miles thick, an immense change of sea-level can be pro-

duced ; the amount of lowering thereby caused in

distant parts of the globe being differently estimated

as 3S0 feet, 650 feet, 1 14.0 feet, and 2000 feet.

But Lord Kelvin denies the possibility of a coat of ice

twelve miles thick, such as Dr. Croll postulates ; the.

pseudo-viscosity of ice forbids it ; but suppose it only

a quarter-mile, suppose the thickness varied by 1200 feet

from some cause, the area of the Antarctic continent is

something like ,'„th of the whole earth, and so, if such a

coat of ice melted ofl^ it, the sea-level all over the world

would rise twenty-five feet,—sufficient to make many
important changes.

The greatest permissible thickness of ice at the South

Pole seems to be about iS,ooo feet, such a height as that

with a gradual slope could stand ; and a comparatively

small fluctuation in its thickness would have very im-

portant geological results. What the actual condition of

affairs now is at the .South Pole can only be settled by an

Antarctic expedition, of which the feasibility and import-

ance are now in some quarters being seriously considered.

The thickness of the ice-cap would depend on the

annual snowfall and on the rate of viscous sliding down.

The internal heat of the earth has nothing to do wiih the

problem—the underground heat could not melt a niilli-
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metre of ice thickness per annum. It is singulir that

an increase in the southern ice-cap tends to increase that

of the northern also, by lowering the level of the ocean,

and so retarding circulation. Any cause which lessened

the Antarctic ice-cap would moderate the rigour of the

extreme northern climate, and tend to warm the .Arctic

Ocean.

So much for the first half of the book under review.

The remaining half will be treated in another article.

Oliver J. Lodge.

ELEMENTARY METEOROLOGY.
Elementary Meteorology. By William Morris Davis,

Professor of Physical Geography in Harvard College.

(Boston, U.S.A. : Ginn and Co., 1894.)

THE necessity for the production of text-books would

seem to diminish with lapse of time, but the

examination of publishers' catalogues discloses no

diminution in their numbers. If there be any excuse for

the writing of new text-books in any branch of science,

it might be found in those at present unformed depart-

ments, like meteorology, where well-directed and syste-

matic inquiry is constantly enlarging the boundaries of

knowledge by the addition of new facts, or the discovery of

fresh grounds for the acceptance of facts not yet admitted

as demonstrated truths. The science of meteorology is

not like that of mathematics, which immediately displays

its power, and has nothing to hope or fear from passing

time ; but appealing as it does to observation and ex-

perience, its progress must be gradual and comparative.

And if any one be entitled to write text-books, it is those

who having been engaged practically in teaching have

felt a particular want to be ill-supplied, and who feel

themselves qualified by their office and minute acquaint-

ance with the subject to remedy the defect. For these

reasons we may w'elcome the appearance of Prof. Davis'

work on "Elementary Meteorology,' which originally

intended for those engaged in the earlier years of college

study, and with whom the author has been brought much
into contact, may well be read by others, who wish to

keep themselves acquainted with the more recently-

acquired facts concerning the behaviour and the pro-

cesses of atmospheric circulation, in fact. Prof. Davis

has had both classes of readers in his mind, as he has

prepared this work ; and further,, recognising how many
in his own country are more or less intimately connected
with the national and state weather services, he has

endeavoured to supply them with a well-digested treatise

which may be a supplement to the meagre but precise

instructions issued to observers under official authority.

It is not to a text-book of this character that one goes

to learn the present position of the more speculative side

of meteorology, and since the author excludes from his

programme purely mathematical discussion, some of the

more recondite inquiries cannot be treated. The quali-

ties that we should look for in a book intended primarily

for college students, are exactness of facts and expression,

lucidity of description, and orderly consecutive arrange-

ment, carrying the student gradually forward to complete
knowledge of the subject, within the limits proposed by
the author. And, supposing this to have been the aim
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of the writer, it seems to have been admirably fulfilled.

A text-book embracing the views and the experience of

others cannot hope to be original, but it should be

thorough, and this on the whole is the opinion we have

conceived of the book.

In a few short chapters, we have a description of the

atmosphere as a whole, and of the forces that are con-

tinually operative, giving rise, by the succession of day and

night and summer and winter, to vertical interchanging

currents whose behaviour under varying conditions and

circumstances embraces the whole province of meteoro-

logy. Having thus prepared the way by sufficient refer-

ence to the physical processes which influence the tem-

perature of the earth as a whole, it might have been ex-

pected that the author would have proceeded naturally to

the consideration of local temperatures, and a more minute

division of his subject. But, unfortunately, he delays the

progress by the introduction of a chapter on the colour of

the sky. Doubtless the author can defend himself, but

to us, it appears an interruption of the orderly develop-

ment of the subject, and a defect in the arrangement

of the work. It is, however, the only distinct blemish to

which we shall have to refer in the plan and conception

of the book. We should suspect that the subject of the

colour of the sky has had great attraction for Prof.

Davis, and that he has over-valued its importance in a

book of this nature. But having surmounted that diffi-

culty, there is nothing to stop the consideration of tem-

perature, its measurement, its distribution, and the

causes affecting its disturbance, either as a whole by

the obliquity of the earth's axis, or locally as by ocean

currents, &c. All this is very admirably arranged ; and

here we may say a word for the sufficiency and clearness

of the diagrams. Prof. Davis has apparently had access

to a very admirable and complete collection, and his

selections are judicious and well illustrative of the points

under discussion.

From isotherms the transition to isobars is easy and

natural, and though we cannot expect anything original

in the description of a barometer, the quality of thorough-

ness to which we have before alluded is again illustrated.

The author does not recommend the correction of the

individual readings of the barometer to the sea-level, a

practice which is falling more and more into disuse. Un-
fortunately a definition of sea-level, as understood in

.\merica, is not given, at least where we expected to find

it. We doubt whether many English readers could

supply a correct definition, but the expression may be

perfectly clear on the other side of the .'Vtlantic.

Proceeding as far as possible with the discussion of

barometric readings, revealing the varying distribution

of pressures, the author finds it necessary to introduce

the subject of the observation and distribution of the

winds. This we consider absolutely in its right place,

and assists the gradual progress materially. On the

subject of the reduction of wind observations the informa-

tion is certainly meagre. Wind observations offer one of

the most complicated problems in meteorology, one cer-

tainly out of the range of the ordinary college student,

and this may be a sufficient apology for the author.

Here, too, we should have looked for some reference to

the recent work of Prof. Langley, indicative of both the

difficulty of making exact observations of velocity, and
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of the important results that may be expected from a

complete discussion. Hut the author is more intent upon

describing the general effects of wind circulation as

affected by the rotation of the earth, before proceeding to

partial and local disturbances. Of course, in this section,

the author follows Ferrel, and without employing mathe-

matical illustration, succeeds in fairly well placing before

the student an outline of the essential features that mark
the work of his distinguished countryman.

This gradual progress of the book seems to throw the

question of rain and precipitation far into the work. No
inconvenience arises from this, though in many minds,

not necessarily scientific, the subject of rain is considered

the most important factinconnection with meteorological

science. Prof. Davis, however, is not to be hurried. He
wishes to approach the subject of cyclones and local

storms, and as these are more or less accompanied with

rainfall, he finds it necessary, in pursuance of his scheme,

to clear away the general features connected with the

moisture of the atmosphere, including clouds, dew, frost,

and the various forms in which we find water precipitated.

In connection with cloud observation, a simple method is

mentioned of determining the direction and velocity of

cloud movement, which might be worthy of more syste-

matic trial than, it is believed, has yet been accorded to

it. The method consists in noting the path of the reflec-

tion of a cloud in a horizontal mirror, in which the

observer looks through an eye-piece that remains fixed

during the observation. If the eye-piece is placed so that

the reflection of a certain part of the cloud falls at the

centre of the mirror, and after a few seconds a radial

arm is turned so as to bring its edge on the position then

taken by the cloud, the edge ol the arm will lie parallel

to the cloud's motion, on the admissible assumption that

the cloud is drifting in a horizontal plane, (pp. 181-2.) A
slight addition to the apparatus permits the ready appre-

ciation of the relative velocity of the cloud drift, far

better than can be estimated by the eye alone.

Having dealt with the general subject of rain and
clouds, the author is in a position to treat of cyclonic

storms, thunderstorms and tornadoes, and the more
violent interruptions of meteorological phenomena. The
reason for this section, interesting as it is, being sand-

wiched in between the description of clouds, &c., and
the causes and distribution of rainfall is, however, not so

clear. The author probably did not wish to have a

greater separation than possible between his chapter on
winds and that on cyclones; but we think it would have

been better to have finished the subject of rainfall before

returning to the motion of the atmosphere. But the writer

is clearing the way for the consideration of the " weather,"
" weather prediction," and climate, with which his book
ends. On the subject of weather forecasts, Prof. Davis

does not take a very hopeful view. We believe that our

authorities at Victoria Street look with a certain degree

of satisfaction on the results of their predictions. They
are able to point to a percentage of some yo per cent,

of successes, and as far as is known, they, and the public

too, consider their existence justified, liut listen to Prof.

Davis :
—"The number of stations has grown, and their

equipment has been materially improved; the accuracy

of various processes preparatory to charting has been
increased ; a vast body of information has been accu-
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mulated for study relative to the kinds and changes of

weather ; various predicting officers have had extended
practice in their art, and while the forecasts are truly

made for longer periods than they were at first, and are

certainly superior in definiteness and accuracy to those

issued twenty years ago, their improvement is not so

great as was hoped for. Mistakes in prediction are still

made, and of much the same kind as at the beginning of

the service." (p. 325.)

In laying aside this book, which we have read with .,

pleasure, and heartily commend to the student, one word of ''

caution may not be unnecessary to the English reader.

The book is written for American students, and the use

of "our " and " us" is apt to be a little confusing. For 11

instance, "our" damp winter north-easters (p. 145) will 1

scarcely apply to "our" climate, and the statement

(p. 269) "that in the sixyears 1S85-1S90 there were 2233
buildings set on fire by lightning in this country," is one

which must be considered in connection with the area of

the country to which it applies. W. E. P.

THE WEALDEN FLORA.
Catalogue of the Mesosoic Plants in the Department of

Geology, British Museum. Part I. Thallopliyta—

Pteridophyta. By A. C. Seward, M.A., F.G.S.

(London : Printed by order of the Trustees, 1894..)

THIS hand-book serves to show how interesting a

monograph of all that is known regarding this li

mysterious formation would prove. In the folds of the

Wealden we imagine the secret of the evolution ol

angiosperms must be locked. It is as if we stood at the

mouth of a great river flowing from an unexploreil

interior, whose flotsam we anxiously interrogate for clues

as to the nature of the unknown hinterland ; yet nothing

reaches us from beyond the coast-belt, which we have

already explored. The Weaklen flora is in fact so

meagre that it is hard to regard the formation as

fluviatile, and one is tempted to believe that it was

formed in some brackish lake into which the spoils of

the land were rarely drifted.

The first pages afford a comparison of the plants of

the English Wealden with those of other countries, but

that any of the formations included, especially from

beyond Western Europe, are really contemporaneous,

must be open to doubt. None of them, however, with

trifling exceptions, contain any indications of the

presence of angiosperms. Another remarkable fact is

the extraordinary geographical range of the English

species, only ten out of thirty being peculiar to this

country, and these are the most poorly represented. \
perhaps unavoidable drawback, to this book and former

ones of the series, is that they change established nomen-

clature so greatly as to render preceding lists of British

fossils useless.

A new term, Algiles, designates the markings which

probably represent Alga:. A rather widely distributed

Cliiira and a new species under Marchtntitcs are

important acquisitions ; as are the three species of

Equisctum with tuberous roots, of which one is new.

These tubers show that some description of fruit could

have been preserved if they had ever been present.

The bulk of the volume is taken up with the Ferns,

which are fairly, perhaps ovcrcautiously, treated. The
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time-honoured Splietwpteris Manielli, with an enormous

range, becomes Onychiopsis, representing Oiiychium.

A second British form is identified with one hailing from

Japan and China ; and a new and pretty Acrostichum,

described as Acrostichopteris, completes the list assigned

to the vast family of the Polypodiacecv. Tree ferns are

more abundant. A remarkable and oft-described species

will probably find its final resting-place in Matonidiuin,

where it was first placed by Schenk. Another, known from

the trunk only, is described under the scarcely satisfac-

tory name Protopteris, Presl., preferred by the author

to Caulopteris. With its marked affinities, it would have

been convenient if this, and perhaps two other species,

had been given a generic name suggesting relationship

with Dicksonia.

Spltenopteris is further dismembered by the reference,

with a query, of S. Gappcrti to the Schizacea, a family so

well represented in the newer Cretaceous and Eocene

rocks. It seems again somewhat unfortunate that this

species should have received a new generic nam. (under

cover, perhaps, of the query) which in no way reveals its

presumably strong affinities with Anemia. If nomen-
clature is to be an aid instead of a stumbling-block,

meaningless names should be prohibited. In this

particular case Mr. Rufford did not even discover

the species, and Ruffordia as a generic name will

probably disappear when the highly probable close

relationship is incontestably established. Moreover, the

author's desire to pay Mr. Rufford a well-earned compli-

ment could have been easily gratified among the " genera

which afford no trustworthy evidence as to their affinities

with existing families," which follow on. Of species fall-

ing under this head six are placed in Brongniart's Chido-

phlebis, a provisional genus adopted by some of the best

palaeobotanists. Two species, one new and the other

renamed, represent Sphenopteris. The old Loiichopteris

ManlcUi becomes Weichsclia. It is an abundant but

distinctly brittle fern, which may prove to be a Glc!che?ita,

. species so abundant in the newer Cretaceous that it

v-ould hardly be unrepresented in the Wealden. The re-

maining forms comprise a number of interesting frag-

ments, the Oleander-like Taniopteris, Sagenopleris, two

urious net-veined h3.^n\tn\.%, Dutyophyllum and Micro-

dictyon, new to the Wealden of England, and which might

have come from the Eocene, so closely do they agree.

These suffice, at all events, to show that if we could only

meet with some fairly representative leaf-beds, such as

abound in newer formations, the Wealden would yield a

flora, both varied, and of enormous interest. The descrip-

tions conclude with a sufficiently exhaustive discussion

of the affinities of tliat difiicult fossil Endogenitcs crosa,

which the majority appear agreed to place in Tempskya-
This, by the by, as an arborescent fern, would have
more properly followed the Cyathea:.

The whole result shows that a few species which grew on
or near where they are found are abundant in the Wealden,
while the rest are rare and fragmentary. A large propor-

tion possessed separate fertile pinnas, a character main-
tained in ancient fern-life down to the Tertiaries, and
judging from the preponderance of ferns, the Wealden
must be still reckoned in the age of Cryptogams. The
next part, dealing with Gymnosperms, will be awaited
with interest.
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OUR BOOK SHELF.
A Monograph of Lichens found in Britaiti ; being a

Descriptive Catalogue of the Species in the Herbarium
of the British Museum. By the Rev. James M.
Crombie, M.A., F.L.S., F.G.S., &c. Part I. (London :

Printed by order of the Trustees, 1894.)

Mr. Crombie'.s monograph of the British lichens, of

which the volume before us forms the first half, is a
valuable addition to that splendid series which, issued

by the order of the Trustees, form the " Catalogues" of

the vast collections preserved in the British Museum.
Botanists will welcome Mr. Crombie's book, for not-

withstanding the works of Leighton and others, the

lichens have for the most part been treated with singular

neglect. Nor need we seek very far, perhaps, for the

reason of this ; their isolation, and the tedious difficulties

connected with the task of dealing minutely with the

group, have all tended to restrain people from a pursuit

which is further hedged about with a formidable and un-

wieldy terminology. Other problems more immediately
awaiting, or at least inviting, solution, have attracted the

majority of investigators, and this notwithstanding the

splendid results yielded by the researches of Schwendener
and others into the real nature of these plants. And yet

the disregard into which the study of lichens has fallen

is really not deserved. It is even possible that a clue to

the physiological solution of some of the most interesting

questions of morphology may ultimately be found
amongst these very plants, which from their composite
nature can be constructed or altered at the will of the

investigator.

It must, however, be admitted that the taxonomy of

lichens is not altogether an inviting study, and Mr.
Crombie has rendered a great service in lessening the

actual difficulties which necessarily have to be encoun-
tered. He begins by providing a glossary (which we
think might with advantage have been more extensive),

and then, after a synopsis and a conspectus of the groups
and genera, occupying a dozen pages in all, he enters at

once on the main body of the work.
The diagnoses are extremely good and, in so far

as we have tested them, accurate and distinctive. We
cannot, however, help wishing that some stand could
have been made against the practice of using incorrect,

though possibly conveni'ent, " chemical " formulas {e.g.

CaCl for chloride of lime) to denote the reagents so
often used in determining the dift'erent species.

Those who are familiar with the literature will recog-
nise Nylander's influence through the book as a whole,
and we do not hesitate to express our satisfaction at

this ; indeed, in a systematic treatise it is perhaps
impossible for some of Nylander's own definitions to be
improved on.

Perhaps the only parts of the book which are at all

suggestive of weakness, are the illustrations. These
are frequently rather diagrammatic, but at the same
time we venture to think they are sometimes not as clear
as they might have been, and the impressions are
unfortunately not seldom lacking in sharpness and
definition. Of course the actual preparations of lichens
are often neither very clear nor particularly illuminating

;

but these are precisely the defects which admit of remedy
in a diagram or a figure. Apart, however, from this

point, the book deserves the very highest praise, and its

great merits will assuredly cause it to occupy a distin-

guished and a permanent position in the literature of
hchens.

Travels in a Tree-top. By Charles Conrad Abbott.
Pp. 208. (London: Elkin Mathews and John Lane,
1S94.)

The naturalist with poetic fancy, who sees beauty in

"all that run, that swim, that fly, that crawl," and pub-
lishes his feelings in writings more or less after the style
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of Richard Jefferies, is very much abroad just now.

Sometimes he is more poet than naturalist, but he is

always a lover of nature, and though his interpretations

are often lacking in scientific accuracy, his observations

are generally worth putting on record. Dr. .Abbott

belongs to this class of nature's disciples. Systematic

science has no charms for him. He prefers rather to

roam the fields and woods, and watch life in all its vary-

ing moods and motions. Ensconced in the branches of a

high tree, he has seen sights never vouchsafed to mortals

with more limited horizons. He has watched the build-

ing of nests, and his observations on the method of work-

ing are as valuable as they are interesting. The foot-

prints of various birds, the sinuous traces made by
mussels and water-snakes on the ripple-washed sand of

a sea-shore, and an infinite variety of similar im-

pressions, have furnished him with objects of study.

These are the kind of topics treated in the book, the

scene of which, judging from internal evidence, is in

Maryland. For the most part, the reading is plea-

sant'gossip, free from rhapsody and tiresome platitude.

The title does not, however, clearly express the character

of the contents, for it only refers to one of the seventeen

papers which make up the volume.

The publishers are famed for their tasteful editions in

belles-lettres, and they have done their best to give an

esthetic value to Dr. Abbott's musings on sundry

phenomena.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

[The Editor aofs not hold hinnet/ resfionuble for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake

to return, or to correspond with )he writers of, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part o/Naturb.
No notice is taken ofanonymous comnunicatio>is.]

The Electrification of Air.

As attention is called to this subject by the paper, by Lord

Kelvin and Mr. Magnus Maclean, in Nature for July 19 (p. 2S0),

it may be worth while to point out that two distinct questions,

which it is important should not be confused, arise as to the

electrification of air. The first question is whelher an electric

charge can be given to a quantity ofdust-free air? In other words,

whelher a gas can get into a condition in which it can carry a

charge of electricity ? The evidence derived from the electrifica-

tion obser\cd in vacuum tubes, &c., seems almost conclusive in

favour of an affirmative answer to this question, which is the one

considered by Lord Kelvin. The second and quite different ques-

tion is whelher this electrification of the gas is possible unless

same of the gas is in a special state, such, for example, as would

l>e produced if some of the molecules were split up into atoms ?

To adopt a definite theory, for the sake of pulling the question

clearly ; Is the electricity in the charged gas carried by molecules

or atoms ?

It was the second of these questions, not the first, which I dis-

cussed in my " Recent Researches in Electricity and Mag-
netism," under the heading "Can a molecule of a gas be

clearified?" The ultimate fate of a charged drop of water,

alluded to by Lord Kelvin and Prof Elihu Thomson, is, as far

as I can sec, not in any way inconsistent with the view which I

advocated, that the molecule of a gas can not be electrified. For
take the case of a drop of water impure enough to be regarded

as an eleclrolytc, and suppose it negatively electrified. The
negative charge will lie carried by oxygen ions or atoms ; thus,

if it were possible to cvajiorate all the walcr aw,ay, the electricity

would be left on these atoms, and there would be no charge on
either the molecules of water or air. On the other hand, ihc fact

that the water mrjlccules escape from the electrified surface

without any electrification, seems in favour of the view that the

water molecutci can not be electrified. Again, it is worth

rememb-rrinc; that a square centimetre of surface, immersed in air

at tl.
! temperature and pressure, is struck by about

10'' per secon 1 ; yet such a surface will retain for

hour,, will nit scosible loss, a charge of electricity, which, as we
kaow from the electrolytic properties of liquids and gases, could
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be cirried by a few thousand millions of particles if these were
to receive such a charge as the atoms of the gas are able to
carry. J. J. Thomson.

Cambridge, July 20.

"Testacella Haliotoidea," Drap.

In Nature for the 5th inst. Mr. J. Lloyd- Hozward has a
note headed "Testacella haliotoidea," of which slug he says
that "specimens are not infrequently collected in asparagus-
beds, as are also those of the much rarer T. sciiluhnn."

It will be allowed that the latter specie> is often found in

such places, those recently recorded from Buckhurst Hill, for

instance (Essex NaluralisI, vol. vii. 1S93, p. 46), but excep-

tion may be taken to the statement that Testacella senIulurn,
.Sow., is much rarer than Testacella haliotoidea, Drap.—in fact,

it would seem that the opposite is the case.

Until recently every British example of the genus not refer-

able to Testacella maugei, Fi-r., was called haliotoidea : however,
the late Mr. Charles Ashford in 18S5 pointed out to Mr. J. \V.

Taylor that there were anatomical differences between the form
that seventy years before had been called .ti «/«/«;» by Sowerby,
and the typical haliotoidea. The figures in Mr. Taylor's paper

(Journal of Concholog)', 1S8S, p. 337), which was the outcome of

this, were not altogether convincing, and the present writer, in

some remarks to the Linnean Society (June 1S93), on the

method of feeding in Sowerby 's species (see Zoolos^ist, Augus'

1893) thought it advisable to endorse Mr. Taylor's statemenl-

from his own observations. Again, in the following July, Mr.
Walter E. CoUinge (.Annals and Magazine of Xalural History')

gave some very clear figures and descriptions of some
anatomical details of the genus, ably supplementing Mr. Ash-

ford's work.
Now that the specific distinctness of Testacella scutulnm i~

beginning to be recognised, the records for this species arc

getting numerous, while those for haliotoidea are apparently

dwindling, doubt being thrown on existing records, and, as can

easily be foreseen, supposed localities having to be struck

out in favour of the allied form, .\lmost all the shells of this

genus preserved in the British Collection at South Kensington,

on running through them with Mr. Edgar Smith, turned out to

belong to Testacella scutulum.

Mr. Bozward's record of Testaulla haliotoidea is interesting,

as Tate's list of counties can hardly be reliable now, a citalogue

of localities as exhaustive as that given for the other species by

Mr. Taylor, in his paper, already referred to, would be most

useful. The following are a few records which the writer has

been able to lay his hand-; upon, at short notice, for the true

haliotoidea.

Horsham.—The first specimen which Mr. Taylor sent to Mr
Ashford, which was really this species, was from her.

(letter to the writer).

Oxiord.—Mr. Taylor mentions having a specimen from Prof.

Poulton (in his paper on T. scutulum).

Chepstow.—Mr. Taylor mentions this locality (letter to the

writer).

Yorkshire and Cornwall. —Mr. CoUinge had his specimens

chiefly from these counties (letter to the writer).

Ireland.—Ur. Scharff gives Youghal, co. Cork (in "Irish

Land and Freshwater Mollusca," Irish A'aluralist,

1892).

Kew.—The writer collected specimens in the Royal Gardens

some years ago. Wilfred Mark \Vi-:iiii.

Biological Laboratory, Chelmsford, July 19.

Two Arctic Expeditions in One Day.

The 7th of July was memorable as the date of sailing of two

Arctic expeditions, one from St. John's, Newfoundland, the

other from New York. The steamer Falcon, having set out from

New York in June, and touched at St. John's.madc its final de-

parture from that point for Bowdoin Bay, Inglefield Ciulf,

Greenland, having on board the Peary auxiliary expedition,

the intention being to convey Lieut. Peary and his twelve com-

panions b.ack to the United States in Septemlicr, after their

twelve months' sojourn in the Arctic regions. The Falcon was

saluted in passing by the British man-of-war Cleopatra.

The expedition will be gone about ten weeks. Cary Island,

Cape York, and Clarence Head will be visited. Various
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scientific work will be pursued, including the study of glacier

systems.

The iron steamer Miranda, chartered by Dr. Frederick A.

Cook, of Brooklyn, sailed from New York the same afternoon

with a party of fifty men of science and pleasure-seekers. Labra-

dor and thesvest coast of Greenland will be visited. Several of the

party will remain in Greenland to prosecute scientific researches.

The steamer will then goto Melville Bay, and perhaps visit the

quarters of Peary and other explorers, returning about the

middle of September.
Among the passengers were ten Eskimo, who had been

stationed in the Eskimo camp at the World's Fair in Chicago
last year, and are returning home. Wm. H. Hale.

Brooklyn.

Rearing of Plaice.

In N.4TLRE of July 12 (p. 251), there is an interesting note

on the rearing of larval plaice at Plymouth, by Mr. J T.
Cunningham, in which it is mentioned that they have been
reared to the age of thirty-seven days ; but it is not stated how
long the incubation went on. It may be interesting to say that

at the Fishery Board's Marine Hatchery, at Dunbar, I succeeded
in preserving many millions of larval plaice from tweniy-four to

thirty-three days, counting from the time of fertilisation ; and
some were reared in jars for longer. On one occasion I kept
them in a thriving condition to the forty-seventh day after im-

pregnation of the eggs, at which age they were carried away by
an accidental overflow. The eggs were fertilised on April 3,

hatched on April 19, and larvae reared until May 20, when the

accident occurred. A description in full will be given in the

Fishery Board's report. Harald Dannevig.
Fishery Board's Marine Hatchery, Dunbar, July 17.

Absence of Butterflies.

Referring to "Delta's" note, I may say that in the fine

weather which we had here in April, the small tortoise-shell

butterfly appeared more numerously than ever I had witnessed it

at that season, or indeed at any time. I recollect counting a dozen
at one time on a small bush of Andromeda jloribunda, then in

flower. Many of them were on wing in the latter days of
March, alighting on the willow blossoms. With the fall of tem-
perature in May they disappeared, and only in these recent warm
days of July have I again seen them. The first white butterfly

of the season was seen here April 21, the glowworm on June
23 (three weeks later than last year), and the horse-fly. Hippo-
liosca equina, on June 28. J. Shaw.
Tynron, Dumfriesshire.

THE OXFORD MEETING OF THE BRITISH
ASSOCIATION.

WE regret to announce that -Mr. W. H. White, C.B.,

will be unable, through ill-health, to give the
evening lecture on " Steam Navigation at High Speeds,"
announced for Thursday, August 9. The Council of the
Association has secured the services of Dr. J. W.
Gregory to fill his place, and we believe that the
title of Dr. (Gregory's lecture will be " Experiences and
Prospects of African Exploration."

During the past week further information has come to

band as to the work in some of the Sections. In Section
C (Geology) the President, Dr. L. Fletcher, will deal in

his address with the progress of mineralogy since Dr.
Whewell's report was presented in 1832. Prof. Green
will read a paper on the geology of the country round
Oxford, with special reference to the places to be visited
during the excursions. Prof Boyd Dawkins will con-
tribute several papers, including one on the probable
range of Coal Measures under the newer rocks of Oxford-
shire. Amongst others are papers by Mr. H. A. Miers,
on a new method of measuring crystals ; by Mr. E. P.

Culverwell, on an examination of Croll'sand Hall's theory
of Ice Ages and Glacial Epochs ; Mr. W. \V. Watts, on
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barytes in Keuper sandstone ; Dr. H. Hicks, on some
Lacustrine deposits of the Glacial Period in Middlesex ;

and Dr. J. Anderson, on some volcanic subsidences in

the North of Iceland. There will be a joint meeting of

Sections C and H, to discuss the implements of the

plateau gravels and their bearing on the antiquity of

man.
In Section G (Mechanical Science), the President,

Prof. A. B. W. Kennedy, will deal in his address with

modern mechanical training, constructive and critical.

Sir Frederick Bramwell will read a paper on Thursday,
August 9, on Steam Locomotion on Common Roads. On
the Friday there is to be a joint discussion with Section

A, on Integrators, Harmonic Analysers, and Integraphs,

and their applications to physical and engineering

problems. This discussion will be opened by Prof. O.
Henrici, who is expected to exhibit some valuable models
and instruments. On the same day, Lord Kelvin will

read a paper on the resistance experienced by solids

moving through fluids, which will be followed by a dis-

cussion on Flight. Other papers, by Prof. Fuller, Mr.
FitzMaurice, and Mr. H. Davey, will follow. On the

Saturday, Sir A. Noble, F.R.S., will open with a valuable

paper on the measurement of pressures in gun bores ;

and other papers, by Mr. B. Donkin and Mr. J. Kenwood,
will follow. The Monday will be devoted to electrical

questions, and among others Mr. W. H. Preece will give

two papers on Signalling without Wires, and on the

Efficiency of Glow Lamps. On the Tuesday, several

papers of mechanical engineering interest will be read

by Prof. Unwin, Mr. J. Swinburne, Prof. Capper, and
Prof. Hudson Beare.

The programme of Section H (Anthropology) is

already a large one, including nearly fifty reports and
papers of great interest. Amongst these are papers by
Mr. Lionel Decle, on the native tribes of Africa between
the Zambesi and Uganda ; Dr. A. B. Meyer, on the

distribution of the N egritos ; M. Emile Cartailhac, on the

art and industry of the Troglodytes of Bruniquel (France),

and two other communications; Mr. J. Theodore Bent,

on the natives of the Hydramoot ; Count Goblet
d'Alviella, on recent discoveries in prehistoric archae-

ology in Belgium ; Prof. Max Lohest, on observations

relative to the antiquity of man in Belgium ; Mr. Arthur
Evans, on the discovery of a new hieroglyphic system
and pre-Phoenician script in Crete ; and Prof. J. Kollmann,
on pygmies in Europe. It must be understood that where
dates have been given above, they are only provisional,

and that the order in which the papers are to be read is

hable to alteration before and during the meeting, due
notice of which will be given in the daily journal.

Section I (Physiology) will meet in the fine Physio-

logical Laboratory of the L'niversity adjoining the

Museum; and, judging from the number and<interesting

character of the communications which have been
already promised, its launch into independent existence

should prove most successful. A very large number of

the physiologists of Great Britain have announced their

intention of being present, and, in addition, the President

of the Section, Prof. Schafer, will have the support of

several distinguished foreign physiologists, amongst
whom are Prof. Chauveau (of Paris), Prof. Hermann (of

Konigsberg), Prof Engelmann (of Utrecht), Prof. Heger
(of Brussels), and Prof. Gaule (of Zurich).

The programme of local arrangements is drawn up,

but owing to alterations being required, consequent on
the withdrawal of Mr. W. H. White's lecture, and other

causes, it will not be ready for distribution before the

beginning of next week.
'rhe Local Secretaries desire to give notice that all

communications should be addressed to them at the

British Association Office, the Examination Schools,

Oxford, and not to the University Museum, as hereto-

fore.
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BIG GAME SHOOTING}
\17HILE partridges and pheasants, and even hares
* ' and rabbits (in spite of the Ground Game Hill)

continue to increase and multiply, to the delight of the

ordinary sportsman, there can be no doubt that the

supply of what is termed " big game " is rapidly

and seriously diminishing year by year. In North
America the bison or "buffalo'' is extinct as a wild

animal, and the wapiti is hardly to be met with any-

where within reach. In Europe the steinbock has

entirely disappeared, and the chamois is found only in

cenain districts where it has been carefullv preserved.

Cashmere, formerly the happy hunting-ground of the

Indian officer, is now nearly cleared out, and it is very

hard work, we are told, to get one decent " head '' of

barasingha or ibe.\ in a whole season. As for Africa,

the whole of the easily accessible country has been swept

clean by the host of" big game" shooters, and it is only

authority upon the game of the Caucasus and Western
America. The names of Baker, Oswell. Jackson, Pike, and
Selous are well known to sportsmen all over the world as
those of ardent and intrepid hunters of the past and pre-

sent generation. In thepresont work they have all made
excellent contributions to the common stock of know-
ledge on the subject ; but, as is usually the case where
five or six people join together in writing one book, there

is perhaps a little want of a uniform system in the com-
bined product. We may even venture to hint that a

little judicious compression and excision might have
combined the two volumes into one. On the whole,

however, this perhaps would not have been altogether

desirable ; it might laave caused the omission of some ol

the excellent illustrations which pervade the two volumes,

and possibly have interfered with the very plain and
legible print now before our eyes.

The first volume of " Big Game Shooting" opens with

an essay by Mr. Phillipps-WoUey on the general prin-

/

Fig. I,—Game animals in British East Africa.

by penetrating into such distant places as the swamps of
the Luapula, or the torrid deserts of Lake Rudolph, that

the larger mammals, which formerly populated its whole
surface, can be " got at " in any numbers. Such being
the case, it was quite time that an account of what has
been for many years one of the great national sports of

the British race should be taken in hand. It will help
the adventurous spirits of the present generation to share
more easily in a pastime that cannot last much longer,

and, at the same time, hand down to future ages a record
of what were the delights and dangers of slaughtering
the extinct mammals of the preceding era.

Of the high qualifications of the editor and those who
have assisted him in the present work, there can be no
doubt whatever. Mr. Phillipps-Wolley is a recognised
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Wollry. With contribution!
Jackkon, W.Trburton I'ikc,

I wo vols. (London; l.ong-

I ciples of the subject. No apology, we agree with him,

is required for " Big Game Shooting." Man from his

earliest origin has been a hunting animal. Even in llic

most highly civilised races the love o( wild sport alVeci;.

some of the most highly gifted and intelligent of the

race, and gives exercise to those masculine virtues which

in these days it is so necessary to encourage. The best

hunters, moreover, have done much for geography and

much for science, although it may be the mere love of

hunting that has originally prompted ihcm in their ex-

I

peditions. In Africa, as Mr. Phillipps-WoUcy well puts

I
it, hunting and exploration have certainly gone hand in

hand ; in America, it was the hunter who first explored

;
and settled the great West ; while in India, not the

I least amongst those latent powers which enable us to

i govern our Asiatic fellow-subjects, is the " respect won

by generations of English hunters from the native

shikaris and hillsmen."

Agreeing fully with the author in his vindication of the
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merits of big game shooting, we will not follow him into the

arcana relating thereto, which will be mainly profitable

to those who wish to indulge in the pursuit.

The four chapters which follow Mr. Phillipps-Wolley's

introduction are devoted to a biography of Oswell, and
to a history of his various expeditions in South Africa,

These are all of great interest, and will be read by his

brother shooters with an affection and reverence correctly

due to so renowned a pioneer of their favourite pursuit.

But the days of Oswell, alas, are past and gone, and we
doubt whether the modern shooter of big game will profit

much by the narrative of his hazardous exploit's, although

they will form excellent chapters for reading
round the camp fire— if big game shooters ever

have time for such a diversion. Very different

is the case with Mr. F. J. Jackson, of Uganda
fame, whose eleven chapters occupy the next I.

place. East Africa is now almost the only

country in the world where there is still unoccu-
pied space left for the shooters of big game, and
where the elephant, the bulfalo, the lion, the

rhinoceros, the hippopotamus, the giraffe, and
a host of antelopes are still to be met with in

luxuriant abundance. Mr. Jackson commences
with good advice on the proper mode of fitting

out an expedition, and on the routes and districts

to be traversed with greatest profit.

lie then devotes separate chapters to the

various animals above mentioned, and gives us

altogether what will prove to be a most useful

guide-book to the hunter in Eastern Africa.

The chapter on antelopes is of very great
interest even to the scientific naturalist. The
various species are separately enumerated, and
discussed under their correct scientific names.
Their number, not only as regards individuals,

but species, is simply astonishing. Dividing;

them according to the sportsman's point of

view into two categories, Mr. Jackson places
eighteen antelopes under the head of those which
frequent the open plains, while those which are
usually found in the bush make fifteen more, so
that not less than thirty-three species of these
elegant bovine animals are registered as oc-
curring in East Africa. Had Somaliland been
included within East African limits, several
more species might have been added. We look
upon Mr. Jackson's contribution as the most
original and valuable part of the first volume,
although Mr. Selous' chapter on the lion and
his ways, and Mr. Pike's account of the slaughter
of the musk-ox in the barren lands of Arctic
America, are likewise of considerable value.
To the second volume of " Ijig Game Shoot-

ing" the contributors are hardly less inferior
in fame than those who have written the former
portion. Mr. Arnold Pike discourses on Arctic
hunting, in which the walrus and the polar
bear form the chief subjects of attraction. Mr.
Phillipps-Wolley tells us of his adventures in the
Caucasus, where the chief mountain game consists of the
chamois and two species of ibex, while the slopes on the
northern side of the chain are the favourite haunts of the
few bison that are left, and of a large stag, termed by Mr.
Phillipps-Wolley the red deer. But this stag is more
probably the maral {Cervus mural) which many years
ago was introduced into the Zoological Society's gardens
from Circassia, and flourished abundantly for more
than ten years. ' Of the bison, or as it is called in this
work, the " Caucasian aurochs," the redoubtable traveller
and hunter, Mr St. George Littledale, the only English-
man who has slain this mighty beast in the Caucasus,

' See Mr. Sclater's article on "The Deer, now or I.ilcly living in the
oociely's Men.igerie." (Trans, /.ool. Sue. vii. p. 336.

gives us full particulars. Ai is now well known, a
small district on the northern slope of the Caucasus and
one far-distant forest in Lithuania are the only remaining
spots on the face of the earth where this splendid animal
is still to be met with. Not many centuries ago, no
doubt, the European bison pervaded the whole inter-

vening district, and in past ages spread all over
Europe, and was abundant even in England. But to

call it the "aurochs" is a misnomer, for the true

aurochs is the extinct Urus (Bos primii;enius) which
was found in the forests of Germany during the time
of Julius Caesar. Mr. Littledale also gives us a good
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Fig. 2.—Spanish Ibex.

account of the huge Ovis arguli of Mongolia, and the
corresponding Ovis po/i'i of the Pamir, two gigantic sheep,
which he was amongst the first of British sportsmen to
encounter.
Another well-known hunter, Mr. Baillie-Grohman,

writes chapters on the more familiar chamois and stag
of the.Mps, while Messrs. Chapman and Buck contribute
an excellent account of the large game of Spain and
Portugal, a subject on which they are well qualified to

speak from long personal experience. The picture of the
Spanish ibex, taken from Mr. Chapman's sketches, with
the lammergeiers floating in the distance, gives us a good
idea of the attractions still to be met with in " Wild
Spain," which he and Mr. Buck have done so much to
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make known to u 5. Indian shooting is well treated by
Colonel Percy, who goes very fully into the subject. It is,

indeed, an ample one, and Colonel Percy enumerates no
less than fifty-three animals to be included in the category

of big game by the fortunate sportsmen of India. The
second volume concludes with good advice about camps,
transport, rifles, and ammunition, and with a few hints on
ta.\idermy, showing the way in which the larger animals

should be skinned and their heads set up as sportsmen's

trophies.

In concluding our notice of this attractive work, we
may be permitted again to call notice to the illustrations,

which, with few exceptions, are of a high degree of excel-

lence. Two of these, by the kind permission of the

publishers, we reproduce on the present occasion. The
first of them represents a scene in British East Africa,

between Teita and Taveta, in the Kilima-njaro district,

where (in September 1886) the country was "literally

crawling' with zebra, hartebeest, impala, ory.\, and
Grant's antelope, besides eland and giraffe, and an
occasional steinbok and wart-hog." In those days

Taveta was correctly designated the ' Hunters' Para-

disc." The second illustration shows us the haunt of the

Spanish ibex, of which we have already spoken.

Before concluding our notice of what will no doubt
quickly and deservedly become the big-game-shooters'

favourite handbook, we venture to call attention to what is

probably a slight slip on the part of Mr. Phillipps-WoUey.

General Richard Dashwood, than whom there can be

no better authority on the subject, has commented,
in an article in Land and Water (March 24, 1894),

rather severely on some of Mr. Phillipps-Wolley's state-

ments regarding the caribon and moose of North
America. It is no doubt incorrect to say that caribon

and moose feed upon the same food. As explained by
General Dashwood, their tastes are very different. It

is also an error to describe the " call-cry " of the female

moose as a roar. General Dashwood's experienced ear

teaches him to describe it as a "beautiful clear note,

rising and falling with a sort of entreaty in the tone and
a soft grunt at the end.''

POPULARISING SCIENCE.
*' "pOPULAR science,'' it is to be feared, is a phrase

•t^ that conveys a certain flavour of contempt to many
a scientific worker. It may be that this contempt is not

altogether undeserved, and that a considerable proportion

of the science of our magazines, school text-books, and
books for the general reader, is the mere obvious tinctured

by inaccurate compilation. But this in itself scarcely

justifies a sweeping condemnation, though the editorial

incapacity thus evinced must be a source of grave regret

to all specialists with literary leanings and with the

welfare of science at heart. The fact remains that in an
age when the endowment of research is rapidly passing

out of the hands of private or quasi-private organisations

into those of the State, the maintenance of an intelligent

exterior interest in current investigation becomes of

almost vital importance to continual progress. Let that

adjective " intelligent " be insisted upon. Time was
when inquiry could go on unaffected even by the

scornful misrepresentations of such a powerful enemy as

Swift, because it was mainly the occupation of men of

considerable means. But now that our growing edifice

of knowledge spreads more and more over a substructure

of grants and votes, and the appliances needed for

instruction and further research increase steadily in cost,

even the affectation of a contempt for popular opinion
becomes unwise. There is not only the danger of

supplies being cut off, but of their being misapplied
by a public whose scientific education is neglected, of
their being deflected from investigations of certain, to
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those of doubtful value. For 'nstance, the public endow-
ment of the Zetetic Society, the discovery of Dr. Piatt's

polar and central suns, or the rotation of Dr. Owen's
Bacon-cryptogram wheel, at the expense of saner in-

quiries might conceivably and very appropriately result

from the specialisation of science to the supercilious

pitch.

It should also go far to reconcile even the youngest
and most promising of specialists to the serious con-
sideration of popular science, to reflect that the acknow-
ledged leaders of the great generation that is now pass-
ing away, Darwin notably, addressed themselves in many
cases to the general reader, rather than to their colleagues.

But instead of the current of popular and yet philo-

sophical books increasing, its volume appears if anything
to dwindle, and many works ostensibly addressed to the

public by distinguished investigators, succeed in no
notable degree, or fail to meet with appreciation
altogether. There is still a considerable demand for

popular works, but it is met in many cases by a new
class of publication from which philosophical quality is

largely eliminated. \\ the risk of appearing impertinent,
I may perhaps, as a mere general reader, say a little

concerning the defects of very much of what is protlered

to the public as scientific literature. As a reviewer for

one or two publications, I have necessarily given some
special attention to the m.atter.

.•\s a general principle, one may say that a book should
be written in the language of its readers, but a very con-
siderable number of scientific writers fail to realise this.

A few write boldly in the dialect of their science, and
there is certainly a considerable pleasure in a skilful and
compact handling of technicalities ; but such writers do
not appreciate the fact that this is an acquired taste, and
that the public has not acquired it. Worse sometimes
results from the persistent avoidance of technicality.

Except in the cases of the meteorologist, archxologist,

and astronomer, who are relatively free from a special

terminology, a scientific man finds himself at a great

disadvantage in writing literary English when compared
with a man who is not a specialist To express his

thought precisely he gravitates towards the all too con-

venient technicality, and forbidden that, too often rests

contented with vague, ambiguous, or misleading phrases.

It does not follow that, because, what from a literary

standpoint must be called " slang," is not to be used,

that the writer is justified in "writing down" as if to

his intellectual inferiors. The evil often goes further

than a lack of precision. Out of a quite unwarrantable
feeling of pity and condescension for the weak minds
that have to wrestle with the elements of his thought, the

scientific writer will go out of his way to jest jests of .1

carefully selected and most obvious description, forget

ting that whatever status his special knowledge may give

him in his subject, the subtlety of his humour is probably

not greatly superior, and may even be inferior to that of

the average man, and that what he assumes as inferiority

in his hearers or readers is simply the absence of what
is, after all, his own intellectual parochialism. The
villager thought the tourist a fool because he did not

know "Owd Smith." Occasionally scientific people are

guilty of much the same fallacy.

In this matter of writing or lecturing "down," one

may even go so far as to object altogether to the

facetious adornment of popular scientific statements.

Writing as one of the reading public, 1 may testify that

to the common man who opens a book or attends a

lecture, this clowning is either very irritating or very

depressing. We respect science and scientific men
hugely, and we had far r.ither they took themselves

seriously. The taste for formal jesting is sufticiently

provided for in periodicals of a special class. 'Yet

on three occasions recently very considerable dis-

tress has been occasioned the writer by such mistaken
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efforts after puerility of style. One was in a popular

work on geology, where the beautiful problems of the

past of our island and the evolution of life were defaced

by the disorderly offspring of a quite megatherial wit

—

if one may coin such an antithesis to " etherial." One
jest I am afraid I shall never forget. It was a Laocoon
struggle with the thought that the huge subsidiary brains

in the lumbar region of Stegosaurus suggested the

animation of Dr. Busby's arm by the suspicion of a

similarly situated brain in the common boy. The second
<lisappointment was a popular lecture professing to deal

with the Lick Observatory, and I was naturally anxious

to learn a little of the unique appliances and special dis-

coveries of this place. Cut we scarcely got to the

Observatory at all. We were shown— I presume as being
tnoreadapted to ourintelli ^ence—numerous lantern-slides

of the road to the Lick Observatory, most of them with

the "great white dome " in the distance, other views (for

comparison probably) with the "great white dome"
hidden, portraits of the " gentlemen of the party on
horseback," walks round the Observatory, the head of an
interesting old man who lived in a cottage near, the dome
'by moonlight, the dome in winter, and at last the tele-

scope was " too technical '' for explanation, and we were
told in a superior tone of foolish things our fellow

common people had said about it. For my own part, I

really saw nothing very foolish in a lady expecting to see

houses on the moon. My third experience was osten-

sibly a lecture on astronomy, but it was really an enter-

tainment—and a very fair one—after the lines of Mr.
Grossmith's. "Corney Grain in Infinite Space "might
have served as a title. It was very amusing, it was full

of humour, but as for science, the facts were mere
magazine clic/u's that we have grown sick of long ago.

And as a pretty example of its scientific value I find a
newspaper reporter, whose account is chiefly "(laughter)

'

with jokes in between, carried away the impression that

Herschel discovered Saturn in the reign of George the

Third.
Now this kind of thing is not popularising science

at all. It is merely makmg fun of it. It dishonours

the goddess we serve. It is a far more difficult thing

than is usually imagined, but it is an imperative one,

that scientific exponents who wish to be taken seriously

should not only be precise and explicit, but also

absolutely serious in their style. If it were not a point

of discretion it would still be a point of honour.

In another direction those to whom the exposition of

science falls might reasonably consider their going more
carefully, and that is in the way of construction. Very
few books and scientific papers appear to be constructed

at all. The author simply wanders about his subject.

He selects, let us say, " Badgers and Bats "as the title. It

is alliterative, and an unhappy public is supposed to

be singularly amenable to alliteration. He writes first of

all about Badger A. ' We now come," he says, " to

Badger B "
; then " another interesti.".g species is Badger

C "
; paragraphs on Badger D follow, and so the pave-

ment is completed. " Let us now turn to the Bats," he
says. It would not matter a bit if you cut any section of

his book or paper out, or shuffled the sections, or destroyed
most or all of them. This is not simply bad art ; it is

the trick of boredom. .\ scientific paper for popular
reading may and should have an orderly progression
and development. Intelligent common people come to

scientific books neither for humour, subtlety of style, nor
for vulgar wonders of the "millions and millions and
millions" type, but for problems to exercise their minds
upon. The taste for good inductive reading is very widely
diffused ; there is a keen pleasure in seeing a previously

unexpected generalisation skilfully developed. The
interest should begin at its opening words, and should
rise steadily to its conclusion. The fundamental prin-

ciples of construction that underlie such stories as Poe's
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" Murders in the Rue Morgue," or Conan Doyle's " Sher-
lock Holmes" series, are precisely those that should guide
a scientific writer. These stories show that the public

delights in the ingenious unravelling of evidence, and
Conan Doyle need never stoop to jesting. First the

problem, then the gradual piecing together of the solu-

tion. They cannot get enough of such matter.

The nature of the problems, too, is worthy of a little

attention. Very few scientific specialists differentiate

clearly between philosophical and technical interest. To
those engaged in research the means become at last

almost as important, and even more important than the

end, but apart from industrial applications, the final end
of all science is to formulate the relationship of pheno-
mena to the thinking man. The systematic reference

of Calceola, for instance, Theca, the Lichens, the Polyzoa,

or the Termites, is an extremely fascinating question to

the student who has just passed the elementary stage, and
so too is the discussion of the manufacture and powers
of telescopes and microscopes ; morphological questions

again become at last as delightful as good chess, and so

do mathematical problems. But it must be remembered
that morphology, mathematics, and classification are from
the wider point of view mere intellectual appliances, and
that to the general reader they are only interesting in

connection with their end. To the specialist even they

would not be interesting if he had not first had their end
in view. The fundamental interest of all biological

science is the balance and interplay of life, yet for one
paper of this type that comes to hand there are a dozen
amplified cataloguesof the "Cats and Crocodiles" descrip-

tion. I find again, presented as a popular article, a long

list of double stars, with their chief measurements. Now,
to a common man one double star is as good as a feast.

Again, the botanist, asked to write about leaves, will

get himself voluminously entangled in the discussion

whether an anther is a lamina, or in an exhaustive and
even exuberant classification of simple and compound,
pinnate and palmate, and the like, making great points

of the orange leaf and the barberry. But the kind of

thing we want to have pointed out to us is -^'hy

leaves are of such different shapes and so variously

arranged. It is a thing all people who are not botanists

puzzle over, and a very pretty illustrated paper might be
written, and remains still to be written, hnking rainfall

and other meteorological phenomena, the influence of

soil upon root distribution and animal enemies, with

this infinite variety of beautiful forms.

Enough has been said to show along what lines the

genuine populariserof science goes. Thereare models still

in plenty ; but if there are models there are awful examples
—if anythingthey seem to be increasing—whoappearbent
upon killing the interest that the generation of writers who
are now passing the zenith of their fame created, wounding
it with clumsy jests, paining it with patronage, and
suffocating it under their voluminous and amorphous
emissions. There is, I believe, no critical literature

dealing generally with the literary merits of popular

scientific books, and there are no canons for such

criticism. It is, I am convinced, a matter that is worthy
of more attention from scientific men, if only on the

grounds mentioned in my opening paragraphs.
H. G. Wells.

0,V THE NEW BUILDINGS FOR THE ST.
ANDREWS {CATTY) MARINE LABORATORY.

TH.-\T St. Andrews had not one of the oldest marine
laboratories was the result of an accident. Never-

theless it has the oldest marine laboratory in Britain,

since it was opened early in 18S4., though since 18S2 the

practical laboratory in the College had been used for this

purpose ; and it could not well be otherwise, since it was
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within a stone's cast of the bay—so rich in a varied

fauna and flora. For ten years the work of the laboratory

has been carried on under considerable ditnculties in a

wooden building originally erected as a temporary fever-

hospital, and the walls and roof of which were neither

wind- nor water-tight. This structure was situated on a

spit of sand near the harbour, and most conveniently

placed for easy access to the fishing-boats and the beach ;

but it was on a public common, and though for nearly two

years every effort has been made to get the new labora-

tory erected on the same site, it was found to be im-

practicable, and a new site was therefore chosen on
University ground, about 300 yards further south, and
close to the beach. This site affords ample space, and,

besides, a small fresh-water stream flows through it.

The new laboratory is the munificent gift of Dr. Charles

Henry Gatty, of Felbridge Place, East Grinstead, who
has placed ^2500 at the disposal of the University of

St. Andrews for its erection. The building will face the

west, with the back towards the east and the sea, and
will be for the most part of one storey. From its eastern

or sea face the windows command an extensive view of the

picturesque bay, with the Forfarshire coast terminating

mirror, and other fittings, on the right wall a series of
shelves (p) for books and other things, while behind is a
cabinet of drawers (o) for storage of delicate apparatus
and specimens. From the position of the building three
of these windows look to the sea, and three to the west

;

while a seventh admits light from the southern end of the
building. In the centre of the room is a series of tanks
of sea-water, six in number (one for each worker), besides
various shelves for smaller glass aquaria, and the
necessary pipes and nozzles for distributing sea-water as
required. .A fireproof compartment for long-continued
use (all night) of the hot bath occurs at one end, while
each worker has a separate small paraftin apparatus in

his compartment.
The lobby on the left leads to the tank-room (j) or

aquarium, 30 ft. 6 in. X 30ft., and with three windows on
each side (east and west) for illuminating the tanks—of
slate and glass—ranged round the room, as well as
placed in the centre. While that part of the building
already described has wooden floors, the aquarium is

paved with concrete. A door at the northern end leads

by a few steps to the receiving-room (k), with its long
table and sink, where the specimens procured by the

N.

A. Vestibule ; p. Hall ; r, Director's Room : d, Library : f, Room for Specimens ; p. Cloak Room and Lavatory ; c, Chemical Room ; n, Research
Room ; 1, Tank<» of Room ; w, WorJcero' Compartments; o. Workers' Cabinets; p, Workers' Bookshelves : j, Tank Room ; k, Receiving Room ;

1., Engine and Pumps ; .m, Heating Chamber.

in the steep rocks of the " Red Head " on the left, and on
the right the well-known cliffs from which the '' Rock and
Spindle "and "Maiden Rock" standout boldly, while here
and there a more gentle slope gives a patch of bright
green sward. The western face or front has a view em-
bracing the fine old ruins of the cathedral, the southern
suburbs of the city, and a wide stretch of Fife, including
such eminences as Drumcarro Craig and Ciatto Hill. It

has a frontage of 125 feet, and the building is in the
Scottish style of architecture—unpretending externally,

but comfortable and convenient internally.

The entrance is in the projecting block on the west,
leading into a vestibule (a), and a spacious hall (it), with
lobbies leading right and left. In this block are situated
three official rooms, viz. the Director's room (c), the
library (p), and the room for specimens (K), the two
former looking into the bay, the latter to the west,

liesides these are a cloak-room with lavatory (f) and a
chemical room ((;). The lobby on the right leads to the
research room (H), which is 30A ft. X 30 ft., and contains
compartments (W) 10 ft. square, with partial partitions
about 8 ft. in height, for six workers. Each of these has at

the window a large and convenient table (N) with sink,
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boats are arranged by the attendant before being intro

duced into the lank-room or distributed to the worker
The outer door to this room is on the western face of tin

building (front), and above it is a large storage-tank Im

sea-water. In this block are the apartments for the

engine and pumps (l), a store and the heating-chamber
with accessories (.M), all these being entirely separated

from the tank-room by a thick wall of stone.

The main aparlments are healed by hot-water pipes,

with the exception of the three in the centre (viz.

Directors' room, library, and museum), which have fire-

places for gas.

The laboratory is capable of easy extension should

that ever be necessary, and it is readily reached from

the class-rooms of the University. Moreover, being in

direct connection with the latter, the workers have the

advantage of free access 10 the University library and
museum, besides that communication with those of

similar tastes, which is so congenial as well as profitable

to the naturalist, and which cannot be compensated by

mere richness of fauna and flora, if ihese are in an

isolated locality or difficult of access.

Further, in addition to its connection with the Univer-
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sity, the laboratory from the first has been under the

control of the Fishery Board for Scotland, who
administered the Parliamentary grant given in 18S4. for

its equipment, and who maintain the attendant and
defray certain other expenses.

Ample space exists for the formation of large external

ponds and tanks, and certain portions of the tidal rocks

in the neighbourhood are fitted for enclosure, so that

young fishes and crustaceans may be reared from the

post-larval stages onward, under conditions as closely

approaching nature as possible. In the same way the

culture of useful mollusks can be experimented with.

The beach at St. Andrews is remarkably adapted for

marine researches, since it combines extensive reaches of

sand with their special forms, and on which a vast

variety of materials in a fresh state are stranded by storms,

with great stretches of tidal rocks and rock-pools so rich

in littoral animals and plants. The valuable mussel-bed
in the estuary of the Eden, the proximity of the Forth
and the lay, the constant stream of specimens brought
by the fishing-boats, and the plenitude of life in the bay
itself— all combine to render it classic ground to the

naturalist. For example, amongst the rarer form- at St.

Andrews are Corymorpha, Cerianlkus, Fcnnatula,
Asterias MiilUri^ Ec/iitiriis, Mage/ona, Tornaria
Mitraria, swarms of Appendicularians {Oikopleura),

Pelonaia, Ac/tnotrocha, the Pteropods Clione and
Spinalis, the Nudibranch Idalia, and the Tectibranch
Aplysia.

The greatly improved facilities for research which the

munificence of Dr. Catty has granted to St. Andrews
cannot but increase the results in regard to marine
biological science and the fisheries, and render the old

University city even better known in this connection in

the future than in the past. Yet there are those still

living who remember the glee of Edward Forbes as he
picked up the living spoon-worms {Ec/iiuri) on the west
lands, and who listened to a short course of lectures he
gave in the University on star-fishes, before the publica-

tion of his work on this group, and who were familar with
tlie figure of John Reid as he descended the steps at the

Kaths to hunt for Hydra tuba, and watch the scyphistoma-
stage of Aurclia, which he independently worked out
there. It is unnecessary on the present occasion to

allude to the names of more recent workers, but they are

many, and include continental and American, as well as

those of our own country. W. C. M.

NOTES.
All who take an interest in science will be glad to hear that

the health of I'rof. von Helmholtz has been improving of late,

and that he has regained partial use of his paralysed side.

The resignation of Prof. Dana, from the position he has so

long occupied at Yale University, is announced. Dr. Dana was

appointed, in 1850, .Silliman Professor of Natural History and

Geology at Yale, and now at the age of eighty-one ye.ars he is

compelled to abandon further active work by reason of feeble

health. \Ve hope that many years of well-earned rest remain

to him.

Prof. II. S. Williams, formerly of Cornell University, has

been appointed Prof Dana's successor at Yale University.

The sixty-second annual meeting of the British Medical

Association will take place at Bristol, from July 3 1 to August 3,

under the presidency of Dr. E. Long Fox. The report

which the council has to present is, we understand, a very

favourable one, and shows that the membership of the

Association has increased from 14,703 to 15,090, and the total

investments to ^41,789. Dr. Long Fox is to deliver his address

on Tuesday, July 31, and during the meeting the following

Addresses will be delivered :—On Medicine, by Prof. Sir T.
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Grainger Stewart ; on Surgery, by Prof. Greig Smith ; and
on Public Medicine, by Sir Charles Cameron.

The Societc Industrielle de Mulhouse has issued a programme
of the prizes to be awarded next year. The prizes are open to

all, whether natives of France or not, and works competing for

them must reach the President of the Society before February

15, 1895. Most of the awards consist of medals only, but some
carry with them prizes varying from one hundred to five thousand

francs. A complete programme can be obtained by applying

to the Secretary of the Society, Mulhouse.

The twenty-third meeting of the French Association for the

Advancement of Science will be opened at Caen on August 9,

under the presidency of Prof. Mascart. The work of the

Association will be divided into four groups, each containing

from three to five sections. The first group (Sciences Mathe-

matiques) will be devoted to mathematics, astronomy, and
geodesy, mechanics, navigation, civil and military engineering.

To Group II. (Sciences Physiques et Chimiques) belong

physics, chemistry, meteorology, and terrestrial physics. In

the third group (.Sciences Naturelles et Medicales) will be

found geology and mineralogy, botany, zoology, anatomy,

physiology, anthropology, and medical sciences. The fourth

group (Sciences Economiques) is concerned with agriculture,

geography, political economy and statistics, pedagogy, hygiene,

and public health.

The next annual meeting of the Italian Botanical Society

will take place at Palermo, in 1895. For the present year a

botanical excursion is arranged, on September 25 and the three

following days, to the Island of Giglio, the largest of the Tuscan

Archipelago, except Elba, the flora of which has been but im-

perfectly explored. Botanists desirous of taking part in the

expedition should communicate, not later than September 15,

with the President, Prof .\rcangeli, 19 Via Komana, Florence.

Information has come to hand respecting an International

Exhibition of Arts, Industries, &c. , which is to be held at

Bordeaux in 1895. The exhibition, which is the thirteenth held

at Bordeaux, will be opened on M.iy i, and will be divided

into some ten Sections, as follows :—Section I. Education.

II. Arts (Liberal, Industrial, and Decorative ; Medicine,

Hygiene, &c.). III. Social Sciences. IV. Agriculture,

Horticulture. V. Wines and Spirits. VI. Industries

(Mineralogical, Mechanical, Chemical, &c.). VII. Habitation

(Furniture, Dress, &c.). VIII. Transport, Civil Engineering,

and Military Art. IX. Electricity. X. Commerce and

Colonies. England, Belgium, Italy, Portugal, Spain, and

Switzerland are invited to contribute.

The seventeenth annual meeting of the Midland Union of

Natural History and Scientific Societies will take place on

August 3 and 4, at Ellesmere, under the auspices of the

EUesmere Natural History Society and Field Club. A strong

programme has been arranged, and after the business meetings

of August 3 a conversazione will be held at St. Oswald's College.

The following day will be taken up by three excursions : one to

Chirk, Llangollen, and Valle Crucis for the archaeologists, led

by Mr. A. T. Jebb ; a second, round the Meres and Peat Mosses

of the neighbourhood for the biologists, under the leadership of

Messrs. Peake, Jennings, and Thompson. The third, for the

geologists, will be under the guid.ince of Dr. Callaway, who
will conduct his party to Ilawkstone and Grinshill. We
understand that the Ellesmere Society hope that many of the

visitors will be able to stay in the neighbourhood over the Bank-

holiday, when further excursions maybe air.inged, and they

are perfecting the arrangements in a most generous and

hospitable spirit.

We hear, with much regret, of the death, at the age of

seventy-nine years, of Dr. Daniel Cornelius Danielssen, who
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has been since 1S64 president of the Directors of the Bergen

Museum, and of Prof. Michele Lessona, President of the Royal

Academy of Science at Turin.

The death is announced of Mr. Alfred Williams, who for

many years has been closely identified with the branch of his

profession relating to gas engineering. Mr. Williams was one

of the founders of the Society of Engineers, and has acted as its

honorary secretary and treasurer since its inauguration in 1S54.

The Accademia dei Lincei at Rome held its annual meeting

on June 3, the President, Senator Brioschi, being in the chair.

The King of Italy always attends these meetings, and this year

the Queen accompanied him. The magnificent Palazzo Corsini,

which compares with the rooms of the Royal Society very much
as the consideration shown to men of science in Italy does with

the neglect of science by the powers that be in England, was

en file, and the sitting, already recorded at length in the Atti,

was a most interesting one. The President referred to the work

done by the Society, and the constant sympathy of the King

with its affairs ; and Prof. Ferraris, of the Turin Industrial

Museum, gave a discourse on the electric transmission of energy.

We have often in these columns had to complain of the back-

wardness of the Government of this country to recognise the

value of men of science and the work in which they are en-

gaged, and a fresh instance of this slowness of vision is furnished

in a recent number of the Electrical Revir^u. It seems that of

the deputations sent last year to the International Congress at

Chicago, the delegates who represented France and Germany

had the whole of their expenses paid, and were rewarded

according to their several merits with decorations, honours, and

with courteous thanks. The representatives of Great Britain

alone have been ignored entirely : and, so far from their ser-

vices receiving remuneration or thanks, it is doubtful whether

her Majesty's Government even know the names of those who
looked after British interests and maintained the credit of

Britain *on this most important occasion. Vet they were

all men of the highest eminence, who sacrificed much
time and trouble to this thankless business. According to

our contemporary, among them was one whose labours have

been rewarded abroad with every kind of honour and acclaim,

whose work has wrought incalculable benefit, whoso inventions

are in constant universal use, who gave his greatest discovery

freely to the world—and who has never in his own country re-

ceived the smallest official recognition or distinction. Truly, a

prophet is not without honour save in his own country and

among bis own people.

Some sensational paragraphs have appeared in evening

papers as to all hope of the Wellman arctic expedition being

abandoned ; but this is not the case. There is serious cause for

anxiety, but the probability that Mr. Wellman had left the

Ragnvald Jarl before she was lost, is at least as great as that

he was on board at the time. During the next month there will

be frequent communication with Spitzbergen, and the position

of Mr. Oycn on Danes Island will not be one of utter desolation.

Colonel Feilden writes to the 'J'ima from Lerwick on July 21,

correcting some of the extravagant rumours which had been

published, lie states that none of Mr. Wellman's party had

any previous experience of .\rctic work, and that the conduct

of the expedition, so far as known, showed ignorance of the

risks they would have to run.

TilE American Museum of Natural History have commis-

sioned Prof. Rudolph Weber to organise an expedition to

Sumatra, for the purpose of scientific exploration and the col-

lection of ipccimens. Mr. Weber will leave New York on the

38th insl., and will study for a short time in Germany, thence

proceeding to Sumatra, where he will collect and equip a force

of natives for the expedition.
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With reference to the note in our last number, respecting th^

Rev. S. A. Thompson Yates's gift to the University College

Liverpool, a correspondent writes;—"The Thompson Vau
Laboratories are to be exclusively devoted to physiology an

pathology; and since of no two subjects can it be said with

more truth that " aliud ex alio clarescet," it is to be hoped

that both will largely benefit by the fact of their being housed

in the same building. Many of the requirements are identical,

so that the proposed new laboratories, whilst providing the

separate accommodation for such teaching and research as the

study of the subjects requires, will be as far as practicable

dovetailed, so as to avoid the reduplication of costly special

rooms. It is hoped that such combined laboratories may prove

of value by bringing into intimate association pathological and

physiological scientific workers, and it is certain that a building

complete in itself, which provides for both departments, must

lend itself most advantageously to economical maintenanci

The building will be situated in the ample grounds of l!-

College, and will form a block to which, at some subsequent

date, the Medical faculty hopes to add further new buildings

for other departments of its Medical School.'

By permission of the postal authorities, the wires between St.

Margaret's and the General Post Office, London, were, on Sunday

afternoon and evening last, used for the purpose of some experi-

ments with the teleautograph, the invention of Prof. Gray, of

New York ; the time for the cxpeiiments being selected owing

to the wires being compaiatively idle on Sundays. The ex-

periments took place between the General Post Office, London.

and Cable Hut, St. Margaret's Bay, through which the London

and Paris telephone passes. Special instruments were fixed up

at both ends, and as this was the first time that long distance

experiments in teleautography have taken place in this country,

they were watched with unusual interest. The results were

excellent, the messages transmitted being in every respect mo^t

successful, and the instruments working without the slighte^t

hitch over a distance of 83 miles. Messages were both sent

from and received at St. Margaret's Bay. The principle nf

the instrument is that it automatically records an exact /..• -

simile of the writing contained in messages. In the experi-

ments on Sunday the receiving pencil recorded with ease and

clearness different handwritings, giving thick and thin strokes,

dotting i's, and crossing t's very correctly.

The current number of the British Medical Journal, in a

leader on "Cholera Prospects," laments the fact that "there

are halfahundred places in England where, if cholera were to

be introduced to-morrow, it would, unless at once detected,

spread, and not only so, but spread to the danger of communi-

ties around, and which, by reason of gathering grounds of their

water supply, or the like, are at the mercy of some rur.1l body

whose sole aim .is a body seems to be to cut down the rates at

the expense of the public health." The outlook, as far as this

country is concerned, is not of the brightest, and health bodies

would certainly do well to take to heart the advice of our con-

temporary, .ind bestir themselves betimes to the proper fulfilment

of the duties devolving upon them.

Confirmation of the wisdom of the old adage, " There is

nothing new under the sun," is to be found in the I.aiicel for
1

July 21, which details from the " Newes " of 1665 a series of
\

precautions employed in combating the plague of London in

that year. "These include the appointment of parochial

examiners to investigate cases of sickness and to take measures

for their isolation if needful and the employment of watchmen
[

to ensure this result and of chirurgeons to certify the presence

of plague. Notification of this disease was the duty of house-
|

holders ; every infected house was marked in the manner with

which we arc all familiar and underwent a quarantine of longer
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or shorter duration, and disinfection was carried out by airing

with fire and by medicated fumigation. Nurses on the termina-

tion of a case were subject to twenty-eight days' seclusion, and

visitors were forbidden the house of sickness." We of to-day

could do worse than act upon much of the advice here given.

In the report of the Puffin Island Biological Station, just

received, we find a history of the station since its vacation by

the Liverpool Biological Society for their new home at Port

Erin. The laboratory was taken over in 1892 by a number of

members of the staff of University College, Bangor, and other

residents in the neighbourhood ; and a committee of manage-

ment was formed, with Mr. P. J. White, who also edits the

report, as director of the station. The contributors to the pre-

sent report of thirty-two pages deal briefly with special points

of interest in the terrestrial fauna and flora and the archreology

of the island, and the director offers some suggestions in re-

gard to the improvement of the sea-fisheries (shell-fish) of the

district.

The Comfte Rendu of the fifth session of the International

Geological Congress, held at W'ashinglon in 1S91, has just ap-

peared. The general arrangement of the book closely follows

that of the report of the London Congress (1S8S), but it is

printed on larger paper. The formal reports of discussions, &c.

,

are printed in French, but these occupy only a small portion of

the book ; the greater part consists of descriptive papers and of

fuller reports of some discussions, mainly in English. The de-

scription, by C. R. van Hise, of the pre-Cambrian rocks of the

Lake Superior region, and the geological guide-book to the

Rocky Mountain Excursion, edited by S. F. Emmons, are

interesting portions of the report. Some notes and sketches

by "visiting geologists"— Prof. T. McK. Hughes and Dr. Fr.

I'lech—are appended. We may also here note that Dr. F.

" .ihnschaffe has published detailed descriptions of the Western

tricts in Natiiriuissenschafllicke WocJunschrift. The Rocky
imtain Guide-book is by numerous contributors, and we hsve

L-ived a separate copy of that part relating to the Yellowstone

r.irk, by A. Hague.

We have received part i. of the twelfth annual report of the

Fishery Board for Scotland, being for the year 1S93. Follow-

ing the practice of previous years, the report will be issued in

three parts. The third part deals with the scientific investiga-

tions conducted under the direction of the Board, and in it the

hatchery established at Dunbar for the propagation of marine

food-fishes will be described. We learn from the present part

that the establishment consists of a small tidal pond, in which a

limited number of spawning fishes may be collected and pre-

served ; a large concrete spawning tank, in which the fishes at

maturity are placed ; a chamber for the automatic collection of

the fish eggs, and for the filtration of the water ; a hatching

room, in which the special hatching apparatus is fitted up; to-

gether with the necessary pumping apparatus. The whole of

the expenditure, amounting to about ^1600, has been met from

the ordinary vote for scientific investigations. So far, the

operations have been limited by the want of a sufficiently

capacious sea-water enclosure. Nevertheless, over 25,000,000

eggs of the plaice have been hatched in the establishment, and
arrangements are in progress with the view of obtaining a

supply of adult turbot and soles, so as to admit of these fishes

being propagated on a large scale, and the fry placed on the

fishing grounds. The opinion is expressed that when large

sea-water ponds or enclosures are added, it will be possible to

retain the young flat fish until they have assumed the habits of

the adults, and thus greatly increase the usefulness of the

establishment to the fishing industry.

A REPORT on the cultivable land on Kilimanjaro, with special

regard to its climate and healthfulness, is published by Dr.
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Brehme in the last number of the Mittheiluiigen aus Dcutschen

Schutzgebieten. The fertile land may be taken as the zone

between 3700. and 7000 feet of elevation ; this zone, strictly

speaking, measures only 500 square miles, but several thousand

square miles of the neighbouring country may be included as fit

for settlement. The soil is the result of the weathering of

volcanic rocks mixed with the humus formed by decaying

vegetation ; it is from I to 3 metres thick on the lower slopes,

and of great natural fertility. The water supply is good, from

melting snow, as well as from the discharge of the clouds which

usually hang over the upper part of the mountain. Rains or

wet mists occur frequently at all times of the year. The health-

fulness of the slopes watered by rapid streams is in contrast with

the fever-haunted marshes of the plain at the base of the

mountain, where the slope of the land is insufficient for natural

drainage. One very important circumstance is that the water

of the mountain streams may be drunk unboiled without any

risk. At the station of Marangu (1430 metres), meteorological

observations, taken from October 1S92 to December 1893, the

highest monthly mean temperature at 7 a.m. was I7°'9 C. in

December 1892, and the lowest 13° C. in August 1893. The
mountain is exposed to the trade winds, the south-east trade

blowing from April to October, and the north-east from the end

of October to March ; but the local winds are modified by a

general up-hill wind during the day-time, and a down-hill wind

at night. The illnesses most common on the cultivable zone of

the mountain are much more frequently due to cold than to

malaria. In addition to the banana, sorghum, and maize, all

European cereals and vegetables grow readily. There seems

to be no reason v/hy the experiment of settling European

farmers on the temperate uplands of the mountain should be

unsuccessful if fairly tried.

In the last number of the Scottish Geographical Magazine,

Prof. Otto Pettersson continues his memoir on recent

Swedish hydrographic research in the Baltic and North Seas.

In this instalment, which is profusely illustrated with coloured

charts and sections, he shows how the observations have thrown

new light on the Baltic Current in the Skagerack and North

Sea. The outflowing and inflowing currents which traverse

the Skagerack can readily be distinguished by the different

salinity of the water, the inflowing current containing more than

3"2 per cent, and the outflowing less than 3'o per cent, of salt.

In winter, when the outflowing current, or Baltic Stream, is

reduced to its minimum by the freezing of the rivers, it shrinks

to the dimensions of a narrow current along the coa«t, the

Skagerack resembling a whirlpool with still water in the middle,

and the moving water flowing along the coasts. The water is

everywhere warmerthan the air, but most so in the centre. Thus,

while the air at or below 0° C. is in contact with water of nearly

the same temperature off the Swedish coast, in the centre of the

Skagerack it rests on water the surftce temperature of which

may be as much as 5° ; thus a central mass of relatively warm
air is produced, surrounded by concentric Layers which are colder

and colder. This not only affects the climate of the Swedish

coast, but is favourable to the formation or attraction of cyclones.

In spring the cold Baltic Stream overspreads the warm central

waters of the Skagerack with a fresher and colder layer, destroy-

ing the conditions favouring the formation or pass.ige of cyclones,

and thus produces the typical dry and cold spring weather which

prevails in Sweden.

In a letter to the Electrician, Prof. Elihu Thomson mentions

a curious and rather amusing illustration of the principle upon

which the instrument for detecting the presence of electric

oscillations, devised by Prof. Oliver Lodge, and called by him

the " coherer," is based, which came under his notice lately.

It will be remembered that the "coherer" depends on its
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I
action on the alteration in the resistance of a " bad contact

"

between an aluminium plate and an iron wire when electric

oscillations are set up in the circuit containing the coherer. It

was reported to Trof. Thomson that a certain electro-plater

at Philadelphia had found that he could not pursue his silver-

plating operations during a thunderstorm, and that if he left

his plating over-night, and a thunderstorm came on, the work

was invariably ruined. Prof. Thomson says :
—" I was disposed

to be thoroughly sceptical, and expressed my disbelief in any

such effect. Being urged, however, I went to the silver- plater's

shop, which was a small one, and questioned the silver-plater

himself concerning the circumstances which had been reported.

While it was evident that he was not a man who h.id informed

himself electrically, I could not doubt that he had indeed stated

what was perfectly true, namely, that when his plating opera-

tions were going on and a thunderstorm arose,his batteries, which

were Smee cells, acted as though they were short-circuited, and

the deposit of metal was made at too rapid a rate. The
secret came out on an inspection of his connections. The con-

nections of his batteries to his baths were made through a num-

ber of bad contacts, which would not fail to be of high resistance

under ordinary conditions. I could readily see that virtually he

was working through a considerable resistance, and that he

had an excess of battery power for the work. Under these

circumstances a flash of lightning would cause coherence of his

badly-contacting surfaces, and would improve the conductivity

so as to cause an excessive flow of current, and give a too rapid

deposit. The incident suggests the employment of Dr. Lodge's

ingenious instrument in the study of the waves which are propa-

gated during thunderstorms, of which waves we have practically

little or no information."

Prof. R. Lepsius, of Darmstadt, is preparing a new geo-

logical map of Germany, which will give a valuable summary

of our knowledge of that are.i. It is founded upon the various

national surveys and upon other good authorities. The scale is

I : 500,000. The map will be complete in twenty-seven sheets,

each measuring 15^ inches by 13 inches. Kour sheets in the

south-western areas are published (by J. Perthes, Gotha) ; these

are:—Sheets 17, Koln ; 22, .Stnissburg ; 23, Stuttgart; 25,

Mtilhauscn. The sheets are completed beyond the German
Ixjunlary. The meridian of the map is Paris, but the longitude

east of Greenwich is also indicated on the upper margin of each

sheet. A new point in this map is that a complete index is

printed wiih each sheet, but only those rock-divisions indicated

on the sheet are coloured. The subdivisions shown may be

grouped as follows :— Post-Tertiary, 4 ; Tertiary, 4 ; Secondary,

II ; Palaiozoic, 10; Metamorphic, 2; Volcanic and Plutonic,

7. The " Silur System " includes Cambri.in, Lower Silurian,

and Upper Silurian The map is unusually bright and clear
;

this is partly due to the black printing (topography, &c. ) having

been done last, over the colours. Like many other geological

maps recently published, the price is small : two marks for one

sheet, or three marks for each Licferung containing two

sheets.

The generous manner in which reports on scientific matters

are prepared and published in the United States h-is frequently

been commented upon in these olumns. In 1891 the sum of

two thousand dollars was voted by Congress for investigations

respecting the advisability of establishing a fish-hatching station

in the Rocky M >untain region in the States of Montana and
Wyoming, and also a station in the Gulf States. The results of

ihete investigations are contained in a ^»//ir/in (vol. xi. 1891)

recently received from the U.S. Kiih Commission. Prof. B. W.
Evcrmann carried out the chief of the investigations. In look-

ing for a suitable site for a fish-cultural station, the following

requirements for the successful operation of such a station
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were kept in mind :— (i) There should be a constant supply of

not less than one thousand gallons a minute, at a temperature

never exceeding 50° or 55°, and free from any possibility of

contamination. (2) There should be twenty to thirty acres of

ground conveniently near the source of water supply. There

should also be sufficient fall between the source of w.ater supply

and the hatchery building to permit a gravity supply. (3) The

location should be central with reference to the region to be

stocked, and should also aflibrd good railroad facilities. Prof.

Evermann and his pirty visited fourteen of the most promising

localities, and the explorations were very satisfactory, both froji

the economic and scientific points of view. It w.as eventually

decided that the region mostnearly filling all the natural require-

ments was Horsethief Springs. These springs, situated in

Montana, near the north-west corner of the Yellowstone

National Park, are among the largest and most remarkable to

be found anywhere in the United States.

We are glad to see, from the "Abstract of Proceedings of the

South London Entomological and Natural History Society " for

the years 1892 and 1S93, which has just reached us, that the

condition of the Society is still a very satisfactory one, although

the membership is slightly lower now than a year ago. The '

Society now numbers 192 members. The volume contains, in

addition to reports of the various meetings held, the addresses 1

of the respective presidents for 1S92 and 1S93.

THt; London Matriculation Directory for June has just been

issued by the University Correspondence College, and contains
,

the papers stt for the MatricuLation Examination, June 1S94,

and solutions to the same.

A SECOND edition has been issued of the catalogue of the

" Bibliothcque du Jardin Botanique de Buitenzorg," Java.

The edition has been prepared by Dr. Brutel de la Riviere,

and it is much more complete and better arranged than the

first. We are requested to state that naturalists desiring to

obtain a copy of the catalogue, should communicate with M.

Treub, the Director of the State Botanic Garden, and the

volume will be sent without delay.

The July part of the American Naturalist contains, besides

general n oles, articles on "Animal Mechanics," by Dr. Manly

Miles; "The Meaning of Tree-Life," by H. L. Cl.irke;

" Lepid osirenids and Bdelloslomids," by Theodore Gill ; and

" The Origin of Pelagic Life," by Prof. W. K. Brooks.

The Quarterly Statement of the Palestine Exploration Fund

for July contains many items of interest, among which we

notice a translation of a paper by M. Th. Barrois, "On the

Depth and Temperature of the Lake of Tiberias."

Messrs. Macmillan and Co. have just published a new

edition, revised and enlarged, of " Arithmetic for Schools," by

Rev. J. B. Lock.

The Seventeenth Annual Report of the Connecticut Agri-

cultural Experiment Station has just been issued at New Haven,

and tells of a vast amount of work done during 1893.

An interesting mode of convening oxide of iron into small

but perfect crystals of ha-matite, exhibiting the characteristic

forms of the naturally occurring mineral, is described by Prof.

Arclowski, of Liittich, in the current number of the Adtschrift

fiir Atiorgaitische Chemie. The experiment simply consists in

passing partially or totally dissociiitcd ammonium chloride

vapour over the oxide heated to a particular temperature. The

oxide is placed in a combustion tube clo-ed at one end, and al

the closed end a quantity of ammonium chloride. The portion

of the tube containing the latter is placed in a combustion fur-

nace, and that containing the ferric oxide in an air bath, so con-
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iiructed that the reaction within the tube can be observed, in

order to be able to attain any desired temperature. When the

ferric oxide is healed to about 600' in the stream of ammonium

chloride vapour small glittering crj'stals commence to form after

the expiration of a few minutes, the remainder of the oxide

ncreases considerably in volume, and ammonium chloride is

rapidly absorbed. No fusion occurs, so that the absorption is

a mechanical one ; the ammonium chloride condenses upon the

exterior of the particles, eventually converting the powder into

a while mass. Upon subsequent microscopic examination of

' this white product larjje numbers of the small brilliant crystals

I

of haematite are observed interspersed among the whitened

I particles. When the experiment is performed at 700°, the

I whole of the ferric oxide is converted into miniature

cryslals of hjematite ; it is piobable that the ammonium
chloride is totally dissociated at this tern perature. The crystals

exhibit all the pec uliar crystallographic properties of ha;matite.

The fundamental rhomlj^hedron possesses the characteristic

angle of 86', and the subsidiary forms developed, including

those of the sc.ilenohedron, are precisely those exhibited by

the natural mineral and are developed to about the same extent.

This mode of synthesising hxinatite is very probably intimately

connected with that described by M. Sainle Claire Deville in

l86i. The latter method consisted in heating ferric oxide to

redness in an indifferent atmosphere into which traces of hydro-

chloric acid gas were admitted. As the ammonium chloride in

the experiment at 700° was most probably completely disso-

ciated into hydrochloric acid and ammonia, it is extremely

likely that the crystalli-ing action was due to the free hydro-

chloric acid. The synthesis of hematite by means of partially

"I totally dissociated ammonium chloride vapour is interesting,

liuwever, as throwing light upon the mode of formation in

nature, for the vapours evolved by the fumaroles in volcanic

districts always contain a certain proportion of sal-ammoniac,

and it is usually observed that the fissures through which

these vapours pass are more or less covered with crystals of

-jjecular iron and hremaiite. There is every probability, there-

fore, that the formation of the crystals is due to the partially

dissociated sal-ammoniac, just as in the artificial experiments

above described.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during

(he past week include a Moustache Monkey {Ccrcopitlucus

cephits) from West Africa, presented by .Mr. Clayton Pickers-

gill ; a Leopard '^FlUs pardiis) from East Africa, presented by

.Mrs. J. R. W. Pigott ; a Lioness {Felis Uo) from East Africa,

presented by Major Oiven ; two Tiger Cubs [Fdis ti«ris) from

Pehang, Malay Peninsula, presented by Lieut. -Colonel Sir

Charles B. H. Mitchell, K.C.M.G. ; a Common Jackal (Ca«»:r

aurtui) from India, presented by .Mr. Gerard Garney ; a Monk
Seal (Monachus albivenlcr) from Madeira, presented by Mr. C.
F. R. Blandy ; a Cockateel [Ca!i'/>silla novizholtamlia:) from
Australia, presented by Miss Sloane Stanley ; six South
African Erancolins (Francoliniis a/cr), a Puff Adder

( Vipcra
arieiaiis) from South .\frica, presented by Mr. J. E. Matcham ;

a Smooth Snake (Corom-lla lavii] from Hampshire, presented

by Mr. Willingham F Rawnsley ; a Long-eared Fox {O/ocyon

megatons) from Somaliland, a Geoffroy's Terrapin {FlaUmys
gtoffroyana) from the Argentine Republic, a Ceylonese Terra-

pin (Clemmys Irijidga) from Ceylon, an Ocellated Monitor
[yaranus ocellatiis) from Lake Tanganyika, two Black and
White Snakes {Pitnophis tnelanolcucus) from New Jersey,

U.S.A., a Black-winged Peafowl {Pavo nigripennis) from
Cochin China, deposited ; a Muscat Gazelle {Gazelta miisca-

Uttsii) from Muscat, received in exchange ; two Collared Fruit

Bats (Cynoiiycterii eollaris), four Mandarin Ducks {/Ex galcri-

cu/ala), six Australian Wild Ducks (Anas superciliosa), two
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Slender Ducks {Anas gibberifrons), a Magellanic Goose
(Bernicla magellanica), a Black-headed Gull {Larus riJi-

btiiidtis), bred in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The Results of Lmprudent Solar Observations.—

Dr. George Mackay, of the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, has
sent us a pamphlet "On Blinding of the Retina by Direct

Sunlight" (J. and A. Churchill), being a study in prognosis,

based chiefly upon accidents incurred during the observation
of partial solar eclipses. 'I'yros in observations of the sun,

and also many incautious astronomers, have sustained more or

less permanent injury to the sight by looking at it or its image
without the interposition of a dark glass, or similar absorber,
of sufficient thickness. During the progress of partial solar

eclipses, the laity often make incautious observations, and the

results of gratifying such curiosity have furnished Dr. Mackay
with the chief part of the clinical material for his study. The
paper, which originally appeared in the Ophthalmic Review,
opens with a historical survey of the few cases of ocular injury

from exposure to sunlight, recorded in historical literature.

There is a tradition that Galileo seriously impaired the sight of

his right eye by his solar observations, but Dr. Mackay has not
been able to trace the story to its origin. It is well known that,

in his later years, Galileo became quite blind, but the loss of sight

was apparently caused by an affection of the cornea, and not

by injury to the retina. The earliest precise description of the

subjective sensations consequent upon focussing solar rays upon
the retina is due lo Reid, a Professor of Moral Philosophy in

the University of Glasgow. He observed the transit of Venus
in May 1761, without taking any precautions to modify the

intensity of sunlight, and the result was that he was afflicted

with metamorphosia ; that is, objects appeared to him in dis-

torted forms. Very few other cases of similar ocular injury

have been described. Fortunately for Dr. Mackay, the partial

eclipse of the sun in June 1890, and that of June 1891, both
visible at Edinburgh, furnished him with seven new cases of
" Eclipse Blinding," all of which he examined with great care,

both with the ophthalmoscope and with type and colour-

tests. The patients suffered from an impairment of visual

acuteness, and, to most of them, dark spots appeared in their

fields of vision. Sometimes these spots were fixed, and in

other cases they oscillated rapidly. Dr. Mackay says that com-
plete recovery from the injury, even in cases of only slight

failure for test-type, is exceptional if investigated by sufficiently

refined methods. It is pointed out that the treatment ought to

be preventive ; smoked and coloured glasses of the feeble

shades ordinarily used by the public to view solar phenomena
are quite insufficient. Experience shows that, lo view the

sun with impunity, even in January, it is necessary to use a glass

so dark that no object illuminated by diffuse daylight is visible

through it.

A Novel Method of Solar Observation.—Dr. Des-
landres made an important communication to the Paris Academy
of Sciences on July 9. In December 1893, he suggested that

separate photographs of the sun should be taken by means of
the light of individual dark and bright lines in the solar spectrum.

The success with which Prof. Hale has done this with the light

of the Iv line shows that striking results may be expected from
the development of the method. An ordinary photograph of
the sun is mainly produced by the action, upon the sensitive

plate, of the bright intervals between dark lines. Dr. Janssen's
marvellous pictures of the sun are produced by using only light

of high aclinic power, and covering but a small region of the

spectrum, to act upon his photographic plate. By carrying this

principle still further, there can be no doubt that solar physics

will be considerably advanced. The dark lines in the solar

spectrum are only dark by contrast. Both Prof Hale and Dr.
Deslandres have shown that sun pictures can be produced by
the light from them alone. I lence, by isolating aline due to any
element, and using it to act upon a sensitive plate, a photograph is

obtained of the layer of the sun in which that paiticular element
predominates. Dr. Deslandres exhibited to the Paris .\cademy
some of the photographs obtained in this way. His first results

were produced by means of the light from the bright interval

between two dark lines. The pictures thus obtained showed
the photosphere with spots and facul.-v much the same as
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Jansscn't photographs. One point confirmed by the pictures

is that the difference between the brightness of the solar disc

and that of the spots and faculx is more marlced the

greater the refrargibilily of the light employed. The bright

lines due to the vapour of calcium, gave a different set of

results. Such reversed lines do not represent incandescent

solid or liquid, as in the preceding case, but are emitted

by gaseous calcium at a higher level. Their light there-

fore imprints the image of the chromosphere upon the

photographic plate. Dr. Deslandres' photographs of

this kind agree with those previously mentioned as regards

disposition and general forms of (acula;, but they differ in the

fact that ihey show faculre near the centre of the disc as clearly

as facul.Te near the edge, and also by greatly extending the

areas of these bright patches. Using the light from a portion

of the d.irk and wide calcium line, and exposing the photo-

graphic plate a little longer than when the bright reversal in

the middle ol the line was employed, a curious and altogether

different result was obtained. The same facula; appear upon

the photograph, but they are not so clearly marked, and are of

less extent. On the other hand, spots are shown verydistincily,

with their penumbra; sharply defined. Dr. Deslandies has

obtained similar photographs by using absorption lines of iron,

aluminium, and carbon, which are wide enough to permit them
to be isolated by means of his spectrograph. The results of

further work in this direction will be awaited with interest.

THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN,
CALCUTTA.^

"TTHE ponderous and important .-liina/s of the Royal Botanic
' Garden, Cahutta, are known to all students of Indian

flora. We have from time to time referred in terms of praise

to these solid monuments of Dr. King's industry, and to the

skill of the native lithographers and printers. The fourth

volume of the Annals is before us, and is of equal excellence

to the preceding ones. It is concerned with " The Anonace.'v

of British India," a family of about six hundred species of woody
plants. Although Dr. King, in an admirable introduction,

gives an outline of the arrangement of the whole family, the

present monograph only contains "a detailed account of those

species which are indigneous to British India proper, to that

part of the Malayan I'eninsula which is under British protec-

tion, to the Islands of Singapore, Hangkore and Penang, and to

the Nicobar and Andaman groups. This is the geographic area

covered in the latter volumes of Sir Joseph Hooker's Flora of

British India ; and it may in the broad sense be considered for

botanical {ihoughnot for political) purposes a^ British India, as

distinguished Itom Diilih or Netherlands India, which consists

of the .Malayan Archipelago. The majority of the species in-

digenous to the British Indian area have already been dealt

with by Sir Joiieph Hooker and the late Dr. T. Thomson in

that splendid fragment their Flora Indica (published in 1855).

and still more recently by Sir Joseph Hooker in the first volume
of his Ilota of British India. It is with no idea of improving

upon the work of these distinguished authors that I have re-

described the same species in the following p.iges, but chiefly

in order that the species which have been discovered since the

order was dealt with by them may be described, and that the

relations of the new to the older species may be understood."

Dr. King points out that the .Malayan Peninsula remains even

now but partially explored, and that its complete examination

must bring to m^iny new .\nonace,t. liui as there was an

opportunity of printing a fully illustrated account of the family

at the present time, and as there is no knowing when the moun-
tain range which forms the backbone of the I'eninsula may he

explored, it was decided to publ sh the monograph, and risk the

charge of having done so prematurely.
The great importance of such a work as that under notice

can only be adcquaiely judged by botanical experts. Alto-

gether there are 220 lithographic plates, a figure of c.ich species

being given. These are accompanied by 169 pages of text, in

addition to an index and the useful iiiiroduction, to which re-

ference has been made. For the immense lal>our involved in the

publication of such a volume, 1 'r. King deserves the thanks of

all lystematic botanists, and the Government of Bengal has

• Annutt 0/ Itte Royal Bclanic Garden, Calcutta, v.»I. iv. Tlic Anon*
•ceasof BnlKb India. By Dr. George King, K.R.S., &c.. Superintendent
of the Garden, Calcutta. (Printed atlhc Bengal Secretariat PrcM, |S'>3.J

done a great service to science by enabling the work to be!

published.

The hundredth anniversary of the death of Colonel Kyd, the;

founder and first superintendent of the Royal Botanic Cjarden

at Calcutta, occurred last year, and Dr. King has taken advan-

tage of the occasion by putting on record as much as can be 1

traced of the early history of the Garden, and the career of its;

founder. The volume is dedicated to Colonel Kyd (of whom a

portrait is also given), and prefaced with an interesting account,

from which we have taken the following extracts :

—

" Robert Kyd belonged to an old Forfarshire family, several

membeis of which had preceded him in the service of the

,

Honourable East India Company, He was born in 1746, At
the age of eighteen he became a cadet of the Bengal Engineers,

and on October 27, 1764, he received his commission as Ensign

in that corps. His promotion to the rank of Lieutenant fol-

lowed in the year after. Two and a half years later he became
Captain, getting his majority on May 29, 17S0, and his

Lieutenant-Colonelcy on December 7, 17S2. He died at Cal-

cutta on May 26, 1793. From the fraginentary evidence which

is still extant it appears that Colonel Kyd was a man of wide

and varied sympathies and experience, and that, during the later

years of his service he attained a position of so much influence

that his suggestions on various weighty matters were not only

listened to but promptly acted upon. Himself a keen gardener,

he had brought together, round his country house at Shalimar,

a collection of various plants of economic and horticultural

interest «hich had been sent to him, partly by correspondents

in the interior of the country, but which had chiclly been

brought to him by Captains of the Company's ships returning

from their voyages to the .Straits and to the Malayan Archi-

pelago. Colonel Kvd conceived the idea of supplying the

Company's Navy with leak timber grown near the ports where

it could be used in shipbuilding, and of increasing tlieir com-

mercial resources by introducing into India the cultivation of

the spices which, in those days, formed so important an item in

their trade, but for supplies of which they had to depend on
j

their factories in Sumatra and Penang. He communicated
j

this idea to the Governor-General of the day ; and, in a letter

written on June I, 17S6, he officially submitted a scheme for

the establishment of a Botanical Garden, or Garden of Accli-

matisation, near Calcutta. This scheme also included proposals
1

for introducing, into territories subject to the Company, the

cultivation of cotton, tobacco, coffee, tea, and various other

commercial products. To have suggested to the local repre-
j

sentatives of what was then practically a trading Company,
the provision (at a considerable annual cost) of facilities for the

pursuit of pure, as distinguished from economic, botany would

probably not have increased the chances of the acceptance of

the Garden scheme. The scientific aspect of the matter was

therefore, with commendable s.agacity, excluded from mention

in the original proposal. So much, in fact, were the local 1

Government impressed with the advantages of Colonel Kyd's

proposed scheme that, without waiting fur a reply to this letter
'

from the Board, they secured land lor the Garden ' in anti-
,

cipation of sanction '; and, in a letter dated July 27, 1 7871
1

they reported this action to the Directors. This second letter,

however, must have crossed a dispatch, dated London, July 31,

17S7, in which the Board not only conveyed their sanction to

itc formation of the Garden suggested by Colonel Kyd, bijt
,

warmly approved his action in bringing the proposal to their I

notice.
'

" Colonel Kyd's country house and garden stood near the vil-

lage of .Sibpur, on a piomontory round which the llooghly

bends in passing the site o( the present I'ort William (at that

lime only recently complete<l), and which was known then (as

it is now) as Shalimar. And it was land in the vicinity of

Sbalimar, and separated from his own privtite garden only by a

ditch, which Colonel Kyd selected for the proposed Botanic

Garden. The piece of land thus selected measures more Ih.an

three hundred acres in cxieni, and is of rather irregular shape.

It consists of a rather narrow strip running along the right

bank of the llooghly for about a mile and a half, but expanding

towards its lower extremity into a large square block.

" Colonel Kyd, whose office at this lime was that of Military

Secretary to tiovcrnment, was appointed Honorary Super-

intendent of the Garden, a post which he retained until his

death. He never lived within the Garden. In fact, there was

no dwelling-house within its limits until his successor, Dr. Rox-

burgh, built the present Superintendent's house in 1795.
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Colonel Kyd probably, as was the fashion of the day, had a

town house in Calcutta. But he appears to have passed a good

deal of hij liaie at Shalimar ; and in his will he directed that

he should be buried in his garden there. Tlie part of the

I

Botanic Garden nearest to Colonel Kyd's house was devoted to

' the planting of teak trees, in accordance with the Company's
earnest desire to supply themselves with timber for ship-build-

ing. The experience of thirty-four years having shown that

,
good teak timber cannot be successfully raised on the muddy
soil of the Gangetic delta, this part of the garden (extending

to about forty acres) was in the year 1820 given up by Govern-

ment to the Lord Bishop of Calcutta (IJr, Middleton) as the

site for a Christian college. The Garden was thus reduced to

its present area of 270 acres.'

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
Bulletin of the New York Mathematical Society, vol. iii.

No. 9, June 1894. (New York: Macmillan.l— Prof. E. \V.

Brown, under the heading "The Lunar Theory "

(pp. 207-215)
gives an admirable abstract of vol. iii. of Tisserand's " Theorie

I

de Mccanique Ctleste, Perturbations des Planetes d'apres la

Methode de Hansen; Theorie de la Lune. " Herein he opens

I

with the remark :
" It is somewhat strange that a subject like the

I

lunar theory, which has received so much attention since its

first principles were given by Newton, should be allowed to

pass its second centenary before the appearance of a treatise like

|the present one." His opinion is that, notwithstanding a few
[defects, the book will take a high rank aoiongst the many
|classic treatises on celestial mechanics,—Suidents of the Theory
|of Numbers have recently been gratified by the publication

1(1892) of Bachmann's " Die Elemente der Zahlentheorie." An
janalysis of its contents, with a brief consideration of the parts

which call for special remark, is given by Dr. J. VV. A. Young
,(pp. 215-222).— Prof. Conant (pp. 223-224) calls attention to

a work which occupies a unique place among translations, viz.

["Memoirs on Infinite Series." These are classic memoirs by
iLejeune-Dirichlet (2), .-Vbel, Gauss, and Kummer. The book

I
s brought out, under the auspices of the Tokio .Mathematical
in 1 Pnysical S:)ciety, by Japanese professors.

In the numbers of the Journal of Botany for June and July,
A. B. Rendle describes new species of Asclepiadeae and

volvulaceie from Tropical .-Vfrica, including a new genus of

ihe former order Odontostelma, which is also figured.—A new
JBritish Rubus, R. Rogersii, n. sp. , is described by .Mr. E. F.

ILinton.— Mr. F. J. llanbury contributes "A Tentative List of
British Hieracia," numbering upwards of loo species.

In Nos. 5-7 of the BtilUttino delta Societa Botanica Italiana

ire two papers on fungus diseases of cultivated trees, by Sig.

Baccarini. The " petecchia " or " vaiolo " (pock) of the

orange has been ascribed to various causes. It is always ac-

companied by a number of fungi, but these are apparently
aprophytic, and not pathogenic. The true cause appears to

oe a bacillus. The " mal nero " of the vine is also attributed

to a microbe. Bacillus vitivorus, n. sp.— Sig. S. Sommier has
two papers on the little-known flora of the Island of Giglio,

lear to Elba.— Sig. A. Jatta completes his paper on the lichens

jf Italy, of which he enumerates 1407 species.

The number of the iVuoiv Giornate Botanico Italiano for

[uly is occupied by three papers:—"On the Roman Flora,"

)y Sig. A. Terracciano ;
" On the Flora of SicUy," by Sig. L.

Micotra ; and "On the Disease of the Strawberry caused by
Spharella Fragaria:," by Sigg. E. Baroni and G. Del Guergio.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, May 24.—"On the Influence of certain
Natural Agents on the Virulence of the Tubercle- Bacillus.

"

<y Dr. Arthur Ransome, F. R.S., and Sheridan Delepine.

June 7.
—"The Influence of Intra-Venous Injection of Sugar

in the Gases of the Blood." By Dr. Vaughan Harley.
In a previous paper (A'ly. Soc. /'roc. 1893), he showed thai

he intra. venous injection m{ grape sugar caused an increase in

he lactic acid in the circul.iti >n. It appeared probable that the
actic acid had combined with the bases of the carbonates in the
ilood, having driven out the cirbonic acid.
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Experiments were made on dogs to see what changes were
produced in the gases of the blood after intra-venous injections

of sugar.

It was found the quantity of carbonic acid was diminished,

it being most markedly so during the first hour after the sugar

injection, and still somewhat so three to five hours later.

These results support the view that the lactic acid drives the

carbonic acid from the sodium salts and replaces it.

In the next place, the changes met with in the quantity of

oxygen in the blood were investigated. It was found the

oxygen was markedly diminished during the first hour after the

sugar injection. During the third and fifth hours the quantity

in arterial was that usually found in venous blood. The
explanation of this cannot up to the present be explained.

June 2f.
— " Researches on Explosives. Preliminary Note."

By Captain Sir A. Noble, K.C.B., F.R S.

The researches on which I, in conjunction with Sir F. Abel,

have been engaged for very many years, have had their scope

so altered and extended by the rapid advances which have

been made in the science of explosives, that we have been
unable to lay before the Society the results of the many
hundreds of experiments under varied conditions which I have

carried out. We are desirous also of clearing up some diffi-

culties which have presented themselves with certain modern
explosives when dealing with high densities and pressures, but

the necessary investigations have occupied so much time that I

am induced to lay a few of our results before the Society, trust-

ing, however, that before long we may be able to submit a
more complete memoir.
A portion of our researches includes investigations into the

transformation and ballistic properties of powders varying

greatly in composition, but of which potassium nitrate is the

chief constituent. In this preliminary note I propose to refer

to powders of this description chiefly for purposes of com-
parison, and shall devote cny attention principally to gun-cotton

and to those modern explosives of which gua-cottan forms 3
principal ingredient.

In determining the transformation experienced during ex-

plosion, the same arrangements for firing the explosive and
collecting the gases was followed as are described in our earlier

researches,' and the gases themselves were, after being
sealed, analysed either under the personal superintendence

of Sir. F. Abel, or of Prof. Dewar, and to Prof. Dewar's
advice and assistance I am indebted, I can hardly say to what
extent.

The heat developed by explosion, and Ihe quantity of per-

manent gases generated were also determined as described in

our researches, but the amount of water formed plays so im-
portant a part in the transformation that special means were
adopted in order to obtain this product with exactness.

Numerous experiments were made to ascertain the relation of
the tension of the various explosives employed, to the gravi-

metric density of the charge when fired in a close vessel, but I

do not propose here to pursue this part of our inquiry, both
because the subject is too large to be treated of in a preliminary

note and because approximate values have already been
published '•' for several of the explosives with which we have
experimented.

With certain explosives, the possibility or probability of
detonation was very carefully investigated. In some cases the
explosive was merely placed in the explosion vessel in close

proximity to a charge of mercuric fulminate by which it was
fired, but I found that the most satisfactory method of experi-

ment was to place the charge to be experimented with in a
small shell packed as tightly as possible, the shell then being
placed in a large explosion vessel and fired by means of mer-
cuiic fulminate. The tension in the small shell at the moment
of fracture and the tension in the large explosion vessel were in

each experiment carefully measured.

It may be desirable here to explain that I do not consider

the presence of a high pressure with any explosive as necessarily

denoting detonation. With both cordite and gun-cotton I have
developed enormous pressures, close upon 100 tons per square
inch (about 15,000 atmospheres), but the former explosive I

have not succeeded in detonating, while gun-cotton can be de-

tonated wi:h the utmost ease. It is obvious that if we suppose
a small charge fired in a vessel impervious to heat, the rapidity

1 P/tit. Trans, vol. ctxv. p. 61.

- N'oblc, "Internal Haliistic^," 1892, p. 33; Ro}' Soc. Proc. vol. Iii

-

p. 128.
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or slowness of combustion will make no difference in (he de-

veloped pressure, and that pressure will be the highest of which
the explosive is capable, regard being of course had to the

density of the charge. I say a small charge, because, if a

large charge were in question and explosion took place with

extreme rapidity, the nascent gases may give rise to such

whirlwinds of pressure, if I may use the term, that any means
we may have of registering the tension will show pressures very

much higher than would be registered were the gases, at the

same temperature, in a stale of quiescence. I have had in-

numerable proofs of this action, but it is evident that in a very

small charge the nascent gases will have much less energy

than in the case of a large charge occupying a considerable

space.

The great increase in the magnitude of the charges fired from

modern guns has rendered the question of erosion one of great

importance. Few, who have not had actual experience, have
any idea how rapidly with very large charges the surface of the

bore is removed. Great attention has therefore been paid to

this point, both in regard to the erosive power of different ex-

plosives and in regard to the capacity of different materials

(chiefly different natures of steel) to resist the erosive action.

The method I adopted for this purpose consisted in allowing

large charges to escape through a small vent. The amount of

the metal removed by the passage of the products of explosion,

which amount was determined by calibration, was taken as a

measure of the erosive power of the explosive.

Experiments have also been maiie to determine the rate at

which the products of explosion part with their heat to the

surrounding envelope, the products of explosion being altogether

confined. I shall only briefly allude to ihese experiments, as,

although highly interesting, they have not been carried far

enough to entitle me to speak with coniidence as to final con-

clusions.

Turning now to ballistic results. The energies which the

new explosives are capable of developing, and the high pres-

sures at which the resulting gases arc discharged from the

muzzle of the gun, render length of bore of increased import-

ance. With the object of ascertaining with more precision the

advantages to be gained by length, the firm to which I belong
has experimented with a 6-inch gun of loo calibres in length.

In the particular experiments to which I refer, the velocity and
energy generated has not only been measured at the muzzle,

but the velocity, and the pressure producing this velocity, have
been obtained for every point ol the bore, consequently the

loss of velocity and energy due to any particular shortening of

the bore can be at once deduced.
These results have been obtained by measuring the velocities

every round at sixteen points in the bore and at the muzzle.

These data enable a velocity curve to be laid down, while from
this curve the corresponding pressure curve can be calculated.

The maximum chamber pressure obtained by these means is

corroborated by simultaneous observations taken with crusher

gauges, and the internal ballistics of various explosives have
thus been completely determined.
Commencing with gun-cotton, with which a very Large

number o( analyses were made, with the view of determining
whether there was any material difference in the decomposition
dependent upon the pressure under which it was exploded, two
descriptions were employed : one in the form of hank or strand,

and the other in the lorm of compressed pellets. Both natures

were approximately of the same composition, of WaUham
Abf>ey manufacture, containing in a dried sample about 44
per cent, of soluble cotton and 956 per cent, of insoluble. As
ase'l, it contained about 2'25 per cent, of moisture.

[Tables were given showing the results of the analyses of the

permanent gases.]

From my very numerous experiments on erosion I have
arrived at the conclusion that the principal factors determining
its amount arc : (I) the actual temperature of the products of

combu.<ition
; (2) the motion of Ihese products. Hut little

T'. ive effect i* producetl, even by the most erosive powders, in
'• vessels, or in ihoc portions of the chambers of guns where

•i.r motion of the gas is feeble or //iV ; but the case is widely
'lill'-tcnt where there is rapid motion of Ihe gases at high den-
sities. It is not difficult absolutely to retain without leakage
the products of explosions at very high pressures, but if there
be any appreciable escape before the gases are cooled they
inttanlly cut a way for themselves with astonishing rajjidily,

(olally destroying the surfaces over or through which they pass.
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Among all the explosives with which I have experimented 1

have found that where the heat developed is low the erosivj

effect is also low.

With ordinary powders, the most erosive with which I am
acquainted is that which, on account of other properties, i;

used for the battering charges of heavy guns : I refer to browr
prismatic powder. The erosive effect of cordile, if considerec

in relation to the energy generated by the two explosives, i;

very slightly greater than that of brown prismatic, but very mucl
higher effects can, if it be so desired, be obtained with cordite

and, if the highest energy be demanded, Ihe erosion will bi

proportionally greater. There is, however, one curious anc

satisfactory peculiarity connected with erosion by cordite

Erosion produced by ordinary gunpowder has the most singula

effect on the metal of the gun, eating out large holes and form

ing long rough grooves, resembling a ploughed field in minia

ture, and these grooves have, moreover, the unpleasant habit

being very apt lo develop into cracks ; but with cordite, so fa

as my experience goes, the erosion is of a very differen

character. The eddy holes and long grooves are absent, and thi

erosion appears to consist in a simple washing away of th'

surface of the steel barrel.

Cordite does not detonate ; at least, although I have mad
far more experiments on detonation with this explosive thai

with any other, I have never succeeded in detonating it. Will

an explosive like cordile, capable of developing enormous pres

sures, it is, of course, easy, if the cordite be finely comminuted
to develop very high tensions, but, as I have already explained

a high pressure does not necessarily imply detonation.

[The velocities and energies developed by the new explosiv

were shown by the aid of diagrams.]

"The Rotation of the Electric Arc." By Alexander Pelhai
^

Trotter. 1

In the course of experiments made with the view of realisin
|

as a practical standard of light, the method of using one squaij

millimetre or other definite area of the crater of the positiv

carbon of an electric arc, ' the author has found that the effecliv

luminosity is not as theory would predict,- either constant (

uniform. By the use of a doulile Kumford photometer, givin

alternating fields, as in a Vernon llarcourt photometer, h{

attention was called to a bright spot at or near th|

middle of the crater. The use of rotating sectors accidental!

;

revealed that a periodic phenomenon accompanied the appea

ance of this bright spot, and although it is more marked wit

a short humming arc, the author believes that it is alwa;

present.

An image of the crater was thrown on a screen by a photi

graphic lens ; and a disc having 60 arms and 60 openings of 3
and rotating at from 100 to 400 revolutions per minute, w^

placed near the screen. Curious strobjscopic images we
observed, indicating a continually varying periodicity seldo

higher than 450 per second, most frequently about 100, difTict

to distinguish below 50 per second, and becoming with a loi

arc a mere flicker. The period seemed to correspond with til

musical hum of the arc, which generally breaks into a hiss at|

note a little beyond 450 per second. The hum is audible in 1

telephone in Ihe circuit, or in shunt to it. The current w
taken from the miins of the Kensington and Knightsbrldi]

Electric Light Company, often lale at night, after all tl'

dynamos had been shut down. The carbons were, of cottrs;

not cored ; six kinds were used. I

A rotating disc was arranged near the lens, lo allow thebeaf

to pass for about i/ioooth of a second, and to be cut off I'

about l/ioolh of a second. It was then found that a brigj

patch, occupying about one quarter of the crater, appeared
|

be rapidly revolving. Examination of the shape of this pat|

sh iwed that it consisted of the bright spot already nientione;

and of a curved appendage which swept round, sometini|

changing ihe direction of its rotation. This appendage seem:

to be approximately equivalent to a <|ua<lrant sheared ccl

ccntrically through 90°. Distinct variations in the luminos

of the crater are probably due to the (act that this is only

approximation, '

The d priori theory of the constant temperature of the oral'

is so attractive, that the .author is inclined lo altribute tl

phenomenon, not lo any actual change of the luminosity of I

' J. .Swinburne and S. P. Thompsin, discussion on paper by llie .luil

'* Intt. Klecirical Kng.," vol. ai, pp. 384 and 403.
' Ahncy and I'eslinK, I'liil. Trans. 1881, p. 890 ; S. P. Thompson

Artf. Journ, vol. 37, p. 333.
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crater, or to any wandering of the luminous area, a? is seen with

a long, unsteady arc, but to the refraction of the light by heated
vapour. All experiments, such as enclosing the arc in a smill

chamber of transparent mica, or the use of magnets, or an air

\
blast, have failed to produce any effect. A distortion of the

' image of the crater while the patch revolves, has been looked
for, but nothing distinguishable from changes of luminosity has

been seen.
' An unexpected difficulty is thus introduced in the use of the

I arc as a standard of light, and one which may interfere with its

use under some circumstances as a steady and continuous source

of light. The author is further examining this phenomenon,
with the view of ascertaining its nature, and of finding practical

conditions under which it is absent or negligable.

j
"On the Viscosity of Water as determined by Mr. J. B.

Hannay, by means of his Microrheometer." By Robert E.

Bamett.
In a paper entitled "On the Microrheometer," published in

the I'hil. Trans, for 1879, Mr. Hannay described an apparatus
' which he devised for measuring the rate of flow of liquids

I

through a capillary tube, and gave the times of flow of water
at various temperatures, and of certain aqueous salt-solutions

which he had observed by its means. The capillary was 21 mm.
! long, and 00938 mm. in diameter ; the bulb had a capacity of

I

4'053 <^<^> '"'' 'he pressure employed was that of I metre of

water at 20". In order to compare the results with tnose of

other observers, the author has converted the measurements of

time of flow recorded by Mr. Hannay for water into viscosity-

coefficients by means of the formula :

—

_ vr^pt _ Vp
^ ' ^8VT SirTt'

The figures thus obtained are given in tabular form, and on
comparison with the results given by Poiseuille, Slotte, Sprung,
aud Thorpe and Rodger, are seen to yield discordant

I values for the viscosity of water. Not only is the value

I

at 0° far below that of any known liquid, but it diminishes
so rapidly that at 6" and above it is a minus ijuantity. This

I paradiixical result is due to the fact that Mr. Hannay's experi-

mental figures are inconsistent. It is physically impossible to
i iss such a volume of water under the stated pressure through a

illary tube of the dimensions given, in the times recorded. At
for instance, the time of flow required under these condi-

uuns would be about 4600 seconds, instead of 131 '3 seconds, as

I stated. The author has attempted in several ways to account
fir the discrepancy, but without success.

"On the Singular Solutions of Simultaneous Ordinary
ilerential Equations and the Theory of Congruencies." By

I rof. A. C. Dixon,

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, July 16.—M. Lcewy in the chair.

—

New researches on chromium, by M. Henri Moissan. Chro-
mium has been prepared in large quantity by means of the

electric furnace. Pure chromium has the density 692 at 20° C.
It is more infusible than platinum, and has, apparently, no action

on a magnetic needle. It is practically unacted on in moist air,

but burns at 2000' C. in oxygen. It readily combines with

silicon and carbon, to form very hard compounds ; the sdicide

scratches the ruby. The pure metal is not nearly so hard, and
readily takes a fine polish. It is hardly attacked by acids,

resisting aqua regia, and is not acted on by fused potash, though
oxidised by fused potassium nitrate or chlorate.—On the two
ourang outangs which have recently died at Paris, by M. A.
Milne- Edwards.—On the mechanism of the murmurings caused
by the passage of air in tubes ; determination of the moment
when a soundless flow, transformed instantaneously into a

murmuring flow, becomes sonorous in the different points of the
tube, by M. A. Chauveau.—On the necessity for ostriches, and
most birds, to swallow hard bodies which remain in the pyloric

region of the stomach, and which play the part, as regards foods,

ol masticatory organs, by M. C. Sappey.—On dimcthylamido-
benzoylben/.aic acid, diethylamidobenziylbenzoic ai;id, and
dimelhylanilinephthalein, by .M.\I. A. Haller and A. Guyot.

—

Note on some biological variations of Pncumohactilus liqiu-

faciens Ivjis, the miciobe of contagious peripneumonia of caitle,

by M. S. Arloing. The author descrioes a non-liquefying
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variety of this microbe, and shows that it is not an independent
species.— Studies on central actions : general laws relative to the
effect of media, by M. F. P. Le Roux.—On interferences due to

mean difference of path, by M. Georges Meslin.— Direct auto-
graphic record of the form of periodic currents by means of the
electrochemical method, by M. P. Janet. A battery of fifteen

steel styles, connected with fifteen points of the circuit taken,
so that the difference of potential between consecutive points

was about four volts, gave traces on prepared paper which
indicated the characteristics of the discharge through the cir-

cuit.—Coefficient of self-induction of n equal and equidistant

parallel threads of which the sections are distributed on a

circumference, by M. Ch. Eug. Guye. The coefficients cal-

culated for two selected definite systems by means of a formula
quoted agree with the experimental values within about one
per cent.—On the equation of discharges, by M. R. Swynge-
dauw.—Separation and estimation of tin and antimony in an
alloy, by >I. Mengin. The oxides are obtained as usual by
means of nitric acid acting on the alloy of tin and antimony,
and the metal antimony is reduced therefrom by means of a

plate of pure tin and hydrochloric acid, and weighed separately.

—On rotatory powers variable with the temperature ; a reply

to M. Colson, by M. A. Le Bel. —Synthesis of mesoxalic acid

and bismuth mesoxalate, by M. H. Causse. The acid has been
obtained by oxidation of glycerine by means of nitric acid in

presence of bismuth nitrate. Insoluble bismuth mesoxalate is

formed and, by virtue of its insolul)ility, the mesoxalic acid is

removed from the field of action and escapes further oxidation.

—

Contribution to the study of some amidoacids obtained by the

condensation of vegetable proteid substances, by M. E. Fleurent.

On some derivatives of the propylamines, by M. F. Chancel.

The preparation and properties are described of the compounds
(i) propylpropylideneamine, (2) monopropylacetamide, (3)
dipropylacetamide, and (4) tetrapropylurea.—On some points

in the anatomy of the ourang-outang, by MM. J. Deniker and
R. Boulart.—On the male genital apparatus of the ourang-
outang (Simla satyrus, L ), by M. E. de Pousargues.—On the

osteology of the ourang-outang, by M. P. Delisle.— Researches
on the excitability of rigid muscles and on the causes of the dis-

appearance of cadaveric rigidity, by M. J. Tissot. The author
shows that the relaxation ot the cadaveric rigidity of muscles is

not due to putrefaction, which only sets in after the rigidity dis-

appears.— Physiological mechanism of egg-laying among
Oithopterous insects of the family of the Acridii. The rolt of

the air as a mechanical agent, and multiple functions of the

genital apparatus, by -M. J. Kunckel d'Herculais.—Conditions
of the development of /iotigeol (Exobasidiurn vilis) on the

leaves of the vine, by M. Albert Renault.—On a parasite of the
vine, Aureobasidium vilis, by MM. P. Viala and G. Boyer.

—

On the carved ivories from the Quaternary station of Brassempouy
(Landes), by M.M. Ed. Piette and J. de Laporterie. .\n account
of five statuettes or parts of statuettes of human figures, found
among cinders and numerous bones of the rhinoceros, mammoth,
aurochs, horse, and hyjena.—On the Constantinople earthquake.
An extract from a letter from M. Moureaux to M. Mascart.

AMSTERD.4M.

Royal Academy of Sciences, June 30.—Prof, van der
Waals in the chair.— Prof. Behrens, Delft, gave some particu-

lars concerning the detection of alkaloids by microchemical

methods. A good method must give slides, showing the alka-

loids pure or well crystallised combinations, from which the

pure alkaloid can be set free by simple and trustworthy reactions.

Such >lides can be kept any time a., .locuments for comparing
with standard slides arui further experiments, while the colour-

tests incurrent use generally destroy the alkaloid. Volatile alka-

loids are the most easy to isolate. Thus, from 0'3 mgr. of tea, and
from I mgr. of coffee, by extraction with limewaterand with alco-

hol, and subsequent sublimation, characteristic needles of theine

were obtained without any difficulty. Cocoa must be extr.acted

with weak acetic acid. After purifying with acetate of lead and
concentrating, the liquid is dried with an excess of sodium car-

bonate, and sublimed at 300" C. Powdery theobromine is

obtained, giving characteristic prisms with silver nitrate, and,

later on, needles, resembling theine, more volatile than theo-

bromine and more soluble in water. Their angle of extinction is

0°, and their chloromercurate is easily soluble. For theine, angle

of extinction 45°, chloromercurate thrown down as long needles.
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Two iiier. of cocoa are sufficient for showing both aUcaloids.

Among^alkaloids that are not volatile, qum.ne ">=^y »>« c.ted

,reated%ilh success by the author s,x months ago. As another

example, strychnine and brucine tnay he taken, rortracmg

"nchnine the limit was found by de Vry and van der Burg at

o-6oin>"r \Yith the aid of microchemical methods, well-defined

ciTstals of strjchnine can be obtained down to o;ooo2 mgr. in

thl presence ?f as much brucine ; afterwards the Utter .s made

o cATaJlUe as chloroplatinate. The actual hm.t .s found

i° a fourth of this quantity. A detailed paper w.U be published

next ywr-Mr. Bakhuis Roo.eboom discussed the gniphical

representation of heterogeneous equilibrium in systems of one to

four substances. For systems of one substance we have only/. /

°nes which encounter each other m triple points Systems of

twr substances may be represented in space between tw-o

parallel plans.by points which indicate A '

^^^^^.T^TT^-l
For systems of three components the composition may be ex-

Dressed in an equilateral triangle, and in a direction perpendi-

?; arTo his plan, either/, or t. For systems of four substances

the composition only can be expressed for one single tern-

perature and pressure by points in a tetrahedron. The author

dLussed the conditions (or a right selecuon of the componenls,

and demonstrated that, in systems which admit smgle or double

substitution, the number of components is one inferior to that

of the apparent components.-Prof. J. A. C. Oudemans pre-

sensed a note on the g'eographical po.uioa of the -Astronomical

Observatory at Utrecht, revised by him on a request f om the

editor of the British Nautical Almanac. The latitude

_ „= c q' c. Using Leiden-Greenwich. as newly found by

telegraph, and Utreiht-Leiden. geodetically determined, he

deduced 2om. 31s. -co, practically the same result as given by

The old observations of Hennert. van Utenhove. W-gner van

Beeck, Calkoen, and Keyzer, from 1778 '^•^-°-^5,°;;>-vf/
J. A. Oudemans exhibited two new fungi, '''^-

/'^'f"^.l'f;
tvota, found on Didyola obl,.sa»s><!°, a submerged ^A<'</<y>Aj «'.

detected by Miss Weber in the neighbourhood of Malacca, and

tS. kyckii, discovered by Mr. Vuyck. in Leiden, in the

ovary of Luzula cam/^slns.-?tol. Kamerlingh Onnes com-

menTed on(l)the coefficients of viscosity of lluids in corie-

Sing "talis, calcnlated by Mr. de Haas. They generally

a^ee with the formula deduced from his theorem that the

moving molecular systems in corresponding states are mechanu:.

"w similar. Great deviations are shown by the fatty acids,

ar^d especially the alcohols. (2) The further expenments rriade

by U' Kuenen, in the Leiden Laboratory, on he abnormal

Dhenomena observed by Galitzine near the critical point. Ur.

Scuenen proved that they are to be ascribed to ""Purities =.nd

in particular to air. Gas can be originated at one side of the

ub*^ by heating a part of it. just as during '^e process of sealing

The g.^. being transferred to the opposite side of the tube, the

density at th' side changes in accordance, '^y^dm, ing air. t

one side, anomalies such as were observed by Galitzine are

obained'-Mr. Jan de Vries presented an -'-'« «" '"P^^^

equations, lie showed that the roots of such e.iuations of

degrees 7 and 9 cannot satisfy a symmetrical ttihnear rela, on^

This property is also verified for two distinct sorts of triple

equations of decree 13; it has not yet been decided whether

these aic the only possible syslems of this degree.

Netherlanhs.

Enlomological Society. June 9--Mr. A van den Brandt

inthechair.-Mr. Lverts exhibited a fine collection of speci-

'.Sens illustrating the biology of the ho-^''" = ^'''^ '^ ,1?^
.oecimcns of the rare Dor.atoma chrysomehna, new 0'.'' =

I?^Uh fauna ; Mr. Snellen, both ,exes of lu-tlaa "'.'"-"«"<>«

Niceville, and a l.rcad specimen of M(ha,ia flammea. Curt.
.
M .

I C H dc Meycrc. several rare and interesting indigenous

hintera
'

Mr. F. J. M. Heylacrts, specimens of CoUophora and

pFyXua; Mr. H. A. de Vos tot Nederveen Cappcl .^f.v,/»

dahlii, lioarmia abUlana, and a very curious variety o l<Tnio-

camta in<ir,<. ; Mr. A. J. F. Fokker. 'P""""/ " '7 T"'
indigenous Ilem.plera, J.uryg.uUr maura and hotta.toll... The

Utter stated that the name ol P.dops horvnih,. » species whch

wa5 not long ago descril>ed by him in ihe Dutch Ttjdtchrift,

ha" been prev.. usly given by Distant to a Japanese species.

,nd w""herefore changed by Dr. Bergroth into P. .»/'«//.««.

"m7 II 1. Veih deicribed the liquids emi.ted by the coxx of

iCYeral Coleoptera (Coccinellidsc and others), and which, ac-
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cording toLeydig. was a secretion ofblood. A renewed chemicn

'nqu ry into its nature, however, seems to be des.rable -M
A"%^Rossum gave a further a^^^^^^^^^

f;;'ara1u{*'£r'^se'ttin1'tepidopti;a7and adapted to be user,

during long journeys.

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, and SERIALS RECEIVED.j

BooKS.-Obs.rvMion, .and Re.c.rch« „.d^at .he H^^^^^^^

translated by Prof. J- K- ^- r^,' i^ .
»' i- v„^ (Boston, Ginn).—Anlb

n.eiic for Schools: Rev. J. B. ^o'^V "p, '„^it..\ Vols. ; Vol. i, Junio

tory Manu.->1 of Phystcs ='"<'/PP''=^f„f'^'^^'f'Y^Rogcrs (MacnullanV-
Coursc in Genc.^ Ph>^.cs •

^•^f'^'jXn and Dr Kipping (Chambers^ I

Orcanic Chcnustry. ran i . rroi. icni.su
r-.^-ira ^Paris

S^toirc du Monde .on fivoUmon « - C-'--- \lr:„G-.y-d^P-S
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LORD KELVIN ON GENERAL PHYSICS.^

Popular Lectures and Addresses by Sir William

Thomson {Baron Kelvin), P.R.S., LL.D., D.C.L., a^c.

In three volumes. Vol. II. "Geology and General

Physics.' With illustrations. N.\ture Series, pp.

X. + 599, with index. (London and New York : Mac-
millan and Co., 1894.)

II.

AT the present time, when the need for a fully-equipped

and well-manned National Physical Laboratory for

expensive and for secular observations is sometimes

discussed, it is interesting to quote from Lord Kelvin's

Presidential address to the British Association at

Edinburgh in 1 871 as follows :

—

" The success ofthe Kew Magnetic and Meteorological
Observatory affords an e.^iample of the great gain to be
earned for science by the foundation of physical observa-
tories and laboratories for experimental research, to

be conducted by qualified persons, whose duties

should be, not teaching, but experimenting. Whether
we look to the honour of England, as a nation which
ought ahvays to be the foremost in promoting physical

science, or to those vast economical advantages which
must accrue from such establishments, we cannot but
feel that experimental research ought to be made with us
an object of national concern, and not left, as hitherto,

exclusively to the private enterprise of self-sacrificing

amateurs, and the necessarily inconsecutive action of our
present Governmental Departments and of casual Com-
mittees."

" On the Continent there exist certain institutions,

fitted with instruments, apparatus, chemicals, and other
appliances, which are meant to be, and which are made,
available to men of science, to enable them, at a moderate
cost, to pursue original researches."

" The physical laboratories which have grown up [in

Universities] show the want felt of Colleges of Research
;

but they go but infinitesimally towards supplying it,

being absolutely destitute of means, material or personal,
for advancing science except at the expense of volun-
teers, or for securing that volunteers shall be found to

continue even such little work as at present is carried

on."

And in connection with the still urgently pressing need
for a systematic abstract of papers and of a central com-
prehensive report of annual progress in physics, such as

is already satisfactorily accomplished by our friends the

chemists, the following quotation from the same address

is likewise of interest :

—

"A detailed account of work done and knowledge
;.;ained in science Britain ought to have every year. The
Journal of the Chemical Society and the Zoological Record
do excellent service by giving abstracts of all papers pub-
lished in their departments. The admirable example
afforded by the ("/erman Fortsc/tritte ^.nd Jaliresbcricht is

before us ; but hitherto, so far as 1 know, no attempt has
been made to follow it in Britain. It is true that several
ofthe annual volumes of the /a/uesiericlit were translated,
but a translation . . . cannot supply the want. An inde-
pendent British publication is for many obvious reasons

' (Contin icj from page 293.)
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desirable. The two publications, in German and English,

would, both by their differences and their agreements,
illustrate the progress of science more correctly and use-

fully than any single work could do."

From the same address I cull the following detached

morsels :

—

"Our knowledge of the dark lines is due to Fraun-
hofer. Wollaston saw them but did not discover them."
" The old nebular hypothesis supposes the solar system
.... to have originated in the condensation of fiery

nebulous matter. This hypothesis was invented before

the discovery of thermodynamics, or the nebula: would
not have been supposed to be fiery."

In amongst the more geological portion of the book

there comes a Presidential address to the Society of

Telegraphic Engineers, from which it may be useful to

extract the following compact statements concerning

atmospheric electricity :

—

" In fair weather the surface of the earth .... is

always found negatively electrified. . . . The more com-
mon form of statement is that the air is positively

electrified, but this form of statement is apt to be
delusive The surface of the earth is negatively

electrified, and positive electrification of the air is merely
inferential, .... the lower regions of the air [such air

as comes in through windows] are negatively electrified.

. ... It is not always negative, however. I have found
it positive on some days. In broken weather .... it

is sometimes positive and sometimes negative. Now
hitherto there is no proof of positive electricity in the air

at all in fine weather ; but we have grounds for inferring

that probably there is positive electricity in the upper
regions of the air."

Opening the book now at page 360, we find a paper

which might well have been included in the volume on
" Navigational Affairs," being on the subject of the Rate

of clocks and chronometers as influenced by the mode
of suspension. It is rather surprising to learn that the

rough and ready conditions of a pocket by day and a

pillow by night give a watch a better chance of going

correctly than many other modes of support, such as

hanging on a nail or even lying flat on a table. If a

correctly-going watch be hung up by a single long thread

normal to its plane it begins to gain, and if its case

has ^l times the moment of inertia of the balance-wheel,

it gains one in 2« swings ; a watch actually tried, whose

n was 650, gained more than a minute (67 seconds) in a

day when so suspended. Suspend it by a bifilar sus-

pension and gradually move the threads further apart, so

as to increase the natural rate of swing of the case, and

the watch gains more and more, until, when the periods

of case and wheel coincide, it gains furiously, and then

either stops altogether or else begins to lose ec[ually

furiously. Separate the threads a little mor2 still, and

the losing rate begins to diminish, until ultimately, when

the constraint is great, it begins to keep correct time

again. Thus by suspending a chronometer judiciously

it can be adjusted to time without touching the hands ;

but if it be suspended so as to have a quick natural

period of swing, it cannot be expected to keep good

time. If placed on a cushion to protect it from jars,

its case is not unlikely to have a quick swing-period ;

r
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it should be firmly fixed to something with a consider-

able moment of inertia, and then placed on its cushion.

Any fairly regular motion of the case is fatal to good

going. And as to astronomical clocks, they should be

fixed to stone piers with the same sort of care as is

bestowed on transit instruments.

Another paper, " On a New Astronomical Clock," notes

the defects of Graham's dead-beat escapement, and

suggests a new one, wherein the escapement wheel is

carried by a loose friction collar at a rate a trifle faster

than the proper rate, so that its pellets engage the pen-

dulum only occasionally, receiving the necessary check

and maintaining the motion of the pendulum sufficiently,

even though they only touch once a minute or so.

In a paper " Cn Beats of Imperfect Harmonies," of date

1878, Lord Kelvin virtually lends his support to the view

advocated by Koenig, that in the appreciation of har-

mony the ear detects phase-difl^erences and is not limited

to analysis of a complex note into simple harmonic con-

stituents. For instance, a harmony of even and odd

vibration numbers (like 2 : 3) will have one kind of

phase relation, while a harmony of two odd numbers will

have another kind, the most obvious feature of these

phase relations being the way successive maxima and

minima coincide or oppose. In general the shape of the

curve representing the composition of two notes varies in

appearance, as is well known, according to the phase in

which they are compounded. If one of the constituents is

out of tune there will be a gradual transition from one

of these phase-relations to another. " In favourable cir-

cumstances ... a variation of the sound recurring

periodically in the successive cycles is distinctly heard.

... It is this variation which is called the 'beat' on the

imperfect harmony.''

Lord Kelvin has made experiments on pure tuning-fork

tones, and his experience is " that in every case the ear

does distinguish the two halves of the period of each

beat. . . . The ear distinguishes the quality of the sound

represented by the sharp-topped and tlat-hoUowed curve

from that represented by the flat-topped and sharp-

hollowed curve. In the one case the pressure of air

close to the ear rises very suddenly to, and falls very

suddenly from, its maximum, and (as in cases of tides in

which there is a long hanging on low water) there is a

comparatively slow variation of pressure for a few ten-

thousandths of a second on each side of the instant of

minimum pressure ; in the opposite phase-relation there

is a slow change before and after the time of maximum
pressure, and a rapid change before and after the time of

minimum pressure."

The car is thus found able to distinguish between a

push and pull on the tympanum ; or the receiving ap-

paratus is not symmetrical on either side of zero. This

is equivalent to saymg that second order of small quan-

tities must affect the sound as heard, and on this can be

based the usual theory of the difference and summition

tones of Hclmhollz.

But the mode of expression adopted by Lord Kelvin is

not that of interference of any resultant simple tones; he

prefers to ihmk of the actual phase changes as directly

detected by the ear, and says that " a. revolving character

which I perceive in the beat is to me certainly distinct
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enough to prove that the ear does distinguish between
these configurations, which are one of them the same as
the other taken in the reverse order of time."

According to his experiments it is singular how very
faint is the disturbance necessary to bring out these beat

tones : much less than would appear to be necessary on
HelmhoUz' theory of difference tones, whose amplitude is

proportional to the product of the constituent amplitudes.

Thus, " if when the approximate harmony C E is being

sounded, with the E slightly out of tune and the beats

on it heard, the faintest sound of G is produced by a
very gentle excitation of the fork by the bow, instantly a
loud beat at half speed is heard. ... It is marvellous how
small an intensity of the sound G is required to give a
smooth unbroken loud beat in the double period.'' This
practical method of tuning a major third, by addition of

the minor third above it, completing the common chord,

is of course well known ; but the ordinary Helmholtz

explanation, of beats between the C E difference tone

and the E G difference tone, scarcely seems to fit the

above observed facts.

Again, if the notes C E G are sounded and one of the

notes (say C) is flattened, the beats are not only very

audible but " the sound dies beating, the beats being dis-

tinctly heard all over a large room as long as the faintest

breath of sound is perceptible. The smooth melodious

periodic moaning of the beat is particularly beautiful when
the beat is slow (at the rate, for instance, of one beat in

two seconds or thereabouts), being, in fact, sometimes the

very last sound heard when the intensities of the three

notes chance at the end to be suitably proportioned."

Incidentally an inconvenient usage of musical nomen-

clature is mentioned in a note. The word " tone,"

which is now coming to be used to mean a pure sine

curve disturbance or simple note, means in music the

interval of the major or minor or tempered second.

Those who have to do with acoustics must have often

experienced the inconvenience of the ordinary childish

nomenclature of intervals— a fourth, a third, a seventh, and

soon—especially when these intervals are being numeri-

cally expressed at the same time. To call the interval

2: 3 a fifth, 3/4 a fourth, and f25 a third, is often con-

fusing. Might I suggest that these intervals, when true,

might be named readily and intelligibly as respectively a

do-sol, a sol-do, or if preferred a do-fa, and a do-mi ;

similarly a minor third would be a mi-sol ; a major and a

minor tone would be a do-re and a remi respectively ;

and so on.

It might be convenient to drop the /in sol, so as to make

all the syllables of two letters ; and th en the flattening

or sharpening of notes might be indicated readily by

a final a or c; thus a flattened major tone would be a

do-rea (the same as a re-mi), and a sharpened one a

doree.

On the tempered scale the intervals could be called

cg,gc, cc, eg, Ike, with perfect ease.

Again, the ordinary musical notation, with its various

clefs, if it were not hallowed by usage, would seem a

barbarous piece of stupidity. Undoubtedly a couple of

lines should have been understood as missing between

the bass and treble clefs, instead of only one ; so that

the V label could be aflixed to the top line of the bass
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instead of to the second from the top (see fig.) ; or rather,

since the second line from the bottom is G, the same as

in the treble, no labelling would be wanted, and one clef

would serve for all instruments—a chansje which would

#
^

surely save a Conductor something? I wonder if it is

too late now to make the change ! This, however, is a

digression, and Lord Kelvin is not to be held responsible

for any of these musical notation heresies.

The remaining parts of the book consist, for the most
part, of Presidential addresses and a couple of Royal

Institution lectures. The first R.I. lecture, " On the origin

and transformation of motive power," is now of only

historical interest. It is of date 1856, and in it the

energy of motion is called "dynamical" or "actual"
energy, though in a note the author says that he very

soon after suggested the name kinetic.

It is followed by the address to Section A at York in

1881, on the practical utilisation of wind and water power
;

and then begin the quite recent articles. First, an article

on the Dissipation of Energy for the Fortnightly Review
of 1892, wherein the author points out how near Carnot
was to an appreciation of the second law of thermo-
dynamics, and justifies his own limitation of its statement
to " inanimate material agency " by the following :—

" My statement of this axiom was limited to inanimate
matter because not enough was known either from the
natural history of plants and animals or from experi-
mental investigations in physiology to assert with con-
fidence that in animal or vegetable life there may not be
a conversion of heat into mechanical effect not subject
to the conditions of Carnot's theory. It seemed to me
then, and it still seems to me, most probable that the
animal body does not act as a thermodynamic engine in
converting heat produced by the combination of the
food with the oxygen of the inhaled air, but that it acts
in a manner more nearly analogous to that of an elec-
tric motor working in virtue of energy supplied to it by
a voltaic battery. ... It is, however, conceivable that
animal life might have the attribute of using the heat of
surrounding matter, at its natural temperature, as a
source of energy for mechanical effect, and thus con-
stituting a case of affirmative answer for Carnot's last
thermodynamic question.' The influence of animal or
vegetable life on matter is infinitely beyond the range
of any scientific inquiry hitherto entered on. Its power
of directing the motions of moving particles, in the
demonstrated daily miracle of our human free-will, and
n the growth of generation after generation of plants
rom a single seed, are infinitely different from any pos-
sible result of the fortuitous concourse of atoms."

" Considerations of ideal reversibility . . . have no
place in the world of life."

In an address on the opening of the Physical and
Chemical Laboratories of the North Wales College,
Bangor, it is stated that there is no philosophical division

' Thisquestion was:—"Isit possible to derive mechanical cdcct from
neat of averaRc lemperalure '.'

"
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whatever between chemistry and physics ; both "inves-

tigate the properties of matter." I would suggest that

properties common to many kinds of matter belong

to Physics, while the properties whereby one kind of

matter differs from other kinds belong to Chemistry.

Of course there can be no sharp line of demarcation,

but instinctively we are conscious of a difference ; and

wherever the investigation is concerned essentially with

specific varieties of matter, it is felt that the interest

attaching to it is a chemical interest. Properties of

matter in general, in its different states indeed but with-

out regard to whether the matter is pure or impure

simple or compound—those usually belong to Physics.

In this Bangor address there are some interesting remi-

niscences of the old building of Glasgow University, and
of the early days of students' laboratory work there,

where under the inspiration of their unique teacher, even

theological students worked away at practical experi-

mental physics. And an excellent training too ! The
modern system of different curricula for each class of

professional students, even in the early stages of their

degree course, is probably not half so wise as the old

Scotch system, where everyone had a year at natural

philosophy as well as a year at metaphysics ; and the

course for everyone up to a degree standard was the

same, whatever he was going to be. Specialisation at an

early stage is now largely advocated, but I believe that

our descendants v/ill regard it as a mistake ; or certainly

that in effecting a partially required reform we are run-

ning now too far into an opposite extreme.

A good wholesome uniform range of subjects, with

sufficient variety for different tastes but no reprieve

from any course, is the best pregraduate course

for all but intellectual weaklings ; and for weaklings

to attempt to specialise, as they sometimes do now, be-

cause it is easier to pass a high stage badly than a low

stage well, cannot be really useful or satisfactory.

Those who are incompetent to go deep, and are neces-

sarily superficial, let t hem try to give their surface breadth
;

and for those who can go deep, let them spread wide too.

A liberal culture and wide information can hurt nobody of

decent ability, and it need not be inconsistent with any
depth to which a man's genius can carry him. True
depth is an affair of genius. Training has chiefly to do

with breadth. (This is another digression.)

Of the author's brief annual addresses as President of

the Royal Society, the first is on the recently observed

slight shift of the earth's polar axis, and on the Faraday

centenary ; the second on terrestrial magnetism, and the

conceivable modes by which the sun may be able to dis-

turb it. The following sentence may be quoted :
" I find

it unimaginable but that terrestrial magnetism is due to

the greatness and rotation of the earth." And on the

hypothesis that magnetic disturbances are caused by

the direct action of the sun acting as a variable

magnet, he says:—"In eight hours of a not very

severe magnetic storm, as much work must have
been done by the sun in sending magnetic waves out

in all directions through space as he actually does

in four months of his regular heat and light. This

result, it seems to me, is absolutely conclusive against

the supposition that terrestrial magnetic storms are due
to magnetic action of the sun ; or to any kind of
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dynamical action taking place within the sun, or in

connection with hurricanes in his atnosphere, or

anywhere near the sun outside.

" It seems as if we may also be forced to conclude that

the supposed connection between mtgnetic storms and

sun-spots is unreal, and that the seeming agreement

between the periods has been a mere coincidence."

The next year's address is on electric radiation, the ex-

periments of Hertz, and electric discharge in gases ; with a

reference to Mr. Crookes' discovery of vacuum-stresses as

an outcome of experimental troubles experienced in his

weighing of thallium, and with a characteristic foot-note

by Lord Kelvin to the word " troubles " :
—

" Tribulation,

not undisturbed progress, gives life and soul, and leads to

success when success can be reached, in the struggle for

natural knowledge." It is followed by the speech de-

livered at the unveiling of Joule's statue in Manchester

Town Hall on December 7, 1893, and by the Royal

Institution lecture on Isoperimetrical Problems ; this last

being an attempt at popularising the calculus of varia-

tions ! From how to surround a maximum acreage with

a given boundary subject to certain conditions, and how
to plan a railway route with a minimum of expense, the

author ascends to recent researches in the problem of

three bodies, and to the geometrical representation of

problems of dynamical stability by the method of geo-

detics. The most curious part of this lecture is not

scientific but social, viz. the treatment accorded to that

unfortunate hero, " Horalius Codes.'' The representation

of Dido as a cute Phenician adventuress successfully

wheedling a reasonable plot of ground out of a sarcastic

African chief is fair enough, but the spectacle of the stout

old warrior with his wounded leg scrambling after a

plough along a single furrow from morning till night over

all kinds of country, in order to secure as much of the

public cornland as possible at the hands of his grateful

countrymen, is an odd reading of the legend. That he was
awarded a piece of land such that it would take two oxen

the whole of a dayto plough it,is a statement poetic perhaps

in its terms but more precise in its meaning than if e.x-

pressed in some extinct units of measurement ; but

to suppose that it was to be ploughed round, and that

Horatius must guide the plough, and guide it with a

constant eye to secure the maximum of benefit for his

minimum of service, is hardly fair either to the memory
of the patriot or to the spirit of the Romans in their early

and wholesome days.

It can hardly be said even now to represent the atti-

tude of any nation with respect to the services of its

military or political heroes, but it may very well be held

as a typical illustration of the way in which most coun-

tries at present attempt to reward their inventors through

the medium of their patent laws.

Whether the author half intended the Horatian epi-

sode as a satire, or whether (as is more probable) he is

taking the story as a myth for whose social significance

or historical bearing he cares nothing, it serves as a
popular introduction to what else would be rather an
abstruse subject—a subject, indeed, which few people
would have ventured to use as the basis for a Friday
evening discourse.

These, then, are the varied and highly readable con-
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tents of this small book. May the author long live with

undiminished vigour, and give us many more of these

recreations of a great mind.

Oliver J. Lodge.

THE FLORA OF CEYLON.
A Handbook to the Flora of Ceylon : containing

Descriptions ofall the Species of the Flowering Plants

indigenous to the Island, and Notes on their History,

Distribution and Uses. By Henry Trimen, M.B.

(Lond), F.R.S., Director of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Ceylon. With an .Atlas of Plates illustrating

some of the more interesting Species. Part i.

Ranunculaceae—Anacardiacea:. Svo. pp. xvi. 327, with

plates i.-xxv. (410). Part ii. Connaraceas—Rubiacex>. pp.

392, with plates xxvi.-l. (Published under the authority

of the Government of Ceylon. London : Dulau and

Co., 1S93-94.)

WHEN Dr. Trimen left England at the beginning

of 1S77 to undertake the directorate of the

Ceylon Gardens, he had already formed the determina-

tion to elaborate the flora of Ceylon, and to publish a

descriptive handbook of its botany. Those who knew him

knew that this work would only hi undertaken after due

preparation and without undue haste, but that it would

be pushed forward steadily and with all reasonable speed

to a satisfactory consummation: and the two instalments

now before us amply justify such a conclusion.

Dr. Trimen was fortunate in having had so careful a

predecessor as G. H. K. Thwaites, whjse '' Enumjrat io

Plantarum Zeylaniae," published in 185S-64, he rightl y

describes as "an extremely accurate and most valuable

work," rendered more useful by the extensive series of

illustrative specimens distributed by Thwaites to the

principal herbaria of the world. The first work of the

new Director was to bring this up to date, which he did

in a "Systematic Catalogue," published in 1885, and

arranged in accordance with the " Genera Plantarum."

In the course of a visit to England in 1SS6, Dr. Trimet*

found time to examine the invaluable Ceylon Herbarium

of Hermann, preserved in the British.Museum, upon which

Linnxus based his Flora Zeylania: ; and he publishe d

a complete enumeration and identification of the plants

therein contained, with notes, in vol. xxiv. of ihc Journal

of the Linnean Society. Various new species have from

time to time been published by Dr. Trimen in the

Journal of Botany ; and these, with the results of the

rest of his work, arc embodied in the " Handbook."

In his younger days. Dr. Trimen was known as a

painstaking British botanist, and the " Flora of .Middle-

sex," issued in 1869, for which he was mainly responsible,

initiated a new departure in works of the kind. It was

marked by thoroughness and accuracy ; every page

showed care and research : and these qualities are

abundantly manifest in this Ceylon " Handbook." A
careful correlation of the work of predecessors in the

same field is another char.acteristic shared by each book ;

and in each there was need for this, for .Middlesex plants

have been recorded since the days of William Turner,

while the Cingalese flora has been treated of by various

authors from Hermann (1717) downwards.
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The opening sentence of the brief introduction strikes

the key-note of the work, with which the two volumes

before us are in perfect harmony. " One principal object

of this Handbook is to enable observers in Ceylon to

ascertain the name of any plant they may find growing

wild. When this is arrived at, they are in a position to

learn all that may have been written about it in botanical

and other literature, to appreciate its relationships to

other plants, to trace its distribution in other lands, and

to intelligently investigate its properties and uses." The
book being intended as a guide to the flora of Ceylon,

the descriptions have been made wholly from Ceylon

specimens, and the information given under each species

is restricted to what affects it as a Ceylon plant. Tech-

nicalities have been avoided so far as this could be done

consistent with accuracy, and the definitions of orders

and genera are only such as are shown by the species

found in Ceylon.

The same restriction is carried out in the references

to published books and papers, which are almost entirely

limited to those wherein the species is noticed as a

Ceylon plant. The Latin name is followed by the ver-

nacular names when known, in Cingalese and Tamil.

Thwaites's distributed numbers are always quoted, and

figures of the species, preference being given to such as

are known to have been made from Ceylon specimens,

are referred to. After the description, made wherever

possible from living specimens, come the general dis-

tribution and comparative frequency in Ceylon, and

notes as to the times of flowering and colour of the

flowers—points which are not always to be found in

works of this kind, but which are very useful to the field

botanist, especially if he be a beginner. In addition to

these matters, information is frequently added on pecu-

liarities in structure, or on the properties, products, and

uses of the plants, with brief notes on the history and

nomenclature of the species. The diagnostic description

of each order is followed by keys for the rapid determina-

tion of the genera and species. Dr. Trimen has wisely

refrained from the startling novelties in nomenclature

which are to be met with in various transatlantic local

floras, where they are more than usually out of place
;

and lays down dogmatically that "no botanical name in

the modern taxonomic sense can be of earlier date than

l7S3i when Linnaeus first definitely published his

binominal nomenclature."

Our colonial floras are for the most part so largely

drawn up from dried specimens by botanists unacquainted

with the plants in a living state, that their usefulness in

the field must be considerably diminished. Their value

for herbarium work is undoubted, a fact of which one is

continually reminded by the absence of any enumeration

for some countries, and the unfortunate incompleteness of

most of those which have been set on foot. New Zealand

and Australia are well provided for,although the unflagging

zeal of Baron Ferdinand von Mueller and his many
helpers has already added so much to our knowledge that

the " Flora Australiensis " is by no means up to date.

Africa, both South and Tropical, is less fortunate, the
" Flora Capensis" remaining where it was at the death

of Harvey in 1866, and the " Flora of Tropical Africa,"

although now once more in progress, having come to a

standstill in 1S77. Thanks to the energy of Sir Joseph
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Hooker, we are within reasonable distance of the com-
pletio n of the "Flora of British India" ; and the useful

" Inde X Florae Sinensis," although not a descriptive flora

in the sense of those mentioned, is proceeding steadily.

But we greatly need floras for the South American con-

tinent ; and Mr. Hemsley's handsome Botany of the
" Biologia Centrali Americana " can hardly be considered

exhaustive for the region of which it treats. To take a

much more limited area, we have no compendium for

Madagascar, and our knowledge of its wonderful flora

has to be gleaned from a large number of scattered

papers.

The existing floras, however, do not contain in any
great degree descriptions drawn from living material

;

and it is fortunate that the small area to which Dr.

Trimen is restricted has enabled him to treat his plants

in this rational manner. It is to be regretted that

his aims will be to some extent frustrated by the un-

necessarily bulky form which his "Handbook" has

assumed. The two volumes already issued contain

between seven and eight hundred pages, and at least as

many more must be occupied by the remainder of the

work. The paper employed is much too thick, and by a

difterent arrangement of type considerable saving of

space might have been effected, without materially de-

tracting from the appearance of the volumes. It may
well be, however, that when the work is completed. Dr.

Trimen will issue an abridgement for use in the field,

which would occupy to the present handbook the

position which Mr.tHayward's " Botanist's Pocket-book"
holds with regard to our larger British manuals.

A word must be said in praise of the excellent quarto

plates which accompany the " Handbook." They are

selected from a series of several thousand drawings,

begun in 1823, when Mr. Moon was Director of the Gar-

dens, and preserved in the library. These are entirely

the work of three members of one family. Haramanis
de Ahvis, who has just died at a very advanced age, held

the post of draughtsman to the Gardens for thirty-eight

years, and was succeeded by his sons, one of whom has

held the post for twenty-seven years. Most of the

drawings here reproduced are his work.

Ja.mes Britten.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Biskra and the Oases and Desert of the Zibans. By

Alfred E. Pease, F.R.G.S. Pp. 112. (London:
Edward Stanford, 1S94.)

Having spent six months in Biskra, Mr. Pease thought
it worth while to use the knowledge gained during this

period to supplement the comparatively slight informa-
tion given in handbooks to the provinces of Oran,
Algeria, Constantine, and Tunisia.

Biskra, Biskra-en-Nokkel, or Biskraaux Palmiers,is a
beautiful green oasis, from which visits can be con-
veniently made to neighbouring oases in the Sahara.
The oasis is about five kilometres in length, and its width
ranges from one hundred to seven hundred metres. The
town is situated in metres above sea-level in lat. 34" 52'

N., and long. 5'42'E. Upon the oasis flourish l6o,ooodate
palms, 6000 olive trees, as well as fig, orange, citron, and
lemon trees. The people are kindly and unsophisticated,
and the climate is delightful during most of the year,

being specially suitable for persons sut'fering from pul-
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monary complaints. Tourists who like to leave the

beaten' track, and seekers after a refuge from an English

winter, will be attracted to Biskra if they read Mr.

Pease's little book.

Practical Photo-Micrography. By Andrew Pringle.

(London : Iliffe and Son, 1S94.)

Workers in this fascinating branch of science will no
doubt be well acquainted with the author's large treatise,

a book which is suitable, more especially, for those who
wish to devote themselves very considerably to this kind

of work, and to enter into all the details connected with

it. The publication of the present book will not appeal
so much to the interest of this class of readers, but will

be welcomed more by those who wish to get a good
working idea of photo-micrography. With this intention

this manual has been kept within very reasonable limits,

is decidedly explicit, and thoroughly practical. In the

seventeen chapters the reader is led through all the

manipulations, from the choice of instruments to suit

his purse, kinds of plates to use, colour treatment of

objects, and general photographic procedure, Sec, to

those dealing with good hints on lantern-slides, cover-

glass preparations, and section cutting and staining.

The text is accompanied with numerous well-chosen
illustrations, and the get-up of the book is all that could

be desired. It may interest our readers to know that in

the above pages we are informed that no apparatus is

recommended on hearsay, or is any statement made or

step suggested "outside the knowledge and practice of

the writer."

Twelve Charts of the Tidal Streams on the West Coast

of Scotland. By F. Howard Collins. Small folio.

(London: J. D. Potter, 1S94.)

Mr. Collins has elaborated the work of the Hydro-
graphic Office by producing a set of charts showing the

direction of the tidal streams on the west coast of Scot-

land at intervals of one hour from the time of high water
at Greenock. The twelve charts arc prefaced by a note
describing how they should be used, and a tide-table.

The sources of his information are duly acknowledged,
and the work was carried out with the assistance of

Captain Wharton, the hydrographer. The work is

similar in scope and method to the atlas of tides in the

North Sea by the same author. It is a serious defect

that no method has been adopted for distinguishing the

velocity of the tidal streams, or at least of indicating the

furious tidal races which occur in many channels and off

many headlands. So far as the direction of the streams
is concerned, this compact set of charts should be
useful to yachtsmen, and is not without interest for

oceanographers.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[7ke BJi/or doti not hold himtelj responsible for opinions tx-

frtsttd by his correspondents. Neither can he underlaie
to return, or to correspond -.vith the writers oj, rejected

minuicripts intended for this or any other part o/"NatuRK.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.

]

On Some Methods in Meteorology.

Is it not a desideratum in our rainfall records that ihey should
give, with the amount of rain, not mere rain day.? (or days' rain),

but the exact time (or as near an approximation to that as
possible), during which rain has fallen? This might at Icist,

lureljr, be expected from our observatories and better equipped
^omc of our continental neighbours are before us in

Thus, the Geneva record, for more than thirty

)- , -jntained at one of its items, " hours of rain. " .May
we not then ask why an institution like that at Greenwich, goes
on giving the number of days on which rain fell ; a momentary
sprinkle being thus put in the same category with an incessant
dowapour of twenty -four hours?
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One might here remark on the great fulness of detail and
excellence of arrangement in records of the weather at various

continental stations (e.g. Pola) ; which are apt to lead us into'

invidious comparisons.
With regard to measurement of bright sunshine, the burning-

glass method leaves much to be desired from a scientific point of

view, and the photographic method seems likely to supplant it

increasingly. But might not the concentrated r.ays be got to

produce some other physical effect (metal-expansion ?) thai»

burning paper, yielding a more exact record of the amount of

sunshine ?

.\gain, may it not be said that the graphic method is far too

little utilised in meteorology ? Prob,ably nine persons out often
would agree that they apprehend a truth of statislical nature, a
numerical variation, much belter every way—more quickly,

more clearly, more retentively—through a gr.iphic curve, than
through a column of figures, or a verbal description. Yet we
have only to turn over the p.ages of our meteorological publica-

tions (and others dealing with figures) to see that this method
is used very sparingly. .\nd it is easy to pick out cases where
the want of it is felt very plainly. I can recall one such case

in a valuable paper by one of our able-t meteorologists ^Dr.

Huchan), published a short time ago in the .Scottish Society's

Journal, on mean temper.iture in the neighbourhood of London
during 130 ye.trs. Here we find paragraph after paragraph,

over several pages, describing how certain smoothed v,alues of

temperature had varied, now above, now below the line of

average. This imposes a considerable strain on the imagina-

tion, proves, 1 am afraid, somewhat tedious reading, and leaves,

perhaps, no very distinct impression after all. .\ simple dia-

gram, giving the curves themselves, would here be an ertective

labour-saving contrivance, both to the author and his readers.

But to multiply diagrams means great expense, it will natur-

ally be urged. Now the cost of a well-finished diagram (and

we all like such) is no douht considerable. But with the aid

of photography diagrams can now be reproduced very cheaply;

and it seems to me oprn to consideration whether we might not

do well to sacrifice a little fineness and finish, for the sake of

a freer and more frequent use of the method, and the greater

clearness of comprehension which th.at would ensure. More-
over, such diagrams are not to be regarded as a mere addition,

and therefore requiring more space ; they may even mean an
economy of words and space. There are frequent cases \a

which it is not necessary to give all the figures involved ; the

object being merely to point out a relation, the salient features

of a curve. And if ihe diagram can be relied upon for accuracy,

little need be said about it, in some cases ; it tells its own tale.

Then again, the photographic reproduction of an author's dia-

gram may even prove a gain in accuracy ; some intermediate

perils are avoided. I believe, in fine, that the graphic method
has a great future before it, not only in science, but in other

domains ; and thesooner we set about developing its capabilities

to the utmost, the belter. .\. I!. M.

Magnetism of Rock Pinnacles.

It is well known that the RilTelhorn powerfully affects the

comp.ass, and the like has been observed on other peaks in

Switzerland ; but I have never seen any record of similar obser-

vations in this country.

Kour years ago, on a visit to the Lizard, accident drew at-

tention to a strong influence on the compass exhibited by a crag

on the moors near Kynance. I have taken the opporuinity of

a visit this year to ascertain whether that were a solitary case.

I find that such influence, though not general, is by no means
uncommon. Most of the rocks in which it was observed were
serpentine ; it occurred also in hornblende schist ; there were
no sulhcient opportunities of testing the other rocks of the

district. The influence was exhibited only in rather prominent
crags, but among them often in lower .adjacent blocks, as well

as ill the absolute summits. At a few yards' distance it was
always imperceptible.

I saw no Ir.aces in any case of the crag having been struck by

lightning. This was the only point to which I gave attention ;

but it would be natural also to inquire if all kinds of rock can

possess the properly, if wet or weather affects it, and if it be

temporary or permanent.
I used a common pocket compass, taking the bearings of some

distant object, first a few feet off, then in four surrounding

positions as near as the compass could be held to the stone I
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was testinf;. The effects varied from no deviation or slight, to

ca'ies where the needle swung completely round while still a

foo' or two away. Among the strongest noted were some crags

north of Kynance Cove, and some on a headland about a quarter

of a mile south of Coverack, both consisting of serpentine.

Anv one whose holidays take him to a rocky neighbourhood,

may find interest in carrying out similar observations.

Cockfield, July 28. E. HiLL.

The Aurora Australis.

The following report of a brilliant Aurora, seen in the

Indian Ocean, will be interesting to many of your readers :

—

The .\urora Australis.—When sailing along the Indian
Ocean from the Cape of Good Hope to Australia, and in about

the vicinity of St. Paul's Island, longitude 76^ 17' east,

latitude 4 i°22' south, an Aurora Australis of remarkable
grandeur was seen by those on hoard the ship Isle of Arran.
Describing it yesterday. Captain Carse said his chief officer and
he had a beautiful view of the phenomenon on two nights

(April 28 and 29). It was a very fine sight, the streams of light

in spraylike form shooting upward for fully thirty degrees,

lighting up with wonderful brightness the whole southern part

of the heavens. Some very bad weather was experienced by
the ship in the locality of St. Paul's. High confrsed seas

prevailed with a strange continuance of easterly winds.

—

Herald,
May 23.

No report was received that this was seen in any part of

Australia, and I have seen no report that the brilliant Aurora
seen in the northern hemisphere on March 30 was seen in

this part of the world. H. C. Russell.
P. S. — I got position and date from Captain Carse.

Absence of Butterflies.

The most common butterflies—as, for instance, Picris

PrasskT, Coleas Rhamni, Vanessa UrliicT—were very rare

hereabouts this spring too {cf. Nature, vol. I. p. 225), and the

same has been observed at Frankfort -on- Maine. As for

Picris, this scarcity might have been predicted with certainty

I.ist autumn, as, here and at Frankfort, the cabbage-plants
II! ' Ms and gardens were almost exempt from their usual

I j'-is. the caterpillars of the said species. If the extra-

iiilinary dryness of last year's summer should be connected
with these (acts, it cannot have acted through the damage done
to the fond-plants, but must have operated more directly upon
the insects themselves. D. Wetterhan'.

Freiburg, July 28.

A STRANGE LIGHT ON MARS.
SINCE the arrangements for circulating tele-

graphic information on astronomical subjects was
inaugurated, Ur. Krueger, who is in charge of the Central
Bureau at Kiel, certainly has not favoured his corre-

spondents with a stranger telegram than the one which he
flashed over the world on Monday afternoon :

—
"Projection lumineuse dans region australe du ter-

minateur de Mars observ<5e par Javelle 28 Juillet 16
heures Perrotin."

This relates to an observation made at the famous
Nice Observatory, of which M. Perrotin is the Director,

by M. Javelle, who is already well known for his careful

work. The news therefore must be accepted seriously,

and, as it may be imagined, details are anxiously awaited
;

on Monday and Tuesday nights, unfortunately, the
weather in London was not favourable for observation,
so whether the light continues or not is not known.

It would appear that the luminous projection is not
a light outside the disc of Mars, but in the region of the
planet not lighted up by the sun at the time of obser-
vation. The gibbosity of the planet is pretty consider-
able at the present time. Had there been evidence that

the light was outside the disc, the strange appearance
might be due to a comet in the same line of sight as the
planet. If we assume the light to be on the planet itself,

then it must either have a physical or human origin ; so
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it is to be expected that the old idea that the Martians
are signalling to us will be revived. Of physical origins

we can only think of Aurora (which is not improbable,
only bearing in mind the precise locality named, but dis-

tinctly improbable unless we assume that in Mars the
phenomenon is much more intense than with us), a
long range of high snow-capped hills, and forest fires

burning over a large area.

Without favouring the signalling idea before we know
more of the observation, it may be stated that a better

time for signalling could scarcely be chosen, for Mars
being now a morning star, means that the opposition,
when no part of its dark surface will be visible, is some
time olT.

The Martians, of course, find it much easier to see

the dark side of the earth than we do to see the dark
side of Mars, and whatever may be the explanation
of the appearances which three astronomers of reputa-
tion have thought proper to telegraph over the
world, it is worth while pointing out that forest fires

over large areas may be the first distinctive thing ob-
I served on either planet from the other besides the
fixed surface markings.

THE INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL
CONGRESS.

'T'HE sixth meeting of this Congress will be held at
•' Zurich, commencing on August 29. The Con-

gress was founded at Philadelphia in 1876, the first

meeting being held at Paris in 1878 ; subsequent
meetings have been—Bologna, 1881 ; Berlin, 18S5 ;

London, 188S ; Washington, 1S91. As one result of
discussions at the Paris meeting, committees were
appointed in different countries to draw up reports on
classification, nomenclature, &c. At Bologna these
reports were received and discussed, the greater part of
the time being thus spent. An additional committee
was then appointed to prepare a geological map of
Europe ; this work is still m progress, but the com-
mittees on nomenclature, &c., have practically lapsed, and
but little attention has been paid to such subjects at the
more recent meetings. .\X the Washington Congress a
committee was appointed to report on the Bibliography
of Geology. Lists of bibliographies for each country

I were to be prepared, and printed in the report of the
Washington meeting ; but the volume has recently

appeared without such lists. It is hoped that the

,
committee will submit a report on this important subject

at Zurich.

Prof. E. Renevier, of Lausanne, is nominated
President of the Zurich meeting. He has been an
active member of the Congress from the commencement,
and the e.xcellent arrangements for the forthcoming
meeting are no doubt largely due to his powers of
organisation. Prof. A. Heim, of Zurich, is Vice-President;
Prof. H. Golliez. of Lausanne, is Secretary ; M. C.

Escher-Hess, of Zurich, is Treasurer. This apparently
exhausts the list of officers of the organising committee,
democratic Switzerland dispensing with " president of
honour," " honorary members of committee," &c., which
have largely figured in the lists of previous Congresses,
even in that of Washington. Not having such honorary
lists upon which to draw for funds, the subscription for

membership is double that previously charged, but is

even nosv only 25 francs.

The arrangements made for the Zurich meeting differ

I

somewhat from those of previous sessions. There will

I

be no formal discussioti on nomenclature, classification,

[

cS:c. ; but, alter transacting general business, the Congress
will divide into three sections, meeting simultaneously.
The subjects for discussion will be : (i) General and
Tectonic Geology ; (2} Stratigraphy and Palaeontology

;

(3) Mineralogy and Petrography. Amongst the papers
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promised are : K. von Zittel, Palaeontology ; M. de

Bertrand, Structure of the Western Alps ; A. Heim,
Geology of the Environs of Zurich ; A. Michel-Lt5vy, the

Unification of Petrographical Nomenclature ; E. Suess,

Tectonic Geology. There will also be papers on glacial

geology ; and Captain Marshall Hall will submit a pro-

posal for an international survey and record of glaciers.

At the Zurich meeting, however, papers and discussions

will form but a comparatively small part of the work.

Excursions have always played a prominent part in the

arrangements for the various meetings ; but hitherto they

have been mainly made after the close of the Congress.

At Zurich the Congress will practically divide into five

excursion sections, starting on September 3, traversing

the .Alps in different directions, and all converging on

Lugano, where the closing meeting will be held on

September 14. These excursions would alone make the

Zurich meeting memorable ; they have been planned to

include the most interesting districts of the Swiss .Alps,

and to facilitate the study of many intricate problems

concerning the structure of the mountains and the petro-

graphical nature of the rocks. After investigation of the

northern flanking ranges of folded secondary rocks, the

central crystalline zone will be crossed, and in some cases

glacial phenomena can be well studied. Prof. Heim will

conduct a party over the country which he has so well

described, starting from St. Gall and crossing the Alps of

Glarus, the Vorder Rhein, and the eastern Lepontine

Alps ; Prof. Schmidt will conduct the party from Schwtz
over the St. Gotthard ; Prof. Baltzer, starting at Lucerne,

will take a line some miles further west ; Prof. Schardt,

starting at Bulle, will traverse the western end of the

Bernese Alps and part of the Pennine Alps, and will reach

Lugano by the Simplon. These four excursions are for

pedestrians only, and those only are invited who are

accustomed to long walks and climbing, hard beds, and
frugal living. A more elaborate circular tour in the Alps

will be conducted by .M.M. Ruffieux and Ruchonnet, of

Lausaunne ; this will traverse a wider district, and the

work will be done with less fatigue. Profs. Renevierand
GoUiez will be the scientific directors of this tour.

Supplementary excursions will start from Lugano
after September 14, one of which, conducted by Profs.

Bruckner, Du Pasquier, and Penck, will study the glacial

phenomena of the Italian Lakes, thence by the Tyrol
to .Munich, and finally to the Lake of Constance.

Before the Congress there will be excursions in the

Jura—five for pedestrians—as follows: Krench Jura,

M. Schardt ; Vaudois Jura, M. Jaccard ; Bernese Jura,

M. Rollier ; Bale and the Argovian Jura, M. C. Schmidt

;

Argovian Jura and Soleure, &c., NL Alurlberg. There
will alio be a long circular lour in the Jura by MM.
Ruffieux and Ruchonnet, with MM. Rcnevier and
Gollitz as scientific directors ; the latter part of this

will be much devoted to glacial questions, and will

therefore be preparatory to the special glacial excursion

starting from Lugano.
Arrangements have been made for inclusive charges

for all these excursions. For the pedestrian tours, they

are 50 or 60 francs for the Jura excursion of five or
six diays each, and 300 francs for the circular Jura tour of

fourteen days.
For the longer excursions in the Alps, after the Con-

gress, the prices are from 150 to 250 francs for the
pedestrian tours of eight to thirteen days, and 400 francs

for the circular tour of thirteen days.
A guide-book to the various excursions is in prepara-

tion. This will contain about 300 pages of text, and will

be amply illustrated by plates and sections ; it will form
a most useful handbook to the geology of .Switzerland.

A new geological map will also be |jublishcd,oii the scale

of I : 500,000; this will be a reduction of the official

maps of the Swiss Geological Survey, which is now
completed.
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Special guide-books to the important geological col-

lections at Lausanne and Zurich are in preparation. As
usual at such meetings, geological maps and other pub-
lications, photographs, specimens, &c., will be exhibited.

W. TOPLEY.

THE DISCS OF JUPITER'S SA TELLITES.

THE discussion which is now taking place between
two well-known observers—namely, Profs. Pickering

and Barnard—as to the forms which the satellites of the

planet lupiter assume at various times, is one not only of

absorbing interest, but, moreover, of a nature somewhat
delicate, for the bodies in c[uestion are so minute as

to baffle any but the very best and trustworthy observers.

Such observations, then, to be of any value at all, must
be either made in the clearest of atmospheres with a

moderately large aperture, or in a moderately clear

atmosphere with a very large aperture. Considering these

two conditions, one would doubtless think that the larger

the instrument the more chance there would be of finding

out the shape of a body, and with a very clear atmo-

sphere in addition these chances would be very greatly

increased. On the other hand, however, we have the

facts still in our mind of Schiaparelli's wonderful observ-

ing powers, which enabled him to notice the doubling of

the canals of Mars with his small aperture long before

they were declared "double" by other observers. In

this case one would have thought that such an observa-

tion would have been more easily observed with large

apertures than with the small telescope which was at his

disposal.

Let us, however, turn to the facts at hand with regard

to the satellites that are now under discussion ; but first

a few words with regard to the instrumental equipment

employed and the observing stations.

Prof. Pickering's observations have been made at the

Observatory that is situated near Arequipa, in Peru, at

an altitude of more than eight thousand feet, where

the sky during a large part of the year is ne.irly cloud-

less. The telescope employed has shown that there is a

remarkable degree of steadiness in the atmosphere, and

night after night atmospheric conditions jirevail, which,

as he says, " occur only at rare intervals, if ever, in

Cambridge." Several of the diffraction rings surround-

ing the brighter stars are visible, close doubles in which

the components are much less than a second apart are

readily separated, and powers can be constantly em-

ployed which are so high as to be almost useless in Cam-
bridge. In fact, he says that in many researches the

gain is as great as if the aperture were doubled. The
aperture of the refractor employed is i 3 inches.

Prof. Barnard has made his observations, on the other

hand, with the now well-known 36-inch refractor of the

Mount Hamilton Observatory, a description of which

here would be unnecessary ; suflice it to be mentioned that

Prof. Burnham has increased the number of double stars

by about 200 during his brief use of this instrument,

most of which are beyond the reach of the majority of

telescopes.

Turning now to the observations of the satellites

themselves, we find the first account of Prof Pickering's

observations in the March number of Astronomy and
Astro- I'hysics for the year 1892.

On October 8, a series of measurements was made of

the diameters of the satellites. On the next evening it

was noticed that the disc of the first was not circular but

very elliptical. Early observations on the tenth con-

firmed the measurements made on the eighth, but after

an examination of the other satellites the first was again

measured, when, as Prof. Pickering says, "to my
astonishment, instead of showing an elliptical disc, it

showed one that was perfectly circular, precisely like the
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other satellites.'' He further goes on to say that the disc

gradually began to lengthen again and assume the ellip-

tical form. From these observations it was concluded that

the first satellite had the form of a prolate spheroid or

ellipsoid, or, in other words, was egg-shaped. A week
later each of the other satellites had been recorded to

some extent elliptical. Curious to relate, the three outer
satellites, according to the observations, appeared
shortened equatorially, not lengtliened, showing that they
did not seem to revolve round their minor axes.

Itwasnot surprising to notice that Prof Pickering was at

first rather sceptical about the truth of these observations,
and assuming that they might be produced optically or
otherwise, he employed every method which would elim-
inate such ambiguity. These researches gave a negative
result. It occurred to him, also, that the effects seen
might be due to light and dark spots, suitably placed
upon the surface, but during the time of the satellites'

transits, and when they were about to disappear, no
such spots were seen, although some surface markings
on the first, third, and fourth satellites have been
discovered.

The results to be gathered from the observations made
up to this time may be summed up as follows :

—

i) The first satellite is a prolate ellipsoid revolving
about one of its minor axes in a period of i3h. 3m. ; and
(2j the discs of the second, third, and fourth satellites at

regular intervals assume the forms of ellipses, and these
' periodic changes are presumably produced, as is thought,
by rotations upon their axes.

The second contribution on the form of the satellites

appeared in the May number of the same journal for the

. following year, and Prof Pickering opens with the state-

j

ment that " what have appeared to be most natural
suppositions have been found so frequently to be con-
tradicted by the facts, that it seemed best to take nothing

I

for granted with regard to them." The observations here
deal first with the direction and period of rotation, giving
as a result a probable retrograde motion of rotation for

the first satellite.

With regard to the change of forms, it was noticed that

the first satellite on January 13 appeared distinctly

shortened equatorially when at its minimum phase, the
phenomenon lasting thirty-four minutes ; while the seccnd
satellite is occasionally described as appearing long, like

the first. At the maximum phase the second, like the
two outer satellites, has appeared round ; and the third,

at som.e of its minima retains the elliptical phase for a
longer time than at others. Thus, for instance, it re-

mained short for the three days, January 13, 14, and 15,
consecutively.

The next account of further observations are
contained in a long paper entitled " The Rotation
of Jupiter's Outer .Satellites," which appeared in the
following June number. The observations here are
given more in detail, but we will confine ourselves to the
main points, commencing with those relating to the
largest and most easily observed of the group, i.e. the
third. This satellite, according to Prof Pickering, pre-

sents an elliptical phase twice during its revolution in its

orbit at an interval of about thirty-four hours after pass-
ing conjunction. When on the eastern side it presents
an elliptical disc, and the inclination of the major axis to

the orbital planes is clearly marked and has been
measured on several occasions, the mean value being
- lo'5 P. angle. We have here also some important
observations of details visible on this disc of the satellite,

which, as Prof Pickering says, " can without much
difficulty be made out."

A careful study shows that the marking usually appears
forked, and is sometimes turned to the right and some-
times to the left, and at other times it is seen double,
appearing like the letter X turned on one side. Another
appearance of the markings on the surface of the same
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satellite is as if an equatorial belt on one side had been
drawn out in both directions of the poles, its breadth

increasing as the limb is approached, being in fact

trumpet-shaped. A measurement of the position angle of

the axis of the belt gave + is°5.
Special precautions were taken to find out whether the

belt were a genuine phenomenon, or an illusion due
either to the instrument or the observer, but these

resulted in it being declared real. The observations

for the determination of the rotation of this satellite

implied a period of rotation coinciding with that of the

revolution of the satellite in its orbit.

A recapitulation of the facts relating to the third

satellite observed up to this time may be made
here :

—

Two observers see the disc flattened at regular

intervals, and agree upon direction of flattening. Both
see a belt in same position, direction, and character of

detail, and both remark that the observations are not

very difficult, but quite evident when attention is called

to them.
The details in the other satellites seem to be more

difficult to see than those on the third. The direction of

the bands (one or two) in the first satellite lies in an
approximately north and south line, while on only

one occasion there was detail detected on satellite II.,

and this consisted simply of a small patch or spot.

The observed facts with regard only to the forms of

these discs are :
—

The shape of the first is elongated. The regularly

recurring changes of shape of the discs of the outer

satellites (caused apparently by rotation). The change
of position angle of the major axis of the third, and
probably of the fourth in different parts of their orbits.

The peculiar behaviour of satellite III., which in

October and November was recorded as shortened
in the polar direction, but which was afterwards recorded
upon two nights as perfectly round, when it should have

I exhibited its maximum ellipticity. The frequently

recorded lengthening (equatorially) of satellite II., which
is not corroborated by recent observation. .Apparent

irregularities in period and ellipticity of the second and,

perhaps, the fourth, and the occasional irregular non-
elliptical shape of the disc of the third.

Such, then, is the sum total of the observations which
up to that time had been made by Prof Pickering, and
we will now turn our attention to the re-examination of

the satellites by Prof Barnard with the help of the great

Lick refractor. {Astronomy and Astro-Physics for April,

1894).

He commences by telling us that the satellites I.,

III., and IV. often undergo singular transformations

of apparent form during certain stages of their transits

across the face of Jupiter, but he had never " seen any of

these moons other than round when off the disc of the

planet.''

In the latter end of the year 1S93 to the beginning
of 1S94, with a power of 1000 diameters, and some-
times higher, he made numerous observations, with the

object of detecting, if present, deviations from the disc

forms.

The results showed that no such deformations were
observed, and Prof Barnard is inclined to think that the

surface markings of the satellites themselves, when near
the edges of the discs, might readily cause apparent dis-

tortions in these satellites, as they certainly do so when
the satellites are in transit, especially when very high
magnifying powers on a small telescope are employed.
It iscurious, he adds, that such deformations should escape
detection with our great telescope, even with the most
casual observations, considering how conspicuous are

the distortions recorded at Arequipa. It is of interest

to note one or two remarks accompanying some of the

observations, thus :

—
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1893 Dec.

1893 Dec. II 9 iS

1894 ... Jan. 28 ... 6

I. is near transit, following, it

appears slightly elongated
toward-; Jupiter.

I., II., 111., each is round, IV.
seems a little deficient on
following side, as if a slight

phase existed, iS:c.

I., II., III. are round, IV. is

slightly deficient on follow-

ing side, as if a slight phase
or a dark area existed in it.

The time referred to above is Standard Pacific time,
S hours slow on Greenwich.
The notes, however, are generally of the following type,

a few of which may be mentioned here.

h. m.

1893 ... .Aug. 28 ... 14 30 ... All four are round.

-Ml four are round.

111. is perfectly round.
All four are round and clearly

defined.

I. and 111. perfectly round.
III. is beautifully round.

III. is perfectly round.

All four are round. North
Pole of III. is white.

These observations show that either the satellites on
the whole appear generally round, or that the Lick
observers have been so unfortunate as to observe them
just at those times when the circular discs were to be
seen. This seems at first thought to be very improbable, for

the reason, as Prof. Barnard himself remarks, that the
Arequipa observations indicate distortions that are
apparently so very conspicuous.

In the June number of Astronomy and Astro-Pliysics

(p. 423), Prof. Pickering gives in reply a short note to

the observation made by Prof. Barnard. There are here,

also, some measures of the position angle of the elonga-
tion of the first satellite as secured by himself and Mr.
Douglas upon si.\ different nights, a copy of which is

below.

/. Satellite.

Aug. 28 ..

Sept. 3 ..

Sept. 24 ..

Sept. 25 ..
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It would be interesting, however, to know how the

1 observations would differ, if Prof. Barnard and Schae-

berle had the use of the Arequipa instrument at a favour-

able opportunity, and Prof. Pickering the Mount
Hainilton refractor. VV. J. S. Lockver.

' GEOLOGY AND SCENERY IN IRELAND.'

MR. R. WELCH, of Belfast, well-known as a photo-

grapher of Irish scenery, has of late years utilised

his intimate knowledge of the country, and his keen
judgment as an artist, in the preparation of special series

of photographs illustrating archaeological and scientific

features. The brilliant exposures of volcanic and
sedimentary rocks along the coast of Co. Antrim hav e

of the Geological Survey of Ireland have always beer*

willing to give information as to suitable illustrative

localities.

Two samples will show something of the detail and the

range of these photographic records. Fig. i shows one

of the fine quarry-sections on Cave Hill, Belfast. The
chalk below, with lines of flints, and the basaltic lavas of

the upper plateau, are always an effective contrast ; but

at this point dykes of dolerite are numerous, cutting

through both series. The large one in the centre of the

picture is columnar in its upper portion, and has a some-

what wavy course. A smaller sinuous dyke climbs

towards it from the right. In the left of the original

photograph, a delicate bifurcating intrusive sheet is

clearly seen near the top of the horizontal lavas. Fig. 2

is a still more specialised illustration. The whole stream

Fig. -K (Juarry Section on Cave Hill, Belfast.

led him to form a group of pictures which might serve
as a companion to any ordinary text-book of geology

;

and he is rapidly extending the series by additions from
the counties of Down, Donegal, and even from the far

south-west. As I have had the pleasure of assisting Mr.
Welch in the production of his first geological catalogue,
I can make no comment on its character as a publication

;

but I need not hesitate to point out what valuable aid is

being given to science by the recording of the physical
features of Ireland, not haphazard in a series of general
landscapes, but with a special geological eye. The
excursions of the Belfast Naturalists' Field Club have
been the means of calling attention to exposures in

places outside the ordinary tourist-track ; and the ofticers

^ \ Catalogue of Geological Irish Views, by R. Welch, 49 Lonsdale
Street, Belfast.
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of Glenariff is seen pouring into a pot-hole some four

feet across, and the smooth sides of the hole, and the

swirl of waters in its still active portion, have been
admirably rendered. On the left, the rock, which is a

red Triassic sandstone, shows the grooving and smooth-

ing action of the stream. It would be interesting to

photograph this spot again after an interval of twenty

years.

The reproduction of such views as these in the form
of lantern-slides makes them still more valuable to

teachers. It is pleasant to know that Co. Antrim has its

geological features now recorded for us more completely

than those of any other county in the British Isles : and
Mr. Welch may be congratulated on undertaking this

j

and other scientific missions in the midst of more

I

immediately popular professional work. The recen
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visit of the Geologists' Association to Ireland did much
to direct atter.tion to the geological features, as well as

to the scenic beauties, of the eastern coast ; it may be

hoped that Mr. Welch's photographic series will form an

The sixty-second annual meeting of the Brili&h Medical

Association is taking place at Bristol under the presidency of

Dr. E. Long Fox, who delivered his presidential address at

the evening meeting of Tuesday last.

KtG. 3 — Pot-Holc C.\ --'.^. .^^andslone, Glcnariff.

NOTES.
We are pleased to learn that Prof. Prestwich, F. R.S., has

been made Foreign Nfember of the R. Accademia dei Lyncei,

Koine, for geology and palseontology.

We regret lo hear of the death, from typhoid fever, of Prof.

t;. H. Williams, of lialtimore. The United .Slates has of late

yean produced a band of admirable petrographers, amongst

whom Prof. Williams has long held a foremost place. His

early death will be lamented by a large circle o( friends in

Earope.

We are sorry to have lo record the death, at the age of sixly-

tix, of the Rev. Edward Male, who had been for some years the

-enior icieoce roaster of Eton College. Mr. Hale died on

July 25.

The annual meeting of the Instilutioo of Mechanical En-

gineers wai opened at Manchester on July 31, and is proceed-

ing. Prof. Kennedy is presiding.
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inlroduction and an inducement to another visit, this The British Pharmaceutical Conference began its annual

time to the fascinating variety of igneous rocks and meeting at Oxford on Tuesday, July 31, whin Mr. N. II.

Mesozoic strata in the north. Martin, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, look the chair, and delivered an

GRF.NVILI.E a. J. Cole. address.

The autumn meeting of the Iron and .Steel Institute of

Great Britain, which this year lakes place .at Brussels, from

August 20 to 24, will probably be very well altended, about

500 members having already intimated their intention of being

present. The arrangements for the meeting are being organ-

ised by an influenlial local reception committee, of which M.

Gilloii, president of the Society of Engineers of Lioge, is chair-

man, in conjunction with the general secretary of the Inslitule,

Mr. Bennett H. Brough. During the meeting, excursions will

be made lo the Antwerp Exhibition, the Mariemont Collieries,

the Couillet Steel Works at Charleroi, the works of the

Cockerill Company at Seraing, and the Angleur Slcel Works

at Liege. The prcigramme of papers to be rc.i<l and discussed

is a long one, there being no less a number than l»n ariangcd

for. The first on the list is, " On the Use of Caustic Lime in

the Blast Furnace," by Sir Lowthian Bell. Other papers are

to be contributed by Messrs. R. A. Iladfield, T. W. Hogg,

11. C. Jenkins, W. G. M'Millan, John Parry, and D. Selby-

Biggc, respectively, ami there are to be two papers of local in-

terest, wrillen by Belgian engineers. Their lilies are, "On

the Coal-Mining Industry of Belgium," by M. Briarl, President
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•of the Society of Engineers of Hainaut ; and "On the Iron

, and Steel Industries of Belgium," by M. A. Gillon, President

ij
-of the Society of Engineers of Liege.

The Medical Congress which is to be held in Calcutta

from December 24 to 29 next, and to which we briefly referred

in our issue of July 5, is, according to present arrangements, to

be divided into six sections, viz. : I. Medicine and Pathology.

II. Surgery, including Ophthalmology. III. Obstetrics and

Diseases of Women and Children. IV. Public Health. V.

Medico-legal Medicine and Insanity. VI. Pharm.icology.

It is hoped that medical men from countries other than India

will co-operate to make the Congress a success. Special efforts

are being made to secure the comfort of visitors.

The programme of the one hundred and eleventh meeting of

the Yorkshire Naturalists' Union has been issued. The meet-

ing will be held on .\ugust 6, at South Ca^e, for the investigation

of the neighbourhood of Drewton Dale, Weedley Springs, and

Wold Dale. The sciences of geology, botany, vertebrate

zoology, entomology, and conchology will be officially repre-

sented by members told off for the purpose ; and if the weather

be favourable, the meeting will, no doubt, prove as popular

as those on former occasions.

The eighth meeting of the International Ophthalmological

Congress will be held at Edinburgh in the second week of

this month, under the presidency of Dr. .\rgyll Robertson.

It is thought that about 300 ophthalmic surgeons will be present.

The last meeting took place at Heidelberg in 188S.

The spring of next year will see established at Earl's Court

.an exhibition, on a large scale, devoted to the products of

India.

Thunderstorms occurred over the southern and midland

parts of England on Sunday, accompanied by heavy falls of

rain, amounting to nearly one inch in several places. Over the

southern and southwestern parts of England, as well as in the

south of Ireland, the total rainfall during July has greatly

exceeded the average, in many places being double the usual

amount, while at Jersey the total was about seven inches, which

is nearly three times the average for July, and it is the heaviest

fall in that month during the last twenty-nine years. In the

east of Scotland and north-east of England the rainfall for the

month was rather less than the average.

We have received from Dr. W. Doberck, a copy of the obser-

vations and researches made at the Hong Kong Observatory in

the year 1893. The meteorological observations are given

for every hour, while the means and various deductions from

them have been carefully arranged in tables in a convenient

form for future use. The mean temperature during the last ten

years was 7'''3> 'he maximum was 93'''9, and the minimum
32°'0. The average rainfall for a period of thirty years was
90'17 inches ; rain mostly falls between May and -Vugust. Dr.

Doberck gives a useful summary of the climate investigated

from ten years' observations. There is a well-marked variation

of climate ; the winter is cool, its mean temperature being about
60°, while in summer it rises a little above 80^; at this season

Europeans suffer much from the excessive dampness of the air.

The solar radiation is very considerable in all months ; the

maximum during 1893 was 154°, in -Vugust. Much attention is

paid to the study and prediction of typhoons ; telegrams giving

information .about them were issued on eighty-seven days, and
with a view to the systematic study of these storms, observations

are regularly extracted from ships' logs. During the year no
Jess than 672 logs with entries during typhoons were received,

and these were supplemented by observations made at about
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forty land stations. These various useful researches, in addi-

tion to the regular astronomical and magnetical observations,

try the powers of the small staff to the utmost, and Dr. Doberck

states that the work is much hampered by want of sufficient

office accommodation.

The Lancet states that Dr. Bornand, the eminent Swiss

consultant lately deceased at Berne, bequeathed his fortune

(which was considerable) to the Acadcmie de Lausanne for the

endowment of a chair of Embryogeny in that school. His

armamentarium chirurgicum and his microscopical instruments

he also presented to the .\cadL-mie, while his magnificent library

become property of the bibliothique cantonale of his native

Canton de Vaud.

We learn from the Academy, that the Pengelly Memorial

Fund now amounts to about ^^1360; and the committee

have determined to proceed immediately with the erection

of a lecture theatre, as part of the proposed addition to the

Natural History Museum at Torquay, of which Mr. Pengelly

was the founder.

A CIRCULAR has been sent to us announcing the proposed

formation of a society, whose headquarters are to be located at

Sydney, to be called "The Palaeographical Society of Aus-

tralasia.' The following are among the objects which the

society is being established to promote :
—"To collect, illustrate,

and place on record, examples of all systems of old time written

characters, whether in the form of pictograms, symbolism=, or

phonograms, as also representations of the various mnemonic

aids to memory used by so many savage and barbarous peoples.

To undertake the collection and formation of a library, to con-

sist of works treating of or connected with Palaeography and

kindred sciences, as also collections of photographs and other

exact copies and illustrations of rock inscriptions, cave paint-

ings, &c. To afford a means of communication and co-opera-

tion between those interested in the science of Palaeography,

who are now unable to obtain this mutual aid. To assist

students as far as possible in the work of deciphering new or

unknown characters." The Society will, it is announced, be

formed as soon as the initial membership reaches a hundred ;

when, therefore, that number of intending members send in their

names, &c., to one or other of the gentlemen named below, a

meeting will be called for the purpose of electing officer*,

passing of rules, &c. The subscription fee is to be one pound

per annum. It is intended to establish a periodical as organ of

the society, in which will appear original articles on the science

of Palaeography, with illustrations of various scripts. Further

particulars may be obtained from Dr. A. Carroll, Kogarah,

Sydney, N.S.W. ; or Mr. Elsdon Best, Wellington, New
Zealand.

A NUMEROUSLY attended meeting of the Essex Field Club

was held last Saturday, in the Navestock district, under the

conductorship of the Rev. S. Coode Ilore and Prof. R.

Meldola, F.R.S. Alighting at Brentwood Station, the party

were driven to the site of an ancient entrenchment, which the

conductors had identified with the "alate temple of the

Druids," described by Dr. Stukeley in the last century. A
fac-dmile of Stukeley's figure, made by Mr. Walter Crouch,

was handed round for inspection. Nothing of these ancient

remains is now to be seen, excepting a circular depression, and

a fosse connected with it, situated in a field bordering the road.

From this spot the parly proceeded to Navestock Park, the

estate of Lord Carlingford, where they were most hospitably

entertained at luncheon by Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Sellar, of

Dubrook. An ordinary meeting of the Club was held after

luncheon, and a discussion took place respecting the proposed

cession of certain Essex parishes to Hertfordshire and Cam-
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bridgeshire, under the Parish Coancils Act. A resolution pro-

te<ling against this cession was unanimously passed, and a copy

ordered to be sent to the Essex County Council and to the Essex

Members of Parliament. The members next proceeded to

inspect an ancient earthwork in a wood near the park, which

earthwork is entered as a camp in the ordnance map. It con-

sists of a well-defined rampart and ditch, and is of an oblong

form, with a spur at one angle. The site is now known as

"Fortification Wood," but was formerly known as the " Defence

of Navestock." The party next proceeded towards the Roding

Valley, and were conveyed to Curtismill Green, an outlying

fragment of old Hainhault Forest, which, with Epping Forest,

formerly constituted the Foiest of Waltham. Here they were

shown an upright stone, which the conductors had identified as

" Richard's Stone," one of the boundary stones set up at the

time of the perambulation of the Essex Forest in 1641-1642.

Standing by this stone, marking the extreme north-eastern

extension of the old forest. Prof. Meldola gave a short account

of the history of the perambulation, and stated that with his

colleague, Mr. Coode Hore, and Mr. William Cole, the hon.

secretary, and his brothers, they had now found five out of the

seven boundary stones referred to in the perambulation. The
fragment of primitive forest between " Richard's Stone " and

the "Navestock Stone" was much admired, as far as time

permitted an inspection, and a desire was expressed that steps

should be taken for securing the permanent preservation of all

these interesting boundary marks, the more especially as the

forest of Hainhault has, with the exception of a few isolated

patches, been entirely cultivated out of existence. From
" Richard's Stone" the party drove through some of the most

picturesque parts of the county to SDuth Weald, where, at the

"Tower Arms," tea was awaiting them. After tea another meet-

ing was convened for the purpose of hearing a most interesting

paper by Mr. Coode Hore, in which he gave a series of notes

on the history of Navestock in Saxon and Norman times, and

made reference to the prehistoric remains visited in the course

of the day.

The annual report of the Director of the Royal Botanic

Garden, Calcutta, for the year 1S93-94, has just reached us.

During the year the Herbarium was enriched by more than

16,000 specimens, and the Garden in return sent out numerous

specimens to various botanical institutions in ditTcrent parts of

the world. Reference is made to a great storm which raged for

nearly the whole of three days in the month of May, and

the damage done was so great that for about six weeks

after its occurrence the whole of the out-door labour staff was

engaged in making repairs. A more suitable platform for

Colonel Kyd's monument was erected, the roads in the grounds

were generally improved, and the gardens are reported to have

been maintained in a high state of efficiency.

M. L. Cayeox (Bull. Soc. Geol. France) describes radio-

iarians from rocks in lirittany which are generally admitted to

be pre-Cambrian. They occur in siliceous bands in the " Phyl-

Udei de Saint- L'l." The evidence for the pre-Cambrian age

of these beds is stated by Dr. liirrois. Minyof the radio-

larians described belong to the genera still existing.

A PAPER on the " Shanta-Chico Series," of N. California

and Oregon (Bull. Geol. Sic. Aner.), by Messrs. J. S. Diller

and T. W. Stanton, is interesting as discussing the limits of

the Cretaceous and Jurassic formations on the Pacific Coast.

The series has a maximum thickness, on Elder Creek, Tehama
Co., California, of 30,000 feet ; the whole set of beds graduat-

ing into one another a< one continuous series. It was formerly

supposed that the lower (Knoxville) bedi graJuate into the

Mariposa l>cds—the highes: Jurassic ; the authors contend that

there it both a physical and palxontolo^ical break between
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them. The highest Cretaceous rocks are not here represented,

and the Ttjon beds, which probably are not the oldest Eocene,

rest unconformably upon the Chico series. In Middle and
Southern California the Tejon beds are believed to be con-

formable to the Chico beds.

Prok. H. F. Osborn discusses the characters and faunal

relations of the Laramie Mammals {Bull. .Amer. Mus. Nat.

Hist. vol. v., p. 311), and shows that they are more nearly

related to the Puerco (Eocene) mammals than they are to those

of the Jurassic series. This is specially illustr.ated by the

evolution of the teeth. In the same volume, there are papers

by Prof. Osborn, Dr. J. L. Wortman, and Ch. Earle, on the

Lower Miocene mammalia of North .\merica. The White
River deposits have a maximum thickness of about Soo feet, and
they represent a great period of time, during which the Titan-

otheriida;, Rhinocerotidas, Equida;, and Oreodontid;v underwent

considerable modification, amounting in some cases to changes

of true generic significance.

A NEW design for large spectroscopic slits is described by

Mr. Wadsworth in the current number of the American

fouriial of Science. Of the various forms of double motion

spectroscope slits which have been designed, the two forms in

most common use are the parallel ruler form, as fitted to most

German instruments, and that form in which the jaws slide in

guides, and are moved simultaneously in opposite directions by

a right and left hand screw. The first form is convenient but

somewhat bulky, and makes it difficult to determine the exact

width of the slit. The second form, in which the screw is

necessarily at one side of the jaw, gives rise to a twisting strain

tending to make the slit wider at one end than at the other, aik

objection which becomes very serious in slits above 5 cm. in

length. The author's new form, designed for Prof. Langley,

has the advantage of giving a central thrust on both jaws while

keeping the slit accur.ately centred. This is accomplished by

making the milled head move the whole jaw system along the

slit plate by means of a nut screwed to the latter, while another

screw on the same shaft, but of double the pitch, moves the

nearer jaw independently in the opposite direction. Thus the

centre of the slit remains fixed, the jaws opening out from it. A
spring provides for the return motion, and takes up all back

lash in the screw. The graduated head gives by its motion over

a graduated drum the whole number of turns and fractions of a

turn, enabling the width of the slit to be determined at a glance.

The thrust being central, there is no tendency to twist the jaws

in their guides'. The slit has a clear opening of 10 cm.

It appears that the public in Brooklyn, U.S.A., are making

use of the stray current from the electrical tramways,

driving motors and lighting lamps, by connecting the terminals

to the metallic framework of the overhead railways and to the

water-pipes ; while it is proposed in one of the suburban tele-

phone exchanges to utilise the above current, and do away with

the batteries. The loss of energy on the .\merican lines where

the current is supplied by a trolley wire, and the return takes place

by the rail, is very considerable, and the above use of the stray

current is much more likely to draw the attention of the tram-

way companies to these losses than the corrosion of the water-

and gas-pipes, the damage to which we have on previous

occasions referred.

AccoRUINf. to the Pioneer Mail, Allahabad, the anlhro-

pometrical system of identification has already proved of

practical use in liengal. Previous convictions against six men,

who had been sentenced in districts beyond Calcutta, were

traced by its means.

£ngi»eering (or ]u]y 27 is a special numljcr, and is, for the

most part, taken up with a description (with illustrations) of

the various mills and appliances used in the manufacture oi
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cotton at or near Manchester, in which city the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers is at present holding its summer meeting.

This section of the number is, in fact, specially designed for

the use of those who are taking part in the meeting of the

Institution.

Part 2 of vol. xv. of the Journal of the Sanitary Institute

•contains, besides Proceedings of the Institute, notes on sanita-

tion abroad, Ac, an article by Dr. Louis Parkes, entitled "The

Possibility of the Spread of Disease through the River Waters

supplied to London," being a review of the evidence given by

the bacteriological witnesses before the Royal Commission on

Metropolitan Water Supply, 1893.

The August number of Natural Science contains the follow-

ing articles:—"The Evolution of the Thames," Dr. J. W.

Gregory ;
" Some Account of the Gall-making Insects of

Australia," W. W. Froggatt ;
" Books of Reference in the

Natural Sciences," C. Davies Sherborn ; "Some Reforms in

the Oxford University Museum," E. S. Goodrich ;
" Ilertwig's

' Preformation or New Formation,'" P. Chalmers Mitchell ; and

a special illustrated supplement on " Taxidermy as a Fine Art."

The process illustrations in this supplement, and in t'..e article

by Mr. Goodrich, are for the most part very successful.

The " Proceedings of the Physical Society of London," vol.

xii. part 4, has just been issued.

The August part oi Science Gossip has a portrait of Dr. Ludwig

Mond, F. R. S., the munificent donor of the new laboratory for

physical and chemical research in connection with the Royal

Institution, to which we referred at length in our issue of July 5.

Another remarkable nitrogen compound, nitramide

NOoNIL, is described in the current Beric/itehy its discoverers,

Drs. Thiele and Lachman, of Munich. A short time ago, these

chemists showed that by the action of sulphuric and nitric

acids upon urethane a nitro-derivative, nitrourethane

NOn . NHCOOC.jH., was produced. When this substance is

dissolved in water, and the concentrated solui ion is mixed with

a large excess of a concentrated solution of caustic potash in

methyl alcohol, and the mixture cooled by ice, a potassium salt

of the composition NOj . NK . COOK is deposited in crystal

plates. If these crystals are placed in water they instanl'.y de-

compose with great rise of temperature into potassium carbonate

and nitrous oxide. If, however, they are placed in a mixture

of ice and sulphuric acid, carbon dioxide is evolved, and the new-

substance nitramide is produced. It may be extracted by

means of ether, and upon evaporation of the latter it is left

behind in the form of clear colourless prisms. The crystals

melt at 72', but the least trace of moisture lowers the melting

point very considerably. Nitramide is readily soluble in water,

ether, and alcohol, but dilificulily solulile in benzene. The
aqueous solution reacts strongly acid. Nitramide is volatile,

<;onsidtrably so even at the ordinary temperature. It is an un-

stable substance, and decomposes on mixing with copper oxide

or lead chromale, or even on admixture with powdered glass,

great rise of temperature occurring in each case. The products

of decomposition are nitrous oxide and water. When heated

rapidly above its melting point it explodes. Nitramide is

instantly decomposed by alkalies, not only by caustic alkalies but

also by carbonates, ammonia, borax, and even sodium acetate,

in the cold, with evolution of nitrous oxide. It would thus

appear to be incapable of forming salts, at any rate in solution.

The crystals explode violently, with production of flame, when
a drop of caustic soda or potash is allowed to fall upon them.

The ethereal solution of the crystals yields with ammonia a

precipitate of an ammonium salt, but it decomposes almost

immediately with evolution of gas. Concentrated sulphuric

acid or hot water similaily provoke violent decomposition.

Upon reduction a substance endowed with powerful reducing
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properties is produced, which would appear to be hydrazine

NH„
I

'. The discoverers of this interesting substance are con-

NH„
tinuing the study of its reactions, and are attempting to prepare

it in a purely inorganic manner.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Vervet Monkey (Cercopithtcus hilandii), a

Hygian Snake (Elaps liygis) from South Africa, presented by

Mr. J. E. Matcham ; a Macaque ^lonVty {Macacus cynomolgus)

from India, presented by Mr. J. A. Brand ; a Common Para-

doxure (Paracloxurus typus) from India, presented by Mr. E.

Stallard ; a Suricate (Siiricala tetradactyla] from South Africa,

presented by Miss Champneys ; an Indian Cobra [Naia tripu-

dians) from' India, presented by Mr. Angus M. Kinloch ; two

Slowworms [Angtiis fragilis), British, presented by Mr. T. E.

Gunn ; two Opossums (Didilphys, si>. \nc.) horn South

America, a Common Cassowary (Casuarius galealus) from

Ceram, a Hawk-headed Parrot (Deroptyus accipitrinus) from

Brazil, two Hamadryads (Op/'iiophagus claps) from India, de-

posited ; a Pleasant Antelope (Tragelap/iiis grains), bred in

Germany, purchased ; a Thar (Capra jemlaica), a Red Deer

{Cervus elaphus), three Cairo Spiny Mice (^fffwyf cahirinus),

bom in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Spectroscopic Velocities of Bi.naries.—The determina-

tion of the elements of double-star orliits from spectroscopic

measurements has been attempted by two methods. That due

to Dr. Wilsing, which is a very convenient one, is only appli-

cable to cases of small eccentricities ; another method, developed

by Dr. Rambaut, is not subject to this limitation, but is rather

elaborate. In No. 3242 of the Astronomische Nachrichlen,

Prof. R. Lehmann-Filhes works out a mctho 1 somewhat akin to

that of Dr. Rambaut, but which he claims to have discovered

independently, and which does not require difficult calculations

or constructions. If both components of a spectroscopic double

are bright enough to give a measurable spectrum, as is the case

with & Aurigx and C Ur-x Majoris, the velocities as de-

termined from the displacement of the lines in the spec-

trum are taken as relative, and the investigation then deals

with the motion of one mass with respect to the other

considered as stationary. If, on the contrary, only one of

the components gives a measurable spectrum, as in the case of

Algol and a. Virginia, the motion must be referred to the centre

of gravity of the system, the radial velocity of which must be

determined and subtracted from the observed velocities. The
period of the star is easily determined by observing a consider-

able number of periodic variations, and all observations can

then be reduced to a single revolution by adding or subtracting

multiples of the period. These spectroscopic velocities are then

plotted as ordinates with the times as al scissce, and a wavy

curve is thus obtained showing the maximuui and minimum
velocities relative to the solar sysiem. If these velocities are

referred to the centre of gravity ot the sy>tem, the areas of the

curve above the axis ot abscissa; must be equal to those below,

i.e. the total displacemenis must neutralise each other. This

gives a condition which the curve must lulfil, and which serves

to control the observed velocities. Another condition is that

the area inteicepted between the maximum positive ordinate

and the next point of intersection with the axis of abcissK must

be equal to the area of the curve between that point and the

maximum negative ordinate, this representing the motion of

the star from the ascending to the descending node. Prof.

Lehmann-Filhcs gives simple formulce lor determining the

various elements of the orbit from the cotrccied curve. Com-
paring hi.s mtthod with that of Dr. Rambaut lor the case of

R Auriga?, he finds o'isS for ihe tccenlricity, where the

latter lound o 156, and 57 '93 lor the longitude of ihe

ascending node, against Dr. Rambaut's 5/"43, showing diflci-

enets which are well within the errors of oijscrvation. The
real daily motion is (ourd to be 90''726, coiiesponding to a

period ol 3'968days. The apparent semi-major axis of the oibit

comes out as 7,516,000 English miles, which agrees very closely

with the value obtained by Dr. Rambaut, viz. 7,500,000.
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THE INSTITUTION OF NA VAL ARCHITECTS.

THE annual summer meeting of the Institution of N'.ival

Architects was held last week, at Southampton, com-

mencing on Tuesday, July 24, and concluding on the Friday

following.

The President of the Institution, Lord Brassey, occupied the

chair during the sittings, which were held in the theatre of the

Hartley Institute. There were only seven papers set down for

reading during the three sittings that were held for business

purposes, the meeting being, perhaps, rather more of a social

nature than usual. The following is a list of the papers :

—

(1) " On the Harbour and Docks of Southampton," by John
Dixon, Dock and Marine Superintendent of the London and

South Western Railway Company.
(2) " On the Importance of Economy of Fuel in very Fast

Vessels, and on the advantages to be derived from Heating the

Feed-water," by J. A. Korroand, of Havre.

(3)
" On the Influence of Circulation on Evaporative

Efficiency of Water Tube Boilers," by J. I. Thornycroft.

(4)
" On the Design of Mail Steamers, with special refer-

ence to their use for War Purposes," by J. H. Biles.

(5) "On a Rapid Method of Calculating Welted Surfaces,"

by Archibald Denny.
(6) " Recent Experience with Cylindrical Boilers and the

Ellis and Eaves Suction Draught," by F. Gross.

(7) "The Ventilation of Steamships, with special reference

to the Removal of Explosive and Foul Gases from Bulk Oil

Steamers," by S. H. Terry and J. F. Flannery.

Mr. Dixon's paper does not call for extended reference at

our hands ; it was intended chiefly as a guide to members who
were about to visit the Southampton Docks in the afternoon,

and was excellently designed for this purpose. Perhaps the

most generally interesting part of the paper was contained in

the appendices, in which a brief history was given of the various

steamship companies that used the docks at Southampton. In

a note attached to the paper, some interesting historical details

were given. Although Southampton is a very ancient town, its

importance was not great in the early days of this century. In

the year 181 1, we learn that the chief trade was with Jersey,

Guernsey, Alderney, and Sark. Several sloops were running

between these islands and Southampton. There was also a

carpet and a silk manufactory, as well as mills for manufacturing

blocks and pumps for ilie Navy. The number of houses in the

tiiwn then was 1582, and the population was under 8000. The
ship-building industry, however, goes back to very early days,

Mr. Dixon stating that in the reign of Henry V. the famous

ships Grace Dicu and Holy Ghost were built at Southampton ;

this was about the year 1414. One of the vessels was built by
Robert Berd, and the other by William Soper; and it is curious

to notice that one of the well-known yacht-designers of the

district is now a Mr. So|ier. Each of the ships referred to cost

about Z'500. During the last century, and in the early days of

this century, a very large number of ships for the Royal Navy
were built in this district. At a small place called Bucklers

Hard, now seldom heard of, a number of famous ships were
constructed. This is on the little river Exe, which flows through

the New Forest and past IJcaulieu Abbey to the Solent. Three
ships of the Britith Fleet which were at Trafalgar, were built

there, the most celebrated being Nelson's Agamemiioii and the

Swifliurc. Another interesting historical fact stated by Mr.

DixoD, was that the timbers of the celebrated American
frigate Chimfeaie were used, when that vessel was broken up,

in the consitruclion of a mill at Wickham, near by. The building

still exists, and is known as "Chesapeake Mill." The late

Admiral of the Fleet, Sir I'rovo W. Parry Wallis, who died

only a short lime ago, in 1813 took the Chnafeakc into Halifax,

after her encounter with the Shannon.
M. Normand'.s paper was one of considerable value, and,

though short, contained a good deal of useful information. The
well-known scientific allainmenis of French naval architects

are excellently represented in M. Norman'i's firm, and from

the Havre yard have been turned out some of the torpedo boats

which have Iwcn most worthy to be placed in competition with

the productions of the Thames builders, Thornycroft and
Yarrow. M. Normand is an original designer, his conclusions

being based on scientific deduction. He is not content, as

some other constructors of fast vessels arc, to simply follow the

lead of others, ignorantly copying whatever they may see to be

successful. As is usually the case with scientific workers, M.
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Normand is generous in giving information to others, even to

his competitors ; although he would probably be the first to

acknowledge his indebtedness in this respect to the two leading

torpedo boat-builders of this country. Indeed, the interchange

of information in this way across the channel has always been
a pleasant feature in the rivalry of the builders of these beau-

tiful little craft. Torpedo boats are not supposed to be

economical vessels, and it has been said that " the mission of

a torpedo boat is to run a trial trip." There certainly wxs a
great deal of truth in this remark in the old days of premium
for speed, when a boat might earn for her builders several

thousand pounds over her contract price if she could scramble

through her six runs on the mile w ilhout breaking down. In

such a case, as there was no restriction in regard to coal burned,

economy of fuel was little thought about, and indeed in the

ultimate work for which torpedo boats are designed, should they

ever be brought to the stern realities of war, it would be a small

matter whether much or little coal were burned to attain the high

speed. To get to the scene of operation, however, a torpedo

boat might have to run a long distance, and in that c.tse her

radius of action in regard to coal stowage would be a serious

consideration. Moreover, trial trips of torpedo boats now extend

over a considerable length of time, and the amount of coal that

has to be carried h.is become an important factor in regard to

the total weight, which, of course, in turn governs the speed to

a large extent. M. Normand h.as recognised these facts ; he tells

us that in his last torpedo boats he has found, by the oflicial

trials, that the coal burned per I. H.P. per hour ranged from

II lb. up to 15 knots, and to somewhat less than 2 lb. at 25

knots. These figures seem very low, and the author is certainly

within the mark in saying that the consumption is not more than

two-thirds of that of a number of similar craft. Another
interesting and valuable piece of information, given us by M.

Normand, is that the total weight of engines and boilers of the

boats above alluded to, is about 48 lb. per maximum I. H.P.

and even this extremely light machinery is further reduced in

weight, notably in the case of the Forban, now under

construction at Havre ; a vessel, it will be remembered, which is

expected to reach a speed of 30 knots an hour, although we
believe the contract speed is 29 knots. It may be mentioned

here, that Mr. Yarrow has under construction, for the Russian

Government, a vessel which is guaranteed to make 30 knots.

M. Normand further tells us in his paper, that in high-speed

vessels a reduction in the weight of any part of the ship allows

the whole displacement to be reduced by about 4^ times

the weight saved, if the speed, steaming distance, weight of

armament, and general conditions remain unchanged. Phe

author attributes the remarkable economy of his engines to

several causes, but more particularly to the feed-healer that he

uses. This, he informs us, gives an economy in fuel of at least

20 per cent. The figures seem somewhat starlling, but they

are vouched for by the author, and have been obtained on
oflicial trials. The principle of this foedhealer was enunciated

for the first time in 18S6 by the author's brother, M. Benjamir*

Normand. It is a direct application of the first law of thermo-

dynamics. The heating steam is taken, in the ordinary compound
engine, at mid-stroke from the low-pressure cylinder by a special

valve. In three or four stage expansion engines it is taken

direct from the low-pressure casing, all the work previously

given in the engine by the heating steam being a direct gain.

The author ascribes the economy of 20 per cent., before

mentioned, to two causes, viz. : (l) That which results from the

number of thermal units saved by using, for healing the feed,

steam which has already done work. "This may amount to from

10 per cent, to 14 percent., according to the pressure. (2) That

which results from the better circulation of the water in the

boiler, a greater proportion of that water being at a boiling

temperature. As a practical example of the advantages of lhi»

healer, it may be staled that simply by putting it into use, the

revolutions of the engine in one vessel were increased from 305

'o 335 per minute.

A short discussion followed the reading of this ]>aper, in

which both Mr. Thornycroft .n;id Sir Nathaniel Harnaliy took

p.Trt. The chief point of interest was the slalemcnt by Mr.

Thornycroft, that in the case of the Darhif;, a torpedo boat

destroyer recently built by his firm, he believed the weight of

machinery per MI. P. was even less than that slated by M.
Normand.

Mr. Thornycroft's paper, like that which preceded it, con-

tained a good deal of valuable information in a small compass.
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It dealt especially with one feature in the boiler which has been

invented by the author. This steam generator, it will be remem-
bered, consists chiefly of three horizontal cylinders arranged, in

cross section, in the form of a triangle. Two of the cylinders

are placed in the wings of the furnace, whilst the third, which

is above, at the apex of the triangle, the fire-grate forming the

base. The top cylinder is connected to the two wing cylinders

by two series of curved pipes, which are so arranged as to

deliver into the top cylinder at its upper part ; they thus deliver

above the water-level of the boiler, which is about half-way up
the top cylinder. Connecting the top cylinder with the two

wing cylinders, respectively, are two external pipes ; the whole,

of course, is enclosed by a smoke-jacket, and the steam genera-

tion occurs in the connecting pipes. The method of working

of the Thornycroft boiler is as follows :—The heat from the fur-

nace playing on the pipes or tubes, which connect the top cylinder

to the two wing cylinders, causes generation of steam, the flow

of which is upwards. As is nearly always the case when
steam is generated in small pipes, a great deal of water is also

carried upwards with the steam. This water is delivered into

the top cylinder, and from thence is free to flow downwards to

the two wing cylinders, from whence it can rise again through

the generating tubes, and so on in continuous cycle so long as

there is water to be evaporated. The success of a water-tube

boiler in practical working may be said to be dependent on its

circulation, so that when rapid evaporation takes place, and
water is quickly driven away from the heating surface, other

waler should be there to flow in to take its place. Mr. Thorny-
croft has always claimed that this circulation is mo5t effectually

attained by having the steam-generating tubes deliver in the

upper part of the top cylinder. The principle has been ques-

tioned, and in order to set the matter at rest experimentally,

the author had made a boilerpurelyon hissystem, and alsoonein
which the design was so modified as to bring the generating

tubes into the top cylinder below the water surface. If we have
I made our explanation clear, it -^ill be seen, as stated by the

I
author, that in either boiler, pressure in the lower vessel is that

I due to the full depth of water in the boiler, in addition to the

steam pressure, and reduction of density in the generating tubes

will be available for causing circulation ; whilst reduction in

pressure in the wing cylinder below that due to the head of

I waler in the boiler, will reduce the circulation. In fact, the
\

circulation of water in the boiler is governed by variations of

pressure. In order, therefore, to measure these variations, Mr.
Thornycroft had recourse to a water gauge connecting the top

and bottom cylinders, the height of the column of water

showing the greater or lesser pressure in the wing cylinder.

, The results of the trials were shown by a diagram in which

I

curves were assigned to each series of experiments. When the

j

steam-generating tubes were arranged as in the normal Thorny-

j

croft boiler, as the rate of evaporation increased, the height of

the water in the gauge-glass showed a steady and comparatively

small pressure in the wing cylinder. Thus, when the evapora-

tion was increased from 3 lb. to 20 lb. per square foot of heat-

ing surface per hour, from and at 212° Fahr., the fall was about
2 inches of water. With the boiler having tubes delivering

below the water-level when the evaporation was raised from

3 lb. per hour per square foot of heating surface to about

15 lb., the fall in pressure in the wing cylinder was from

3 inches to 7 inches, roughly. Thus it will be seen that the circu-

lation of water in a boiler of this class, where the tubes deliver

above water-level, must be more energetic than when the tubes
deliver below water-level. In both of these experiments, what are

I
called the down-comer tubes, that is to say, the two tubes at the

ends of the cylinders provided for completing the circuit ofcircu-

j
lation, were in use. The utility of these tubes has, however,
been questioned, and in order to throw light on this point, Mr.
Thornycroft next m.ade a series of experiments with a boiler in

which the tubes delivered below the water-level, and the down-
comer tubes were out of use. The results were interesting

i

and instructive. The reduction in pressure in the wing cylinder
was extremely rapid as the evaporation increased ; after a time,
however, the curve reached its lowest point, and then suddenly
bent upwards, showing an increase in the pressure. This last

phenomenon Mr. Thornycroft attributed to the fact thit thesteam,
instead of rising uniformly in the tube, as it would when the
evaporation was moderate, was driven out at the lower end

;

and this, of course, would tend still more to check the circula-
tion. The diagram is well worthy of study on the part of those
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interested in any class of boiler design, and it may be found in

the Transactions of the Institution.

In the discussion which followed the reading of this paper,
the most interesting feature was a description, by Mr. Pilcher, of
the device used by Mr. Maxim in making the boiler of his flying

machine. This boiler, it may be stated, is a marvel of lightness.

It is a Thornycroft boiler with very small generating tubes
about \ inch in diameter ; it is said to have given off steam
equivalent to 300 I.H. P. at a pressure of 300 lb. to the square
inch ; the weight of the boiler itself being but 3 lb. per I.H. P.
With the small diameter tubes it was found impossible to keep
up circulation suflScient to prevent the destruction of the boiler,

and, in order to aid the natural circulation, Mr. Maxim intro-

duced what may be described as injector circulation. He
carried the feed-pipe of the boiler into the down-comer tube,

covering the orifice of his feed-pipe by a conical valve, which
was attached to a long spindle, and, working through a stuffing-

box, was carried outside the pipe. The valve was kept closed
by means of an external spiral spring, so adjusted as to give a
pressure of 50 lb. to the square inch on the valve. The feed-

pump naturally would overcome this additional pressure, so that

the pressure in the feed-water on the boiler side of the pump
would be 50 lb. above the boiler pressure, and thus 350 lb., the
boiler pressure being 300 lb. It will be seen, therefore, that,

on the hydraulic pressure opening the valve, the feed-water
would be injected with some velocity into the boiler, and thus
would set up a circulating current. In this way it was found
that the boiler in the flying machine could be made to work
very perfectly.

Prof. Biles, in his paper, described a method by which he
proposed to transform mail steamers into war vessels in the
event of hostilities. Details were worked out by the author, and
given in the paper ; but into these we need not enter. The
most noticeable feature was a long recess in the side of the
ship, into which the author proposed to pack an armoured belt

when the vessel was required to take up its warlike role.

The scope of Mr. Denny's paper is described by its title. Mr.
Morrish, of the Admiralty, in the discussion which followed,

gave a formula used by Mr. Froude at Ilaslar, which appeared
to us even more simple than the method described by Mr.
Denny. We must refer our readers to the Transactions for these
formulae.

Mr. Gross gave details of certain trials made with the
system of burning fuel in steam boilers, referred to in the title of
his paper. A very good result in regard to economy of fuel

was obtained with one vessel referred to ; the consumption
being I '3 lb. per I.H. P. per hour of .South Wales coal for the

main engines. We fail to see, however, in what respect
" suction " draught differs from " forced " draught in regard to

economy. .\s Sir Edward Harland humorously stated in the

discussion : "If one wishes to remove a person from a certain

position, it does not much matter whether one gives him a pull by
the nose, or applies pressure from behind." There may, of course,

be some occult virtue in "suction" as compared to pressure,

but we certainly have never heard it satisfactorily accounted for.

The last paper was read by Mr. Terry. It is remarkable how
those tank steamers which carry oil in bulk may be freed from
the insidious vapours which always arise whenever a little of

these hydrocarbon oils are present. Mr. Terry tells us—and
he is confirmed in this by Mr. Martell, Lloyd's chief surveyor,

who has naturally had thorough opportunities of seeing these

matters in practical work—that, in the same spaces that have
been occupied by petroleum, rice, and other perishable food,

cargoes have been carried without detriment. So successful

have the results been, that it is now proposed to carry even tea

in these tank steamers.

We cannot deal with the many pleasant excursions that were
really the leading feature of the meeting. The proprietors of

the various mail steamers, the London and .South-Western
Railway Company, and those gentlemen who had estates in

the neighbourhood, seemed to vie with each other in enter-

taining the members of the Institution. On Friday morning
a visit was paid to Portsmouth Dockyard, where many
interesting features were shown by Admiral Fane, the super-

intendent, and the oflicers of the permanent staft". In the after-

noon an excursion was made round the Isle of Wight, on board
the Fredcrica, a vessel of 1509 tons, and about 6000-h.p.

,

which had been lent by the London and South-Western Rail-

way Company for the purpose.
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aV THE NEWTONIAN CONSTANT OF
GRA VITA TIONy

I.

IT is proliably within the knowledge of most of those present

that Sir Isaac Newton, by his great discovery of graviia

tion and its laws, was able to show that a single principle,

ideally simple, viz. that every particle in the universe attracts

any other particle towards itself with a force which is » propor-

tional to the product of their masses divided by the square of

the distance between them, would completely and absolutely

account for the three laws of planetary motion which Kepler

had given to ihe world.

Newlon also showed that a spherical body, whether

uniformly dense or varying in density according to any law

from the centre to the surface, would attract bodies outside with

the same force that it would do if it could all be concentrated

at its centre, i.i.-. that all the attractions varying in amount and

direction produced by particles in all parts of a sphere need not

be considered separately, but may be treated in this simple way.'

Nevertheless, though Newton's great discovery is sufficient

to bring the whole of the movements of the planets and their

satellites, whether their simple Keplerian motions or the dis-

turbances produced by their mutual gravitation, the motions of

comets, of binary stars, of the tides, or the falling apple, under

the domain of a single and simple principle, though it enables

one to compare the masses of the sun, the planets and their

satellites, and of those binarj' stars whose parallax has been

determined, one thing can never be made known by astro-

nomical research alone, though we may know that twenty-eight

suns would be required to make one Sirius ; that the sun is I

equal to 104S Tupiters, that Jupiter is more than double all the

rest of the solar system put together, or that the moon is I So of

the earth ; no observations ol these bodies can ever tell us how
many tons of matter go to make up any one of them.

Though we know from first principles of dynamics, by the

mere consideration of centrifrugal force, that the whole sun

attracts each ton of the earth with a lorce equal to a weight here

of a little more than one pound, and that if it were not for

this, every ton of the earth would continue its journey into

space in a straight line for ever, and though we know in the

same way that the whole earth attracts each ton in the moon
[

with a force equal to the weight of ten ounces and no more,

we cannot tell by any astronomical observation whatever, how '

many tons there are m all.

Newton showed that to complete his law and to put in the
|

numerical constant (the Newtonian Constant of Gravitation)

that would convert his proportion into an equality, two methods

are available: we may either make observations on the dis-

turbance of the earth's gravitation by the action of isolated

parts of it, we may either find the relative attraction of an

isolated mountain or the strata above the bottom of a deep

mine, or we may make an artificial planet of our own and find

Ihe attraction which it exerts.

The Newtonian Constant will he known if we know the

force of attraction between two bodies which we can completely

measure and weigh. Employing the C.G.S. system of measure-

ment, the Newtonian Constant is equal to the force of attract-

tion in dynes between two balls weighing a gramme each, with

their centres one centimetre apart. Of course it may be referred

to pounds and inches or Ions and yards, bul as soon as all the

quantities but G in Newton's equation

Mass X Mass

Distance'^

are known, no mailer in what units Ihe quantities are measured,

G i» known. The conversion of its numerical value from one

lyslem of measurement to another is of course a mere matter of

arithmetic.

Of the first method of finding G, depending on the atlraclion

of a mountain first attempted by Bouguer at ihc risk of his life

in Ihc hurricanes of snow on Chimborazo, of Ihe experiments of

Miskelyne, of Airy and of others, I cannot now find time to

peak ; I can only refer to I'oynting's essay on the subject. It

is the second method with an arlificial planet that I have to

describe to-night.

A Ircturc delivered at ihc Royal Intiituiion on June 8, by Prof. C. V-

Ii..i . I P :--

rlinicullyof proving this. ondnol
th , ttwt delayed the publicalion of

K

Force = G

Now let me give some idea of the minuteness of the effect

that has to be measured. Is a wall built true by the aid of a
plumb-line vertical, or does it lean outwards ? Newton s prin-

ciple shows that the plumb-bob is attracted by the wall, yet it

hangs vertically. The attraction is. so small that it cannot be

detected in this way. Even the attraction of a whole mountain

requires the most refined apparatus to detect it. Do two marbles

lying on a level table rush together? .\ccording to Newton's

principle they attract one another ; yet if they were a thousand

times smoother than they are, no movement of attraction could

be detected.

Leaving matters of common experience, let us go into the

physical laboratory where instruments of the highest degree of

precision and delicacy (at least so they are called) are found on

every table. What precautions are taken to prevent the at-

tr.actions of the fixed and moving parts from interfering with

the result which they are constructed to measure? None. The

attractions are so small, that in no apparatus in use for the

measurement of electrical, magnetic, thermal, or other constants

are they ever thought of, or is any provision necessary to pre-

vent their falsifying the result. Nevertheless, the attractions

exist, and if only the means are delicate enough they can be

detected and measured. The Rev. John Mitchell was the first

to devise a successful method. lie was the first to invent the

torsion balance with which Coulomb made his famous electrical

researches, and which bears Coulomb's name. He devised and

he made apparatus for this purpose, but he did not live to make

any experiments.

.\fter his death Cavendish remodelled Mitchell's apparatus and

performed the famous Cavendish experiment. By means of the

apparatus, of which for the second time I show a full-size model

in this theatre, Cavendish measured the force o( attraction

between two balls of lead, one 12 and the other 2 inches in

diameter, and with their centres S S5 inches apart. The same

experiment has since been made by Reich, by Baily, and mor^

recently by Cornu and Bailie with greatly superior apparalu^

one quarter of the size. .\U these observers actually del'

mined the attraction between masses which could lie wei;;li

and measured, and thus found with dilTerent degrees of accur.i-;,

the value of G.

Let me explain now that this G, the gravitation coiistant, or

1
as I prefer lo call it, for the sake of distinction, the Newtonian

Constant of Gravitation, has nothing to do with that other

! quantity generally written .;, which represents the attraction at

the earth's surface. This is a purely accidental quantity, which

depends not only upon G, but also upon the size of the earth,

its mean density, the latitude, the height above the sea, an.l

finally upon the configuration and the composition of the neigh-

bouring districts, i'
is eminently of a practical and useful

character; it is the delight of the engineer and the practical

man ; it is not constant, but that he does not mind. It is of the

i

earth, arbitrary, incidental, and vexatious. Prof. Greenhill

should spell his name with a little,:;. G, on the other hand,

represents that mighty principle under the inllucncc of which

every star, planel, and satellite in the universe pursues its allotted

course; it may possibly also be the mainspring of chemical action.

]

Unlike any other known physical influence, it is independent of

medium, it knows no refraction, it cannot ca.st a shadow. It

I is a mysterious power, which no man can explain ;
of its pro-

pagation through sDace, all men are ignorant. It is in no way

dependent on the accidental size or .shape of the earth : if the

solar system ceased to exist it would remain unch.anged. I

cannot contemplate this mystery, at which weignorantly wonder,

without thinking of the altar on Mars' hill. When will a St.

Paul arise able to declare it unto us ? Or is gravitation, like life,

a mystery that can never be solved?

Owing 10 the universal char.acler of the constant G, it seems

lo me to be descending from the sublime to the ridiculous to

describe the object ol this experiment as finding the mass of

Ihc earth or the mean density of the earth, or, less accurately,

the weight of Ihe earth. I could not lecture here under the

title that has always been chosen in connection with this

investigation. In spile of the courteously expressed de-

sire of your distinguished and energetic secretary, that 1

should indicate in the title that, to put it vulg.irly, I

had been weighing Ihe earth, 1 could not introduce as

the object of my work anything so casual as an accidenla

property of an insignificant planet. To the physicist this would

be equivalent lo leaving some great international conference to

attend to the alVairs of a county council, I might even say of a
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parish council. That is the business of the geologist. The
object of these investigations is to find the value of G. The

I earth has no more to do with the investigation than the table

I

has upon which the apparatus is supported. It does interfere

t and occasionally, by its attraction, breaks even the quartz fibres

I that I have u<ed. The investigation could be carried on far

.Tiore precisely and accurately on the moon, or on a minor
' planet, such as Juno ; but as yet no means are available for get-

I ting there.

1 shall not have time to-night to describe the work of former

investigators, and for this there is little need, since it is all col-

lected inPoynting's Adams prize essay " On the Mean Density

I
of the Earth," published this year. I cannot even find time to

i

explain in more than the merest outline what I have done to

I

develop the apparatus of Cavendish, so that he would hardly

I

recognise in my glorified bottle-jack the balls and lever which

j

have made his name famous. The following table, given by

I

Poynting, however, represents the results of the labours of in-

vestigators up to the present time.

Summary of Results hitherto obtained.

Appioximale
date
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ratus. B and c repreieiit an accurately turned brass box with a

lid L, which can be made to turn round insensibly by the

action of the wheels w w. The lid carries two tubular pillars,

P P, from the tops of which the balls, M M, hang by phosphor.

bronze wires, being definitely held in place by geometrical

clamps on the heads of the pillars. The lid also carries two

supporting pillars, R R. In the centretube the "beam mirror,"

N, hangs by means of a quartz fibre from an adjustable torsion

head surmounted by a. bell jar, and from the ends of the mirror

the two gold balls, m m, hang by separate quartz fibres. Four
rings of india-rubber are placed on the base to prevent destruc.

tion of the apparatus in case the balls should drop by any
accident. Now it is evident that if the lid is turned from the

position in which it is shown, that is, with all four balls in one
plane, in which position the attractions do not tend to twist the

central torsion fibre at all, then these attractions will produce a

couple increasing with the angle up to a certain point (65° in

therefore, is such that a great number of measures which are

difficult, and can at the best only be made with a second fjuality

degree of accuracy, are of so little consequence that this degree is

more than abundant. The final result depends directly upon a

few measures which, as I hope to show, can be made with facility

and most accurately. These are the horizontal distance from

centre to centre of the wires by which the lead balls are su--

pended, the horizontal distance between the centres of the

quartz fibres by which the gold balls are suspsnded, the angle

through which the mirror is deflected, the masses of the lead

but not of the gold balls, and the natural time of oscillation of

the mirror when the balls are suspended and when a thin

cylinder of small moment of inertia, but of the same weight as

the balls, is suspended axially in their stead.

Before going more into detail and showing how the operations

are carried out so that all the quantities may be known with a

suflScient degree of accuracy, it will be convenient to project upon

Fig.

the particular case), after which the couple falls off again and
become* zero when it has turned 180°.

Since the cflTecl is a maximum at 65°, very great accuracy in

the measurement of this angle is of little consequence. By
means of a small telescope at a distant tabic, and Ihe divided

edge and vernier, I can tell the angle wilh certainly to 1/20

degree ; an uncertainty of one-quarter of a degree would be of

but little conse(|Ucncc. Again, if the pair ol gold balls twi&t

about an axil which is not exactly that round which the lead

balK ate carried, if there is any small ecccniricily of the gold or

lead ball.i, then eccentricity in the common plane removes the

gold balls from a poiilionof minimum effect, eccentricity across

the iiLinc removes them from a posiliin of maximum effect, and
if the levels of the gold lialls are not precisely the !^ame as those

of the lead balls, again the departure is from a position of maxi-

mum cfTecl. All these three eccentricities can be determined
wilh an accuracy of l/iooo inch. Errors of l/too inch would
make barely perceptible effect upon the result. The design,
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Ihe screen a drawing of the vault in which the experiments have

been made. Prof. Clifton has kindly allowed me the free use

of the vault under Ihc Clarendon Lab iratory at Oxford.

This is shown in Fig. 2, of which the upper portion represents

an elevation, and the lower part a plan. The instrument it>el(

stands upon the table A, in the corner, where it is screened from

temperature disturbances, which my presence in the distant

corner and a very small flame produce, by an oclagon house of

double wood lined with cottonwool and by double (elt screens,

/, /"j. On Ihc second t.ible, A„ aie pLiced a large astronomical

telescope, T, through which the large .'calc, s, is seen by ic

flection from the mirror in the apparatus, a small reading

telescope, /, lo rc.id the angle of the lid and vernier, a pulley-

wheel, /,, and a diivingwhecl, (i. The pulley-wheel /, keeps

the cord ii which passes round/, and/j. and is allaclicd to the

cart, X, always tightly stretched, so lh.it the observer at Ihc tele-

scope can always keep a little flame carried by the cart

immediately bchnid the parlicular division under obscrvalion.
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The driving wheel d\% made with a very large moment of inertia,

and the handle is near the axis, so that its motion is neces-

sarily steady. A very light cord passes round this, across the

room, and after passing through a hole in the screen passes

also round the little wheel D (Fig. i), and thus serves to drive

the train w \v, and so carry the lid and balls round almost in-

sensibly. Two hundred and thirty turns of J are required to

move the lead balls from the + to the - position. I generally

turn the handle 130 limes, and then when the mirror is

approaching an elongation, turn the handle the remaining 100

times, finally stopping when the lid reading, as cbserved in the

small telescope, is correct. The large scale, s, is 9 feet long, and
is divided into 50ths of an inch. There are 4800 divisions.

Two beams, /j /,, are seen in Fig. 2. The upper surfaces of

these are straight, and are adjusted by screws until they are

truly level. These are used when the true optical distance from
the mirror to the scale is being measured. A steel tape, on

which I engraved a fine line near each end, rests upon the

beams. At one end a slider carrying a microscope is placed so

as to see a fine line at the centre of the mirror accurately in

focus, while at the other a corresponding slider is placed so that

a projecting brass rod rests against the scale. At the same
time cross lines engraved upon the plate-glass bases are placed

exactly over the lines engraved on the steel tape. When after-

wards the microscope is focussed upon the end of the brass rod,

the distance between the cross lines, as measured by a s^ale, is

the amount that has to be added to the distance between the

engraved lines upon the tape, in order to obtain the distance

from the scale to the mirror.

Overhead wheels are shown in Fig. 2, fastened to the roof
above the apparatus, and again close to the end wall These
serve many purposes, as will appear later. Among others, the

middle one of each carries a cord fastened at one end to a
crossbar joined at its ends by guys to the pillars R of the

lid (Fig. I), and at the other to heavy balance-weights to

counterbalance the balls M M and part of the lid. Thus the
friction is greatly reduced, and the tremor set up by rotating
the lid is in a corresponding degree slight.

All time observations are made chronographically upon a
drum by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company. This is

placed in the adjoining vault. Two time-markers record with
their points less than i/ioo inch apart, one of them marking
every second of the clock, with special marks for minutes and
half-minutes, and the other every depression of the key at my
right hand. The late Prof. Pritchard kindly lent me an astro-

nomical clock for the purpose, to which I fitted time-marking
contacts ; but into the details of these I must not enter. He
also allowed me to make use of one of his assistants to keep
me informed of the rate of the clock from time to time.

I have up to the present spoken vaguely of the large lead
balls and of the small gold balls, but have given no indication as

to how they are made and how I can be sure of the truth of
their form and their homogeneity. Mr. Munro, whose capacity
for turning accurate spherical work is well known, made for

me two moulds of hard cast-iron, which I have on the table.

One of these is for a 4i-inch lead ball, and one for a 2i-inch
lead ball. F.ach mould is made in two halves, so truly as to
shape and size that the thin steel disc that was used as a tem-
plate would distinctly rattle when in its place, but when a strip

of cigarette-paper was inserted on one side it could not be got
in at all. The upper half of e.ach of these moulds is provided
with a cylindrical steel plunger accurately fitting a central hole
in the mould, and with its end turned to the same spherical
surface when it is pressed home upon its shoulder. The lower
half of each mould has a J -inch central cylindrical hole,
into which the lug of the brass ball holder exactly fits.

There is also a small hole at the side which can be stopped with
a brass plug. The balls are made as follows :—The interior of
the mould is smoked and then screwed up as tight as possible.
It is then heated until a piece of lead upon it begins to melt.
The necessary quantity of pure lead melted in an earthen pot
is then carefully skimmed and poured in until the cylindrical
neck is full. The mould is then made to rest upon a cold iron
slab, and a blowpipe is directed upon the upper part so that it

cools Irom below upwards, and not from the surface inwards;
more lead is added to keep the neck full. As soon as the lead
in the neck solidifies the plunger is inserted, and the whole is

placed in a hydraulic press. The plunger is forced down upon
its seat, the lead, already free from bubbles and vacuous cavities,
is compressed until at last the excess of solid metal flows
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through the small side hole in the form of wire. The ball i-!

thus made true in form, necessarily homogeneous, which no alloy

is likely to be, and definite in size. When cold it can be lifted

from the .mould, when after cutting off the wire which projects

from its equator, it is ready for weighing.

The small gold balls are made by melting the required quantity

of pure gold in a hole in a bath brick, and, as in the case of the

lead, letting it cool from below upwards, so as to avoid cavities.

It is then inserted in a pair of polished hemispherical hardened

steel dies, which Mr. Colebrook made for the purpose, and
beaten, being turned between each blow, and annealed once or

twice until a perfect polished sphere, without a mark upon it, is the

result. I make these in pairs of exactly the same weight, and, as

in the case of the lead balls, thus obtain truth of form, accuracy

of size, and homogeneity all in a very perfect—more than suffi-

ciently perfect—degree. These are each suspended from a

quartz fibre of the necessary length, to the other end of which
a hook and eye is fastened. Into the very important details of

these operations it is impossible, for want of time, for me to

enter. The gold balls are '2 and '25 inch in diameter, and a

?

o
Fig.

pair of gold cylinders were made in a similar tool '25 inch in

diameter, and about the same length.

Perhaps the most important detail in the whole apparatus is

the " beam mirror," which is of the form shown in Fig. 3. It

is necessary, as far as possible, to reconcile the following in-

compatible conditions. It should be as light as possible,

have as small a moment of inertia as possible, the optical de-

finition should he as perfect as possible, and, almost most im-

portant of all, the form should be such that the resistance offered

by the viscosity of the air should be reduced to the smallest

possible degree. By cutting the middle portion out of an
optically perfect round mirror all these conditions are realised

in some degree, and the optical definition is actually more per-

fect in the horizontal direction than that due to the whole disc.

This is fastened to a cross-shaped support of gilt copper. The
ends of the mirror have vertical grooves of microscopic fine-

ness cut in their thickness, so that the quartz fibre hanging from

the cross-arm above may rest definitely in them. The central

hook is for the purpose of hanging the " counterweight," i.e. a

slender silver cylinder of exactly the same weight as the gold

balls with their fibres and hooks. By this means the unknown
moment of inertia of the mirror may be eliminated with the
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fibre equally stretched in both cases, a most necessary condition,

for I have found that the torsional rigidity is seriously affected

by variation in stretching.

Means are provided by which I can effect the transfer of the

gold balls from the beam to the side hooks or the reverse, or

change their places without opening the window ; but these and

numerous other important details I must pass over.

Unfortunately accidents are liable to happen, and, as I know
by dearly-bought experience, the gold balls may sometimes he

precipitated down the central lube. I have recovered them
sometimes by .in india-rubber tube, let down through the window
aperture, sucking at the other end until they closed the open

end, when they could be drawn up. Latterly I have made use

of a magnetised tuning-fork to pick up a very small fragment of

iron tied to a silk line, by means of which I could draw up a

diaphragm with anything th.it might have fallen upon it.

(To bt continued.)

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

The following list of Royal .Scholarships, Medals and Prizes

awarded luly, 1S94, in connection with the Royal College of

Science, London, has just been issued :— First Year's Royal
Scholarships : Robert Sowler, Arthur Ormiston Allen, Henry
Thoma> Davidge, John Bousfield Chambers. Second Year's

Royal Scholarships : Robert William Forsyth, William Long-
shaw. Medals and Prizes: "Edward Forbes" Medal and
Prize of Books for Biology, George Stephen West ;

" Mur-
chison " Prize of Books for Geology, John James Green,

Francis Chambers Hariison ; "Murchison Medal," not

awarded; " Tyndall " Prize of Books for Physics, Part L,

Robert Sowter ; "De la Beche" Medal for Mining, John
Ball ; "Bessemer" Medal and Prize of Books for Metallurgy,

Charles Howard Sidebotham ;
" Frank Hation" Prize of Books

for Chemistry, John Thomas. Prizes of Books given by the

Department of Science and Art : Mechanics, Harold Kigby
Cnllen ; Astronomical Physics, Francis Richard Penn, Robert

Sowter ; Practical Chemistry, Bouchier Mervyn Cole Marshall

;

Mining, John Ball ; Principles of Agriculture, William Wilson.

The Council of the City and Guilds of London Institute

have conferred the Fellowship of the Institute upon Dr. W. E.

Sumpner, who was awarded the Diploma of Associate of the

Institute in 1887, and has since, by many original and valuable

researches, coDlribttted to the advancement of the electrical in-

dustry.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
American Journal of Science, July.—Spiral goniometry

in its relation to the measurement of activity, by Carl Barus.

One type of the spiral goniometer consists of a " dial " in the

form ol a circular plate, on one half of which a series of con-

centric semicircles are traced, and an " index " in the form of

another plate, bounded on one side by a semicircle, and on the

other by two symmetric confluent spirals, traced so that equal

increments of angle correspond to equal radial increments.

These two parts are mounted on the same axis in such a manner
as to be capable of revolving independently. When they arc

connected by a spring and made to actuate a dynamometer,
the angle between the fundamental diameters of the dial and
index can be read off by counting the number of semicircles

visible on the revolving disc. These will be apparently drawn
oat inlD circles, and can be counted at any speed. This gives

a rocanf for mcajiuring the activity of motors. In another form,

the index outline is nut a spiral but a diameter, and (he semi-

circles are cut offin the outline of a spiral.—On some methods
for the determination of water, by S. L. I'enfield. This diffi-

cult operation may be considerably facilitated by the use of

special forms of bulb tubes, which enable the analyst to separate

the expelled water from the mineral, and weigli it in a closed

tnbe. Two bulbs are blown half-way along the length of the

lube, and kept cool by a strip of wet cloth. The water is

driven up into the first of these. After it is all expelled, the

l{las< IS luied down upon the substance, and the end containing

the substance is pulled off. The water is then weighed in the

remaining part of the tube. For ca^es where the water is only
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expelled with difficulty, the author uses a kind of charccil

furnace, protecting the glass by a sheet of platinum foil. For
entirely decomposing a mineral by fusion with sodium cir-

bonale, the substance is placed in a platinum boat inside the

combustion tube, and a sheet of platinum is wrapped round
the outside. The tube must be well supported, as it is apt to

fuse, but it does not leak even at a full white heat. The method
is accurate, and superior to the use of porcel.ain or platinum.

The latter is found at high temperatures to permit of the pass.tgc

of gases through its substance.—The detection of alkaline

perchlorates associated with chlorides, chlorates, and nitrates,

by F. A. Gooch and D. Albert Kreider. The chlorates are

destroyed by treating with the strongest hydrochloric acid and
evaporating to dryness. The nitrates are decomposed by a

saturated solution of manganous chloride in the strongest

hydrochloric acid, the manganese being then eliminated by
sodium carbonate. The perchlorates are then tested for by
fusing with anhydrous zinc chloride.

.American Meteorological Journal^ July.—Changes in the

definitions of clouds since Howard, by H. H. Clayton. The
author quotes extracts from various authorities to show that

there has been a gradual evolution since Howard. Thus a dis-

tinction between high and low cirro-stratus and high and low
cirro-cumulus has been established, and the lower forms called

alto-stratus and alto-cumulus. The stratus h.-is been separated

into fog and low sheet clouds, and two distinct forms of rain

cloud recognised. He agrees with Hildebrandsson that ten

terms, all compounded of Howard's four fundamental types,

would fully meet the requirements of practic.1l meteorology.

—

The newspaper weather maps of the United States, by R. De
C. Ward. The history of the publication of these maps is

given, together with specimens of those now issued. At pre-

sent only four daily papers in the United St.ites print weather

maps regularly. The New ) ork Herald was the first paper to

issue them in the United Stales, and it occasionally prints them
now, to illustrate special weather conditions.— Psychrometer

studies, by H. A. Hazen. This paper is a criticism of the

introduction to the tables recently published by Dr. J. Hann,
of Vienna, and has especial reference to the difficulty found in

using the wet and dry bulb thermometers when the temperature
|

is near or below the freezing point. Prof. Hazen states that I

nearly all the difficulty vanishes when the thermometers are 1

well ventilated.— List of cloud photographs and lantern-slides,

by R. De C. Ward. .-V list of typical cloud forms, cla>sified

according to the international system, has been prepared, with '

an explanation of each, for use in lectures. The photographs

are chictly from pictures taken by Riggenbach and Manucci,

during various positions and conditions.

Wiedemann's .innalen dcr Phyiik uiid Chemie, No. S.—On
|

the mechanical effects of waves upon resonators at rest, by Peter
|

Lebedew. The case of electromagnetic waves is the first dealt

with. Instruments called magnetic and electric resonators,

respectively, were constructed in such a manner that they could

be suspended l)y quartz fibres parallel to the planes of their colls.

One of these was arranged .so as to resound to the magnetic,
]

the other to the electric components of the waves only. It was

found that both resonators behaved in the same way. When
" tuned " to a higher pitch, they were attr.icted by the incident

wave system ; when tuned lower, they were repelled, the

maximum effects occurring when mostclosely approaching perfect

resonance. The phenomena can be explained by supposing

that the excitation of electric resonators obeys the laws govern-

ing all elastic vibrations, and that the laws of Coulomb and ,

Ampere with respect to the relation between impulse and motion
j

also apply to electric oscillations. The experiments are ,

analogous to attempts to elucidate the molecular forces attending

the propagation of light.—On the velocities of sound in air,

gases, and vapours for simple tones of different pitches, by !

James Webster Low. F'rom experiments performed with a

'Juincke interference lube, it appears that, contrary to the results
\

obtained by Kundl, Rcgnault, Konig, and others, for closc.l

tubes, the velocity of sound in air and in carbonic acid is M

same for notes ol different pilch and intensity when they .1

propagated in open space.—On the seal of the electric charge n.

con:lcnsers, by A. Kleiner. The experiments were performed

chiefly on mica condensers, one coating of which consisted ol

pure mercury, and the other of tinfoil. The discharges obtained
]

aficr the coalings had been taken off and replaced were alvmi

5 per cent, less than those from the undisturbed condcns'
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, When the mica sheet was split in two, approximately equal

i
discharge-; were obtained from the original condenser and the

;
condensers formed with each of the parts, thus exhibiting the

I

analogy with a magnet when broken into parts.—On the mag-
I

netisalion of iron cylinders, by O. Grotrian. The parts of an
iron cylinder not too short in comparison with its diameter,
magnetised by a homogeneous field in the direction of the axis,

i are very differently magnetised when saturation has not been
reached, the outside parts being much more strongly magnetised

J than the axial ones.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Chemical Society, June 2j.—Dr. H. E. Armstrong, Pre-

sident, in the chair.—The following papers were read : A
specimen of early .Scottish iron, by Miss M. D. Dougal.—The
interaction of sulphide with sulphate and oxide of lead, by J. B.

Hannay. The two equations— PliS + PbS04 = aPb + aSO, and
PbS + 2PbO = 3Pb-l-SOo—given by Percy, to represent" the

reactions occurring in lead smelting, are insufficient. A much
more complex reaction occurs, since metallic lead when formed
attacks the remaining sulphate, producing litharge, which in

turn reacts with the sulphide ; further, some of the sul; hide is

removed by solution in the metallic lead, whilst some is volati-

lised as the compound PbS.SOj.—The mineral waters of

Cheltenham, by T. E. Thorpe.—The oxidation of tartaric acid

in presence of iron, by H. J. H. Fenton. Tartaric acid is

oxidised by certain agents in presence of a trace of ferrous salt

with formation of a new crystalline dibasic acid, C4HJO,;,

2H.,0 ; It is a powerful reducing agent, and forms crystalline

alts.—The supposed relation between the solubility of a gas

nnd the viscosity of its solvent, by T. E. Thorpe and J. W.
1 Iger. From the results of their own experiments on the

isity of solutions of gases, the authors are led to modify the

inclusions of Winkler respecting the relation between solu-

bility and viscosity.—The specific character of the fermentative

functions of yeast cells, by A. J. brown. Pasteur's view of the

^e of the exhibition of the fermentation functions of yeast

Is is that it is a starvation phenomenon brought about by
. of free oxygen during the life of the cells in a fermentable

:id. The fermentative power was measured by Pasteur as

ratio of yeast to sugar ; the author finds, however, that

re is no direct constancy of proportion between the weight
1 yeast formed and of sugar fermented. Pasteur's experiments

nre consequently insufficient, and his theory unproven.—Obser-
vations on the influence of temperature on the optical activity

irganic liquids, by P. Frankland and J. MacGregor. The
hors have measured the rotatory powers of methylic and

ci hylic salts of active glyceric and diacetylglyceric acids at

various temperatures ; the percentage increase in rotation as

the temperature rises is greater for the methylic than for the

ethylic salts.—The maximum molecular deviation in the series

of the ethereal salts of active diacetylglyceric acid, by P.

Frankland and J. MacGregor.—The preparation of sulphonic
derivatives of camphor, by F. S. Kipping and W. J. Pope.
The sulphonic chlorides and bromides of camphor and its

halogen derivatives are best prepared by treating the ammonium
salts of the corresponding sulphonic acids with phosphoric
chloride. — Dextro-rotatory camphorsulphonic chloride, by
F. S. Kipping and W. J. Pope.—On the combination of

chlorine with carbon monoxide under the influence of light

;

preliminary notice, by G. Dyson and A. Harden. There
IS a well-marked period of photochemical induction in the

amount of chemical action occurring when light acts on a

moist mixture of equal volumes 01 carbon monoxide and
chlorine.— Solution and pseudo-solution, part ii., by S. E.

hinder and H. Picton.— Solution and pseudo-solution, pan
iii., by H. I'iclon and S. E. Linder. The continuation of

previous work on solutions is described in these two papers.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, July 23.—M. Lcewy in the chair.

—On the photugraiihs of the moon obtained with the great

(•««(/(•' equatorial of the Paris Observatory, by M.\I. Loewy and
Puiseux. The difticulties met with in taking these lunar photo-
graphs are detailed, and an account is given of the methods used
in overcoming them. Further, the photographs obtained are
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discussed and compared with maps and previous photographs.—
On a new series of sulphophosphides, the thiohypophosphates,
by M. C. Friedel. The iron, aluminium, zinc, copper, lead,

silver, mercury, and tin salts are described. The series is

viewed as consisting of salts of the general type PoSgM'4.—On
two menhirs found in iMeudon wood, by M. Eert'helot. Two
previously undescribed sandstone menhirs have their character-

istics given in detail.—On the reduction of any differential

system whatever to a completely integrable form, by M. Riquier.

The conclusions of this memoir are summarised as follows :
—

-

"Being given a differential system involving any number of
unknown functions and any number of independent variables,

simple eliminations, together with differentiations, allow, in

general, of putting them into a completely integrable form, of
which the order is nearly always superior to one, and approxi-
mates to a linear and completely integrable form of the first

order."—On the specific inductive capacity of glass, by M. F.
Beaulard. The influence of the lime of charging has been
studied by the ballistic method and k calculated for an in-

stantaneous charge, the author finds /• = 39.—On the electro-

lysis of copper sulphate, by M. .\. Chassy. With a neutral

saturated solution of copper sulphate at 100° and a current
density of a hundredth of an ampere per square centimetre,
a bright red deposit of cuprite in forms derived from
the cube and octahedron is obtained. By lowering the tem-
perature, diminishing the concentration, or augmenting the
current density, varying proportions of metallic copper can be
obtained along with the red crystals. In determinations of
current by electrolysis of copper sulphate it is necessary, in

order to avoid serious error, to acidulate and pass the current
through cold dilute solutions.—On manganese steel, by ^L H.
Le Chatelier. The anomalous results found previously by the

author in studying the electric resistance of (13 per cent.) ferro-

manganese are explained by the formation of two allotropic

varieties of the metal. The temperature of transformation is

740°, that temperature at which soft iron passes from the mag-
netic to the nonmagnetic state.—On metaphthalodicyanacetic
ether, by M. Locher.—Organo-metallic combinations of borneol,

camphor, and monochlor-camphor with aluminium chloride, by
M. G. Perier. The compounds having the formulae

(C,„H,80),AUCl6, (Ci„H„;0).,AUCl6, and (C^HijClOj.AIjCIs

have been obtained in orystalline condition. They are very
unstable in air, and are readily acted on by water with production
of the original constituents.—On a new acid, isocampholic acid,

by M. Guerbet.—Action of phosphorus pentachloride on tetra-

chloroquinone, by M. Et. Harral.—On essence of Pelargonium
from Reunion, by MM. Ph. Barbier and L. Bouveault.—On
the condensation of formaldehyde with alcohols of the fatty

series in presence of hydrochloric acid, by M. C. Favre.—On
the existence of hydroxyl in green plants, by M. A. Bach.
—On the presence of several distinct kinds of chlorophyll in

the same vegetable species, by M. A. Etard.— Researches on
the causes of the toxicity of the serum of blood, by M.NL Mairet
and Bosc. The authors demonstrate the following conclusions :

—
(1) lilood serum has both toxic and coagulating properties.

(2) The coagulating properties are destroyed by heat or by the
addition of sodium chloride or sulphate. (3) The symptomatic
effects produced by intravenous injections of pure serum are
mostly due to the toxic properties of the serum, the coagulating
effects making themselves felt only near the limit of the toxic

action. {4) The alcoholic extract has no toxic or coagulating

properties, these being only shown by the precipitate. (5) By
partial precipitation with alcohol, the toxic and coagulating
substances may be separated. (6) Hoth belong to the albu-

menoids.—On the structure of the membrane of Corti, by M^L
P. Coyne and Cannieu.—On the metamorphoses of Cecidomyia
destructor. Say, and on the puparium or larval envelope beiore

its transformation into a chrysalis by NL A. Laboulbene.—-On
the origin of "spheres directrices," by M. Leon Guignard.

—

The radical tubercles of Arachis hypo^ca, L. , by RL Henri
Lecomte.—Influence of the disttibution of humidity in the soil

on the development of chlorosis of the vine on a calcareous

soil, by MM. F. Houdaille and M. Mazade.—On a magDetic
perturbation, by M. Moureaux.

Berlin.

Physiological Society, June S.—Prof, du Bois Raymond,
President, in the chair.—Dr. J. Munk gave an account of an
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experimeat made on a dog as to the nutritive value of gelatine.

Up to the present it was only known that gelatine alone
could not make good the need for proteids, but that a diet of
gelatine with .some proleid leads to a reduction of proteid
metabolised. Dr. Munk had propounded the question, how far

can gelatine take the place of proteids? and had carried on an
experiment of four days' duration. After the dog had been
placed in nitrogenous equilibrium on a diet of meat-meal, rice

and fat containing 9i grms. of nitrogen in the form of proteid,
five-sixths of this nitrogen was replaced by nitrogen in the form
of gelatine: the animal continued in nitrogenous equilibrium.
It appears from this that by the administration of gelatine the
nitrogen necessary as proteids can be reduced far below the
minimum metabolised in starvation, without any commencing
metabolism of tissue nitrogen. Dr. Munk made a further com-
munication on metabolism. It is known that the administr.ition
of carbohydrates to dogs leads to a saving of proteids. Recently
it has been supposed that this saving is determined by the
possibility that the carbohydrates lessen the putrefactive changes
which proteids undergo in the intestine, so that they are absorbed
unchanged in larger quantities. Since it is known that proteids
are absorbed very rapidly from the intestine of dogs, and that
the absorption is complete in about six hours. Dr. Munk gave
a dog at one time too grnis. sugar along with his meal of proteid,
and at another time the proteid meal in the morning and the
100 grms. sugar later on after an interval of thirteen hours, when
presumably there would be little or no proteid in the intestine.

In both these experiments he noticed the samesaving of proteids.

In the 6rst there was additionally a falling off of the ethereal
sulphates in the urine, evidencing diminished putrefaction of
proteids in the intestine. In the second case, where the sugar
was given separately from [the proteids, the ethereal sulphates
were very slightly lessened in amount, so that here apparently
there was no diminution of the putrefactive changes, and still

the carbohydrates had saved the proteids. These experiments
do not support the view recently put forward.—Prof. Konig
gave an account of his experiments on Dr. Zumft for determining
the position of the layers of the retina which are sensitive to

light.

June 22.—Prof, du BoisReymond, President, in the chair.

—

Dr. Marcuse gave an account of experiments on frogs in studying
pancreatic diabetes. After having satisfied himself that extirpa-

tion of the pancreas in frogs leads in most cases, at latest after two
days, to a distinct diabetes, he investigated the effect on this of
total extirpation of the liver. Although the frogs lived from two
to five days after the operation, no diabetes was observed in any
one case. Notwithstanding the numerous hypotheses as to the
influence of the liver and pancreas on the sugar of the blood, it

is not as yet possible to offer a satisfactory explanation of the
above observations. Prof. Zuniz had recently endeavoured by
a lengthy series of experiments to determine whether any one
alone of the food-stuffs, proteids, fats, or carbohydrates can be
regarded as the source of muscular energy. The experiments
were made on a dog, which can be fed and nourished quite well
on either proteids or fats or carbohydrates (rice and sugar), and
showed that each one of the above three food-stufls sufhces to

provide the energy necessary for the work done by the muscles.
Comparative experiments made lo determine which of the three

food-stuffs can be most adv.intageously employed for supplying
this energy, have not as yet led lo any decisive result. This
important research is to be continued.

GoTTIiNGRN.

Royal Society of Sciences.—In the Nachrichltn, No. 2,

1894, the following papers are published :—A. von Kocncn ;

On the age of the mineral veins of the Ilarz Mountains.—J.

Disfte ; On epithelial buds in the olfactory region of mammalia.
—W. Voigt : On media without inlcrnal force!, and on a
mechanical interpretation of the Maxwell-Ilerl/, equations
thereby furni.ihcd.—J. Uohls : Notes on the ca|>ture and natural

history of /.tfidotiren In Paraguay.—E. Khiers : On Lepidoiiren

faraJoia (Kilz) and arliculala (nov. spec.) from Paraguay.— P.

Gimther : Gauss's researches in the theory of the clliplic

functions.— Rol»ert Frickc : An ap|)lication of the ideal theory
lo the lubilitution groups of the automorphous functions,— V..

Riecke : The theorem of the thermodynamic potential of a
heterogeneous system in equilil>rium, with an application to

van det Waal's theory and to the law of the boiling-point.

—

W. Fclgcnlracger : Whislon's isoclinal chart and the secular

change of magnetic inclination in the cast of England.— \V.
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Xernst and R. Abegg : On the freezing-point of dilute solutions.—C. Fromme : On the self-induction and electrostatic capacity
of resistance coils, and their influence on magnetic phenomena.—F. V. Dalwigk : On a substitute for Dirichlet's principle.
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 9, 1894.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

[TAe Editor Joes not hold kimselj responsible for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake
to return^ or to correspond ivith the writers of^ rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Naturr.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications. ]

Wilde's Theory of the Secular-Variation of Terrestrial
Magnetism.

In a recent communication to ihe Royal Society, contained

in the Proceedings (or March, pp. 210-217, Mr. Henry
Wilde, F. R.S., believes that he has cited additional facts in

support of his theory of the secular variation of terrestrial

magnetism. Wilde first proposed his theory ' to the Society,

June 19, 1890. He had it separately printed, in addition with

other papers, in three languages, and the pamphlet was
scattered far and wide. It was issued in the form of a reprint

from the Transactions (though it never appeared in the Trans-
.'ions), and contained such surprisingly good agreements
;ween theory and observations that several eminent men
science, without examining the pamphlet very care-

ily, and believing that it bore the stamp of the Royal
- ciety, were misled into thinking that AVilde had really

hieved some remarkable results.

Having been engaged in the United States Coast and Geodetic
irvey as magnetic computer for five years, and being aware
the difficulty in reconciling the secular variation of the

magnetic declination for various places on the earth's surface

with each other, under the assumption of one period for the

vvhole earth, and that at the same time the orbit described
iring that period by the north end of a free magnetic needle

uld be a single closed curve, I undertook to show the fallacy

h of Wilde's theory and of the supposed agreement with
servalions. The result of mv investigation was read before

! Philosophical .Society of Washington, February 27, 1892,
1 was published in (\\t American Journal of Science, vol.

.iii., June 1892. The conclusions of that paper were :

—

(1) Wilde's theory is physically impossible.

(2) Wilde's mechanism (magnelarium) does not agree in

principle with his theory as outlined.

(3) The results from the magnelarium do not represent the

facts of terrestrial magnetism.

(4) Wilde's theory is but a modification of Halley's.

In proving (3), 1 showed that Wilde, in the case of the London
results, only got out of his mechanism what he had actually put

in. In the case of Cape of Good Hope and St. Helen.!, such ap-

parently good results were obtained because the law of the secular

variation for these two stations, within the period of observation

and within the large probable error of the magnelarium results,

is not very dissimilar from that for London. So to get a good
correspondence for Cape of Good Hope and St. Helena, it was
only necessary to turn the crank a few times more. I, moreover,

showed from facts slated in the very Bulletin of the Coast

Survey, which Wilde has cited in his late communication, as giving

additional proof of his theory, that in order to satisfy peifectly

the three stations, London, Cape of Good Hope, and St.

Helena, it would seem that his inner electrodynamic sphere

would have to make one complete differential revolution in 960
years (as he has deduced) for the first two stations, but that

for St. Helena it would have to move more rapidly and perform
a revolution in 7S0 years. I therefore proposed to Wilde to

try to turn out with his magnelarium the secular variation of

the magnetic declination (or stations which exhibit a vastly

different law from that of London, viz. stations in the United
States. It is remarkable that although he evidently possesses

records of secular-variation stations in the United States, he has

thus far made no published attempt to reproduce them with his

* " That the principal phenomena of terrcslrial magnetism, and of the
secular changes, coulc'. be explained on the as!>umption of an electrodynamic
stibbt.lncc (presumably liquid or gaseous) rotating within the crust of the
earth in the plane of the ecliptic, and a little slower than the diurnal rota-

jion." A complete differential revolution of this electrodynamic subsLince
is performed in <,6o years, which period, according to Wilde, constitutes the

secular-variation period.

magnetarium. The point insisted upon was that he shoald
turn out the secular variation at the various stations conjointly,

not separately. Is it not strange that he has made no
attempt in the four years since he first constructed his magne-
tarium, to give us the secular variation for other portions of the
earth than simply for the three stations given in the first com-
munication, and now in the last one for a station which lies not
far from one of these, and so has a similar law of variation?

Why does not Wilde read off from his magnetarium the declina-

tions at other stations, s..^. Paris, New York City, St. John's,

Newfoundland, Peking, &c. , when he turns out the secular

variation at London ?

But I shall now ignore my own paper, with its conclusions,

and exhibit the fallacy of VVilde's theory on the basis of the

results given in his last communication.
(1) The annual change of the dip at London for Ihe last fifty

years has been steadily decreasing, indicating the approach of

a minimum. A formula established by myself on the basis of

the London dip observations, 1576-1890, which represents the

observations many times better than the magnetarium results,

predicts this epoch of minimum dip about the middle of the

next century.^ This phase of minimum dip is advancing
steadily from the East, and has already set in in Western
Russia. The decrease of annual change of dip is borne out by

numerous stations in Europe, all indicating the near approach
of a minimum dip phase. Now Wilde s magnetarium results

give a steady increase of annual change of dip, in consequence

of which his minimum dip for London does not occur until

after the year 2200.

(2) On p. 216 of the last communication, Wilde says :
" On

working the inclination (at St. Helena) backwards on the

magnetarium chronologically, it will be seen from the Table VI.

that about the year 1747 the dip changed the sign from south

to north. As no observations were made on the dip at St.

Helena previous to the year 1S25, there is no record of this

interesting fact, nor has it hitherto been deduced from theory."

Unfortunately (or Wilde, we have record of observations for this

period, which, instead of giving a dip of o" in 1747, give a dip

of 9° to lo° (south end dipping) I To show how poorly his

results agree with observation for periods where he does not

possess the records himself, I give the following table :

—
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Wilde only had the observations 1825-1880, aad it will be

seen that for this short interval the correspondence between

theory and observation is very good.

But before this interval the divergence is so great as to com-

pletely vitiate the Wilde magnetarium results. Likewise with

1890, the divergence becomes marked again. The first observa-

tion for 1890 was made at Jamestown, the second at Longwood,

St. Helena. The first station agrees in locality more closely

wilh preceding observations than the second.

-

Wilde concludes with a reproduction of the observations of

declination and inclination at Ascension Island for the epoch

1834-1890. During this interval the correspondence is very

good, but he does not tell us whether he obtained the

results separately or conjointly with London, Cape of Good

1 Science, vol. xx. No. 506.
= From a paper, soon to be published, on the scciilar.vanatioii curves as

described, in the course of time, by a ficcly suspended magnetic needle at

various portions of the earth's surface, it would appear as though the

inclination at St. Hclcaa never becomes zero as Wilde's theory would

demand.
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Hope, and St. Helena. But even if the latter were the case,

to give conviEcing proof of the correctness of his theory, he

noold at the same time have to reproduce the observations at

points widely distant from these stations. We would like to

ask Wilde to turn out the Ascension declinations and inclina-

tions, say, from 170C-1834. L. A. Bauer.

Friedenaa, bei Berlin, July 21.

Time-Gauge of Niagara.

In the summer of 1S90, I had the opportunity of spending

some months in Canada, where I devoted what time I had to

spare to the later geology of the country.

The time-gauge of the Niagara Falls struck me, and naturally

led to further investigation.

We are fairly justified in the assumption, from historical

sources in Egypt and elsewhere, that no distinguishable change

of climate has occurred for, say, four thousand years. Our first

knowledge of Britain, nearly two thousand years ago, would

indicate that the climate of the south coast was then, at least in

summer, a lew degrees higher than now. Restore the con-

ditions, reafforest the country lying north, and we should prob-

ably find this state of affairs restored. Four thousand years is

a good stretch in the mind to seven thousand, so we may
safely assume the '"Glacial Epoch" must be put back an

indefinite time beyond that.

Now we find, looking at the superficial geology of the lakes,

that Erie must be dissociated from the other four. There is

every reason to believe it was a river basin draining by the

Wabash and Manmee valleys into the Mississippi. Ontario

again in pre-glacial times drained by Syracuse into the Atlantic.

Duiing the Ice Age these drainage valleys were blocked, as was

possibly the present discharge by the St. Lawrence past

Montreal. In post-glacial times, on the retiring of the ice,

Ontario stood at a much higher level, and probably discharged

over the Niagara ridge into Erie.

It is well known that an old river channel exists, pass-

ing from above Niagara and tending west of Queenstown

to Ontario. It has been assumed that flowing out of Erie the

channel divided, one branch flowing west, the other east of

Queenstown, and that owing to erosion at the extremity, one

(the western) became closed, while the other survived as the

Niagara.
If this were the case, there must have been, for a time, two

falls over the escarpment near Queenstown, but there is abso-

lutely no evidence of there having been a fall at the extremity

of the western branch.

What seems to have happened was that for an indefinite time

Ontario discharged westward into Erie, which again drained

into the Upper Mississippi. A slight change of level may have

occurred, or a local flood have carried away some of the debris

closing the ]-ower St. Lawrence, and Ontario found a way of

escape to the east. A rapid erosion of the old valley must have

occurred with the result of lowering Erie sutficienlly to reverse

its outfall, when the river took the lowest channel, and first

flowed, as now, over the escarpment.

The lime-gauge represents then, not the close of the glaciated

period, but the epoch when Ontario returned to its pre-glacial

dischaige. The intermediate period, when it flowed into Erie,

has apparently left only the old western channel as evidence of

what may well have been a protracted period.

Shanghai, June 22. 1 Hos. W. Ki.ngsmilu

Late Appearance of the Cuckoo.

On Friday last, July 27, as I was walking along the Sion

Vista in Kew Gardens, towards the river, 1 heard, far ofl' to my
left, the cry of a cuckoo. There was but ore cry, and that had

not the duplication of the first sound which usually marks his

later utterances with us. Clearly thouch I had heard it, I

might almost have doubted the testimony of my ears if I had

not, on turning tuddcnly to the direction from which the sound

had coae, sun the bird riic quickly and fly across the river.

August I. E. HUBIIARD.

Height of Barometer.

Can any of your readers refer me to the maximum and
minimum oM/A^n/iVo/rr/ heights of the barometer, which have

been hitherto recorded r I) m England, (2) in any part of the
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world ? It would, of course, be necessary to know the height
of the place of observation above sea-level in the case of the
minimum, at least. Karl Pearson.

University College, London, August 5.

Magnetisation of Rock Pinnacles.

Mr. Hill will be glad to find that systematic observations on
the magnetism of rock masses have been taken for the very

district he mentions in his letter of July 2S.

In vol. X., part 2, of the yournal of the Royal Institution of

Cornwall, there appears a short paper on " The Magnetism of

the Lizard Rocks," by Mr. Thomas Clark. In this he gives

not only the results obtained, but his method of procedure. .\

subsequent paper (printed in vol. xi. , part 2, of the Journal),
on "The Magnetic Rocks of Cornwall, "gives the results of his

experiments, and is accompanied by a map of the county show-
ing the position of its magnetic rocks. I understand that Mr.
Clark is continuing his research in this direction.

If similar observations were taken throughout the whole of

the country, especially in the neighbourhood of the coast, doubt-

less they would yield results of great value to commerce as well

as to science. M. M. S.

If Mr. Hill will refer to Alpine Jourttal, vol. xiii. p. 439,
he will find mention of a magnetic peak in the Black Coolins :

the mountain bears the name Bidein Druim nau Ramh.
Eccles, August 5. James Heelis,

THE BRITISH ASSOCIA TION.

Oxford, August 8.

'"PHE sixty-fourth meeting of the British .'\ssociation,

and the fourth which has been held at Oxford, may

now be fairly said to have begun. The reception-room

was opened at 2 p.m. on Monday last, and at the moment

of the opening of the doors there was an unexampled

rush to obtain places in the Sheldonian Theatre for the

President's address and the evening lectures. The places

in the theatre have been filled with extraordinary quick-

ness, and it is to be feared that late-comers, who have

not availed themselves of the offer of the Local Secretaries

to engage seats beforehand by letter, will be disappointed

in the places which they obtain. This is an unusual

occurrence, and demands some explanation. The

Sheldonian Theatre is the largest building now standing

in Oxford. The old Corn Exchange was larger, and

could have comfortably accommodated the audience

which assembled to hear Lord Salisbury on Wednesday

night. But unfortunately it is no longer existent. It has

been pulled down, with the other civic buildings, to make

room for larger successors, which are only half com-

pleted, and the Local Committee must regret, without

being able to remedy, the circumstance that the only

available place of meeting is insufficient for the needs of

the Association.

Lord Salisbury's address is fully reported in another

part of this issue. Many of those who know Lord Salis-

bury only as a politician and as Minister for Foreign

Affairs, will be surprised at the wide range of thought

and reading displayed in this address, and more still at

the keen critical faculty displayeil in his h.andling of the

diverse topics which he passes under review. Possibly

the whole of his audience will not entirely agree with his

views on current scientific problems, and his conchuhng

remarks on the present position of the Darwinian theory

offer almost a repetition of the controversy which made
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the last meeting at Oxford so famous four-and-thirty

years ago. The two other evening addresses are not

likely to fall far short in interest of the opening meeting.

As is usual, Thursday morning is devoted to the

addresses of the Presidents of .Sections, and three of

these are reported at length in this issue. The addresses

at O.xford dift'er necessarily in one respect from those

which are delivered at many other centres at

which the Association meets. O.xford has in its

relations to science a historical interest, as well as

a more present interest in virtue of its bemg a

seat of learning. It will accordingly be found that many
of the Sectional Presidents touch upon the history of

science as exemplified by Oxford, and enlarge upon its

needs as an instrument of culture and education. Oxford
indeed, though it is not generally supposed to be a

scientific University, has a past which it may look on

with pride. Few may remember that Roger Bacon, an
earlv devotee and martyr to science, lived and worked at

Oxford, and that this is the sex-centenary of the reputed

year of his death. A second period, mentioned by Prof
Dixon in his opening address, is that of Robert Boyle

and his colleagues, among whom was for a short time the

illustrious Harvey, a band of men who were virtually the

founders of the Royal Society.

The proceedmgs of the Sections derive great interest

from the unusual number of communications by eminent
foreign men of science. The proceedings of some of the

Sections have already been indicated in previous numbers
of Nature; those of others are not even now settled

into definite shape. In Section A (Mathematical and
Physical Science), besides the joint meetings with Sec-

tion G, which have already been mentioned, there are,

amongst other important papers set down for Thursday,
one on " Preliminary Experiments proving the Electri-

fication of Air by the Subtraction of Water from it,' by
Lord Kelvin and Magnus McLean ; another, by Lord
Kelvin and Alexander Gait, on " Leyden Jar Discharges
through Divided Channels,'' and a third, by Prof G.
(>uincke, on "The Formation of Soap Bubbles by the

Contact of Alkaline Oleateswith Water." On Saturday
Prof. Everett reads on " Some Jointed Frames or Link-

ages," and Dr. P. H. Schoute on " The Order ot the

Groups related to the Anallagmatic Displacements of the

Regular Bodies in ^/-dimensional space." On Monday
there is a paper by Lord Rayleigh, of which the litle is

not yet published, and others follow by Prof. H. H.
Turner, Prof. Viriamu Jones, Mr, F. H. Newall, and
Prof. O. J. Lodge.

In Section D, the Department of Botany, which meets
by itself in Magdalen College School, has some very

interesting matter. There are important papers by
Prof. D. H. Campbell, of the L'niversity of California,

and Prof F. O. Bower, on " The Morphology of X'ascular

Cryptogams " ; by Prof E. Strasburger, on " Chromo-
somenzahl " ; by Dr. Leopold Kny, on " Correlation

between Root and Shoot"; by Prof. Green, on "In-
fluence of Light on D iastase," and by Prof Dukinfield
Scott on " The Structure of Fossil Plants and their

bearing on Botanical Problems."
The Anthropological Section, of which some account

has been given in an earlier number, will devote the

greater part of Friday and Monday to discussions on
Early Man in Western Europe, in which M. Emile Car-
tailhac and Comte Goblet d'Alviella will take a leading

part ; and on Tuesday and Wednesday, various papers
on Ethnography will range from North Africa to

Australia.

At the soiree in the L'niversity Museum, on Thursday
evening, there will be a few interesting exhibits, chief

among which will be Prof llenrici's linkage models,
exhibitions by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument
Company, by Prof Everett, and demonstrations of
anthropometrical methods, by Dr. J. G. Garson.
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Inaugural Address by the Most Hon. the Marquis
OF Salisuurv, K.G., D.C.L., F.R.S., Cha.\cellor of
the University of O.'iFORD, President.

My functions are of a more complicated character than
usually is assigned to the occupants of this chair. As Chan-
cellor of the University it is my duty to tender to the British

Association a hearty welcome, which it is my duty as President

of the Association to accept. As President of the Association I

convey, most unworthily, the voice of English science, as many
worthy and illustrious Presidents have done before me : but Id

representing the University I represent far more fittingly the
learners who are longing to hear the lessons which the first

teachers of English science have come .is visitors to teach. I

am bound to express on behalf of the University our sense of
the good feeling towards that body which is the motive of this

unusual arrangement. But as far as I am jiersonally concerned,

it is attended with some embarrassing results. In presence of
the high priests of science I am only a layman, and all the skill

of all ihe chemists the Association contains will not trans-

mule a layman into any more precious kind of metal. Yet it is

my hard destiny to have to address on scientific matters prob-
al)ly the most competent scientific audience in the world. If a
country gentleman, who was also a colonel of Volunteers, were
by any mental aberration on the part of the Commander-in-
Chief to be appointed to review an army corps at Aldershot,

ail military men would doubtless feel a deep compassion for his

inevitable fate. I bespeak some spark of that divine emotion
when I am attempting to discharge under similar conditions a
scarcely less hopeless duty. At least, however, I have the con-
solation of feeling that I am free from some of the anxieties

which have fallen to those who have preceded me as Presi-

dents in this city. The relations of the Association and the

University are those of entiie sympathy and good will, as

becomes common workers in the sacred cause of diffusing

enlightenment and knowledge. But we must admit that it

was not always so. A curious record of a very different

state of feeling came to light last year in the interesting bio-

graphy of Dr. Pusey, which is the posthumous work of Canon
Liddon. In it is related the ^first visit of the Association to
Oxford in 1832. Mr. Keble, at that time a leader of University

thought, writes indignantly to his friend to complain that the
honorary degree of D. C.L. had been bestowed upon some of
the most distinguished members of the Association: *'The
Oxford Doctors," he says, " have truckled >adly to the spirit of

the times in receiving the hodge-podge of philosophers as they
did." It is amusing, at this distance of time, to note the names
of the hodge-podge of philosophers whose academical distinc-

tions so sorely vexed Mr. Keble's gentle spirit. They were
Brown, Brewster, Faraday, and Dalton. When we recollect

the lovable and serene character of Keble's nature, and that he
was at that particular date probably the man in the University

who had the greatest power over other men's minds, we can
measure the distance we have traversed since that time ; and
the rapidity with which the converging paths of these two intel-

lectual luminaries, the University and the Association, have
approximated to each other. This sally of Mr. Keble's was no
passing or accidental caprice. It represented a deep-seated
sentiment in this place of learning, which had its origin in

historic causes, and which has only died out in our time. One
potent cause of it was that both bodies were teachers of science,

but did not then in any degree attach the same meaning to

that word. Science with the University for many genera-
tions bore a signification different from that which belongs to
it in this assembly. It represented the knowledge which alone
in the Middle .-^ges was thought worthy of the name of science.

It was ihe knowledge gained not by external observation, but
by mere reflection. The student's microscope was turned in-

ward upon the recesses of his own brain ; and when the supply
of facts and realities failed, as it very speedily did, the scien-

tific imagination was not wanting to fumish to successive

generations an interminable series of conflicting speculations.

'Ihat science—science in our academical sense—-had its day of
rapid growth, of boundless aspiration, of enthusiastic votaries.

It fascinated the rising intellect of the time, and it is said

—people were not jiarlicular about figures in those d.ays—that

its attractions were at one lime potent enough to gather round
the University thirty thousand students, who for the sake of
learning its leaching were willing lo endure a life of the

severest hardship. Such a slate ol feeling is now an archao-
logical curiosity. The revolt against Aristotle is now some
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three centuries ola. But the mental sciences which were sup-

posed to rest upon hi'; writings have retained some of their as-

cendency even till this day, and have only slowly and jealously

admitted the rivalry of the growing sciences of observation.

The subject is interesting to us, as this undecided state of

feeling coloured the experiences of this .Association at

its last O.xford visit, nearly a generation later, in

1S60. The warmth of the encounters which then took place
have left a vivid impression on the minds of those who aie old

enough to have witnessed them. That much energy was on
that occasion converted into heat may, I think, be inferred from
the mutual distance which the two bodies have since main-
tained. Whereas the visit of 1S32 was succeeded by another
visit in fifteen years, and the visit of 1S47 was succeeded by
another visit in thirteen years, the year 1S60 was followed by a

long and dreary interval of separation, which has only now,
after four-and- thirty years, been terminated. It has required
the lapse of a generation to draw the curtain of oblivion over
those animated scenes. It was popularly supposed that deep
divergences upon questions of religion were the motive force of

those high controversies. To some extent that impression was
correct. But men do not always discern the motives which are

really urging them, and I suspect that in many cases religious

apprehensions only masked the resentment of the older learning
at the appearance and claims of its younger rival. In any case

there is something worthy of note, and something that conveys
encouragement, in the ditTcrence of the feeling which prevails

now and the feeling that was indicated then. Few men are
now inlluenced by the strange idea that questions of religious

belief depend on the issues of physical research. Few men,
whatever their creed, would now seek their geology in the
books of their religion, or, on the other hand, would fancy that

the laborator)' or the microscope could help them to penetrate
the mysteries which hang over the nature and the destiny of the
soul of man. And the old learning no longer contests the share
in education which is claimed by the new, or is blind to the
supreme influence which natural knowledge is exercising in

moulding the human mind.
A study of the addresses of my learned predecessors in this

oflice shows me that the main duty which it falls to a President
to perform in his introiluctory address, is to remind you of the
salient points in the annals of science since last the Association
visited the town in which he is speaking. Most of them have
been able to lay before you in all its interesting detail the history

of the particular science of which each one of them was the

eminent representative. If I were to make any such attempt I

should only be telling you with very inadequate knowledge a

story which is from time to lime told you, as well as it can be
told, by men who are competent to deal with it. It will be
more suitable to my cap.icity if I devote the few observations I

have to make to a survey n')t of our science but of our ignorance.
NVe live in a small bright oasis of knowledge surrounded on all

sides by a vast unexplored region of impenetrable mystery.
From age to age the strenuous labour of successive generations
wins a small strip from the desert and pushes forward the

boundary of knowledge. Of such triumphs we are justly proud.

It is a less attractive task—but yet it has its fascination as well
a.s its uses—to turn our eyes to the undiscovered country which
still remains to be won, to some of the stupendous problems of

ii.Tiural study which Mill defy our investigation. Instead, iherc-

f'T'-, iif recounting to you what has been done, or trying to

furtc.isi the rliscovcries of the future, T would rather draw your
attention to the condition in which we stand towards three or
four of the most important physical questions which it has been
the cflfort of the Inst century to solve.

Of the scientific enigmas which still, at the end of the nine-
icrnlh century, defy solution, the nature and origin of what are
<;.ilic'l the elements is the most notable. It is not, perhaps, easy
"1 gn'e a precise logical rea.son for the feelmg that the existence
of oar sixty-five elements is a slrance anomaly and conceals
some much timpler itatc of facts. Bui the conviction is irre-

sistible. We cannot conceive, on any possible doctrine of cos-

monony, how these »ixty five elements came into existence. A
"^

' ' '^ in form the substance of this planet. Another third

,
but somewhat rare. The remaining third are

-attcred haphazard, but very scantily, over the globe,
with no other apparent function but to provide occupation (01

the collector and the chemist. Some of them are so like each
other that only a chemist can tell them apart : others differ im-
measurably from each other in every conceivable particular. In
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cohesion, in weight, in conductivity, in melting point, in chem-
ical proclivities they vary in every degree. They seem to have
as much relation to each other as the pebbles on a sea beach, or

the contents of an ancient lumber room. Whether you believe

that Creation w.as the work of design or of inconscient law, it

is equally difficult to imagine how this random collection of dis-

similar materials came together. Many have been the attempts

to solve this enigma ; but up till now they have left it

more impenetrable than before. -V conviction that here was
something to discover K-iy beneath the persistent belief

in the possibility of the transmutation of other metals

into gold, which brought the alchemy of the Middle Ages into

being. When the immortal discovery of Dalton established

that the atoms of each of these elements have a special weight

of their own, and that consequently they combine in fixed

ponderable proportions from which they never depart, it re-

newed the hope that some common origin of the elements was
in sight. The theory was advanced that all these weights were
multiples of the weight of hydrogen—in other words, that each

elementary atom was only a greater or a smaller number of

hydrogen atoms compacted by some strange machinery into one.

The most elaborate analyses, conducted by chemists of the

highest eminence—conspicuously by the illustrious Stas—were
directed to the question whether there was any trace in fact of

the theoretic idea that the atoms of each element consist of so

many atoms or even of so many half-atoms of hydrngen. Rut

the reply of the laboratories has always been clear and certain

— that there is not in the facts the faintest foundation for such

a theory.

Then came the discovery of the spectrum analysis, and men
thought that with an instrument of such inconceivable tielicacy

we should at last find out something as to the nature of tlie.atom.

The result has been wholly disappointing. Spectrum analysis

in the hands of Dr. Huggins and .Mr. Lockyer and others h.as

taught us things of which the world little exptcted to be told.

We have been enabled to measure the speed with which clouds

of blazing hydrogen course across the surface of the sun ;

we have learnt the pace—the fabulous pace— at which the most

familiar stars have been for ages approaching to or receding

from our planet, without apparently affecting the proportions

of the patterns which as far as historical record goes back thev

have always delineated on the evening sky. We have received

some information about the elementary atoms themselves. We
have learnt that each sort of atom when heated strikes upon the

ether a vibration, or set of vibrations, whose r.ate is all its own

;

and that no one atom or combination of atoms in producing its

own spectrum encroaches even to the extent of a single line upon
the spectrum that is peculiar to its neighbour. We have learnt

that the eleuienls which exist in the stars and speci.ally in the

sun are mainly those with which we are familiar upon earth.

There are a few lines in excess to which we can give no

terrestrial name ; and there are some still more puzzling gaps in

our list. It is a great aggravation of the mystery which besets

the fpiestion of the elements, that among the lines which are

absent from the spectrum of the sun, those of nitrogen ami

oxygen stand first. Oxygen constitutes the largest portion of

the solid and litiuid subst-ince of our planet, so far as we know
it ; and nitrogen is very far the predominant constituent of our

atmosphere. If the earth is a detached bit whirled oil' the mass

of the sun, as cosmogonists love to tell us, how comes it that in

leaving the sun we cleaned him out so completely of his nitrogen

and oxygen that not a trace of these gases remains bchinil to be

discovered even by the sensitive vision of the spectroscope ?

All these things the discovery of the spectrum analysis has

added to our knowledge ; but it has left us as ignorant as ever

as to the nature of the capricious differences which separate the

atoms from each other, or the cause to which those differences

are due.

In the last few years the same enigma has been approached
from another point of view by Prof. Mendelieff. The periodic

law which he has discovered redccls on him all the honour that

can be earned by ingenious, laborious, and successful research.

lie has shown that this perplexing list of elements can be di-

videil into families of about seven, speaking very rou;jhly : that

those familic- all resemble each other in this, that as to weight,

volume, licat, and laws of combination, the members of each

family are ranked among themselves in obedience Id the same
rule. Fach family differs from the others ; but each inlernally

is constructed upon the same plan. It was a strange iliscovery

—strangest of all in its manifest defects. For in the plan id his
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families there were blanks left
; places not filled upbecawse the

properly constituted elements required according to his theory

had not been found to fill them. For the moment their absence

seemed a weakne-s in the Professor's idea, and gave an arbitrary

aspect to his scheine. But the weakness was turned into

strength when, to the astonishment of the scientific world,

three of the elements which were missing made their ap-

pearance in answer to his call. He had described before-

hand the qualities they ought to have ; and gallium,

germanium, and scandium, when they were discovered

shortly after the publication of his theory, were found to be
duly clothed with ilie qualities he required in each. This re-

markable confirmation has left MendeleefTs periodic law in an
unassailable position. But it has rather thickened than

dissipated the mystery which hangs over the elements. The
discovery of these co-ordinate families dimly points to some
identical origin, without suggesting the method of their genesis

or the nature of their common parentage. If they were organic

beings all our ditlficuUies would be solved by muttering the

comfortable word "evolution"—one of those indefinite words
from time to ti iie vouchsafed to humanity, which have the gift

of alleviating so many perplexities and masking so many gaps in

our knowledge. But the families of elementary atoms do not

breed ; and we cannot therefore ascribe their ordered difference

to accidental variations perpetuated by heredity under the in-

fluence of natural selection. The rarity of iodine, and the

abundance of its sister chlorine, cannot be attributed to the

survival of the fittest in the struggle for existence. We cannot

account (or the minute difference which persistently dis-

tinguishes nickel from cobalt, by ascribing it to the recent in-

heritance by one of them of an advantageous variation from the

parent stock.

The upshot is that all these successive triumphs of research,

Dalton's, Kirchhofl"s, Mendeleeflf's, greatly as they have added
to our store of knowledge, have gone but little way to solve the

problem which the elementary atoms have for centuries pre-

sented to mankind. What the atom of each element is,

whether it is a movement, or a thing, or a vortex, or a point

having inertia, whether there is any limit to its divisibility, and,

if so, how that limit is imposed, whether the long list of elements

is final, or whether any of them have any common origin, all

these questions remain surrounded by a darkness as profound
as ever. The dream which lured the alchemists to their tedious

labours, and which may be said to have called chemistry into

being, has assuredly not been realised, but it has not yet been
refuted. The boundary of our knowledge in this direction re-

mains where it was many centuries ago.

The next discussion to which I should look in order to find

unsolved riddles which have hitherto defied the scrutiny of

science, would be the question of what is called the ether. The
€ther occupies a highly anomalous position in the world of

science. It may be described as a half-discovered entity. I

dare not use any less pedantic word than entity to designate it,

for it would he a great exaggeration of our knowledge if I were
to speak o( it as a body or even as a substance. When nearly

a century ago Young and Fresnel discovered that the motions
of an incandescent panicle were conveyed to our eyes by undu-
lation, it followed that between our eyes and the panicle there

must be someihing to undulate. In order to furnish that some-
thing, the notion of the ether was conceived, and for more than

two generations the main, if not the only, function of the word
ether has been to furnish a nominative case to the verb " to undu-
late." Lately, our conception of this entity has received a notable

extension. One of the mo^t brilliant of the services which
Prof. Maxwell h.is rendered to science has been the discovery

that the figure which expressed the velocity of light, also ex-

pressed the multiplier required to change the measure of static

or passive electricity into that of dynamic or active electricity.

The interpretation reasonably alfixed to this discovery is that,

as light and the electric impulse move approximately at the

.ame rate through space, it is probable that the undulations

which convey them are undulations of the same medium. .\nd

as induced electricity [)enetrates through everything, or nearly

everything, it follows that the ether through which its undula-
tions are propagned must pervade all space, whether em])ly or

full, whether occupied by opaque matter or transparent matter,

or by no matter at all. The attractive experiments by which
the late Prof. Hertz illustrated the electric vibrations of the

ether will only be allude<l to by me, in order that I may express

the regret deeply and generally felt that death should nave ter-
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minated prematurely the scientific career which had begun with

such brilliant promise and such fruitful achievements. But the

mystery of the ether, though it has been made more fascinating

by these discoveries, remains even more inscrutable than before.

Of this all-pervading entity we know absolutely nothing except

this one fact, that it can be made to undulate. Whether
outside the influence of matter on the motion of its waves,

ether has any effect on matter or matter upon it, is abso-

lutely unknown. And even its solitary function of un-

dulating ether performs in an abnormal fashion which
has caused infinite perplexity. All fluids that we know
transmit any blow they have received by waves which undulate

backwards and forwards in the path of their own advance. The
ether undulates athwart the path of the wave's advance. The
genius of Lord Kelvin has recently discovered what he terms a

labile state of equilibrium, in which a fluid that is infinite in its

extent may exist, and may undulate in this eccentric fashion

without outraging the laws of mathematics. I am no mathe-
matician, and I cannot judge whether this reconciliation of the

action of the ether with mechanical law is to be looked upon as

a permanent .'olution of the question, or is only what diploma-
tists call a modus vivenJi. In any case it leaves our knowledge
of the ether in a very rudimentary condition. It has no known
qualities except one, and that quality is in the highest degree

anomalous and inscrutable. The extended conception which
enables us to recognise ethereal waves in the vibrations of elec-

tricity has added infinite attraction to the study of those waves,

but It carries its own difficulties with it. It is not easy to fit in

the theory of electrical ether waves with the phenomena of

positive and negative electricity, and as to the true significance

and cause of those counteracting and complementary forces, to

which we give the provisional names of negative and positive,

we know about as much now as Franklin knew a century and a

half ago.

I have selected the elementary atoms and the ether as two
instances of the obscurity that still hangs over problems which
the highest scientific intellects have been mvestigating for several

generations. A more striking but more obvious instance still is

Life—animal and vegetable Life—the action of an unknown
force on ordinary mailer. What is the mysterious impulse
which is able to strike across the ordinary laws of matter, and
twist them for a moment from their path? Some people demur
to the use of the term " vital force " to designate this impulse.

In their view the existence of such a force is negatived by the

fact that chemists have been able by cunning substitutions to

produce artificially the peculiar compounds which in nature are

only found in organisms that are or have been living. These
compounds are produced by som£ living organism in the per-

formance of the ordered series of functions proper to its brief

career. To counterfeit them—as has been done in numerous
cases— does not enable us to do what the vital force alone can
effect—to bring the organism itself into existence, and to cause

it to run its appointed course of change. This is the unknown
force which continues to defy not only our imitation but our

scrutiny. Biology has been exceptionally active and successful

during the last half-century. Its triumphs have been brilliant,

and they have been rich enough not only in immediate result

but in the promise of future advance. Vet they give at present

no hope of penetrating the great central ir.ystery. The pro-

gress which has been made in the study of microscopic life has

been very striking, whether or not the results which are

at present inferred from it can be taken as conclu-

sive. Infinitesimal bodies found upon the i-oots of
plants have the proud oflice of capturing and taming
for us the free nitrogen of the air, which, if we are

to live at all, we must consume and assimilate, and yet which,

without the help of our microscopic ally, we could not draw for

any useful purpose from the ocean of nitrogen in which we
lire. Microscopic bodies are convicted of causing many of the

worst diseases to which flesh is heir, and the guilt of many more
will probably be brought home to them in due time ; and they

exercise a scarcely less sinister or less potent influence on our

race by the plagues with which they destroy some of the most
valuable fruits of husbandry, such as the potato, the mulberry,

and the vine. Almost all their power resides in the capacity of

propagating their kind with infinite rapidity, and up to this

time science has been more skilful in describing their ravages

than in devising means to hinder them. It would be ungratelul

not to mention two brilliant exceptions to this criticism. The
antiseptic surgery which we owe chiefly to Lister ; and the in-
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oculatioD against anthrax, hydrophobia, and perhaps some

other diseases, which we owe to Pasteur, must lie recorded as

splendid victories over the countless legions of our infinitesimal

foes. Results like these are the great glory of the scientific

worlicrs of the past century. Men may, perhaps, have o%-er-

rated the progress of nineteenth-century research in opening the

secrets of nature ; but it is difficult to overrate the brilliant

service it has rendered in ministering to the comforts and

diminishing the sufferings of mankind.

If we are not able to see far into the causes and origin of life

in our own day, it is not probable that we shall deal more suc-

cessfully with the problem as it arose many million years ago.

Yet certainly the most conspicuous event in the scientific

annals of the last half-century has been the publication of Mr.

Darwin's work on the " Origin of Species," which appeared

in 1859. In some respects, in the depth of the impression

which It made on scientific thought, and even on the general

opinion of the world, its momentous effect can hardly be over-

stated. But at this distance of time it is possible to see that

some of its success has been due to adventitious circumstances.

It has had the chance of enlisting among its champions some
of the most powerful intellects of our time, and perhaps the

still happier fortune of appearing at a moment when it fur-

nished an armoury of weapons to men, who were not scien-

tific, for use in the bitter but transitory polemics of the day.

But far the largest part of its accidental advantages was to be

found in the remarkable character and qualifications of its

author. The equity of judgment, the simple-minded love of

truth and the patient devotion to the pursuit of it through years

of toil and of other conditions the most unpropitious^these

things endeared to numbers of men everything that came from

Charles Darwin, apart frnm its scientific merit or literary

charm. And whatever final value may be assigned to his doc-

trine, nothing can ever detract from the lustre shed upon it by
the wealth of his knowledge and the infinite ingenuity of

bis resource. The intrinsic power of his theory is shown
at least in this one respect, that in the department
of knowledge with which it is concerned it has

effected an entire revolution in the methods of

research. Before his time the study of living nature had a

tendency to be merely statistical ; since his time it has become
predominantly hi>torical. The consideration how any organic

t>ody came to be what it is occupies a far larger area in any
inquiry now than the mere description of its actual condition

;

but this question wasnot predominant— it may almost be said to

have been ignored—in the Botanical and Zoological study of

sixty years ago.

Another lasting and unquestioned effect has resulted from

Darwin's work. He has, as a matter of fact, disposed of the

doctrine of the immutability of species. It has been mainly

associated in recent days with the honoured name of Ag.issiz,

but with him has disappeared the last defender of it who could

claim the attention of the world. Few now are found to doubt
that animals separated by differences far exceeding those that

distingui<.hed what we know as species have yet descended from

common ancestors. But there is much less agreement as to the

extent to which this common descent can be assumed, or the

process by which it has come about. Darwin himself believed

that all animals were descended from "al most (our or five pro-

genitors"—adding that "there was grandeur in the view that

Hie had been originally breathed by the Creator into a few

form or one." Some of his more devoted followers, like Prof.

Ilaeckel, were prepared to go a step farther and to contemplate
a ciyotal at the probable ancestor of the whole fauna and flora of

this planet.

I'o inu extent the Darwinian theory h.is not effected the

conquest of Micniific opinion ; and still less is there any unanimity
in the acceptance ol natural (election as the sole or even the m.iio

agent uf whatever modifications may have led up to the exist-

ing formt of life. The deepest obscurity still hangs over the

oiigin of the infinite variety of life. Two of the strongest

objections to the Darwinian explanation appear still to retain

all their force,

I think Lord Kelvin was the first lo point out that the

amount of lime required by the advocates of ihe theory for

working out the process they had in>agincd could not be con-

ccde<l without assuming the existence of a tr>tally different set

of natural laws from those with which we are ac'|uainled. His
view was not only b.iscd on profound mechanical reasoning,

but it was so plain that any layman could comprehend it.
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Setting aside arguments deduced from the resistance of
the tides, which may be taken to transcend the lay

understanding, his argument from the refrigeration of

the earth requires little science to apprehend it.

Everybody knows that hot things cool, and that according to

their substance they take more or less time in cooling. It is

evident from the incre.ase of heat as we descend into the earth,

that the earth is cooling, and we know by experiment, within
certain wide limits, the rate at which its substances, the

matters of which it is constituted, are found to cool. It

follows that we c.in approximately calculate how hot it was

i

so many million years ago. But if at any time it

I
was hotter at the surface by 50' 1". than it is now,
life would then have been impossible upon the

planet, and therefore we can without much diffi-

culty fix a date before which organic life on earth cannot

have existed. Basing himself on these considerations Lord
Kelvin limiied the period of organic life upon the earth to a

hundred million years, and Prof. Tail in a still more penurious

spirit cut that hundred down to ten. But on the other side of

the account stand the claims of the geologists and biologists.

They have revelled in the prodigality of the ciphers which they

put at the end of the eanh's hypothetical life. Long cribbed and
cabined within the narrow bounds of the popular chronology,

they have exulted wantonly in their new freedom. They have
lavished their millions of years with the open h.and of a prodigal

heir indemnifying himself by present extravagance for the en-

forced self.denial of his youth. But it cannot be gainsaid that

their theories require at least all this elbow-room. Ifwe think

of that vast distance over which Darwin conducts us from the

jelly-fish lying on the primeval beach lo man as we know him
now ; if we reflect that the prodigious change re<|uisile to trans-

form one into the other is made up of a chain of gener.ations,

each advancing by a minute variation from the form of its prede-

cessor, and if we further reflect that these successive changes are

so minute that in the course of our historical period—say three

thousand years—this |)rogressive variation h.as not advanced by

a single step perceptible to our eyes, in respect to man or the

animals and plants with which man is familiar, wc shall admit

that for a chain of change so vast, of which the smallest

link is longer than our recorded history, the biolo-

gists are making no extravagant claim when they demand
at least many hundred million years for the accomplish-

ment of the stupendous process. Of course, if the m.ithe-

maticians are right, the biologists cannot have what they

demand. If, for the purposes of their theory, organic life must

have existed on the globe more than a hundred million years

ago, it must, under the temperature then prevailing, have existed

, in a state of vapour. The jelly-fish would have been dissi-

I pated in steam long before he h.id had a chance of displaying

the advanlai;cous variation which was to make him the ancestor

of the human race. I see, in the eloquent discourse of one of

my most recent and most distinguished predecessors in this

chair, Sir Archibald Geikie, that the controversy is still

alive. The mathematicians sturdily adhere to their figures,

and the biologists are quite sure the mathematicians must have

made a mistake. I will not get myself into the line of fire l>y

intervening in such a controversy. But until it is adjusted the

laity may be excused for reluming a verdict of "nol proven"
upon the wider issues the Darwinian school has raised.

The other objection is best st.ited in the words of an illus-

trious disciple of Darwin, who hits recently honoured this city

by his presence— I refer lo Prof Weismann. But in referring

to him, I cannot but give, in passing, a (eehle expression to the

universal sorrow wiih which in this place the news was received

that Weismann's distinguished antagonist, Prof. Uomancs, had

been taken from us in the outset and full promise of a splendid

scientific career.

The gravest objection to the doctrine of natural selection was

expressed by Weismann in a paper published a few months ago,

not as agreeing to the objection, but as resisting it ; and there-

fore his language may be taken as an impartial statement of the

difficulty. " Wc accept natur.il selection," he says, "not

because we arc able to demonstrate the process in detail, not

even because we can with more or less ease imagine it, but

simply because wc must—because it is the only possible ex-

planation that wc can conceive. We must a.ssuiue natural

selection lo be the i>rinciple of the explanation of the metamor-

phoses, because all other apparent principles of explanation

fail us, and it is inconceivable that there could yet be another
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capable of explaining the adaptation of organisms without as-

suming the help of a principle of design."

There is the difficulty. We cannot demonstrate the process

of natural selection in detail ; we cannot even, with more or

less ease, imagine it. It is purely hypothetical. No man, so far

as we know, has ever seen it at work. An accidental variation

may have been perpetuated by inheritance, and in the struggle

for existence the bearer of it may have replaced, by virtue of

the survival of the fittest, his less improved competitors ; but as

far as we know no man or succession of men have ever ob-

served the whole process in any single case, and certainly no
man has recorded the observation. Variation by artificial %eXtQ.-

tion, of course, we know very well ; but the intervention of the

cattle breeder and the pigeon fancier is the essence of artificial

selection. It is effected by their action in crossing, by their skill

in bringing the right mates together to produce the progeni-

ture they want. But in natural selection who is to supply the
breeder's place ? Unless the crossing is properly arranged, the

new breed will never come into being. What is to secure

that the two individuals of opposite sexes in the primeval
forest, who have been both accidentally blessed with the same
advantageous variation, shall meet, and transmit by inheritance

that variation to their successors ? Unless this step is made
good, the modification will never get a start ; and yet there is

nothing to insure that step, except pure chance. Vhe law of

chances takes the place of the cattle breeder and the pigeon
fancier. The biologists do well to ask for an immeasurable ex-

panse of time, if the occasional meetings of advantageously
varied couples from age to age are to provide the pedigree of

modifications which unite us to our ancestor the jelly-fish. Of
course the straggle for existence, and the survival of the fittest,

would in the long run secure the predominance of the stronger
breed over the weaker. But it would be of no use in setting the

improved breed going. There would not be time. No possible

variation which is known to our experience, in the short time
that elapses in a single life between the moment of maturity and
the age of reproduction, could enable the varied individual to

clear the field of all competitors, either by slaughtering or
starving them out. But unless the struggle for existence took
this summary and internecine character, there would
be nothing but mere chance to secure that the
advantageously varied bridegroom at one end of the

wood should meet the bride, who by a happy con-
tingency had been advantageously varied in the same
direction at the same time at the other end of the wood.
It would be a mere chance if they ever knew of each other's

existence-—a still more unlikely chance that they should resist

on both sides all temptations to a less advantageous alliance.

But unless they did so, the new breed would never even begin,

let alone the question of its perpetuation after it had begun.
I think Prof. Weismann is justified in saying that we cannot,

either with more or less ease, imagine the process of natural

selection.

It seems strange that a philosopher of Prof. Weismann's
penetration should accept as established a hypothetical process
the truth of which he admits that he cannot demonstrate in

detail, and the operation of which he cannot even imagine.
The reason that he gives seems to me instructive of the great
danger scientific research is running at the present time—the
acceptance of mere conjecture in the name and place of know-
ledge, in preference to making frankly the admission that no
certain knowledge can be attained. "We accept natur.il

selection," he says, " because we must—because it is the only
possible explanation that we can conceive." As a politician, I

know that argument very well. In political controversy it is

sometimes said of a disputed proposal that it " holds the field,"

that it must be accepted because no possible alternative has been
suggested. In politics there is occasionally a certain validity in

the argument, for it sometimes happens that some definite course
must be taken, even though no course is free from objection. But
such a line of reasoning is utterly out of place in science.

We are under no obligation to find a theory, if the facts will

not provide a sound one. To the riddles which nature pro-

pounds to us the profession of ignorance must constantly be
our only reasonable answer. The cloud of impenetrable
mystery hangs over the development and still more over the
origin of life. If we strain our eyes to pierce it, with the
foregone conclusion that some solution is and must be attain-

able, we shall only mistake for discoveries the figments of our
own imagination. Prof. Weismann adds another reason for
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his belief in natural selection, which is certainly characteristic
of the time in which we live. " It is inconceivable," he says,
"that there should be another principle capable of explaining
the adaptation of organisms without assuming the help of a
principle of design." The whirligig of time assuredly brings its

revenges. Time was, not very long ago, when the belief in

creative design was supreme. Even those who were sapping
its authority were wont to pay it a formal homage, fearing to
shock the public conscience by denying it. Now the revolu-
tion is so complete that a great philosopher uses it as a redtictio

ad abniriium, and prefers to believe that which can neither be
demonstrated in detail, nor imagined, rather than run the
slightest risk of such a heresy.

I quite accept the Professor's dictum that if natural selection
is rejected we have no resource but to fall back on the mediate
or immediate agency of a principle of design. In Oxford, at
least, he will not find that argument is conclusive, nor, I
believe, among scientific men in this country generally, how-
ever imposing the names of some whom he may claim for that
belief. I would rather lean to the conviction that the multi-

plying difficulties of the mechanical theory are weakening the
influence it once had acquired. I prefer to shelter myself in

this matter behind the judgment of the greatest living master
of natural science among us. Lord Kelvin, and to quote as my
own concluding words the striking language with which he
closed his address from this chair more than twenty years ago :

" I have always felt," he said, " that the hypothesis of natural
selection does not contain the true theory of evolution, if evolution
there has been in biology. ... I (eel profoundly convinced
that the argument of design has been greatly too much lost

sight of in recent zoological speculations. Overpoweringly
strong proofs of intelligent and benevolent design lie around
us, and if ever perplexities, whether metaphysical or scientific,

turn us away from them for a time, they come back upon \is

with irresistible force, showing to us through nature the in-

fluence of a free will, and teaching us that all living things
depend on one everlasting Creator and Ruler."

SECTION A.

MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS.

Opening Address by Prof. A. W. Rucker, M.A., F.R.S.,
President of the Section.

It is impossible for a body of English scientific men to meet
in one of our ancient university towns without contrasting the
old ideal of the pursuit of learning for its own sake with the
modern conception of the organisation of science as part of a
pushing business concern.

We are, as a nation, convinced that education is essential to

national success. Our modern universities are w ithin earshot of
the whirr of the cotton-mill or the roar of Piccadilly. Oxford
and Cambridge themselves are not content to be centres of at-

traction to which scholars gravitate. They have devised
schemes by which their influence is directly exerted on every
market-town and almost on every village in the country.

University extension is but a part of the extraordinary multipli-

cation of the machinery of education which is going on all

around us. The British .\ssociation, which was once regarded
as bringing light into dark places, is now welcomed in every
large provincial town by a group of well-known men of science

;

and we find ready for the meetings of our Sections, not only the

chapels and concert-rooms which have so often and so kindly
been placed at our disposal, but all the appliances of well-

designed lecture-rooms and laboratories.

I do not propose, however, to detain you this morning with
a discourse on the spread of scientific education, but you will

forgive me if I illustrate its progress by two facts, not perhaps
the most striking which could be selected, but especially appro-
priate to our place of meeting. It is little more than thirty

years since the two branches of science with which our Section
deals, Mathematics and Physics, have been generally recognised
as wide enough to require more than one teacher to cope with
them in an educational institution of high pretensions and
achievement. In i860 the authorities of the Owens College,
Manchester, debated whether it was desirable to create a Pro-
fessorship of Natural Philosophy in addition to, and inde-
pendent of, the Chair of Mathematics. It was thought neces-
sary to obtain external support for the opinions of those who
advocated this step. An appeal was made to Profs. De Morgan
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and Stokes. The former reported that a "course of experi-

mental physics is in itself desirable "
; the latter, that "there

woald be work enough in a large institution for a mathematician
and a physicist."

In the end the Chair of Natural Philosophy was established,

and the fact that our host of to-day, Prof. Clifton, was its first

occupant reminds us how little we have advanced in lime and
how far in educational development from the days when pro-

positions such as those I have cited were only accepted on the

authority of the names of Slokes and De Morgan.
The other fact to which I would refer is that the Clarendon

Laborator)', in which the meetings of Section .\ are to be held,

though erected barely a quarter of a century ago, was the first

laboratory in this country which was specially built and designed
for the study of experimental physics. It has served as a type.

Clerk Maxwell visited it while planning the Cavendish
Laboratory, and traces of Prof. Clifton's designs can be detected

in several of our university colleges.

But though our surroundings remind us of the improvement
which has been effected in the equipment of our science, it would
not be difficult to indicate weak points which should forthwith

be strengthened. On these, in so far as they affect education, I

will not dwell—and that for two reasons. In the first place, we
meet to-day not as teachers, but as students ; and, secondly, I

think that whereas we have as a nation awoke—though late in

the day—to the importance of education, we are not yet fully

awake to the importance of learning. Our attitude in such
matters was exactly expressed by one of the most eminent of the
witnesses who gave evidence before the " Gresham Commis-
sion." In his opinion the advancement of knowledge must in a
university in London be secondary to the higher instruction of
the youth of London. If this be so—and I will not now dis-

pute it—we shall surely all agree that somewhere or other, in

London or out of it, included in our universities or separate from
them, there ou.;ht to be institutions in which the advancement
of knowledge is regarded as of primary and fundamental intere.st,

and not as a mere secondary by-product thrown off in the course
of more important operations.

It is not essential that in such an institution research should
be the only task. Investigation may be combined with the
routine work of an observatory, with teaching, with the care of
standards, or with other similar duties. It is, however, essential

that, if the advancement of knowledge is seriously regarded as

an end worth attaining, it should not be relegated to a secondary
place.

Time and opportunity must be found for investigation, as time
and opportunity are found for other tasks. It is not enough to

refer to research in a prospectus and then to leave it to be ac-

complished at odd times and in spare moments not claimed by
more urgent demands. Those to whom the fuiure of the higher
learning in England is dear must plan and scheme to promote
the life-long studies of men, as in the last quarter of a century
they have struggled, with marked success, to promote the pre-

paratory studies of boys and girls. That the assignment uf a
secondary position to research is the more popular view, and
that the necesiity for encouraging it has as yet hardly been
grasped by many of those who control our modem educational
movements is, I fear, too true. It is therefore a matter for con-
gratulation that within the last year Oxford has eslablishcl a
research decree, and has thus taken an important step towards
gathering within her fold workers of mature years who are able
and willing, not merely to gain knowledge, but to add to it.

We may al.so note, with pleasure and gratitude, that the
strci- ' • • "• munificence h.Ts recently been in part directed
to ! iient of learning. Sir Henry Thompson has
genT A a sum of £,yxx> lo provide a large photo-
graphic telescope for the National Observatory at Greenwich.
The new instrument is to lie of 26 inches aperture and 22 fee!

6 inches focal length, or cxacily double the linear dimensions of
that which ha,s been previously employed. Mr. Ludwig Mond,
too, has added to his noble gifts lo science by the new research
laboratories which he i. alimii to establish in connection with
the Koyal Institution. Alt>cmarlc Street is Ihr >ngcd with
raemoriei of great discoveries. The researches of Lord Kay-
leigh and the remarkable results of Prof. Dewar's studies of
mailer at low temperatures are maintaining the great reputation
which the Kiy.il Inslilulion has gained in the past, and all

fcng!:
"^

Hill rejoice that prospects of new and
exECTi 'c o[>ening before it,

Aii-
, , :;iough very embarrassing fact is that the

growth in the number of scientific workers makes it increasingly
difficult to find the funds which are necessary for the publication
of their work. Up to the present the author of a paper has had
to submit it to criticism, but, when it has been approved by
competent judges, it has been published without ado and without
expense to himself. This is as it should be. It is right that due
care should be exercised to prune away all unnecessary matter,
to reduce as far as may be the necessary cost. It will,

I
however, be a great misfortune if judgment as to what

I

curtailment is necessary is in future passed, not with the object
of removing what is really superfluous, but in obedience to the
iron rule of poverty, .\part from all other disadvantages, such
a course would add to the barriers which are dividing the
students of different sciences. \ few lines and a rough diagram
may suffice to show to experts what has been attempted and what
achieved, but there is no paper so difficult lo master as that
which assumes that the reader starts from the point of vantage
which months or years of study have enabled the author to

attain. Undue pruning will not make the tree of knowledge
more fruitful, and will certainly make it harder to climb.

Connected also with the vast increase of scientific literature

is a growing necessity for the putlicalion of volumes of abstracts,

in which the main results of recent investigations are presented
in a concentrated form. English chemists have long been sup-
plied with these by the Chemical Society. The Physical
Society, though far less wealthy than its elder sister, has deter-

mined 10 undertake a similar task. We are compellei lo begin
cautiously, but in January next the first number of a monthly
pamphlet will be issued containing abstracts of all the papers
which appear in the principal foreign journals of Physics. In
this venture the Society will incur grave responsibilities, and I

avail myself of this opportunity to appeal to all British physi-

cists to support us in a work, the scope of which will be rapidly

extended if our first efforts succeed.

From this brief glance at what has been or is about to be
done to promote the study of Physics, I must now turn to the
discussion of narrower but more definite problems, and I pre-
sume that I shall be most likely to deserve your attention if

I select a subject in which I am myself especially interested.

During the last ten years my friend Dr. Thorpe and I have
been engaged upon a minu'.e magnetic survey of the United
Kingdom. The main conclusions at which we have arrived are
about to be published, and I do not propose to recount them
now. It is, however, impossible to give so long a ilme to a
single research without having one's attention drawn to a
number of points which require further investigation, and I

shall perhaps be making the best use of this opponunity if L
bring to your notice some matters in the practical and theoretical

study of terrestrial magnetism which deserve a fuller coii.sidcra-

tion than has yet been given lo them.

In the first place, ihen, there is little doubt that the instru-

ments at present used lor measuring Declination and Horizontal
Force are affected with errors far greater than the error of

observation.

We employed four magnetometers by Elliott Brothers, which
were frequently compared with the standard instrument at Kew.
These measurements proved thai the instrumental differences

which affect the accuracy of the declination and horizontal force

measurements are from live lo ten limes .as great .is the error of
a single field observation. The dip circle which two generations

ago was so untrustworthy is, in our experience, the most satis-

factory of the absolute instruments.

In most cases these comparisons extended over several days,,

bul the Astronomer Koyal has described in his recent report

observations m.vle at Greenwich for two years and a half with
two horizontal force instruments. These differ between them-
selves, and the discrepancy is of the same order of magnitude
as those we have detected.

If such differences exist between instruments of the Kew
pattern. It is probable that they will be sllll greater when the

magnetometers under investigation are of dilTerent types.

This point has been investigated by Dr. Van Kijckevorsel,

who five years ago visited Kew, Pare St. .Maur, Wllhelmshaven,
and Utrecht, ami, using his own instruments at each place,

compared ihc v.alues of ihe magnetic elements determined by
himself with those deduced from the self-registering apparatus

of Ihe observatory.

The discrepancie-- between the so-called standards, which
were thus brought to lighl, were quite startling, and prove the

necessity for an investigation as to their causes.
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Magneticians had long been aware that the instruments used

by travellers should be compared at the beginning and end of a

journey wiih those at some fixed observatory, to make sure that

the comparatively rough usage to which they are subjected has

not aflfected their indications. But Dr. Van Rijckevorsel's ex-

pedition first drew general attention lo the fact that there are

serious differences between the standard observatory instru-

ments themselves.

The importance of a careful comparison between them was

at once recognised. Ttie Magnetic Sub-Committee of the

International Meteorological Conference, held at Munich in the

autumn of 1S91, resolved that it is "necessary that the instru-

ments employed for absolute measurements at the different

observatories should be compared with each other and the

results published." As far as I am aware nothing has been

done to give effect to this resolution, but the necessity for such

an international comparison is urgent. The last few years have

been a period of unexampled activity in the conduct of local

magnetic surveys. To cite instances from the north-west of

Europe only, observations have recently been made on a more
or less extended scale in the United Kingdom, France, Holland,

North Germany, and Denmark.
It will be absurd if these surveys cannot be collated and welded

into a homogeneous whole, because we are in doubt whether
the indications of our standard instruments for the measurement
of declination and dip differ by five or six minutes of arc.

If, however, an official international comparison of the

magnetic standards in use in different countries is instituted it

is probable that only one observatory in each country will take

part in it.

It may fairly be left to each nation to determine for itself

the relations between the results of measurements made in its

own institutions. Apart, therefore, from all other reasons, we
in England would only be able to make the best use of an

international comparison if we had beforehand set our own
house in order, and were able at once to extend the results of

experiments made at Kew or Greenwich to .Stonyhurst, Valentia,

and Falmouth.
This we are not at the present moment in a position to do.

As far as I know nobody has ever carried a magnetometer back-

wards and forwards between Kew and Greenwich to test the

concordance of the published results. During the recent survey

single or double sets of observations have been made at Stony-

hurst, Falmouth, and Valentia, with instruments which have

been compared with Kew, but these measurements, though
amply sufficient for the purposes of our research, were not

numerous enough to serve as a firm basis for determining the

discrepancies between the various standards, so that the exact

relations between these important sets of apparatus are still

unknown.
The first point, therefore, to which I wish to draw the

attention of the Section is the necessity for a full primary com-
parison between the standard magnetic instruments in use at

our different observatories.

But, if this were satisfactorily accomplished, the question

would arise as to whether it should be repeated at regular inter-

vals. We have at present only a presumption in favour of the

view that the standards which we know are discordant are

nevertheless constant. A single instance may suffice to show
how necessary it may be—at all events in the case of outlying

and isolated observatories—to put this belief to the test.

In the most recent account of the work of the observatory of

the Bombay Government at Colaha, the dips are discussed for

the period of twenty years between 1S72 ami 1892. During
this interval the adjustment of the agate plates upon which the

dip needle rolls has thrice been modified. In 1877 the plates

were renewed. In 18S1 and 18S7 the dip circle was t.aken to

pieces and rebuilt. In the intervals the dip as determined by
several needles, but always with this circle, remained approxi-

mately constant, but after each overhauling it suddenly altered,

increasing by 12' on the first occasion, by 23' on the second,

and by 20' on the third. Mr. Chambers states that he " can
give no satisbctory account of this behaviour of the instrument,"

but suggests that " the needle gradually hollows out a depression

in the agate plates on which it rolls, and that this char.acteristic

of the dip circle " has not before been discovered owing to the

relnctance of magnetic observers to interfere with the adjust-

ments of instruments which are apparently working well.

I do not think that this explanation will suffice. Dr. Thorpe
and I employed a new dip circle in the earliest part of our
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survey work, which has remained in accord with Kew for ten

years. During that time the dip has been measured some 700

times with it. This corresponds, I believe, to more than the

amount of work done with the circle at Colaha in six years,

which in turn is longer than some of the intervals in which the

Colaba instruments gave results erroneous to the extent of 20'.

I feel, therefore, quite sure that the difficulties which have been

experienced at Bombay are not due to any "characteristic

[defect] of the dip circle." But, whatever the cause may have

been, surely the lesson is that, if such things can happen in so

well-known an institution, it is desirable that we should take

the moderate pains required to assure ourselves whether smaller

—but, possibly, not unimportant—errors are gradually affecting

the results at any of our observatories.

This brings me to my next point, namely, that if we are to

draw conclusions from the minor differences between measiire-

ments of secular or diurnal change made in the observatories,

it is not only necessary that we should know whether the

instruments are strictly comparable and constant, but the

observations must be reduced by precisely the same methods.

In 1886 the late -Mr. Whipple drew the attention of the

British Association to the fact that there was a systematic dif-

ference between the diurnal ranges of declination at Greenwich

and Kew. His results were based on the three years 1870-72.

In 1890 two of my students, Messrs. Robson and S. W. J.

Smith, extended the comparison to three more recent years

(1S83-6-7), and obtained results in complete accord with those

of Mr. Whipple.

It is well known that the average daily oscillation of the

magnet is affected by the magnetic weather. Sabine showed

that magnetic storms do not merely buffet the needle now in

this direction and now in that— they affect its average be-

haviour, so that the mean swing east and west is different

according as we deduce it only from days of magnetic calm or

include ttiose of storm.

Mr. Whipple reduced the Kew observations by two methods,'

one of which depended on the calmest days only, while the

other included those which were moderately disturbed. Neither

agreed exactly with the method in u.e at Greenwich, but the

difference between the resultsdeJuced from them was so small when

compared with the difference between either and that obtained

at Greenwich, that it seemed possible that the diurnal variations,

even at these closely neighbouring places, might differ appreci-

ably. The question whether this is so has now been answered.

In 1890, at the resquest of the Kew Committee, the Astronomer

Royal undertook to select early in each year five quiet days in

each of the preceding twelve months. It was also agreed that,

whether they adopted other methods or not, the chief English

magnetic observatories should determine the diurnal variations

from these days alone. The Greenwich- and Kew observations

for 1890 have therefore been worked up in exactly the same

way, with the result that the discrepancy, which had persisted

for twenty year-, has entirely disappeared, and that the two

diurnal ranges at the two observatories are in as close accord as

could be expected.

If, therefore, we may judge from a single year, the cause of

the difference lay in the choice of days. Greenwich will in

future give us two diurnal variations, one obtained from the

most quiet days only, the other from all days except those of

violent storm, and in these we shall have most valuable data for

stud)ing the mean effect of disturbances on the diurnal varia-

tion.

To this satisfactory conclusion I have only one suggestion to

add. The Astronomer Royal and M. Mascart now publish for

the same stormy days the photographic traces by which the history

of a magnetic storm is mapped. Is it possible for Greenwich and

Paris also to agree in their choice of calm days for the calcula-

tion of the diurnal variation, so that a precise similarity of

method may obtain not only between the English observatories,

but between England and France?
The importance of co-operation between institutions engaged

on the same tasks having been illustrated, I am glad 10 be able

to announce that another step is about to be taken in the same

direction. For some years, in spite, I believe, of great finan-

cial difficulties, the Cornwall Royal Polytechnic Society has

maintained a magnetic otiservatory at Falmouth. The results

of the observations have hitherto been printed in the Journal of

1 S.ibine's and Wild's.
- The Greenwich observations for subsequent years have not yet l>een

published.
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the Society only, but the Royal Society has now consented to

publish them in the Proceedings. Before long, therefore, the

Kew and Falmouth records, which are already worked up in

the same way, will be given to the world side by side. Is it

too much to hope that thi< may be the first step towards the

production of a British Magnetic Year Book, in which obser-

vations whose chief interest lies in their comparison, may be so

published as to be easily compared ?

We owe to private enterprise another advance of the same
kind. The managers of the new journal Science Progress have
made arrangements with the Kew Committee for the yearly

publication of a table showing the mean annual values of the

magnetic elements as determined at the various magnetic obser-

vatories of the world. It will therefore in future be possible to

get a general idea of the rate of secular change in different

localities without searching through a number of reports in

different languages, which can only be consulted in the rooms
of the few societies or institutions to which they are annually i

sent. The present state of our knowledge of the secular change
in the magnetic elements affords indeed very strong support to

the arguments I have already adduced in favour of a com-
parison between the instruments of our magnetic observatories.

TTie whole question of the cause of this phenomenon has

entered on a new stage. It has long been recognised that the

earth is not a simple magnet, but that there are in e.ich hemi-
sphere one pole or point at which the dip needle is vertical,

and two foci of ma.ximum intensity. A comparison of earlier

with later magnetic observations led to the conclusion that

one or both of the foci in each hemisphere is in motion, and that

to this motion—however caused—the secular change in the

values of the magnetic element is due. Thus the late Prof.

Balfour Stewart, writing in 18S3, says, " While there is no
well-eitablished evidence to show that either the poleofverticily

or the centre of force to the North of America has perceptibly

changed its place, there is on the other hand very strong

evidence to show that we have a change of place on the part of

the Siberian focus.'' The facts in favour of this conclusion are

there discussed. The arguments are based, not on the results

of any actual observations near to the focus in question, but on
the behaviour of the magnet at points far distant from it in

Europe and Asia. The westerly march of the declination

needle, which lasted in England up to iSiS, and the easterly

movement which has since replaced it, are connected with a

supposed easterly motion of the Siberian focus, which, it is

added, " there is some reason to believe .... has recently

been reversed." In opposition, therefore, to the idea of the

rotation of a magnetic focus round the geographical poles which
the earlier magneticians adopted, Stewart seems to have regarded

the motion of the Siberian focus as oscillatory.

A very different aspect is put upon the matter by a compari-
son of the magnetic maps of the world piepared by Sabine and
Creak for the epochs 1840 and 18S0 respectively. Captain
Creak, having undertaken to report on the magnetic observations

made during the voyage of the Challenger, supplemented them
with the unrivalled wealth of recorded facts at the disposal of

the Ilydrographic Department of the Admiralty He was thus

able, by a comparison with .Sabine s map, to trace the general

course of the secular changes all over the world for forty

years. The negative results may be shortly staled.

There is no evidence of any motion either of magnetic pole

or focus. The positive conclusions are still mote curious.

There arc certain lines on the surface of the earth

toward! which in the interval under consideration the

north pole of the needle was attracted. From each side

the compass veered or backed towards them. .\l)ove them the

north pole of dip needle moved steadily down.
There are other lines from which, as tested by compass and

dip circle, a north pole was in like manner repelled. The two
principal points of increasing attraction arc in China and near
Cape Horn ; the chief points of growing repulsion are in the
North of Canada and the Gulf of Guinea.

I am sure that my friend Captain Creak would be the first

to urge that we should not generalise too hastily from this mode
of ptcscnting the facts, but there can be no doubt that ihcy
cannot be explained by any simple theory of a rotating or

oscillatiog pair of poles. Prima facte they suggest that the
•ccular change ii due not so much to changes at the principal
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magnetic points, as to the waxing and waning of the forces

apparently exerted by secondar)- lines or points of attraction or

repulsion.

All down the west coast of America, close—be it noted—to

one of the great lines of volcanic activity, north hemisphere
magnetism h.TS since 1S40 been growing in relative im-

portance. Near Cape Horn a weak embyronic pole is

developing of the same kind .is the well-known pole at

the other end of the continent near Hudson's Bay. .\long a

line which joins Newfoundland to the Cape of Good Hope,
precisely the reverse effects have been experienced ; while in the

Gulf of Guinea a south hemisphere pole is growing within the

tropics. Of couise I do not suggest that these secondary

systems can ever determine the principal phenomena of terrestrial

magnetism, or reverse the magnetic states of the hemispheres in

which they occur. These are no doubt fixed by the rotation of

the earth. I do, however, wish to emphasise the f.ict that they

show that either secular change is due to the conjoint action of

local causes, or that if some single agent such as a current

system within the earth, or a change of magnetic conditions

outside it, be the primary cause, the eflecis of this cause are

modified and complicated by local peculiarities.

Mr. Henry Wilde has succeeded in representing with .ap-

proximate accuracy the secular change at many points on the

surface of the earth by placing two systems of currents within

a globe, and imparting to the axis of one of them a motion of

rotation about the polar axis of the earth. But he has had to

supplement this compar.atively simple arrangement by loc.il

features. He has coated the seas with thin sheet iron. The
ratio between the two currents which serves to depict the

secular change near the meridian of Greenwich fails in the

West Indies. Thus this ingenious attempt to imitate the

secular change by a simph; rotation of the magnetic pole sup-

ports the \iew that local peculiarities play a powerful part in

modifying the action of a simple first cause, if such exist. I

need hardly say that I think the proper attitude of mind on

this difticult subject is that of suspended judgment, but there

is no doubt that recent investigation h.is, at all events, definitely

raised the question how far secular change is cither due to, or

modified by, special magnetic features of different parts of the

earth.

It is possible that light may be thrown upon this point by
observations on a smaller scale. .Vssuming for the moment that

the diflerence in the secular changes on opposite sides of the

Atlantic is due to a difference of local causes, it is conceivable

that similar causes, though less powetful and acting through

smaller ranges, might produce similar though less obvious

differences between places only a few miles .ipart. For testing

this Greenwich and Kew are in many respects most favourably

situated. Nowhere else ate two firsi-cl.iss observatories so near

together. Differences in ilie methods of publishing the results

have made it somewhat diilicult to compare theui, but the late

Mr. Whipple fuinished inc with figures for several years which

made comparison e.osy. Without entering into details it may
be sufficient to say that the declination needles at the two
places do not fiom year to year run parallel courses. Between

18S0-S2 Kew outstripped iis rival, between 18S5 and iSSg it

lost, so that the gain was rather more than compensated. The
difference of the declination of the two pl,icesa|ipears to increase

and diminish through a range of five minutes of arc.

This evidence can be supplemented by other ciually signifi-

cant examples. No fact connected with terrestrial magnetism

is more certain than that at present the rale of secular change

of declination in this part of Europe incic.iscs as we go north.

This is shown by a comparison of our survey with those of

our predecessors fifty and thirty years ago, by M. .Moureaux's

results in France, and by Captain Creak's collation of previous

observations. \ el, in spite of this, Stonyhurst, which is some
200 miles north of Greenwich and Kew, and should therefore

outrun them, sometimes lags behind and then makes up for lost

lime by prodigious bounds. lictween 1SS2 and 1886 the total

secular change of declination at Stonyhurst w.as about 3' 5 less

than that at Greenwich and Kew, whereas in the two years

1890-1892 it reached at Stonyhurst the enormous amount of

28', just doubling the corresponding alter.ilion registered in the

same time at Kew. If these fluctuations are caused by the

instruments or methods of reduction, my argument in favour

of frequent comparisons and uniform treatment would be much
strengthened, but, apart from the inherent improbability of

such large differences being due to the methods of observation,
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the probability of their physical reality is increased by the

work of the magnetic survey.

The large number of observations at our disposal has enabled

lis to calculate the secular change in a new way, by taking the

means of observations made about five years apart at numerous

though not identical stations scattered over districts about 150

miles square. The result thus obtained should be free from mere

local variations, but as calculated for the south-east of England

for the five years 18S6-91 it differs by nearly 5 from the change

actually observed at Kew.
We have also determined the secular change at twenty-five

stations by double sets of observations made as nearly as possible

on the same spot at intervals of several years. The results

must be interpreted with caution. In districts such as Scotland,

where strong IoctI disturbances are frequent, a change of a few

yatds in the position of the observer might introduce errors far

larger than the fluctuations of secular change. But when all

such changes are eliminated, when all allowance is made for the

possible inaccuracy of field observations, there are outstanding

variations which can hardly be due to anything but a real

difference in the rate of change of the magnetic elements.

A single example will suffice. St. Leonards and Tunbridge

Wells are about thirty miles apart. Both are situated on the

Hastings Sand formation, and on good non-magnetic observing

ground. At them, as at the stations immediately anund them
•— Lewes, Eastbourne, Appledore, Etchingham, Heathfield,

and Maidstone— the local disturbing forces are very small. All

these places lie within a district about forty miles square, at no

point of which has the magnet been found to deviate by 5'

from the true magnetic meridian. No region could be more
favourably situated for the determination of the secular change,

vet according to our observations the alteration in the de-

clination at St. Leonards in six years was practically equal to

that at Tunbridge Wells in five. It is difficult to assign so

great a variation to an accumulation of errors, and this is only

one amongst several instances of the same kind which might be

quoted.
We find, then, when we consider the earth as a whole, grave

reason to question the old idea of a secular change caused by a

magnetic pole or focus pursuing an orderly orbit around the

geographical axis of the earth, or oscillating in some regular

period in its neighbourhood. It would, of course, be absurd

to admit the possibility of change in the tropics and to deny

that possibility in the arctic circle, but the new facts lead us to

look upon the earth not as magnetically inert, but as itself—at

the equator as well as at the pole—producing or profoundly

modifying the influences which give rise to secular change.

And then, when we push our inquiry further, accumulating

experience tells the same tale. The earth seems as it were
alive with magnetic forces, be they due to electric currents or

to variations in the state of magnetised matter. We need not

now consider the sudden jerks which disturb the diurnal sweep
of the magnet, which are simultaneous at places far apart, and
probably originate in causes outside our globe. But the slower

secular change, of which the small part that has been observed

has taken centuries to accomplish, is apparently also in-

terfered with by some slower agency the action of which

is confined within narrow limits of space. Between Kew,
Greenwich, and Stonyhurst, between St. Leonards and
Tunbridge Wells, and I may add between Mablethorpe and
Lincoln, Enniskillen and Sligo, Cbarleville and Bantry, the

measured differences of secular variation are so large as to

suggest that we are dealing not with an unruflled tide of change,

which, unaltered by its passage over continent or ocean, sweeps
slowly round the earth, but with a current fed by local springs

or impeded by local obstacles, furrowed on the surface by
billows and eddies, from which the magnetician, if he will but

study them, may learn much as to the position and meaning of

the deeps and the shallows below. But if this is the view
which the facts I have quoted suggest, much remains to be done
before it can be finally accepted ; and in the first place— to

come back to the point from which I started—-we want, for

some years at all events, a systematic and repeated comparison
of the standard instruments in use at the difTerent observatories.

That they are not in accord is certain ; whether the relations

between them are constant or variable is doubtful. If constant,

the suggestions I have outlined are probably correct ; if variable,

then the whole or jiart of the apparent fluctuations of secular

change may be nothing more than the irregular shiftings of

inconstant standards.
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I cannot myself believe that this is the true explanation, but

in any case it is important that the doubt should be set at rest,

and that if the apparent fluctuations of secular change are not

merely instrumental, the inquiry as to their cause should be

undertaken in good earnest.

The question is interesting from another point of view. It is

now fully establi-hed that even where the surface soil is non-mag-

netic, and e»en where geologists have every reason to believe that

it lies upon non-magnetic strata of great thickness, there are

clearly-defined lines and centres towards which the north-seek-

ing pole of a magnet is attracted, or from which it is repelled.

To the magnetic surveyor fluctuations in secular change would

appear as variations in the positions of these lines, or as changes

in the forces in play in their neighbourhood.

Greenwich and Kew are both under the influence of a

widespread local disturbance which culminates near Reading.

At both places the needle is deviated to the west of the normal

magnetic meridian, and if the westerly declination diminishes

sometimes faster and sometimes more slowly at one observatory

than at the other, this must be, or, at all events, would in the

first instance appear to be, due to local changes in the regional

disturbing force*. The questions of the nature of the irregu-

larities of secular change and of the causes of local disturbances

are therefore intermingled ; and information gained on these

points may in turn be useful in solving the more difficult problem

of world-wide secular variations.

Two causes of regional and local disturbances have been sug-

gested, viz. earth currents, and the presence of visible or con-

cealed magnetic rocks. The two theories are not mutually

exclusive. Both causes of the observed effects may, and probably

do, coexist. I have, however, elsewhere explained my reasons

for believing that the presence of magnetic matter, magnetised

by induction in the earth's field, is the principal cause of the

existence of the magnetic ridge-lines and foci of attraction

which for so many years we have been carefully tracing. I will

only now mention what appears to me to be the final and con-

clusive argument, which, since it was first enunciated, has been

strengthened by the results of our more recent work. We find

that every great mass of basic rock, by which the needle

is affected at considerable distances, attracts the north-seeking

pole. Captain Creak some years ago showed that the same
statement is true of those islands in the northern hemisphere

which disturb the lines of equal declination, while islands in the

southern hemisphere repel the north pole and attract the south.

In other words, these disturbances are immediately explained if

we suppose that they are due to magnetic matter magnetised by

induction. The theory of earth currents would, on the other

hand, require that round the masses of visible basalt, and round

the island investigated by Captain Creak, currents, or eddies in

currents, should circulate in directions which are always the

same in the saine hemisphere, and always opposed on opposite

sides of the equator. For this supposition no satisfactory ex-

planation is forthcoming, and, therefore, with all reserve and a

full consciousness that in such matters hypothesis difl'ers but

little from speculation, it appears to me that the theory that in-

duced magnetism is the main cause of the disturbance has the

greater weight of evidence in its favour.

If this be granted, it is evident that the positions of the main
lines and centres of attraction would be approximately constant,

and, so far as it is possible to form an opinion, these conditions

seem to be satisfied. There has certainly been no noticeable

change in the chief loci of attraction in the five years which

have elapsed between the epochs of our two surveys. Mr.
Welsh's observations made in Scotland in 1S57-S fit in well

with our own. Such evidence is not, however, inconsistent

with minor changes, and it is certain that as the directions and
magnitude of the inducing forces alter, the disturbing induced

forces must alter also. But this change would be slow, and as

the horizontal force is in these latitudes comparatively weak, the

change in the disturbing forces would also be small, unless the

vertical force altered greatly. It is at all events impossible to

attribute to this cause oscillations which occupy at most eight

or ten years. It is possible to suggest other changes in the

state of the concealed m.ignetic matter— alterations of

pressure, temperature, and the like—to which the oscilla-

tions of secular change might be due, but probably

there will be a general consensus of opinion that if the

slowly changing terms in the disturbance function are due to

I
magnetic matter, the more rapid fluctuations of a few years'

I
period are more likely to be connected with earth currents. It
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becomes, therefore, a matter of interest to disentangle the two
constituents of local disturbances : and there u one question to

which I think an answer might be obtained without a greater

expenditure than the importance of the investigation warrants.

Are the local variations in secular change waves which move
from place to place, or are they stationary fluctuations, each of

which is confined to a limited area beyond which it never

travels? Thus, if the annual decrease in the declination is at

one time more rapid at Greenwich than at Ivew, and live years

afterwards more rapid at Kew ihan at Greenwich, ha-> the

maximum of rapidity passed in the interval through all interven-

ing places, or has there been a dividing line of no change which
has separated two districts which have perhaps been the scenes of

independent variations? The answer to this question is, I lake

it, outside the range of our knowledge now, bui if the declination

could bj determine! several tim;s annually at each of a limited

number of stations in the neighbourhood of London, to this

inquiry, at all events, a definite answer would soon be
furnished.

There are two other lines of investigation which I hope will

be taken up sooner or later, for one of which it is doubtful

whether the United Kingdom is the best site, while the other is

of uncertain issue.

If, however, it be granted that the principal cause of local

and regional magnetic disturbances is the magnetisation by the

earth's field of magnetic matter concealed below its surface, the

question as to the nature of this material still remains to be
solved. Is it virgin iron or pure magnetite, or is it merely a

magnetic rock of the same nature and properties as the basalts

which are found in Skye and Mull ? There is, of course, no <)

priori reason why all these different materials should not be

active, some in one place and some in another.

As regards the United Kingdom I have, both in a paper on
the Permeability of Magnetic Rocks and in the description of

the recent survey, made calculations which tend to prove that,

if we suppose that the temperature of the interior of the earth

is, at a depth of twelve miles, such as to deprive matter of its

magnetic properties, and if we further make the unfavourable

assumption that down to that limit the susceptibility is constant,

the forces which are observed on the surface are of the same
order of magnituie as those which could be produced by large

masses of oidinary basalt or gabbro. It would not, huwever,
be wise to generalise this result, and to assume that in all places

regional disturbances are due to basic rocks alone.

We know that local effecis are produced by iron ore, for the

.Swedish miners seek for iron with the aid o( the magnet, and
in some other cases magnetic disturbances of considerable r.inge

arc so intense as to suggest that material of very high magnetic
permeability must be present.

I( the concealed magnetic matter were iron, and if it were
present in large quantity, it is evident that the results of ex-

periments with the magnetometer and dip circle might
be supplemented by observations made with the plumb-line or

pendulum. In such a case the region of magnetic disturbance

would aUo be a region of abnormal gr.ivitaliunal attraction.

An account of a suggested connection between anomalies of

these two kinds occurring in the same district has lately been
published by Dr. I'ritsche.'

Observations made about thirty years ago by a former director

of the Agronomical Observatory in Moscow led to the con-

clusion that throughout two large districts to the north and
south of that city the plumb-line is deviated in opposite direc-

tions. The deflections from the vertical are very considerable,

aod indicate a relative defect in the attraction exerted by the

rocks in the neighbourhood of Moscow itself, and the sugges-
tion ha* been made that there is cither a huge cavity—a bulible

in the caithcrust—under the town, or that the matter bci>eaih

it is les* dense than that which underlies the surface strata on
eiili' r ..I.- at a distance of ten or twelve miles.

a« 1853, Captain Mcyen made magnetic observa-
ti'> >o determme whether the same district is also the
seat i.f any magnetic irregularity. ilis stations were hariily

•ufhciently numcrnus to lead to decisive results, but the magnetic
elc Illy been mcasurcil by Or Kritschc at thirty-

OT' 'y miles of Moscow The experiments were
all ' ^..jven ilayit, so that no correction for secular
change is required. Tney indicate a locui of magnetic

'
' ' ' -fi li€i Moikati uod ihrc Be/le-

dliliH dt la Sacim Imftr. dct
A'..
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attraction running through Moscow itself. South of the town
the disturbance again changes in direction so as to show either
that repulsive forces are in play, or that there is another
magnetic ridge line still further to the south. Dr. Fritsche
thinks that these observations explain the gravitational'
anomalies without recourse to the someixhat forced hypothesis
of a vast subterranean c.ive. He assumes that there is a con-
cealed mass of iron, which approaches near lo the surface at

Moscow, and al-o along two loci lo the souih and north of the
city. He attributes the magneiic irregularities lo ihc attraction
of ihe central iron hill, the defleclions of the plumh-line to the
flanking masses. It is perhaps not inconceivable that such
results might follow in a special case, but wiihout the support of
calculation it certainly appears that the mngnetic experiments
point to ihe existence of the principal attracting mass under the
town. This is in fact the arrangement shown in the figure with
which Dr. Kritsche illustrates his hypothesis. If this is so, the
theory would prima fiicie seem to require that the bob of a
plumb-line should be attracted towards and not—as is actually
Ihe case—away from the centre of the magnetic disturbance.

On the whole, then, though the coexistence of l.irge magnetic
and gravitational disturbances in the same place is suggestive, I

do not think that they have as yet been proved to be different

effects of the same hidden mass of magnetic matter.

In a few weeks an International Geodetic Conference will

meet at Innsbruck, at which the Royal Society will be repre-

sented. It is, I believe, intended to extend the detailed in-

vestigation of the relations between Ihe nature of the earth's

crust and the gravitational and magneiic forces to which it gives

rise. \Vc may therefore hope that soeci.al attention will before

long be given to localities where both may combine to give

information as to facts outside the range of the ordinary methods
of geology.

The second phenomenon on which more light is desirable, is

the permanent magnetisation of magneiic rocks. It is known
that fragments of these are strongly but irregularly m.agnetised,

but that the effect of very large masses at a distance appears to

be due lo induced rather than to permanent magnetism. There
are three questions to which I should like an answer. Are
underground masses of magnelile ever permanently magnetised ?

Are large areas of surface ma-ses, say a few hundred square

yards in extent, ever permanently and approximately uniformly
magnetised in the same sense ? Is there any relation between
the geological age and the direction of the permanent magnetism
ol magnetic rocks?

Inquiries such as these can only be taken up by individual

workers, but I venture to think that the comparison of the

observatory instruments and the fluciuatlons of secular ch.inge

outside the observatories could best be investigated under the

auspices of a great scientific society. The co-operation of the

authorities of the observatories will no doubt be secured, but

it is most important that the comparison should in all cases be
made with one set of instruments, and by the same methods.

Whether the British Association, which for so long inana;^ed a

magneiic observatory, may think that it could usefully inaugu-

rate the work, it wouM be improper for me in a presidential

address to forecast. Who does it is of less importance than

that it should be done, and I cannot but hope that the argu-

ments and instances which I have to-d.iy adduced may help to

bring about not only the doing of the work, but the doing of

it quickly.

SECTIO.V B.

CHEMISTRY.

Opesi.ng .Vddkiss 1)y Prof. H. B. Dixon, M..\., !•'. R.S.,

Preside.nt of the Sectio.v.

"An Oxjoni 'ichool of Chemists."

It has been said, and no doubt with truth, thai few Presidents

of Sections start writing an address without referring to that of

their predecessor who held office on the last occasion when the

Association met in the same cily. By such reference each new
President gains the advantage of many points of perspective

and contrast ; for in the interval a generation of workers has

passed away, and the Kasl new thing of the old meeting is the

ancient instance of to-day. In ihe present case I turned to

the Report of i860 with a lively hope of drawing inspiration

from it i
for my predecessor at the last Oxford meeting was no
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less a master of experiment and expression than the late Prof.

Brodie. Judge of my di:appointment when I found that Brodie

had written no address at all. Whether that great man, knowing
there were belter things to do here than listen to addresses, had

the courage to make an innovation he thought desirable in

itself, or whether, as others say, he was but obeying the etiquette

of the Oxford professoriate—the fact remains the assembled

chemists went away unaddressed, and the natural spring of in-

spiration for the address of 1S94 is found dry at its source. Of
course you will say, "Why do you not follow such a good
example ? " I wish I had the courage. As it is, I can but

urge the vacuum of i860 as some excuse for the emptiness of

the address I now present—compelled to do so partly by the

force of fashion and the demands of the assistant general

secretary, and (shall I add?) partly by the gratihcation of hold-

ing forth, with a little brief authority, in my old academic home,
endeared to me personally by so many happy memories, and
hallowed in the minds of chemists by the traditionsof such great

achievements in the science we pursue.

I say traditions advisedly, for the chemical achievements
spoken of were largely forgotten, or put on one side as guesses

and half-truths. No chemist here will need reminding that I

refer to the first school oj SiUiitifu chemistry^ the school founded
two centuries and a half ago by Robert Boyle with his disciples

Hooke and Mayow—a group whom I will venture to i.x\\ " the

Oxfoid school of chemisis." And now that chemists are met
together once more in Oxford it seemed to me not inappropriate

for us to consider what this school of chemists accomplished, and
wherein it failed, what led to the sudden growth and what to

the decline of chemical investigation here, and what lessons for

modern Oxford may be read in the history of that rise and fall.

The intellectual awakening which followed the rediscovery
of the ancient world of literature gave rise to the scientific in-

teiri>.;alion of nature. In Italy first, and then in France,

England, and in Germany, the diffusion of classical learning

broke down the ancient barriers of restraint, and developed a
sjiirit of free inquiry. It was not so much tnat ignorance had
I'l tie dispelled, but that the righ: of search had to be established.

Here and there during the middle ages some man of genius
liad arisen—learned beyond all his contemporaries, intrepid in

the pursuit of truth—only to be crushed by a political and
mental despotism. The name of Roger Bacon arises at once
in our thoughts, who from his Oxford cell sent forth that great

appeal for experimental science that nearly converted a Pope
iif Rome and won three centuries for intellectual freedom.
IJut his labour bore no fruit. I know no better index to the

dominant sentiment of the time than the following words from
a papal rescript reproving the members of an Italian university

for scientific presumption :
" They must be content with the

landmarks of science already fixed by their fathers, and have
due fear of the curse pronounced against him who removelh his

neighbour's landmark." Under such conditions no wonder
philosophy was at a standstill. "The same knots were tied

and untied; the same clouds were formed and dissipated."'

The cramped philosophy of the middle ages had in alchemy a

fitting colleague—with its mysticism, its sordid ideals, its

trickery, and its arrogance. The revival of learning was thus
an emancipation of the mind, and in the nevv freedom the
sciences of mechanics, physics, and phemistry arose. The first

necessity for progress was enlightenment, the second was ex-
periment ; in the year that Francis Bacon died Robert Boyle
was born.

The common pursuit of experimental inquiry and the need
for constant criticism and discussion among its followers led to

the foundation of scientific societies. Such societies, which
have greatly influenced the progress of knowledge, sprang up
in Florence and Padua, in Paris and Oxford—wherever, among
bodies of learned men, some were found in sympathy with
natural philosophy. Among these associations the Philosophical
Society of Oxford has played no unimportant part, and, how-
ever much Oxford may have undervalued its work, for on: thing
all chemists are grateful, and Oxford herself may feel proud

—

that here, under her influence, first grew up the idea that
chemistry was no mere drudge of medicine, or genii of the
alchemist, but a science to be studied purely for itself.

The origin of this Oxford Society has been well told by Dr.
Wallis, one of its founders :

—

"About the year 1645, while I lived in London (at a time
when, by our civil wars, academic studies were much interrupted

1 Whewcll, " Hist, of Ind. Sci."
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at both Universities), besides the conversation of eminent

divines, I had the opportunity of being acijuainted with divers

worthy persons in(|uisilive into natural philosophy, and par-

ticularly of what hath been called experimental philosophy. We
did by agreements meet weekly in London to treat and dis-

course of such affairs ; of which number were Dr. John Wilkins,

Dr. Jonathan Goddard, Dr. Ent, Dr. Merret, Mr. Samuel
Foster, then Professor of Astronomy in Gresham College, and.

Mr. Theodore Haak, and many others.

"These meetings we held sometimes at Dr. Goddard's

lodgings, on occasion of his keeping an operator at his house for

grinding glasses for telescopes and microscopss ; sometimes at

a convenient place in Cheapside, and sometimes at Gresham
College. Oar business was (precluding mitters of theology snd
State affairs) 10 discourse and consider of philosophical inquiiies.

. . . . About the year 1648, some of our company being le-

moved to Oxford (first Dr. Wilkins, then I, and soon after Dr
Goddard), our company divided. Those in London continued

to meet there as before, and those of us at Oxford, with Dr. Seth

Ward (since Bishop of Salisbury), Dr. Ralph Bathurst, President

of Trinity College, Dr. Petty, Dr. Willis (an eminent physician

in Oxford), and divers others, continued such meetings in

Oxford, and brought those studies into fashion there, meeting

first at Dr. Petty's lodgings (in anapothecarie's house), because

of the convenience of inspecting drugs, and. after his removal,

at the lodgings of Dr. Wilkins, then Warden of Wadham
College, and,afterhisremovaI, at the lodgings of the Honourable

Mr. Robert IJoyle, then resident for divers years in Oxford."

Robert Boyle, the youngest child of the great Earl of Cork,

was born at Lismore in 1626. His mother died when he was a

child. Always delicate, he was sent at twelve years of age with

a tutor to the Continent ; he remained abroad for six years.

He studied chiefly at Geneva and at Florence, where he read

the works of Galileo. Returning to England, in 1644, he busied

himself with chemistry at Stalbridge, a manor in Dorsetshire

left him by his father. On his visits to London he became one

of the members of the " Invisible College, ' the germ of the

Royal Society. " Vulcan has so bewitched me," he writes at

the age of twenty-three, " as to make me fancy my laboratory

a kind of elysium."

Drawn to Oxford in 1654, Boyle spent here the most active

years of his life in experimental research. Of Boyle's scientific

writings much has been said in extravagant praise and

much in ridicule. Boerhaave wrote: "To him we owe the

secrets of fire, air, water, animals, vegetables, and fossils."

This phrase is not more grotesque than that of a recent writer,

who savs, "Boyle's name is identified with no great dis-

covery. ' Dr. Johnson has very justly remarked, in a number

of the Rambler : "It is well known how much of our philosophy

is derived from Boyle's discoveries, yet very few have read

the details of his experiments. His name is indeed reverenced,

but his works are neglected." It is, indeed, rather hard

to read through one of Boyle's papers, even in the abridged

form. Though clear, they are discursive. The writer cannot

rid himself entirely of the essences and qualities of the alche-

mists ; and it is only when we compare these records with

the works of Van Helmont, his immediate predecessor, that we
recognise the enormous advance that has been made by Boyle.

I must pass over his physical work on the elasticity of the air.

It must suffice to say that he established by most careful ex-

periment the law which is known by his name—that the volume

of a given mass of air varies inversely as the pressure upon it.

He determined the density of the air, and pointed out that

bodies altered in weight according to the varying buoyancy of

the atmosphere. One of his most important chemical papers

—

certainly the one most frequently cited— is "The Sceptical

Chemist," published anonymously in 1661. I will attempt the

briefest account of it. The opening wards of the dialogue strike

the keynote of the whole :

—

" Notwithstanding the subtle reasoning; of the Peripatetics

and the pretty experiments of the Chymists, I am so diffident as

to think that, if neither can produce more cogent arguments

than are usually given, a man may reasonably doubt as to the

number of those material ingredients of mixed bodies which

some call elements and others principles." He proceeds,

through the mouth of one of the supposed disputants, to

attack the doctrine of the three elements, the tria friina oi

the alchemists—^sulphur, mercury, and salt. "There are

some bodies," he says, " from which it lias not yet been made
to appear that any degree of fire can separate either salt, or
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sulphur, or mercury, much less all the three. Gold is the

most obvious instance. It may be heated for months in a fur-

nace without losing weight or altering in character, and yet one
of its supposed constituents is volatile and another combustible.

Neither can water or solvents separate any of the three princi-

ples from gold ; the metal may be adje,i to, and so brought

into solution and into crystalline compounds, but the gold

particles are present all the time ; and the metal may be reduced

to the same weight of yellow, ponderous, malleable substance

it was before its mixture." He points out the confusion which
earlier chemists had made between calcination in the open air

and distillation in retorts ; he shows that in compounds, e.f;.

copper nitrate, the particles retain their nature, although dis-

gui'ied, in the combination, for the nitric acid may be separated

by heat, the copper by precipitation. Bat the sceptical chemist,

though pouring ridicule on the Iria prima, could not but admit
the power of water to produce organic substances. He quotes

Van Helraont's famous experiment of growing ashoot of willow

in baked earth moistened with distilled water, and he repeats

the experiment in various forms. Ignorant of the existence of

carbonic acid in the air (discovered a century later by Black),

he is driven to conclude that the plant is fashioned out of the

pure water. But he rejects the doctrine— .is old as Thales and
as modern as Van Helmont—that water is the foundation of all

things. M. de Kochas had publi-hed a remarkable experiment on
water. By artificial heat, by graduations ofcoagulations and con-

gelations, he had turned it into earth which produced animals,

vegetables, and minerals. The minerals began to grow
and increase, and were composed of much salt, little sulphur,

and less mercury ; the animals moved and ate, and were com-
posed of much sulphur, little mercury, and less salt. " I have
some suspicions," says Boyle, "concerning this strange rela-

tion ; though as for the generation of living creatures, both
vegetable and sensitive, it need not seem incredible, since we
find that our common water, which is often impregnated with a

variety of seeds, long kept in a quiet place, will putrefy, and
then, too, produce moss and little worms according to the

nature of the seeds that were lurking in it."

I will give two short quotations from the " Sceptical

Chemiii," which show the author at his best and his worst.

In the first he is discussing the nature of chemical combination
between elementary particles: "There are clusters wherein
the particles stick not so close together, but they may meet with

corpuscles of another denomination, disposed to be more
closely united with some of them than they were among
themselves ; and in .such case two corpuscles thus combining,

losing that shape, size, or motion upon whose account they

exhibited such a determinate quality, each of them really

ceases to be a corpuscle of the same denomination as

it was before ; and from the coalition of these there may
result a new body, as really one as either of the corpuscles

before they were confounded. ... If you dissolve minium
in good spirit of vinegar and crystallise the solution, you
shall not only have a saccharine salt exceedingly dilTcrent from
both its ingredients, but the union is so strict that the spirit of

vinegar seems to be destroyed . . . for there is no sourness at

all, l)ut an admirable sweetness to be tasted in the concretion."

Id this passage we can distinctly see the germ of the modern
theory of chemical affinity unitmg atoms into chemical com-
1«uikIs. In the second quotation Boyle is arguing that fire is

nit 'nly .in analyser of mixtures, but compounds the ingredients

of Lilies after a new manner ; mercury, for instance, may be
lurnc'l into a liquid, from which the mercury cannot he re-

iluccd again, and consequently is more than a "disguise" of

it. "Two friends of mine," he says, "both of them persons of

aniuspected credit, have solemnly assured me that after many
trials they m.ide to reduce mercury into water, they once, by
several cohob.itions, reduced a pound of quicksilver into almost
a pound of water, and this without the addition of any sub-

stance, but only by urging the mercury with a fire skilfully

maoaged. Hence it appcirs that by means of fire we may obtain

from a mixed body what did not preexist therein." Boyle has

•ometimes been charged with credulity, and chemists who know
how mercury has a way of disappearing without leaving even its

weight of water lichiml will smile to hear that the persons of

unsuspected credit res|x)nsible for this experiment were " the

one a phy.ician, the other a dislinguishcil mathematician."
Boyle's writings contain the record of numerous important

chemical otiservations, e.g. the synthesis of nitre, and the pre-

{wration of nitric acid by the distillation of nitre with oil of
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vitriol. He discovered several of the delicate tests we still use,

c.;;. solution of ammonia as a test for copper, silver nitrate as

a test for chlorides, gallic acid .is a test for iron. But I wish

especially to refer to the work done by Boyle on the air and its

relation to combustion. The air, according to him, was com-
posed of three dilTerent kinds of particles : (I) exhalations from

water and animals
; (2) a very subtle emanation from the earth's

magnetism, which produces the sensation of light ; and (3) a

lluid compressible and dilat.ible, having weight, and able to

refract light. It is this third portion of air which plays an

active part in many chemical operations. Like Van Helmont,

Boyle recognised differences in gases, but did not distinguish

them as being something different in kind from air. He pre-

pared hydrogen by the action of hydrochloric and sulphuric

acids on iron, but his chief concern w.is to show th.it the new
gas was compressible and w.is dilatable by heat ; in other words,

that it was really air. His observations are worth quoting ;

they contain, I believe, the first undoubted description of

hydrogen, and the first method devised for collecting and

examining freshly prepared gases.
" Having provided a saline spirit . . . exceedingly sharp and

piercing, we put into a vial a convenient quantity of tilings of

steel, purposely filed from a piece of good steel. This metal-

line powder being moistened with the menstruum was after-

wards drenched with more, whereupon the mixture grew very

hot, and belched up copious and stinking fumes. . . . Whence-
soever this stinking smoak proceeded, so inflammable was it,

that upon the approach of a lighted candle it would readily

enough take fire, and burn with a blewish and somewhat
greenish flame at the mouth of the viol ; and that, though with

little light, yet with more strength than one would' easily

suspect."'

.Vnd again :
" We took a clear glass vial, cap.ible of contain-

ing three ounces of water, with a lon'^ cylindrical neck ;
this wc

filled with oil of vitriol, and fair water, of each a like quantity,

and casting in six suiall iron nails we stopped the mouth of the

glass, and speedily inverting it, we put the neck of it into a

wide-mouthed glass with more of the same liquor in it. . . .

.\nd soon after we perceived the bubbles, produced by the

action of the menstruum upon the metal, ascending in swarms ;

by degrees they depressed the liquor till, at length, the substance

contained in these bubbles possessed the whole cavity of the

vial. And for three or four days and nights together the cavity

of the glass was possessed by the air, since by its spring it was

able for so long a time to hinder the liquor from regaining its

former place. Just before we took the vial out of the other

glass, upon the application of the warm hand to the convex part

of the glass, the imprisoned substance re.idily dilated itself like

air, and broke through the liquor in several succeeding

bubbles."

The importance of this experiment will be evident when we

consider that Van Helmont had declared that gases coulil be

made artificially in many ways, but could not be caught .in.l

held in vessels.-

Armed with the air-pump which he had so greatly improved,

Boyle in 1660 began many experiments on combustion, which he

afterwards published under the title " New Experiments touch,

ing the Kelation betwixt 1-lame and Air." In these researches

he shows that sulphur will not burn when the air is removed.

The sulphur was lowered on to a hot iron plate in a receiver

made vacuous by the pump ; it smoked, but did not ignite. On
allowing a little air to enter "divers little ll.ishcs could he

seen "
: these were extinguished on sucking out the air again.

A candle flame and a hydrogen flame under a receiver were

gradually extinguished when the air was pumped away. On

the other hand, on dropping gunpowder on to a hot iron plate

in vacuo there appeared " a broad blue flame like that of

brimstone, which lasted so very long wc could not but wonder

at it
"

; and fulminating gold detonated i'« -aiiio when heated

by a burning glass, or when dropped on heated iron. Gun-

powder also he found to burn under water. He is driven to the

conclusion " that flame may exist without air." But it may be

supposed that air is mechanically enclosed in the crystals of

nitre—" in its very formation the corpuscles may intercept store

of little aereal particles. . . . According to this surmise,

' On the DilTiculty ofprcjcrving Flame witliout Air,'

'Gas, vasis incoercible, loras in acrem proriuniut."

167a.

-Ortiis MidictHa.

The epithet • sylveslrc " wai applied by Van Helmont 10 all artificially pre.

pared gasc lie mc-int by il
" unl.imeable " and " non-condemiblc —

'* ((uod in corpus cojri non potc»t visibiie."
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though our mixture burns under water, yet it does not burn
without air, being supplied with enough to serve the turn

by the numerous eruptions of the aereal particles of

the dissipated nitre." However, he "removes this suspicion " by
obtaining nitre crystallised in vacuo. He then suggests the

possibility of the nitre supplying "vehemently agitated vapours
"

which are no true air, but being exceedingly rarefied by the

fire " emulate air." Boyle never grasped the true function of

air in combustion. P'rom his later experiments on the calcina-

tion of metais he drew the same conclusion that we find in the

"Sceptical Chemist," namely, that igneous particles combine
with other corpuscles to form new bodies. And yet he saw
there was a real connection between air and fire. In his tract

on Artificial Phosphori, Boyle showed that a piece of phos-

phorus sealed up in a glass vessel gradually lost its light. " It

seems," he wrote, "that the air included with the phosphorus
either had some vital substance preyed upon thereby, or else

was tamed by the fumes of the phosphorus and rendered at

length unfit to continue the particular flame of our noctiluca.

"

The genius of Robert Hooke was in sharp contrast with that

of Boyle. Quick, restless, imaginative, he sprang from dis-

covery to discovery. With extraordinary acuteness and powers
of invention, he lacked the steady purpose of Boyle, the calm
judgment and completeness of Newton—-his two great scientific

contemporaries. It might be said of Hooke, as was said of a

great poet, he touched nothing he did not strike fire from ; and
some would add that his touch had the same effect on persons

as on things. We can hardly name a discovery of this age
which Hooke had not in part anticipated and claimed as his

own. Like a prospector in a newly discovered mining district, he
hurried from spot to spot, pegging in his claims and promising
to return to work out the ore. And what rich lodes he struck !

The particular claim we are concerned with here is the discovery
of the relation between air and flame. In 1665 Hooke pub-
lished in the " Micrographia " a description of flame and the

phenomena of combution which in my judgment has never been
surpassed. How far he was indebted to Boyle will appear
directly.

Born in 1635, Hooke spent five years at Westminster School,
then under Ur. Busby, and proceeded to Christ Church in

1653. At school and college it.is related of him that he devoted
his time to designing flying machines. These mechanical in-

ventions attracted the notice of Dr. Wilkins, Warden of Wad-
ham, and a leading member of the Philosophical Society. This
led to his introduction to Dr. Willis, to whom he became as-

sistant in chemistry and natural philosophy. Willis recommended
him to Boyle, whose assistant he became. His first work in

Boyle's laboratory was the construction of the improved air-

pump. In 1662 Eoyle obtained for him the position of curator
of experiments in the London Society, soon to be knowc as the
Royal Society. Hooke was thus Boyle's assistant when those
experiments on combustion I have described were being carried
on. Among other experiments made by Boyle were some on
the distillation of wood in retorts.

"Having sometimes distilled such woods as box, whilst our
caput mortiium [i.e. the residue] remained in the retort it con-
tinued black like charcoal, though the retort were kept red hot
in a vehement fire ; but as soon as ever it was brought out of

that vessel into the open air the burning coals would degenerate
or fall asunder into pure white ashes." ' Hooke saw the experi-

ment and a new light flashed on him. " From the experiment
of charring coals, " he writes ** (whereby we see that, notwith-
standing the great heat, the solid parts of the wood remain,
whilst they are preserved from the free access of the air, undissi-

pated) we may learn that which has not been published or
hinted, nay, not such much as thought of by any ; and that in

short is this :

—

" That the air is the universal dissolvent of all sulphurous
\i,e. combustible] bodies. . . .

" That this action of dissolution produces a very great heat,
and that which we call fire.

" That this action is performed with so great a violence, and
does so rapidly agitate the smallest parts of the combustible
matter, that it produces in the diaphanous medium of the air

the action, or pulse of Light.
" That this dissolution is made by a substance inherent and

mixed with the air, that is like, if not the very same with, that
which is mixed in saltpetre.
" That the dissolving parts of the air are but few . . .whereas

' " The Sceptical Cfiemist."
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saltpetre is a menstruum . . . that abounds more with these
dissolvent particles.

'

' It seems reasonable to think that there is no such thing as an
element of fire, . . . but that that shining transient body which
we call flame is nothing else but a mixture of air and volatile

parts of combustible bodies, which are acting upon one another
whilst they ascend ; which action . . . does further rarifie those
parts that are acting or are very near them, whereby they,

growing very much lighter than the heavy parts of that men-
struum they are more remote, are thereby protruded and driven
upwards."
Hooke quotes no other experiments in support of his theory

of flame. He states that he has made many; he has, however,
only time "to hint an hypothesis," which, if he is permitted
opportunity, he will "prosecute, improve, and publish." Some
years later he returned to his subject of flame in his tract called
" Lampas," published in 1677. "The flame, as I formerly

proved, being nothing but the parts of the oyl rarified and
raised by heat into the form of a vapour or smoak, the free air

that encompasseth this vapour keepeth it into a cylindrical

form, and by its dissolving property preyeth upon those parts

of it that are outwards, . . . producing the light which we
observe ; but those parts which rise from the wick which are

in the middle are not turned to shining flame till they rise

towards the top of the cone, where the free air can reach and
so dissolve them. With the help of a piece of glass anyone
will plainly perceive that all the middle of the cone of flame

neither shines nor burns, but only the outward superficies

thereof that is contiguous to the free and unsatiated air."

What is practically the same theory of flame was worked out

experimentally by John Mayow, Fellow of All Souls : this was
published a few years after the " Micrographia."

But Mayow went -further, and distinctly showed the dual

nature of the air. One constituent of air, the nitre air, is con-

cerned in respiration and combustion ; the other will neither

support flame nor animal life. The ideas, the names, proposed
by Hooke and Mayow are so exactly similar that it is impos-
sible to imagine that the work was done independently. The
two were working at the same time at Oxford, and Mayow,
having been an undergraduate at Wadham under Dr. Wilkins,

became the pupil of Willis. Yet Mayow nowhere mentions
Hooke's name. A writer in the "Dictionary of National

Biography"^ tias shrewdly observed that Hooke has brought

no charge of plagiarism against Mayow, and even proposed

him for the Royal Society four years after the publication of the
" Five Tracts." Knowing what we do of Hooke's jealousy, it

seems exceedingly unlikely that Mayow was merely working
out Hooke's ideas. It seems to me probable that Hooke and
Mayow worked together under Boyle between 1660 and 1662 j

that in Boyle's laboratory they saw and assisted in the experi-

ments which led them jointly to their theory ; that Hooke, busy

with other work in London, published the hypothesis in 1665-

without further verification : and that Mayow in Oxford sys-

tematically worked through the experiments on which he based

his conclusions.

Let me briefly show what the experiments were on which
Mayow relied. Combustible bodies will not burn in the

vacuous receiver of Boyle's air-pump ; they will burn in vacua

or under water when mixed with nitre. There is, therefore,

something common to air and to nitre which causes combustion.

The fiery particles in air and in nitre both form oil of vitriol by

their union with sulphur ; they both form iron vitriol by their

union with pyrites. Rust of iron is produced both by the air

and by acid of nitre ; the acids of sugar and honey are formed,

and wine is soured in the same way. The nitreair (spiritus

nitro-aereus), the supporter of combustion and the acid pro-

ducer, is therefore the same chemical substance whether it exist

in the gaseous form in air or is condensed in saltpetre.

Mayow heated a weighed quantity of antimony by means of a

burning glass, and found it increased in weight during the cal-

cination;- the calcined antimony, he adds, has the same pro-

perties as the body prepared by heating antimony with nitric

acid ; it is impossible to conceive, he says, whence the increase

in weight arises except by the fixation of the particles of nitre-

air during the heating.

The nitreair does not make up the whole of the air, but only

its more active and subtle part, for a candle under a glass will

1 Mr. P. J. Hartog.
- This experiment seems to have been first described by Poppius, Bctsilica

.Intit'cQnii. 1625.
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cease to bam while there is still plenty of air left. The experi-

ment by which Mayow shows this is so important that I will I

quote his words :

—

" Let a lighted candle be so placed in water that the burning
|

wick shall rise about six fingers' breadth above the water ; then

let a glass vessel of sufticienl height be inverted over the candle.

Care must be taken that the surface of the water within the
|

glass shall l>c equal in height to that without, which may be
|

done by including one leg of a bent syphon within the vessel

while the other opens outside. The object of the syphon is
|

that the air, enclosed by the vessel and compressed by its i

immersion into the water, may escape through the hollow

syphon. When the air ceases to issue, the syphon is imme-
diately withdrawn, so that no air can afterwards get into the

glass. In a short time you will see the water gradually rising

into the vessel while the candle still burns."

In other experiments he burnt camphor and sulphur sup-

ported on a shelf in the inverted vessel. The water rose, he

says, because, owing to the disappearance of the fire-air, the

air left could not resist the pressure of the atmosphere outside.

When the combustibles were extinguished it was impossible to

kindle them again by means of the sun's rays concentrated on

them by a burning glass. The residual air was no more able

to support combustion than the vacuum of Boyle's engine.

Again, the respiration of animals in the closed space was

shown to diminish the air, and to render it incapable of sup-

porting combustion ; the fire-air was as necessary for life as for

flame. The larger portion of the air was something entirely

different from fire-air, and incapable of supporting lile or com-

bustion. I believe this to be the first definite statement founded

on enperiment that the air is cumposed of two distinct gases.

I have ijiven the fundamental facts in chemistry we owe to

Mayow ; tne limits of his work are sufficiently obvious. He
detected the existence of what we call oxygen gas in the air,

and demonstrated some of its most remarkable properties. He
did not isolate the gas, or show what became of it in combus-

tion ; he did not always distinguish between the gas itself and

the heat produced by its action. Hut the advance he made was

extraordinary—not so much in the conclusions he drew as in

the experiments and arguments he founded them on. Com-
pare him for a moment with another writer who had previously

expressed similar views concerning the calcination of metals.

Jean Rey, of I'erigourd, a witty and shrewd physician, pub-

lished in 1630 a series of essays attributing the increase in

weight of metals on calcination to the fixation of the air.

' When asked," he writes, " why tin and lead increase in

weight on calcination, I reply and gloriously maintain that this

increase comes from the air, which is thickened and made
heavy and adhesive by the long and continued heat of the

futnace. This air mingles with the calx and at-

taches itself to the smallest particles." The reply is

good, but the reasons that gloriously maintain it are

not altogether conclusive. I can only give two of them :

(I) The air has vjeishl.—This is shown by the increase in

velocity of heavy bodies falling to the earth, because as the body

approaches the earth it subtends a wider angle from the centre

of ihe c.irth, and receives more shocks from the panicles of air.

Again, although the air appears to weigh nothing on the balance,

this is because we weigh it in the air ; it loses its weight, just as

water weighs nothing in water, fire has weight too, and should

we ever find ourselves in a region where fire is the predominant

element, we shall be able to prove the statement in the same
way. (2) I'lrt can thickm and iiitikt air hea;v.— Stanil a cannon

uptight and put a red-hot ball into it. You must admit that the

air in •>. '" - -.. =mall in quantity that it will be healed

to til' • as the ball. Nevertheless you can hold

your I, I ri ofihegunat first, but in a short time you

cannot do -o. Not that the air has got hotter, it is cooling all

the lime ; it is because the air is thickened. Now if you drop a

fleece of wool into the mouth, it will not descend, and if ynu

push it in, it will come up again, proving the air is heavier.

\ - .1.. .1.. 5,jf i, icen to tremble over the mouth of the gun,

teen through it arc blurred. This is due to the

^, it cannot be due to a motion of the air ;
" for I see,"

he says, "a lady's beauty quite diilinctly through Ihe air ahe

flatten with her fan."

From what has been slated it will be clear that the Oxford

School of Chemistry was a school oj research, lioyle gave no

instruction in the ordinary sense ; and, indeed, had no official
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connection with the University. But that he thought instruction

in chemistry should be given in the University is obvious from
the fact that he brought over a chemist from Strasburg, and set

him up as a lecturer with rooms next his own and the use of his

laboratory. Of these lectures we find a quaint account in

.Anthony Wood's diary :
—

" An. Dom. 1663.
" Began a course of chemistry under the noted chemist and

rosicrucian. Peter Slhael, of Str.asburg, brought to Oxon. by the
hon. Mr. Rob. Boyle, an. 1659. He took to him scholars in the

house of John Cross next on the w. side to University Colic

The club consisted of 10 at least, whereof Fr.ancis Turner of
New Coll. was one, Ben WoodrodT of Ch. Ch. another, and
John Lock of the same house, afterwards a noted writer. This

John Lock was a man of turbulent spirit, clamorous and never

contented. The club write and took notes from the mouth of

their master, who sat at the upper end of the table, but the said

J. Lock scorned to do it ; so that while every man besides were
writing, he would be prating and troublesome. After the

beginning of the year 1663 Mr. Sthael removed his elaboratory

to a draper's house, called John Bowell, afterwards mayor of

the city, situate in the parish of All Saints. He built his

elaboratory in an old hall in the back, for the house itself had

been an ancient hoslle ; therein A. W. and his fellows were in-

structed. The chemical club concluded, A. W. paid Mr.

Sthael 30 shill : having paid 30 shill : beforehand. .\. W. got

some knowledge and experience, but his mind still hung after

antiquities and musick."

In spite of Boyle's private position, his blameless life, his de-

voutness, and his charity, his work aroused bitter animosity in

Oxford. He was attacked in the University pulpit, in public

orations, in private squibs ; his theories were described as

destructive of religion, his experiments as undermining the

University. But what chiefly drew the indignation of his

opponents was that he, a gentleman by birth and fortune,

should concern himself with low mechanical arts. Against

these attacks Boyle replied with irresistible logic. His vindi-

cation of the nobility of scientific work constitutes one of his

greatest claims on our gratitude.

Boyle left Oxford in 166S. Mayow died in 1679. In 16S3

Anthony Wood informs us tha". " the Oxford elaboratory w.is

quite finished "
; but the impulse given to the study of

Chemistry in Oxford gradually died out. I do not know
the history of the Chair of Chemistry in Oxford (if there

w.as one) in the eighteenth century. Richard Krewin, of

Christ Church, is described as Professor of Chemistry in

170S. He does not seem to have taken himself too seriously

in this capacity. Ufl'enbach, who visited Oxford in 1710,

says he found the stoves in fair condition, but everything

else in the laboratory in dirt and disorder. Krewin himself was

elected Camden Professor of Ancient History in 1727. He

seems to have thrown himself into his new work with greater

ardour ; for Hearne relates that, on his election, he at once

bought one hundred pounds' worth of books in chronology and

history to fit himself for his duties. For a companion picture

to this we may glance at the appointment in 1764 of Richard

W.atson (afterwards Bishop of I.landafT) to the Chair of

Chemistry at Cambridge, which had been founded in 1702.

Or. Wat-on, we are told, knew nothing at all of chemistry ;

had never read a syllable nor seen a single experiment on the

subject. On his election he sent to Paris for an "operator,'

and set to work in his laboratory. In fourteen months he

began to lecture to a large audience.

But Watson at Cambridge was succeeded by Wollaston.

We had to wail till Brodic for a successor to Boyle.

II.

We have seen what a vigorous effort Chemistry made to plant

itself in (Jxford in the seventeenth century. If the snil had

been prepared the roots must have struck deep. But the

University paid little heed, and after a few years of prodigal

growth the plant withered and died out. It would seem

that the positions are reversed at the present day. The

University spends large sums for supervision and appliances ;

the young plants are brought here and nurtured at great

expense, but the fair blossoms produce little fruit.

iCven our best friends admit that the results are some-

what disappointing. If these are the facts—and I speak

as one wlro shares the responsibility for the present con-

dition of chemistry here— it is the duty of those concerned
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<o speak out ; and I can conceive no more fitting oppor-

tunity than the present for pointing out some of the causes that

appear to hinder our growth. Let no one think I wish to dis-

parage the University. I should be the last person to do so. I

•owe to my old college the opportunity, the help, and the

example which made me a chemist, and gave me an interest in

Jife. I only wish to see more general the advantages it was my
luck to meet with in Christ Church.

Chemistry in modern Oxford is accorded a place side by side

with older studies. Xo one can complain that scholarships are

not ofTered broadcast, that money has not been freely given for

laboratories ; and yet I think the student does not feel around

him the atmosphere in which an experimental science should be

cultivated. We see Chemistry endowed and extended, we do

not see it respected by the bulk of students and of learned men.

In my undergraduate days a rhyme was current here (I think it

was coined in Cambridge—the Parnassus of parodies) expressing

views which were undoubtedly held concerning the claims of

-chemistry .as a subject for a degree. One verse ran— it was
from the Lamentation of a would-be Bachelor

—

" I thought to pass some time before, bat here, alas, I am.
Having managed to be plucked in every classical exam.
I cannot get up Plato, so my reverend tutor thinks

I had better take up Chemistry, which is commonly called ' Stinks.'
"

I do not quarrel with the versifier (except as a poet), I do not

even quarrel with the reverend tutor, whose opinion of us is

•obviously small, because I do not think myself that Chemistry
as it is taught is a very good subject for a degree. Still less is

it a subject which we should allow to monopolise the schoolboys'

time. While holding strongly that the elements of Physics and
Chemistry form a necessary part of a liberal education, I believe

we have made two mistakes with regard to the teaching of

science. We have by our science scholarships encouraged too

early specialisation at school ; we have overburdened our
undergraduates here with a multitude of facts they cannot

retain. A boy specialises for two years at school ; he learns
\ prodigious array of facts from the latest text-book, and
il^o acquires some skill in the art of quickly reproducing
.\ liat he has learnt. He wins a science scholarship. We then
III! him he must go back to, or begin, the study of the

classical languages we look on as essential for our degrees. By
.^ certain time he must reach a certain (rather low) standard, or

his scholarship lapses. He learns that it is advisable to get

assistance from those who have made a special study of prepar-

ing candidates for pass examinations. He crams ; or he goes
to a crammer and is crammed. Let us suppose, as is usually

I
the case, that the obstacle is Greek. I will not deny that the
standard of Greek demanded may imply some important dis-

cipline at school, and some real culture of the mind, provided
the instruction given is on wholesome lines and forms part of a
liberal course. Got up in a hurry as it too often is, solely with
the object of passing, it means time and effort wasted and worse
than wasted. It is of no value in itself, for it is forgotten in less

:tne than it took to acquire ; and it gives the student the first

inicious taste of that superficiality and false knowledge it

.ln;uld be our special aim to remove. Is it not desirable that

scholarships should be the reward of progress and ability in

•Che general subjects of school education among which the

elements of science should have a place ? The Orightest and
most persevering boys would come to the University, and there
make choice of the special course they wished to pursue.

My second complamt is that we teach too many facts. They
are not all iniporlanf. After three or four years' steady accu-
mulation our men go into the schools walking dictionaries of
chemistry. I'arents not unnaturally think that their sons, after

four years of college training, should be fit to take responsible
places wherever chemists are in demand. But manufacturers,
•as a rule, do not care for University graduates. I cannot blame
them. We cannot guarantee that the men we send out with
honours in C'hemistry can attack a new problem, can work out
new processes, can prepare new dyes. German manufacturers,
on the other hand, prefer a University graduate, for they have
in their degree a guarantee that the student has successfully

attacked some unknown problem, ami added to the store ol

knowledge.
The influence of science on the nation's industry has been

recognised and insisted on by those who can make their voices
heard. The country has at length awakened to the fact that
something is wanting, and cries out for Technical Instruction.
iX is not afraid of spending money : indeed, many well-meaning
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bodies are spending—and in some cases I fear, wasting^money
with a prodigal hand. And what, after all, is the great need ?

.Speaking for the subject I know best, I say unhesitatingly that

we want scientific chemists who can and will make discoveries ;

we want men trained, not only in what has been done, but

taught how to set about winning new knowledge. The
Universities, I urge, should te.ach the art of research. This is

what is wanted, and this, as all experience shows, is what the

Universities can do better than anyone else. And no exorbitant

amount of time need be demanded for this purpose. If the

student has learnt the elements of science at school, three years

at most should suffice for the preliminary degree course. The
graduate, armed with the necessary manipulative skill,

would then start research work under proper guidance as

the second and more valuable portion of his University

training. And here the new research degree (by whatever
name it may be called) may give us most valuable help.

I hope that serious work will be demanded for it, and
that the research course will become the recognised avenue to

science fellowships and lectureships in the University. Two
years would show what the man had in him. In that time

either he would have proved himself no chemist, or he would
have made some useful advance in our knowledge, and would
have secured a testimonial of fitness such as no examination
could confer. Five years in all—the minimum time now laid

down for a medical qualification—would surely be not too much
to ask for the chemist's training.

No extra expense need be incurred to carry out this plan.

Some of the college scholarships at present offered on entrance

might be reserved for research studentships on graduation.

These studentships should be the reward of the successful under-

graduate career. On this point, which I have urged for many
years, I am glad to find myself in entire agreement with the

President of the Chemical .Society. At Owens College our

most successful endowment in chemistry h.is been the Dalton

Scholarship, awarded for a research done in the College labora-

tories. In the Victoria University we have lately founded

scholarships for the encouragement of research, which are

awarded on the results of the final examination in the several

Honours Schools. The winners are entitled to hold their

scholarships at any university at home or abroad where they

can continue iheir special studies.

I plead, then, for greater encour.agement of chemical research

in Oxford. Make it part of the normal course of training for

everyone who wishes to be a chemist in fact as well as in name.
Consider, not only the country's need, but thev.alue of research

itself as a mental training, as stimulating and strengihening the

activities, as creating that sense of devotion and discipleship

which becomes the tradition of every great school of learning.

Lastly, let us own that we ourselves—the teachers here—have

been perhaps too critical, too much afraid of making mistakes,

forgetting that the witty American's remark—that he who
never makes mistakes never makes anything—has a far wider

application in science than in politics. Only by practice and
drill can we learn to collect our strength and swing it with pre-

cision into acts. Without that training, no matter how much
faculty of seeing a man has " the step from knowing to doing

"

is rarely taken. There is nothing, I believe, in Oxford anta-

gonistic to our cause. The genius of the place has not declared

against scientific research ; and if it be a true saying that men
here imbibe a liberal education from the very air breathed by

Locke and Berkeley, surely we also may draw scientific inspira-

tion from this air, not only breathed, but first explained by Boyle

and Hooke and Mayow.

SECTION C.

Geology.

Opening Address bv L. Fletcher, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S.,
President of the Section.

With an anxious desire to conform to the traditions of the

past, I have sought in the Reports of the Association for

guidance in my present difficulty ; and have remarked that it is

customary for a president, on first taking the chair, to express

a deep sense of unworthiness for the position to which he has
been called. My first duty, then, seemed a simple .and obvious

one ; till I further remarked, to my dismay, that the more dis-

tinguished the president the more humble h.ave been the terms
in which such expression has been nvade. Hence I feel that it
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may appear to you preiamptuou? on my part if I myself make
any apilo^y at all, anJ it would doubtless imply a claim to the

highest distinction if I were to make that humble apology which

would be most appropriate to the circumstances of the case.

Instead, howiver, of dispensing with the apalogy altogether

—

that might be too radicil an innovation to be introduced this

year— I propose, with your sanction, to make a lesser change,

and merely to defer the apology from the first to the last day of

our session. I may reasonably hope to be able, at that later

stage, to make clear to you, by simple reference to your own
experience during the meeting, that any apology I may feel it

to be then my duty to make is of no merely formal character,

but one which is worthy of your serious consideration.

I would ask that in the meantime your continuous sympathy

be extended to one who now finds himself in a position he

would have been the last to seek, and whose ordinary duties in

life involve speechless communion with inanimate nature rather

than oral address to an assembly of fellow-workers.

This matter of apologetic precedent being thus disposed of to

our common satisfaction, I should have preferred to have

brought the delay of the normal business of the Section to an

immediate end by calling upon the author of the first paper to

now address you. Such, indeed, was the ordinary course of

procedure in the earlier, and perhaps presidentially happier,

years of the Association ; but the occasion of Inking the chair

having been once seized upon, in absence of mind, by a mathe-

matical president fir the delivery of an address, it has come
abjut that each president now feels it his bounden duty, not

merely to give an address, but to make the address at least as

long and at least as elaborate as any which has preceded it.

We shall all agree that a presidential address, if there is to

be any at all, should be elaborately short and elaborately simple ;

it should deal, not with technical details such as are only intel-

ligible, even to the president himself, after much study, but

with general principles such as can be immediately grasped by

every member of an audience ; an opening address which is so

long that it can be only partly read, and is written to be studied

afterwards in the Reports of the Association, may more appro-

priately be issued as an ordinary memoir. I make this remark

to safeguard the interests of future audiences, for the example
of technicality which I am now about to set is one which I can-

not recommend my successors to follow.

As for subject, an account of the progress of scientific work
is always interesting and instructive, and immediately suggests

itself as the natural basis of a presidential address. Uut seeing

that, so lately as in February last, the geologists have had the

advantage of an address from the retiring president of their

Society, .Mr. Iludleston, which has been virtually exhaustive in

its survey and criticism of the liritish geological work of the

last seven years, the lime has scarcely yet arrived when a con-

tinuation of that review by the president of this Section can be

of service to the members of the Association.

For this and oiher still more weighty reasons which I need

not directly mention, 1 feel myself debarred from undertaking

any review of recent geological progress, and shall therefore ask

you to allow me to confine myself, in the remarks it is my duly

to make, to a science which, though it is not purely geological

and in the Reports of the Association has long been associated

with another science, chemistry, is yet very closely related to the

science of our own Section, Geology.
I trust that the members of the Section of Chemistry and

Mineralogy are now so clostly engaged in another place that

they will tail to discover, or at any rate to resent, the technical

trespass on their own domain : as lor yourselves, you will per-

haps be more ready to pardon the temporary excursion from the

domain of pure geology if I remind you that the fathers of the

Geological Society denned their sole object to be " the investi-

gation of the mineral structure o( the earth "
; and 1 may add,

II further defence be desired, that in the first half of this century

the relationship of mineralogy and geology was so intimate that

It Wis possible for a Section of the liritish Muicuni to lie

officially designated " the Department of Mineralogy, including

Geology.

"

1 was the more impelled to choose this subject for our con-

sideration to-day when I reflected that pure mineralogy has been

hitherto almost completely out of sight, and therefore probably

out of mind, at the meetings of the Association. It is true

that at the first meeting, held sixty-three years .igo, iJr.

Whewell, then the I'rofessor of Mineralogy at Cambridge, was
invited to draw up a report on the stale of knowledge of the
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science, and thai his report was submitted an! printed in the
following year. Bat in the course of thi sixty-three years
during which the Association has flourished, it has chanced
that a mineralogist has on only one occasion, that of 1S62,
been seated in a presidential chair ; and since at that time
presidential addresses had no", yet come to be re.;arded as

necessary to the existence of the Sections, Prof. Miller refrained

from inflicting a mineralogic.il dissertation on an audience

which, he had reason to presume, would consist entirely, or

almost entirely, of chemists. Perhaps you might be tempted
to think that the want of prominence of the mineralogists at

our previous meetings has been due to a becoming sense of

modesty resulting from the study of that science : this would be

a mistake. The fact is that a mineralogical memoir, dealin;.;

largely with numerical quantities and involving great v.iriety of

experiment and technicality, may be read and studied, but

should never be heard ; like the mathematician, the minera-

logist despairs of making clear to an audience, especially a

mixed one, the bearing of any researches which have been made
in his subject. But now that sixty-two years have elapsed since

the issue of Prol. Whewell's Report, the time has perhaps .at

length arrived when it is advisable, notwithstanding the diflS-

culties surrounding an oral treatment of mineralogy, to attempt

to give to the Association a faint idea of the present position of

the study of the subject. And if most of my hearers find that

the remarks are too technical to be in any great part intelligible,

let them console themselves with the reflection that, it the

future at all resembles the past, only Shalum and Ililpa can

have to endure again that particular kin 1 of manvais quart

d'liettre which is to precede the geological feast of today.
Tiie SysUnt! of CryUallisation.—.Vl the time of the publica-

tion of Prof. Whewell's report it had already been established

by the researches of Rome de I'lsle, Haiiy, Mohs, and Weiss

that the position of any single face of any crystal can be exactly

defined by means of two sets of quantities : firstly, three lines

or axes, of which the lengths and mutual inclinations are

characteristic of the substance itself ; secondly, three whole

numbers or indices, rarely rising higher in ni.agnitudc than the

number 6 : further an empirical arrangement of crystals into

systems had been based by Mohs and Weiss on the relative

lengths and inclinations of the axes. And a long scries of

observations of the optical characters of crystals had revealed

to Brewster the fact that the boundaries of the cl.asses of

optically isotropic, uniaxal and biaxal crystals form part of the

boundaries of the empirical systems. But whereas only three

optical classes of crystals had been recognised, it was certain

that there were at least four geometrical systems, and it was a

matter of controversy as to whether the independence of two
others should not be regarded as geometric.illy established.

The first important discovery following the issue of Whewell's

Report was one which proved that the two doubted systems

are natural ones. It was found by llerschel and Neumann
that the biaxal crystals arc not optically similar, as had hitherto-

been supposed, but are of three kinds. In crystals of one kind

— for example, barytes—the two lines bisecting the angle of

the optic axes internally and externally, and a third line per-

pendicular to both, are constant in direction in the crystal

whatever the colour of the light ; in a second kind— for instance,

selenite—only one of these lines is constant when the colour

varies ; in a third kind— for instance, bor.ax—none of the three

lines has any constancy of direction. And these three kinds o(

biaxal crystal correspond exactly in their f.acial development

to the three systems of crystallisation of which ihe independence

had already been asserted by some crystallographers on geo-

metrical grounds. From this time the arrangement of crystals,

into the SIX systems has been regarded as a natural one; and

the optical method based on the figures seen in plates when
examined in convergent polarised light has been in constant

use, and is an invaluable aid in the determination of the system

ol crystallisation.

Ciyilallografhic Notation.—For a simple method of express-

ing the relative positions of crystal faces by a symbol, crystallo-

graphers are infinitely indebted to the late Prof. Miller, o£

Cambridge. The symbols introduced by Mohs, Weiss, Levy,

Naumann, and the modification of the latter suggested by Dana,,

though interesting, are not to be compared foi legibility, pro-

nounceabilily, or utility in calculation, with the simple symbol-

which is associated with the name of Prof. Miller. Tnough

Ihe symbol was not invented by him, he was the one who, so-

to say, gave it life. He discovered and made known its many
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advantages ; and in his treatise published in 1839—a treatise

which is a masterpiece of mathematical terseness and simple

elegance—he gave the methods of crystallographic calculation

which render the advantages of the symbol particularly mani-

fest. It may be here remarked that in that treatise the rationality

of the anharmonic ratios of any four tautozonal planes of a crystal

was first made known, and the properly was largely used in

the simplification of the methods of calculation : the fact that

the fraction was of the knd uhich had betn already termed an

anharmonic ratio, however, had escaped the attention of the

author.

But the change of a method of notation, like a change in the

system of weights and measure?, involves such serious practical

difficulties that many jears passed away before the Millerian

symbol received abroad the consideiation which it deserved.

Now, at last, no conlinenlal text-book of mineralogy tails to

introduce the Millerian indices, even if the symbols of Levy or

of \aumann are given in addition ; and it is evident that

within a few more years the mineralogist will be completely

relieved from the tiresome necessity of translating each crys-

talline symbol into another form to make it intt-lligible to him,

and the student will be able to make a more advantageous use

of the time which has been hitherto devoted to acquiring a

mastery over a second and unnecessary form of crystallographic

tiotation. For this result credit is largely due to Prof. Grolh,

-of Munich, whi^se adootion of the Millerian symbol in the

Zeilichrift fiir Kiyslallografhic has done much to bring home
its advantages to the foreign worker. It is to be hoped that

Prof. Grolh will earn the further gratitude of students by
encouraging the adoption of the true Millerian symbol in the

still outstanding case of the Rhonihohedral System.

Rjlionality of Indices ami the Law of Zones.— It may here

te pointed out thai, although the importance of zones for the

simplification of crystallographic calculation had been recog-

-nised by Weiss, it was only later that Neumann proved that

the fact that all possible crystal faces can be derived by means
of the intersection of zones is a necessary consequence of the

rationality of the indices ; thai, indeed, the law of zones is

mathematically identical with the law of rationality. To the

same able phy-icist and mathematician we owe the develop-

ment of the method of stereographic projection now in common
use by cryslallographers for the representation of the poles 0'

•crystal faces.

Symmetry.—We have said th.at the recognition of si.s systems

of crystallisation was a result of consideration of the lengths

and mutual inclinations of certain lines called axes. Now, it

'had long ago been remarked that any one face of a crystal is

accompanied by certain others similarly related to the geometric-
ally similar parts of what may be regarded as a fundamental
figure : such a group of concurrent faces is called a simple
form. It came to be recognised, too, that all the faces of such
a form can be geometrically derived from any one of them by
repetition, according to certain laws of symmetry, and that the

same laws of symmetry are binding for every simple fiirm or

combination of forms exhibited by crystals of Ihe same sub-

stance. Hence it came to be perceived, though very slowly,

that the essential differences of the systems of crystallisation

ore not mere differences of lengths and mutual inclinations of
lines of reference, but are really differences of symmetry. Ever
since his appointment to the professorship of Mineralogy in this

University, now thirly-eii,'ht years ago, Mr. Maskelyne has been
persistent in directing atteniion to the importance of symmetry,
•and such importance now receives universal recognition.

Thirty-t'oo Types of Symmetry in Crystals.— Hut in each
system of crystallisation it becomes necessary to recognise both
completely and partially symmetrical types. In the latter, the
symmetry is in abeyance relative to various planes or lines which
in other crystals of the same system are active as planes or
axes of symmetry. But this abeyance of symmetry is itself

found to be subject to a law, for .all planes or axes of symmetry
which are geometrically similar are either simultaneously active
or simultaneously in abey.ance. By means of this law relating

to partial symmetry, it has been inferred that altogether thirty-

two types of symmetry are possible in the six crystalline

systems.

The possible existence of these thirty-two types of symmetry
of crystals is thus an induction from observation : the question
naturally arises as to why only these thirty-two exist, or are in-

ferred by analogy to be possible. Axes of symmetry are ob-
served, round which faces of crystals are symmetrically repeated
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by twos or threes or fours or sixes ; why is it that in crystals no
axis of symmetry is ever met with round which the faces are
symmetrically repeated by fives or sevens ? A few words as

to how this most important problem has been attacked and
solved may be of interest.

We know that the characters of a crystal relative to any line

in it vary with the direction of the line, but are the same for all

lines parallel to each other. Such a property will result, if we
imagine with Bravais that in a crystal elementary particles are

arranged at equal distances from each other along every line,

and are similarly arranged in all those lines which are parallel

to each other ; the distances separating particles being, how-
ever, in general diflferent for lines which are inclined to each
other. Such an arrangement of particles is termed parallelepi-

pedal : space may be imagined to be completely filled with
equal and similarly disposed parallelepipeds, and an elementary'
particle to be placed at every corner or quoin of each. Further,

each particle is regarded, not as being spherical, but as having
different characters on its different side ; and the particles must
be similarly orientated—that is, have similarly sides in similar

positions.

Now, it will be seen on an examination of a model or figure

that with such an arrangement any plane containing three par-

ticles will contain an infinite number, all arranged at the

corners of parallelograms. Further, .any such plane will clearly

have whole numbers for the indices which fix its position, for

along any line the distance between two particles is by hypo-
thesis a whole multiple of ihe common distance between any
two adjacent ones in the same line. Thus the first great

crystallographic law—the law of the rationality of the indices

—

is an immediate consequence.

In the next place, it was found that the possible modes of

symmetry of arrangement of the particles of such a system

depend on the form of the paralleliped, and that any possible

arrangement of the particles must present a symmetry which is

identical with one or other of the six completely symmetrical
types already referred to. And calculation shows that any
other mode of grouping—a repetition by fives or sevens, for

example— round an axis of symmetry, would involve the pre-

sence of planes having irrational indices ; and this according to

the first law is impossible.

The abeyance of symmetry, however, met with in the par-

tially symmetrical types required the aid of an auxiliary hypo-
thesis—namely, that the abeyance of symmetry belongs to the

particle itself, and not to the arrangement of the particles.

But the parallelepipedal arrangement imagined by Bravais is

unnecessarily special. Our actual observations of physical

characters relate not to single lines of particles, but to groups of
parallel lines of particles : the identity of character observed in

parallel directions is thus not necessarily due to actual identity

of each line with its neighbour, but may be due to statistical

equality, an equality of avenages. If, for example, a plane

were divided into regular hexagons, and a particle were placed

at each corner of each of these figures, the physical properties

of the system of panicles would be the same along all lines

parallel to each other as far as experiment could decide, and yet

the arrangement of the particles in the plane, though possibly

crystalline, is not that of a Bravais system. In any straight line

passing along the sides of a series ol the hexagons, the particles

will not be equidistant Irom each other : they are in equidistant

pairs, and ihe two nearest particles of adjacent pairs are twice as

far from each other as the particles of the same pair.

Sohncke accordingly suggested a more general definition

than that of Bravais for the regularity of the arrangement, a

definition which had been proposed some years before by
Wiener—-namely, that the grouping relative to any one particle

is identical with that relative to any other. This definition

admits of the possibility of the hexagonal arrangement just

mentioned ; further, it allows of the orientation of the particles

themselves being different in adjacent lines. Following a

mathematical process which had been already employed by
Jordan, Sohncke deduced all the possible modes of grouping

consistent with the new definition, and for a lime was under the

impression that the types of symmetry found by him to be

mathematically possible are exactly identical with those already

referred to ; and this without introducing the auxiliary hypo-

thesis relative to partial symmetry of the elementary panicles of

merosymmetrical crystals, except in cases of hemimorphism.
It was, however, pointed out by Wulff, who has himself made
valuable contributions to the iubject, that though no unknown
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crystallographic type belongs to such a regular arrangement,

one type of symmetry, that presenied by dioptase, is missini; ;

and it seems that, in this ca^e at least, the meroiymmetry can
only be accounted for by ths meroiymmetry of the particle, or

something equivalent to it, if the definition of re^jularlty su;;-

gested by Sohncke is to be accepted. It was recognisei by
Sohncke that each of his point-systems can be regarded as a

composite Bravais system, one of the latter being repeated in

various positions corresponding with the symmetry of the paral-

lelepiped itself.

More recently, Schbnflies has made a more general hypo-
thesis still—namely, that in each substance, whether its crystals

be completely or partially symmetrical in facial development,
the particles are not of a single kind, hut of two kinds, related

to each other in form in much the same way as a right-hand
glove and a left-hand glove. With this hypothesis he finds that

all the thirty-two known types are accounted for without any
specialisation of the characters of the particle, and that no other
type of symmetry is mathematically possible.

It now only remained to discover that Prof. Hessel had
already arrived at the thirty-two types of crystallographic sym-
metry by mathematical reasoning more than sixty years aijo ;

his work, being far in advance of his time, appears to have
attracted no attention, and the memoir remained unnoticed
till more than half a century afier its publication.

Starting from Sohncke's definition of a regular point-system,

and proceeding, though independently, by a method which
closely resembles that of the regular partitioning of space by
Sch'>nl1ies, Mr. William Barlow has given in a paper just

issued a general definition applicable to all homogeneous
structures whatever, and ha*; shown that every such homo-
geneous structure falls into one or other of thirty-two types of

symmetr)', coinciding exactly with the thirty-two types of

crystal-symmetry. He points out that each of ihose homo-
geneous structures which possess planes of symmetry or centres

of symmetry does so by reason of its having an additional

properly beyond mere homogeneity, namely, that if we dis-

regard mere orientation, it is identical with its own image in a

mirror. Mr. Barlow (uither discovers that every one of the

Sohnckian point-systems can be geometrically constructed by
finite repetition of some one of a certain ten of them.

Lord Kelvin, who, with characteristic versatility, has lately

enlightened us with his researches on Molecular Tactics, has
quite recently attacked another problem of the same group, and
has sought to discover the most general form of cell which shall

be such that each cell encloses a single point of a Bravais
system, while all the cells resemble the parallelepipeds, of

which we have already spoken, in being equal, similar, simi-

larly orientated, and in completely filling up space, lie finds

that in the general case the cell can have at most fourteen walls,

*hich may be themselves either plane or curved, and may
meet in edges either plane or curved. Having regard,

however, to the limited time at our disposal, we may
hesitate before following Lord Kelvin into his curious and
many-walled cells.

The deduction of the thirty-two types ol symmetry by mathe-
matical reasoning was also made independently by both Gadolin
and Viktor von Lang thirty years ago from the law of ration-

ality of indices ; while Fedorow pomts out that the method of

dedu;tion recorded in the recent German treatise of Schonflies

is remarkably similar to the one independently published by
himself in Russia. Both Curie and Mmnigerode have also

lately given comparatively brief solutions of the problem.
Nor must I omit to mention to you the elaborate memoir

dealing with the symmetry of parallelepipedal point-systems
which wa« written by the lite Prof. Henry Stephen Smith,
whose too early death this University has so much re.ison to

deplore. To the outer world he was perhap< best known as one
of the moit perfect mathematicians of the age, but those who
hod the good fortune to find themselves among his pupils will

always Ireasnrc up in their memory r.ather the kindly courtesy,

the warm sym.aihy of the man, than the genius, however
ansccndeni, of the maihemaiicion.
To sum up this part of ihe subject—it is now c.itabli-hed that

a definition of the regularity of a point system can be so frame<l

that thirt)-lwo, and only thiriylwo, types of symmetry arc
mathematically po<>ible in a regular system, and that these arc
identical with the type* of symmciry that have been actually
obterved in crystals, or are inferred by analogy to be crystal-

lographically possible.
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It remains for subsequent investigators to determine what the
points of the .sysem re.illy correspond to in the crystal ; .accord-

ing 10 Schonflies, the physicist and the chemist can be allowed
in each crystal absolute control within a definite elementary
region of space, and the cryslallographer is only entitled to
demand that the features of this region are repeated throughout
space according to one or other of the thirty-two types of sym-
metry already referred to ; or, what appears to be the same thing,

the crysiallographer requires mere homegeneity of structure.

Simplicily of Indicts.—We have seen that the jilanes con-
taining points of a regular point-system have rational indices.

But there still remains unaccounted for the remarkable fact that
the indices of the natural limiting faces, and also of the cleav-

age-planes of a crystal are not merely whole numbers, but are
in general extremely simple whole numbers. Bravais and his
followers have -sought to .account for this by the hypothesis
that both the natural limiting planes and the cleavage-planes
are those planes of a point-system which are most densely
sprinkled with points of the system. Curie and Liveing, in-

dependently of each other, have been led to the same result

from considerations relative to capillary constants. Sohncke,
however, pointing out that there are many cases— for instance,
calcite—where an excellent cleavage-plane is rarely a limiting,

plane, suggests that his generalised point-system is more
satisfactory than a Bravais system in that not only the density of
the sprinkling must be had regard to, but also the tangenti.al

cohesion of the particles in the plane, and that in his system
these may be independent of each other ; while Wullf remarks
that Sohncke's arrangement is identical with th.t'. of Bravais for

the anorthic system, where the same objection holds, and he
denies the legitimacy of the reasoning by which the hyoothesis
of a relation between the density of the sprinkling of points on-

a plane and the likelihood of the natural occurrence of the
plane as a limiting face is supported.

Compltxily of Indices.—Doubtless, however, crystal faces

are observed of which the symbols involve indices far e.xceeding

6 in magnitude—so complex, in fact, that one is tempted to

doubt the rigidity of the experimental proof that indices are
necessarily rational. Often, though the numbers 'are high, their

ratios difler by only small amounts from simple ones. A most
patient and detailed study of such faces was made for danburite
by the late Dr. Max Schuster of Vienna, and the results were
brought by him some years ago to the notice of this Section.
From careful examination of similar faces in the case of quartz,

Molengraaf has been led to conclude that it is extremely pro-

bable that such faces are of secondary origin and have been the

result of etching ; they would in such case correspond, not to

original limiting planes, but to directions in which the crystal

yields most readily to solvent or decomposing influences.

O/'lical Ckaracters.—Passing from the purely geometrical'
characters of crystals to the optical, we may in the first place
remark that the relationship between crystalline form and cir-

cular polarisation discovered by llerschel in the c.ise of quarti,.

has been generalised since the issue of Whewell's Report. We
now know that many crystallised substances belonging to

different systems give circular polarisation, and that all of them
are merosymmelrical in facial development or structure ; further,

they belong to types of symmetry which have a common feature,

though this is only a necessary, not a sulficieni, condition.

The importance of the discovery of the dispersions of the

mean lines has already been referred to.

We may recall attention to the fact noticed by Reusch that when
cleavage-plates of biaxal mica are crossed in pairs and the |>airs

arc piled one upon another in similar positions, the optical figure

yielded by the combination appro.aches nearer and nearer to that

of aun.axal crystal the thinner the plates and the more numerous
the pairs : in the same w.ay, by means of triplets of plates,

each plaic being turned through one-third of a coinplelc revolu-

tion lioin the position of the preceding one, it is found possible

to closely imitate the optical figure ol a right-handed or a left-

handed circularly polarising crystal.

And it h.as been observed that repeated combinations of

dilTcrcntly orientated pans actually occur in cryst.als. Large
crystals of potassium ferrocyanide, for example, are really cocn-

pobite, and the diflercnt parts are differently orientated ; on the

one hand, a thick slice may give an optical figure which is

uniaxal ; on the other hand, a thin slice shows two optic axe

inclined to each other at a considerable angle.

It has been suggested that the circular polarisation of quarl/

and other crystals is due to a spiral molecular arrangement
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orresponding to that of the mica-triplets as arranged by Reusch.

iluch a spiral arrangement is shown by the paints of the corre-

Iponding Sohnckian system.
i Optical Anomalies.—As already mentioned, we owe to

ikewster the establishment of the relation between the opiical

•fhavioiir of crystals and the systems of crystallisation Hut in

he course of his long research Brewster met with numeroin
liuzzling exceptions, and to the investigation of the orit^in

f their peculiar optical behaviour he devoted much study
;

ibsequent workers have concurred in expressing their admira-
on of the accuracy of his observations and descriptions, more
specially when regard is had to the extreme simplicity of the

pparatus available in those early days.

It was recognised by Brewster that some of these optical

;nomalies are due to a condition of strain, of the crystal as in

ne case of the diamond. But in other minerals, as analcime
nd apophyllite, the hypothesis of strain was not entertained by

I

im : he regarded the crystals as being truly composite and not

imple ; and, recognising optically dififierent kinds of apophyllite,

'ent so far as to give to one of them the specific name of tesse-

te by reason of its distinctive characters. Biot, on the other
and, sought to account for this kind of optical behaviour in

nolher way, by the hypothesis of lamellar polarisation : a

irystal of alum, for example; he held to be built up of thin

Umina" arranged parallel to the octahedral planes, and imagined
lat light which had traversed such a crystal is polarised by its

iassage through the aggregation of laminae in the same way as

|y passage through a pile of glass plates. But in the latter case

here is a frequent passage of the light from air to glass and
lass to air, whereas in the case of alum there is no evi^lence of

lie existence of atmospheric intervals. Frankenheim sought to

|vercome this difficulty by the further hypothesis that the

liccessive layers of a composite posassium- and ammonium-
lum are of different chemical composition, but such a differ-

nce of material would be insufficient for the desired object by
;ason of the nearness to each oiher of the refractive indices of
lums of different composition. Still it is a remarkable fact that

either a pure potassium-alum nor a pure ammonium-alum
lows any depolarisation-effects at all ; these belong only to

le alums of mixed composition, an<l yet there is no visible

ifference in the physical structure of the crystals of simple and
oraposite material.

An epoch was made in the history of the so-called optical

nomalies by the publication in iSySof an elaborate memoir by
rof. Ernest Mallard of Paris, whose death last month
leprived Mineralogy of its greatest philosopher. To make the

losition more clear, we may take as a definite illustration the
liineral boracile. In development of faces and magnitude of

Ingles the crystals of this mineral are, as far as measurement
' ith the goniometer can decide, precisely cubic in their sym-
letry. But an apparently simple crystal of boracite, when
)(amined in polarised light, behaves exactly like a regularly

Dmposite body. If the crystal be a rhombic dodecahedron in

Kternal development, all the twelve pyramids which can be
)rmei! by drawing lines from the centre to the angular points

re found !o be exactly similar t > each other in everything but
rientation ; and, further, each of them has the opiical

'laracters of a liiaxal crystal, the optic bisectrix of each indi-

idual pyramid being perpendicular to the corresponding b,ase,

nd thus having a different direction for each of the six pairs of
arallel faces of the dodecahedron. Hence Mallard interred
lat boracile belongs really, not to the cubic, but to the ortho-
iiombic system, and that its crystallographic elemenis are so
learly those of a cubic crystal that the molecular structure is in

able equilibrium, not only when different molecules have their

milar lines parallel, but also when only approximately similar
nes have the same orientation : further, the cubic symmetry of
le external form was regarded by him as a consequence of the
pproximation of the crystallographic elements to those of a
abic crystal and of the variety of orientation of the constituent
lOlecules. Variety of orientation of constituent molecules is,

1 fact, already recognised in the caseof ordmary interpenetrant
vins. The variation of optical character in different crystals
f the same substance or different parts of the same crystal was
len explained as being due to the variation in the number of
lolecules belonging to each mode of orientation.

According to another view, it was contended that a crystal
f boracile is really cubic and simple, but that, like unannealed
lass, it is in a state of strain related to the external form. It

as replied that the optical characters of such unannealed glass are
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changed with the changeof strain which follows the fracture of the
specimen, while those of boracite are unaltered when the crystal

is broken. To this it was rejoined that a once compressed gum
retains its depolarising character unchanged on fracture of the
specimen, and that the same permanence may very well be a
character of some strained crystallised bodies.
The controversy, however, passed to a fresh stage when it

was discovered that boracite becomes optically isotropic when
sufficiently heated, and resumes an optically composite character
on cooling. Mallard showed that the temperature at which the
change takes place is a definite one, 265° C, and that a definite

amount of heat is absorbed or given out during the change of
condition.

It is now agreed that boracite is really dimorphous ; that
above 265" it is cubic in symmetry, below 265° orthorhombic :

the only remaining point of controversy as regards boracite
seems to be whether the external form owes its cubic symmetry
to the crystallisation having taken place at a temperature higher
than 265 , and therefore when tlie structure itself was truly

cubic—oral a temperature below 265", in which case the cubic
character of the form would be ascribed to the fact that the
orthorhombic constituent particles are so nearly cubic in their

dimensions that at any temperature they may by variety of
orientation combine to form a structure having practically cubic
symmetry, and naturally limiting itself by faces corresponding
to such a symmetry.

In exactly the same way leucite and tridymite become re-

spectively optically isotropic and uniaxal when sufficiently

heated, and the opiical characters then correspond exactly to

the symmetry of the external form.

Three years ago Dr. Brauns prepared a most useful summary
of the nineiy-four memoirs which had up to that time been con-
tributed relative to the much-discussed subject of the optical
anomalies of crystals, and added many new experimental results

which had been obtained by himself. He concludes that the
original view of Mallard—namely, that an optically anomalous
structure consists merely of differently orientated particles of
the same kind and of symmetry approximating to a higher
type—is only applicable to a very limited number of crystals,

such as those of prehnile ; that dimorphism is the true cause
in others, boracite being an example ; that in the remaining
minerals the cau-e is strain, which in some of them is due 10

foreign enclosures, as in the case of the diamond, and in others
is due to a molecular action between isomorphous substances,
as in the mixed alums and the garnets.

Platics of Gliding.—One of the most startling of crystallo-

graphic discoveries was one made by Reusch, who found that

if a crystal of calcite is compressed in a certain way each particle

springs imo a new but definite position, exactly as if the crystal

had undergone a simple shear and the particles at the same
time had e.ich described a semi-somersault : a simpler method
of producing the same result was discovered afterwards by
Baumhauer. If only part of the calcite crystal is sheared, the
two parts of the structure itself are related to each other in the
same way as the two parts of a twin growth ; but in general the
external form is different from that of a twin, since after the
shearing of the material few of the faces retain their former
crystallographic signification. The property has since been
shown byiBauer, Liebisch, and more especially Mui;ge, 10

be a very general one ; and doubtless the so-called twin lamella;

met with in rock-constiluents have in many cases resulted from
pressure during earth-movemenls long subsequent to the epoch
of formation ol the crystals. .Similar lamellae have been pro-

duced artifically in anhydrite and some kinds of felspar by ex-

posure of the crystals to a high temperature.
Ficzoclcilricity.—The most remarkable addition to our

knowledge of the relation of minerals and electricity has been
the recent discovery of the electrification produced by strain

(piezoelectricity). It has been shown by J. and P. Curie that

if a quartz-plate, with faces cut parallel to the axis and silvered

to make theui conductive, be strained in a certain direction, the

two faces either become oppositely electrified or show no signs

ol electrification at all, according as the faces of the plate ate

cut to be perpendicular to the prism-faces, or to pass through
the prism edges. Lord Kelvin says that this result is explicable

by electric eolotropy of the molecule and by nothing else, a
character which he had suggested for the molecule thirty-four

years ago : experiments conlirmalory of this hypothesis of ihe

permanent electrification of the molecule were made some time

ago by Kiecke.
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Pyroilectncily.—The development of opposite electricities at

diflerent parts of a crystal during changing temperature (pyro-

electricitv) has long been known in the case of tourmaline. We
owe to Hankel a long series of investigations of this kind

relative to boracite, topaz, and various other minerals, but it

seems to be now established that most of the electrifications

observed by means of his method are really piezo-elcctric, and

are due to strains caused by inequality of temperature in

difTerent parts of the cooling crystal. .\ model has been lately

made by Lord Kelvin which gives a perfect mechanical repre-

sentation of the elasticity, the piezo-electricily, and also the

pyrn.eleclricity of a crystal.

Electrica! Methods.— .\ delightfully simple method of in-

vestigating the difference of electrical condition of the parts of

a cooling crystal and of making the distribution of electricity

visible to the eye has been invented by Kundt. Mixed panicles

of (red) minium and (yellow) sulphur are oppositely electrified

by their passage through the meshes of a small sieve ; falling

on the cooling crystal, each particle adheres to the oppositely

electrified region, and the electrical condition of the latter is

thus immediately indicated by the colour of the adherent powder.

Mr. Miers remarks that this method is practically useful as a

means of discrimination even when the crystals are extremely

minute.
Other Physical Characters.—Of other physical characters

much studied since the issue of Whewell's Report, I may recall

to you more especially the dilatation of crystals on change of

temperature, in which the observations of Mitscherlich have

been extended by Fizeau and Beckenkamp ; the forms of the

isothermal surfaces of crystals, as determined by Scnarmonl,
and afterwards by R'mlgen ; the magnetic induction treated of

by Faraday, Lord Kelvin, Plucker, and Tyndall ; the hardne-s

of crystals for different directions lying in the same faces,

by Grailich, Pekarek, and Exner ; the elasticity of crystals,

investigated by Neumann, Lord Kelvin, Voigt. Haumgarten,

and Koch ; the distortion of crystals in an electro-magnetic

field, by Kundt, Rontgen, and MM. Curie.

Chemical Kelalions.— In the short time I can reasonably ask

you to allow me it is clearly impossible to enter upon any dis-

cussion of the increase of our knowledge of the chemical

relations of minerals, and to treat of the much-investigated

subjects isomorphism, polymorphism, and morphotropy, nor

can I attempt to give you any idea of the advance which
has been made towards a natural classification ; nor must I

mention the experiments which have been made relative to the

growth of crystals, the etching of their faces, or their directions

of easiest solution.

As regards systematic mineralogy an immense amount of pro-

gress has been made. The condition of alVairs in 1832 «as

described by Whcwell as follows :
— " We have very few minerals

of which the chemical constitution is not liable to some dispute
;

scarcely a single species of which the rules .and limits are known,
or in which two different analyses taken at random might not

lead to different formulae ; and no system of classification which

has obtained general acceptation or is maintained, even by its

proposer, to be free from gro^s anomalies." An idea of the

extent of the improvement will be best olitained from a com-
parison of the first edition of Dana's Treatise, published in

1837, and that treasury of inform.ition, the sixth edition, which

appeared in 1892. The names of Miller and Descloizeaux are

to be honourably mentioned in connection with this detailed

work on species. In the interval of time under consideration

the number of well-established species has been more than

doubted, and the rale at which new species are discovered shows
as yet m sign of diminution. In particular, I may remind you
of the work which has been done in the correlation of the

members of large groups, like the felspars, amphiboles,

pyroxene", JcapolitC!, micas, tourmalines, and garnets. A paper

just published by I'enfield relative to topaz furnishes an ex-

cellent illustration of the important results which are still to be

arrived at from a careful study of a common mineral. It has

long been known that ihc mutual inclination of the optic axes of

topaz is very different in different specimens, and 11 has been
tuspeclcd that the variation might depend on the percentage of

fluorine. Prof Pcnfield has carefully determined, not only the

fluorine, but also the water yielded in the course of analysis of

specimens from different localities, and finds that the analytical

results are best explained by Ihc hypothesis of an isomorphous
replacement of fluorine by hydroxyl ; further, he dis:overs that

the magnitude of the angle between the optic axes is a function
of the amount of that replacement.

The successes achieved in the artificial formation of minerals,

the advances made in the methods of discrimination of minerals
by the blowpipe and micro-chemical reactions, the increase in

our knowledge of the modes of alteration of minerals, of their

association, of their modes of occurrence, must all be left

undiscussed.

Iiistriimenti.— I may add a word relative to the instrumental

appliances which have been placed at the service of the
mineralogist since the issue of Whewell's Report. .\s regards

goniometers, the provision of two mechanical circular move-
ments in perpendicular planes for the easier adjustment of a
crysial-edge parallel tothe axis of the instrument, first suggested

by Viktor von Lang when assistant at the British Museum, has

proved a great convenience and is now in general use. The
employment of a collimator with interchangeable signals, of a

telescope with interchangeable eyepieces, and the provision of

lenses and diaphragms for obtaining images from faces so small

as to be invisible to the unassisted eye, would seem to have
brought the reflective goniometer, the invention of our dis-

tinguished countryman Dr. Wollaslon, to a degree of perfection

where further improvement is scarcely to be looked for ; though

two crystallographers, Kedorow and Goldschmidt, have recently

constructed instruments with an additional telescope and entirely

diflerent arrangiments. It may be worthy of remark that,

though reflective goniometers are generally made for use with

very small specimens, one was constructed for the British

Museum some years ago by which it is possible to measure the

angles of a valuable crystal without removal of the specimea

from a matrix of several pounds' weight.

The polariscope for use with convergent light, the slauro-

scope,the employment of polarised light with the microscope, the

adaptation of the microscope for the observation of the inter-

ference-figures yielded by extremely minute crystals, the

spectroscope in the investigation of selective absorption, have

all proved of great service in the advancement of our knowledge
of the characteis of minerals.

Worthy of special mention is that recent addition to our re-

sources, the total reflectometer, an instrument by which it is

possible to determine with wonderful accuracy the refractive

index or indices from observ.ition of the reflected light. The
process was long ago suggested by Wollaston ; but it is only

within the last few years that forms of instrument have been de-

vised by Kohlrausch, Sorel, Liebisch, Pulfrich, and Abbe,

which make the method as precise in its results as that which

depends on refraction by a prism. In its more refined forms

the total reHectometer has been used to test the accuracy of the

form of Frcsnel's wave-surface : in the convenient, though less

precise, form devised by liertrand, the instrument is useful in
|

the discrimination of the species of minerals.

For the measurement of the optic axal angle, when the angle

is so large that the rays corresponding to the optic axes are

totally rellecled at the surface of the plate and do not emerge

into air from the crystal. Prof. W. G. .\dams m.ade the valu-

able suggestion that the crystal-plate should be interposed

between two hemispheres of glass ; several instruments on this

principle have been constructed abroad, and have only been

imperfectly satisfactory, but one lately made in this country for

the British Museum, under the superintendence of my excellent

colleague Mr. Miers, proves to be most eflicient for the intended

purpose. Mr. Tutton's apparatus for supplying monochromatic

light of any desired wave-length is a noteworthy addition to the

instrumental resources of the mineralogist. The meldometcr

of July for the more accurate determination of the fusing point

of minerals should also be recalled to you.

In this slight sketch it has been possible to make only the

barest mention of some of the more important results whichi

have been arrived at since the issue of Whewell's Kcport. You

will doubtless think that it must have been possible in the yeari

1832 to look forward enthusi.astically to the progress which was

about to be made. Hut though Professor Whewell was himseli

confident that valuable discoveries would reward the mineralo-

gical worker, he was s.adly depressed, and, I think I mayi

venture to say, with good reason, by the neglect of mineiralo-

gical study in this country. I lis own words are ; "This decided

check in the progress of the science has, I think, wilhoul|

question, damped the interest with which Mineralogy, as t'

branch of Natural Philosophy, has been looked upon in Eng
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hand. Indeed, this feeling appears to have gone so far that all

the general questions of the science excite with us scarcely any

Interest whatever. But a more forward and hopeful spirit

appears to have prevailed for some time in other countries,

especially Sweden, Germany, and more recently France." Those

are the words of despair. I may add that in the same year he

r;signed his professorship of Mineralogy, and directed his vast

energy to the advancement of other subjects.

1
Now, I think, that a country like our own, which aims at

taking and maintaining a high place in the scale of civilisation,

jught in some way or other to secure that in every important

iranch of learning there is a group of men in the country who
will make it the main purpose of their lives to render them-

selves familiar with all that has been and is being discovered in

'the subject, will do whatever is possible to fill up the gaps in

the science, and, last but not least, will make the more impor-

jtant results accessible to other workers for whom so complete

and original a survey is impracticable.

I No one will doubt that Mineralogy should bp such an impor-

tant branch of learning. Minerals existed be ore man was

(thrust upon the scene ; they will possibly continae to exist long

i after he himself has passed away ; at least as persistent as him-

self, they will have an interest for every age.

! The continental nations have not only long recognised the

jimportance of mineralogical study, but have acted accordingly.

(The diflerence between action and inaction will be most clearly

grasped if we compare the position of Mineralogy in Germany
I with that in this country.

j
In Freiberg, the centre of a mining district in Saxony, an

jinstitute was opened in the year 1766 for the scientific training

|of those students whose interest was in minerals, and the

lectures on Mineralogy given there by Prof. Werner became

a prominent feature ; of the many pupils of this remarkable man.

Von Buch Breithaupt, Haidinger, Humboldt, Mohs, Naumann,
and Weiss may be especially mentioned as having afterwards

distinguished themselves by their scientific work. Of other

'Germans, who have likewise gone to their rest after much
llabour given to the advancement of Mineralogy and Crystal-

lography, we may especially recall Beer, Bischof, Blum,

Credner, Ilessel, Ivlaprolh, Ivobell, Lasaulx, Mitscherlich,

Neumann, Pfaff, Plattner, Pliicker, Quenstedt, Vom Rath,

Keusch, Gustav Rose, lleinrich Rose, .Sadebeck, Scheerer,

Sartorius von Waltershausen, Websky, and W.jhier. Of the

many Germans who are now contributing to our knowledge of

minerals it is an invidious task to make a selection, but we may
[mention .\rzruni, Bauer, Beckenkamp, Bucking, Cathrein,

Cohen, Goldschmidt, Grolh, Ilau^hofer, Hinlze, Hirschwald,

Klein, Klockmann, Knop, Las; eyres, Lehmann, Liebisch,

Ludecke, Miigge, Osann, Rosenbusch, Sandberger, Slreng,

iVoigt, Weisboch, and Zirkel : most of them are University

Professors of Mineralogy ; all of them hold important positions

as teachers of the subject. Further, the laboratories and instru-

ments available for the teaching of practical work are in many
cases, notably at Strassburg, Munich, Gottingen, and Berlin, of

|an elaborate character.

I So much for Germany ; let us now look at home. In the

Universities of England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland there is

ia grand total of—two Proftssorships of Mineralogy, one of them
jat Cambridge, the other, and younger one, at Oxford. Further,

ithe stipends are nearly as low as they can be made; in the

iformer case, according to the University Calendar, the stipend

Ipaid from the University Chest to the present holder of the

'office amounts to 300/. a year ; in the more ancient but less ex-

travagant University of Oxford, the Calendar slates that the

jpresent professor receives, sultject to previous deduction of

income-tax, the annual sum of 100/., and the necessary instru-

iments and many of the specimens have presumably been pro-

vided from his private resources ; in case of residence he is to

[be allowed another 150/. a year for the luxuries which Univer-

sity life involves. And these are the only teaching appointments
in his own subject that a successful investigator of minerals can
jlook forward to being a candidate for ! The result is that all

those students who intend to earn their own living, all those

|who feel anxious to undertake professorial work, conclude that,

however much they may be interested in the investigation of

the characters of minerals, they will do well to follow the

example of Prof. Whewell and turn to other branches of

science in which there is a more hopeful prospect of their studies

meeting with practical recognition.

It cannot be expected that advanced Mineralogy will ever be
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able to command the attention of more than a limited number
of students, seeing that ils successful pursuit requires a pre-

liminary knowledge of at least three other sciences—mathe-
matics, physics, and chemistry—sciences which must be
assigned a fundamental importance in any scheme of edu-
cation ; if geology can be added, so much the better. Only
few students can find time in their undergraduate d.iys to

acquire a competent knowledge of the preliminary sciences

and to proceed afterwards to the study of Mineralogy. But the
comparatively flourishing condition of the science in Germany,
France, and other countries indicates that this is not a sufficient

reason for refraining from givingproper facilities and encourage-
ment to those who wish to enter upon its study. Some years

ago the University of Cambridge took a step in the right

direction, and introduced Mineralogy into their examinational
system in such a way that the students of Physics, Chemistry,

and Geology could give time to the acquisition of a know-
ledge of Crystallography and iMineralogy, and obtain credit for

that knowledge in the examination for a degree.

It is clear that if in the future there is to be an honourable
rivalry between this and other countries in the advancement of

the knowledge of minerals, each of our 'Universities should be
enabled in some way or other to found Professorships of

Mineralogy, and be prevailed upon to follow the example of

Cambridge in encouraging the students of Physics, Chemistry,

and Geology to acquire a knowledge of Crystallography and
Mineralogy before their education is regarded as complete.

Even where a student has no intention of devoting himself to

advanced mineralogical study, an elementary knowledge of

Crystallography and Mineralogy will be extremely useful in

giving him a better grasp of his own special subject.

And if, perchance, any of you are anxious to reduce the

amount of those unmentionable duties of which we have heard

so much of late, and feel that you can best do this by the en-

dowment of Professorships of Mineralogy in our Universities, I

would advise you not io do what has been so long practicable

at this Association, couple Mineralogy with any other science

—

that would be an unwise economy. Each of the sciences is

now so vast in ils extent that no professor can be thoroughly

master of what has been done, and is now being done, by other

workers, in more than one of them. I remember that in my
younger days it was held by some at Oxford that the Professor

of Mineralogy, a so-called subordinate subject, should continue

to be paid on a lower scale than his brother professors, and
that he should obtain a living wage by adding a college tutor-

ship or a lectureship in some other subject to his prolessorial

duties. It is not by the prospect of such appointments that you

can expect the most capable men to be attracted to the study of

minerals. The practical effect of such an arrangement would
only be that a college lecturer would give formal teaching in

Mineralogy while devoting his real energy to another subject in

which the pupils are more numerous.
It only remains to thank you for the way in which you have

listened to a technical address relative to a science for the study

of which very few facilities have been offered to you in our own
country. Not often does the mineralogist present himself before

an audience ; he sees only too clearly that

The .-ipplause of listening sen.ites to command,
To re.id his history in a nation's eyes.

His lot forbids ;

but I shall not have broken the long silence in vain if I have

made clear to you that, though the Science of Mineralogy is it-

self making great progress, we have hitherto given too little

encouragement to its study in our own Universities, and lag far

behind both Germany and France in the recognition of its

importance.

NOTES.
We notice with much regret that Dr. C. R. Alder Wright

died on July 25, at the early age of fottynioe. He was elected

a Fellow of the Royal Society in 18S1.

Dr. .M. Fii.iioi, has been appointed to the chair of Compara-

tive Anatomy in the Paris Museum d'llistoire Naturelle, in

succession to the late Prof. Pouchet.

According to a telegram from Prjevalsk (formerly Karakol),

a monument to the Russian traveller Prjevalsky has been
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unveiled there. The monament is bu.It very p>c uresquely on
,

the slope of the mounuios, facing Lake Issyk-kul.

IT is reported that Prof. Brug.ch, the eminent Egyptologist

,

is seriously ill.
, ,r . „ i

MR CH..RLES E. CAS3AL. Public Analyst or Kensington

and'; George's. Hanover Square, has been elected honorary
;

president of Section VII. (Food) of the forthcoming Inter-

national Congress of Hygiene and Demography at Budapest.

News of the Wellman Arctic expedition has been received

which fortunately confirms the hope, which we expressed when

the report of the disaster was received, that the explormc party

of the expedition had escaped the initial danger. 'X'^^ Malygcn.

a Norwegian fishing vessel.arrived at Troms.> from bp.tzbergen,

on August 2. with the captain and three of the crew o the

Ra^nx^U Jar! on board. They report that Mr. Wellman

landed on May 24. at Walden Island (So= 37' N). i" 'he north

of Spitzbergen. with 13 men, all in good health, 40 dogs
1

and provisions for i.o days. Four days later the KaguvalJ

yar.'was crushed in the ice and sank, only part of the stores
j

and equipment being saved. A me»saKe was despatched to Mr
|

Wellman, who was overtaken at Marten's Island, and

immediately returned with several members of his party, and

afterhelping to build a house on Walden Island for the ship-

wrecked crew, set out finally on May 3. for his northern journey.

He was heard from on June 17, when Mr. Winsh.p left the

advanced party, who were wai-ing six miles east of Platen Island

for open water to form, as the ice was impassable. AH were

well at that time. This news shows that Mr. Wellman found

the conditions of ice-travel harder than he had expected, and
|

since he had spent so much of the best time of the year in

travelling so shorta distance, there seems little hope that he could

have made a great journey northward before the general south-

ward movement of the ice set in, and compelled his retreat to

Danes Island. Baron Nordenskjo'.d telegraphs to the Royal

Geographical Society, strongly urging ihe importance of sending

out a supply of provisions, and arranging for the return of the

expedition to Europe, should it succeed in regaining Spitzbergen.

Thf. great Conslantine medal of the Russian Geographical

Society has been awarded this year to Prof. A. N. Veselovsky.

for his thirty-five years' work in the domain of both Russian

and We-t European ancient literature and folU-lore ;
and the

Count LUlke medal to W. E. Fu's, for his many years'

investigations of chronometers. It is known that since the

splendid researches of Struve into the influence of temperature

upon the errors of chronometers, these errors can easily be

eliminated ; but that changes of moisture still continued to

remain a considerable cause of errors, the more so as its action

was found to be different on different instruments. In the course
,

of his researches. Fuss made the important discovery that the
[

rale of some chronometers is not modified at all by that c.iusc, and 1

he was able to determine a means of rendering the instruments
1

quite insensible to the influence of moisture. Consequently, all

]

devices which are in use in ihe navies of Western Europe for
1

iiolating the chronometers from the surrounding moisture on

board shi p, have been abandoned in Russia ; and the chronometer

delermin.v.onsare nevertheless quite free from this source of

error, as may be seen from the many researches of luss,

printed in the ' llydrographical Memoirs," published at St.

I'etemhurg. The great gold medals of the different sections of
|

the Geographical Society have been awarded, by the section of

E'hnograpby to M. Karskiy, for researches among the Dyelo-

lujws; in Statistics, lo acollcctive work of twenty two explorers.

on the economic conditions of the peasants in the governments of

Irkutsk and Yeniseisk ; and lo I'rof. Fortuna'.olT, for various

works, of which his inquiry into the productivity of rye crops

in European Kiusia is the most remarkable. The great silver
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medal bearing Prjevalsky's name has been awarded to K. N.

RossikolV. for his explorations of the glaciers and physic*!

geography of Caucasus. Small gold medals have been

awarded to B. I. Sreznewski, for meteorological work ;
D.

Trofimenko, for cartographic work in Mezen;andto P. S.Popoi .

for translations of Chinese manuscripts relative to Mongolia.

Several silver and bronze medals have been distributed for

various works of less importance.

We have received from the Imperial Russian Geographical

Society a pamphlet by Admiral S. MakarolT, setting forth the

desirability of an international agreement with regard to the

publication of the materials contained in the meteorological log-

books of ships in all parts of the world. Admiral Makaroft

has paid some attention to this subject, and as the author of a

volume containing the results of observations made during a

voyage of exploration round the world, in the Russian frig.te

ntitiz in 1S86-S9, his opinion carries considerable weight. He

proposes that original observations should be published by each

country in a tabular form, or at least for a period of two years,

viz. from January i, 18S2, to January I, 1SS4, thus embracing

the time during which observations were made by the inter-

national Polar expeditions. In the report of a committee

appointed lo consider certain questions relating to the Meteoro-

logical Department of the Board of Trade, and presented to

Parliament in 1866, of which Mr. Francis Gallon was •

member, it was recommended that the results of marin.

observations should be published on one uniform plan, in th«

form of tables, for months and seasons. The main d.nrerenc(

between these two proposals is that Admiral MakarolT asks foi

original observations, pointing out that mean data give
:

exact idea of the daily changes which occur in the conditio..

the atmosphere. At a conference on maritime meteorology,

held in London in 1874, it was also recommended to publisl

deductions in the form of tables, in addition to charts. Thus

while general opinion favours a tabular, as one form of publica-^

lion of marine meteorological data, experience of over fort)'

years, since the Maritime Conference held at Brussels, show

that each country is disposed to publish its observations in Ih.

form suited to its own requirements, Russia, only, havin|

published a small number of meteorological logs in (xl.-iiso ; u

that the prospect of any international agreement binding «l

countries lo adopt any special form of publication, howeve

desirable it may be, seems very remote.

The Midland Union of N.atural History and Scicnlifi

.Societies held their seventeenth annual meeting at Kllesmere

Shropshire, on Friday and Saturday last. The Council met a

lheTo«n Hall on Friday afternoon, under the presidency o^

Mr W. H. Wilkinson, and eleven delegates from the variou

societies were present. It was decided that the papers com

peting for the Darwin medal should be published within the are

.

of the Union, in place of the ^/iMa„J NaUnaliu, now defunct
^

1 The annual meeting was subsequently held in the Museum, whc.

I

Mr lirownlow R. C. Tower was elected president forth

' ensuing year, Mr. Egbert de Ilamel w.as re-elected treMure.

and Piof. Ilillhouse (Mason College, Birmingham) and Mr.

j

V. Hodgson (of Harborne) were elected secretaries.

1 Proi. W. C, Mackkn/.ie. of the Tcwftkieh College of Agr

'

culture, Ghizch, sends us some further particulars with regar

to the nitrate-bearing clays of Egypi, described in Ihcs

columns in May List (vol. I. p. 61). It appears that Messr

Floycr and Sickcnbergcr have sent in a preliminary report, 1

which they state that the supply seems to be almost ir

exhaustible. They consider it to be a '
' foliated marl, greenis

and sometimes reddish, with veins of white gypsum, .ind incrif

tations or small crystals of chloride of sodium, ands,.me su phai

of sodium. Its taste is sally and slightly bitter, from the latle,
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Its primary stratum has a depth of from 50 metres (Floyer and

jSeckenberger) to 100 metres (Zittel), and is horizontally

Ibedded between the Lower Londinian, a hard white limestone

of the Lower Eocene, and the Suessonian, a yellowish or greyish

limestone between the Lower Eocene and the Upper Cretaceous

iforraations." Prof. Mackenzie says that the substance is bard

ind stony in the deeper regions, and disintegrated near the

urface. The compositions of the samples obtained, however,

.0 not give any further information as to the possibility of

extracting the nitrate with any hope of commercial success,

"ifteen samples were sent to Prof. Mackenzie, and they con-

lained quantities of nitrate varying from i per cent, to 17-5 per

i:ent. The average of all would be equal to about 5 per cent.

>at whether this represents the composition of the mass, is open

o question. We understand that a lot of forty tons has been

aken to Cairo for extraction, and this will give a better idea as

the possibility of success than can be obtained from the

inalyses of small samples taken at random from the surface.

We recently referred to the important studies of >L Marcel

Jertrand on the geological structure of the Western Alp-. A
ull account of them, with maps and sections, has now been

ublished in the Bull. Sac. Gt'al. France. The author also

escribes the lustrous schists of that area, and concludes that

hey are a " flysch " facies of Triassic age.

Ln a somewhat crude paper, entitled " Migration and the

' . 1 Quest, a Study in the Peopling of .\merica," contributed

1 1 lie American Anlhropolagisl ior ]\\\y, Mr. Otis Tufton Mason,

;arting with the simple generalisation that the desire to appease

lUnger and thirst in the easiest way determines migration, seeks

vidence for the primitive peopling of America from the islands

f the Indian Ocean. The theory in its main features is

robably sound enough, but there are so few facts bearing on

,ie application of the theory to the peopling of America, that

le specific question is not much advanced.

I^K. F. Pleh.v, the German Government medical ofTicer in

le Cameroons, has made a special study of the beliefs and

[jstoms of the Dualla negroes with respect to illness and death,

nd he has a paper on the subject in the last number of Danckcl-

Jiana's Mittlieilungen aus den Deiitschen Schtitzgehieten. He
nds that, contrary to the custom of most primitive tribes, the

lagician and medical man have separate functions amongst

le Dualla. The magician lives in the bush, only

jming to the villages when his services are required, and his

uties are practically confined to the discovery of thieves and
f people who have used magic in order to produce illness or

eatb. The doctor may be a man or a woman, and the office

usually hereditary, although sometimes a student is initiated

1 payment of a handsome fee. They have some knowledge
f the use of plant products as medicine, but are practically

i;norant of surgery.

In the form of a lecture delivered at the Marine Biological

aboratory of Wood's Holl, .Massachusetts, Prof. J. M. Mac-
j.rlane describes some very interesting observations on the

rito-contractility of plants. He maintains that, in the animal
|i in the vegetable kingdom, we have to do with a true con-

aclile tissue. In the higher plants this tissue is made up of

.'lis, each consisting of an iriito-contractile protoplasmic sac

•closing a quantity of sap, each cell being joined to neigh-

auring cells by protoplasmic processes which pass through

iinule pores in the common cellulose membrane. Irrito-con-

actility may be started by stimuli of a mechanical, chemical,

lermal, luminous, or electrical nature. The seat of this con-

aclility is unquestionably the vacuolated protoplasm, and not
le cell-wall, as held by some observers. The degree of con-

action of an organ is proportional to the relative molecular
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activity of the protoplasm, and to the strength or continuity of

the stimulus. Prof. Macfarlane has already shown that in the

leaves of Dion^ra contractility can only be excited by two succes-

sive stimuli separated by an interval of time ; and he now illus-

trates his conclusions by the phenomena presented by the closure

of the leaves in a number of different plants.

The Report of the Director of the Aquarium of the U.S.
Fish Commission at the Chicago Exhibirion (Bull. U.S. Fish

Com. for 1S93, pp. 143-igo) is well worthy of perusal by those

who are concerned in the management of large aquaria, or

who take any general interest in such affairs. It is the record

of an ambitious enterprise, fraught with many inherent diffi-

culties ; and the frank statement which Prof. S. A. Forbes has

given, both of the failures and the successes which attended the

efforts of his staff", should be of considerable service in other

and future undertakings of a similar kind. The marine aquaria

had a capacity of 40,000 galls., and, although the necessary

supply of sea-water and marine animals had to be obtained at

a distance of nearly a thousand miles, this part of the exhibi-

tion gave the greatest satisfaction. The fresh-water aquaria,

paradoxically enough, were much more difficult to maintain in

good condition, owing to the ravages wrought among the

fishes by that well-known fungous pest Saprolcgnia, the germs

of which were found to be abundant in the water supply from

Lake Michigan. The precipitation of nocuous matter from

the water by the ingenious use of an alum tank, followed by

careful filtration, was the principal means by which the disease

was kept in check ; but the least derangement of the filtering

apparatus was immediately followed by a fresh outbreak of

the plague. Another equally troublesome pest made its appear-

ance during the hot weather in the form of an Infusorian para-

site {Ichlliyophthirius of Fouquet), which attacked and in-

flamed the skins of the less hardy fishes, and led to a great mor-

tality. "Young cat-fish died like sheep with the murrain."

Special observations on these two unbidden guests are given

as appendices to the Director's Report. It may be mentioned,

in passing, that Prof. Forbes speaks strongly in favour of the

employment of shallow open pools or basins, freely exposed

to sun and air, instead of the traditional deep narrow tanks

with sides of glass.

K RECENT number of the British Medical Journal says

"that a large collection of indigenous medicinal plants and

drugs, fibres, and cereals has already been made in the Imperial

Institute from India and the East. A great many of the Indian

drugs have enjoyed a reputation in tropical diseases for the last

2000 years. They are, however, employed in the crude state,

gtnerally in combination with metallic and mineral compounds,

and do not therefore indicate their individual value as medi-

cines. They have, with a few exceptions, undergone no

chemical analysis or pharmacological experimentation, and such

researches have not yet been taken up either by Government or

by private individuals in India, neither are there facilities or

expert knowledge easily procurable for such researches. To
submit them to experts in London for proper investigation

would be very costly unuer the circumstances. The establish-

ment of a chemical and phaimacological laboratory in connec-

tion with the Imperial Institute, under a committee of experts,

would be a valuable addition. There are few institutions of

the kind where any original researches can be made in London ;

it will therefore be a very desirable and useful institution for

the promotion of science. It may in addition be expected to

help towards the discovery of important medicines and products

of great dietetic and commercial value. The benefits which

would accrue from the institution would be greatly appreciated

loth by English and Indian contributors to the funds of the

Imperial Institute ; and it would tend to bring together scien-
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tific men from all classes and races of men in the British

Empire." It is remarked with regret that though such a

project as this has been contemplated by the authorities in

charge of the Institute, little more progress has been made

in the matter. We cordially agree with our contemporary in

thinking the matter important enough to engage the attention

of the committee of the Institute, and would urge that the

necessary steps for its consideration be taken at the earliest

possible date.

Dr. J. \V. VAN Bebger, of the Deutsche Seewarte, has

examined the daily synoptic weather charts for the North

Atlantic Ocean and adjacent continents, issued in connection

with the Danish Meteorological Institute, for four years ending

November 1SS7, and has published some useful results obtained

from them in the Anualen der Hydrographie for June. The
tables show the frequency of the occurrence of barometric

depressions in the North Atlantic for areas of 10° of longi-

tude and 5' of latitude, and charts give further information

graphically. These low pressure areas exhibit an increase

of frequency from high northern to middle latitudes, and then a

decrease towards low latitudes, so that below the 30lh parallel

the minima occur very rarely. In the meridianal direction, the

barometric minima are most frequent on the e.istern coast of

North America, and originate less frequently over the ocean.

The mean height of the barometer in the areas of low pressure

exhibits several peculiarities in different seasons. In spring,

the depth of the barometric minima over the whole area is

relatively small ; to the south of Iceland the barometer fre-

quently falls considerably below twenty-nine inches. In

summer the mean height of the barometer, especially on

the ocean, is higher than in spring, the lowest readings being

generally between Iceland and Greenland, while in autumn
and winter the readings over the ocean are considerably

lower than in the other seasons. The lowest readings

are again found to the south of Iceland, where the mean
minima in winter fall below 2S'5 inches. With regard to

barometric maxima, or areas of high pressure, their movement
is mostly towards east and south-east. The regularity of their

paths is shown by the charts to be much greater than is usually

supposed. The behaviour of stationary maxima is very interest-

ing ; there is in all seasons a great frequency of stationary

maxima over the ocean between 20° and 40' W. long, and 25"

and 40° N. lat. There is also another maximum of frequency

in spring and summer between Greenland and Spitzbergen.

These stationary maxima exert an important influence over the

weather of the British Islands, and the discussion of synoptic

charts, such as now undertaken by Dr. van Bebber, is one of

the most likely means of improving our knowledge of weather

phenomena.

An account of the performance of the new continuous-record

seismomelrograph of the Collegio Romano, during 1893 and

1894, was communicated to the Accademia dci Lincei at a

recent meeting by Dr. G. Agamennone. The regi^lration was

mechanical, and not, as in some modern instruments, photo-

graphic The pendulum for the two horizontal components

was 6m. long, and carried a bob weighing 75 kgr. Records

were obtained at Rome of the three earthquakes of Zanic in

1893, and also of the shocks felt in .Samothrace, Aleppo, .Scrvia,

and Nikolaiey. On November 5, 1893, the instruments, both

at the Collegio Romano and the Rocca di Papa Observatory,

registered the violent earthquake proceeding from Turkestan

and Northern India. Hut the most interesting record, repro-

duced in the author's paper, is that of the Japanese earth-

quake of March 22, 1894. The diiturbances registered at

Rome lasted nearly an hour, and showed three main .series of

(hocks, with intervals of comparative quiet between. Towards
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the close of the earthquake the individual wave-lines became
distinctly visible, each wave taking about seventeen seconds to

pass. Taking the velocity of propagation of these earth

tremors as 2500 metres per second, this would give some 40 km.
for the wave-length of this disturbance. These slow undula-

tions began to appear at I lh.'5Sm., whereas from the beginning

of the earthquake at lih. 37m. 20s. till then the period h.ad been

much shorter, and the individual traces overlapped. Wh.Tt is

of special importance in this record is the enormous distance

nearly one earth -quadrant—across which the disturbance v..u

propagated.

At the last meeting of the Societe Helvetique des Sciences

Naturelles at Lausanne, M. Raoul Pictet gave some particulars

concerning cold-burns experienced by himself and his assistants

during his investigations of the lowest temperatures attainable,

lie distinguishes two degrees of burns. In the case of tht

first, the skin is reddened, and turns blue on the following day.

The area of the spot is nearly doubled during the following

days, and it is not generally healed till about five or six week;

afterwards. It is accompanied by a very painful itching on th(

affected spot and the surrounding tissues. When the burning ii

more serious, produced by a longer contact with the cold body,
I

or by contact rendered perfect by alcohol, ether, or liquid air, r

burn of the second degree is experienced. The skin is rapidlj;

detached, and all the parts reached by the cold behave liki \

foreign bodies. A long and stubborn suppuration sets in, whicl
I

does not seem to accelerate the reconstitution of the tissues
|

The wounds are always malignant, and scar very slowly and it

a manner altogether different from burns produced by tire

When on one occasion M. I'ictet had sufl'ered a severe burn ui

the hand, due to a drop of liquid air, he seriously scorched tlv

same hand .-iccidentally. The scorched portion was hcali 1

ten or twelve days, whereas six months afterwards the w
produced liy the cold burn w.is still open. In order tu try Ih

effect of radi.ition in dry cold air, .M. Pictet held his bare am

up to the elbow in a refrigerating vessel maintained at - 105

without touching the metallic walls. Me felt over the whol

skin and throughout the muscles a sensation which had a dii

tinct character, and could not be described by words. The set

sation is not disagreeable at first, but gradually become

decidedly so, and appears to have its scat in the central boneo

the periosteum. After three or four minutes the skin is ratht

blue, and the pain becomes intense and more deep-seated.

withdrawing the arm from the refrigerator at the end of te

minutes a strong reaction is experienced, accompanied by :

superficial inflammation of the skin. This reaction resemble'

that which takes place after handling snow for some time will'

bare arms, except that it is more intense.

Whether electromagnetic waves are capable of produciD

mechanical eflects on the conductors forming resonators, is a quei

tion which h.as been investigated by different observers, theresul

obtained being entirely discordant. The current number 1

Wiedemann s Annalen contains a paper, by Ilerr Lcbedew, c|

the subject, in which he describes a new form of apparatus whio

he has employed, and with which he finds that these waves CI

exert mechanical effects on suspended resonators. The electr.j

waves were set up by means of a Lecher wire system twent
|

eight metres long ; the waves in this system, which damp o>

with such great rapidity, being used to induce others in a 8u:

ably placed vibrator. The magnetic vibrator consists of

piece of zinc, 20 cm. by 65 cm., bent double, sothat the disi

between the opposite ends, which form the plates of a condci

could be adjusted, and thus the wave-length of the vibrai

produced be varied between 320 cm. and 380 cm. The magii^

resonator consists of a coil of four turns of fine silver wire, wi

its .axis horizontal, and having terminals connected to two clecli
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meter needles, the relative position of which could be adjusted,

anil thus the "pitch" of the resonator altered. The resonator

liowing the effect of the electric component consisted of a

if fine silver wire with its axis vertical, the two ends being

connected to two cylindrical quadrants. In each case the

«ires, &c. , were fixed to a light glas> rod, and the whole was

'suspended by a fine quartz fibre. The author finds that both

'types of instrument behave in the same manner, and that the

effect increases as the pitch of the resonator approaches unison

iih the vibrator, suddenly changing sign when this point is

I -ed. Thus, when the resonators were tuned higher than the

viiirators, they were attracted, while when they were turned

[.H cr, they were repelled. The effects of slow changes of

[I .t'.ntial and electrostatic charges produced thereby did not

aii'^ct the instruments, since the author found that when the

lis of the induction coil were so far separated that no spark

1, and therefore no electrical oscillations were set up,

JiL resonators were unaftected.

An interesting contribution to the subject of electrical oscil-

.Tiiuns and electrical resonance is made in a paper by Mr.

lohn Trowbridge in the current number of the Philosophical

U I 'iizine. Being desirous of investigating the conditions

inkr which the formulae given by Kelvin, Stefan, and others

ir the time of oscillation hold, and considering that method

lirst employed by Spottiswoode of exciting a Ruhmkorff coil, by

ITieans of an alternating current dynamo, was a much more

iinverful method of exciting oscillations than the ordinary

iicthod of charging Leyden jars by means of an electrical

n.ichine, or working an induction coil by a primary battery,

liL- author has designed a form of apparatus in which he employs

111 alternator capable of giving a current of from 15 to 25

iiupcres with a potential difference of 120 volts, together with

I uitable transformer to obtain the necessary difference of

I iitial. He, in general, employs one primary circuit between

entirely separate and disconnected secondary circuits, so

. , :iL,'(_-d that the images of the sparks in the three spark-gaps,

ifirr I'. ;li--ction in a rotating mirror, could be formed side by

' .11 the same photographic plate. The most striking results

lined by the author are that a unidirectional spark (non-

-illatory) always excites an oscillatory discharge in a second-

II y circuit if the self-induction, capacity and resistance of

his circuit permit an oscillatory movement. In every case the

ir-t effect of the exciting unidirectional primary spark is to

make the secondary circuit act as if there were no capacity in

IS circuit, a thread-like spark resulting, which is exactly like

hat produced when all the capacity in the secondary circuit is

•emoved. After a short interval of time the electricity rushes

nto the condensers, and begins to oscillate, the strength of the

oscillations rising, after one or two vibrations, to a maximum,
ind then decreasing : the rate of oscillation finally assuming a

teady state, and being expressed by the lormula I — 2 it V i7c.

If a unidirectional primary spark excites oscillations in neigh-

bouring circuits which are slightly out of tune, the phenomenon
)( electrical beats or interferences can be produced in these

:ircuits, and is very clearly shown on the photographs of the

parks. If the primary spark ceases to be unidirectional, and
becomes oscillatory, these oscillations will tend to compel those

of the secondary to follow them, and if they are not sufficiently

powerful to do this they beat with the sec mdary oscillations.

When all capacity is removed from the secondary circuits they

oscillate in tune with the primary circuit. The author has been

led to suspect that there is a change in the period of electrical

oscillations when an iron wire is substituted for a copper one

jf the same geometrical form, and is at present engaged in

nvesligating this point.
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The forty-first report of the Department of Science and Art,

and the Directory (revised to June 1S94), have been issued.

Messrs. Dulau and Co., have issued a catalogue of works

they have for sale, on astronomy, terrestrial magnetism, and

meteorology.

We have received from the publishers (Messrs. Bliss, Sands,

and Foster) the latest volume of their very pretty series, entitled

" The Country Month by Month." Toe number treats of " The
Plant-World in August," and "Wild Life" in the pleasant

month upon which we have just entered. The series should be

a favourite one with lovers of nature, the style of writing in it

being bright and chatty, and the general get-up very tasteful.

A REPORT, just received from Mr. Joseph Baxendell, showing

the results of observations made in connection with the meteor-

ological department of the Corporation of Southport during

1S93, does credit to municipal meteorology. The report includes

tables showing the results of routine observations, and also

various notes relating to the instruments used and methods

employed.

Mr. J. D. Potter has sent us "Twelve Charts of the

Tidal Streams of the North Sea and its Coasts," which he

has recently published for Mr. F. Howard Collins. The two

thousand arrows which are to be found upon the charts repre-

sent the direction of the tidal streams of the North Sea and its

surrounding coasts at all hours of the tide upon any day of the

year. The time of high water at Dover supplies the key. The

charts are reduced from the one published by order of the

Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, and numbered 2339.

The first number of Contributions from the Zoological

Laboratory of the University of Pennsylvania has been

received. It contains three articles, as follows, and is illus-

trated by four plates :
—" The Correlations of the Volumes and

Surfaces of Organisms," by Dr. J. A. Ryder ; "The Growth of

Etiglcna viridis when constrained principally to two Dimensions

of Space," by Dr. J. A. Ryder ;
'" Descriptions of three new

Polychaeta from the New Jersey Coast," by J. P. Moore. The

new serial is issued through the Pennsylvania Press,

Philadelphia.

Yet another magazine professing to be devoted to science has

appeared— 77;<iV«a/ Science Revie-M : a Miscellany of Modern

Thought and Discovery. The latest arrival, which will be pub-

lished quarterly, hailsfromAmerica,but hasanofficein Henrietta

Street, Covent Garden. Some of the articles in the first

number seem to us scarcely to fall under the head of science, but

this lapse into other realms may be due to the fact that the

magazine aims at originality. Among the articles somewhat

more closely allied to science than those we have hinted at, may

be mentioned—"The Mystery of the Ice-age and its Solution,"

by Major-General Drayson ;
" The Problem of the Pole," by

C. Morris; and "Nikola Tesla and his Works," by Lieut. F.

J. Patten ; while Prof. A. Heilpin contributes " Current

Scientific Discussion."

Both physical and natural science are fairly represented in

the current number of Science Progress. Dr. D. H. Scott

surveys recent work on the morphology of tissues in the higher

plants ; St. George Mivart makes some critical remarks on the

theories of epigencsis and evolution ; and Prof. E. Waymouth

Reid describes electromotive phenomena in glands. The

arrangement of the molecules in a crystal, forms the subject of

an interesting article by Mr. H. A. Miers ; and a useful paper

on atomic weights is contributed by Mr. Alexander Scott. In

the July number of the journal the titles of chemical papers

which appeared in May were enumerated. .\ similar list for

June is given in the current issue, and an editorial note informs

us that the list will be continued in each number.
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The First Biennial Report, for the years 1892 and 1S93,

of the Maryland State Weather Service, which was organised

on May i, 1S91, has been published. As in other States, the

observers are voluntary, and the Weather Bureau supplies

instruments. &c. The present report is intended to give a

geniril view of the climate, so far as conclusions can be drawn

from data yet obtainable : it also contains a general summary
of the physical features of Maryland, and of the different types

of soil, each of which is specially adapted to the cultivation of

certain classes of plants. The Director of the service, W. B.

Clark, points out that the climate is generally what is known
as continental, but is, greatly moJified in the eastern part of

the State by the ocean. The average mean temperature of

January is 32°'S, and of July 75° S, a mean range of 43°, but

the differences in certain localities are very considerable. Rain-

fall is fairly equally distributed throughout the year, the '

maximum occurring in the spring ; the mean annual fall is 42*4

inches. Snow never fails completely, even with warmest

winters. ,

The Reporli of the Dirtclor of the Michigan Mining School

for 1890-1892 have just been distributed, and tell of much good
|

work having been accomplished at this popular institution

during the years under review. In the report for 1891-92 men-

tion is made of a number of changes which were to come into

effect in 1S93, one being the lengthening of the course from 1

three to four years, and the raising the age for admittance into
|

the regular course to twenty years, unless the intending student
j

shall have completed a regular course in some good high school

or academy. The need of some kind of endowment is

pointed out, the school being at present entirely dependent

upon legislative aid. The report also calls attention to the

necessity for the erection of an additional building on grounds

belonging to the school. This building would be used for

machine shops, testing and electrical laboratories, the mining

engineering laboratories, &c. A metallurgical laboratory is

much needed, but cannot at present be proceeded with for

want of funds. The work in each department has developed so

much that an increased expenditure all round is deemed
necessary.

DiAZOMBTHANE, H,C':^ i| , has been isolated by Prof, von

Pechmann, of Munich, and a preliminary communication con-

cerning it is contributed to the current Bcri.hte. This interest-

ing substance is a yellow gas at the ordinary lemper.aturc, which

condenses when cooled to a yellow liquid. It appears to be

odourless, but is extremely poisonous, so much so that Dr.

Pechmann finds it very difficult to work with in the gaseous

state, owing to its violent action upon the respiratory organs.

The principal properties of the substance have therefore been

studied with its solution in ether. It is obtained by the action

of alkalies under special conditions upon any of the nilrosamines

of the type NR . Ac . NO, where R represents an alkyl radical

inch as methyl, ethyl or benzyl, and Ac stands for acetyl,

benzyl, or the radicals CONH2 and COOCjIIj. The yield of

the gas is at least fifty per cent, of the theoretical when
nitrosomethylbcnzamide or nitrosomethylurethane are employed.

The reaction appears to be a very simple one, represented by

the following equation :

—

CIIjN/^^ + NaOH = CH,N, -1- H,0 -t- AcONa.

The new substance behaves in a characteristic manner towards

dilute acids. The yellow solution in ether is instantly decolour-

ised upon the a<ldition of the acid at the ordinary temperature,

nitrogen being evolved. Water acts in a similar manner and

almost as vigorously as when acidified. It is much more stable,

however, towards alcohol. Iodine decomposes diazomclhane
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with formation of methylene iodide CHjTo and evolution of

nitrogen. The reaction may be carried out volumetrically if

the iodine is likewise employed dissolved in ether, the comple-

tion being indicated by a sudden decolourisalion of the liquid

;

the nitrogen can readily be measured by means of the nitro-

meter, over mercury. Diazomethane reacts with silver nitrate

and Kehling's solution in a similar manner to the diazoacetic

ether described by Curtius. Mercuric oxide is reduced in the cold.

Cork is bleached and eventually destroyed by the gas, so that the

ethereal solution cannot be preserved in vessels closed with cork

stoppers. The best proof of its composition and constitution

is considered by Prof. Pechmann to be afforded by its reaction

with the methyl ether of fumaric acid. The yellow ethereal

solution of diazomethane is instantly decolourised upon ad-

mixture with the fumaric methyl ether ; the substance produced

is a direct addition product which has been obtained in crystals,

and which upon boiling with dilute hydrochloric acid evolves

carbon dioxide and yields crystals of hydrazine hydrochloride.

Moreover, the silver s.ilt of this compound is stable, and has

been analysed. In concluding his preliminary notice, Prof.

Pechmann states that he has likewise isolated diazoethane in a

similar manner, employing, of course, an ethyl inste<id of a

methyl nitrosamine. Further particulars of these compounds

will doubtless be awaited with considerable interest.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Mozambique Monkey (Cercofit/iecus

pygerylhrus) from East Africa, presented by Mrs. Keirnander
;

a Blotched Genei (Genetla tigrina) from Lamoo, East Africa,

presented by Miss M. Clode ; a Grey Ichneumon (Herfestes

griseiis) from India, presented by Miss Sullivan : a Four-horned

Sheep iOt'is aries, var. ) presented by Mr. Frank C. Strick ; a

Blackcap (Sylvia atricapilla) British, presented by Captain

John Richardson ; a .Smooth Snake (Coronclla htvis) British,

presented by Mr. John Gray ; a Common Viper {Vifiera herus)

from Scotland, presented by Mr. J. Anderson ; a Red and

Blue Macaw {Ara macao) from South America, deposited.

OUR ASTRONOAflCAL COLUMN.
The Mac.nesium Spectrum as a Criti-.rion of StellaR'

Temperature.—The vari.itions undergone by the spectrum of

magnesium when the element is subjected to different tempera-

tures were studied some years ago, and their use in estimating

the comparative temperatures of celestial bodies have been

pointed out. Prof. J. K. Keeler contributes a note on

the matter to the .tslronamische Nachrichteii, No. 3245,
his remarks referring especially to some obscrv.itions recently

published by Prof. Scheiner on the behaviour, under dif-

ferent temperatures, of the lines at A 4482 .ind A 4352.

The former line is strong and broad in the spectrum

of magnesium, when luminosity is produced by means
of the electric spark with I.eyden jar in the circuit, but it docs

not appear in the arc spectrum ; on the other liaml, the line at

A 4352 is strong in the arc spectrum, but faint in the spark

spectrum. Similar differences of relative intensity are found to

exist in stellar spectra, and Prof. Scheiner is not alone in think-

ing that they afford a means of estimating the approximate tem-

peratures of the absorptive atmospheres of celestial bodies ex-

hibiting them. In connection with this subject. Prof. Keeler)

comments upon the absence of the magnesium triplet /' from

the spectrum of Kigel, while the line at A 4482 is conspicuous.

He suggests that the star is at too high .1 temperature for the

production of the/' group, anil uses the relative strength of the

group in different spectra as a criterion of stellar temperature.

It is pointed out that Kayser and Kunge have shown that the

group is characteristic of a molecular structure which cannot

exist at a very high temperature, whereas the lines at A 4482 and

A 4352 do not represent the same molecular slate. These con

sidcrations lead to the conclusion that the aspect of the /'line-

stellar spectra may be used as an index to the temperature in Hi

same way as the two lines selected by Prof. .Scheiner.

And since the 1/ group is absent from the spectra of Rigel and
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Cfrtr\in -ither stars, it is thought that these bodies must be at a

lumpeiature higher than that of the most powerful electric spark,

for. were they at this temperature, laboratory observations

intlioate that the group should be well visible in their spectra.

The August Swarm of Meteors.—Many have already

begun to observe, during the past few evening-, some of the fore-

runners of the August swarm of meteors which at this time are

visible in very considerable numbers. Although, at its best,

this swarm does not offer such beauiiful displays as those

which occur when the earth meets with the densest part of

the November swarm, yet, on account of their uniform distri-

bution and moderate density along their orbit, the shower is

always fairly bright ami distinct. Unlike the November meteors,

the Perseids always herald their approach a few days before-

'band by an increasing number of outliers a? the maximum ap-

proaches ; on the loth this is reached, and from that time

a decrease in their number rapidly diminishes. Another pecu-

liarity of this swarm is that the average intensity year by year

does not exhibit such wide variations as those shown by the

Leonids, which attain a maximum evepy33i years. By plotting

the paths of the observed meteors on a globe or star chart, the

radiant point so found should be approximately 45° R. .\. and 57°

Declination for the loth. Close observation every evening wdl
-reveal a daily movement of the radiant point eastward among
the stars, as shown in tlie following ephemeris, taken from Mr.
Denning's table in the "Companion to the Observatory." The
dates before the loth are given for the sake of those who have
•commenced their observations early, and would like to compare
4heir observed radiant points with those calculated :

—

Dale.
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B OS THE NEWTONIAN CONSTANT OF
GRAVITATION}

II.

HA\E already staled that two measurements, viz. the hori-

zontal distances between the axes of ihe wires which support

the lead la!!<, nni of the fibres which .-uppoit the gold balls,

I

r
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and no multiplication of observations or taking of means would

have eliminated it. It is on this account that it is so important

in experimental work to vary the conditions in every way, so as

to discover unsuspected consistent errors.

The microscope scale was made by Zeiss, and is a most

perfect example of scale construction. In order to test the

•accuracy and find the errors of the scale, I took advantage of my
visit to CardilT, for the meeting of the British .Association, to

-compare it with a series of Whitworth standard bars on Prof.

Viriamu Jones's very perfect Whitworth measuring machine.

for this class of work sunshine or dust give great trouble, but I

was fortunate in having splendid weather for my purpose, as

visitors will probably remember. It rained without ceasing

during the two days that I was making these measurements.

Having now very imperfectly described the apparatus and

<he place in which I have carried out my experiments, I will

rnext show a series of photographs, which I took by magnesium

tube, which tube is also seen in Fig. i. This tube en-

ables me to control the motion of the mirror from the
telescope without approaching the corner in which the ap-

paratus is set up. This is done as follows : the back window
at the level of the mirror is made of metal, with a hole in it in

which is screwed a metal tube lightly filled with cotton wool.
This is not central, but opposite one end of the mirror. The
tube on the tabic does not fit the screw, but is merely bent up
and enters it loosely. By gently drawing air from the end of

the tube at the telescope a very feeble draught is produced in

the apparatus, for nearly all the required air is supplied by
leakage round the pipe near the screw, very little entering
through the window pipe, in consequence of the resistance

offered by the cotton wool. In this way, if the mirror is

light, to give a better idea of the appearance of the apparatus
and its surroundings. Fig. 5 is a view of the vault showing
<he clock, the eye end of the big telescope, and the little telescope.

In the distant corner is seen the felt screen with a long slit,

through which the scale and telescope can be seen from the
mirror of the instrument. This, of course, is on the table be-
hind the screen. Fig. 6 is a view of the corner itself, with the
screen drawn back. The octagon protecting house, which sur-

rounds the apparatus, is seen in position. Here again a slit is

cut large enough fo allow the scale and telescope to be seen
from the mirror. Fig. 7 is a view of the instrument with the
two halves of the octagon house separated. Here a further
system of screens consisting of concentric brass tubes may
be seen, but the lower one, which surrounds the window,
has been removed and placed upon the table. The driving
gear is also seen in this photograph, and a tube coming
from'the screw under the instrument which holds the central

Fio. 7.

moving it may be gently brought to rest without impact, or it

may be given a swing of any desired amplitude. So perfectly

does this work, that the mirror may be steadied very

quickly so as to move through less than a scale division,

an amount which corresponds to six or seven seconds of arc, or

to a force of less than one thousand millionth of the weight of

a grain.

The operations for any complete experiment are fourteen in

number. I do not intend to go through these seriatim, as

time will not allow me to do so. It is sufticient now to say

that the first eight are necessary to get the instrument and scale

relatively fixed and .adjusted, the vertical measures made, and
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generally all ready for operatioa 9, in which the optical compass
IS employed. This is a mo^t important one, for not only are

the horizontal men^urea made, on which so much depends, but

in addition the plane of the wires and fibres are made identical,

the correspondinc scale reading is found, and any eccentricities

are measured and may be corrected.

(To be continued.)

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Paris.

Academy of Sciences, July 30.—M. Lrewy in the chair.

—

Conditions necessary for the production and the perception of
murmurings in tulies through which air-currents pass, by M. A.
Chauveau.—On certain of the later geological and climatic

phases in Barbary, by M. A. Pomel. The quaternary period
was marked in Barbary by (i) a rainy phase with formation of
alluvial deposits, followed by (2) a dry period characterised by
the formation of travertinous crusts, and (3) the partial submer-
gence and reappearance of the coast districts with the production
of a narrow band of marine beds and a moderately humid
climate, which has since deteriorated to the present condition of
excessive dryness.—Report on M. Higourdan's memoir "On the
roicrometric measurement of small angular celestial distances,

and on a method of perfecting this Icind of measurement," by
MM. Loewy, Tisseraml, and Wolf The method used by the
author for the measurement of micrometric angular distances
consists in the use of glass points in place of the micrometer
threads, so that the image is never blo'ted out by superposition.

It allows of much easier work, and is at least as accurate as any
method previously employed.—On the theory of differential

quadratic formula?, by M. Wladimir de Tannenberg.—On the
integration of certain systems of equations with derived partials

of the first order involving several unknown functions, by M.
Kiquier.—On the absorption of light in isotropic and crystal-

lised media, by M. G. Moreau.

—

K contribution to the
study of the stiuclure of stetl, by M. K. Osmond. With
moderately hard steel, containing 045 per cent, of
carbon and 035 per cent, of manganese, the struc-

ture was found to vary gradually in samples all originally

heated to 825" C. and quenched in water at 15'C. after cooling
to 720'', 69o°,670°, 650°, and 640' respectively. Hardening fiom
640' left the structure almost the same as slow cooling. With
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ClI,

CH
Nr = c/~/ CH,

CHj CH . CHjOH.
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 16, 1894.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

,OxFORD, August 15.

'ipHE meeting which is now ending is in many ways a
-I- memorable one. To those who are engaged chiefly

in the serious work of the Sections it will be memorable
because of the unusual fulness of the sectional meetings
and the exceptionally high standard of the communica-
tions which have been brought before them. To the
popular mind the great feature of the meeting is the
Presidential address. Apart from the accessory advan-
tages derived from the eminence of the speaker, his
position as Chancellor of the University, his command
of the English language, his oratorical powers, and the
unusual splendour of the University ceremonial, the
address must be considered as one of the most remark-
able that has been given from the Presidential rhair for
many years past. Its effects are likely to be considerable,
because, unlike the majority of scientific addresses, it was
thoroughly comprehended by the whole audience, and was
written in such clear, vigorous, and easy English that
there is no educated person who cannot understand every
word of it. Whether the effect will be for good or for

evil, time will show. Lord Salisbury passed in review
the weaknesses of all branches of science, but his ex-
posure of the incompleteness of the ethereal and atomic
theories are not likely to prejudice the general belief in

them. These are impersonal questions which the average
. layman is content to leave m the hands of specialists.

It is otherwise with Evolution, which came in for a large
share of criticism, much of which, it must be said, was
criticism of a somewhat unfair kind. Evolution and the
Darwinian hypothesis have been accepted of late by ihe
people in a somewhat reluctant and hesitating fashion

;

there has been no great champion of the opposite view,
and the " lay " mind has been overwhelmed with masses
of technical argument until it has relapsed into sullen
acquiescence. For the first time for some years pr-t a
voice has spoken from a seat of authority, and has raised
the hope that the bondage under which unwilling minds
were lying may be broken, that the doctrine of Evolu-
tion may be overthrown, and that of design resuscitated
in place of it. One has only to read the articles which
have appeared in all the leading newspapers to under-
stand how real this hope is, and how gladly a large
number of educated people would undo the labours which
were begun by Treviranus and Lamarck, carried on to
success by Charles Darwin and by Wallace, and elaborated
by Huxley, H.ieckel, Wcismann,and many others. The
biologist knowswell the answer to most of Lord Salisbury's
criticisms, and can show that most of them have often
been raised before, and have been completely answered.
They were partly answered by Prof. Mu.xley in the admir-
able speech in which he seconded the vote of thanks,
and it is to be hoped that he has not said his last word in

response to the challenge thrown down. A perusal of
the newspaper articles ol last week betrays a weakness
in the armour of scientific debate, a weakness from which
Prof. Huxley alone, or almost alone, is exempt. Since
the "Origin of Species" was first published, much
has been spoken and written on the subject, and
an enormous mass of evidence has been accumulated,
much of which is of the nature of verification, and
carries, or should carry, as much weight in support of the
theory of descent with modification as did the discovery
of new elements in support of the theory of Mendelcef.
Lut the subject is a large and intricate one, and the
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writings of many of the staunchest adherents of Evolution
have failed to influence those who are not professed
biologists because they have been couched in such
technical, and, at times, in such uncouth language that
they could not possibly be understood except by those
who have had a long training in the special subject.
Lord Salisbury has taught us that a skilled debater and
a master of epigram may, by a sudden and brilliant

attack, make a breach of some considerable extent in

what we have come to consider as an almost impregnable
stronghold. That the breach will be rapidly repaired,
there can be no doubt, and in repairing it biologists will

feel the advantage of having to improve the range and
penetration of their weapons of offence and defence. It

is not enough that a scientific truth should be the
possession of a privileged few; those who value the
truth should try to spread it and make it common
intellectual property, and this can only be done when
they realise that simplicity of language, a correct style,

and a good arrangement are essential to its propaga-
tion. It is unnecessary to remind readers of N.vrURE
that the questions in dispute among biologists are not
as to whether evolution has taken place, but as to the
manner in which it has taken place ; that the selection
of favourable variations is not denied, but that the opera-
tions of natural selection are still imperfectly under-
stood, and that arguments drawn from artificial selec-

tion, if they are applicable at all, are applicable only to
a very limited extent. Nobody supposes that the methods
of artificial selection, the mating of the favourably vary-
ing bridegroom with the favourably varying bride, find
their exact parallel in nature. The argument from arti-

ficial selection was originally brought in to prove that
under certain conditions species were capable of trans-

formation, and the different conditions under which
transformation may be effected, and the extent of trans-
formation under known conditions, are now the most
promising subjects of biological study. This fact was
very well exemplified in the discussion which followed
Prof D'Arcy Thompson's paper "On some Difficulties

of Darwinism," on Monday last. It might appear that
the debating of such a question in Section D was proof
of the truth of Lord Salisbury's contention, that there is

a reaction against Darwinism ; but it is to be observed
that none of the eminent authorities who took part in the
debate doubted the fact of progressive modification ; the
question at issue was whether the direct effect of external
conditions is or is not a factor of importance in causing
and perpetuating variations. The sum and substance of
Lord Salisbury's address was that science is not infal-

lible, and still far from having attained an exact know-
ledge even of fundamental problems. This science
knows very well, and the proceedings of Sections show
how very much is still to be learnt.

It is impossible to review the work of each Section in

detail, but it may be said that never in recent years has so
much matter of novel or remarkable character been com-
municated in every department of Science. Section A has
been particularly active. When it has not been occupied
in holding joint discussions with Section G, on Flight and
on Integrators, or with Section I, on the Theory of Vision,
it has divided itself into three departments—two for

Physics, and one for pure Mathematics—and in each the .

number and the quality of the communications have
been of the highest order, one of the most remark-
able being that of Prof. G. Quincke, on the formation
of soap-bubbles by the contact of alkaline oleates with
water.

But, so far as the scientific importance of the communi-
cations made to the present meeting is concerned, it is

conceded on all hands that a verbal and really an in-

formal announcement made by Lord Rayleigh to Section
H, on .Monday, on behalf of himself and Prof Ramsay,

R
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takes the nrst place. It is known that Lord Rayleigh

has been for many years engaged upon the determination

of the densities of various gases. We have learnt that

he found in the case of nitrogen different densities

amounting to about one half per cent, according as the

gas was obtained from chemical compounds and the so-

called nitrogen of the atmosphere. This and other

points have recently occupied the attention of both Lord
Rayleigh and Prof. Ramsay, and they have succeeded in

isolating from this so-called atmospheric nitrogen, and
by two distinct processes, a second inert ingredient

denser than true nitrogen. The first method employed
was that used by Cavendish in his demonstration of the

composition of nitric acid. Air mixed with oxygen is

submitted to electric sparks in presence of alkali until

no further contraction takes place. The excess of oxygen
is then absorbed by pyrogallol. That the residual gas is

not nitrogen is inferred from the manner of preparation,

and from the appearance of its spectrum. A second
method giving much larger quantities of the new gas de-

pends upon the removal of nitrogen from deoxygenated
air by passing it over heated magnesium. When this

process was allowed to continue, the density gradually

rose to I4'8S, i6i, and finally to 1909. At this stage

the absorption appeared to have reached its limit, in-

dicating that the new gas amounts to about i per cent,

of the nitrogen of the atmosphere. When the gas thus

prepared was sparked with oxygen there was little or no
contraction. Lord Rayleigh and Prof. Ramsay have
already found that no liquefaction occurs when the gas is

compressed at atmospheric temperatures.

Sir Henry Roscoe said that the communication was one
of the greatest possible interest and importance, and the

Section as well as the distinguished authors were greatly

to be congratulated on the announcement of the discovery

of what would in all probability turn out to be a new ele-

mentary body existing in the atmosphere. The discovery

appeared to him to be of special significance, as being

one brought about by the application of exact quantita-

tive experiment to the elucidation of the problem of the

chemical constitution of our planet.

There were many other communications of a most
interesting nature, including a discussion on the action

of moisture in promoting chemical changes, a problem
which has occupied the attention of several Oxford
chemists of late years. Mr. Miers read a paper of great

interest to crystallographers in Section C, and Mr.
Culverwell's criticism of CroH's views on the Ice Age
«xcited much interest.

It was thought by many that the division of Section

D into two very distinct departments of Zoology
and IJotany, and into a third and completely separate

department of Physiology, might weaken the proceed-

ings of each ; but the fear has proved to be entirely

groundless, for there has been almost a superlliiity of

interesting material, and the attendance in each Section

or department has been as good as was usually the case

in the undivided Section. One is glad to note, however,
that the division is permissive, and that the three sub-

jects may reunite under the common denomination of

Biology in any meetings at which such a galaxy of talent

as has been brought together on this occasion is not to

be expected. Section E (Geography) has had one of

the most successful years in its experience, and has been
attended daily by large audiences, which were very well

accommodated in the great North Writing .School.

Economic Science has been hardly less successful, and
G and H have at various times been densely crowded,
the accommodation in the Anatomical Department
having proved sometimes to be altogether inadequate
for the large audiences which assembled to hear Mr.
Arthur ICvans, Prof. Macalister, M. Emile Cartailhac,

and Dr. Louis Robinson.
i\ further feature of the Oxford meeting may be men-
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tioned. Several of the colleges dispensed a magnificent
hospitality, and the reunions of foreign and English men
of science in Magdalen and Merton will long be remem-
bered by those who were fortunate enough to take a
part in them. New College was not behindhand, since
it entertained the Sectional Secretaries during their stay

in Oxford ; whilst Brasenose, Merton, Corpus Christi,

Lincoln. Jesus, and Balliol vied with one another in

hospitable efforts. Pembroke College was prepared to

have done as much, but its intentions were frustrated by
a sad event which happened just before the meeting.
During the month of August Oxford is usually depleted
(most of the University residents are away on their

holidays), but for this occasion many returned and
showed that the old traditions of University hospitality

have not been forgotten since the Universities Acts
came into force. The sixty-fourth meeting has alto-

gether been a magnificent one, and well worthy of the

town in which it was held.

The following is a synopsis of "grants appropriated to

scientific purposes by the General Committee :
—

Electrical Standards 25

Photographs of Meteorological Phenomena 10 1

Earth Tremors ... ... ... 75 11

Abstracts of Physical Papers ... ... 100

Reduction of Magnetic Observations made at Fal-

mouth Observatory 50

Comparison of Magnetic Standards ... 25

Calculation of certain Integrals ... 15

Meteorological Observations on Ben Nevis ... ... 50

Uniformity of Size of Pages of Transactions, &C. ... 5

Wave-length Tables of the Spectra of the Elements ... 10

Action of Light upon Dyed Colours ... 5

Formation of Haloids from Pure Materials 20

Isomeric Naphthalene Derivatives ... 30

Electrolytic Quantitative Analysis 40

Erratic Blocks 10

Palaeozoic Phyllopoda 5

Photographs of Geological Interest (renewed) ... 10

Shell-bearing Deposits at Clava, &c 10

Eurypterids of the Pentland Hills 3

New Sections of Stonesfield Slate 50

Exploration of Calf Hole Cave 10

Investigation of a Coral Reef by Boring and Sounding 10

Nature and Probable Age of High-level Flint-drifts ... 10

Examination of the Locality where the Cetiosaurus in

the Oxford Museum was found ... ... ... 20

Table at the Zoological Station, N.aples 100

Table at the Biological Laboratory, Plymouth

(renewed) 20

Zoology, Botany, and Geology of the Irish Sea (partly

renewed) 4°

Zoology and Botany of the West India Islands ... 50

Index of Genera and Species of Animals S°

Climatology of Tropical Africa 5

Exploration of Hadramout 5°

Calibration and Comparison of Measuring Instruments S°

Anthropometric Measurements in Schools ... ... S

Lake Village at Glastonbury .. 3°

Exploration of a Kitchen-midden at Hastings ... 10

Ethnographical Survey 3°

Physiological .\pplic.ations of the Phonograph ... 25

Corresponding Societies 3°

Mathematical Tables (unexpended balance)
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SECTION D.

Opening Address by Prof. I. Bayley Balfour, M.A.,
M.D., F. R.S., President of the Section.

The prospect of visiting Oxford to-day has, I am sure, been

to all of us a pleasant one, and we who are specially interested

in biology have looked forward to our meeting at this time with

the distinguished members of the Oxford Biological School.

But as we gather here there will, I think, be present to the

minds of all of us a thought of one member of that school,

whom we had hoped to meet, who is recently gone from it in

the prime of his intellectual life. By the death of George John
Romanes biological science is bereft of one of its foremost ex-

positors, Oxford is deprived too soon of one whose mental

power was yet in its zenith, and each one of us who knew him
cannot but feel a deep sense of personal loss ; and we shall in

onr meeting here sadly miss the man brimming with a geniality

which robbed differences of their difficulty and charmed away
bitterness from those controversies in which he revelled. This

is not the occasion upon which to dwell on his character, his

merits, or his work. We must all, I think, have appreciated

the graceful accuracy with which these were sketched in the pages

of Nature by one of his colleagues ; but under the shadow, as

we are here, of his recent death, I believe I give utterance to

feelings every one of you would wish expressed in paying this

passing tribute to his memory from the chair of the Section of

the Association devoted to the subject of his life-work.

I cannot open the business of the Section without referring to

the fact that its organisation appears to be variable, like the

objects of its study. It has changed its constitution more than

any other Section of the Association, under influences partly

from within in the strength of its elements, partly from without

in the local circumstances of its meetings. At its origin it was

the Section of botany, zoology, anatomy, and physiology ; in

the following year anatomy and physiology became a new
Section, E, only after some years to merge again in the original

one. Then a partition was tried—a physiology department and

an anthropology department were formed within Section D; but

the Montreal meeting saw anthropology as Section H of the

Association, and physiology again an integral portion of Section

D. This year, as you are aware, physiology—-I must be careful

to say animal physiology—has again become a definite Section

—I. Whether or no the habit thus acquired through the

environment of Oxford will be so permanent as to be transmitted

and appear at future meetings of the Association is a problem
upon which I refrain from speculating ; my reason for men-
tioning this matter at all is to point out that, as in previous

devolutions of subjects from Section D, animal physiology

is the only physiology which is concerned. It was part

of the original proposal that plant physiology should form

a portion of the province of Section I. To this the botanical

members of Section D are unable to assent. We all readily

admit that the development within recent years of our know-
ledge of plant- life is entirely in the direction of bringing to light

fundamental similarities between the vital processes in plants

and in animals. To no one do we owe more in this sphere of

investigation than to two of the distinguished botanists from
Germany whom we are glad to welcome at this meeting— Profs.

Pfefier and Strasburger. And we fully reciprocate the desire

for mutual comment and criticism implied in the suggestion of

combinatiin. But allowing these as grounds for the conjoint

treatment of the physiology of plants and animals in one section,

what we botanists feel is ihat we are a compact body of workers
in a science the boundaries of which it is at present not difficult

to define, and that to divorce physiology from morphology and
other branches of botany would tend to loosen our cohesion,

would he 10 go against the current of our progress, and would
take all the vitality from our discussions. To have papers on
plant physiolcigy dealt with in Section I, whilst those on other

botanical subjects were dealt with in Stction D, would be not

merely an extremely inconvenient arrangement, from causes
inherent in the subjects themselves, but would strike at that

fraternity and spirit of camaraderie amongst those treading the

same paih of sci' nee, I he promotion of which is the chief, il not
the only, (unciion the British Association now fulfils. At the
outset, therefore, of our meetings, I wish to make it known that

papers and discussions on all botanical subjects will take place
in Section D.

And now I pass to the special topic upon which I am to

address you. In selecting it I have followed the lead of those of

my predecessors in this chair who have used the opportunity to

discuss a practical subject. Forestry, about which I purpose

to speak, is a branch of applied science to which, in this

country, but little attention has been given by any class of the

community. By scientific men it has been practically ignored.

Yet it is a division of Rural Economy which ought to be the

basis of a large national industry.

There are no intrinsic circumstances in the country to pre-

vent our growing trees as a profitable crop for timber as well as

our neighbours. On the contrary. Great Britain is specially

well adapted for tree-growing. We have woodlands of fine

trees, grown after traditional rule-of-thumb methods, abundant

in many districts. The beauty of an English landscape lies in

its trees and its pastures. Nowhere in the world, probably, are

to be found finer specimens of tree-growth. As arboriculturists

we are unrivalled. But the growing of trees for effect and in

plantations is a very different matter from their cultivation on

scientific principles, for the purpose of yielding profitable crops.

This is sylviculture. The guiding lines of the two methods of c ul-

ture are by no means the same—nay, they may be opposed ; and

it is the sylvicultural aspect of the science of forestry which has

hitherto been neglected in this country. The recognition of

this is no new thing. But within recent years it has attracted

considerable public attention, as the importance of wood culti-

vation in our national life has been more realised ; and although

various proposals have been put forward, and some little effort

made for the purpose of remedying the admittedly unsatisfactory

state of forestry practice, there has been so far no great result.

I attribute this in great measure to the apathy of scientific men,

especially botanists, and I am convinced that until they devote

attention to forestry the great issues involved in it will not be

rightly appreciated in the country.

It is not the ftist time the subject has been before this

Section. I find thf.t in 1885, at the Aberdeen meeting, a com-
mittee was appointed by it to consider " whether the condition

of our forests and woodlands might not be improved by the

establishment of a forest-school." The good intention of the

promoters was not fulfilled, however. The committee did not

meet.

In the first instance, let me briefly refer to the national

economic features of forests as they affect us.

There are two aspects from which forests are of importance

to a country— firstly, as a source of timber and fuel ; secondly,

on account of their hygienic and climatic influences.

With regard to the latter, it is a popular notion that trees

exercise considerable influence upon atmospheric conditions,

but it is only within recent years, and as the result of long

experimental research in Switzerland, France, Austria, Ger-

many, and other areas where forestry is practised at a high

level of excellence, and also in the United States, that any
sufficient data have been forthcoming to form a basis of scien-

tific conclusion upon so important a matter. Although many
points are still far from clear, the evidence goes to show that

the direct influence of tree-growth upon climate is no mere
superstition. Staled in the most general terms, it is proved

that forests improve the soil drainage, and thereby modify
miasmatic conditions ; whilst, like all green plants, trees exer-

cise, through the process of carbon-assimilation, a purifying

effect upon the air, the existence of the increased quantity of

ozone often claimed for the vicinity of forests is not yet estab-

lished ; by opposing obstacles to air currents, forests prevent

the dissemination of dust particles with their contingent germs ;

1

they reduce the extremes of temperature of the air ; they increase

the relative humidity of the air and the precipitation in rainfall,

and they protect and control the waterflow from the soil.

To us these eff^ects do not appeal with the same force that

they do in continental areas. Our insular and geographical

position renders us in a measure independent of them. The
data for these continental results, it must be remembered, are

derived from large forest areas such as do not exist here. For
this country I know of no experimental evidence on the subject.

As, however, the effects of forest influence are (elt mainly in

local modifications of climatic conditions, we are not justified in

regarding the conclusions that have been reached as inapplic-

able to Britain. No little interest attaches, therefore, to a

statement based upon these continental observations to which
Dr. Nisbet has recently done well to call attention—that,

"where the rainfall is over forty inches it is undesirable to
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iocrease the forest area." The significance of this dictum, if

it be established, to Britain, depindent so lar,»ely upon
her agriculture, is evident. Wet years, unfavourable to

farm crops, are, under existing conditions, more numerous
than favourable dry ones, and any extensive tree-plantin,; in

agricultural areas might therefore prove disastrous. Bat I may
here emphasise the point that, whilst for the growing of speci-

men trees we may agree with Evelyn when he says, " If I were
to make choice of the place or the tree, it should be such as

grows in the best cow-pasture, or upland meadow, where the

mould is rich and sweet," yet the harvest which scientific sylvi-

culture reaps comes from land unsuiled to agriculture, which
would otherwise lie barren and waste, and therefore schemes for

the afforestation of such areas in non-agricultural districts need
not be prejudiced by the prospect of an increased local rainfall.

At the same time we must not fail to learn the obvious lesson

that afforestation is not, as some suppose, a simple matter of
employment of labour, but that it involves the consideration of

weighty scientific problems.
Forests, as a source of fuel, have not the direct impo-tanceto

this country, rich as it is in coal-supply, that they have in States

less favoured, l)ut their economic importance to us as a source

of timber needs no comment. There are no means available

through which to estimate the annual output of timber from our
plantations, but indirectly wc can gauge the insufficiency ol our
woodlands to supply the timber necessities of the country by
reference to the returns showing the amount and value of forest

produce annually imported. This has been steadily increasing

until in 1S93 its value exceeded eighteen million pounds. Of
course a considerable proportion of the materials thus
imported could not in any circumstances be produced in Britain.

But, after allowing a liberal discount for these, there remains a

large bill which we pay for produce, no small portion of which
could be furnished at home. No one would sugi;est that in the

limited and densely populated area of Great Britain timber-
trees of kinds suiting our climate could be grown sufficient to

supply all our demands ; that would be impossible. But few
would venture to deny that we could do very much better for

ourselves than wc do, and that our labour payments abroad
might be materially reduced. It is admitted that well-grown
home timber is, of its kind, equal to, if not superior

in quality to, that which is impirted; it is surely,

then, legitimate to expect that a large supply of well-

giown timber would enable us to hold the market to a much
larger extent than is presently the case, and that we might be
very much less dependent than we are upon the surplus timber
of other nations.

The importance of this to the country is increased by the
consideration of the continued appreciation of limber. There
is abundant evidence forthcoming to indicate that the present

rale of timber consumption of the world is in excess of the

present reproduction in the forests of the great limber supplying
countries, and with the persistence of existing cundiiions wc
would appear to be within measurable distance of timber famine.
Experience, too, teaches that we may expect not a diminution
but rather an increase in consu nption. N.> doubt as civilisation

advances ihe discoveries of science will, as they have done in

the past, enable us 10 substitute in many ways for the naturally

produced wood other substances prepared by manufacture ; but

this saving in some directions has been, and will probably
continue to be, counterbalanced by greater utilisation in others

—witness, for example, the enormous developnienl within

recent years of the wood-pu'p industry al>road, and consider

the prospeci opened up by the manufacture of wood silk which
it now being t>egun in Britain.

That Ihe pissihiliiy of forest exhaustion is no chimera should
be evident to anyone conversant with current timber literature.

Taking North Europe, for instance :— In Norway, " raw limber
if yearly bee iming m>rc expensive and more dilTiculi to obtain."

To Sweden, " pitch pine long beams are taken fr.im America,
luilable onc< of sufficient %\ii and quality being unobtainable
now in Sweden." In Scandinavia, the virgin forests, "except-
ing such as are specially reserved by the Governm^rnt in the

districts where mills arc tilualed, arc almost exhausted." In

Ruisia, the Riga "supplyofoak isexhausled." These senlences,

culled within the pait tew weeks from trade journals, show that

(hit is a more pertinent question than some would supp >se. In
Sweden, which, it is remarkable, is actually importing logs from
America, the situation is regarded as so serious that proposals

are on foot for Ihe impoiitijn of a tax upon exp)ried iiml>er for
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the purpose of raising a fund for replanting denuded areas. But
it is not only in North European countries that there are signs
of the giving out of timber forests. .'Vs they fail the demand
upon Canadian and .Vmerican stocks increases, and when we
look at these Canada "shows signs of beginning to find it hard
10 continue her voluminous exports to Europe, and at the same
time send sufficient supplies 10 the United Stales." But the
most .striking evidence is that furnished by the chief of the
United Slates department of forestry, in his official report for

the year iSga.in which he says :
" While there are still enormous

quantities of virgin timber standing, the supply is not inex-
haustible. Even were we to assume on every .acre a stand of
10,000 feet B. .M. of saw timber—a most extrav,igant average

—

we would, with our present consumption, h.ave hardly one
hundred years of supply in sight, Ihe lime it takes to grow a
tree to a satisfactory log size. Certain kinds of supplies are
beginning to give out. Even the while pine resources, which a
few years ago seemed so great that to attempt an accurate esti-

mate of them was deemed too difficult an undertaking, have,
since then, become reduced to such small proportions thai the
end of the whole supply in both Canada and the United States
is now plainly in view."

It must be owned that there are those who do not regard the
suggestion of forest exhaustion as a serious one. They argue
that the prophecy is no new one, and yet we are none the worse
off than we have been ; that failing supply from one source it

has always been possible to lap another, and .so it will probably
continue ; and then Ihe period when exhaustion is likely to lalie

place is so far oft, there is ample lime for the growth of new
forests to replace those being cut. No doubt there is time.

But this is just Ihe kernel of Ihe whole forestry question. With
proper conservancy of forest areas, the applicition of scientitic

principles to the recuper.ation of areas recklessly denuded, and
the afforestation of barren and waste lands, timber sufticienl to

meet a greater demand than is now made could be produced.
This is the aim of scientific forestry, and it is to secure this that

those who have given attention to Ihe subject are working, con-
ceiving it to be a duty of this generation to hand down to its

successors a heritage no less valuable than that which it received.

With an acreage of wooded land amounting to only 4 per
cent, of their lolal area. Great Britain and Ireland possess a
smaller proportion so covered than any o'.li-r ICuropean country.

Denmark comes near with only about 5 per cent., in l''r.ance

the percentage rises to 15, in Norway and Germany to 25, in

Austria-Hungary to 30, whilst in Sweden the amount is overdo
percent. Tne United Stales is estimated to have about 25 per

cent. These figures do not, however, give a fair basis of com-
parison of the amount of limber area in tireal Britain with other

countries, inasmuch as in the continental lands the bulk of the

woodlands is true forest, whilst a large part of the area inciuicil

in the British return is merely pleasure ground, and another

large portion is only planlalion ; of real forest ihe area i~

extremely limited. It is not surprising, then, that we are n i

able to furnish ourselves with an adcquaiesup|)ly of limber. Bui

although there is so little land under wood, ihercare thousands

of acres unsuitcd for any other crop, and these for reasons I

have already indicated, it is desirable to have planted. How
to have this accomplished, and how to secure that woodlands
already existing shall be tended so as to produce a maximum
result, giving a profitable return, are Ihe problems we wish to

see solved.

It will conduce to appreciation of the question if I briefly dis-

cuss the causes which fiave been active in developing the pre-

sent condition of woodlands in Britain, and in bringing about

the disparity between it and olhei countries in respeci ol wood-
land area.

State ownership of continental forests will probably occur \'<

most people as the reason for the difference in area jusi poinleil

out. This IS Hue with, however, some qualllicalion. In con-

sequence of Ihe circumstances of their situation continental

Stales have been comiielled to recognise Ihe national economic
importance of forests. This ihey have done, not so much by

Ihe creation of State ownership in vast forests as by the organisu-

tion of a State deparliLcnl of forestry and a .Siatc system of

forestry education. It is altogether a mistake lo suppose, as is

often Ihc case, that the whole or even a large part of the forests

on Ihe continent belong lo the respcclive Stales, The amoun'

of Slate-owned forest is surprisingly small. Kernow givi

it in Germany as about ^^ per cent, ol the whole forest area ; in

.Scandinavia 15 lo 20 per cent., in France some 10 per cent,,
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in Switzerland 4 per cent., whilst in Italy it is not 2 per cent.

The bulk of the forest is in the hands of private owners or

corporate bodies, subject, though apparently not always, to

some control or limitation by the Slate. But the example of

the States in the management of their own woods, their readi-

ness to give advice through their officials, and the education which

is carefully provided for those concerned in forestry work, have
resulted in those privately-owned forests being as well managed
as those of the State. It is important to make clear this dis-

tinction, because it shows that a State system of conservancy

and supervision of forestry is quite compatible with large private

ownership in forests, and that efficient sylviculture upon a large

scale is not inseparable from Slate ownership.

But someone may say, " We, too, have State forests !
" Yes,

but it is almost absurd to mention them in the same sentence

with those of the continent for any part they play at present in

connection with forestry in Britain. The nine thousand acres

at Windsor are mainly covered with specimen trees. Of the

twenty- five thousand acres in the Forest of Dean, a portion is

supposed to be cultivated for a piofitable crop, but appears to

result in an annual deficit. The New Forest, with its sixty-

three thousand acres of soil-area, affords us one of the most
interesting object-lessons, showing the triumph of sentiment

over common-sense, that the country affords. Its history is

well enough known, and I need only remind you that Parliament

has decreed the major part of it to persist as a barren waste,

whilst in ihe remainder, which is covered with trees, the practice

of forestry is prohibited, so that slowly the whole is going

to wreck and ruin. This illustrates the value to us of State

forests! In the days of the "wooden walls'' the dockyards
obtained valuable timber from them, bat now their large area

is, one may say, of no State service whatever as forest, if one
excepts a small portion of Windsor Forest recently attached for

instruction purposes to Coopers Hill College. There can be no
question that if the Stale had set an example of scientific

forestry in even a portion of these areas, the practice of sylvicul-

ture now throughout the country would have been very different.

I need not dwell on the fact that the conditions of land tenure

in the country have exercised an important influence upon the

extent of wood-planting in the country ; and they must always
<Jo so. " The oak scorns to grow except on free land " is a saw
that sums up pithily the relationship between land-laws and
woodlands in England. Copyholders could hardly be expected to

plant much timber when the lord of the manor claimed the

crop ; and I believe it is possible in some counties to Irace the

boundaries of copyholds by the entire absence of trees on one
side of a line and the luxuriant growth on the opposite side.

The intricacies of email and the lact that life-renters had ihem-
selves to bear the expense of planting, except where necessary

for shelter, without prospect of seeing a return for the outlay,

must have 0| crated prejudicially to an increase in woodlands.
Happily since 18S2 in England, and by an Act of last year lor

Scotland, the last-mentioned restriction upon tree-planting is

removed.
Nor shall I pause over the question ofgame, which has been at

once the origin and the destruction of forests in Britain. Not that

it is an unmiportant element. But the instinctive love of sport

in the Briti'-h race is proof against all argument of utility, and
the needs of sport will always be a barrier, as they have been
iu the pa^t, to the planting of large areas well adapted for

timber-growing. It cannot well be otherwise. Landowners
can hardly be expected to forego large and immediate game-
rents for what appear the long-delayed, even though possit>ly

greater, profits of timber culiivation. In this c.ise the inevit-

able must be accepted. Nevertheless, there are large areas,

the game-rent of which is infinitesimal for their acreage, which
might be planted.

The most potent factors in bringing about the present con-
dition of our woodlands are probably to be looked for in the
nature of the crop itself and in the want of appreciation of its

character manifested by landowners ; in a word, in a want of
knowledge of the principles ol scientific forestry. Forestry is handi-
capped as compared with agriculture by the fact that the crop
cannot be reaped within the year. The owner who plants and
incurs the initial expense of stock, fencing, and perhaps drain-
ing, may after some years secure intermediate return from thin-
nings, but it will rarely happen that he reaps the final yield at

maturity of the crop he has sown ; it will iail to his successor.
It is this planting for posterity that makes demands upon the
landowner to which he is unequal. Hence it comes about that
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woodland?, beyond what may be requisite in the way of cover
plantation and for shelter, are often regarded as expensive
luxuries, and, in the time of high agricultural values, landowners
have even grubbed out trees to make way for annual crops
yielding an immediate return. But scientific tree-growing for

profit does not consist in the covering of soil-area indiscrimin-
ately with trees, without definite system and relation of its part
one to the other. Just as the farmer has to plan his rotations
on a definite system with reference to his total acreage, so in

properly managed timber-growing must areas be arranged in
such a way that some part of the forest will be yielding annually
its final return of mature crop, and cleared areas will by a
natural process of regeneration replenish themselves without
recour.'e to the expensive operation of planting being necessary.
Scientifically worked a forest area of suitable land, of which
there is such abundance in Britain, should be capable of yielding
an annual net revenue as regular as that obtainable by any other
form of soil cultivation.

It is nevertheless frequently urged as a reason for not growing
timber that wood will not pay in Britain. A landowner will tell

you he has acres of land which do not return him more than half-
a-ciown, and if it would pay better he W'ould be glad to put
them under timber, but he does not believe it would ; and he
will point to rates on woodlands which must be paid although
no crop is being reaped. lie will demonstrate that there is no
market for home timber, which seldom fetches its value, and
that there is a prejudice against it which increases the difficulty

of any attempt to compete with the foreigner.

There is some reason in the latter part of this contention.
The wood-grower in Britain has I think just cause for com-
plaint when he finds his produce not only handicapped by
preferential transport rates to foreign timber, as has been the
case in the past, but that it is also disparaged by exclusion from,
or admission only under conditions to, competition with foreign
timber by the terms of building specifications. It is said to be
the common practice of architects and others to bar home timber
in this way, and the Government itself has not been guiltless in

the matter. The Post Office form of tender a couple of years
ago for telegraph poles entirely cut out native produce from
competition, and the conditions of contract framed by the
Board of Agriculture under the Land Improvements Act were
until recently almost prohibitive to home timber. These latter

are now modified, but whether or not the Post Office still

boycotts home produce I cannot say.

However it is come about—and there are no doubt various
effective causes—this undervaluing of home-grown timber is

quite unreasonable, and the slur cast upon it is undeserved, so
far as its quality is concerned. At the same time, there is ground
for saying that the difficulties, occasioned in this and other ways,
of disposing of home timber at renumerative prices are due to

causes not altogether beyond the control of landowners who
grow timber.

It is generally admitted that with a more regular and certain

supply, as well as a larger amount in different districts, home
timber would have a better chance of holding its own in the
market. This is just what scientific forestry would bring about.
Given a systematic cultivation of forest on scientific principles

of rotation, and the conditions are prepared for a steady output
of timber by annual cut, as well as for a supply of raw material
for utilisation in the manufacture of the many subsidiary pro-
ducts derivable from forest growth. If landowners would only
provide such supplies, they would alter altogether, and to their

own advantage, the conditions under which they dispose of so
much of their home wood. The timber merchant who now
travels hither and thither over the country picking up small lots

where they may occurfor transport to his, probably di-tant, mills,

at a cost which eats a big hole in the value of the trees to

the landowner, would find it worth his while—and for that

matter, it would be worth while for the landowner himself— to

erect in the vicinity of the forest, mills for the purpose of con-
verting and preparing the timber, and to put up machinery for

the extraction of useful products from the waste wood. In
such conditions a steady market could be created in which the
.advantage would lie altogether on the side of the home-grown
article, and materials, the debris of the forest, now thrown aside
as useless, would be turned to account to the greater benefit of
the landowner. Encouragement, too, would be given to the
establishment of local industries dependent upon forest growth,
through which fresh outlets for forest produce would be
provided.
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The amouDt of profit returnable from timber cultivation

must of course vary with the circumstances of the area in each

case, l>ut in comparing values it must always be borne in mind
that timber land is land which can yield no agricultural rent.

The official statistics relating to continental State forests show
us the result of forestry on a large scale, and it is interesting to

note how, under what we must believe to be an equally efhcient

system of forestry management, the net revenue from the several

areas differs greatly. Thus from its two million acres of forest

area Bavaria draws a little over five shillings per acre per

annum ; Wurtemburg, with nearly half a million acres, gets a

return of about eleven shillings ; and Saxony, with a some-
what less area, receives over seventeen shillings per acre per

annum. For this country we have no such figures. Our State

forests result in a loss. It is unfortunate, too, that no returns

are available from private forests and woodlands, either in

Britain or abroad. Estimates of possible profits in this country

we have abundantly, but solid figures of expenditure and receipt

in relation to timber growing there are none. Uy the favour

of Mr. Munro-Ferguson, M.P., who, as a landowner,

exhibits a most enlightened spirit in regard to forestry, I

am, however, able to cite the case of a pine and
larch wood at Novar, in Ross-shire, twenty-four acres in

extent, which was clean cut in 1883, and gives instructive

figures. After sixty-one years' growth on land similar

to that which in the neighbourhood yields a grazing rent of

from one lo two shillings per acre, it is found to have yielded a

net sum equal to a revenue to the landlord during the whole
period of its growth of over nine shillings per acre per annum,
or an increased value of quite seven shillings per acre per

annum. Although it refers to only a single wood of limited

extent, this return shows how profitable waste land m.iy become
nnder timber. No doubt from the estates of other of our land-

lords who own extensive woodlands, where, if there is not (he

highest scientific forestry, there is certainly good wood manage-
ment, results of an equally instructive kind could be obtained

—

many would be better ; and it is much to be desired in the

interest of forestry that they should be made known as an
object-lesson to those who doubt the profit of Iree-growing.

But in the return 1 quote from there is another interesting

point which 1 most not fail to note. During the period of

growth of the wood, the outlay upon labour in connection with

It amounted to a sum equal to an expenditure of over thirty-one

shillings per acre per annum. That is to say, this sum was
distributed in wages to the people of the neighbourhood. This

exhibits the benefits brought in (he train of lorestry, which are

no less important to the community a( large than is the profit

of the crop to the landowner. The scientific trea(ment of

woodlands and cultivation of forests for profit on a proper scale

involve the employment of a considerable amount ol labour,

much of it at a time when there is little else doing in country

distric(s, no( only in the actual (ending of the forest area, but

in the mnnipulaiion and subsequent preparation of the timber,

and in the manufacture of (he numerous by-products obtainable

from it. In these days of congestion in cities (he impor(ance

of the development of such an industry which can provide

occupation in the country, and (hus may aid in restraining

migration to the towns, has not escaped notice, and it cannot be

too often or loo greatly emphasised.

The influences, (o which we have just given attention, that

have prevailed in bringing abou( the present limited area of

woodland in Britain are, i( will be seen, no( wholly irremovable,

nor arc (he obslaclcs to betterment insurmountable. And the

question we have now to discuss is—How are these to be

counteracted and overcome ? By what means is it possible to

bring foreslry in Briiain more in line with (hat of other na(ions?

At the outset I would say (hat if forestry is to be established on

a >ound commercial basis, the only one on which it should rex,

if we are (o have a national home-timber industry, it can only

be when the issues involved are more fully realised (han they

r. n'.wadays. As in agricultural practice failure can only be

cd by the application of scientific methods in farm culti-

:,, io is it with foreslry. To become a profitable industry

II must be practised as an applied science, and not as an em-
pirical routine.

We live beyond the days when it would be possible (o apply

the autocratic remedy i^x want of woodbinds in(roducc<l in

.Scotland by the Jacobean slalule, which compelled the land-

lords not only (o plant wood and forest and make hedges, but

also enjoined them under penalties (o see (hat each of (he
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tenants planted one tree for every marke of land. Nor, indeed,
can much be said of the success of the compulsion. And I do-
not imagine anything could be gained nowadays by the method
adopted in Scodand in the middle of last century by the " Select
Society," as it was called, of offering a premium to farmers who-
planted ihe most trees within a specified time. That such pro-
cesses were deemed necessary is interesting as showing how
old standing has been the recognition of the want of sufficient

woodland area in the country. At the present time there are
those who would reverse, as it were, (he process of the old
statute, and who look to the acquisition by the Slate of large
areas of waste land, and their alTorestation by it, for the solutioa
of this foreslry question. It is, no doubt, a wise policy which
encourages private enterprise to deal with the details of indus-
(ries, and only invokes Slate aid as a directive and controlling
force when its need can be clearly shown. That there is need
for State aid in ihe case of forestry I do not deny, but it is not
required lo the extent just mentioned.

I unhesitatingly say that the Stale ought to (reat the forest
areas now in its possession in a reasonable and scientific manner,
instead of leaving them as objects for the finger of scientific

scorn. They might be made, in part at least, models of the

best foreslry practice. It is no use lo dispute with (he sentiment
and tasle which have prevailed in making (he New Fores( what
i( now is, and i( is hopeless lo expect an unanimous verdict as to

the destiny of Stale woods and upon the method of treatment
lo which (hey should be subject. We have had recently, in the

lively discus^ion regarding the management of Epping Forest,

an illustration of how large is the number of people who have
views upon the subject of (he management of woodlands, and
how the majority ol theui, if they had their way, would, through
ignorance , defeat the very object they desire lo accomplish. We
must be prepared in any proposal for utilisation of State forests

lo incur the opposition of those who regard all scientific

handling of woods as vandalism, although 1 do not know that

forestry in itself involves a want of recognition of the beautiful,

or dulls the feelings which a sylvan landscape invokes in the

minds of ihosc in touch with nature. It is allowed there are

areas in our State forests sacred by many nieniories, possessing

a grandeur and picturesqueness with which no hand, whether
of forester or landscapisl, would venture lo meddle. Hut, on
the other hand, there are tracts which without damage lo the

natural beauty, and wi(hou( depriving in any sensible degree
(he people of their privileges of recreation they pri^e so much,
might be and should be dealt with as forest cultivated on sciendlic

principles. These might serve as instruction areas, showing all

that is bes( for the information of foresters. The creation of

some such experimental leaching stations in Stale forests is one
of the essentials for foreslry in Briiain. I would go further and
say thai the area of State owncrUiiji should be increased lo the

extent of the establishment of (ore>t stations, of an acreage

sufficient to allow of a satisfactory rotation, in other parts of the

country as centres of instruction. There have been, as you are

aware, proposals for the afforestation of some of the three

million and more acres of waste land in the Highlands of Scot-

land capable of growing timber, and we await with some interest

the report of the Deer Forest Commission, which has taken

evidence on the subject. If, as has been suggested may be

possible, afforestation is attempted through any system of State-

aided planting, an opjiortunity would be afforded for securing

what would be of so much .idvantage lo ihe country. Beyond
this system of model experimental stations, the Stale ownership

of forest in Bri[ain does not seem (o me to be necessary in the

cause of foreslry.

Replying recently to .Sir John Lubbock in the House of

Commons, the ['resident of the Board of Agriculture, after

recounting what his Board is now doing for foreslry in Briiain,

added :
" I shall always be glad lo receive and 10 consider any

suggestion for the increase of sound technical knowledge on

this subject." Well, now, I have a suggestion lo make. In a

practical science like forestry "an increase of sound technical

knowledge " can only be possible when facilities for practical

instruction are provided. I would, Iherefoie, ask the I'resident

to consider what I have just said with regard lo State forest

experimental areas. These cannot, of course, be created by a

stroke of the i)cn, but the initiative for their formation would

naturally come from (he Board of Agriculture. Il is possible

that, with betterment in forestry practice, landowners might be

found who would be willing to ilevote portions of their land

for the purposes of insUucdon, following for foreslry the noble
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-example of Sir John Lawes in his work for agriculture ; and

everyone interested in forestry must hope this may be so. But

when the State has already in its hands the means through

which a large national industry can be fostered, it is surely

incumbent on it to utilise them for the purpose. And mark

you, in asking for this, one does not make a large demand

upon the Treasury. The whole could be done at no ultimate

cost, for the profits from the areas could unquestionably more

than repay any outlay incurred upon them.

The true solution of the forestry question in Britain is to be

found in the diffusion of accurate knowledge of forest science.

The landowner has to be convinced that through scientific

forestry a sound and profitable investment for his capital is to

fee found in woodlands ; the factor or land agent must be

instructed in the scientific principles of tree-growing for profit

to enable him to secure a steady income to the landowner from

his invested capital ; and the working forester has to be taught

methods of cultivation based upon science, by which his faith

in traditional practice, when it is, as is so often the case, un-

scientific, may be dispelled. It is through education alone that

we can arrive at improved forestry.

This was recognised by the Select Committee upon Forestry

of the House of Commons in its report in 1SS7, which performed

a very valuable service by its exposure of the prevalent ignorance

of scientific forestry and of well-known facts of tree-cultivation

amongst those professedly engaged in its practice and study-

—

an ignorance the continued existence of which manifests itself

in some of the writings in current periodicals. The remedy it

suggested of a State Forest Board, including representatives of

science and of bodies interested in forestry, charged with the

superintendence of the formation of forest schools and the pre-

paration of forest literature, was superseded by the later in-

stitution of the Board of Agriculture, in which were absorbed

such functions in regard to forestry as the Government of the

day accepted. We are so accustomed to anomalies in our ad-

ministrative system that the discovery of an additional one
hardly surprises us. Yet it is difficult to understand why it is

that a Board which deals with subjects so essentially based on
science as does the Board of Agriculture should not have on its

staff scientific men representative of the fields of science within

its purview. But I do not know that either agriculture or

forestry is so represented. It seems odd that this Board should

be dependent for scientific advice upon outsiders, and now that

it proposes to undertake the responsibility of the publication of

a journal which, I take it, will be a means for the circulation

of accurate information upon scientific questions, I do not see

how its functions can be adequately performed without scientific

help from within. No one of us would expect to see, either to-

day or to-morrow, in this country a Board of Agriculture with

an organisation like that of the similar department in the United
States, which excites our admiration by the excellence of the

practical information it circulates. But there is a wide interval

between the completeness of the American department and the

incompleteness of ours ; and if I may make another suggestion

to the President of the Board of Agriculture, I would ask him
to consider whether it would not strengthen the Board in the

discharge of its rapidly growing functions if it had competent
scientific advisers upon its staff. Such a man for forestry would.
I believe, do much for "the increase of sound technical

knowledge " in Britain, and promote to no little extent its

interests.

Since 1S87 we have made some adv.inces along the lines of
improved literature and of teaching pointed out by the Select

Committee as those by which reform could be accomplished.
If one looks at the literature available up to a recent period

to anyone desirous of learning something about forestry, one
need feel little surprise at the ignorance which prevailed. It

was alike meagre in amount and deficient in quality, consisting
chiefly of the records of empirical practice of men who had
had no scientific training. It is satisfactory to note that these
are now being replaced by works having some pretension to

scientific method and accuracy. From Coopers Hill there is

issuing, more slowly than could be wished, Prof. Schlich's
excellent " Manual of Forestry," and from his colleague
Prof. Fisher we may, I believe, soon expect an important
forestry book. You all know Prof. Marshall Ward's lucid
little books on timber and plant-diseases, and we are promised
immediately, under his editorship, a translation of Hartig's
"Diseases of Trees," by Prof. Somerville. A most valu-
able and interesting contribution to forestry literature is
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the book by Dr. Nisbet, recently issued from the Clarendon
Press, containing the lectures he delivered in the University of
Oxford during the past year ; and to his marvellous energy we
shall owe the new edition of "Brown's Forester," which is

shortly to appear, and an English version of Hartig's "Text-
Book " for foresters. All this activity shows an increasing

interest in forestry, but it is only the beginning of a movement
to make up for the preceding dearth. Botanists are greatly

indebted to the Delegates of the Clarendon Press—and it is

fitting I should here acknowledge the obligation—for the

splendid series of standard foreign works on botany they
have brought within the reach of English-speaking students,

and which have done so much for the progress of botany
in Britain. If we have now got beyond the stage of

dependence in pure botany, we are far from it in scientific

forestry, and I would hope that the Clarendon Press will add
to its botanical series some of the standard foreign forestry

books, and thus aid in the dissemination of the knowledge so

essential to progress in the subject.

I must not omit to refer here to the excellent opportunity
that is afforded for the circulation of scientific information by
the new journal of the Board of Agriculture, of which intima-

tion has recently been made, and it is to be hoped that forestry

will find a place in it side by side with agriculture.

The attention paid to the teaching and study of forestry by
continental Slates, their many schools and copious literature of

forestry, make it remarkable that, apart altogether from the

economic side, forestry as a subject of study and investigation

has not been long ago introduced in some of our teaching
centres. I think the Sibthorpian Chair of Rural Economy of

the University of Oxford was for long the only one through
which forestry was recognised as within the sphere of Univer-
sity education. So far the limited tenure of this chair, in its

new dress, has been held by agriculturists— in their line the

most distinguished men ; but I should like to think that one
may look forward to a time when forestry shall have its turn, if

by that time it has not come about that it is otherwise pro-

vided for.

It was, however, only the necessities of India 'A'hich, at a
comparatively recent date, led to the first starting of forestry

teaching in Britain, and then only at the cost of India, and
for those destined to serve there as foresters. Coopers Hill

College, the outcome of these, with its excellent equipment

—

including now, I believe, a slice of Windsor Forest for purposes
of practical work—possesses the elements of a successful forestry

school, and it has within recent years opened its doors to out-

siders who may wish !o learn forestry. But, so far as I am aware,

it does not draw the young landowners of the country as it

should do. Possibly the expense of the special education,

which equals that of the universities without offering the advan-
tages in other directions they afford, may be deterrent ; but I

am inclined to think that if the authorities made the fact better

known that men other than foresters for India are admitted to

the college, more would avail themselves of the opportunity.

Beyond this and some slight notice of forestry at agricultural

colleges, there have been no facilities for forestry-teaching in

Britain until within the last half-dozen years. I leave out of

reckoning mere examining boards. Can we wonder, then, that

there is a general w.ant of intelligent appreciation of scientific

forestry? Even now all that has resulted from the agitation in

favour of more attention being given to this subject is—a lecture-

ship on forestry in the University of Edinburgh, supported
partly by the Board of Agriculture and partly by an endowment
from subscriptions among landowners and others (and, I may
mention here, forestry is now included as an optional subject in

the university curriculum for an agricultural degree) ; a chair,

or part of one, in the Royal College of Science at Newcastle,
founded cotijointly by the Board of .\griculture and the

County Council ; a course of instruction in science for practical

foresters in the Royal Botanic Garden at Edinburgh, maintained
by the Board of Agriculture ; and a lecture course on forestry

in the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical Institute, simi-

larly provided for. I must not omit to mention, too, the begin-

ning, just made, by the Surveyors' Instituie of the formation of

a forestry museum in London, which should have an important
educative influence. Little though it is, I think there is occasion

for congratulation that even so much has been done to provide
instruction, and I would have you note that in this education
the difieient classes concerned with forestry are all recognised.

Valuable as the teaching so being given is, it must have an
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effect in showing the need there is for more. In one way the

teaching of all these bodies is incomplete, and must be imper-

fect, inasmuch as they have not the means for practical forestry

work. Until this is provided, as I have indicated already, the

teaching of forestry cannot be thoroughly carried out.

But, after all, what has been done in the way of supplying

our wants in the way of teaching is nothing to what is required

if forestry is to be adequately taught in Britain. Dr. Nisbet,

who in his book already mentioned, has had the last say oil this

question, boldly states the requirements at six forestry ch.iirs in

universities, and four schools of practical sylviculture in the

vicinity of forests. I do not think he puts the needs one whit

too high. I should be even disposed to add to them, bec.iuse I

note he has omitted to take into account the claim of Wales,

whence there has recently been a request for the establishment

of forestry teaching.

But there are two questions strictly pertinent to this demand,

which need answering if the proposals are to be brought within

the sphefe of practicability—firstly, whence are the funds to be

obtained for this organisation ; and, secondly, where are we to

get the teachers ?

Dr. Nisbet puts his hand in the Treasury pocket for the

money—some hve thousand pounds per annum—required by

his scheme. I do not think many of us will be so sanguine as

to expect the whole financial aid could be directly obtained

in this way. Bat it may be, I think, of significance in regard

to this to consider the sources from which money has been forth-

coming for what has already been done. The Government,

through the Board of Agriculture, has given most, the re-

mainder has come from the County Councils and from private

contributions.

There is no reason to suppose that the Board of Agricitlture

will be less willing in the future than it has been to aid in the

establishing of forestry teaching in suitable centre-; ; but its

support from the limited funds—eight thousand pounds—at its

disposal for educational purposes, is always given as a grant in

aid, and is contingent upon evidence of local effort towards the

end desired, which we must therefore look to in the first

instance.

It is of no use to speculate upon the prospects of private

munificence providing equipment in any centre. We may hope

for it, but I do not think limes are such as to leal us to expect

large pecuniary aid from landowners. After vigorous effjrt

amongst them, extending over some years, to secure an endow-
ment for a chair of forestry in E linburgh, a sum a little over

two thousand pounds is all that has been raised.

But forestry is one of those subjects to the teaching of which

we may be more sanguine of support from County Councils.

It will always be a matter of regret to scientific men, and those

interested in the industrial progress of the country, that the

grand opportunity furnished by the fund dealt with un ler the

Local Taxation Act (1890) was not taken more advantage of

by the Government of the day. Distributed, even in part,

through representative educational institutions, it could have

provided equipment for technical education of the highest

kind beyonfl our dreams. Thrown at the heads of the County
Councils, before these bodies had had time to settle to their

prescribed work, there has been, in the opinion of those well

qualified to judge, no little waste. Vou could not create all

at once the machinery requisite for the mist efficacious expen-

diture of half a million of money on technical teaching. Much
of the work done by these bodies is admiralile. It is indeed

iurprising in the whole circumstances how efficiently technical

instruction has been carried out, and no doubt it will improve.

But it had a most extravagant start. It is difficult to trace, in

the general returns of the technical education undertaken by the

County Councils, the details of their work, and 1 have not been

able to discover how far forestry has lieen treated as a subject

of instruction. It ha^ not, I think, been often included. But

the example of Northumberland and Durham in respect of the

Newcastle chair is one that gives encouragement for thinking

that if the due importance of forestry to the community were
made clear. County Councils, in districts favourable for forestry

ant) its concomitant industries, might come forward with some
of the financial lupport needed for thr provision of the educa-

tional equipment.
It appear* to me that whilst we must obtain from the Govcin-

ment the institution of sylvicultural areas for practical instruction,

our best chance of success in acquiring the necessary endowment
for the rest of the teaching liei in the line of combination be-
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tween the Board of .\griculture and the County Councils, with,

it may be, aid from private benefactors. But if we were to

draw financial support from County Councils, or from private

sources, we must as a first step towards this make known, more
thoroughly than it is, the nature of the national interests in-

volved. We must disabuse landowners, land agents, and
practical foresters of the notion that forestry consists in the

random sticking in of trees, which anyone, no matter how
unskilled, may accomplish. We must bring home to the

people's minds that in science is to be found the only sure

guide to proper timbergrowing, and that scientifically managed
forests are alike a profit to the producer, a benefit to the com-
munity of the region in which they are reared, and a source of

national wealth. Once we have got so far as to create this

opinion, the funds for as extended a scheme of forestry educa-

tion as may be necessary will, I venture to think, be forth-

coming.
There is still the other question to answer—Whence are the

teachers to come ? This is, I think, fundamental. For, given

a competent teacher, he will soon find opportunity for teaching.

If to-morrow the whole or even a half of the chairs suggested

by Dr. Xisbet as essential were founded, how should we meet

the demand for men to fill them? We might, of course, draw

upon the Indian Forest Service, but I do not know where you

would find teachers in Britain. But if there is no prospect of

such immediate requirement of teachers, that does not make
the fact of their deficiency of any less moment. There is

surely something wrong when men capable of giving scientific

instruction in so important a practical subject are so scarce.

This is how it touches us botanists, and upon our shoulders

I am disposed to throw the blame for the present outlook. We
do not seem to have realised, except in relation to medicine,

that modern botany has an outlet. Perhaps it has been the in-

fluence of medicine that has engendered this. We find chemists

and physicists devoting their science to the furtherance of prac-

tical aims. Zoologists have applied theirs to the elucidation of

problems bearing on the fishery industry, and we see in that

monument to the ability and energy of Prof. Ray Lankester,

the marine biological laboratory at Plymouth, an experimental

station which, while it contributes to the nation's prosperity,

serves at the same time as a home of pure research. But where

is the practical outcome of modern botany ? I must not over-

look such brilliant work as that of Marshall Ward, full of pur-

pose, and significant as it is to many large industries, nor that

of Oliver in its beatings on horticulture. But it does seem to

me that the general trend of botanical work in Britain is not

utilitarian. Perhaps as good an illustr.ilion as could be given

of the slight practical importance attached by the lay mind

nowadays to botany is the f.icl ihat the Scottish Universities

Commissioners have made it—though 1 must add it is bracketed

with zoology—optional with mathematics for the degree in

agriculture !

It is matter of history that its utilitarian side gave the first

impetus to the scientific study of botany. The plant-world, as

the source of products of economic value and drugs, attracted

attention, and out of this grew, by natural ilevelo|>ment, the

systematic study of plants. The whole teaching of botany was

at the first, and continued for long to be, systematic and

economic, and it was from this point of view that, the herbalist

having become the physician, botany became so essential .-»

branch of medical study. It is noteworthy that as an early

practical outcome of the study came the establishment of botanic

gardens, which, at their institution, were essentially what wc

would now style experimental stations, and conlrilinlud ma-

terially to the introduction and distribution of medicinal ami

economic pLints, and to the trial of their products. If they

are now in many instances simply appendages of tcachmg

establishments, or mere pleasure-grounds, we .at least in Britain

are fortunate in possessing an unrivalled institution in the Royal

G.irdens at Kew, which still maintains, and under its present

able Director has enormously developed, the ol<l tradition of

botanic gardens as a centre in our vast empire, through which

botany renders scientific service to our national progress.

In Britain, consequent jierhaps on our colonial aiid over-sea

possessions, the systematic side of botany continued pre-

dominant long after morphological and physiological work had

absorbed the attention of the majority of workers ami made

progress on the continent. Not Ihat we were wanting in a

share of such works, only it was overshadowed by the prevalent

taxonomy, which in the hands of many no longer bore that
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relation to its useful applications which had in the first instance

given it birth, and had become little more than a dry system of

nomenclature.

The reaciion of a quarter of a century ago, which we owe to

the direct teaching of Sachs and De liary and the influence of

Darwin, many of us can remember ; in it some who are here to-

day had a share. .Seldom I think is a revolution in method and
ideas of teaching and study so rapidly brought about as it was
in this instance. The morphological and physiological aspect

of the subject infused a vitality into the botanical work which it

much needed. The biological features of the plant-world re-

placed technical diagnosis and description as the aim of teachers

and workers in this tield of science. No weightier illustration

of Ihe limeliness of this change could be found than in the atti-

tude of medicine. But a few years ago he would have been rash

who would predict that botany would for long continue to be
recognised as a part of university training essential to medical

students. Its utility as ancillary to materia medica had lost

point through the removal of pharmacy from the functions of the

physician. But what do we see now ? Not the exclusion

of botany from the university curriculum of medical study, but

the recognition to such an extent of the fundamental character

of the problems of plant-life, that it is now introduced into the

requirements of the colleges.

15ut if the old taxonomic teaching was stifled by it; nomen-
clature, there is, it seems to me, a similar element of danger in

our modern leaching, lest it be strangled by its terminology.

The same causes are operative as of old. The same tendency
to narrowing of the field of vision, which eventuates in mis-

taking the name for Ihe ihing, is apparent. With the ou-ting

of taxonomy, and as the laboratory replaced the garden and
museum, the compound microscope succeed; d the hand- lens,

and for the paraphernalia of the sybtematist came the stains,

reagents, and apparatus of microscopical and experimental work
as the equipment necessary fur ihe study of plants, the inwards
rather than the outwards of plains have come to form the bulk

of the subject matter of our teaching, and we are concerned
now more with the stone and mortar than with the general

architecture and plan of the fatiric ; we are inclined to elaborate

the minute details of a part at the expense of its relation to the

whole organism, and discuss the technique of a function more in

the light of an illuitration of certain chemical and physical
[

changes than as a vital phenomenon of importance to the plant

and us surroundings. This mechanical attitude is quite a

natural growth. It is a consequence of specialisation, and it is

reflected in our research. Hut it must be counteracted if botany

is in the future to be aught else than an academic study, as it

was of old an elegant accomplishment. It has come about
very much because of that want of recognition by botanists, to

which I have already referred, of the natural outlets of their

study— of their failure so far to see the lines through which the

subject touches the national life. Modern botany has not yet

found in this country its full application. It has not yet rendered
the State service as it ought, and as was done by the taxonomic
teaching it supplanted.

It is from this point of view that I wish to point out to you
to-day that through forestry—and although I have particularly

dealt with this branch of Rural Kconomy, what I say is equally

true of horticulture and agriculture—modern botanical study

should find a sphere of application by which it may contribute

to our national well-being, and which would have a directive

Influence upon its teaching, taking it out of the groove in which
i' tends to run. What we botanists need to do in this connec-

ion is to teach and to study our subject from a wider platform

than that of the mere details of individual form, and to en-

courage our pupils to study plant-life not merely in water-

cultures in the laboratory, but in the broader aspects exhibited

in the competitive field ol nature.

If forestry is ever to thrive in Britain, botanists must lay the

foundation for it in this way. We cannot expect to make our

pupils foresters, nor can they yet get the practical instruction

they require in Britain. In this we must depend yet a while on
continental schools ; the stream of continental migration, which
needs no longer to flow in morphological and physiological

channels, must now turn in the direction of forest schools. But
we can so mould their studies and give bias to their work as

will put them on the track of this practical subject. If we had
only a few men so trained as competent foresters, and capable
of teaching forestry, there would be an elTicient corps with

which to carry on the crusade against ignorance and indiffer-

ence, the overcoming of which will be the prelude to the
organisation of forestry schools and scientific sylviculture in

Britain. The influence of the individual counts for much in a
case like this. The advent of a capable man started forestry

teaching in Scotland, which years of talk had not succeeded in

doing. And so it will be ebewhere
I have endeavoured, thus briefly, to sketch the position,

the needs, and the prospects of forestry in Britain. Its vast

importance as a national question must sooner or later be
recognised. It is a subject of growing interest. Its elements

are complex, and it touches large social problems ; but the

whole question ultimately resolves itself into one of the applica-

tion of science. To botanists we must look in the first instance

for the propagation of the scientific knowledge upon which this

large industry must rest. They must be the apostles of forestry.

And forestry in turn will react upon their treatment of botany.

Botany cannot thrive in a purely introspective atmosphere It

can only live by keeping in touch with the national life, and
the path by which it may at the present time best do this is

that offered by forestry,

SECTION E.

GEOGRAPHY.

Opening Address by Capt,\in W. J. L. Wharton,
R.N., F.R.S., President of the Section.

You will not be surprised if, having called upon an hydro-

grapher to preside over this Section, he takes for the subject of

his review the Sea. Less apparently interesting, by reason of

the uniformity of its surface, than the land which raises itself

above the level of the waters, and with which the term

geography is more generally associated, the ocean has, never-

theless, received much attention of later years. In Great

Britain, especially, which has so long rested its position among
the nations upon the wealth which our merchant fleets bring

to its shores, and upon the facilities which the sea affords for

communication with our numerous possessions all over the

globe, investigation into the mysteries, whetherof its ever moving
surface or of its more hidden depths, has been particularly

fascinating. I purpose, therefore, to attempt a brief survey of

our present knowledge of its physical condition.

The very bulk of the ocean, as compared with that of the

visible land, gives it an importance which is possessed by no
other feature on the surface of our planet. Mr. John Murray,

after a laborious compulation, has shown that its cubical extent

is probably about fourteen times that of the dry land. This

statement appeals strongly to the imagination, and forms,

perhap'-', the most powerful argument in favour of the view,

steadily gaining ground, that the great oceans have in the main
existed in the form in which we now see them since the

constituents of the earth settled down into their present

condition.

When it is considered that the whole of the dry land would

only fill up one third of the .\tlantic Ocean, the enormous dis-

proportion of the two great divisions of land and sea becomes
very apparent.

The most obvious phenomenon of the ocean is the constant

horizontal movement of its surface waters, which in many pans
take well-defined directions. These great ocean currents have

now been studied for many years, and our knowledge of them
is approaching a point beyond which it is doubtful whether we
shall ever much advance, except in small details. For though,

while indisputably the waters continually move in each great area

in generally the same direction, the velocities vary, the limits

of the difl^erent streams and drifts vary, mainly from the ever-

varying force and direction of the winds.

After long hesitation and much argument, I think it may be

now safely held that the prime motor of the surface currents

is the wind. Kot, by any means, the wind that may blow, and
even persistently blow, over the portion of water that is

moving, more or less rapidly, in any direction, but the great

winds which blow generally from the same general quarter over

vast areas. These, combined with deflection from the land,

settle the main surface circulation.

I do not know if any of my hearers may hive seen a very

remarkable model, devised by .\Ir. Clayden, in which water
disposed over an area shaped like the .Atlantic, and sprinkled

over with lycopodium dust to make movement apparen', was
subjected to air impelled from various nozzles, representing the
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mean directions of the permanent winds. It dispelled the last

doubt I held on the subject, as not only were the main currents

reproduced, but the smaller effects and peculiarities of the

Atlantic drifts were produced with surprising accuracy.

There is a small current, long shown on our charts, but

which I had always regarded with suspicion. I refer to the

stream which, after travelling from the .Arctic Ocean southward
along the east coast of Greenland, turns sharply round Cape
Farewell to the northward into Davis Straits, where it again

doubles sharply on itself to the southward. This is exhibited,

in the model, in all its details, and is evidently caused by the

pressure of the water forced by the mimic Gulf Stream into

the Arctic region, where it has no escape except by this route,

and is pressed against the land, round which it turns as soon
as it can. This is, no doubt, the explanation of the real

current.

The very remarkable winter equatorial current, which runs

in a narrow belt eastwards, just north of the main stream
travelling west, was also reproduced with extraordinary fidelity.

The winds, however, that are ordinarily considered perma-
nent vary greatly, while in the monsoon areas the reversal of

the currents caused by the opposite winds exercise a great

influence on the movements of the water far beyond their own
limits, and anything like a prediction of the precise direction

and rale of an oceanic stream can never be expected.

The main facts, however, of the great currents can be most
certainly and simply explained in this manner.
The trade winds are the prime motors. They cause a surface

drift of no great velocity over large areas in the same ceneral
direction as that in which they blow. These drifts after meeting
and combining their forces eventually impinge on the land.

They are diverted and concentrated and increase in speed.

They cither pour through passages between islands, as into the

Caribbean Sea, are pressed up by the land, and escape by
the only outlets possible—as, for example, the Strait of Florida,

and form a great ocean current like the Gulf Stream—or, as

in the case of the Agulhas current and the powerful stream
which runs north along the Zanzibar coast, they are simply
pressed up against and diverted by the land, and run along it

with increased rapidity.

These rapid currents are eventually apparently lost in the

oceans, but they in their turn originate movements of a slower
character, which on again passing over shallow water or on
meeting land develop once more into well-defined currents.

We find an analogous state of things on the western side of

the Pacific, where the Japan current is produced in a similar

manner.
The fact that on all western shores of the great oceans

towards which the trade winds blow we find the strongest

currents running along the coast, is almost enough of itself to

prove the connection between them.
The westerly winds that prevail in higher northern and

southern latitudes arc next in order in producing great currents.

From the shape of the land they in some cases take up and
continue the circulation commenced by the trade winds ; in

others they themselves originate great movements of the water.

Compared to the great circulation from this source the effect

of difTerenccs of temperature or of specific gravity is insignifi-

cant, though no doubt they play their part, especially in causing
•low undcr-circulation, and in a greater degree the vertical

miiing of the lower waters.

No drop of the ocean, even at its greatest depth, is ever for

one moment at rest.

Dealing with minor points, the American officers of the

Coast and Goedetic Survey have found after long and
patient investigation that the velocity of the Gulf Stream in

III initial and most marked pari, the .Strait of Florida, is

greatly affected by the tide, varying as much as onchalf its

maximum rate during the twenty-four hours.
These American invcsli^;alion8 areof greatest interest. They

have extended over the whole area of the Caribbean .Sea and
iu approaches, the Gulf of Mexico, and the (iulf Stream
proper and its vicinity. In no other part of the ocean has

n of this detailed character l)een carried out, and
* a great light on oceanic circulation. The lilakt,

-""v fitted for the purpo.sc, has during the
»evr ;, 5,he was employed on this work anchored
in ' Hi water, or a depth of considerably more
than lAu iiiiics ; a feat which would a short time ago have been
deemed impossible.
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One great point that has come out very strongly is the con-
tinual variation in the strength and direction of the currents,

and the varying depths to which the surface current extend.

Eastward of the chain of the Windward Islands the general

depth of the surface movement may be said to be about lOO
fathoms, below which tidal influence is verj' distinct.

There is also a very plain backward flow of water, at

depths which vary, caused by the submarine ridge which
connects the Windward Chain of the West Indian Islands.

These observations also generally support what I have already

mentioned ; that the velocity of a current depends on the

strength of winds, possibly thousands of miles distant, which
have given the original impetus to the water, and this, com-
bined with tidal action when the current approaches or runs

along a coast, will always cause uncertainty on the resultant

velocity.

Dealing for yet another moment with the Gulf Stream,

there are two points which have not been much dwelt upon,

but which have a great effect on its power of bringing the

modifying influence of its warm water as far as our shores.

The first is the prevention of its spre.iding, as it leaves the

Strait of Florida, by the pressure of the portion of the

equatorial current which, unable to get through the pass.ages

betweeen the Windward Islands, is diverted to the north of the

Bahamas, and bears down on the eastward side of the Gulf

Stream proper, compressing it between itself and the cold

water flowing .southward along the American coast, and at the

same time adding to its forces and maintaining its high

temperature.

The second is that by the time the Gulf Stream has lost its velo-

city as a current, in about the vicinity of the Bank of Newfound-

land, it has arrived in the region of the westerly winds, that is of

winds whose average direction is from west ; whose influence,

causing a surface drift somewhat comparable to that of the

trade winds, bears the water onward to the British Islands ani
Norway. Without tnese prevailing westerly winds the warm-

water of the Gulf Stream would never reach these shores.

The depth to which the surface currents extend in other

parts is little known. Direct observations on under-current*

have been rare.

In the first place, it is not an easy obser\'ation to make.

Apparatus has generally to be improvised. This has usually

consisted of some form of flat surface lowered to the require*

depth, and suspended in the water by a buoy, which presents to-

the resistance of the upper stratum a very much smaller area

than that of the surface below.

More perfect machines have been devised, notably, that used'

by the .\meticans in their West Indian experiments.

These, however, are delicate, and require so much care and"

experience in working, and so much time is w.inted for such

observations, that under the pressure of the more urgent

requirements on surface movements in the interests of

navigation very little has been done.

The Challenger made some observations on the depth of the

equatorial curient in mid-.\tlantic, but Ihey were not very

conclusive for Lack of suitable appliances. They, however,

tended to show that below lOO fathoms there was but little

current.

It has been calculated theoretically that winds blowing

steadily in one direction with the ordinary force of the trade

winds would in 100,000 years by friction between the particle*

put the whole of a mass of water 2000 fathoms deep, not other-

wise influenced, into motion in that direction : but the direction

and force of the trade winds are ever changing, and the actual

strong currents of the ocean arc not in the trade wind areas,

but arc the result of these drifts meeting one another and being

compressed by the conformation of the land. We cannot,,

therefore, expect this theoretical effect to be realised.

One instance of the underrunning of one current by another

is brought very plainly to our notice in the North Atlantic,

to the east of the fireat Banks of Newfoundland, where the

icebergs borne by ihe Arctic current from Baffin Hay pursue

their course to the southward across the Gulf Stream running

eastward.

These great masses of ice, floating with seven-eighths of their

volume under the surface, draw so much water thai they are all

but wholly influenced by the undercurrent. A large berg will

have ils bollom as much as six or seven hundred feet below the

surface. The only reason that these bergs continue their

journey southward is the action of the cold under current.
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It was my good fortune to be ordered in 1S72 to undertake a

series of experiments of the currents and under-currents of the

Dardanelles and Bosporus. They proved most interesting.

It was well known that a surface stream is almost con-

tinuously passing out of the Black Sea through the Bosporus
into the Sea of Marmara, and again through the Dardanelles
into the Mediterranean. Certain physicists, of whom Dr. W.
Carpenter was one, were, however, of opinion that a return

current would be found under the surface nmning in the

opposite direction, and this I was enabled to demonstrate.
Though from the imperfection of our apparatus, which we

had to devise on the spot, we were unable to exactly pro-
portionate the quantities of water moving in the two directions,

we found, whenever the surface current was rushing south-
westward through these straits, that for a certain distance, from
the bottom upwards, the water was in rapid motion in the
opposite direction. It was an astonishing sight to behold the
buoys which supported a wooden framework of 36 square feet

area, lowered to depths from 100 to 240 feel tearing up the
straits against a strong surface current of as much as three and
four miles an hour. It was as perfect an ocular demonstration
of a counter under-current as could be wished, and the Turks,
who watched our proceedings with much suspicion, were
strongly of opinion that the devil had a hand in it, and only
the exhibition of the Sultan's lirman saved us from interruption.

In the investigation of these currents we found, as u»ual, that

the wind was the most potent agent. Though the surface
water from the Black Sea is almost fresh, and the bottom
water of the heavy Mediterranean density of i'027, it was
found that when calm had prevailed the surface current
slackened, and at times became nil, whilst the under-current
responded by a similar slackening.

The ordinary condition of wind in the regions of the Black
Sea and Sea of Marmara is that of a prevalent north-east wind.
This causes a heaping up of the water on the south-west shores
of those seas, precisely where the straits open, and the surface
water therefore rapidly escapes.

These straits no doubt present abnormal characters, but, so
far as surface currents are concerned, the long series of
observations then made convinced me of the inadequacy of
diflTerences of specific gravity, which were here at a maximum,
to cause any perceptible horizontal flow of water.

I have said that we were unable to define by direct observa-
tion the exact position of the dividing line between the
opposing currents, but the rapid change in the specific gravity
at a certain depth, which varied on different days, gave a
strong indication that the currents changed at this point.

A Russian officer, Captain Makaroff, afterwards made
similar experiments in the Bosporis, but with more perfect
appliances, and he found that at the point where the specific
gravity changed the currents also changed.

I have been anxious to obtain similar observations at

the Straits of Babel M.indeb, the southern outlet of the Red
Sea, where somewhat similar conditions prevail. Here the
winds are governed by the monsoons. For half the year the
wind blows from the north down the whole length of the sea,

causing a surface flow outwards into the Gulf of Aden, and a
general lowering of the whole level of the sea of about two
feet. P"or the other half of the year the wind at the southern
end of the sea is strong from the south-east, causing a surface
set into the Red .Sea, over which the general level of the water
rises, while the northerly wind continues to blow throughout
the northern half.

At either of these limes I think it is highly probable that
there is an under-current in the opposite direction to that at the
surface, but unfortunately the sea disturbance is great and
observations are very diflicult.

Observations were, however, made by Captain W. U. Moore
in H.M..S. Penguin in 1S90, but at a time when the change of
monsoon was taking place.

The result was peculiar, for it appeared that at a depth of
about 360 feet the movement of the water was tidal, while the
surface water was moving slowly in one direction—a result
generally similar to that obtained by the Americans in the West
Indies—but the direction of the tidal flow was directly opposite
to what might have been expected, viz. the water ran in while
the tide fell, and vice versa.

More observations are, however, needed here before any
certain conclusions can be formed.
The depth of the ocean is the next great feature which

demands attention.
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On this our knowledge is steadily, though slowly, iucreasiiig.

The whole of it has been gained during the last fifty year.s.

Commenced by Sir James Ross, whose means were very
small, bat who nevertheless demonstrated that the so-called

unfathomable ocean was certainly fathomable everywhere, the
sounding of the ocean has continuously proceeded. The needs
of submarine cables have constantly demanded knowledge in

this particular, and the different cable companies have had a
large share in ascertaining the facts.

Expeditions, whose main object has been to obtain soundings,
have been sent out. Great Britain and the United States taking
the first place ; but most maritime nations have aided.

In the immediate past the additions have mainly been from
the soundings which II. M. surveying ships continually take
whenever on passage from one place to another, from the work
of our cable companies, and from United States vessels.

We have, as a result, a very fair general knowledge of the
prevailing depths in the Atlantic, but of the Indian and Pacific

Oceans it is very fragmentary. We have enough to give us a
general idea, but our requirements increase as years roll on.
It is a vast task, and, it may be safely said, will never be com-
pleted ; for we shall never be satisfied until we know the
variations of level under the water as well as we know those on
the dry land.

It is hopeless to do more than to briefly sketch the amount
of our knowledge.

First, as to the greatest depths known. It is very remark-
able, and from a geological point of view significant, that the
very deepest parts of the ocean are not in or near their centres,

but in all cases are very near land.

One hundred and ten miles outside the Kurile Islands, which
stretch from the northern point of Japan to the north-east, the
deepest sounding has been obtained of 4655 fathoms, or

27,930 feet. This appears to be in a deep depression, which
runs parallel to the Kurile Islands and Japan ; but its extent is

unknown, and may be very large.

Seventy miles north of Porto Rico, in the West Indies, is

the next deepest cast known, viz. 4561 fathoms, or 27,366
feet ; not far inferior to the Pacific depth, but here the deep
area must be comparatively small, as shallower soundings have
been made at distances sixty miles north and east of it.

A similar depression has been sounded during the last few
years west of the great range of the Andes, at a distance of
fifty miles from the coast of Peru, where the greatest depth
is 4175 fathoms.

Other isolated depths of over 4000 fathoms have been
sounded in the Pacific. One between the Tonga or Friendly
Islands of 4500 fathoms, one of 4478 fathoms near the
Ladrones, and another of 442S fathoms near Pylstaart Island,

all in the Western Pacific. They all require further investiga-

tion to determine their extent.

With these few exceptions, the depth of the oceans, so far

as yet known, nowhere comes up to 4000 fathoms, or four sea
miles ; but there can be little doubt that other similar hollows
are yet to be found.

The sea with the greatest mean depth appears to be the vast

Pacific, which covers 67 millions of the 1S8 millions of square
miles composing the earth's surface.

Of these 188 millions, 137 millions are sea, so that the Pacific

comprises just one-half of the water of the globe, and more
than one-third of its whole area.

The Northern P.icific has been estimated by Mr. John
Murray to have a mean depth of over 2500 fathom*, while the
Southern Pacific is credited with a little under 2400 fathoms.
These figures are based on a number of soundings which
cannot be designated otherwise than very sparse.

To give an idea of what remains to be done, I will mention
that in the eastern part of the Central Pacific there is an area
of 10,500,000 square miles in which there are only seven sound-
ings, whilst in a long strip crossing the whole North Pacific,

which has an area of 2,800,000 square miles, there is no sound-
ing at all. Nevertheless, while the approximate mean depth
I am mentioning m.iy be considerably altered as knowledge
increases, we know enough to say that the Pacific is generally
deeper than the other oceans. "The immensity, both in bulk
and area, of this great mass of water, is difficult to realise ; but
it may assist us when we realise that the whole of the land on
the globe above water level, if shovelled into the Pacific, would
only fill one-seventh of it.

The Indian Ocean, with an area of 25,000,000 square miles,

has a mean depth, according to Mr. Murray, of a little over
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2000 fathom*:. This also is estimated from a very iosufiicient

number of soundings.

The Atlantic, by far the best sounded ocean, has an area of

3l,ooo,c«o square miles, with a mean depth of about 2200
fathoms.

The temperature of this huge mass of water is an interesting

point.

The temperature of the surface is most important to us, as it

is largely on it that the climates of the different parts of the

world depend. This is comparatively easy to ascertain. We
know so much about it that we are not likely to improve on it

for many years. We are quite able to understand why countries

in the same latitude differ so widely in their respective mean
temperatures ; why fogs prevail in certain localities more than

others : and how it comes about that others are subject to

ttmpesluous storms.

On the Litter point nothing has come out plainer from recent

discussion than the fact that areas where great differences of

surface temperature of the sea prevail are those in which storms
are generated.

It is a mailer of observation that in the region south of Nova
Scotia and Newfoundland many of the storms which travel

over the .•\tlantic to this country have their rise.

An examination of surface temperature shows that in this

region the variations are excessive, not only from the juxta-

position of the warm water of the Gulf Stream and the cold

waltrof ihe .\rctic current flowing southward inside of it, but

in the Gulf Stream itself, which is composed of streaks of warm
and colder water, between which differences of as much as
20° F. exist.

The same condition^: exist south of the Cape of Good Hope,
another well-known birthplace of storms. Mere the Agulhas
current of about 70° F. diverted by the land pours into Ihe

mass of wa'er to the southward, colder by some 25^ and the

meeting-place is well known as mo5t tempestuous.
South-east of the Rio de la Plata is another stormy area,

and here we find the same abnormal variations in surface

temperature.

Yet another is found off the north-east coast of Japan with
the same conditions.

These differences are brought about by the mingling of water
carried either by the flowing of a powerful current turned by
the land into a mass of water of different temperature, as is the
case off the Cape of Good Hope, or by the uprising of lower
strata of cooler water through a shallow surface stream, as

appears to be the case in the Gulf Stream.
A remarkable point recently brought to light by the researches

of Mr. John Murray in Scotch lochs is the effect of wind on
the surface temperature. It has been observed that wind diiv-

ing oflT a shore drifts the surface water before it. This water is

replaced by the readiest means, that is to say, by water from
below the surface rising to take its place. -As the lower strata

are in all cases cooler than the surface a lowering of the tem-
perature results, and we find, in fact, that near all sea shores
off' which a steady wind blows the water is cooler than further

to seaward.
This has an important bearing on coral growth, and explains

why on all western coasts of the great continents off which the
trade winds blow ue find an almost absolute dearth of coral,

while on the eastern coasts, on which warm currents impinge,
reefs abound, the coral animal flourishing only in water above
a certain temperature.

Observ.nilons of the temperature of the strata of water
l>etween the surface and bottom have been of late years obtained
in many parts. Compared with the area of the oceans they
are but few, but our knowledge steadily increases every year.
The subject of the vertical distribution of temperature has

not yet been thoroughly investigated in the light of the whole
of Ihe information which we now possess, but Ur. Alex. Buchan
has been for some time devoting his spare time to the task, and
it IS a heavy lal)our, for Ihe data obtained here and there over
Ihe world by different ships of all maritime nations are very
difficul' "> c"ll<?ct and to appraise, but I understand that before
long V Tve the result, which will prove very interesting,
in ih • •: of the Challetii^rr %^x'\zi.

'' ' '"'
'

' 'h.-it obcervations on Icmpera-
care. In the first place the

illy manufactured. They must
li lesti, and Ihcymusi be carefully handled

All observations arc not of the same
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value, and the discussion, therefore, presents considerable
difficulty and demands much discretion.

In the meantime we can slate certain known facts.

We have learnt that the depth of the warm surface water is

small.

In the equatorial current between Africa and South America,
where the surface is of a temperature of 78°, at too fathoms it

is only 55°, a difference of 23°, and a temperature of 40° is

reached at 400 fathoms. In this region, so far as knowledge
goes, the fall in temperature as we descend is most rapid, but
generally speaking the same variations prevail everywhere.

In Ihe tropical Pacific Ihe temperature falls 32° from the

surface, where it stands at 82°, to a depth of 200 fathoms, 40*

being reached at from 500 to 600 fathoms below the surface.

Below the general depth of from 400 to 600 fathoms, the

temperature decreases very slowly, but there is considerable

variation in the absolute amount of it when we get to great

depths in different parts of the ocean.

One of the most interesting facts that has been recognised is

that in enclosed hollows of the ocean the bottom temperature
is apparently much less than ihat of Ihe stratum of water at a

corresponding depth in the waters outside the submarine ridge

that forms the enclosing walls, separating them from deeper

areas beyond, and is, in all cases that have been observed, equal

to that on ihe ridge. From this fact we are enabled to supple-

ment our imperfect knowledge of depths, because if in a certain

part of an ocean we find that the temperature at great depths is

higher than we know exists at similar depths in waters appar-

ently connected, we can feel certain lhat there is a submarine

ridge which cuts off the bottom waters from moving along, and
that the depth on this ridge is lhat at which is found the

corresponding temperature in the outer waters. .Vs a corollary

we also .issume that the movement of water at great depths is

confined to an almost imperceptible movement, for if there was
a motion that we could term, in the ordinary acceptation of the

word, a current, it would infallibly surmount a ridge and pour
over Ihe other side, carrying its lower temperature with it.

S. notable instance is the bottom temperaiure of the North
Atlantic. This is nowhere below 35° K., although the depths

are very great. Hut in the South .Xtlanlic at a depth of only

2800 fathoms the bottom temperature is but a little above 32° F.,

and we are therefore convinced lhat somewhere between Africa

and South America, though soundings do not yet show it,

there must be a ridge at a depth of about 2000 fathoms.

We also come to the same conclusion with regard to the

eastern and western portions of the South Atlantic, where
similar dift'erences prevail.

Again, the few temperatures that have been obtained in the

eastern South P.acific show a considerable difference from those

in the South .Atlantic, and we are compelled to assume a ridge

from the Falkland Islands to Ihe Aniarctic continent.

It is interesting that the investigation into the translation of

the great seismic wave caused by the eruption of Krakatoa in

1S83 led to a similar and entirely independent conclusion. The
wave caused by the explosion in the Straits of Suntia reached

Cape Horn, where by good chance a French meteorological

expedition had erected an automatic tide gauge, but instead

of one series of waves being marked on Ihe paper there were

two. A little consideration showed lhat Ihe South Pole having

directly interposed between .Sunda .Siraits and Cape Horn, the

waves diverted by the land about the pole would arrive from

both sides.

One wave, however, made its appearance seven hours before

the other.

Study showed that the earliest wave coincided in time with a

wave travelling on the Pacific side of the pole, with a velocity

due to the known depth, while the later wave must have been

retarded in its journey vu'i the South Atl.intic. The only

possible explanation is that the wave had been impeded by

comparatively shallow water.

The evidence from bottom temperature was Ihen unknown,

and thus does one branch of investigation aid another.

In the Western I'acilic Ihe water is colder, a few bottom tem-

peratures of a Utile over 33° F. having been found in llie dtcp

trough east of the Tonga Islands ; but ihe North Pacific, though

the deeper ocean—of enormous area and volume— is apparently

again cut off" by a submarine ridge. The notlh-w•e^lcrn part

of the Indian Ocean is for similar reasons assumed to he

dividcil fiom ihe main body, the shallower water probably

running from the Seychelles to the Maldive Islands.
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Mr. Buchanan has pointed out why some parts of oceans,

deep and vast though they be, are when cut off from communica.

tion with others warmer at the bottom.

Water can only sink through lower layers when it is the

heavier, and though a warm surface current becomes from

evapor.Uion denser, its heat makes it specifically lighter than

the strata below.

It is only when such a current parts gradually with its heat,

as in travelling from tropical to temperate regions, that it sinks

and slowly but surely carries its temperature with it, modifying

the extreme natural cold of the bottom layers.

In the North Atlantic and Pacific we have such a condition.

The great currents of the Gulf Stream and Japan current as they

flow to the north sink, and in the course of ages have succeeded

ID raising the bottom temperature three or four degrees.

In the southern seas this influence is not at work, and, directly

connected with the more open water round the South Pole,

there is nothing to carry to the abysmal depths any heat to raise

them from their normal low temperatures, due to the absence of

any heating influence.

The ice masses round the South Pole have probably little or

no effect on bottom temperature, as the fresher, though colder,

water will not sink ; and, as a matter of fact, warmer water is

found at a few hundred fathoms than at the surface.

The lowest temperature ever obtained was by Sir John Ross
in the Arctic Ocean in Davis Straits at a depth of 6So fathoms,

when he recorded a reading of 25° F. This probably requires

confirmation, as thermometers of those days were somewhat
imperfect.

In the great oceans the greatest cold is found on the western

side of the South Atlantic, where the thermometer stands at

32°'3P"., but temperatures of 29 F. have been obtained of recent

years east of the Fa^roe L^Iands, north of the ridge which cuts

off the deeper waters of the Arctic from the Atlantic.

Though fcaicely within the limits of my subject, which is the

sea itself, I must say a few words on the sea floor.

The researches carried on in the Challenger revealed that

while for a certain distance from the continents the bottom is

composed of terrestrial detritus, everywhere in deep water it is

mainly composed of the skeletons or remains of skeletons of the

minute animals that have lived in the water.

In comparatively small depths we find remains of many shells.

As the depth increases to 500 fathoms or so we get mainly the

calcareous shells of the globigerina; which may be said to form

by far the greater part of the oceanic floor.

In deeper water still, where pressure, combined with the

action of the carbonic acid, has dissolved all calcareous matter,

we find an impalpable mud with skeletons of the silicious radio-

laria of countless forms of the greatest beauty and complexity.
Deeper still, i.e. in water of— speaking generally—ov,;r 3000
fathoms, we find a reddish-coloured clayey mud, in which the

only traces of recognisable organic remains are teeth of sharks

and cetacea, many belonging to extinct species.

What the depths of these deposits may be is a subject of

speculation. It may be that someday, as mechanical appliances

are improved, we shall find means of boring, but up to the

present no such operation has been attempted.

On the specific gravity of the water of the sea I can say but
little except that it varies considerably.

It is not yet known for certainty how far the specific gravities

bserved at various points and depths remain appreciably
constant.

In localities where evaporation is great, and other influences

do not interfere, it is evident that the specific gravity of the sur-

face will be high ; a consideration which observations confirm,
but there are many complications which require more observa-
tion before they can be resolved.

In some few places repeated observations permit deductions,
hut taking the .sea as a whole we are yet very ignorant of the
facts bearing on this point.

The waves which for ever disturb the surface of the sea demand
much study.

The greatest of these, and the most regular, is the tidal wave.
On this many powerful intellects have been brought to bear, but
it still presents many unsolved anomalies.
Lord Kelvin and Prof. Darwin have demonstrated that

the tidal movement is made up of many waves depending upon
different functions of the moon and sun, some being semi-
diurnal, some diurnal. The lime of transit over the meridian, the
ileclination of both bodies, create great variations ; the chang-
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ing distance and position of the moon and the position of her

node, also have great effect, while the ever-varying direction

and force of the winds, and the different pressure of the atmo-

sphere pl.ay their part, and sometimes a very large part, on what
is somewhat loosely known as the meteorological tide.

The amplitude of the oscillation of the water depending upon

each of the astronomical functions varying for every point on the

earth, the effect is that, each having a different period, the

resulting mean movement of the water has most astonishing

variations.

In some places there is but one apparent tide in the day ; in

others this phenomenon only occurs at particular periods of

each lunation, while in the majority of cases it is the movements
of each alternate tide only that appear to have much to do with

one another.

Though after long observation made of the times and ranges

of tides at any one spot, they can now be predicted with great

accuracy, for that particular place, the meteorological tide ex-

cepted, by the method of harmonic analysis, perfected by Prof.

G. Darwin, no one can yet say what the tide will be at any spot

where observations have not been made.
Observations all over the world have now shown that there is

no part where the tidal movement is so regular and simple as

around the British Islands. This is more remarkable when it

is found that the tides on the other side of the Atlantic—at

Nova Scotia, for instance—are very complicated.

The minor tides, which in most parts of the world, when
combined in one direction, amount to a very considerable

fraction of the principal lunar and solar tides, and consequently

greatly increase or diminish their effects, are in Great Britain so

insignificant that their influence is trifling ; but why this should

be, I have never yet found anyone to explain.

Nevertheless there are many very curious points about our

tides which are plainly caused by interference, or, in other

words, by the meeting of two tidal waves arriving from opposite

directions, or from the rebound of the tidal waves from other

coasts.

This effect, also, it has been so far found impassible to pre-

dict without observation. On our southern coasts, for instance ;

in the western part the tide rises about 15 feet, but as it travels

eastward the range becomes less and less until, about Poole, it

reaches a minimum of 6 feet. Farther east again it increases

to Hastings, where the range is 24 feet. Yet farther east it

again gradually diminishes. This is due to the reflection from

the French coast, which brings another wave which either super-

poses itself upon, or reduces the effect of, the main tide advanc-

ing up the English Channel ; but the details of such reflection

are so complex that no one could forecast them without more

knowledge than we possess.

There can be little doubt that to this cause, reflection, is

mainly due the variations in the amount of mean range of tide

which are found on many coasts at diflferent parts ;
and as these

reflected waves may arrive from great distances, and be many in

number, we may cease to wonder at the extraordinary difterences in

range ol^ tide which prevail, though it will be understood that this

is wholly separate from the varying heights of each successive

tide, or of the tide at different parts of each lunation, or at dif-

ferent times of the year, which depend upon the astronomical

influences.

The actual height of the tide in deep water is small, but on

passing into shallow water when appro.aching a shore, and

especially when rolling up a gulf of more or less funnel shape,

it becomes increased by the retardation caused by friction, and

by compression laterally, and hence the height of the tide on a

coast affected by other causes is greater than in the open sea.

The oceanic tide wave is supposed to be from 2 to 3 feet in

height, but as this has been assumed from observations made at

small oceanic islands, where, although the magnifying influences

mentioned are at a minimum, they still exist, we wait for pre-

cise information until some means of .actually measuring the

tide in deep water is devised. .

The waves due to wind, though not so far-reaching in their

effects as the majestic march of the tide wave, are phenomena

which are more apparent to the traveller on the ocean.

The deep sea in a heavy gale presents, perhaps, the most

impressive manifestation of the powers of nature which man can

behold, and doubtless many of us have experienced feelings that

may vary from awe and wonder to sheer delight, according to

the temperament of each individual, at for the first time finding

himself face to face with this magnificent sight, though I rather
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fear that discomfort is the prevailing feeling that many carry

away.
The height to which storm waves may rise has never been

very satisfactorily determined. Apart from the diificalty of the

task and the small number of people who will address them-
selves to it when they have the chance, it is but rarely that any
individual sees really abnormal waves, even though he may be

at sea all his life.

Different heights for what are called maximum waves have
lieen recorded, and they vary from 40 to 90 feet from crest to

hollow.
All we can say is that the most probable figure is about 50 or

60 feet.

These great storm waves travel very far. In some cases they

convey a warning, as their velocity always far exceeds that at

which the storm is travelling. In others they intimate that a

gale of which no more is seen has occurred somewhere—it may
be many miles distant.

When they have travelled beyond the limits of the wind which
raised them, they lose the steepness of slope which characterises

them when under its influence, and become an undulation which
is scarcely noticed when in deep water.

On approaching shallow water, however, they are again

apparent, and the " rollers " that occur unperiodically at various

places in latitudes where gales never occur would seem to be

caused by such waves, originating in areas many thousands of

miles distant. Such appears to be the origin of the well-known
rollers at Ascension and St. Helena, where the rocky and
exposed nature of the landing has caused this phenomenon to be
especially noticed.

Other rollers are, however, undoubtedly due to earthquakes

or volcanic eruptions occurring in the bed of the sea.

Many of the great and sudden waves which have caused

devastation and great loss of life on the shores of western South
America are referable to this cause.

Observations to enable the focus of such a disturbance to be
traced have generally been lacking, but it is probable that where
the wave has been large the point of origin has not been far

distant.

In one notable instance the conditions were reversed. The
point of origin was known, and the distance to which the result-

ing wave travelled could be fairly satisfactorily traced.

This was the great eruption in the .Straits of Sunda, in

August 1SS3, which locally resulted in the disappearance of the

major part of the island of Krakatoa, and the lo'is of nearly
I

40,000 lives, on the neighbouring shores of Java and Sumatra,
by the huge wave which devastated them.
The records of automatic tide gauges and the observations of

individuals enabled the waves emanating from this disturbance

to be followed to great distances. These waves were of great
!

length, the crests arriving at intervals of about an hour, and
inoving with a velocity of about 350 miles an hour, were about
that distance apart.

The waves recorded at Cape Horn were apparently un-

doubtedly due to the eruption, and travelled distances of 7500
miles and 7800 miles in their course on either side of the south

polar land.

They were only five inches in height above mean level of the

sea, white the waves recorded at places on (he southern part of

Africa, at a distance of about 5000 miles from the scene of the

eruption, were from one to two feet high, the original long
waves heing of an unknown height, but probably did not exceed
ten or fifteen feet.

No other such opportunity of testing the distances to which
great waves may travel has ever occurred, and as such a cata-

strophe as gave ri«e to them could scarcely be repealed without
similar loss of life, it may be hoped we shall not live to see

another, interesting though the discussion of the numerous
phenomena were.

The movement of the particles of water due to the tide wave
extends to the bottom of the deepest water, and doubtless plays
-. — 'Tnt pirt in keeping up a constant motion in the

the depth to which the action of the surface waves

„ „ in wind reach is still hut little known by observa-

tion.

Tf. however, we study the contour of the bollom off the shores

'5cd to the full influence of the great oceans, we are
,-; V. ry general rapid increase of slope after a depth

III .11. 1.1 II) to 100 fathoms (500 to 600 feel) has been reached.

It appears probable that this is connected with the depth to
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which wave action may extend, the fine particles brought down
by rivers or washed from the land by the attrition of the
breakers being distributed and gradually moved down the slope.

When we examine banks in the open sea we find, however,
that there are a great many with a general depth of from 30 to

40 fathoms, and the question arises whether this may not be the
general limit of the power of oceanic waves to cut down the

mass acted upon when it is fairly friable.

The question has an interesting bearing on the subject of the

ever-debated origin of coral atolls, for this is the general depth
of many large lagoons ; and granted that the sea can cut down
land to this depth, we have at once an approach to the solution

of the problem of the formation of b.oses of a suitable depth and
material upon which the coral animal can commence operations.

This question also awaits more light, and I merely oflerthis

remark as a suggestion.

It is, however, somewhat remarkable that in recent cases of

volcanic islands piled up by submarine eruptions, they have all

been more or less rapidly washed away, and are in process of

further diminution under the surface.

Observations on the mean level of the sea show that it con-

stantly varies, in some places more than others.

This subject has not yet been worked out.

In some localities it is plainly due to wind, as in the Red Sea,

where the summer level is some two feet below that of winter,

owing to the fact that in summer the wind blows down the

whole length of the sea, and drives the water out.

In many places, as in the great estuary of the Rio de la

Plata, the level is constantly varying with the direction of the

winds, and the fluctuation due to this cause is greatly in excess

of the tidal action.

In others the cause is not so clear.

.•\t Sydney, New South Wales, Mr. Russell found ihat during

eleven years the level was constantly falling at about an inch a

ye.ir, but by the last accounts received it w.is again stationary.

The variations in the pressure of the atmosphere play aa
important part in changes of sea level.

A difference of one inch in the barometer has been shown to

be followed by a difference of a foot in the mean level of the

sea, and in parts of the world where the mean height of the

barometer varies much with the seasons, and the tidal range is

small, this effect is very marked.
Of any secular change in the level of the sea little is known.

This can only be measured by comparison with the land, and it

is a question which is the more unstable, the land or the water

—probably the land, as it has been shown that the mass of the

land is so trifling, compared with that of the ocean, that it

would lake a great deal to alter the general mean level of the

latter.

All the points connected with the sea lhat I have had the

honour of bringing before you form part of the daily observa-

tion of the marine surveyor when he has the chance, but I can-

not refrain from also mentioning other duties, which are indeed

in the present state of our knowledge and of the practical

requirements of navigation the principal points to which he has

to pay attention, as it may explain why our knowledge on so

many interesting details still remains very imperfect.

Working as we do in the interests of the vast marine of Great

liritain, the paramount necessity of good navigational charts

requires that the production of such charts should be our

principal aim.

It is difficult for a landsman and difficult even for a sailor who
has never done such work to realise the time that is necessary

to make a really complete marine survey. The most important

part, the ascertainment of the depth, is done, so to speak, in the

dark— that is to say, it is by touch and not by sight that we have

to find the different elevations and depressions of the bottom of

the sea.

In making a map of the land, an isolated rock or hill stands

up like a beacon above the surrounding land, and is at once

localised and marked, but a similar object under the sea can

only be found by patient and long-continued sounding, and may
very easily he missed.

When it is considered that marine surveying h.as only been

seriously undertaken for almut 100 years, with a very limited

number of vessels, we shall, 1 think, understand how in the vast

area of the waters, taking only those bordering the shores, many
unsuspected dangers are yearly discovered.

Very, very few coasts have been minutely surveyed, and

setting aside for a moment the great changes lhat take place off
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hores where sandbanks prevail, I should be sorry to say

that even on our own coasts charts are perfect.

Yearly around Great Britain previously unknown rocks come
to light, and if this is the case at home, what are we to think of

the condition of charts of less known localities !

Our main efforts, therefore, are directed to the improvement
«f charts for safe navigation, and the time that can be spared to

the elucidation of purely scientific problems is limited.

Nevertheless, the daily work of the surveyor is so intimately

•connected with these scientific problems that year by year,

slowly but surely, we add to the accumulation of our knowledge
of the sea.

SECTION G.

MECHANICAL SCIENCE.

Opening Address by Prok. A. B. W. Kennedy, LL.D.,
F. R. S., M. Inst.C. E., President of the Section.

The Critical Side of Mechanical Training.

While there is no place in the kingdom more suitable for a

meeting of the British Association than Oxford, and certainly no
•place in which it is more delightful for the members to meet, it

is yet to be admitted that there are few places which have much
less in common with the special work of Section G. Nominally
devoted to "Mechanical Science," the Section has for many
years specially dealt with those branches of applied mechanical
science which constitute the business of the engineer—to quote
the well-known words of the Royal Charter, "the art of
directing the great sources of power in nature for the use and
•convenience of man." The association of this ancient and
learned city with boilers and chimneys, with the noise and racket
of ordinary mechanical work, seems an incongruity. Even the
harmless necessary railway-station is kept as far away as

possible, and the very river flows with a quiet dignity which
seems to shut out the thought of anything more mechanical
than the most ancient and futile of water-wheels.

Naturally enough these considerations did not tend to make
more easy the choice of a subject for this address, and I have
come very near to agreement with a recent critic in the opinion
that presidential addresses are, in fact, almost immoral in the
nature of things and fit only to be abolished. Finally I decided
upon taking up my present subject, as being one in which the
academic rather than the technical side of our work comes to

the front, while at the same time it does not lead me out of
lines in which I have been able, in past years, to work myself.
It is now twenty years since I first took any active part in the
scientific training of engineers, and five since I ceased to do so.

I have often wished that I may have been at all as successful
in teaching others at University College as I was, at the same
time, in teaching myself. And since I have ceased to teach I

seem to have been spending my time in finding out how much
better I could now do it than was possible when I was actually
engaged in it. This may be pure imagination on my part

;

there is nothing more easy, as we all know, than to suppose
that we know best how to do the things th.it other people do,
and not the things we have to do ourselves. Indeed, I under-
stand that this is the recognised attitude of the really superior
critic. If, however, in anything which I have to say, it should
seem that I am finding fault with what is now being done, I

may at least point out that most of all I am fin<ling fault with
myself for not having done right when I had the opportunity

—

an opportunity which can now never recur. Indeed, instead
of the decorous and unobtrusive heading which I have given to
this .address, I might have indicated its general lines almost as
truly if I had entitled it "The Regrets of an Emeritus Pro-
fessor"— a name which, on a suitable binding, might even have
secured it a sale at the railway bookstalls.

I know well—too well—that in the present congested state of
the engineering profession there are many of us who do not like
to hear the word "training" mentioned at all. It seems to
mean merely the preparation of more lads to struggle for a share
of work that is even now insurt'icient to go round. There is no
doubt much to be said for this point of view. But against it one
must remember that all other professions are equally full, and
that, after all, Lads must do something. The fault is surely that
there are too many lads ! If our population is really to go on
increasing as rapidly as at present—the benefits of which
Sections D, E, and F might have a joint meeting to discuss, if

not to discover— it is inevitable that demands should come for
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more and more complete professional preparation. The man of

exceptional parts will come to the front under any conditions,

training or no training, in the future as in the past. But for

ordinary men— that is for 99 per cent, of us— it is essential that

no advantage should be given to a rival in the fierce competition
of life, and for them therefore it is of an importance hardly to

be exaggerated to obtain the most complete and perfect

training possible. At the same time, and on purely general

grounds, it can hardly be denied that to raise the standard of

our profession is indirectly to confer a benefit on the whole
community. I hope, therefore, that in making certain sug-

gestions about the training of engineers, it will not be thought
that I am desirous of increasing their number, which is really an
end as far as possible from my own wishes. Whether the num-
ber increases or stands still or falls off, it is of importance from
every point of view that those who come forward should be as

well prepared as possible. And even the most conservative

of us are compelled to recognise that the standard required in

engineers' offices now is enormously higher than it was thirty

years ago. This may truly be either the cause or the effects of

improved training, but in either case it has made the training

itself a necessity.

The particular aspect of mechanical training of which I wish
to speak is its critical side. I do not know how a man should

be trained to be an inventor. I would not tell anyone if I did !

To be a creator in mechanical matters—which, however, is a quite

different thing,— is a faculty given only to a very few, and with
them it is " bom, not made." Many of us, however, without

being either inventors or creators, have sufficient natural aptitude

or inclination towards things mechanical to form a basis for the

trainer or educator to work on, with some hope that he
may be of service. About the sciences which should
be taught to such men, or the methods of teaching

them, about the extent and nature of their experience in shops
or on works, I do not intend to speak. I shall confine myself
to one aspect of the training only, an aspect which is perhaps

not always sufficiently clearly kept in view—the aspect which
I have just called the critical side of mechanical training.

An engineer is a man who is continually being called upon
to make up his mind. It may be only as to the size of a bolt

;

it may be as to the type of a Forth Bridge ; it may be as to the

method of lighting a city; or only as to the details of a fire-

grate. But, whatever it is, once it is settled it is decided
irrevocably— it is translated into steel andiron and copper, and
cannot be revoked by an Act passed in another session. The
time given him in which to decide may be a d.iy, or a month,
or a year, but in any and every case (so far as my own ex-

perience goes) it is about onetenth part of the time which he
would like to have. It is only in rare cases that the decision

is obvious —most often there are more courses open than even
the most facile politician ever dreamt of. The matters are too

complex to be dealt with mathematically or even physically ;

even if they were not, there are few engineers who would have
the special capacity to handle them. Moreover, their solutions

are seldom "unique." From this point of view, the whole use

of college training, of workshop practice, of practical ex-

perience, is to provide the engineer later on with the means of

critically examining each question as it comes up, of reviewing
systematically the pros and cons of each method of dealing with

it, of coming finally, rapidly and positively to some defensible

decision, which may then be irrevocably carried out.

In the case of a problem in pure mathematics or physics,

where only one right solution can exist, that solution is arrived

at by the help of a thorough knowledge of the science in question

— there is little room for the critical faculty except as to method
—the result is cither right or wrong. With our work, on the

other hand, solutions of all problems except the very simplest

—

in other words, decisions on all points which present themselves

—can be arrived at only by a process of criticism applied to the

problems, to their statement, to their condition, to all their

many possible solutions. The development of the necessary

critical faculty should be one of the chief aims of every teacher

and every student.

A scientific training cannot make a man an engineer. Per-

haps it is impossible for anything to make a man an engineer

unless he has grown that way from the beginning ! But a

scientific training may make him, or at least give him the possi-

bility of making himself, a critic.

In the vigorous attempts which have been made to specialise

the education of engineers very early, I am afraid that the idea
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of teaching sii'ijecls is sometimes too prominent, to the neglect

of matters less obviously useful. It is, of course, one thing to

know a subject from the examination point of view, and quite

another to be able to think about it, and still another to be able

to write about it. In particular, I have often regretted to find

how little attention has been given lo a matter which perhaps
may be called literary rather than scientific, but which is all-im-

poriant in criticism, I mean to the power of expression. It is not

easy to overrate the importance to the engineer, as to other folk,

of the power of saying clearly what hemeans, and of saying just

what he means. I do not mean only of doing this for its own
sake, but because if a man cannot say or write clearly what he
means it is improbable that he can think clearly By the power
of expression I do not mean, of course, the mere power of

speaking fluently in public, a thing which appears physically

impossiule to some people ; I mean rather the power of ex-

pression in writing, which carries with it clearness and con-
secutiveness of thought. It is difficult to know how this matter
can be taught, but at least it can be insisted upon probably
to a much greater extent than is commonly the case. A
man requires to see clearly not only the exact thing which he
wants to say, but the whole environment of that thing as it

appears to him. Not only this hut he must see the whole en-

vironment of the same thing as it app.'ars to the persons for

whom he is writing, or to whom he is speaking. He has to see

what they know about the matter, what they think, and what
they think they know, and if he wishes to be really understood
has got to do much more than merely write the thing he means.
He has carefully to unwrite, if I may use the expression, the
various things that other people will be certain to think that he
means. For after all the great majority of people are very care-

less listeners and readers, and it is not for the small minority
who are really exact in these m.itters that one has to write.

Moreover, it is a great help to clearness of thought and expres-

sion to keep before one always an ideal audience of people who
will certainly misunderstand every single sentence about which
any misunderstanding is in any way possible, and some others
as well.

In attempting to think out or to discuss any question, whether
it be technical or non-technical—in fact as long only as it is non-
political—the first necessity is probably a knowledge of the
question itself ; and not only this, but also a proper under-
standing of its whole environment. This knowledge must be
of such a kind as to distinguish what parts of it are important,
what parts of it are unimportant, what parts can be described
in two sentences, and what others may require as many para-
graphs ; what parts affect the result but little, however large

they seem ; and which ones must be considered vital, although
their very existence is difficult to discover. The faculty which
enables a man to handle his knowledge in this fashion may be
summed up in the single expression, "sense of proportion."
Moreover, the knowledge, to be of real value, must be as totally

free from prejudices and prepossessions as in the most rigorous
branch of pure science, and as thoroughly imbued with a healthy
spirit of scepticism.

One is accustomed to think of engineering work as mainly
constructive. Uut after all it is quite as much critical. In
almo-it every department of mechanical work there are half a
dozen ways of solving any particular problem. In some fashion
or other the engineer must be able to judge between these
various methods, methods which arc often very much alike, but
each of which may possess certain particular advantages and
certain particular drawbacks. The arithmetical criticism which
merely counts the advantages and the drawbacks, and puts an
equal number of the one against an equ.il number uf the other,

i» common enough, but obviously useless. The very first

necessiiy to the critic is that he should have what I have just

called the sense of proportion, a sense which will enable him to

distinguish mere acailcmical objections from serious practical
dilficultics, which shall enable him to balance twenty advantages
which can be enumerated on paper by one serious draw-
back which will exist in fact, which will enable him in

(act to place molehills of experience against mountains of
talk. It is perhaps a doubtful point how lar this sense of pro-
portion can t)e taught at all. No doubt it can only be built up
upon »ome natural tiasis. I am sure that in engineering we all

know men whoac judgment as to whether it was advisable to take
B particular course we would accept implicitly, because wc know
that it i> ba.ied on large general criticism, in spite of the most
elaborate and specioui arguments against it set down o.i paper.
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Any third-year student—not to go still further back—can
criticise perfectly along certain very narrow lines, just as anyone
can learn the rules of harmony and can write something in ac-
cordance with them which purports to be music. Hut after all

the music may be music only in name, and the criticism may
not be worth the paper it is written upon, however formal it

may appear to be, unless the writer is thoroughly imbued with a
sense of the proportionate value of the different points which he
makes. To take the commonest possible case, I d.are say we
have all of us heard certain methods, mech.inical, chemical, or
other, stigmatised as totally wrong and absolutely useless

because they contain certain easily provable errors I am sure,

too, that most of us could give illustrations of cases in which
this has has been said with the very greatest dogmatism when
the errors of the impugned method are not one-tenth p.art as

great as the equally unavoidable errors of observation in the

most perfect method.
Probably the best special education in proportion which a man

can have is a course of quantitative experimental work. I say

quanlilative with emphasis, as meaning something much more
than mere qualitative work. Here, I think, comes in the use-

fulness of the engineering laboratory. We require that the

training should be not only in absolute measurement, but in

relative measurement, the latter being quite as important as the

former. Many kinds of measurements stand more or less upon

a level as a training of the faculties of observation in themselves,

but no single kind of me.tsurement is sufticient as a training in

proportion. A year spent in calibrating thermometers or gal-

vanometers might make an exceedingly accurate observer in a
perticular line, but it would not give the observer a knowledge

of what even constituted accuracy in other directions ; for

accuracy is a relative and not an absolute term. In most

engineering matters the conditions are, unfortunately, of a

most complex kind ; so complex that our problems are in-

capable of any solution sufficiently exact to satisfy the mathe-

matician or physicist. The temptation to treat these problems

as the mathematician treats those with which he deals—namely,

to alter the .-issumed conditions in order to get an exact solution

— is a very strong one. I am afraid it is most strong often in

I those engineers who are the best mathematicians. It is a

temptation, however, steadily to be resisted. We must assume

our conditions to be what they actually are, and not what we
should like them to be ; and il we cannot obtain an exact solu-

tion of our problem with its actual conditions, so much the worse

for us, not so much the worse for the conditions. Our first duty

is generally to find out the conditions ; if they are disadvan-

tageous (in fact I mean, and not merely in the problem) to alter

them if they can be altered, but not to ignore them because they

are inconvenient. We have then to find out the extent 10

which the known conditions permit any exactness of solution at

all, and, finally, we have to keep this in view as a measurement

of the highest accuracy which is attainable. To work out ceitain

branches of the problem with such minuteness as to give

us apparently very much greater accuracy than this is not

only useless, but is apt to be positively misleading, as giving an

impression of an accuracy which has no real existence.

The relative value of accuracy in dilferent sets of observations

is in itself a matter in which a sense of proportion is wanted,

and often very badly wanted. Where one has to measure half

a dozen things of which two are very easily measured and the

remaining four are only measurable with great dilliculty, it is

only human nature that we should spend our energies on getting

extremely accurate results with the first two and roughly do our

best with the others. It is very dillicult under such circum-

stances to remember that the accuracy of the whole is not the

.accuracy of the best part of our work, but of the worst.

The extraordin.iry eU'ect of a want of sense of pro))orlion IS

nowhere butter shown than in the absurd statements which are

constantly made as lo technical matters in public prospectuses,

and the still more absurd statements made in those very nume-

reus documents of a similar kind of which some o( us see a great

many, but which do not finally emerge into public view, lor-

luncsarc apparently to be made by inventions which, although

doubtless ingenious, yet only concern one way of doing a thing

which coulil be done equally well in half a ilozen other w.iys.

Every one is expected to run alter a piece of apparatus which is

to save 50 per cent, of something, the total cost of that some-

thing, however, being so very small that nobody cares to save in

it at all. I need hardly mention the all too common case where

a contemplated saving of 10 per cent in the cost of a material
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works out yearly to an amount much more than equal to the

whole cost of the original article.

I believe that experimental work in an engineering labora-

tory can educate this critical sense of proportion very admirably

in a number of ways. In the first place, it directs quantitative

work into very varied channels, and not along one particular

line. Secondly, it compels the observer to combine a number
of measurements in such a way that the relative importance of

accuracy in e^ch can be seen. In the case of an engine trial,

for instance, the combined results are affected by the accuracy

of measurements of the dimensions of the machine, by the

apparatus and methods used for measuring the water, by the

indicator, and by its springs, by the speed counter, by the ther-

mometers, and so on. An error of I per cent, in counting the

revolutions is just as important as an error of i per cent, in

measuring the water, or in measuring the mean pressure. I am
afraid that one could point to a good many cases in which this

ha< been more or less forgotten. Then, by making a series of
measurements all in absolute quantities, the relative importance
of each quantity to the desired total resul; can be seen. Thus
it will be found that changes in ceriain quantities affect the

total result to a very small extent, while changes in others affect

it very largely, so that not only is the accuracy with which
different quantities can be determined very different, but also

the same degree of accuracy is of very different importance
according to the particular quantity to which it refers. Once it

is found that a final result is exceedingly little affected by a par-

ticular set of changes, it ceases to be of importance to measure
or observe those changes in any extremely minute way, and of
course the reverse holds equally good. Finally, and this per-

haps is the most important matter of all, measurements in such
a laboratory are made to a great extent under the complicated
conditions under which the actual final result has to be ob-
tained in practical work. They are not made under the con-
ditions which insure the greatest individual accuracy of each
result.

It will be seen that throughout, but particularly in the two
\\-.\ points which I have mentioned, the work of an engineer-
mi; laboratory is in intention and in essence different from that

of a physical laboratory. The aim of the latter is to make its

problems as simple as possible, to eliminate all disturbing ele-

ments or influences, and to obtain finally a result which possesses

the highest degree of absolute accuracy. In most physical in-

vestigations the result aimed at is one in which practically

absolute accuracy is attainable, although attainable only if

infinite pains be taken to get it. It is the business of
the physicist to control and modify his conditions, and
to use only those which permit of the desired degree of
accuracy being reached. In such investigations it sometimes
becomes almost immoral to think of one condition as less im-
portant than another. Every disturbing condition must be either

eliminated or completely allowed for. That method of making the
experiment is the best which ensures the greatest possible accu-
racy in every part of the result. The business of the engineer,

on the other hand, is to deal with physical problems under
conditions which he can only very partially control, and the
conditions are a part of his problem. He does not, for instance,

experiment with a steam engine so made that it can work with
a Carnot cycle. It is in the nature of the case that he must
experiment wiih a much less perfect machine. In burning fuel

he does not use apparatus especially made to absorb the
whole heat of combustion, but in the nature of the case has
to investigate the behaviour of apparatus in which a very large
part of that heat is unavoidably wasted. So one might go on
through an immense number of instances. Perhaps the whole
matter may best be summed up by saying that in a physical
laboratory the conditions of each expeiiment arc under the

1 control of the experimenter, and are subservient to the experi-
ment itself. In an engineering laboratory the conditions form
part of the experiment. However much more difficult or com-
plicated they tender it, they still unavoidably form part of it

—

an experiment under any other conditions, or with those condi-
tions removed, would ipso facto be irrelevant.

A critical training m matters mechanical is, however, only
too similar to the celebrated training of the Mississippi pilot

which so nearly broke the heart of Mr. Mark Twain. When-
ever the whole matter seems to be completely mastered from
one point of view, it is only to find, with a little more ex-
perience, that from another point of view everything looks
different, and the whole critique has to be started afresh.
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Machines cannot be finally criticised—that is to say, they can-

not be pronounced good or bad—simply from results measurable
in a laboratory. One wishes to use steam plant, for instance,

by which as little coal shall be burnt as possible. But clearly

it would be worth while to waste a certain amount of coal if a

less economical machine would allow a larger saving in the cost

of repairs. Or it might be worth while to use a machine in

which a certain amount of extra power was obviously em-
ployed, if only by mean-; of such a machine the cost of attend-

ance could he measurably reduced. In fact, what may be
summed up in the phrase the " worth-whileness " of economies,
is in itself a matter upon which a whole paper might be
written. Unfortunately, the latter points which I have men-
tioned are just such as cannot easily be piieasured in laboratory

work, or, indeed, in any other way whatever, except by actually

using the apparatus in question. All that can lie said is thii a
careful training in the critical measurement of comparatively

simple points fits a man more than anything ehe to gauge
accurately the importance of such other matters as I have men-
tioned. No doubt tfiere are many men in whom the critical

faculty is insufficiently developed to allow them ever to be of

use in these matters, but to those who are intellectually capable

of the "higher criticism" it must be, I think, of inestimable

benefit to have had a systematic training in the lower.

Is there, then, any general standpoint from which mechanical
criticism can be directed? Certain points are obvioui, but

probably the whole matter cannot easily be generalised. A
city has to be supplied with water ; there are three requisites :

that the water should be of proper quality, of sufficient quan-

tity, and that it should be brought in at a reasonable co5t. But
in such a case the first two are so enormously more important

than the third, that the ideal is comparatively simple (of course,

this is quite a different thin^ from being simply reached). A
city has to be supplied with electric light ; the essential con-

ditions are similar. But in this case there are so many qualities

which are equally proper, and there are so many diflferent ways
of bringing it in in sufficient quantity, that the third point

—

namely, the cost—becomes especially important. A faciory

has to be driven by steam power : the amount of p^wer that is

wanted can be produced by so many different types of engine

and boiler—all capable of approximately equal economy, and
all claiming equal freedom from breakdowns—that the choice

is a peculiarly difficult one from the critical point of view.

j
It seems almost inipossilde that a criticism on any one basis

could meet all the three cases which I have supposed unless

)
that basis were that the thing supplied should be the absolutely

fittest, having regard to all the conditions of each case and the

relative importance of each condition. Possibly in all cises we
could get at some generalisation which would show us which

was the absolutely fittest, if only the necessary data were in any

way complete, which they very seldom are. Perhaps in one
sentence we may say that that scheme, or system, or machine,

will be the absolutely best in any particular case which will the

longest survive and maintain its place in its particular environ-

ment. I cannot doubt that this development of Darwinian ideas

in the world of the inorganic is a legitimate one. Of course the

problem would be comparatively easy in each particular case if

only the environment would stand still. It would even be com-
paratively easyif we knew how the environment was going to

alter, but this we are unable to do. We only know that it cer-

tainly -Mill change and will go on changing, and that therefore the

things which we make now have not got to survive in the con-

ditions in which we make them, but have got to survive through

some new sets of conditions of which we know nothing. I do
not think the difficulty is in any way met by the popular method
of guessing at what will be wanted fifty years hence, which

gent rally means simply guessing at something very big. It is of

no use making our ships or our engines of a type which we
choose to imagine will be that of fifty years hence. If we do
they will be of no use to day, and for that very reason they will

not even be in existence, useful or other, at the end
of the fifty years. Sufficiently sad illustrations of this

will occur to everyone in very different directions. I

hope I shall not be considered churlish in saying that 1 do

not think that the men who have worked on this principle have

really been far seeing, or have really brought us much forward.

They have been men often of genius, often of great personal

fascination, always of immense imagination. liui they have

proceeded by methods essentially opposed to anything like the

gradual evolution which must occur in technical as it does in
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natural matters, and in too many cases the results of their labours

:£E^^e;t^.f;:c:ll^^.S:r^i^AH

7^ than ome solitary megatherium «ould be wbo hav.ng

o^ived Si his contemporaries. «as able in after ages to look

down upon his pigmy and short-lived successors Mere length

STsuch a^case may be a mere accident, and .s "0. -ts If a

proof of fitness. We have it thrown at us every now and then

Kat ou engines nowadays do not last l,ke the old ones as f

the mere existence of a very old machine were a proof of its

l^ues is certainly
"

proof of the excellence of ..s con-

Imiction-or, as one may say, of its const.tut.on-and perhaps

al™ of the very small amount of work it has done m proportion

to its life and its dimensions.

It is sometimes, I am afraid, rather hum.hating to have to

remember that, to a very great extent, the question of the finest

so far as it affects us, is a financial one. In manufactur ng

processes efficiency and economy tend to ^""'"l
>^ ""^^

they lead to decreased cost of production. In structures or

other large permanent works those types tend to perpetuate

"hemselves which require the least material-that is, in which

the material used is disposed to the best advantage-and in

which the outlay on labour is also smallest,
^^^"'"•"f

•
°f

^°";.^^;

equal fitness in other respects. There is, no doub »'/'"«"'

aCdency to dispute this' altogether, and to treat all reducuons

in cost of labour as disadvantageous, unless, indeed, he labour

be very highly skilled, in which case its remuneration must

necess7rily1>e brought down lor the sake of equa ity I imagine

Xs tendency will last exactly as long as the j^»'>h ". "" ge

some other people to pay the increased cost, and will therea ter

deTen^ine itself somewhat suddenly. It can no more stand n

the ™y of natural progress in engineering matters than could

thrso'mewhat sim'ila? outcry against, the -trofct'O" °f

machinery into manufactures two generations ago. It «°"''l ^=

Z wise to paint a generation of cats green, in the hope of com-

oellinc natural selection lo woik along new lines.

'^

I thik we may fairly assume, therefore, that efficiency and

economy are both legitimate criteria as to ultimate fitness, an 1

t'll remain so. Moreover, they are both matters in which

measurements can be made, and as
•V?"^^^:'^" other

be guided by such measurements. But there are other

charic eristics not directly measurable, by which we can in

some degree fcrm an opinion as to the ultimate fitness of things or

^' One ?et of considerations which has great critical importance

is summed up in the word .m//:V,7v. This does not mean few-

nessTparts^ Rculeaux showed long ago that with machines

there waj in every case a practical minimum number of pans,

any rercion below which was accompanied by serious pracUcal

drawbacks Nor is real simplicity incompatible with cons.der-

aWe appa nt complexity. The purpose of machines is becoming

conlinually more complex, and simplicity must not be looked at

M absolute, but only in its relation lo a particular purpose.

The e a "many veiy complex-looking pieces of apparatus in

Existence which^ork acluklly so directly along each of their

"any branch lines as to be in reality simple. I Relieve it almost

always happens that the first attempt to carry out by » "I'ch ne

anew purpose is a very complicated one. It is only by the

closest To-l-le examinaTion of the problem the Retting a its

very essence, that the machine can be simplified, and this is a

bt^and not "an early stage of design. If ^l^"*^?"'" P'°^
^f,

is leally only soluble by exceedingly complicated apparatus, .1

genefally becomes a que.stion whether the solution is worth

Taving.
^
There is no imposMbility in making

.=J

-"j-^hine tha

will do anvthing. But the very simplest possible fo m of ap

paratus Xh would wash our hands for us in a suitable manner

f"
. ,.,,..„ very complicated that for many years to come at

1. ration will be performed by manual labour.

. ly allied lo simplicity is what 1 may call directness.

In nearly all mechanical processes certain '""'•!"""''"°"' "^
unavoidable. In many mechanical processes, as I have recently

) ,n to mention, a very large number of transformat ons

, . [.radically unavoidable. I myself cannot help

• - I ably one of the most distinct signs of fitness

rr of transformations, the bringing of the final

ngcs as close together as possible, and cutting

out altogether the apparently worthless middle processes But

any generalisation of this kind must be very cautiously handled ;

these apparently useless processes are no dcubt in certain cases

asSSle as is the much abused middle-man in matters

"TnTcritical view of any case where similar results "e aimed

at bv hand-work and by mechanical means, it is important to

recognise that the similarity of result should very seldom become

identity. In the first machine to do anything mechanically

wMchLs before been done by hand, ^^eerror is often made of

trying to imitate the hand-work rigorously. The f'^^' se^""!

machines were, I believe, made to stitch in the same w^ay as a

Team "ress It was not until a form of stitch suitable for a

macTiine. although unsuitable for hand, -- <>--e^„'^^';'

'J^
sewing machine proved successful as a P"<=' "\T'^*""; . \°

another but analogous line too you may remember th.at the first

railway carriages tere practically stagecoaches put upon trucks

}rom which .the present carriages have only very slowly been

"'Thf critic has also to remember that very often the attain^

ment of some very unimportant point, or point of "hich he

importance has been greatly exaggerated, is made the reason

iTechanicallv for very great complication. The question of pro-

portn co2s in her^'e'again, and it has to be conf-ed in any

particular case whether the academically perfect machine, «h eft

is also extremely complicated, is not '"f"'°\'° .

'"l^"'"?''
equally good machine which has been constructed in a practic

alilp shaoe — it almost always is so.
"'

Vave'e^deavoured in my'remarks to infi"'V\^^' ^'^C"
to me to be the attitude of the engineer towards » >''y

'^'f*
portion of the work which comes into his hands. In order to

deal with the work it is necessary for him first of all to have

a certan definite knowledge of *• things," that is lo say bo ho

fhe various subjects which foim part of the curricula of id

echnical schools, and of the further matters which form as it

were hTs profetsional alphabet. These last he 'earns not from

books or lectures as a student, but by example •'>n<l .»"«"'? '^^

does an a fis . Of this part of his training I have said nothing ;

ft has been l^erhaps sufliciently talked about of ate years, and

here is little to s^ay which 1 could h.tve made interesting to a

ceneral gathering like this. I cannot leave it a together, however,

witbout^deaUnB with one matter. Kxceptional men are all-

Tound mathematicians or physicists, ^'»l "'"^ -"^'^^X
are both : but for ordinary folk the study of one side ol ma ne-

mitics o; of a single b.anch of physics is the woik of a life-

,Tme The engineer is bound lo know his own profession, by

rpolhesis and it is in itself no small matter. ^ et in addition i

h^Ct know some mathematics, some physics some chem stn^.

even also some geology, if he is to take an high r^n"^ '" ' •

It is therefore, surely in the very nature of things nipossib e
,

tha he should be a great mathematician or a great physicist,

or should devote af much study to those "los. ascinating

sciences as if they themselves were the work of his life 1
here

fore I beseech my friends of Section A to do what ihey can to

Modify their natural attitude of superiority--even of contempt

-towards us, especially when we arc students. The young

ennineei-ll peak as a member of the great ma.tority of he

ordinary kind^would probably never have chosen his profes-

sion if he had had special aptitude for m.ithemat.cal work.

Having chosen il, he 'has to look at
-'^-rreir'T '"'an'o

tool a means to an end, not an end in itself. '"""«'

my elf see thai this point of view is one -I'^'^I'" "' '°

Te parent of all the sciences, and 1 am confirmed by the

knowledge that one or two of the greatest n,all.emat.cian»

;n ?W rountrv are of the same opinion and have the courage

oL on ."-will infinitely' beneficial icsul.s to the

'young men they have to .leal with. But I know la to ma h^

^naticians in general-the physicists »'<= .""f
^i^''"^;;^;''^ "^Z

name of engineering student is
o<''''"»;.'"'''^f

?^i, f/^Lct."
who wilfully refuses to make m.ithematics his first su jeci,

r d :ho,l/erefore dese.ves neither
--•^^"''-..^"^..rerto

to whom it is privilege .sulTicient that he ='»'°"; ''' ^ ""j
for

pick up such crumbs as he can digest f.om
»'=',';''f,'\'^ ;;;,,„,.

his betters. I humbly Jirolest that we deseive better "ealmen'.

Hi no doubt a great'iliisfortune to us that we cannot afford to

spen.l our training-time preparing for <=»^"""" ""''; ""
,e?in

we have been compelled to choose for ;<";
f"'7

•\\' fU"
which mathematics plays only a ^ccon.lay part. It -

further misfortune that we have to solve '"enl) reaM.ve p

blems, each demanding a real live answer, for every single o
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which otherwise we would have worked out on paper. Perhaps

it is also our misfortune—or it maybe only our thickheadedness

—to believe that in consequence of this we are quite able to

judge for ourselves what units it is most convenient for us to

work in, what nomenclature satisfies our requirements, and that

we are as capable of getting our "^'s" in their right places

as even some of our distinguished critics. But this is the

end of the nineteenth century
;
philanthropy fills our breasts.

May not our misfortunes call out some pity and not alone

contempt ? In spite of solemn warnings which I have lately

received in the press against the monstrous idea that a presi-

dential address should contain any individual opinions, I

venture to repeat here what I had lately an opportunity of say-

ing before a Royal Commission, that in cases where a University

or University College takes in hand the preparation of

engineers (and I hope that such cases will grow in number)
they should provide for them special training in mathematics,

and probably also in physics, distinct from the general training

in these subjects most suitable for Degrees. I say this with

the full knowledge that I may be accused of wishing to degrade
the purity of scientific work, and, at the same time, with the

full knowledge that I have no such wish. On the contrary,

this special training is the only means by which the rank and
file of us will ever know any mathematics at all. And I can

say from my own knowledge that, if only we can be made
what I may call mathematically articulate beings, we shall be

able to repay the kindness by placing before the man of pure
science problem after problem of transcendent difficulty, of

immense interest, and having no single drawback whatever
except that its solution may really be "useful ''

; and, after all,

this need not be brought too prominently under his notice.

This digression has turned out a long one. I have only
further to say that my main object in this address has been to

indicate, as well as I could, the general attitude which the
engineer must of necessity take up towards much of his

work,—the point of view from which he must look at it. I

shall be extremely glad if anything which I have said should
cause this attitude, this,—this point of view,— to be more
clearly kept in mind in the period of training than probably
h.is been hitherto the case.

SECTION H.

ANTHROPOLOGY.

(MENiNG Address by Sir W. H. Flower, K.C.B., LL.D.,
Sc.D., F.R.S., President of the Section.

It is not usual for the President of a Section of this Associa-
tion to think it necessary to give any explanation of the nature
of the subjects brought under its cognisance, or to emphasise
their importance among other branches of study ; but so general
is the ignorance, or at all events vagueness of information,
among otherwise well-instructed persons, that I will ask your
permission to devote the short time accorded to me before the
actual work of the Section begins to giving some account of the
history and present position of the study of Anthropology in

this country, and especially to indicate what this Association
has done in the past, and is still doing, to promote it.

It is only ten years since the Sectiqn in which we are now
taking part acquired a definite and assured position in the
organisation of the Association. The subject, ol course, existed
long before that time, and was also recognised by the Associa-
tion, though with singular vicissitudes of fortune and position.
It first appeared officially in 1846, when the " Ethnological
sub-Section of Section D" (then called "Zoology and
Botany") was constituted. This lasted till 1851, when
Geography parted company from Geology, with which it had
been previously associated in Section C. and became Section
E, under the title of "Geography and Ethnology." In 1S66
Section D changed its name to "Biology," with Physiology
and .\nthropology (the fir-t occurrence of this word in our
official proceedings) as separate " Departments ' ; but the latter
does not seem to have regained its definite footing as a
branch of Biological Science until three years later (1869'), when
Section E, dropping Ethnology from its title, henceforward
became Geography alone. The Department for the first

two years (1S69 and 1870) was conducted under the title of
Ethnology, but in 187 1 it resumed the name of Anthropology,
given it in i865, and it flourished to such an extent, attracting
so many papers and such large audiences, thai it was finally
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constituted into a distinct Section, to which the letter H was
assigned, and which had its first session at the memorable meet-
ing at Montreal, exactly ten years ago, under the fitting and
auspicious presidency of Dr. E. B. Tylor.
The history of the gradual recognition of Anthropology as a

distinct subject by this Association is an epitome of the history
of its gradual growth, and the gradual recognition of its position
among other sciences in the world at large, a process still in
operation and still far from complete. .-Mthough the word
Anthropology had certainly existed, but used in a different sense,
it was not till well into the middle of the present century that it,

or any other word, had been thought of to designate collectively

the scattered fragments of various kinds of knowledge bearing
upon the natural history of man, which were begin-
ning to be collected from so many dii'erse sources.
Indeed, as I have once before upon a similar occasion
remarked, one of the great difficulties with regard to making
Anthropology a special subject of study, and devoting a special
organisation to its promotion, is the multifarious nature of the
knowledge comprehended under the title. This very ambition,
which endeavours to include such an extensive range of subjects,
ramifying in all directions, illustrating and receiving light from
so many other sciences, appears often to overleap itself, and
give a looseness and indefiniteness to the aims of the individual
or the institution proposing to cultivate it. The old term Eth-
nology, or the study of peoples or races, has a limited and
definite meaning. It treats of the resemblances and modifica-
tions of the diflferent groups of the human species in their rela-

tions to each other, but Anthropology, as now understood, has
a far wider scope. It treats of mankind as a whole. It

investigates his origin and his relations to the rest of the
universe. It invokes the aid of the sciences of zoology, com-
parative anatomy and physiology, in its attempts to estimate
the distinctions and resemblances between man and his nearest
allies, and in fixing his place in the scale of living beings. In
endeavouring to investigate the origin and antiquity of man,
geology must lend its assistance to determine the comparative
ages of the strata in which the evidences of his existence are
found, and researches into his early history soon trench upon
totally different branches of knowledge. In tracing the pro-
gress of the race from its most primitive condition, the cha-
racteristics of its physical structure and relations with the lower
animals are soon left behind, and it is upon evidence of a kind
peculiar to the human species, and by which man is so pre-
eminently distinguished from all other living beings, that our
conclusions mainly rest. The study of the works of our earliest

known forefathers—" prehistoric archaeology " as it is commonly
called—is now almost a science by itself. It investigates the
origin of all human culture, endeavours to trace to their commoa
beginning the sources of our arts, customs, and history. The
difficulty is, what to include and where to stop ; as, though
tne term prehistoric may roughly indicate an artificial

line between the province of the anthropologist and
that which more legitimately belongs to the archse-
ologist, the antiquary and the historian, it is perfectly evident
that the studies of the one pass insensibly into those of the
others. Knowledge of the origin and development of par-
ticular existing customs throws immense light upon their real

nature and importance ; and conversely. It is often only from a
profound acquaintance with the present or comparatively
modern manifestations of culture that we are able to interpret
the slight indications afforded us by the scanty remains of
primitive civilisation.

It is considerations such as these that have caused the gradual
introduction of the term Anthropology as a substitute for
Ethnology—a change which I have traced in the history of this

Association, and which is seen in other organisations for the
cultivation of our science.

The first general association for the study of man in this
country was founded in 1843, under the name of the
"Ethnological Society" (three years therefore, before the
Ethnological subSection of Section D of this .'Vssociation). It

did excellent work for many years under that title, but partly
from personal considerations, and partly from a desire to under-
take a wider and somewhat different field of research another
and in some senses a rival society, which adopted the name of
"Anthropological," was founded in 1863. For some years these
existed side by side.cach representing in its most active supporters
different schools of the science. This arrangement naturally in-

volved a waste of strength, and it was felt that the interests of
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ihe subject would be promoted by an amalgamation of the two
societies. Many dilncullies, chiefly, as is usual in suchcase°, of

a persotial nature, had lo be overcame, one of the principal

being the selection of a name for the united society. It was
generally felt that ".Anthropological" would be most appro-
priate, but the members of the old Ethnological Society could

not bring themselves absolutely to sink the fact of their priority

of existence, and all that they had done for science for so many
years, by merging their society into that of their younger and
active rivals ; so after much discussion a compromise
was effected, and the new organisation which arose

from the coalescence of the two societies adopted
the rather cumbrous title of "Anthropological Institute

of Great Britain and Ireland." This was in 1871, and
since that period, the Society, as it is to all intents

and purposes both in structure and function, has pur-

sued a peaceful and useful course of existence, holding meetings
at stated periods throughout the session, at which papers are

read and subjects of interest to anthropologists exhibited and
discussed. It has also published a quarterly journal, which has
been the principal means in this counlrv of communicating new
information upon such subjects. The Institute has for twenty-
three years ptrformed this duly in a business-like and unosten-
tatious manner, the only remarkable circumstance connected
with its history being the singular want of interest taken by the

outside world in its proceedings, considering their intrinsic im-

portance to society, especially in an empire like ours, which
more than any other affords a field for the study of man, under
almost every aspect of diversity of race, climate, and culture.

At the present time it numbers only 305 ordinary members,
whose subscriptions afford barely sufficient means lo maintain
the libiaiy and journal in a stale of tfficiency. The kindred
Geographical and Zoological Sucielies have lespectively 3775
and 29S5 fello»s, so far greater is the interest taken in the

surface of the eaith itself, and in the animals which dwell upon
it, than in its human inhabitants !

Societies similar in their olject to that the history of which
I have just .'kelched have sprung up, and are now in a more or

less flourishing condition, in every civilised country of the

world. But confining our retrospect to our own country, we
may take a glance at what has been done in recent years to

promote the organised study of Anlbropolngy otherwise than by
means of this .-Kssocialion (10 which I shall refer again later) or

the Socicly of which I have just spoken.

One of the most potent means of registering facts, and making
them available for future study and reference, is to be found in

actual collections of tangible objects. To very considerable

branches of anthropolrgical science this method of fixing the

evidence upon which our knowledge of the subject is based is

particul.irly applicable. These branches ate mainly two, very

distinct from each other, and each representing one of Ihe prin-

cipal sides in which Anthropology presents itself.

I. Collections illustrating the physical structure of man, and
its variations in the different races.

II. Collections showing his characteristic customs and methods
of living, his arts, arms and costumes, as developed under different

circumstances and also modified by different racial conditions.

It is very rarely that th<.se two are combined in one general

arrangemen', ami they are almost always studieil ai)art, the

characteristics of mind, Ihe general education and special

training which are required lor Ihe successful cultivation of

either being rarely combined in a single individual ; and yet

the complete history of any race of mankind, especially with

regard lo iis relation to other races, must be based upon a

knowlerlge both of lis physical and psychical characteristics,

and customi, habits, language, and tradition largely help, whco
anatomical characters fail lo separate and define.

The anthropological museums of this country, as well as else-

where, are all of recent growth, and Ihey arc making progress

everywhere with steadily accelerating speed. This cannot be

better illustrated ihan in the place where we are at the present

time. Many of those who arc now in this room can remember
when the materials for the study of cilhcr branch of the subject

in Oxford were absolutely nonexistent. I can myself recall the

lime when the iilc of the handsome budding which now houses

the .scientific trcasurrs of the Universiiy was a bare field. All

who know ihc modern his'ory of Oxford must be aware ihat il

w : .; lo the enthusiastic zeal and steady perscvcr-

.Ti f scientific cibicaiion of one who is happily

sti s • ''; veteran Kegius Profcisor of Medicine, .Sir

Henry Acland, that that building was eiecled. The possession

of a well-selected and representative collection illustrating the
anatomical characters of the human species is chiefly owing to

the energetic labours of Prof. Rolleslon, one of the brightest

and noblest of Oxford's sons, a man of whom I cannot speak
without feelings of Ihe strongest affection and most profound
regret for his untimely loss to the University and the world.

The collection illustrating the arts and customs of primitive

people the University owes lo the ingenuity and munificence of

General Pilt-Rivers, who not only provided thematerialon which
it is based, but also the original and unique scheme of arrange-

ment, which adds so greatly to its value as a means of educa-

tion, and is so admirably calculated to awaken an interest in

the subject, even in the minds of the most superficial visitor. In

speaking thus of the method of displaying the Pitt-Rivers col-

lection, I must not be supposed to imply any disparagement of

others arranged on different plans. Provided there is a de-

finite and consistent arrangement of some sort, it is well that

there should be a diversity in the treatment of different collec-

tions, and for such a vast and exhaustive collection as that

under the care of SirWollaston Franks, at the British Museum,
the geographical system which has been adopted is certainly

the best. In it every specimen of whatever nature at once

finds a place, in which it can at any lime be discovered and
recognised.

In referring lo our great national collection, I cannot refrain

from saying that there seemed till lately to be only one element

wanting to make it all that could be desired, and that w.is

space, not only for the proper preservation and exhibition of

what it already contains, but also f r its inevitable future

expansion. The provisiun in this respect was totally inadequate

to do justice to the importance of the subjtct. Happily this

consideration will be no longer a bar to the development of ihe

collection. The provident action of the authorities of the

Museum, aided by Ihe liberality of the Duke of Bedford, and

the wisdom of Iler M.-ijesly's Government, has secured for many
years 10 come the necessary room for the expansion of the

grandest of our national institutions.

More modem even than museums has been ihe intioduction

of any systematic teaching of Anthropology into this country.

This is certainly most remarkable, considering that there is no

nation to v\hich the subject is of such great iniporiance. Its

importance to those who have to rule—and there are few of us

now who are not called upon to bear our share of the responsi-

bilities of government—can scarcely be overestimated in an

Empire like this, the population of which, as I have just said, is

composed of examples of almost every diversity under which

the human body and mind can manifest itself. The physical

characteristics of race, so strongly marked in many cases, are

probably always associated with equally or m( re diverse charac-

teristics of temper and intellect. In fad, even when the physical

divergences are weakly shuwn, as in the different races which

contribute to make up the home portion of the Eniiiire, the

mental and moral characteristics are slill most strongly marked.

As the wise physician will not only study the particular kind of

disease under which his i).iiicnl is suffering before nclministering
|

the approved remedies for such disease, but will also take
1

into careful account the peculiar idiosyncrasy and inheriied
,

tendencies of the indiviilual, which so greatly modify both

Ihe course of the disease and the action of remedies, to I

it is absolutely necessary for the statesman who would
|

govern successfully, not lo look upon human nature in Ihe

abstract and endeavour to apply universal lules, but to con-

sider the special moral, intellectual, and social capabilities,
j

wants, and aspir.al ions of each particular race with which hci

has lo deal. A form of government uniicr which one race

would live happily an<l piospennisly may to another be the

cause of uncnduralile misery. All tliese questions then should i

be carefully studied by those who have any shore in the govern-;

ment of piople belonging to races alien to themselves. A|

knowledge of their special chnractcis and relations to onc«n-i

other has a more practical object than the mere satisfaction ofi

scientific curiosily; it is a knowledge upon which the happiness^

and prosperity or the reverse of millions of our fcllow-cieatuiesi

may depend. The ignorance ollcn shown upon these subjects.^

even in so select an assembly as ihc House ol Commons, wouli'

be luilicroHsif it were not liable lo lead to disastrous results.

Now lei us consider what, amiil all the complex, diverse, am
costly machinery of education in this country, is being done l<

satisfy the demands for such knowledge. \Vc may say at once
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n< regards all institutions for primary and secondary education,

nb^olutely nothing. The inhat)itants of the various regions of

our own earth are treated with no more consideration

and interest in all such institutions than if they lived

on the moon or the planets. We must turn straight to the

higher intellectual centre^ in the hope of finding any anthropo-

logical teaching. Here at Oxford, if anywhere, we may expect

to find it, and here, first among the British Universities, havi

we seen, since the year 18S3. among the list of the subjects

taught the word " Anthropology," but the teacher, though one

of the most learned of men in the subject the country has pro-

duced, still only bears the modest title of " Reader." A pro-

fessorship of Anthropology does not exist at present in the

British Isles, and even here the subject, though recognised as a

"special," offers little field for distinction in the examinations

for degrees, and has therefore never been taken up in a thorough

manner by students. Dr. Tylor's lectures must, however, have

done much to have spread an intelligent interest in some
branches of Anthropology, and have proved a valuable comple-
ment to the Pitt-Rivers collec'ion, as have also the couries

which have been given by Mr. Henry Balfour upon the arts of

mankind and their evolution, one of which I am glad to see

is announced among the advantages offered to the University

Extension students at present with us. Physical Anthropology
has aKo been taken up by Prof. A. Thomson, who, 1 understand,

gives instructive lectures upon it, open to the members of his class

of human anatomy. At the opposite end almost of the subject

must be mentioned the extension and organisation of the Asb-
molean Museum under the care of Mr. Arthur Evans, which
has a bearin.; upon some branches of Anthropology, and the

foundation of the Indian Institute under the auspices of Sir

Monier Monier-Williims, which must give an impetus to the

study of the characteristics of the races of our great Empire in

the East. East, but by no means least in its bearing upon the

origin, divisions, and diffusion of races, is the world-famous

linguistic work of Prof. Max MiiHer and Prof Sayce, bath of

whom have presided over this Section at former meetings of the

Association.
' )f the sister University I wrote thu5 in 1S84: "In Cambridge

h-.re are many hopeful signs. The recently appointed Professor

uf Anatomy, Dr. Macalister, is known to have paid much
attention to Anatomical Anthropology, and has already in-

timated that he proposes to give instruction in it during the

summer term. An Eihnological and Archreoligical Museum is

also in progress of formation, which, if not destined to rival

that of Oxford, already contains many ol)jects of great value,

and a guarantee of its good preservation and arrangement may
be looked for in the appointment of Baron Anatole von Hiijel

as its first curator."

Ten years have passed, and it is satisfactory to know that the

teaching of Anthropology has not only been fairly estalflished,

but the subject has also found a place in the scheme of

University examination. The learned Professor of Hunan
Anatomy continues to take a wide view of its functions, giving

a course during the Easter term on the methods of Physical

Anthropology, and also museum demonstrations on crani-

ometry and osleometry, by the aid of a greatly increased

and continually augmenting collection of specimens. Those
students who take anatomy as their subject for the second
part of the Natural Science Tripos- have both paper work
and practical examination in Anthropology, each man having a

skull placed in his hands of which he is expected to make a

complete diagnostic description. For the first part of the

tripos each candidate has one or more questions on the broad
general principles of the subject. Prof. Macalister informs me that

'he has always at least six men who go through a very thorough
jpraclical course with their own hands. There has also lately

been established a course of lectures on the Natural History of

(the Races of Man, delivered during the Michaelmas and Eent
terms liy Dr. Hickson, of Downing College, and Baron von
[Hiigel gives a course of museum demonstrations on the wea|)ons,

lornaments, and other objects in the Ethnological Museum,
which is open to all students, and of which many take
advantage.

In London, owing to the chao'ic condition of all forms of
higher instruction, which has been brought so prominenlly into

notice by the univcisal demand for a teaching University (an
aspiration which the labours of the late Gresham Commission
certainly seem to have brought nearer to realisation than ever
appeared possible before), all systematic anthropological teaching
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has been entirely neglected. The great collections to which I

have already alluded, that of arts and customs at the British

Museum, and that of osteological specimens at the Royal College

of Surgeons, have by their steady augmentation done valuable

service in preserving a vast quantity of material for future

investigation and instruction, and students have at present all

reasonable facilities for pursuing their own researches in them.
Lectures have never formed any part of the official programme
of the British Museum, but at the College of Surgeons it is

otherwise, and though the contents of the collections are

specially indicated as the subject on which they should be
delivered, for the last ten years at least. Anthropology, not-

withstanding the magnificent material at hand (or its illustra-

tion, has had no place in the annual syllabus. It is also

entirely ignored in the examination scheme of the University

of London, an institution which prides itself as being on a

level with modern educational requirements ; and the managers
of the new Imperial Institute, casting about in all directions

for some worthy object to occupy their energies and their

spacious buildings, do not appear to have taken into serious

consideration the value to the world and the appropriateness

to their original design of a great central school of Anthropo-
logy, from which might emanate a full and satisfying knowledge
of the characteristics of all the various races of which the

Empire is composed.
In Scotland the recent Universities Commission has recog-

nised Physical Antliropology as a branch of human anatomy in

their scheme for graduation in pure science, the examination on
this subject embracing a knowledge of race characters as found
in the skull and other parts of the skeleton, in the skin, eyes,

hair, features, and the external configuration of the body
generally ; the methods of anthropometrical measurement, both
of the living body and the skeleton ; the possible influence of

use and of external surroundings in producing modifications in

the physical characters of man, and an acquaintance with the

"types" of mankind and the structural relations of man to the

higher mammals. These regulations came into operation in

the University of Edinburgh in 1892, and in accordance with

them Prof. Sir William Turner delivers a special course of

twenty-five lectures on Physical Anthropology, and in addition

ten practical demonstrations on osteometry. The museum
under his charge has greatly increased of late in number and
value of the specimens. But " Human Anatomy, including

Anthropology." being only one of a series of nine subjects in

any three or more of which a final science examination on a
higher standard has to be p?ssed, there is not at present any
considerable number of students who take it up, and the other

Scotch Universities have not yet thought it necessary to establish

distinct courses of Physical Anthropology, although it is

becoming more and more a regular part of the anatomical
teaching to advanced students.

For the following account of what is being done to further

the knowledge of our subject in the sister isle I am indebted to

Prof. D. J. Cunningham. The only place in Ireland where
anthropological work is done is Trinity College. For
many years those in charge of the museum have been collecting

skulls, and they were fortunate in obtaining the greater

part of Sir William Wilde's collection. To these great

additions have been recently made, principally in the form of

Irish crania from difterent districts. All the anthropological

specimens are lodged in one large room, which is also used as

an anthropometric laboratory. Though there has never been
any systematic teaching of Anthropology in Trinity College, Dr.

C. R. Browne (Prof. Cunningham's able assistant), who takes

charge of the laboratory, attends for two hours on three days a

week, and gives demonstrations in anthropological methods to

any students who are interested in the subject. The laboratory

was opened in June 1891, the instruments being provided by a

grant Irom the Royal Irish Academy, and about 500 individuals

have already been measured, the greater number of them
students of the College. This is, however, only part of the work
carried out by the laboratory. Every year the instruments are

taken to some selected district in Ireland, and a .systematic study

of the inhabitants is made. The .\ran Islands, and also the

islands of Inishboffin and Inishshark, have been already worked
out, and this year excursions are organised to Kerry, to a dis-

trict in Wicklow, and to another in the west of Ireland. The
Academy makes yearly grants to the Committee for carrying

on this work, the results of which have been published in

admirable memoirs by Prof. A. C. Haddon and Dr. C. R.
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Browne. The Science and Art Museum in Dublin, under
the direction of Dr. V. Ball, contains a small collection,

arranged with a view to general instruction, showing by means
of skulls and casts the physical characteristics of the different

races of man, those of each race being explained by a short

printed l.ibel, and its range shown on a map.
Though the development of anthropological science has thus

not been greatly advanced, in this country at least, by means of

endowments, or by aid of the State or, till very recently,

by our great scholastic institutions, but has been mainly left to

the unorganised efforts of amateurs of the subject, its progress

in recent years has been undeniably great. I will give an in-

stance of the strides that have been made in one of its most im-

portant branches.

Physical or Anatomical Anthropology, or the study of the

modifications of the human body under its various aspects, the

modifications dependent upon sex and age, the modifications

dependent upon race, and those dependent upon individual

variability, studied not many years ago in a vague and loose

manner, has gradually submitted to a rigorous and, therefore,

strictly scientific method of treatment. The generalities which
were formerly used to express the differences that were recog-

nised between the various subjects compared with each other

have been replaced by terms conveyed in almost mathematical
precision. Xo one acquainted with the history of the develop-

ment of this branch of Anthropology can fail to recognise how
much it was accelerated by the genius of Broc.i, and the school

which he established in France, although all cultivated nations

are now vying with each other in the practice of exactitude in

anthropological research, and the lime seems rapidly approach-
ing when a common agreement will be arrived at, by which all

the observations which may be made, under whatever diverse

circumstances, and by whatever different individuals, will be
available for comparison one with another.

This branch of our science has received the name of

"Anthropometry." Although, as the name implies, measure-
ment is one of its principal features, it includes such other

methods of comparison as can be reduced to a definite standard,

or to which definite te>ts can be applied, such as the colour of

the hair, eyes, and complexion, the form of the ear and nose.

The great desiderata that have been sought for, and gradually

attained, in measuring either the skeleton or the living person

have been two in number ; (l) Exact definition of the points

between which the measurements should be taken. (2^ Exact

methods and instiuments of measurement. In both these cases

the object looked for has been not only that the measurements
taken by the same observer at different times and under different

circumstances should coincide, but al>o that those taken by
different observers should be comparable. These requirements

seem so simple and na'ural at first sight that the majority of

persons whom I am addressing will wonder that 1 should allude

to them. Only those who are seriously occupied, or perhaps I

should rather say, only those who were seriously occupied a

few years ago, with the endeavour to solve these problems can
have any idea of their difficulty. The amount of time and
labour that has been spent upon them is enormous, but the

result ha.°, I think, been quite commensurate with it.

We have attained at last to methods of measurement and
standards of comparison which, in the hands of persons of

ordinaiy intelligence, and with a moderate amount of training,

will gi\e data which may be absolutely depended upon. From
these we hope to be able to formulate accurate information as

to the physical conformation of all the groups into which man-
kind i> divided, and so gradually to ariive at a natural

clas>ificalion of those groups, and a knowledge of their

affinities one to another.

But the exact methods of modern Anthropometry are not

only important on account of the aid they give in studying the

race char.icierislics of man. As has so olien happened when
>cientilic oli-ervaiion has been primarily carried out for its own
sake, it uliimatcly leads to practical applications undreamt of

by iis earlier cultivators. The application of Anthropometry not

tolbe comparison of races, but to elucidate various social problems
—as the laws of growth, of heredity, of comparative capacities of

individuals within a community, and theeffcctsofdin'erent kinds
of cducition and occupation, as worked out first by i^iuetelet in

I'elgium, and subsequently by Francis Gabon, Rotierts, and
others in this cr-iintry, and it.s still more concrete application as

>n aid in admlnl^tcring justice by methods perfected by llcrtillon

in France—arc striking illustrations of the practical utility of
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labours originally undertaken under the influence of devotion to
science pure and simple.

The importance of being able'to determine the identity of an
individual under whatever circumstances of disguise he may be
presented for examination has, of course, long been .ipparent to
all who have had anything to do with the .-idministration of the
criminal l.iw, and rough and ready methods of recognition, de-
pending mainly upon the more or less acute faculty of percep-
tion and recollection of dilVerences and resemblances, possessed
by the persons upon whom the duty of identification has de-

volved, h.ive long been in operation. The general conforma-
tion, height, form of features, and colour of complexion, hair,

and eyes, have also been noted. Much additional assistance

has been obtained by the registration of definite physical

characteristics, the results either of natural conformation, or of

injury, such as mutilations, tattoo-marks, and scars, intlicted by
accident or design. The application of one of the most im-

portant scientific discoveries of the age, photography, was
eagerly sei;^ed upon as a remedy for the difficulties hitherto

met with in tracing personal identity, and enormous numbers of

photographs were taken of persons, the peculiarities of whose
career led them to fall into the bands of the police, and who
were likely to be wanted again on some future occasion. No
doubt much help has been derived from this source, but also much
embarrassment. Even among photographic portraits of one's own
personal friends, taken under most favourable circumstances,

and with no intention of deception, we cannot often help ex-

claiming how -unlike they are to the person represented.

With portraits of criminals, the varying expression of the face,

changes in the mode of wearing the hair and beard, differences

ofcostume, the effects of a long lapse of time, years perhaps passed

in degradation and misery, may make such alterations that re-

cognition becomes a m.-itter at least of uncertainty. That
photographs are extremely valuable as aids to identification,

when their true position in the process is recognised, cannot be

doubted, but as a primary method they have been found to be

quite inapplicable, owing partly to the causes just indicated,

but mainly to the difhculty, if not impossibility, of classifying

them. The enormous expenditure of time and trouble that

must be consumed in making the comparison between any sus-

pected person and the various portraits of the stock which

accumulates in prison bureaus may be judged of from the fact

that, in Paris alone, upwards of 100,000 such portraits of

persons interesting to the police have been taken in a period of

ten years.

The primary desideratum in a system of identification is a

ready means of classifying the data upon which it is based.

To accomplish this is the aim of the Bertillon system.

Exact measurements are taken between certain well known
and fixed points of the bony framewoik of the body, which

are known not to change under diflerent conditions of life.

The length and breadth of the head, the length of the

middle finger, the length of the foot, and the length of the

forearm, are considered the best, though others are added for

greater certainty, as the height, span of arms, length of ear,

colour of eyes, &c. All thc^e particulars of every individual

examined are recorded upon a card, and by dividing each

measurement into three classes, long, medium, and short, and

by classifying the various combinations thus obtained, the whole

mass of cards, kept arranged in drawers in the central bureau,

is divided up into groups, e.ich containing a comparatively small

number, and therefore quite easily ilealt with. When the card

of a new prisoner is brought in, a few minutes suffice 10

eliminate the necessity of comparison with any but one small

batch, which presents the special combination. Then photo-

graphs and other means of recognition, as distinctive marks and

form of features, are brought into pl.ay, and identification be-

comes a matter of certainty. On the other hand, if the com-

bination of measurements upon a new c.ird does not coincide

with any in the classed collection in the bureau, it is known with
j

.ibsolutc certainly that the individual being dealt with has never

been measured before.

One of the most striking results of the introduction of ll.

system into France has been that, since it has been brough'

fully into operation, a large proportion of old offenders, kno«

ing that concealment is hopeless, admit their identity at once,

and save a world of trouble and expense to the police by

ceasing to endeavour to conceal themselves under false names.

Various representations upon this subject have been addressed

to the Home Secrelaiy of our own Government during the last
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few years, and among others one from the Council of this Associa-

tion, which originated in a resolution of this Section, adopted

by the General Committee at the meeting at Edinburgh in 1892,

to this effect :

"That the Council be requested to draw the attention of

Her Majesty's Government to the Anthropometric Method for

the measurement of criminals, which is successfully in operation

in France, Austria, and other continental countries, and which
has been found effective in the identification of habitual crim-

inals, and consequently the prevention and repression of crime."

In consequence of these representations a Committee was
appointed, on October 21, 1893, by Mr. Asquith, consisting

of Mr. C. E. Troup, of the Home Office ; Major Arthur
Griffiths, Inspector of Prisons ; and Mr. Melville Leslie Mac-
naghten. Chief Constable in the Metropolitan Police Force ;

with Mr. H. B. Simpson, of the Home Office, as Secretary,

"to inquire [a) into the method of registering and identifying

habitual criminals now in use in England ; (/') into the ' An-
thropometric ' system of classified registration and identification

in use in France and other countries ;
(r) into the suggested

system of identification by means of a record of finger marks :

to report whether the anthropometric system or the finger-

mark system can with advantage be adopted in England either

in substitution for or to supplement the existing methods ; and,

if so, what arrangements should be adopted for putting them
into practice, and what rules should be made under Section 8

of the Penal Servitude Act, 1891, for the photographing and
measuring of prisoners."

The Report of this Committee, with minutes of evidence and
appendices, was issued as a Parliamentary Blue-book in March
last, and not only contains a lucid and concise description of

the methods of identification already in use in this country,

but also most striking testimony from impartial but well-

qualified persons to the value of a more scientific mode of

dealing with the subject. No pains seem to have been spared

to obtain, both by personal observation and by the examina-
tion of competent witnesses, a thorough knowledge of the

advantages of the Bertillon system as practised in France, and
the result has been the recommendation of that system, with
ciriain modifications, for adoption in this country, with the

addition of the remarkably simple, ingenious, and certain

method of personal identification first used in India by Sir

William Herschel, but fully elaborated in this country by
Mr. Francis Galton, that called the "finger-mark system,"
about which I shall have a few more words to say presently.

With the concluding words of the Committee's Report I

most fully concur: "We may confidently anticipate that, if

fairly tried, it will show very satisfactory results within a .''ew

years in the metropolis ; but the success of its application in

the country generally will depend on the voluntary co-opera-

tion of the independent county and borough police forces.

This, we feel sure, will not be withheld. When the principles

of the system are understood and iis usefulness appreciated we
believe it will not only save much time and labour to the police

in the performance of an important duty, but will give them
material assistance in tracing and detecting the antecedents of

the guilty, and will afford, so far as its scope extends, an
absolute safeguard to the innocent."

It is very satisfactory to be able to add that in the House of

Commons on June 26, in answer to a question from Colonel
Howard Vincent, the Home Secretary announced that the

recommendations of the Committee have been adopted ; and
that, in order to facilitate research into the judicial antecedents

of international criminals, the registers of measurements would
be kept on the same plan as that adopted with such success in

France, and also in other continental countries.

I have just mentioned the "finger-mark system " and of all

the various developments of Anthropology in recent times none
appears to be more interesting than the work done by Mr.
Galton upon this subject ; for though, as indicated above, he is

not quite the first who has looked into the question or shown
its practical application in personal identification, he has carried

his work upon it far beyond that of any of his predecessors, both
in its practical application and into regions of speculation un-
thought of by anyone else. Simple and insignificant as in

the eyes of all the world are the litile ridges and furrows
which mark the skin of the under-surface of our fingers, exist

ing in every man, woman, and child born into the world, they
have been practically unnoticed by everyone until Mr. Galton
has shown, by a detailed and persevering study of their pecu-
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liarities, that they are full of significance, and amply repay the
pains and time spent upon their study. It is not to be supposed
that all the knowledge that may be obtained from a minute
examination of thein is yet by any means exhausted, but they
have already given important data for the study of such subjects

as variation unaffected by natural or any other known form of
selection, and the difficult problems of heredity, in addition to

their being one of the most valuable means hitherto discovered
of fixing personal identity.

As an example of the importance of some ready method to

prove identity, apart from its application to the detection,
punishment, and prevention of crime, to which I have already
referred, I may recall to your recollection that remarkable trial

which agitated the length and breadth of the land rather more
than twenty years ago ; a trial which occupied so many months
of the precious time of our most eminent judges and counsel,
and cost the country, as well as several innocent persons—

I

am afraid to say how many—thousands of pounds, all upon
an issue which might have been settled in two minutes if

Roger Tichborne, before starting on his voyage, had but taken
the trouble to imprint his thumb upon a piece of blackened paper.
It is wonderful to me, on reading again the reports of the trial,

to see how comparatively little atlention was paid by counsel,
judge or jury, to ihe extremely different physical characteristics

of the two persons claimed to be identical, but which were so
strongly marked that they ought to have disposed of the claim,
without any hesitation, at the veiy opening of the case. It

was not until the 102nd day of the first trial that the attention
of the jury was pointedly called to the fact that it was known
that Sir Roger Tichborne had been tattooed on the left arm
with a cross, anchor, and a heart, and that the Claimant ex-
hibited no such maiks. When this was clearly brought out
and proved, the case broke down at once. The second trial

for perjury occupied the court iSS days, the Lord Chief Justice's
charge alone lasting eight days. The issues were, however,
more complex than in the first trial, as it was not only neces-
sary to prove that the Claimant was not Tichborne, but also to

show that he was someone else. I feel convinced that at the
present time the greater confidence that is reposed in the
methods of Anthropometry or close observance of physical
characters, and in the persistence of such characters through
life, would have greatly simplified the whole case ; and I would
strongly recommend all who have nothing about their lives

they think it expedient to conceal to place themselves under
the hands of Mr. Galton, or one of his now numerous disciples,

and get an accurate and unimpeachable register of all those
characteristics which will make loss of identity at any future
period a sheer impossibility.

Partly with this object in view, the Association has, for
several years past, during each of its meetings, opened, under
the superintendence of Dr. Garson, an Anthropometric Labora-
tory, on the plan of the admirable institution of the same name
which has been carried on in the South Kensington Museum
since the beginning of the year 1SS8, under the direction and
at the sole cost of Mr. Francis Gallon, in which up to the pre-
sent time more than 7000 complete sets of measurements have
been made and recorded. The results obtained at the British
.\ssociation meetings have been published in the Annual Re-
ports of the Association, and though on a smaller scale than
Mr. Galton's, the operations of the laboratory have been most
useful in diffusing a knowledge of the value of anthropometric
work, and of the methods by which it is carried on.
For many years an "Anthropometric" Committee of the

Association, in which the late Dr. W. Farr, Mr. Y. Galton, Mr.
C. Roberts, Dr. Bcddoe, Sir Rawson Rawson, and others,
took an active part, was engaged in collecting statistical in-

formation relating to the physical characters, including stature,
weight, chest-ginh, colour of eyes and hair, strength of arms,
&c., of the inhabitants of the British Isles ; and their reports,
illustrated by maps and diagrams, were published in the annual
volume issued by the Association. This Committee terminated
its labours in 1883, although, as was fully acknowledged in the
concluding report, the subject was by no means completely
exhausted.

.\ great and important work which the .\ssociation has now
in hand, in some sense a continuation of that of the Anthropo-
metric Committee, though with a more extended scope of
operation, is the organisation of a complete ethnographical
survey of the United Kingdom based upon scientific principles.
In this work the Association has the cooperation of the Society
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of Antiqaaries of London, the Folk-lore Society, the Dialect

Society, and the Anthropological Institute. Representatives of

these different bodies have been formed into a committee, of

which Mr. E. W. Brabroolc is now chairman. It is proposed
to record in a systematic and uniform character for certain

typical villages and the neighbouring districts (I'l the physical

types of the inhabitants, (2) their current Ir.-iditions and beliefs,

(3) peculiarities of dialect, (4) monumental and other remains
of ancient culture, and t5) historical evidence as to continuity

efface. The numerous corresponding societies of the .\ssocia-

tion scattered over various parts ot the country have been
invited to cooperate, and the greater number of them have
cordially responded, and special local committees have been
formed in many places to carry out the work.
The result of a preliminary inquiry as to the places in the

United Kingdom which appeared especially to deserve ethno-
graphic study, mainly on account of the stationary nature of

the population for many generations back, was given in the first

Report of the Committee presented at the Nottingham meeting
of the Association last year, in which it was shown that in the

British Isles there are more than 250 places which, in the

opinion of competent authorities, would be suitable for ethno-

graphic survey, and in which, notwithstanding the rapid changes
which have taken place during the last fifty years in all parts

of the country, much valuable material remains for the com-
mittee to work upon. Without doubt, as interest in the

subject is aroused, this number will be greatly increased.

A most important step in securing the essential condition

that the information obtained should be of the nature really

required for the purpose, and that the records of diflcrent

observers should be as far as possible of equal value and com-
parable one with another, has been the compilation of a very
elaborate and carefully prepared schedule of questions and
directions for distribution among those who have signified their

willingness to assist, and as a guarantee that the answers
obtained to the questions in the schedules will be utilised to the

fullest extent, certain members of the committee specially quali-

fied for each branch of the work have undertaken to examine
and digest the repprts when received.

It may be remarked in passing that the Anthropological
Society of Paris has within the past year formed a Commission
of its members to collect in a systematic manner the scattered

data which, when united and digesied. shall form "une anthro-

pologic vcrilablement Rationale dc la France," and has issued a

circular with schedules of the required observations. These
are, however, at present limited lo the physical characters of

the population.

Among the many services rendered to the science of Anthro-
pology by the British Association, not the least has been the

aid it lias afforded in the publication of that most useful little

manual entitled "Notes and Queries on Anthropology," of

which the first edition was brought out exactly twenty years

ago (1874), under the supervision and partly at the expense of

General Pitt-Rivers. Since that time the sut)ject has made such
great advances that a second edition, brought up to the require-

ments of the present time, was urgently called for. A Com-
mittee of the British Association, appointed to consider and re-

port upon the best means of doing this, recommended that the

work should be placed in the hands of the Anthropological
Institute of Great Biitain and Ireland. This recommendation
was approved by the Association, and grants amounting to £,^o
were made to assist in defraying the cost of publication. The
council of the Anthropological Institute appointed a committee
of its members to undertake the revision of the different sub-

jects, with Dr. J. G. Garson and .Mr. C. H. Reail as editors

respectively of the two parts into which it is divided. The
work was published irthe end of the year 1892, and is invaluable

to the traveller or investigator in pointing out the most im
portant subjects of inquiry, and in directing the observations he
may have the means ol making into a methodical and systematic
channel.

Besides those I have already mentioned, the Association has
aided many other anthropological inve-tigallons by the ap-

C
ointment of committees to carry them out, and in some cases

y the more substantial method- of giving grants from its funds,

and by defraying the cost of publication of the results in its

journal. Among these I may specially mention the scries of
vc ,

' reports upon the physical characters, languages,
»' and social condition of the north-western tribes

of ;..- . :iion of Canada, drawn up by Mr. Horatio Hale,
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Dr. F. Boas, and others, the importance of which has been
recognised by the Canadian Government in the form of a grant
in aid of the expenses.

Another very interesting investigation into the habits, cus-

toms, physical characteristics, and religion of the natives of
Northern India, initiated by Mr. H. H. Kisley, and carried

on under his supervision by the Indian Government, though
it has received little more than moral support from the Asso-
ciation, may be mentioned here on account of the illustration it

affords of the value of exact anihropometrlc methods in

distinguishing groups of men. Although a practised eye can
frequently tell at a glance the tribe or caste of a man brought
belore it for the fust time, the special characters upon which
the opinion is based have only lately been reduced to any
definite and easily comparable method ol description. In Mr.
Risley's examination, the nose, for instance (which I have
always held to be one of the most important of features for

classificatory purposes), instead of being vaguely described as

broad or narrow, is accurately mea.sured, and the proportion of

the greatest width lo the length (from above downwards), or

the " nasal index," as it is termed (though it must not be con-

founded with the nasal index as defined by Broca upon the

skuin, gives a figure by which the main elements of the com-
position of this feature in any individual may be accurately

described. The average of mean nasal indices of a large

number of individuals of any race, tribe, or caste offer means
of comparison which bring out most interesting lesults. By
this character alone the Dravidian tribes of India are e.islly

separated from the Aryan. " Kven more striking is the curiously

close correspondence between the gradations of racial type

indicated by the nasal index and certain of the social data

ascertained by independent inquiry. If we take a series of

castes in Bengal, Behar, or the North-Western Provinces, and
arrange them in the order of the average nasal index, so that

the ciste with the finest nose shall be at the top, and that

with the coarsest at the bottom of the list, it will be found

that this order substantially corresponds with the.icceptcd order

of social precedence. The casteless tribes— Kols, Rorwas,
Mundas, and the like—who have not yet entered the Brah-

manical system, occupy the lowest place in both series. Then
come the vermin-eating Musuhars and the leather-dressing

Chamdrs. The fisher castes of Baurl, Bind, and Kewat are a

trifle higher in the scale ; the pastoral Goala, the cultivating

KurmI, and a group of cognate caste^—from whose hands a

Brahman may take water—follow in due order; and from them
,

we pass to the trading Khatris, the landholding Bdbhans, and
the upper crust of Hindu society. Thus, it is scarcely a paradox

to lay down as a law of the caste organisation in Kaslern India '

that a man's soci,il status varies in inverse ratio to the width of

his nose." The results already obtained by this method of

observation have been so important and interesting that it is

;

greatly to be hoped that the inquiry may be extended through- '

out the remainder of our Indian Kmpire. I

But for want of time I might here refer to the valuable work I

done in relation to the natives of the Andaman Islands, a race'

in many respects of most exceptional interest, first by Mr. E. ,

H. Man, and more recently by Mr. M. V. Portman, and fori

the same reason can scarcely glance at the great progress that in

being made in anthropological research in other countries than!

our own. The numerous workers on this subject in the United'

.States of America are, with great assistance from ihe Govern-

ment, very properly devoting themselves to exploring, collect-!

ing, and |>ublishing. In a .systematic and exhaustive manner,
every fact that can still be discovered relating lo the history,!

language, and char.acters of the aboriginal population of their

own land. They have in this a clear duty set before them, and

they are doing it in splendid style. I wish we could say thati

the same has been done with all the native populations inl

various parts of the world which have been, to use a current

phrase, "disestablished and disendowed" by our own country-

men. We are, however, now, as 1 have shown, not allogethei

unmindful of what is our duly to posterity in this respect; 1

duty, perhaps, more urgent than that of any other branch C.

scientific investigation, as it will not wail. It must be donCi i

ever, belore the rapid spread of civilised man all over thP,

world, one of the most remarkable characteristics of the ag(

in which we live, has obliterated what still remains of thi

original customs, arts, and beliefs of primitive races ; if. Indeed

it has noi succeeded— as it too often docs— in obliterating th'

races themselves.
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NOTES.
The death is announced of Prof. Rudolph Weber, Herlin, at

the age of sixty-five, and of Prof. M. P. J. Rollet, of Lyons
Observatory, a corre-pondent in the Mcdecine et Chirurgie

Section of the Paris Academy of Sciences.

The University of Halle, on the occasion of the recent bi-

centenary celebrations, conferred the honorary degree of Ph.D.
upon Prof. Victor Horsley, F. fi.S. ; Mr. K. G. Kenyon and
Mr. H. L. D. Ward, both of the British Museum ; Mr. G. A.
Grierson, and Prof. W. W. Skeat.

A Reuter telegram reports that Mr. Aagaard, the United
States Consular Agent at Tromsci, has despatched Captain
Bottolfsen on board the fast-sailing cutter Malygen to Spiiz-

bergen with a supply of provisions and clothing for the Well-

man Expedition, for which the Malygen will search, and which,

if possible, it will take back to Tromso.

The President of the Photographic Society of (Ireat Rritain

ha* receiveil a communication from the .Secretary of Slate to

the effect that the Queen has given her consent to the proposal

to call the Society "The Royal Photographic Society c' Great

liritain."

Herr Otto Lillenthal, whose aerial excursions were de-

scribed in these columns a short time ago, recently met with a

serious accident. The wings of his flying machine collapsed

wliile he was at an altitude of about two hundred feet, causing

him to fall to the ground. Ilis fall was broken to some extent,

but he was badly injured.

.•\n earthquake disturbance i5 reported to have occurred at

Aci Rea'c-, Sicily, shortly before six o'clock on the morning of

AiiL S. Great damage was done at Zafarana, where six

I

i I , I. were killed and several injured. Both there and at Aci

Sin Antonio, nearly all the houses have fallen in. Slight

shocks were felt in Catania and several other communes in the

neighbourhood of Mount Etna, bat no damage was done.

The Times correspondent at Calcutta, writing on August 12,

reports that the Gohna Lake rose 24 ft. 6 in. last week, and
is now within 57 ft. of the top of the dam. Its full length

is now 4^ miles, the average width being half a mile. The
greatest depth is 720 ft. The percolation is very heavy. This,

combined with heavy rain, has wa^^hed away a large portion

of the lower part of the dam, leaving an almost perpendicular

drop of 400 ft. The section thus displayed shows a layer of

boulders on the top, below which is pulverised rock. The lake

is expected to overflow within fifteen days.

We learn that the arrangements have now been completed for

the fourteenth congress and exhibition of the Sinitary Institute,

to be held in Liverpool near the end of next month. On
Monday, September 24, the Lord Mayor of Liverpool will

receive members at the Town-hall, and the President, Sir F.

S. Powell, M.P., will deliver the imugural address in the large

theatre of University College ; while in the evening the Lord

Mayor will formally open the exhibition. Next day there will

be conferences in University College on a variety of subjects.

In the conference on " Domestic Hygiene," the Lady Mayoress

will preside, and the ladies will afterwards hold a reception.

At night Dr. G. B. LongitalT lectures at University College.

On September 26, Section I., " Sanitary Science and Preventive

Medicine," meet under the presidency of Dr. Klein, in the

college, and the discussion will be continued next day. The
Lord Mayor gives a reception in the Walker Art Gallery on

Wednesday evening. Section II., "Engineering and Architec-

ture," meets on Thurulay, and the discussions will be continued

on the following day, when also Section HI., "Chemistry,

Meteorology, and Geology," meet under tlie presidency of
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Dr. T. Stevenson. The closing general meeting of the congress
takes place in the college on Friday evening, September 28,
and later, Sir James Crichton Browne will address the working
classes in the Picton Lecture-hall. The exhibition will remiin
open three weeks.

The tenth meeting of the International Congress of Ameri-
canists was held at Stockholm, August 3-8, and was attended
by the President, Dr. Rudolph Virchow, Biron Nordenskiold,
Mrs. Zelia Nuttall (of Dresden), M. Charnay, and Dr. Robert
Munro, among others. Prof. Gustav Retziu;, M. E. W.
Dahlgren, and M. O. Montelius were some of the members of
an influential executive committee, of which M. Carl Bovallius
acted as general secretary. H.M. the King of Sweden, with
S.A. the Crown Prince, attended the morning sitting on
August 6, and heard the following communications read :—
"Recent Finds from South American Tomb;," by Dr. R.
Virchow; "The ClilT Dwellers," by M. Charnay; and
"Remarks on the Calendar System of the .Vncient Mexicans,"'

by Mrs. Zelia Nuttall. This lady paid a graceful tribute to the

memory of that ardent "Americanist," the late Mrs. Hemmen-
way, of Boston, whose death was a sad loss to the cause

of American archaeology, and gave a summary in French of the

chief results of her own investigations on the calendar system

of the ancient Mexicans. Her paper on this subject was
printed in English for distribution among the members of the

Congress. The same evening the Kmg gave a/t'.V to the mem-
bers of the Congress at the Palace of Drottningholm, and
proposed the toast of "The Americanist Congress" at supper,

to which Dr. Virchow suitably replied.

The letter on a recent change in the character of April, which
appeared in our issue of July 12, has led Dr. O. Z. Bianco to

examine the meteorological statistics of Turin for evidence of a

similar variation. By tabulating the values of the mean tem-

perature in April at that place since 1S65, and smoothing them

in averages of five, he finds tha', in the thirty years considered,

the lowest average temperature occurred in 18S9 at Turin as

well as at Greenwich. The temperature appears to have

gradually fallen to this minimum since 1S05, and is now rising

If the results of observations are represented dia^rammalically,

a figure is obtained which agrees very closely with that accom-
panying the letter to which we have referred. Taking simply

the monthly mean temperature in different years, the lowest

values belong to 1879 and 1S91, and are lo°-i C. and lo°-2 C.

respectively. For Greenwich the corresponding point was a

temperature of 43-5° F. (6''-4 C.) in 1879 and 1S8S. In the

latter year the mean temperature of April inTurin was lo'S C,
which is nearly a de:;ree below the normal value. Further

inquiry may perhaps lead to an explanation of the change to

which attention has been directed.

V»^E have received the first four numbers of a series of Elec-

trical Engineering Leaflets by Prof. E. J. Houston and Mr.

A. E. Kennelly, which are being issued in weekly parts.

These leaflets are divided into three grades : elementary, which

is suited for the use of electrical artisans, wiremen, and ele-

mentary students ; intermediite, suited to students in technical

schools ; and advanced, suited to students taking a course in

electrical engineering. Although, to judge from the four first

numbers, these leaflets will be hardly suitable to form by them-

selves a complete text-book in this subject, since the points

treated are of loo wide a scope to admit of sun"ic;ent detail and
explanation being given in the moderate size of th; work (some

300 pages small octavo) to ensure a student, without some other

source of information, being able to grasp the subject. They
will, however, be found very useful as a book of reference

,

and for revising and keeping fresh information which has
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already been acquired, forming as they do a compact and

clearly expressed synopsis of the suhject. Another useful

feature in the numbers under consideration are tables of physical

qaantities, such as the electromotive force of different cells,

specific resistance of solids and liquids, the temperature co-

efficient being in most cases given as well as the temperature

at which the value of the resistance given is measured, together

with the observer's name. An elaborate scheme of prefixes

nsed to denote multiples and submultiples of the different

units is given, which, as long as the scheme is printed on the

opposite page to the table in which these prefixes are used,

saves a good deal of space, but will probably cause a great deal

of unnecessary confusion if they are used in other parts of the

work, unless the value is in every case also given in the index

notation.

In a short communication, made to the French Academy of

Science, M. Moureaux says that on examining the magneto-

graph records of the Pare Saint-Maur Observatory for the night

of July 11-12, he finds a disturbance which corresponds in

time with the earthquake shock that caused so much destruc-

tion at CoH'itantinople. As M. Moureaux has taken the pre-

caution to have non-magnetic copper bars suspended alongside

the magnetograph needles, and the records from these bars

show no disturbance, it is evident that the effects observed were

due to magnetic causes, and not to a mechanical shock. As

the magnetic disturbance occurred sixteen minutes before the

time at which the earthquake shock was felt at Constantinople,

and since the two places are separated by a distance of 3000

kilometres, it would appear that the disturbance travelled at

the rate of only three kilometres per second. This is certainly

a very slow rate of propagation, and it would be of great

interest if the observers at other observatories where a

permanent magnetic record is kept, were to examine their

curves, and see whether they show a similar disturbance, and

if so, if the rate of propagation is about the same as the above.

If the values obtained vary much, it is probable that the dis-

turbance noted by M. Moureaux was of solar rather than of

terrestrial origin, or at any rate was not connected with the

earthquake at Constantinople.

Anything respecting Corea is of special interest at the

present time, and the short article on the "Cultivation of Cotton"

in that little-known country, which a recent number of the

Journal of the Society of Arts contains, is certain to have many
readers. According to this article, which is based upon a re-

port of the Commissioner of Corean Customs at Fusan, the total

area under the cultivation of cotton in Corea is roughly com-

puted to be 872,<x)o acres, the yield of seed cotton from which

per annum is put at 1,200,000,000 lbs. The yearly consumption

of "cleaned" or raw cotton is estimated at 300,000,000 lbs.

The Corean fibre is reported to be superior to that produced in

Japan. The method of cultivation is as follows :—The
ground is usually ploughed up during the early winter, and

allowed to remain in this condition until the frost is well out of

it, when it is broken up with a hoe, and manure, mixed with

wood ashes, spread over it. The fields are now ready for the

reception of the seed, which is generally sown about April to

May. The seed, of which there is but one kind, is not placed

in drills, a« is done in Japan, but is sown broadcast, and then

trodden in and covered up with the feet, sesamum seed being

very often sown in the same field with it. The young shoot

shows above ground about the tenth day, and at maturity attains

a height of from 2 feet to 2i feet. The plant blossoms in

August, and on an average bears forty pods, each containing

four cells, at a rule within a double capsule. The gathering of

the crop, which begins about October, continues until frosts sets

in, some time in November. No attention is paid or .skill dis-
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played in the cultivation once the seed is in the ground ; every-

thing is then left to nature. No further manure is added, nor

are they ever thinned out or given water in times of drought.

The crops are principally gathered by women, who also are

largely employed afterwards in separating the seed.

During the last few years, alloys of tin and lead have beeD

employed in manufactures in which the constancy of melting

points after successive meltings played an important part.

Rudberg, one of the earliest workers in this field, noticed that

the thermometer stopped at two points during the solidification

of these alloys ; the higher point varied with their composition,

while the lower was constant, being about 187°, and was iden-

tical with the melting point of the " chemical alloy " represented

by the formula PhSn,. In the current number of Wiedematin s

Annalen, Bernhard Wiesengrund gives the results of a complete

series of experiments with tin-lead alloys ranging from PbSnu to

PbjjSn. They were melted in a crucible of sheet iron covered

with a lid provided with two brass tubes to admit and withdraw

dry hydrogen during heating. An iron tube closed at the bottom

was attached to the lid. It dipped into the alloy, and served to

contain the thermometer, the bulb of which was surrounded by

mercury. The thermometer was gradu.ited from 0° to 360° C,
and contained nitrogen above the mercury column. The crucible

was surrounded by a sheet-iron water-jacket kept at 150' C,
and the heating was done by means of a triple Uunsen burner.

As regards the densities of the alloys, it was found that they

were all lighter than might have been expected from the

densities of their constituents. This increase of volume was

greatest in the case of the " chemical alloy " PbSnj, and de-

creased as one or the other constituent preponderated. The

process of solidification showed Uudberg's two points distinctly.

The higher one, called the melting point, was really a point at

which the cooling became somewhat less rapid. The lower,

called the point of solidification, w.as a truly stationary point,

except in the alloys containing much lead. The most regular

curve of cooling is shown by the alloy PbSnj. At about 178'

there is a dead stop lasting for seven minutes, not preceded by

a perceptible stop at the melting point. The latter becomes

more pronounced as the percentage of tin increases, and appears

as a point of inflexion in the alloy PbSn,;. .'\s the lead is

increased, the melting point rises, the point of solidification falls

slightly and becomes less pronounced, and .ill breaks in the

curve of cooling tend to disappear. The author gives a plausible

explanation of the phenomena analogous to the theory of salint

solutions, tin being regarded as the solvent. After twenty-four

successive remeltings a mechanical rearrangement was observed,

producing a slight elevation of the fusing point and an ap-

proximation of the point of solidificition to that of the

"chemical alloy." This w.is due to the excess of the heavy

lead, or the light tin gradually separating out from the alloy

PbSn,.

The Transactions and Proceedings of the New Zealand

Institute (vol. xxvi. ), containing papers re.id before the Institute

during 1893, has been published, and is obtainable from

Messrs. Triibner and Co.

"Xnv. Quarterly fournal ol the Geological Society (No. 199,

August) has been issued. It contains five plates, illustrating
'

papers by Mr. A. Marker, Mr. \V. \V. W.ntts, Mr. Frank

Kutley, and Sir J. W. Dawson and Dr. W. Hind.

The August number of the Journal of the Royal Micro-

scopical Society is almost entirely taken up with summaries of

current researches. The only two papers arc liy Mr, F. Chap-

man and Mr. T. Comber, the former dealing with the fora-

minifera of the gault of Folkestone, and the latter with the

J
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-haracters generally accepted for specific diagnosis in the

Diatomaces.

The Romanes Lecture on "The Effect of External Influences

upon Development," delivered by Prof. Weismann, at Oxford,

last May, and reported in these columns (vol. 1. p. 31) has been

published in English by the Clarendon Press. The translation

has been done by Mr. Gregg Wilson. In the preface, Prof.

Weismann adds his tribute to the many that have been paid to

the memory of the late Dr. Romanes.

Messrs. J. and A. Churchill will shortly publish a new
edition of Dr. F. Kohlrausch's indispensable handbook to

practical physics—"An Introduction to Physical Measure-

ments." The edition has been translated from the seventh

(lerman edition, published in 1892, and it contains nearly four

times the number of pages that the first one did in 1869. Mr.

r. H. Waller and Mr. H. R. Procter are the translators.

Glacial action in .\ustralasia has much attention devoted

ti> it in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Tasmania for

I^ 13. Mr. R. M. Johnston contributes an elaborate review of

' • evidences of former glaciation in Australasia, with critical

ervations upon the principal hypotheses which have been

a livanced to account for glacial epochs generally, and there are

everal papers on the discovery of glacial action in Tasmania.

In the current number of Mind, Mr. Francis Gallon contri-

butes an article on " Discontinuity in Evolution," which should

he read by all who are interested in modern biological theory.

It owes its origin to the publication of Mr. Bateson's recent

work, and contains a summary of the views on discontinuous or
" transilent " variation and on "organic stability, " which Mr.

I ialton has published in " Natural Inheritance," in " Finger

Prints," and in the preface to a reprint of " Hereditary Genius."

riie data on which these views are based lie somewhat off the

beaten track of biological inquiry, and Mr. Galton's conclusions

have not received the consideration due to results based on

careful and prolonged observation.

The Royal Meteorological Institute of the Netherlands has

published a new edition of "The Tides on the Dutch Coast,"

containing, among other useful information, the results of tidal

observations made at several stations during recent years. The
tables show that on the North Hinder Bank, for instance, the

Itemperature of the air from September to February is lower

ithan that of the sea surface ; but from March to August it is

higher, and that the prevalence of thunderstorms increases with

the latitude. Tide rips are most frequent in the month of .\pril

ui'l during the first four days of full and new moon.

I

The Meteorological Council have recently issued a second

ledition of a Barometer Manual for theuse of seamen, in which

jmany alterations and improvements have been m.ade. The
work contains carefully drawn charts showing the mean atmo-

spheric pressure and prevailing winds for January and July, and

also many v.aluable hints on the management of the barometer.

The portions dealing with winds and storms, and especially with

practical rules for seamen in tropical cyclones, are of especial

value, and this small work of forty p.-ige5 contains all the

necessary information for the safe navigation of a vessel which

may be in the vicinity of these storms.

We have received the yournal of the Anthropological

Institute for August, containing papers read at meetings of the

Institute during the first quarter of this year. Among other

papers, we notice one on flint implements of a primitive type

from old (preglacial) hill-gravels in Berkshire, by .\Ir. P. -V.

Shrubsole, and a note on the poisoned arrows of the Akas, by
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Prof. L. A. Waddell. The Akas are one of the Lohitic tribes

of the Asam Valley, occupying independent territory to the

north of the Brahmaputra. They poison their arrows for use in

warfare, the poison being derived, as has been found in other

cases, from the roots of a species of Aconitum. A translation

of the second part of " Shamanstoo," being Prof. Mikhailov-

skii's important account of Shamanism in Siberia and European
Russia, is contributed by Mr. O. Wardrop.

A THIRD edition, enlarged and partly rewritten, of " Select

Methods in Chemical Analysis," by Prof. W. Crookes, F.R.S.,

has been published by Messrs. Longmans, Green, and Co.

During the eight years which elapsed between the publication

of the second edition and the preparation of this, various new
processes have been introduced, and old ones have either been

displaced, or become so well known inordinary laboratories that

their retention in a "select " work, like that of Prof. Crookes', is

unnecessary. For it will be remembered that the work is "not
intended to provide the student with a complete text-book of

analysis, but rather with a laboratory companion, containing

information not usually found in ordinary works on analysis."

In the present edition, volumetric operations have been almost

entirely omitted, and also processes of technical importance.

These omissions have made room for the addition of a series of

electrical separations, and other processes from Dr. Classen's

"Quantitative Chemical .\nalysis by Electrolysis." As Prof

Crookes only includes in the volume such methods as have been

proved in his own laboratory, their practicability is assured.

A disadvantage of this eclectic method, however, is that good

methods of analysis are passed over because they do not happen

to have been personally tested by the author.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Black Ape (Cynopithecus niger, i) from

the Celebes, presented by Mr. Gambler Bolton ; a Slender

hons (Loris gracilis) from Ceylon, presented by Mr. Thos. E.

Remington ; a Common Chameleon (Cham^rleon vulgaris) from

North .•Vfrica, presented by Captain Philip Langdale ; four

Alpine Newts (7nVi)« <z//^i^ru), European, presented by Mr.

Malcolm O. Smith ; four Land Crabs from Jamaica, presented

by Mr. Percy Walter Jarvis ; a Black-backed Jackal [Cants

mesomelis) from .South Africa, deposited ; a Weka Rail {Ocy-

droinus mistralis) from New Zealand, purchased ; a Cayenne

Lapwing { Vanellus caytnnensis), bred in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Recent Observations of Mars.—Mars now rises shortly

after nine p.m., and is on the meridian between four and five

o'clock in the morning. He will be in opposition on October 20.

Two important papers,containing the results of recent observations

of the planet, are contributed to the .\ugust number of Astronomy
and Astro-Physics. Mr. Percival Lowell, whose observatory

was described in these columns on June 14, began to

observe the planet at the end of May, and the observations

recorded in his article were made between then and June 24.

The clearness of the atmosphere at Flagstaff', Arizon.i, where
the observatory is situ-^ted, is responsible for the early date at

which it was possible to scrutinise the face of the earth's ruddy
brother. .Vnd the success with which his features were made
out may be judged from the fact that Mr. Lowell recognised a

dozen of Schiaparelli's canals two and a half months before the

summer solstice of the planet's southern hemisphere. .\t the

beginning of the period of observation, the southern snow-cap
was found to have a diameter of about forty-seven degrees

;

that is, it covered nearly the whole frigid zone. On June 19,

the cap measured thirty-nine degrees. Through mt all the

period, the outer edge appeared to be perfectly elliptical, indi-

cating that the boundary line of the cap was really a circle. The
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snow was cootinuously bordered by a dark streak of nearly uni-

form width. Mr. Lowell thinks that this belt was water at the

edge of the mel'ing snow ; in fact, a polar sea. His view finds

support in the observation that the streak was widest where the

dark markings on the planet's face—the markings intrepreted

as seas—were greatest in extent. Several brilliant star-like

points flashed out upon the snow-cap at diflerent times and
disappeared after being conspicuously visible for a few minutes.
The imaginative mind may think that these flash lights repre-

sent signals from the Martians, but a more probable explanation
is that they are produced by snow slopes being illuminated in

such a manner that the sunlight after glancing across them is

reflected at a particular angle to the Karlh. The great rift in

the snow-cap was observed and found to be about twelve
hundred miles long, and rather more than two hundred miles
wide. Mr. Lowell did not see any irregularities upon the ter-

minator of Mars, so he concludes that there are few, if any,
great mountains on the planet. The first canal, thought to be
Cerberus, was observed on June 7, and two days later it was seen
double for an instant. Other canals were glimpsed from time
to time, and some were seen well enough to be sketched.
Prof. \V. H. Pickering has also observed Mars at the Lowell
Observatory. He remarks: " What appears to me to be the
most important conclusion deducible from our work is that

Mars does not always present the same appearance at the cor-

responding lime upon two successive Arean years. This
remark does not apply merely to small details, but to large and
prominent features. Moreover, this difi'erence does not seem to

be due simply to the fact that one season is a few weeks later

than the other, but that the phenomena presented upon the two
years are really difl^erent." Prof. Pickering has noticed slight

notches in the terminator, but he thinks these are produced by
variations in the inclination of the surface of the planet rather
than by differences of level.

The Rotation of the Terrestrial Poles.—Dr. S. C.
Chandler has lately been investigating the question whether
either component of the polar rotation deviates from a uniform
circular motion (Astr. Jour. No. 323, July 27). The discus-

sion furnishes clear prool that the figure descriticd by the pole
ofrotaliun and pole of figure approximates to an ellipse with
a major axis of about o"55 and a minor axis of about o 30.

Dr. Chandler refers this departure from circular, or rather
epic)clical motion, 10 the annual term alone. A computation
based upon this assumption shows that the figure is " a very
eccentric ellipse with a major axis of o"'32, lying m the line

53°"-33'i Slid a minor axis of about o'lo; the period being
manifestly about a year, and the motion being from west to

east. The angular velocity seems to stand in some inverse

relation to the radius."

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Paris.

Academy of Sciences, August 6.—M. Ltewy in the chair.

—On the variations of Sfirijer Vemeiiili, by M. Gossclet.

—

New anthropological and palxontological researches in the
Dordogne. Abstract of a memoir by ^L Kmile Riviere. Cer-
tain details are given concerning pal.xolithic remains from the
" Groltc5 des Combarclles," the "GrolteRcy," the " Orotic
de Cro Ma^non," and the "Grotte de la Fontaine, " including
bones from a numerous fauna and carved and sculptured fr.ig-

mcnts. Neoliihic remains from Pageyral, Sircuil, and Pagenal
will be described in a future coninr.unication.—The Secretary
announced the deaths of the following correspondents: M. A.
Hannover, July 7 ; M. Rollil, .\ugust 2.—On groups of substi-

tutions ikomotphous with symmetrical or alternate groups, by
M. Maillei.—On the zeros of certain discontinuous functions.

Principle of the method for finding the zeros of cenain functions,
by M. Dcsaint.—On thcc>|uationsof djnamics, by M. R. Liou.
ville. A claim for priority in reference to the subject-matter of
two notes by M. \V. Vladimir dc Tannenberg, of dates July 30
and May 25 respectively.—On carbonic hydrate and the com-
position of h)dtatei ol gases, by M. P. Villaid. The author
determines the cumposiiion of a hydrate of carbon dioxide
formed by himself 10 be CO, .6lljO, and calls attention to the
remark al>le resemblance between 1 his substance and the hydrate
of nitrogen monoxide NjO 6IIjO. They have apparently the
lame crystalline form, the .'ame heat of formation, and are both
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optically inactive. The hypothesis is m.ide that hydrates of

gases should, in general, have a composition expressed by the

Ibrmula M.6II;0. This assumption is supported by the for-

mulae found by the author for the similar compounds of sulphur

dioxide and methyl chloride. The hydracids are excepted from

the rule. Doubt is thrown upon the formula C1.,.SH;0 for

chlorine hydrate.—I3.isic salts of calcium, by M. Tassilly. The
best method of preparation and thermal data concerning calcium

oxybromide and calcium oxyiodide are given. These substances

have an exactly similar composition to that of Andre's oxy-

chloride, CaCl5.3CaO. l6H,,0. They have the same heat ol

solution and a heat of formation increasing with increasing

atomic weight of the halogen present.—On the use of selected

ferments, by M. Charles Fabre. The following conclusions are

given—(i) The selected ferment cannot be employed with any
must for the production of high-class wines. (2) The must in

which the ferment is sown should have been obtained from grapes

belonging to or vines long acclimatised in the region from which

the selected ferment has been obtained.— Peripheric applica-

tions of alkaloids in the treatment of acute maladies with

cutaneous determination, by MM. L. Guinard and Gustave

Geley. The external application of sparteine in cases where

the skin is the active seat of disease has been found to give

remarkable cur.ative results, more particularly in cases of ery-

sipelas.—On coprolitic bacteria ol the Permian age, by MM.
B. Renault and C Eg. Berlrand. Bacillus pcrmitiisis, occur-

ring in cjprolites from the Permian at Autun, consists of recti-

linear bacillus elements, isolated or in pairs, and having the

dimensions 14 to 16^ by 25 to 3'3^i by o'4u. It sometimes

occurs curved or twisted in spirals or chains.—On the n:iiiir.

of the great crevasse caused by the last earthquake at Locn
by M. Socrate A. Papavasilion.—On the existence of /<•>;/.

recifaUs with Ammonites in the Barrcmicn near Chalillon-cii

Diois, by M.M. G. Sayn and P. Lory.
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 23, 1894.

1 THE PHYSIOLOGY OF THE CARBO-
I HYDRATES.

1 The Physiology of the Carbohydrates : their Applica-

tion as Food, and Relation to Diabetes. By F. W. Pavy,

M.D., F.R.S. (London : Churchill, 1894.)

\MONG the most debated subjects of physiology the

ultimate fate of carbohydrates within the body

stands out as one of the greatest difficulty. A great

jamount of work has been expended on it, but still many
Ipoints of vital importance remain undecided. We
[accordingly hail with pleasure a work containing the

results and conclusions of one whose name is indisso-

lubly associated with the subject, as the author of one of

the two rival theories around which much of the work of

the last thirty years has centred. The book before us

jcontains a revised description of the many researches

of the author upon this subject, with a criticism of his

earlier results by the light of his later work, and the

greatly increased knowledge of the chemistry of the

carbohydrates which is now available. Embodying as it

does the results of a " life's labour, attended with unceas-

"_' laboratory work," we turn to it with more than

linary interest.

The book is arranged in sections, in the first of which

the author gives us a short account of the main chemical

characters of the principal carbohydrates, and special

-tress is laid upon the production of osazones as enabling

us to distinguish the different sugars from one another.

This is followed by an account of the hydrations produced

by ferment action and the changes known to occur
•ii rough the agency of protoplasm. Succeeding sections

1 almost entirely with Dr. Pavy's researches, arranged

in the order in which they appeared, but in such a

nner as to gradually unfold the author's argument.

I bus we find described the experiments upon which he

xludes that many proteids have the constitution of

M osides. Next the path of absorbed sugar is traced

he liver, and his experiments proving its conversion

into glycogen are given. Many experiments upon the

iinounts of sugar present in arterial and venous blood,

in blood from the portal and hepatic veins, and in the

' cr and other tissues, are given, as well as quantitative

lilts of the amount of glycogen and other carbohy-

(drates present in these positions. The sugar in urine is

'next discussed, and here he brings evidence to prove that

inal urine contains sugar.

I >r. Pavy for his quantitative results relies almost en-

tirely upon the ammoniated cupric solution, and con-

tends that the results obtained by its careful use are

ili'ioughly trustworthy. Where he gives duplicate esti-

mations, however, we note that there are often consider-

able differences in the two values obtained. Thus, his

figures give a further confirmation of the difficulty, if not

impossibility, of obtaining very accurate results as to the

quantity of sugar present in a solution, by means of a

standard copper solution. It is of essential importance
to keep this constantly in mind in those cases, such as

determination of the quantity of sugar in blood from
portal and hepatic veins, or from carotid artery and
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jugular vein, in which the results, which we know must be

very close to one another, are to be compared. For this

reason especially we do not consider that Dr. Pavy has

satisfactorily established his position, though it is a most

important one for his further conclusions.

His experiments upon the glucoside constitution of

proteids are very suggestive and important, but before

they could be conclusive it would be necessary to pay

much greater attention to the proper purification both of

the proteid with which he starts and the " cleavage car-

bohydrate " which he obtains, and to give quantitative

analyses of this latter body. For instance, in the case of

egg albumin, which is one of the bodies he uses, we
know that it contains a considerable amount of glycogen,

and that it is extremely difficult to completely free the

proteid from it. But as this latter point does not seem

to have been thoroughly attended to in these experiments,

we must await further corroboration.

There are many other points about which we expect

much discussion may arise, and among these we may
mention his conclusions— firstly, that sugar is present in

urine ; and secondly, that it is present in proportion to the

amount present in the blood. In connection with the

first of these two points we would refer to the recently

published paper of Carl Baisch,' who uses the benzoyl

chloride method, which is certainly to be regarded as

capable of producing more accurate results than the use

of the copper test. He, in confirmation of Dr. Pavy,

finds that a reducing carbohydrate is present, and he

further shows that dextrose is present to the extent of

04 to 09 per 1 000 of urine, total-reducing carbohydrates

amounting to as much as 06 to "16 per 1000. Dr. Pavy,

on the other hand, finds a much larger quantity, which,

calculated as glucose, he states, amounts to as much as

5 per 1000.

Now, if we compare the figures given on page 1 89 as

to the amount of sugar present in urine as a consequence

of an abnormal small excess in the blood, with the result

he gives as present in normal urine, we cannot, from their

study, at all agree that these amounts are proportional to

that present in the blood. Still less would this conclu-

sion be acceptable were we to take the above-quoted

figures of Baisch.

Perhaps the conclusions upon which Dr. Pavy would

lay by far the greatest amount of stress is that the major

part of the sugar absorbed from the alimentary canal is

immediately combined with the peptone simultaneously

absorbed to form a proteid, which is then transmitted

to the general circulation, and thus to the tissues gener-

ally. Dr. Pavy considers that this synthesis is in part

effected by the epithelial cells covering the villi. Under

one set of conditions, viz. defective oxidation, &c., this

proteid may break down and result in the production of fat,

or again under another set, e.g. excessive oxygenation of

the blood associated with vaso-dilatation, a second form of

katabolism is produced, characterised by the production of

sugar, which is then eliminated in the urine. Before, how-

ever, we can accept these views it will be necessary that

much of Dr. Pavy's work should be corroborated. It is of

course known, that under the right conditions within the

body, fat or sugar can be formed as a result of unusual

proteid katabolism ; but that proteid is usually syn-

' Zeit. fur Physiol. Clicmic, xix. p. 357.

s
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thesised in the simple manner suggested by Dr. Pavy,

namely, by the direct combination of a glucose molecule

or molecules with a peptone or some similar molecule,

requires far more rigid proof than is here attempted.

We should have liked to have seen a greater amount

of criticism of some of the many important researches

which have been lately published by so many workers
;

but throughout the whole work, Dr. Pavy bestows but

little space in criticising conflicting evidence, much of

which remains completely unnoticed.

Though it is thus easy to criticise and point out where

errors may have crept in, we can but thoroughly admire

the energy and careful thought which are in evidence

throughout the work. There is much in it that is sug-

gestive, much that is most valuable. The experimental

work which is here set forth so plentifully, forms a field

which must be studied and consulted by ail future

workers in this direction.

PTOLEMY AS A PHILOSOPHER AND
ASTROLOGER.

Studien iiber Claudius PioUmdus ; ein Beitrag zur

Geschichle dir gricchischen Philosophie und Astrologie.

Von Franz Boll. Dr.Phil. (Leipzig: Druck und

Verlag von B. G. Teubner, 1S94.)

IT is somewhat strange that in the article on Ptolemy

in the " Penny Cyclopaedia," he is spoken of only as

a geographer. His fame is undoubtedly built upon his

two great works on astronomy and geography. But the

present publication treats of him rather as a philosopher,

and discusses also the genuineness or otherwise of the

less-known works of the great Alexandrian. A few lines

are devoted to his life, of which scarcely anything is

known. Dr. Boll sees no reason for calling in question

the statement of Theodorus Meliteniota, that he was

bom at Ptolemais Hermii, in Upper Egypt. He lived to

his seventy-eighth year, and died in the reign of Marcus

Aurelius, who became emperor in A.n. 161 ; but it is

somewhat doubtful whether the last observation referred

to in the " Almagest" was made in 141, or ten years later.

At any rate, it is clear that that work preceded the

description of the earth's surface (written, .Sir K. IJunbury

remarks, much more in the spirit of an astronomer than

of a geographer), which remained during more than

twelve centuries the paramount authority in geographical

questions where physical matters were not concerned.

However, as we have said, the present treatise is not

occupied with any consideration of these great works.

Astronomical and geographical questions do not form its

subject-matter, which is rather concerned with the com-

paratively untrodden ground of Ptolemy as a philosopher,

besides a discussion of the genuineness of his writings

on astrology in the present acceptation of the term.

His work, Mtpi. Kpirripiov Kill riytunviKoi, has been generally

overlooked, the first apparently to refer to it being

Hcinze, in his edition of Uebcrweg's " Grundriss der

Geschichtc der Philosophie von Thales bis auf die Gegen-
wart." But besides this professed treatise, Ptolemy touches

upon philosophical questions in several places in his

other writings.

Dr. Boll's "Studien" is distributed into three prin-
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cipal sections. The first gives, in three chapters, a
,

discussion of his author's views on questions of this
|

nature, as they may be derived from passages in his

undoubtedly genuine works. The second is devoted

to a critical examination of the genuineness of the

TfT,)i.'ii,iX(.« 2i'iTn|if, which is astrological, and generally

considered as unworthy of the writer. .\n inquiry into

the source of the so-called astrological geography in the

second book of that treatise forms the third section ol

the present "Studien" of Dr. Boll.

Our space in this brief notice enables us only to

indicate the general conclusions arrived at under these

three heads. A detailed discussion of the views pro-

pounded by Ptolemy on psychological and other philo-

sophical questions shows that he must be classed as an

eclectic, but with distinctly peripatetic principles. This

appears in the " Harmonics " as well as in the work tirst

mentioned. But in his teaching a number of stoical

propositions is also to be found, and it is not in these only

that .Aristotelian ideas are rejected or set aside, for a

tendency is manifested to accept some Platonic doctrines

on psychology, whilst Pythagorean speculations on

numbers form the foundation of the third book of the

" ll.^rmonics."

A very careful and elaborate comparison of expres-

sions used in the TfrpuJi/iXoi-, and in the smaller work

KapTTos (which is in fact n jjollertion of aphorisms), with

Ptolemy's great astronomical and geographical works,

proves that the former is genuine, but the latter is not,

being evidently the production of some astrologer of

later date.

Dr. Boll's conclusion with regard to the Tfr^jddidXot

agrees with that of previous writers ; thus the author oi

the article "Astrology" in the "Penny Cyclopedia'' says :

" Though its genuineness has been doubted by some

merely because it is astrological, there appears no suffi-

cient reason to reject it." We would gladly do so if we

could ; but the present examination seems to confirm

the Ptolemean authorship but too fully. The admiring

Knglish translator in the last century (John Whalley,

Professor of Physic and Astrology) affirms that " there

is nothing in Astrology but what is there comprehended,

nothing there comprehended, but the t2"<f>'cssence and

Divinity of Astrology."

The second book of this treatise gives a system

of what Dr. Boll calls astrological ethnography, ;'.(•. the

stellar influence on diflferent parts of the world and their

inhabitants according to the signs of the zodiac which

are especially supposed to rule over each. The sources

of this, by a comparison with earlier writers, are dis-

cussed by Dr. Boll (led so to do by a small treatise

published at Berlin by Paul Wendland in 1S92) in the third

section of his work, which shows great industry and

research, it being difficult to disentangle the sub-

ject from that of the effects of climate on the human

race, so that matters of this kind require very careful

handling. We may take an instance of this from our own

.Shakespeare. When Prospero says his zenith doth

depend upon a most auspicious star, the allusion to

astrology is patent. But when the melancholy Jaques,

in As You Like Jl, is made to describe human life as

divided into seven stages, it is somewhat straining a

point (Dr. Boll refers to Steevens as having anticipated
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him in this, but he means Malone) to assume that re-

ference is intended to the notion that each age was

dominated by one of the seven planets. However, he

shows a close correspondence between many expressions

in the T€t/ju'3i/3^os and in Roman writers under the

empire, Manillas, Vitruvius, and Pliny.

The work concludes with an excursus on the date of

the aaTpc^iiyovfiiva of Petosiris and Nechepso, which had

been referred to the first century before, but Dr. Boll

gives reasons for placing in the first century after, the

Christian era. W. T. L.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor dots not hold himselj reipomtbh for opinions ex.

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake

to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejectea

manuscripts intended for this or any other part o/ Nature.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.l

Platinum Resistance-Thermometers.

At the meeting of the British Association, just coming to an

end, it was pointed out to the Committee of Section A, by Mr.

E. H. Griffiths, that the general adoption of the method of

thermometry, founded on the variation of the electric resistance

of platinum with temperature, that has been worked out by

Prof. Callendar and himself, is seriously hindered by the

existence of a report presented to the Belfast meeting of the

Association in 1S74 (British Association Report, 1874, pp. 242-

249)1 by a Committee "appointed for the purpose of testing the

new pyrometer of Mr. Siemens." As I was secretary of this

Committee and drafted the report, and as all the experiments

were made either by myself or under my direction, I was

desired by the Committee of Section A to ask you to allow me

to slate in the columns of Nature (what is indeed obvious to

anyone who refers to the 1874 report) that the tests carried out

by the Committee of 1874, and the conclusions arrived at by

them, had reference solely to the pyrometers supplied to them

for examination by Messrs. Siemens Brothers, and that they

have consequently no bearing on the question of the 'rust-

worthiness or accuracy of the platinum resistance-thermometers

of the kind devised by Messrs. Griffiths and Callendar.

August 15. G. Carey Foster.

International Courtesy.

! LEARN from a speech of Prof Ludwig Boltzmann, in Sec-

tion A to-day, and also from some Englishmen well acquainted

with German Universities, that I have unintentionally offended

the physical philosophers of Germany by one or perhaps two
ill-considered and hasty expressions employed in the first edition

of my " Modern Views of Electricity."

These remarks do not occur in the second edition, but mere
silent withdrawal of them does not convey the information that

I desire to convey to my illustrious leaders and confrlres in the

foreign scientific world. I therefore request you to permit me
space to make the following amende.

When I said tliat the four great names in connection with our

partial knowledge of the nature of electricity were (excluding

living persons) Kranklin, Cavendish, Faraday, and Maxwell, X

ought to have interpolated the adjective British before the word
"names," in order to avoid entering upon much larger questions

than were at all appropriate to the expository course of lectures

on which the book " Modern Views " was based.

The second remark was this:—When emphasising the great

achievements of Hertz, in my lecture at the Royal Institution

on "The Discharge of a Leyden Jar" (reprinted as appendix
to same book), I spoke of him as "no ordinary German."
Literally of course it is true, but it may easily be interpreted in

a discourteous sense. It was, however, less widely known then

than it is now that Hertz was a German savant of the highest
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type, and this fact I wanted to express ; but if the proverbial

odiousness of implied comparisons had only happened to strike

me, I would certainly have altered the mode of expression

before any reprints of my lecture were made.
Prof. Boltzmann seems to think that the context to this

remark indicates that some rancour was felt in this country

tha'. the fruits of Maxwell's theory should have been reaped by
a German. That, if true, would be a serious accusation, but I

can assure him that it is conspicuously untrue. To an English-

man my words would not even convey the impression. I

honestly think that at the present era no trace of international

jealousy exists among English and Irish physicists.

August 14. Oliver J. Lodge.

A Remarkable Meteor,

While at Pasadena, eight miles north-east of Los Angeles,

California, on July 27, a few minutes before half-past seven,

the writer had his attention suddenly drawn towards the

north-western horizon by a bright flash of light as of the burst-

ing of a meteor ; but on keeping his gaze fixed on the point

where this flash appeared, he was surprised still more to

see that instead of disappearing, as usually happens with meteors

when they explode, there remained a very luminous figure,

somewhat of the shape of the new moon but with more wavy
outlines, and of an intense whiteness, something as of an electric

light, in well defined relief against the pale golden glow of the

sky. The whole time during which this luminosity was
visible was something over twenty minutes, and it had
ceased to be visible at eight minutes before eight. The
crescent shape was not maintained more than about three

minutes, then it took the appearance of a luminous vapour

or cloud rising vertically for a little distance and then bending off

sharply to the left in almost an horizontal line, but not showing

any tendency to dissipate or grow thinner at the end farthest

from the point of origin. As time went on, the whole figure

became more wavy in outline, but persistently remained fixed in

the same part of the sky. The bottom, the point of origin, was
slightly brighter than the rest of the figure, and a little reddish

in colour, and the underside of the arm outstretched to the left

was brighter than the upper side. It was clearly beyond, and
in no wise connected with, the Sierra .San Gabriel, which cut

the sky with a dark, well-defined lune under the luminous
figure. AH who were watching it perceived that it was
no common cloud ; the north-western sky was cloudless and free

from haze, and no cloud in the west at such an hour can shine

with this sort of light, which indeed had more the lustre of

white flame.

The cloud seemed unbroken so long as it was visible at all.

It would be idle to speculate beforehand on the exact locality

of this outburst, since no accurate estimate of its distance could

be formed at the time ; but the direction, as nearly as the writer

could judge by reference to the pole star, was about north 35°

to 40' west, which, projected on a map of the State, gives

about the direction of Tehachipi Peak from Pasadena.
The direction in which the meteor was seen to ex-

plode, as stated by other observers all the way from the

Needles in the south-eastern part of the State to Lodi and
Oakland in the central counties, that is to say, from points

five hundred miles apart, en.ibles one, by projecting those bear-

ings which are reported in most detail, viz., Fresno, whence
it seemed a little north of west ; Keeler, whence it also seemed
a little north of west and directly beyind Mount Whitney

;

Tracy, whence it seemed to be in the south-east ; and Pasadena,
whence it seemed, as above stated, to limit the spot over which
it exploded to some point in the north-western part of Fresno
county or the south-western part of Merced county, both being
in the San Joaquin Valley, and 250 to 300 miles from Pasadena.
With much greater diffidence the writer would estimate its

angular height above the true horizon at not to exceed 3°.

Los Angeles, July 29, Edward W'essos.

[From newspaper cuttings sent with the foregoing it appears
that the meteor was seen at the Lick Observatory at 7h. 35m.,
and that the explosion was heard at 7h. 361m. .\x Benicia the

meteor was extremely brilliant for a moment, and then dis-

appeared in a column of white vapour about two degrees long.

This cloud remained visible for a quarter of an hour. At
Fresno and at Redlands the luminous stream was visible for

twenty minutes. An observer at Tracy says that a loud report,

resembling a clap of thunder, was heard in the south-east.
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five minutes after the meteor disappeared. According to the

news from Fresno, the meteor left a track of great beauty, con-

sUting of an irregular spiral curve, the lower end of which was
little more than a tangle of threads. The upper part of this

track was pale red, and farther down blue. The lower part

was almost yellow, and still farther down were two detached

bright red spots, like the sun breaking through clouds.

—

Ed.
Nati;re.]

Heigfht of Barometer.

Mr. Pe-IRSON will find much information as to extreme
readings of the barometer in two papers published in the

Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society ; one by
Mr. H. Sowerby Wallis, in vol. viii. p. 147, and the other by Mr.

C. Harding, in vol. xiii. p. 201. The lowest known reading is

stated, on the authority of Mr. Blanford (Nature, vol. x.xxv.

p. 344), to be 27135 ins. observed on September 22, 1S85, at

False Point, on the coast of Orissa ; this requires a subtractive

correction of '01 1 to bring it to English standards, reducing it

to 27"I24 ins. The highest known reading is given, on the

authority of Prof. Loomis, as 3172 ins. at Semipatalinsk, on
December 16, 1877, giving an extreme range of 46 ins.

The lowest readmg recorded in these Islands is 27 '332 ins. at

Ochleriyre, near CriefT, on January 26, 18S4, while at Belfast

the barometer fell to 27'3S ins. on December 8, 1886, and on
the same day at Newton Keigny to 27'566 ins., which seems to

be the lowest recorded in England. The highest pressures

recorded in this country during recent years were on January iS,

18S2, when 30990 ins. was registered at St. Leonards, but on

January 9, 1820, 31 056 was recorded at Kinfauns, Perth, and
appears to be confirmed by other readings in Scotland.

Henry Mellish.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

BY the kindness of the Secretary of the British

Association we were able to give in our last issue

a list of the grants awarded by the General Committee
just as we were going to press. Upon referring to this,

it will be seen that the grants amount to very nearly

^1100, that is £^oo more than those awarded at the

previous meeting. The increase of funds available for

research is due to the large number who attended the

Oxford meeting, the receipts being as much as /2175.
In this matter, and indeed from every point of view, the

meeting was a most successful one. The membership
reached a total of 2321—a number greatly in excess of

the average. In moving a vote of thanks to the authori-

ties of the city for the hospitable reception accorded to

the Association, Sir John Evans remarked that the

meeting had been notable both for the large attendance

of members and associates, and for the great scientific

interest and importance of the papers read. In fact, it

was the opinion of all that rarely, if ever, has a more
brilliant meeting of the Association been held. Xo less

than seventy-seven foreign members, eminent in many
branches of scientific knowledge, honoured it with their

presence. The exchange of ideas, which results froin

the meeting of investigators from all parts of

the world, must lead to real progress. " Science," as

someone has said, " is cosmopolitan." She recognises

no differences of nationality between workers devoted to

extending her domains. Therefore men who live "for

the promotion of natural knowledge " meet on common
ground at the British Association, lor they know that any-
thing that will help on this object will be appreciated.

Several changes in the constitution of the sections

were adopte '; by the tlcneral Committee. Section U
will in future be called /oology instead of Biology, and
•""

V.1II be a separate section for Botany. Section

li met this year for the first time, is to consist of
.. .logy, with Experimental Pathology and Experi-

mental Psychology. As pointed out by I'rof. Bayley
Balfijur in his address, Section D has had its constitu-

tion changed oftener than any other section of the
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Association. Experience will show whether the new
arrangement is the one best calculated to bring together
investigators with similar scientific interests.

The continual division of this section suggests that
Astronomy should be removed from Section .A (Mathe-
matical and Physical Science), and have a section of its

own. It may also be well to point out that there should
be a sub-section of Section H (Anthropology) dealing
with large questions of Archaeology—that is to say, with
Assyrian and Egyptian Archaeology—and with the
various points which, from an archajological point of
view, are common to the earlier races.

.Another matter worth the attention of the General
Committee is the introduction of evening reunions of
physicists and biologists, such as are provided in German
meetings. Under the present conditions it is verv
difficult to meet and talk with fellow-workers, especially
with foreign members, at each meeting.
The meeting will be held next year at Ipswich, under

the presidency of Sir Douglas Galton, K.C.B., F.R.S.
Liverpool will be the place of meeting in 1S96. The
Association was invited to meet in Toronto in 1S97, but
as arrangements are never made more than two years in

advance, nothing definitely could be settled in the

matter. There was a strong feeling, however, in favour
of accepting the invitation when the proper time arrives

for doing so.

The University testified to its interest in the welfare
of science by conferring the degree of D.C.L. honoris
causa on the following eorinent foreign investigators

present at the meeting:—Prof. Edouard \'an Beneden,
Prof. Ludwig Boltzmann, Dr. E. Chauveau, Prof
Cornu, Prof Theodor W. Engelmann, Prof Wilhelm
Forster, Prof C. Friedel. Prof L. Hermann, Prof
Gosta Mittag-Leftler, Prof S. P. Langley, Prof G.

Quincke, Prof E. .Strasburger. The degrees were con-

ferred by the Vice-Chancellor, and the Latin oration was
delivered by Prof Goudy. The following brief notes

show the character of the recipients' chief researches :
—

Edouard Van Beneden, Professor of Zoology and Com-
parative Anatomy, has not only contributed a long series

of memoirs on the structure of various Invertebrata to

the literature of zoological science, but has especially

gained the highest recognition and esteem for his work
on the microscopic details of the process of fertilisation

in relation to karyokinesis and cell-structure. His in-

vestigations on this process in Ascaris megalocephala
form the starting-point of recent theories and researches

on the subject of the partition of the nuclear matter by

the splitting of the chromosomes in spermatozoon and
ovum and in the fertilised egg. In addition to these in-

vestigations. Prof Van Beneden's researches on the

formation of the blastoderm in the rabbit and the bat

have been of the greatest importance, and are cited in

all modern treatises as classical. Recently, Prof Van
Beneden has occupied himself largely with the study of

Anihozoa (especially Cerianthu* and its larva Arach-

nactis), and has arrived at most important conclusions

as to the relationship of these forms to the \'ertcbrata.

Ludwig Boltzmann was born in \'ienna in 1 844, and is

now I'rofessor of Theoretical Physics in the University

there. His first paper was on the distribution of electricity

on a sphere and cylinder, and his second one on the

mechanical significance of the second law of Thermo-
dynamics. His subsequent papers are too numerous to

mention in detail, and have been published principally

by the Academy of Science at Vienna, and ncently at

Munich. The most important of these treat of the steady

state of kinetic energy in gas molecules and its con-

nection with the second law of Thermodynamics, of the

specific inductive capacity of solids and gases, and

other thermodynamic and electromagnetic subjects.

Along with Clausius and ^laxwell, he is a founder of

the kinetic theory of gases, especially in its more com-
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plicated aspects and in its connections with the second
law of Thermodynamics. Recently he has devoted
himself to popularising Maxwell's electromagnetic
theory in Germany.

French physiologists are represented by Prof. Chauveau
of Paris. Twoonly of his achievements need be mentioned
—his investigations of the movement of the heart,

conceived in the same spirit, and pursued with the

same desire to search out the secrets of nature that

animated our own Harvey; and secondly, his inquiries as

to the nature of the process by which infectious diseases

are communicated from one individual to another. It

would be difticult to estimate which of these is most
worthy of our admiration, for whereas the first were ex-

periments of light, the others were experiments of fruit,

and served, with those of Pasteur and our own Lister,

as the foundations of a new science—that of Bacteriology
—pregnant with promise for the future welfare of man-
kind.

M. Cornu, Professor of Physics at the Ecole Poly-
technique, Paris, is renowned for his numerous experi-

mental researches. His investigations on the velocity of
light earned for him a high place among exper menters
twenty years ago, and his work on the ultra-violet part

of the solar spectrum is still the standard of reference.

The telluric spectrum also, and the spectrum of hydrogen,
have engaged his attention, as well as various problems in

astronomical physics. Ikit his investigations have not
been confined to optical physics, one of the most im-
portant of them being concerned with the determination
of the density of the earth. He was elected a Foreign
Member of the Royal Society in 1S84, and received the
Rumford medal in 1878.
The career of Prof. Engelmann of Utrecht as an in-

vestigator has been very fruitful. His work, like that

of Hermann, has related to the vt.xy priiicipia of physio-
logy—to those vital endowments which are common to

ourselves and to organisms of the simplest structure.

These he has studied with a view to the eventual solution
of the most elementary, yet the most difficult, problems
which living nature presents to the investigator.

Prof. W. Forster, the Director of the Observatory of
Berlin University, is well known for his great activity in

furthering astronomical inquiry, both in the institution

under his charge and elsewhere. ()uite recently he suc-
ceeded in establishing an International Bureau for under-
taking and conducting astronomical computations. He
has also played an important part in the work of the
Geodetic Union. Most of his earliest work belongs to
geodesy, a number of carefully-made pendulum observa-
tions calling for special mention. By directing attention
to luminous clouds, and pointing out the importance of
photographing and accurately observing them, he has
done a service which will lead to results interesting alike
to astronomers and meteorologists. His astronomical
works, though not numerous, are such as add to his
renown, and, with his /are and active administrative
faculty, they single him out as well deserving the honour
done to him.

Prof. Friedel, the eminent occupier of the chair of
Organic Chemistry at the Paris Sorbonne, and one of
the six members of the Chemistry -Section of the Paris
Academy of Sciences, has carried out numerous mvesti-
gations of the highest value. His first work was on the
relations between thermo-electric properties and crystal-
line form, but his chief researches relate to organic com-
pounds, in the synthesis of which he has been very
successful. A few of his earlier papers refer to the
artificial production of minerals, and he has made some
important contributions to the inorganic side of
chemistry.

The name of Prof Hermann of Konigsberg is familiar
to students of physiology in all parts of the world, as the
author of a general treatise on the subject which has been
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translated into every European language. He is also the
author of several monographs on special subjects, and of
innumerable smaller papers, in each of which some per-

manent additions to knowledge are recorded. His investi-

gation of the chemical processes which are concerned in

muscular contraction, published a quarter of a century
ago, and his more recent inquiries as to the electrical

concomitants of these processes, constitute the founda-
tion of what Physiology is as yet able to teach on these
difficult but fundamental questions.

It was at the Allegheny Observatory, Pennsylvania,
that Prof. S. P. Langley began his investigations in solar

physics, which have resulted in so great an extension of
our knowledge in this direction. About 187S he turned his

attention to the question of solar radiation. Finding the
thermopile quite inadequate for the work he had under-
taken, he was led to invent his now well-known bolometer,
with which instrument he has since carried out some very
important investigations. After the death of Prof. Henry,
he was offered the position of Assistant Secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution by Prof. Baird. He removed to

Washington, but for a time continued to carry on his

work at Allegheny. A few years ago, however, he built

a small astro-physical observatory on the grounds of the
Smithsonian Institution, and he has there continued and
extended his work on the infra-red spectrum of the sun.

All mathematicians are familiar with the name of
Gosta Mittag-Leftler, Professor of Pure Mathematics in

Stockholm University. He is the editor of the authori-
! tative journal Acta Matkcina/iai, devoted to the extension
of mathematical knowledge. His work in pure mathe-
matics has been of a very varied character, the most
noteworthy, perhaps, being concerned with linear

differential equations and their integration, and with the
theory of the uniforni functions of a variable.
The Royal Society elected Prof. Georg Quincke of

Heidelberg as a Foreign Member in 1879, for his re-

searches m physics. He is one of the veterans of
science, his first paper having been published so long
ago as 1856. All branches of physics have been bene-
fited by his careful experimentation and acute reasoning.
Few workers, indeed, can claim to have added so much
as he to our knowledge of physical laws, or to have
studied natural phenomena in a more comprehensive
and profound manner. His researches on capillarity,

carried on thirty-seven years ago, led up to the important
work in which he showed that the movements of amcebaa
and protoplasm can be fully explained by physical laws.

Prof. Strasburger is Professor of Botany in the Uni-
versity of Bonn, having previously been Professor in the
University of Jena. He is a Foreign Member of the
Royal Society. Having made his mark in Mor-
phology by his monumental work on the Gymno-
sperms ("Die Coniferen und Gnetaceen," 1872), he has
since chiefly devoted himself to the study and investiga-
tion of the nucleus of the cell, with special reference to
the reproductive processes of plants in their connection
with the phenomena of heredity. His researches fill

several volumes, such as " Zellbildung und Zelltheilung,"
" Angiospermen und Gymnospermen," " Unters. ueb. d.

Befruchtungsvorgang," and his recent " Histologische
Beitriige. ' It is not too much to say that to Prof. Stras-
burger's researches is due nearly the whole of our present
knowledge of the processes of cell-division in plants.

Opkni.ng

SECTION I.

PHYSIOLOGY.

Address nv Prok. E. \. Sch.\fer,
President of the Section.

F.R.S.,

Before beginning the sulject matter of my address I had
conceived it to be necessary, appearing before you as we do as
a new Section, to offer some sort of apology for our presence.
But, on looking up the history cf ihe Association, I find that
my task is somewhat dift'erent. If I have any apology to offer
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at all it is that the Section of Physiology has ceased to appear
for many years.

The British Association was founded at York in 1S31 ; and
at the subsequent meeting, which was held in this very city of

Oxford, amongst other Sections which were established, was
one for Anatomy and Physiology. Now, when we consult the

records of this Section we are struck with the fact that Medicine
early sho»s a marked preponderance. Thu>, in 1833 a

physician is selected as President for the Section, with iwo
surgeons as secretaries ; one of them, be it noted, being Mr.
Paget. This preponderance soon came to be recognised in the

designation of the Section, for in 1835 we find it entitled

Section E, Anatomy and Medicine.
.\s time went on the interests of medical men became

gradually more absorbed in the rapidly growing British Medical
Association ; and in 1S4I the medical title was dropped, and
the Section came to be called simply Physiology, which title it

retained until 1847. Under that designation the Section has
now been revived.

The fact that Physiology as a separate section in this

Association was allowed to lapse for so long a period is not
remarkable when we remember that during the first half of this

petiod Physiology as a science was practically non-existent in

this country. The teachers of Physiology were, almost without
exception, practising physicians and surgeons, and even when a
professor was expected to devote the whole of his time to the
teaching of Physiology he was not expected to devote part of
that lime to the prosecution of physiological research. During
all these years, from 1S33 to 1847, we do not find amongst the
officers of the Section any actual working physiologists. Most
of the officers were distinguished medical men, with an anato-
mist here and there amongst them. Far be it from me to say
that there wa.s no actual work being done in Physiology at this

time ; for Charles Bell and Marshall Hall were engaged in

elucidating the functions of the nervous system ; whilst Bowman,
Wharton Jones, and others were producing good and permanent
work in various other departments of Physiology. Their
labours, however, were isolated, and formed but oase; in the
Sahara of neglect into which the pursuit of Physiology had
fallen in this country ; and this during a period when it was
being pursued with signal success and activity both in Germany
and France.

After 1847 a revival of Physiology began to manifest itself

even here ; and this was followed by the establishuieni, from
time to time, of a sub-section to Second D, which was devoted
to Physiology, and had a special President. Whether, how-
ever, owing to their subordinate character, or from some other
reason, these sub-sections had not usually any great measure of
success, and for the last twelve years they have been wholly
dropped. During that petiod Physiology h.is only twice been
represented in the chair of Section D, and has usually had ni>

secretarial representation. This decadence of Physiology in the
British Association during the last eleven or twelve years is the
more remarkable because it is obviously not due to any want of
outside activity in regard to the subject ; for during this period
we find an extraordinary revival of interest in physiological
research, a revival which in its most active stage dates from
about twenty-five years ago, but still some twenty or thirty

years later than the corresponding revival in France and
Germany. I have taken the trouble to prepare a list of
prominent physiological workers who flourished during the
thirty years prior to 1870. .My list comprises, in all, thirty.

Of ihese four arc Knglish, five French, and twenty-one German
or Dutch. Of the four Knglish working physiologists not
one \s a teacher of Physiology. Of the five P'rench and twenty-
one German all arc recognised teachers. It was not, in fact,

until it came to be understood ihit teaching and work in

Physiology, as in all branches of science, ought in the main, to

!« successful, to go hand in hand, that the science had any
possibility of revival.

Let ui glance for a moment at the history of the revival of
Physiology in this country as clmpared with its revival in
Germany. In each country the revival may be said to have
been largely due to the influence of one teacher. In Germany
the leicher was Johannei Muller ; in ihli country, William
Shapey. Both of these remarkable men were pupils of
Ru'lolphi, who wa.s professor of Anatomy and Physiology in
Berlin until 1833. It ij staled regarding Rudolphi that "he
was an enemy to subjective speculation in biological science:
he lofjked on the so-called philosophy as mistaken anri futile in
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its application to the phenomena of the animal economy, and
based his physiology chiefly, and perhaps rather exclusively, on
the study of the animal structure." The influence of Rudolphi
is apparent in both Miiller and Sharpey.
Miillerwas born in iSoi, Sharpey in 1S02 ; they were therefore

of about the same age. But Muller's scientific and intellectual
development was more rapid than that of his coiitempoiary.
Thus we find that already in 1826, when he was but twenty-five
years old, Midler attained so great a reputation as to be made
Professor lixtraordinary in the University of Bonn ; and before
very long he was promoted to the grade of Ordinary Professor
there. In 1S33, whilst still a young man, he was called to the
chair of Anatomy and Physiology at Berlin, which had just

become vacant by the death of his master and friend, Rudolphi.
Sharpey, on the other hand, occupied himself until 1S29 with
perfecting both his general and his special anatomical education.
It was not until 1S30 that he published his first essay in

anatomical and physiological research entitled "On a PeculLar
Motion excited in Fluids by the Surfaces of Certain Animals"
—observations which were preliminary to the discovery of the
exi^tence of cilia in vertebrates. .\nd it was not until 1S36
that he was called to the newly instituted professorship of

-Vnatoinyand Physiology in University College, London, which
he filled for so many years with such signal success. Both of
these distinguished men owed, there is no doubt, their success

as teachers of Physiology to their early anatomical training.

The general anatomical bent of Johannes Miiller is evidenced
by the fact of his scientific work being turned so much in the

direction of comparative Anatomy and Physiology. .\nd
Sharpey, although great, and deserveily great, as a teacher of

Physiology, remained to his dying day, above all, an anatomist.

Physiologists of this school are rare at the present day : but it is

probable that in some respects the progress of Physiology may
sutler thereby. Helmholtz began his public career as professor

of Anatomy ; but it would be unfair to attach too much weii;ht

to this particular incident in the case of so many-sided a man
as the great Berlin Professor of Physics. Nevertheless, the

necessity of a close and careful training in .-Vnatomy for those

who are afterwards to work at or to teach Physiology is so

important that I do not hesitate to say that the younger
physiologists who neglect the study of Anatomy will find that

before very long they must abandon the pursuit of many byways
of Physiology which might otherwise be followed up with

manifest advantage.

The influence of Johannes Miiller upon the revival of the

pursuit of scientific Physiology in Germany, and indeed
generally, cannot be over-estimated. We have only to look at

the names and eminence of his pupils in order to recognise the

immense influence which his teaching has exerted upon the

progress of Physiology ever since his time. .Some of these

pupils arc still amongst us, others have joined the ninjority.

But the pupils of these men, again, are now great names in

many departments of our science, and through them we cannot

fail to recognise the influence which was exerted by this truly

great man.
We may say the same in almost identical words of William

Sharpey. The practical pursuit of Physiology in this country

has mainly r.adialed from the centre where Sharpey taught.

Michael Foster was his pupil. The physiological investigations

of Hurdon.Sanderson were assisted and encouraged by him.

From Sharpey, therefore, we may trace the rise of the great

school of Physiology at Cambridge, and we have only to look

at the magnificent laboratory which' has been erected here to

observe a monument of the influence of the same teacher. And
there have emanated either directly from the physiological

school established by Sharpey at University College, or

indirectly from those at Cambridge and Oxford, many of the

most active teachers and workers in Physiology in the kingdom.

In these respects there is much in common between the re-

vival of Physiology in Germany and in this country. Inother re-

spects, however, thetwo cases have been entirely under different

conditions. There its revival, in common with that of science

generally, has been assisted and stimulated by the active and

beneficent co-operation of every German .State. Here, also, in

common with science generally, it has h.ad to make its way
against every conceivable obstacle ; ami almost without assist-

ance, either moral or material, from the Government or from

public bodies. But not only has it not met with assistance,

there have been actual obstacles placed in the way of teaching

and work in Physiology. Some have been unintentional, others

I

I
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intentional. As an instance of the unintentional may be
mentioned the practice which has obtained in medical schools

and on examining boards— a practice which, I am happy to say,

is gradually being discarded—of appointing as teachers and

examiners in Physiology men who may have a good general

knowledge of the science, yet with whom it is not the business

of their lives ; and who cannot, therefore, be expected to be as

familiar with its details, and absorbed in its interests, as those

who devote their entire time and attention to its pursuit.

The more virulent opposition, in some measure, to science

generally, but in the greatest measure to Physiology, appeared
almost simultaneously with the active revival of the subject.

This opposition, which has come to be known as the Anti-vivi-

.•ection Movement, but which might equally well be called the

Anti-scientitic Agitation, has hitherto met with no measure of

success, except that it has to a certain extent hampered the full

development of the science by diverting to its defence some of

he energy which might be devoted to its pursuit. Indeed, the

actual results of this unreasoning agitation furnish an illustration

uf the old-established principle that persecution of a good cause

will in the long run tend towards its development and
propagation. And in this case the chief results have been the

following :

—

(1) The most immediate effect of the anti-vivisectionist attack

was the establishment of the Physiological Society, which in the

first instance was only a small gathering of working physiologists,

who met to discuss measures of defence in a drawing-room in

Queen Anne Street. This society, which had such a small be-

gmning, is now large and important. Its doors are besieged

by applicants for admission, although it is a necessity for such
.admission that the applicant be either a teacher of Physiology
or a worker at Physiology, or both. Its numerical strength has
grown from ten to fifteen to more than 150; and its numbers
are every year increasing. .\nd, besides the work which it has
done in this country in promoting the interests of Physiology,

and co-operation between English physiologists, it has succeeded
in establishing a succession of triennial International Congresses
of Physiology, which are amongst the most successful of such
gatherings, and which have been the means of bringing us into

communication with the most prominent physiological workers
and teachers on the continent.

(2) \ second result of the agitation was the passing of the so-

called Cruelty to .\nimals Act. This Act, which was intended
to restrict the performance of experiments upon animals, was in

no sense called for, since it had been found by a Royal Com-
mission that there was no evidence to show that there had been
unnecessary experimentation upon animals, or any desire on the

part of physiologists to neglect the use of anaesthetics. Un the

other hand, it is of inestimable .advantage in that it gives the

public a definite guarantee that the excesses of which physiolo-

gists used to be freely accused are not possible. Such excesses

never did actually occur ; although, to believe all the publica-

tions which have been issued by Anti-vivisection Societies, one
would come to the conclusion that a physiologist is a being who
spends his whole time in torturing sensitive creatures, careless

of the suffering which he may cause, or even of the scientific

results which he may obtain. The fanatical supporters of the

agitation would have you to believe that we are all neither more
nor less than "fiends"; they cry with Ferdinand that "hell
is empty and all the devils are here."

I am told there was even a feeling of this sort in this Uni-
versity at the time when it was proposed to establish the

Wayneflete Professorship of Physiology, and that an agitation

was set on loot having for its objeci, first, the prevention of

the establishment of such professorship ; and secondly, that

being impossible, the prevention of the professor's practising

physiology. The common-sense of the University stifled this

agitation, and the more intimate acquaintance with physiologists,

which has resulted from the esla'ilishment of the school, has

been sufficient, I believe, to smother the little fire which was
still left smouldering.

(3) A third result of the Anti-vivisection .Vgitation was the

establishment of the Association for the Advancement of Medicine
by Research. This immediately followed a unanimous
resolution of the International Medical Congressof 18S1, affirm-

ing the necessity of experiments upon animals. To the ignorant

accusation that physiological experiments had been and were of

no use or influence in the advancement of medicine, the leaders

of the profession unanimously affirmed that it is upon Physiology
hat .Medicine and Surgery are based, and that there can be no
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real progress in those sciences without a corresponding progress

in experimental Physiology and Pathology. The Association

for the .\dvancement of Medicine by Research has been of the

greatest possible value and assistance to Physiology in this

country. It has shown physiologists that they have the great

medical profession at their back, and it has acted as an im-
partial and independent medium of communication between
physiologists and the successive Secretaries of State, whose
business it has been to administer the Act.

(4) A fourth result of the attacks of the anti-vivisectionists

has been, I may perhaps be permitted to believe, the re-estab-

lishment of this .Section of Physiology of the British Association.

Those who were present at the meeting of the Association in

Nottingham may have remarked that the gutters of that town
were strewn with papers which had been forced upon the mem-
bers of the Association by the anti-vivisectors of the place.

This literature, which in a double sense may be termed "gutter

literature," teemed with flagrant misstatements, and with

vicious calumnies, directed against physiologists, and especially

called forth, I presume, by the fact that for the first time in the

history of the British Association a physiologist was called upon
to occupy the presidential chair. We may look upon the estab-

lishment of this Section as the reply of the Association to the

false witness which was borne against us at Nottingham.
But although a special section for Physiology has been re-

established, it may not be advantageous that there should be one
at every meeting of the Association. Physiology is above all

things a practical science. It requires laboratories and means
of demonstration. Physiologists are rarely satisfied with the

opportunity of hearing and reading papers, but require that, as

much as possible, the actual methods of research employed
should be capable of demonstration. By this I am not to be

supposed to advocate the demonstration of experiments upon
ani mals, for there are very many subjects in Physiology which can

be both worked at and illustrated in a manner involving in no
sense whatever the word vivisection. But in order that the

methods should be shown, it is important to have the appliances

of a laboratory at hand, and the Association frequently meets

in towns which are not university towns, and have no labora-

tories, in which, therefore, it would be difficult or impossible

to arrange for.demonstralions of the sort that I am alluding to.

On this account we may well imitate the practice of the British

Medical Association, which establishes a Section of Physiology

only when its meetings are held in such a centre as is likely by
the applicances which are to be found in that centre to render

the Section useful and efficient. Hence, in recommending the

establishment of a Physiological Section, it is expressly reserved

that the Section shall be neld only at such future meetings as

may seem to the council to be desirable.

I will now invite you to consider with me one or

two of the more obscure subjects in the range of

Physiology, subjects which are, however creating a great,

almost an absorbing, interest at the present moment The first

of these subjects relates to the structure and function of every

cell in the body. All are aware that the body of every animal

and of every plant is made up of minute corpuscles which are

formed of protoplasm, and which contain in every case at least

one nucleus. The protoplasm and the nucleus form the living

substance of the cell. Other substances may be present, but

they are, in a sense, outside the nucleus and protoplasm, not

incorporated with their substance. .-Vpart from a few details

relating to the stiuciure of the nucleus, this was, until quite

lately, practically all that we knew regarding the parts com-
posing either the animal or the vegetable cell. There appears,

however, to be yet another something which, although in point

of size is of very insignificant dimensions, yet in point of func-

tion may perhaps be looked upon as transcending in importance,

in some respects, both the protoplasm and the nucleus. Not
many years ago it was noticed by various observers that in

certain specialised animal cells the protoplasm showed a ten-

dency to radiate from or converge towards a particular point,

and on further investigation it was found that at this point

there was a minute particle. This observation, which began,

as we have seen, upon specialised cells, was, after a little while,

found to hold good for other and yet other cells, until, at the

present time, we believe that in every cell of the animal or

plant body such a particle exists Now, it may well be asked,

why after all should so great importance be attached to this

observation? To this it may be replied that, in the first place,

it is of importance, because it shows conclusively that the
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whole cell is not of a uniform nature, since there is this on^
point within the cell that exerts a special attraction upon the

rest of the cell -substance : and, indeed, on this account the

particle has come to be termed the " attraction particle." And
in the second place, because of the apparent universality of the

occurrence of such a particle. And, thirdly, because of the

fact that one of the most important phenomena exhibited by
the cell hinges upon the behaviour of this particle ; for it is

found that before a cell or its nucleus divides this minute attrac-

tion particle begins by itself dividing, and is, in fact, more
commonly met with double than single. Nor is it until the

two particles thus produced have evolved, either from them-
selves or from the substance of the protoplasm or nucleus, a
system of communicating fibres, the so-called achromatu spindle,

that those changes in the nucleus and protoplasm take place which
produce the division and multiplication of the cell. This al-

triution particle, which is also called the cenlralparticle or centra-

some, has absorbed so great an interest thai, short as is its history,
many papers have already been devoted mainly to it, the latest

of these being an elaborate treatise of some 300 pages by Martin
Heidenhain. I shall not here attempt to follow out the details

of all these researches, but will be satisfied with putting before
you the conclusion which Heidenhain has come to regarding this

particle, viz. " that it is morphologically, physiologically, and
chemically a %U\xc\.\y!esui generis: not merely a separate portion
of nucleus or of protoplasm, but an organ of the cell with
definite functions, and having a definite existence of its own.'
Nevertheless, it is almost as minute an object as it is possible
to conceive. In a cell which is magnified a thousand diameters
the central particle appears merely the size of a pin-point.
Yet this almost infinitely small object exerts an extra-
ordinary influence over the whole cell, however large (and the
cell may be many thousand times its size) ; for it initiates and
directs those processes which result in the multiplication of the
cell, and indirectly, therefore, it is concerned in directing the
general growth of the individual, and ultimately the propagation
of the species.

A former President of the Association took as the subject of
his presidential address what he was pleased to call the "Next
to Nothings." In considering this central particle, of the
actual structure of which, and of its chemical constitution, we
know at present hardly anything, we may surely regard it as a
striking instance of the supreme importance of the " next to
nothing " in Physiology.

The other subjects to which I desire to draw your special
attention relate to the physiology of certain organs the functions
of which have always been extremely obscure, and which,
allhough they differ greatly from one another in almost every
point of structure, and presumably also in function, it has been
usual to group together under the name of ductless glands. The
name "gland" is given to such organs of the body as take
materials from the blood, and convey those materials in an
altered or unaltered form, by a tube or duct, to a surface either
internal or external. Such material is termed the secretion of
the gland, and has for its object cither the performing some
function which is useful to the organism or the getting rid of
material which would be detrimental if retained. In the case
of the ductless glands there is no such possibility of pouring out
material produced by the gland upon a surface, because these

j

organs do not communicate with any surface by a duct ; and
whatever material they may furnish must therefore, if it is to
reach the body generally, pass into the blood ; that is to say,
the blood on the one hand must furnish the materials for the
secretion of the gland, and on the other hand it must
take up those materials after they have been manu-
factured into something else, and carry them away to other
parts of the l>ody. Now, in the case of a certain number of the
ductlcM glands there has not appeared to be any very great
obscurity as to their function ; for some of them seem very
obviously to be devoted to the formation of corpuscles which
are found within the blond itself. Hut with regard to others of
these IxKlics it has not hitherto been possible to finil any special
material in the blood which ihcy have furnished to it, and our
knowledge of them is derived almost entirely from experiments.
I will lake the case of two of these to illustrate the vast in-
fluence which small and almost disregarded organs may exert
upon the whole economy. Hut in the first i)lace I may be per-
m"-'i t lint out what is indeed asclfevirlent statement, that
' "t of the body which docs not exert some inllucncc
"1 Every single portion of the body is continually

I

taking materials from the blood, and furnishing to the blood
other materials which are formed within it, whether we call that
portion which performs such functions a gland or not ; and it is

quite certain that the reniov.al of any portion of the body would
be followed by some permanent alteration in the blood were it

not that other similar parts in.iy by increased activity com-
pensate for the .ilterations which the blood would other-
wise undergo from the loss of any one such part. Take
the case of a limb. The changes which the blood under-
goes in circulating through it affect the body generally through
that fluid, for the composition of the blood becomes modified
in tr.-iversing the limb. And not only is the body aftected thus
through the medium of the blood, but, by means of the nerves
which pass to and from the limbs, the central nervous system is

itself affected by the movements and alterations of various kinds
which are proceeding in the muscles and other parts, and through
the nervous system the whole organism must constantly be
influenced from the limb. There is, however, no evidence that

the removal of a limb or part of a limb permanently modifies
e;lher the condition of the blood or of the nervous system. Xor
is such a result to be expected, for in thi< case there are other
parts of the body possessing similar organs and performing
similar functions, the increased activity of which may e.isily

compensate for the loss which is sustained through removal of
such a part.

Hut if we deal with an organ which is not multiple, but
unique, and completely remove this from the body, it is easy to
see that the case may be very dift'erent. This organ, like every
other organ of the body, is continually taking from the blood some
materials and giving up to it certain other materials. Now
it is clear that its removal must make a permanent difference in

the blood, and since the whole organism is remarkably sensitive

to even slight changes in the composition of the circulating

fluid, very marked results may well follow the removal of such
organ. And this is in fact found experimentally to be the case.

It has long been known that extensive disease of the thyroid
gland, a small reddish organ, weighing about one or two
ounces, found at the front of the throat, is followed by exten-
sive alterations in the nutrition of the body generally. The
patient becomes swollen from the overloading of the connective
tissues with a mucinous exudation ; the nervous and muscuLar
systems are seriously affected ; the power of generating heat is

greatly modified ; and the final result is, in the first instance,

the proluctionof a condition of semi-idiocy, ultimately followed,

if the disease be extensive, by death, Precisely similar results

have been founii in animals, and in fact in man as well, to

follow the complete removal of this body. Yet the weight of

this organ is not more than one sixteen-hundredth part of

the whole weight of the body ; .ind even this figure does not re-

present the enormous influence which a relatively small organ
can exert upon the general nutrition of the body ; for it is

found that even if a minute part of the thyroid gland be left

whilst the greater part is removed, the symptoms above
enumer.ited do not supervene. Indeed, certain contradictory
results which have been got by some observers after removal of

the thyroid are explained by the fact that in some individuals

there are minute detached particles of thyroid gland lying ap.irl

from the main organ ; and that after the latter has been re-

moved these detached particles may sulliciently carry on the

function of the organ in relation to the blood and the nervous
system to prevent the supervention of the deleterious symptoms
which usually occur after its removal. Here is, then, a notable
instance of the enormous influence exerted by a "next to

nothing" upon the general organism.
Another illustration may be given from these ductless glands.

It was noticed in 1S49 by a celebrated physician. Dr. Addison
of Guy's Hospital, that certain cases, accompanied by extreme
debility, occurring in the human subject were .issociated with

the appearance of peculiar bronzed patches on parts of the

skin and mucous membranes ; and on post-mortem examina-
tion of these cases, which always sooner or Later have a fatal

termination—and indeed sooner rather than later— he fi)und the

symptoms in question to be accompanied by disease and destruc-

tion of the suprarenal capsules—small bodies which are placed

close to the kidneys, but which, so far as we know, have no
physiological connection with them. Now when experiments
came to be directed upon these bodies in order to elucidate

their functions, and especially to abscrve whether their injury or

removal was accompanied in animals also by symptoms similar

to those occurring in man as the result of disease, it was found
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by Brown-Sequard that when these bodies are totally removed

in any animal the removal is speedily followed by a fatal result.

These experiments of Brown-Suquard's were made in 1858, and

at the time attracted some attention. They were repeated by

other experimenters with similar effects. But some of those

who removed the supra-renal capsules obtained contrary results,

and for many years the matter remained in an undecided con-

dition. It was even supposed that the fatal results which were

got by Brown-Sequard might be due to the shock of the

operation or to the fact that the removal necessarily in-

volves certain parts of the sympathetic nervous system,

and were not necessarily due to the removal of the

supra-renals. Recently, however, attention has been again

directed to the subject, and the experiment of Brown-Sequard
has been repeated by Tizzoni (1S89) and by Abelous and Lang-

lois (1891 to 1894) '" various animals, viz. frogs, guinea-pigs,

rabbits, and dogs. I have myself performed two confirmatory

experiments in monkeys. The result of all these recent ob-

servations is to show that the complete removal of the supra-

renal capsules is not compatible with prolonged existence of

life, and Abelous and Langlois have shown that it is accom-
panied by an alteration in the blood, which renders that fluid

poisonous to other animals. The contrary results which have

been obtained by some investigators are apparently due to the

fact that in certain cases there are, as with the thyroid body,

small isolated portions of supra-renal substance (" accessory

capsules," as they are sometimes called) which have not been
noticed and removed at the time of the operation, and that

these small portions of supra-renal substance have served to

maintain that proper relation between the blood and the gland

which is sufficient to prevent the supervention of the symptoms
in question.

Now the weight of both supra-renal capsules taken together

is not more than three drachms, and their weight, as compared
with that of the whole body, is only as I to 6000 or less. The
accessory supra-renal capsules which may be left after the

removal of the main bodies probably do not originally weigh
more than one-twentieth of the whole structure, and yet this

minute proportion of material (a material, so far as we know,
unique in the organism) is nevertheless sufficient to maintain the

composition of the blood and the nutritive equilibrium of the

body, and thus to prevent the necessarily fatal result of complete
removal.
Now it has been found in the case of the thyroid gland that

patients in which this structure has been so diseased that its

function is seriously interfered with, and animals in which it has
lieen removed entirely, may be greatly benefited, if not
indeed cured, by the inception, either subcutaneously or

with food, of the thyroid glands of animals, or of the
juice of such glands. Even where no affection of the

thyroid can actually be detected, the exhibition of thyroid

juice is frequently beneficial in certain conditions of the system,

and it was noticed by Dr. Oliver, of Harrogate, that this

is especially the case where there is a too marked constriction

of the blood-vessels, the juice of this body tending in such
cases to reduce the extreme tone of the vascular walls, which is

the cause of this condition. Encouraged by this result, Dr.
Oliver was led to examine the effects of other animal extracts,

and among them that of extract of supra-renal capsule. The
effect of this was precisely the reverse of that which he had got
with the thyroid body, for he obtained evidence tending to

show that in certain cases in man extract of suprarenal capsule
can produce an incvt'ase of vascular tone and a diminution in

the size of the arteries. Beyond this point, however. Dr.
Oliver was unable to proceed by clinical experiment, and be
accordingly came to my laboratory with the object of determin-
ing the precise physiological effect of the active substance of the
capsules. The results which were obtained show that there is

present in both alcoholic and watery extracts of the gland a most
potent physiological substance which when injected into the
body of an animal produces, even in minute doses, a remarkable
effect upon certain parts of the nervous system, upon the muscular
system, upon the heart, and upon the blood-vessels. If only as
much as a grain by weight of supra-renal capsule be ex-
tracted with alcohol, and if this alcoliolic extract be allowed to
dry, and then be redissolved in a little water or salt solution and
injected into the blood of a dog, the results which are obtained,
considering the minute amount of substance added to the blood,
are certainly most extraordinary. The nervous centre which
regulates the action of the heart is powerfully affected, so that
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the heart either beats very slowly and weakly, or the auricles
may even for a time stop beating altogether. If, however, these
inhibitory influences be cut off by division of the vagi nerves,
the effect of the poison upon the heart is ofan opposite character.
There is great acceleration of the rate of the beat and a great
increase of force. This is accompanied by a strongly marked
influence upon the blood-vessels, and especially upon the arteri-

oles. The walls of these are chiefly muscular, and the drug exerts
so powerful an action upon this muscular tissue as to cause the
calibre of the vessels to be almost obliterated. The heart being
thus increased in force and accelerated, and the calibre of the
vessels almost obliterated, the result is to raise the pressure of
the blood within the arterial system to an enormous extent, so
that from a blood-pressure which would be sufficient to balance
a column of some four inches of mercury the pressure may rise

so high as to be equal to a column of mercury of twelve or
more inches.

This result is obtained, as we have seen, by a very
minute dose. We have to do here with a substance which
is as potent, although in a different direction, as strychnia.
Whether it is a useful substance formed by the supra-renals
from materials furnished by the blood, and sub-equently
gradually used in the economy for the virtue of its

action upon the circulatory system, or whether it is

to be regarded as a poison, formed by the tissues

during their activity and carried by the blood to the supra-
renals, there to be rendered innocuous, we do not as yel

certainly know. These are important points which must form
the subject of further investigation. But, however this may be,

it is clear that in this gland also we again meet with an instance
of the physiological importance of what Sir Frederick Bramwell
called the " next to nothing."

I will give one more instance, taken this time from a gland
which is provided with a duct. Until quite recently it might
have been thought that there was nothing very obscure regard-

ing the functions of the pancreas. The pancreas is a digestive

gland which lies below and behind the stomach : it has a duct

which carries its secretion into the beginning ofthe intestine, and
that secretion acts powerfully upon all constituents of the food,

digesting starch, meat, and fat. It was not supposed that the
pancreas had any other function to perform. Animals can live

without this secretion, and to a large extent can continue to

digest and absorb their food much as before ; for it has been
possible to divert the secretion from the intestine and to

collect it at the surface of the body ; and it is found
under these circumstances that, although the food is not

quite so readily digested, nevertheless the animal does
not materially suffer from the lack of the secretion. It was
discovered, however, a few years ago (by v. Mering and
Minkowski) that if, instead of merely diverting its secretion,

the pancreas is bodily removed, the metabolic processes of the

organism, and especially the metabolism of carbohydrates, are

entirely deranged, the result being the production of permanent
diabetes. But if even a very small part of the gland is left

within the body, the carbohydrate metabolism remains un-
altered, and there is no diabetes. The small portion of the

organ which has been allowed to remain (and which need not
even be left in its proper place, but may be transplanted under the

skin or elsewhere) is sufficient, by the exchanges which go on
between it and the blood generally, to prevent those serious

consequences to the composition of the blood, and the general

constitution of the body which result from the complete re-

moval of this organ. Now, some years ago it was noticed by
Kuhne and Sheridan Lea th.it, besides its proper secreting

structure composed of tubular alveoli, lined by granule con-

taining cells, there are highly vascular patches of peculiar

epithelium-like cells scattered here and there in the sub-
stance of the pancreas, which are wholly unconnected
with the ducts and, so far as one can judge, with the
secretion of the gland. We do not know anything what-
ever about the function of these patches, although
from their vascularity it is extremely probable that they are not
without importance physiologically, and it is tempting to con-
jecture that it is these cells which are specially concerned in

effecting that influence upon the metabolism of carbohydrates
which experiment has shown to be peculiar to the pancreas.
The lesson to be drawn from these results is clear. There is

no organ of the body, however small, however seemingly un-
important, which we can presume to neglect ; for it may be, as

with the supra-renal capsules.the thyroid gland, and thepancreas,.
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that the balance of assimilation and nutrition, upon the proper
maintenance of which the health of the whole organism imme-
diately depends, hinges upon the integrity of such obscure

structures ; and it is the maintenance of this balance which con-

stitutes health, its disturbance, disease. Nor, on the other

hand, dare we, as the investigation of the attraction-particle

has shown, afford to disregard the most minute detail of struc-

ture of the body.

.
*' AU is c^ncentcr'd in A life intense,

Where not a beam, nor .lir, nor leaf is lost.

But hath a part of being."

PHYSICS AT THE BRITISH ASSOCIATIO.Y.
\ FTER the President's address on Thursday morning. Lord
'* Kelvin opened the proceedings in Section .\ with an
account of some preliminary experiments made by himself and
Mr. Maclean on the electrification of air by the subtraction of
water from it. The subject is one in which Lord Kelvin has
been for many years interested, and he commenced experiment-
ing on it as far back as 1868. The nature of the results now
obtained was illustrated by his insisting that the proper title of
the paper was " Preliminary experiments lo finJ if subtraction
of water from air electrifies it" (and not as in the /smj wa/—
" Experiments /ri7:7«^ the electrification of air "). In the pre-

sent investigation a large U-tube was used. One branch of this

was filled with pumice-stone soaked in sulphuric acid ; the other
was simply varnished inside and out. By means of a platinum
wire touching the pumice, connection was made with a quadrant
electrometer. A metal cylinder screened the tube from external
influence. Air from an ordinary blow-pipe bellows was blown
through the tube steadily for an hour; and the electrometer
showed an electrification rising gradually to about nine volts
positive. This shows that the passage of the air through the
tube gave positive electricity to the acid, and therefore sent
away the dried air electrified negatively. No such effect was
observed when the pumice was moistened with water instead
of sulphuric acid. The experiments are to be repeated with
precautions to prevent any babbling of the air through liquid

in the tube ; for it was observed that the strong positive electri-

fication of the tube (when acid or calcium chloride was used)
seemed to commence suddenly .is soon as a gurgling sound,
due to bubbling through free liquid, began to be heard.
The authors have rever>cd the conditions, and have first dried air

by passing it over sulphuric pumice, and then passed it through
a tube containing moistened pumice. The tube became
negatively electrified, but this may have been due to the
negative electrification of the dry entering air. This experi-
ment is to be repeated with dried and dis-electrified air.

Lord Kelvin also described certain preliminary experiments
made by himself and .Mr. Gait with the object of comparing the
discharge of a Leyden jar through dilTcrent branches of a
divided channel. The metallic part of the discharge channel
was divided between two wires of conducting metal, each con-
sisting in part of a test-wire. Each of the two test-wires con-
sisted of 51 cm. of platinum wire of 0006 cm. diameter and
12 ohms resistance stretched in a glass tube. One end was
fixed to a solid brass mounting, and the other w.as alt.iched to a
fine -spring carrying a light arm for multiplying the motion.
The testing elTect was the heat developed in the test-wire by
the discharge, as shown by the elongation, the amount of which
was measured by a tracing on sooted paper carried by a drum.
Tte wires lo be tested were generally of the same length.
When they were of the same material but of dilTercnl diameters,
the leiling elongation showed, as might be expected, that the
tesi-wire in the branch onlalning the thicker wire was more
heaed than the other. With wires of various nonmagnetic
materials, of the same resi-tanccs but different lengths and
diame'eri, Ihc testing elongations were very nearly equal. In
one experiment two equal copper wires were used, but one
of them was coiled into a helix ; the testing elongation in this
branch wa* less than half of that in the straight branch. Lastly
an iron wire wxs compared wiih a platinoid wire of equal resist-

ance but greater diameter. The healing cficct in the platinoid
branch was nearly one-and-a-half times as great as in the iron
branch. This is interesting in relation to Lodge's experiments
on alirrnaiive paths, which were not decisive in showing any
C' •iirily of copperovcr iron of the same steady ohmic
'' • even showed a .seeming superiority of the iron
lo; ^.....-.i, , in the discharge of a Leyden jar.
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Prof. Oliver Lodge followed with a communication on
"photo-electric leakage." It is known that a negative charge
on an electrified surface escapes much more rapidly when the
surface is illuminated with ultraviolet light (Halhvach's experi-

ment). Prof. Lodge has investigated the rate of discharge for a
number of substances under positive as well as negative electrifi-

cation, and in hydrogen as well as air. He finds that when the
inside of an electrified pewter-pot is illuminated, it does not
leak ; but when the edge is illuminated, it leaks rapidly. Thus
the leak.age appears to be a matter of surface-tension, and not of

potential. In the discussion which followed. Prof S. P.

Thompson stated that he had verified the statement made by
Elster and Geitl.ihat when the light is polarised the effect depends
upon the pkane of polarisation, the leakage being most rapid

when the Fresnellian vibrations are in such a direction as to
" chop into " the surface. He has found an analogous difference

in the action on selenium cells.

Mr. G. H. Bryan presented the second part of his report on
the present state of knowledge in thermodynamics. In a

lengthy and valuable paper he discusses the limitations to the

law of distribution of energy in the kinetic theory. He deals

primarily with the so called Boltzmann-Maxwell law of distri-

bution of energy among the molecules of a gas, which law forms

the basis of the kinetic theory of gases. One of the main
points kept in view has been to show, as far as possible, where
to draw the line between dynamical systems which do, and
dynamical systems which do not satisfy the law in question.

A great advance in the subject is due to the extension of the

use of generalised co-ordinates, by which greater generality has

been given to results, and the analysis has been much simpli-

fied, as a comparison of Bollzmann's early papers with modern
writings abundantly lestifie-'. .V further simplificatijn h,as been

effected by the extensive use of the Jacobian notation in this

report. The report is divided into three sections. In Section I.

the l.iw is regarded in the aspect of a general dynamical

theorem without reference to any particular applications, and

without taking into account the elTect of collision^. Section II.

treats of its application to a system of bodies colliding with one
another indiscriminately, and partaking of the nature of gas

molecules. .Section III. deals briefly with certain researches

relating to the connection between the Boltzmann-Maxwell law

and the Theory of Probability, the Virial Equation, and the

Second Law of Thermodynamics. With regard to non-collid-

ing systems (Section I.), it may be asserted that a large portion

of our progress has been made in, firstly, showing that Max-
well's demonstrations are faulty and unsatisf.ictory, and by

subsequently discovering fresh methods of proof, which, while

leading to the same general conclusions, show more clearly the

limitations and c inditions under which these conclusions hold

good. Test cases of Maxwell's law are given, and also an

account of Mr. Culverwell's criticism of the " decisive " test case

by which Loid Kelvin claims lo have effectually disposed of the

law. Ic is urged th.at uniformity of nomenclature is most desir-

able in this as in other branches of science, and hence that

some definite understanding should be agreed on as lo what

precisely constitutes the Boltzmann-Maxwell law. The follow-

ing statements are recommended :— (l) That the distribution of

a large number of molecules or other dynamical systems of the

same or different kinds in which the coordinates (</) and mo-

menta (/) of each system are so arranged that the number of

systems in the neighbourhood of any given slate is propor-

tional to

<:-*=,//, d/>„,l^i <ll„,

It being the same for all the kinds of molecules or systems, be

called the Bollzmann-Maxwcll distribulion. (2) That the l.iw

which asserts the permanence of the Bohzmaiin-Maxwell dis-

tribution in any particular case be called the liollzmann-Max-

well law.
{ 3) That in future these names be not applied to

any corollaries such as that which asserts the equality of the

average value of the squares into which the kinetic energy can

be split up. That corollary may be called Maxwell's law of

partition of kinetic energy.
The proof of the Boltzmann-Maxwell law, ami the as-

sumptions involved in it, may now be regarded .as fully satis-

factory for gases whose molecules collide with one another to a

certain extent at random, but in a medium in which tiie mole-

cules can never escape from one another's inlljencc the subject

still presents very grave difficulties.

On Friday the Section held a joint meeting with Section G,

at the headquarters of the latter in Kcble Hall. The first sub-
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ject of importance was a discussion on integrators, harmonic
analysers and integraphs, and their application to physical and
engineering problems. A number of these were exhibited, both

models and working instruments, some of the latter being beau-

tiful specimens of Swiss workmanship. For the discussion an
hour and a half had been allowed : of this the opener, Prof.

Henrici, occupied the greater part, but did so to the entire

satisfaction of his audience. The subject had been discussed at

previous meetings by Sir Frederick Bramwell at Brighton, and
by the late Mr. Merrifield at Swansea ; Prof. Hele Shaw had also

read a paper on the subject before the Institute of Civil

Engineers. The first planimeter was invented by a Bavarian
engineer named Hermann. It was lost sight of, but was sub-

sequently reinvented in 1825 and 1S26, and from it our present

planimeiers are derived. Amsler invented his instrument in

1854, and first published an account of it in 1856. Planimeters
may be classified in two ways. As Prof. Hele Shaw subse-

quently remarked, it is natural for an engineer to classify instru-

.ments with reference to their mechanical action, and thus
planimeters may be divided into two classes, according as the
wheel does or does not slip. Prof. Henrici prefers a classifica-

tion depending upon the geometrical pioperties involved in the
action of the instrument. A planimeter measures the area
swept out by a line. The length of the line may either be fixed

or variable. Again, a line in a plane may either move or turn.

To obtain general areas we have a choice of two combinations
(for only special areas could be traced, e.g. by a line moving
parallel to itseK). The first class of planimeters depends upon
the motion of a line which can both turn and move parallel to

itself, but which remains of fixed length. The line takes the
form of a rod of fixed length, one end of which is jointed to

another rod so as to move on a circle about a fixed point (the
pole), while the other end is provided with a tracing-point
to be moved around the figure whose area is to be evalu-
ated. These planimeters can only be used to integra'e
around closed curves. It does not matter where the
wheel is placed along the rod, but its axis must be parallel to

the axis of the rod. This introduces one of the most serious
difficulties with which the maker has to contend. In Amsler's
planimeter the rod can only be used on one side, so that the
error is always in the same direction ; but an improved form
was exhibited in which the rod can be used on both sides, so that
this error is eliminated. Then there is the slipping error.
Maxwell drew attention to this, and was the first to propose
an instrument in which there was no slipping at all. There are
a number of planimeters in which the wheel, instead of rolling
on the paper, rolls on a prepared surface. There is always some
resistance to the motion of the wheel and counters, and this

increases the slipping. The error can be reduced to a mirimum
by diminishing as far as possible (i) the friction between the
paper and the wheel (as by using a prepared surface) ; (2) the
resistance to the motion of the wheel. In using the instrument
we should also avoid getting the instrument in such a position that
the wheel has to move much at right angles to its own plane,
for then the friction and slipping error is greatest. Amsler, in
his first paper (1856), fore.-hadowed many improvements which
have since been carried out ; and in his second paper (he only
published two), he described a planimeter depending upon the
action of a cylinder rolling on a sphere, in which there was no
slipping. Maxwell suggested two forms of instrument in which
slipping was altogether avoided ; tut they were never made.
The second class of planimeters depends upon the motion of a
line of variable length which moves without turning. They
give the value of definite integrals between any fixed limits, anil
may be called integraphs. Instruments of this type have been
devised by Lord Kelvin, Abdank-Abakanowilz, Vernon Boys,
and Conradi. To engmeers it is more important to be able to
integrate a curve than an expression ; and an integraph can give
the integral of a curve as a curve. Lord Kelvin and Boys
have shown how instruments may be made to integrate a
dilierential equation. The idea 01 a harmonic analyser was
given l)y .Vmsler in his first paper as early as 1S56, but Lord
Kelvin first actually constructed one. It has been of great
service in analysing tidal motion ; but it is bulky, and cannot be
carried about. Prof. Henrici has devised two others, one of
which will give five terms in the expansion according to Fourier's
theorem ol any curve. These analysers should prove of great
use to engineer^ and electricians, <'.^'. in investigating the action
of valve-gear and the behaviour of dynamos. In the discussion
which followed, Prof. Hele Shaw drew attention to the Hatchet
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planimeter as a most simple and efficient workshop instrument.

Prof. Boys explained why it was so much more difficult to con-

struct an instrument for differentiating than for integrating. An
automatic differentiator appeared at present to be an impossi-

bility. A person can differentiate with a machine ; but a

machine cannot of itself well differentiate. It is of the very

nature of an integraph to smooth over the irregularities of a
curve ; whereas a differentiator would exaggerate all the

irregularities of a curve.

Mr. Arnulph Mallock followed with a note on the behaviour

of a rotating cylinder in a steady current. Lord Kelvin was in

his best British Association form when discussing the resistance

experienced by solids moving through fluid-;. As the time

approached for Mr. Hiram S. Maxim's paper on flight, the

audience grew to dimensions most easily explained by sup-

posing that an experimental demonstration in Keble Hall was
expected.

.\fter Friday, on account of the large number of papers, the

Section had to split up into two or three departments sitting

simultaneously (and continuously, without any luncheon interval).

Only the more important physical pipers can be noticed here.

On Saturday, Prof. Osborne Reynolds described and illustrated

experimentally the successive stages in the motion of water pass-

ing under gradually increasing pressure through a verticil tube

constricted in the middle. At first the water leaves the con-

striction in the form of a narrow, steady jet. As the pressure

increases it fills the lower part of the tube, and eddies appear

below the constriction ; but the motion is still steady. The
third stage is that of turbulent motion. Finally, there is an

appearance as of air-bubbles at the constriction, accoinpanied

by a singing or hissing sound ; the water is now boiling under

diminished pressure. Prof. S. P. Lingley gave an account of

his recent researches on the infrared spectrum to an audience

most unwilling to allow him to stop, and rather impatient at

the manner in which his lantern slides were exhibited. The
President (Prof. Kucker) and Prof. Norman Lockyer heartily

congratulated Prof. Langley on the magnificent success of his

work, which will be fully described in a subsequent number of

Nature. Dr. E. Pringsheim followed with an account of his

new determination of the ratio ol the specific heats of certain

gases.

The first paper on Monday was one by Dr. A. Schmidt, on a

new analytical representation of terrestrial magnetism. Prof.

Schuster followed with two papers : in one of these he examined

a suggested explanation of the secular variation of terrestrial

magnetism, and in the other he discussed the minimum current

which could be observed in a galvanometer of given dimensions

wound in various ways. Lord Rayleigh followed with three

papers.

In the first of these he described experiments made by him

to determine the minimum current audible in the telephone.

The estimates previously put forward vary widely : Preece gives

6 ;; lo'"' ampere ; Tait, z x 10 '-, and De la Rue 1 x lO"*

ampere. Ferraris is the only experimenter who has given

satisfactory details of his experimental methods ; he founa that

the current diminished when the frequency increased, and that

a minimum current of 5 x 10"'' ampere was rc'iuire.l at a fre-

quency of 594. His experiments were made with a make-and-

break apparatus, which would give higher harmonics in addi-

tion to the stated frequencies. In Lord Rayleigh's experiments

electromotive forces of the harmonic type were produced by the

revolution of a magnet in the neighbourhood of an inductor

coil of known construction. The revolving magnet consisted

of 25 cm. of clock-spring driven, windmill fashion, by air

from an organ bellows. The magnetic moment of the magnet

was deduced from observations with a magnetometer. The

inductor coil was the one which had been used as the "sus-

pended coil " in the determination of the electro-chemical

equivalent of silver, and it was placed with its centre vertically

below that of the ma;net. From the known data the inducel

electromotive forces were calculated. The current was carried

to a distant part of the house through leads, and was varied by

introducing a resistance-box going up to 10,000 ohms ; the

adjustment of the sound could thus be made by the observer

at the telephone. Theory shows that the minimum

current required in a telephone .should be inversely .is the

square root of the resistance. Two telephones of the

Bell unipolar type were used : the data given below refer

to one which had a resistance of 70 ohms. When the

magnet was driven at full speed the frequency was 307, and
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the minimum current i vt i was 3'6 x lO"' amperes.

In order to extend the determinations to higher frequencies,

recourse was had to magnetised tuning-forks vibrating with

known amplitudes. With a frequency of 512 the mini-

mum current was ""o x lO"^ and with a frequency of

640 it was 44 :; 10"* amperes. Lord Rayleigh's second paper

was on the quantitati\"e theory of the telephone. About this so

little is known that even an attempt to determine the order of

magnitude of the physical quantities involved is of great value.

The method adopted is to consider first the case of an infinitely

long thin rod of iron, divided by a transverse gap, and
encomp.assed by an infinite coaxial magnetising coil.

He finds the force exerted across the gap by a periodic

current, and then replaces one-half of the infinite rod

by the plate of the telephone, and reduces the coil to

the actual dimensions used in practice. The force in

dynes exerted at the centre of the telephone plate is calculated

to be equal to i 7 x 10'' C, where C is the current in amperes.

By actual experiment the force was found to be equal to 06 C.

Experiment also showed that the displacement of the plate pro-

duced by a current C was C x ooS cm. The amplitude of

the motion produced depends largely upon the relation between

the frequency of the impressed vibration and those natural

to the plate. For the telephone in question, assuming the

olate to be clamped all round the edge, the frequency of

thegravest symmetrical mode is calculated to be about 991. On
making the plate speak on its own account, the frequency found

was 896. As it is almost impossible to estimate the amplitude

when the frequency of the force is near any of the free

frequencies, the viliration number 256 is taken for calculation.

\\ this pitch the minimum recorded current is S'3 x 10""

amperes ; and the amplitude corresponding to this is

bending over. The fall is very rapid so far as the experiments
have been tried, shows no sign of becoming asymptotic, but

runs straight towards the zero line. Soft iron and hard steel

give the same results, the difTerences between them correspond-

ing to their differences in the B H curve. The three states of
molecular arrangement, which are the essential point of the

molecular theory, are exactly reproduced in the hysteresis curve.

This first stage of quasi-elastic movement gives a very small

hysteresis v.alue. The second stage of irregular molecular

groups and magnetic combinations gives a v.alue approximately
proportional to the induction at a steep inclination ; this extends

to the knee of the B'H curve. The third stage of approaching
saturation gives a rapidly diminishing hysteresis when the

molecular magnets are ranged in regular order along lines of

force, and new combinations and irregular movements are pre-

vented. Since the non-appearance of a correspondence between
the B/H curve and the hysteresis curve in alternating fields has

been urged as an argument against the molecular theory of

magnetism, this complete accord and verification of the deduc-

tion previously made is important as giving powerful support to

Prof. Ewing's theory.

Prof. S. P. Thompson briefly explained how he had verified

the magnetic analogues of well-known propositions respecting

optical images in plane mirrors. The experiments were made
by placing a magnetic pole in front of a sheet of iron, and in-

vestigating the field by an exploring coil connected to a ballistic

galvanometer. Prof. .V. M. Mayer showed how beats and
beat-tones could be produced by two vibrating bodies whose
frequencies of vibration are so great as to surpass the limit of

audibility. He has also employed the transverse vibration of

bars at various temperatures 10 determine the v,ariation of the

modulus of elasticity with change of temperature.

6 8 X 10"' cm. Assuming the telephone to be applied closely ^^On Tuesday jnorning there was a joint meeting with Section

to the ear, so as to include 20 c.c. of air, it is shown that theW'M, to discuss theories of vision. Prof. Oliver Lodge showed
~ iri experiments to illustrate .Maxwell's theory of light. Electro-condensation (in atmospheres) produced is r4 x 10"'. For

higher frequencies llian 512 the actual sensitiveness, in virtue

of resonance, is greater than the value calculated by the above

method.
Prof. J. A. Ewing exhibited an apparatus for measuring

small strains. The measurement of Young's modulus for con-

siderable lengths of wires, as carried out in physical laboratories,

is an easy matter ; but engineers have to investigate the be-

haviour of short bars, and require an instrument which should

be convenient and expeditious in use. In the instrument de-

scribed these ends are achieved without any sacrifice of accuracy.

There is only a slight mechanical magnificitionof the extension,

but by means of a microscope forming part of the instrument,

readings are made to i/ioo,ooothof an inch, and the re.idingsare

calibrated by a simple device which forms part of the instru-

ment. If the arms have the same coefficient of expansion as

the material of bar, there is automatic compensation for change

of temperature. Difference readings were given for the exten-

sions produced in a half-inch steel bar by twelve successive loads

increasing each time by half a ton : these only varied between

104 and 107. The instrument is attached to the bar under
examination in such a way as to measure strictly the ni/a/ elon-

gation. It is well adapted for the investigation of small strains

in parts of structures (e.g. members of railway bridges).

Mr. F. G. Baily made an important and interesting com-
munication on hysteresis in iron and steel in a rotating magnetic

field. It has long been known that, up to the limits of ex-

periment, the value of hysteresis in an alternating magnetic

field increases continuously. But it is a deduction from Prof.

Ewing's molecular theory of magnetism that in a rotating

magnetic field the hysteresis should diminish at a high in-

duction, or at least show a reduction in the rate of increase.

The following experiment substantiates this deduction in a very

complete manner :—An electromagnet is rotated on bearings

concentric with the bore of its own pole-pieces, which were
bored out cylindrically. Id the polar cavity a finely-laminated

armature is suspended between centres, and held by a

tpiral upring attached to the axle and to a fixed support.

if the armature i» indicated by a beam of light re-

1 mirror on it. On rotating the magnet, the arma-
• rotate with it by reason of hysteresis. The motion
. the spring, ami the consequent deflection is pro-

[
'. the instantaneous value of the hysteresis per

revoluLiun. The curve of hysteresis and induction obtained

commences like that in an allernaling field, rising very slowly

at &1I, then more rapidly, but finally reaching a maximum and
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experiments to illustrate .Maxwell's theory of light,

magnetic waves produced by a sm.all vibrator were allowed to

fall upon a detector placed inside a large copper " h.at." The
detector consisted of a glass tube containing iron borings form-

ing part of a circuit with a galvanometer. On account of its

I mode of action, this detector is called by Prof. Lodge a

"coherer." Under the action of the waves its resistance

/ diminishes and the galviinoineter current increases. The
coherer was used to demonstrate the reflection, refraction, and

polarisation of electromagnetic waves. The audience, which

)filled every part of the large museum lecture-room, repe.itedly

showed its warm appreciation of Prof. Lodge's beautiful experi-

ments. His electrical theory of vision m.ay be briefly described

as a suggestion that light-waves do not directly produce the

sensation of vision, but that their action (like th.at of the

electromagnetic waves in these experiments) is a kind of

\
" trigger " .action.

In the subsequent Section-meeting, Principal V'iriamu Jones

gave the results of further determinations of resistance in

absolute measure by the Lorenz method. The apparatus had

previously been used to determine the absolute resistance of

mercury, and has now (with modifications ensuring still greater

accur.acy) been employed to measure certain coils whose re-

sistance in terms of the Cambridge Standards is known. He
also exhibited a new form of standard coil of low resistance.

In the absence of Prof. J. J. Thomson, his paper on the

velocity of the cathode rays was read by Prof. Fitzgerald. The
phosphorescence shown by glass in the neighbourhood of the

cathode was ascribed by Crookes to thp impact of charged mole-

cules driven off from the negative electrode. The remarkably in-

teresting experiments of Hertz and Lenard, which show that

thin films of metal interposed between the cathode and the

walls of the tube do not entirely stop the phosphorescence, have

led some physicists to doubt whether Crookes' explanation Is

the true one, and to regard the phosphorescence as being due

to a kind of ultra-violet light. The view to which Lenard has

been led by his experiments— lh.at the cathode rays arc ethereal

waves—demands the most careful consideration ; for if it is

admitted, it follows that the ether must have a structure cither

in time or space. .\ m;ignel produces no effect upon ultra-

violet light unless this Is passing through a refracting substance.

Now these cathode rays are deflected by a magnet, so that on

the above view it must follow that In the ether in a magnetic

field there must either be some length with which the wave-

length of the cathode rays is comparable, or else some lime

comparable with the period of vibration of these rays. Prof.
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Thomson first proved by experiment that a magnet acts on the

cathode rays through the whole of their course, and does not

merely affect the place on the cathode at which they have their

origin. He then proceeded to investigate the velocity with

which the cathode rays travel, for it seemed that a know-
ledge of this velocity would enable us to discriminate

between two views as to their nature. If they are ethereal

waves, we should expect them to have a velocity comparable with

that of light ; if they are caused by molecular streams, their

velocity should be that of the molecules, which we should expect

to be very much smaller than that of light. The value found for

the velocity of the cathode rays was l'9>; lo" cm./sec, which is

small compared with the velocity of the main discharge from the

+ to the - electrode. It is much greater than the velocity

of mean square of the molecules ; it agrees very nearly with the

velocity which a negatively electrified atom of hydrogen would
acquire under the influence of the potential fall which occurs at

the cathode.

On Wednesday, JI. Cornu exhibited some brilliant optical

experiments illustrating Babinet's principle. Prof. W. Forster
described the displacements of the rotational axis of the earth.

His results had been deduced by investigating the results of
60CO determinations of latitude in various parts of the globe.

The maximunr amplitude amounts to nearly half a second, which
corresponds to a motion of the pole amounting to 40 or 50 feet.

It appears that we are now approaching a period of minimum
amplitude.

CHEMISTRYA 7 THE BRITISHASSOCIA TION-
'

I
"HE meeting of Section B at Oxford will be remembered as

one of quite exceptional interest. That portion of the

President's address urging upon the University fuller recogni-

tion of the claims of science in their curriculum will doubtless
have valuable results. Certain of the communications brought
forward in the course of the meeting m.ay be described as epoch-

.
making. The presence of a large number of eminent foreign
chemists served further to render the proceedings memorable
and attractive.

The Committee for preparing an International Standard for

the Analysis of Iron and Steel reported that their work was now
completed, and that it is proposed to shortly deposit^the standards
with the Bo.ird of Trade, or with some other suitable authority
where they will be at the public service.

Prof. Clowes gave an account of his experiments on the pro-

portions of carbonic acid in air which are extinctive to flame,

and which are irrespirable. He finds that the flames of candles,

oil, paraffin and alcohol are extinguished by air containing from
13 to 16 per cent, of carbonic acid. The flame of coal-gas,

however, required the presence of at least 33 per rent, of the
extinctive gas, and the flame of hydrogen was not extinguished
mtil the amount of carbonic acid in the air reached 58 per
cent. Comparing his experiments with those of Mr. J. i\.

Wilson on the percentage of carbonic acid required to suffocate

a rabbit. Prof. Clowes concludes that air, containing at least

10 per cent, of carbonic acid more than is required to extinguish

a candle flame, can be breathed with impunity. By taking ad-
vatage of the extraordinary vitality of the hydrogen flame in

presence of high proportions of carbonic acid, it is possible to

maintain the flame of the composite safety-lamp (previously
described by the author), after the oil flame has been extin-
guished.

Mr. Haldane concluded from some experiments he has made
on the respirability of air containing carbonic acid, that the
percentage of this gas, considered by Prof. Clowes to be re-
spirable, is too high.

Much inlerest was shown in the .successful experiments of Dr.
Lobry de ISruyn, demonstrating the properties of free hydroxy-
lamine. On heating a small amount in a test-tube, a sharp
explosion took place. Left exposed to air, it was shown by its

action on iodised starch-paper to have become converted into
nitrous acid. In a series of test tubes its behaviour with various
reagents was demonstrated. With potassium permanganate,
and with chromic acid oxidation took place, accompanied by
flame ; potassium bichromate produced an explosion. The
anhydrous sulphates of copper and cobalt were reduced by the
substance. Free hydroxylamine was dissolved in anhydrous
ether, and sodium added, hydrogen was evolved and the very
explosive sodium compound of hydroxylamine produced.

Chlorine and iodine were shown to act spontaneously on
hydroxylamine, producing inflammation. It is of interest that

hydroxylamine will dissolve many salts which are soluble in

water, the order of solubility differing in the two solvents.

Dr. Bernthstein described a new bacterium which occurs in

milk, whose chief property is that of peptonising the caseine,

thus forming a soluble compound, and rendering the milk trans-

parent, and more readily digested.

On Friday a discussion took place on the behaviour of gases

with regard to their electrification, and the influence of moisture

on their combination. It was opened by Prof. J. J. Thomson,
who exhibited some brilliant experiments illustrating the

connection between chemical change and electrical discharge

through gases. Tlie gases were confined, under a pressure of

about too mm. in glass bulbs which were placed in the centre

of a coil of wire connecting the exterior of two Leyden jars,

the interior coatings of which were connected with the two
poles of a Wimshurst machine. As each spark passes between
the poles of the machine, a rapidly alternating current is set up
in the coil, and hence by induction in the gas. In the case of

oxygen it was found that the moist gas gives a vivid incan-

descence, followed by an afterglow or phosphorescence, on
removing the bulb from the coil. With the dry gas, on the

other hand, incandescence does not take place. The incan-

descence, can however, be started in the dry gas by a brush

discharge, and if once started continues under the influence of

the induced current. With air the phenomenon is reversed
;

damp air does not glow, dry air will. By making use of two
coils in one of which was a beaker of fairly strong sulphuric

acid, and in the other a bulb containing moist oxygen, the

presence of the acid was shown to jirevent the incandescence in

the bulb, showing the conductivity of the gas to be much
greater than that of the acid. As the glow is only given in

gases forming polymeric modifications, it is suggested by Prof.

Thomson that the drops of water present may act as conductors
causing the original molecules to dissociate. In the case of
dry gases this preliminary dissociation can only be brought
about by expenditure of a large amount of energy. Alcohol
vapour will behave similarly to water, and it becomes of interest

to study other solvents.

Mr. Brereton Baker followed with some experiments on the

influence of moisture on chemical substances. He showed
that ammonia and hydrochloric acid when dry do not combine.
He also exhibited tubes containing dry sulphur irioxide and
cupric o.xide, and dry sulphur trioxide and lime, side by side

without action upon one another, a kind of "chemical happy
family," as he expressed it. He concludes that the function of
moisture is physical rather than chemicil from the fact that on
heating together a dry mixture of cupric oxide, carbon and
oxygen, no action takes place. He has obtained analogous
results to Prof. Thomson, by using semi-vacuous tubes, into

one end of each of which a platinum wire is fused and which
contain a small quantity of mercury. On shaking these tubes
in a dark room incandescence takes place in those containing
moist oxygen. This is less if nitrogen is present, and ceases if

the gas is dry. It was resolved in committee that i'rof.

Thomson's and Mr. Baker's papers should be published in full.

Dr. Ewan read a paper on the rate of oxidation of phos-
phorus, sulphur and aldehyde, a portion of which h.as already
appeared in Nature. The results obtained with aldehyde are

free from the uncertainty produced by the correction for the
changing rate of evaporation. When proper precautions are

taken this reaction goes perfectly regularly at 2C^ and its

velocity is proportional to the product of the pressure of the
aldehyde and the square root of the pressure of the oxygen.
These results are most simply explained by assuming (in

accordance with Williamson's theory), that the oxygen first

splits up to some small extent into atoms, and that these alone
take part in the oxidation.

In the discussion which followed the reading of these papers.
Prof. .Schuster spoke of the difficulty experienced in passing a
discharge through mercury vapour.

Prof. Pringsheim noted the importance of ascertaining the
relation between the spectrum given by the discharge, and that

of the after-glow in the gas.

Mr. Vernon Ilarcourt remarked that Mr. Baker's results

show that the part played by water in these reactions is prob-
ably unique, and is not shared by many, if any, other
substances.

With reference to the dissociation of molecules, Mr. Baker
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pointed out that the atoms of gases can change 'he.r tnode of

Combination independently of water, ..,- m the decomposition

of potassium chlorate, and in the conjbust.on of carbon d.-

sulphide. He suggested that the residual glow is due to the

reformation of the original molecules.
:„j„Miv^

Prof Fitzcerald drew attention to the high specific inductive

capacity of water, and con.ended that Prof. Thomson s ex-

piration of his results meant simply that m a large molecule

the atoms can change places. „„,.,
The President understood Prof. Thomson to hold that water

was present in actual drops, and queried whether that could be

so in the explosion of carbon monoxide, where a very higb

temperature is reached. u . • >

Prof. Thomson, in his reply, seemed of opinion that minute

drops might be present even in the case mentioned by 1 rot.

Dixon. In conclusion he urged the desirability of the Prepara-

tion of pure compounds in the large laboratories of the

country, which might be sent to the physicist for investigation.

Prof Hartley then described some new methods of spectrum

analysis and some Bessemer flame spectra. He has found that

if a mixture containing alkalies and alkaline earths be fused

with borax or silica, the alkalies are f^rst volatilised and give

their characleristic spectra very clearly ff obtaining spectra

at hi-h te-uperatures it has been found useful to heat the sub-

stance in the oxy-hydrogen flame on a rod of kainite, P-P^-^lay.

or dried alumina. The elements can be classified according to

the type of spectrum given under these conditions. On vapour-

i.ine alloys, those constituents which, when free, give band

spectra, are found to produce line spectra, 'A\ ^'';;"' '".jl"

alloy of copper and silver. This is thought to be due to the

difference between the vapour pressure of the element when

alloyed, and when in the free state.
. .• j -.u

The spectrum of the Bessemer flame has been studied with

special reference to the bands produced by manganese.

Mr I W. Thomas read a paper on the chemistry of coal

fonnaliin, in which he endeavours to trace the connection

between the properties of a coal and the character of the vege-

tation from which it probably originated.

On -Monday a large audience assembled to hear the an-

nouncement by Lord Rayleigh and Prof. Ramsay of the

existence of a new gas in the atmosphere. It appears that

certain experiments of Cavendish pointed to the presence, in

air, of some substance other than the gases ""h "'hich we are

familiar. Attention was recalled to this substance by the fact that

the density of nitrogen obtained fom atmospheric air differs by

about 1 per cent, from the density of nitrogen obtained from

other sources. It was found that if air (with excess of oxygen)

be subjected to electric sparks, the resulting nitrous fumes

absorbed by potash, and the excess of oxygen by alkaline

pyrogallate, there remains a residue which is neither oxygen

nor nitrogen, as can be seen from its spectrum. The same gas

can be isolated by exposing nitrogen obtained f^-" /"'r ° '!?=

action of magnesium. As the mDgne.ium gradual y absorbs

the nitrogen,''the density of the residual gas g'adually nses "

nearly 20 The newly discovered substance constitutes ne.irly

I per cent, of the atmosphere, and gives a spectrum Willi a

single blue line much moie intense than a corresponding blue

line in the nitrogen spectrum.
,.,i„;„„ „„

Sir H. K. Roscoe, in proposing a vote of congratulation on

the discovery, sp ,ke of the special interest which attached to it

as being the outcome of a purely physical observation.

Prof Emerson Reynolds noted the place which the new sub-

stance, if it proved to be an clement, would occupy in Men-

delcefj table among the platinum metals.

Prof Roberts- Austen suggested that this g.as might be the one

which is frequently found as a residue among the gases extracted

"rhc "resident, in putting the vote of congratulation to the

meeting, drew attention to an observation made by Prof. IJewar,

that while a mixture of pure liquefied oxygen and nitrogen

forms a clear liquid, air in a similar state shows a '•"'"dity

The President suggested that this turbidity might be due to the

"^Th'i*^'uction U discu.scd by Prof. Dcwar in a letter to the

Timtt for August 1 6, in which he states that the substance

causing turbidity does not amount to 1 per cent, of the whole

"^The next communication was by Prof. McLcod, on Schuler's

jellow modification of arsenic. This is produced as a yellow

ioblimatc when pure arsenic is heated in vacuo. The substance

rapidly changes to the black modification.

Some very interesting experiments on the electrolysis of glass

were described by Prof. Roberts Austen. In conjunction with

Mr Stansfield he has found that if a bulb of soda-glass be filled

with sodium amalgam and immersed in a vessel of mercury

heated in a sand-bath to rather over 200°, on connecting the

sodium amalgam and the mercury respectively with the terminals

of a battery, sodium will pass from the amalgam through the

glass into the mercury. At the end of the experiment the glass

is unchanged. If lithium amalgam be substituted for the

sodium amalgam, however, a certain percentage of lithium is

found in the gl.iss at the end of the experiment, sodium from

the glass is driven into the mercury, and the glass is altered in

appearance and frangibility. With potassmm amalgam and

soda-glass no change takes place. These phenomena are

believed by Prof. Roberts-Austen to depend on the relative

atomic weights and consequent atomic volumes of the elements

concerned. Lithium, having a smaller atomic volume than

sodium, is able to follow in the galleries left by the atoms of

the latter metal
;
potassium, on the other hand, having an

atomic volume greater than sodium, cannot force a passage.

From the results he has obtained, using other amalgams, such

as those of gold and copper and different kinds of glass, I rof.

Roberts-Austen hopes to throw light on the formation of

mineral veins in rocks which apparently have not undergone

"*Mr '

T W Rodger gave an account of the experiments which

have been conducted by Prof. Thorpe and himself on the

relations between the viscosity of liquids and their chemical

nature. The method adopted allowed a rapid succession of

experiments to be made on the same liquid a d.fte.entem-

peratures. In the case of the fatty acids and alcohols examined,

evidence has been found of the existence of molecular aggrc-

^*Dr' T H. Gladstone described some experiments on the rate

of progress of chemical change. The chief reaction investigated

was that which takes place when platinum chloride and

potassium iodide are mixed, resulung in the formation o the

dark coloured iodide. This change begins r.ipdly, wi no

period of ineriness or "reluctance." Its completion is much

retarded, however, by the presence of potassium chloride A

change which does require time to att.i.n a maximum rae is

that which takes place when cuprous oxide is immersed in a

solution of silver nitrate, the silver which is produced making

its appearance only after some time.

A similar change to the latter was described by M. Paul

Sabatier, in which litharge added to silver nitrate solution IS con-

verted into the pucecoloured oxide of lead, with simultaneous

•"'rplpeVJafreadbyMr. Vernon IL.rcourt, in the name of

the la^t^Mr Percy B. Lewis, on a new and very delicate method

for determining the freezing points of very dilute solulions

Dr M. Wildermann gave an account of_ experiments he had

made with Mr. Lewis's apparatus, and said that they fully con-

Tniedthe predictions of the Vant llofl Arrhemus ihe.ry.

Mr W W. Randall described his apparatus for "leasur ne

the colour-tint of dilute solutions. His experiments, instuut<^

n order to determine whether dissociation takes place in dilute

solutions, are of a qu-ilitative char.acler. At their commence-

ment he was not aware of the careful spec.romelnc work of Dr.

''"Mri;mr>'S«ad'a paper on the distinction between

compounds and ho'mogencou^s mixtures, a P-''^^ °^J^;'''^
recently appeared in a letter to Naiurk. He showed that

until alely there was no satisfactory experimental c"lerion for

d"stinguishing easily between true compoun<ls and such mixtures,

bu the ecem work of K.aoull showed that the ('cc'-nR P" "' of

a pure compoun,! was always lowered, and its boiling point

"pfof '7 A"\vank?;n"paper on new evidence as to the a.on^^h ^rbon w s ;;^cJive.|^w.h ..crest, ;Hough riot w.

KTslaTpeUo'i^'um 'h'c' a uhorh'^nUatned hyr.rocarbons of

constant Ging point, whose vapour densities point to their all

containinc carbon atoms of the weight f).

,,„,„= for

lo combine with all the carbonic .icid present
^-c^^^.^^ of

Mr A. P. Laurie contributed a paper on .''^ "'"" ° „

'

very bUute Solutions of Chlorine and Iodine. 1
he interest
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ing result has been obtained that these elements in solution

follow the law o( gaseous diffusion, the chlorine diffusing twice

as fast as the iodine.

Prof. J. W. Briihl gave an account of his investigations on

tautomerism. By determining the molecular dispersion of com-
pounds, he has been able to obtain values which are indepen-

dent of temperature, and thus he has arrived at a sure means of

distinguishing between bodies containing the group HC—C = O,

or "keto" bodies, and those containing the group C = C(OII),

which he termed " enole " compounds. With simple ketones

and di-ketones no tautomerism or change from the keto to the

enole form was found to occur. Nor did it occur with the

alkyl derivatives of ketonic acids ; when, ho^vever, the alkyl

was replaced by an acid radical in these cases, tautomerism

occurred. The author had investigated derivatives of campho-
carboxylic and of malonic and succinic acids, and found the

above rule to hold good in these cases, although enolisation was
found to depend not only on the number of negative groups
present, but also on the position of these in the molecule, and on
the simultaneous presence of alkyl groups, which latter some-

times rendered the molecule more stable. .\n interesting com-
pound had been obtained, namely, mono-brom-formyl
camphor, which was a true ketone, and which was
the only compound known in which the keto form of

the formyl radical was present. In conclusion the assumption

of Lahr, that ketonic compounds possess a "labile" consti-

tution, was shown to be untenable, no continuous internal

atomic movement being probable. In the case of benzene
derivatives, on the other hand, such changes probably occur, and
are termed by the author " phasotropic."

Prof E. Noelting read two papers entitled, respectively, "On
Dinitros Derivatives of the Aromatic Series," and "On
the Formation of Indazoles from Diazo-compounds." Both
papers dealt with compounds, which showed the dependence of

stability on molecular grouping.

Dr. Caro described the method of obtaining a new rhodamine,
or pink colouring matter, by the interaction of chloral hydrate

and an alkyl derivative of metamidophenol. A salt of a leuco

base is formed, which latter on oxidation by ferric chloride

i^ave a blue colouring matter. It was shown by experiment that

on heating a solution of this blue compound in water it turned

to a fine pink, owing to an intra-molecular change.

A p.iper followed, by Drs. G. G. Henderson and A. R. Ewing,
on " Tetrarsenites." The sodium salt, which was prepared by
adding arsenious oxide to acid sodium tartrate, was easily

soluble in water, and might be conveniently used for hypo-
dermic injections of arsenic. Other sails had been prepared,

and also a solution which probably contained the hypothetical

tartrarsenious acid from which they were derived.

Dr. J.
B. Cohen read a paper on "The Constitution of the Acid

Amides," in which he showed that these might be divided into

two classes—those which formed compounds with silver and
cryslallised in needles or prisms, and those which did not form
silver compounds and crystallised in plates. To account for

these differences he fell back on Ilantzsch's theory of the

stereo-isomerism of nitrogen compounds, and concluded that

the amides contain a hydroxyl group.

A short discussion followed the paper, in which Prof. Dun-
stan quoted experiments which he had made on the action of

trichloride of phosphorus on acetamide, which did not bear out

Dr. Cohen's view of the constitution -of the latter body.
Dr. Caro, however, did not consider Prof. Dunstan's experi-

ment conclusive.

The report of the Committee on Isomeric Naphthalene
Derivatives was read. Work had been done on chlor-sulphonic
and brom sulphonic derivatives of naphthalene, and the results

tended to confirm the previous conclusions of the investigators.

The report of the Committee on the -Vction of Light upon
Dyed Colours was re.ad by the secretary, Prof. Hummel. The
colours experimented with this year were chiefly yellows. Of
these by far the largest number, ranging from "moderately
fast" to "very fast," were to be found among the azo colours.

The azoxy colours give good fast tints upon silk and cotton.

The fastness of alizarin orange is probably greater than that

exhibited by most other colours of the alizarin group. Very
few fait yellows are derived from the natural colouring matters.
The cultiv.ation of weld, which yields the only fast and, at the
same time, bright, natural yellows, is being gradually given up.
It is fortunate then that efficient substitutes can be obtained from
coal tar, which, contrary to popular opinion, is the source from
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which the greatest number of colours fast to light are derived
at the present time.

Dr. W. Meyerhoffer read a paper on "Certain Phenomena
of Equilibrium during the Evaporation of Salt Solution.s." For
a given mixture of salts in a saturated solution it was found
that there existed a certain transition temperature above which
double decomposition took place. Thus with a saturated solu-

tion containing ammonium chloride and sodium nitrate, sodium
chloride was formed above 6° C. , while below that temperature

no change took place.

GEOLOGY AT THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
/^F the forty-three papers presented to Section C this year, com-
^^ paratively few are of lasting importance, geologists having

apparently saved up their best work for presentation at Zurich, or

else having exhausted themselves at the excellent and successful

session of the previous year. The President's address, contain-

ing an excellent epitome of the recent progress of mineralogy,

was rather fitted for quiet and thoughtful perusal than for readmg

to a mixed audience, but it will be looked back upon as one of

the most valuable of the contributions to the forthcoming

volume of Proceedings. It was followed up by only one paper

dealing with pure mineralogy, that of Mr. H. .\. Miers, on a

new method of measuring crystals. The two fundamental laws

of crystallography—namely, (l) the constancy of the angle in

crystals of the same substance, and (2) the law of simple

rational indices—seem to be violated by those crystals which

are liable to irregular variations in their angles, or those which

have the simple faces replaced by complicated "vicinal " planes.

Both these anomalies are exhibited by potash- and ammonia-

alum. Brilliant and apparently perfect octahedra of these salts

show large variations in the octahedron angle ; other crystals

show low vicinal planes in place of the octahedron faces. If

it be true, as is supposed, that the octahedron angle varies in

different crystals, it would be interesting to ascertain whether

progressive variations can be traced during the growth of a

single crystal, and whether some or all of the octahedron faces

change their direction in space if the crystal be held fixed

during growth.

In order to solve this problem a new goniometer has been

constructed, in which the crystal is fixed at the lower end of a

vertical axis, so that it can be immersed in a liquid during

measurement. This device is in reality an inversion of the

ordinary goniometer with horizontal disc ; the liquid is con-

tained in a rectangular glass trough with parallel-plate sides;

one side is placed rigidly perpendicular to the fixed collimator,

and the other is perpendicular to the telescope, which is set at

90^ to the collimator. The trough is supported on a table

which can be raised and lowered, so that the crystal can be

placed at any required depth in the liquid. If the liquid used

be its own concentrated solution the crystal can be measured

during growth, and the changes of angle, if any, can be

observed at different stages. In order that it may be held

rigidly, the crystal is mounted, when small, in a platinum clip,

which it envelops as it grows larger.

The results derived Irom the measurement of a large number

of alum crystals are as follows :

—

(1) The faces of the regular octahedron are never developed

upon alum growing from aqueous solution.

(2) The reflecting planes (which are often very perfect) are

those of a very flat triangular pyramid (triakis octahedron)

which overlies each octahedron face.

(3) The three faces of this triangular pyr.amid may be very

unequal in size.

(4) The triakis octahedron which replaces one octahedron

may be different from that which replaces another octahedron

face upon the same crystal.

(5) During the growth of the crystal the reflecting planes

change their mutual inclinations ; the triakis octahedron becomes

in general more acute, i.e. deviates further from the octahedron

which it replaces, as the crystal grows.

(6) This change takes pLice not continuously, hv,\. per salliiin,

each reflecting plane becoming replaced by another which is

inclined at a small angle (generally about three minutes) to it.

(7) During growth the faces are always those of triakis octa-

hedra ; if, owing to rise of temperature, re-solution begins to

take place, faces of icositetrahedra are developed.

These observations prove that the growth of an alum crystal
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expresses an ever-changing condition of equilibrium between

the crystal and the mother liquor. It does not take place by the

deposition of parallel plane layers ; new faces are constantly de-

veloped : since these succeed one another per salltim they

doubtless obey the law of rational indices, though not that of

simple rational indices. From the mutual inclinations of these

vicinal faces it is possible to calculate with absolute accuracy

the angle of the faces to which they symmetrically approximate.

This angle is found to be that of the regular octahedron

70° 313'. The octahedron angle of alum is not, therefore, as

appeared from the observations of Pfaff and Brauns, subject to

any variilion.

Mr. Howard Fox described a remarkable rock which occurs

at Dinas Head in Cornwall, between a greenstone and a slate,

and apparently intruded upon by the former. It has the com-
position of albile felspar, with as much as lo per cent, of soda,

and is like the keratophyres in composition as well as in the

possession of concretionary and spherulitic structures. The
nodules and spherulites stand out as the rock weathers, and the

latter are shown by the microscope to consist of blades of albite

radiating round centres of cryptocrystalline material. On the

other hand, the rock might belong to the altered sediments

called adinoles, of which some, in the Harz, yield 7.5 per cent.

of soda, and with this the field evidence and the presence

of idiomorphic crystals of ferriferous carbonate appear to agree.

Mr. \V. \V. Watts exhibited photographs o( a stack of Kcuper
sandstone at the Peakstones, near Alton, Staffordshire, which, he

\

claimed to have proved, owed its resisting power to the existence

of almost vertical planes in the rock cemented by the deposit of

barium sulphate. These planes strike along a prominent ridge

between two valleys, and at the end of it is the projection of

the Peakstones rock. Other cases in which basement beds of

the Keuper sandstone are similarly cemented were quoted by
the author.

Amongst the papers dealing with Oxfordshire geology, that

by Prof. Green demands attention first. In it he described the

sections displayed at Fawler and Stoncsfield, Shotover, Faring-

don, Culham, and Swindon. The thinness of the Upper Lias at

Fawler was remarked upon, and a curious case of contempo-
raneous erosion in the Forest Marble described ; the peculiar

character of the iron-sands was explained by their having been

deposited in a long strait, in which Faringdon was a sheltered

bay, suited for the growth of the organisms which here make
up almost the whole deposit. In the section at Culham,
which shows Gault resting directly on Kimmeridge or Portland

limestone, the denudation of the iron-sand was described as a

local phenomenon, it being found in full force at another section

hard by. The excavations at Stonesfield, carried out by Mr.
Walfotd, were the subject of a report by him, in which be showed
that about 30 feel of limestone with clay seams, presenting

on the whole the aspect of the great oolite, occurred beneath

the "slate" bed. He intends to continue his excavations in

order to determine the relationship of these deposits to the

Chipping Norton limestone and iheClypeus grit of the Oxford-
shire Inferior Oolite. In another paper the same author points

out that the terraced hill slopes occur in one geological line in

Oxfordshire, the outcrop of a band of micaceous marl in the

Middle Lias just below the "red rock bed." The water pene-

tralt» from above where the Upper Lias has been stripped oft' by
denudation and fillers through to the top of the clay of the

margaritalui zone, where it makes its escape. The saturated

marls arc continually creeping down hill, and, in doing so, give

rise to the terraces.

Prof. W. Boyd Dawkins endeavoured to trace the submerged
folds of palaeozoic rocks under the mantle of newer formations in

Oxfordshire, by means of the principle originally laid down by
Godwin-Austen and elaborated by Bertrand in recetit papers,

that the great pre-carboniferous folds form lines of weakness,
along which the upper skin of later rock wrinkles and cr.icks.

The northern rim of the South Wales syncline, which contains
the coal-basin, wa< traced eastwards through the Forest of

Dean, the partially covered fields north of the Men-
dips, through Gloucester, Blenheim, Kirtlinglon, (Tuainton,

Bishop's Slortford, Braintrce, and Colchester. From
thi> it is reasonable to infer that coalfields will be found in the
area between this line and that from the Mendips to Hythe.
One •uch the author claimii lo have been discovered at Burford,

ics that further investigation should be carried on,

in the neighbourhood, lo set at rest the question
J...-. ..11 vturkable coals occur in this syncline. Three other
papers by the same author dealt with evidence from borings.
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The first drew attention to a seam of oolitic iron ore (grains of
hydrated oxide embedded in calcium and iron carbonates) of
Kimmeridgian age, met with at the Dover boring. The second
dealt with the Permian strata of the north of the Isle of Man,
consisting of 913 feet of red Roth-liegende sandstone, followed
by 455 feet of calcareous conglomerates and breccias, which
were correlated with the magnesian limestone ; these rocks
form a connecting link between those of Cumberland and North
Ireland. The third communication described three borings in

the north of the same island, one of which had penetrated 33
feet of salt-bearing marls apparently at a greater depth than
450 feet from the surfaces : the Triassic sandstones and saliferous

marls again present another link between Carrickfergus .ind

the F.nglish coast. A paper by Prof. Bonney instituted a com-
parison between the pebbles in the trias at Cannock and Bud-
leigh Salterton, as a result of which he concluded that those of

Budleigh must have come from the south-west, but that similar

fraginental rocks fringed the ancient western land in localities

far apart.

Sir Archibald Geikie corroborated Heddle's identification of

the Pitchstone of Hysgeir, an island about eighteen miles west

of Eigg, with that of the latter island. This lava, which flowed
into a river channel sloping from east to west, is exactly like

that of the Scuir of Eigg, but unfortunately its base cannot
be seen. The old river channel would be at least 20 miles

long, with a fall of perhaps as much as 35 feet in a mile.

Gravels containing masses of volcanic rocks (some of them pos-

sibly thrown direct from volcanoes), with water-worn blocks

of Torridon sandstone, grit, quartzite, and other rocks, rapidly

thinning out or passing into fine tuft' or volcanic mudstone, are

to be found in the islands to the north of Hysgeir, interca-

lated at various horizons in the bedded basalts, and have doubt-
less been formed by the flooding and torrential action of

contemporaneous rivers.

A joint discussion on the plateau implements of Kent,
held by Sections C and H, was opened by Prof. Rupert Jones,
who agreed with Prof. Prestwich that the implements were of

human origin and dated back to an ancient time when the

physical geography of the Weald was very difterent from its

character to-day. Mr. Whitaker followed with a paper, in

which he stated that he did not consider the plateau gravels so

ancient as had been supposed by other authors, but that part of

the deposit, at any rate, was a residuum which had grown where
it stood, and is still growing, so that implements in it might be of

almost any age. He further stated that he could find no evi-

dence to connect men with preglacial or even glacial times.

Amongst the other speakers were Mr. Montgomerie Bell, Sir

John Evans, Dr. H. Hicks, Prof. Boyd Dawkins, General Pitt-

Rivers, Sir Henry Howorth, Mr. Clement Reed, and Lieut.

-

Colonel Godwin-.\usten.

The more important pala:ontological communications included

Prof. Rupert Jones's eleventh report on Paljeozoic Phyllopoda,

Mr. Laurie's second report on the Eurypteridsof the Pcntlands
;

recording the obtaining of a large amount of material from which

important results are to be expected ; Dr. Traquair's pre-

liminar)' notice of a new fossil fish from the upper Old Red
Sandstone of Elginshire ; Mr. Jefts' descriptions of fornix of

Saurian footprints from the Cheshire Trias, some of which were

new, while apparently none of them could be referred to any

known species of Labyrinthodont ; and Dr. Hicks's conclusion

that the original home of the earliest forms of animal life was

at some point in the Atlantic. Mr. Montagu Browne's third

paper on Rhretic Verlebrala, in which teelh of " Saurichthyan"

type were described in the same jaws as Labyrinthodont teeth,

proving that the remains attributed lo Saurichlliys must be

assigned lo Labyrinlhodonts, Plesiosaurus, llybodus, and Gyro-

lepi-, also called attention to remains of Rysosteus, Metoposaurus

or Trematos.aurus (?), and Dinosauria.

The consecration of Monday to pleistocene geology has almost

become an institution, probably because, although now facts of

consequence may not have been discovered within the year, at

Ica-st one new inictprelalion of them, or a new theory founded

on some of them, can always be relied upon. The day was

opened by Mr. Hell's report on Ihe well and borings at Chapelhall,

near Ainlrie, which completely proved that there was now no

shelly clay lo be found in the well or in borings in its inimcli.ilc

neighbourhood. Mr. Kendall followed with a report on Ihe

boulders examined and collected during the year.

Dr. Hicks next endeavoured lo prove that Ihe stratified

gravels, .sands, and clay of Ihe plateaux of Hendon, Finchley,

and Whetstone, which arc covered by chalky boulder clay, had
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been formed in a lake dammed to the east and west by ice in a

moraine, a view which elicited considerable comment and
disagreement from a number of glacialists present. Prof. Blake
described areas in the Harlech Mountains, some of which were
floored by bare, ice-scratched rocks, side by side with others

covered by thick drift deposits. Prof. Bonney, judging by the

temperature at which glaciers now form in the Alps, came to

the conclusion that a fall of 15° to 20° F. would be quite

sufficient to cause all the known glaciation in the northern
hemisphere. Mr. E. P. Culverwell read a paper entitled " An
Examination of CroU's and Ball's Theory of Ice Ages and
Genial Ages,'' in which he stated that an appeal to figures con-
clusively proved the inadequacy of the astronomical theory as

at present formulated. By calculating the comparative solar

heat of the high eccentricity winter ot 199 days, and that of

199 coldest days of the present winter, he showed that the
isochimenals would be about 4^ of latitude further south, and the

isotherals more than 4' further north, then than now. In the
"genial age " the shifting would not be more than 24°. This
cause he considers totally inadequate to account for glacial and
genial ages, and therefore falls back on changes in physical
geography for the former, and shift of the pole, or greater solar

and terrestrial activity, for the latter. In the discussion Sir

Robert Ball defended his position, but was further attacked by
Prof. Fitzgerald and other speakers.

Prof. Blake endeavoured to show that by the lowering of its

centre of gravity as a whole the further end of an ice-sheet

might be raised and carry boulders and detritus up a slope.

The Rev. E. Jones presented the final report on the Elbolton
Cave, stating that no palaeolithic remains had been found,
and that the investigation was consequently abandoned. The
preliminary work, however, in the Calf Hole Cave, near
Skipton, was more hopeful, and already a hafted implement,
made of a chisel-like tooth bedded in antler and mounted in

wood, had been found. In a short paper on the palaeolithic

section at Wolvercote, near Oxford, Mr. Montgomerie Bell

described the section as follows : (i) a "northern drift "and
subangular gravel resting in eroded hollows of the Oxford clay.

(2) A river gravel contaming shell seams, and in whose lowest
bed palaeolithic implements associated with mammoth, Cervus
elaphus. Bison priscus, &c., have been found. (3) A bed of
peat containing the remains of local plants. (4) Sand, mud,
and hail close the section. Two palaiolithic implements were
recorded by Mr. Bruce Foote from an old alluvium, through
which the Sabarmati river in Guzerat had cut a channel, vary-
ing from 100 to 200 feet in depth.

Dealing with questions of physical geology, Mr. Lobley tried

to show that the contraction theory would not explain volcanoes
and earthquakes. Dr. Tempest Anderson described three types

of subsidences occurring in connection with volcanic rocks in

Iceland ; the most common type was due to a falling crust

where the inner lava stream escaped, others were due to earth-

quakes, and still others to faulting, probably caused by sub-
sidence of a volcanic centre as a whole. Dr. Johnston-Lavis
recorded his observations on the activity of Vesuvius during the

year. Mr. De Ranee reported in underground waters. Prof.

Herdman drew attention to the geological results flowing from
his investigation of the bed of the Irish Sea. Prof. SoUas
announced that arrangements were in progress for commencing
the boring of a coral island. I'rof. Hennessy described the

channels of streamlets in estuaries as possessing a section con-
structed of two catenary curves, the only shape which gives a
constant velocity whatever the depth of the stream ; and Sir H.
Howorth passed a series of strictures on current geological

nomenclature, with suggestions for its revision, which will

doubtless receive the attention due to so high an authority in

these matters.

Mr. C. Davison's report on earth tremors contained an account
of the trial and modifications of Mr. H. Darwin's bifilar

pendulum, and of the horizontal pendulum used at Nicolaiew
;

then followed an elaborate analysis of the pulsations of the

Greek earthquake of this year, showing how they spread to one
observatory after another, and were felt at Rome, Siena,

Nicolaiew, Potsdam, Kcw, and Birmingham. In his report

on geological photographs, Mr. Jeffs staled that the collection

now amounted to 1055, and that the time seemed to have
arrived when it should be housed in some convenient and
central position, although it was still necessary to add to the
collection, so as to make it thoroughly representative of the
whole country. A number of photographs were exhibited and
slides from some of them displayed at the second conversazione.
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NOTES.
M. GusTAVE CorrEAU, a Correspondent of the Paris

.\cademy, in the Section d'Anatomie et Zoologie, died at

Paris on the loth inst.

Mr. iM. a. Ryerso.v has presented to the University of

Chicago the Ryerson Physical Laboratory, built at a cost

of 250,000 dollars.

The International Congress of Applied Chemistry, which
has just finished a sessional Brussels, will hold its next meeting

at Paris in 1896.

Dr. D. F. Oltm.vmns has been appointed Extraordinary

Professor of Botany at the University of Freiburg-i. B.

TiiE Imperial Acclimatisation Society of Moscow has founded
a botanical section for the purpose of collecting materials for a

Flora of Russia. The co-operation is invited of all who are

able to assist in this work. Communications should be

addressed to the Director of the Polytechnic Museum, Moscow.

Mr. H. W. Unthank informs us that while shore-hunting at

Brightlingsea on Aa^u;t 4, hi came upon a stranded .Vurelia

which exhibited a pentamerous instead of the usual tetramerous

symmetry. The specimen is at present in the Brightlingsea

Marine Laboratory of the Essex County Council.

Mr. Fred N. Scott, Assistant Professor of Rhetoric in

the University of Michigan, has issued, in the form of a leaflet,

a series of questions on the psychology of usage. He wishes

to ascertain the origin of dislikes, especially of arbitrary, un-

reasoning dislikes, for certain words and phrases. He will be

glad to send a copy to anyone who is interested in the subject

and who will take the trouble to answer the questions.

The annual general meeting of the Federated Institution of

Mining Engineers will be held in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, on

Wednesday, September 5, in the Wood Memorial Hall of the

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical

Engineers. The papers down for reading are :
— " The Stete-

feldt Furnace," by Mr. C. A. Stetefeldt ;
" Walling and Sink-

ing simultaneously with the Galloway Scaffold," by Mr. John
-Morison ;

" Timber Bridges and Viaducts," by Mr. Morgan W.
Davies ; "Explosions in Nova Scotian Coal-mines, " by Mr.

Edwin Gilpin, jun. ; and " The Shaw Gas-tester for detecting

the Presence and Percentages of Fire-damp and Choke-damp
in Coal-mines, &c.," by Mr. Joseph R. Wilson. There will

also be discussions on other papers, and various excursions.

The cholera epidemic is slowly spreading, especially in

European Russia. Since the end of June, fifteen new districts

in Russia have been declared to be infected, making a total of

about forty. In Austria-Hungary, in many towns situate on the

Vistula, and in Belgium, the disease has extended, and a number
of fatal cases have occurred iu places in Northern Holland.

The Local Government Board is keeping a close watch on the

progress of the epidemic, and every precau'.ion is being taken

to prevent it from obtaining a foothold in this country. Some
anxiety will be felt for a month or so, for during this period the

risk of infection is greatest. The dismal weather we have been

experiencing this summer, though hardly conducive to pleasant

holidays, has one redeeming feature, for it is decidedly unfavour-

able to the development of a cholera epidemic.

By the death of Dr. C. R. Alder Wright, at the end of last

month, science lost a tireless and enthusiastic worker. He was

educated at the Owens College, Manchester, and early showed

an aptitude for scientific research. His work extended over a

large part of the domain of chemistry. It comprises, says the

C/iemical jYr.vs, "investigations of simple substances, like

hydtiodic acid, and some of the most complex substances, like
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the vegeto-alkaloids, upon which he laboured for many years

—sometimes alone, and sometimes in conjunction with

Matthiessen and others. These researches deserve to be

classical if any researches do, and they occupy an entire depart-

ment of organic chemistry." Another subject to which Dr.

Wright devoted great attention was the determination of

chemical affinity in terms of electromotive force. The
versatility of his genius is shown by the different subjects of

his numerous papers. Isomeric terpenes, the smelting of iron

in blastfurnaces, some points in chemical dynamics, and certain

voltaic combinations, are a few of the subjects taken up by him.

In 1SS9 he commenced a series of valuable communications to

the Royal Society, on " Ternary Alloys," and the seventh part

of the series was read before the Society at the beginning of

last year. Thorough and conscientious in everything he under-

took. Dr. Wright will always be regarded with esteem

throughout the world of science.

The Paris Societc d'Encouragement pour I'lnduslrie

Nationale is constantly giving evidence of its usefulness. The
latest proof of this is to be found in the publication of a circular

on the " Unification des Filetages el des Jauges de Trcfilerie."

The Society has had the question of a standard screw-pitch and

wire-gauge in hand since the end of 1891. It was, however,

only three months ago that a meeting was held for the purpose

of discussing the various systems suggested, and at that meeting

the scales expounded in the pamphlet before us were accepted.

To secure uniformity in the manufacture of screw-threads, the

Society proposes a system, to be known as the " Systcme

Frani;ais," in which the pitch increases in steps of half a milli-

metre, from a screw having a diameter of six millimetres and a

pitch of one millimetre (No. o) to one having a diameter of 148

millimetres and a pitch of lo"5 millimetres (No. 19). The for-

mula which, in this system, allows the diameter (D) correspond-

ing to any pilch to be deduced is D = />(/ + 8) - I "5 -^ i "3,

where / is any pilch expressed on the adopted scale. By means

of this, it is possible to extend the new system to screws of any

diameter, and the number of the screw of which the diameter

had been thus determined would be equal to the number of half-

millimetres expressing the pitch, minus two. For screws less

than six millimetres in diameter the standard drawn up by M.

Thury for the Socicti- des .^rts of Geneva is adopted. In ad-

dition to promulgating these standards of screw construction, the

Sociclc d'Encouragement has developed a decimal system of

gauging wires. In this system, the numt)ers of the wires express

their diameters in tenths of millimetres ; thus, a No. 7 wire has

a diameter of o^^ mm. Such a method of designating wires is

as simple as it is scientific. In France and other countries using

metric sLindards, the introduction of the new system will be

comparatively easy ; but we regret to say that in this land of

complicated weights and measures, there is little hope of its

adoption.

The general tilting of the German and Austrian .Vlpenvcrein

was held this year in Munich from August 8 to 11. At the

end of the Congress several tours were conducted into the

Bavarian and Austrian highlands. The Congress was attended

by more than 6000 members, by delegates representing -Mpinc

clubs in other countries, by Bavarian Slate delegates, and

others. Business matters were smoothly arranged, the Central

Committee showing an annual income of /9850, and in

addition /^Sooo in hand. There are now 214 local s:ctions of

the Alpenverein, each of which pays a certain portion of the

fees of memlwrship to the Central Committee and retains the

rest for independent income and outlay. Out of an unostenta-

tious tjeginning, twenty-five years ago, has grown a club with a

mem)>erihip of over jl,ooo, and a many-sided activity and
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vigour of life promising a still greater future. The object of

the Verein is to improve travelling in the Alps, and to increase

our knowledge of them. Again, the management of the guides is

entirely conducted by the Verein ; the guides being occasionally

placed for a short course of training in some central town. The
Munich section is the largest of the Alpenverein sections, and
was therefore well able to entertain the members generously. The
h.alls in which the great festival of the Congress was held on
Thursday, the 9th inst., were decorated on a magnificent scale.

An exhibition of maps and models was held in the Academy
of Sciences. The relief of the Jungfrau Group, by Simon,

modelled to a scale of i:io,ooo, attracted great attention. The
surest proof of the success of the Alpenverein in its efforts for

Alpine travelling is its popularity among the mountain inhabit-

ants. They honour it for the good it has done their wild

country and for the intercourse it has opened up. Meanwhile

ihe Alpenverein plays its part worthily in the wider arena ol

science as journalist, cartographer, meteorologist, geologist,

botanist, and all in no small measure.

Dr. p. Miqdel contributes to the Diatomiste an important

paper on the re-establishment of the size of diatoms. This

takes place, according to this observer, mainly by the activity ol

the nucleus. The protoplasm within a micro-frustule clothes

itself with a thick extensible membrane, frees itself from the

valves which imprison it, attains the normal size,and then secretes

a siliceous envelope. No process analogous to conjugation

could be detected by Dr. Miquel in a vast number of obser-

vations on many different species. Me proposes the abolition

of the terms auxosporeandsporangial frustule, as not expressing

accurately any process which actually takes place in the multi-

plication of diatoms.

The Department of Science and Art has issued the following

list of successful candidates for National Scholarships, Royal

Exhibitions, and Free Studentships, awarded upon the results

of the May Examinations this year. National Scholarships for

Mechanics— .Vrthur H. Harker, 23, fitter, Pontefr.ict ; Eilward

R. Amor, 18, engineer apprentice, Devonport ; John T.

Rieley, 25, science teacher, Birmingham ; Charles B. Brodigan,

24, draughtsman, London. National .Scholarships for Chemistry

and Physics—Charies .\. West, 24, teacher, Tottenham,

Middlesex; Willi.am H.White, 15, student, Ipswich; Harry

Dean, 17, student, M.anchesler ; William C. Reynolds, 24,

pharmacist, London ; John Lister, 18, student, Stockport.

National Scholarships for Biological subjects— Ernest Smith,

25, assistant teacher, Huddersfield ; Frank H. Prober!, 17,

student, London. National Scholarships—George >L Uussell,

22, shipwright apprentice, Portsmouth ; Samuel SlansficM, 21,

engineering student, Todmorden ; Gilbert T. Morgan, 23,

chcmi-t, Huddersfield ; William G. H.ill, iS, student, Notting-

ham ; Arthur S. Cox, 17, student, Southampton ; Frederick T.

Munton, 25, joiner, Derby ; George Wilson, 22, mechanic*!

engineer, Sheffield ; George E. Ashforth, 16, student, MtB-

Chester ; George L. Overton, 19, watchmaker, Bradford, Vorks;

Norton iiaron, 21, engineering student, Ulceby, Lines.; I'.mcst

E. L.Dixon, 18, student, London. Royal Exhil)ilions— Frank

Fisher, 19, engineer, Brighton; Clare ice Smith, 18, student,

Brighton ; William H. Eccles, 18, apprentice druggist, Barrow-

in-Furness ; Frank G. Edmed, 17, student, Brighton; Henry

T. Ilildage, 19, filter, Altrincham ; Robert H. Watson, 24,

student, Dublin ; Harold Hibberl, 16, student, Manchester.

Free Studentships—John W. Button, 23, tool fitter, Oldham ;

George II. Stanley, 17, student, London ; Waller Eraut, 19,

mechanical engineer's apprentice, London ; I. William Chubb,

23, draughtsman, London ; Robert H. H. Duncan, 15, studcnl,

Sunderland ; George George, 18, student, Bristol. Percy
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Nicholls, 23, engineer, of Pontefract, obtained the third place

in order of merit in the competition for National Scholarships,

&c., but withdrew before the awards were actually made.

The separation of minerals of high specific gravity has

recently been greatly facilitated by the introduction of the

fused double nitrate of silver and thallium, originally due to

Dr. J. \V. Retgers. When these nitrates are brought tigether

in the molecular proportion of I : I, they yield a double salt,

which fuses at 75° C. to a clear, mobile liquii, having a

specific gravity of about S and miscible with water in all pro-

portions at temperatures between its melting point and too" C.

The melting point also diminishes rapidly as water is added,

going down to 50^ or 60° C, and fusion and solubility pass

uninterruptedly into one another. We have thus at our

command for the separation of mineral particles a liquid far

exceeding in specific gravity any of the previously described

heavy solutions, and which has the advantage of being practi-

cally colourless, neutral, soluble in water, and of being readily

recovered from the aqueou5 solution by simple evaporation on

the water bath. Some further hints upon the use of this

convenient medium are given in the current number of the

American Journal of Science, by Messrs. Penfield and Kreider.

Separations may be made in test tubes heated in a water bath.

After a separation is completed and the fusion cooled, the

test tube is broken and the solid cake divided, when the

heavier and lighter portion may be obtained by dissolving the

double salt. If fractional separations are required, the fused

salt may be placed in a tube with a narrow neck at the bottom,

into which is ground a glass rod to serve as a stopcock. This

apparatus slips inside of a test lube to within a few millimetres

of the bottom. The whole is heated in a beaker of hot water,

and the liquid is stirred by means of a glass rod bent into a

semicircle at the bottom. Heavy particles are drawn off by
raising the ground gla.ss rod. Small particles getting caught in

the stopper can usually be ground out by twisting the rod, but

in no case will such an accident cause great inconvenience.

The annual report for 1893, just received from the Depart-

ment of Mines and Agriculture, New South Wales, states that

the Government metallurgical works will probably be started

this year. These works in conjunction with the .School of

Mines which has been established at the .Sydney University,

enables the colony to offer as complete and effective a course

of training in mining and metallurgy as can be obtained in

Great Britain. The report consists largely of statistics relating

to the output, value, &c., of various minerals. A boring made
at Cremorne Point is of interest. Prof. T. W. E. David made
some determinations of the temperature of this bore. The
hole was 2929 feet deep, but the bottom 29 feet (about) was
silted up with the powdered rock produced by the cutting

action of the diamond drill used in the boring. From 2900
feet to within 300 feet of the surface, the bore was filled with

water, the column being, therefore, 2600 feet high, and giving

a maximum pressure of, approximately, a trifle over half a ton

per square inch. The thermometers used were hermetically

sealed in wrought -iron tubes and surrounded with brass filings

and brass turnings. The readings obtained showed that the

rock temperature at a depth of 2730 feel was 97''5 F. The
mean surface temperature at Sydney is about 63' F., so the

rate of increase was 1° F. for about every 78 feet 10 inches.

The Bulletin of the Royal Gardens, Kew, No. 92, for

August 1894, is entirely occupied by a summary of information

relating to Bananas and IM.intain^, with descriptions of the

species and principal varieties of Mtisa grown for use and
ornament.
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From thirty to forty volumes are issued yearly in the com-
prehensive " Encyclopedie Scientinque des Aide-Memoire

"

series published jointly by MM. Gauthier-Villars and M.
Masson. The whole collection, when completed, will number
three hundred volumes. The latest addition to the series is

"Les Machines Thermiques," by Prof. Aimc Witz. The
theory of steam, hot air, and gas engines is well described by
the author, and the relations between different heat engines are

set forth in a manner which brings out clearly the special

characters of their respective cycles.

The third volume of the Seismological "Journal of Japan,
corresponding to the Transactions of the Seismological Society,

has reached us. Prof. John Milne, F.R.S., contributes to it a

paper on "Seismic, Magnetic, and Electric Phenomena," in

which he discusses the evidence as to the connection between
those phenomena. Observations are adduced which seem to

show that there may be a connection between earthquakes and
magnetic and electric manifestations. But, concludes Prof.

Milne, though "a varietyof experiments and investigations have
been made to test whether earthquakes were preceded, accom-
panied, or followed by magnetic or electric phenomena, the

results obtained do not guarantee the existence of such con-

nections. It does not seem likely that earthquakes can result

from electric discharges, and it has not yet been proved that

they give rise to electric phenomena. When they have resulted

in the displacement of large masses of rocky strata, as happened
in 1891 in Central Japan, slight local changes in magnetic

curves have resulted, but beyond this and effects due to the

mechanical shaking of earth-plates, our certain knowledge is

exceedingly small."

The " Geological Sketch-Map of Western Australia," by Mr.
H. P. Woodward, the Government geologist, shows in a very

clear manner the geology of the explored districts ; but it also

shows of how large an area the geology is quite unknown. The
scale is I : 3,000,000 (i inch 1047*3 miles). The rock-divisions

coloured are : Recent and Tertiary, Mesozoic, Palasozoic,

Metamorphic, Crystalline (schists and granite), Volcanic, and

Plutonic (basalt and granite). The distribution is shown of

gold, copper, lead, tin, and coal ; gold and copper are indicated

by solid colour, which somewhat interferes with the general

effect of the map, as the ciloars appear to represent special

formations ; the other minerals are shown by coloured lines.

The chief gold-fields are situated on metamorphic rocks ; a few

are in the crystalline areas. The geology of the Coolgardie and

Dundas gold-fields is not indicated. The map is clearly printed,

both in its topography and colouring. It is published, for the

Government of Western Australia, by G. Philip and Son, Fleet

Street, London.

The Moni't for July contains an interesting article by Mr.

Wm. R. Thayer, on Leonardo de Vinci as a pioneer in science.

Of the thousands of MS. pages which this indefatigable ex-

perimenter left, one volume alone has been edited. At first

no one could decipher them, for Leonardo wrote backwards from

right to left. The pioneer work in science, astronomy, physics,

geology, botany—in fact, the whole circle of the sciences—con-

tained in this one volume is briefly but clearly sketched, and some
of his pithy and epigrammatic notes are quoted. " His curiosity

was insatiable ; his methods were observation and experiment

;

his advance was from the known to the unknown. . . . To
search out all things, to experiment and verify, to let his eyes

test, and reason be the judge. This was Leonardo's method."

Prof. Hermann Schubert's article on "Monism in .\rithmetic"

is a lucid statement of fundamental principles in continuation

of a previous paper on "The Notion and Definition of

Number."
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ExiERlMENTAL psychology is represented in Mind by an

article on "Mediate Association," by Mr. W. G. Smith, the

results of which do not appear to be very conclusive. In the

Psychological Rrjie-Ji, Prof. Ladd describes the results of experi-

mental work on the "direct control of the retinal field." A
class of sixteen students were asked to close the eyes, allow

after-images to die away, and then to cause, by attentively

willing, a cross, circle, or some other simple figure, to appear

in the retinal field. In two cases, where the results were suc-

cessful, a coloured figure was distinctly visualised, and when

the eyes were opened after these voluntary crosses were obtained,

and were immediately focussed on a sheet of white paper, a

cross was found to appear on the paper in the complementary

colour. It is clear that these experiments open up interesting

psychological problems. Prof. Jastrow, in the same journal,

describes c^cperiments on Helen Kellar, a blind and deaf girl.

The sensibility of her finger-tips and the palm of her hand were

found to be decidedly more acute than in the average individual

;

her verbal memory is decidedly above the normal ; and she

shows that sensitiveness to vibration and jars which has

frequently been noted in the deaf.

Mr. Thomas R. Sim, Curator of the Botanic Garden, King

William's Town, South Africa, has done good service by col-

lecting and systematically arranging the records of Kaffrarian

plants, in a pamphlet recently published at Cape Town. As a

botanical district, KafTraria is described as an oblong tract of

country two hundred miles long by about one hundred miles

wide, bounded at one end by the Kiroo, and at the other end

by Xatal. Mr. Sim finds that the flora includes 2449 species,

of which 1690 are dicotyledons, 656 monocotyledons, and 103

vascular cryptogams. The richness in species is shown by a

comparison with Great Britain—an area much greater than that

of Kaffraria, but containing only about 1700 species. The

opinion is expressed that were the Kaffrarian plants as well

known as our own, they would number more than three thousand

species. Though Mr. Sim's list is incomplete, it is an excellent

groundwork upon which a detailed description of the flora of

the district surveyed may be built.

For some years past Lieut. -General Pitt-Rivers has supplied

the means for physical and mental recreation near his country

seat at Kushmore. He has had the Larmcr Grounds laid out

as pleasure grounds, and opened them free to the public every

day. In 1S87 the number of persons who availed themselves

of this privilege was 15,351. and lait year the number was

24,143. To those intereited in breeding and acclimatisation,

some of the animals in the grounds at Kushmore will be found

of interest. But the museum at Farnham, established and

supported by General Pitt- Rivers, is most attractive to us. It

consists of eight rooms and galleries devoted mainly to anti-

quities, and containing models of the excavations carried on

by the generous donor in the neighbourhood. During List

year, more than seven thousand persons visited the museum.

Another building open is King John's House at Tollard

Koyal. This building contains a series of pictures illustrat-

ing the history of painting from the earliest times, commenc-
ing with Egyptian paintings of mummy heads of the

twentieth and twenty-sixth dynasties, ii.c. 1200-528. De-

scriptions of all these places are given in a short guide, re-

cently received, together with illustrations of some of the most

striking features.

Statistics relating to the distribution of rain over the

British Isles have been collated by Mr. G. J. Symons, F.K.S.,

in "IJnli'ih Rainfall," for thirty-four consecutive years. The
rolumc for 1893 resembles former issues so far as the tabular

matter is concerned ; but the great drought rendered the year
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an exceptional one in several respects. .\t twenty-five stations,

only about an inch of rain fell from the end of February to the

end of June, that is, during a period of four months. A curious

point mentioned in connection with the discussion of this re-

markably low rainfall is that among the stations recording

droughts exceeding 120 days, two of the three which head the

list were situated on promontories or projecting parts of the

coast. These were Dungeness, with a period of 127 days,

during which only I '27 inches of rain were measured, and East

Dean (near Beachy Head), where l"iS inches fell in 126 days.

Several remarkably heavy falls in short periods occurred

during the year. At Preston, I '25 inches is estimated to

have fallen in five minutes on August 10 ; but this record

is hardly trustworthy. .\ fall of 062 inch in five minutes

was measured at Shirenewton Hall on June 14. This is

at the rate of 7^44 inches per hour. An extraordinary

lall of rain occurred at Eastbourne in July, and a waterspout

(or cloud burst) caused great damage on the Cheviots in the

same month. Various other remarkable falls of rain are re-

corded in the notes which the observers send to Mr. Symons
with the results of their rain-gauge observations. A discussion

of the relation of the total fall of rain in 1S93 to the average

shows that, taking the whole of the British Isles, the deficiency

was 14 per cent.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Rhesus Monkey (Macacus rhesus) from

India, presented by Mr. II. P. Nicholls ; an Ocelot (Felis

parJalis) from South America, presented by Miss Edith

Zambra ; two Ring Ouzels ( Turiiiis torquatus) from Hungary,

presented by Mr. John Young ; a Herring Gull (Zarwi ar_^enta-

iHs), British, presented by Mr. George Hayes ; a Common
Viper

(
Vipera btnis) from Gloucestershire, presented by Mr.

Barry Burge.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Solar Electrical Energy.— .\ccording to Dr. M. A.

Veeder {Piociedings of the Rochester Academy of Sciences,

vol. ii., July 1894), there is conclusive evidence that magnetic
perturbations are not of thermo-electric origin, and aic- not

connected with heat and light radiations, lie holds, in short,

that there is no correspondence whatever between the behaviour

of magnetic storms and the manner in which thermal and
luminous radiations are originated and propagated from the

sun to the earth. His idea is iliat electrical disturbances upon

the sun are transmitted to the earth not by r.idiation but by

conduction through the impalpable dust and di bris with which
interplanetary space is filled. Such meleorilic particle^ arc

composed of good conducting material, and an exaiuinalion of

a large number of meteorites has shown Dr. Veeder that they

all possess magnetic properties which might have been prO'

duced by long-conlinucd induction. Therefore he thinks ihal

the origin of magnetic storms is as follows :
— " Particular por-

tions ol the sun's surface and cooler immediate suiroundings

arc electrified by what has every mark of being volcanic aciion.

The motion of rotation of the sun carrying forward ihest

charged portions ol its surface, develops currents dynamically

which act inductively along lines of force wherever there is

conducting in.iterial within their scope. There is no convey-

ance by radiation or in a manner similar to that in which heal

and light are conveyed from the sun. The laws governing; the

process are entirely different from ihosc of radiation, and have

reference to the principles of conduction as they appear under

the conditions existing in interplanetary sp.ice. It is a mode of

solar action that is distinct, and that must be considered by

itself.

"

Tem pel's Periodic Comei.—This comet, rediscovered by .|1

Mr. Finlay at the Cape, on May 8, is still visible, and promises (^
to be within the grasp of moderately large instruments for some

time. .M. Schulhof points out in the Aslronomisdie NaclirichUn

that it is desirable that the comet should be followed as long as

possible. The object is becoming more favourably situated
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for observation, and there will be very little diminution in its

light during the next three or four months. Using recent

observations of the position of the comet, M. Schulhof has

computed a new orbit. The following positions are extracted

from the ephemeris based upon the new elements :

—

Ephemcris for Paris Midnight. 'i

1894. R.A. Decl.

Aug. 27

29
3'

Sept. 2

4
6
8

10

12

A New Variable Star.—The Rev. T. E. Espin informs

us. through a Wolsingham Observatory Circular, that the star

DM + 5o°'225i, the position of which is R.A. i6h. r5m.,
Decl. + 50' 47', is variable.
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treated provisionally as a rijiid system moving all as one piece,

which it certainly does not seem to be. For instance, the lead

balls, by their attraction of the gold balls, pull them out of the

perpendicular, so that their distance from the axis is greater than

that given by measurement by the optical compass. The error

amounts, in the case of the lower ball, when the lead is at its

nearest point, to i/io,C)00,cxx3 inch, and I have not taken any
notice of it. When the beam is oscillating through so great an
angle as 100,000 units the centrifugal force only makes the gold

ball move out four times as much, and I have taken no notice of

ihaL Again, when the mirror is under acceleration by the fibre,

the gold balls, hanging 5 and 11 inches below, do not follow

absolutely ; they must lag behind, and so affect the period.

Now in this case the gold balls arc suspended in a manner which
is dynamically equivalent to being at the end of a pendulum 54
miles long, the shortest equivalent pendulum that has ever been
employed in work of this kind ; but short as it is, I have not

thought it worth while to be perluibed by an uncertainty of a

few inches. There is one point which in some of the experiments
only has amounted to a quantity which I do not like to ignore.

It is due to the torsional mobility of the separate fibres, about
which each gold ball hangs, allowinj; them in their rotation to

slightly lag behind the mirror. As I did not see ho* to allow

for it, I applied to Prof. Greenhill, who immediately told me
what to do, and «ho, with Prof. Minchin, spent a day or two in

the country, covering many sheets of paper with logarithms, in

finding and solving for me the resulting cubic equation. The
correction on this account is 1/7850 on the stiffness of the
torsion fibre.

There are four remaining corrections depending on the fact

that besides the gravitating spheres there are the ball-holders

and supporting wires and fiores, all of which produce small hut

definite disturbances in the gravitation. These are all calculated

and allowed for. They are :

—

Disturbances due to brass-holders of lead balls... 1/7320

,, ,, copper ,, gold 1/265,006
Attraction of lead balls for quartz fibres + 1/200,000

,, gold ,, phosphor-bronze wires— 1/115,000

Then in experiment 9 gold cylinders were employed. Mr.
Kdser, of the Royal College of .Science, calculated for me the

correction to be applied if they were treated as spheres ; this

amounted to 1/3300.

I have already mentioned that experiment 8 was made under
more than usually quiet conditions. Such extreme quiet is desir-

able, that I manage to reserve Sunday nights, from midnight to

six or eight in the morning, for observations of deflection and
period. All the other operations can be carried on in the day-

time. Sunday is the only night that is suitable, as the railway

companies spend every other night shunting and making up
trains about a mile away, and this causes such a continuous

clatter and vibration, that hours of work may be lost.

A passing train does not seem so injurious ; but,

fortunately for me, most of the observations were made
during the coal strike, and fewer trains than usual were
running. However, though I may escape from the rattling

traffic of St. fJiles by working at night, and on Sunday nights

am not so badly affected by the trains, I am still not .sure of

quiet even when there is no wind. For instance, at a quarter

to four on Monday morning, Sept. 10, 1893, I was recording

chronographically the passage of every ten divisions. Every-

thing was quite quiet, and at ihc particular moment the marks
on the drum recurred at intervals of about three seconds. Sud-
denly there was a violent non-vibrating lurch of fifteen divisions,

or 150 units, which is enormously greater than anything that

either trains or traffic could produce ; of course, I could make
no further record. The time of the last mark was, allowing

for the known error of the clock, I5h. 44m. I4'3<. This was
er'--- ' •' • ime <lay in my note-book as an earthquake, and
1- Slanilatil I reail an account of a violent carth-
'.

< imania at about the same time. I have not yet

l>ariicuiar!i from Vienna, for which .Mr. Horace Darwin has
wri'trn ; but though the shock reconled in the new>paper seem

" loo laic, preliminary shocks are by no means un-

I cannot help thinking that what I observed was the
'

' 'ani effect of one of these. Of this, however,
I Aas an earthquake that I observed, and not
1 . :ui; to human origin.

Owing 10 the viscosity of the air, which limits the time
during which an observation for period can be made to about
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40 minutes, on .account of the resistance that the slowly moving
mirror and gold balls experience in their passage through it, I

made one experiment, with the view of reducing this difficulty,

by the use of an atmosphere of pure dry hydrogen gas, which
possesses a viscosity only half that of .lir. I did find that on
this account a great advantage could be g.iined ; but this was
more than counterbalanced by the difficulty of gelling up a
sufficient swing in the gas, and of efliciently controlling the

mirror. At the same time, I think that il I had had time to

provide means for feeding the gas into the tube without entering

the corner, and at the same time were to prevent diffusion at

the lower screw, that a little trouble in this direction would be
well rewarded. Meantime I found within the limits of error,

which were greater than without the hydrogen, that the deflec-

tion and the period corrected for the diminished damping were
the same. The chief interest of this experiment lies in the f.ict

that it revealed an action unknown to me, and I believe to

others, that a thin plane glass mirror, silvered and lacquered on
one side, definitely bends to a small extent, becoming slightly

convex on the gl.iss side when in hydrogen, and instantly

recovers its form when surrounded by air again. This happened
many times, producing a change of focus in the telescope of

about five-eighths of an inch. I do not offer any explanation

of the fact.

There is an observation which should be of interest to elas-

ticians. In experiments 4 to S the torsion fibre carried the beam
mirror and the "25 inch gold balls, weighing, with their hooks

and fibres, 5'3I2 grammes. In experiment 9. gold cylinders were

substituted, weighing, with their hooks and fibres, 7976
grammes. The weight of the mirror was '844 gramme. In

consequence of the small increase of load the torsional rigidily

of the fibre fell more than 4 per cent., an amount far too gre.at

to be accounted for by the change of dimensions, even if

Poisson's ratio were as great as J. There is no doubt about the

great reduction in stiffness, for this figure is one of the factors

in the final expression for G, which does not show a change of

more than I part in 1570.

It will not be possible at this late hour to explain how the

observations are treated so as to obtain the value of G. It is

sufficient to state that in one of these clips all the observed

deflections and corrected periods are collected. In the second

all the geometrical observations are collected and reduced, so as

to obtain what I call the geometrical factor, i.e. a number
which, when multiplied by the unknown G, gives the torsion on

the fibre. In the third, the moments of inertia and periods are

made use of to find the actual stiffeness of the fibre in the

several experiments, and in the fourth these are combined so as

to find G. From G the density of the earth A immediately

follows.

The annexed table contains the important particulars of

each experiment. From this it will be seen that the lead balls

were twisted and interchanged in every way, so as to show any

want of gravitational symmetry if it should exist. For instance,

after experiment 7 the ball that was high was made low, the

.side that was outwards was turned inwards, and their dis-

tance apart was reduced by 1/50 inch, but the change in

the result w.as only I pari in 2764. The experiments 7, 8, 9,

10 were made under widely dififerent circumslances. Afler

experiment 8 the gold balls were changed for heavier gold

cylinders, which, as has already been stated, reduced ihe

torsion of the fibre by 4 per cent., but Ihe result is practically

the same as that of experiment 7. I then broke the end of ihe

torsion fibre. After keeping it in London three monlhs, I

broke the other end. I then rcsoldered each end and put the

fibre back in its place, and after making every observation afresh,

found with the new shorter and stiffer fibre a result diflering

from that of experiment 8 by only i part in 27,635, These four

experiments were all made under favourable circumslances, and

on ibis account I feel more able to rely upon them than on the

earlier ones, which were subject to greater uncertainty. The

last experiment was made under most unfavourable conditions.

The periods and deflections were taken in the first four hours

alter midnight, then, afler a few hours' sleep, and far too sooii

for Ihe temperature to have quieted down, I took the period

with Ihe counlerwcighl, but w.as only able to give ten minutes,

as 1 had to catch a train in order to be able to give my mid-

day lecture at South Kensington. It is not surprising that

under such conditions a difference of I part in 600 should arise.

There is a difference of about Ihe same order of magnitude

between the earlier experiments and the favourable four. There
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is one point about the figures that I should like to mention.
No results were calculated till long after the completion of the

last experiment. Had I known how the figures were coming out,

it would have been impossible to have been biassed in taking the

periods and deflections. Even the calculating boys could not
have discovered whether the observed elongations were such as

would give a definite point of rest. I made my observations,

and the figure; were copied at once in ink into the books, where
afterwards they left my hands and were ground out by the cal-

culating machine. The agreement, such as it is, between my
results is therefore in no way the effect of bias, for I had no
notion till last May what they would be.

escape from that perpetual comnand to come bick to my work
in London ; so I must then leave it, feeling suri that the next
step can only be made by my methods, but by some one more
blest in this world than myself.

SCIENCE IN THE MAGAZINES.
TN the August magazines received by us, science is but poorly

represented. A brief mention of the more important
articles will therefore be sufficient this month.

Mr. Benjamin Kidd's work on " Social Evolution " has fur-

d
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6
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situations. (2) Plantations have not usually been formed of

the best degree of density for the given kinds of trees selected

for planting. (3) A sufficient density of crop has not always

been maintained during the subsequent periods of the natural

development of the trees. It is finally concluded that
— " Better

results than can at present be reasonably expected would

probably be obtained if State aid were freely granted towards

the dissemination of sound instruction concerning sylviculture ;

and the only proper places for bringing this within the reach of

the future landowners, and of young men of goodeducation, are

undoubtedly the great Universities."

Messrs. T. G. Allen and W. L. Sachtleben continue, in the

Ctntury, the description of their journey "Across Asia on a

Bicycle." from Constantinople to Pekin. Dr. \V. T. G.

Morton's claims to the discovery of anxslhesia are championed

by Mr E. L. Snell. It will be remembered by readers of this

monthly summary that the January number of the Century con-

tained an article in which iliss E. B. Simpson told the story of

her distinguished father's discovery of the anaesthetic properties

of chloroform in 1847. It is now shown that, in the pre-

ceding year. Dr. Morton publicly demonstrated the use of

sulphuric ether in producing anasthesia, at the Massachusetts

General Hospital.

A passing mention will suffice for the remaining articles of

scientific interest in the current magazines. Mr. .\. H. Savage-

Landor describes a visit to Corea, in the Forlnii;htl}'. Some
of the possibilities of the phonograph are foreshadowed in

Scribncr, by Octave Usanne. Longman's Magazine contains

"While Sea Letters, 1893," by Mr. K. Trevor- Battye.

Naturalists will find the letters interesting. Under the title

"Land Crabs," Mr. E. Step contributes to Good Words a

popular description 1 f such terrestrial crustaceans as Geearcinus

riiriccla and various members of the genus Gelasimus. Tinally,

the vivisection controversy is continued in the Humanitarian,
and the man-like apes in the Gardens of the Zoological Society

are described in the English Illustrated.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, June 21.— "Researches on the Structure,

Ori;anisalion, and Classification of the Fossil Replilia.

Part IX. Section 4. On the Gomphodontia." By H. G.

Seeley, F.R.S.
" On .an Instrument for Indicating and Measuring Difference

of Phase between E.M.F. and Current in any Alternating

Cuirent System." By Major P. Cardew, R.E.
" On the Difference of Poltnlial that may be established at

the Surface of the Groimd immediately above and at v.irious

Distances from a Kuiitd Mass of Melal Charge from a High
Pres.sure Electric Light Supply." By Major Cardew, R.E.,

and Major Bagnold, R.E.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, August 13.—M. Loewy in the
1

chair.—The death of M. Gustave Cotleau (August 10) was
annoii need : the deceased correspondent was an authority on sea-

iirchina. —Note on the long-period meteorograph to be placed

in Mont Blanc Observatory, by M. J. Janssen. A description

is given of the arrangements for automatically registering during

eight months the indications of the barometer, thermometey,

and hyKnimctcr, and the speed and direction o( the wind.

—

New researches on the infra-red region of the solar spectrum,

by M. Langli y. The author shows that a peifecled arrange-

ment of the bolometer is able, by means of automatically photo-

itra^hing the movements of the galvanometer needle, to furnish

lete record in an hour of the infra-red region of the solar

m with very great accuracy. Tlie accuracy obtained is

illu "inicd by the case of the D lines in the visible part of the

spectrum ; the method indicates very clearly the Nl line

• '' -'fig between D, and D,. Crystals collect at the

.art of a less dense solution, by M. Lecoq de Bois-

If a saturated solution of carbonate and thio-

>ul|>lir>le of sodium be s.aturated with sodium sulphide

(Na,S. 911,0) and a quantity of the latter placed at the bottom
of the solution .ind a small fragment supported near the surface,

io the course of a few days or weeks the additional sodium
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sulphide is found collected round the fragment on the support.
By the solution of the crystallised sulphide the bulk
of the solution increases in a grciter ratio than the
weight, and hence its specific gravity is lowered.—.\

new use of Pliicker's conoid, by M. A. Mannheim.

—

New arithmetical theorems, by Pcre Pepin.—Remarks on the
electrochemical graphic method of studying alternating currents,

by M. .•\. Blondel.—.Application of auto-collimation to the

measurement of indices of refraction, by M. Fery.—On the
specific heat of liquid sulphurous anhydride, by M. E. Mathi.as.

A general method is described. The true specific heat of liquid

sulphur dioxide is always positive and increases constantly and
indefinitely with the temperature. A table is given showing
the value of m between - 20° and -r 1 55 '5°. Between - 20°

and -r 130°, m — 0'3i7i2 + 00003507/ -I- o '000006762/-'. At
I55'5°t '" = 2'98o.— CJn benzoylquinine, by M. \. Wunsch.
The base has been obtained in clear, colourless prisms, insoluble

in water. It dissolves easily in alcohol, benzene, chloroform,
petroleum ether, carbon bisulphide, and ether. It has the com-
position C2(,H„3(C|jIl5C0)Nj02, and melts at 139^ without de-

composition. The following salts have been examined : the

basic and normal hydrochlorides, and the basic salicylate, tar-

trate, and succinate.—On the heart in some orthoptera, by M.
A. Kowalevsky.—On the peritheca; of the vine mildew
{Uncinula spiralis), by M. Pierre Viala. The abundance of

peritheca; found in 1893 fully confirms the identity of Erysiphe
Tuckeri with Uncinula spiralis. The parasite noted by bary
on the conidiophores of mildew, Cicinnobolus Cesatii, was
abundantly developed in 1S93 in the perithecje of Uncinula
spiralis. The author also describes a peculiar parasitic

bacterium.

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, and SBRIALS RBCEIVBD.
Books.—Alembic Club Reprints. \o. 7—The Discovery of Oxygen,

Pan I : Dr. J. Priestley (Edinburgh, Clay).—Annual Report of the Depart-
ment of Mines and Acricviliure, New South Wales, 1893 (Sydney, Potter).—
Hygiene: Dr. J. L. Notter and R. H. Firth (Longmans).

Pamhilets.—Ueberden O,>motischen Druck von LOsunKcn von endlicher
Konzentrniion : T. Ewan (Leipzig).—The Glaciaiion of the West of Scot-
land : D. RcU (Glasgow).—On the Selection of suitable Instrumenls for

Photographing the Solar Corona during Total Solar Eclipses: A. Taylor
(Dublin).- Les Grands Instruments dc L'Avcnir par ^L Alvan Clark et la

Fabrication des Grands Objcctifs d'Astroaomie par M. Mantois (Pahs).

Serials.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, August (Philadelphia).

—

Michigan State Agricultural College Experiment Station, Horticultural

Department, Uullctin 3 (Michigan).—Journal of the College of Science,

Imperial University, Japan, Vol. 6, Part 4. and Vol. 7, Part i (Tr.kyr').—

Mittheilungcn der Deutschen Gesellschaft fiir Natur und Vilkerkundc
Ostasicns in Toki^. Supplement, Heft t./u Band 6(Tokio).—Roy»l Natural
Historj*, Part 10 (Wamc).—Journal de Physique, August (Pans).— L'An*
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A THEORY OF THE GLACIAL DEPOSITS.

Papers and Notes on the Glacial Geology of Great

Britain and Ireland. By the late Henry Carvill

Lewis, ^!.A., F.G.S. (London: Longmans, Green, and

Co., 1894.)

THEY are wrong who think that little is left in Eng-

land for a geologist to discover or do. Not only

are there gaps to be filled up, and doubtful points to be

made certain, but even whole fields remain where if

labourers have been at work they have as yet reaped

little fruit. Especially may an Alexander, sighing for a

fresh world, be invited to turn his attention to what are

called the glacial deposits. In area they extend over the

greater part of the British Isles ; in variety they far ex-

ceed the Archseans ; in difference of opinion about them

they would also exceed Archsans, if such an excess be

possible. They have difficulties peculiarly their own. It

is well said by the editor of this volume that in glacial

geology not merely the interpretation of facts is debated,

but there is dispute as to what the facts are themselves.

Geologists of repute go to the same section, see the same
phenomena, and describe them in contradictory terms.

Mr. Clement Reid surveys the Cromer cliffs, and figures

chalk masses ploughed up by glaciers. Mr. Mellard

Reade examines the same cliffs, and sketches chalk

masses dropped down by ice-floes. The questions con-

nected with these deposits have been raised on the hills of

Nicaragua and the banks of the Amazon. As their range

of space, so their range of time : glacial phenomena have

been described from the Permian epoch, and the Car-

boniferous. They seem to claim all time and all space

as their province.

To conquer such a world is needed an Alexander in

truth. Such an one some friends hoped they saw risen

in the student whose remains are now given to the world.

Those who knew Carvill Lewis, who knew his ability,

energy, enthusiasm, perseverance, with his equipment of

knowledge, travel, and means, when they saw him devote
all these to his study of glacial deposits, thought that

nov,r :U last order would emerge out of chaos ; that what
Sedgwick and Murchison did for the Grauwacke he might
ilo for the Drift. His early death destroyed these hopes,

quenching a kindled light. We' have, however, in this

volume a not unworthy memorial ; no mean contribution

to science. It is a record of the ideas he had formed or

was forming, in some respects more valuable than a
completed treatise would have been. For here we discover
his plans, ideas, observations ; his opinions, formed,
corrected, abandoned ; together with an immense mass
of materials, collected out of previous writers, abstracted,

arranged, and criticised. Dr. Crosskey has performed his

most difficult task of editing with extreme tact and judg-
ment. " I venture," he says in his introduction, " to set

aside the injunction laid upon me to ' criticise ' as well

as to arrange and edit." .V high proof this of fitness

for such a task ; it makes of correspondingly high value
the two or three criticisms which he does pronounce.
Sad that we should be presented with a volume doubly
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posthumous ; that science must mourn the loss of editor

as well as of author. But science should be grateful

for what she has gained. The gain is great. Here we
have presented a theory of the glacial deposits which,

whether the truth or no, is certainly clear, consistent,

rational, and moderate in its demands. Probably

it will not ultimately be accepted as complete ; assuredly

it will not at once convince every sceptic, or even create

an orthodox belief; but it may do much to destroy some
current absurdities, it does bring out clearly some
neglected truths, and it should form a very convenient

working hypothesis to direct our reflection and research.

The volume consists of introductions by Dr. Crosskey

and Mrs. Lewis, five entire papers, a mass of extracts

from note-books, some memoranda and brief essays, with

two appendices. One of these might, perhaps, be spared.

We are keen to know what Carvill Lewis thought, but

not so much what another thinks he would have thought

on sections which he did not see. The other appendix,
" Field Notes from Switzerland," though introduced with

an apology, is inseparably connected with the rest of

the notes, an essential part of the book. If dates could

have been added to the extracts from note-books, it

would have helped a reader to perceive which of the

writer's varying views was his latest.

Prof. Lewis concerned himself little with the causes of

the glacial epoch, though one or two shrewd remarks will

be found. He devoted his research and thought to the in-

terpretation of the effects which that epoch produced, of

what occurred during the period, of what its phenomena
represent. His fundamental idea pictures many separate

glaciers originating from separate centres of high ground,

spreading from these centres till they meet, then still

retaining their separate individualities in the motions of

the continuous ice-cap into which they have joined.

His guiding principles are that such separate indi-

vidualities can be traced by the peculiarities of the stones

transported ; still more, that the furthest advance of

such glaciers must be marked by a moraine, or by some
visible boundary of like nature. The tracing of these

boundaries he made an especial work, and he believed

himself to have followed them across England, through

Yorkshire wolds and Welsh mountains, from the Humber
to the Bristol Channel. As a consequence of prime im-

portance, he lays down that such advancing glaciers

would frequently dam the courses of rivers, and that the

lakes formed by the ponded-up waters would produce
deposits of their own. Such deposits he continually

recognises and describes. Especially he maintains that

the Scandinavian ice met the British, and damming
the waters of the Humber and the Wash, created an
enormous lake, which drowned all England east of the

Pennines and north of the Thames. This vast sheet of

fresh water he regards as the manufactory and manu-
facturer of all those deposits in East Anglia and the

Midlands which are commonly called by us glacial

And whatever difficulties may lie in the way of this

hypothesis, it is certainly remarkable that the highest

level of such deposits at Flamborough Head (according

to Lamplugh), on the Lincolnshire Wolds (according to

Jukes-Browne), in East Anglia (according to Survey
Memoirs), together with the lowest level of passes

across the central watershed (as I infer from a map of

T
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Stanford's), should all deviate little from the 400-feet

contour line.

The volume is full of minute observations and acute

remarks. Readers will lind many cherished beliefs

rudely handled ;
perhaps may feel some of them shaken.

What a heresy is his denial of the three-fold division of the

Drift. In disbelief of interglacial periods he has had pre-

decessors. Herr Penck will find the assertion that fre-

quent and finely striated stones in a clay are an argument

against that clay being ground-moraine. Neither con-

tortions nor groovings are here invariably ascribed

to a glacier ; on the contrary, he explains most

such when they occur as products of his lakes or his

moraines. He has seen no evidence (in Switzerland)

for glacier excavation of lakes). He expresses opinions

freely and forcibly : it is refreshing to read that " much
rubbish has been written on the Cromer clitTs." The

doctrine of a post-pliocene great marine submergence he

believes " the most pernicious one ever propounded in

geology.'' Amusing is his description of the " remark-

able properties of this sea, wholly unlike any known sea.

It made till and eroded till : it filled some regions with

drift, while others it cleared utterly of all drift; its ice-

bergs made stria;, while its waters washed them away.'

It is true that like language might be applied to the

effects of glaciers, as described by some of theiradmirers.

Probably it did not occur to him that with regard to them

any expression of opinion was needed.

The author's own views offer points for an opponent's

attack. While he cannot induce himself to believe in a

thousand feet of submergence, it seems to him simple

for Scotch ice to have climbed a thousand feet up a
j

Welsh hill, and easy for it to have pushed por- :

tions of the sea-bottom to the top. He repeatedly .

distinguishes between clay formed under a glacier (till) 1

and clay formed in a glacier lake (boulder-clay). But

when he sees only till at Filey, and only boulder-clay in

East .-Vnglia, it is not easy to make out which of their

points of difference are the critical ones. He makes

several references to stria; as indicating direction of

ice-motion. Yet his ultimate conclusion appears to be

that the shape of the striic depends only on the slope of

the rock, and, except on level ground, gives no guide to

the direction of motion. He frequently insists on the

effects of great floods and debacles which would result

from his glacier-dam lakes, but he does not indicate the

way in which these catastrophes would be brought about.

"1 believe," he says, "that the Scandinavian ice-sheet

would temporarily dam up the I lumber and form a great

inland lake, which would pour over the country to the

south in debacles, making gravels " The water

would rise steadily to a level of overflow, but how would

a dc'bacic be thereby produced .' Such floods seem no

necessary part of his theory ; however, his belief in them

is firm.

To decipher field notes intended only for the writer's

own eye, must have been a most difficult task. It has

been performed with remarkable success : of course,

mistakes have not entirely been avoided, but probably

each will be obvious to and easily corrected by any reader

who is concerned with the case. In the illustrations on

pages 322-4, some clays are marked " Permian." There

is no Permian clay in that neighbourhood ; the word
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should evidently be Pennine, a designation for a division

of the Midland boulder-clay.

Prof Carvill Lewis began his studies in Pennsylvania,

and there obtained his conceptions of moraines as
'• high-tide marks" for glaciers. He came to the British

Isles for explanations of phenomena which perplexed

him in America. In Ireland he sought and thought he
found a solution of Transatlantic problems. He ex-

tended his researches over England and Scotland, and

visited the Alps to see existing glaciers. The ideal order

of study would be to begin by learning all about ice, and

then applying the acquired knowledge to these questions.

But practically all, even Carvill Lewis, begin upon de-

posits said to be glacial, though all do not goon to examine

actual ice ; and very few can study its grandest manifest-

ations. It is much to be wished that such a geologist as

he could spend some summers and winters round Green-

land and Hudson's Bay. If to this he could add an

acquaintance with Antarctic ice, he would have an equip-

ment ofappropriate knowledge such as no one has yet

brought to bear on the question. Vet even so there is,

perhaps, no spot on the earth where we can now see a

glacier advancing across unglaciated lands : a cause

whose effect is freely invoked by various writers on

this question. However, we must use as best we can

such means as we possess. Two characteristics of

Carvill Lewis seem especially worthy of our imitation, viz.,

his untiring assiduity—we are told that he traversed the

country between Cork and Mallow six separate times ; and

his readiness to acknowledge mistake and correct it

—

he completely retracts more than one opinion at first

freely expressed. If any critic had condemned this as

" a complete change of front," he would probably have

answered, " I am ready to front any way where I see a

road to truth."

An estimate of the advance which this book will have

made towards a full and true theory is only possible to

an infallible critic. His idea, that there ought to be a

definite mark of the furthest extension of a glacier, seems

to me a correct one : if so, such marks should be sought

for. His clear conception of the power and .action of

floating ice deserves to be studied and developed. His

distinctions between the products beneath an ice-sheet

(till), adjacent to an ice-sheet (moraine), beyond the ice-

sheet, but in waters washing it (boulder clay), are real

distinctions of the highest importance. Surely there must

be criteria of difference, whether the author has arrived

at them or not Surely when such criteria are ascer-

tained, we shall be very near the solution of one side of

the glacial problem. Still would remain for study another

side : What brought that problem into existence ;
what

was really the cause of the Ice Age?
E. Hi 1.1..

UNIVERSITY EXTEXSJON.
j

Aspects of Modern Study. Pp. 1S7. (London :
Mac-

millan and Co., 1 894.)

•"pHlS volume consists of addresses delivered by Lord

1 Playfair, Sir James Paget, Prof. Max .Muller, the
j

Duke of Argyll, and Canon Browne, among others, to
j

students of the London Society for the Extension of

University Teaching, at annu.al meetings held at th
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Mansion House since i885. In most of the addresses,

special aspects of study are considered, but those by

Lord Playfairand Canon Browne deal with the Extension

movement itself.

Men of science, as a rule, look askance at University

Extension lectures. They know that there is no royal

road to scientific knowledge, and believe that popular

lectures of a " peep-show " kind have no place in a

pr operly organised educational system. This is true to

some extent. Popular lectures of any sort, whether de-

livered at the Royal Institution or in a village club, are

of little use to the practical student of science. They
are useful, however, in bringing people into touch with

current opinions, and in creating an interest in scientific

things.

The subject of Lord Playfair's address is the evolution

of University Extension as a part of popular education.

After people have heard lectures, they desire to found in-

stitutions in which instruction is regularly given. Out of

the single and unconnected penny readings in the early

part of this century grew the Mechanics' Institutes that,

in the Midlands and the North, have helped on the cause

of education. It was, of course, inevitable that the com-
mittees of these institutes should sometimes have had

queer ideas as to the kind of programme which should

be offered to the community. Lord Playfair says that

one of the most prosperous of them asked him to give a

single lecture on chemistry in 1846, and sent him the

programme for the preceding year as an inducement to

accept the invitation. It was as follows ;

—
" Wit and

Humour, with Comic Songs—Women Treated in a Novel

Manner— Legerdemain and Spirit-rapping—The Devil

<with illustrations)—The Heavenly Bodies and the Stellar

System— Palestine and the Holy Land—Speeches by

Eminent Friends of Education, interspersed with Music,

to be followed by a Ball. Price to the whole 2s. 6d.

Refreshments in an Anteroom." Even now, programmes
of this motley character can be found at many of the large

workmen's clubs in the East End, and though most

educationists consider tbem to be " awful examples,"

the fact that the science lectures are usually ver)- largely

attended testifies to a desire for knowledge, which often

leads to systematic study. The University Extension

scheme has certainly done something to mould this de-

mand for popular instruction. When interest has been
awakened by a pioneer lecture, it becomes a compara-
tively easy matter to run a successful course of six or

twelve lectures. And if such courses are linked together

in proper sequence, it cannot be denied that advantage

must accrue from them. For, to use a simile of Lord
Playfair's, not only does the lecturer scatter inform-

ation broadcast among his audience, trusting that

some of it will fall on fertile soil, but, in the class after

each Extension lecture, he acts as a tutor and is able to

treat the students individually, giving each mind the

attention conducive to the production of good results.

The great difficulty, however, is with regard to practical

work. Every man of science feels that, so far as serious

study is concerned, lectures should take a secondary

place in a scheme of instruction. Observations in the

field, laboratory, or observatory, are absolutely neces-

sary for a proper appreciation of the facts and
phenomena of nature ; and, until some provision is made
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for this kind of work, the science lectures will be con-

sidered little more than a form of recreation.

Sir James Paget's address is concerned with the study

of science. He points out that a scientific mind should

be educated in four ways, viz. (i) in the power of observ-

ing, (2) in accuracy, (3) in the difficulty of ascertaining

truth, (4.) in proceeding from the knowledge of what is

proved to the thinking of what is probable. The subject

of Prof. Max Miiller's address is " Some Lessons of

Antiquity," and that of the Duke of Argyll, "The Appli-

cation of the Historical .Method to Economic Science."

The addresses are interesting from many points of

view, and they help to define the role of courses

of University Extension lectures in our educational

system. R. A. GREGORY.

SOME RECENT WORKS ON ELECTRICITY.
(i) Electric Traction on Railways and Tramways. By
Anthony Reckenzann, C.E. (London : Biggs and Co.)

(2) Portative Electricity. By J. T. Niblett. (London :

Biggs and Co.)

(3) First Principles of Electrical Engineering. By C. H.

W. Biggs. New edition, partly rewritten and ex-

tended. (London : Biggs and Co.)

(4) Electrical Distribution, its Theory and Practice. Part

i., by Martin Hamilton Kilgour. Part ii., by H. Swan
and C. H. W. Biggs. (London ; Biggs and Co.)

(5) Town Councillors' Handbook to Electric Lighting. By
N. Scott Russell, M.Inst.C.E. (London: Biggs and

Co.)

(i) T^HE present state of electric traction is precisely

jL given, and the various methods and constructive

details at present in use described. The best modern

examples of traction are explained, with many excellent

illustrations. In particular may be mentioned the pro-

posed St. Louis and Chicago high-speed electric rail-

way, designed to convey passengers 250 miles in two

and a half hours. Much useful information has been

collected from the various electrical journals and Trans-

actions, and a handbook formed, which is sure to be of

great service to practical men. We notice that the

words "energy," " power," and " work " are used in the

popular rather than in the exact scientific sense ; but

this circumstance detracts little from the value of the

work.

(2) This little work is described as being " A Treatise on

the -Application, Methods of Construction, and the Man-

agement of Portable Secondary Batteries." It has been

written mainly for the benefit of those who find this form

of stored energy of service for economic, artistic, or

scientific purposes. Part i. deals with applications

to mining operations, domestic use, medical and other

scientific purposes, the Army and Navy, carriage light-

ing, and traction and decoration. In a popular form we

are presented with much information that will be very

useful to anyone contemplating some of these special

uses of electricity. Many of these are recent and novel,

and not to be found in any other work with which we are

acquainted.

Part ii. is occupied with the description and manage-

ment of primary and secondary batteries and their
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adjuncts. It is an excellent small book, suitably

illustrated.

(3) This is described as an '• attempt to provide an ele-

mentary book for those who are intending to enter the

profession of electrical engineering.'' In a very enter-

taining and humorous preface the author at once enlists

the sympathy of the ordinary reader in general, and of

the reviewer in particular. After its perusal the latter

feels prepared to find much that is novel in treatment and

revolutionary in substance in the work itself, but he finds .

that his anticipations are only realised to a moderate

degree. The so-called "Inductive Circuit" is easily

recognised as an old friend under a new name. The
equation of the condenser, usually written

Quantity = Capacity x Potential-DifTerence,

is given by the author in the form

Accumulation x Resist.ince = Electrical Pressure,

wherein he regards inductive resistance as bearing the

same relation to capacity that electrical resistance does

to electrical conductivity. The only advantage we can

see in this notion is that it brings out clearly the fact

that condenser capacities combine according to the same

law as electrical conductivities. Again, the author

imagines the " sapient critic " to laugh at his views of

"loops" and" unlooping" in connection with the lines

of force of a magnetic field, and puts a question to him

which he evidently regards as a poser of the first water.

He says :
" Your teaching involves cutting here, there,

and everywhere—first in this direction, then in that ; but

though you tell us what happens when you cut ' lines of

force,' you say nothing of what happens when your con-

ductor leaves those lines of force. You bring your con-

ductor to be acted upon by lines of force, but although

you also take your conductor from those lines of force,

you recognise no reverse action. All your cry is ' Cut,'

'cut,"cut,'&c.,&c."

This is of course veritable moonshine. Every elec-

trician is aware that every line of force forms a closed

loop, and that "cutting" necessarily involves looping

or unlooping, as the case may be, and vice versa, when-

ever the conductor forms a closed circuit.

The first principles of the dynamo arc clearly and

accurately given, though a worse illustration than that of

agramme ring on p. 152 is not often to be seen. How-
ever, it is good to see a clear distinction between

"energy" and the "rate of its production," all the

more noticeable by reason of its rarity in recent elec-

trical books.

Notwithstanding its eccentricity, the book will be

useful to a certain class of student.

(4) Mr. Kilgour considers scientifically the design of

systems of distribution which shall give maximum
economy with satisfactory working results. This sub-

ject was initiated by the valuable papers of Lord Kelvin

and of Profs. Ayrton and I'erry. In 1881 the former

considered the problem of finding the cross-sectional

area of copper required for a conductor to transmit a

given current in order that the total annual expenditure

for the energy wasted in the conductor, and for interest,

depreciation, and repairs on the conductor should be a

minimum. This problem is now historical. It was on
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this occasion, the meeting of the British Association in

the year mentioned, that Lord Kelvin first brought before

engineers the fact that the relation between the size of

the conductor and the current strength should be governed

by economical considerations. As stated by Mr. Kilgour,

six quantities are involved in an important manner, viz. :

—

\', the pressure in volts at end of feeder near to genera-

tors ; V, the pressure in volts at end of feeder remote

from generators ; C, the current strength in amperes

flowing through the feeder; P, the watts delivered to

feeder
; p, the watts delivered by feeder ; and .r, the

cross-sectional area in square inches of the copper of

feeder. These six quantities are obviously connected

by three relations ; we may further assume two other

relations between them, and then a sixth relation deduced

from economical considerations suffices to determine the

whole of the six quantities. The two assumed relations

may take the form of two of the quantities being given.

This is what usually happens, and is always the case in

the author's discussion. Of the fifteen possible cases

Lord Kelvin investigated, that in which t' and C are

given ; Prof Ayrton, that in w hich V and C, and also

that in which V and x are given ; while Prof. Ayrton and

Perry, in conjunction, before the Society of Telegraph

Engineers and Electricians in 1SS6, considered V and p
to be given quantities. The remaining eleven cases are

completely examined by Mr. Kilgour, and in doing so, as

well as by giving a clear exposition of the whole subject,

he has rendered valuable service. To all those who are

concerned with the design of systems of distribution, this

part of the work will be found to be of high interest and

usefulness. In Part ii. will be found a collection of de-

scriptions of the systems which practical men have

gradually evolved by knowledge and experience. The

best mains and culverts, and also the means of main-

taining them in a state of efficiency, in use in England

and on the continent, are described in detail with a large

number of excellent illustrations. The compilers have

shown good judgment in the selections they have made

from the many systems that have been adopted.

( 5) This work is intended to afford to County Councillors

and others similarly placed some information likely to be

of use to them in dealing with questions of central station

lighting. It is a small and unpretending work of some

forty pages, and seems to have accomplished the object

in view.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
The First Technical College. By A. Humboldt Sexton.

Pp. 188. 1894. (London : Chapman and Hall.)

WniiN John Anderson became Professor of Natural

Philosophy in the University of Glasgow, in 1786, he

began to give instruction in science to persons engaged
]

in industries. This was the beginning of technical '

education, and the future of the new line of study was

to some extent provided for in C.lasgow by its founder

bci|ueathing the whole of his property " to the public

for the good of mankind and tlie improvement of science in

an institution to be denominated Anderson's University."

The total value of the property, however, was only about

/^looo, and this, as Prof Sexton remarks, was a small

sum wherewith to start a new university which was to

revolutionise the education of the country. Hut the gift

formed a nucleus which attracted other benefactions,

%
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and, after a short time, sufficient funds were raised to

appoint a Professor of Natural Philosophy and Chemistry.

Dr. Thomas Garnett was nominated for this post in May,

1796. Three years later Count Rumford founded the

Royal Institution, and Garnett accepted the first pro-

fessorship in it. He was succeeded at the Ander-

son's Institution by Dr. George Birkbeck, who after-

wards assisted in founding the well-known Birkbeck

Insiitution in London. Dr. lire next occupied the chair,

and when he retired it was decided to appoint two

professors—one of Natural Philosophy and one of

Chemistry. Among the men who occupied the former

chair at different times were Dr. William Heron, Dr.

John Taylor, Prof. Carey Foster, and Prof A. S. Her-

schel. The chair of chemistry was successively filled by
Thomas Graham, Dr. William Gregory, Dr. Penny, Dr.

T. E. Thorpe, and Prof. Dittmar. About 1830 Graham
established a public laboratory for experimental work in

chemistry, the tirst of its kind in Great Britain, and
among the students who worked in it were Dr. James
Young, Lord Playfair, and Dr. Walter Crum. Into the

various changes which the institution has undergone we
do not propose to enter. Suffice it to say that Ander-
son's College, the Mechanics' Institute, and the Allan

Glen's School were united in 18S2 to form the Glas-

gow and West of Scotland Technical College. The
Mechanics' Institution, or College of Science and Arts,

mentioned in this connection, was founded in 1823 as the

result of the secession of some members of the .Ander-

son's Institution. Lord Kelvin and his brother, the late

Prof James Thomson, studied for some time at the former
institution.

The present Technical College, and the institutions

from which it was formed, has had many distinguished
men among its teachers and students. Prof. Sexton's

history of the whole organisation is not merely of local

interest, but appeals to all interested in the growth of

technical education. The illustrations in his book are
numerous, but mostly very bad, and the descriptive text

might have been far more brightly written.

Practical Work in General Physics. By W. G. WooU-
combe, M.A., B.Sc. Pp. 83. (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1894.)

Instruction in practical physics is steadily, though very
slowly, gaining ground in our schools and colleges. The
tardy recognition of the great importance of this kind of

work is doubtless due to the fact that practical physics
does not bear directly on industrial and commercial pur-
suits. But, for training the mind, there is no better means
than a course of physical laboratory practice. The hand
is exercised in delicacy of manipulation ; the eye is led to

perceive instead of seeing things vacantly ; and the mind
is trained to make scientific deductions from observed
facts. Whether a boy is designed to be a politician or a
preacher, whether it is intended that he should follow the
law or be sacrificed to science, in fact, no matter what
the calling or profession in which he has to work his way
through life, by far the best mode of obtaining the ac-
curacy of observation and deduction desirable in everj--

one, is through instruction in practical physics. It is be-
cause we believe this, that we welcome any indication of
the extension of such knowledge. Mr. WooUcombe is

the author of a little book on practical work in heat,
which we were able to commend when it appeared. The
present volume deserves the same praise that we gave
the previous one. It begins with descriptions of such
instruments as the linear vernier, sliding callipers, micro-
meter screw gauge, and balance, and passes on to the
measurement of length, area, and volume. The experi-
ments performed under these heads lead naturally to the
determination of the densities of solids, liquids, and
.gases, and then to Boyle's Law, the barometer, and capil-
Jarity. This order is practically the same as that fol-
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lowed in " A First Course of Physical Laboratory Practice,"

by Prof. .\. M. Worthington, F.R.S., published eight

years ago. Indeed, Mr. Woollcombe's book reminds us of

Prof. Worthington's in more than one respect; but a
similarity of gradation and general treatment almost

inevitably exists between books covering the same
ground.
The author is among those who take every oppor-

tunity of correcting the sense in which the word
weight is generally understood. An aphorism of his

worth quoting is :
" We can no more lock up forces in

a box than Pandora could imprison Hope in a casket, so

that it is incorrect to talk of a box of weights— xht. cor-

rect term being a box of masses." We hope that a time

will come when books similar to the one under notice

will be required in all our public schools and colleges.

Manual of Practical Logarithms. By W. N. Wilson,

M.A. (London : Rivington, Percival, and Co., 1894.)

The great importance of a sound knowledge of the use

of logarithms, and the frequency of their application in the

majority of sciences, is sufficient to account for the

appearance of such books as that under review, entirely

devoted to their exposition. The subject is treated to a
small extent in many of the larger text-books on algebra

and trigonometry, but their insertion there is more to

acquaint the student with the principles than to give

him a good working knowledge, which can only be
obtained by constant solving of problems.

In the book which we have under notice, the author
assumes that the reader has had such a smatter-

ing of the subject as above suggested, since he
purposely omits the propositions and formuls found
in most of the text-books, and devotes his whole atten-

tion to the treatment of various methods of solving prob-

lems with their aid. The examples dealt with, illustrate

those branches of arithmetic, algebra, plane trigonometry,
and mensuration, and those that are worked out are

given in the forms that the student himself is advised
to adopt.

The author deviates here from the usual method of writ-

ing the characteristic before the mantissa, by placing it

afterwards. His reason for doing so is that he thus
avoids the necessity of using the old and clumsy nota-

tion, as he calls it, for denoting the combination of a
negative characteristic with a positive mantissa. The
method here adopted has, no doubt, its advantages, and
might facilitate matters for beginners, who nearly always
find this a difficult point to surmount.
The reader is supplied with plenty of examples to

practise his ingenuity upon, many of them being selected

from various examination papers for the Army, Navy
Oxford, and Cambridge, &c.

In the absence of any external assistance, close at-

tention to the methods of solution employed in the book
should give the reader a good insight not only in the right

way of handling and becoming familiar with tables, but
in the art of successfully attackmg problems by their aid.

W. J. L.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[7he Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake
to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejectea

manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Nature.
Ho notice is taken of anonymous communications. ]

Towards the Efficiency of Sails, Windmills, Screw-
Propellers, in Water and Air, and Aeroplanes.

The discussion of this day week, on flying machine^, in the

British Associ.ition was not, for want of lime, carried so far as

to prove from the numerical results of observation put before

the meeting by Mr. Ma.xim, that the resistance of the air against
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a thin stiff plane caused to move at sixty miles an hour through

it, in a direction inclined to the plane at a slope of about one

in eight, was found to be about fifty-three times as great as the

estimate given by th= old "theorelical "
(!) formula, and some-

thing like five or ten times that calculated from a formula

written on the black-board by Lord Rayleigh, as from a

previous communication to the British Association at its

Glasgow meeiing in 1S76.

I had always lelt that there was no validity, even for rough

or probable estimates, in any of the "theoretical " investigations

hitherto published : but how wildly they all fall short of the truth

I did not know until I have had opportunity in the last few

days, frocul negoliis, to examine some of the observational

results which Maxim gave us in the introduction to his paper.

On the other hand, I have never doubted but that the true

theory was to be found in what I was taught conversationally by

William Froude twenty years ago, and which, though I do not

know of its having been anywhere published hitherto, is clearly

and tersely expressed in the following sentence which I quote

Irom a type-written copy, kindly given me by Mr. Maxim, of

his paper of last week :

—

" The advantages arising from driving the aeroplanes on to

new air, the inertia of which has not been disturbed, is clearly

shown in these experiments."

Founding on this principle, I have at last, I believe, suc-

ceeded in calculating, with some approach to accuracy, the force

required to keep a long, narrow, rectangular plane moving
through the air with a given constant velocity, \', in a direction

perpendicular to its length, /, and inclined at any small angle, ;,

to its breadth, a. In a paper, which I hope to be able to com-
municate to the Philosophical Magazine in time for publication

in its next October number, I intend to give the investigation,

including consideration of "skin-resistance" and proof that it

is of comparatively small importance when / is not much less

than I 10, or i 20, of a radian, and the "plane" is of some
practicably smooth, real, solid material. In the meantime, here

is the result, with skin-resistance neglected :—The resultant force

(perpendicular, therefore, to the plane) is 2»V'- sin 9 cos 9 la

;

which is
47'^"1'_ times (or for the case of sin 9= S, one hundred
sin 9

times), the old miscalled "theoretical" result. Kelvin.
Eastern Telegraph Company's Cable Steamer

Eltctra ; crossing the mouth of the Adriatic,

August 17.

Geological Maps of Baden.

It may interest some of your readers likely to visit the Black

Forest, that Herr Winter, of Heidelberg, has begun the issue of

an official series of geological maps, each 19A x 17A inches, with

memoir. Two are already out, one east of Heidelberg, the

other giving the Mooswald district, north-east of Gengenbach.
The scale is I ; 25000 ; i.e. 10 cm. to 2ikm., or practically two

and a half inches to the mile. Three sections are given on the

sheet; the memoir has about 100 pages. The price for the map
and memoir is only two marks ; if the map is mounted, three

marks. I had intended to comment on the contrast between
this marvellous cheapness and our own Survey issues, as our inch

ordnance cannot approach this for detail ; for instance, the

contour lines are given for every ten metres. IJut a paragraph

read to-day in the New York Nation of August 9, in a letter

signed " W. M. I )." will speak for me :
— ". . . unfortunately

Ihe publications of the liritish Surveys are rarely found complete

at home outside of the Governmental bureaus in Washington.
Very few copies of the liritish geological reports and maps are

presented to libraries in foreign countries, and the prices at

wtii. (1 ihey are sold practically forbids their purchase. The
.

,
arc, moreover, coloured by hand, so every copy Is

<.Alji.ii»ive ; while ours are lithographed, and ' additional copies
'

arc of only nominal cost, perhaps three or four cents apiece. . . .

The British practice almost seals up the cosily results of Ihe

geological surveys. ... It was a satisfaction to learn that

I his opinion, formed at home, was shared and emphatically
ivcrhcre"(al Kdinburgh).
-n Stale geology maps are also, of course, lilho-

^i..{ .,. ., ..,,1 so are the equally cheap Imperial mips of all

Germany, anotlitr ticries, now being published byjuslus Perthes,

and of which aKo the first two arc lusl issued and cover the

same region, South-west Germany. Th.it the policy pays seems
tertain. Three other purchases, for instance, were the
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immediate result of my own, whereas my friends have always
been content to borrow my English maps, when I could see
my way to lend them. J. Edmijnd Clark.

Vork, August 21.

Variation of " Aurelia."

I SEE that you note (p. 413) the occurrence of an .liirelia with
pentamerous symmetry. In an expedition of the Liverpool
Biological Society to Ililbre Island, a few weeks ago, we found
several such specimens, and remarked upon the frequen cy of

the variation. I think the number was either four or five

pentamerous forms out of twelve examined.
Port Erin, August 25. W. A. Herdman.

CREATURES OF OTHER DAYS.^

CREATURES of Other Days" is a work of literature

rather than science, and is yet so full of reference

to scientific facts and discoveries that it appears like a
work of learning. It narrates the history of extinct

animals laboriously discovered, and in many cases still

undergoing laborious interpretation by paUeontologists,

in language which is free from technicality. There is no
reference to the anatomical structure of the skeleton

which necessitates technical language. There is no
critical digest of the facts enumerated, or of the nomen-
clature under which the fossils are described. No
attempt is made to state the osteological characters
which distinguish these fossils from each other. Mate-
rials which any author has supplied are accepted im-

partially, and the same animal type is illustratetl by
dissimilar restorations. Thus Mr. Hulke made a quadru-
pedal restoration of Hypsilopltodon Foxi, an animal which
once was termed a young Iguanodon, out of which Mr.

Smit has restored a vigorous-looking lizard. If these

interpretations are correct, it is improbable that the

vertical bipedal restoration of Aiichisaiirus, given by

Prof. Marsh, and restored by Mr. Smit, can also be

satisfactory. Many of the original restorations endea-

vour to convey an idea to the unlearned of the skin and
aspect of the living animals. .\nd as these are b.ised

upon published figures, or restorations, the author has no

doubt gone to the best material which was available, even

when the result is unsatisfactory. Sir William Flower, in

his pref.ace, fairly states the claim of the restorations to

consideration. He says :
" In the restoration of the

external appearance of extinct animals, known only by

bones and teeth, there is much of imagination, much
indeed of mere guess work, and I should therefore be

sorry to guarantee the accuracy of any of the representa-

tions of animals in this book, the majority of which were

never seen in the flesh by the eyes of mortal man. I

think, however, I may safely say that Mr. Hutchinson

and his accomplished artist, Mr. Smit, have done their

work carefully and conscientiously, and given us, in most

cases, a fair idea of the appearance of the creatures they

have endeavoured to depict according to the best evidence

at present available." Sir William commends the figures

because they give a better idea of the animals than most

persons who only saw their fossil remains would be able

to carry away. This unscientific attitude of the book is

its chief merit. It is only when the author becomes .in

expositor of science that scientific men are likely to

disagree with him. More care was needed in some of

the restorations. The old red sandstone fishes, for

example, are drawn without any regard to their relative

sizes, those of the upper and lower beds swimming
together as though they were of the same geological

age, while at the bottom of the water are Trilobites,

lirachiopods, and Cephalopods, which no one ever saw

in the old red sandstone.

' By Rev. H. N. Hutchinson, U.A., F.G.S., author of '' Eiclincl

Moniicrs." Willi iiumcroiis illuslrjlions by J. Smit and others. (London !

Chapman and Hall, Limited, i8>y4.)
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Fig. a.—Ancestors of the Horse. Eocene Period.
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Proterosaurus is classed under the Rhynchocephalia,
|

which he published in the Bulletin of the French Mine-

apparently on the author's judgment, though theproposi-
|
ralogical Society, some relating to improved instruments

ti'on might be hard to sustain. There are chapters given

to Anomodonts, Crocodiles, newly-discovered Dinosaurs,

and ancient birds ; in which curious illustrations appear,

some of the funniest being reproductions of the animals

created by Mr. Waterhouse Hawkins for the Central

Park, New York. The concluding chapters describe and
illustrate mammals. Palaotherium and Coryphodon,

Dinothirium and Mastodon, are fairly well illustrated.

Horses and their ancestors give illustrations of

Phenacodus and Hyracotherium. There is some account

of the extinct marsupials of Australia, and of the extinct

mammals of South .America, such as Toxodon, Macrau-
chenta, and Sfachaerodus.

The Bos urns of Cxiar, which probably became extinct

in Britain before the Roman occupation, is represented

by a spirited drawing. .Appendicesgivea table of strata, an

enumeration of the orders of animals, and a list of books

for reference. H. G. S.

ERNEST MALLARD.

THE following paragraphs are extracted from an
obituary notice of this distinguished mineralogist,

contributed to the Miiuralogical Magazine by M. G.

WyroubotT :

—

in the history of scientific mineralogy the name of M.
Mallard will undoubtedly occupy a place beside that

of Haiiy, to whom is universally conceded the honour of

originating this branch of human knowledge. It may be

asserted without exaggeration that M. Mallard created

anew the science of crystallised bodies by bringing that

science into close and intimate union with general

physics. Only a few years ago mineralogy was regarded
,

as a purely descriptive science, and crystallography was
j

no more than a special chapter of abstract geometry.

He was a close follower of Bravais, whose beautiful

theory he, to his great credit, adopted, developed, and
popularised. Bravais, however, viewed the problem of

crystalline structure as a geometrician, and saw only one

side of the question. His conception of the lattice is

based upon the homogeneity of the crystal ; now, experi-

ejice had long ago shown that crystals are far from being

always homogene lus. To M. Mallard is due the honour

of explaining this apparent contradiction by demon-
strating, theoretically and experimentally, that crystals

frequently consist of several lattices distributed in a cer-

tain regular manner about an axis which does not belong

to any one of them.
M.'Mallard did more than this, and hereon rests his

claim to imperishable fame: he deduced from the theory

of lattices and of reticular assemblages all the physical

phenomena observed in crystallised bodies, including

what were called the optical anomalies. Owing to his

labours crystallography became a completely rational

science to the same extent as any other branch of

physics.

The crowning work of M. Mallard was his " Traitc de

Cristallographie," which was intended to comprise three

volumes. 'I"wo only of these have been published ; the

third was to have dealt with crystalline assemblages,

polymorphism and isomorphism, the most complex

problems in crystallography, and those in which his most

original work was done. The materials from which this

volume was to be constructed are to be found in the

memoirs published by M. Mallard since 1879. Some of

these are real mastcrpiecfes, and have become classical ;

such are the papers on optical anomalies, on the quasi-

cubic form of all crystallised bodies, on the transforma-

tions of polymorphous substances, and on isomorphous
mixtures.

When we add to these the many detailed researches
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of precision, and some to particular mineral species such

as boleite, lussatite, tridymite, and meUinophlogite, we
cannot but feel that since the time of H.uiy no one has

done so much to advance that section of physical science

which is concerned with crvstallised bodies.

NOTES.
M. CoTTEAt;, whose death we announced last week, has

bequeathed his fine collection of living Echinoderms to the

Paris Museum d'Histoire Naturelle.

Reuter reports that an earthquake shock of short duration

was felt at Athens at a quarter to eight on the morning of the

26ih inst., and also at Corinth, Vastizza, Zante, Thebes, Chalcis,

and Atalanti.

It is announced that a laboratory for the manufacture ol

tuberculin, mallein, anthrax, vaccine, &c., will shortly be es.

tablished in Rome in connection with the laboratories of Hygiene

of the Ministry of the Interior.

We learn that Prof. Pettenkofer has resigned the chair of

hygiene and the directorship of the Hygienic Institute in the

University of Munich, on account of his advanced age. He is

succeeded by Prof. Hans Buchner.

The British Medical Journal says that the President ol

Queen's College, Belfast, has received information that the

Government will grant the sum of ^2,500 for the erection and

equipment of a physiological and pathological laboratory. Plans

are being prepared, and the buildings will be at once proceeded

with.

Mr. H. C. Russell, of Sydney Observatory, writing to us

with reference to an aurora observed on July 20, says thai he

noticed that while the display lasted there was a fog or ha/e

over the southern sky bright enough to hide 5th magnitude stars,

and when these began to reappear the auroral light vanished,

as if the fog or haze had been necessary for its manifestation.

Mr. Richard Langdon, stalion-m.aster at the Silvcrton

Station of the Great Western Railway, Devon, died on July iS.

Nearly thirtv years ago he began to study astronomy, in which

he took an absorbing interest to the end of his life. Being a

skilful mechanician, and having acquired a knowledge of optics,

he employed his spare time in constructing an eight-inch silver-

on-glass equatorial reflector, grinding the mirror with a machine

which he made for the purpose. He was a keen and accurate-

observer, and in 1872 he read a paper "On certain Markings

on the Planet Venus " before the Royal Astronomical Society.

KoR just a year the Birahi Ganga River has been dammed

back by the great landslip at Gohna. We noted this event

shortly after its occurrence, and on July 5 gave an abstract of

Mr. T. H. Hollands report upon it. In this report Mr.

Holland estimated that the lake would overflow the barrier

about the middle of August. The news has now come

that the water reached the top of the dam early on Sun-

day morning, .ind cut through the temporary dam which

had been constructed to prevent its escaping during the night-

' Combined percoKition and overflow c.iused the water to fall

I

rapidly, until its length was reduced from five miles to about

I two and a half miles. Telegraphing on Monday, Reuter'*

' correspondent at Simla says that the water thus released

I has swept away all the Government buildings on the

banks of the river. At Hardwar a torrent of water 6ft.

I

in depth rushed through the town, but there was n»
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loss of life, owing to the precautions taken. All the buildings,

however, between Gohna and Hurdwar have been destroyed.

The lake formed by the landslip is now empty. Though

considerable damage has been done to property by the escape

of the water, no loss of human life is reported. The Indian

Government is to be commended for the ample precautions

taken to avert disaster at the time of overflow, and for the

scientific manner in which the formation of the lake has been

investigated.

The journey lo Greenland, modestly referred to by Prof. G.

F. Wright in our correspondence columns on July I2, promises

to lead to results of scientific value. We understand that the

excursion was organised by Dr. ?'rederick A. Cook, anthro-

pologist of Peary's first expedition, and consists of fifty persons,

of whom a good part are students of science. Among the

scientific members are Prof. W. H. Brewer, of Yale College,

Prof. C. C. Jillson, of Pittsburg, Pa., who with Prof. G. F.

Wright and his son, of Oberlin, Ohio, and a party ot six, will

disembark in Umenak Fiord about latitude yi", to study the

border of the ice-sheet, the neighbouring glacial deposits, the

glaciers entering the fiord, the Tertiary deposits of the vicinity,

and make a collection of the plants and animals. Prof. L. L.

Dyche, at the head of the department of zoology and taxidermy

I at the State University of Kansas, is the official naturalist of

the expedition. He will make a point of collecting birds

and mammals. With him are Mr. S. P. Orlh and Mr.

B. F. Stanton (both of Oberlin], as assistant natural|ists, to make
general collections. Mr. E. A. Mcllhenney, of Louisiana,

accompanies the expedition as an ornithologist. Prof. C. E.

Hite, of Philadelphia, with three assistants, goes to Labrador

general exploration. Prof. E. P, Lyon, of Chicago, goes

! the general study of biology. The expedition expects to

return about September 20.

Prof. H. B. Dixon's report on the explosion that occurred

at the Albion Colliery, near Pontypridd, South Wales, at the

end of last June, has been published as a Parliamentary paper.

Although it was not possible to examine all the workings, the

evidence obtained justifies the opinion that the explosion

throughout its main extent was purely a dust explosion. P'-of.

Dixon thinks it would have been practically impossible for

fire-damp to have accumulated in the main intake air-roads, or

to have been introduced suddenly into them in sufficient

.|u,\ntity to feed an explosion throughout the extent of road

actually traversed by the flame. On the other hand, sufiicient

dust was found lying in a dry and fine state along the main

roads to feed the flame throughout the parts penetrated by the

explosion. As to the origin of the explosion, the belief is

expressed that a dynamite shot raised a cloud of inflammable

particles and set them on fire. If precautions were taken

always to water the dust near the spot where a cartridge is

"oing to be fired, such explosions as that at the Albion

iliery would be less frequent.

The twenty-third meeting of the French Association for the

Advancement of Science was held at Caen, from August 9 to

IS, under the presidency of M. Mascart. In his opening

address, the president paid homage to the many men of light

ind leading who were born and nurtured in the little province

if Normandy, in which the meeting was held. I'ierre Varignon,

;he celebrated geometer, was born at Caen in 1654. The two

:hemists, Rouelle and Vauquelin, and the intrepid traveller

Oumont-Durville, were born in the same neighbourhood.

Dther names associated with the province are the great

tstronomer Laplace ; Elie de Beaumont, one of the founders

>f French geology ; Augustin Fresnel, whose work in physical

>ptics has become classical ; and that intellectual giant, Le
/errier. The second section of M. Mascart's address was
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devoted to brief descriptions of some of the institutions designed

for scientific study in the United States. Praise was especially

given to the generous donors whose lavish benefactions had

helped on the cause of science in America. If M. Mascart

had followed the traditions attached to a president's office, he

would have given his audience his reflections upon the progress

accomplished in the branch of knowledge to which he has paid

most attention, that is, meteorology. This, however, he did

not do, but passed in review some points in the history of

electricity. The meeting was not favoured with fine weather,

nevertheless the number of members was about the same as

in previous years. The total receipts amounted to 91,182

francs, of which, however, only 55.551 francs came from

annual subscriptions. The sum of I5>624 francs was disbursed

in grants for scientific research. The Association will meet

next year at Bordeaux, and in 1S96 the place of meeting will

be Tunis.

The London Gazelle for Friday last contains the following new
denominations of standards for electrical measurement, adopted

by the Privy Council on the previous day: {\) Standard of

Ehclrical Resislance. The standard of electrical resistance,

denominated one ohm, being the resistance between the copper

terminals of the instrument marked " Board of Trade Ohm
Standard Verified 1S94 " to the passage of an unvarying elec-

trical current, when the coil of insulated wire forming part of

the aforesaid instrument, and connected, to the aforesaid ter-

minals, is in all parts at a temperature of I5°-4C. (2) Standard

of Electrical Current. A standard of electrical current, de-

nominated one ampere, being the current which is passing

in and through the coils of wire forming part of the instrument

marked "Board of Trade Ampere Standard Verified 1894,"

when, on reversing the current in the fixed coils, the change in

the forces acting upon the suspended coil in its sighted position,

is exactly balanced by the force exerted by gravity in West-

minster upon the iridio-platinum weight, marked A, and form-

ing part of the said instrument. (3) Standard of Electrical

Pressure. A standard of electrical pressure, denominated one

volt, being one-hundredth part of the pressure which, when
applied between the terminals forming part of the instrument

marked " Board of Trade Volt Standard Verified 1S94," causes

that rotation of the suspended portion of the in>trument which

is exactly measured by the coincidence of the sighting wire with

the image of the fiducial mark A, before and after application

of the pressure, and with that of the fiducial mark B during the

application of the pressure, these images being produced by the

suspended mirror, and observed by means of the eye-piece. In

the use of the above standards the limits of accuracy attainable

are as follows :—For the ohm, within one-hundredth part of

one percent. ; for the ampere, within one-tenth part of one per

cent. ; for the volt, within one-tenth part of one per cent. The
coils and instruments referred to are deposited at the Board of

Trade Standardising Laboratory, 8 Richmond-terrace, White-

hall, London.

The Dep.artment of Science and Art has issued the following

list of candidates successful in this year's competition for the

Whitworth Scholarships and Exhibitions. Scholarship^ of the

value of ;f 125 per annum (tenable for three years)—John Ball,

22, engineer, Derby; James H. Smith, 23, student, Manchester;

Harry Verney, 24, fitter, Bristol ; Charles F. Smith, 21 y

mechanical engineer, Biistol. Exhibitions of the value of ;^50

(tenable for one year)—Frank Fisher, 19, engineer, Brighton ;

William M. Thornton, 24, student, Liverpool
; Jo'.in W.

Hinchley, 23, student, Lincoln; William D. Young, 23,

engineer, Weslfield (N.B.); Alexander L. Mellanby, 22,

engineer. West Hartlepool; William T. F. Trunchion, 22,

fitter, Bedford ; Henry Deanesly, 25, draughtsman, Wincanton ;
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WillUmT. Swinger, 19, engineer apprentice, Plumstead, Kent
;

Arthur W. Ashton, 21, fitter, Plumstead, Kent ; Arthur E. Mas-

call, 18, engineer, Woolwich ; William Rosbotham, 25, student

Belfast : Joseph J. Kirwin, 20, engine filter apprentice, Devon-

port ; Charlie W. Cairns, 21, apprentice engineer, Newcastle-on-

Tsrne; John W. Button, 23, fitter, Oldham ; Sydney Eraut, 22,

mechanical engineer, London ; Charles E. Pickles, iS, student,

Bradford: Richard G. Allen, 21, fitter apprentice, Southsea ;

Alexander Craig, 22, engineer, Crewe ; Thomas S. Usherwood,

20, engineer apprentice, London ; Walter Eraut, 19, mechanical

engineer apprentice, London ; Lewis E. Limming, 21, ship-

wright apprentice, Southsea ; Sidney E. Lamb, 20, fitter

apprentice, Devonport ; Francis J. Russell, 20, fitter apprentice,

Portsmouth ; Edgar R. Sutcliflfe, 19, draughtsman, Leeds

;

George F. Hambly, 20, engineer apprentice, London ; William

Gore, 23, engineer, King's Lynn ; Thomas S. Cockrill, 25,

marine engineer, London ; William II. James, 21, engineering

student, Cardiff: Harry J. Peachey, 18, engineer apprentice,

Stratford '^London) ; James N. Boot, 25, engineer, London,

During a severe hailstorm at Vicksburg, in May last, a

remarkably large hailstone was found to have a solid nucleus,

consisting of a piece of alabaster from one-half to three-

quarters of an inch. During the same storm at Bovina, eight

miles east of Vicksburg, a gopher turtle, six by eight inches,

and entirely encased in ice, fell with the hail. Commenting
upon this, in the Monthly W'catlur Rcvitw, Prof. Cleveland

Abbe says that apparently some special local whirls or gusts

carried the enclosed objects from the earth's surface up to the

cloud region, where they were encased by successive layers of

snow and ice, until they fell as hailstones. He points out that the

fact that hailstones, as well as drops of water and fiakes of

snow, often contain nuclei that must have been carried up from

the earth's surface, is entirely in accord with the general

principle that ascending currents precede the formation of

cload and rain, and that solid nuclei are needed to initiate the

ordinary precipitation of moisture.

Dr. Hergesell has sent us the results of the meteoro-

logical observations made in Alsace and Lorraine during

the year 1892, containing hourly values for Strassburg, and
monthly and yearly summaries at various other stations. The
results obtained from two anemometers at the central station

are very interesting ; one of the instruments is erected at about

170 feet, and the other at about 470 feet above the ground.

The wind velocity at the higher level has a daily range corres-

ponding exactly with that of mountain stations, the minimum
occurring in the morning, and the maximum during the night.

The results show that the indications of an anemometer fixed

more than 150 feet almve the ground are much more comparable
than those at a lower level, where the indications are afTected

by local conditions. We look forward to the promised pub-

lication in the next volume of a chart showing the distribution

of rainfall for a long scries of years.

We have received from M. E. Durand-Greville two pamphlets
entitled " Les grains et les orages," in which the author has

endeavoured to show the connection between certain squalls,

which accompany large barometric depressions, and thunder-

storms. It is generally admitted that important thunderstorms

occur at the same lime on different points of an isochronous

line moving towards eastnorth-east. Before the storm there

is a gra'laal fall of the barometer, a rapid rise during the storm,

and a sudden change in the direction of wind. But opinions

differ considerably a> to the conditions under which the thunder-
storms occur. The author has investigated certain special cases,

and has endeavoured, with some success, to co-ordinate the

Tarious views. He shows that several of them, while con-
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tradictory, at least in appearance, are capable of reconciliation,

and are founded upon facts, which have been diversely inter-

preted. The papers are accompanied by several explanatory

diagrams showing the line taken by the squalls, and the various

forms of the isobaric curves which accompany them.

In an interesting report issued by the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Mr. Alexander Mc.\die gives an account

of the statistics concerning the position, &c., of buildings

struck by lightning, and also of the best methods to be em-

ployed to protect buildings, &c., from being damaged by light-

ning. One interesting point which is very prominently brought

out by the statistics is the decreased liability to accident from

lightning strokes in thickly populated districts. In fact, it may
be said that, in general, the risk in the country is five times as

great as in a city. The report concludes with a number of

rules which ought to be observed with reference to lightning,

from which we may select the following :— If the conductor, at

any part of its path, goes near water or gas mains, it is best

to connect them to it. Independent grounds are better than con-

nection to w.ater or gas-pipes. Clusters of points or groups of two

or three along the ridge of the roof are recommended. The lop

of the rod should be pLited, or in some w.iy protected from rust,

and chain or linked conductors are of little or no use. Finally,

if you should be in the vicinity of a person who has just been

struck by lightning, no matter if the person struck appears to

be dead, go to work at once and try to restore consciousness.

There are many cases on record proving the wisdom of this

course, and there is reason for believing that lightning often

brings about suspended animation rather than somatic death.

Try to stimulate the respiration and circulation, and do not

ce.ase in the effort to restore animation for less than an hour's

time.

At a recent meeting of the Vienna Academy of Science, Herr

Bruno Piesch gave an account of his recent work on the change

in the electrical resistance of aqueous solutions, and of the

electric polarisation with change of pressure. The .author has

examined a large number of li<|uids, both acids and salt solu-

tions. The apparatus was so arranged that the resistance and

polarisation would be simultaneously measured. The high

pressures used were obtained by means of a Cailletet's com-

pression apparatus, and experiments were carried on up to a

pressure of 600 atmospheres. The vessel in which the liquid to

l>e experimented upon was pLaccd was enclosed in the iron

receptacle of the pump, being insulated by means of an ebonite

plug. The following results have been obtained :—A change

in pressure is always accompanied by a change in the electrical

resistance, the resistance decreasing with increase of pressure.

No definite connection is observable between the amount of the

pressure change and the concentrate of the solution, but inihe

case of most of the substances investigated the change Wis

greater in the case of very dilute solutions th.an in more con-

centrated ones. The magnitude of the change in resistance

with change in pressure is very small, .as is also the case with

the change in the polarisation. In most cases an increase of

the polarisatiiin with increase of pressure w.as observed, but the

irregularities were in this case greater than those observed in the

resistance measurements. In conclusion the autlior examincil

solution of ammonium nitrate in alcohol, when he obtaini

'

changes in the same sense as in the case of aqueous solutioni.

At the same meeting, Ilcrr J. Liznar read a paper on thi

26day period of the earth's magnetism. In a previous com

munlcation the author had compared the diurnal variation :

stations in miildleand high latitudes. In the present paper th

magnitude of the 26-day period v.iriation for declination and in

clination at the stations of Pulowsk andJan Mayen arc compared
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and it is shown that the amplitude of the variation at the

northern station is four times as great as at the southern. The

author also considers that the small variations whici canstitute

the 26-day period variation are not due to a direct mi?n;tic

action of the sun, but that they must have their origin in so.ne

secondary action of the same.

In cases where it is desired to -investigate a ray of light

reflected perpendicularly from a surface, it is usual to employ a

transparent plate of glass which transmits the incident ray before

it falls upon the surface, and partially reflects it aside on its

return. Such an arrangement, best known in Gauss's eye-piece,

may be called a Gauss's plate. The best position of such a plate

is, as pointed out by Ilerr B. Walter in the current number

of Wiedemann s AnnaUn, not the commonly accepted one

of 45°, but another depending upon the refractive index of the

material of the plate, and upon whether the light is polarised

and in what manner. From theoretical considerations, he

concludes that for light polarised either in or at right angles to

the plane of incidence the greatest possible intensity of the

reflected light is 15 per cent, of the original intensity, whatever

may be the refractive index. If the light is polarised in the

plane of incidence, the plate must be placed at a lesser angle to

the ray the smaller the index of refraction. For light polarised

at right angles to this plane the reverse holds good. But for

refractive indices about i '4 this angle reaches the common value

of i' 46' 16'. The best position for ordinary light may be

determined by regarding it as composed of the two species of

polarised light. For crown glass the inclination should be loi°,

at which position the intensity of the reflected light is 2 '84 times

that obtained with the usual inclination of 45°.

A NBW automatic sounding instrument has lately been

brought into use by Captain G. Rung, the director of the

Copenhagen Meteorological Institute, under the name of the

universal bathometer. Unlike the instruments hitherto con-

structed, which register the depth attained by the compression

undergone by a column of air. Captain Rung's bathometer, as

described in jWj«ja, measures the density of a sm ill volume of

the compressed air cut off at the bottom of the sea. This

density is directly propartional to the depth attained, ard is

measured by allowing the compressed air to expand until it

is under atmospheric pressure only. Its volume will then be

proportional to the density it had reached during compression.

The whole apparatus is very neat and compact. .\ metallic

tube contains two other tubes side by side, both communicating

with a small chamber at the top. A valve shuts off the com-

munication with the one or the other of the tubes, accordingly

as the sounder is being lowered or raised. When the bathometer

is being let down, water enters the " air tube " from the bottom,

and compresses the air in the tube a'nd in the small chamber.

The whole is enclosed in another heavy tube, in which it can

slide a little up and down. When the bathometer touches the

bottom, the inner tube slides down, thereby turning the valve so

as to close the communication with the air tube and open to the

"measuring tube." At the same time, a couple of spring

catches prevent the inner tube sliding up again. The
bathometer is then drawn up to the surface, and the reading

on the measuring tube at once indicates the depth. This tube

is made of glass, and is graduated in fathoms or other units of

length at equal intervals. This constitutes the chief advantage

of this over previous types. In instruments measuring the

depth by the volume of the compressed air the graduations had
to be at smaller and smaller intervals as the depth increased,

since the amount o! compression decreases at high pressures.

Captain Rung's instrument, on the other hand, can be graduated
directly up to any limit of depth which it is likely to attain.
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Mr. W. J. MOENKHAUS has lately studied a species of

American freshwater Percidce

—

Etheostoma caprodes, Rafinesque

—with a view to ascertain the extent of its variation, the relation

of its variation to its geographical distribution, the extent of

variation in each locality, and the variation with age. He gives

an account of his investigation in the American Naluraliit for

August, and from it we learn, among other paints, that the

difference between specimens from the same locality is very

slight. The greatest variation was found to be in the colour-

patterns of the fish, but the most complicated colour-pattern

can be connected with the simplest by means of intermediate

stages. These variations, however, could not be connected

with the latitudes inhabited by the different varieties. Slight

variations were found in proportions and number of fin rays.

The Plankton Expedition has yielded some very interesting

results with regard to the bacteriology of the ocean, which are

now published by Dr. B. Fischer in " Die Bakterien des
Meeres nach den Untersuchungen der Plankton-Expedition."

Except at very great depths, germs capable of germination

were found everywhere. The number in the Canary, Florida

,

and Labrador currents was larger than in the south equatorial,

north equatorial, and Guinea currents. None could be detected

with certainty in the bed of the ocean ; but bacteria abound at

a depth of 400m., and are certainly present at depths between
800 m. and I loom. The prevailing form of microbe is the

spiral ; but bacterium forms are also frequent ; micrococci are

rare. Forms more or less resembling the cholera-vibrio, both

in their form and in their mode of motion, were very common.
Most marine bacteria are aerobic, but some appear to be also

facultatively anaerobic. Not a few form pigments, and a large

number are luminous in the dark; the phosphorescent forms

were most commonly met with on the surface of living fish. A
number of new species are described.

Some interesting points await settlement in the natural

history of the moUusk Gundlachia, whose shell presents such

puzzling and anomalous features. In a recently published paper

on the Australasian forms {Proc. Linn. Soc. if.S.lV. viii.

1893), Mr. Charles Hedley briefly reviews our knowledge of

the genus and its distribution, and gives descriptions and figures

of G. pctterdi and G. beddomci. In the case of the former

species, he describes a series of young shells showing the method
by which the primary Ancylus-WVe. shell is transformed into the

curious double shell of the adult. Stimpson's suggestion that

the septum which partially closes the aperture of the primary
shell should be compared physiologically with the epiphragm

of the Ilelices^as a protection during hibernation—well de-

serves some attempt at verification; as also does the unproved im-

pression that under particular conditions the shell of Gundlachia

never attains its normally double form, but remains simple and
patelliform throughout life.

The July number of Modern Medicine and Bacteriological

Review contains an article entitled " The Value of Prof. Koch's

Discovery," in which it is mentioned that the State of New
York has recently passed a law authorising the use of tuber-

culin as a means of determining the presence or non-presence

of the tuberculous process in cows. It is poiaied out that

though Koch's tuberculin has not fulfilled th: expectations

raised for it as a curative agent, as a means of diagnosis it

may be of great service. Two or three drops of tuberculin

injected beneath the skin of a cow will, if the animal is tuber-

culous, give rise within a few hours to an elevation of tempera,

ture of several degrees, whilst this characteristic reaction is

absent in the case of animals free from this disease. Amongst
the bacteriological notes is one on soap as a germicide, from

which it appears that the so-called antiseptic soaps containing
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salicylic add or carbolic acid, yield no better results than

ordinary toilet soap, the latter destroying the cholera bacillus

in from ten to fifteen minutes when applied in the proportion

of 2"S parts of soap to looo parts of water. The same journal

contains an account of an electric-light bath, consisting of a

small cabinet large enough to permit of one person sitting

comfortably, the walls of which are completely covered with

mirror-glass. From forty to fifty electric lights are so distri-

buted that every part of the body of the " bather " is almost

equally exposed to the light. Dr. Gebbardt, who communicates

the article, reserves his opinion as to the curative merits of this

novel bath, but mentions that the intense light, contrary to

his anticipations, did not produce an unpleasant or exciting

effect, but exercised a calming influence upon him. Like the

ordinary vapour bath, the electric light bath is followed by the

application of cold water.

P.\RT v., completing the fifth volume of the Transactions,

has been issued by the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists'

Society, which fully maintains the interesting character of its

publications. The first paper consists of the annual " Pre-

sidential Address," in which the President (Mr. Thomas South-

well) avails himself of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the

formation of the Society to give a slight sketch of its history and

the work it has accomplished ; and we cannot but congratulate

the members on the excellent results it has to show, the five

thick volumes forming not only an epitome of the natural

history of the county for the past twenty-five years, with excel-

lent lists of the fauna and flora, but numerous biographical

sketches are given, often with portraits, of the men whose

labours in the past have proved so valuable to their successors.

The address then gives some very interestin^j information as to

the physical feature; of the county in times past, as well as of

its natural productions. The establishment of a branch of the

Society at Cireat Yarmouth called for a second "address,"

which is devoted to an account of the local naturalists, col-

lectors, and gunners, for which, ever since the latter part of the

last century, that favoured locality has always been celebrated,

as well as to the enumeration of the many ornithological

rarities which have there been obtained. Prof. Newton con-

tributes a very interesting account of the great flood in South-

West Norfolk in i852-53,which resulted in the temporary return

to the fens in that district of birds, such as the black tern and

black-he.ided gull,which had long ceased to frequent the locality.

The occurrence of the bearded seal on the Norfolk Coast, for

the first time in Great Britain, is announced. Mr. Stacy-

Watson has a very useful paper on the varieties and distribution

of the herring. There are also papers on the local occur-

rence of fungi and flint implements, with lists of Norfolk earth-

worms, ichneumons, mammilla, fishes, birds, hemisphera;, and

flowering plants. Of the twenty papers in the number before

us there are only two which have not a strictly local bearing.

The last number of the hvestia of the Kussian Geographical

Society contains two papers which are sure to be welcome to

geographers. The first, by G. I. TanhlicnT, is on the tundras of

North-East Russia, on the shores of the Arctic Ocean, between

the rivers Mezen and Pechora. Middendorn"s descriptions of

the tundras of northern East Siberia are classic.il for the sub-

ject. So arc also Hcketoff's " Flora of Arkhangelsk " and his

additions to the Russian translation of Griesebach's work. But

so much has lately been written about the tundras and the

features they have in common with the steppes, that the necessity

of new researches in this direction was very much felt. M.

Tanfilieff fully confirms this view, and shows the further likeness

which exists between the black-earth, the clay, and the sandy

fteppes nn the one side, and the peat-bog, the clay, and

the sandy tundras on the other. And he gives, moreover, a
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very vivid description of the inner processes of the life of the

tundra, and enters into very interesting considerations relative

to the extension of the ever-frozen soil, and the limits put by it

to the n >rthward spreading of forests. The southern limits of

the former, and the northern limiis of the forest region, are

identical, and wherever there are in the tundra islands of ground

which does not freeze, groves of fir-trees appe.ir upon them ;

while even in the forest tracts the appear.ince of peat-bog islands,

which remain frozen to a great depth, is always followed by a

disappearance of the trees. The rivers act as drainage'channels,

which prevent water from percolating the soil, and therefore pre-

vent it from freezing ; this is why their courses are always fol-

lowed by trees, which penetrate into the treeless tundras along

the watercourses. The author's remarks on the .Samoyedes

and the reindeer are also very valuable. He fully confirms the

excellent reputation of these children of the tundra, who, in

consequence of the extremely slow growth of the reindeer

lichen {Clotlonia rangijtra) are deprived of their pasture

grounds, and reduced to complete ruin, by the Zyryanes and the

Russians, who bring their herds of over 2000 head of reindeer

into the Samoyede domains.

The other paper, also of great interest, is by V. M. Obruche6F,

on the orography of the Nang Shan. The Russian geologist has

crossed this system of mountains both in the west of Lake

Kuku-nor, at the western end of these highlands, and in the

east of the lake ; and, with the information previously g.ithered

by Przewalsky and Potanin, he was enabled to draw a

scheme map of the whole system, appended to the

hvestia. It appears that the highlands of Nang Shan consist ol

a series of parallel ridges running west-north-west to east-south*

east, both in the north and in the south of Kuku-nor. The

first chain is the Lung-thushan, in the north-east of the towns

Su-choi and Ilan-chou. Then comes the RichtholVen ridge,

continued in the east by the Momo-shan ; then comes

Humboldt's ridge, which is supposed by the author to have

its continuation in the Maling-shan, while Ritter's ridge is

continued east- south-eastwards by the Tsing-shi-ling. Howcven

some doubt still prevails as to these last two points, on account of

a want of exploration in the middle part of I he highlands. The

chain which rises just on the southern coast of Lake Kuku-nor

(South Kuku-nor chain of Przewalsky) is continued towards

west-north-west by a ridge, to which M. ObruchelT gives the

name of Mushketofl's ridge, while the last chain of the group is

named Scmenoflt's ridge. Thisclassific.ilion brings some order,

which was most desirable, into this grand group of mounlaiDS.

Their geological history and later dislocations are also discussed

in the same paper.

A RECENTLY published Biillelinof the U.S. Fish Commission

(vol. xi., 1891) contains the results of a search for a fish-

hatching station in the Gulf States. The character of the

biological station which the United States Government desired

to establish is indicated in the following extract from the in-

structions to Prof. Everminn : "To unite in one station the

facilities for fish-cultural work with the salt-water specieSi

for the pond culture of fresh-water species, for the investi-

gation and development of methods for the propagation aad

rearing of the oyster, and for the investigation of the marine

life of this coast. This m:ans, of coarse, a laboratory of marine

biological research, not large or expensive, but thoroughly

equipped in all respects for its work." The ex|ilor.ilions led to

the conclusion that no point on the coast examined offered en-

tirely satisfactory conditions for the establishment of a comMncd

fresh and salt water station, though a site near Galveston pre-

sented soae advantages. In addition to the reports prepared by

Prof, livermann, the volume referred to above contains reports n

[ mattersconnectcd with his investigations. Such, for instance, is
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a statistical report on the fisheries of the Gulf States, by Mr. J.W.
Collin> and Dr. II. .M. Smith ; a report on a collection of fishes

from the Albemirle region of North Carolina, by the latter

author ; a paper on the spawning habits of the shad, by Mr.

S. G. Worth ; a report on the aquatic invertebrate fauna of the

Yellowstone National Park, and of the Flathead region of Mon-
tana, by Prof. S. A. Forbes ; and a report on the fisheries of

the South Atlantic States. Finally, the volume contains a

description, by .Mr. Bashford Dean, of the methods of oyster-

culture in Italy, Spain and Portugal, Germany, Holland,

Belgium, and England. Oyster-culture, as practised in France,

had previously been reported upon in connection with the U.S.

Fish Commission. This article, like most of the others, is ex-

cellently illustrated. They all help to disclose the possibilities

of fish industries in the United State?, and indicate how " the

harvest of the sea" may be increased in value.

We have received a ponderous volume (vol. vi.) of the

transactions of the Reale Accademia delle Scienze Fisiche e

Mathematiche, Naples. The volume contains nineteen fine

plates and eighteen papers, most of which refer to natural

science subjects.

Mr. Rowland Ward, the well-known taxidermist, has pub-

lished the seventh edition of his " Sportsman's Handbook,"

containing information on the "practical collecting, preserving,

and artistic setting-up of trophies and specimens, to which is

added a synoptical guide to the hunting grounds of the world."

The second volume of Priestley's " Experiments and

Observations on Different Kinds of Air"—that is to say, the

one in which he first gave an account of the discovery of oxygen

in 1775— is reproduced in the seventh number of the handy

"Alembic Club Reprints," published by Mr. W. F. Clay,

Edinburgh. The next volume in this series will contain

Scheele's work in connection with the discovery of oxygen.

The Robert Boyle lecture, delivered by Lord Kelvin before

the Oxford University Junior Scientific Club, in .May last, on

"The Molecular Tactics of a Crystal," has been published by

the Clarendon Press. No student of crystallography should

neglect to read the lecture, for in it the geometry of crystalline

structure is dealt with in the simplest manner. The substance

of the lecture is contained in a paper read by Lord Kelvin

before the Royal Society on January l8, and reprinted in these

columns on March 8.

Messrs. George Philip and Son have lately published a

book, of fifty pages, entitled "Knowledge through the Eye,"

by Mr. .A.. P. Wire and Mr. G. Day. The authors explain how
to use the optical lantern in illustrating lectures in science and

other branches of knowledge, and describe anew method of pre-

paring lantern slides without the use of a camera. A drawing of

the required Illustration is first m'lde. A piece of specially pre-

pared transparent paper (sold by Messrs. Philip) is then placed

over it, and the drawing is transferred by tracing. A lantern

slide is obtained by making a contact exposure in the ordinary

manner, using the picture on the transparent paper as a negative.

This method, however, has very little to commend it. Line

drawings are easily made upon a plate of smoked or varnished

glass, or upon glass having a thin film of collodion upon it; and

as the illustrations have to be drawn in any case, it is just as well

to do the work directly as to make a lantern slide of a tracing

made from a drawing in the way described by the authors.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during

the past week include a Hairy Armadillo {Dasypus villosus)

from South America, presented by Mr. George Simpson ; a

Bamboo Rat (Klihomys, sp. inc.) from India, presented by

Mr. Angus M. Kinloch ; a Himalayan Monaul {Lophophorus
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impeyanus) from the Himalaya^, presented by Captain H. R. H.
Helpman ; two Sharp-nosed Crocodiles {Crocodilus acutus)

from Jamaica, presented by Dr. Poole ; two Common
Chameleons (Chamcclion vulgaris) from North .'\frica, presented

by Mr. E. Palmer; two Smooth Snakes {Coronella lavis) from

Hampshire, presented by Mr. E. Penton ; two Common Vipers

( Vipera bcrus], British, presented by Mr. Hugh Bromley ; a

Sykes's Monkey {Cercopithccus albigiilaris) from East Africa ;

two Heloderms [Hehderyna suspeclum) from Arizona, deposited ;

three Blood-breasted Pigeons (Phlogtrnas crueniata) from the

Philippine Islands, purchased ; a Yak (Paphagus grunniciis),

born in the Gardens.

0(/R ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Solar Eclipse Photography.—-Mr. Albert Taylor recently

read a paper before the Royal Dublin Society, on the selection

of suitable instruments for photographing the solar corona

during total solar eclipses. The photographs obtained by other

observers and himself during the total eclipse of April 1893,

have indicated the best methods, both photographic and instru-

mental, to be adopted for the next observable total solar eclipse,

on August 8, 1896. One of the most disputed points in eclipse

photography, says Mr. Taylor, refers to the proper exposure

required to obtain the faint extensions of the corona without

fogging the plate by the sunlight. Two opposite opinions are

held as to the best method of photographing these diaphanous

coronal extensions. Short exposures and slight photographic

action are believed by some observers to give the best results,

but others hold that long exposures and great photographic

action are necessary to attain the desired end. An examination

of the photographs obtained during the eclipse of April 1893,

shows that the latter view must be abandoned ; and that nothing

is to be gained by using photographic actions exceeding 15 or 16.

Photographic action is determined by the formula 100 — t. s.,

where a is the aperture of the instrument employed, /the focal

length, / the time of exposure, and s the sensitiveness of the

plate. For obtaining photographs showing the detailed struc-

ture of the inner and middle coron:e, short exposures and a

long-focus object-glass are recommended. The opinion is

expressed that, with a twelve-inch object-glass of between forty

and sixty feet focus, one hundred seconds' exposure would give

nearly all the corona that is within reach of the photographic

method of attack in the present state of photography. It is

believed that with an instrument having a focal length equal to

ten times the aperture, all the external corona would be

obtained in about fifteen or sixteen seconds.

Observations of Saturn and Uranus.—Since the be-

ginning of this year Prof. E. E. Barnard has used the

36-inch of the Lick Observatory in some observations of

Saturn and Uranus {Astronomy ami Astro- Physics, .\ugust).

Measurements of the former planet were undertaken with

a view of determining whether the ball was situated in the

exact centre of the rings. Between the end of the ring

and the limb on the following side of Saturn the angular dis-

tance was II "287, while similar measures on the preceding side

gave 1 1 "•167. The difference is less than one second of arc, and

It may very well be due to some peculiarity in the measures. It

is certainly not sufficient as yet to suggest that the planet is not

exactly at the centre of its rings. Prof. Barn.ard has also made
a series of measures of the polar and equatorial diameters of

Uranus, and a series of measures of the position angles of the

equator. From these it appears that "the equator of the planet

coincides with the planes of the orbits of the satellites, thus

verifying the supposition that Uranus rotates on an axis

deviating but little from the plane of its orbit."

BTOLOGYAT THE BRlTISH ASSOCTA TION.

gECTION D, in spite of the loss of Physiology, had so

many papers that it was necessary to meet on most
days under the two departments of Zoology and Botany. A
noteworthy feature was the large number of papers by
distinguished foreigners, and the theoretical nature of a large

proportion of the communications.
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On Thursday, in addition to the Presidential Address

(Nature, p. 371), the following reports of Committees were

taken :

—

(1) The Naples Zoological Station. This contains an inter-

esting letter from Dr. Dohrn on the future maintenance and

administration of the station, statistics as to the work of the

station during the past year, and an account by Mr. J- E. S.

Moore of his investigations on the reduction division in

cartilaginous fishes. He tinds that the spermatogenesis stops

short at a point corresponding to the formation of the first

ovio'te in ovigenesis, and also that the archoplasmic vesicle of

the Elasmobranch spermatid has an intranuclear origin, while in

the mammalia it is of purely cytoplasmic construction.

(2) The Plymouth Biological Laboratory. This report con-

tains a preliminary notice of Dr. Hick<on's investigation of the

anatomy and development of Ahyoniiim, and of Mr. Allen's

researches on the later stages in the development of Decapod
Crustacea. Mr. Allen's work has been chiefly on the cells and
fibres of the central nervous system.

(3) The Zoology of the Sandwich Islands. Mr. Perkins has

continued his explorations since the last report, and the

Committee now propose that he should return to this country

and give assistance in working out the extensive collections

formed.

(4) The Zoology and Botany of the West Indies. Since last

year ten reports have been published, on the insects and plants,

chiefly from St. Vincent. The Committee have still to deal

with the Coleoplera, and propose to explore Margarita.

(5) Index Generum et Specierum Animalium. The MS.
consists now of 180,000 slips, representing 90,000 genera and
species.

In the Zoological Department, Prof. Hubrecht (Utrecht)

read a paper on the didermic blastocyte in mammalia, in

which he showed the distinctness of the trophoblast cells from
the embryonic cells of the blastoderm. Mr. \V. Garstang, in a

paper on the ancestry of the Chordata, gave reasons for his

conclusion that the Echinoderms, Enteropncusta, and Chordata
trace back their descent to a common pelagic ancestor which
had many striking points of resemblance to the Ilolothurian

larva " Auricularia.

"

Mr. \V. E. Collinge read papers on the structure of the

integument in Polyodon, in which he showed that the

occurrence of scale-plates was very similar to those found in

the embryos of Ltpidosleus, &c., and indicated a relationship

to the Palaroniscidx of the coal measures ; and on the

vertebra; of AmphisiU, in which the unique character of the

vertebral column of this fish was described and the views of

previous writers criticised.

In the Botanical Department, Prof. Johnstone showed
Algx which deposit calcareous matter in their tissues, and so

probably are better able to resist the attacks of animals. He
also exhibited Alga: which are able to dissolve calcareous

matter and bore mmule holes in the shells of Mollusca. In a

second communication he discussed the genus Pogotrichuiii.

Prof. Phillips described the great variety found in the

development of the cyslocarps of Polysiplioiiia nigrticciis and
other species. .Mr. A. Church exhibited collections of Alg.x.

On Friday a joint meeting of zoologists and botanists was
held to discuss a few important papers dealing with protoplasm,
Uie cell, an<l allied matters.

Prof. E. Van Beneden led olTwilh a paper on the relations of

protoplasm, in which he gave an account of his observations on
the phenomena seen in the division of cells. lie regards the

nucleus as being not an independent organ in the cell, but .as

closely connected with the ordinary protoplasm. .Some dis-

cussion folloued, and, on llie whole, the opinions expressed
were highly favourable to Van lienedcn's view.

Prof. Siravburgcr followed next, on the periodic variation

in the numlwr of chromosomes. lie thinks that the reduction

in ihe number of chromosomes in sexual generation has a

phylogcnetic interpretation, and is a recurrence to the primitive

numlxr of chromosomes possessed when the organism was
asexual only. Me considered that many cases of asexual plants

were to be regarded as due to ihc loss of sexuality.

The third paper was Prof. Kay l.ankesler's, on chlorophyll
in animals, lie gave an account of its occurrence in sevcralt

groups of the Invertcbrata, and pointed out that in these cascsi

starch is prixluced as in plants, and that the animal does not

become green if kept in Ihc dark, lie referred to the view
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that all such cases were to be explained by the presence of
unicellular par.asitic alg;e, but pointed out that these arguments
would apply as well to the presence of chlorophyll iu plants,
and he urged that the same interpret.ition should be given to
the facts in the case of animals as in plants.

In the Zoological Department, Prof. K. Van Beneden read a
paper on the origin and morphological signification of the
notochord He described the formation of the notochord
and mesoblast in some bats from the external layer (app.irently

epiblast). He proposed that the two embryonic layers should
be called blastophore and lecithophore. He also instituted

a comparison with the young Amfhioxus and Ceriaalhus (where
the axis corresponds to the long axis of the vertebrate body),
and pointed out how their essential similarity bore out the con-
clusions as to the origin of the Chordata reached by Sedgwick
fifteen years ago.

Prof. Struthers gave a paper on the carpus of the Green-
land right whale compared with that of finner whales.
He showed that the arrangement of the cartilages in the wrist

has no function.al significance (the carpus merely functioning as

a whole), and can only be explained by descent with modifica-
tion from the less rudimentary condition seen in other mammals.
He showed that the pisiform is actually the most important
element, and the only one which has a distinct function.

Miss Kirkaldy gave a critical account of the various species

of Amphioxus. She described in all eight species, referable to

three genera (Brandiiosloma, Hctcroplcuron, and Asymmelron),
one of which, Heteroplctiron SiiigaUnse, she considered to be
new to science.

In the Botanical Department, Miss Benson described her
investigations on the fertilisation of the Chalazogamic .\men-
tifera;, and showed that the pollen tube passes through the
chalaza in Coiyliis, Carpiiius, h'elula, and Alniis. Miss Pertz

had a paper on the hygroscopic dispersal of fruits in certain

Labiata.', in which she showed that there are cases where the

capsule opens when moist ; and Dr. J. Clark gave an account
of his investigations on the hybridis.ilion of orchids.

On Saturday, in the Zoological Department, after the reports

(l) on the migrations of birds as observed at lighthouses (the

digest of which has at length been completed by Mr. Eagle
Clark), and (2) on the legislative protection of wild birds' eggs
(in which the recent Bill was explained and criticised by Prof.

Newton, Canon Tristram, and others), the following papers on
the occurrence, distribution, &c. , of marine animals were
taken :

—

On a tow-net for opening and closing under water, by Mr.
W. E. Hoyle. Mr. Hoyle described his electrical tow-net, and
explained that he was now waiting for an opportunity of getting

into water of over loo fathoms depth in a steamer fitted with

electric power.
On temperature as a factor in the distribution of marine ani-

mals, by Dr. O. Maas (Munich). Dr. Maas considers that

the great ocean currents are of jirimary importance in limit-

ing the distribution of free-swimming forms, different species

being found to north and south of them, lie attributes greater

importance to temperature than to pressure, lie points out

that the existence of eurythcrmal and stenothermal animals
must be borne in mind, and that in drawing conclusions as to

distribution all animals arc not equally important.

On the marine zoology of the Irish Sea, by Prof. \V. A.
Herdman. The object in this investigation has been not merely

lo collect animals, but to investigate the condition of the sea.

bottom in the various parts of the area, and correlate, if possible,

the fauna with the environment. This report of the year's work
gives (i) details of the dredging expeditions, (2) additions to the

fauna—these include four new species oi Edtinosoma, one of

liradya, one of I'ieuilocyclopia, one new Amphipod, Nannonyx
spiiiimmnis, and one liopyrian, Pleiirocrypla /«.vij— and (3),

finally, a discussion of the submnrine deposits met with, their

nature, distribution, origin, and influence upon the fauna. The
importance of the n.iture of the bottom to the animals living

on it is specially emph.asioed.

Prof. Nl'Iiitosh gave an account of Ihe recent marine fish-

balching operations of the Scottish I'ishery Board at Dunbar.

He described the ponds and buildings, their mechanism and

he miivcnicnts of the hatching-boxes, and gave statistics show
ng how remarkably successful the first season's operations had

been.

In the Botanical Department papers were read by Prof. L.
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Kny on the correlation between root and shoot, ani an exhi-

bition of diagrams ; and by Prof. Pfeffer on the sensitiveness of

the root-tip.

On Monday forenoon a series of papers dealing with various

points in the theory of evolution was taken before the Zoo-

logical Department. After the report of the Committee on

Telegony, Prof. D'Arcy Thompson read a paper on some

difficulties of Darwinism. He doubts the efficacy of the

struggle for existence in the case of humming-birds, &c., and

in these cases he regards the profusion of forms, colours, and

other modific.itions as due merely to laws of growth, and thinks

that growth may be more exuberant in the absence of struggle

and hardship. In other cases which are usually interpreted as

the result of natural selection, Prof. Thompson gave another

explanation, e.g. he considers the form of the Guillemot's egg

is merely the natural result of the pressure caused by a rela-

tively large egg passing dorvn a narrow muscular passage.

Then Prof. C. V. Riley followed, on social insects and

evolution. He gave a summary of what is known of the

habits and economies of bees, wasps, ants, and termites,

especially as to the development of the young. He considered

that the varied structures and habits of neuters are perfectly

explicable upon the general principles which have governed the

modification of organisms, amongst which he believes natural

selection plays an important but limited part. He showed that

the differences between the queen and the neuter resulted en-

tirely from the treatment of the larva, and was at the control of

the colony. In ants also the differences between the different

individuals is again the result of food and nurture. He believed

with Darwin that the variations in social insects have been

guided by natural selection amongst colonies ; but that this re-

markable and somewhat unexpected social selection among
individuals, as exemplified in these insects, simplified the origin

of neuters. Competition had been between colonies rather

than individuals. The author finally pointed out that just as in

man among mammals, the higher intellectual development and

social organisation is found correlated with the longest period

of dependent infancy.

Prof. Haycraft read a paper on the role of sex in evolu-

tion, in which he argued that variation is a quality of proto-

plasm, and that it has and can acquire this quality in varying

degree and apart from sexual conjugation ; also that sexual con-

jugation tends to limit or diminish variations, and that 'his is

the role of sex in evolution ; to sex therefore we owe our fairly

well-defined generic and specific groups.

Dr. F. A. Dixey, in a paper on the relation of mimetic
characters to the original form, gave some interesting examples
of mimicry amongst butterflies, and showed how a very perfect

scheme of mimicry may be established by gradual changes

from a very small initial resemblance.

Prof. Osborn treated of certain principles of progressively

adaptive variations observed in fossil series. He appealed for

a systematic analysis and investigation of variation, and for a
suspension of judgment in regard to the factors of evolution.

Recent works show a lack of analysis, since all adult variations

are classed together without regard to the two following

lines of cleavage ; first, as to adaptation, whether progressive,

retrogressive, or neutral ; second, as to time of origin in the in-

dividual, whether paIa;ogenic or neogenic. Neogenic variations

which point to the future may be conveniently divided into (a)

gonagenic ; {b) gamogenic ; (< ) embryogenic ; and (./) somato-

genic according to lines suggested by the work of Kolliker,

Weismann, Roux, and others. All previous inductions as to

variation have failed to recognise that the adult may exhibit

variations which have their immediate causes in all these periods,

although all alike spring from the potentiality of the germ. A
distinct consideration rises whether, besides the "minute varia-

tions "of Darwin and the "saltatory variations" of Hateson,

there may not be variations so slight as only to be measurable
by the comparison between two individuals separated by a long

genetic series. Evidence for variation of this kind is seen in

the contrast between the evolution of the premolars and of the

molars in the eocene horse series. The limitation of variation

to certain lines is seen in a comparison between the horse and
rhinoceros molars of the miocene. The general conclusion drawn
from these facts is that the pure selection principle is contra-

dicted by them, and there is some unknown principle of teleo-

logical mechanics yet to be discovered.

In the discussion which followed, Prof. Poulton criticised

Osborn's classification of variations, and argued in favour of
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the action of natural selection in picking out the minute cha-

racters which distinguish individuals and in building them up into

varieties. The discussion was continued by Profs. Mivart,

Lankester, Seeley, Hartog, and others.

In a paper on the wing of Archcsoptery.x viewed in the

light of that of some modern birds, Mr. \V. P. Pycraft showed
that in the development of the primary wing-feathers, as well

as in the general form of the manus, in the nestling of certain

gallinaceous birds there was evidence that they had descended

from a strictly arboreal form in which the manus of the nestling

was armed with claws to assist it in climbing the trees in which it

was reared, just as is the case in the young of Opisthocoimis

cristatus to-day. He showed that there is reason to believe

that the claws of Archaoptery.x were of prime importance only

during the nestling period of life. .V model of a restoration of

the wing of Archaopteryx was exhibited, in which it was demon-
strated that the remiges rested upon the third digit, the bases

abutting against that of the second digit, the top of which was

free. It was, however, suggested that this digit supported the

semiplume-like feathers seen in the fossil which possibly

functioned as coverts.

In the Botanical Department :—On the origin of the sexual

organs of the Pteridophytes, by Prof. Douglas H. Campbell.

Notwithstanding the radical differences, especially in the

Archegonium, between the Bryophytes and the Pteridophytes, a

comparison of the structure and development of the sexual

organs of the higher Hepatics with those of the Eusporangiate

Pteridophytes shows poinis of resemblance enough to warrant

the hypothesis that here is to be sought the connection between

the Bryophytes and the Pteridophytes. Notes upon the ger-

mination of the spores of the Ophioglossese, by Prof. Douglas

H. Campbell. The author succeeded in germinating two
species, Ophioglossum pendulum and Botrychhim virginicum.

In both the first division of the spore occurs before any chloro-

phyll is formed. On sterilisation and a theory of the strobilus, by

Prof. F. O. Bo.ver. The following are some of the leading

points in Prof. Bower's theory :—The spore-bearing parts of the

sporophyte are to be regarded as primary in the evolutionary

history and in function. The homosporous vascular cryptogams

attained the climax of numerical spore production. As a con-

sequence of increased spore-production arose sterilisation of

sporogenous tissue in form of septa partitioning off loculi, and
subsequently the formation of synangia, and separation of the

sporangia. The sporogonial head is the correlative of the

strobilus or flower, the latter has eruptions of the surface to form

sporophylls upon which sporangia are borne. The evolutionary

history of the sporophylls shows progress from small and simple

to large and complex forms. Foliage leaves may have been

derived from sterilisation of sporophylls. The following are

the remaining papers brought before the Botanical Depart-

ment :—Miss N. Layard, a method of taking casts of the inteiior

of flowers ; Prof. E. Zacharias, the function of the nucleus ;

Prof. Errera, exhibition of diagrams ; Mr. G. Murray, on
Pachytheca ; Dr. Scott, the structure of fossil plants in its

bearing on modern botanical questions ; Prof. Marshall Ward,
a Thames bacillus ; Prof. Green, influence of light on diastase

;

and Mr. Seward, a contribution to the geological history o f

Cycads.
The following are the remaining papers and exhibitions

brought before the Zoological Section ; most of them were taken

on Tuesday :

—

Dr. W. B. Benham expounded a new classification of the

Polychseta, which gave rise to some discussion. Prof. Jeffrey

Bell exhibited lantern slides of some magnificent colonies of

reef-building corals lately acquired by the British Museum.
Dr. VV. B. Benham, on the blood of Magdona. It differs

from that of any other Cha;topod hitherto examined. Instead

of a red (haemoglobin) liquid plasma in which float either a few

nucleated colourless corpuscles or free nuclei, the blood-vessels

of Mageloiia are completely filled with very small spherical

globules of a madder pink colour, in an extremely small

amount of colourless plasma. These coloured globules are not

cells. There are free nuclei scattered amongst them, but the

coloured globules are not nucleated. The colour is due to a

pigment similar to ha^merythrin occurring in some Sipunculids.

The globules exhibit a very marked tendency to run together

like oil-drops and fuse. This viscid mass seems to be inter-

mediate between the absolutely liquid coloured plasma of

chxtopods and the red corpuscles of mammals which float in a

small amount of colourless plasma. Further, these globules in
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MaicloHi probably originate within cells, from which they are

Prof. G. Gilson(Louvain\ on the nephridial ducts o{ Owenia.

The Rev. T. K. K. Stebbing, on zoological publication, &c.,

suBgested that the leading biological societies should arrange

the work of publishing between them, so as to avoid the over-

lapping which now lakes place. He proposed that for every

country there should be a single authorised journal to receive

the names of new genera and species with brief descriptions,

all claimi to priority being dependent on the date of this record.

Mr J. T. Cunnineham, on the significance of diagnostic

characters in the Pleuronectida;, discussed the evolution

of the characters which distinguish flat-fishes into sub-

families, genera, and species. He considers that the spe-

cific and many of the generic characters are not known

to be adaptaiional, and are more probably due to gene-

rative isolation and divergent variation. His general

conclusion is that animal variation is to be regarded as the

resultant of two opposing inflaences, one internal and one ex-

ternal to the organism. The one is the internal tendency to

definite divergent variations which have no direct relation to the

struggle for existence, the other is the direct influence of adap-

tation, whether due to the selection of individuals or to the

direct modification of individuals.

Mr. Goodrich described some of the methods adopted recently

in displaying specimens in the zoological part of the Oxford

University Museum. Dr. F. A. Dixey, on the plantar surface

in infants, showed that his investigations on the skin of the

foot in very young infants who had never walked, do not lend

any support to the view that acquired characters can be trans-

mitted by heredity.

Mr. \V. E. Collinge, in a paper on the relations of the

cranial nerves to the sensory canal system, showed that

the canals are innervated in the Elasmobranchs chiefly by

the facial nerve, in the Ganoids by the trigeminal and

facial, and in the Teleostei chiefly by the trigeminal. Dr.

H. B. Pollard exhibited, with remarks, models of the

cranial skeletons of some rare South American and African

siluroid fishes, made after the method of Born, with the ad-

dition that they were electroplated in order to give them

snflicient firmness. Attention was drawn chiefly to the barbules

round the mouth. These were maintained to be the homologues

of the oral tentacles of Myxiiu and the cirri of Amphio.xus, and

a new theory of the origin of the head in Verlebrata, termed

the cirrhostomial theory, was based on these homologies. The

author contrasted this theory with the old vertebral theory of

Goethe and Oken, and the subsequent theories of Gegenbaur,

Balfour, v. Wijhe, and others.

GEOGRAPHY AT THE BRITISH
ASSOCIATION

AT the Oxford meeting the popularity of the Geographical^ Section showed no abatement. Crowded meetings were the

rule, even when papers of a severelyscientific characterwere being

read. This may be explained to some extent by the favourable

situation of the seclion-room in close proximity to the reception-

room ; but perhaps the general use of lantern illustrations had

more to do with it. liy means of effective lantern diagrams the

audience was able to follow with interest and pleasure, papers

on detailed oceanography and climatology. The characteristic

of the meeting may !« given as the general high level of the

papers offered, and the interesting discussions to which they

frequently g.ive rise.

The rrc>idcnt, in his address, dealt with oceanography in its

widest sense. ~" ' • > Mowed bya number of papers of similar

character, til ^cr scope. Unfortunately, it was found

impossible f'T
, ,

i •imilar subjects to be taken in all cases

on the same day, as the convenience of the authors frequently

made it necc'sary to alter the provisional arrangements which

had been made. Mr. II. N. Dickson gave an account of the

iharc he had taken on board H.M.S. ync/vi/in the international

oceanographical observations initialed by Prof. Petterson, of

Stockholm. The general conclusions arrived at were as

follows :

—

While the Atlantic current fliwingover the Wyville-Thom-

on ridge attains its maximum velocity in winter, its speed is

maintained during summer by the greater w.irmtli of the upper

layers of water in the Atlantic, and consequent higher level of
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the surface of that ocean compared with the Norwegian Sea.

Passing over the ridge, the .\llantic current is cooled by mixture

with the cold water of the Norwegian sea lying at the bottom of

the Faeriie-Shetland Channel, and loses its horizontal motion.

The warmer the Atlantic current the more rapidly does this

mixture take place. Hence in a hot, windless summer a mass
of Atlantic water, extending to a great depth, tends to collect

on the northern and north-western edge of the North Sea bank.

At all seasons Atlantic water is drawn from the Faeroe-Shet-
land Channel and forced into the North Sea by the tides

between Orkney and Shetland. The tidal streams run north-west

and south-west, and an eddy is formed to the north-west of the

Orkneys, into which North Sea water is drawn, and perhaps

also water from below. As the season advances the surface

water of the North Sea becomes warmer, the upper layers pro-

bably receive smaller supplies of fresh water, but they become
specifically lighter than the under layers, which they protect from

the warming influences of the atmosphere. The upper layers

becoming ultimately warmer than the Atlantic current, the sur-

face of the North Sea becomes higher, and the surface water

spreads outwards into the Faetbe-Shetland Channel, checking
the surface supply of Atlantic water. Meanwhile, the mass of

Atlantic water, collecting at the edge of the North Sea Bank,
seeks entrance into the North Sea. Mixing with the cold

bottom water already there, it increases its salinity, but reduces

its specific gravity by warming it, and, at a certain stage of

mixture, the temperatures and salinities of the two waters com-
bine to form a ridge or axis of maximum specific gravity. This

axis, which probably runs north-east from Shetl.ind in the end of

May or in June, turns slowly toward a north to south direction,

and moves eastward. As it retreats, Atlantic water is gradually

admitted round the north end of the .Shetlands, p.asses down the

east side of the groups, joins the tidal stream at the south end,

and, guided by the axis of heavy water, is distributed along

the east coast of Scotland, probably during July and .\ugust.

Liter in the summer, as the axis retreats still further, the Atlantic

water is probably distributed more towards the eastwarH, per-

haps until the latter part of September, when the diminishing

supply from the F.ieroe Channel, and the increasing outflow

from the eastern side of the North Sea, bring about a gradual

return to the conditions with which we started. Obviously the

controlling conditions are complex, but it appears that the

greater the winter cold and the spring supply of ice-cold water

from the continent, the more slowly will .\tlantic water penetrate

into the North Sea below the surface ; and the warmer the

summer, the more will the surface supply be checked. At the

same lime, the warmer the summer the larger the quantity of

Atlantic water seeking admission, and the greater its thermal

power to drive back the axis of maximum weight.

M. A. Delebccque, of Thonon, sent an account of his

methods of surveying and constructing balhymetrical maps of

the French lakes, a series of which was exhibited. The geo-

graphical conditions of the English lakes were described bv Dr.

H. R. Mill, and in the discussion which ensued, Prof. Guido

Cora, of Turin, look a leading part. Mr. J. V. Buchanan,

F. R.S. , sent an account of the researches being carried out by

the Prince of Monaco and himself on hoard the Prince's yacht

Princesse Alice, in the Mediterranean and North All.antic, which

received considerable attention. Me found that even at a dis-

tance of 600 miles south-west of the Strait of (librallar the salt

water from the Mediterranean occupied the lower half of the

whole depth, the upper half alone being occupie 1 by Atlantic

water. Numerous observations were made in the narrowest

part of the Straits, with the eflcct of defining the manner in

which the surface current of Atlantic water entering the

Mediterranean is related to the deeper current of dense water

escaping to the ocean.

Dr. lohn Murray gave a discourse on the geographical and

balhymetrical distribution of organisms in the ocean, focussing

all our knowledge of the distribution of marine life, and con-

cluding with the belief that the existing distribution is a result

of the gradual restriction of a universal fauna which flourished

in a climate of worldwide warmth, possibly due to the

larger size of the sun. This paper gave rise to an animated

discussion. .Mthough not formally organised, this was practi-

cally a joint discussion between .Sections D and K, the par-

ticipants in the discussion comprising Dr. Gunther, Mr. P. L.

Sclater, Dr. O. Maas, Canon Norman, Dr. II. O. Forbes,

and Mr. Garslang.

Papers dealing wilh new exploration were unusually numerous.
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Mr. Osbert H. Howarth p;ave a magnificent series of new
views of the Cordillera of North America, in illustration of a

paper on the Sierra Madre of Mexico, from which he had
just returned. Mr. D. G. Hogarth sumnirised the result of

his recent journey in the valley of the Euphrates. The river

was found to be so difficult of passage as to fo-m a natural

frontier of the most elTective kind. Very fine remains of Romai
bridges, aqueducts, and forts were found and photographed.

Mr. Weld Blundell, just returned from an even more adven-

turous journey in the Libyan Desert, gave a paper full of interest

describing his observations and photographs. Dr. A. MarkolT
gave a comprehensive general description of Russian Armenia.
Travel papers of minor importance, but no less popular on that

account, were read by Mr. \V. H. Cozens-Hardy on Monte-
negro, and by Miss Baildoa on a visit to New Guinea.
An animated discussion was also called forth in connection

with a valuable paper by Mr. Somers Clarke, on the geography
of Lower Nubia. He vividly described the scenery audj. resent

economic state of the site of the proposed great Nile reservoir.

He said that the Wadi Kenus, the abode of the Beni Kensi
tribe, is nearly coincident with the projected Nile reservoir, and
if the proposed scheme is carried out the population to be dis-

placed numbers about 30,000, inhabiting a cultivated area of
some 10,000 acres. Population in the I'tolemaic times must
have been greater, as there are tracks about Korti and Dakkeh,
once under cultivation, now abandoned. In the Dodeka-
Schoenus there is a number of temples and remains of

antiquity, a further proof of considerable population
;

and the district is protected by a line of forts, some of

very high antiquity, others of later date. The existence of
Egyptian civilisation side by side with the ruder customs of the

natives, is especially to be observed in the method of burial.

The present inhabitants on the course of the Nile valley from
Assuan to Wadi Haifa exhibit very slight variations in modes
of dress, particularly among the women. Men go to Cairo,

women stop in the villages, so that the men adopt the ordinary
dress of fellahin in Egypt. The manner of building houses
from lumps of earth, crude brick, with flat wooden or vaulted
brick roofs, constructed in the same way as those used by the
ancient Egyptians, was noticed. Reed shelters are also in use.

Not only the unique antiquities but the present people, with all

life, animal and vegetable alike, are affected by the projected
reservoir. In view of the contemplated destruction it is of the
utmost importance to make an exhaustive scieniific investigation

of the valley before it is submerged.
Mr. Norman Lockyer, in commencing the discussion on this

paper, said that if the dam were constructed it might afier all,

if preceded by an exact scientific survey, prove to be a blessing

in disguise even to Egyptologists, and that the advancement of

science and the advancement of Egypt might proceed hand in

hand.
Papers of more technical interest were contributed by several

authors. Mr. A. Montefiore sent a detailed account of the
equipments of the Jackson- Harmsworth Arctic expedition

;

Mr. John Thomson gave an account of the methods of photo-
graphy best adapted for the use of travellers ; and Mr. B. V.
Darbishire showed a new method of representing the surface
configuration of the British Islands. Mr. G. G. Chisholm
initiated a valuable discussion on the spelling of geographical
names, the purpose of which was to show that the indispensable
preliminary requirement, with a view to the end stated, is to have
an ade<iuale scheme of orthography, making up for the deficiency
of such signs by clear rules to be followed with respect to the
sounds for which signs are lacking. To leave it to the indi-

vidual judgment to decide what is the nearest sound represented
in the scheme to one for which no express provision is made, is

bound to lead to confusion. The inadequacy of the latest

version of the Royal Geographical Society's scheme from this

point of view was pointed out, and suggestions of remedies
made. The addition of some subordinate rules likely to pro-
mote the efficiency with which the scheme is carried out was
recommended. Attention was drawn to special difficulties in

connection with Russian and Greek names, and reasons given
for entertaining the hope that, with the aid of Oriental scholars,
special rules might usefully be framed with regard to the spell-

ing of Chinese and Indo-Chinese names. Finally, it was urged
that, once an adequate scheme clearly expounded is

adopted, it would be of great importance to make special
arrangements to secure the co-operation of all contributors to
the Geographical Jjurnal and other geographical periodicals.
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of publishers and authors, and, above all, of the newspaper
press towards getting the scheme carried out.

Mr. H. Yale Oldham attracted much attention to his state-
ment of evidence, from a MS. map at .Milan, of date 1448, of
the discovery of Brazil before that date. In the long discussion
which followed, the evidence was criticised by several speakers
who were reluctant to accept it without more ample proof.

Colonel Feilden read a brilliant paper on current polar ex-
ploration, in which he explained the position of the various
expeditions now in the field, and expressed a strong opinion as
to the folly of inexperienced travellers adventuring themselves
lightly into regions so fraught with danger.

Mr. E. G. Ravenstein presented a discussion of the climato-
logy of tropical Africa, resulting from the observations collected
by the Committee on African Climate appointed some years
ago. The results present the first satisfactory generalisations
on the tropical climates of Africa, but its scope cannot be
conveniently summarised. Mr. Theodore Bent gave an ad-
mirably illustrated account of his recent visit to the Hadramat
in Southern Arabia. The proceedings of the Section were
assisted by several eminent foreign geographers, amongst whom
Prof. Vambery, of Budapest, and Prof. Guido Cora, of Turin,
took a leading place.

MECHANICS AT THE BRITISH
ASSOCIA TION.

THE sittings of Section G, at the recent meeting of the
British Association at Oxford, were held in the Common

Hall of Keble College, which afforded more than ample accom-
modation for the purpose.

We have already printed the presidential address of this

Section. Prof. Kennedy, who some time ago resigned his chair,

was one of the pioneers of the modern movement towards
technical education in mechanical engineering, and it was
natural, therefore, that he should largely deal with the training
of engineering students in his address.

There was a very long list of papers down for discussion at

the meeting. The first sitting was held, according to custom,
on the Thursday, and the .Section met on the Friday, .Saturday,

Monday, and Tuesday following, that is to say, from .-August 9
until August 14. With so long a list of papers to deal with,

we can do no more in the space at our command than simply
refer to some of them by name, and we therefore give the follow-

ing, which is a complete list of the papers read :

—

Thursday.—(l) Some reminiscences of sieam locomotion on
common roads, by Sir 1'".

J. Bramwell, F. R. S. ; (2) bore-hole
wells for town-water supply, by H. Davey.

Friday.— (l) Joint meeting with .Section A :

—

[a) On inte-

grators, harmonic analysers and integraphs, and their application

to physical and engineering problems, by Prof. O. Henrici,

F. R.S. ; (/') note on the behaviour of a rotating cylinder in a

steady current, by Arnulph Mallock ; (<r) on the resistance ex-

perienced by solids moving through fluids, by Lord Kelvin,

P. R.S. ; \d) discussion on flight, in which Lord Rayleigh,

Mr. Langley, Mr. Maxim, and others took part ; (2) the

strength and plastic extensibility of iron and steel, by
Prof. T. Claxton Fidler ; (3) tunnel construction by means
of shield and compressed air, with special reference to the

tunnel under the Thames at Blackwall, liy M. Fitzmaurice.

Saturday.—(i) On methods that have been adopted for

measuring pressures in the bores of guns, by Sir Andrew Noble,
K.C.B., F. R.S. ; (2) the most economical temperature for

steam-engine cylinders, by B. Donkin.
Monday.—(i) Signalling through space, by W. H. Preece,

F.R.S. ; (2) some advantages of alternate currents, by Prof.

S. P. Thompson, F.R.S. ; (3) continuous current distribution

of electricity at high voltage, being a description of the lighting

of the city of Oxford, by T. Parker ; (4) a special chronograph,
by H. Lea; (5) a direct-reading platinum pyrometer, by G. M.
Claik.

Tuesday.—(i) Report of committee on dryness of steam, by
Prof. W. C. Unwin, F.R.S.

; (2) the temperature entropy

di.igram, by H. F. Burslall ; (3) the hunting of governed
engines, by J. Swinburne ; (4) engineering laboratory instru-

ments and their calibration, by Prof. D. .S. Capper ; (5) light-

house apparatus and lighthouse administration in 1S94, by J.

Kenward ; (6) on spring spokes for bicycles, by Prof. T. D.
Everett, F.R.S.
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Sir Frederick Bramwell's paper was one of considerable

interest, the veteran engineer described the experience of his

youth when he was a proicgt- of Hancock, who was then running
a steam carriage for ordinary purposes of carr)ing passengers on
the public roads. Sir Frederick stated how he used to travel from
work to his home when an apprentice, Hancock generally giving

him a lift on his return journey with the steam carriage. Under
the existing state of the law steam locomotion of this nature is,

of course, an impossibility, the restrictions which have been put

on this method of transportation being absolutely prohibitive.

These restrictions were brought about in conseiiuence of the in-

troduction of traction engines, as we now see them on our
country roads. The pace of steam-propelled vehicles is limited

to three miles an hour, and it is necessary that a man should
walk in front of the engine with a red flag ; naturally such regu-
lations make the carriage of passengers out of the question.

This is much to be regretted, for steam carriages, as has lately

been proved by continental experience, can be made both safer

and more expeditious than those drawn by horses. They are

more under control, being easily stopped and turned, and they
are naturally far cheaper.

To return, however, to Sir Frederick Bramwell's paper, the

details of the early road steam carriages possess considerable in-

terest at the present time, as pipe boilers were used in nearly

all of them, and now that the water-tube boiler is coming to the

front so rapidly, it is interesting to see what was done by
the pioneers of steam engineering. Many inventors whose
brains are active in this field would do well to study the earlier

records, for old types are now being reinvented at an expendi-
ture of much useless brain work and anxiety.

The second day of meeting of Section G [Friday, August lo^

was a very busy one, a joint sitting having been arranged with

Section A. Four subjects were down for discussion, as stated

in the above list of papers.

Prof. Henrici's contribution was one of great interest, as also

was Mr. Mallock's note on the behaviour of the rotating

cylinder. Lord Kelvin also gave a valuable lecture on the

resistance of solids moving through fluids.

Public interest, however, was chiefly centred in the paper
read by Mr. Maxim, in which he described his tlying machine.

To hear this part of the transactions a large number of

members flocked into the hall, many of them being ladies. Some
of the members present did not appear to take much interest in

the more abstruse subjects dealt with by the previous lecturers,

and their want of attention made it a little difficult to follow

the first three speakers.

Two papers, relating purely to Section G, were taken on this

day ; the first was Pro(. Fidler's monograph on the extensi-

bility of iron and sleel, a valuable contribution which, how-
ever, was read to a very thin audience.

The author pointed out that the stress-strain diagram of

ductile material as autographically drawn does not indicate any
definite relation between tensile stress and plastic strain. The
unit stress varies in different pans of the bar ; the elongation

measure by the diagram being that of the whole bar. The
author's experiments indicated that the plastic extensibility

under any given stress is nearly the same in all segments of the

bar's length, even when the ultimate elongation varies. Volu-

metric measurements of the successive segments indicate that

there is no sensible telescopic shear, and justify the general

application of the assumption of unchanging volume. It

might at first sight be supposed that a bar of uniform plastic

extensibility ought to draw out unilormly over its whole length,

bat beyond a certain critical point a uniform extension is almost

impossible. In order to illustrate these points in a bar of mild
steel a diagram had been prepared. The law of pl.islic

extension is dcicrmlned by the curve, fixed malhematically the

curves of the plastic limit, and it fixed also the breaking
weight per square inch of original area. In regard to the

possibilities of deformation in a bar of nearly uniform extensi-

bility, as the plastic limit is approached the slightest irregularity

in section or in extensibility tends to precipitate the formation

of a contracted region, and beyond that limit the further

extension of the bar and the further contraction of arc will

be confined to the same region. For stresses below the plastic

limit the probabilities of deformation might be examined by
considering the relative time rates of extension at two elemenls
which may have been unequally stretched, anil at first the

tendency is theoretically in favour of preserving the cylindrical

form of the bar. Kut l>eyond the plastic limit these conditions

are reversed, and the tendencies are all in favour of precipitat-

ing the most rapid contraction of area at the point where any
contraction already exists. Referring to the yield-point, ^uddcn
elongation takes place at different stresses in the different seg-

ments, while in any one short element it seems to be instan-

taneous. If the yield is arrested midway and the bar examined,
it may be found that the elong.-ili.in has been completed in

some segments and not commenced in others.

In the discussion which followed. Profs. Unwin, Ewing, and
IleleShaw and Sir Benjamin Baker look part. Prif. Hele-
Shaw pointed out that certain bronzes, unlike steel, would
contract in sever.il places at once.

Mr. Fitzmaurice's paper on the Blackw.ill Tunnel gave an
interesting description of that important work, now being carried

out under Mr. Binnie, for the London County Council.
Two papers only were read on Saturday of the meeting.

The first an extremelv interesting contribution by Sir Andrew
Noble, of Elswick. The author referred to the early experiments

of Count Rumford to asceriain the pressures in the bores of

guns, and pointed out the errors into which that investigator

was led. He referred to the researches of Robins, Cavalli,

Rodman, and those of the Prussian Artillery Comuiittee of

1S54 He also gave details of experiments made by himself,

from which it would appear that with projectiles of increasing

weight very different results are obtained, in regard to pressure,

with modern slow-burning powders than with the older fine

grain powders.
Mr. Bryan Donkin's paper was also one of considcr.tble

interest, and gave details of an extensive series of experiments

made by the author. He pointed out that in most cases

cylinder walls of engines are much colder than the steam, and
often one-half the weight of steam is condensed during admis-

sion. The details of this will be published later, and at greater

length, in the Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers. It m.iy be said generally, that throughout the

experiments an increase of economy with hotter walls was

always verified.

On Monday the proceedings were largely devoted, according

to custom, to electrical engineering.

Mr. Preece's paper, on .signalling through space, was of a

very popular nature, and attracted a large audience. He
described the operations which took place at Kilbrannan Sound.

It is satisfactory to know that the Post Office aulhorilies are

introducing metallic returns wherever possible for telephone

circuits.

Prof. Sylvanus Thompson's paper was in praise of alternate

currents. The author expressing his opinion that the alternate

current system would entirely supersede continuous currents for

lighting and power dislriliution purposes. The continuous

current being superior for electrolytic purposes alone. Mr.

Picece supported the paper, whilst Prof. Kennedy and Mr. T.

Parker took entirely ditlerent views.
j

Mr. Parker's paper was an excellent description of the

electric lighting in the city of Oxford. Mr. Lea described a

special form of chronograph he had had made to his own
designs. Mr. Clark's paper w.is also one of value, and should

be studied in the original by those interested in the measure-

men' of high temperatures.

Tuesday's proceedings commenced with the reading of the

Report of Prof. Unwin, of the Committee on the Dryness of

Steam. This is a long and valuable report, but as it will
,

appear in full in the Transactions of the Association, it is not 1

necessary we should deal with it on the present occasion.

Mr. Burstall, in his paper, and by aid of a model which he

exhibited, has given a new means of illustrating the temper.atutc

entropy diagram. This model will doubtless he seen on future i

occasions. Considerable ingenuity has been shown in its con-

struction. Mr. .Swinburne's paper w.is one of practical interest
^

to engineers, whilst Prof. Capper's contribution on the calibra-

tion of laboratory instruments will prove of value, and is worthy

of passing notice. The author stated that the reliance to be

placed upon observations made with measuring instruments

evidently depends upon the accur.icy with which those instru-

ments record. Neglect of this fundamental truth often leads to

inaccurate and erroneous deductions from experinienis which

arc themselves of the highest scientific value ; not infrcijuently

the whole value of oliservations maybe destroyed by insufficieilt

care in the calibration of the insiruments used. The subject i!|

therefore one of some importance. The author described ihti

chief sources of error in some of the most common engineerinf
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ANTHROPOLOGY AT THE BRITISH
ASSOCIA TION.

"pHURSDAY, August 9—Dr. E. B. Tylor read a paper on
the distribution of mythical beliefs as evidence in the

history of culture. The author showed that the wide distribu-

tion of several mythical beliefs, such as the idea of souls being
weighed in a spiritual balance, and that of the Bridge of the
Dead, gave evidence of connecting links between the great re-

ligions of the world. The theory that the pre-Columbian
culture of America took shape under Asiatic influence was sup-
ported by evidence of a similar nature. Thus, in the religion

of ancient Mexico four great scenes in the journey of the soul in

the land of spirits are depicted in a group in the Aztec picture-
writing known as the Vatican Codex : first, the crossing of the
river of death ; second, the passage of the soul between two
mountains that clash together ; third, the soul climbing up a
mountain set with sharp obsidian knives ; fourth, the dangers
resulting from these knives being carried about by the wind.
There is a close resemblance between these Mexican pictures

and certain scenes from the Buddhist purgatory depicted on
Japanese temple scrolls. Here are seen, rtrst, souls wading
across the river of death ; second, souls passing between two
huge iron mountains, which are pushed together byrlemons;
third, souls climbing the mountain of knives, whose sharp
blades cut their hands and feet ; fourth, knile-bladcs llying

through the air. Dr. Tylor also referred to Humboldt's
argument from the calendars and mythic catastrophes in .Mexico
and Asia, and to the correspondence in Bronze-Age work and
in games in both regions, and expressed the opinion that the
evidence was sufficient to justify anthropologists in considering
that ancient American culture was due to a great extent to
Asiatic influence.

Dr. Beddoe read a paper on complexional dilTerences between
the Irish with indigenous and exotic surnames. The author
showed that dark hair and light eyes arc much more prevalent
among the former class of Irishmen than among the latter.

investigations, and their probable value, and pointed out some
of the possible methods of correction where such exist. For
example, in engine trials there are many po-sible sources of

error. Klost of these may be reduced in percentage value by
continuing the trial for a sufficient period. But this is not the

case with errors which may occur in the indicators, gauges, or

spring balances used in the determination of power. In these,

unless properly calibrated before trial, very serious errors may
be introduced, amounting in some cases to 5 or 6 per cent, of

the total power indicated. It is therefore, he said, absurd,

even if proper precautions have been taken, to rely upon horse-

power measurements to two places of decimals. With regard

to tension and compression experiments with standard loinch
bars, calibration of the testing machine is extremely difficult, and
can in general only be carried out over a small portion of the

range of the experiments. Deductions have therefore to be

made from the less to the greater, with the result that small

errors in the calibration will tend to be magnified. Vertical

testing machines have fewer sources of error, and can be

calibrated with more certainly, than horizontal machines.
Extensomelers are, however, much more easily applied to a

horizontal bar than a vertical, and variable jockey weights,

which are requisite if the same accuracy is to be maintained at

low loads as at high, are also more readily adapted to horizontal

machines. Extensomelers can be made and calibrated well up
to the accuracy of the testing machine. With standard bars

and a measuring instrument true to the ten-thousandth nf an
|

inch, the modulus can be relied upon to the second significant
;

figure. It is doubtful if more can be obtained without very
I

special construction and calibration of the testing machine.
|

The iiifficulty in bending exueriments, again, lies in the
j

accurate application of load. Unless the beams are very short

or of unman.ageai>le cross-sections, the I'ad measurement must
be very delicate if readings approaching the accuracy of those in

tension are to be obtained. It is possible that some of the
discrepancies in published beam experiments may be due to

this cause. The paper dealt briefly with other cases where
calibration is specially needed.

Mr. Kenward's paper was of value, both from an historical

and a practical point of view. It was illustrated by a number
of drawings and photographs.

The following reports were also read :— Report of the Anthro-
pometric Laboratory Committee, report of the Ethnographical
Survey Committee, report of the Anthropometry in Schools'
Committee.

Friday, August 10.—The greater part of the day was devoted
to a joint discussion with the Geological Section on the plateau
flint implements of North Kent. The discussion was opened
by Prof. T. Rupert Jones, in a paper in which he expressed
general concurrence with the views of Prof. Prestwich as to the
genuineness and antiquity of the implements found in the
plateau gravels. lie argued that the gravel in which the flints

were found must have been of pre-Glacial Age. -Mr. Whitaker
could not admit that there was any good evidence to connect
the men who worked the flints with pre-Glacial or even with
glacial limes, as there were no deposits of undoubted Glacial
Age in or near the district. -Mr. Montgomerie Bell stated his

reasons for believing that the collections of flints from the
plateau gravels were of human handiwork. He said that all

the evidence pointed to the working of a race of men with
strongly-developed body but weakly-developed mind, and this

was exactly the conclusion we should expect. Sir John Kvans
said that the evidence as to the Palaeolithic Age in Suffolk

being locally post-Glacial was irrefragable, and that the principal

outcome of the recent discoveries was, to his mind, the fact that

the existence of palceolithic man could be carried further back
in lime ihan the valley gravels, inasmuch as his implements are
now found in gravels on plateaus at far higher levels. General
Pitt-Rivers contended that a single bulb of percussion was not

in itself sufficient to prove human workmanship. The bulb of
percussion shows the direction in which the blow was given,

but any hard knock would produce it, and it was necessary that

two or three blows at least should have been given in some
definite direction in order to prove design on the part of the

fabricator. Dr. H. Hicks, Prof. Boyd Dawkins, Sir Henry
Howorth, and Lieut. -Colonel Godwin Austen also took part

in the discussion. Mr. II. Slopes read a paper on the evolution

of stone implements, and the following reports were pre-

sented :— Report of the Prehistoric and Ancient Remains in

Glamorganshire Committee, report of the Elbolton Cave
Exploration Committee, report of the Explorations at Oldbury
Hill Committee.
Saturday, August II.—Mr. Arthur Evans read a paper

on the discovery of a new hieroglyphic system, and pre-

Phoenician script in Crete. During the exploration of the

ancient sites of Central and Eastern Crete, the author had suc-

ceeded in bringing to light a series of stones presenting picto-

graphic symbols of a hieroglyphic nature, and was now able to

put together over seventy symbols belonging to an independent
hieroglyphic system. More than this, he had discovered partly

on stones of similar form, partly engraved on prehistoric vases

and other materials, a series of linear characters, a certain pro-

portion of which seemed to grow out of the pictorial forms. As
in the case of the Egyptian and Hittite symbols, the Cretan
hieroglyphics fell into certain distinct classes, such as parts of

the human body, arms and implements, animal and vegetable

forms, objects relating to maritime life, astronomical and
geometrical symbols. Some of them belonged to that interest-

ing class of pictographs which is rooted in primitive gesture

language. The symbols occurred in groups, and there were
traces of a boustrophedon arrangement in the several lines. The
comparisons instituted showed some interesting afiinities to

Hittite forms. The linear and more alphabetic series of symbols
fitted on to certain signs engraved on the walls of what was
apparently a Mycencan palace at Knosos, and again to two
groups of signs on vase handles from Mycens. It was thus

possible to construct a Mycenean script of some twenty-four

characters, each probably having a syllabic value. The author
gave leasons for believing that the Philistines, who, according

to unanimous Hebrew tradition, came from the .^Iedilerrancan

islands, and who were actually called Krethi in the Bible, in

fact represented this old indigenous Cretan stock, and that they

had here the relics and the writing of "the Philistines at

home."
Mr. Arthur Evans exhibited a number of prehistoric objects

collected during his journey and explorations in Central and
Eastern Crete.

Mr. H. Balfour, in a paper on the evolution of the bow as a

musical instrument, gave the aboriginal races of Africa and
India the ctedit of providing us with the prototype of many of

our best string instruments.
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Miss Weld read a paper on the possibility of a common
language between man and beast, in the course of which she

mentioned that she had herself reduced a large and savage dog
to a stale of the most abject terror by imitating some of the

deeper tones of his growl.

The Rev. G. Hanwell Jones read a paper on the relation

between the body and mind, as expressed in early languages,

cosloms, and myths. The conclusions at which the author

arrived were that (l)the primitive condition of the pioneers of

civilisation was no higher than that of modern savages ; (2) the

parallels presented by words and ideas in countries widely

separated from one another cannot be satisfactorily explained by
mere coincidence ; and (3I the civilisation of Western Europe
viewed as a whole began in contact with the East.

The following papers were also read:— Prof. \. Macalister, on
the heredity of acquired characters ; Prof. Arthur Thomson,
notes on skin, hair and pigment ; Dr. Louis Robinson, the

]

anthropological significance of ticklishness ; H. Ling Roth, on
the presence of Xegritoes in Borneo ; Prof. B. Windle, on
mythical pygmy races ; report of the Mental and Physical Con-
dition of Children Committee.
Monday, August 13.— .\ paper by Prof. J. Kollmann, on

pygmies in Europe, was read. Near SchafThausen, in Switzer-

land, a prehistoric settlement has been discovered, in which the

remains of two races were found interred side by side. The aver-
|

age stature of one of these races was that of Frenchmen of the
[

present day, but the average height of the other race was only
j

1424 mm., and they must be looked upon as pygmies of the
j

Neolithic period in Europe. There have recently been dis-

covered some living pygmies in Sicily and Sardinia, and in the '

author's opinion these small types must be regarded, not as

diminutive examples of normal races, but as a distinct variety of

mankind which occurs in several types dispersed over the globe
;

and he believes that they have been the precursors of the larger

types of man.
The present state of prehistoric studies in Belgium was

described in a paper by Count Goblet d'Alviella. The manu-
facture of flint implements appeared to have been an important

industry, extending all over Belgium, and there have been recent

discoveries of megalithic monuments, the existence of which
|

was till lately denied.

General Pitt-Rivers described the explorations of British
I

camps and a long barrow near Rushmore. The skeletons of
j

upwards of twenty-five persons found in and around the barrow

give evidence of a people of small stature with long, narrow
skulls. They belonged to the polished stone age.

The following communications were also received :— Dr. E.

B. Tylor, on some stone implements of Australian type from

Tasmania ; H. Ling Roth, on Tasmanian stone implements ;

Dr. Emile Carlailhac, on the art and industry of the Troglodytes

of BruniqucI, France; Dr. l-^mile Carlailhac, on a. new ivory

statuette of a woman in the reindeer period ; Dr. Emile Car-

lailhac, on the close of the stone period on ihe borders of the

Mediterranean ; Prof. Max LohesI, observations relative to the

antiquity of man in Belgium ; General Pill-Rivers, on a new
craniomeler ; Dr. J. G. Garson, on the long barrow skeletons

from near Rushmore ; Dr. K. Munro, notes on ancient bone

skates ; Prof. A. C. Ifaddon, exhibition of lantern slides illus-

trating the people of Western Ireland and Iheir mode of life ;

report of the Glastonbury f^xploration Commiltcc.
Tuesday, August 14.—Mr. Theodore Bent read a paper on

the natives of the Iladramut. This valley was formerly the

great centre from which frankincense and myrrh were exported

to Europe by caravan routes across the desert, and the n\odern

inhabitants of this district arc quite distinct from the Bedouins

of northern Arabia ; they have many curious customs and a

religion of their own, and are in all probability an aboriginal

race.

Mr. J. Gray contributed a paper on the distribution of the

Pjcts in Britain as indicated by place-names. The evidence of

place names shows that probably the whole country from the

north of Britain to the south of Gaul was at one lime or another

occupied by the same race. The [ire Piclish inhabitants were

Iberians, and prevailed moilly in Ireland, South Wales, Cum-
berland, and South .Scotland.

The following conimunications were also received :—Mrj. H.
Slopes, on three neolithic settlemcnls in Kent ; Lionel Decle,

on the native tribes of Africa between ihc Zambezi and Uganda
;

Prof. Max Kovalevsky, on the Lex Barbarorum of the Daghe-
Stan ; J. D. C. Schmcltz, on snails and mussels in the house-
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keeping of the Indoneses ; Basil H. Thomson, on the ancient

religion 'of Fiji ; B. P. Kehlpannala, on ceremonies observed

by the Kandyans in paddy cultivation.

ll'eJnesJay, August 15 — Prof. L. Manouvrier described the

brain of a young Fuegian, and pointed out that the external

morphology of this brain showed little or no distinction from

that of a European.
The Rev. l.orimer Fison re.ad a paper on the classificatory

system of relationship. The Fuegian system of relationship

divide the sexes in any one generation into groups of non-

marriageable persons and other groups of marriageable persons,

and it was shown that precisely the same groups appeared as

the result of the division of the community into two exogamous
intermarrying divisions such as are found in Austr.alia. The
inference w,as that wherever the classificatory terms appeared

these divisions had existed in the past.

Mr. J. Graham Kerr read a paper on the Tobas of South

America. These Indians are nomadic in their habits, and live

entirely on the products of the chase. They believe in the

existence of numerous minor evil spirits who cau^e diseases,

accidents, and other misfortunes, but the .author had not dis-

covered that they had any notion of a supreme deity.

Mr. Alfred P. Maudslay read some notes on native build-

ings at Chichen Itsa, Yucatan, and the customs of the Maya
Indians. The author gave an account of some excavations

of a burial mound in the Vera Vm of Guatemala, and

the discovery of small jars containing the bones of

little fingers, probably deposited by mourners. The earliest

notices of the great Maya ruins at Chichen Itsa were discussed,

and extracts were given from a document recently discovered in

Seville, in which are described the ceremonies performed by

the Mayas at the lime of the Spanish conquest.

The other communications received were :— Prof. L. Man-

ouvrier, on a method of valuation of proportional dimensions in

Ihe descriplion of the brain ; II. Hellyse Baildon, notes on

some of the natives of British New Guinea ; Miss A. W.
Buckland, on the philosophy of holes ; report of the North-

western Tribes of Canada Committee.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
Aiiiaicau fournal of Science, August.— On certain astro-

nomical conditions favourable to glacialion, by G. F. Becker,

The elements of Ihe earth's orbit undergo slow variations, some

of which aflect climate. These are the lime of perihelion,

which afTecis the length of the two great .reasons ; the eccen-

tricity of the earth's orbit, and the obliquity of the ecliptic.

The winter of the period of maximum eccentricity in the rigor-

ous htmi-phere would be intensely cold as coinpareil with that

of the period of zero eccentricily, bul the difVeientc would he

most marked in the tropics. The summer would be intensely

hot, and also wet. On the whole, the period would be most

unfavourable to glacialion ; Ihc snowfall being the smallest, and

the warm rainfall the largest lh.at can occur with the present

obliquity. A dilTcrcnce of 1' 9', however, in the obliquity

would m.akc the area 10 the north of the Tropic of Capricorn

1,800,000 square miles greater than it is to-ilay, this area being

rather more than the combined areas of the Mediterranean and

the Gulf of Mexico. The area of evaporation supplying pre-

cipitation to the northern latitudes would thus be increased,

and the conditions would be favourable to glacialion. Thus*

glacial age would be due to the combination of a low eccen-

tricity and a high obliquity, more than to any other set of

circumstances pertaining to the earth's orbit. The epochs Of

such combinations should be deducible from astronomical dal*.

— Development of the lungs of spiders, by Orville L. SimmooJ.

The connection between Limulus and the Arachnida can only '

be established by a study of the development of the lungs and

trachea: of spiders. The lungs arise as infoldings U|>on thcpoJ-

tcrior surface of the appendages of the second abdominal somite, '

in ihe same nanncr .as described by Kingslcy for the gills of

l.iniuli'H. The trachea; develop from Ihe next pair of limM.

The lung-book condition is the primitive, the trachea- of the

Arachnids being derived from it. No ground is left for those

who regard Ihe " Ttacheata " as a natural group of the .animal

kingdom —The generation of chloiine for laboratory purposeJ,

by F. A. Gooch and D. A. Kreider. Chlorine may be eon- 1

venienlly generated by the action of hot hydrochloric acid in a

half-strength solution upon lumps of potassium chlorate. These
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are placed in the upper chamber of a side-neck test tube con-

stricted in the middle. The tube is fitted with a funnel tube

reaching to the bottom, and immersed in a flask filled with hot

water. When the acid is at 8l° the percentage of chlorine in

the gas given off is 84. The chlorine dioxide may be destroyed

by passing the gases through a wash bottle containing a saturated

solution of MnCl; in strong hydrochloric acid at 90°, and may
be still further eliminated bypassing the gas through a hard

glass tube filled with asbestos and heated.

The Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science for March
contains studies in mammalian embryology (iii.). The
placentation of the Shrew (Sorex vulgaris, L. ), by A. A. W.
Hubrecht. (Plates 31 to 39.) The author shows that the

placenta is essentially an embryonic neo-formation, which is

permeated by maternal blood that circulates in spaces devoid of

endothelium. This embryonic neo-formation is preceded by a

considerable proliferation of maternal epithelium, which, how-
ever, does not enter into the constitution of the ripe placenta,

but affords facilities of fixation and nutrition for the embryonic
neo-formation in its earliest stages. The discoid placenta is, in

the later stages of pregnancy, the only connection between
foetus and mother.—On some further contributions to our know-
ledge of the minute anatomy of Limnocodium Sowcrbii^ by
R. T. Gum her. (Plate 40.) Some further details regarding

the structure of the tentacles, the sense organs, and the

male reproductive organs are added to those already re-

corded by .'MIman and Lankester. AUman placed this medusa
among the Leptomedusas ; Lankester, on the contrary, referred

it to the Trachomedusse. The author writes :
" Linnwcodium

Sower/iii is a medusa descended from Leptomedusan ancestors,

which has developed sense organs, with an endodermal axis inde-

pendently of the Tiachomedusae." Allman's paper on I., vic-

toria, in which he adopts Lankester's specific name of Sowerbii,

was published in July 1880, not in 1881, as stated in the list

of authors quoted.—Note on the mesenteries of Actinias, by A.
Francis Dixon.

June.—Contains studies on the comparative anatomy of

sponges (vi.). On the anatomy and relationships of Lelapia

australis, a living representative of the fossil Pharetrones, by

Arthur Dendy. (Plate 13.) By far the most interesting

feature of this species is the very remarkable reticulated fibrous

character of the skeleton, which appears to have hitherto escaped

notice. This character is unknown in any other living calcareous

sponge, while it forms the most prominent feature in the large

fossil group "Pharetrones" of Zittel, hitherto regarded as ex-

tinct. Lelapia australis may therefore be regarded as the only

known living representative of this important group. The author

sums up his interesting and important paper by introducing the

family Pharetrones into the system of recent Calcarea, and re-

gards Lelapia as a very specialised type of Grantidse.—The
structure of the bill and hairs of Ornithorhynchus paradoxus,

with a discussion of the homologies and origin of mammalian
hair, by Ed. B. Poulton. (Plates 14, 15, and ISA.)—

A

contribution to our knowledge of the 01igocha;ta of tropical

Eastern Africa, by Frank E. Beddard (plates 16 and 17),

describes eight new species belonging to the genera Eudri-
hides, Polytortiitus, and Gordiodrilus, and describes the new
genera I'areudrilus, Alluroidcs, and all the species collected in

Zanzibar and Moiubassa.— .\ further contribution to the

anatomy of Limnocnida tanganyicce, by R. T. Gunther.
(Plates 18, 19.) The author bases his researches on material

caught and fixed in osmic acid by Mr. A. Swann, on the shores

of Lake Tanganyika.—Notes on the minute structure of

Peloinyxa paluslris (GreefT), by Lilian J. Gould. (Plates 20
and 21.) The appearance of "a centra! m.ass of doubtful sig-

nificance " is noted; the "glanzkorper" of Greeffwere found to

stain with several reagents, and the rod-like bodies appear to

be certainly bacteria.

The Afulhematical Gazette, No. 2. (Macmillan, July.)—W.
J. Greenslreet gives a summary of Herbart's views of the

place of mathematics in education. The keynote to Herbart's

position is " no one can be expected to think himself into the

strict uniformity of nature, who has had no training in the

rigorous discipline of mathematics and its deductions." G.
Heppel takes for the first of his mathematical worthies Edward
Wright, who was "probably born about 1 560, and died in

1615." In the matter of the Now River, Wright appears to

have afforded an illustration of the Virgilian " Sic vos non
vobis," as he conceived the project, but was ousted by Sir

Hugh Middleton. Further interesting particulars of this too-

little-known mathematician are given by (De Morgan?) in the

Penny Cyclopcsdia, and in Ball's " History." E. P. Rouse con-

tributes a note on the " Director circle of a conic inscribed in

a triangle." Solutions of questions, and questions and short

notes complete a good number.

Bulletin oj the New York Mathematical Society, vol. iii.

No. 10. (New York : Macmillan, July.)— Prof. A. Vasiliev

(pp. 231-235) furnishes many items of interest in his note,

Lobachevsky as Algebraist and Analyst. In this it is shown
that Lobachevsky's genius was not confined to geometry only.

In Macfarlane's " .Mgebra of Physics" (pp. 235-242), Dr.

Chapman analyses the Principles of the Algebra of Physics, and
the paper on the Imaginary of .Mgebra, by that mathematician.

Dr. G. A. Miller supplements his note in the April number by
a note on the substitution groups of eight and nine letters (pp.

242-245). Prof. Webster (pp. 245- 248) reviews Byerly's ele-

mentary treatise on Fourier's series and spherical, cylindrical,

and ellipsoidal harmonics, and at the outset discusses " a rather

singular review (of the book) in a leading New York paper, in

which a number of curious statements are made." Prof. D. E.

Smith's review of Cajori's history (see Nature, No. 1288, p.

235) is the subject of a critique, by Prof. Halsted, to which
Prof. Smith replies (pp. 249-251). The concluding notice is on
orthogonal substitutions, by Prof. H. Taber (pp. 251-259). A
long list of publications, notes, and an index closes vol. iii.

Memoires de la Socit'tJ d'Anthropologic de Paris, tome i.

(3'= serie), 2' fascicule. — Recherches Ethnologiques sur le

Morvan, by Ab. Hovelacque and Georges Herve. The district

known as Morvan includes parts of four Departments—Yonne,
Cote-d'Or, Nii-vre, and .Sanne-et- Loire ; it is distinguished from

the surrounding country by the vclcanic nature of the soil, and
the central portion, or Upper Morvan, has a mean elevation of

600 to 700 metres (about 2000 feet) above sea-level. The climate

is exceedingly inclement, the temperature cold and variable, the

winters long and severe. Morvan is essentially Celtic,

and the primitive inhabitants have been very slightly influenced

by contact with the people around them. The stature indicates

two ethnic elements, the one moderately tall— the Kymric ; the

other shorter—the Celtic, such as we find distributed over a great

part of Central Europe. About two-thirds of the population

of Morvan have grey or sometimes blue eyes ; the others have
brown eyes, light rather than dark. Usually the children have
auburn hair, and the adults dark brown hair.

Memoires de la Sociit^ d'Anthropologic de Paris, tome i.

(3' serie), 3"= fascicule. —The Anthropology of France

—

Dordogne, Charente, Creuse, Corrcze, Haute-Vienne—by Dr.

R. CoUignon. The author has turned to good account the obser-

vations made during recruiting operations in the five departments
meniioned in the title. The mean stature shows greater variation

than in any other part of France, the maximum being i'667m.,

while a minimum of i 56Sm. was observed at Saint-Mathieu
(Haute-Vienne). -Ml the tall cantons are grouped at the circum-

ference of the five departments, and the people of short stature

are collected in groups in the centre. As the result of his

investigations, the author shows that in this district we
have three great groups : first, the brachycephalic—some
dark, others fair—tall or short ; second, dolichocephalic and
fair ; third, dolichocephalic and dark. This last group may
be further subdivided into some three types : the first,

platycephalic, with a disharmonic face ; the next, dolichopsic,

with a high head ; the last, somewhat rarely met with

and characterised by prognathism, a low and retreating

forehead, black hair, and narrow face. The dolichocephalic

brunettes are nearly allied to the Cro-Magnon type, while

those who are prognathous, and who have the long narrow face,

are perhaps distant relatives of the men of Canstadt and Spy,
possibly also they may be distantly allied to the swarthy inhabi-

tants of the south Algerian oasis.

Bulletins de la Soci/t<! d"Anthropologic de Paris, tome v.

(4" serie). No. i, January ; No. 2, February.—In a paper
on the various forms of the teeth of different races. Dr.

F. Regnault says that the canines of the lower races of man
differ from those of the higher races, in that the crown of the

tooth is larger in comparison with the neck, and th.at, like those

of the apes, they,terminate in a sharp point, which is usually

much worn. M. Emile Schmit, in a paper on the " Boves" of

Champagne, describes two of these curious subterranean
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chambers, excavated in the chalk, and approached by low narrow
passages of some length.— A paper by M. Ziborowslci, on ten

crania from Rocheforl, is continued fiom the January to the

February number. M. Zaborowski argues in favour of the

primitive ethnical identity of the blondes, wherever they are

lound in a st.ite of puriiy, whether in

the Caucasus, in England, or in Cha-
rente-Infcrieure.—M. Zaborowski also

coDlribuies a paper on the circumcision

of boys and the excision of girls as

initiation ceremonies. He traces the

origin of the custom in Asia .-ind Europe
to the influence of ancient Egypt.

—

.M. de Saporta describes certain popuUr
medical practices in Provence. In

cases of delirium or meningitis, if the

warm body of a recently killed pigeon
is not available, they have recourse to

a fried egg, which is placed, burning
hot, on the forehead of the patient.

M. de Saporta does not think tnat any
supernatural virtue is attached to these

practices.

JiiaiiBi

IrBBI

the other two were attached to the edges, opposite to one
aroiher, and parallel to the axis of the ring. The ring was
inserted In a wooden case, also shown, through holes in which
the four tiiass rods projected. Jnsul.ated wiie for carrying the
magnetising current was wound over the wooden jacket.
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SOCIETIES AND ACA-
DEMIES.
LO.NDON.

Royal Society, May 31. - " On the

Efliect of Magnetisation upon the Di
roensions of Iron Rings in Directions

perpendicular to the .Magnetisation, and
upon the Volume of the Rings." IJy

Shelford Bidwell, F.R.S.
A recent communication {Roy. Soc.

Proc. vol. Iv. p. 228) to the Society con-
tained an account of some experiments
relating to the effects of magnetisation
upon the dimensions of two iron rings,

one of which was annealed and the

other hardened. The rings had the
form of short cylinders about 6 cm. in

diameter, 3 cm. in height, and 04 cm.
in thickness. The experiments in ques-
tion were concerned with the circum-
ferential variations which took place
along the lines of magnetisation ; those

10 tie here described deal with the concomitant variations
in the height of the cylinders (width of the rings) transversely
to the magnetisation. On the assumption that variations similar
to the latter occur at the same time in the thickness of the

B^BBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBKSflBBBflBBBBBBBBBflBBBBI
BBQIBBBBB»S!«flBBBBBBBBBBBBiiiB!

IE::ilBBBEI3BBBEaBBBEI3l
:p*ZaSBflBBIiB9

!9B

\m

metal, it i> po»ible to deduce the changes in the volume of the

ring which attend magnetisation.

Mg. I, from a photograph, shows how the ring^ were pre-

pared for the experiments. Four brass rods were hard-soldered

to the iron, two of them being in a line with a diamclcr, while
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! IG 2.
—

'1 he curves marked " ioacitiidinnlly " rel.ilc to circiimfcrcnli.ll cli.inees, a/cwf the lines of
niaenctisnlion. 'those marked *' transversely " relate Co ctianges in the width, /^r/c«rt'/<«/iir/i'

to the magaetisation.

For the new experiments the ring was placed in a horizontal

position, one of the edge rods resting upon a brass socket on

the adjustable base of tne instrument, and the other, which had

a chisel-shaped end (not shown in the figure), actuating ti c

lever. To counlerhalance the weight nf tin

ring a horizontal atni, carrying a sliding

weight, was fixed to the lower rod.

The annealed ring will, as before, be dis-

tinguished as Ring I. and the hardened one

as Ring H.
The changes observed in the widths nf

the two rings (transversely to the magnetisa-

tion) are indicated in the curves of Fig. 2

It will be seen that they are '|uile similar in

the two cases, little or no effect being \ir>'

(luced liy annealing. Under graduallv

asctnding forces both lings first beconi'

narrower, then recover their original width,

and ultimately become wider than when un

magnetised.
.\s was shown in my last paper, the eflcct-

along the lines of magnetisation are very

different in the two rings. The annealed

ring (King I.) begins to contract ciicuiii

ferenlially with the smallest forces, ami

continues to contract with the large ones ;

while the hardened ring expands with small

forces and contracts with large ones. These effects are indi-

cated in the figure by the doited curves.

liy combining the results of the old and of the new experi-

ments we can ascertain the nature of the changes produced by

magnetisation in the volumes of the tings. These are indicated
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in Fig. 3, which shows that the volume of the annealed ring is

rather suddenly diminished by a small mignetisini; force, passes

a minimum under a force of abju'- 50 unin, and then slowly

increases, until, with a force of 500 units, it is about 30 ten-

millionths less than at starting. Th; uninnealed ring also at!
IBBBBBBBVBRSilBBBI

—

iiiiiim^HBBBBaB
ly^fiflBBBBBBflBBBBBBr

JBBRBaBBBEIIBBBBIIBBBBaBBBg
....BVlBBBBBBBBBBBBErsSEiSlr^jIBV^BBBBBBBBBBBBETSTlEgESBBB
fl!S!!!!!!""""">BBBBBBBBBI
lii!!!BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBa

M»BBaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

Fig.

first suffers diminution, but its orif;inal volume is recovered wilh
a force of about 90 and with higher values is increased.
The behaviour of this latter rini; may be regarded a-; probably

similar to that of the great majority of rods and rings, the
annealed ring used in these experiments being the only specimen
of iron that has yet been found to contract along the lin^s of
magnetisation wilh the smallest forces that produced any effect

at all.

Edinburgh.

Royal Society, May 28.— Prof. James Geikie, Vice-Presi-
dent, in the chair.— Dr. Ramsey Traquair described some
fossils from Forfarshire.—Dr. James Buchanan Young read a
paper on the chemical and bacteriological examination of soil,

with special reference to the soil of graveyards. He discussed
the results of a series of experiments which he had made on
samples of virgin soils, pure agricultural soils, and soils which
had been, and were being, used for purposes of inhumation.
Krom these results as judged by the amount of organic carbon
and nitrogen present in the various samples, it would appear
that soil which has been used for burial, does not materially
differ as regards the amount of organic matter ii contains from
pure good agricultural soil. This fact goes far to support the
idea that inhumation properly conducted in suitable and well-

drained soils can cause no risk to the public health. The
results of the bacteriological examination of the various soils

goes to corroborate the results arrived at by chemical means.
No pathogenic organisms were fouhd in graveyard soils ; and,
although the number of bacteria present was greater than at

similar depths in virgin soil, the number found was by no
means so great as one might have expected. There was, more-
over, a very marked and sudden fall in the number of micro-
organisms in the soil below the layer containing the coffins.

So that, as Reiuiers has pointed out, the "ground-water
region " is practically free from bacteria. The broad results

of the chemical examination of the samples is well seen in the
annexed table. The results are stated in parts per hundred.

Virgin soils

Pure agricultural soils

Soils used for inhumation

Carbon. Nitrogen.

0265 00257
0842 ... 00936
o'Sjo ... o'io73

—A paper, by Dr. J. G. Gilchrist, on the pallial complex of
Oolabella, was read.— Dr. James Walker communicated an
account of hydrolysis in some aqueous solutions.

June 4.—The lion. Lord M'Laren, Vice-President, in the
chair.— Prof. Tait re.ad a note on the application of Van der

Waal's equation to the compression of ordinary liquids.— Prof.

Geikie read a note, by Messrs. G. Sharman and E. T. Newton,
on fossils from Seymour Island, collected by a recent Dundee
expedition to the Antarctic Seas. Nine specimens had been

found in a district farther south than districts previously ex-

plored. All represented existing genera of wide
distribution, but the fossils indicated more genial

climatic conditions than those now existing.— Prof.

D'.\rcy Thompson read a paper on certain difficulties

in the study of classical zoology.

June 18.— Sir W. Turner, Vice-President, in the

chair.— Prof. Copeland read a paper on the path of

the meteor of May 18, 1894. This was a large

meteor seen in daylight, and first observed some-
where between the island of Mull and the north end
of Jura. It was last seen in the north-west district

of Yorkshire, Observers judged it to be moving
slowly, but calculation showed that it moved over

190 miles in about fifteen seconds.— Prof. Tait read

a paper on the elastic equations of the ether in

a;olotropic dielectrics. He has not yet discussed

the question of the stability of the condition of the

elher indicated by his equations.—Dr. John Murray
gave a comparison of the extra-tropical marine fauna

of the northern and southern hemispheres. The
similarity of the Arctic and .Intarctic marine fauna,

and the difference of both from the fauna of inter-

mediate waters, indicate, according to Dr. Murray,

a not very remote geological time at which a universal

fauna—implying uniformity of temperature—existed.

He believes that in Mesozoic times forms of life

were driven from the poles towards the tropics,

while the fauna which was able to remain under the

altered polar conditions gave rise to the present polar

iauna.— Prof. Tait gave some illustrations of the

range of application of Van der Waal's equation, contrasting

the results got Irom the equation with observed results

regarding the CDiupression of liquids.—Dr. C. G. Knott and
Mr, A. Shand read a paper on magnetic induction in nickel

tubes. Three nickel tubes were compared, as regards their

magnetic properties, with a nickel bar. All were cut from

the same rod, were of the same length (4; cm.), and the same
external diameter (4"2 cm.), but differed in diameter of bore.

As with the iron and steel tubes formerly described (Proc.

R. S. E., 1S93), a tendency was shown, in low fields, for the

magnetic movements to approximate to the same value. But

the tendency was not so well marked. The explanation seems

to be that, because of the comparatively low susceptibility of

nickel in low fields, the " diamagnetising factor" (so called

by Dr. Du Bois) is not of the same paramount importance as

in the case of iron or steel. A simple calculation showed
that this factor was approximately proportional to the area of

section of the metal wall of the tube.

July 2.^The Hon. Lord M'Laren, Vice-President, in the

chair.— .\ paper, by Prof. Cayley, on co-ordinates versus

quaternions, was communicated.— Prof. Tait read a paper on

the intrinsic nature of the quaternion method.—Dr. C. G.

Knott and Mr. A. Shand communicated a preliminary note on

volume changes which accompany magnetism in nickel tubes.

The three tubes, referred to the authors in their previous paper

on magnetic induction in nickel, were employed. In high fields

the internal volumes were markedly diminished in all three.

The greatest measured change in volume was 2*4 cubic milli-

metres ; this was in the tube of thinnest wall in field 600. The
greatest cubical dilatation was —2-3(io)"'', which was got in

the tube of narrowest bore in field 600. The cubical dilatation,

though negative in high fields, was positive in moderate fields,

the change of sign occurring in a field which was lower as the

wall of the tube was thinner. With the tubes of widest and

interitiediate bore, the culiical dilatation was negative in very

low fields, each having critical fields for which the dilatation

was zero. The tube of narrowest bore did not show this double

change of sign. As was perhaps to be expected, the volume

changes in the nickel tubes were distinctly greater than the like

changes in the iron or steel tubes formerly investigated.—Dr.

Gustave Mann communicated a paper on histological changes

produced in nerve cells by their functional activity. Experi-

ments on rabbits and dogs have shown that the nuclei and cells

were larger in stimulated, than in non-stimulated ganglia. In

the stimulated ganglia the lymph spaces practically disappear,

while they are quite evident in the non-stimulated ganglia.
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Paris.

Academy of Sciences, August 20.—M. Lcewy in the
chair.— Electricily considered as a vortical movement, by M.
Ch. V. Zenger. The author shows that an electrical discharge

produces a whirling movement in the gas through which it is

discharged, which may be said to be a cyclone on a small scale,

so completely are the phenomena of cyclones reproduced. The
particles appear to describe a trajectory which may be repre-

sented by a screw of variable pitch traced on a conical surface.

—New experiments permilting the comparison of the delivery

of liquids, gases, and vapour from the same orifices, by M. H.
Parenty. (i) The coefficients of delivery of gases are precisely
equivalent lo those of the submerged delivery of liquids. (2)
These coefficients are not sensibly varied when the pressure and
the back-pressure are modified in various w.-iys ; they are inde-
pendent of the temperature and the atmospheric pressure. (3)
There exists, for liquids, no analogous phenomena to the regu-
larity of delivery of gases. The delivery of liquids is exactly
and always the ordinate of a parabola, of which ihe loss of
charge is the abscissa.—On the periodicity of the absorption
rays of isotropic substances, by JI. G. Moreau. The author
concludes a mathematical investigation of this question as fol-

lows : In an isotropic absorbent, there should be two pos-
sible kinds of waves of propagation. The one gives bands
by anomalous dispersion (they may be reduced to very fine and
black rays by regular dispersion), the other gives less intense
rays, but they are periodic .ind more numerous. They
would form a kind of double refraction which observa-
tion does not seem to have indicated.—On the action
of the halogen hydracids on formaldehyde in presence
of alcohols, by M. Louis Henry. A claim for priority as against
M. C. Fabre.—Action of camphoric anhydride on benzene in
presence of aluminic chloride, by M.\I. E. Burcker and C.
Slabil. Two substances besides the principal product, phenyl-
camphoric acid, have been isolated, namely, phenylcamphoric
anhydride, Ci^HigOj, and a diphenyl compound represented by

CO . CH, .

the formula PhCO . CPh^ ' >CH . C.H,.—The ex-

^CH, . CH/
traction of free acids from beeswax, by M. T. Maire.—Influence
of lesions of tissues on their aptitude for fixing dissolved sub-
stances, by M.\f. A. Charrin and P. Carnot. It is shown that
dissolved substances tend to accumulate in unhealthy or injured
tissues.—On some antitoxic properties of the blood of the
terrestrial salamander {Satamandra maiulosa) against curare, by I

MM. C. Phisalix and Ch. Contejean. The salamander requires
eighty times as much curare as the frog for poisoning to take
place. The immunity of the salamander may be due to the
presence in its blood of some substance which neutralises the
effect of this poison. In support of this hypothesis, it is found
that a mixture of salamander- blood and curare in proper pro-
portions docs not act on the frog. This substance has a
physiological action conferring immunity against curare, and not
a direct chemical action on the latter, for the inoculation of
frogs with salamander-blood twenty-four hours before the in-
jection of curare enables the frogs 10 withstand a much larger
dose than when Ihe salamander-blood has been mixed with
curare previous to injection.—On the budding of Diplosomidae
and Didemnidpe, by M. Maurice Caullery.—Researches on the
respiration and assimilation of the Muscinea;, by M. li.Jiinsson.
There are great differences among the Muscinea; in regard to the
intensity of respiration and chlorophyllian assimilation. For
example, the diflferent species disengage in the daik very
different quantities of carbon dioxide per gramme of dry weight.
The proportion of water present in the plants is an important
cause of variation, the greater this proportion Ihe more intense
are Ihe gaseous exchanges. Specimens taken from a very damp
place give off more g«,s than specimens of Ihe same species
taken from a dry location. The reddish coloration of many
mos-cs, very marked when Ihe plants have been developed in
Ihe light, diminishes considerably Ihe intensity of respiration
and a>similation.—On the pcriihccx- of the " Rot blanc of Ihe
vine {Chnrnnui diflodiitia), by MM, 1'. Viala and L. Ravaz.—
On Ihe chemickl constitution of the atmosphere, by M. T. L.
I'hipsoD.

New Sou I h Wales.

Linoetn Society, June 27.— Prof. David, President, in Ihe
chair— De<ciipllon of five new fishes from the Australasian
region, by J. Douglas Ogilby. Of Ihe species described, Gil-
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lichthys mirahiUs and Ciitnis -fhiteleggei were from Ihe coast of

New South Wales, O/'hioclinus de z'isi from Queensland.
Petroscirtes iiclii from Lord Howe Island, and Elcotris liii:-

/out from New Zealand.—The land molluscan fauna of British

New Guinea, by C. Hedley. Two new specie.s, Si/a/a anthro-

faphagotum and Olopovia macgrtgorur, were described ami
fii^ured. It was considered that Alousson's genus Trochonanina
should be merged into Sitala. Anatomical details of several

species not before dissected were added.—Studies in Australian
entomology. No. vli. New genera and species of C<i;'aW(/i?, by
Thomas G. Sloane. Three genera

—

NotoUstus (type, Abax
sulcipennis, Macl.), Selalimorfha (Feronini), and I.eslianthus

(Helluonini)—and thirty-six species were described as new.
—Wood uioihs : with some account of their life-histories,

chiefly compiled from the notes of Mr. R. Thornton of New-
castle, by W. W. Fioggatt. This paper gave a general account
of the habits and food-plants of several species of I'.udoxyla and
Charagia, and of Ltlo Slacyi.—Botanical notes from the

Technological Museum, Part ii., by J. H. Maiden and R. T.
Baker. The notes included (l) a list of additional localities of
New South Wales plants, (2) new varieties of New South Wales
plants, (3) Queensland species new for New South Wales,

(4) remarks on naturalised species in the colony, and (5) de-

scriptions of unrecorded fruits.—Notes on plants collected on a

trip to the Don Dorrigo Forest Reserve, by J. II. Maiden.
The author traced the southern extension of plants hitherto

recorded from the Clarence Ri%'er and further north, ard the

northern extension of plants hitherto not recorded further

north than the Macleay River, Blue Mount.iins, &c. He also

described a number of well-marked varieties of certain species,

and added notes on imperfectly-described or little-known

plants.
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, i{

A NEO-LAMARCKIAN THEORY OF
EVOLUTION.

A Theory of Development and Heredity. By Henry B.

Orr, Ph.D., Professor at the Tulane University of

Louisiana. (New York and London : Macmillan and

Co., 1893.)

THE appearance of a new worlc on the causes of evo-

lution, by an American biologist, raised the hope

that more solid arguments would be forthcoming in

favour of the conclusions accepted by so many well-

known writers and workers on the other side of the

Atlantic. This hope was doomed to disappointment,

the evidence adduced being even more slender than

usual, and the conclusions even more rash.

.'Vccording to a view which has been recently put for-

w.ird by Lamarckian writers, the facts of adaptation are

explained by the supposition that organisms possess such

a constitution that they arc compelled, by the incidence

(if external forces, to react adaptively, viz. by the produc-

tion of useful variations. This view appears to be sup-

ported by the author (chapter i.), although no evidence

is brought forward in favour of it. The hypothesis in

question seems to be little more than the old "internal

developmental force," or " innate tendency towards per-

fection," in a modern dress. Furthermore, a little con-

sideration of the essential nature of adaptations proves

the futility of any such attempt at explanation. The
ultimate objects of adaptations are to obtain food, to

escape enemies, or to subserve reproduction. In the

vast majority of cases adaptations are relative to the con-

dition of other individuals of the same and other species

— a condition which is and has been continually chang-

ing. But the environment with which the organism is

in continual contact, and which is presumably sup-

posed to bear a pre-eminent part in working these

i useful variations, is the inorganic environment. So

that stimuli provided by one form of environment are

; looked upon as the direct causes of adaptations which

I
are essentially related to another and very different

' environment. It would be necessary, in order to make
the suggestion valid, to prove that the changes in the

organic environment which render some adjustment of

adaptation necessary, are invariably accompanied by
I corresponding changes in those forces (chiefly inorganic)

! by which it is believed that the adjustment is effected.

In discussing " the limits of natural selection," the

following supposition is believed to constitute an in-

fuperable objection to VVeismann s theory of heredity,

viz. "the supposition that the germ-plasm may exist in

the body and still be no more affected by the changes

which pass over the body than if it were enclosed in an

hermetically sealed vial." It is well known that in all his

later writings Weismann has abandoned the hypothesis of

a germ-plasm endowed with an almost resistless stability.

I''Ut the admission of the converse supposition, that the

erm-plasm is profoundly affected by the external forces

wliich also affect the body, is very far from the admis-
sion that acquired characters are transmitted ; and it is

this latter, and nothing less, which is required as a
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foundation for the Lamarckian hypotheses, as, indeed,

the author freely admits. In order to prove that the one

proposition involves the other, it would be necessary to

show that an external force producing a certain effect on

the body must produce, upon a totally different thing

—

the germ-plasm—not, indeed, the same effect, but its

precursor.

Considering " the many cases of wholesale destruction

of animals—for instance, the killing of countless fishes

by a sudden change in the temperature of the ocean,

the killing of birds and insects by cold and storms of

wind and rain, and the killing of myriads of organisms

of all kinds by circumstances over which they have no

control, and from which no mere individual variations

could save them," the author is led " to doubt that

natural selection acts with such mathematical accuracy

in accumulating slight individual variations." It is diffi-

cult to understand the grounds upon which the non-

operation of natural selection in certain kinds of destruc-

tion is held to cast doubts upon the efficiency of its

action when it does come into operation. Furthermore,

it is easy to point to results which are consistent with

the view that natural selection may act " with mathe-

matical accuracy " even in the class of cases brought

forward. The peculiar condition of the wings of insects

living in islands in stormy zones, and a power of resist-

ing temperature related to the needs which follow from

the geographical distribution of plants and animals, may

be cited as examples.

The author quotes with approval Prof. Cope's conten-

tion that " the useful additions which have constituted

certain genera, families, orders, &c., what they are," were

produced as a direct consequence of needs, and were not

formed first and selected afterwards, inasmuch as "it

would be incredible that a blind or undirected variation

should not fail, in a vast majority of instances, to pro-

duce a single case of the beautiful adaptation to means

and ends which we see so abundantly around us. The

amount of attempt, failure, and consequent destruction

would be preposterously large, and in nowise consistent

with the facts of teleology as we behold them."

This antithesis suggests that it is believed that "the

useful additions " were fully formed as complete organs

or parts before they were selected. According to the

theory of natural selection, however, such " additions "

have been led by selection from the very first—from the

time when the parent organ or part first began to be

used for a new purpose (for such is almost invariably

the origin of the last " addition")—right back to the

remote period when the original ancestor of a long

succession of organs and parts came into being. But

even accepting Prof. Cope's antithesis, surely, when w-e

consider the slow succession of forms throughout geo-

logical time, and the amount of extinction which took

place in every generation, we may accept his conclusion

as to the amount of " attempt, failure, and consequent

destruction," and reply that on this very account the

Lamarckian explanation is extremely improbable, inas-

much as it would imply a direct and rapid evolution,

whereas we know that evolution has been slow and

interrupted.

Unnecessary confusion has been introduced into the

discussion of instincts by the inclusion under this term

U
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of the clearest results of education and experience,

containing nothing in common with true instinctive

actions. Thus we read on p. 21:—"That the Kea-

bird of New Zealand has learned to dig the kidney-fat

out of living sheep since the introduction of sheep into

that country, is another wonderful instance of change

of instinct hardly to be accounted for by means of

natural selection, but rather as the result of intelligent

experience."

Speaking of instinct, he maintains " this seems to be a

well-defined case of the inheritance of acquired charac-

ters. We cannot deny that the idea or knowledge has

been acquired, neither can we deny that it has been in-

herited." And yet many instinctive actions of the greatest

complexity and interest take place under conditions

which preclude the possibility of the acquisition of any

idea or knowledge. Thus many insects before pupa-

tion take the most elaborate precautions, which tend to

prevent their detection by enemies they have never seen

and never will see in the helpless stage they are about to

enter. If knowledge cannot have had any part in the

origin of such marvellous instincts, it is unnecessary to

suppose that it is an element in the rise of any truly

instinctive action.

In considering the source of organic energy in chapter

ii., the author supposes that by the law of conservation

of energy all the forces of the environment which act

upon an organism must be transferred into some form of

energy within it, accounting for " all changes in shape

and all changes in the method of activity." In order to

help to understand how this may occur, he instances a

number of photochemical changes taking place in

inorganic bodies. But the law of conservation of energy

demands nothing of the kind. The forces which fall upon

the organi sm must indeed persist, but not necessarily in

any form which can be made use of by the organism ; or

they may, and indeed frequently do, serve to expend

part of the store of potential energy derived by the

organism from other forces. Thus the effect of any ex-

ternal force U.j;. light, heat, sound, &c.) upon a peri-

pheral end organ is only conveyed to the brain by the

expenditure of potential energy derived from food. The

animal may benefit by the information received, but the

transmission itself is a loss, and not again to the store

of force at its disposal.

When, in chapter iii., the author considers in further

detail the action of environing forces, many instances

are brought forward, in which it is clear that some

necessary condition of development, such as food or heat,

is interpreted as a cause of development. It is surprising

that the author did not think of applying hii conclusion

thai "food is one of the stimulating forces which

guide and determine the developmental reactions of the

organism " to the vegetable world ; where an endless

variety of forms depend upon a food supply which is,

when compared with that of animals, rem.irkably

uniform.

The naive manner in which conclusions are drawn is

surprising in an author who is evidently a trained

biologist, and is accustomed to the indirect and ex-

cessively complex relation of causes to effects met with in

organic nature. Thus, on p. 47 we are told that

"pigment increases in quantity or brilliancy as we
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approach the equator, where the light is most intense.

There is thus a direct ratio between the amount of light

and amount of pigment "
; and again on p. 4.9 :

" The
plain facts lead to the conclusion that pigment is caused
by light acting upon the tissues, and where there is no
light there can be no pigment." It is interesting to

compare these bald statements with the evidence

produced by Dr. A. R. Wallace, that there is no pro-

portionate increase in quantity or brilliancy of colour

—

either animal or vegetable—in tropical as compared with

temperate countries ; but that such increase as there is,

is merely proportionate to the increase in variety

and number of forms of life. ]5u'. apart from this

deliberate conviction of one whose opinion on such a

subject is entitled to so much cons;deration, the

mode of development of pigment in animals is en-

tirely opposed to the author's conclusions. The bright

colours of insect-imagines are developed in an earlier

stage, during which they are comparatively screened

from light, and when in the final stage the colours are

exposed, they undergo no change in the direction of

increasing brilliancy. Even such changes as the darken-

ing of the freshly exposed pupal cuticle- long as-

sumed to be photochemical—have been shown by the

writer to be independent of light, and almost certainly

due to oxidation.

Equally rash and ill-considered is the conclusion, ia

the same chapter, that the colours of desert animals and

of those living among the sea-weed of the Gulf .Stream

are due to a direct photochemical influence of the

respective environments, and that the whiteness of Arctic

animals "may be primarily due to the small amount of

light in those regions." In reaching this last conclusion

the author relies upon the supposed fact that <z// classes of

animals are similarly coloured, forgetting that when, as

in the raven &c., a white appearance is not needed for

attack or defence, it is not attained.

In considering the action of the nervous system, in

chapter iv., it is " safely " concluded that " the energy

of the forces, acting from without, persists within the

living matter as nervous activity and change of nervous

condition." It has been already pointed out that such

persistence is frecjuently attended by a loss ratlier than a

gain to the energy at the command of the organism.

The author has thought it worth while to translate long

passages from Detmer, and does not appear to be aware

that the conclusions he quotes have been refuted l>\

Weismann, and are even rejected by botanists who do not

agree with the views of the latter.

In chapter v. it is contended that development has been
'

dependent on association and repetition. It is forgotten

that many essential actions are performed but once in

the life of the individual {e.g. cocoon-spinning), or are as'

perfectly performed the first time as on subsequem

occasions {e.g. web-spinning of spiders, sucking of

mammals). The author freely admits that such a theory

of development demands the transmission of acciuired

characters, and it is therefore remarkable that his

discussion in chapter vii. of this question—the foundation

of every conclusion he brings forward—should be sc

brief, and his reasons for accepting such transmission >-

unconvincing.

In chapter ix. the author attempts to illustrate in the
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approved Neo-Lamarckian manner the moulding of

limbs and the skeleton generally as the result of the

forces to which they are exposed during the life of the

individual. In the explanation of the remarkable

lengthening of the fore-part of the giraffe we meet with

a suggestion which is, I believe, new in the history of

I.amarckian speculation. In stretching for food it is

contended that the animal " must have constantly raised

itself otf its fore-feet, and as it dropped must have

received a shock that made itself felt from the hoofs

through the legs and vertical neck to the head. In the

hind-legs the shock would not be felt. . . . The principle of

increased growth in the direction of the shock resulting

from superabundant repair of the momentary com-

pression, explains how the giraffe acquired the pheno-

menal length of the bones of its fore-leg and neck ; and

the absence of the shock m the hind-quarters shows why
they remained undeveloped and absurdly dispropor-

tionate to the rest of the body." (pp. 164-165.) It is

unnecessary to take the trouble to refute the details of

the various suggestions brought forward by the upholders

of the Lamarckian hypothesis : they refute each other.

One of them explains a lengthened neck as the result of

extension, another as the result of compression ; while

neither give any approach to a proof that such an effect

is likely to result from the antagonistic forces which

they respectively invoke. E. B. P.

CELESTIAL PHOTOGRAPHS.

A Selection of Photographs of Stars, Star Clusters and
Nebulcs, together with information concerning the

Instruments and the Methods employed in the Pursuit

of Celestial Photography. By Isaac Roberts, D.Sc,
F.R.S., &c. (London : The Universal Press, 1894.)

'T^HIS handsome collection of celestial photographs
^ is a remarkable example of what can be done

single-handed in a new line of research. Taking up

celestial photography more than ten years ago, Dr.

Roberts has devoted himself entirely to it, and has been

rewarded with an amount of success that must be to him

a source of intense satisfaction.

This success, however, has not been obtained by

merely exposing plates in the telescope and watching

the images come out in the developing dish. The work

that Dr. Roberts set himself to do was planned at the

outset in a thorough manner, and has been carried out

apparently without regard to either labour or expense
;

even to the extent of the removal of the observatory

near Liverpool, to a better position, selected after a most

exhaustive discussion of weather conditions in the south

of England.

In the introduction of his book Dr. Roberts tells us

that a reflector of twenty inches aperture was the instru-

ment decided upon, in consultation with Sir Howard
Cirubb, as the most likely to give the best results. .In

instrument of this size, arranged for exposing the plate

without the use of a plane or prism, was made and
mounted by Sir Howard Grubb in 1885. With this

instrument all the celestial photographs have been taken.

The first arrangements do not appear to have been
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quite satisfactory, so that the telescope had in great part

to be reconstructed ; but even then the star images were

found, on trial, to be elongated, though this defect seems

to have been remedied later on, if one may judge by the

remarkable absence of any deformation of image in

some of the very long exposure photographs.

The question of the utility of the photographic chart

is discussed, and the fact mentioned that Dr. Roberts

had already, in 18S5, begun a photographic chart of the

northern heavens, and made some progress, when the

International Congress for the Photographic Chart of the

Heavens took up this work. The use of the paper copies

of celestial photographs might, it is suggested, be (l)

the detection of changes in the structure of nebula; (2)

the detection, on a large scale, of movements amongst

the stars ; (3) determinations of variations in stellar

magnitudes
; (4) relative distribution of stars in space ;

(5) detection of new stars and disappearance of others.

In cases, however, where measurements to a second

of arc are required to be made, then the original

negatives must be used for the purpose ; and in this we
quite agree with Dr. Roberts. It would have been well

worth while to picture, in this connection, the instance

given by Dr. Roberts of his comparison of a chart of the

heavens, made in 1863 by D'.Vrrest, showing 212 stars,

with a photograph of the same region taken in 1S90,

which showed that considerable changes had taken place

among the stars in this small area of the sky (comprised

within one degree of declination and half a degree of

right ascension) during the interval of twenty-six years

between the epochs of the charts.

The relative advantages of refractors and reflectors as

photo-instruments, and the requirements and adjustments

of a reflector for celestial photography are discussed ; and
the ideal instrument for photographing the sun, moon, and
planets is given as a refractor of six or eight inches

aperture and very great focal length ; but for the delinea-

tion of faint stars and faint nebulosity. Dr. Roberts

gives a preference to the silver-on-glass reflector, and he

would choose an instrument of twenty-seven inches clear

aperture and eleven feet three inches focal length, the

mirror being figured, and every part of the mechanism
made in the most perfect manner possible, and with a

guiding telescope with an objective ten inches in aperture.

To anyone contemplating the erection of an instrument

for celestial photography, these hints—the results of

many years' experience—should be of great value.

The other chapters, on the collimation of the mirror,

the essentials of a photo-telescope, method of testing the

stability ofa photo-instrument, and photographic plates,

their exposures and developments, will be read with great

interest by all photo-astronomers.

The chapter on the collimation of the mirror gives an

account of the method employed to check the guiding

telescope, and is perhaps the only point on which some-

thing might be said in the way of criticism of Dr.

Roberts' method. It is difficult to see why the method

described should not be varied so as to be; always avail-

able, and so dispense with the guiding telescope ; a matter

of no slight importance in the case of such an instrument

as Dr. Roberts has suggested, the ten-inch objective of

which would cost as much or more than the mirror. We
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believe Sir Howard Grubb has already suggested some

such method.

We should have very much liked further information

about the instrument, the supports of the mirror and the

plate-holder, and other details, but these are perhaps

rather in the province of the telescope-maker than the

photo-astronomer. .A. photograph of the double tele-

scope, however, gives a very good idea of the general

arrangements, and there is also a photograph of the

observatory.

Of the forty-nine celestial objects reproduced on paper,

four are star charts, twenty-two are clusters of stars, and
twenty-three are nebula;. The earlier and most im-

portant photographs in this collection have already been

published in various ways, and many of the others

exhibited at the meetings of the Royal .-Xstronomical

Society ; for Dr. Roberts, with proper scientific spirit,

has always been ready to place any of them at the

disposal of astronomers : but they lose nothing of their

great interest by being seen in the collected form.

Had Dr. Roberts' work been only to produce the first

photograph, that of the great nebula in .Andromeda, and
had that been the only result of all his labour, he would

have been amply repaid, for it is certainly not too much
to say that, in this picture, photography has done more to

justify its use by the astronomer than in any other case
;

and one can feel that the hopes that were formed by
Rutherford and others in the early days of photography,

and which lay dormant for so many years, have now
been realised. The perfection of delineation enables

the true character of this marvellous object, which
remained hidden from the closest scrutiny of such a

careful and competent investigator as G. P. Bond, to be

at once seen and appreciated. It is difficult to imagine

that such an enormous object as the Andromeda nebula

must be, is not very near to us
;
perhaps it may be found

to" be the nearest celestial object of all beyond the Solar

System. It is one that offers the best chance of the

detection of parallax, as it seems to be projected on a

crowd of stars, and there are well-defined points that

might be taken as fiducial points for measurement.

Apart from the great promise this nebula thus seems to

give of determining parallax, there is a fair presump-
tion that in course of time the rotation of the outer

j

portion may perhaps be detected by observation of the

positions o( the two outer detached portions in relation

to the neighbouring stars.

The photographs are arranged in order of right ascen-

sion, each has its position given, and many have marked
fiducial stars whose position is given for 1900. The
scale of enlargement is also given, so that with the help

of a table of corrections of errors due to the slight altera-

tions in scale in enlarging or printing, any point on

the photograph can be determined with an accuracy

sufficient at least for purposes of identification.

For some purposes, no doubt, it will be absolutely

essential to have recourse to the original negatives, but,

as Dr. Roberts has pointed out, there are many purposes

for which these paper copies are available. In addition

to the full date of each object, which is admirably done,

there are various useful references to previous observa-

tions. The accuracy with which the telescope is kept
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pointed during a long exposure is seen by a glance at the

shape of the brighter star images, as a shift, if not at once
corrected, produces deformation. In nearly every photo-

graph the stars are round, in some they seem absolutely

so, which shows the perfection of the instrumental

arrangements of Sir Howard Grubb, and the care with

which the exposures have been made. Some of the star

photographs—as, for instance, plate 43—show a perfection :

of image and an absence of distortion over a large field ]

that is very satisfactory. A comparison with a plate of J

the same region taken by an International Chart refractor

would be interesting.

In looking at the examples of spiral nebuhc, of which

there are several, one cannot help thinking of Lord

Rosse, and the correctness with which he delineated

these objects, though his views at the time were not

generally accepted by astronomers. These most in-

teresting nebula." will repay further study, perhaps, more
than any other.

Some of the cluster photographs are too much en-

larged for the ordinary distance at which one reads a

book, but the proper effect can be obtained by looking at

them about three feet away. .All the photographs are

about as good as it is possible to take with an instru-

ment of the size used by Dr. Roberts, and the present dry

plates ; better photographs can only be obtained by the

use of a larger telescope, or by means of dry plates that

will, with the same or greater sensitiveness, give a finer

grain. This is shown by a comparison of the photograph

of the cluster .M. 5, taken by Dr. Roberts, with one taken

with a larger telescope of a similar kind. Dr. Roberts

states (p. 91) that "the cluster is enclosed in dense

nebulosity about the centre, the nebulosity hides the

stars, even on the negative"; but an inspection of the

photographs by a larger instrument shows that the stars

are quite distinct, though the exposure was very much
longer, a result that might fairly be expected.

A comparison of photographs of this object, taken at

different dates, shows that many of the stars of this cluster

are variables, and of course it is just possible that there

may be variability in the central portions.

Excellent as are the paper reproductions of these photo-

graphs, they cannot give all the beautiful detail to be

seen on the original negative of a nebula. If change be

taking place, it is more than likely that it may be seen in

the finer detail first, in which case the original negative

must be seen. This points to the absolute necessity of

preserving the negative where it shall be available in

after years. We hope that all valuable originals willfind

their way eventually to the keeping of the Royal .Astro-

nomical Society, which now undertakes this important

duty.

This volume shows that Dr. Roberts has spared neither

himself nor his purse in fulfilling the task he set himself to

do, more than ten years ago. By the great labour and

devotion he has shown for many years in carrying out

his carefully considered plans, he has set a model for

others to follow in taking up a research of this kind, of .i

which there are so many in astronomy, that from the |y
'

nature of the case can only be well done by those wln',

like him, undertake it solely as a labour of love.

A. A. Co.MMO.v.
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DEAF-MUTISM.
Deaf-Mutism. By Holger Mygind, M.D., Copenhagen.

(London : F. J. Rebman, 1894.)

A FEW months ago, in noticing "The History of
'* American Schools for the Deaf," we spoke of the

treatment of deaf-mutes, and regretted the fact that we
hear so little of that work in England. Before us we
have another book, again of foreign origin, in which is

described, exhaustively and systemalically, the pathology

of deaf-mutism. The materials used in its compilation

are almost entirely obtained from Denmark, and,

although published in England, and revised by an Eng-
lish specialist of note, the book may be said to have a

somewhat foreign flavour. With the exception of special

chapters upon the subject in Wilde's, Field's, and Toyn-
bee's works on diseases of the ear, little is to be found in

English writings, and there are no books dealing solely

with deaf-mutism wiitten by Englishmen. This may,
perhaps, be accounted for by the fact that in the table of

recent statistics of the distribution of deaf-mites in

various countries, England and Wales stand twentieth

in a list of twenty-three, showing only fifty-one of these

unfortunates per thousand inhabitants. Ireland and
.Scotland stand higher in the table, with seventy-seven

.mil fifty-seven per thousand respectively. Still, even

with the happily low rate of deaf-mutism in this country,

it is a matter for regret that no Englishman has pro-

duced a work upon the subject.

Dr. Holger .Mygind performs his task very well. To
begin with, he arranges it in a systematic manner, and

treats each part as exhaustively as lies in his power.

Devoting his introduction to definition, literature, classi-

fication, and distribution, he gives evidence of con-

siderable patient research, in discarding the classifica-

tion of deaf-mutes according to the degree of its

symptoms for that according to its etiology, he does

wisely, the former being as unscientific as it is misleading.

It is a pity that "Creed" should have been included

imder the heading " Distribution," since Dr. Mygind
shows that the apparent greater frequency among certain

religions is, as one would expect, really due to the relative

numbers of persons professmg such religions ; while the

well-known fact that the Jews produce a larger number

of blind, idiotic, and deaf-mute individuals than the

races among which they live, is due, doubtless, to the

consanguineous marriages practised by the Hebrews.

Perhaps the most mteresting part of the work (the

whole of which cannot be otherwise to the student of

pathology) is the chapter which deals with etiology and

pathogenesis, and in which such conditions as climate,

water, hygiene, heredity, and the like are discussed. With

regard to heredity, Dr. Mygind brings forward a series of

facts (the collection of which must have caused consider-

able labour) referring to the appearance of deaf-mutism

uid other pathological conditions among the relatives of

deaf-mutes, and from these facts endeavours to formulate

some definite laws concerning the heredity of deaf-

mutism. These laws, it is stated, are difficult of inter-

pretation, and seem in many respects to differ from those

which relate to other pathological conditions and diseases,

a fact to be accounted for by the number and variety of the

causes of deaf-mutism, and consequently of the causes of
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each individual case. The matter is further complicated

by the presence of factors, equally important, which tend

to neutralise the transmission of morbid tendencies. It

appears that deaf-mutism is, in many instances, the com-
bined result of the transmission of various influences

which fall into two groups—those which originate in ear

diseases, and those which originate in nervous diseases in

the family.

The material from which the chapter on morbid

anatomy is based is formed from the reports of some 139

autopsies, the principal of which are collected in an

appendix. The morbid changes in the ear are classified

under the heads of external ear, middle ear, and laby-

rinth. From the evidence here collected, it seems that

the pathological conditions differ rather in extent and

intensity than in quality from those generally found in

ear diseases, and, from appearances alone, it is in many
cases impossible to decide whether the changes are of

fcctal or post-fcetal origin. Dr. Mygind sums up the

question of pathology in these words :
" Deaf- mutism

is, therefore, from an anatomical point of view, in most

cases to be considered as a result of an abnormality of

the labyrinth."

We congratulate Dr. Mygind upon the successful com-

pletion of a task which must have been at once laborious

and interesting. To the pathologist, whether general or

special, the work cannot fail to be a source of interest,

and it is to be hoped that the work done by the author in

thus bringing together so much that is known upon the

subject will be productive of good.

P. MACLEOD YEARSLEY.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
A Text-book of Physiological Chemistry. By O.
Hammarsten, Professor of Medical and Physiological

Chemistry in the University of Upsala. Authorised
translation from the second Swedish and from the

Author's enlarged and revised German edition, by J.

A. Mandel, Assistant to the Chair of Chemistry,
Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New York. (New
York : John Wiley and Sons, 1893.)

Prof. Hammarsten is so highly esteemed for his

work and views on the more specially chemical side

of physiology, that a textbook from his pen was
looked for with keen anticipation. Unfortunately a
knowledge of the Swedish language is not as yet an
accomplishment possessed by more than a favoured few,

however essential it may become in the future, so that

when his text-book first appeared its contents were
largely inaccessible to the majority of would-be readers.

As a consequence of this. Prof Hammarsten was asked
by numerous colleagues to provide a German version of

the first Swedish edition. Unable to comply with this

earlier request, he yielded to a strongly renewed similar

proposal after the appearance of the second Swedish
edition, and in 1S90 he published the work in German,
translating it himself In its German dress the text-

book is so well known and approved that detailed

criticism or renewed commendation is now scarcely

necessary. Written " to supply students and physicians
with a condensed and as far as possible objective

representation of the principal results of physiologico-
chemical research, and also with the principal features

of physiologico-chemical methods of work,' the book
was not regarded by its author as " complete or detailed

"

from the point of view of the specialist. Clear, yet
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concise, and dealing not only with the well-known facts

and methods of physiological chemistry, but also with

the more important points of pathologico-chemical
interest, this work is peculiarly suited for the student

while going through a course of laboratory instruction.

From this point of view the present English version

should be widely welcomed. The translation has been
made without additions or changes from the author's

German edition and the original Swedish. Judged by a
comparison with the German, the translator must be
congratulated on the way he has done his work. While
adhering very closely and literally to the original, the

translation reads well and is free from the awkward and
often clumsy expressions which frequently result from
attempts to render German phrases too closely into
English equivalents.

After a short introduction (chapter i.), treating in

a general way of some of the more important chemical
processes and agents which have to be dealt with in the
living body, the next twelve chapters give an account of
proteids, the animal cell, blood, chyle, lymph transuda-
tions and exudations, the liver, digestion, connective
tissues, muscle, brain and nerves, organs of generation,
milk, the skin and its secretions. Chapter xiv., the
longest and one of the most important in the book, is

on urine. Here, from the practical importance of the
subject, the treatment is more elaborate than in the
preceding chapters, more especially as regards details of
analytical methods and urinary analysis. Here also, as
in the other chapters, the analytico-chemical parts are
distinguished from the rest of the text by special type,
an excellent plan which facilitates the work of those who
may wish merely to learn what is most definitely known
of the substances and processes of the animal body.
The last chapter contains a concise but clear account of
the more important facts of the exchange of material
(Stoffwechsel) or metabolism, and of its relationship to

various foods and to the conditions of starvation,

exercise, rest,&c. Some useful tables of the composition
of various foods are placed at the end of this chapter,
and, after the index, which is full and carefully made, a
plate is given of the more common and important
absorption-spectra.

Electricity, Electrometer, Mai^netism and Electrolysis.

By G. Chrystal, M.A., LL.D. and \V. N. Shaw, M.A.,
F.R.S. (London : A. and C. Black, 1S94.)

The present cheap reprint of these articles from the
Encyclopaedia liritannica should meet with a hearty
welcome from all students of electricity and magnetism,
and more especially from those who arc desirous of
extending their acquaintance with the science beyond
the limits of ordinary elementary text-books. Such
students generally find a difficulty in selecting a work
from which to read the higher parts of the subject.

Maxwell's treatise is too mathematical for the majority
of students ; one work is, perhaps, too technical in

character, while another deals too exclusively with
practical measurements. The division of the subject

after the first stages into mathematical and technical
branches is certainly a natural one, and corresponds in

some measure with the requirements of students. It

does not, however, lighten the labours of those who ^vish

to obtain a grasp of general theory and experiment
without being cumbered with the details of machines on
the one h.ind, or degenerating into pure mathematics on
the other. For such students the articles of Prof
Chrystal and Mr. Shaw help to fill a gap left behind by
the existing text-books. The historical, experimental,
and mathematical portions are nicely balanced, and
together form an epitome of the whole subject, which is

made more valuable by the addition of references to

original papers and standard works. The student will

find it both a guide and a key to his reading, and by
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looking up its references he may pursue the subject to
any desired degree of detail.

In the interval which has elapsed since the first

publication of the articles, knowledge has been accumu-
lated, and it is a matter for regret that the circumstances of
the present issue do not permit of the articles being
brought up to date. The absence of all reference to the
work of Hertz in electricity, and of Ewing in magnetism,
is attributable to this cause ; while Mr. Shaw's Reports
to the British Association show that much work has been

\
done, in connection with electrolysis since his article '

was written. Similarly in Electro-metallurgy—an article

which, by the way, is not specified on the title-page
—considerable progress has to be reported.

Apart from these additions, there is one point in Prof.
Chrystal's article which might be improved, namely, the
definition of the statical unit of electricity (p. 21). It

ought to be stated that the force exerted on the con-
ductors carrying the charges is measured in vacuo.
Indeed, it would be better to introduce the idea of specific

inductive capacity at this point, and so avoid a certain
amount of confusion between electric induction and
electric force in the following pages. The same remarks
apply to the unit of magnetism (art. " Magnetism," p. 227).

But although it is easy to criticise past writings in the
light of present knowledge, we venture to think that the

articles before us will stand a far more severe test than
many works written at a later date.

James L. How.ard.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[7he EJitor Joes not hoiJ himself responsible for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can ht undertake
to return, or to correspond with the writers oj, rejectea

manuscripts intended for this or any other part o/NatURK.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications. ]

On the Velocity of the Constantinople Earthquake-
Pulsations of July 10, 1894.

According to the accounts so far published, it would appear

that the cpicentrum of this earthquake w.is situated under the

Sea of Marmora, at a short distance from San Slefano ; bul,

for the purpose of this paper, no very sensible error will lie

introduced by assuming it to coincide with Constantinople itself

To .iscerlain the time at the origin. 1 applied to M. Coum-
bary, director of the Meteorological Observatory at Constan-

tinople, and to Mr. \V. II. Wrench, II. M. Consul.General in

that city. M. Coumbary informs me that the first great shock w.as

felt at l2h. 24m. p.m. Constantinople mean time (or loh. 28m.

a.m. Greenwich mean time) ; its direction was from south-

west to north-east, anil its d«r.ation cit;ht to ten seconds. A
second shock, lasting three seconds, followed immcdi.itely ; and

a third, of one second duration, at I2h. 31m. .\ number of

slight shocks succeeded these, but I have received no certain

record of them from distant stations. Mr. Wrench kindly

made inquiries of several watchmakers in the city.

Two regulating clocks were stopped by the principal shock,

oneatl2h. 20.5m., the other at I2h. 21 Jm.; both, according to

Iheir owners, having previously indicated correct local time.

The earthquake was felt at liucharest, and it was also

registered by a horizontal |>cnilulum at Nicolaiew, and by

magnetic instruments at I'ola, Potsdam, Wilhclmshaven,

Utrecht, Pare Saint-Maur, and Kew. In the following summary

the times arc reduced to Greenwich mean time .^
Bucharest (Dr. S. C. Ilepites).— .A very sliijht shock was felt

at loh. 30m. I IS. a.m., of intensity 3 (Rossi Korel scale), direction

from cast to west. Two pendulums, (ilaced on north-south

walls at the Meteorological Institute, were stopped.

Nicolaiexv (Prof. S. Kortazzi).— The curve traced by the

horizontal pendulum was suddenly broken at loh. 30m. 36s.

a.m. ; the pendulum itself was thrown out of position, and was

found afterwards leaning against one of the side supports.

I'ola (Dr. S. Miiller).— I'he declination curve shows two dis-

turbances, at loh. 36m. 37s. and loh. 41m. 37s. a.m. The

movements indicated on the bifilar an 1 Lloyd's l)alancc curves

are very slight.
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Potsdam (Dr. Eschenhagen).—First shock at loh. 34111. 44s.

a.ni., amplitude \'
; second shoclc at loh. 36111. 24s., amplitude

•9-10' ; third shocl: (slight) at loh. 41m. 14s. ; all three

registered on the declination curve.

Wilhdmshaven (Or. C. Burgen).—The needles of two in-

struments (declin.iiion and Lloyd's balance) oscillated so

strongly that the light-point for some time made no impression

on the paper. Declination : from loh. 37m. 55s. to

loh. 43m. 25s. a.m., gap in the curve, oscillations perceptible

till loh. 49m. 55s. ; the needle then became steady, but oscilla-

tions were again visible from loh. 52m. 255. to loh. 56m. 25^-.

Bifilar : magnet in oscillation from loh. 3Sm. 55s. to

loh. 44m. 55s Lloyd's balance : from loh. 3Sm. 25s. to

foh. 47m. 55s., gap in the curve, then till loh. 54m. 25=.

oscillations traceable.

Utrecht (M. M. Snellen).—The magnetic curves show a dis-

turbance beginning at loh. 37m. a.m., reaching a maximum at

loh. 41m., and followed by a second maximum at loh. 52m. 46^.

Pare Saint-Maur (iM. Moureaux).—The pulsations are regis-

tered on the magnetic curves at loh. 40m. a.m. They are

most marked on the hifilar curve, and much less appreciable on

the vertical force curve. The declination curve shows a second

movement seven or eight minutes after the first. The gravity-

barometer curve indicates a slight depression of the mercury

at the moment of the principal shock. The two copper bars,

with bifilar suspension, orientated north-south and east-west,

were undisturbed by the shock.'

Kevj (Mr. C. Chree).—There is a very slight movement on
both the horizontal force and declination curves, from loh. 41m.

to loh. 46m., that on the former being the more conspicuous.

I'he vertical force curve shows no disturbance.

In the following table are given the velocities of the eatth-

quake-pulsaiions obtained from the different records. The
epoch used in each case is the beginning of the pulsations, and
the initial time that given by M. Coumbary.
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allowed to pass between a brass ball as anode, and the cleaned

surface of an amalgamated zinc disc as cathode, they disappear

in the presence of magnesium light. And if the distance

between ball and plate be enlarged, the magnesium light will

also hinder the formation of positive electrical brushes.

[C/. W'itdemann's Annalcn, Bd. 38, p. 40 ; 38, p. 497 ;

39, P- 332 : 4«. P- '61 ; 4>. P- '66 ; 42, p. 564 ; 43, p. 225 ;

44, p. 722 ; 46, p. 281 ; 48, p. 625 ; 52, p. 433 ; and Witiur
Bcruhtt, Bd. 101, p. 703. March 1892.]

Wolfenbiittel, August 12.
J. Elstkr.
H. Geitel.

A Remarkable Meteor.

On the evening of August 26 (Sunday) I saw what was to

me an unprecedented sight : a brilliant and curious " meteor "

fell near Gloucester. Starting from a point a little to the west

of K " Draco," at loh. 19m., falling in the direction shown in

Fig. I, through about an angle of 40° ; when It reached point x,
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Fig. I.

it appeared to melt, and its path from x to v was marked by a

most brilliant stream of light, equalling in intensity a magnesium
flame.

This luminous streak from X to V remained stationary and
brilliant for nearly two minutes; then the lower extremity

gradually curled around, forming the letter J, asshoivn in Kig. 2 ;

the ends gradually converged until they met, forming a somewhat
irregular band, and travelling in the path indicated by the arrow
in Kig. 2.

As it traversed the heavens it seemci like a phosphores-ent or

nebulous cloud, finally .-Ksuming the shape shown in Fig. 2 ;
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"%
' "X.

u

between K and A " Ilrico," then gradually becoming fainter

and fainter, until at loh. 41m. just twcnty-lwo minutes after

the " meteor " fell) it became invisible, at a pomt as much to the

eautward of K " Draco " as the " meteor " had started from the

westward of it. I should like to know if any of yojr readers
have seen a similar phenomenon, or if it is of common occur-
rence. John W. Earle.

Gloucester, August 27.

A New Rhynchobdellid.

It seems hard to believe that a leech, common and abundant
and possessing a chitinous dorsal scute, should have hitherto
escaped notice. But Jackson, in his edition of the " Forms of
.Vnimal Life," does not refer to such .1 structure, nor does Ling,
and I do not find notice of it in more recent literature. In the
hope that I am not adding a needless synonym, I give a short

description of the animal, of which a detailed account is in

preparation.

{Glossiphonia?) sculifcra, n. sp. Sub-c.irtilaginous, semi-trans
parent, greenish grey above, paler beneath ; obscurely striated

above, with a row of dark spots on either side of the middle
line. Body widest about 4o;h annulus, tapering thence abruptly

to the disc and gradually to the head, which is narrowest, and
not marked off from the succeeding annuli. .\nnuli 64, g.inglia

22. Length in full extension about I inch, at rest jS-.hs

of an inch. Eyes two in centre of head. Genital apertures

behind 21st and 23rd annuli. The 9th annulus is broader than
its neighbours, and carries on the hinder part of its richly

glandular dorsum a chitinous plate slightly elongated trans-

versely, covering about an eighth of the width of the annulus ; in

young specimens the margins are overlapped by the integu-

ment. Anus dorsal.

This species is meanwhile referred to Glossiphonia, to which
it bears a general resemblance. John VoUNG.
Glasgow University, August 28.

The Bleaching of Beeswax.

Ca.n any of your correspondents inform me how to bleach

beeswax chemically, satisfactorily, and at a moderate cost?

August 28. J.
'D.

SUNSHINE AND tVATER-yflCROBES.

THE bactericidal action of light is perhaps of most
general hygienic significance in connection with the

fate of microorganisms in water, and there is ample
field open for investigation in this direction, which so far

has been but little explored. It is, therefore, with

especial interest that we note Prof. Uuchner's important

contribution to this subject in the Art/tiv fiir H\\^ieiu.

The title of the paper (" Ueber den Kinfluss des Lichtes

auf ISacterien tmd iiber die Selbstreinigung der Klusse")

already indicates that the practical aspect of the tittestion

has been considered, and indeed several experiments

have been planned and carried out with the object of

ascertaining what is the part played by sunshine in the

alleged bacterial purification which takes place in river-

water during its flow.

1 n the first series of experiments samples of boiled tap-

water were inoculated with three drops of broth-cultures of

the typhoid bacillus, />'. lo/i coinmunis a.nd H. pyocyiineus

respectively. The typhoid bacilli, even in dill'used day

light, were reduced in numbers from 7400 per c.c. to start

with, to 5000 at the end of one day, whilst on the second

day none whatever were found. The B. coti communit
sample had only 220 left on the third day, out of 22,600 at

the commencement of the experiment, and was sterile on

the fourth day ; the A', pyoiyanctis was, however, hardU

affected at all during four days' exposure to diffused lighi

The direct rays of the sun, however, were far mote

destructive. Thus about 30 c.c. of a sample of typhoid-

infected water, placed in glass dishes and exposed to sun-

shine, contained no typhoid organisms at the end of

six hours, and similar results were obtained with the

/)'. pyoiyaiiciis.

In all these experiments the perfectly admissible objec

tion could be urged that the diminution in the numbers

present might, at any rale in part, be attributed to a pro

cess of starvation in consequence of the absence of food-

NO. 1297, VOL. 50]
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material, inasmuch as a marked decrease was also

observed in those samples kept in the dark. To meet this

objection, in the next series unsterile water was used, and
to a litre and a half as much as l c.c. of the broth-culture

of the particular organism was added, thus affording

ample provision, both in light and darkness, for the

support of the bacteria under observation. Instead of a
decrease taking place in the samples kept in the dark,

the numbers rose ; on the other hand, in the samples
placed in the sunshine, three hours' exposure in the case

of the typhoid, colon, and pyocyaneus bacilli brought
about their entire destruction, thus placing beyond doubt
the direct bactericidal action which had taken place
during insolation.

The amount of water used being small, no indication
was given, in these experiments, of the depth to which
the bactericidal action of the sun's rays could extend.

Fol and Saracen (" Sur la penetration de la lumicre du
jour dans les eaux du lac de Geneve," Comptes Reiidus,

1884) have shown by the exposure of gelatine-bromide
plates that daylight penetrates to a depth of 170 metres
in the water of the Lake of Geneva, the degree of light

at this depth being about equal to that which we find

during a bright but moonless night, whilst at a depth of 1 20
metres the strength of light is still considerable. These
investigators also made the curious observation that in

the experiments they conducted, the light penetrated
far deeper into the water in September, during cloudy
weather, than in the month of August with a perfectly

clear sky. Thus not only does the power of light vary
at different depths and, doubtless, in different waters, but
it is also influenced by the time of year ; and what,
therefore, may be correct of a given water under certain

circumstances, may not necessarily apply to it on another
occasion, and hence a good deal of uncertainty attaches
to the exact degree of light capable of transmission in

any particular mass of water.

Prof. Buchner has endeavoured to ascertain at what
depth in the water of the Starnberger Lake, near Munich,
light ceases to have any bactericidal action. For this

purpose he used his well-known process (described in

the Ccntrathlatt fiir Baktcriologie, vol. xii. August 1892;
of exposing partially protected agar-agar dish cultures.

This ingenious method consists in covering over parts

of a glass dish containing agar-agar, in which certain

varieties of bacteria have been evenly distributed, with

variously-shaped strips of black paper or lead, so that

the light is screened from these particular portions of

the surface. In this manner the bacteria immediately
beneath the covered part of the culture-medium are pro-

tected from the antiseptic action of light, whilst the rest

of the agar-agar and its contents is freely exposed ; the

result of which is that, in the shaded part of the dish the

colonies make their appearance, but in the remainder,
having been subjected to the action of light, no bacterial

growths, or only very feeble ones, are visible. This is

beautifully exhibited in a few days' time by the shape of
the black letters or other figures being sharply delineated
by the abundant growths which have taken place beneath
them from the blank remainder of the dish where nothing
IS visible, no colonies having developed.

Recently infected agar-agar dishes, partially screened
with a leaden cross, were lowered to particular depths in

the Starnberger Lake. The day selected was very fine

and sunny, and the exposure was continued for 4^ hours,
the temperature of the water being 15'' R. The site was
the itai ting-place of the steamers, and the water was not
quite clear, this being doubtless due to the disturbance
caused by the plying to and fro of the vessels.

It would have been more striking, perhaps, if Prof.

Buchner had used only one variety of organism through-
out, as then all chance of characteristic individual differ-

ences disturbing the progressive results would have been
obliterated.

The following table shows the results obtained :-
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at. In this connection, it may also be noted that in the

year lSS6 the Thames water at Hampton contained

twenty times as many microbes in the winter as were
found in the summer months. Here again the con-

sideration of other agencies also tending to influence the

bacterial condition of the river water cannot be excluded,

but sunshine undoubtedly assisted in the banishment of

the microbes. G. C. Frankland.

NOTES.
The Municipal Coancil of Paris has opened competitions

for the best means of suppressing or diminishing the smoke of

cities, and of purifying water. To the author of the best

memoir on the former subject, the sum of ten thousand francs

will be given, and two other prizes will be awarded of five

thousand and two thousand francs respectively. The memoirs

must be sent in before November i. Prizes varying from one

thousand to three thousand francs will be awarded for the pro-

cesses of water purification which give the best results. Papers

relating to this must reach the Council before September 15.

The death is announced of Dr. Karl Neumann, Professor of

Chemistry in Zurich Polytechnic School, at the age of forty-

three.

We learn from the Alhentium that Father Epping, S.J.,

died on August 22. He was one of the highest authorities

on Assyrian astronomy and chronology, on which subject he

published, in conjunction with Father Strassmaier, a valuable

treatise some years ago.

The tenth International Congress of Orientalists was opened

at Geneva on Tuesday. Fourteen Governments, and ninety-

seven Universities or learned societies, have sent delegates to

the meeting.

The International Congress of Hygiene and Demography
is now being held at Budapest. We hope to give a report of

the proceedings after the meeting has ended.

The .\ssocialion Geodcsique Internationale met at Inns-

bruck ycsteiday. M. Fayc, M. Bouquet de la Grye, and .\I.

Tisserand were delegated by the Paris Academy of Sciences

to attend the meeting.

The International Meteorological Committee held its meet-

ing, as arranged, at Upsala, August 20-24. M- Wild, the

president, was unfortunately prevented from attending, owing

to indisposition. M. Mascart was elected president for the

meeting, and Mr. .Scott, as usual, secretary ; the other members

present were Prof. v. Bezold (Berlin), Dr. Blllwlller (Zurich),

Mr. W. G. Davis (Cordoba), Dr. Hann (Vienna), M. Ilepites

(Bucharest), Dr. Illldebrandsson (Upsala), Prof. Mohn (Chrlsti-

ania), Dr. Paulsen (Copenhagen), M. Snellen (Utrecht), and

Prof Tacchlni (Rome) ; the absentees were. In addition to the

president. Admiral de Brilo Capello (Lisbon), owing to health,

and .Messrs. Eliot (Simla), Ellery (Vlelbaurne), and Harrington

(Washington), owing to distance. The principal points dealt

with at the meeting were as follows:—(l) The establishment

of an International Meteorological Bureau was recognised as

impracticable, (z) It was resolved to publish In the report of

the meeting a r/f/<Wnf the measures adopted in all countries

to communicate to agriculturists meteorological results likely

to be useful to them. (3) The acceleration of meteorological

(elegrami. It was decided to address the Inlcrnational Tele-

graphic Bureau at Berne on this subject. (4) The scintillation

of stars ai an indication of weather. A paper by M. C, Dufour
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will be reproduced in the report. (5) The study of clouds.

This was the pihe de rHistamt at the meeting. The Cloud
Committee, appointed at Munich in iSgi.held a meeting at the

same time as the International Meteorological Committee, and
presented a report dealing with definitions for the ten classes

(Hildebrandsson and Abercromby) adopted at Munich, and
with instructions for cloud observations. They also proposed
to prepare and Issue an authoritative cloud atlas. This report

was carefully discussed and, after modification, adopted. The
members of the Cloud Committee who were present at the

meeting, were Prof Hlldebrandsson, Dr. Hann, Prof Mohn,
Mr. A. L. Rotch (Blue Hill Observatory), M. Teisserenc de

Bort. In addition, the following gentlemen were admitted,

but without votinJ power : Prof v. Bezold, Dr. Billwiller, and

Mr. Davis (of the International Meteorological Committee),

and Prof Broounof (Kieff), Dr. Fineman and Dr. H.igstnim

(Upsala), Prof Riggenbach (Basle), Prof Sprung (Potsdam),

and M. Philip Weilbach (Copenhagen). (6) The subject of

the treatment of the wet bulb below the freezing point was

discussed, and the use of Ekholm's formula was recommended
ad interim. (7) It was decided to arrange for a conference of

the same character as that at Munich in 1891, which was not

an official congress, to be held in Paris In September 1S96.

M. Mascart and Mr. Scott were requested to make ihe

necessary preparations, such as Ihe arrangement of the pro-

gramme, &c.

The great pine forest region in the .States of Minnesota

and Wisconsin has been devastated by fire. There had been

no rain in the district for nine weeks, and the trees had there-

fore become very dry and inflammable. Forest fires occurred

in the early part of List week, but their advance was checked.

On Friday, however, several fires broke out almost simul-

taneously, and the (lames spread with al.irming rapidity. Many
towns and villages were entirely destroyed, and it is estimated

that nearly one thousand lives were lost.

A RECENT number of the official organ of the National

Department of Hygiene in Buenos .\yres, a copy of which has

been sent to us, calls attention to a hygienic exhibition which is

to be held in that city at the close of this month. The

authorities hope that it may render important service in helping

to establish a permanent museum of practical hygiene, besides

stimulating public Interest in sanitary (juestions generally. The

journal also contains many useful notices of original work

published in various foreign papers.

The current numbers of the British Medical yournal and

the Lancet should be obtained by everyone desirous of entering

the medical profession. They are almost entirely devoted to

descriptions of the universltie'*, corporations, and colleges

which grant Ihe degrees and diplomas required by a meiiical

practitioner. Prospective students will find our contemporaries

complete guides to the medical calling. They will also find

that to succeed in this noble profession It is necessary that a

man " should be imbued with a love of humanity and a love of

science, and should be indifferent to the worship of Ihe god of

the modern world—the golden calf. No man whose aim is to

make a fortune should dream of entering the medical profession.

Let him learn the grocery business or the drapery business ; he

will not only fall in medicine, but will help to degrade it.

These remarks are applicable to students of most branches of

science.

Some years ago, an observatory was established on Ihe Saint-

Jacques tower In Paris, under the direction of M. J. Jauberl.

The institution is of a private nature, but it is furnished with
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good instruments, and has from time to time issued useful

bulletins. An interesting report upon the atmosphere of Paris

is published in the supfilement of La Nature of Au^st 25,

based on the observations made between July I, 1891, and

December 31, 1893, which shows very clearly the influence

exerted on meteorological elements by a large mass of houses.

M. Jaubert had compared the observations at his own obser-

vatory with those at the official observatory at Pare Saint-Maur,

in the suburbs of Paris. The tables show that the variations

of pressure between the two places are very small, but that

temperature, especially towards the evening, is from 3' to 4° F.

higher in the city, while the maxima and minima occur some

hour or two later than in the country. The amount of cloud

has this peculiarity, that during the evening the sky is clearer

over Paris than in the suburbs. All other elements, rainfall,

wind, &c., have been compared, and some interesting details as

to visibility are also given. We published some time since

(vol. xlix. p. 460) a similar comparison with reference to the

temperature of Berlin. Such statistics are of great practical

value, especially to persons living near large towns.

Among some of the old German legends concrning the

weather, the recent meteorological conditions experienced in

Gottingen and its neighbourhood have turned nearly everyone's

mind to that very old one called the "seven sleepers," or

"Die Siebenschlafer " That such a belief should still be held

to these old legends is not to be wondered at, even in these

days of forecasts, &c. , for were they not to a great extent

founded on real, although roughly observed, facts which

had been noticed over the space of many years, and at

last become legendised ? The legend of the Siebenschlafer

runs as follows:— Seven Christian youths, Maximianus,

Malchus, Sirapion, Dionysius, Johannes, Martinianus,

and Konstantinus, in the reign of King Decius, 251, fled to the

mountains because they would not follow the Jewish religion.

In a mountain called Kalion, near Ephesus, they found a large

cave, into which they entered, slept, and ultimately became shut

in. It was not till theyear 446, under thereignofTheodosius, that

this cave was accidentally opened, and the seven sleepers woke
up from their long sleep of nearly 200 years, Bishop .Martinand

the king being both witnesses to this wonder. The Christians

died eventually surrounded with glory and honour. The saying

which has come down to us to-day, and which, curiously enough,

connects these holy men with the weather, is that, if it should

rain on June 27, we must expect rain for the following seven

weeks ; this is for the Roman Church. In the Greek

Church this day is held on August 4, while the " Acta Sanc-

torum " name July 27 for its remembrance. It may be of

interest, however, to see whether the application of this old

legend to the weather recently experienced holds good.

Taking the Roman Church Calendar as our reckoning, and

commencing on June 27, the seven weeks would then terminate

on August 14. Unfortunately rain did not happen to fall on the

27th at the place in question, but records show that both the day

before and after it was experienced. On the 29th and 30th also

no rain fell, but with the exception ofJuly 6, 29, and 30, rain has

fallen daily until August 14. Thus from June 27 to August 14,

both days inclusive, a period of 49 days, only six days were

recorded without rain, but rain did not actually fall on the

27th. One infers from the legend that at the end of this

period fine weather should be the order of the day, that is to

say, if according to the " Sieben Btudern "
it did not rain on

July 10. Unfortunately or not, as the case may be, i ^mm. on

200 square cm of rain were recorded, which means, according

to the latter legend, that it must rain for seven weeks after

this date. At the time of writing, -Vugust 24 (7 p.m. Central

European time), it has rained daily since the 14th, so that the
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- is only of import-
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" Sieben Briidem " seems as if it will be verified. The

meteorological records referred to above we owe to Herr A.

Sporhase, meteorological observer at the Physical Institute,

Gottingen.

At a recent meeting of the Societe FraD9aise de Physique,

M. Bouty read a paper on the capacity of the capillary electro-

meter. The author supposes that the two quantities of

mercury are brought to a difference of potential e, and that the

surface of the mercury in the capillary is brought back to the

zero by increasing the pressure, and that a quantity of elec-

tricity (^Q is then suppliedjwithout changing the pressure. The
capacity of the apparatus, under these conditions, consists,

according to Lippmann's theory, of two parts, one term pro-

portional to the square of where A is the surface tension
de

and represents the quantity of electricity absorbed or produced

by the change in the form of the small surface of mercury, and

has the preponderating influence when e is nearly zero. The

other term which is proportional to -

ance when A is near its maximum. In order to measure the

capacity C which is equal to —i the author measures separ-
de

ately the corresponding values of 5Q and he within such limits

that proportionality exists between these quantities. He pro-

duces a constant quantity of electricity (5Q) by means of a

piezo-electric p'ece of quartz, and discharges it into the electro-

meter, whose capacity may be considered as infinite compared

to that of the quartz. He then determines by means of a deri-

vation on the circuit of the charging battery the increase le of

the electromotive force necessary to reproduce the same shift

in the mercury as was produced by 5ij. In every case the

observed values agreed with those deduced by means of Lipp-

mann's theory.

M. W. Spring, who about fifteen years ago proved the

possibility of welding metallic bodies by simple pressure at

temperatures far below their fusing point, publishes an interest-

ing extension of his researches in the Bulletin de CAcaJlmie

Royale de Belgique. He was led to the conclusion that at a

certain temperature, where a metal is to all appearances a per-

fect solid, a certain proportion of the molecules attain a rate

of vibration corresponding to the liquid state, and that these

molecules, by softening the body, make it capable of welding

and of producing alloys with other metals. The metals were

put in the shape of cylinders bounded by plane surfaces, upon

the purity of which great care was bestowed. They were then

mounted in a stirrup, and pressed together by means of a hand-

screw. In this state they were placed in a heating oven, and

kept at a constant temperature between 200° and 400^ for from

three to twelve hours. The most perfect joints were produced

with gold, lead, and tin, and the worst with bismuth and anti-

mony. Two cylinders thus welded together could be put in a

lathe, one of them only being held in the chuck, while the

other was being worked upon by a cutting tool, without coming

apart. They could be separated with the aid of pincers, but

then a rough breakage was produced which did not coincide

with the original plane of separation. It appears that the more

crystalline the bodies are the less do they exhibit this pheno-

menon of incipient liquefaction, which begins to show in the

case of platinum, for instance, at 1600° below its fusing-point.

That such a liquefaction or softening actually takes place

was proved by cutting a delicate spiral 0'2 mm. deep on the

end surface of a piece of copper weighing 130 grammes, and

placing it upon a sheet of mica. After keeping it at 400° for

eight hours, the spiral had entirely disappeared, and the surface

looked as if just fused before the blowpipe. Where two
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metals were employed, allojs were formed, which, in the case

of lead and tin, were fusible and flowed out at iSo . By
placing a perforated disc of mica between the two, the oulflow

could be prevented, but the alloy formed at the centre and the

metals were hollowed out in the proportion of their degrees of

liquefaction. In a lead-antimony couple, the hole in the lead was

8mm. or 9 mm., and that in the antimony 2 mm. The most

striking and novel experiments, however, were those showing

the evaporation of metals, or rather their sublimation, at tem-

peratures between 300° and 400' . This was also shown by

inserting a disc of mica, say, between a zinc and copper

couple at 360°. When air wa> carefully kept away from the

surfaces, the copper was tinted a golden yellow over the area

of the hole in the mica, the exact colour of tombac, and a

brown layer was produced on the zinc, which chemical analysis

proved to contain copper. Similar results were obtained with

cadmium, the thickness of the mica being O'S mm.

We have received a copy of the yahra-Bericht lics Vereitis

Jiir Naturkuna/ ofMannheim, in which a brief account is given

of the proceedings of the Society during the years 18S9-93

inclusive. It appears that in spite of the population of Mann-
heim having doubled itself during the past eighteen years, the

Society has not increased in numbers. That it should have

maintained a bare existence must be considered very creditable

to the energy of its members, for we read that Mannheim, as

perhaps no other commercial or industrial centre, possesses so

few attractions in the shape of social or scientific intercourse

that the inhabitants as soon as they can retire from work leave

the city to settle elsewhere. .\ similar nemesis unfortunately

overtakes some of our local naturalist societies, and Mannheim
cannot claim the unique position ascribed to it by the president

of its Naturkunde Verein ! The greater part of the pamphlet

is occupied by an elaborate paper, by Dr. Migula, entitled

Methode und Aufgabederbiologischen Wasseruntersuchung.

"

The endeavour is made to build up a bacteriological standard

of purity for water, not according to the number of microbes,

but from an estimation of the particular varieties present in a

given sample of water. We arc not surprised to find Ur. Migula

willing to resign this herculean task to others to work out.

Mr. W. .\. San FORD read before the Somerset .Vrchaso-

logica! and Natural History Society, at its late meeting at

I^ngport,a paper in which he announceil his discovery, in the

Rhxtic beds at Wedmore, of a large Dinosaur. The animal

appears to have been carnivorous, and, though very much
larger, to have resembled Megalosaurm Bucklandi of the

Stonesfield slate. The remains at present available for study

are about twelve vertebr.x, a large portion of the pelvis,

•ome portions of the mandible, some teeth, a nearly complete

femur, parts of a tibia and of both fibulx, some phalanges,

including a perfect claw-bone, and fragments of ribs and of other

small b'incs, and other larger fr.agments that may be placed.

The bone» are accompanied by fossils of Triassic dale, which

render their geological position a matter of nearly absolute

certainty. The results of a complete and close examination

of the l>ones will be of considerable interest.

In .iddilion to a preliminary note on some new species of

fish, belonging to the genera Characodon and Alhcrinichlhys,

from the Mexican Seas, by Dr. F. Stcindachnrr, the June

number of the Procetiiings of the Imperial Academy of Science

of Vienna (1894, N"- "*• PP- "47 '54* contains a communica-

tion from Prof. Weisncr upon the results of a physiological in-

vestigation upon some interesting points in the germination of

the mistletoe and its European .and tropical allies {yis.iim and

f^ranlhus). The author finds a considerable difference

between the seeds of the European and tropical forms as regards
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their reaction to light and moisture, and as to the existence or

duration of a "resting period." These differences and
peculiarities, however, he is in all cases able to interpret as

specific adaptations to differences in the natural conditions of

life. The viscid envelope of the seeds in all the parasitic

species is undoubtedly an adaptation for ensuring the att.ach-

ment of the seed to the bark of its host ; but Prof. Weisner
reg.ards its great development in the common mistletoe ( I'iscitm

aWum) as also serving to retard the process of germination.

There is practically no resting period in the case of the tropical

species, and in them the viscid pericarp is developed in much
smaller quantity ; and the seeds of our own I'iscnm album

germinate most re.idily when freed from their mucilaginous in-

vestment. It is to be hoped that Prof. Weisner will publish

before long a fuller account of his interesting researches, and

that he will also incorporate some statements as to the effects

of temperature upon the germination of the same seeds.

I.N an elabor.ile paper " Ktndeexpurimentale sur le charbon

symptomatique " {Annales de rinsliliil PasUiii), Dr. Duensch-

mann describes some extremely interesting and suggestive

experiments which he has made on the effect of associating a

virulent with a non-virulent micro-organism in animal inocula-

tions. For this purpose the well known bacillus />;Wi>ii'i«j was

introduced into guinea-pigs along with the bacterium C/iativoi,

the exciting cause of symptomatic anthrax. Under ordinary

circumstances the latter microbe will kill guinea pigs in eighteen

hours, but, strange to say, its lethal action is delayed for four

days, when it is associated with the />'. fyroiiigiosus. M. Roger

already found that the rabbit, an animal not easily susceptible

to symptomatic anthrax, may be readily infected if cultures of the

J>. prodigiosus are introiluced along with the P. C/iiinitvi, and

similar observations in the case of other disease microbes,

associated with this harmless bacillus, have been made by others.

Dr. Duenschmann, however, has carried his investigations still

further, and has found that the B. /irodigiosiis, usually regarded

as an innocent saprophyte, will, if used in sufficient quantities,

kill guinea-pigs when introducedinto the peritoneum. The chief

interest of Dr. Duenschmann's experiments lies in the contribu-

tion which they afford to the important subject of the (WJ<»(-((i^frf

action of micro-organisms. The bacteriological study of disease

has so far been mainly carried on with single varieties of

microbes ; but it must not be forgotten that in nature infection

with a pure culture, or one variety of organism, is the exception

and not the rule, and that in working with mixtures of micro-

organisms we may obtain much important assistance in under-

standing the intricate and puzzling course run by so many

diseases.

The annual report of the Russian Geographical Society for

the year 1893 is so full, that only in a publication specially

devoted to geography would it be desirable even to enumerate

the headings of its varied contents. All we can do is to

mention the parts which possess general interest. Such are

the remarks of M. Obrucheff on the Eastern Gobi between

Urga and Pekin, which has the characters of a steppe, but not

of a desert, as it receives a regular amount of rain in the

summer, aud is covered then with grass, while true deserts are

found in small limited portions imly of its vast area. M.

Obrucheff's find of a skull of a rhinoceros, probably 7'ichor/iiniis,

in the lake deposits of the Ordos, in latitude 38" N., is also

worth mentioning. E. G. Fritsche's measurements of the

magnetic elements in the neighbourhood of Moscow, where an

anomalous distribution had been observed, show that the

anomaly is due to the presence, at a depth which is cstimalcd

at ten kilometres, of large iron masses. M. IComarolf's

measurements of the movement of the Zerafshan glacier and

the exploration nf its former much greater extension, as
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also his levellings in the Transcaspian territory in the

region which is supposed to have been the Area Palus of

the ancients, promise to yield very interesting results.

The yearly reports of both the East and the West Siberian

Branches of the Geographical Society are also full of geo-

graphical information. In East Siberia, M. Prein has explored

the vegetation of the Olkhon Island in Lake Baikal, which

offers great interest for its curious mixture of species character-

istic of the steppes with purely forest species, and which also

contains a number of varieties, either unknown or intermediary

between different formerly known varieties. In West Siberia,

we notice the steady work of the Meteorological Committee

which opened last year, in connection with the Central

Meteorological Observatory, eight stations in different parts of

the territory ; M. Siyazoff 's work on the flora of the Ishim

Steppes, and its comparison with the flora of Tyumen, at the

eastern slope of the Urals ; M. Katanaeff's larger work on the

Kirghiz Steppes ; and Slovtsoff's, on the Pelym region and on

the .Siberian cedar—-all published in the memoirs of the West

Siberian branch—are also of interest.

A REI'ORT, showing the distribution and production of some
of the most important minerals worked in India, has been

issued by the Department of Revenue and Agriculture of the

Indian Government.

The principles of the manufacture of steel are ably described

in " Fabrication de la Fonte," by M. E. de Billy, the volume

lieing the latest addition to the Aide-Memoire series published

jointly by Gauthier-Villars and Masson.

The fifth part of Kerner and Oliver's "Natural History of

Plants " (Blackie) has been published. Its contents refer to

metabolism and the transport of materials, and to the growth

and construction of plants.

We have received a paper " On the Analytical Treatment of

Alternating Currents," read by Prof. A. Macfarlane before the

International Electrical Congress held at Chicago a year

ago, and reprinted from the Congress' Proceedings.

A I.I. regulations referring to the registration and inspection

of classes held in connection with the City and Guilds of

London Institute are given in the" Programme of Technological

Examinations " just published for the Institute by Messrs.

Whittaker and Co.

Under the title " Peregrinazioni Psicologiche," U. Hoepli,

of Milan, has published a collection of psychological papers by

Dr. Tito Vignoli, Professor of Anthropology in the R.

Accademia Scienze e Lettere di Milano, and Director of the

Museo Civico di .Storia Naturale.

The September number of The Country Month by Month,
by Mrs. Owen and Prof. Boulger, appears to us to be better

than some that have preceded it.' The poet-naturalist will

find the authors' descriptions of autumnal plant and bird life

greatly to his liking. Some parts of the book are really very

fine. Messrs. Bliss, Sands, and Foster are the publishers.

The Manchester Microscopical Society, with a membership
of 245, ranks high among provincial scientific societies. Several

interesting papers are printed in the Transactions of the Society

for 1S93. .\mong these we note the address of the presi-

dent. Prof. F. E. W'eiss, on recent researches and speculations

on the structure of protoplasm ; a paper on modern views of

the plant cell, by Mr. Thomas Hick ; and one on the organic

forms of silica, by Mr. W. Blackburn. A useful summary of

information on the plans of growth and the forms of Foramin-
ifera is contributed by .Mr. E. Halkyard ; and a survey of

typical examples of some ccmmon microscopic fungi is given i

by Mr. A. T. Gillanders. These papers show that interest in

the Society is still maintained.
|
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The Meteorological Sub-Committee of the Croydon Micro-
scopical and Natural History Club is doinj good work by the

collection of rainfall statistics ; its report for 1893 contains daily

and monthly values for sixty-three stations in the counties of
Kent and Surrey. The Hon. Sec, Mr. F. C. Bayard, points
out that the smallness of the total rainfall during the year is very

remarkable. The average yearly fall for Greenwich for seventy-

five years (1816-90) is 25-11 inches; but in the year 1893
there was a deficiency of 5 02 inches, which quantity nearly

represents the deficiency of the district dealt with by the Club.
Most of this deficiency, viz. 477 inches, occurred during the

first six months of the year.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during

the past week include a Diana Monkey (Cercopithecus dtana)

from West Africa, presented by Mr. Darent McDonald ; a
Pinche Monkey [Midas nJipiis) from New Granada, presented
by Lieut. W. N. Gordon, R..A. ; a Puma {Felts concolor) from
Argentina, presented by Mr. Pcnsonby Ogle ; a Stone Curlew
[CEdicnemus scolopax), British, presented by Colonel H. W.
Fielden

; two Poe Honeyeaters {Prosthemadcra noVc€-zealandite),

from New Zealand, presented by Mr. Reginald Moorhouse ;

an Elephantine Tortoise ( Testudo elephantina) from the Sey-

chelles, presented by Mr. Arthur Gladstone ; two Hawks-billed
Turtle (Chelone imOricata) from the East Indies, presented by
Captain E. Fleetham ; a black-headed Lemur (Lemur lirunneiis)

from Madagascar, five Meyer's Parrots {Paocephalus meyeri)

from East Africa; two Brown-throated Conures (Coniirus

irruginosus) from .South .\merica, deposited ; two Javan Wild
Swine {Sus vittalus) from Java, presented by Mr. E. J.

Kerkhoven.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Rece.nt Observation.s of Mars.—Mr. John Ritchie,

jun., has kindly sent us a cutting from the Boston Common-
weallh containing some observations of .Mars, made at the
Lowell Observatory, Arizona, since those recorded in our issue

of August 16. The staff of the observatory includes Mr.
Percival Lowell, Prof. W. H. Pickering, and Mr. E. A.
Douglass. Mr. Lowell himself communicated the following
observations to the Commonwealth : July 5. Both Pickering
and Douglass observed that the terminator was flattened in a
certain place. Light from the Sabacus Sinus was found 10 be
polarised. July 19. Douglass observed a protuberance on the
terminator, and a notch. The height of the former was
estimated at o"'i, which suggests an elevation of about five-

eighths of a mile. July 20. The notch seen by Dougla>s was
confirmed by Pickering. July 21. Douglass saw two notches
which were afterwards confirmed by Pickering, July 23.

Other notches on the terminator observed by Douglas?. luly
26. A large protuberance observed by Pickering. The light

from the larger "lakes" found to be unpolarised, even when
near the limb of the planet. (Mr. Ritchie points out that the
projection seen by Pickering was in all probability the one
seen by Javelle at Nice, on July 28). The first observa-
tion of a canal, Eumenides, was made on June 6 by
Pickering. The same channel was seen by the other
observers on June 7, and appeared persistently on June 9.

During the whole of June anrt July the snow-cap diminished in

size. On July 10, a minute patch of white, in the position of
the former star-like points, was seen as a difficult object, entirely

detached from the snow-cap. On July 18, Pickering reported
that the cap had materially diminished, and that the canals
were coming out more clearly. He had some views of clouds
and glimpses of some of his "lakes." Early in August he
reported that he had seen seventeen of these lakes, two of them
new. By the end of June the canal Ganges was seen twice, and
both times single. July 29, a light grey tint was seen on an
extended region. .Some canals were well developed, no duplica-
tion visible. July 30, early in the evening, with the scemg 4
and 3 on a scale of 10, Pickering thought he saw Ganges
double. Later in the evening, when the seeing had improved
to 8 and 9, it was evident that such was not the case. The
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apparent dnuble was a canal from Fons Juvenle and a north

b.anch of Tiihonu.. The latter observations have an interest,

since the canal Ganges has been reported as having been seen

doable at the Lick Observatory. ,,,-..
A circular just distributed by the Centralstelle fur Astrono -

mischeTelegfamme. Kiel, states that a telegram, of which ih e

following IS a translation, was received fronn feramo on Au^a» t

-I— "Greenish-white spot on the northern cap of Mar» .

Length thirty to forty degrees. Nix borea apparently cover s

Mate aiiiUliu'". CeruUi."

THE Mass of Jupiter.—It was more than twenty years ago.

Prof Simon Newcomb reminds us in the Aslronomische

Nac'hrichlen No. 3249. ihat he called attention to the great

value of observations on the minor planet Polyhymnia for de-

termining the mass of Jupiter. Prof. G C^ Comstock s com-

puiations of the special perturbations ol the elements of the

former planet from the date of discovery in Ib54. together with

the observations made during the oppoiUion of iSSS. have

enabled Prof. Newcomb to make this determination. 1 he re-

sult obtained shows that the mass of Jupiter is ,-3-^^ P»'' '''«

mass of the .sun. Other determinations of Jupiter's mass^are

shown in the following table, and also the weights assigned to

them by Prof. Newcomb, who proposes to regard the weighted

mean as definitive, and to use that mass in his work on the

planetary theories.
^^^.^^^.^ Weight of

Mass. Dcterminauon.

All observations on the satellites ... 104782 ... I

Action on Faye's Comet (Mr.Uer) ... 104779 ... I

Action on Themis (Krueger) ... I04754 • 5

Action on Saturn (Hill) 1047-3^ ••• 7

Action on Polyhymnia 1047'34 ••• 20

Action on Winnecke's Comet (v.

Haerdtl) '047 '7 • "O

Weighted mean 104735 ± °o65

It is pointed out that in the interests of the astronomy of the

future it is very desirable to apply Gill's heiiometer method

to the continuous observation of a selected number ol minor

planets.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

THE forty third annual meeting of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science was held at Brooklyn,

N.Y., from August, 16-22.
• , 1 „ u.ij

The marvel is that no meeting had previously been held

in that great city. Overshadowed as it is by the greater

metropolis of New York, its next neighbour, many strangers

fail to realise that Brooklyn is one of the great cities of the

world. By a recent act of the legislature its area has been

doubled, and its population now exceeds one million, making

it the fourth city in America; until the last census it was the

third, but Chicago has now outstripped it.

Not merely as a portion of the metropolis of America, but

also in those features which arc distinctively peculiar to itself,

Brooklyn offers unrivalled attractions to men of science. 1 he

maiisive bridge which spans the East Kiver connecting it with

New York is a world-renowned triumph of engineering. ine

United States Navy Yard attracts the attention of those who study

applied science, and eleven thousand manufacluring establish-

ments provide valuable object-lessons. .... , ,,

The city is niso notable for educational institutions of the

bat character, including the Pratt Institution, the Packer the

Polytechnic, the Long Island Medical College, the 'loogland

BioW'cal Laboratory, a large and well-equipped High School

for each «x, and several Roman Catholic Seminaries.

A marked feature of recent meetings of the Association has

been the increasing number of affiliated societies which hold

meetings in connection with the general Association. 1 wo new

accessions bring the numher of these already up to nine, an.

next year the American Botanical Society will still further .swell

the list which now indu Ics the American M.ithematical Society,

the Society for Promoting Kngineciing K<lucaiion, the Society

for the Promotion of Agricultural Science, the American Micro-

«»pical Society, the (ieoL.gical Society of America, 'he Associa-

tion of Economic Entomologists, ihc American Chemical

Society, (he Association of Slate Weather Services, anl the

American Forestry Association.

The citizens of Brooklyn entered into the arrangements with

an evident determination to do everything to insure the success

of the meeting. The reception at the Academy of Music and

the Art Building, on the opening evening, was perfect in all its

details. The excursions were of unusual number and variety,

and included features of exceptional scienlilic interest, such as

dredging expeditions by the steamer Fish Ha-.ck, furnished by

the Unite<i States Government. Special mention is also due to

the elegant excursion to West End. and entertainment furnished

by Mrs. Herrman, a patron of the Association, and of the

sterling silver badges of her own design given as souvenirs.

The weather continued cool and comfovl.ible throughout, so

that all the external conditions were as favourable as possible.

Teleologists even found evidence of providence and previsiori

in the unusual circumstance that nine century plants bloomed

together to welcome the coming Association.

The attendance of members was well above the average of

recent years, and if to the registry of thegeneral Association be

added the names of specialists attending the aftiliated societies,

it will raise the total to an aggregate comparing favourably

with the largest meetings, notwithstanding that the depression

of business and the fear of detention by railroad strikes exerted

a deterrent influence. c 1 .

Three evenings were occupied with popular scientihc lectures

Paul du Chaillu spoke on the Vikings, their civilisation and

expeditions; Edward D. Cope, on the relation of human

structure and physiognomy to those of the other mammalia ;

and B. E. Fernow, on the battle of the forest.
virilism

The annual address of the retiring president. Prof. William

Harkness, was on the magnitude of the solar system. An

exhaustive account was given of the various methods of

measuring the sun'.s distance. Many of Prof. Harkness hearer,

were surprised to learn that but little accuracy has been

attained for many years. He states as his conclusion after

comparing all the corrected results of these various methods,

that the sun's distance is 92,797,000 miles with a probable

error of 59,700, and the diameter of the solar system, measured

by that of its outermost member, the planet Neptune,

5,578,400,000 miles. ^ , ,.

The address of Vice-President George C. Comstock, on binary

stars, was of interest, as will be seen from the fo lowing extracts

After a general review of the subject, he said that the orbits

of forty-two binary stars based on motion of over 80 .have been

computed. The shortest are S Equulei and -c Pegasi, each less

'""fVa^ncrr presents a curious study. Two stars les^ than a

second apart revolve in an ellipse ; a third star 6 aistan

revolves in loops, suggesting an invisible ':""'Pan>0"- 2"'
binaries have been discovered by the spectroscope : 3 A«"-'6«.

revolving in a period of four days; a Virgmis, four days,

c- Ursa: Majoris, 105 days ; and Algol, three days.

The masses of the visual and of spectroscopic hinar es are

derived by totally different inetliods, but both cUasses of bodies

indicate that the sun is an undersized star, a resuir that is con-

firmed by other and independent lines ol '»^«"e';"°"-
^^^^i'

small r.ange of values presented by the m.^sses of the stars is

rema.kable, and points to an unexplaine.l uniformity of size m

the heavenly bodies, the avei.ige component of a double star

having a mass somewhat greater than the m.ass of he earth.

If binary stars are classified with respect to their type of

spect.um. It will be found that on the ave.ago the •''^'""'^'^ »'

"

s ar possessing a Sirian spectrum is about three ""'^^
^\ K'^J

as that of a star possessing a solar spectrum, and it will further

be found that although stars of the hirian 'Vl'-^ "7' °" '^*

whole, more numerous than solar stars, binaries of solar type

outnumber their Sirian fellows three to one

Four-fifths of the binaries, with periods of less than two

hundred years, h.ave orbits sm.iller than Neptune, while the

fastest have orbits between Jupiter and S.ilurn.
,,,,„,ntl

A combination of measured amounts of light "''h »le™«W

of orbit is mass-brighlness,or " candle-power l";';^"'"
/^oung).

•y Leonishas more than loootimesthemass-brigUnessofGiCygm

Iprobably. Confining ourselves 'o'hose with well- lelermiicd

orbits, we find at extremes of the 1st .^ Urs.e M ,| '":. « h "i

mass-brightness fifty times that of 70 Ol-hiuc In. ' ^^
^^"^f

brightness of the sun is jirobably not much greater than that ol

'°U 'lt"fong been known that if the components of a double
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star are of approximately equal brilliancy, they are of the same
colour, and if of unequal brilliancy the colour of the fainter

companion lies nearer to the violet end of the spectrum than

does the colour of the brighter one. The spectra of the stars

furnish a partial explanation of their difference in colour by

showing, in at least some cases, that the stars possess spectra of

ilifferent types, the fainter companion having a Sirian, and the

brighter one a solar spectrum.

Few researches upon double stars exceed in theoretical interest

the mathematical investigations of Mr. See with regard to the

mode of development of these bodies. As early as 1878,

Doberck had shown, from a statistical comparison of double

star obits, that, in general, the longer the period of revolution of

the compounds the larger and more eccentric are their orbits.

That the orbits would be larger might be expected as a con-

sequence of the law of gravitation, but it required a special

investigation based upon the theory of tidal friction, as

developed by Prof. G. H. Darwin, to show that the increasing

eccentricities are also a necessary consequence of the same law.

The conclusions of Mr. See may be briefly summarised as fol

lows :— If we suppose the components of a double star to be

composed of a plastic material, they will produce in each other

bodily tides whose effect will be to push the stars asunder, and
i

at the same time to increase the eccentricity of their orbits.

This increase of eccentricity will not continue indefinitely, but

in the later stages of developments will give way to a diminu- I

tion of the eccentricities, which will ultimately produc, circular

orbits. But since the energy of the star is being constantly

wasted by radiation, it will, in the later stages of its career, be

reduced to invisibility, and during the period of its existence as

a luminous body its history will present a continuous increase in

the size and eccentricity of its orbit. It is of interest to note in

this connection that the two orbits of spectroscopic binaries

which have been computed, pre-ent eccentricities very much less

than that of the average double star orbit, while the dimen-
sions of their orbits are so small as to suggest an early stage in

the development of the systems.

Prof. \Vm. .\. Rogers year by year brings to the Association

either new and more refined apparatus, or the result of delicate

experiments with the perfected apparatus already at his

command. This year he presided over the Section of Physics,

and read an elaborate address on obscure heat as an agent in

producing the expansion of metals under air contact.

Vice-President Thomas H. Norton addressed the Chemirai

Section, on the battle with fire ; Mansfield Merriman, the

Engineering Section, on paradoxes in the resistance of materials
;

Samuel Calvin, the Geol gicil Section, on some points in geo-

logical history illustrated in North-eastern lona, exhibiting

and using American chalk obtained from the Niobrora beds
;

Lucien M. Underwood, the Botanical Section, on the evolution

of the Hepaticae, a suhject to which he has devoted especial

attention, and on which he is probably the foremost authority ;

Franz Boas, the Anthropological Section, on human faculty

as determined by race ; and Henry Farqrhar, the Economic
Section, on a stable monetary standard.

One hundred and seventy-eight papers were read before the

Sections, the largest number being before the Section of Anthro-
pology.

It was decided to visit San Francisco next year if suitable

rail rales can be secured, and the date of meeting recom-
mended is June or early in July. . Definite action, however,
was deferred, owing to the expense of crossing the con-

tinent, so that lime may be taken to apply for special rates of

fare.

The following officers for the ensuing year were recommended
by the nominating committee, approved by the council, and
elected by the Association :

—

President, E. \V. Morley, Cleveland. Vice-presidents: Mathe-
matics and Astronomy—E. S. Holden, Lick Observatory.

Physics— \V. Le C. Stevens, Troy, N.Y. Chemistry— William
.McMurttie, Brooklyn, N Y. Mechanical Science and Engineer-

ing—William Kent, Passaic, N.J. Geology and Geography

—

Jed. Hotchkiss, St.aunton, Va. Zoology— D. S. Jordan, Palo

Alto, Cal. Botany—J. C. Arthur, Lafayette, Ind. Anthro-
pology— F. H. Cushing, Washington, D.C. Economic Science

and Statistics— B. E. Kernow, Washington, D.C.
;
permanent

secretary, !•". W. Putnam, Cambridge, Mass. ; general secretary,

James Lewis Howe, Louisville, Ky. ; secretary of the council,

Charles R. Barnes, Morrison, Wis. Secretaries of the Sections:

Mathematics and Astronomy—E. H. Moore, Chicago, III. ;
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Physics—E. Merritt, Ithaca, N.Y. ; Chemistry—William P.

Mason, Troy, N.Y. ; Mechanical Science and Engineering

—

H. S. Jacoby, Ithaca, N.Y. Geology and Geography^.
Perrin Smith, Palo Alto, Cal. Zoology—S. A. Forbes, Cham-
paign, 111. Botany—B. T. (iailoway, Washington, D.C,
Anihropology—Mrs. Anita Newcombe McGee, Washington,
D.C. Economic Science and Statistics—E. A. Ross, Palo

Alto, Cal. Treasurer, R. S. Woodward, New York.
Wm. H. Hale.

THE IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE.
T^HE summer meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute has
' been held this year, for the second time in the history of

th e Insiilule, in Belgium, the former meeting in that country

h aving taken place at Lii-ge just twenty-one years ago.

This year's meeting commenced on Slonday. August 20, and
continued until the following Friday. The President of the

Institute, Mr. E. Windsor Richards, presided throughout. The
proceedings commenced on the evening of the first day by a

reception of members at the beautiful and historic Hotel de

Ville at Brussels, the civic authorities being the hosts. The
proceedings were of an exceptionally successful character. On
the following morning, Tuesday the 21st ult., the first sitting

for the reading of papers was held. The following is a list of

the contributions submitted :

—

(1) "On the Use of Caustic Lime in the Blast-Furnace," by

Sir Lowthian Bell.

(2) "On the History of Crucible Steel," by R. A. Hadfield.

(3)
" On the Coalmining Industry of Belgium," by A. Briart,

President of the Society of Engineers, Hainaut.

(4) "On the Iron and Steel Industries of Belgium," by A.

Giilon, President of the Society of Engineers, Liege.

(5)
" On the Influence of Aluminium upon the Carbon in

Ferro-Carbon Alloys," by T. W. Hogg, of the Newburn Steel

Works.
(6) " On the Manufacture of Open Hearth Steel," by J. A.

Lencauchez, Paris.

(7)
" On Colour Gauges for Carbon Determination," by W.

G. McMillan.

(8)
" On Electrical Power in Belgian Iron Works," by D.

Selby Bigge.

(9) "On the Manufacture of Coke," by the late R. de

Soldenhofi".

(10) "On the Iron Ores of the Mediterranean Seaboard,"

by Arthur P. Wilson.

The papers of Mr. Hadfield and the late M. de Soldenhoff

were taken as read.

I

The members were received in the Burse des Metaux, where

the sittings were held, by M. Giilon and M. Briart, on behalf of

the reception committee, and the usual complimentary speeches

i

having been made, business was commenced by the reading of

M. Gillon's paper. The title sufiiciently indicates the scope of

this contribution, and it is evident that an abstract such as, in

any case, we could give here would be quite inadequate to so

large a subject. The same remark applies to M. Briart's paper,

whTch followed. Both contributions are of considerable interest

from an industrial point of view : the first because the Belgians

are such keen and successful competitors of our own iron and

steel manufacturers in some branches of the industry, and the

second from the fact th.at the coal-mining practice of the

Belgians is of a very advanced character. Coal is won in

Belgium often under conditions of extreme difficulty, such in-

deed as would cause despair to mining engineers in our own
more favoured land, though doubtless we should rise to the

occasion were the necessity put upon us. The natural obstacles

which the Belgian engineers are forced to meet have necessitated

the highest skill in mining practice, and we cannot but look

with admiration at the |)atience, ingenuity, and skill displayed in

the working of many collieries of the country. Sir l.owthian

Bell's paper followed. The controversy regarding the respective

merits of using caustic lime or raw limestone in the blast furnace

is one of much antiquity, and though Sir Lowthian's paper did

not perhaps do very much in itself to determine the dispute, it

may be said that the paper and the discussion together served

to determine the lines upon which the controversy should be

carried on. The author said that in the older type of blast

furnace it was a desirable thing to calcine the limestone

separately, but with the higher furnaces now in vogue there
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was, on the balance, practically no advantage. In the dis-

cussion which followed, Mr. Charles Wood said that when iron

ore and limestone were calcined together there was a distinct

gain. We gathered from Sir Lowthian's reply to the discussion

that he had not tried the plan Mr. Wood referred to—-and which
the latter had been following for twenty five years—but that he
would make further e.xperiments on those lines. Perhaps the

most stnking feature in connection with this paper and dis-

cussion is its illustration of the value of societies of the nature

of the Iron and Steel Institute. Here we have one practical

detail which cheapens the cost of iron-making—at least, that is

the opinion of a very competent ironmaster—in use for years,

and it might have remained unknown to the majority of manu-
facturers had not the fact been elicited in this discussion. If

Mr. Wood be right in his contention, he will doubtless receive

confirmation from Sir Lowthian Bell at a subsequent meeting.
.Mr. Hogg's paper followed, and in it were given the results

of a large number of e.xperiments, from which the author
concluded that in the purer classes of iron the tendency of
carbon to be retained in a combined state is prevented by the
addition of I per cent, of aluminium, but curiously enough
every increase above that percentage has an opposite tendency.
It was also stated that the more rapidly cooled ferrocarbon
alloys containing aluminium also contain a larger proportion of
graphite. A short discussion followed the reading of this paper,

and the meeting was then adjourned until the next day.
On the members reassembling on the following day,

Wednesday, .•\ugust 22, Mr. Sslby Bigge's paper was first read.

The author gave some interesting particulars of the progress
that has been made in Belgium in using electricity as a means
of distributing power in factories and workshops. The
question has become one of commercial expediency, and the
author boldly attacks it from this point of view, stating that
his " whole contention in advocating electricity as the
right and proper agent of operating new works, and
as a means whereby old works can be remodelled, may be
summarisad by the one word 'economy.'" As an instance in

point, he quoted the National .\rms Factory at Herstal, near
Litrge. These works were recently founded to execute, in the
first instance, an order for 200,000 rifles, the production being
guaranteed at 250 rifles every twelve working hours. The
Compagnie Internationale d'Electricile supplied the electric

p.wer insiallaiion, laying down thirteen motors, ranging
beiiveen 16 and 37 horse-power, and giving a total of 260 horse-
power. For the former size of motors they guaranteed a com-
mercial efficiency of S7 per cent . and for the latter 89 per cent.

Th: total power of the motors (260 horse- power) would therefore
be obtained by 296 '9 initial horse-power. There was a large
amount of electric lighting to be done also, so that an engine and
d) namo of 500 horse-power was installed. The ratio between the
electric energy available and the energy transmitted to the shaft
by ihe engine was guaranteed to be 90 per cent. The electric

motors drive the line shafting of the machines, and the efficiency

of transmi-sion—that is to 5.iy, the ratio between the power
available and the eflfeclive hor.se-power developed by the steam
engme— is given by the product of three efiiciencies, as follows;
—90 per cent, for the dynamo, 98 per cent, for the conductors,
and 87 per cent, f^ir the motors = "')'6 per cent. The instal-

lation has now been tunning for three years without being the
cause of cessation of work lor a single minute.

It is a very difficult matter to form comparisons between the
lespective efficiencies of different methods of power distribu-

tion, and it may be pointed out that in the Hetslal case the
electric system does not appear to its greatest advantage, as the
motors drive line shafting in place of being attached directly to

the machines. There is no doubt, however, that a very strong
ca-« can tc made out for electricity, and electiical engineers
may look forward with confidence to a large extension of their

field of activity in regard to power distribution.

The paper of M. Lcncauchez dealt with a novel description
of open hearth lurnace in which jets uf air and gas appear
to be blown on the bath of molten metal to assist oxidation.
'I he device did not receive much commendation in the discussion
which followed the reading of the paper, but in the absence
of illustrations referred to by tbt author, it was very difficult for

those who had not h.id the advantage of seeing the furnace to
follow Ihe description.

The paper of Mr. McMillan, on colour gauges, was read in

brief absti.tcl, and Mr. Wilnin's paper was also considerably
curtailed in delivery, the lime of Ihe meeting having expired.

There were several excursions in connection with the meeting.
The first, on the Tuesday afternoon, was to the .-Vntwerp Exhibi-
tion, and on Wednesday evening members were received by
the King of the Belgians, at the Royal Palace in Brussels. This
was the chief feature of the meeting, the King receiving his

guests in person, and apparently thorouijhly enjoying the many
conversations he had with the English metallurgists and
engineers present. On the Thursday and Friday of the meeting,
visits were paid to steel works, collieries, glass works, and
engineering establishments. The last excursion on the list was
to the important works known as the SicieteCockerill at .Seraing,

near Lie.!e. These works dale from the beginning of the century,

having been founded liy a British subject, we believe a Scotch-
man, .^t present 5500 workmen are employed. According to

particulars given to members in the shape of a handbill, there
are five blast furnaces, an open steel plant, a basic steel

plant, 250 coke ovens, 40 puddling, 15 reheating furnaces, 10
rolling mills, 3 foundries, 9 winding engines, 5 pumping
engines, 4 blowing engines, 2S engines for rolling mills, 204
machine tools, 14 locomotives, and 184 steam boilers supplying

17,000 horse-power. The Company has also a shipbuilding

establishment at Hoboken.

PHYSIOLOGY AT THE BRITISH
ASSOCIATION.

'T'HE meeting of the Association this year was a memorable
one for physiology, since this subject was for the first

lime placed by the Council on an independent fooling. This
action of the Council has been amply justified by the success of

the new Section I, there being a very representative attendance

of English and continental physiologists, and great wealth of

material for their consideration. The number of papers was so

large that even when the sittings were extended to the final

Wednesday morning, the business of the Section could only be

got through with dirticulty, and the opinion of all concerned
was emphatic as to the high quality and great interest of many
of the communications. In addition to the sectional meetings,

advantage was taken of the presence of so many physiologists

to dovetail a meeting of the Physiological Society into the pro-

ceedings ; this was held on Saturday afternoon, when several

interesting communications were made, and the meeting was
followed by the dinner of the Society in Magdalen College,

under the presidency of Prof. Burdon Sanderson.

The following summary will furnish a general .account of

some of the chief points in the many varied papers read before

this Section :

—

T/iursilay, August 9.—The proceedings opened with a com-
munication by Mr. M. S. Pembrey, on the reaction of animals

to changes of external temperature. The observed reaction

was that of the production of heat, this being estimated by the

amount of CO.j discharged from the animal. Experiments upon

the mouse were described, which showed that in proportion as

the external temperature was lowered, the CO.j output of the

animal was rapidly increased (in one minute the increase

amounted to 60 per cent, when the temperature fell from 33° to

17 C), and concurrently with this increase the animal's

muscular activity became far more vigorous. Experiments

made upon the developing chick showed that up to the twenty-

first day the eflect of external cold was to decrease the ("O,

output, the chick in this stage behaving like a cold-blooded

animal, but that a compar.atively sudden change took place

from this day onwards, the chick reacting like the warm-

blooded animal previously referred to. This change in reaction

is probably related to the development of the neuro-muscular

mechanisms, and is undoubtedly influenced by the activity of

the animal. Observations made upon newly. hatched pigeons

showed that these birds, being more or less helpless when
hatched, react for the first few days like cold-blooded animals,

the output of CO5 decreasing with a fall in the external tem-

perature ; it is probably for this reason that these young binls

are kept warm by the parent until their muscular activity is

more developed. The influence of the muscular activity upon

the prcKluction of heal was further shown by details of observa-

tions made upon mice after section of the spinal cord, as well as

during an.xsthcsia ; in both cases Ihe muscular paralysis wa^

accompanieil by a change in the reaction, which now resemliled

thai of a coldblooded animal.

Mr. Harris described the results of an investigation into the
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muscular rhythm of voluntary tetanus in man. The muscle
thrill during contraction was ascertained by recording the con-
tinuous contraction in a great variety of ways, as well as by
ascertaining through a suitable telephone and microphone the

muscle note. The observations confirmed in the main those of

Schafer and of Griffith, and indicated that the thrill was due to

a muscle vibration, the rate of which varied from to to 15 in the

second, with an average of about 12 or 13 vibrations.

Prof Allen gave a short demonstration of mirror writing.

Prof. McKendrick showed a phonograph, and demonstrated
some of its effects to the audience. lie explained the working
of the instrument and the means by which he was now
endeavouring to adapt it for such physiological investigations as

those connected with the nature of the vowel and consonant
sounds, and those in which it was desirable to obtain a perma-
nent record of the cardiac and respiratory sounds. He then
showed a new model, constructed by himself, to illustrate a
possible mode in which the essential .structures of the basilar

membrane of the cochlea might be supposed to respond to com-
pound tonei. The model consisted of a glass bo.\ containing
two cavities separated by a horizontal membrane and filled with
liquid, the box communicating with the exterior by two aper-
tures covered by membrane analogous to the fenestrte ovalis and
rotunda. Two pistons rested by their bases on the horizontal
membrane, and could be arranged of such size and weight that
their periods of vibration should be as I : 2. In this scheme it

was shown that in accordance with the rate of vibruiion com-
municated to the liquid the two pistons responded in variable
amounts, thus analysing the wave in the liquid.

Prof. Gaule showed microscopic specimens and slides illus-

trating the remarkable changes observed by himself as following
the section in the rabbit of the in''erior cervical sympathetic
ganglion or its branches. After a definite lesion these changes
were found to be localised in particular muscles and special parts
ol the nervous system. Thus he found that after section of one
branch of the ganglion the observed changes occurred in the
rami communicantes, the lower cervical spinal cord, the anterior
roots of the brachial plexus, and the biceps muscle of the fore-
limb. He considered that the changes indicated trophic
disturbances in the affected parts due to the lesion, and showed
muscles in which the substance had suffered at various points
the alteration in question.

Prof. Haycraft described an extensive research which he had
made upon the development of the kidney, and showed a ia-ge
number of micro-photographs to illustrate his remarks. The
examination of continuous series of sections through this organ
in different stages of its early growth, had convinced him that
both the glomerular and tufiular portions of the gland substance
were formed as ingrowths from the same epithelium, viz. that
lining the genito urinary canal. The view thus advanced as to
the development of the kidney makes it analogous to that of
other glands in opposition to former opinions.

/Wi/aj/.-^The Section commenced with the opening address
of its President, Prof. Schafer. This was followed by a
communication by Prof Heger, on the unequal diflusion of
poisons into the organs of the body. In this paper an account
was given of some of the chief means by which the organism
was continually struggling against toxic substances, the principal
objects to be effected being either the elimination of the un-
altered poison, its neutralisation, or its destruction. The
neutralisation might be either a true chemical co'iibination, as
in the case of C0„, or a physical localisation in some special
'fgans which could endure this excess, and so remove it from
tile rest of the organism. Thus morphine, if given in a series
of increasing doses, accumulated in the liver, spleen, and
marrow of the bones. In the case of microbic poisoning. Prof.
Heger, whilst admitting that the constant multiplication of the
microbes necessitated the destruction ol the poison by phago-
cytosis, &c., pointed out that some such process of neutrali-
sation .as that just referred to was not only a possible but a
probable antecedent to this destruction. Thus the liver cells
and their secretion or extract appeared to have exceptional
antitoxic properties. Experiments were quoted which showed
the extent to which the frog's liver could not only retain and
digest such poisons as hyoscyamine, but actually utilise the
products derived from them as a food supply for the organ.

Mr. Hurst explained a new hypothesis as to the mode in
which he conceived the organ of Corti and adjacent struc-
tures might be supposed to be alTected by such alterations of
pressure in the endolyiuph as must be producel by sound
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Prof. Schafer showed photographs to illustrate a research
made by Dr. Oliver and himself as to the functions of the
suprarenal bodies. The photographs were chiefly those of
tracings indicating the blood pressure, the heart beats, and the
volume of the blood-vessels in such localised parts as a limb or
the kidney. The injection of suprarenal extract was seen to
cause a great rise of blood pressure, due not to any modification
in the heart beat, but to the constriction of the blood-vessels,
this constriction being dependent upon the integrity of the
central nervous system.

Prof. Rutherford showed the result of an extensive series of
observations in which the reaction time was measured for sight,
hearing, and touch. The stimulus for the ear was the response
of a telephone to a current, that for the eye the movement of
an electro-magnetic signal, and that for the touch an induction
current sent through the skin ; the stimulus in all cases being
niade by the closure of a circuit. The response of the indi-
vidual was the break of a current sent through a suitable electro-
magnetic recording arrangement. By means of the pendulum a
large series of records were obtained, in which as the initial
starting-point occurred always at one place, and the different
observations were arranged in series beneath one another, a
comparison between different reaction times was rendered very
conspicuous. He found that with eight intelligent men of ages
varying from 19 to 62, the time for sight varied from (W to ^^,
second, for hearing, ,',,'„ to ,';,-',,, for touch, ,V,, to tV;-,-. Tne
shortest reaction limes were obtained when the response was
that of the hand on the same side of the body as the ear or
cheek which was stimulated.

Mr. D'.-\.rcy Power showed a series of preparations of the
conjunctival and vaginal mucous membranes taken from rabbits
and guinea-pigs which had been subjected to mechanical and
chemical irritation. Many of the epithelial cells presented
appearances which were identical with those described as being
parasitic when they were met with in cancer. The changes in
the epithelium were summarised as a general vacuolation of
cells ; various forms of intracellular ceiema ; epithelial
"pearls," collections of leucocytes, and the spaces left after
these leucocytes had migrated. The series of preparations
shown on the present occasion indicated that many squamous
epithelial cells had the pDwerof ph.-igocytosis, for in no other
way could the remirkable intracellular appearances be explained;
cells were shown containing a leucocyte, and others contain-
ing a microcyte. Partial necrosis of the cell also took place as
a result of irritation, and there was an invasion of large
eosinophile cells into the conjunctival epithelium.

Saturday.— Prof. Hermann gave a most interesting com-
munication upon the production of vowel and consonant sounds.
His investigations were made by means ol the phonograph, the
excursions of the stylus being magnified, for which purpose a
small mirror was attached to this part, and the character of its

movement recorded by photographing the ledection in the
mirror of a beam of light. Observations were also made in
which a special telephone was introduced, thus rendering the
excursions still larger. Numerous photographic records of
various vowel and consonant sounds were exhibited, and each
was seen to produce its own characteristic tracing. .A matter of
much theoretical interest in connection with the previous work
of Helmholtz and others, was the character of the tracing when
the same vowel sound was sounded in notes of different inten-
sity but of similar pilch, or vice vers,!.

Prof, Kredericq showed a new aerotonometer and gas pipet:e,
which he had made in order to investigate the causation of the
gaseous interchange between the blood and air of the luni-s.
By means of this apparatus the tension of the gases in these two
media had been ascertained, and the results were laid before ihe
Section. These furnished, in the author's opinion, material for
criticising the view advanced by Prof. Bohr, that, as the O.xygen
tension in the circulating blood often exceeded, whilst the (iO»
tension fell short of, that in the pulmon.iry air, the interchange
could not be brought about in accordance solely with the laws
of diffusion, but must be largely modified by the special vital
activity of the lung epithelium Prof. Fredericq's observations
led him to believe that the data upon which B..hr's conclusions
were founded, might be more or less incomplete owing to the
time allowed for the contact between the blood and the air of
the aerotonometer being too short in Bohr's apparatus for the
correct determination of the tension of the O and CO., in that
liquid. Fredericq's apparatus allowed of a long time, two
hours, for the determination, and he had never obtained as low
a tension of CO.j, nor as high a tension of O, in the blood as
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Bi'hr had found. He therefore concluded that the diffusion

hvjKjthesis was adequate to account for the interchange. Dr.

Haldane, replying to the above, pointed out that the criticism

ilii not affect those experiments of Bohr's in which the .-eroto-

nometer CO.. tension, although made initially higher than that

in the pulmonary air, yet fell in the course of an experiment to

a value much below the latter.

Mr. L. Cobbett and Mr. Melsome brought before the Section

the results of an investigation on the production of local

immunity through a localised specific inflammatory condition.

It appeared from the authors' experiments that an attack of

erysipelas localised to the ear of the rabbit conferred upon that
,

organ an immunity against subsequent inoculation by the

erysipelas organism so long as there was .nny indication of the
i

inflammatory thickening occasioned by the first attack, and I

that the only consequence of this subsequent inoculation was a

localised non-specific inflammation. The authors regarded

this inflammation .is the reaction of the affected tissues against
\

the specific poison of the disease, since the absence of the specific

streptococci indicated that this secondary effect was not due to

the invasion of the tissues by the microbes. This view was
confirmed by the fact that it was found possible to obtain

similar inflammatory effects when the organisms themselves

having been destroyed by heat the concentrated filtered culture

was inj-cted into llie ear. Finally, since the parts which had
previously sufi^cred from erysipelas reacted more quickly and
vigorously to the subsequent injection of the poison, it seemed
probable that this non-specific inflammation was due to some
adaptation of the tissues enabling them to respond with greater

viijour, and thus more effectively, so that, as Metchnikoff and
others have aflirmed, the inflammatory process is from one aspect

a truly protective one.

Mr. Lorrain Smith and Mr. Trevithick brought forward a

research in many respects similar to the foregoing, but with one
important difference, since the initial protective inflammatory

process was brought about by a simple irritant. A sterilised

liquid containing fine glass particles was injected into one
pleural cavity of the rabbit and guinea-pig. The injection was
followed by hyperemia of the lung and by inflammatory

exudation into the pleural cavity and the subjacent pulmonary
alveoli. The subsequent injection of the Bacillus pyocyarteus

was found to be inoperative as long as the injection was limited

to the parts which were the seat of this primary inflammatory

process ; thus the inflammatory region was rendered immune,
the localised immunity produced by the glass lasting as long as

twenty-eight days.

Dr. Mann showed a series of microscopic specimens and
microphotographs in which changes could be observed in

various nerve cells as the result of iheir functional activity.

The cells in question were those of the spinal cord, cere-

bellum, &c., particularly those associated with the functional

activity of the retina, whilst the chief alterations were in the

size and chromaiin distribution of the cell nuclei. By bandaging
one eye of an animal and then exposing it to light, Dr. Mann
was able to distinguish an alteration in the size and staining of

the cells upon the two sides in the following siiuatinns: the

outer nuclear layer of the retina, the pyramidal cells of the

occipital cortex, and the cells of the external geniculate body.

The changes were most conspicuously shown both in the speci-

mens and in the photographs.

.\t the meeting of the Physiological Society, held on Satur-

day aftcrn^>on, the following communications were made :— Dr.

L. IIill showed the effect of gravity in altering the mammalian
blood prcMure, as illustrated by the remarkable rise in carotid

pressure which occurs when the animal is changed from a hori-

zontil to a vertical position with the head down, and the corre-

sponding fall when the animal is similarly placeil with the head
up. Mr. Kent showed an organism which he believed might
turn out to be the specific organism of vaccinia. Dr. I'avy

shoA'cd a sugar of low reducing power which wa^ obtained from
the urine of an animal after the administration of large quanti-

ties of dextrose. Dr. Mott showed microphotographs of the

medulla, cord, &c., after section of the gracile and cuneale

nuclei of the monkey on one side of the medulla. The sections

showed the degenerated arcuate fibres sweeping over to the

o|)po;iic side of the medulla, and the dej;cncraiion in the fillet of

the opposite side above the lesion. A remarkable point in con-

nection with the changes was that the degenerated fibres could be

traced up to the optic thalamus, but no farther, there being

cone in the internal capsule, lie also showed microphoto-

graphs taken from sections of a cord in which a longitudinal

section had been made in the lumbar region, the section being

in the middle line. The sections showed degenerated fibres in

both antero-laieral columns.
Monday.—Dr. Starling gave an account of the experiments

which led him to believe that the flow of lymph from the thoracic

duct was dependent upon the amount of the blood-pressure in

the liver capillaries, and hence that the old niech.inical theory

of lymph formation was correct as regards this source of the

lymph flow. He showed that obstruction of the inferior vena

cava must raise the pressure in the portal capillaries, and that a

similar result follows obstruction of the abdominal aorla.

The flow of lymph which Heidenhain observed after these

operations was not therefore necessarily due to secretory activity,

but must occur in consequence of the pressure even if the per-

meability of the portal capillary walls remained unaltered.

Similarly the injection of a large quantity of saline into the

circulation (hydrseinia^ caused an increased flow in consequence

of the purely mechanical rise of pressure in the liver capillaries,

this rise being ascertained by taking simultaneous tracings of

the blood pressure in the portal vein and the inferior vena cava.

Many lyruphagogues act bv causing hydr.-emia, and in these the

flow of lymph must be directly caused by the increase in the

portal capillary pressure. That the lymph under these circum-

stances conies from the liver is shown by the absence of the flow

from the thoracic duct when the lymphatics of the liver are

ligatured. Some Ivmphagogues, the action of which was

especially noted by Heidenhain ^such as crayfish muscle extract),

slimulate the flow of lymph without giving any evidence of

increased pressure in the portal capill.iries. The efl"ect of these

lymphagogues disappears after long continued ob.struciion of

the aorla, and on this ground, since the liver lymph still flows,

the author concludes ihat lymphagogues of this class act on

other lymph sources than the liver, and probably in the main

upon those present in the intestines.

Dr. Lazarus Barlow followed with some experiments upon

the flow of lymph from the hind limbs. He found no increase

in the flow when considerable though incomplete venous ob-

struci ion was maintained for one hour, whilst the specific gravity of

the blood, muscles, and skin showed no evidence of any increase!

exuda'ion. Such increased flow and exudation occurred, how-

ever, when, after thus damming up the katabolic products, the

tissues under ob-ervation were supplied with blood through

actively dilated arterioles. The dilatation, when caused by

section of the sciatic nerve, led to no such increased exudation ;

hence he concluded that the demands of the tissue are an

effective factor in lymph formation. When the arteries arc

actively dilated, the amount of exudation varies directly as thai

of the venous pressure ; so that lymph formation, though not a

purely mechanical process, is nevertheless simpler than a pure

secretion, such, for instance, as exists in the salivary glands.

Messrs. H.iyliss and .Starling communicated the results of an

experimental inquiry into the innervation of the portal vein.

The method consisted in reading the pressure in the (lorlal end

of the cut splenic vein, which thus formed a side branch of the

portal system. They found that the pressure rose when certain

definite anterior roots were stimul.ated, these extending in the

lower dorsal region from about the seventh to the tenth dorsal

nerves ; these, therefore, contain vaso-constrictor nerves for the

portal system.

Mr. Bayliss gave a further communication upon vaso-dilator

nerves. He showed that the fall of blood pressure which

follows the excitation of the central end of the depressor nerve

was accompanied by vaso-dilatation, this being evidenced in

the case of the kidney by the simultaneous expansion of that

organ, and in the case of the lower limbs by their increase of

volume as indicated by the plethysmograph. As the vaso-

constrictors leave the spinal cord by the lower lumbar roots, the

section of the cord in the dorso-lumbar regiori will cut off the

vasoconstrictors, and since, under these circumstances, the

stimulation of the depressor still causes an increase in the

volume of the limb, he was led to conclude (a) that the dilat.ation

was really due to the increased activity of vaso-dilator centres,

and not lo thciliminished activity of va~o-constrictor centres ;(*)

that the anterior roots by which the v.a.so-dilator nerves of the

lower limbs leave llie cord, extend higher into the dorsal region

than is the case with the constrictor nerves. Corroborative ex-

periments were carried out in which Ihc cord was left intact,

whiUlthe sympathetic, in whichthevaso-dilatorsiun.wasdivided.

Under these circumstances no increase in the volume of the
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limb accompanied the depressor excitation because the dilator

supply wa^s cut off.

Prof. Waymouih Reid gave an account of the alteration in

ihe mucous membrane of the lateral pouches of the pigeon's

crop, which were associated wiih the breeding season of the

bird, and resulted in the formation of masses of f*t-holding

material constiluting the so-called pfgion's milk. The secre-

tion of this material is in its histological features analogous to

ihe formation of sebum in the sebaceous glands, the fat being

contained in cells which are cast ofT in masses from the mucous
surface. The material is used for feeding the young pigeon,

and when analysed is found to contain from 7 to 9 pe- cent of

fat and 12 to 15 percent, of proteids, the chief of which is a

nucleo-albumin ; unlike true milk it coniains na sugar, but

among its proteids is a caseinogen which clots with rennet with

or without the addition of calcic chloride.

Prof. Dubois read a paper on the production of heat in

hybernating animals, and brought forward the results of ex-

p;riments made on the marmot in order to ascertain what

CTCumstances influence the change which lakes place at the end

of hybernation. Section of the cord at the level of the fourth

cervical nerve interferes with the waking from winter sleep, the

delay thus caused being only partially due to the muscular

paralysis and consequent inability to produce heat, since it

appears that the integrity of the sympathetic system is an
essential factor in the process. Further experiments ocemed to

indicate that the nervous control of the circulation was neces-

sary for the waking up, and that the most important part of the

circulation was that through the liver, which under the condi-

tions produced by the section was inadequate for the supply of

that organ. In consequence of this inadequate circulation the

author believed that the proper functions of the liver were very

much interfered with, and that in the normal animal these

functions were at the moment of waking very actively carried

on, particularly those by which glycogen is converted into

sugar.

Prof. Ilaycraft showed some micro-photographs of collodion

casts of muscle fibres in which the transverse stri.-e of the

fibres were displayed. This communication was followed by

one from Prof. Rutherford, who exhibited on the screen

micro-photographs of muscle fibres both at rest and in con-

traction. /^.9SA<-'^J

—

Tuesday.—K combined meeting of the Physical and Physio-

logical Sections was held in the large theatre of the museum,
when Prof. Lodge showed a number of experiments upon the

reflection, polarisation, and refraction of Hertz waves, using as

a detector for the presence of the propagated electrical disturb-

ance an extremely sensitive cohesion tube. This contained

fine particles in imperfect contact, and consequently oliering

considerable resistance to the passage of an electric current.

The surging in the particles of an electric disturlianci causes a

better contact lo be established, and the resistance consequently

to be enormously diminished. Prof. Lodge followed thisdemon-

stration with a suggestion as to the mode in which it was
possible to conceive of a reaction of the retinal structures to

light vibrations. If we assume that the retinal elements con-

stitute an imperfect conductor, and that a constant eleclro-

I

motive source is present in the retinal tissues, then it is not

improbable that the light waves would cause a sudden diminution

in the resistance of the elements, .and allow the passage of a

previously masked current ; this current might excite the

nerve-endings, and thus start the necessary nerve impulses. He
pointed out that Ihe coherer was acted on not only by the

sudden commencement, but also by the sudden cessation, of

the Hertz waves, and drew attention to Hering's view th.at

white and black are both positive sensations, and both caused

by retinal excitation. He stated that as regards colour, mathe-
maticians only demanded a triple starting-point, and that since

in Hering's theory three such independent factors were
postulated, no objections to this theory could be raised on that

score. The Young- Ilelmholtz theory seemed to him difficult

to reconcile with the f.acts described by physiologists and ob-

served by himself.

A discussion followed, in which several physiologists took
part, the general tendency of the tone being that the suggestion

must be capable of being applied 10 all living electromotive

structures which display electrical changes when called into

activity. It was also pointed out that Ihe histological appear-
ances were not at any rate opposed to Prof. Lodge's suggestion.

Prof. Osborn described a modification of Golgi's method used
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by Mr. Strong, of New York, and showed beautiful photographs
of nerve cells from various parts of the central nervous system
treated in this way.

Dr. H ddane brought before Ihe Section the evidence which
had led him to the conclusion that in the recent colliery ex-
plo4on in .South Wales, and probably in most previous ones,

the cause of death by suffocation was the deficiency of oxygen
in the mine due lo its displacement by Ihe products of the
explosion, i.e. afier-damp. Suffocation by deficiency of oxygen
occurs when the respired air contains less than 8 per cent, of
O ; it is ushered in by an extremely sudden attack of muscular
paralysis, so that there is but little warning of the danger when
air is inspired deficient in O, and little chance of escape owing
to the muscular failure. Suffocation through excess of CO., is

quite different, as it is preceded by gradual respiratory distress

in which the neuro-muscular system is aroused to greater
activity. In ad^iition to the deficiency of O, the poisonous
"after-damp " contains often at least two noxious gases in fatal

percentage, these being CO and H.jS. The most effective

method of fighting one's way through after-damp seemed there-

fore to be one which aimed at restoring to the inspired air an
adequate quantity of oxygen, and this the author thought might
be effectually done by suitable portable cylinders of this gas.

Mr. W. G. Smith brought forward some observations illus-

trating some of the mental conditions which influence the
association of ideas, i.e. memory. Experiments were made as

to the effect upon such association of contemporaneous nervous
activities other than those which presumably were more or less

directly involved. Thus the power of recollecting a given
arrangement of letters which had been exposed before Ihe eye
for ten seconds was found to be modified by the person under
observation having to carry out simultaneously any one of the
following among other operations during the period of ex-

posure : tapping rhythmically on the table with the forefinger;

speaking a simple syllable over and over again ; carrying out a
simple sum in addition in an audible voice. In all cases the

effect was to confuse the recollection, the degree of confusion
being greatest in the last two described instances.

Wednesday Morning.— Profs. G.itch and Lodge demonstrated
the method employed by them in order to study the physiological

effects produced by rapidly alternating currents of high intensity.

They first showed that a nerve muscle preparation from thefrc^,

if held in the neighbourhood of a friction machine lo the poles

I of which were attached Leyden jars, responded by a single con-

traction whenever a spaik passed between the knobs of the

m.achine. Since there was no connection, except an air one,

between the preparation ami the machine, it was evident that

the response was due to the preparation being in the line of

force which spreads out from the knobs, and that when the spark

passed, the sudden equalisation of these effects must be accom-
panied by a surging to and fro in the exposed nerve ; the

sudden character of this excites the tissue. They then showed
the following experiment :

—

A looped circuit was arranged connecting the two Leyden
jars together, but leaving them attached to the friction machine

;

the end of the loop w.is connected to the earth, this being

essential to avoid all static effects. Two wires were joined, one
to each side of the loop, and the ends placed so as to embrace
the exposed nerve of a nerve muscle preparation midway be-

tween the central end and the mu.scle. The upper end of the

nerve was now brought into contact by means of other separate

electrodes with an induction apparatus, and was excited every

four seconds by a minimal excitation. On working the friction

machine, and pas>ingthestrong rapidly-oscillating currents of the

Leyden jars through the preparation, it was observed that only

when the spark of the friction machine was extremely intense did

the preparation respond by a contraction to these rapidly alter-

nating currents, and that the sole effect of rather feebleralternating

currents was to so alter the nerve that it ceased for a brief period

to transmit the nerve impulse evolved by the constant rhythmical

stimulus at the central end. The passage of these currents thus

seems to produce a temporary paralysis of the nerve without

causing excitation, acting thus like pressure or cold.

Prof. Engelmann described a new kymograph and poly-

rheotome, and exhibited tracings obtained with the instrument,

which showed the great accuracy of the app.iralus. The record-

ing surface was driven by means of a weight which was so

contrived as to ensure that in each experiment the same
velocity should be reached before the weight ceased lo act, and
the subsequent revolution rendered practically uniform.
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Mr. G. J. Burch showed a series of photographs of the excur-

sions of a very sensitive capillary electrometer when projected

on to a rapidly travelling plate and actuated by speaking into a

telephone placed in the circuit. The excursions formed the

basis for calculations of the E.M. F. of such telephone cur-

rents as are produced by the sounds of ordinary con-

versation : this varied from "05 to 'i of a volt, but with

loader sounds might be sufficient to produce electrolysis.

Photographs were shown which demonstrated that the instru-

ment used could respond to changes of potential difference

when these occurred one after another at a rale of nearly 3000
double vibrations in one second. The efTect of the sounds of

certain %'oweli and consonants were shown, such as ah, te, z,

and •. In each case the fundamental tone of the voice and

some of its harmonics combined to give a characteristic electro-

meter excursion with higher rapid vibrations superimposed upon
it. These in the case of z were just visible under a lens, and
appeared to have a rate of 3000 in one .second. Photographs

were also shown of the characteristic excursion caused by the

jironunciation of the words, " Pop, pop," and " Dod, dod," the

difference between the labial and the dental being well marked.
Finally another series of photographs was exhibited which
demonstrated that when electrolysis occurs in the electrometer,

and the evolution of the gas recorded on the travelling photo-

graphic plate, this evolution is seen to take place without any
measnrable delay the instant the electrolysing current com-
menced.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION CONFERENCES OF
THE DELEGATES CF THE CORRESPOND-
IXC SOCIETIES.

'T'HE meetings of the Conference of Delegates were held at

the New Examination Schools. Forty-two societies

nominated delegates to represent them at the Conference.

First Conference, August 9.

The Corresponding Societies' Committee was represented by
Prof. R. Meldola (chairman). Prof. T. G. lionney, Sir John
Evans, Sir Douglas Galton, Dr. Garson, Mr. Hopkinson, Mr.
Caihl>ert Peek, .Sir Rawson Rawson, Mr. .Symons, Mr. Topley,
Mr. Whitaker, and Mr. T. V. Holmes (secretary).

The Chairman remarked that this was their tenth Conference.
Hiiheito the reports of these Conferences had always been a
year behind, as regards their publication in the British Associa-

tion volume ; the leport of the Conference held at Edinburgh
in 1S92, for example, appearing in the volume giving an
account of the proceedings at Nottingham in 1893. .Steps had
been taken to prevent this delay in future. They had also
taken a new departure in announcing beforehand that some
special subject would be discussed at the Conference. On that

occasion they had been fortunaic enough to secure the attend-
ance of Mr. Cuthbert Peek to open a discussion on Local
Museums.

Mr. Cuthbert Peek dealt with the subject under the follow-

ing headings :

—

(11 Methods cf registration and cataloguing.

(2) The protection of specimens from injury and dust.

(3 The circulation of specimens and type collections for

educational purposes.

(4) Central referees for nomenclature and classificatioD.

(5) The most satisfactory methods of making museums
attractive.

(6) Museum lectures and demonstrations.

(7) The relations between museums and County Councils.
(I) For small museums he thought a card catalogue was the

be>i. Sectional letters should distinguish the various classes of
ohjecu. Each specimen, when received, .should have a number
under the letter of the section assigned to it, painted on the
specimen. It was a good thing to have the dimensions of the
tpccimen, with a rough outline of it, on the back of the card.

1 2) Every closed case was acted upon by changes in the pres-

sure of the atmoipheic, so that it dicw in ami gave out air and
du«l with every change of pressure. It was desirable to admit
air into each case by means of an opening filled with cotton-
wool, or sjnie similar inaicrial, so that the air entering might
be tillered.

(3) At Liverpool a system had been elaborated by which
ioan-colicciions were prepared and circulated among a large
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number of schools. Each collection contained some special

class of objects, such as food products, woods, &c. Those
wishing to organise a plan of this kind should consult a paper
by Mr. J. Chard, in the Report of the Museums' .Association

for 1S90.

(4) The average curator of a small museum was often in difii-

culties as to the correct names of certain specimens. .Vn
oi^anisation of specialists who would, for a small fee, allow
specimens to be forwarded to them for identification, would be
of ihegreatest use.

(5) While there were many well-arranged and attractive

museums, there were others dusty, with labels illegible or in-

visible, which were almost unvisited and unknown. The
English as well as the Latin names of specimens should be
given. Much might be done to exhibit the variations of struc-

ture in creatures of difi'erent families or genera. Thus, in the
Natural History Museum, South Kensington, there had recently
been placed the skeletons of a man and of a horse, both in

the attitude of running, so that the relations of the two, bone
for bone, could be distinctly seen. The surgical, ordinary,
and veterinary names of the bones were added.

(6) It was extremely difticult to make a museum demonstra-
tion useful to more than about a dozen persons. One
experienced demonstrator had suggested that a lecture should
be given in an ordinary lecture-room, illustrated by specimens,
&c. , to the whole of a large gathering, and a case-demonstra-
tion afterwards to the few seeking further information. The
demonstrator should be placed on a temporary stand, so that

he might see, and be seen by, his audience.

(7) It had always appeared to him that demonstrations in

museums should take a very prominent part in technical

instruction, and he had been surprised that so little aid had
been given by County Councils to museums. Having sent out a

circular to County Council Technical Education Committees,
he had found that local museums and free libraries had been
assisted in only nine cases. From some counties no informa-
tion had yet been received, but it would appear from the

answers received that there was no insuperable obstacle to the

application of money intended for technical education to the

development of museums.
In conclusion, .Mr. Peek drew attention to the magnificent

museum founded at Oxford by General I'itt-Rivers, the arrange-
ment of which was unique.

The Chairman thought they were greatly indebted to Mr.
Peek, and invited discussion.

Sir John Evans said that Mr. Peek had left but little for any
one to add. He approved of the card cat.ilogue, but thought
that the .\merican system cf having a perforated card through
which a wire passed might perhaps be preferable. He would
be glad to know the best way ol keeping a cabinet free from

dust. He had tried a lining of cotton wool, but did not think

I

the result perfectly satisfactory. As regards referees for

nomenclature and classification, he would suggest the keepers
of the various departments of the British Museum, who would
always give prompt and valuable assistance.

The Kev. O. P. Cambridge, having a large collection in

spirits of wine, had found that the best place for the labels was
inside the gla^s jars, not outside. The writing should be with a

,

pencil.

Sir Kawson Rawson had not always found pencil-marks in-

delible ; and the Rev. O. P. Cambridge added that the pencil

should be neither very hard nor very soft.

Dr. Garson could coiroborate what had been said as to the

adv,antages ol using pencils in spirit preparations. Mr. Gray
remarked that variation in the aspect uf a museum constiiuted

a most important element o( attraciion. The circulation of

specimens tended, in itself, to make a museum attractive.

Mr. T. W. Shore hoped that Conference might do something
towards obtaining aid for museums Irom County Councils. It

was clear that grants could be lu.ide by County Councils to defray

the expense ol leciurts and deniinsiiatuins in museums.
Mr. Sowerbutis remarked that though County Councils might

be subject to the Governinent auditor, boroughs were not ; and
Mr. Kenward said that at liirmingham the Corporation had

esiablishcd a museutii and ait gallery without any help from the

County Ciiuncil.

Mr. T. v. Holmes had in his hanils a letter from Mr. W.
Cole, secretary to the Essex Field Club, who wa-. most inti-

mately acquainted with technical education as it existed in

Essex. Mr. Cole's enperiencc had given him a very low notion
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i)f the efficacy of mere lecturing. A leclurer brought specimens
wi(h him, but with the departure of the lecturer the specimens
also departed. What was wanted was (Mr. Cole thought) a

permanent central museum continually sending forth loan col-

lections to the remoter districts, the collections being allowed to

remain a certain time after the lectures illustraled by them had
been given. He did not think County Councils should have the

entire control of museums, as that would greatly diminish the

interest taken in them by the naturalists and field clubi to

whom ihey usually owed their existence. But a grant from
Ihe County Council would give a permanence to a museum which
would immensely increase its efficiency in every way.

After some discussion, in which Dr. Brett, .Sir Douglas
Galton, Mr. Gray, Sir John Evans, Mr. Gushing and Mr.
Whitaker took part, the following resolution was proposed by
Sir Douglas Galton, and seconded by Dr. Brett :

—

" That in the opinion of this Conference it is desirable that
local natural history societies, and those in charge of local

museums, should place themselves in communication with the
Technical Instruction Committee of the county or borough in

which they are placed, with the view of obtaining pecuniary
grants towards extending technical knowledge by means of lec-

tures or by demonstrations in museums."
Mr. Coates stated that at Perth they were building a large

addition to their museum, and had obtained a grant from the

County Councd on condition that they provided speci,iiens suit-

able for agricultural teaching.

Mr. Elworthy said that a difficulty felt by many had not been
touched upon. They needed the services of an expert who
would visit a museum and pronounce with authority, "this is

rubbish," in the case of worthless specimens. A secretary
would seldom venture to get rid of rubbish on his own
responsibility.

Sir John Evans thought the opinion of the secretary should
be deemed sufficient.

The Chairman then put the resolution to the meeting, and it

was unanimously adopted. On asking if any delegates had any
other remarks to make,

Mr. Seward, of Cardiff, was anxious to know, if possible,
what things bought for a museum in order to make it more
useful and attractive to the poorer classes might be legally pur-
chased under the Act.

Sir John livans said that it seemed to him that the last

resource m these cases was the Science and Art Department at

South Kensinijion.

The Chaiiman thought the Conference could not possibly
attempt to decide the point raised by Mr. Seward. He felt

sure that all present were most grateful to Mr. Peek fjr having
opened this discussion on museums, which, he believed, would
lead to most useful results.

Seco.n'd Co.\ference, August 14,

The Corresponding Societies' Committee was represented
by Prof. K. Meldola (chairman). Dr. Garson, Mr. Hopkinson,
Sir Rawson Rawson, Mr. Symons, Rev. Canon Tristram, Mr.
Whitaker, ami Mr. T. \'. Holmes (secretary).

The Chairman hoped that delegates would do their best to
further the resolution passed at their last meeting, with regard
to local museums.

Sectio.n a.
ATeteorolo^ical Photography.— .\Ir. Clayden stated that a suffi-

cient Collection of photographs had been received, except that
he would lie glad of photographs of lightning showing anything
abnormal. S imetimes he read of the remarkable elfects of a
whirlwind in some district when it was too late to obtain
photographs of its results. In such cases he would be glad if

the secretary of some local society could get photographs taken
at once, and send them to him before it was too late. In reply
to Sir Rawson Rawson, he said that he had seen the photo-
graphs of sti.rms and lightning exhibited by the Royal Society,

I and believed he had many of them.
I Mr. Syuions remarked that much help could be given by local

societies if they were to send reports in.

liarthlrcmon.—Mr. Davison said that in the last report of
the tartlitrcmors Committee there wa; a description of a
bifilar pendulum invented by Mr. Horace Darwin. It had also
been described in Nature for July 12. It was especially
desiiable that instruments for registering earth-tremors should
bj: placed along the course of great lines of fault (dislocations
of the strata).
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Mr. Horace Darwin then explained the construction of
his bifilar pendulum for registering earth-tremors. It was
not, he said, affected by the rapid, complicated movements
which took place during an earthquike, nor by the slight
tremors caused by passing carts or trains. But extremely
slight movements of the kind which would make a factory
chimney lean to one side would be registered.

Mr. Symons, as chairman of the Earth-tremors Committee,
explainel how the work of the Committee had grown, and in
what respect it needed additional help. .-V series of pulsations
which h.id been recorded by an instrument placed at the bottom
of one of the deepest mines in the district of Xewcastle-on-
Tyne had been traced to two causes—the gradual settlement of
the ground in consequence of the removal of the coal, and the
beating of the waves on the coast. They had since been look-
ing for traces of earthquake tremors. Mr. Davison on one
occasion watched his instrument for some time, as he found
pulsations were taking place. They turned out to have been
produced by the earthquake then going on in Greece. They
wanted information as 10 the changes going on in CDnnection
with the faults in geological strata, and, if possible, to get
records of the alterations in the earth's crust caused by tidal

waves. The work was then going on at Bi'mingham under
Mr. Davison, but they we e anxious to have instruments
established in other parts of the Kritish Isles. In answer to
Mr. Tidileman. Mr. Symons said that an instrument could be
placed on the floor of a cellar. .Mr. Horace Darwin had kindly
undertaken to explain i:s mechanism at the close of the
Conference.

The Chairman hoped that some of the corresponding
societies would have something to report on this question next
year.

Section B.

Pollution of Air in Towns.— Dr. G. H. Bailey said that for

three or four years they had been engaged in .Manchester, in
connection with the Manchester Field Naturalists, in examining
the air of towns. Tne amount of pollution and the amount of
the death-rate varied together. They had almost perfected a
method for determining the amount of sulphur compounds in
the air, and one for measuring the amount of sunlight in towns.
Their work had been chronicled in dat Join nal ol the .Manchester
Field Naturalists for 1S93.

Mr. Slater made a few remarks on the effects of smoke on
plants, and the Chairman added that cryptogams and lichens
were once common on trees in Eppinj Forest. London had
now approached too near for them to flourish.

Sectio.v C.

Mr. Whitaker (representing Section C) said that he would
first refer to coast-erosion. The final report on this subject
would be made, he hoped, next year. The subject would then
be handed over to the local societies, and those which had
coast borders could continue the work by recording changes on
six in maps. As regards the Committee on the Circulation of
Underground Waters, its final report would also be made next
year. In this case, also, the local societies could continue the
investigation. It had been suggested that the twenty reports
should have their contents arranged topographically, and that
if then published, as a volume of 250 to joo pages, many local

societies mi(>ht be glad to purchase it.

Erratic Block!.— Mr. Murdoch regretted that the labours of
the Erratic Blocks Committee were confined to England and
Ireland. The work in Scotland ha 1 not been so nearly finished
as was commonly supposed. Mr. Gr.aysaid that in Ireland they
had issued their first Report on Erratic Blocks.

Prof. J. F. Blake stated that he was engaged in examining the
microzoa of clays, especially of Jurassic clays, and would be glad
if members of the corresponding societies could send him
samples. He would gladly report to senders on the general
char.icter of these clays and their microzoa. He might t.ike

that opportunity of telling the delegates that unless he could
obtain more support for the Annals of British Geology he could
no longer alford to publish it.

Mr. Whitaker hoped that Mr. Bl-ike's remarks would prevent
the cessation of that most useful work.

Geological Photographs.— .Mr. Jeffs said that the committee
had received 1055 photographs, and had passed a resolution

recommending the Council of the British .Vssociation, whose
property the collection was, to deposit it in the Museum of
Practical Geology, Jermyn Street, London.
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Section E.

Mr. Sowerbatls said that the Manchester Geographical

Society had come to the conclusion that geography would
never be taught satisfactorily in primary schools unless it was
made a compulsory subject. Progress had been made in some
primary schools by the instituti m of school-museums. It was

a s:ngular fact that at an examination in geography of the

primarj' schools of Cheshire, Lancashire, and Yoikshire, the

girls had won all the prizes in Yorkshire, and the boys in

Lancashire. His Society had for the last two or three years

published an analysis of the chief geographical papers which
had appeared in English and ioreign journals.

Sectio.n H.

Ethnographical Survry.—Mr. Brabrook remarked that during
the past year their list of suitalil: villages had been con-
siderably increased, and now numbered 367. At Ipswich a
sub-committee had been formed to assist theui, and at Liverpool

the keeper of the museum had given most valuable help. In

Wales their sub-committee had met and had done good work,
and the same remark might be made of Ireland. In Scotland
they had a promise of assistance from the Gla-gow Archa;ological

Society. They had been told that their instructions about
photographing were too minute, but they had been drawn up by
Mr. Francis Gallon with reference to his system of composite
photographs, and any departure from them would make the
application of that system comparatively difficult.

Mr. Sowerhults stated that old people in his district objected
to be photographed and measured.

Dr. Garson said that as regards photographs it was not
necessary to get all the appliances Mr. Galton had mentioned
It was desirable to have a seal which co Id be raised or lowered
like a piano-sto^l, so that each person might have his head in

the same plane, whatever his height might be. It was well, also,

to have chalk lines on the floor at right angles to each other,

the sitter being directed to look along either one line or '.he other.

They did not want measurements of people more than fifty

years old.

Mr. Brabrook added that a set of instruments for measure-
ments might be had for £\ 6., and a more expensive set for

;^3 y. And Dr. Garson remarked that the cheaper set was
quite good enough.
A vote of thanks to the chairman closed the proceedings.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
Proceedings of the Edinlnirgh Mathematical Society, vol. xii.

(William^ and Norgate, 1894.)—The geomclro.;raphy of
Euclid's problems, by IJr. J. S. Mackay, is a mndific.ition of
M. E. Lemoine's La Gcomelrographie ou r.iri des cunsiructinns
Giomctriqucs (the subject ot iwn memoirs read at the Oran
(1S88) anil Hau (1892) meetings of the Eicnch Associ.uinn for

the .-Vdvanccment ol the Science>), and an ai>|ilication of it 10
the problems in the fir>l si» books of Euclid's " Elcmenls."
The restric(ion> arc those of Euclid, viz. ihat the cunstruciioiis
should be effected by means o( the slramhr-eilgc ami Clll1l)la^se^

only. It is an interesting inlroducti n of M. Lcmoinc'.^ mcth.ils
to English readers. The same auihor cuniiiliuies foinmla: con-
nccteu with the -radii of the incircle ami the excircles ul a
triangle. This is on ihe lines of the woik «e reci nlly no iceii

by the same writer (vol. i. EJin. Maih. Soc. I'roieeditixs). Ii

is founded ui^in a t-bk given in the Lady's ana Cetiiteman's
Diary for 1871. Ncaily all of ihe eighiy loimula- are .isMghed
to the authors who first puhlishcil them : pu^»ibly iho>e un-
assigned arc due to I)r. .Maci~ay himself. M. Paul Aniieri, in

hn "Coordonnt-cs Tangcniielles," apjilies them to the dis-
cuvsioii of a number of general problems relating to surfaces of
the second order.—Dr. Sprague writes on the geometrical in-
lerprclation of < ; his investigation was suggested by a result

given in Hayward's " Vector Algebra and Trigonometry."— Mr.
G. A. Gibson, in a proof of the uniform convergence of the
Fourier Serici, with notes on the difTercnliation of the seiies,
discusses a point which has not, apparently, been considered in

the Kngli-.h leti-books.— In addnion to the above paper> there
arc scvcial short notes : Prof. Crum llrown gives an abstract
of a pa[)e' (to appear) in the 1 raniactiom of the Rnyal Society
of E(liiiburi;h, un ihc division o( a parallelepiped inio lelra-

hedra ; note.- on factoring, J. W. Butlers ; on a problem in
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tangency, G. E. Crawford ; on certain maxima and minima, G. U

Duihie ; on solutions of certain diflerential equations, F. H. I

J.ickson ; on E. Carpenter's proof of Taylor's theorem, R. F.

Muirhead ; notes on the number of numbers less th.in a given

number and prime to it, and on the pedal triangle. Prof.

Sieggall ; five notes, vii. two circular notes, geomeirical note

(ii. ), two triplets of circum-hyperbolas, three parabolas con-

nected with a plane triangle, and notes on an orthocenlric

triangle, R. Tucker ; and a note, by \V. Wallace, on a third

mode of section of the straight line. Of the other communica-
tions that were made to the Society during the session the titles

only are given. A list of members and of the presents made to

the library close the volume, which contains a good deal of

matter of interest to mathematical teachers.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, June 7.
—"On the Recurrent Iai.iges

following Visual Impressions." By Shelford Bidwell, F. K.S.
The earliest recorded observation of a certain curious pheno-

menon associated with optical after-images is that of Prof. C. .\.

Young, who published a note on the subject in the year 1872,

and proposed that the phenomena should be called "recurrent

vision." (Phil. Mai;, vol. xliii. 1872, p. 343). He noticed

that when a powerful Leyden jar discharge took place in a

darkened room, any conspicuous object was seen twice at least,

with an interval of a little less than a quarter of a .second ; often

it was seen a third time, and sometimes even a fourth.

A few months later an account of two experiments on the

same subject was published by Mr. A. S. Davis. (Phil. .Ma«.

vol. xliv. 1872, p. 526). In the first, a piece of charcoal, one
end of which was red- hot, was waved about so as to describe an

ellipse or circle a few inches in diameter. A blue image of Ihe

burning end was seen following the ch-ircoal at a short distance

behind it, the space between the charcoal and its image being
absolutely dark. The other experiment was made with a jiiece

of apparatus resembling a photographic instantaneous shutter.

The shutter was interposed between the observer's eye and the

sky, and was covered with pieces of coloured glass, through
which momentary fl.ishes of light were allowed to pass. It was
found that e.tch fl.ish was, after a short interval, generally

succeeded by a recurrent image, the colour of which was nearly

complementary to that of the glass.

In 1885 the author called attention to a very simple and effec-

tive method of exhibiting a recurrent image (Nature, vol.

xxxii. 1885, p. 30). If an ordinary vacuum tube, illuminated

by an induction coil discharge, is made to rotate slowly upon a

horizontal axis fixed at right angles 10 the middle of ihe tube,

the lube is seen to be followed at a distance of a few degrees

by a ghost-like image of itself, the ghost exactly imitating the

oiigmal in form, but having a uniform steel grey colour. In

the same paper the following observation is noted :
— " The

v,icuum lube being at rest in a feebly lighted room, I concen
tra cd my gaze upon a certain small portion of it while the dis-

charge was passing. The current was then interrupted, anl
the luminous image was almost instantly replaced by a corrc-

spoi ding image which appeared to be intensely black upon a

less dark background. After a period, which I estimated at

from a qu.-irter to half a second, Ihe black im.igc again bccanir-

luminous ; this luminous impression lasted but for a small

fraction of a second, and the series of |)henomena terminated wiih

ils disappearance .... It was also found desiratile In

make the preliminary illumination as short as possible, a single

Hash being generally sufficient to ]iroduce the phenomena."
The following comment was added:—" The series of pheno
mena seem to be <lue to an affection of the optic nerve which
is of an oscillatory character. Abnormal darkness follows as a

reaction after the luminosity, and again after abnormal dark-

ness there is a rebounti into (cebler luminosity."

The subject has recently atir.icled much attention in connec-

tion with the experim- nts of M. Aug. Cliar[)entier. The
account of them given by M. Charpenlior in a paper on
" Kclinal Oscillations " ' is l>rielly as follovts: — If a bl.ick disk

having a white .sector is illuminated by a strong bghl, and

slowly turned round while the observer's eye is fixed upon ils

' Olc.tlationR rdtiniennes," Comf>lfs Ri-Hiiits, vol. cxiii. ]<!qi, p. 147.

il»o " Kiiaciion oscillatuirc dc U Kcliric,'* Arcli. tie Phyuiitogie,iii)i^ p.
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centre, there appears upon the while sector, near to its leading

edge, a well-defined dark band, which is separated from the

black ground of the disk by a similar white band. The angular

extension of the dark band increase-; with the speed of rota-

tion, so that it always takes the same time to pass over a fixed

point on the retina ; it begins about one-sixty-fifth or one-
seventieth of a second after the first passage of the white, and
lasts sensibly the same time. He goes on:—" The dark band
is in fact only a kind of reaction of the retina after the luminous
excitation, a reaction which can be demonstrated in a totally

different manner. I have found that if an instantaneous lumi-

nous excitation is produced in complete darkness the sensation
appears to be reduplicated ; shortly after its first generation it

seems to disappear, and then manifest itself again. This is the

case, for exam(ile, when a single discharge from a Ruhmkorfif
coil is passed through a Crookes or Geissler vacuum tube, or
simply, but less obviously, through the air There is,

then, in this last experiment, as in the first, a negative reaction
of the retina under the influence of excitation It

would be difficult, and in any case premature, to indicate the
cause of this phenomenon, but it may fairly be characterised as

the result of a retinal oscillation set up under the influence of
the beginning of the luminous excitation."

The present paper deals partly with the colours of recurrent
images under different conditions, and partly with the reaction
attending the early stages of a luminous impression as noticed
by Charpentier.

In the observation of the recurrent images set up by the action
of light of different colours, the author began, like Mr. Davis,
by using coloured glasses.

A metal disk, about 8 cm. in diameter, was arranged so as
to rotate slowly and steadily about its centre in front of the con-
denser of a projection lantern. Near the edge of the disk was
a circular aperture about 0-5 cm. in diameter, the image of
which was focussed upon a distant screen. A plate of coloured
glass w.as placed before the projecting lens, and thus was
obtained a small coloured disk of light, which described a
circular path upon the screen. The coloured disk was, in
most cases, seen to be followed at an interval of a few de-
grees by a ghost oft he same size and shape, but of feebler lumi-
nosity, and of a hue which varied more or less with the colour of
the glass employed. With white electric light the colour of the
ghost was violet.

This method of experimenting was, however, found to be un-
suited for the purpose in view, and it is mentioned only on
account of the facility which it affords for exhibiting the
phenomenon to a large number of persons. To obtain results
of any value, it was necessary to employ the simple colours of
the spectrum.

In the arrangement finally adopted, light from a selected
portion of a spectrum was projected upon a small mirror, to
the back of which was attached a horizontal arm, not quite
perpendicular to the mirror : the arm was rotated by clockwork,
and the reflected beam of light was received upon a white
screen, fornung a coloured disk about I '5 cm. in diameter,
which revolved in a circular path having a diameter of 30 cm.
When the mirror turned once in I J seconds the ghost or re-

current image appeared about 50° behind the coloured disk, the
corresponding time interval being one-fifth of a second. The
ghost appeared to be circular in form, its diameter being gener-
ally rather less than that of the ori-ginal. The colours of the re-
current images, as specified below, have all been observed by
several persons, and, except as to those at the extreme limits of
visibility, all the observations were in agreement.

Spcclnimcolou
lixlreme violet..

Middle violet ..

Daik blue

Light blue

Middle green .

.

Greenish-yellow
Urangeycllow ..

Orange
Orange- red

Red

Recurrent colours.

No perceptible image.
A pale image, variously described as

grey, yellow, and greenish-yellow.
Feeble violet.

Brighter violet.

Bright violet. The image is more con-
spicuous with green light than with
any other.

Blue.

Bluish-green.

D.iik bluish-green.

Very dark bluish-green.

No image at all, however bright the red
was made.

A complete small spectrum, revolving parallel to itself in a

circle about i metre in diameter, was followed by a ghost
which corresponded to the portion of the spectrum comprised
between the orange and the beginning of the violet. The
-vhoUoi this ghost was of a violet hue; no trace whatever of

yellow or greenish-yellow could be detected at the more
refrangible end, nor of blue or bluish-green at the other.

From other experiments it appeared probable that the blue

and bluish-green recurrent colours apparently observed when
the yellow and orange portions of the spectrum are tested

separately are due merely to an effect of mental judgment, and
not to any cause of a physiological nature.

Four independent facts are consistent with the conclusion
that luminous recurrent images are due to a reaction of the

violet nerve fibres only.

(a) With white light the recurrent colour is violet.

{b) In the recurrent image of the complete spectrum no colour
but violet can be detected.

(c) A pure red light, however intense, gives no recurrent

image. {It is generally supposed by the supporters of the
Voung-Helmholiz theory that red light has no action upon the

violet nerve-fibres.)

{d) The apparently blue colour of the ghost of simple
spectrum yellow is just as well produced by a compound yellow
consisting of green and red, the latter of which is inert when
tested separately.

The path of the revolving spot of light is generally marked
by a phosphorescent track, which, when the rate of revolution

is not less than one turn in \\ seconds, often forms a complete
circle. The trail is due to the usually feeble continuation of the

after-image, of which the bright initial stage constitutes the

recurrent image.

In the experiment next to be described, the Charpentier effect

and the recurrent image are made to exhibit themselves
simultaneously.

Two blackened zinc disks, 15 cm. in diameter, from each of

which two opposite quadrants were cut out, were mounted in

contact with each other on a horizontal axis, driven by clock-

work, and making one turn in \\ seconds. By slipping the

disks over one another round their centres, opposite open
sectors might be obtained, of any aperture from 0° to 90'.

The apparatus was set up opposite a box containing a 32-candIe
power incandescent lamp, with a variable resistance in the

circuit, the side of the box between the lamp and the disks

being covered with a sheet of ground glass.

The sectors being in the first place opened as widely as

possible, Charpentier's dark band was easily seen upon the
illuminated background.
The sectors were then gradually closed up, until the posterior

edge of the dark band approximately coincided with that of the

sector. When this was accomplished, it was found that the arc

of the open sector was equal to about ,.'.; part of the whole cir-

cumference. The dark reaction, therefore, ceased in (5V of '4
seconds =) ^V second after the first impact of the light upon
the eye.

For more readily demonstrating the succeeding phenomena,
it was found convenient to again open the sectors a little, so

that they covered an angle of about lo' or 12'. Resuming
the observation, it was seen that the posterior edge of the open
sector was bordered by a luminous fringe due to persistence. .\

little beyond the termination of the fringe there appeared an
intensely black radial band, estimated to cover a space of from
3° to 4°, and distinguishable even upon the black ground of the

metal disk, though it is shown far more conspicuously upon a
translucent disk made of stout writing-paper with a sector cut

out. Lastly, after another interval of perhaps 35"' or 40^ came
the luminous recurrent image, which, with the yellowish light

of the incandescent lamp, appeared to be of a blue colour.

This method of observation revealed one other point of in-

terest, which seems hitherto to have esca[4ed no'ice, though it

is evident enough with a Charpentier disk, when once attention

has been directed to it. The average illumination of the bright

band intervening between the dark band and the leading edge
of the sector is much more intense than thai of the other portion

of the sector. Moreover, it is not uniform, but increases,

gradually at first, and very rapidly at last, from the leading
edge up to the daik band. In fact when the light used is not

strong, the luminous margin of the bright band is a far more
conspicuous object than the dark band itself : it appears to

glow almost like a white-hot wire.
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Charpenlier states that, nnder favonrable conditions, he has

been able to detect the existence of a second, and even of a third,

dark band of greatly diminished intensity, though he adds that

the observation is a verj- difficult one. What is probably the

same effect in a different form can, however, be shown quite

easily in the following manner :
—

In a blackened zinc disk 15 cm. in diameter, there were cut

two opposite radial slits, about 05 mm. in width. The disk

was rotated at the rate of one turn per second in front of a

sheet of ground glass, behind which was an incandescent lamp.

The ylass was covered with opaque paper, in which a circular

opening was made of slightly less diameter than the disk. The
disk was placed opposite this opening, and no light reached the

eye except such as passed through the two slits. When the

disk was observed from a distance of about I \ metres, the eye

being tixed upon its centre, each slit appeared to give four (or

possibly five) luminous images, arranged like the ribs of a partly

opened fan. The images were distinctly separated by dark
intervals near the circumference, but overlapped one another

towards the centre. The leading image was naturally the

brightest, each consecutive image being considerably weaker
than its precursor. AH had the same tone of colour, namely,

that of the yellowish-light given by the electric lamp. The
usual blue recurrent image could also be seen following the

images of the radial slits, at an angle of about 80°.

It appears, then, that when the retina is exposed to the action

of light for a limited time, the complete order of visual

phenomena is as follows :

—

(1) Immediately upon the impact of the light there is

experienced a sensation of luminosity, the intensity of which
increases for about one-sixtieth of a second : more rapidly

towards the end of that period than at first.

(2) Then ensues a sudden reaction, lasting also for about one-

sixlieth of a second, in virtue of which the retina becomes
partially insensible to renewed or continued luminous impres-

sions. These two effects may be repeated in a diminished

degree, as often as three or four times.

(3) The stage of fluctualiin is succeeded by a sensation of

steady luminosity, the intensity of which is, however, consider-

ably below the mean of that experienced during the first one-

sixtieth of a second.

(4) After the external light ha> been shut off, a sensation of

diminishing luminosity continues for a short time, and is suc-

ceeded by a brief interval of darkness.

(5) Then follows a sudden and clearly-defined sensation of

what may be called abnormal darkness—darker than common
darkness—which lasts for about one-sixlieth of a second, and is

followed by another interval of ordinary darkness.

(6) Finally, in about a fifth of a second after the extinction of

the external light, there occurs another transient impression of

luminosity, generally violet coloured, after which the uniformity

of the darkness remains undisturbed.

No account has been taken of the comparatively feeble after-

image, to which the phosphorescent trail before referred to is

due, and which may last for two seconds or more.

In an addendum to the paper reference is made to the recent

experiments of Dr. Carl Hess (" Pflugei's Archiv fiir Physio-

logic," vol. xlix. p. 190).

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, August 27.—M. Lrcwy in the

chair.—On the variations of the apparent signs of lines and
angles, in direct vision and in vision by movements of the eyes

and head, by M. Ch. Henry. Formula and tables are given

embodying the results of the consideration of a great number of

ca%es and enabling apparent sizes to be calculated.—On the

transformation of {ijuatioiis canoniijiiet in the problem of three

bodies, by M. Paul Vernier.—On the possibility of rcpl.icing

the indeterminate problem given by the generalisation of Pascal's

theorem by a deicrmin.iie problem, by M. Paul Serret.—-Ke-

searches on the movements of the solar atmosphere, by M. H.
Deslandres. An examination of many photographs of spectra

of the sun reveals interesting phenomena in connection with a

bright line occuning within the wide dark lines H and K of

calcium. This line may be resolved into two bright lines

enclosing a dark line; the bright lines correspond to the lower

layers of the chromosphere, while the dark line belongs to the

higher layers. These bright lines often show dissymmetry, some-
times one and sometimes the other becoming the narrower.

Spectra of the facui.e do not usually show this dissymmetry, but

it ii a common condition over the remainder of the surface, and
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is more pionounced near the equator than in theneighbourhood
of the poles. Near spots the observed dissymmetry is often in

the opposite direction on opposite sides, and the narrowing of
the line is sometimes irregular. These phenomena can be ex-
plained on the hypothesis of a continual circulation of the sun's

atmosphere, but it is worth noting that a less marked dissym-
metry has been obtained in the calcium spectrum produced by
the induction spark. Resemblances are pointed out between
these phenomena and those observed in the spectrum of Nova
Aurigie.—A remarkable thunderstorm, by M. Ch. V. Zenger.
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BACTERIA IN WATER.
Micro-Organisms in Water; their Significance, Identi-

Jication, and Removal. By Prof. Percy Frankland and

Mrs. Percy Frankland. (London : Longmans, Green,

and Co., 1S94 >

OX perusing this volume, there can be left no doubt

in the mind of anyone who has paid attention to

the enormous progress in the knowledge of micro-

organisms in water, that the authors have succeeded in

producing a work which testifies to a full and accurate

survey of the subject, and to a large amount of original

observations carried out by the modern approved

methods. For these reasons we venture to say that this

volume will occupy the position of a valuable text-book

and standard work on the subject of micro-organisms

in water. The views which the authors, in common with

modern sanitarians, hold as to the relative value of the

chemical and biological examination of potable waters,

deserves special attention on behalf of some distinguished

:hemists, on whose mind the whole progress of bacteri-

ological science seems to have as yet made but little

impression ; in this connection we quote, from p. 117,

chapter v., the authors' statement which, being those of

a distinguished chemist, it is to be hoped will have the

desired effect :
—

" If water which is known to have
received sewage matters (and the entire exclusion of

s ich from supplies drawn from rivers is practically im-

possible) is to be supplied for dietetic use, and if this

water, as is so often the case, is not objectionable on

account of the absolute quantity of organic matter, as

revealed by chemical analysis, which it contains, but

only of the suspicious origin of a part of this organic

matter, then it is evident that in the purification of such

water the point to be taken primarily into consideration

is how the organic life it contains can be reduced to a

minimum.' The authors might have further added that

the chemical analysis only of such waters is for sanitary

purposes of little practical use, since a water may contain

less than the recognised amount of organic matter, and
yet be dangerous for drinking purposes on account

of the presence in it of some undesired pathogenic

microbes. The amount of organic matter and the pre-

sence of these latter in water need not, and in some cases

ic.g. the well-known outbreak of typhoid fever at Cater-

ham 1 do not bear a constant or a definite relation to one
another. As a more recent illustration of this kind, the

well-known instance of the cholera in Hamburg and
Altona in 1S92 may be quoted.

.-\s is well known, Hamburg and Altona (p. 152) " are

dependent upon the river Elbe for their water supply,

but whereas in the case of Hamburg the intake is

situated above the city, the supply for Altona is abstracted

below Hamburg after it has received the sewage of a

population of close upon Soo,ooo persons. The Ham-
burg water was therefore, to start with, relatively pure
when compared with that destined for the use of Altona.

But what was the fate of these two towns as regards

cholera ? Situated side by side, absolutely contiguous
in fact, with nothing in their surroundings or in the
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nature of their population to especially distinguish them,

in the one (Hamburg) cholera swept away thousands,

whilst in the other Altona) the scourge was scarcely felt."

. . . "The Hamburg water, to start with, was relatively

pure when compared with the foul liquid abstracted from

the Elbe by .Altona ; but whereas in the one case the

water was submitted to careful filtration thro\igh sand

before delivery, in Hamburg the Elbe was distributed in

its raw condition as taken from the river." Here we

have water coming originally from the same source,

which was yet widely different in biological respects for

the two sets of consumers :

—
(a) Hamburg water, chemically comparatively pure.

{b) .-Mtona water, chemically foul, owing to great

sewage pollution
;
yet the Hamburg water proved deadly

because rich in cholera germs, while the Altona water,

from which most of these germs had been removed by

careful filtration, but chemically still impure, did little

harm.

Prof. Percy Frankland, when before the Royal Com-
mission on Metropolitan Water Supply, seemed to have

resented a statement made by myself before that Com-

mission as to the comparatively small value that sanitarians

attribute to a purely chemical analysis of water ; inasmuch

as he (Prof. Frankland) quoted the very water of Hamburg
as proving the importance of chemical analysis. He said

that the Hamburg water which he had examined for the

editor of the British Medical Journal, would already, on

chemical grounds, have been condemned as unwholesome

water. But he was immediately after this answer con-

fronted with the information not then known to him

(Prof. Frankland), given to him by one of the Com-
missioners, viz. that the population of Altona drank with

comparative immunity the same water, only chemically

more polluted, the difference between the two waters being

that the Hamburg water w-as consumed unfilteted, while

the Altona water was filtered before delivery. From
what we have quoted above, it is satisfactory to find that

Prof. P. Frankland, in common with others, does not

attribute great value to chemical analysis alone.

The subject of preparation of culture media for bacterio-

scopic water-analysis, and of the methods of isolation of

micro-organisms from water, are treated in a fairly ex-

haustive manner in chapter i. We miss, however, the

description of the methods of making agar plates,

probably because the authors as a rule used only gelatine

plates. Chapter ii. gives a detailed description of the

methods of staining bacteria. It is not quite clear where,

in the examination of micro-organisms in water, the stain-

ing of sections of tubercle, leprous, and other pathological

tissues comes in ; at any rate, if quoted, it might as well

have been quoted more perfectly. Chapter iii. deals with

the examination of water for micro-organisms ; chapter

iv. with the bacterial contents of vatious waters, of rivers,

lakes, wells, springs, sea-water, ice, hail, rain, &c. ;

chapter v. with the purification of water for drinking

purposes by the various filters in use on large and small

scales, sterilisation by heat, subsidence, chemical treat-

ment, &c. ; and chapter vi. on the multiplication of the

micro-organisms in water. AH these subjects are

treated in great detail, both on account of the large

amount of bibliography, as also on accoun of a con-

siderable amount of work contributed by the authors
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themselves. There are, however, two subjects on which

it is necessary to make some comment. The first refers

to a passage on p. 119; they say : "In the year 1SS5

Koch's gelatine process of water examination was first

introduced into this country by one of us."

I am quite sure that Prof. P. Frankland hereby quite

unintentionally omitted to state the fact that Dr. -Angus

Smith {The Sanitary Record, 1SS3) was the first to apply

the gelatine test for showing the relative number and

the different characters of the colonies of the microbes

present in water.

The second point refers to the factors which determine

the efficient character of sand filters. From p. 119 to

p. 142 we have a detailed account, with numerous tables,

of the results of the bacteriological examination of

London waters " by one of us,' yet no mention is made

and no indication is given of one of the most important

factors [arteris paribus) in efficient sand filtration, viz.

the formation in the superficial layers of the filter bed

of a slime (Schlamm) ; it is precisely after the formation

of this " slime " that the filter becomes efficient, it is

inefficient before the "slime "is formed. The authors

have had abundant indications as to the importance of

this "slime"; they quote on p. 158 researches byPiefke,

who demonstrated already in 1.SS7 that (p. 159) "it is

the slime deposit on the sand which constitutes the real

filtering material in the water-works' filter.' Further

indication of the importance of this "slime' was given

to the authors by Prof. Lankester's extremely valuable

evidence before the Royal Commission on Metropolitan

Water Supply, November 1S92, and lastly by Koch's

paper on water filtration in the Zeitscln-.f. Hvi^icnc und

In/ektions, vol. xiv. Koch clearly shows that the sooner

this slime is formed—water which initially contains a

greater amount of impurity would form it sooner tlian

water initially pure—the sooner the filtration becomes

efficient ; further, that on renewal (by scraping) of the

surface of the filter this protective slime is removed, and

therefore the filter for the time becomes inefticient
;

then the influence of frost on this slimy layer, and a

variety of other important points connected with this

slime. All these and others are of the utmost import-

ance as regards the real understanding of the working

of sand filters; e.g. the exact nature of the slime, the

conditions affecting its formation, the differences of its

formation in the filter-beds of the various London Water

Companies, and at various periods, &c. All these points

require elucidation, and one must regret that the authors

have missed a valuable opportunity to treat of these in

the book ; since the researches "by one of us' made of

the London waters in 18S6, which are quoted in full in

the work, no real progress appears to have been made.

One thing, however, is brought out by the observations

not only of Fraenkel and of Piefke, but of all that have

worked on the question of purification of drinking-water

by filtration, and that is (p. 157) that "even under the

most favourable conditions of working the sand filters

do not form a complete obstacle to the passage of

micro-organisms."

Chapter vii., on the detection of pathogenic bacteria

in water, gives an extensive bibliography and the most

reliable methods for the detection of bacteria, the typhoid

bacilli, and Koch's comma bacillus receiving a not undc-
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servedly large share of attention. With regard to the

differentiation of bacillus coli and typhoid bacillus by the

presence or absence of gas-bubbles in gelatine cultures,

the authors state (p. 269) :
" This distinction has been

shown by one of us to be available in an extremely

simple form for the differentiation of the two organisms,

viz. the bacillus coli forming gas-bubbles in gelatine

shake cultures already after twenty-four hours' incubation

at ordinary temperature, while the bacillus of typhoid

does not do so. I am able to confirm this, and to state

that this characteristic formation of gas-bubbles by

bacillus coli in gelatine shake cultures has been known
and practised in my laboratory for more than two years,

and is described by me in the Reports of the Medical

Ofticer for the Local Government Board, 1893-1893:

also in the Journal of Pathology and Bacteriology

November 1893 ; and in the Centralblattfiir Backt. uiul

Parasit. vol. xv. Nos. 8 and 9.

There is one further subject to be mentioned, viz. on

p. 272 and p. 273. The authors in using Parietti's

method, in order to detect the typhoid bacillus in water,

recommend adding to the cultivating mediuin "
i to 10

drops of the water under investigation " ; if, as is almost

invariably the case, the typhoid bacillus is present in the

water in a highly diluted state, i.e. few examples in a large

bulk of water, how the authors can under these con-

ditions hope to recover the typhoid bacillus by using

I to 10 drops of the water, is difiicult to see. True, later

on, on p. 285, an important addition //; small print is

made in the shape of a note at the end of chapter vii., to

the eftect that in " examining water for the typhoid

bacillus it is advisable to pass a considerable volume,

250 c.c. or upwards " (this sounds rather different from

I to 10 drops) "through a sterile porcelain or infusorial

earth filter, and then to transfer this deposit on the sur-

face of the cylinder by means of a sterile brush into a

small quantity of sterile water' ; this is then used for

cultivation. This is the identical method which was

used by me with success in the summer of 1S93 in de-

tecting the typhoid bacillus in the Worthing water, and

soon after in the water from a polluted well in Rothei-

ham.'

For the means by which Koch's cholera vibrio can be

differentiated from other vibrios that have been hitherto

found in water, the authors (on p. 279) mention Koch's

conclusion that the absence of indol reaction, as well as

the absence of any pathogenic effects on guinea-pigs,

sufficiently distinguish the non-cholera vibrio from Kocl^^

comma bacillus. This conclusion is definitely contra

dieted by a number of more recent observations made by

independent workers, amongst them notably R. PfeitVer

{Archil'. /. Hyg. und Infekl. vol. xvii.).

Chapter viii. treats of the vitality of particular patho-

genic bacteria in diflerent waters ; a large amount of

bibliography with tabulated results by the various author

are given /// cxtenso. Turning to the vitality of tli

typhoid bacillus, we find one observer (p. 2901, liraeri'

gives the vitality of this bacillus in distilled water i^^

I A .similar rcm.irk m»y lie m.idc lo a p.isugc on p. sSj. The aulliors m
de^cnhinf! tlic <lelcction of .inthrax sporcit in water, stale :

—"A meltiod li.Tt

been ilrviseil by one of u» (1893) suitable for the detection of anllir.iv sporn

when present alonK witbotJier micro-organilins in water." Tflis cunsi^tftlit

killins by heat the non-.pore-bearinn forms while the sporc^., beinc more

re«i%lini:, nmvive. Thi« method " one of u»" niii;ht have found described 111

Klein's " Micro organism and IJi^ea«e," 3rd edition, 1886, p. 106.
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days ; Hochstetter, on the other hand, not exceeding five

days ; Meade Doulton, from two to three and ten to

fourteen days ; Wolffhugel and Riedol, thirty-two days.

Similarly as regards the vitality of Koch's cholera vibrio

in distilled water, Percy Frankland states that none were
discoverable on the second day (the vibrio was initially

in a weakened condition) ; Hochstetter, twenty-four hours

to seven days ; Xicati and Rietch, more than twenty days
;

Slater, five hours ; Strauss and Dubarry, fourteen days.

These differences are extremely perplexing and materially

interfere with the value of the statements. As all these

observers used distilled water, the differences as to the

vitality must be due to the microbes themselves ; the

readiest explanation is this, that the different observers

used the microbes in different states of resistance. It is

perfectly well known that a variety of conditions, such as

the nature of the nutritive medium in which the

organisms had been growing, the age and the pedigree

of the culture used, determine the resistance and vitality
;

unless, therefore, in all cases the best and mos'. favour-

able cultures are used, the observations are of small

value, and the authors justly [(see pp. 331 and 334) lay

stress on similar points.

One conclusion proceeds with clearness from the re-

corded observations, viz. that (p. 261) "a number of bac-

teria, possessing pathogenic properties of the most pro-

nounced character, have been detected in natural waters

from time to time," and it is therefore not quite correct to

assume, as is generally done, that typhoid and cholera

are the only diseases whose germs are distributed by

water, nor is it justifiable to limit our attention to these

two species only, because the whole subject of the identi-

fication of specific bacteria in water is practically still in

its initial phase.

Chapter ix. and last, on the action of light on micro-

organisms, is extremely well written and gives a detailed

account of, this important and ever-widening field of

research ; the history of the whole subject and the very

valuable results obtained by the authors (or rather " by

one of us "
') are described in a thorough and readable

manner. It is to be regretted that the beautiful and well-

known researches of Prof. Marshall Ward on the funda-

mental ditTerence of action of the red and blue part of

the spectrum should have been passed over.

In an appendix a valuable and up-to-date systematic

description is given of the micro-organisms that have

been hitherto found in water, by which their identifica-

tion is greatly facilitated. We only wish the authors

had not ventured to classify them into pathogenic and
non-pathogenic bacteria, the former indicated by being

printed in red letters, the latter in black. The authors

do not accurately define, for obvious reasons, what is

and what is not a pathogenic micro-organism, but give a

list of " those microbes which have been found to be

pathogenic to man or animals.' The classification in

the appendix is both incorrect and misleading. It is

incorrect because a great many of the microbes men-
tioned here as non-pathogenic, produce disease and
death in the guinea-pig if injected in sufticiently large

doses into the peritoneal cavity; it is misleading because

microbes are mentioned here as pathogenic, e.i;. the

Bitcillus coli, the Proteus vulgaris, the Proteus mirabilis,

' This expression ocC'Jis over thi'ty times.
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which have no greater claim to such a designation than
X\i& Bacillus prodigicsus ox l\\t Bacillus subtilis ; for it

has been conclusively established, by a number of inde-
pendent observers, that these latter act in the same way
pathogenetically when injected into the guinea-pig's peri-

toneum as the Bacillus coli, the vibrio of Koch, or the
bacillus of tj'phoid fever.

In conclusion, we have no hesitation in saying that,

short of the omissions that we have pointed out, the

book will take a prominent place amongst the standard
works on micro-organisms in water. E. Klein.

RITTEKS " AS/A," RUSSIAN ADDENDA.
East Siberia. Part i., being the Sayan Highlands in the

Government of Irkutsk, in the South 0/ the great
Siberian Highiijay,up to the South-western Extremity

of Lake Baikal. By P. P. Semenoff, I. D. Chersky,

and G. G. von Petz. (St. Petersburg, 1894.)

THIS volume belongs to the great undertaking of the

Russian Geographical Society, which was begun
many years ago with the intention of publishing addenda
to those parts of Ritter's " .Asia

'' which deal with regions

of the great continent belonging to Russia, or touching

its frontiers. The large number ofgeographical researches

which have been made since the year 1S32, when Ritter's

great work had been published, and the difficulty of

treating them with the same details as Ritter had treated

the scanty information available sixty years ago, have

resulted in many delays in the appearance of the promised

volumes, and even this last one comes out as the work of

three different persons—P. P. Semenoff taking it up when
Chersky had met with an untimely death in the far north

of Siberia. But in the hands of P. P. Semenoff, the

volume we now have before us bears no traces of an in-

complete posthumous publication. On the contrary, it is

a well-finished work, worthy to take one of the first places

among the several e.xcellent volumes of " Russian

Addenda " previously published.

Not only the great lines of Ritter's classical work and

its spirit could be fully maintained, but the many explor-

ations which have been made in this region during the

last sixty years, have only confirmed the correctness of

the conceptions of the great geographer. The Sayan

mountains appear, indeed, as a huge border-wall of the

great massive upheaval of North-west Mongolia, and as a

part of the immense border-ridges which fringe the

high plateau of East Central Asia. And in the Alpine

regions beyond it there is no trace of the chains which

Humboldt wanted to run along the parallels, and the

meridians. There is, in the Tunka, the Kitoi, and the

Byelaya Alps, simply a succession of chains running

roughly parallel to the border-ridge.

In the huge border-ridge lies the 11,500 feet high

Munku Sardyk, the highest mountain of East Siberia,

which till lately was supposed to be the only one snow-

clad peak in that part of .\sia. Its glaciers and its sum-

mit had already been visited and described by Radde in

1S56, but the present volume contains also the most

interesting observations of Captain Bobyr, who has re-,

visited the peak, and from whom we learn that four more

peaks rise above the snow-line in the same part of the
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Sayans. One of them, situated further west and named

Peak MiddendortT, gives origin to mighty glaciers,

visited by M. Vachevsky. The same expedition has fully

confirmed the fact which was much contested five-and-

twentv years ago, namely, that the highlands lying in the

south of the Sayans are a plateau, 3003 to 4000 feet high,

belonging to the great plateau of East Asia.

However, much remains to be done to explore the

border-wall of this plateau, for, apart from the exploration

of the Munku Sardyk and the plateau in the south of it, by

Captain Bobyr, little has been added to what was known
thirty years ago from the rapid excursions of Radde,

Polyakoff, and the writer of these lines. The ridge offers,

however, a good deal of interest in more than one

aspect. It gave rise, probably, in the early Quatenary

period, to mighty flows of lava, which spread down the

valleys of its northern slope, reaching the valley of the

Irkut ; and, in the valley of one of the tributaries of the

Upper Oka, the Junbulak, two small craters of ejection,

403 feet high, were described in 1S64. Unhappily,

these formations, so interesting in the very heart of Asia,

at an altitude of about 6200 feet, have not been revisited

since, and all we know about them is what could be

gathered during a rapid excursion.

The beautiful valley of the Irkut, between the Sayans

in the south, and the wild stony wall of the Tunka .Alps

in the north, is described next, and a masterly perusal of

the available documents gives a very lively picture of that

broad valley, covered with lacustrine deposits, and, about

the Tunki village, with sheets of lava. But with the

mountains in the north of this valley one enters again in

a field nearly quite unbroken by the explorer. Happily

enough, Chersky has crossed it in at least one direction,

and some of the most interesting parts of the present

volume are those given to the description of these

mountains, among which the Munku Sagan Khardyk

—

snow-clad, as its very name shows—reaches to the un-

suspected height of nearly 10,000 feet. The description

is the more interesting, as it is based upon Chersky'

s

unpublished .MS. notes, and it is sufficiently detailed to

give a good idea of that part of the immense .\lpine

region stretching in the north of the Irkut. Further

west, the footpath which leads to the long since aban-

doned graphite mines of .Mount .Mibert, and which has

been followed by several geographers, as also further

east, this grand mountain region, rising to 7000 and

up to 9000 feet above the sea-level, continues to remain

totally unknown. Even the river valleys of the Kitoi and

the Byelaya are only mapped in their lower courses.

The 1 500 to 2000 feet high plains which lie in the north

of this Alpine region, and which will soon be intersected

by the great .Siberian railway, come next. These fertile

plains are well explored by this time, and their climate,

soil, and flora are fully described ; especially the flora,

for which we have the excellent works of MM. Agapitoft",

I'rein, and J. Kreyn (plants gathered by Ferd. Karo), so

that we not only possess lists of plants, but know their

distribution and subdivision into vegetable " formations,"

the whole making a capital addition to the classical

work of Turchaninoff.

And, finally, the volume contains a full geographical

and statistical description of the regions occupied by both

the Russian and the IJuryate settlements on the high
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plains along and on both sides of the present Siberian
highway.

In the appendix the description of the Nizhneudinsk
caves, explored by Chersky, is especially interesting for

the naturalist ; the more so as Chersky's report had only
been published in Russian, in the little-known publica-

tions of the East Siberian Geographical Society, and his

collection of bones was destroyed during the great Irkutsk

conflagration. These caves, situated in limestones 700
feet above the level of the Uda River, and attaining a

total length of 1525 feet, contain immense quantities of

relics of all sorts of mamruals, 17 feet thick at certain

places. Moreover, in consequence of the low temperature

which prevails in the caves, the bones of the animals are

sometimes found with perfectly well-preserved pieces of

cartilages, muscles, and skin attached to them. The
species discovered by Chersky were:

—

Vcspcrtitio

borealis and another still living species of bat ; Sorex
vulgaris ; Cam's Nischncutiiiunsis, a species of wild dog,

analogous to, but separate from, the Cam's alpinus, which

may still exist in the mountains of the above .Alpine

region ; the Arctic fox {Cam's lat^opus) and the common
fox (C vulpes) ; the common bear, the Gulo ion-a/t's, and
the sable ; a species of Sperinophitus, different from

both the 5. E'i'crsminii and the i'. Perry: which exist

in north-east Siberia (its samples have perished during

the Irkutsk conflagration) ; several Ari'uohc ; the lem-

ming, probably MyoJi-s olicnsi's, various soft parts of the

head and fore-feet being well preserved with the bones
;

Lepus variabilis, Lagoiiiys hyperboreus, Cerz'us taran.ius,

and Antilope saiga (named Anlilope borealis by Chersky)
;

an undetermined species of Capra, the horse, and, what

was most striking, a piece of the skin of a rhinoceros.

This find was so extraordinary that Chersky hesitated to

consider it as a rhinoceros skin, and mentioned it in his

report as .S/ci' .' And so it appears also in Count Uvaroff's

" .Anthropology." But this piece had happily been sent

to St. Petersburg before the conflagration took place, and

on nearer examination it at once was recognised as havin,:;

belonged to a rhinoceros, on account of its characteristic

oval pits filled with clusters of seven to ten, and even

thirty-three hairs in each cluster. The mixed fauna of

the caves proves that they have been filled with animal

remains since the Glacial period, and possibly it also points

out (through the Saiga remains) to a rel.itively warm

post-Glacial period. It is evident, at any rate, that a new

exploration of the Niihneudinsk caves would prove of

great utility for post-Glacial paKcontology.

The foregoing rapid sketch gives an idea of the inter-

esting contents of this volume. The very name of

P. P. Semenot'f is itself a guarantee for a thoroughly

scientific and good all-round use having been made of a 1

the avail.ible materials, without falling into the len;;th!.

and repetitions which one would readily excuse in a work

of this kind, if they existed. The whole is a lively de-

scription of the region, with a view to the grand lines of

structure, combined with minutest accuracy in even

small details. It would certainly be a great regret if

this volume, like the preceding ones of the Russian

addenda to Rittcr's "Asia" (Amur, East Turkestan,

West Sayans) were to remain accessible to Russian

geographers only.

P K.
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ELEMENTS OF COMETARY ORBITS.

Vcr:cichniss tier Eleineitte dcr bisher berechneien

Comctcnbahnen. By Prof. Dr. J. G. Galle. (Leipzig :

1 Wilhelm Engelmann, 1S94.)

I '
I
'HE volume which we have before us contains, as its

-I- title indicates, a list of the orbits of all those comets

which have up to the present time been calculated. As
our readers may already be aware, this is not the first

" Verzeichniss " with which Prof. Galle has presented us,

for one has only to refer to the second edition of " Olber's

Methode zur Berechnung der Cometenbahnen," by

Encke, where will be found a collection of the orbits of

comets which had appeared up to the year 1847. In the

following or third edition, which came out in 1864, the

list was expanded, revised, and brought up to date. The
present " X'erzeichniss '' has, however, assumed larger

proportions than its predecessors, containing as it does

over 300 pages, and so is published as a separate work.

In the introduction the author sums up in a few words

the chief points about the numerous lists of tometary

orbits which have be;n published from time to time,

referring chiefly to the different ways in which they have

been arranged and compiled.

Several changes from preceding lists have been

adopted in the book before us, and we will chiefly re-

strict ourselves to a brief statement of the same. It

may be mentioned here that the order of the elements of

the same comet has been so chosen that the less accu-

rate elements precede those which have been considered

more correct, so that the last elements in every case are

those which approach nearest to the truth.

Two important alterations concern the removal of the

distinction between direct and retrograde moving comets,

and the way of representing the inclinations of orbits

from o' to 180'. Instead of the Longitude of Perihelion

(ir) being adopted, Prof. Galle employs the angle between

the node and the perihelion point, that is, he introduces an

angle w, which equals the Longitude of I'erihelion minus
the node, so the relation may he represented by ii>=w - .a

The arc w has been termed the " Argument of Perihelion,"

and is somewhat analogous to the "Argument of Lati-

tude" {u = v -\--rr- n), SO that wis the.-\rgument of Latitude

for v = o, or is Perihelion point.

To pass from the "Argument of Perihelion" w, to the

"Longitude of Perihelion'' tt, without distinguishing

between direct and retrograde movement, the simple

relation tt = Q -f- w is used. On the other hand, if, after

the old style in the case of retrograde moving comets,

the Longitude of Perihelion is denoted by the difference

!2 — <) and represents this by w', and if also / denotes the

value of the inclination in this case only as far as 90,
then the relation for the reduction is as follows :

n + n' = 2.0. z -f 2' = 180°.

Following the columns dealing with the position of

I'erihelion, the Node, and the Inclination, are others

giving the logarithms of the Perihelion distance, and the

eccentricity, concluding with the names of the computers
of each of the orbits and the references in every case.

in addition to the above, we have no less than 160

pages of remarks and literature references, which will be

found invaluable by those searching for special inform-

ation about any particular comet. Perhaps a brief note
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will best serve to give the reader some idea of the style

in which the author has brought together the information.

The subjoined note, picked out at random, is typical of

the method followed.

No. 3;6. 1SS3 II. Discovered 18S4. January 7, by
Ross in Elsternwick, at Melbourne, observed only for a

few days in the southern hemisphere and in Madras, by
Ellery in Melbourne until February 4, still approaching
February 7 and February 19. At first visible with the

naked eye, then afterwards dimmed quickly and difificult

to observe

—

A..V. cviii., cix. A/./V. xliv., xlv. Observ-

atory \\\. N.ATURE \K\x.~Te/i/iiilt's elements are com-
puted from the observations made on January 19, 23, 28.

Tcmtant's from those of January 17, 26, 30. Bryant's

from three normal positions January 19, 25, February 2.

Ellerfs from those of January 12, 18, 28. Oppenheim's
from those of January 12, iS, 28, 29, February 4. Three
computed ellipses, one by Tennant and the other two by
Bryant, in M.S. xlv. and xlvii., have been omitted, so

also an approximate orbit by Hind in Natl'RE xxix.

—

All the above-mentioned orbits are referred to the M.E.
1S84, o.

As a rule the notes are much longer than the above,

some, such as those which relate to comets 18S0 I.,

1 88 1 III., 1882 I., 1SS2 II., 1889 v., &c., extending over a
page or more.

In the compilation of this work, the thoroughness with

which it has been done is a striking feature throughout,

and Prof Galle deserves the thanks of all astronomers for

the completion of this volume. The information is

brought up to the beginning of this year, thus making
the book, besides the best, the most recent of all other

lists. W. J. L.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Primary Geography. By A. E. Frye. Pp. 1 28. (Boston

U.S.A. : Ginn and Co., 1894.)

We have never seen a class-book of geography more
profusely and admirably illustrated than the one under
review. Our only regret is that the book, being written

for schools in the United States, possesses the eccentric

or reformed orthography that obtains there. This,

in conjunction with the fact that the British Isles

are dismissed in less than a page of text, renders the
volume unsuitable for use in our schools. We hasten to

remark, however, that the author has not merely con-
cerned himself with the interests of the United States, as
a brief statement of the various sections in his work will

show.
The book opens with what is called " Home Geography,"

which section deals with elementary facts of physical

geography observable at any place. The earth is next
studied from an astronomical point of view: and then
follow descriptions of the slopes of the earth. After
describing the surface features of the different continents,

the author passes to an accovmt of the peoples of the

earth, and then to meteorological phenomena. This is

followed by sections on plants and animals, and finally

commercial geography is treated, the continents being
taken in succession. The book has so many excellent

points that we can only mention a few of them. One is

that the text on people refers to child-life, and must
therefore appeal to children more than references to

cheek-bones and the texture of hair. Plants and animals
are studied in their relations to climate and physical
features, and thus a clear idea as to the causes affecting
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distribution is obtained. Another good point is that

each of the great divisions of the earth's surface is shown

in its relation to the whole ; in other words, the earth is

the unit throughout the book. But it is in the matter of

illustrations that the work excels all others of its kind.

The hundreds of pictures and maps are really works of

art, and the author does not claim too much when he

expresses the thought that they are superior to those in

any similar school book. They are true to nature, most

of them having been engraved from photographs; they

well illustrate and supplement the text, and they present

typical forms. Only in two or three cases can any fault

be found. In some of the relief maps showing hemi-

spheres of the earth, the parts of continents extending

beyond the hemispheres are, as it were, lifted from the ',

other side, and drawn in outside the containing circle.

We are sure that this will lead to misconception, for

children will get the idea that the continents are surfaces

King on the earth instead of portions of the earth itself

above sea-level. But this is a small matter, and one

easily remedied. The book is both attractive and iii-

structive ; it reflects great credit upon the author for his

originality, and upon the publishers for their enterprise.

We should be glad to sec a similar work produced on

this side of the Atlantic.

Theoretical Mechanics. Vol. i., Solids. \'ol. ii., Fluids.

By J. Edward Taylor, M.A., B.Sc. (London:
Longmans, Green, and Co., 1894.)

When Solomon delivered himself of the sage remark

that "there is no new thing under the sun,' his prophetic

eye may have been looking up the corridors of time, and
seen the" soul-destroying text-books " (as Dr. Armstrong
terms examinational literature^ of the present day. It

IS only r.irely that a text-book writer goes beyond his

brief. He designs his book to meet the requirements of

a particular examination, and feels that he has performed

his task successfully if future questions set by the

examiners are more or less anticipated in the text. Such
a writer has little scope for originality. If he departs

much from the lines laid down in the examiners'

syllabuses, his production fails in its object, and if he

keeps the contents within the examiners' bounds, he

incurs the censure of the reviewer. Thus it is that text-

books are often mere summaries, and that there is a

family likeness between those covering the same ground.

The volumes which Mr. Taylor has put together

cannot, by the greatest stretch of imagination, be

termed interesting. They are little more than collections

of exercises and examples. We do not, however, raise

any objection to this. Theoretical mechanics, like

arithmetic, can only be learned by steadily working at

exercises, and of these there is an abundance. The
«xamples are also numerous, and they are so clear that

the most obtuse student cannot fail to understand them.

There is nothing remarkable about the illustrations

except their familiarity. Most of them are very

old, and many have done duty time after time.

The Animal as a Afachine and a Prime Motor, and the

Laws of Encr:.;,tics. By K. H. Thurston. Pp.97- (New
York : John Wiley and Sons. London : Kegan I'aul

and Co., 1894.)

Prof. Thurston, the head of Sibley College, Cornell

University, ranks very high among .\merican engineers.

He is well known as the author of several widely-used

text-books and of numerous important papers on
engineering matters. The volume just published runs into

less than one hundred pages ; but in that space, energy

and its tr.insformations,and the relations between matter,

force, and energy are skilfully described. The chapter

which deals with the animal as a prime motor will be

found attractive from many points of view, and should be
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read by all vho have to do with the muscular work of

men and animals. -Among the many matters with which
it is concerned are the processes of vital machines, the

eliiciency of the animal system, efi'ective methods of ap-

plication of power, intensity of muscular eiiort, dietaries,

and the draught of vehicles. To a large extent the book
is made up of reprints from magazines, and selections

from various works : nevertheless, it contains many
original and valuable points, and will add to the authors
already high reputation.

The Aborigines of Western Australia. By Albert F.

Calvert. Pp. 55. (London : Simpkin, Marshall.

Hamilton, Kent, and Co., 1S94.)

Captain Willi.am Dampier, the first Englishman
known to have made the acquaintance of the Australian

natives, referred to them as '' The poor winking people
of New Holland . . . the miserablest people in the

world.' Mr. Calvert, who has had a little experience
with the natives, looks upon their imperfections with a

more lenient eye than the plain-spoken buccaneer, who
visited Western Australia in 16SS. He gives descriptions

of a few of their habits and rites, the information being

drawn in some cases from journals in the British Museum,
while in others it is based upon his own recollections.

Their marriage laws are curious. Children of either sex

always take their mother's family name, but a man may
not marry a woman of his own family name. Interesting

descriptions are given of aboriginal funeral ceremonies,

and these, with one or two other matters of interest to

anthropologists, render the book worth reading, if a little

discretion is used.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
{Tht Editor does not hold himsel/ responsible for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertaki

to return, or to correspond with the writers of rejectt

:

manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Nature.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications. ]

A Remarkable Meteor.

The course of the meteor of .-Vugust 26 can only be .iscer-

tiined by comparing observations from different points of view.

If the meteor fell near Gloucester, other observers to the north,

east, or west of that city will have seen it in a part of the heavens

(ar removed from Draco and Ursa Major.

I was at Wimborne (about 75 miles south of Gloucester) on

the 26;h ult., and, as I was gazing up to the zenith at the time

V'...->^

neb.

This figure accompanied Mr. Earlc's Idler last week. To ila x iiias Wen
added lo show the position of nebulous remains of meteor as seen from

Wimborne.

the meteor fell, I missed its descent, but attracted by the vivid

rIow, 1 was just in time to catch sight of a brilliant light, which

seemed to me two or three times as bright as Venus at its

brightest. Any elongated trail disappeared quickly, but a
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nebular light remained at the lowest point reached by the

meieor, which assumed a vague oval shape and imperceptibly

faded away. For four minutes the nebular light was easily

watched ; then I ceased to note the time, and after two or three

minutes more I failed to distinguish it.

The position of the nebulous remains of the meteor appeared
to me vertically beneath & Ursx Majoris, at a distance from it

rather more than one-third the distance of a from fl. I did not

notice any motion, but if the apparent upward movement of

the nebulous light were due to a north-north-west current of

air drifting the light incandescent ash of the meteor to the south-

south-west, the motion would be imperceptible to a distant

observer who was nearly in the same line up or down the

direction of the wind. Edw.^ki) F. Linto.n.
Bournemouth, September 8.

In case it may prove of interest, I write to say that I noticed the

meteor mentioned in your last number by Mr. John Earle, as

having been seen on the night of August 26. I was walking in the

country that evening, and not long after 10 p.m. I saw the

landscape lighted up as by a vivid flash of lightning from behind
me—my back being towards the north at the time. On turn-

ing round, I just caught sight'of the meteor as it disappeared,

leaving a bright track behind it, about two degrees of arc in length.

This track, as seen from where I stood, lay half-way, or nearly

so, between the last star in the tail of Ursa Major and Alpha
Canum Venaticorum,and in a line connecting the above two stars.

It lasted several minutes, as far as I could judge, gradually

fading away, and curled up at the lower end, after the manner
described by Mr. Earle ; but I did not detect any change of

position. It seemed to remain about half-way between the

end of the tail of Ursa Major and Alpha Canum Venaticorum
all the time it was visible to me. I regret that, not having
matches with me, I was unable to read my watch and take the

exact time of the phenomenon. T. B Cartwkight.
Brackley House, Brackley, September 7,

On Spring Rains in Geneva.

The variation of rain at Geneva Observatory in spring (March
to May), through a long series of years, appears to have been

subject to a certain periodicity, to which it might be well to

draw attention, even if its (considerable) similarity to that of

the sun-spot curve should prove to be merely of a fortuitous

nature. In the accompanying diagram, I have dealt wiih both

rainfall and rain days (rain hours would have been better than

rain days, but these extend back only to 1S61). The dotted-Iine

curve shows the actual variation in the annual number of rain

days, and the continuous curve with it is the result of smoothing

with averages of five. Above is a similarly smoothed curve

of the spring rainfall, which is very similar (the actual varia-

tions are not given). Below is the ini-crtcd sun-spot curve.

The meteor of August 26, referred to by Mr. Earle, was
seen at Northwich by me, and noted as remarkable owing to

the long continuance of the brilliant light in ihe sky. We had
had thunder and lightning in the afternoon, but the clouds had
cleared away, and the stars were visible through a faint ha.-e.

On entering my garden shortly after 10 p.m.. I saw a most
brilliant llash of what I took to be lightning. Not hearing any
thunder, I looked lo see from whence the flash had proceeded.

I then saw, almost in the zenith, but a little to the west, a

brilliant streak of light. This remained nearly stationary for

perhaps half a minute, and then one end bent till the light

assumed the shape of the letter J, or, according to a note

made at the time, the shape of a hockey stick. Whilst this

was taking place there was a manifest movement of the whole,
as I thought, towards the west. In the space of two or three

minutes the light faded away. The whole time, from the bril-

liant flash till the fading away of the phosphorescent light,

could not have been more than three minutes. Perhaps the

slight haze hid the light here sooner than at Gloucester.

Northwich, September 9. Thos. Ward.

Drought at Antigua.

[Mr. Thiselton-Dyer has kindly sent us the following

interesting note received by him from the .Superintendent of

-Xgriculture, St. John's, Antigua.—En. Nature.]
We are suffering from a terrible drought here. I thought

you might like to look at the accompanying average prepared
for ll.E. the Administrator. The Pryophyllum caSycinuni

weeds are drying up, and in some parts the Opuntias are dying !

No single fall ol under i inch is of any use to us.

Jan. Feb. March. April. May. June. July.

1891 ... 3'74 ... 2*24 ... 0*33 ... 2*82 ... 1*87 H. 4'02 ... io'04 ... =a5'o6
1892 ... 5-81 ... o»3 ... 088 ... 118 ... 239 ... 3-28 ... 315 ... =I7"72

1893 ... ]'77 ... I '48 ... 3'64 ... 2*14 ... 2*02 ... 2*19 ... 4-63 ... =i6'87

1894 ... a"02 ... 1*06 ... i'3i ... 2"S4 ... 2'86 ... 1^ ... j"73 ... =i3'36
in.

***

Note.— 1891 was a fair year with annual fall 3"S30ver that forlasl 2oyrs.

1892

1893

very dry

1894 promises to l^e worse than any

Antigua, West Indies, August 13.
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7'24 bclon

6-73

C. .A. Barher.

The letters a, b, c, connect the curves with their respective

vertical scales on the left. It will be seen that, the sun-spot

minima occurring in 1843, 1S56, 1S67, iJi/S, and 1S89, we
have in ihe smoothed rain curves, maxima in 1S47 or 1848
(but note that the curves rise nearly as high in 1S44), in

1S57, in 1867, in 1S78, and in 18S9. In the cise of the sun-

spot maxima (the earlier at least) there seems to be more
"lag."

It would be interesting to know what happens in other parts

of Europe in this respect. The Paris curve is, I think,

like the Geneva one ; but Bremen and Berlin present some
important differences. A. B. M.

Interesting Marine Animals.

Two rare and interesting animals, which we have had alive

and under observation for a week past in the aquarium of the

Port Erin Biological Station, are probably worthy of record in

the pages of Nature. The one is the yellow variety (?) of

Sarcodiclyan {A'hizoxcnia catenata. This was first found by
Forbes and Goodsir in the Hebrides, and has been described

since by myself from specimens dredged in Loch Fyne in 18S3.

We have now found it here, off the west side of the Calf

Island, in 25 fathoms, and have at present several colonies

alive with the polypes expanded. The commoner red form of

Sarcodulyon is rarely seen expanded, and I do not know that

the yellow one has ever been seen in this condition. The
polypes are of r. beautiful transparent white, and glisten in the

light like frosted silver.

The other interesting animal is the Polynoid worm Panthalis

oiTSledi. We dredge in the deep water near here large muddy
sausage-like tubes, which sometimes contain Pa>it/:alis, but are

frequently empty. Some doubt has been felt, however, as to

whether the Panlhalii really builds the tubes, and it is there-

fore satisfactory to have had the matter definitely settled by the

formation of a new lube before our eyes by a living Panthalis

in the aquarium during the last few days. Mr. .\rnold Watson,
of Sheffield, who has been studying the formation of Polychwte

tubes for some years, after examining our preserved specimens,

became anxious to settle the Paiilhalis question, and came here

on my suggestion to get living material. I was fortunately able

to take a steamer to the ground on the 25th inst., and amongst
the tubes brought up in the dredge, from over 50 fathoms, one
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contained a fine living Pjnthiilis, which was successfully trans-

ferred 10 a small tank provided with a supply of the fine mud
in which the animal lives. This worm has been kept under the
closest observation by Mr. Watson and his son during the whole
daytime and part of the night for the past week, and their care

and enthusiasm have been rewarded by the collection of a

number of drawings, photographs, and notes of the appear.ince
and movements of the .inimal. During that time the PanthaHs
has deserted its old tube, and has formed a new one in the mud,
fortunately using the glass of the tank for part of one side, so
that the processes of scooping out the mud and of putting on
the lining of mucous threads, and the various movements of the
animal, have been readily enough seen—if one does not mind
the incon%'enience of lying for hours in a cramped position on
the damp concrete floor of the aquarium room. The worm,
and Mr. Watson, are still alive and at work, and we may expect
a detailed account of their mutual labours from the latter when
his observations are completed. W. A. Herdm.\n.

Por: Etin, .Vugust 31.

15 he will have reached his most eastern point, and
from that time he will turn in his loop, and continue
his apparent journey in the westward direction, passing
into the neighbouring constellation of the Fish.
The following table will perhaps be useful to those who

have not the data at hand. The times referred to are
Greenwich mean time.

Symmetry of •' Aurelia aurita."

Di'RiNG the last few months I have seen countless thousands
of living specimens of Aurdia aurita, and have paid special
attention to abnormal varieties. I have found not only such as
have throughout the five-fold symmetry, seen by Mr. Unthank
at Brightlingsea, as named in Nature for August 22, but have
with me on the Gliwfse .-specimens stained and mounted as lan-

tern slides having entire threefold and entire six-fold symmetry,
and one in which it is partially two-fold. I think it may be
said that in Suffolk and Essex, a few such abnormal varieties

occur per thousand of the normal. An imperfect four-fold

symmetry is much more common. H. C. SoRliV.
Vacht Glimpse, Burnham, Essex, August 31.

MARS AS HE NOIV APPEARS.
CT.-\TISTICS are looked upon, as a rule, as hateful^ things, but nevertheless it would be interesting to
know how many people out of the millions who walk this

globe will turn at this period a telescope, however small
It may be, in the direction of the planet Mars, which is

shining so brilliantly in our eastern heavens. Times
there were, no doubt, as for instance in the early
Babylonian and Egyptian civilisation, when Mars was
more generally the subject of scrutiny than to-day,
but then the appearance of this intermittent and
gradually brightening object made far different im-
pressions on the minds of those early observers. Karly
it was that the peculiar coloured rays cast by his shining
surface on this earth were lirst remarked. He was known
to the Greeks and Hebrews as the fiery planet, and
in Sanskrit he was referred to as like " burning coal."
To-day, however, the case is quite different. Many

there are who may happen to notice an object more
brilliant than usual in the heavens, and make some brief
allusion to the fact, and trouble himself or herself no
more about it, but it is to the increasing few that his

appearance is of the greatest interest. To those who have
once made use of even a small telescope to observe the
planets, the fact that the nearest, and, it may be added,
the most interesting, of iliem, namely Mar,-, is a|)proach-
ing us day by day, will be certam to raise a strong
desire to catch another glimpse of his disc under such
favourable conditions.
So much has been written about the markings of his

surface, which represent huge areas of water and land,
to say nothing of the most curious network of canals,
that reference only to the very recent work on them will

here be dealt with.

A few brief remarks, before proceeding, as to the
position of the planet in the heavens, and to the approach-
ing opposition.

Firstly, as to position. At the present time Mars is

movmg easterly in the heavens, situated at the southern-
most corner of the constellation of Aries. By September
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At the commencement of the observations (May 31)

the planet was 98,000,000 miles away, and his south

pole was directed towards the earth at about 23^',

reaching a maximum dip of 2^ on June 22, the

disc appearing gibbous to the extent of about one-sixth.

Such being the conditions of seeing, one could look on
the planet, so to speak, rotating under one, watching
the snowy pole whirling, as a boy might look at his colour-

striped top. The observations were thus limited more or

less to the southern hemisphere, but occasional glimpses
carried one up as far as latitude 40 north The regions

most referred to in the observations were the Syrtis

Major, all the region of the north pole, that about Solis

Lacus, Lacus Phctnicis, and that a little more north of
Mare Sirenum and Mare Cimmerium.
The rapid diminishing of the huge snow-cap, which at

this period of the planet's summer has been taking place

very rapidly, has perhaps been the most prominent
feature of this series of observations. Mr. Lowell has
noticed a decrease in its diameter of about ~' '" *s few as
fifteen or sixteen days, by no means a small diminution
considering the length of the period.

A further very prominent feature of this polar cap is

the apparently perfectly elliptical outer edg,-., which
means that the boundary is in reality circular. The
narrow dark streak girdling it, and of nearly a uniform
breadth, is "clearly w^ater at the edge of the melting
snow, a polar sea in short.

'

On the snow-cap itself, in the region of the great bay
situated south, Hellas and Chersonesus, several ex-

tremely brilliant parts have been observed, the appear-

ance and behaviour of which have led to the conclusion
that we are here dealing with mountains. These at

present are accounted for by supposing that the rotation

of the planet brings ihem into such positions that the

sun's light can be reflected by them in the direction

of the earth, just as a beam of sunlight can be thrown by
means of an ordinary mirror. What has led us to believe

them to be mountains is the constancy of the positions

in which they are, for not only have they been several

times observed at this period of opposition, but Mitchell

in 184;, in a drawing made at Cincinnati on August 30,

and Green in 1877, have both recorded them and in

the same position.

Another marking on this polar cap, referred to as "the
great rift," seems to be a very conspicuous object. The
best time for observing it is when it is, so to speak, end
on, or on the central meridian of the planetary disc. Mr.
Lowell has likened it to " a huge cart-track coming down
to one over the snow," and he has estimated its size as
220 miles broad and 1200 miles in length.

An observation, which is of more importance than one
is at first likely to admit, is that concerning the /wr/ty^w/Ve-

characters of all the markings between the sharp boundary
of the snow-cap and the definite characters of the con-
tinental coast-line. The coast-line was " most salient

and clear cut on the western side of the Hour-Glass Sea
(Syrtis Major or Mer du Sablier). To the eastward
the coast lay in general direction straight, approaching
the pole as it stretched eastward. It was indented by
numerous bays, but destitute of those comet-tail penin-
sulas so generally observed connecting it to the chain of

islands south. All of these islands, Hellas, Ausonia, and
the rest, were \ague, without definite contours, and lapsed
imperceptibly mto the surrounding seas. Even in colour
they were less decided than, though of much the same
tint, as the continental areas."

With such facts before us, it is hard to believe that we
are not observers of a great inundation, which obliterates,

or nearly so for a time, all landmarks lying anywhere in

the region 20 or more south of the equator. The source
of this flood would of course be the rapidly melting
snow, and the great volume of water now liberated from
the solid form, and forming at the boundary of the cap
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the dark narrow belt, would be ample to account for the

disappearance of islands, blurring of coastlines, and such-

like phenomena. Certain are we that these landmarks

are there, and the only justifiable cause of their dimness
of outline and colour is the hypothesis of their partial

and sometimes total submersion.

An observation of great interest may be mentioned
here, as it deals directly with the great variation of sur-

face markings we have referred to above. The most
conspicuous object on the planet's surface at the present

time is the large black gulf bounding the melting snow,

and situated due south of the Hour-Glass Sea, or Syrtis

Minor. This, as Mr. Lowell has previously described

it, is clearly water at the edge of the melting snow, or, in

other words, a polar sea. On June 4 the polanscope was
brought to bear on this gulf by Prof Pickering, with the

result that it was declared to be water, just as the canal

in the same region, running north from it, was concluded
to be of this substance. This observation simply veri-

fied what had previously been thought to be the case

from its general appearance and colour ; but another

examination, at a later date, represented the matter in

quite a different light. On July 9 "no trace of the

polarisation in the dark spot could be detected," and a

more minute examination of the colour of this region

showed it to be of a " rich chocolate-brown tint, differing

entirely in colour from the bluish-grey regions to the

north of it." This reads somewhat different from
Lowell's observation on July 9 :

" Bay a deep blue, looks

just as deep water does." Prof Pickering is of opinion

that as the colour of the grey regions does not, he
thinks, represent water, he is led to conclude, as far as

his observations at present go, that the " permanent water

area on Mars, if it exists at all, is extremely limited in its

dimensions." This favours to a considerable extent the

hypothesis of an inundation.

Let us consider for a moment the observations relating

to the appearance of the channels at this time. These, at

this season of the Martian southern hemisphere, are

generally not so easy of observation, but Mr. Lowell has

been able to make out several of them. Those most
generally seen were Cerberus to the north of Mare
Cimmerium (on June 9 glimpsed as double), Eumenides,
Gigas, Titan, Gorgon and Sirenius, all of which lie just to

the north of the Mare Sirenum, and at a later date he

has seen some in the region of the Lake of the Sun Solis

Lacus^, namely Phasis, Eumenides, and Agathodasmon.

These channels, including one or two others which we have

not mentioned in the above list, have, we may say, the

greatest southern latitude, or lie nearest to the south

pole, a fact which may or may not be insignificant.

Of course the great inclination of the pole of Mars
towards us, renders those on the northern hemisphere
more difficult of observation, so that our information

is to a great extent restricted. Nevertheless, one is

inclined, from Mr. Lowell's drawings, to look upon the

channels simply as the watercourses caused by the inun-

dation of the sea on to the land, commencing naturally

at the lowest levels, and of course at the water's

edge. Out of the nine drawings which he gives, illus-

trating the positions of the canals observed, eight

of them show the m.ijority of the canals in connec-

tion with the southern seas, while there is only one
instance of a channel not so connected, and that a very

short one. This is as it should be if the channels are, so to

speak, overtlow courses, and accounts also for the invisi-

bility, or at any rate the difficulty of observation of the

channels, as a whole, about this time. .-Xs the polar cap

ceases to melt, the channels should then be at their

fullest, and therefore easily visible. The absence of

cloud on the planetary surface about this time shows
that the aqueous circulation is almost totally brought
about by this fiood season.

Whatever may be the cause of these channels and
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their duplicity at times, cannot be dwelt on here ; but

that they are the results of a great inundation, seems to

be the conclusion which is most compatible with recent

observation.

A further fact which has recently attracted particular

attention is the frequent observation of bright projections

on the terminator of the planet's disc. It may be here

simply mentioned that the observations as yet seem to

point to the presence of high mountains as the cause of

these blight markings.
A discussion of this question will be dealt with, how-

ever, in a future article, which will contain a detailed
j

account of the work up to the present time.

Such, then, are some of the facts which have been
brought before us by the Arizona observations. Observa-
tions at other observatories, such as that of Juvisy, iS:c.,

are also at hand, but the weather seems to have been
hard on these eager watchers, so the observations are very
few. The surface of Mars is still a puzzle to be unravelled,

and there are many who are employed in the fascinating

work of solving it. One may repeat, what has often been
stated before, that in the study of planetary details, the

aperture or the size of object-glass is not the most import-

ant function for good observations. .A keen and patient

observer sitting at the eye-piece of a comparatively small

equatorially-mounted telescope, if he makes his observa-
tions carefully and with due regard to atmospheric con-
ditions for good seeing, can do more useful and valuable
work than one who has a large aperture at his disposal,

and employs it indifferently. For Martian detail, .Mr.

Lowell puts the observer first, then the atmosphere, and
lastly, the instrument, as the order of weights to be given

as factors of a good observation. W. J. Lockver.

Note.— \n my article on "The Discs of Jupiter's

Satellites," which appeared in a previous number of

this journal (Augi:st ;, p. 320), the table, giving the

measurements of the position angle of the ist satellite,

requires a slight alteration, owing to a printer's error

in that number of Astronotny and Astrophysics from
which the table was taken. In the column indi-

cating the initials of the observers, the following

measures, i, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, ought to be attributed

to Prof. Pickering, and the rest to .Mr. Douglas. This
alteration makes no change in the te.xt necessary, as it

was only stated that there was " a mean personal correc-

tion of about 71, which, in the light of the revised

column, still holds good. The correction, with one
exception, simply reverses the names of the observers in

each case. W. J. L.

THE ARCHOPLASM AND ATTRACTION
SPHERE.

PI..ATNKR m 1886, when dealing with the spermato-

cytes of helix, showed that the great " nebenkern " in

these' elements was derived after each division from a

coalescence of the spindle-fibres. At the same time he

pointed out in the interior of the structure bright re-

fractive points answering in every way to what was then

known about the cenlrosomes. Some time .ifterw.-irds

F. Hermann, in an exquisite description of the karyo-

kinetic process in the spermatocytes of salamander,
sucressfiilly homnlogiscd the great " archoplasm '''

(as he
termed the nebenkern of these cells), on the one hand with

Platner's nebenkern, and with the sphere-attractive and
archoplasm of Van Ileneden and Boheri on the other.

I subsequently drew attention to the fact that this archo-

plasm in the salamander arose by a collection of the

spindle-fibres precisely in the same manner as that of

helix, i.e. these structures (attraction-spheres) in widely

separated groups present precisely similar constituents,

and arise in a precisely similar way.

The clear appreciation of the mutual equivalence of

these bodies is of considerable value, as it paves a way
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towards the systematic splitting up of a whole group of
structures present in reproductive cells, which had all

previously been loosely grouped under the head of

nebenkerns. Nevertheless, if we accept it, a certain dif-

ficulty arises, to which I referred briefly at the time, and
to which Dr. Neves has since called my attention in an
interesting letter from Kiel:— If the archoplasm of the

spermatocytes with its inner constituents is thehomologue
/>; /<;/(5 of the attraction-sphere when at rest (Kig. 3, or

during the initial phases of mitosis, what is to be said

of it in the later phases of this process?
In the attraction-sphere as first described and ordi-

narily understood in ascaris, the centrosomes, with their

light-surrounding zone, occupy the middle of an ex-

tended archoplasm which divides with the centrosomes
during the course of the mitotic change, but in the

case of salamander the archoplasm remains un-

divided as a rule ; and its whole mass is used up
in the construction of the spindle, the centrosomes
appearing at the apices of the figure related to a
radiation of the non-archoplasmic and external pro-

toplasm. Now when the karyokinesis is completed, and
the daughter nuclei formed, the centrosomes can be found

at the remote sides of the nuclei as in Fig. 4, r, one-

half of a dividing spermatocyte of a rat), but the two new
archoplasmic masses are being regenerated on each side

of the division plane (as in the rat. Fig. 4, h^. These
masses become completely formed, but in consequence of

their position are destitute of centrosomes, which must
acquire a secondary connection with them : so that at

this phase the sphere is divided into two pans in each

cell, that which attracts (centrosomes) being at one side

of the nucleus, that which is regarded as primarily at-

tractive (the archoplasmic portion of the kytoplasm) on

the other. In salamander these anomalous conditions

eventually become righted by the centrosomes wandering

round the nuclei into the archoplasm.
Turning, however, to a still higher type of vertebrates, the

Mammalia, a short timeago 1 found in the spermatocytes

of various forms, besides other and well-known accessory

bodies, a great lightly staining nebenkern (archoplasm),

which can be determined as arising during the spermato-

genesisby a coalescence of the spindle-fibres (Figs. i,2,<(),

so that we must regard this body as having the s.ime value

as the nebenkern in Amphibia, in Helix, in Echinoderms,

or that it is the archoplasmic portion of the attraction-

sphere ; but at no time, either at rest or during active

mitosis, does it contain within its mass the centrosomes !

In the resting spermatocytes of the rat (Fig. 2) these

I
bodies lie quite outside the archoplasm (Fig. 2, t\ they

become duplicated, and enter into the formation of a

spindle without any connection with the archoplasm

(Fig. I, (;, which passes further aw.y, and ultimately

degenerates (Fig. i, a). The spindle- fibres are con-

structed anew out of the kyto- and superficial nuclear-

plasm, and the mass of substance thus utilised is col-

lected on cither side the division plane as the archo-

plasmic bodies of the daughter cells.

The archoplasm, then, has no permanent cxisten( e in

these rells, and is of no immediate consequence in the

I formation of the spindle. The fact, however, that the

transitory body formed in mammals from each new crop

j
of spindle-fibres, after each division (Fig. 4) rapidly

dissolves and reincorporates itself into the surrounding

i kytoplasm, is distinctly favourable to the view now
gaining ground, tha' the spindle has .1 kytoplasmic origin.

From all this it will be seen that we cannot regard

the archoplasmic portion of the sphere as a permanent

organ of the cell any more than the ripples wind pro-

duces arc the permanent features of the surf.ice of a

pond.
On the other hand, all the more recent investigations

concerning normal or karyokinetic propagation of cells,

whenever sufficient pains have been taken to [insure good
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results, show that the centrosomes retain their indi-

viduality tlirough every change. Couple with these facts

the discovery by Dr. Field of the entry of the centrosomes
into the spermatozoa of the echinodernis, and a quite
similarJstate of thin<j5 I have fmind to occur in mam-
mals, and there seems much evidence that the centro-

somes, unlike the other constituents of the sphere, retain

their individuality during successive mitoses, and are in-

corporated as an essential constituent of the spermatozoa.
Further, the well-known observations of Fol, and more

recently those of Fick, show clearly that these bodies
assume their old functions as dominants of the attractive

process in the initial steps of fertilisation. Their identity

through successive generations being thus maintained, the

helms Institut, and while there came under the influence
of a profound teacher—Johannes Muller. He eventually
became a military surgeon, and continued in that position

till the end of ICS48, when he was appointed Assistant of
the Anatomical Aluseum of Berlin, and Teacher of
Anatomy at the Academy of Arts.

In 1S47, that is, during his career as an army surgeon,
Helmholtz's essay, " Ueber die Hrhaltung der Kraft,"

was published. In this, the principle of the conservation
of energy was developed. About Joule's researches on
the same subject, he knew at that time but little, and
nothing at all of those of Robert Mayer. He was led
to write the essay by an examination of Stahl's theory,
adopted by most physiologists, which accorded to every

Fig. 4.

>R

Fif.. I. Fig. 2. Fig. y

important functions they perform in the division process
itself necessitates our regarding them, with \'an Beneden,
as organs of the cell, although, when viewed in such a

light, they will have to be disrobed of their more con-
spicuous radial and archoplasmic vestments. V.'ith

respect to these latter, in whatever degree they may be
present, it seems an unavoidable conclusion that they
can only be regarded as the effect produced by the in-

constant action of polarity or whatever power is exercised
by the centrosomes on the surrounding kytoplasm.

j. E. S. MOOKE.

HERMANN VON HELMHOLTZ.
TTOXOURED and mourned by all, I'rof. von Helm-
'' holtz, one of the most brilliant men who have
devoted their lives to science, passed away at Charlotten-
burg, on -Sunday last. .Shortly before his death, the
Empress Frederick sent a telegram of inquiry as to his
condition, and upon hearing of his decease messages of
sympathy were sent to the sorrowing relatives by the
Emperor and herself This fact is a significant indica-
tion of the regard in which the representatives of science
are held in Germany.
Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand Helmhollz was born

August 31, 1 82 1, at Potsdam, where his father, Ferdinand
Helmholtz, was Professor in the Gymnasium, his mother,
Caroline I'enn, being of an English family. While but a
schoolboy he developed a love for science, and studied
all the books on physics which his father's library con-
tained. They were very old-fashioned

; phlogiston still

held sway, and electricity had not grown beyond the
voltaic pile. When the class was reading Cicero or
Virgil, he was finding the paths of the rays in a telescope,
or developing optical theorems not usually met with in
text-books. .'\t that time there was little possibility of
making a living out of physics, so, acting on the advice of
his father, Helmholiz took up the sludv of medicine. He
entered the Army Medical School, the Friedrich Wil-
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• - a.

living body the nature of a perpetuuin
mobile. The essay contained the results

~! of a critical investigation of the question

j
whether any relations existed between

j

the various kinds of natural forces for

j

perpetual motion to be possible. It was

I

written for the benefit of physiologists,

I
but, to Helmholtz's surprise, the physicists

I

took up the doctrine of the conservation

j

of energy, which some of these were in-

I clined to treat as a fantastic speculation,
I Jacobi, the mathematician, recognised

I

the connection between the line of thought

I
in the essay, and the principles investi-

I
gated by Daniell, Bernouilli, d'Alembert,
and other mathematicians of last century,
and soon the members of the then young
Physical Society of Berlin accepted
Helmholtz's results. It is unnecessary
for us to dwell upon the marvellous in-

fluence that these results have had upon
physical science during the last half-century. The prin-

ciple of the conservation of energy has long passed
through the debatable stage, and some of the greatest

discoveries in thermodynamics and other branches of
modern physics have been deduced from it.

In 1S49 Helmholtz went to Konigsberg as a Professor
of General Pathology and Physiology ; seven years later

he accepted a similar position at Bonn University.
While at the former University he designed the
ophthalmoscope for the diagnosis of diseases of the inner
parts of the eye — a discovery which shows the great
importance to the physiologist and physician of a
thorough knowledge of physical principles. The year
1S59 saw him occupying the chair of Anatomy and
Physiology at Heidelberg; and in 1S71 he was ap-
pointed Professor of Natural Philosophy in the Univer-
sity of Berlin, a post which he held until his death.

The two great works of Helmholtz on " Physiological
Optics" and on the ".Sensations of Tone," are splendid
examples of the application of methods of analysis to the
two kinds of sensation which furnish the largest propor-
tion of the raw material for thought. In the first of these
works, the colour-sensation is investigated, and shown to

depend upon three variables or elementary sensations.

The study of the eye and vision is made to illustrate the
conditions of sensation and voluntary motion. In the
work on the " Sensation of Tone as a Physiological Basis
for the Theory of Music," the conditions under which
our senses are trained are illustrated in a yet clearer

manner. His researches threw a flood of light upon
what may be termed the mechanical, physical, physio-
logical, and psychological processes involved in seeing
and hearing.

No good end would be served by enumerating Helm-
holtz's contributions to knowledge. The versatility of
his genius is well known among all workers in the realm
of nature. Mathematics, physics, physiology, and
psychology are but a few of the branches of knowledge
which have been enriched by his investigations. His
acquaintance with science was not only extensive but
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thorough, and, as Clerk Maxwell said in these columns in

1S77 (vol. XV. p. jSg^ the thoroughness was that which of

itself demands the mastery of many sciences, and in

doing so makes its mark on each. He solved problems

with which great mathematicians, since the time of Euler,

had occupied themselves in vain. Questions as to vortex

motion and the discontinuity of motion in liquids, and

the vibrations of sound at the open ends of organ pipes,

belong to this class of subjects elucidated by him. In

his numerous papers on thermodynamics, he reduced to

an intelligible and systematic form the labours and
intricate investigations of several independent theorists,

so as to compare them with each other and with experi-

ment. Other subjects investigated by him are electro-

dynamics, stereoscopic vision, galvanic polarisation, the

theor)' of anomalous dispersion, the origin and meaning
of geometrical axioms, the mechanical conditions

jjoveming the movements of the atmosphere, the pro-

duction of waves, &c. But even the circle of natural

and physical sciences does not embrace all the subjects

which he benefited by his keen insight and strenuous

energy. He was an acute logician and an accomplished
metaphysician. His investigations on perception and
observation of the senses led him to study the theory of

cognition. The principal conclusion he came to after an

examination of the subject, was that the impressions of the

senses are only signs for the constitution of the external

world, the interpretation of which must be learned

by experience.

In 1S91, when Helmholtz reached his seventieth birth-

day, the event was made the occasion of an international

celebration. In honour of the anniversary, a marble bust

was prepared, and numerous marks of respect were
bestowed upon him by his admirers, both in and out of

his own country. The German Emperor raised him to

the highest rank in the Civil Service : the Kings of

.Sweden and of Italy, the Grand Duke of Baden, and the

President of the Trench Republic conferred Grand
Crosses upon him ; many academies, not only of science,

but also of the fine arts, faculties, and learned societies

representing all parts of the world, sent him diplomas
and richly illuminated addresses, expressing their recog-

nition of his scientific labours, and their thanks for his

work. His native town, Potsdam, conferred its freedom
upon him, and countless individuals sent their congratu-

lations. It was on the occasion of this jubilee that

Helmholtz delivered the autobiographical sketch pub-

lished in the second volume of his "Scientific Lectures,"

and which has furnished us with some of the particulars

contained in the foregoing. He was made a Foreign
Member of the Royal Society in iS6o, and received the

Copley Medal in 1873. He was also one of the .-Vssocics

IJrangers of the Paris Academy of Sciences, and a
correspondent of most important scientific academies
and societies all over the world.

Science has had few investigators who have furthered

her interests more than Helmholtz. He was constantly

exploring new fields of research, or bringing his keen
intellect to bear upon old ones. With his contributions

he helped to raise science to a higher level. And, while

he did as much as anyone to render scientific discoveries

understandable to the whole intellectual world, he always
recognised that he was in the service of something that

should be held everlastingly sacred, a feeling which kept

him from playing to the gallery either in his popular

works or in his lectures. Many years ago, it w.is written

—

'' A wise man instrucleth his people, and the fruits of

his understanding fail not."
" A wise man shall inherit glory among his people,

and his n.ame shall be perpetual."

To no one could these words be more appropriately

applied than to the eminent investigator whose loss we
now deplore.
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NOTES.
We note with deep regret that Prof. H. K. Brugscb, the

distinguished philologist and Egyptologist, died on Sunday

last, at the age of sixty-seven.

I

The Deputy- Mastership of the Mint, vacated by the resig-

nation of Sir C. Fremantle, K.C.B., will be filled at once by

the appointment of a distinguished official, Mr. Horace Sey-

mour, Deputy-Chairman of the Board of Customs. If the

' post had been destined for a scientific man, it wouKl doubtless

. have been given to Prof. Roberts-Austen, C.B., but his accept-

ance of it would have involved his resignation of his chair at

' the Royal College of Science. The due discharge of the duties

]
of the Deputy-Mastership would, moreover, have left him far

less opportunity for research than he has in his present office

at the Mint, which he has made such an important one

for science. Sir Charles Fremantle has always encouraged

original research in his Department, and we wish him much

]

happiness in his well-earned retirement.

I

The death of the Comte de Paris recalls the fact that he was

a Fellow of the Royal Society. He was elected by ballot on

April 27, 1S65, and signed the charier boolt on .May 18 of the

i same year. Under the statutes which were then in force, any

foreign sovereign prince or the son of a sovereign prince could

be proposed for immedi.ite ballot if ke wished to enter the

Society. In the case of the Comte de Pans it was found that,

according to the strict letter of the statutes, the head and repre-

sentative of a Royal house might be inadmissible by privileged

election, whilst members of the same family of inferior rank

were entitled to it. Although he was the hereditary represen-

tative of the then late King of the French, yet inasmuch as his

father had not been a "sovereign prince," the Society was

precluded from extending the courtesy of election, and therefore

took steps to amend the statute, and upon being advised that

Court usage would accord, introduced words establishing the

privilege to "any foreign prince who is received by Iier Majesty

as Imperial Highness, or Royal Highness." It was under such

an amended statute that the unanimous election of the Comte

de Paris occurred.

The death of Prof, losiah Parsons Cooke, LL.D. , which

look place in Boston, .Massachusetts, on Tuesday, is, says ihe

Times, not simply a loss to Harvard University, where he has

laboured for more than forty-four years, but to the scientific

world at large. Ilis work on "The New Chemistry " is well

known and highly esteemed, and has been translated into nearly

every language of Europe. Born in 1827, he gi.Tduated from

Harvard in iS^S. In the following year he became tutor in

mathematics, afterwarJs instructor in chemistry, and in 1S50

Erving Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy at Harvard.

Under his direction the course in chemistry was greatly

developed. He was the first in .-Vmerica to introduce labora-

tory instruction into the undergraduate course. In addition to

his duties at Harvard, it was his practice to give courses of

popular lectures on chemistry in the cities of Baltimore, Brook-

lyn, Washington, Lowell, and Worcester, besides his regular

lectures at the Lowell Institute in Boston. As director of the

chemical laboratory at Harvard he has published numerous

contributions to chemical science, most of which have been

collected and published in a volume entitled "Chemical and

Physical Researches." In 1S72 he was elected an honorary

Fellow of the Chemical Society, sharing that distinction with

only one other American ; and in 18S2 he was gianted the

degree of LL.D. by Cambridge University.

The death is announced of Sir Edward .Augustus Inglefield,

K.C.B., F.R.S., at the age of seventy-four. The following

particulars as to his scientific work are extracted from .in
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obituary notice in the Time;:—After seein; a large amount of

active service, and earning for himself a high reputation, he wa5

appointed to the command of the yacht /juV/ in a private ex-

pedition which was sent in search of Sir John Franklin to

Smith's and Jones's Sound—an experience which partly

suggested the interesting story he published under the title of

"A Summer Search for Sir John Franklin." Although it

failed in its main object, his plucky mission on that occasion

enabled him to record the discovery of an open polar sea and a

coastline Soo miles in length, while he also had the pleasure of

carrying mails to the Government Arctic Expedition at Beechey

Island. For these services he received the gold medal of the

Royal Geographical Society of London, the large silver medal

of Paris, and a much-treasurei diamond snuff-box from the

Emperor of the French. He was at the same time elected a

Fellow of the Royal Society. His first Arctic experience

brought him a second like command in 1853, when he went

out by order of the Admiralty with three ship;, especially

despatched to the relief of Sir Edward Belcher's expedi-

tion. One of the three vessels was crushed in the ice,

and foundered, but he was able to bring home an officer bearing

the news of the discovery of the Xorth-West passage. In the

following year he received the command of another expedition,

consisting of the Phinix, the Talbot, and a transport with

stores, sent out to afford further relief to Sir Edward Belcher, and

this time he brought back the officers and crews of five ships

which were abandoned in the ice. For these services he was

awarded the .\rctic medal, and the honour was signally con-

firmed by the Queen in 1SS7, when he was knighted on the

occasion of the celebration of the completion of the fiftieth yfar

of her Majesty's reign. To hi; skill and daring as a seaman

Sir Edward Inglefield added a technical ingem.i y which lias

bequeathed to naval engineering the hydraulic steering appa-

ratus fitted in the AchilUs and the Minoiaiir, the screw-turning

engine of the Monarch, and the anchor bearing his name, which

was supplied to the Dreadnought, Sans Parcil, Rcnoiun, In-

flexible, and other ships. He was a graceful writer and a

vigorous speaker, and, beside the book recounting hi; Arctic

researches, was the author of pamphlets on "Maritime Warfare,"

"Naval Tactics," and "Terrestrial Magnetism.'"

The thirty-ninth exhibition of the Royal Photographic

Society will open to the public on Monday, September 24. The
exhibition will be held, as on former occasions, in the Gallery

of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours, at 5A Pall

Mall East, and will remain open until November 14.

The Royal Commission appointed last year to inquire into

the mode of identification of habitual criminals having reported

favourably on the Bertillon system, the Commissioners of

Prisons have decided to adopt the anthropometrical system of

measurement of criminals The system will be worked in con-

nection with the present system of identification. From various

prisons officers have been already ordered to attend at her

Majesty's Prison, Pentonville, to receive instructions from

Ur. Garson.

Reiter reports that the members of the Arctic excursion

party, organised by Dr. Cook, and noted in Nature of .\ugust

30 (p. 429), have returned to North Sydney, Cape Breton, in

the Gloucester fishing schooner A'igcl. The steamer Miraiula,

by which the party travelled, grounded and sprang a leak on

the coast of (ireenland. .Xfter they h.ad remained on the dis-

abled vessel for some time, the party were taken off by the

ftigel. The Miran,ia was floated and taken in tow, but

foundered on her way home.

A MONUMENT, erected in honour of Armand de Quatrefages,

was unveiled at Vallerangue, his native town, at the end of last

month. M. Darboux presided over the distinguished company
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that took part in the ceremony. The scientific labours of the

renowned investigator were extolled by MM. Milne- Edwards,

Hamy, GeofTroy Saint Hilaire, and Brongniart. Prof. Hamy
referred to Quatrefages as the creator of the science of

anthropology. The monument is five metres in height, and

consists of a bronze bust of the deceased on a stone pedestal,

having on its principal face a figure holding in one hand a

scientific work, while the other is presenting a crown to the

eminent naturalist.

Wf. learn from the New York Nation that the Marine

Biological Laboratory at Wood's Holl, Mass., has concluded

its seventh summer session, the most successsful in its history.

The number of students and investigators in attendance was

133, representing seventy colleges and high schools. Courses

of instruction in zoology and botany were offered, a new building

for the accommodation of the students in the latter course

having been erected. The important part played by the

Laboratory in the development of the biological sciences in this

country is evidenced by the fact that do less than fifty-eight of

those in attendance were carrying on research in zoology,

botany, or physiology, and that several important investiga-

tions were completed during the summer. A number of

the lectures delivered at the Laboratory during the session will

as in former years, be published in book form.

Mr. H. Garnett informs us that while boating with a

friend on the River .\von, just above Evesham, on .-\ugust it,

he had a good view of a white swallow flying amongst a flock

of others very near the ground. Its companions were

apparently persecuting it. Finally it flew across the river close

over the observers' heads, and this view was sufficient to con-

vince them that it was the common swallow, and not one of

the martins. Curiously, it wa; not a snow-white, but

apparently a very pale uniform cream colour. In connection

with -Mr. Garnett's observation, it is worth remark that the

current number of Science Gossip contains a note on a white

variety of the common sparrow, shot at Ripley on August 13 ;

and Mr. E. W. Atkinson, writing to the Zoologist, says that he
recently saw a white swallow at Harswell, in the East Riding

of Yorkshire.

Of all the sciences, meteorology is probably the farthest

from perfection. Many dabble in it, but few seriously attempt

to reduce the abundance of observations to law and order. One
of the reasons for this state of things is that, so far as we can re-

member, none of our educational institutions include systematic

courses of meteorology in their curricula. There is practically

no field for professional meteorologists, and therefore no training-

school exists. Forthesake of the science we are glad to note,

however, that the Board of Regents of the University of Cali-

fornia has decided to establish a course in meteorology in that

University. Through the course of study and investigation

which the students of meteorology will prosecute at the

University, valuable additions to knowledge may be expected.

M. I'E FoNviELLE calls our attention to one of Roger

Bacon's essays, published in 161S, in which some of the possi-

bilities of steam are vaguely foreshadowed, and aerial naviga-

tion is declared to be a thing of the future. We quote from a

translation with which he has furnished us, and which re.ads

like Mother Shipton's prophecies. 'Instruments may be

made for navigating without any men pulling the oars, with a

single man governing, and going quicker than if they were full

of pulling men. Waggons also can be made so that without

any horse they should be moved with such a velocity that it is

impossible to measure it. . . . It is possible also to devise

instruments for flying, such that a man being in the centre if

revolving something by which artificial wings are made to

beat the air in the fashion of the birds. . . . It is also possible

to devise instruments which will permit persons to walk on the
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boltom of the sea. ... All these things have been done in old

times and in our times, except the instrument for flying, which

I have not seen, and 1 have not known any man who saw it

done."

The portion of Lord Salisbury's address which refers to the

periodic law was not delivered in exactly the same form that it

wasprinted in the official copy. .\ correspondent of the Chcmua't

Nr.vs points out that in the printed report (see Xati-re, August

9, p. 340) the following passage occurs:—"In the last few

years the same enigma has been approached from another point

of view by Prof. Mendelceff. The periodic law which he has

discovered reflects on him all the honour that can be earned by

ingenious, laborious, and successful research." Before the

address was delivered, Lord Salisbury became aware of the

claim of Kewlands as the first discoverer of the periodic law,

and the words actually spoken in the Sheldonian Theatre

were:—"In the last few years the same enigma has been

approached from another point of view by our own country-

man Newlands and by Prof. Mendeleeft". The periodic law

which they have .liscovered, &c." Unfortunately, the address

was already printed and distributed to the press before the

alteration was made. The claim of Mr. Newlands is secured

to him by the award of the Davy Medal in 18S7 by the

Council of the Royal Society.

Writing from Table Cape, Tasmania, Mr. H. S. Dove

says that a fine aurora was witnessed there early on the morn-

ing of July 21. from about 12.30 until a few minutes after i.

The whole of the western, southern, and a good deal of the

eastern heavens was illuminated by a strong red glow, paling

to i. delicate pink at the edges. The glow was brightest

about half-way between the horizon and zenith, but was dis-

cernible over the whole space between those two boundaries,

and when it paled and faded in the west would spread and

become very vivid towards the east. The broad vertical white

stripes which usually accompany these aurorx- were also

noticeable, but the most uncommon feature of the phenomenon

was the presence of brilliant white flashes which shot upwards

in rapid succession, spreading out into a fan-shape as they

rose, and instantly disappearing. These were principally seen

about the Southern Cross, where the vertical stripes were also

brightest, the region about that constellation appearing to be

the centre of a great electrical disturbance. .\ low bank of

clouds lay along the horizon under the aurora, and a stream of

white fleecy clouds sailed up from about wcst-north-wcst, but

preserved almost a straight line on the edge next the pheno-

menon, as if something in the highly electrical state of the

atmosphere there prevented their spreading in that direction.

A note concerning the same aurora appeared in our issue of

August 30.

A NEW department of the Pasteur Institute in Paris has

recently been established, having for its special object the ex-

perimental study of means of defence .against destructive

insecti. The new section—Station cxpcrimenlale de I'lnstitut

Pasteur—as it is called, has (says the l^eviic Scicnliji';u,) been

placed under the superintendence of M. MctchnikoflT, with .M.

J. Ilanysz as assistant. The department will be concerned with

the following points: (i) The collection and cultivation of all the

pathogenic microbes of insects and animals <lestructive to crops ;

(2) (he study of the conditions of development of these microbes

in animals and on various media ; (3) the direction of field-

experiments
; (4) the superintendence and control of practical

applications of the results of laboratory work. The best means
of applying these results will be <li.scussed by a Comiti- d'eltida

con!iisting of naturalists, agriculturists, and some specialists in

mycology, bacteriology, and agriculture, such .as MM. Brocchi,

Costaotin, Grandeau, Millardel, Sauvageot, Schribeaux, A.
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Giard, J. Kiinckel d'HercuIis, A. Laboulhene, P. Marchal, and

E. L. Ragonot, of the Socicte entomologique of France. A
Bulleliii will be published, containing notes and communica-

tions to the station and the committee, and the proceedings of

I

meetings. It is also proposed to give monographs of destructive

I

insects and pathogenic microbes ; statistics concerning the

damage done by harmful anim.als ; and critical notes on all pub-

lications referring to these matters. In connection with the

Laboratoire de Parasitologie of the Bourse de Commerce and

the entomological station of Paris, the new section of the

Pasteur Institute will render excellent .service to French

agriculture.

We have received from the Dtutsche Sertoarle its report for

the year 1S93 ; it is issued as an appendix to the Annalen litr

Hydro^raphie, from which U'seful publicition we have frequently

had occasion to quote. The report shows that much good

work is being done, but to which we can now only briefly refer.

In the department of maritime meterology, great activity is

shown in the collection and utilisation of observations m.ide on

board sh ips of both services, the number of co-operators during

the year amounting to 430 for the mercantile marine alone.

The results are published in tables for one-degree squares of the

' North .\llantic, in the daily synoptic charts issued in connection

with the Danish Meteorological Institute, and in the prepara-

tion of atlases for different ocean?, the one now in hand being

for the Pacific. Similar activity is also shown in the depart

ment for weather prediction, and the daily weather report-

issued by it are among the most complete that are published :

theycontain full particulars of the weather twice or thrice daily,

at about 100 stations all over Europe, in addition to the usual

weather charts and summary of existing conditions.

I.N a paper read before the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Dr. K.

Ilavelock Charles calls attention to the incomparability of nasal

indices derived from measurements of the living he.id with those

deduced from observation of dry skulls. The author carefully

measured the nasal di.ameters of sixty-two " subjects," of various

castes, and then having removed the integuments, &c. , ami

cleared the nasofrontal suture and anterior nasal aperture, ho

again measured the diameters. The results are certainly some-

what startling. The height of the nose taken on the undis

sected he.id is almost invariably less than the Ipi:^ diameter ol

the nose measured on the skull of the same head, the dili'cr-

ence amounting, in one case, to as much as 16 mm. The

higher the caste the greater the discrepancy, but it may be

reckoned to be upon an aver.age about 4 mm. in the

higher races. The transverse diameter of the anterior nasal

aperture, taken on the skull, is less than the breadth of the nose

taken on the head of the same subject. The dilTerence is usually

7 mm., and in the lower castes it may be as much as 9 mm. or

\ even 1 1 mm. .\lso, other things being equal, the older the

individual the greater is the diflerence between these measuret

ments. Hence, we see that the nasal index deduced from

observations on the skull must always be lower than the indev

calculated from measurements taken upon the head ; and, there-

fore, the ikull nasal index will place a race upon a higher

platform than the head nasal index.

TilK A'endicoHli drl /\'<ale htiluto Lomhardo contain a paper

by Profs. Bartoli and .stracciali on the cfl^ect of a thin veil of

cloud or mist upon the intensity of solar radiation. This eficcl

was brought out in a striking manner by choosing from amoni;

( some thousand pyrheliometer observations made at Catania

I and at Casn del Bosco, on Etna (4725 feet .above sea-level).

' those which corresponded to the same altitude of the sun ami

to approximately the same hygrometric state of the atmosphere.

I It was found that a stratum of cirrus clouds interposed in the

J

path of the sun's rays was capable of intercepting up to 30 per
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cent, of the radiant energy. When the sky was of a light blue

colour, but quite cloudless, the absorption was greater than in the

case of a deep azure sky. The ratio of the amounts of heat trans-

mitted ranged from 77 per cent, with an altitude of 10° above

the horizon, to 96 per cent, at 50 . The effect of a slight mist

equally distributed in every direction was somewhat undefined,

since the ratio of the absorptions does not appear to vary

regularly with the thickness of the stratum of air. In one pair

of cases, with the sun at 45' 15', the quantity of heat received

during one second by i square cm. of the pyrheliometer surface

was 00237 with a deep blue sky, ando'0201 with a slight mist.

With the sun at 9" 42' the figures were 0'0l6l and 00093
respectively. In general, the ratio varied between 5S and

92 per cent.

At the Adelaide meeting of the Australasian Association for

the Advancement of Science, the committee appointed to col-

lect evidence as to glacial action in Australasia, in Tertiary or

post-Tertiary time, presented their report. The conclusions

arrived at are as follows :—At the time of their greatest exten-

sion the ancient glaciers of New Zealand were larger and

descended lower the further they were south. The terminal

moraines in North-West Nelson go to 2700 feet above the

present sea-level ; Lake Rotoiti, in South Nelson, to 2000 feet ;

Lake Sumner, probably a glacier lake, is 1700 feet above the

sea. In South Canterbury the terminal moraines are 1000

feet, and in South Otago only 600 feet above the present sea-

level. In Westland and in the West Coast Sounds the glaciers

advanced to below the present sea-level. The glacier of

Boulder River was four, and that of Lake Rotoiti about twelve

miles in length ; the glacier at the head of the Waiauua or

Dillon, fourteen miles ; that of the Rakaia, fifty-five miles ; (he

Wanaka glacier, sixty ; that of Wakatipu, eighty ; and that of

Te Anau, sixty-five miles in length. There is, therefore, a con-

siderable difference in relative proportion between the ancient

^;laciers and their present representatives. At present they

reach their maximum in South Canterbury, and get smalle;'

both to the north and to the south ; while in ancient times their

maximum was in Central Otago. The committee had little

biological evidence to report upon, but what there is indicates

th.at the ocean round New Zealand has not been much colder

than at present ever since the Miocene period.

The Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College has

issued its Calendar for the session 1S94-95. -Another Calendar

lust received refers to the Mining School at Houghton,

Michigan, and contains information concerning the institution

and its courses of instruction.

The current number of the Qttaiio'lv yournal of the Royal

MeUoroio^ical Society contains a poi trait of Luke Howard, ihe

author of the system of cloud nomenclature in general use,

together with a biographical notice of him. The papers in the

7i)«r«a/ include one by Mr. W. H. Dines, on the duration and

lateral extent of gusts of wind, and the measurement of their

intensify ; and another, by the same author, on the relation

between the mean quarterly temperature .and the death-rate.

The calculation of photographic cloud measurements is described

V Dr. G. K. Olsson, and Mr. Inwards' address on phenomena
I ihe upper air, delivered before the .'society in .\pril last, is

printed in full.

A CAl.liNDAU of the Evening Classes to be held at the

People's Palace, Mile End Road, during the Session 1894-95,

has been sent to \n. Under the direction of Mr. J. L. S.

Hatlon, the number of these classes has been largely increased.

In addition to the usual scientific and technological subjects,

instruction is offered in astronomy, brass-work, bookbinding,

instrument {making, differential and integral calculus, deter-
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minants, trilinear co-ordinates and advanced co-ordinate geo-

metry of three dimensions, and practical physics. The Drapers'

Company have voted the sum of £S'^<^° for the erection of new
engineering workshops, and several new laboratories have been

constructed. More than Sooo class-tickets were issued last

session, and there is every prospect of this number being

increased during the coming one.

To the current number of Science Proi^ress, Prof. W. Halli-

burton, F.R.S., contributes a paper in which he emphasises

the importance of further study of blood coagulation and the

poisonous proteids secreted by snakes. Mr. A. C. Seward

shows that algoe have a much greater claim to the attention of

geologists as possible agents of rock construction than has

generally been admitted. Fossil algae is also the subject of a

paper by Mr. George Murray. Dr. George A. Buckmas'.er

describes the biological characters of Bacillus typhosus (Eberth)

and Bacterium coli commune (Escherich). In a paper on

ancient volcanic rocks, Mr. Alfred Harker compares the views

of continental petrologists, who hold that there is a funda-

mental distinction between the "older" (that is, pre-Tertiary)

volcanic rocks and the "younger " (Tertiary and Recent),

with the conviction of English students, that the supposed

differences are due to the fact that the former are, as a rule,

more affected than the latter by the changes which come with

lapse of time. Mr. E. H. Griffiths writes on the measure-

ment of temperature, and shows that mercury thermometers are

hardly comparable in point of accuracy with the platinum

thermometer.

An account of the striking changes which the great lava lake

in Kilauea has undergone this year, appears in the Hawaiian

Gazelle for July 24, a copy of which the Hon. RoUo Russell

has sent us. The lava steadily rose after the last great break-

down of the floor of the crater in March 1891, when an area

of 2500 feet long, by 2000 feet wide, fell more than five

hundred feet in one night. Towards the end of last year, the

rising and overflowing of the lake filled the pit thus produced.

Since that time the activity of the lake has been intense, as

many as twenty-three overilows of liquid lava having taken

place in a single day, and the walls surrounding the lake have

been rapidly raised by continual|overflows. .\ccurate measure-

ments of the lake were made by Mr. F. E. Dodge, of the

Survey Department, in .\ugust 1892 and March 1S94. From

his observations it appears that in August 1S92 the outer rim

surrounding the lake was 2S2 feet below the level of the

Volcano House. The surface of the lake was 240 feet below

this line. In March, 1894, the surface of the lake was 207

feet above this line, making a rise of 447 feet in nineteen

months. But the most interesting observations relate to

the breaking down of the lake, witnessed by a number of

persons in July last. On July II the lava began to

sink steadily, falling at the rate of about twenty feet an

hour. This subsidence caused the banks to give way. We
quote from the Cizelle :

—"From about noon until eight in

the evening there was scarcely a moment when the crash of

the falling banks was not going on. .\s the level of the lake

sank, the greater and greater height of the banks caused a

constantly increasing commotion in the lake as the banks struck

the surface of the molten lava in their fall. .\ number of times

a section of the bank from 200 to 500 feet long, 150 to 200 feet

high, and 20 to 30 feet thick, would split off from the adjoining

rocks, and with a tremendous roar, amid a blinding cloud of

steam and dust, fall with an appalling down-plunge into

the boiling lake, causing great waves to dash into the air,

and a mighty ' ground swell ' to sweep across the lake,

dashing against the opposite cliffs like storm waves upon

aa lee shore. Most ofithe? falling [rocks were immediately
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swallowed up by the lake, but when one of the great downfalls

referred to occurred, it would not immediately sink, but would

lloat otT across the lake, a great floating island of rock. At

about three o'clock an is land of this character was formed

estimated to bs about 125 feet long, 25 feet wide, and rising 10

10 15 feet above the surface of the lake. Shortly after, another

great fall toak place, the rock plunging out of sight beneath

the lava. Within a few moments, however, a portion of

It, approximately 30 feet in diameter, rose up to an elevation of

from 5 to 10 feel above the surface of the lake, the molten lava

streaming from its surface, quickly cooling, and looking like

a great rose-coloured robe, changing to black. These two

islands, in the course of an hour, floated out to the centre, and

then to the opposite bank. A' eight in the evening they had

changed their appearance but slightly, but the next morning

they had disappeared." It was observed that, as the falls

occurred, the exposed surface, sometimes more than too feet

across, was left red-hot. Sometimes a great mass would fall

fo.-ward like a wall ; at others it would simply collapse and slide

down, and again enormous boulders, as big as a house, singly

and in group;, would break from their fastenings, and, all

aglow, leap far out into the laUe. It is believed that this is

the first break-down of Kilauea that has taken place in the

presence of observers, those prior to 1S6S being before the

establishment of the Volcano House, and those of iS5S, 1S86,

and 1S91, and several minor ones, all having occurred at night

when no one was present.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during

the past week include a Slender Loris {Loris gracilis) from

Ceylon, presented by Miss Grace Thomson ; two Wild Swine

{Siis sp. ?) from Turkish Arabia, presented by Mr. F. G.

Beville, H.B. M. Consul; three Agoutis {DasyprociA sp. ?)

and two Orange-winged Amazons [Chrysolis amazonica) horn

llie Island of Tob.ago, presented by the Hon. W. Low ; a Raven

(Corjus ,jrax\, European, presented by Mr. Ogilvie Grant ; a

Green T\ix\\e(Cheljiieviriiii;) from the West Indies, presented by

.Mr. E. Leach; a Japanese Teal {Qiier,;iii.iiila /ormosa) from

North-eastern Asia, purchased : a collection of Marine Fishes,

purchased ; two Shamas (Cittocincla tiiiicriiia) from India,

received in exchange ; a Braiilian Blue Grosbe.ik {Giiiraia

eyanta), and a Red-headed Marsh Bird (Aii^eldiis ruficapillus)

from Brazil, received in exchange ; and a Diana Monkey
(Cerccpilh^ciis liiitia) from West .\frica, deposited.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The IIarvkst Moon.—This year's Harvest Moon will be

exceptionally conspicuous. On the day of full moon, Septem-
ber 14, the ascending node of our satellite's orbit will be only
1° 35' from the vernal equinox. The inclination of the orbit

to the horizon will therefore he very nearly the same as if the

node were exactly at the equinox. Owing to this, the moon is

longer above the horizon than she is at other limes of the year.

On the aver.ige, the moon rises fifty-one minutes later every
night ; but for a (ew evenings before and after the coming full

moon, Ihc average interval is only about ten minutes.

EcLll'.sE OF THE Moon.—A partial eclipse of the moon,
partly visible at Greenwich, will occur early on .Saturday
morning. The tirst contact with the penumbra takes place at

two o'clock in the morning, the first contact with the shadow
at 3h. 36m., and the middle of the eclipse happens at 4h. 32m.
The last contact with the shadow will occur at 5h. 27m. As
the moon sets shortly after, the last contact with the penumbra
will not be observable. Taking the moon's apparent diameter
as equal to I, the magnitudeof the eclipse =: o 225.

M. Tisserand on SATELLiTE-OKDns.—M. Tiiscrand's
recent investigations on the satellite of Neptune have already
been referred to in these columns (vol. xlix. p. 543^ He ha^
shown that the equatorial protuberance of Neptune causes the
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direction of the major axis of the orbit of the satellite to change,

and that the reaction of the satellite itself modifies the position

of the plane of the planet's equator. As the mass of the

satellite is comparatively small, the latter eft'ect can be

neglected for a considerable period of time. But when the differ-

ence of mass between a primary and its companion is not great,

the case is altered. In the Hullilin Astrotiomi^jiic for August,
M. Tisserand investigates the various conditions affecting the

secular displacements of the equator'of a planet and the satellite-

orbit. He cites the .\lgol system as a case in which the two
members—that is, the luminous star and the dark companion re-

volving round it—have comparable masses. The distance

separating the pair is also commensurate with their dimensions.

Under these condition^, the variations of the equator, and those

of the orbit of the satellite, can be treated at the same time.

The secular inequalities undergone by the equator and the orhit

doubtless cause the proportion of the bright star's disc eclipsed

by the dark companion to vary with the lapse of ages. .\ secular

change in the range of variability must result from this. Ob-
servations extendmg over a long interval of time should also

show changes in the periods of variables like Algol. M. Tis-

serand considers cases of this kind and develops the formul.^

relating to them. The discussion of the formuire is reserved for

a future communication.

The DisTRiKUTioN of Xeisul.i: and Star-Clusters.—
Mr. Sidney Waters has mapped the positions of thenebul.-v and
star.clusters—7S40, in all—contained in the New General
Catalogue, and two excellent lithographed charts, given in the

number of Monthly Notices, R. A.S., just issued (vol. liv. No. 8),

show the results of his labours. The Milky Way is drawn upon
the charts, the portion for the northern heaven.s being taken
from Dr. Boeddicker's fine maps, while that in the southern
heavens is copied from the Craiiomctria Atj^entiita. Mr.
Waters designed the maps with two objects. First, to study

the distribution of nebula- and clusters of stars, and, secondly,

to guide astronomers engaged upon the observation of nebulas

to fields of research. Clusters are shown upon the charts by
means of red crosses, resolvable nebulre by red dots, and irre-

solvable ones by black dots. The distribution of these objects

is thus taken in at a glance. Whether, in the light of recent

research, it was desirable to continue to recognise thisdifterence

between nebulie is a matter of opinion ; one point in favour of

the distinction is that it was followed in similar maps drawn by

Mr. Waters and laid before the Royal Astronomical Society in

1873, so that the two sets are easily comparable. The present

charts show very clearly the peculiarities of the distribution of

clusters and nebul.v. Referring to the former, Mr. Waters
says: "It is striking to note the fidelity with which they

follow not only the main track of the Milky Way but also its

convolutions and streams. They appear in many parts to seek
out the denser regions, and to avoid with an equal persistence

the dark spaces. " As to nebul.-e, we re-ad (and the maps bear

out the remarks): " .\ proportionate scattering of resolvabli-

nebuke follow the others throughout the charts, showing tin

they are probably intermixed, and that theresolvability of many
of them must not necessarily be regarded as a criteiion of their

distance. The remarkable avoidance of the nebul.-c of the

galaxy, although in some points reaching up to and encroaching
upon its edges, is equally significant with the coincidence of the

clusters with its main track. " It is pointed out that the exceed

ing nearness to one another of very many of the nel)ul.x' suggest^

the probability of physical connection analogous to that ol

double stars, hence long- continued observations may lead to the

detection of similar orbital motions. (Uher fields of research

are suggested by the charts, and by exploring them new light

will certainly be thrown upon the structure of the sidereal

universe.

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR Till

ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.
i\ (H'.NER.VL account of the recent meeting of the American

'' Association for the Advancement of Science was con-

tiibuted to our last issue by Dr. \\'. H. Hale. We are now
able to give a few extracts from presidential addresses, together

with descriptions of some ol the papers re.ad before the

different sections.

In the course of his reply to Ihe address of welcome to
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IJrooklyn, Dr. Daniel G. Brinton, the President, thus ex-

pounded ihe aims of the Association.

"The inlluence of our Association is in the highest and best

sense of the word educational. Its discussions are aimed to

present the correct methods of scientific investigation and to be
guided by the true spirit of scientific inquiry.

"The goal which we endeavour to attain is scientific truth, the

one test of which is that it will bear untrammelled and un-

limited investigation. Such truth must be not only verified, but

always verifiable. It must welcome every test, it must recoil

from no criticism, higher or lower, from no analysis and no
scepticism. It challenges them all. It asks for no aid from

faith ; it appeals to no authority ; it relies on the dictum of no
master.

" The evidence, and the only evidence, to which it appeals or

which it admits is that which it is in the power of every one to

judge, that which is furnished directly by the senses. It deals

with the actual world about us, its objective realities and present

activities, and does not relegate the inquirer to dusty precedents

or the mouldy ma.Ylms of commentators. The only conditions

that it enjoins are that the imperfections of the senses shall be

corrected as far as possible, and that their observations shall be
interpreted by the laws of logical induction.

" Scientific truth has likewise this trait of its own : it is abso-

lutely open to the world ; it is as free as air, as visible as light.

There is no such thing about it as an inner .secret, a mysterious

gnosi.=, shared by the favoured lew, the selec: iuuminati, con-

cealed from the vulgar horde or masked to them under ambiguous
terms. Wherever yon find mystery, concealment, occultism,

you may be sure that the spirit of science does not dwell, and
what is more, that it would be an unwelcome intruder. Such
pretensions belong to pseudo-science, to science falsely so called,

shutting itself out of the light because it is afraid of the light.

"Again, that spirit of science which we cultivate and represent

is at once modest in its own claims and liberal to the claims of

others. The first lesson which every sound sluilent learns is to

follow his facts and not to lead them. New facts teach him nesv

conclusions. His opinions of to-day must be modified by the

learning of the morrow. He is at all times ready and willing to

abandon a position when further investigation shows that it is

probably incorrectly taken. He is in this the reverse of the

opinionated man, the hobby rider and the dogmatist. The
despair of a scientific assemblage is the member with a pet

theory, with a fixed idea, which he is bound to obtrude and
defend in the face of facts. Vet even towards him we are called

upon to exercise our toleration and our charity, for the history

of learning has repeatedly shown that from just such wayward
enthusiasts solid knowledge has derived some of its richest

contributions.

"All this prying into the objective, external aspect of things,

this minute, painstaking study of phenomena, this reiterated

revision and rejection of results, are with the sini;le aim of dis-

covering those absolute laws of motion and life and mind which
are ubiquitous and eternal, which bear unimpeachable witness

to the unity and the simplicity of the plan of the universe, and
which reveal with sun-clear distinctness that unchangeable order

which presides over all natural processes.

"This is ihe mission of science—noble, inspiring, consolatory,

lifting the mind above the gross contacts of life, presenting aims
which are at once practical, humanitarian, and spiritually

elevating."

Mallumatic! and Astronomy.

The address ofthe vice-president of Section A {all the sectional

presidents are termed vice-presidents) was summarised in our
last number. In this section Prof. George E. Hale gave an
interesting paper on " Some Attempts to Photograph the Solar

Corona without an Eclipse."

C. W. Hough presented a method of control of the equatorial

driving clock, based on a description published in the Trans-
actions of the Albany Institute in 1S71.

W. R. Warner, on " Requisites for Governing the Motion of

Equatorial Telescopes," told of the differing resistance pro-

duced by weather, oil, or the lack of it, &c., which a driving

clock must overcome in order to run accurately.

Prof. Doolitile exhibited a large diagram showing the results

of the recent latitude determinations at the Sayre Observatory,

of South Helhleliem, Pa. The Chandler theory and these

observations ditler so much that one can hardly be called an
approximation of the other. Prof. Doolittle findsadimunition in

the mean value of ihe latitude which is entirely unaccounted for.
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Physics.

The subject of the presidential address to this section was
"Obscure Heat as an Agent in producing Expansion in Metals
under Air Contact." The address contained the results of a
study of the forces under which the expansion and contraction
of metals take place, under the conditions in which they are
used in every-day experience. Among the papers communi-
cated to the section was one by Miss Mary Xoyes, on the in-

fluence of heat and electricity upon Young's modulus for a piano
wire. It appears that the effect of heat is to make the modulus
less. Magnetism has no eftect. The passage of a current of

electricity through the wire causes the modulus to diminish
more than can be accounted for by the heating eftect.

W. Hallock, of Columbia College, who has photographed
sensitive flames, exhibited specimens.

Dr. Bedell presented a paper by Prof. Nichols and Miss
Crehore, of Cornell University, giving studies of the lime-light.

They have examined the light from the lime cylinder of the

Drummond light, by means of a spectro-photometer.

In a paper upon aluminium violins, Mr. Springer discu.^sed

their merits. He said that soundboards made of aluminium
differed from those made from other metals, and were analogous

to those of wood. They did not produce secondary tones

which were not in harmony with the prime tones. There
were many difticultities to be overcome in the manufacture of

violins from aluminium. The material could not be soldered

satisfactorily, and had to be rivetted. As uneven thicknesses

could not be secured for the belly and back, it was necessary to

rib and arch the metal. In conclusion, he said: "My ex-

periments incline me to believe that the real cause of the

superiority of old wooden instruments over new ones is not so

much in the elasticity of the wood or in the composition of the

varnish, but in the peculiar warping of the wood to a higher

arch, a buckling caused by the position of the F holes and
sound-post. I have never seen a good old instrument which
was not thus warped. Moreover, I believe if a new wooden
instrument were immediately so constructed, while good at

first, would deteriorate because further arching would produce

rigidity and consequent veiling of tone. Time has no such

effect on aluminium violins, as they remain practically un-

altered ; one which has been used daily for the last two years

shows no signs of crystallisation. A perfect instrument would
consequently retain all of its good qualities, and could easily be
duplicated."

Two papers of considerable interest were read, one by
A. McAdie, on some peculiar lightning flashes, and the other

on a phonographic method of recording the change in

alternating electric current, by C. J. Rollesson.

Mr. McAdie said that in the month of June, 1S94, there were
one hundred persons killed by lightning in the United States.

It is, therefore, important to get accurate knowledge about

lightning discharges, especially in reference to the length and
form of the path of lightning, so as to discover its energy.

Mr. McAdie has three cameras pointed at the top of the

Washington Monument, in the city of Washington ; one at the

Capitol, a second at 1 ort Myer, and the third at the Weather
Bureau. He wishes to obtain three simultaneous photographs

of a lightning discharge, but though he has watched since May,
he has not been successful.

Mr. Rollesson said that two operations were necessary to

produce the alternating current curve by the aid of the phono-

graph : first, a record of the curve must be produced on the wax
cylinder of the phonograph ; second, the record produced in the

second operation must be magnified by means of a suitable

multiplying arrangement. The method described was especially

adapted for the study of harmonics in the alternating current.

Chtmislry.

The subject of Prof. T. H. Norton's address was " The Battle

with Fire, or the Contributions of Chemistry to the Problem of

Preventing Conflagration." We hope to be able to print this

address in full in a future issue.

Among the papers read before the section was one upon
observations regarding certain European water supplies, by
William P. Mason. It was shown that the difference in the

death-rate of various towns and cities in Europe, caused by

improvement in the water supplies, varied from 2 to 13 per

cent. " Fallacies of Post-mortem Tests for Morphine " was ihe

title of a paper by David L. Davoll.^Other papers before this
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section were on the behaviour of allylm.ilonic, allylacelic, and
a^thylidenpropionic acids when boiled with caustic soda solu-
tions, John G. Spenjer ; camphoric acid, \V. A. Noyes ;

double halides of antimony and potassium, Charles H. Herty ;

some peculiar forms of iron. T. H. Norton ; on the existence
of ortho-silicic acid, T. II. Norton ; volatility of certain salts,

T. H. Norton ; a new formula for specific and molecular re-

fraction, W. F. Edwards; action of nitric acid upon the
chlorides of zinc, bismuth, and cadmium, O. C. Johnson ; and
a convenient milk sampling tube, M. A. Scovell.

Me:hani:al Science and Etiginecriiig.

Dr. Mansfield Merriman delivered an address before Section
D, on "the resistance of materials under impact." He pointed
out that the science of the resistance of materials, as taught in

text-books, and used in the daily practice of every engineer, was
mainly that of static conditions where external force is resisted
by internal stress. The question of resistance to the impact of
falling bodies, likely to occur in machinery, on bridges, and to
a certain degree also in buildings, is recognised as important,
but it is seldom reduced to computation or made the occasion
of careful experiment. Even the fundamental principles and
laws regarding it seem often not clearly understood. Dr.
Merriman's address was an attempt to set forth the present
state of knowledge concerning impact, and to reconcile some
of the apparent paradoxes that often arise in the discussion and
application of its principles.

The first paper before the section was on the crank curve, by
J. H. Kinealy, secretary of the section. In this paper a simple
graphical method was given for determining the velocity of
the piston of a steam engine for a given positon of the crank.
The next paper was on preliminary experiments on a new air
pyrometer for measuring temperatures as high as the melting
point of steel, by D. S. Jacobus. Experiments made at the
Stearns Institute show that three pyrometers gave concordant
results in measuring extremely high temperatures.

Another paper, by Prof Jacobus, was on improvements in
methods of testing automatic fire sprinkler heads. Automatic
fire heads for extinguishing fires have now come into common
Dse. In these a valve is opened automatically in case of fire,

by the melting of a fusible solder piece, and the water from this
valve puts out the fire. The method of making tests on such
heads was described in detail. A paper, by Prof J. E. Denton,
was read on the ratio of the expansion of steam in multiple
expansion marine engines for maximum economy in East Kiver
steamers. This was followed by a paper by Samuel Marsden,
on experiments on the transverse strength of long-leaf yellow
pine. The results of numerous experiments were presented.
The last paper was by Elmo G. Harris, on the air lilt pump.

Geology and Geography.

The president of this section, Samuel Calvin, took for his
subject " Niobrara Chalk.' The Niobrara stage of the Upper
Cretaceous is well represented along the Missouri, from the
mouth of the Niobrara Kiver to the mouth of the I3ig Sioux.
East of the Sioux, beds of the same stage are found at various
points in Iowa as far eastward as Auburn in Sac country, while
fo'isils distributed through the drift indicate the former existence
of cretaceous strata at points many miles farther east than any
locality where they are not known to occur in place. The
general distribution of the Niobrara deposits covers an area
reaching from Western Iowa to the Kocky Mountain?, while
north and south it stretches from Texas to Manitoba, and pro-
bably northward to the Arctic Ocean. The address was limited,
however, to a description of some of the characteristics of the
Niobrara chalk exhibited in the somewhat restricted region
lying between the mouth of the river from which the formation
takes it! name, and the most eastern exposure of the beds at
present known, near .Xuburn, Iowa.

Major J. W. Powell read a paper on the water resources of
the United Slates. Mr. Powell said that the ultimate development
of the United .States rested largely upon the most thorough
ntilisation of the water resources. This was conspicuously true
c( the vast arid and sub-humid regions extending from the great
plains to the Pacific coaM. There the almost boundless extent
of fertile land could not be utilised for agriculture without the
artificial application of water. In all cases, whether in arid or
in humid regions, the proper solution of the problem rested upon
the correct knowledge of the distribution and fluctuation of the
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available water. This study had been begun by the United
States Geological Survey, and was now being carried on.

Prof. \V. J. McGee read a paper bv F. H. Newell, on the

Geological .\tlas Folio issued by the United States Geological
Survey. These folios are the final maps of the survey showing
the topography, geology, and the mines of the area^ covered by
the sheets. .-Accompanying the maps are the descriptions of the

same in popular rather than technical language, for the benefit

of the people. The folios have involved a great expense, and
represent probably the finest specimens of geological lithography
that are known.

Mr. Joseph H. Hunt described briefly the minerals from
Paterson, Upper Montclaire, N.J., and the Palisades, and ex-

hibited excellent specimens, some of which showed in a beautiful

manner the process of alteration of one mineral into another.

Dr. W. H. Dale, in a paper, entitled " Notes on the Atlantic

Miocene," showed th.at the vast deposits of phosphate rock of

South Carolina, which have yieldtd millions of dollars, are of

Miocene age, like those of Florida.

I

Prof, i^pencer read an interesting paper upon the age of

Niagara Falls. He said that the first conjecture as to the age
of Niagara Falls was made by .\ndrew Ellicott in 1790, who
supposed the Falls to be 55,000 years old. .\bout 1S41 Ly.ill

estiuiaicd the age of the tails as 35,000 ye.irs. According to

Prof. Spencer, the evolution of the Falls was as follows : .\ little

stream draining the Erie basin only fell about 200 feet over the

brow of the Niagara escarpment, and in magnitude was just about

the size of the American Falls. This stream w.is not over one-

fiiurth the present volume of the great cataract, and, conse-

! quently, was able to excavate the gorge at a much lower rate

I
than at present. During this early history of the river the

I

waters of the three upper lakes emptied through the Huron
b.asin by way of the Ottawa Kiver. I'he height of the Falls has.

advanced several times, and, owing to this change and the varia-

tion in the discharge of the water, retreat of the Falls has varieil

greatly during changing episodes. The computations of the age

have been based upon the>e changing conditions of elevation

and downfall of the river. The first episode, as before stated,

represented a small river, with a total fall of 200 (eet. This

lasted about 11,000 years. Then fell another episode, where
the height of the Falls was increased from 200 to 400 feet, suc-

ceeded by the entire drain.ige of all the upper Great Lakes. Kx
the same lime there were scries of three cascades, the lower

gaining on the upper, until finally they were all united in one
great cataract, much higher than that of the present time. Suli-

sequently the waters were raised at the head of Lake Ontario

so as to bring about the present conditions after a lapse of 17,000

years from the end of the first episode. The last or modern
episode lias lasted 3000 years undtr nearly the present condi-

tions. Thus we see that the age of the Falls is about 31,000
years, with another 1000 years added for an earlier condition

not given. It is now Soco years since Lake Huron emptied

I

into Lake Erie for the first time. The land has risen about the

1 outlet of Lake Erie, and if the present rate continues, in 5000 of

6000 years the waters of the four upper lakes will be turned

jnto the Mississippi Kiver drainage at Chicago.

Zoolo^ and Botany.

Among the papers read before the section of Zoology were

the 'luestion of spider bites, L. O. Howard ; the pulmonary
structures of the 1 iphidia, Ixiwaid I). Cope; photograph-

ing fishes and other aquatic animals under water by means
of a vertical camera, .Simon II. G.ige ; a migration of

cockroaches, L. O. Howanl ; sexual characters in Scolytidz,

A. D. Hopkins ;noteson the genus Pi-rigoninns, Sars, Charlei
\V. Hargett ; the transformations of the lake and of the sei

lamprey, .S. II. Gage ; on the above-ground buildings of the

seventeenth year Cicada, J. A. Lintner.

Prof. L. O. Howard described an extraordinary migration of

Croton bugs or German cockroaches, witnessed by htm on the

streets of Washington on a very daik day last summer. He
found that the migrating army, which was composed of many
thousands of individuals, consisted almost entirely of fcni.iles

carrying egg-sacs. |
\\ a joint meeting of the sections of fiotany and Zoology,

Dr. Manly Miles read a paper on the limits of biological ex-

periments. .Vmong other things the speaker pointed out the

futility of most feeding experiments. During the discussion

which followed. Prof. Edward Cope remarked : " If Wcissmann
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had been a better botanist -he would never have proinulgated

his theory of the isolation of the germ plasm."

Prof. L. H. liiiley discussed the relation of (he age of type

to variabiliiy. He called attention to the wide range in varia-

bility of cultivated types, some of which, he said, vary so much
and so quickly that specific types may be lost, yet the ditTerence

was not due to age or period, nor to geography or diversity of

cultivation. Continuing, he said :

"Variability under cultivation must be ascribed to some
original elasticity of the species, and this elasticity or flexibility

is no doubt intimately associated with the phylogeny of the

type. The common notion that man can modify any plant in

given directions is not true. The newer the type the more
readily does it vary. All this establishes an intimate relationship

between development under cultivation and evolution under

natural conditions. They are not two, but one, and the agri-

culture ()!<) of man is but an extension of the agriculture of

nature."

Prof. Bailey also read a paper on the struggle for existence

under cultivation, and during the course of his remarks he
said

—

" It is commonly supposed that struggle for existence ceases

under cultivation, and that man's endeavours and nature's are

two. Here we have statistics. There are enough seeds in the

United States to stock the world. It is observed that in culti-

vation there is less waste than in nature. Struggle is more
intense than in nature. Not more than one in twenty or more
which actually germinate are allowed to mature. But it is a

struggle of few against few, rather than a struggle of few against

many. This struggle, therefore, instead of fixing the specific

type in a warfare against outsiders, sets up a divergence among
individuals of the species itself. This, to my mind, is one of

the reasons for the rapid development of garden plants."

Olher papers read before the joint meeting were:—The
numerical intensity of faunas, L. P. Gratacap ; the growth of

radishes as affected by the size and weight of the seed, B. T.
dalloway ; the work of the Indiana Biological Survey, A. \V.

Butler ; the movement of gases in rhizomes, Kalherine E.

Golden : soine interesting conditions in wood resulting from the

attacks of insects and woodpeckers, A. D. Hopkins.

A paper on evidence as to the former existence of large trees

on Nantucket Island, by Dr. Burt G. Wilder, was read before

the section of Botany.
Ur. Byron D. Halstead, in a paper upon a root rot of beets,

before the section of Botany, described a new disease of those

plants.

Major J. Hotchkiss showed specimens of wood cut from trees

that had been marked by surveyors 107 years ago. The
presence of the injury was still manifest upon the surface o'' the

trees. The growth per year was about one-twentieth of an inch.

Dr. E. F. Smith read a pajjer on watermelon disease in the

south. Olher papers read were :—The sugar maples of Central

Michigan, \V. J. Beal ; some affinities among Cactacece, John
M. Coulter ; simplification and degeneration, Charles E.

Bessey ; regulatory growth of mechanical tissue, Frederick C.

Newcombe ; further studies in the relationship and arrangement
of the flowering plants, Charles E. Bessey.

Anthropology.

Dr. Fran?. Boaz's address to this section was on human faculty

as determined by race. He traced the history of civilisation

from its dawn in the far East until now, showirn; how ideas and
inventions were carried from one nation to another. I le referred

to the civilisations in ancient Peru and Central .Xmerica, and
showed that the general advancement was the same as in Asia
and Europe. The only dilTerence was one of time. One
reached a certain stage 3000 or 4000 years earlier than the other.

But this difference was insignificant compared with the age of

the human race. Man had existed for a period to be measured
by geological standards only. He showed that, in the past,

nations brought into contact with civilisation easily assimilated it,

and now they dwindled away before its approach. This was due
to the fact that formerly races did not differ so widely as at

present, and now disease devastated regions newly opened to

white people. The conditions for assimilation in ancient

Europe were much more favourable than in countries where
primitive people now came in contact with civilisation. This
conclusion was confirmed by other facts from the history of

civilisation—Northern Africa and in China.
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Dr. Boaz remarked :

'
' Several races have developed a civilisa-

tion of a similar type to the one from which our own had its

origin. A number of favourable conditions facilitated the
rapid spread of this civilisation in Europe. Among these com-
mon physical appearances, contiguity of habitat and moderate
differences in the modes of manufacture were the most potent.
When, later on, civilisation began to spread over other conti-

nents the races with which the modern civilisation came into

contact were not equally favourably situated. In short, historical

factors appear to have been much more potent in leading races

to civilisation than their faculty, and it follows that achievements
of races do not warrant us to assume that one race is more
highly gifted than another."
He also said: "After going over the field of anatomical

differences, between races, so far as they have a bearing upon
our question, our conclusion is that there are differences

between the physical characters ol races which make it probable
that there may be differences of faculty. No unquestionable
fact, however, has been found yet which would prove beyond
a doubt that it will be impossible for certain races to attain a
higher civilisation."

Dr. Boaz expressed the opinion that the probable effect

of civilisation upon an evolution of human faculty has been
much over-estimated. The psychical changes which are the

immediate consequence of civilisation may be considerable.

They are changes due to the influence of environment. It is

doubtful, however, if any proL;ressive changes or such as are

transmitted by heredity have taken place. The number of

generations subjected to this influence seems altogether too small,

liesides, the tendency of human multiplication is such that the

most highly cultured families tend to disappear, while others,

who have been less subjected to the influences regulating the

life of the most cultured classes, take their place. Therefore,

it is much less likely that advance is hereditary than that it is

transmitted by means of education.

In conclusion Dr. Boaz said :
" The average faculty of the

white race is found to the same degree in a large proportion of
individuals of all other races, and although it is probable that

some of these races may not produce as large a proportion of

great men as our own race, there is no reason to suppose that

they are unable to reach the level of civilisation represented by
the bulk of our own people."

In the Anthropological Section, Dr. Daniel G. Brintonreada
paper entitled "Variations in the human skeleton and their

causes." The speaker called attention to a number of peculiarities

in the human skeleton which had attracted the notice of anato-

mists, and which had frequently been interpreted as signs of

reversion to an ape-like ancestry. He said that most of these

variations can be explained by mechanical function, or excess

or deficiency of nutrition ; and when they can be so explained,

this is the only interpretation they should receive. Theyould
no longer be oflTered as evidence of the theory of evolution,

nor considered as criteria or marks of the human races.

Mi-. M. H. Saville read a paper on a comparative study of

the Glyphs of Copan and Quirigua, in which he presented his

conclusions on the hieroglyph " pax. " In the discussion of Mr.
.Saville's paper. Dr. Brinton presentc-d his conclusions, which
he announced for the first time, b.ased upon studies of vases in

the museum of Pennsylvania, that the symbol pax was a repre-

sentation of the sacred drum of the Aztec, and that the

hieroglyph stood in the codices for paxahs, " It is finished."
" Iroquois migration " was the subject of a brief paper by the

Rev. Dr. Beauchamp, who said that one at least of the three

great divisions of the Iroquois family had its centre near the.

south-western border of Lake Erie.

Mr. Frank ILimilton Cushing, ethnologist for the Bureau
of American Ethnology at Washington, read a paper entitled
' Salt in Savagery." lie referred tot he universal liking for salt

among the Indians of North America. The Zuni Indians
believed that the first salt came from the sun. -According to

Indian mythology, there is a salt goddess who is the daughter
of the ocean. Mr. Cushing related her genealogy, and then
proceeded to discuss the influence of salt upon the culture of
the Indians in the southwest. He stated that he believed that

nothing led the cliff-dwellers down from their inaccessible

dwellings to live in villages more than their desire for salt.

Men's dispersion over the world, said Mr. Cushing, is largely

influenced by salt. Coming down from his arboreal retreat,

where he lived on nuts and fruit, he found the seashore and
acquired a taste for a substance now universally used.
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Mr. R. G. Halibunon tead a paper on the dwarf races of the

New World.
Rev. \V. H. Beauchamp described the southern visit of the

Eskimo, in which he declared thit evidence of Eskimo contact

with the Indians of Northern New York were to be found in

certain stone knives found among them, specimens of which he
exhibited.

Mr. Dorsey read a paper by William Slurlevant, in which
Mr. S:urtevant described three ears of corn from prehistoric

grains from localities in Peru, collected by Mr. Dorsey, the
especial point of interest being that from a grave of undoubted
antiquity in Iquique was found a kind of corn which was com-
monly supposed to be of a recent cultivated variety. Mr.
Dorsey called attention to the great importance of collecting

and preserving all varieties of corn from all prehistoric sources

as a means of determining the original habitat of the maize, as

well as furnishing an index of civilisation.

THE DISPLACEMENTS OF THE ROTA-
TIONAL AXIS OF THE EARTH}

"r)ISPL.\CEMENTS of the rotational axis of the earth with

reference to fixed directions in space have been observed
sine; the earliest ages of astronomical measurement ; for such
displacements, visible in wanderings of the pole of the apparent
diurnal rotation of the celestial sphere among the constellations

of fixed stars, exist in such enormous amplitudes, that in their

main features they could be detected by the aid of very simple
apparatus and observations.

The true law and explanation of these wanderings of the pole
remained, nevertheless, a deep mystery till Copernicus lifted

the veil by showing that they were only the celestial image
of real displacements of the rotational axis of the earth in space,

and until Newton came and, combining his discovery of uni-

versal gravitation with his deduction of the ellipsoidal figure of

the earth, proved that these displacements are due to the actions

of the moon and the sun on the earth.

The mathematicians of the eighteenth century completed this

explanation by profound researches embracing the full

theory of free rotation of a solid system of masses, under the

action of various disturbing influences, no! only those acting

from outwards on the rotating b^dy as in the case of the sun's

and the moon's attractions on the earth), but also those depend-
ing upon the condition or changes within the rotating system
tself.

Among several interesting results, thesei nvestigations pointed

out an essential difference between the development of the dis-

turbed rotation in the first and in the second case.

Upon the supposition, corresponding to the real terrestrial

conditions of the problem, namely, that all the disturbing

influences are relatively small in comparison with the amount
of energy represented by the primary rotation of the earth

itself, the following distinctions were demonstrated.
Exterior disturbing influences will mainly produce displace-

ments of the axis in space, and corresponding wanderings of the

pole among the stars, whilst the simultaneous displacements of

the axis in the earth itself, in consequence of the particular con-

ditions of their evolution, remain insensible.

On the contrary, interior conditions and disturbing influences,

as those contained in the configurations of the masse?, or

in changes of the distribution of the masses composing the

rotating system, will mainly produce displacements of the rota-

tional axis in the rotating body itself, whilst in this case the

simultaneous displacements of this axis in space and the corre
spending variations of the position of the pole among the stars

remain insensible.

Very soon after these deduclions had been made from the
theory, astronomers began to inquire if also effects of the
latter type, that i? to say, displacements of the rotational axis

ID the earth, really existed.

According to the theory, such displacements ought even then
to exist when the distribution of the masses composing the earth
is not in the slightest degree variable.

It is sufficient for producing such displacements that the
position of the rotational axis of the earth is actually not in per-

fect coincidence with one of its principal axes of inertia, known
as the principal axis.

' A na|>«r read by I'rof. W. Fo«nitcr. Director of Iht Royal Observatory
of Berlin, before the IJrittib A«wci:ttion.

The slightest deviation of the rotational axis from the principal
axis has the consequence that the pole of the rotational axis

begins and continues to describe a small circle around the pole
of the principal axis.

The velocity of this movement depends upon the law of the
figure and of the distribution of the masses composing the earth,

and the best numerical dat.i for this dependence had given the
result that the displacement in question would probably have a
period of nearly ten months.
Now all such displacements, possibly measurable with reftr-

ence to fixed directions in the earth, and insensible with refer-

ence to fixed directions in space, could be found in the most
favourable way by measuring as exactly and continuously as

possible the distance of the pole from the zenith of the observer's

station ; in other words, by repeated determinations of the geo-
graphical latitudes. But, notwithstanding very long and relined

determinations of the geographical latitudes at some of the

principal obiervatories, beginning shortly before the middle of

the present century, only very uncertain and discordant traces

of the phenomena in question were found.

The reason for this want of success is now very clear.

Astronomers had limited their researches too narrowly to the
last-mentioned type, namely, to the supposed regular ten-

monthly periodical movement of the pole of the rotational

axis around the pole of the principal axis. Too e.isily it had
been admitted that all the existing variations of the distribution

of terrestrial masses were by far too small for altering sensibly

the position of this principal axis itself.

It was Lord Kelvin, at the Glasgow meeting of the BritisK

Association (1874), who at first drew the attention of the

scientific world to the consideration of the great natuial

transports of masses of air and water and various masses
by the water, going on continuously and periodically in the

form of currents and circulations of different kind, as well in

the atmosphere as in oceans and rivers, for instance the
enormous periodical sediments of snow and ice. He showed
that these very considerable variations of the distribution of

masses on the earih could not only produce sensible displace-

ments of the principal axis of inertia, Imt that such displace-

ments of this axis could have an amplifying effect on the tol.Tl

amount of displacements of the rotational axis.

For if ihe I'r^ncipal axis were itself not in a constant position,

the theoieiiL-aliy required movement of the rotational axis

around the principal axis would become a very complicated
movement, diffciing entirely from the simple form which to

that epoch had appeared in the researches of astronomers.
This epicyclic character of the movement of the pole of the

rotational axis could considerably modify not only the length of

the period, but al-o the wh)le geometrical character and ampli-

tude of the curve in such a way, that in longer periods epochs
of very small variations of latitude could alternate with epochs
of considerably increased variations of latitudes. Possibly, at

a further consequence of this complication of the displacements

of the two axes, and as a consequence of the still existing plastic

state of certain parts of the earth, as well as by the damping
effects of the fluid parts, even proi^i-iiiiic— ihougli very slow and
unsteady progressive—displacements of the rotational axis in

the earth could still resul'.

The field of this research was thus decisively cleared by the

veritably releasing ideas of Lord Kelvin. Finally, about four

years ago, by the co-operation of some observatories with the

International Geodetic Union, clear evidence was obtained,

and in the last three years, with the aid of an expedition sent

by the International Union to Honolulu, decisive proofs ol

such displacements have been found. I consider it a special

honour and pleasure to be enabled to submit some of the

newest results of this international co-operation to a meeting

of the same Association which, twenty years ago, had been

witness of the almost prophetic assertions of one of its most

illustrious members regarding the real conditions of this

important phenomenon.
I have pr.-pared a diagram (Fig. i, p. 489) showing these

newest r suits. ^ ou see in this di.igram a representalion ol Ifie

wanderings of the pole of the rotational axis of the earth on the

surface 01 the latter during the last twenty months, from

October 1892 to May 1S94.

This sketch is founded on nearly 6030 single determinations

of latitude m.ade in the Observatory of Kasan (Eastern Russia),

Strassburg (FJsass), and Bethlehem (Pennsylvania). The
observations are condensed in twenty monthly mean results,
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numbered, as you see, from zero to nineteen. E.ery one of

these resulting monthly positions of the pole indicited by the

centres of the small circles is thus the mean result of about 300
single determinations.

The accompanying figure is drawn on a scale of two milli-

metres to one-hundredth of a second of arc, and the maximum
amplitude of the curve is nearly 50-hundredths, or half a second.

The amplitude of these movements of the pole on the surface

of the earth is between 40 and 50 feet.

Vou seethe general character of the movement quite in accord-

ance with what has been mentioned concerning its complicated

and somewhat spiral character. The sense of the motion is turn-

ing from west to east. The velocity is apparently very variable,

and it seems as if we now approach an epoch in which the

simplitude considerably diminishes. It is also evident that such

06

Fig. I.—Movement of the North Pole of ihe rotational axis of the earth
Derived from observations made at Bethlehem, Strassburg, and Kasan :

—
=1893 Oct 20

1 = ,, Nov, I.

z = ,. Dec. 1.

3 = '893 Jan- >

13 ^ 1893 Nov. I.

Z4 ^ .. Dec. 1.

15 = 1894 Jan. I.

19 = 1S94 Mar. 30,

a character of movement can very easily produce slow progres-

sive motions, and also from this reason the whole phenomenon
wants to be watched incessantly and very carefully.

The astronomers and geodetists who are now associated

in the International Geodetic Union, have invited the

geologists to associate with them in this common research.

.5uch an international organisation will be also useful and
almost indispensable for a great part of the work of astronomical

observatories.

It is to be hoped that Great Britain will now participate

in this international union, embracing all other civilised

nations. Such organisations, with their clear and reasonably

limited aims, involve not only real economies and refinements

of mental work, comliined with diminutions of material exp;nses,

but it is hoped that they will also have a great importance as

slowly growing foundations of hum.in and terrestrial solidirity.

SCIEXCE IN THE MACAZIXES.
ATR. HIR.\M S. M.\XIM gives, in the Nationa!, a brief
^

description of his experiments on flying by means of aero-

planes. His flying machine,when finished and loaded with its water,

its fuel, and three men, weighed very nearly 8000 lb , and the

actual horsepower developed on the screws was 363 horse-

power, with a screw-thrust of rather more than 2000 lb. The
total width of the machine was over 200 feet. It was found
that upon running the machine at thirty miles an hour very little

load remained on the lower track, and at thirty-six miles an
hour the whole machine was completely lifted.

The Fortnightly is remarkable this month for two critical

articles by Prof. Karl Pearson and .Mrs. Lynn Linton, respec-

tively. Prof. Pearson assails Lord Salisbury's address to the

British Association, and moans over the fact that Lord Kelvin

courteously said that throughout it " there was the spirit of the

student, the spirit of the man of science. " Here is his opinion on
it: "We find nothing in it which shows the spirit either of

student or of man of science ; it teems with fallacious conclu-

sions, and whatever may have been intended by the author, it

can only serve as an appeal to that gallery which is occupied
by the reconstructed theological party." Mrs. Lynn Linton
outpours the vials of her wrath upon Prof. Henry Drummond
and his "Ascent of Man." " He brings his subject," says she,
" which only the educated can rightly understand, down to the

level of the ignorant. He strips science of her divinity, and
sends her out as a cottage-maid, or rather as a young priest, of

whom no one need be afraid. But he lets slip truth in this en-

deavour to extract milk for babes out of the meat for men ; and
his rendering of synthethic philosophy is both inadequate and
shallosv. Whatever is true is borrowed ; whatever is false,

strained, and inconclusive, is his own. His sin is the sin of

plagiarism, with the additional offence of distortion in the

lifting." Surely a writer never received a more terrible flagella-

tion than this.

Brief descriptions will suffice for other articles of more or less

scientific interest in the magazines received by us. Sir Robert
Ball contributes to Good IVordi a paper on Galileo. The
Century contains a continuation of Messrs. Allen and Sachtle-

ben's account of their journey across Asia on bicycles ; and a

fine picture of an aurora, observed and sketched at Godthair on
September 3, 1892, by Mr. F. W. .Stokes, one of the members
of the Peary Relief Expedition. Dr. Carl Lumholtz describes

in Scribmr the life and costumes of the Tarahumaris, the

inhabitants of the Sierra Madre. In Chamber^ s Journal we
find a diversity of instructive articles. Among Ihe subjects

scientifically treated are " British Ring-Snakes," " Dj-namite,"

"Sweet Lavender,' and "Sources of Power in Nature."
Lovers of nature will find pleasure in an article entitled " In a

Rock Pool," contributed by the Rev. Theodore Wood to the

Sunday Magazine, and geographers will be interested in a de-

scription ol the inhabitants of the Andaman Islands. Under
the title "Spirit and Matter," Emma Marie Caillard philo-

sophises, in the Ct>nlemporary, on such psychical subjects as w-ere

touched upon by Prof. Oliver Lodge in his British Association

address in 1891.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
Bulletin dc PAcademie Royale de Bel^ique, No. 7.—Com-

parative study of the isothermals observed by M. Amagat and
the isothermals calculated from M. Van der Waals's formula,
by MM. P. de Heen and F. V. Dwelshauvers-Dery. .-V com-
parison of the theoretical and experimental isothermals shows
that the molecules which constitute carbonic anhydride expand
regularly as the temperature increases. The coefficient of mean
molecular expansion, for temperatures between 30^ and 258', is

sensibly equal to 0001, a number which closely approaches the
coefficient of expansion of liquids in general. To this intra-

molecular dilatation corresponds the internal latent heat of
dissociation, made evident by the variability of the specific heat
of carbonic anhydride in the gaseous stale. Since Van der
Waals's equation furnishes fairly accurate values for the part o
the isothermals situated to the right of the minimum, one might
feel tempted to introduce another constant and to force the
curve to pass through a supplementary point conveniently
chosen to the left of that minimum. "I'his would give much
more satisfactory results, but they would have nj value with
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regard to the theory.—On the motion of the satellites of the
planets with respect to the sun, by P. Stroobant. The author
points out that the moon alone, among all the satellites, always
tarns the concavity of its orbit towards the sun. This concavity

is less at new than at full moon, but the attraction of the sun

always outweighs that exerted by the earth. The author investi-

gates theoretically the motions of the satellites round the sun,

and introduces the attractions of their planets as perturbations.

In order that the trajectory may be looped, the linear velocity

of the satellite must be superior to that of the planet. The
satellites I., II. and the new one of Jupiter, and Mimas,
Enceladus, Tethys, and Dione of Saturn are the only satellites

with looped orbits. The rest of the satellites follow a sinuous
curve with points of inflexion. Those of Uranus are not taken
into consideration. The author expects that if the moon is

considered as revolving round the sun, subject to perturbations
due to the earth, the lunar theory will be simplified, and suc-

cessive approximations will be more convergent.

BuUetim ae la Socitju SAnthropologic di Paris, tome v.

(4= serie^ No. 3, March 1S94 ; No. 4, April 1S94.—Meeting
of February l. 1S94.—Dr. P. Mauclaire and M. ISois contributed
a note on Ectrodaciyly and Syndactyly, in which they describe
a very remarkable case, where the right foot and both hands
have the appearance of a two-pronged fork. The authors had
the opportunity of dissecting this subject, and give a most
interesting account of the anatomy.—M. Paul Denjoy described

a religious ceremony in Annam, celebrated at the commence-
ment of the new year in honour of ancestors.—M. Ch.
Letourneau read a paper on synthetic literature of the first

ages, and M. F. Gaillard contributed a note on the sculptures

of Gavr Inis.—On February 15, M. E. d'Acy made a com-
munication on flint implements from the plateaus of Picardy
and Normandy.—At the meeting of .March I, M. L. Lapicque
exhibited some photographs of the inhabitants of the Mergui
Islands (the Sclungs , and made some anthropological and
ethnographical observations on those people. The Mergui
archipelago is situated ofi" the coast of Tennasserim (long. 96
20' E.; lat. 13' to 9' N.). It is composed of lofty islands

covered with ancient forests. The islands themselves may be
said to be uninhabited, but in the straits and roadsteads of the
Archipelago are to be found several tribes of nomadic fishermen

who live entirely on their boats, except during the wet season,

from May to September, when they come ashore and build

temporary habitations for themselves on the coast. They are

very wild, and hold little communication with the people on
the mainland. The people seem to be of Mal.ay origin, but

there is evidently a considerable admixture of foreign blood of

various kinds.—On March 15, M. G, Lagneau read a paper on
the mortality from tuberculosis as affected by occupation and by
residence.—M. O. Lambert offered some observations with

regard to a recently observed case of the presternal muscle, in

which he contended that the names rictus l/ioratis and slernalis

irutorum as applied to this muscle are misleading, and that it

ought to be regarded as a survival of a connection that once
existed between the panniculi of the abdomen and of the neck.

—Dr. .Michaut contributed an account of the prehensile foot

among the Japanese and Annamites.—M. A. Ponchon gave an
account of the caves of llerleville. Canton of Chaulnes
(Somme) ; and -M. Octave Vauvillij read a paper on the

enclosures, dwellings, and common pottery of the Gallic epoch.

The conclusions at which M. V,-iuvillc arrives are (i^ that the

same forms of pottery were in use at the same time in different I

parts of the country ; (2) that the pottery, at the close of the

Gallic epoch, was generally made with a wheel ; and (3) that

it is evi lent that true arti:t. existed amongst the potters of that
\

period.

L'Anthropologit, tome v. No. 3, May-Jane 1894.—In an
\

article on the inauguration of anthropology and human anatomy
at the Jardindes Plantcs, .M. I',.-T. Ilauiy gives amost interest- 1

ing account of the work of Marin Cureau du la Chambre and
Pierre Dionis, who lectured there during the years 1635-1680.

Dr. k. Collignon contributes an anthropological study of the

Basque race, in the form of a summary of a work pulilished iii

i.xtcti:' in the " Memoirs of ihe Anthropological .Society of
\

Parij." M. .Salomon Rcinach continues his exposition of

sculpture in Europe anterior to Greco- Koman influences.

Tome v. No. 4, July-.\ugusl, 1S04.— This number opens
with an interesting article, by Antony Jully, on funeral riles,

graves, and honours paid to Ihe dean in Madagascar. The worship

of ihe dead is greatly developed in Ihe different tribes that people
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the isle of Madagascar, and the ceremonies connected with it

[
and the monuments that result from it are distinctive characters

of that race, composed though it is in all probability of hetero-

geneous elements. The dead is honoured, not because his

memory is dear to his relations, but because they fear to rouse

his anger by neglect, and so to suffer from his vengeance. Careful

I attention is paid to the orientation of the graves, which are

placed to the north-east of the house and in close proximity to

it.—In a short paper on the remains of Elk and Lion, found
in a prehistoric station at Saint Martory (Haute-Garonne),
the author explains the reasons that have induced him to include

these animals, together with ihe reindeer, in his list.— In an
article on Mycenean Crete, M. Salomon Keinach gives an account

of the important discoveries lately made in that island by Mr.
Arthur Evans.—M. Eugene Toulouze describes the discovery

of an interment of the neolithic period at the village of S.-iint

Mammas (Seine et Marne). The sepulchral chamber measures
l"75m. in length by o"9om. in width, and it is bounded by walls

constructed of comparatively small stones. A vase, a polished

axe, an arrow-head, and three other worked flints were found

associated with Ihe human remains, which were much damaged.
— Prehistoric crania of Patagonia form the subject of a valuable

article by Dr. R. Verneau. According to M. Moreno, it is

possible to distinguish five or six distinct types amongst the

known skulls of the ancient inhabitants ot Patagonia. Dr.

Verneau shows ihat all the crania have cerl.iin characters in

common, such as great capacity, prominent glabella and super-

ciliary ridges, sub-nasal prognathism, extroversion of the

mandibular angles, large chin, and much-worn teeth.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, June 21.—"On Some Phenomena in

Vacuum-tubes. ' IJy Sir David Salomons, Bart.

This paper deals with the phenomenon known as strise, or

bands, in vacuum tubes.

As far as Ihe author could learn from the sources of informa-

tion available to him, no one had previously discovered how to

produce a predetermined number of bright and dark bands in

a lube having an open or free path.

After a prolonged investigation he has succeeded in pro-

ducing this result, and in the present paper he describes, first,

the methods by which a definite number of bright and dark

bands can be produced in a vacuum-tube ; and, secondly, a
number of interesting phenomena which have a bearing on the

production of the bands in general.

Some of the conclusions drawn from the experiments are :

—

That bands may be produced with greater facility in small

tubes than in large, and that they become more accentuated

probably on account of the inequality of the diameter of such

tubes.
I ;;

That for the production of bands, the glass of the tube itself .t,

appears to play a part, since the bands are difficult to produce I I!

unless they reach to the glass of the tube.

That an exceedingly minute current produces bands which to

the eye, in most instances, disappear when Ihe current is some-

what increased, and on further increasing the current they

become visible .again. The author believes that in all previous

investigations it has been stated that the bands cannot be 1TO-

duced until a considerable current is passed. He refers to

investig.itions by Messrs. Warren de la Rue, G.issiot, and

others. Mis experiments, however, prove the contrary. The
probable reason why these statements were m.ide is due to the

fact that with the apparatus employed at that time such small

currents could not be easily produced. When the minute

current is increased, and the bands seem to disappear, the

author thinks this is due to an optical illusion : the bands are

there, but too faint to be seen, perhaps in consequence of the

dark bands being so narrow that they escape observation.

That, when an electric discharge lakes place in a large lube

in which is placed a partition pierced with a hole, "a forcing

effect " frequently appears to be produced. Any bright bands

being pioduced at the hole in Ihe partition may give the

appearance of being pushed throuL;h to the side of the tulie

which has Ihe greater length. This phenomenon is mentioned

because it is apt to mask many efTicIs, unless the current is

suitably adjusted.

That it is not impossible, after the first trace of light become*

visible in a tube when passing a very minute currenl, that the
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dark bands subsequent to this stage are illusory, ami that they

are really the bright bands ; and what appear to be the bright

bands consist of overlaps which produce double the brightness

of the so-called dark bands. In reality, therefore, the bright

bands indicate the position of the dark bands.

That by devices bands can be produced in a large tube

occupying only a small portion of the cross sectional area, at

any rate so far as the eye can discern.

That, when employing Prof. Crookes' tubes for illustrating

experiments on radiant mailer, if suitable conditions are

observed, strirc are formed in these tubes.

That, in tubes having exceedingly small electrodes, and

I

apparently not capable of producing striae, these can be shown
' to exist if very minute currents are employed.

That the tube, when made to act as a condenser, permits

I

more current to pass.

That from the above considerations it is not unlikely that a

view, which has been held, in regard to the probable origin of

the bands, that they consist of a series of discharges through

the tube, is true ; that the nature of such discharge can be

varied by suitable devices placed within the tubes, and that the

examination of the nature of the discharge can be best made
with very minute currents, that is to say, currents so small that,

j

if made any less, the tube would no longer show any sign of light.

"The Asymmetrical Probability-Cure." By Dr. F. V.
Edgeworth.
"On the Absorption Spectra of Dilute Solutions." Fjy

Thos. Ewan.
In order to measure the extinction coefficients of verj- dilute

solutions, a new spectro-photometer was devised, in which a

Lummer and Brodhun photometric prism was used, and the

photometric measurements made by means of Abney s rotating

sector.

The absorption spectra of dilute solutions of cupric sulphate,

chloride, bromide, and nitrate were found to be identical.

Solutions of cupric acetate absorb, for the same amount of

copper, more light than those of the other salts used. The
<lifference tends to disappear as the solutions become more
dilute, and it is increased by the addition of acetic acid.

Measurements of the absorption spectra of a series of solu-

tions of dinitrophenol in pure water were made, from which
the amoums of the substance dissociated into ions were calcu-

lated, and found to be in very satisfactory agreement with those

calculated from the electrical conductivity of the solutions.

The ferric hydroxide formed by the hydrolysis of ferric

chloride in aqueous solutions containing less than o'oo5 gramme
molecules of Fe CI3 per litre, was found to contain no chlorine.

The hydrolysis may therefore be represented most simply by

the equation FeClj + 3II0O^ Fe(OH)3 + 3HCI. The de-

terminations of the quantity of colloid lerric hydroxide con-

tained in these solutions (made partly by the spectro-photo-

meter, partly by filtration through porous earthenware) showed
that the equilibrium does not take place in accordance with

the law of Guldberg and Waage, but agrees much better with

the modified form of the law due to Arrhenius, in which
account is taken of the electrolytic dissociation of the different

substances.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, September 3.—M. Loewy in the

chair.—The marine laboratory of the museum at Tatihou I.,

near Saint-Vaast-la-Hougue (Manche), by M. Edmond Perrier.

A description is given of the laboratory fittings and arrange-

ments, .-ind the work enabled to be done by its means.—On two
methods for the study of currents in open circuits and of dis-

placement currents in dielectrics and electrolytes. An abstract

of a memoir given by the author, M. de Nicolaiefi". Discs or

rings of dielectrics are, in the first method, supported by bifilar

suspension between the two poles of an electromagnet so that

the plane of the ring is at 45" to the axis of the electromagnet,

and centrally situated between the poles. The difference in the

displacements caused in constant and alternating fields of the

same strength is due to a secondary field set up by displace-

ment currents caused in alternating fields. Paraffin shows an
augmentation of 12 per cent, for a period of 930 per minute,

and 9 per cent, for 770 per minute. In the second method,
displacement currents in the rings are caused by the iron in the

magnet cores. The ring is suspended perpendicular to the axis

of the cores ; the polar faces are able to be brought nearer to or

removed fartlier from the parallel faces of the ring. By this

;
method, augmentations have been obtained of 15 per cent, for
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yellow wax, and S'3 per cent, for paraftin. Electrolytes in

annular glass tubes behave just like perfect dielectrics, sulphuric

acid giving an augmentation of deviation of 15 per cent.

—

Assimilability of potash by the action of nitrates in poor
siliceous soils, by M. P. Pichard. It is shown that, in

presence of nitrates, a part of the potash combined with

silica is capable of being assimilated by various plants,

and hence that it is necessary lo determine the total potash

present in soils as well as that portion eliminaied by acids or

aqua regia when estimating the agricultural value of soils.—On
the construction of the circle derived from seven right lines or

defined by the equation O = Si'/jT,-' — X- + V- - R-, by M.
Paul Serret.—On a new gravimetric method for the estimation

of glucose, by M. Fernand Gaud. Cuprous oxide is obtained

in much the usual manner by reduction, but care is u>ed to

carry out the reduction below 100° by using a water-bath as

source of heat. The reduced suboxide is then weighed by
transferring the carefully-washed precipitate to a specific

gravity bottle, and filling up with boiled water and weighing.

The weight/ of the precipitate is given by the formula

P - V, d
P =

where P is the weight of the water and precipitate, V.. is the

volume of the flask at the temperature of experiment t, d\% the

specific gravity of water at the same temperature, and A is the

specific gravity of dry cuprous oxide 5 SSi. The quantities of

glucose corresponding to given amounts of cuprous oxide are as

follows:— lomg. of CuoO = 5'4i3 mg. of glucose ; 20 = 9761;
30 = I4'l97 ; 50 = 23036 ; 100 = 46 221 ; 200 = 9f047 ;

300 = 138 '842; 400 = 188928.—Phenomena following from

the dialysis of the cells of the beer ferment, by M. E. Onimus.
Yeast secretes a dialysable substance which inverts the sugar

present before new cells are produced. The medium is modi-

fied by the zymase, and then only becomes able to support the

production of new cells.—On the Constantinople earthquake of

July 10, 1S94, by M. D. Eginitis. The method of Dutton and
Hayden gives the focus at a depth of 34 km. The speed with

which the shock travelled to various places is as follows :

—

Paris, 3 km. ; Pavlovsk, 3 '5 km. ; and Bucharest, 3 '5 km. per

second.
Berlin.

Physiological Society, July 6.— Prof. Munk, President, in

the chair.^Dr. J. Munk had tested the results of his experi-

ments on fasting man by further new experiments on dogs, with

the special object of investigating the excretion of chlorine,

phosphorus, lime and magnesia, which he had found lo be in-

creased in man during hunger. During ten days of fasting he
found all four of the above substances, but especially phosphorus

and lime, in largely increased quantities in the urine, as com-
pared with days of normal dieting. The fa;ces also during

hunger, which closely resembled meconium both in appearance

and composition, contained an increased amount of phosphorus,

lime, and magnesia. By calculating, from the amount of

nitrogen excreted, the amount of body-proteid metabolised

during hunger, he found that only a portion of the excreted

phosphorus could have come from the proteid ; the remainder

must have resultel from the metabolism of some constituent of

the body rich in phosphorus and lime. The ratio of these to

each other corresponded to a metabolism of bone-subslance

amounting to about 39 grms. in ten days of hunger. Dr. Munk
further reported on experiments on dogs, in which he at one

time administered a given amount of meat all at once, and at

another time the same amount ol meat distributed over three

meals. In the latter case the excretion of nitrogen in the urine

was greater than in the former, indicating a less perfect utilising

of the proteid. This result on dogs is, however, not applicable

to man, in whose c.ise the conditions are diflTerenl, and in whom,
as shown by Ranke's older experiments, a given amount of food

is more completely utilised if taken in separate portions than if

eaten all at once.— Dr. Engel gave an account of his observa-

tions on the blood-corpuscles of incubated hens-eggs, leading

to results essentially thesame as those obtained from mammalian
embryos. In birds the red and white corpuscles and platelets

take their origin from nucleated red cells. These views were

supported by photographs and microscopic preparations, which
were, however, regarded by Dr. Henda as not excluding the

possibility that the appearances they presented were purely

artificial.
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July 20.—Prof, du Bois Reymond, President, in llie chair.

—

Mr. \V. T. Por'er, of Boston, spoke on spinal respiratory tracts,

and gave an account of the following interesting experiments :

—

On unilateral section of the cord at the level of the nucleus of

the phrenic, the movement of the diaphragm on the same side

ceases or becDmes very weak, whereas it continues unaltered on
the other side. If now the phrenic nerve on the uninjured side

be cnt through, the diaphragm on this side becomes relaxed,

while at the same time, on the other side with the unilateral

section, the movements of the diaphragm begin again and are

continued quite normally. Prof. Koenig had been able, in con-

junction with Miss Koettgen, to investigate the absorption of

light by visual-purple from a freshly extirpated human eye. \
portion of the solution was examined in an unaltered condition,

and the remainder after it had been converted into visual-yellow

by the action of green light. The curves of the transmission

of light for a solution of visual-purple were found to be identical

with the luminosity curves of the totally colour-blind, and of bi-

and tri-chromatic eyes where the intensity of light is so small

that colours cannot be perceived. The curve for a solution of
visual-yellow was the same as the luminosity curve of a red-

green colourblmd eye. From the above. Prof. Koenig deduced
the probability that visual-purple serves for the perception of

undefined colourless grey, while visual-yellow serves for the

perception of blue. Since both visual-purple and, hence also,

visual-yellow are absent from the fovea centralis, this part of the

retina should be colour-blind for blue. The speaker brought
forward a series of facts in support of this view, and a discussion

followed.

July 27.— Prof, du Bois Reymond, President, in the chair.

—

Prof. Koenig first spoke about an "experimentum crucis " as

to his theory of the significance of visual-purple which had
been suggested during the discussion at the end of the

last meeting, and declared it to be irrelevant. Dr. Greef
described the neuroglia cells of the retina and chiasma of the

optic nerve as prepared by Golgi's method, and which were
called spider-cells, owing to their small elongated bodies and
long slender processes. A comparison of these cells in different

classes of vertebrate animals had shown that they are most
numerous in man, and possess the longest and slenderest pro-

cesses, while they are less numerous and have shorter and
thicker processes the lower one goes in the vertebrate scale.

The function of the cells appears to be to isolate the indi-

vidual nerve-fibres. Prof. Kossel had further investigated the

products of the decomposition of nucleic acid, and obtained

a much simpler chemical composition for thymin, based on its

elementary analysis, than in his previous researches. He had
also discovered a new base, which he called "cytosin," and
whose re.ictionsJhe described in detail. Prof. Kossel further de-

scribed a new and simpler method for determining urea in urine,

consisting in a modification of Bunsen's well-known method,
and which had proved itself trustworthy as applied to solutions

of urea of known composition. Dr. Kniger h.id isolated a new
base of the xanthin group from human urine, which, while it

differed materially in its reactions from the xanthin bodies, but

showed much resemblance to guanin, he had named epiguanin.

Dr. Lilienfeld gave an account of his further researches on
diglycocollamide esters. By combining diglycocollamide with

leucic acid, as also with tyrosinic and aspar.iginic acids, he
obtained various substances which all gave proteid reactions.

One of the compounds so closely resembled ordinary peptone,
both in appearance and in all its reactions, that he had pro-

visionally given it the name of synthetised peptone. Me
reserves for himself the further investigation of this interesting

group of synthetic products.

New South Wales.
Linnean Society, July 25.—Prof. David, President, in the

chair.—The following papers were read : -(1) Observations on

the femoral gland of Omilhorhynchui and its secretions,

together with an experimental inquiry concerning its inxic

action, by C. J. Martin and K. Tidswell. The gland is a

compound racemous variety with large alveoli possessing a

wide lumen, and somewhat recalling the appearance of a mam-
mary gland. The alveoli communicate with duels which
eventually join at the hilus of the gland to form the duct lead-

ing to the ipur. The gland is surrounded by a capsule of

fibrous tissue, exterior to which is a thin layer of smooth muscle

fibre". .\ marked difference in the minuii; ".tructure of the

gland was noted in anim.ils killed in June and those in .\pril

respectively, the former showing the appearance characteristic
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of an actively secreting gland, whereas the Litter suggested that

of a mammary gland when it h.id undergone retrogressive
morphosis, Examination of the poison showed it to consist

princip.illy of albuminous bodies, and the introduction of these
into rabbits produced very marked poisonous results. When
injected under the skin, local swelling, and great general
depression and rise of temperature followed, but in three days
the animal was well again. When the poison was introduced
directly into the vascular system, small quantities [\ grain*

caused death in under half an hour. Larger doses so introduced

produced almost immediatedeath, by producing ne.arly universal

clotting of the blood whilst travelling in the blood-vessels.

Such clotting naturally soon put an end to all circulation. In

summing up, the authors compared the action of Platypus poison
with that of the venom of Australian snakes, supposing the

latter to be diluted 5C0D times.— Notes on Australian "ship,
worms," by C. Hedley. .\ large species of "sliipworm" or
" cobra " from South .\u5tralia, perhaps the largest yet dis-

covered, was described and figured under the lille of 7V;v..''.'

cdax. The type of T. antantiia. Button, from New Zealand
was also figured to demonstrate that the supposed recognition

of this species from the coast of Queensland was erroneous.—On
five interesting shields from Northern Queensland, by K.

Etheridge, jun.— .\dditional notes on the Pal.vontology of

Queensland. Part i. Palaeozoic, by the same.
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1894.

THE PRIXCIPLES OF PURE MA TIIE.MA TICS.

Grtitidziige der Geometric von mehreren Diineusioiieii iitid

inehrcrcn Arten gradlinigcr Einheiteii in elementarer

Form entwickelt. Von Guiseppe Veronese, Pro-

fessor an der kcinigl. Universitiit zu Padua,

xlvi. + 7iopp. Leipzig: Teubner, 1894.)

THE work before us is an authorised German
translation, by Lieutenant Adolf Schepp, of

Wiesbaden, of Prof. \'eronese's treatise on the Founda-
tions of Geometry, first published at Padua in 1S91 ; and
the translator tells us in his short preface that the author

I1.15 communicated to him the corrections and improve-

ments of his work that have occurred to him since its

publication in Italian. To give such an account of the

contents of a book, so important, so original, and, it may
be added, so controversial, as would serve to render its

purpose and method generally intelligible, and at the

same time to subject it to adequate criticism, would re-

ciuire a memoir rather than a review. We shall therefore

endeavour only to give such a description as will recom-

mend it to the attention of all w-ho are interested in the

logical basis of Pure Mathematics.

The Preface of thirty-four pages gives a general view

»'f the author's system ; the Introduction of 222 pages is

'levoted to the logical establishment of the notions of

Number and Continuous Quantity; after that the First

i 'lit deals with tlie Straight Line, the Plane, and Space of

I'hree Dimensions ; the Second Part is occupied with the

theory of Space of four or « Dimensions. The treatise

ends with an interesting historical and critical discussion

olthe most important previous works on the same subject,

ul some notes elucidatory of special principles. .A. full

ible of contents is given, and a list of authors quoted ;

but it would have added much to the value of the book as

a work of reference if a good alphabetical index of sub-

:ts had been included. The remainder of ths present

tice will be confined to the Introduction, the specially

ometfical parts of the book being reserved for another

occasion.

The thorough revision to which, in this century, the

underlying principles of mathematical reasoning have

been subjected is not less remarkable than the great ad-

vances made in the ulterior developments of these

principles. Crelle has said that for those who probe the

depths, equally with those who build in the heights of

mathematical thought, there ever remain unexplored

mysteries. Among those who have probed the depths,

the investigators, namely, who have occupied themselves

with the notions of number and quantity, the continuum

of real numbers, the infinitely great and the infinitely

small, there has been much divergence of opinion as to

the logical grounding of the subject. Such discussions

appear to be foreign to the taste of our English writers.

With us Arithmetic is an atlair of sums to be done by

uiles ; Algebra is arrived at by noting the laws of opera-

lion with the numbers of Arithmetic, and giving to

them the power of holding generally. We are too used

to the process humorously described by Clifford '

—

' " Lectures .ind Ess.lys," vol. i. p. 336*

NO. 1299, VOL. 50]

"In the science of number while five-sevenths of four-

teen has a meaning, namely, ten, five-sevenths of twelve

is nonsense. Let ui then treat it as if it were sense, and
see what comes of it." This method, whichClifford held

to be '• logically false and educationally mischievous,' is

not that adopted by continental writers, and in particular

it is not the method of Prof. \'eronese. For him it is

necessary so to define the abstract notions—number,

quantity, and so on—that the laws of operation with

them may be logically well-grounded upon the definitions.

Let us see how he sets about the notion of (positive

integral) number.

Readers of Clifford's lecture just now quoted will

remember that the eriix of Arithmetical theory lies in

the proof of the statement that the number of things in a

group is independent of the order in which they are

counted ; and the difficulty of proving it is not

diminished by the facts, firstly, that everyone is firmly

convinced of its truth, and secondly, that the whole

system of Arithmetic is the work of the human mind,

and therefore the theorem must somehow be implicitly

included in the tlefinitions when these are given with

sufficient clearness. Prof. Veronese, like Kronecker,'

appears to regard the ordinal number as logically pre-

ceding the cardinal number ; in other words, he makes

the idea of a group of things arranged in an order more

elementary than the idea of the number obtained by

counting the things in the group, i'ronecker, going out

from this notion, rapidly arrived at the required result,

but our author is not satisfied with his reasoning. His

own process is much more leisurely. He starts from the

notions of unity and multiplicity (Einheit and Mehrheit)

and explains the operations of uniting (Vereinigung) the

objects of a series into a group, and of separation

(Zerlegung) of a group into objectsby successively taking

away (Wegnehmen) object after object from the group.

He defines an ordered group, and explains the unique

correspondence of elements in two such groups. It is

only after all this that he is prepared to define a num-
ber as an ordered group of units arranged to correspond

uniquely and in the same order to the objects in an

ordered group of objects. This definition is found to be

a sufficient ground for the definition of counting, for

proving the crucial proposition above referred to, and for

the establishment of the commutative law of addition

and the remaining laws of operation with positive in-

tegral numbers.

To establish the notion of Quantity and the extended

conception of Number, with which Algebra has m.ade us

familiar, it is necessary, as many writers (including Du
Bois Reymond) have pointed out, to frame an account of

the Fundamental Form, or, as we may call it, the Locus

/// y«o of real Quantity. A numerical fraction implies a

something divisible into equal parts, and a part of it con-

taining a certain number of these parts. .-\ square root

implies an exact measurement of a side of a square

which has a given area. These examples show that we

do tacitly or expressly assume a someuhctl capable of

exact division into parts in arbitrary ways corresponding

to various mathematical ideas. This somew/ia/ is the

Fundamental Form (Grundform), and it has been fre-

quently figured as a geometrical straight line, as by Du
";Vebcrdcn ZahlbegrilT." C«//;. BJ. ci. icS?.

Y
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Bois Revmond 'in his Alsemenie Functionentheorie'.

Accordins: to Prof. Veronese it is more proper to give an

independent abstract account of the Kundamental Form,

partly because the properties of the straight line arc

afterwards to be determined in accordance with abstract

definitions. He therefore takes as a guide the rectilinear

continuum of intuition, of whose properties he gives an

analysis, and then proceeds in an abstract manner. He
defines a Form as anything whose marks are part, whole,

order, and kind of position. Thus a line regarded as

consisting of segments limited by points in a certain order

having positions on the line is a Form, a song regarded

as consisting of certain words pronounced in a certain

order and each in a certain musical pilch is a Form. He
explains how one Form may be determined by other

Forms, and how the identity of two Forms may be

inferred from the identity of the Forms that severally

determine them. To avoid the circular reasoning that

must ensue, unless some Forms are known to be iden-

tical there arises the necessity for introducing the Funda-

mental Form as a standard which serves for the deter-

mination of all others. He describes successively a

system of one dimension as a form given by a series of

elements whose order, from a certain element, is a mark

of the form, a homogeneous system of one dimension,

and a system of one dimension identical in the positions

of its parts. Such a form is chosen as Fundamental

Form, The operations of uniting segments of the Form
and of separating united segments are described, and

shown to obey the Laws of Algebra for addition and

subtraction. The relations of segments as multiples or

factors of other segments lead to the laws of multiplica-

tion and division, and to the description of the Scale

founded upon any segment as unit. The Range of the

Scale (Gebiet der Scala) is the part of the Fundamental

Form arrived at by continual repetition of the segment

chosen as unit.

The author is now prepared to introduce the concep-

tions of the infinitely great and the infinitely small. He
asiumes that there is an element of the Fundamental

Form which lies outside the Range of the Scale founded

on any segment as unit. This assumption is apparently

free from any contradiction. Such an element being

chosen, the ssgment limited by it, and any clement

within the range of the scale, is infinitely great in reference

to the unit of the scale ; had this segment been chosen

as unit, the original unit would have been infinitely small.

From the nature of the Fundamental Form, as a homo-

geneous system identical in the position of its parts,

foUotvs the necessity of assuming any number of orders

of infinite segments and any number of orders of in-

finitesimal segments.

To every segment corresponds a numerical symbol,

just as m particular the natural numbers correspond to

the segments which are exact multiples of that one chosen

as unit. The ordinary Laws of Algebra holding for the

segments hold in like manner for the numbers thus intro-

duced. To the infinitely great and infinitely small seg-

ments of different orders correspond infinitely great and

infinitely sm.iU numbers of different orders. It is proved

that the numbers thus arrived at are not identical with

Cantor's " Transfinitc numbers" {Achi .Mnlhcmatiin,

I5d. II}. After the introduction of these numbers, and

NO. 1299, VOL. 50]

the enablishment of the laws of operation with them,

come the hypotheses of continuity of the Fundamental
Form, an idea here treated in a very instructive manner,
the proof of the existence of Limits so elaborately dis-

cussed by Du Bois Reymond, the notions of conjmensur-

able and incommensurable segments, and the theory of

Proportion, the last being especially interesting. A
chapter is added for the sake of completeness, in which
the properties of real, positive and negative, rational and
irrational, numbers are established on the basis of

principles already discussed.

It is a cardinal feature of the author's account of the

theory of (Tuantity to dispense with the so-called .\xiom

X of Archimedes, according to which it is inherent in

the notion of quantity that when one quantity a is greater

than another b, there exists a number « such th.-\i

;//' is greater than a. This axiom has been found bv

other writers, as Stolz, extremely useful in establishing

the properties and relations of finite quantities, but

appears to involve difficulties in connection with the

infinitely great and the infinitely small. At the expense

of greater length of explanation, .i^rof. Veronese has freed

the theory from the axiom and the involved difficulties.

His own exposition is gener.illy clear, though his doctrine

of "commensurable numbers of the second kind''

(pp. 1S2 and 213) is not without obscurity. Could not

an cx.nmplc have been given ?

Enough has been said to show th.it Prof. \"eroncse -

book treats of a great deal besides the Foundations o;

Geometry—his Introduction might, in fact, well be en-

titled th; Foundations of Mathematics. He tell; us that

although some parts of it will be useful in Geometry,

much has been worked o it simply for its own sake. We
may well be grateful to him for the patience and trouble

that he has expended in clearing up the Logic of the

operations that most of us, without a thought of under-

lying diflicultics, cheerfully perform with confidence and
success. He has none of the charm of style to be found

in the writings of Clifford or Kronecker. Rigorous he is,

thoroughly common-sense, careful almost to tediousness,

and extremely leisurely. For the elucidation of the very

difficult subject he has chosen, these qualities are pei

haps the greatest of merits, yet we fear that they will no;

render his writings acceptable to readers unprepared for

a consid erable sacrifice of time. A. E. H. L.

TEXT-BOOKS OX CRGAXJC CIIEMISTRV.
Organic Chemistry. Part I. By W. H. Perkin, jun.,

Ph.U,, F,R.S., and F. Stanley Kipping, Ph.D., D.Sc.

(London: W, and R. Chambers, 1S94.)

Lessons ill Organic Chemistry. Parti. Elementary, By

G. S. Turpin, M.A. (Camb), D.Sc, (Lond.) (London :

Macmillan, 1894.)

IT is not surprising that "organic" chemistry should

have received less attention in this country than on

the continent, considering that the professors in nearly

all the chief British universities have been notoriously

neglectful of this department of the science, and that the

highest degrees in connection with chemical science

have been until recent years generally attainable without

a practical acquaintance with the subject, an.1 without

evidence of capacity for research.
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The influences which in Germanv have led to so wide-

(spread and successful prosecution of research in organic

chemistry are traceable partly to the university system,

jwhich demands the production of a piece of original

:\vork, and partly to the wonderful development in that

irountry of the colour industry, which is now practically a

German monopoly. We have, however, British chemists

'who have successfully devoted themselves to " organic "

chemistry, and among them the names of Parkin (son as

veil as father) and Kipping stand out in honourable

prominence. Hence a te\t-book issued in these conjoint

inames would naturally excite attention and interest.

I " Our original intention," say the authors in their pre-

face, " was to write a small text-book on organic

:hemistry, based on the syllabus drawn up by the Science

ind Art Department." .Such a plan, however, was not

ivorthy of the reputation of the writers, and they are to

:)e congratulated upon having enlarged the scope of their

.vork beyond this rather narrow limit.

This volume, Part I., deals with the fatty compounds,
md "contains in the first place a general account of the

nethods most frequently employed in the separation,

jurification, and analysis of organic compounds, and in

he determination of molecular weight. The preparation

md properties of typical compounds are then described,

ittention being directed to those changes which come
mder the heading of general reactions rather than to

solated facts regarding particular substances. Ques-
ions of constitution are also discussed at some length,

1 in the case of the most typical compounds, the

I ;s on which the given constitutional formula is based
re specifically mentioned." From this outline it will be
een that the arrangement of the book is not essentially

Kv. el. The best feature is the discussion of the struc-

ure or constitution as e.xpressed by the formuKv; of the

nore important compounds, and, notwithstanding one
r two statements which look rather dogmatic, this is

l.e feature which gives it some superiority over other

e.xt-books of about the same dimensions. No reference

s made in this volume to ideas of geometrical isomerism,

hich are prudently reserved for the second part. It is

o be regretted that the authors should have allowed

hemselves to drop, in print, into the slovenly phrase-

logy which is too common among all classes of chemists,

"or example, p. 99, cane sugar is said to be converted
iito "equal molecules" of dextrose and levulose. It

5 true that this expression is employed by writers of

igger books, but that is no justification for the con-

inuance of a phrase which is absolutely unmeaning.
)n p. 204, triethylamine is said to be "a stronger

lase" than diethylamine ; while on the opposite page,

03, tetrethylammonium hydroxide is stated to be "a
tronger base" than potash or soda. If eminent
hemists occupying the position of university professors

re so lax, it is not to be wondered at that the poor
iouth Kensington teacher and his pupils should be
ometimes found wanting when called upon for

lefinitions.

Chapter xiii., p. 218, opens with this stateinent :
—

" It may be assumed as a general rule that the changes
fhich any particular group of atoms is capable of under-
;oing are independent of the nature of the groups with
vhich it is combined."

NO. 1299, VOL. 50]

This requires for its justification something more than

the example which follows, for organic chemistry is full

of instances of the influence which neighbouring atoms
and groups have upon the character of a given atom or

group ; and at the top of the very same page the authors

draw attention to one of these, namely :
'• The influence

of alkyl groups in increasing the basic character of an
element." Mercury is here referred to, and the meaning
is obvious to the instructed chemical reader, though the

reference to the basic character of the element, coupled
with the succeeding statement that mercuric oxide is a

feeble base, is well calculated to confuse the mind of a

learner.

Dr. Turpin's book is one of the series of science

class-books adapted to the elementary stage of the

South Kensington syllabus, and issued by Macmillan.
Here again the arrangement runs upon well-established

lines, beginning with processes of analysis, methods of

estimating molecular weight, and then plunging into the

successive series of hydrocarbons, alcohols, ethers,

acids, and so forth. Detailed directions are given for

the performance of a selection of instructive experi-

ments, the number of which, however, being no
more than twenty in the whole book, ought to be

considerably increased. At the end of each chapter

are some questions which will doubtless be sug-

gestive to both pupil and teacher. These are good
and useful features of the book, which it must be re-

membered is labelled elementary ; but, oh ! Dr. Turpin,

where in the whole range of stereo-chemical literature

did you find the " valuable hypothesis '' that '" the carbon

atom is regarded as being similar in shape to a regular

tetrahedron".' (p. 31). We certainly feel justified in

protesting against the author's treatment of the "tetra-

hedral theory of the carbon atom," which is disposed of

in about twenty lines with three shaded diagrams. It

is more than doubtful whether this hypothesis should

appear in an elementary book at all, but to thrust it in

without reference to the sort of fact which it is intended

to explain, and to state it in this crude form, cannot be

too strongly condemned.

Both these little books have theirgood points, and both

will undoubtedlybc found useful by many young students
;

but the perusal of them and others leaves the impression

that the text-book which will meet all the difficulties and
provide fully for the needs of the student entering upon
this ever-widening subject of organic chemistry, has yet

to be written. Organic chemistry is not begun till the

student has some acquaintance with inorganic and

general chemistry, and if properly taught previously he

ought not to require to be told how to deduce a formula

from the results of analysis, or how to determine a

molecular weight. The practice of reserving these

matters as an introduction to organic chemistry belongs

to a bygone time, and it has the disadvantage of leading

many students to think that vapour density and other

methods are applicable only to organic compounds. The
arrangement of carbon compounds in homologous series

from the outset is also confusing to the beginner, because

each succeeding term of such a series is derived from

distinct materials which have no apparent connection

with either those which go before or those which follow

after. .V better plan, adopted in seme of the older books,
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now out of date, is first to study the transformations of

some one substance, such as alcohol, which lends itself

to many changes, which are easily traced experimentally,

and subsequently to deal with series. This leads

naturally and easily to the great object of the detailed

study of carbon compounds. .Xpart from their practical

utility and the application of knowledge gained by this

detailed study to the purposes of the vegetable and

animal physiologist, the great aim of the organic chemist

is surely to trace the relation of chemical constitution to

physical properties, and so to shed light upon the wider

question of the constitution of matter generally : but this

is just the aspect of the study which, in most of the text-

books, is kept in the background. W. A. T.

PRACTICAL PHYSICS.

Phvsikalisches Prakticum, jnit besondenr Bcriicksich-

tigung dcr physikalisch-chemischen Methoden. \'on

Eilhard Wiedemann und Hermann Ebert. Zweite

verbesserte und vermehrte .-Vuflage. Pp. xxiv. 455.

2/9 Woodcuts. (Braunschweig, \'iewig, 1S93.)

RECENT years have seen a great development in the

teaching of practical physics, and a great increase

in the number of laboratories in which instruction in the

elementary parts of the subject can be given to large

classes of students. So much has this been the case,

that now practical physics is taught in a good many of

our schools, and forms one of the subjects in numerous
examinations. Those who hive been largely concernei

in the establishment of classes for practical instruction

in physics, and have had some experience in actual

teaching, have often felt the need of a suitable book to

put into the hands of their students, and have en-

deavoured, each for himself, to supply this want. This

is the origin of several books on practical physics, such

as Glazebrook and Shaw's manual (to take an English

example), and the work before us. The authors of such

books are able to employ the MS. or the proof-sheets in

the instruction of their students, and thus are able to

obtain a practical test of their work before sending it

forth to the public, with the result that the books are

generally very satisfactory for the purposes for which

they are designed. The only drawback is that each book

is apt to appeal only to a particular type of sludents,and

to give descriptions of the apparatus in a particular

laboratory.

The '•Practical Physics" of Wiedemann and Ebert

has been designed for a special class of students, viz.

those who are chiefly interested in acquiring a knowledge
of chemistry. Particular attention has therefore been

devoted to those parts of physics which are of most use

in a study of chemistry, while several parts of the subject

of great interest to physicists have been either omitted or

only very briefly dealt with. Thus experiments on rigid

dynamici and on the magnetic properties of iron and
steel are completely passed over.

The authors have not attempted to give an account of

the methods of precision which may be employed in the
;

experiments selected by them, and consequently have
i

taken no notice of the small corrections which become
of so great importance in an accurate research. In

NO. 1299, VOL. 50]

those cases where it seemed desirable that some soui!

of error should be brought prominently before ti

student's notice, the experiment is so arranged that 1

correction shall not be too small.

To each section there is an introduction wherein t

general laws to be employed are stated, and the quantit

to be measured are sometimes defined ; but, as a rule,

account whatever is given of the reasoning by which t

formul.E are arrived at. This is bound to be unsat

factory, and must lead the student to be continually a

ing for explanations of the formul.c, unless indeed he

a person of little mental vigour, when he will acci

formul.-e without a murmur. In many instances

explanation or definition whatever of the quantity to

measured is vouchsafed to the student. For example,

is informed that the coefficient of viscosity of a liqi

can be determined by the formula

where \' is the volume of liquid which is driven throu

.

a fine tube of radius r and length / in time / by a pp
sure /, but there is absolutely no definition of 1

coefficient of viscosity, although it might have been giv

in a few lines. The same complaint may be made ab;

several other sections. The authors are surely mistak

in their idea that by their method the use of books
" the higher mathematics" may be dispensed with, a

the " Prakticum " become a self-contained treatise on pr

tical physics, wherein the student may find all he requi:

without the trouble of searching through special te

books. Besides, it is in every way better that the studi

should endeavour to acquaint himself with the metho

by which the formuLu have been deduced. He gains

this way a grasp of the principles of the subject which

hardly attainable in any other manner ; and if he d(

learn a little m.athematics, he may hope that it will i

seriously injure his ability for chemistry.

Before dealing with the contents of the book, it may 1

well to mention some points in which the book is far 1(

satisfactory than the authors were capable of making .

The first complaint is that the resalts of the sample <t

periments are frequently set down without any slatemel

of the units in which they are expressed. For instani

the modulus of rigidity of brass is found by an expe,

ment to be 4770 somethings, but what the somethings i\

is not stated. The student who happened to express 1

1

linear magnitudes in centimetres instead of millimetn

would doubtless be much perplexed when he fou 1

by his experiment the value 477,000 instead of I

result in the book. If, on the other hand, the value i

the modulus had been expressed as 4770 kilogrammi

per square millimetre, all the difficulty would havebe'|

avoided. The student should be so trained to state pij

cisely the units in which his results are expressed, th

the bare statement that the modulus of rigidity is 47,

should produce an unsatisfied feeling, in his mind,mui

the same as is called up by the conundrum, Why is

house.' In some instances where units arc given, th

are given wrongly, as when the velocity of sound is fou

to be 33 IS metres, and the average velocity of hydrogj

molecules is stated to be 1698 metres.
j

A minor defect is that one system of units is n]
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ihered to throughout. Sometimes centimetres are

:iiployed, and sometimes millimetres. This is of no
insequence, except so far as it tends to keep alive and

propagate the state of confusion from which the C.G.S.

\ stem might hive been expected to deliver the scientific

. irld.

The first part of the book deals with the mechanics of

Milids, liquids, and gases. The usual methods of measur-

.; lengths, &c., are described, and an account is

en of experiments on the balance, on the laws of the

pendulum, on elasticity, and on acoustics. The greater

portion of the space is devoted to experiments with liquids

l gases. The full account which is given of the

ihods of making measurements of a mechanical nature
in matter in these two states, should be very useful to

le students for which the book is designed.

The second division, which is devoted to heat, is

:ellent. A large number of experiments are described,

)st of them of great importance to the modern chemist.

In this connection may be mentioned specially th>; sec-

tions dealing with melting points, the effect of dissolved

substances on the freezing and boiling points of liquids,

and the amount of heat evolved in solution and chemical
oinbination. .A. section is devoted to the determination

"f the mechanical equivalent of heat by the aid of what
- practically a model of Joule's apparatus.

Optical measurements and observations occupy the

next portion. Some simple experiments with rerlecting

j

surfaces, lenses, and prisms are given, so as to form an

I

introduction to the subject. A few simple experiments
with combinations of lenses with lenses or mirrors would
!i ne been of much use here, for students generally find

iculty with such experiments, and require some little

jierience before they can deal practically with the real

11 virtual images which are seen in mid-space, and not

u n the tube of a telescope. .\ large part of the section

devoted to spectrum analysis, and there are some
client plates of emission and absorption spectral. A
Tt account of the phenomena of polarisation leads up

to a chapter on the rotation of the plane of polarisation

bv various substances, and the use of this property for

charimetry and other purposes.

The last division of the book, which is devoted to

electricity and magnetism, is somewhat abbreviated,

only those parts of the subject being included which are

supposed to be of interest to the chemist. Voltaic elec-

tricity practically tikes up the whole of the space. The
same omission of definitions, which has been already

noticed, shows itself strongly here, no definition being

given of either the ampere, the volt, or the ohm, while

the enunciation of Ohm's Law is just what a schoolboy

might be expected to put down. Although a tangent

galvanometer is described, no hint is given that it is

possible to calculate its " reduction factor " if the value

of " H " is known, and, in fact, the electromagnetic defini-

tions of the units seem quite kept out of sight. From a

physical point of view, this division compares C[uite un-

favourably with the three other divisions.

The volume is brought to a conclusion by a useful

collection of numerical tables, physical and mathe-

matical.

In spite of the defectswhich have seemed to call for

notice, the book is undoubtedly a useful one, the defects
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being such as the teacher can very easily remove.

\{ a third edition is called for, it is to be hoped that the

authors may see their way themselves to remove them.

The book will often be of service to those teachers

who are engaged in the task of conducting classes in

practical physics, for it will often suggest fresh experi-

ments to be added to those forming the regular course

of the laboratory. But it must be remembered that

although a demonstrator in the course of a few years

may acquire a knowledge of a large number of experi-

mental methods, yet the students who come under his

care for a year or so have only time to acquire a very

limited acquaintance with the subject, so that if a new
experiment is added to the course, it practically dis-

places some old one. The course of experiments which
is most suitable for students of a particular type working
for a particular end, very soon settles itself by a process

of selection, and then must remain practically unchanged,
although there may be a gradual evolution in the em-
ployment of improved methods.

G. F. C. Searle.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Object Lessons in Elenuntary Science. By Vincent T.
Murche. Three volumes. (London : Macmillan and
Co., 1S94.)

When a child is shown any object, he usually asks
'•What is it.'" and then "What does it do.'" If these
questions are sensibly answered the child learns much
about the properties of common things while he is very
young, and, what is more, his faculty of observation is

developed. Evidently, then, an excellent grounding for
a scientific education can be obtained from object lessons.

Simple objects are brought under the children's notice,
and their peculiarities observed. For instance, liquids
such as water, oil, wine, milk, and quicksilver are taken
and used to show that they flow, break up into drop?,
have no shape of their own, and keep a level surface.

Physical properties of solids can then be treated ; btt
whatever the subject of the object lesson, the aim of the
teacher must be to let the class come to their own con-
clusions upon the points illustrated. This principle of
sound instruction is well exemplified by the lesson on
hard and soft bodies in the first of the three volumes
before us. The aim of the lesson is to enable a child to

express clearly (i) what he understands by " hard ' and
" soft "

; (2) that hardness and softness are merely rela-

tive terms
; (3) how to test the hardness of a body. Such

objects as an apple, a turnip, a potato, cork, chalk, wood,
lead, iron,llint, steel and glass are taken, and children
are asked to scratch them with the finger-nail. It is then
found that some of the objects can be scratched easily,

ethers not so easily ; a third class can only be scratched
with difficulty, and a fourth cannot be marked at all with
the finger-nail. The experiments are afterwards repeated
with a knife, and then the objects are rubbed against one
another, and the results noticed. By these means the
pupils learn that there are many degrees of hardness,
some bodies which are commonly called hard being
really soft when compared with others; t-.i,' lead is hard
when compared with wood, but soft when compared with
iron, and so on. To our minds, this method of teaching
elementary science is admirable. It inust not be supposed
however, that Mr. Murchc only deals with physical con-
ditions. His excellent little volumes are also concerned
with the chemistry of common things, with the mechanics
of every-day life, with zoology, botany, and physiology,
and with various arts and manufactures. The volumes
loUow a scheme of object teaching in elementary science
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issued by the London School Board some years ago. The
author adopted this scheme for use in his school as soon

as it was issued, and the experience gained since then

has enabled him to produce a thoroughly practical work. '

We know no better work for teaching elementary science

to young children. Though designed for Standards I. to '

Vi. of Board and National schools, most of our private,

and many of our public, schools would gain by introduc-

ing these object lessons into their curricula.

Precis d: .^ft'h'orologte Endnglne. By F. Canu. (Paris :

Gauthier-Villars et Fils, 1S94..)

L.\ Meteorologie Endogene is, according to the

author's definition, concerned with (i) all acoustic and
dynamic phenomena produced more or less directly by
variations of atmospheric pressure within the earth's

crust ; (^) internal manifestations of electricity and
magnetism. Ritter gave this branch of knowledge its

name, but it was De Rossi who reduced it to a system.

M. Canu's volume is an elementary description of ])heno-

mena belonging to the physics of the cirth. Among the

subjects dealt with are the aurora and its connection

with the sun ; earth currents ; subterranean noises, and
circumstances affecting them ; terrestrial magnetism

;

earthquakes and earth tremors ; and causes producing

the escape of fire-damp. All these phenomena are first

treated d'>scriptively, and then in relation to other pheno-

mena. Thus, after descriptions of the height, spectro-

scopic features, acoustic properties, electric character,

and geographical distribution of aurora;, we find brief

statements of all the causes believed to inrtuence the

phenomena. This plan is followed in each chapter, and
though the correlation between the phenomena described

is sometimes very doubtful, in general the observations

quoted deserve consideration. " Pour propager une
science," says the author, " il faut avant tout la vul-

gariser." To accomplish this object the book has been

made casilv understandable to a French-reading public.

Sack- und Oris- Verzcichnis :u den mineralogischeii tind

geoloi;isclicn Arbciteii -'Oii Gerhard voiii Ratlt. Im
Auftrage der Frau vom Rath bearbeitet von W.
Bruhns und K. Busz. Pp. 197. (Leipzig : Engelmann,

1893-)

This book is a tribute by the widow of Prof, vom Rath,

of Bonn, to the memory of her late husband. It had
been her wish to republish his numerous memoirs in a

collected edition, but the expense of reproduction of the

elaborate crystal drawings with which his researches

have been illustrated was found to be prohibitory ; hence
the tribute has taken the form of a detailed Index to his

works. The plan adopted for the Index is identical

with that of the useful Repertorium of the " Zeitschrift

fur Krystallographie und .Mineralogie von P. Groth."

There are two alphabetically arranged lists, the one a

subject-index, the other a locality-index. The crystallo-

graphical and mineralogical part is the work of Dr.

Jiubz, while for the petrographical and geological part

Dr. Bruhns is responsible. The Index gives striking

evidence of the vast range of I'rof. vom Rath's studies

and observations, while the high standard of excellence

which characterised his work is known to all who have
occasion to refer to his memoirs. By reason of the

diversity of the species and subjects discussed by him,

this Index will be of "n-it .ulvant.ni'e to students of

mineralogy.

Eltmenti d: hni.-.t, vols. I. and 1) liy Antonio
Roiti. (Florence : Successori Le Monnicr, 1891 and
1894-,

The first voluine of the third edition of this work was
published in 1S91, but the second vohtme. revised and
enlarged, h.is only recently appeared. Tlie two con-

stitute an admirably-arranged work on general physics,
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similar in structure to Ganot's " Natural Philosophy.
.After an introduction on the properties of matter. Pro
Koiti passes to the mechanics of solids, and then to th

mechanics of fluids. The ne.xt section is devoted t

acoustics, after which come chapters on heat and energ\
These conclude the first volume: the second being cor
ceined with radiant energy, and electricity and mag
netism. There are nearly nine hundred illustrations i

the complete work, but the majority of them are ol

friends. However, scientific judgment has been used i

making the compilation, and the only matter for con'

plaint is the absence cf an index—a common defect t

continental publications. In a work of science havin
the scope of that under review, such an omission i

unpardonable.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[7"/ie Editor doii not kolJ himsel/ resfionsibU for opinions t>

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertak
to return, or to correspond xcith the writers of^ rejectt

manuscripts intended for this or any other part o/ Nature
No notice is taken of anonymous communications. ]

Latitude by«Ex-Meridian.

The problem under CDnsider.ition is tli.it of finding latitudi

by an altilude of a heavenly body taken near the meridian
commonly called the " Ex-Meridian." The method most fre

quently employed by navigators is that in which a reduction i

applied to the observed altitude in order to reduce it to tbi

meridian, this reduction being either found by calculation

taken by inspection from special tables such as the " Ex
Meridian Altitude Tables," by Messrs. lirent, Walter, and

Williams. In the following it is proposed to show how this re

duct ion may be effected by the use of the Azimuth and Traversi

Tables.

If / be the latitude, d the declination, and // the hour an:

the formula of reduction is

.V = c/<-- (i;i

where

C = ^Sll^!^ /"-i^^Godfray's " Astronomy
2 Sill (/-</; V sin I /

Now since C may be considered constant

dx ox dl = 2, Ckdk :

Again from the fundamental relation

cos d cos / cos /; = cos : - sin d sin /

it is easily 'found that

dl — dh cos / tan A
where A is the azimuth, and eliminating C between (I) (2. .i

(3) the formula is obtained in the simple form

X — \ h cos / tan .K

which expresses the reduction in minutes of arc, // being the

number of minutes of arc in the hour angle.

As an example of the use of this formula, take the observa-

tion given at the beginning of the Brent Tables.

Dale, November 18, D, K. latitude 51' north, hour angle

oh. 24m. 54s., declination 19' 20' 43" south, and altitude

19° 29' iS". Required the true latitude.

From Burdwood's Azimuth Tables the bearing is found to be

about 6° 15', and we have

v = iS6'75 cos 51° tan 6' 15' = 12' 48"

giving a latitude 50° 57' 1

1

" north.

The result found in the book is 50' 57' 10" north.

To find the reduction bythcTraver.se Table we may proceed

as follows :—Willi 187 as distance and 51' as cour.sc, we have

li lat. II 7' 7 ; with this as ./ lal. and 6° 15' as course, we have in

the departure column 12' '8, which agrees with the result found

above.

A diflicully attending the above melind ii that the Burdwoou

Tables do not cive the azimuths of bodies having an altitude

greater than 60', and arc only calculatc<l for bodies whose de-

clinations do not exceed the maximum declination of the sun.

However, this shouhl hardly be sufficient to condemn the
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nethod, especially as the sun is the body most frequently

observed.

It may be also of interest to notice an addiiional u«e of the

Brent Tables. These are constructed on formula (i). Table III.

(iving the value of C for every decree of latitude from o' to

;o', and of declination from o' to 60'. Now (2) may be written

in the form

J "'''

So that if we wish to find during what lime observal ions m.iy be

taken so that an error dh in the estimated longituile will not

produce more than an error dl in the latitude, we have, if .' be

expressed in time,

C .///

Thus in the abave example, suppose it were required to find

during what time observations should be laken, so that an error

of a second of time in the estimated longitude would not produce

more than an error of a second of arc in the latitude, we
have

2/i =

t = = 12m. IIS.
I 2j

In cases where the latitude and declination are of the same name
and do not differ by very much, this time is very small, out when
uf different names in high latitudes / is considerable.

I. White.
H.M.S. I/au'ie, Mediterranean Squadron.

Magnetism of Rock Pinnacles.

Owi.N'G to my absence from home, I have only just seen the

letters of the Rev. K. IIiII, M.M..S., and James Heelis, in

NA'ri;i;E of August 2 and 9, on tlie above subject. The writers

have apparently overlooked the very interesting report by
Profs. Rucker and Thorpe, published in the lirit. .Assoc.

Report (or 1SS9, p. 5S6, in which it is sho«n that "all the

principal masses of basalt in ihe kiiiijdom form centres of

magnetic a'tractlori," and that "the .Malvern Hills, though
composed of diorite in which magnetic polarity can barely be

detected, produce deviations of t^venty minutes of arc at a

distance of one mile from their axis.'

The mineral magneiite is an original constituent of basic

igneous rocks ; and, ow ing 10 the action of gravity on this heavy
mineral whilst the magma which contained it was sliil in a fluid

or plastic condition, or lo some other cause, it has sometimes
>egregated into masses, or has become more or less concentrated,

in certain parts of igneous rocks. Two very interesting papers

on gabbro-, in which remarkable concentrations of magnetite

have been observed, have quite recently been read before the

Geological Society—one by Sir Archibald Geikieand .Mr. Teal),

and iheotherby Mr. Alfred llarlcer— in which the concenlration

observed in these rocks is accounted for in ditterent ways. Rocks
in which a local concenlration of magneiite has tai;en place must
have a veiy powerful eflect on the magnet even at a distance.

In addition to original magnetite, basic rocks, especially those

of igneous origin, contain secondary in.agnetiie, and magnetic
pyrites, formed by aqueous and other agents, out of the nnsiable

minerals of which the original rocks were built up. Serpentine,

tor instance, usually contains secondary magnetite formed out of

the mineral olivine, one of the principal cunstiluenis of the

peiidoliie from which serpentine was derived.

Owing to the presence of the above original and secondary
minerals, small h tnd-spicimens of ordinary igneous locks—even
those in which special segregation oi m.ignetite has not taken

place— will generally be found, when examined, 10 attract a

magnet more or less powerfully.

A suitable instrument for testing hand-specimens may be
formed by allaching a small hoise-shoe magnet to one arm of a

chemical balance. After the equilibrium of the balance has

been restored, place the hand-specimen under the magnet and
raise it carefully. The balance will dip unmistakably towards
the specimen it it contains an appreciable amount of magneiite.

20 Nevern Square, S.W. C. A. .McMahon.

Aurora.

In Hairhead, Renfrewshire, on l''rid.\y (14th), at 9.15 p.m., I

witnessed ihe finest aurora I have observed (oryeirs. I'he luinm-
ous arch extended from sjuih-west to north-iasr, and shortly
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reached the zenith. The rapid fluctu.ilions In the streamers were
remarkable. There were no coloured hands. The moon, nearly

full, was shining, rendering the appearance less vivid. In about

fifteen minutes ihe auroral light began 10 wane.

Tynron, Dumfriesshire, September iS. J. Sh.WV.

BRIGHT PIiOJECT/0.\S ON MARS'
TERMINA TOR.

'"P H F. appearance of bright spots on the surface of
-•- iMars has been long familiar to observers of this

planet. An idea of the ease with which they may be
observed can be gathered from the following words of

SchiaparelIi,our highest authority on Martian questions.
'• It would not be difficult to find a series of hypotheses

which would explain satisfactorily the appearance of the

polar and other white spots by attributing them in some
way to the evaporation of the supposed seas, and to the

atmosphere of the planet whose existence is indisputable.

But I consider it more useful to point out that these

difierent white spots are, of all the species of appear-

ances on .Uiirs, the easiest to observe. They require

only an instrument of moderate power and a very per-

severing attention. The .... peculiarities concerning
these spots show that they offer a field for the most interest-

ing investigations, whose importance in the study ot the

physical constitution of Mars is obvious ; and in this

field useful work could be done by those observers who
are not able to decipher the inucli more dillicult details

of the canals and their doubling."
Now the appearances of some of these spots in

different positions on the planet's disc have been
observed at times to undergo rapid changes in bright-

ness, and it was, if we do not err, the distinguished

observer just quoted who first pointed out the tendency
of some of these bright regions to increase relatively

in brightness as the terminator of the planet was
approached.

Observations of more recent date than those just

referred to, have, however, made us acquainted with

other surface phenomena connected, perhaps, in some
way with, but of more importance than, the bright spots,

and these are the bright prominences or projections at

the terminator.

It must be remembered, nevertheless, that bright pro-

jections may be of two kinds, optical and real.

The former is an effect of contrast. It may be brought
about by the approach of a very bright spot to the

terminator where the adjacent darkness tends to give it

the appearance of a projection, or, in other words, it is

the result of pure irradiation. .-Vs a somewhat parallel

example may be mentioned the "drop'' seen at the

transits of Venus. That numbers of such spots have
been seen at various times, can easily be shown by a

brief examination of the records. Terby, for instance,

in 1 888, on several nights watched three such points,

which, as they approached the western edge oi the disc,

became very bright, and before passing behind the

planet, projected beyond the edge of the disc, as was the

case with the polar cap. .At .Mount Hamilton, also,

numerous similar observations at various times have
been made.
The second kind of bright projection is that due to

the physical peculiarities at the surface of the .Martian

globe Itself, and may correspond to elevated highly

illuminated regions. These were first observed at the

Lick Observatory in 1S90, at the Observatory at Nice,

and at the Aret[uipa Observatory in 1 89;. The first

prominences observed this year were seen on June 28 at

Mount Hamilton, and since then have been more or less

constantly observed.

To give the reader an idea of what actually is seen at

the telescope when such a projection is under observa-

tion, an instance or two may not be out of place.
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On July 5, 1S90, at loh. Pacific standard time, a

sketch by Prof. J. E. Keeler, with the 36-inch, showed a

narrow, ellipticai, white spot from 15 to 20 long, pro-

jecting northward at a slight angle with the line of the

terminator. Half an hour later the spot was within the

disc, bat still visible as an oval white patch on a darker

background. The following day (Sh. 3m.) Prof. Holden
saw a projecting spot curved upwards and nearly meeting,

and the smaller projecting spot some 2 farther towards

the south. The lower spot changed very considerably

its shape during the time of observation, about an hour,

and was observed to be always situated at the end of a

long bright stripe of the surface of the planet which lies

north of Ueuteronilus.

A second case may be taken from the observations of

Prof. Hussey and Campbell, made at the opposition of

1S92, on July 1 1, with the Lick instrument. They record

that a most striking one (prominence) was visible when
the observations began at I2h. 15m., and remained con-

stantly in view for about two hours. Its shape changed
a great deal during that time. At I3h. 25m. it was
unusually prominent, and its outer e.xtremity was per-

ceptibly bent upward toward the south polar cap. On
July 13 these observations were duplicated ; the southern

one of the two projections presented the hooked or bent

appearance most strongly at I4h. 35m., just as it was
seen two nights earlier at I3h. 25m. Allowing for the

longer rotation period of Mars, the same point on the

planet was under observation on the two nights.

.\ somewhat indirect reference to these bright projec-

tions made by the .Arequipa observers is included in the

statement made by Prof. \V. H. Pickering, that "clouds
have on several occasions been observed to project

beyond the terminator and also beyond the limit, thus

confirming the observations made at the Lick Obser-
vatory."

Licsides the above-mentioned observations, inserted to

serve as samples of what has been seen, many more, by
different observers, might be given, but they are all of

the same type, and undoubtedly describe the same
phenomena. One principal fact about them seems to be
that although their shapes undergo distortions of all

kmds, due to the different directions of the illuminating

source, their mean positions seem to be at all times more
or less constant.

.\5 they appear beyond the terminator, not too far from

it and within the limb, and are brilliantly illuminated,

the natural conclusion to draw from this is that ihey

must either be the tops of high mountains lighted up by
the sun, or clouds at a high altitude in the Martian
atmosphere, rendered bright by the same source. The
latter suggestion, which, in the face of the most recent

facts, does not seem to have much weight, was put fur-

ward by i'rof. W. H. Pickering, and their height above
the surface of Mars was measured to be at least twenty
miles : more recent measures indicate that these

estimates are far too high. That they may be, and
most probably are, mouniain tops, is the most general

explanation ; and I'rof. Campbell,' whose opinion

coincides with our own, says they are "due to

mountain chains lying across the terminator of the

planet, possibly covered with snow in some cases, and
in others not necessarily so."

The reasoning he adopts may be summed up as fol-

lows : (Jn July II, lSy2, the Larth was approximately

39,000,000 miles distant. With powers of 350 to 520
the equivalent distances were reduced to 110,000 and
75,000 miles respectively, distances equal to one-half and
one-third of that of our Moon from us. Now if, with the

naked eye, one can see at the terminator of our satellite

bright projections at a distance of 240,000, surely pro-

' ''An Eiplanatirtn nf the Bright Proieclioni ob«rvcd on the Terminjilnr
of M.ir«,"' by W. W. CiropbelL /*. Ailr,)naiiiicai Soiitty of the i'an'fit,

vol. *i. No. .^. |». 1 J J.
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jections, if any, at much lesser distances should be visible

on the Martian disc.

If they be due to mountains, a small calculation has
shown that they need be only of a moderate height,

entirely comparable with those on the Earth and Muop.
The figures computed to represent the height of the

hills, satisfying the July observations, represented an
altitude a little more than iSg miles.

A well-observed fact, which strengthens the mountain
theory to a certain extent, is the presence of extremely

brilliant star-like points which have appeared both on
and off the snow-cap. If these are really mountain-

tops, they should be visible always with suitable illu-

mination, for when seen on a background of snow their

height should enable them to catch all available light for

reflection ; and, secondly, when observed on darker

surroundings (as when the snow serving as a back-

ground has melted', their height would still serve the

same purpose, besides preserving for them their snow-

capped peaks. The constancy in position of these spots

shows that they are rigidly connected with the surface,

and not due to the atmosphere, unless they be looked

upon as stationary clouds or mists, which does not seem
likely in the Martian atmosphere. Mr. Lowell this year

has observed and measured some, the positions of which

correspond with the measurements made by Green in

1S77.

In Prof. Holden's mind the mouniain theory seems to

be thoroughly conclusive, for at Mount Hamilton, night

after night, and even month after month, the prominences
on the planet appear in the same longitudes and lati-

tudes, insomuch that a map of some of the chains is in

preparation.

The positions of these brilliant spots on the globe of

Mars, just referred to, lie much nearer the South Pole

than those which have appeared as projections. This

shows that we must not look upon the Martian surface

as very llat, but as one studded with hills and dales, if

we have such indications of unevenness as we are led to

believe.

It may be remarked here that at Mount Hamilton
and at Nice no bright prominences have been seen out-

side the limb, the only observations of such a nature

of which we are aware being those of Martian clouds

at Arequipa, where, Prof. Pickering states, " clouds have

on several occasions been observed to project beyond

the terminator and also beyond the limb."

In considering the visibility of mountains at the ter-

I

minator and at the limb, certain important points must,

as Prof. Campbell says, be taken into account.

In the first place, 10 obtain the greatest " seeing

eiTect' at the terminator, it is not so much the height of

the mountain in question, but the length of its chain that

IS the chief function. On the other hand, a mountain .it

the limb is seen simply by virtue of its heii^hl above the

general surface, the Iciigllt of the chain in this case bein^'

entirely eliminated. It must not be forgotten, however,

that we view Mars from the earth, and not from the sun.

This fact, combined with the different positions of the

planet's axis at the times of opposition periods, accounts

for the innumerable ways under which mountain chains

can be illuminated, rendering them sometimes visi'.-le

and sometimes invisible, according to the conditions in

vogue. Kor instance, in KS(;othe mountainous part ob-

served was in the region a little 10 the north of Tempe
(lat. 40 N., long. 45 ). In lSt)2 the projections were

chietly observed about the region of Noachis (lat. 30

and 50' S), two small ones being remarked at 25' N. Lit.

At Nice projections were noticed in approximately the

same position, and in additional 30 S. lat. and 220 long.

to the south of Ilesperia.

Such, then, are some of the facts and deductions to

which a discussion of the observations of these promin-

ences, made up till now, has led us. There is, no
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lubt, niucli to be learnt before we can say with cer-

nty that we are dealing with mountain ranges pure
,1 simple ; but, as Prof. Campbell says, this hypothesis

I good one to work upon. The e.xplanation, which
-sunies the presence of clouds, does not, as previously

iiinted at, seem to be any longer tenable, for would not

permanent clouds (as these must necessarily be) at a
considerable )ieight mean land at a high altitude, and
therefore mountains?
Those making measures of the positions of projections

on the Martian terminator may find the following method
of procedure, recommended by Prof Campbell, service-

able :
—

" Marth's valuable ephemeris of .Mars gives the
' position angle of the greatest defect of illumination.'

With the micrometer wires set to that position angle,

place the fixed wire tangent to the upper limb and bisect

the projection with the movable wire. Again, place the

fixed wire tangent to the lower limb, and bisect the pro-

jection with the movable wire. The diameter of the

planet should also be measured, without changing the

position angle of the wires. Irradiation caused by the

l3right polar cap is liable to increase some of the distances

measured, especially with small telescopes."

iJefore concluding this brief summary, a few words
may be added wiih respect to a recent note which ap-

peared in these columns (p. 319), entitled "A Strange
Light on Mars.' The note in question was based on a

telegram issued by the International Bureau, and referred

to an observation made at the Nice Observatory. The
" strange light " alluded to was regarded by the writer as

referring to something quite exceptional, and not to the

well-known prominences which during iSij2 were so often

seen, and which during this present period of opposition

have been observed and measured several weeks before

the telegram was dispatched.
\V. ]. S. LOCKVER.

NOTES.
I

The funeral of Prof, von llelmholtz took place on Sep.
;

t -inber 13, at Charloltenbarij. Among the nunierouj tributes

of admiration were magnificent wreaths from the German
I'.cnperor and the Empress Frederick, both of whom •vere

'^presented at the ceremony. Most of the learned societies of
,

ills capital and m.ir.y of the Universities and scienlitlc bodies in

other parts of the Empire also sent representatives. Among those

present at the funeral nere Baron von Marschall, the Secretary

of State for Foreign Affairs, Count Eulenhnrg. Dr. Miquel,

Dr. von Btitticher, Herr von Schelling, and Herr Thielen.

We are glad to learn that the Technical Education Board

have made a grant of ^503 to Bedford College (for Women),

10 aid in ihe full equipment of .the laboratories of that

institution.

The Z(j//ft-/ states that the trustees of the late Mr. Richard Ber-

lidge have, with the consent of the Attorney-General, now handed

to the liritish Institute of Preventive Medicine the residue of

the legacy, amountingtoover ^20,000, for the purposeof building

and endowing a laboratory for the chemical and bacteriological

examination of water-5up|)ly and the investigation of processes

of sewage purification. The permanent laboratory is now in

course of erection on the site secured by the Institute at

Chelsea, but, pending its completion, a temporary laboratory

has been fitted up in order that the work may be at

once proceeded with. Mr. Joseph Lunt, formerly as-

sistant to Sir Henry Roscoe, has been appoinled by the

Institute to carry on this work under the director's supervision.

The Institute is now, the Lancet understands, prepared to

undertake the bacteriological and chemical examination of any

samples of water which may be submitted. In addition to thi.-,
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the Institute will give expert assistance in the bacteriological

or pathological diagnosis of any pathological material. The
demand for this kind of work has greatly increased, so much so

that, although Dr. KufTer will still ret-iin charge of this depart-

ment, a specially trained bacteriologist has been appointed to

work under his direction. Particulars may be obtained by

writing to the director at the temporary offices of the Institute,

loi Great Russell .Street, London, W.C.

According to the British Rtedical Journal, a Clinical Re-

search Association has been formed, under the patronage of

Sir James Paget, Dr. Wilks, Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson, Sir

W. H. Broadbent, Sir George Humphrey, Dr. Clifford Allbutt,

and others, with the object of assisting medical practitioners in

the investigation and treatment of disease by furnishing trust-

worthy reports upon excretions, tumours, and other morbid

products. A laboratory has been fitted up, and will be under

the direction of Dr. J.
Galloway and Messrs. J. H. Targeti and

F. G. Hopkins. Further particulars of the Association can be

obtained from the secretary, Mr. C. II. Wells, 5 Denman

Street, S.E.

A Medical School for Women is to be established by the

Russian Government at St. Petersburg. This step, which is said

to be due to the influence of Prince Wolkowski, acquires aidi-

tional importance from the fact that only a few years ago the

Ministryof Instruction was strongly opposed to every movement

favourable to the higher education of women. The fate of the

new institution will, we hope, be happier than that of the one

established by Prof. Gerie, which was closed in 18S4.

An international Congress of Chemistry and Microscopy will

he held in Vienna during the last week of the present month.

Dr. E. Ludwig is the president of the committee of arrange-

ments, and thei secretary is Dr. Hans Heger, I. Kolowrating,

Pestalozzigasse 6, Vienna.

We notice that in the Universal Exhibition to be held in Paris

in 1900, there are to be sections devoted tohygiene, military and

naval hygiene, and medicine and surgery.

Information has been received respecting an Exhibi-

tion of Industry which is to be held at Kioto from .A.pril I to

July 31, 1S95. The exhibition is the fourth of the kind

organised by the Japane-e Government, and will be divided

into classes under the following heads :— Manufactures, Fine

Alts, Agriculture, Waste I'rjducts, Education, Mines and

Mining, and Machinery.

We have on several occasions referred to the great landslip

at Gohna, and on July 5 printed an illustrated abstract of the

report upon it by Mr. T. H. Holland. The dam, as readers

of our notes for August 30 are aware, burst on .\ugust 26, and,

as a consequence, very considerable destruction of property

ensued. Further information respecting the occurrence has now

reached England, and the Times of Saturday last published the

following interesting details received from a correspondent :

—

"On August 24, at 8 o'clock in the morning, an automatic

hell, placed within a foot of the top of the dam, sounded the

first note of alarm. The warning was communicated through-

out the whole of the threatened territory almost instantaneously

by means of telegraphic messages, bonfires, rockets, the beat-

ing of drums, and other signals, and the people immediately

fled, with all their cattle and personal belongings, into the hills.

In this way ample warning was given and the apprehended

loss of life averted. Three hours after the first signal the

water reached the lowest point of the ridge, and the officials

thought it expedient to block the passage through which the

torrent would first escape, so that the lake should not overflow
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before 7 o'clock on the morning of the 25'.h. Warning tele-

granas were despatched along the valley. The wea'.her was

very unfavourable for observation, a heavy mist obscuring the

landscape. Signs of collapse were visible .it S o'clock in the

evening, and shortly before midnight the dam burst. A flood

30 feet high, sweeping onward with irresistible force, reached

Chamoli, half-way between Gohna and Srinagar, at half-past

l2onthe26lh. At l in the morning there was another tre-

mendous rush of water, which descended with an awful roar

;

but nothing was visible owing to the constantly thickening

mist. The flood travelled at an average rate of twenty-four

miles an hour all down the valley, rising in places to n height

of 2CO feet. .-Vt Chamoli it rose to a height of 160 feel,

destroying the bazaars and thft hospital. At .Srinagar the

devastation was even more widespread. The f-)od reached

llardwar at 9 o'clock on Sunday, and by noon the river had

risen 12 feet. It presented a magnificent spectacle, and the

view from the surrounding heights was at once grand and

terrible. At Hard-*ar all Government buildings, with the

exception of the telegraph office, were destroyed. The whole

lake was discharged in about two hours."

At the .-Vugust meeting of the Calcutta Microscopical

Sjciety, the retirement of Dr. William King from the Geo-

logical .Survey of India was referred to, and a brief notice of

his work in India, and especially in connection with the

Society, was read. We take the following information from a

report in the Eit^lishiuaii

:

—Dr. King joined the Geological

Survey in Calcutta under its first Director, Dr. T. Oldham, in

March 1857. In May of that year, a memorable month in

Indian history for its connection with the mutiny of the Native

,\imy, he went to Madras with the first survey party for that

Presidency, under Mr. II. F. lilanford. Dr. King continued

in Southern India for over twenty-five years, with only

occasional visits to headquarters in Calcutta ; and during that

period he took part in the surveys of, or himself surveyed, the

districts of the Coromandel and part of the Northern Sircars,

working chiefly at the Crystalline, Transition, Vindhian, Gond-
wana, and Cretaceous formilions of Peninsular India. In 1S70

he became Sup;rintendent of the Madras Survey Party, and
the latter years of his work in Madras were spent in connecting

thecoistal Gimlwinis of Nellore and the Godaveri District

With the coal-bearing division of the series in the Central

Provinces, by the Gjdaveri Valley and WeUern Hyderal)ad.

After this Dr. King's labours l.iy in the Central Provinces,
[

where in his progress ovtr the Mandia and lihundara districts,

nnd eventually over the whole of Chatti-garh, he connected
most of the rock formations of Southern India with those of

the Central Provinces and Central India, up to the western

frontiers of Chota Nagpur. In 1SS7 he became Director of the

Geological Survey of India. During the period of his director-

ship the geology of the north-west frontier (particularly in

Beluchitlan and in the Silt Range) and of Burma, was considei-

al*ly .idvanced in respect lo the exteni of area mapped, and its

correlation with European and Europo- Asian geology. The
mineral development of iho-e regions in the way of coal, oil,

and tin was alio greatly advanced during the same period. Dr.
King is the author of four memoirs on the geology of ili>trict3

in the Madras Presidency, and of more than twenty reviews on
the geology, or mineral condition, of oth-r lr.acis. Dr. Simpson
\\\\ been appointed President of the Microscopical Society of

Calcutta, in the place of Dr. King.

The Pilot Chart of the North Atlantic Ocean for September
•hows the remarkable drift of the derelict I-\iiinie E. Wolsloii

On October 16, 1891, the vessel became a derelict not far distant

from Cape Ilattems, and on June 13, 1892, was reported in 39
west longitude, from which position, after a number of irregular
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gyrations, she drifted back to about longitude 75° west by th

end of January last, and on August 6 w.as .again sighted i

latitude 34° N. and 67° W. This vessel has thus been a derelic

for over looo days, during which time she has drifted abou

S600 miles. The .Vmerican Hydrographer points out that Ih

dangerous character of these derelicts is illustrated by the fat

that during a period of seven years there have been forlyfiv

collisions with them, which caused the total loss of nine vessels

The United States Government has employed the steamshij

San Francisco in destroying these obstructions, and durin

the above period sixty-nine have been burnt, and one blown U|

by torpedoes. The ellicacy of destroying derelicts by fire i

thus illustrate.!.

The Italian Meteorological OlTice has published part I of it

.J«//.i;'j fur tile year 1S93, showing the work done in variou

departments of the service. Special studies of the behaviour

thunderstorms are carried on in the interest of agriculture, will

the view of establishing for each province, and for each week c

the year, the mean number of storms, distinguishing ihoS'

which were accompanied with rain or hail, attention also beinj

paid to the size of th; hailstones. A list of all hailstorm

which have occurred during a period of fifteen years is bein;

prepared. The volume contains several discussions of earth

quake shocks, especially those which occurred in Zante, in 1S93 .

A new seismograph has been erected at the Collcgio Romano,'

provided with a long and heavy pendulum, which registers

shocks that occur at great distances. This instrument, which

was devised by Dr. Agamennone, has worked so well tha

others are to be established in various parts of the kingdom

The department of terrestrial magnetism has been occuptedl

with the preparation of a series of magnetic' charts, and at
I

account is given of some modifications and improvements madi

in a small portable magnetometer, for the study of loca

magnetic disturbances.

An interesting paper on the temperature variation in lh<

electrical resistance of some organic bodies (esters of the fall)

acids), by Prof. A. liartoli, is published in the Piwccaingjo
\

the Keale Instituto Lombardo di Scienze e Lettere. The|

liquids examined were in most cases obtained from Kuhlbaum,

|

and the author gives their boiling point. The conclusions lo!

which the author has come are as follows:— (i) In a series t

esters derived from a given alcoholic radicle with diflereut ucidil

of the fatty scries the conductivity, both at ordinary temperatures:

and at the boiling point, decreases with increase in the com-

plex. ly of the constitution of the body. In aildition, the

alcoholic radicle affects the conduc:ivity, which diminishes withi

increased complexity; thus, while metliyl valerate conducts to a

fair extent, amyl valerate is an insulator. (2) In general the

conductivity oi these esters increases with increase of tempera-'

ture, the rate of change with temperature being s nailer for
|

those having a more complex composition than for those with

a simpler formula. Thus, while the r.ate of change is consider-

1

able for amyl valerate, amyl butyrate, and isobulyl valerate, it i*!

small in the case of methyl formate, methyl acetate, and eth)l

fjrmate. (3) Of the sixty different liodies experimented upon,
|

one sampleuf ethyl acetate h.ad a conductivity which decreased

with increase of temperature j another sample of the same body,
,

however, which the author considers to be purer, gave »"

increasing conductivity. A sample of isobulyl acetate also gave
,

a negative rale of variation with temperature. These anomalous

results the author considers lo be due to the presence in the

samples of a small quantity of one cf the alcohols. (4) The

addition of from I to 20 per cent, of any alcohol to any of the

esters experimented upon, gives a solution of which the variation

of the conductivity with temperature is negative, wliile the

addition of a phenol, a ketone, an ar.aline, or a paraldehyde of
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asy acid, gives a solution whose resistance increases with rise of

temperature.

In a paper contributed to the Archives N^irlaiiJaiits, >r.P.

-min gives an account of the observations he has made on the

Kerr phenomenon on the reflection from surfaces of iron, cobalt,
I

and nickel in a magnetic field. The author has continued the

experiments commenced by M. Sissingh, using a slightly modified

form of apparatus. He finds that the difference between the

observed and calculated jihases (obtained from Lorentz's

formulDe) is practically constant for radiation of all wavelengths,

and is equal to 80^ in the case of iron. Similar results were

obtained with nickel and cobalt. In the case of these two

metals the author, after attempting to obtain suitable mirrors by

the deposit of the melal on polished iron, or by electrolysis, was

obliged to have plane faces cut on blocks of the pure metal,

which when polished formed good mirrors.

The specific heat of gases at constant pressure has been

invesligated by Dr. Silvio Lussana, by means of a new and

ingenious apparatus. The contrivance, as described in the

Nuovo Ciintnlo, is intended to overco^ne the difficulty of pro-

viding a sufficient quantity of gas to experiment upon. With
the resources of an ordinary physical laboratory it is ditTicult to

obtain a pure gas in sufficient quantity to mike an impression

upon the calorimeter, so Dr. Lussana decided to use the same

quantity over and over again. Two substantial iron tubes were

placed vertically, and communicaied at the bottom by means of

an india-rubber tube strengthened with five layers of canvas.

They were partly filled with mercury, and by elevating or lower-

ing one of them the mercury could be made to completely fill the

one or the other. When one tube was full of merciuy, the other

was filled with the gas to be investigated, and the amount of gas

which filled the tube could be driven out and through the

calitimeler by lowering the tube. The gas was then made to

pass through an india-rubber tube leading 10 a brass worm
immersed in a heating bath, and another immersed in water,

«liich constituted the calorimeter. It then passed througli a

nail subsidiary worm, to test whether it had lost all the heat

[uired, and finally entered the other iron tube which wa-i being

iipticd of mercury. By means of a short circuit provided with

a valve, the gas and the mercury in the two iron tubes could

be exchangeil, and the same process repealed. The water

equivalent of the calorimeter was dilermined experimentally by

i^nding a measured quantity of hot water through it. To ensure

jnstancy of pressure, the level of the mercury was always

adjusted to the same fiducial mark on a short length of glass

tubing introduced in the in lia-rubber tube. The gas was intro-

duced by a Natlerer compression pump. Seeing that pressures

were employed up to forty almosphere>, special care had to be

bestowed upon stop-cocks and junctions, some of which were

constructed in a novel manner. The results of the measure-

ments, which promise to be of great interest, will shortly bj

published.

Thk May number of the Transictions ofthe North of Eii^-

ltd Institute of Technical Brewing, a copy of which has been

sent to us, contains an interesting an 1 very useful paper by

Mr. Fellowes, on ' Some of the microorganisms causing the

diseases of beer. " M:!ntion is made of the important services

rendered by Pasteur, Hansen, Van Laer, Lindner and others to

this subject, and we are introduced to quite a number of

raicrobic foes with all of which the brewer has to wage war.

The cause of viscosity in beers has recently been elaborately

stodied by Van Laer, who has isolated certain microorganisms

which he has classed together under the name of Bacillus

viscosui. When these organisms are introduced into sterilised

wort along with pare yeast, the liquid is reniered mire or less

ropy, the decree of viscosity depending upon the proportion in
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which the disease organism is introduced. Curiously, however,

although the Bacillus viscosus behaves in this characteristic

manner in the case of Belgian beers, s > far, similar results have

not been obt.ainci with it when subjected to the English system

of fermentation. Mr. Fellowes his himself isolated various

organisms present in samples of viscid beer, bat has not been

able to obtain with such pure cultures or individual varieties a

viscosity equal to that of the sample from which they were

originally derived. Hesu^'ests thi'. the cause of this failure

may be sought in the probable modifications induced in the

physiological character o.'' the micro-orginisms daring the

process of isolation by mean; of gelatine cultures. In support

of this suppisition he refers to Prof. Percy Frankland's investi-

gations on the fermentation of calcium citrate by means of a

particular bacillus, which although in the habit of fermenting

this .substance, for years past abs jlutely refused to do so when

introduced into calcium citrate solutions direct from gelatine

cultures. Mr. Fellowes is of opinion that the viscosity in

English beers may be due to the associated action of various

micro-organisms present, their activity depending not only on

the particular varieties, but also on the relative numerical

strength in which they are present. It is obvious that to

obtain such particular conditions artificially is by no means an

easy task, but there can be no doubt that a wide field for

research on the question of symbiotic fermentation, or the

associated life of micro-organisms, remiiasyet to be explored.

The Berichte der Deutschen B.^'.anischen Gesellschaft, vol. xii.

part 5, contains a paper, by J. E. Humphrey, on nucleoli ani

centrosomcs. The author favours the theory thit the nucleolus

is not a definite organ of the nucleus, but regards ir, with Stras-

burger and Gui^nard, as a reserve material of the nucleus. In

this connection he examined the nuclei of the sporangia of

Psilotum triijuetrum, in which Karsten considers that the cen-

trosomes of the dividing nuclei arise from the nucleoli, and

after division are re-included in the daughter nuclei. IIis

observations, however, lead him to the conclusion that .the

nucleoli and centrosomes are completely distinct from one

another, and that the latter are altogether extra-nuclear.

Another interesting result, which he obtained in the coarse of

his observations, is that the body, which is often found in con-

nection with the nuclei of the pollen-sac, and which his been

called the " paranucleolus," is probably not a natural structure,

bat is formed daring the process of fixing the material in which

it is found, as it was seen regularly on that side of the nuclei

which was the last to be reached by the fixing fluid.

N.VTURAi.ISTS may sometimes have wondered that a region

so classical in the annals of marine biology as the neighbour-

hood of St. Vaast-Ia-Hougue w.is no; earlier made the site of

one of those marine laboratories which our neighbours across

the Channel conduct with such efficiency and economy. For

some years past, however, the Museum of Natural History of

Paris has been engaged in altering and refitting the extensive

buildings of an ancient lazaret on the island of Tatihou to this

end, and at the first September meeting of the Academy of

Sciences M. Edinond Perrier was able to report the practical

completion of the laboratory. A circulation of sea-water has

been fitted up throughout the laboratories and tank-rooms, and

marine animals of all kinds live perfectly within the aquaria.

M. Malard-Damcril, the naturalist in charge, and his stall

reside permanently upon the spot, and there is full accommo-

dation for eighteen additional naturalists. The work of the

new laboratory is not, however, to be limited to the promotion

of pure scientific research, but, if the hopes of its founders are

reahsed, will also include operations on a practical scale in

marine pisciculture.
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On the title-page to the second edition of the " Manual of the
I

Geology of India," recently noticed in Nature, the name o(

the author of thi: edition alone appears. The Government of

India, on ths circuai5tancebein» broajht to their notice, have

ordered the title-page in question to be cincelled, and a revised

title-page, with the namij of the original authors of the work
inserted, to be substituted.

We are informed that Mr. J. Nisbet, some of whose books
on Forestry were recently reviewed in these columns, has under-

taken to contribute a series of short articles on "Birds in

Relation to Forestry " to the Xatur.al History Department of

the Yorkihire IWekly Pest.

The syllabus of the Manchester Municipal Technical School

and Municipal School of .\rt, for the session 1S94-5, has just

been issued, and may be obtained from the director and secre-

tary, or the Guardian Printing Works, Manchester. A'tention

is drawn to several new subjects and courses of instruction,

among which we may mention—honours classes in theoretical

mechanics, applied mechanics and steam, a course of lecture;

in hygiene, and special courses in magnetism and electricity for

telegraph employes.

The fifth annual report of the Miisouri Botanical (iarden,

covering the year 1S93, has just come to hand, and forms a

handsome volume. The year under review seems to have been

a very satisfactor)' one for the garden, bo'.h from a financial and

scientific standpoint. In addition to the reports of the officers

of the Board and of the director, the volume contains several

scientific papers, some of which are illustrated ; there ate also

several well-executed pro;es3 illustrations of objects of interest

in the garden.

We leam from the abstract of the P/wt-tiiings of the Linnean

Society of New York for the year ending March 27, 1894,

that at the annu.al meeting, held on the date mentioned, there

were 136 resident and 35 corresponding members. At the

beginning of the year the society had on its roll 37 resident

and 37 corresponding members. Daring the year 29 papers

were read, and 214 publications were added to the librarv.

Messrs. J. and.V. CiifRCHiLL have sent us the new edition

—the third—of the translation, by T. II. Waller and II. K.

Procter, of Kohlrausch's " -\n Introduction to Physic.1l Measure-

ments." The present edition is translated from the seventh

German edition, and contains nearly four times the number of

pages than the first German edition, which appeared in 1S69.

The tables have been corrected to the present state of knowledge,

and a good deal of new matter has been embodied in them.

A Macazi.se entitled the .imerican Hislorica! A'<s;isUr hi%

been started this month in Philadelphia, the special mission of

which is to form the medium of inquiry and communication be-

tween the memb;ri of various .\merican patrio.ic associations, to

chronicle their proceedings, and to preserve in its pages matters

of historical value and of personal interest to their members
;

it bears, therefore, the subtitle of "Monthly Gazette of the

Patriotic-Hereditary Societies of the United Slates of America."

The magazine i* tastefully prinlcl on good paper, and several

successful process illustrations grace its pages.

The Journat of the Royal Horticultural Society dated

Augast hu just reached us, and contains, in addition to the

usual extracts from the Proceedings of the .Society, the lollowing

papers :

— " The Cedar of Goa," by Dr. M. T. .Masters, !•'. R.S.

;

" The Deciduous Trees and .Shrubs of Japan," by James H
Veitch ;

" Rare Trees and Shrubs in the Arnold Arboretum,"

by Maurice de Vilmorin ;
" Hybrid Narcissi," by the Rev. G.

H. Englehear. ;
" Botanical Exploration in Borneo," by F.

W. Burbidge ; "Flowering Trees and Shrubs," by George

Nicholson.
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Messrs. Dulau and Co. have issued part xxxiv. of their

catalogue of zoological and p-aK-eontological works, containing

descriptions ot the books on mammalia offered lor sale by
them.

We have received from Dr. F. Krantz, Rhenish Mineral

Oflice, Bonn-onthe Rhine, a catalogue of minerals, and plates

of minerals for exhibiting optical phenomena, which he has for

sale.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Common Marmoset (Hafale jacchiis) from

South-east Brazil, presented by Mr. J. C. Alleyne ; a Boschbok

(Tragilaphus sylvattcit;, 9 ) from South Africa, presented by

Mr. J. E. Matcham ; a Silver Pheasant {Eiit-locamus

nycthemcriis, 9 ) from China, presented by Mr. Thomas
Harris; a Larger Hill-Mynah (Gracula iiileiiiicJia) from

India, presented by Mr. Charles E. Brooke : a Cape Bucephalus

{BiiceJ>i'ia!us eaf-ensis) horn South Africa, presented by .Mr. .\.

W. Arrowsmith ; a Common Chameleon {CAtiWu-Jijii z'ii'giiiis'<

from North .-Vfrica, presented by Mr.G. T. Elphick ; a Slowworm

(.higiiis fragilis), British, presented by Mr. G. H. Morton

.Middleton ; a Malbrouck Monkey {Ceicopithcctis cyncstirns, 9 )

from West Africa, a Blue-fronted .\mazon (C/irysotis •tstiva),

from South America, twenty Painted Terrapins (C/cw«;'i/<V/ij)

five Stink-pot Terrapins {Aromodniys odora/a), an American

Box Tortoise ( Terrafcne carinata) from North America,

deposited ; a Hedgehog {ILrinaieus, sp. inc.) from India,

a Mitred Guinea Fowl [Xiiiiiida niilrala) from Mad.igasc.ir, a

Bull Frog (A'aiia eates/'iaiia) from North .\merica, puichased.

OUJi ASTRONOMICAL COLUMX.
The Semi-j\nxi'AL Variation of Meteors.— "It is a

saying of Arago," wrote Prof. A. S. Herschel thirty years ago,

"founded upon observation and confirmed by constant expe-

rience in later years, that the Earth encounters more shooting

stars ingoing from aphelion to perihelion than in going from

perihelion to aphelion." The fact of this semi-annual variation

in the number of meteors has since been confirmed by many
observers, and has also furnished a subject for much discussion.

Mr. G. C. Bompas summarises the state of knowledge on the

matter in the current number of the Monthly Xo'.iccs of the

K. .V.S. , and criticises the explanation believed to account for

the facts of observation. The theory accepted by most ob-

servers is that the semi-annual variation referred to is due to the

planetary motion of the Earth, just as the horary variation it

due to the Earth's rotation. It will at once be seen that obser-

vations in the southern hemisphere supply a lest of the validity

of this explanation ; for the greater number of meteors should

appear in the southern hemisphere from January to June in

each year—that is. when that hemisphere is in front of the Earth's

orbital motion. From June to December, when the northern

hemisphere is in (rout, we encounter a larger number of meteort

than during the first half of the year. There can be no doubt

ihat the change in the position of the Earth's axis relatively to

her motion does really tend to incre.ise the number of shooting

stars seen in the second half of the year in the northern hemi-

sphere, but Mr. Bompas thinks that this cause is insufficient to
,

account for the very large increase observed, viz. from two to

tlirce times the number observed in the first half of the year,

lie has examined the meteor observations made by Dr. Neu-

niayer at the Melbourne Observatory from 1S5S to 1863, and

j
he finds that the variation is not reversed, but follows the same

law as in the northern hemisphere, the hourly number of

' meteors seen in the second half of the year exceeding the

number seen in the first half. It seems, therefore, that some

cause further than that hitherto assigned must help in producing

the semiannual variation of meteors. The whole discussion

leads Mr. Bompas to sulnnit : (I) That the explanation hitherto

adoptc<l of the semi-annual variation of meteors is inadequate ;

(2) that the variation is connected with and mainly clue to the

cosmical motion of the solar system ; (3) that it renders highly

prvbable the cosmical origin and motion of meteors.
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GEOLOGIES A.XD DELUGES}

IN" the (lays when geology was young, now some two hundred

years ago, it found a careful foster-mother in theoloi;y, who
watched over its early growth with anxious solicitude, and

stored its receptive mind with the most beautiful stories, which

the young science never tired of transforming into curious fancies

of its own, which it usually styled " theories of the earth."

Of these, one of the mo5t famous in its dav and generation

was that of Thomas Burnett, published in 16S4, in a work of

great learning and eloquence. Samuel Pepys, of diary-fame, is

said to have found great delight in it, and it is still possible to

turn to it with inteiest when jaded with the more romantic

ficiion of our own day.

It was the fashion lo commence these theories with chaos,

and chao?, according to Burnett, was a disorderly mixture of

particles of earth, air, and water, floating in space ; it was

without form, yet not without a centre, a centre indeed of

gravity, towards which the scattered particles began to fall, but

the grosser, on account of " their more lumpish nature," fell more

.[uickly than the rest, and reaching the centre first accumulated

about it in a growing heap, a heap, as we might now express it,

of fallen meteorites ; the lighter particles, which form fluids,

followed the heavier in their descent, and collected around the

solid kernel to form a deep ocean. This was at flr^t a kind of

emulsion, like milk, formed of oily and watery parti. !es com-

mingled, and jun as in the case of milk, there separated on

standing, a thick creamy upper layer, which floated on the

"skim-milk" below. That this really happened, the good

Burnett bravely remarks, "we cannot doubt." The finest

dust of chaos was the last to fall, and it did not descend till the

cream had risen ; with which it mingled loform, under the heat

of the sun, the earth s first crust, an excellent but fragile pastry,

consisting of fine earth mixed with a benign juice, which formed

a fertile nidus for the origin of living things. Outside nothing

now was left, but the lightest and most active particles of all,

and these "Hying ever on the wing, play in the open spaces"

about the earth, and constitute the atmosphere of air.

Such w.as the earth when first it formed the abode of unfallen

man—perfect in form and beauty, for it was a true sphere,

smooth as an egg ; undisfigured by mountains, and unwasled

by the sea. It was unfortunately but too like an egg,

since its fragile shell rested on ihe treacherous waters of the

interior abyss, "the waters under the earth, ' and the sun over-

roasting, finally cracked and burst it ; the broken fragments of

the ruined world tell downwards into the abyss, and the subter-

ranean waters rushed out in a mighty flood to remain .is our

present seas and oceans, from which the broken crust protrudes

.as continents and islands. As might naturally be anticipated,

the bursting out of the abyss corresponds to the Noachian

deluge, which we thus perceive to have been profounder in its

origin and wider reaching in its efl'ects ilian we might previously

hive supposed. 'Ihis, fjr di^tiaction, we may call Burnett's

deluge ; of his geology we may say that it is cosmological,

since it endeavours to trace the history of the earth backwards

to its origin in chaos ; that it is catastrophic, because it attempts

to account for all the great features of the earth by a single

event which occurred suddenly and with violence ; and that it is

theologic, since it owes its inspiration to Holy Writ.

.\s geology grew older it went, to school : what was the

name of the school is not quite certain ; some have called

it " Science falsely so called," others, more briefly,

"Inductive Science.' However this may be, the immediate

eflfect on the manners of young geology was very dislres^ng.

It grew contradictory, and was frank in the expression of

obnoxious opinions. One of its most irrigating remarks was

that the world was not made in a week, and it would appear

ihat at this time the relaii .ns of child and foster-parent became
not a little strained. Slill geology proved an apt scholar, and

its progress was rapid. One of the most imporlant lessons it

learnt was that if we want to know how the world was made, the

first essential is to sludy the earth itself, lo investigate with

patient drudgery every detail that it presents, and particularly

ihe structures that can be seen in river-banks, sea-cliffs,

quarries, pits, and mines. Thus it discovered that the solid

kind beneath our feet is to a large extent composed of layers

of sediment wh'ch were once deposited more or less quietly at

the bottom of ancient seas, and certain curious bodies known
as fossils, it concluded lo be the remains of plants and animals,

1 Eridsh AssoTiarion .\iiircsilo worViiis men, by Prof. Soil.!*:, F.R.S.
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sea-shells and the like, which were once the living denizens of

these seas.

It discovered Ihat the«e deposits \'e sn regularly one upon

another, that it compared them to a pile of hooks, or to a slant-

ing row of looks lying cover to cover ; and that in some cases,

at leas', the simile was not strained, will appear if we trace the

structure of England from Oxford westwar.'s towards Bristol.

We then find that Ihe thick bed of clay upon which Oxford

stands, lies;evenly on a series of gently sloping beds known as the

lower Oolites : these in like manner repose on those thin seams

of limestone and clay called Ihe Lia=, and these in their turn

upon the red beds of the Trias. It might perhaps have been,

expected that this uniform arnrgement would continue through

the whole thickness of the stratified rock«,but it was discovered,

and the importance of the di-'cnvery was recoeni=ed so early as

1670 by Bishop Steno,a man of great genius, that the regularity

ofthe succession is liable to interruption at intervals. Thus as we
approach Bristol, we encounter those beds of limestone which

are associated with our coal-bearing strata, and which are

consequently called "carboniferous"; but these are by no

means related to the beds we have just passed over in the same

manner as they are to one another—we do not find Ihe highest

J)ed of the carboniferous series offering its upper surface as a

gently sloping platform on which the trias may rest ; on the con-

trary, the carboniferous beds are seen to lie in great rolling

folds, with the tops of the rising folds absent, as it were sliced

off', and it is on the edges not on the surface of ihe^e beds that

the red trias layers are seen to be spread out. This sudden

change in disposition may well be called a break in the suc-

cession of Ihe rocks, and, as if lo emphasi*:e it and compel atten-

tion to it, we find it accompanied by a complete change in the

character of the fossils, those occurring in ihe carboniferous

rocks being of entirely different kinds lo those which are found

in the overlying beds.

Evidently the carboniferous beds could pot have been laid

down in the sea in the steeply folded form thev now present, at

first ihey must have been spread out in nearly horizontal layers,

and the folded form must have been subsequently impressed

upon them, no doubt by Ihe action of some stupendouslv
powerful force. Subsequent also must have been the removal

of Ihe upper parts of the folds and the general planing down
1 which they appear lo have undergone.
I To Ihe young geology all Ihis might seem perfectly clear,

but in its impulsive explanations it assumed that nature must
have frequently acted in a great and lerrib'e hurry : thus the

folding of the rocks was supposed lo have been p'oduced sud-

denly and violently by a sing'e mighty convulsion, which
simultaneously changed sea-floors into mountain chains, split

open the land in wide gaping ciiasms—our p-esent river valleys

—

and with the same blow destroyed every living inhabitant in the

world.

I
But the discordance between two sets of rocks is met with

not once only, but several times, in the stratified rocks of Ihe

earth's crust, and for every discordance there must have occurred

a corresponding catastrophe.

These catastrophes were as wonderful as Burnetl's, and there

were more of them, so that at this stape of its exis'enre

geology was appropriately designated "catastrophic." It

had completely severed the apron-string", and ceased to be
theologic, but it still to its credit remained cosmologic. I'

tr.aced the earth from chaos up lo a stage when islands and
continents rose out of a primeval ocean, the waters of which
were boiling ; saw it peopled with strange and v.irious forms

of life, and watched it run its course, rejoicing in the sirn,

"chearfull, fresh, and full of joyannce c'^d," ihen pictured it

overtaken with disasters, shaken with earthquakes, over-

whelme<l by floods, and agonising in the labours of a n'^w birth

("aim followed after storm, and life rejoiced afresh in a remade
world 10 be again destroyed. Thus, through alternations of

peace and strife, the earth moved on its changeful w.av, to ihe

crowning creation of man, who was himself a living witness of

the last great catastrophe of all, the N'oachian deluge. Its

waters covered the whole earth, lo the tops of ihe highest

mountains under heaven, and on their retreat they left behind,

as a standing witness lo their extension, great sheets of sediment,

supposed lo be spread out over the entire surface of the globe,

and appropriately named Ihe "diluvium." The diluvium may
be seen in most parts ofthe British Isles, except in the south of

England ; it consists of clays and sands, containing vast numbers
of curiously scratched stones.
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As ihe powers of geology matured it became increasingly able

to dispense with catastrophes. The very diluvium itself was
shown to be local in its distribution, and glacial in its origin :

masses of moving ice, like that which buries the greater part of

Greenland out of sight, covered a large part of the temperate

regions, and this it was that produced the curious scratched

stonci and the deposits containing them, which are consequently

no longer called "diluvial" but "glacial." More important yet,

land could be shown to be still actually rising from the sea, and
mountains growing into the air, but so slowly that the fact was

not established without much dispute, which is haidly yet over.

Valleys could be shown to result, not from any bodily fracturing

of the land, but from the slow wearing action of the rivers

which flow through them, and the waves of the sea wete shown
to be capable of cutting down cliffs and of reducing Ihe land to

a plain.

From these facts the discordance in the succession of stratified

rocks found an easy solution. Recurring to the instance of the

carboniferous rocks and their relations to the trias, we no longer

need suppose that the stupendous force which folded the car-

boniferous rocks and raised them into the air, acted suddenly or

even very rapidly
;
judging from the rate at which mountains rise

now, their upheaval may have proceeded slowly ; a few feet in

a century would suflice. If we allow but one foot in a century,

i' would only require two millions of years to produce a moun-
tain range 20,000 feet in height. The movement might naturally

be expected to be accompanied by earlhqu.ikes, but there is

nothing to lead us to suppose that these would be on a much
grander scale than those of the present. During its slow ele-

vation, the mountain range would be exposed to wind and
weather, rain and rivers would carve it out into ridges and
valleys, and frost would splinter its peaks into spires and
pinnacles. Subsequently it would sink benealh the sea, and
the waves of the «ea, as they battered down its cliff-, would
remove the last remnants which had escaped the rain and rivers,

and toll over an unbroken plain. On this plain, as it continued
slowly to subside beneath the sen, the immense deposits of the
trias. Has, lower oolites, and Oxford clay would be piled up.

If the rise of the sea-floor into the Uristol Alps look place

slowly, and involved a great lapse of time, so equally did the
sinking of the land to form the sea-floor afresh, and in this long
interval time was afforded for great changes in the organic
wo'ld ; and thus we reach an explanation of the great and
striking differences which distinguish the fossils of the carbon-
iferous rocks from lho.se of later date.

There is no insuperable diffically In this explanation ; its

great merit lies in Its accordance with the course of nature as we
observe It at the present day ; and henceforward it became the
motto of geology that the processes of the present furnish llickcy

to the Interpretation of the past. The changes In which the life of

the earth Is manliest are not only slow ar.d gradual now, but
they have ever been the same. The earthquakes, which in

nncicnt times shook the land, were no more violent than those
oi which we have lately read in the daily new.spapcrs ; the ancient
volcanoes were not more terrible in their outbursts than
Krakatoa ; floods were not more appalling than lhu>c which
still from lime lo time sweep away tens or even hundreds of
ibou-^andf of human beings from the Ganges I'lain, and the
earth, instead of falling into convulsions every now and then,
proceeds on the even ttnour of her way, without haste and with-
out rest, preserving a uniformity in herpro^'ress which Impresses
ui with Its solemn grandeur, but which sometimes seems
a trifle monotonous. From Its belief that an unbroken
uniformity in the operations of nature extends from the present
into the most remote past, geology now came lo be called
"uniformllarlan." It was no lunger theologic, no longer
catastrophic, and, I am sorry to add, no longer cosmologic.
It perslilcntly refused to inquire Into the early history of our
planet, and rcstticling Its .-tudy to the accessible parts of ihc
carlh's crust, it abdicated its regal position as the science of the
earth, and became as il were a mete petty chieftain, dealing only
with rocks and the fossils Ihcy conlain ; the fossils, by the way,
not righlly belonging to its province at all. And It wa-. because
it pasted from being a science of the earth to become a mere
tludy of rocks and lossili, that Ilullon was able to make his

famous declaration ihat as a te ull of his inquiries into the
system of nature he could discover "no vestige of a beginning,

no prospect of an end." Apart from ihl.', however, and in its

self-llmilcd career, geology pursued a luminous advance, and
as il did so the Noachian deluge began to sink into an oblivion

which it might be thought to have scarcely merited. For If

the biblical account Is to be taken literally, it furnishes us with a
catastrophe of the first order, and since it is said to have occurred
comparatively recently, orat least in historic time, iheuniformi-
tirian, by his own principles, would have been compelled to
infer, as the catastrophist luid done, that such deluges form a
p.irt of the orderly scheme of the world. The univeisality of
the deluge had, however, for various reasons, been denied, not
only by geologists, but by writers of other schools of thought,
and towards the middle of the century, belief in il amojigst
the learned was gr.idually expiring ; such a number and variety
of convincing arguments as converged a;;ainst it could indeed
but lead to that result ; and that the deluge, so far from helug
universal, was a local, and very local phenomenon, became an
article of belief, so settled amongst all good geologists—and I

think I may add iheologists—that It may be said to have tinally

fallen into the deep slumber of a decided opinion, from which I

for one have no desire looroufe it.

Thus the deluge, so far from shaking the uniformitariau
position, was rather itself submerged by unifoiniilarian views,
and growing geology was In danger of taking the uniformitariau
formula for an infallible dogma. It was saved from this by
physics, a clever brother of its own, which had now discovered
the famous principle of the "conservation of energy," and
another equally famous, "thedlsslpalion of energy." I'romthese
it was deduclble that the duration of the earth as a living planet
must be strictly limited In time. It must have hail a beginning,

I
and at the beginning w.is furnished with a store ol energv,

]
which it has ever since been spending. In this spending of

1
energy its life consii:s, and when the store is at length ex-

j

hausted its life will cease, audit will become numbered amongst
j
the dead planets.

A good deal of this uniformltarian geology might perhaps
Itself have guessed, had It extended iis views beyond rocks ami
fossils to the stars and other shining bodies which people the

vast realms of space. The present then, strange to say, will

still afford a key to the past. We have but to turn to the sun,

our nearest luminary, though slill more than ninety millions of

miles away from us, and in that great orb we find much lo sug-

gest the sLiieof our planet souie ninety millions of years ago or

more. It is scarcely necessary to remind )ou of the fact that

the sun is a body so hot that the most refractory substances

known to us on the earili exist In it in a state of gas or vapour ;

tongues of glowing gas shoot from it like flames; the clouds

which emit lis biilliaiii light are probably clouds of carbon or

silicon, which have momentarily condensed from a g.iseou*

slate ; and rain, if rain ever occur-, must be a rain of molten

metals, such as iron, which will be disaipaied In gas before it has

fallen very far.

If we i)roceed to the more remo'.e nebula;, largely composed
of glowing masses of gas, we find a suggestion of a sMge more
embryonic still, when iiie earth had as yet no separate existence,

but formed, with us sister planets and the sun, a single shining

cloud. On the other hand. If we lurn our ga/.e on our nearest

relative—offspring possibly—ihai dead planet, Ihe moon, «c
may read in its pallid disc ihe sad reminder, "Such as I am,
you, too, some day will be."

liut this was not all that was contained In the admonilion of

physics ; it showed not only that the earth is mortal, but that

its span of life, as measured in years, or millions of years, is

brief compared to the almost unliniiied periods which geology

had been in the habii of pustulating. If caiastrophic geology

had at limes pushed nature to almost indecent extremes I'l

haste, unilormiiarian geology, on the other haml, had erred in

the opposite direction, aii.l pictured naluie when she was

"young and wantoned in her prime," as moving with the tame
sedateness of advanced middle age. It became necessary,

therefore, as Dr. Ilaughlun expresses it, "to hurry up the

phenomena."
With Its uniformitarianism thus moderated, geology has again

become cosmologic, and neglecting no study lh.it can throw

light on any question connecicd with our planet, h.rs regained

its position as the science of the earth : it is henceforth known
as ivolutlonal geology.

The change has not taken place without occasional relaps:s

Into catastrophism. .Some Indications of this can, 1 fancy, be

perceived In the wriiings ul that eiiiinenlly great geologist

.Sucss, who, amongst other suggestions savouring ol heresy,

has lately recalled altention 10 Ihc " Deluge," and cndeavourtil

lo show thai though ceitainly local, and indeed confined lo ihe
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Mesopotamian valley, it was on a grander scale than we had
heen accustomed to suppose, or, in plain language, a genuine

historic caiaslrophe.
^

A local flood must have had a locality, and ihe clue to ih's is

furnished by Genesis itself, which informs us that Abraham,
ihe founder of the Hebrew race, left his ancestral city, " Ur of

,

the Chaldees." at a lime long subsequent to ihe flood ; it is,

therefore, rather in Ihe land ot the Chaldees than in Palestine,

ihat we should be led to seek ihe scene of this momenlous
tragedy.

This land is no other than the famous and fince beautiful

valley of Mesopotamia, through which the greac Euphrates and
j

arrow-swift Tigris llow to empty themselves into the Persian
j

Gulf. Almost lost sight of for awhile, interest in it was re-
j

awakened some seventy years ago by the investigations com- i

menced by Mr. Rich, and followed up with such wonderful '

results by Bolta, Place, Layard, George Smith, and others.

Their discoveries have revealed to us in unexpected fulness the

details of acomplex and advanced civilisation almost, if not quite,

as ancient as the Egyptian, and far more profoundly interesting,

for the ancient nations of >resopotamia are the intellectual I

forefathers of the modern world. The learning of the Chaldees
was the heritage of the Jews and Greeks, from these the

torch was handed on to the Romans, and Jew and Greek
and Roman inspired, and still inspire, for good and evil, the

civilisation of the nineteenth century. There is much more of

the Chaldean in every one of us than we are given to imagine.

The people whom we find in possession at the dawn of

history were Semites, the parent stock from which the Jews
subsequently branched off; and one has but to glance at their

faces and forms, as portrayed in their statues and pictures, to

lecognise the strong family likeness, while the emphasis with

which muscular development is expressed in parts of the human
figure suggests that the rfmarUable assertion, "The pride of a
young man is in his legs," was a .Semitic opinion long before

the time of .Solomon.

Just as Egypt is the gift of the Nile, so is Mesopotamia
equally the gift of the Tigris and Euphrates, for it is built up
ot the mud brought down from the mountains by these two
streams into the Persian Gulf, which is thus in process of

obliteration. So long as the two great rivers wee no' regu-

lated, they produced terrible floods in the wet season ; and one
of the earliest works i f the Chaldeans was to control their flow

by gieat dams, and by diveitmg a part of their water into

canals. These canals covered ilie country like a network, and
served not merely to ease the rivers, but also to irrigate the land,

which thus richly supplied iiy water, became, under the hot
sun, so fat and Iruilful, that corn is said lo have borne 300-
fold. Groves of palms, rrchards, with grapes and many
other luscious fruits, were cuitivate<l, while the pastures sup-

ported abundant flocks and herds. It was a true garden uf

Eden, and differed chiefly from the biblical paradise, wliich

Delitsch thinks was actually situated within this garden, in

the f.ict tint even here man had still lo earn his bread in the
sweat of his brow. This the Turks, who now possess the
country, have no inclination to do, and consequently it is

rapidly returning to its primitive desolation. Were England
as enterprising as she was in the time of Elizabeth, we should
rent this land from the Porte, run a railway through it. ami
thus shorten our route to India by a thousand miles, fai m i',

and thus provide ourselves with one of the richest granaries in

the world.

In a land so favoured, it is nothing wonderful that Ihe in-

habitants teemed in millions, villages were everywhere dotted
about, and in their midst great and flourishing criies aro«e— Ur,
the City of the Moon-good ; Erech, the City of Hooks ; Xipput.
and, most famous of all, proud liabvlon, "the Gale of God,"
whrch stood on the led bank of the Euphrates, some 280 miles
al.ive its prest-nt mouth. In early limes, probably about 2300
11. c., the Jews left this beautiful land for some unknown reason,
and alur various vicissitudes settled in Palestine. Another
branch of ihe Chaldean stock migrated in later times lo the
northern part of the Tigris valley, where they built many
mighty cities, and founilcd the warlike kingdom of .\ssyria.

1

Of their cities it is sufficient to mention .-Xssur, which gave its •

name lo the kingdom, and Nineveh, which afterwards became
the capital.

The Mesopotamian plain, owing to the way in which it

has been produced, is an almost dead fl.it, and oOiers no
natural elevations for building ; the Chaldees, iherefore, to 1
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raise the foundations of their pilaces, temples, and houses

above Ihe reach of floods and fever, and for better defence

against their enemies, constructed, with incredible labour,

great mounds, by piling io<:ether quantities of sun-dried

bricks and rulibi^h, and I uildrng round this a thick «'all of

burnt bricks, well cemented rogeiher. Some of these mound';,

as that of Kojundjik at Nineveh, are as much a- 60 feet in

height, and it has been computed that this mound alone would
have required the labour of 20,000 men for six years in its con-

struction. But there was never any difficulty in obtaining all

the labour Ihat was wanted. Prisoners of war were compelled

to work under the stick, and the building of mounds was one of

(he wholesome occupations lo which the Jews were set during

Iheir captivity in Assyria.

On the mound of Knjunri'ik stood two great palaces, one n'

them that of King Assurbanipal. It was evidently not merely

a royal resilience, for one of its chambers at least was devoteil

to public purposes; this was the king's library, to \* hich the

citizens, who were taught in their early years to read and write,

had free access. Whether any of the books were written on
papyrus is uncertain ; all ihat have survived the conflagration,

in which Ihe pa'ace was destroyed, are on tablets of kiln-made

brick. Of such tablets many thousands have been recovered,

not only from Nineveh, but from other towns, and many of

them are now preserved in ihe Hrltish Museum. Thus within

the last fifty years modern Europe h.as obtained a glimpse, and
more than a glimpse, into the literature of a civilisation that

perished just as the Roman was coming into existence : for, as

Sir Walter Raleigh puis it, " In .Mexander's lime learnirkg and
greatness bad not travelled so far yvest as Rome, Alexander
es'eeming of Italy but as a barbarous country, and of Rome as

but a village. Cut it was Babylon that stood in his eyes, and
the fame of the e;ist pierced his ears."

The recovered literature covers avast field of human interest,

in science, as in astronomy and mathematics, particularly in

astronomy, for ihe Chaldeans were famous slar-watchers, and
had already named the stars and constellations, associating ihem
with the deeds and mighty works of their heroes and demigods,

so ihat ihe s'arlit sky became a pictured rome, and the zodiac a

frieze to the Assyrian, reminding him of history or fable, like

the sculptures and paintings which adorned ihe king's palaces ;

in religion and poetry, and in commerce, many of the tabiels

recoriling business contracts, and revealing a system of mortgage

and banking, money being frequently lent at from 13 to 20 per

cent., yvhich was moderate ; lor ihe advantages of cent, per

rent, were already known and appreciated by these simple

Semitic folk.

It was an ongst the Lablets from King Assurbanipal's library

at Nineveh, that George Smith, now over twenty year< ago, made
a famous discovery. He found a Tagment of a table", bearing

words, yvhich he deciphered as folloy<s :
—"On the Mount

Nizir the ship stood still. Then I took a dove, ami let her fly.

The dove flew hither an I thither, but finding no resting-place,

returned to the ship. " Every Englishman yvho knows his Bible

would have guessed, as George .'^mith immediately did, that he
had before him a piece out of a Chaldean account of the deluge.

He searched for more fragments, and found them. Ileyventout

to Assyria, visited the King's palace, and foui.d still more tablets

and pieces of tablets, some of them just those he required to fill

up missing gaps in ihe story. Since its first translation by its

discoverer it h.as been again translated and retranslated by some
of the acutest scholars in Europe, so that we now possess a

fairly complete knoyvledge of it ; a few missing yvords or even
lines, and occasional obscurities occur, but these are of no great

importance. In a toyvn yvhich has the privilege to number the

distinguished .\ssyriologist. Prof. Sayce, among its residents,

there will be no necessity to present the story more ihan briefly.

It runs as follows :— Siinapisiim, the ChaMean Noah, is yvarned

by Ea, the god of wisdom and the sea, that the gods of Surippak,

a city on the Euphrates, even then exlremrly old, had decided

in council lo destroy mankind by a flood. Sitnapislim is told to

build a ship in yvhich 10 save himself, his family, household, and
lielongings. Anticipating Ihe curiosity of his neighbours, since

he had i ever before built a boat, he asks yvhat answer he is lo

make yvhen questioned astohis unusual proceedings. Ea, yvho

as the god ot wisdom is naturally a master of evasion, provides

him with a subterfuge, and .Sitnapislim sels about building his

boai. He forms it of limber and reeds, and makes it water-

light by filling up the crevices yviih pilch, yyhich he poured over

it both yvithin and yvithout. It is of great inleiest, as showing
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the local colouting of the legend and the survival of an ancient

custom, to observe that this practice of paying the native boats

of the Euphrates with pitch has persisted in Mesopotamia
down to the present da>-, natural pitch being used, which occurs

at various localities in the valley, but particularly near the i

town of Hit. Siinapistim's method of procedure, both in build- I

ing and paying his boat, may still be witnessed at Hit as a I

matter of almost every-day occurrence.

Situapistim having provisioned the vessel, and brought into

it all his goods and chattels, received an intimation of the

immediate approach of the catastrophe; he went on board with

his family and friends, closed the roof, and prudently entrusted

the helm to the sailor—Buzar-sadi-rabi. Heavy rain fell during

an anxious night, and as soon as daybreak appeared

—

" There .-irosc from the 'ount'aiion of heaven, a dark cloud.

The siorm-c^d Raman thundered iu ils midst and
Neho and Mcrodach went in front.

As leaders they passed over mountain and plain

Ninit} went therein, and the storm l>ehind him follou'ed.

The Anunnal:! raised high their torches.
_

With their radi.-int brighine'^s the land glittered,

The lurnioil of Raman reached to heaven.
All that was hght was turned to darkness.

• • • • • *

In the earth men perished. . . .

Brother beheld not his brother, men knew not one another. In the
heaven

The Kods were terriBed by the deluge, and
Hastened to ascend to the heaven of Anu.
The pods were like a dog—sat down cowering on the ring wall of

heaven.
Ishlar cried like one filled with anger.

Cried the mistress of the gods—the sweet-voiced

—

* 'I he former generation is turned lo clay. . . .

What 1 ha\e borne, where is it!*

Like fish spawn it tills the sea.'
"

For six days the flood lasted and ceased on the seventh, and
Ihen Silnapistim is made to say

—

'* I looked on the sea and ctUed aloud.
Hut the while r.{ mankind was turned to clay.

1 opened the air-hole, and the light fell on my face :

I iMjwed I'lw. sat down, and wept.
Over my face (lowed niy tears."

Sitnapislim then beheld the land. Mount Nizir, on which the

ship grounded. It remained swinging there for seven days; on the

seventh day Sitnapistim sent out a dove, which returned, then

a swallow, which flew to and fro, but also returned, and finally

a raven :
— " The raven went, saw the goingdown of the waters,

came croaking nearer, but did not come back." Sitnapislim

then left the ship with his people, built an altar on the summit
o( the mouniain, and oftered sacrifice. The poem then runs

—

" The Kods Miiell the savour, the gods smelt the sweet savour,

The Kods gathered like (lies over the !.acri5cer.

The mistress of the gods. Ishtar, lifted up the(bow?) which Anu had
made according to her wish."

A discussion then takes place among the gods, who all through

are very human, and in ils course Ea suggests lo Bel, who
seems lo have been the prime mover in all the mischief, that he

should for the future destroy mankind in a less undiscriminating

manner—by wild beasts, pestilence, and famine. The scene

ends happily with the apotheosis of Sitnapislim and his wife.

The surprising resemblance of ihe story lo the biblical

narrative, extending into idenlity of i»ords, as in the case of the

"gods smelt Ihe sweet savour," points to direct derivation or

borrowing, and there can be very little doubl in deciding on

which side the borrowing lay. The biblical narrative is indeed

a Jahvislic or Monotheistic edition of the Chaldean. To this

conclusion the most distinguished Assyrian scholars have been

led. I need only mention here I'rof. Sayce, whose opinion is

expressed on page 119 of his work on " The Higher Criticism

and the Monuments," published by the Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge, during the current year.

The Chaldean slory ceriainly reduces the flood to much
smaller dimensions, and so far brings it nearer (he range o(

probability ; the rain lasted only seven days, and the waters

have subsided sufficiently at Ihe end of a fortnight (or

Sitnapislim lo land. They do not cover all the high mountains,

and the stranding of the ship on Mount Nizir when the flood

was at ils climax, gives us a maximum height, which it cannot

have exceeded; for if this mountain h.id been deeply submerged,

it could not have arrested ihc passage of the ship. The height

of the Nizir mountains is about 1000 feet above the sea-level,

which siill leaves room for a very respectable flaod.

The scepticijm which prevailed in the middle of this century

with regard to legends seems to have given place to an almost

equally great credulity. The older argument seemed to be that

the presence of some obviously unveracious statements in a

legend condemned the rest, want of faith in some was want of

(aiih in all ; while the more modern view would appear to be

that since so many discredited legends have been found to

enshrine some important truth, all are to be assumed trust-

worthy till they are proved otherwise.

It may be in this spirit that Suess has elaborately discussed

the Chaldean legend as though it presented us with a trust-

worthy account of the Mesopotamian deluge.

Reasoning from Ihe facts as it records them, Suess lays great

stress on the course taken by the ship from Surippak, supposed

to have been situated near the mouth of the Euphrates, to

the land of Nizir, a distance of about 240 miles up stream.

Had the flood been produced solely by heavy rainfall and a

consequent overflowing of the swollen rivers, the ship instea.l

of being carried inland would have been drilled out to sea, i.i,

southwards into the Persian (lulf. Suess therefore suggests

that a great wave was produced in the Persian Gulf, partly by a

cyclone and partly by an earthquake. This wave of twofold

origin then rolled in upon the low-lying land of Mesopotamia,

and drove ils floods of water up the valley till they washed the

foot of the Nizir Hills.

Of all catastrophes none are more terrible, none more dis-

astrous than those thus produced. When the shock of an

earthquake occurs beneath the sea, and affects the adjacent

land, a irembling of the ground is first felt, then the sea retires

and leaves Ihe beach bare, only to return in a long mighty wave
which breaks with violence on the shoie. Thus on October

2S, 1746, Callao in Peru, after being shaken by an earthquake,

was overwhelmed by a sea-wave and utterly destroyed ; of ils

5000 inhabitants only 200 survived the flood. Still more de-

structive was the famous earthquake of Lisbon, November I,

1755, when the inhabitants, without a warning, were destroyed

in the falling city, and iu six minutes 60,000 persons perished.

The sea in this case, as in others, retired firsl, and then rose

50 feet or mote above its usual level, swamping the boats in the

harbour ; at Cadiz the wave is said to have reached a height of

6q feet, and it was felt over ihe greater jiart of the Norih

Atlanlic Ocean, arriving even on our own shores, as at Kinsale

in Ireland, where it rushed into the harbour and poured into

the market-place.

That a great seawave so produced might have thus arisen

in Ihe Persian Gulf is quite within the bounds of possibiliiy,

particularly as a zone of the earth's crust, very liable to earth-

quakes, stretches across the mouth of the Gulf near the Onnus

I

Nlduntains.

I

Hut if we are lo follow the legend, we must follow it failh-

fully, and as a result of the most leccnt investigations it turns

I out that all the passages which were supposed lo refer to an

earlhqu.ike have been mistranslated. The earthquake is thus

put out of court, and we are left with what help we can get from

the hurricane, a kind of dislutbance which oltcn vies with the

earthquake in the deslruclive naluie of the sea-waves to which

it gives rise.

The Andaman Islands of Ihe East Indies arc a centre which

give birth lo s.imc of ihe most terrific hurricanes in Ihe world.

Travelling more or less westwards anil nortlnvanli, these whirl-

winds sweep over ihe waters of the Hay of liengal and r.iise tl.c

sea into waves mountains high, which every now anil again lusli

over ihc low-lying lands of the tianges delta, oveiwhelming the

unfortunate inhabitants by myriads. Thus on ihe nighl of

October 14, 1737, one of these waves, estimated at 40 leet in

height, suddenly overlook the dwellers by the Ganges and de

siruycd them lo Ihc number of 100,000, or, as some say, 300,000

souls. These storms do not, as a rule, travel towards ihc

Persian Gulf, and the North Arabian Sea is singularly free from

them ; but Suess, tracing the course of Ihc slorm of October 24,

1S42, suggests that for once, in ihe case of Ihe deluge, an East

Indian slorm may have lost ils way and blundered, as it were,

into the Persian Gulf. The track of this slorm of 1S42 was as

follows ;— At 5 o'clock on October 24 it reached Pondicherry ;

il then slightly altered its direction and veered mote lo Ihc

soulh-wcsl, and on Ihe 25th al midday it crossed the westeiii

.. Ghats, and then divided into two i>arts ; the south centre need

' not concern us. The northern centre travelled norih-easlwaril>

low.irds the Persian Gulf, and was felt frjm the Gulf of Adcii

to Cap Guardafui, wrecking in this tract a number of vessels.

The greatest estimated height of storm-waves is from 40 l'

45 feel, and, as Suess points out, il must have needed a
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much greater w.ive than this to ilrown out all Mesopolamla up

10 the Nizir llilh. How much greater, !•; a quesiion we are

(otiunalely able lo answer positively, thanks to the accurate

inea^uremenls made by the engineer Czernik during a survey

for a projected railway. The Tigris rises very slowly from

lis mouth inland, but at Bagdad it is already 154 feet above the

sealevel. and at Mansurijah, the lowest point where its tribu-

tary Dijla Tscliai emerges from the Hamrin Mountains, the

heiijht is given as 2S5 feet ; but the land of Nizir lies even

still more to ihe norili than this, and the Lower Zab, which cuts

through it, cannot have a less elevation than 600 or 700 feet.

No storm wave of which we have any record, no recorded

earthquake wave, nor any combination of the two, approaches

even remotely 1 he lieight that would be required to carry the

sea even 10 Bagdad ; while as for the Nizir Mountains, the

Valiant I'liersor, who "nearly spoilt the flood," might have

drank up all the sea-water which came there without any

assistance from (ikniivat. I( wc admit that the Tigris valley

was ever submerged up to this point and lestored to iis original

condition in the course of fourteen days, we are confronted with

a catastrophe not only stupendous in degree, but of a nature

beyond our present powers of explanation.

But are we compelled to admit anything of the sort, and

would it not be well before doing so tj inquire a little

more closely into the credentials and character of the

Chaldean story ? We have seen that the tablets on which it

occurs were found in King Assurbanipal's library, and it is fairly

certain that they were copied Irom others much older preserved

in the ancient city of Erech, the city of books. It is indeed

probable that the tablets in Erech may date from the time of

King Khamm.irubi, or from about 2350 ii.c. The tablets present

ihemselves therefore with good recommendations, and we pro-

ceed to Ihe character of the story itself. It does not occur alone,

but as one chapter out of twelve in a long poem of about 3000

lines, concerning the adventures of a mythical hero named
Izdubar orGizdubar, perhaps the same as Nimrod, that "mighty
hunter before the Lord" of biblical story, and plainly the pro-

totype of ihe Greek Heracles.

The I'list tablet, containing the first chapter, is incomplete.

So far as can be made out, it sets forth the miifortunes of the

city of Lrecli, probably under the oppression of its Elamite

enemies, who were so terrible in battle that poor Ishtar, its pro-

tecting goddess, "could not lilt up her head against the foe."

The second and ihird introduce Gizdubar, already (amous as

a hunter, as the hero, who was looked for to deliver Ihe

cily. His rivals induce Ururu, the mother of the gods, to

fashion a sirange being, Eabani, half man and half hull, to

fight with Gizdubar. This monster comes to Erech, bringing

wih him a po«erful lion, desert-bred, 10 light Gizdubar; but

the hero succeeds in sla)ing ihe lion, and so wins the

Iriendship and esteem of Eabani. In the fourth and fifth

• ablets the fi lends encounter and overcome the terrible tyrant

Humbaba, whose voice was as " the roaring of the storm, his

mouth wickedness, and his breath poison." The sixth tablet,

which is well preserved, tells how the hero was beloved of

Ithiar. " Be my husband," she says, " and I will be thy wife.

X will make thee to ride in a chariot of gold and precious stones,

with golden wheels and diamond horns. When iliou enterest

our house under ihe pIea^ant fragrance of the cedar, men shall

kiss ihy feel. Kings, princes, and lords shall bow down before

ihee, and bring tiibuie." Gizdubar, however, is not to be

seduced ; he repels ihe advances of the goddess, who then pre-

sents hersell as a naturally angry woman before her father Anu,
and persuades him to frame a divine bull which is to destroy

Gizdubar. He and Eabani together slay this bull, however,

and the goddtis, r.oiv terribly incensed, pronounces a terrible

curse upon Gizdubar. The seventh tablet is unfortunately miss-

ing. The eighth, ninth, and tenth narrate how Gizdubar, suffer-

ing under thedivine anger, loses his friend Eabani, and is smitten

with a giievous illness. He journeys to the river's mouth to

consult his divine ancestor Sitnapistim. On his way he crosses

a desert where " scorpion men " guard the dark path

10 the " waters of the de.ad," which separate him
from his quest. On the shore of this sea he finds a park of ihe

gods, wiin wonderful trees bearing precious stones for fruit.

After waiiii g here a long time a ferryman lakes him over lo

the fields of the blessed, where he meets Sitnapistim. He tells

his soriowful lale, and the heart of Sitnapis im is filled wiih

pity; but, alas ' neither gods nor men can give hiui help. In

the eleventh tablet Gizdubar inquires of Siinapijiim how he
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became immortal, and receives in answer ihestory of the deluge.

After its recital Sitnapistim heals Gizdubar of his disease, and
gives him the plant of life, its name being *' Altho'-agrey-

beard-the-man becomes-young-again." Unlortunately an evil

demon robs him of this on the way home. In the twelfth and
hist tablet Gizdubar returns to Erech, and utters a lament over

his lost friend Eabani, whose ghost subsequently appears and
reounts the doings of the dead in Hades.
Thus the deluge story is a myth within a myth, containing

statements plainly unveracious ; and how we are 10 distinguish

in this mass of fiction the true from the false p.asses the wit of

man to conceive. If we say of ihe deluge-part of it that it

is a gross exaggeration, the judgment will sound mild, but this

is all that is requisite to reduce the catastrophe to commonplace
proportions.

Whether Gizdubar ever existed in the flesh or not has

been doubted ; it is certainly remarkable that each of the

chapters of the poem corresponds to one of the signs of the

zodiac, and they are arranged in ihe s.ime order as the

signs of the zodiac. A fancilul correspondence is thus drawn
between the succession of events in the life of Gizdubar

and the yearly course of the sun through the heavens, and it

has consequently been maintained that Gizdubar is no other

than the sun himself personified. The slajres in the life of

man fiiiJ, however, so ready an analogy in the course of the

sun, that this conclusion is by no means forced upon us, and we
may turn to another identification of more significance in our

inquiry. It is that of Ihe Greek story of Heracles with the

legend of Gizdubar. Heracles himself is no other than a Greek

Gizdubar, the Chaldean Eabani corresponds to the centaur

Cheiron, the tyrant Humbaba to the tyrant Geryon, ihe divine

bull to the bull of Crete, the park of the gods to the garden

of the Hesperides, the lion slain bv Gizdubar lo the lion of

Nemea which Hercules slew, and finally, just as Gizlubar is

ferried across the waters of the dead, so Hercules is taken by

Helios in the golde-i boat of the sun across ihe ocean.

As the Greeks have borrowed so much of the leiend it would

be surprising if they had not Lakeii the rest, including the story

of the deluge, and accordingly we find the Greeks provided with

a legend of the flood, or with more than one, as they appear to

have had more than one Heracles : but that which most closely

accords with the Chaldean, is the flood of Deukalion.

On the other hand the Egyptians, who had sun-slories of their

own, did not borrow the legend of Gizdubar, and are silent as

to a deluge ; a fact cf extreme importance whtn we consiiler

that the Egyptian civilisation was contemporaneous with the

Chaldean, it not indeed older. The Nile is gentler in its over-

flowing than the Tigris, so that Egypt did not suffer under the

scourge of unexpected floods.

If, finally, we turn lo China, also possessed of very ancient

historic records, and liable lo the destructive deluges of the

Yellow River, which have earned for it the designation " The
Curseof China, ' we discover a deluge story of great importance,

to which Suess ha? already called attention. In the third Schii

of the Canon of Yao, a monarch who reigned, it is supposed,

some where about 2357 ii.c, and therefore contemporaneous with

Khammurabi, we read :—The Ti said, " Prince of the Four

Mountains, destructive in their overflowings are the waters

of the flood. In their wide extension they inclose the

mountains and cover the great heights, threatening the heaven

with their floods, so that ihe lower people is unruly and

murmur. Where is a capable man whom I on employ this

evil to overcome?" Khwan was engaged, but for nine yeas

he laboured in vain; a fresh engineer, named Yii, was there-

fore called in ; within eight years he compIete<l great works :

he thinned the woods, regulated the streams, dammed them,

and opened their mouths, provided the people with food, and

acted as a great benefactor to the Slate.

It is relreshing thus lo pass from the orn.ate deceptions of

legend to the sober truth of history ; and if ihe facts on which

the Gizdubar legend of the deluge is founded could be expressed

in the same simple language, we should probably find it narrat-

ing similar events, or events as liltle calculated to surprise us

as those of the straightforward Chinese Schii.

History then fails to furnish evidence of any phenomenon

which can be called catastrophic in the geolrgic sense of the

word, and geology has no need to return 10 the catastrophism

of its youth ; in becoming evolutional it does not cease to remain

eisentially uniformiiarian.

.\nd tlie careful foster-mother ? She too, as it appears to me,
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has widened her studies, and must, I should think, recognise

with piiiie the stalwart growth of her early friend. May they be
• 'rawn nearer together, and feel the warm glow which is

I
rc'iuced by the sympathy of a common love for truth.

THE I.XTERXATIOXAL GEOLOGICAL
COXGRESS A T ZURICH.

'rilE sl.\ih meeting of the Intermtional Geolo:;ical Congress
'^ wai held at Zurich from Wednesday, August 29, to

MonJay, September 3, and was highly representative. Over
220 members were present, including leading geologists from
a!I parts of Europe. Swiss and German members were in the

inajorily. We may mention the names of MM. Renevier, Heim,
Golliez, Forel, Schardt among the Swiss represenlaiives, and
Karon Richthofen, MM. I3eyrich, Hauchecorne, Zitlel,

Credner, Groth, Giimbel among the German. From .\ustria

there were present, among others, MM. Suess, Mojsisovics,

Tietze, Penck ; from France, Prince Roland Bonaparte. MM.
Gaudry, de Lapparent, Michel Levy, Bertrand, de Margcrie ;

from Britain, Sir A. Geikie, Sir J. Lubbock, Prof. Hughes,
Prof. Sollas, Mr. W. Topley ; from Scandinavia, Prof.

Bi'jgger ; from Belgium, Prof. Dewalque ; from Italy, Prof.

Capellini, .MNL Pellati, de Gregorio ; (rom Russia, MM.
Karpinsky, Nikitin, Pavlov, von Toll ; from Roumania, M.

i

Stefanescu ; from the United Slate-, Profs. R. Pompelly,
Lester Ward, van Hise. Prof. Haeckel, of Jena, was also

present at several meetings.

Prof. Capellini opened the Congress, and called Prof. I

Renevier 10 the presidential chair for the meeting at Ziirich.

The new President intimated in his address that, according lo

a decision of council, the official language of the Congress
should remain as before, French ; at the same time communica-
tions made in German would be accepted, and would be
reported in the same langiiagr. Communications written in

other languages had to be translated into French.
Without dtiubt the most important feature of the Congress

was the new international geological map, which has oeen
under course of preparation in Berlin since the Congress meet-
ing of 1881, and is now exhibited for the first lime. .\ report

on its progress was read by Dr. Hauchecorne, of Berlin. The
[

topographical groundwork has been pn pared by Kilpert, to
i

scale I : 1,500,000 : the system of geological colouring followed
has been most successful, and the Congress has certainly every
reason to be satisfied with the result of the co-operation of the
various surveys and societies to produce an interrational map.
The whole map will contain 49 sheets ; only six are now ready
for is5ue, incliiJing the north west part of Europe, Northern
Germany, with parts of Fiance, Belgium, Poland, i:c. The I

next part, to be issued wii bin a year, wdl coniain ten sheets, and
will mclude the British Isles. France, Spain and Portugal, Italy,

and Swiizerland. Some difficulty has arisen in regard to the

older Pabeozoic rocks of various districts, and also as to the

method of showing the Quaternary beds. It is now settled that

solid rocks, wheie their distribution is known, will be shown
by thin bands of colour over the general colour for Quaternary
beds. (We reserve a fuller notice of this important work until

the .'beets arc published.)

The subscription for the entire map is £^, but this can be
paid in instalments as the various parts are published. The
propoilion for the first part will be 10.'. Subscriptions must be
leni to Dietrich Reimer, Berlin, before the end of December
1894 ; after that the subscription price » ill be raised.

On three days of the Congress meeting, communications were
delivered to a general assembly of members ; on one day,
sections were formed, and a large number of papers in this way
read. Unabated interest made itself felt throughout. At the
g-.neral assembly on August 29, I'rof. Suess gave an address
"On the Southern and the Northern Alps," in which he dis-

tinguished two main directions of movement in the Alps. The
Northern zone and the Central chain of the Alps formed a
region of "zutluss" (flow towards the .Von h Pole); the Southern
zone, continued into the I'inatian Alps, was a region of

"abftuss" (flow away from the North Pole). In the former
case the relations were in harmony with ihose of general
European movements ; in the latter, the relations were associated
with ihose of Asiatic chaini.

Prof. Heim described the "Geology of the neighbourhood of

Zurich," and made it most clear by reference lo a splendid set of

original maps and models. During the course of the Congress
Prof. Heim also organised several excursions on the lake and on
its banks, demonstrating that post-glacial movements of old
tluvial terr.ices are in direct connection with the origin of the
Lake of Zurich. As might have been expected, animated dis-

cussions were held among the members on the points at issue

—

the origin of the lake-basin, proofs of interglacial periods,

mountain-movement which had affected glacial deposits, original

and ultimate direction of the valleys, S;c.

On August 31, the general assembly was addressed by M.
Michel Levy and Prof, von Ziltel. Michel Levy's subject was
' The principles to be followed in a universal classilication of
the rocks." He regretted the canlusion which threatened
petrography wiih regard to its classification and nomendaluie.
Every day therumber of names derivcdfrom particular localities

increased, and useless synonyms were added. He proposed
that some general system of classification should be agreed upon
by pelrographers, and suggested it might be founded (I) on the
/f.v/nrer— afiortiing ihe great divisions

; (2) on the essemial con-

silient iiiiiieials, to give the names of the smaller groups. In
compliance with M. Michel Levy's desire, a Congress com-
mission was appointed to consider and revise the nomenclature.

Prof, von Zittel spoke on " Phylogeny, Ontogeny, and
systematic arrangement." He gave a word of warning against

the assumption ihat Darwin's Theory of Descent had been
actually demonstrated by palaeontology. In his experience its

application to paleontology had been in but few cases successful.

Great breaks occurred between the various classes of fossil

animals for which there was still no sulficient explanation.
Again, Ernst Haeckel's law, that ihe development of one
individual repeats the development of the whole family, had
been confirmed in few classes of palcconlological foruis. The
tendency of recent research had been becoming more and more
subjective ; even young investigators freely constructed new
species, new genera, a new system of classification or tine

of descent. Oihers as freely questioned the validity of the new
names and families, until a kind of anarchy prevailed in some of

the groups of the plant and animal kingdom. Sulid facts and
experiences must be carefully studied, while theory, even the

most brilliant, must be held at its mere theoretical value.

At the general sitting on .Saturday, September I, Sir Archi-

bald Geikie and .M. .Marcel lieitrand spoke. Sir .\. Geikie's

paper, deliveied in French, was on the "Banded Structure of

oldest Gneisses and Tertiary Gabbros." Intrusive basic rocki

of Tertiary age in winch no mechanical deformation had taken

place, had assumed a banded stiuclure during their crystallisa-

tion from the oiiginal magma, the bands being occasionally

plicated. The structure exactly resembled what is observed

in many old banded gneisses, and arguing from analogy, these

gneisses might have acquired their banding during their original

consolidation, and not as the lesult of subsequent dynamo-
metamorphism. A series of photographs admirably illustrated

this suggestion.

M. Bertrand treated the " Structure of the French Alps and

the rccurience of certain facies. " After describing the meta-

morphi^m of various sedimentary formations into the condition

of gneiss as the result of great dynamic changes, he pointed

out that in different countries and in cpiite difl'ercnt formations

certain facies followed each other in the same order of succes-

sion. These were a deep-sea facies, a " Flysch " facies formed

duiing uprise, followed by an aichipelago and river facies. In

the Fiench -Vlps, for examjile, the deep-sea facies was repre-

sented by the Devonian gneiss, the period of movement by the

carboniferous deposits, the shallow water by the later red sand-

stones. Taking the Swiss Alps, the same facies recurred in

younger formations ; one might distinguish gneiss of Permian

age, Flysch— (l) nnc and schistose of Triassic and Juiassic age;

(2) the coarser deposits of Cretaceous and Eocene age—and

uliimalely the archipelago facies of inolasse and nagelllue in

young Tertiary and Glacial time.

M. de Margeiie read the report of the Commission of Biblio-

graphy. In accordance wilu the council, the Commission

olTers to furnish gratuitously a copy of the Catalogue of Geo-

logical Bibliographies, at present in the press, not only to all

the members of ihe preceding Congress, as had been agreed

upon at Washington, but also lo ihose of the Congress of

Zurich, The sectional meetings on Thursday, August 3**»

were of a special character. At the General Geology Section,

with Prof, de Lapparent ns president, most of the i>apers related

to glacial questions. The Congres.s, acting ujion proposals of
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Prof. F. A. Forel and Captain Marshall Hall, has appointed a

committee to investigate ihe variations of glaciers. Represen-

tatives of various countries are appointed. Prof, forel and Dr.

L. du Pasquier will have charge of this committee, the expenses

of which will he defrayed by Prince Roland Bonaparte, the

representative of France on the committee.

Dr. A. Rothpletz spoke on " Overihrusts and their metho-

dical investigation " ; M. Steinmann gave a note on the
" Extent of tlie Indo-Pacific Cretaceous region." The Section

of Stratigraphy and Palaiontology, presided over by M. Gaudry,

heard papers by Prof. Hull, by MM. Sacco, Fallot, Mayer-
F.ymar, Depcret ; on "Tertiary strata and their classifica-

tion," by Profs. Steinmann and lloehm, and by M. Pavlov

on •' Cretaceous strata" ; by M. Kilian, on "the limit of the

Juiaf>ic and Cretaceous systems '

; and by M. Stephanescu, on

me "Fossil camel in Roumania." The other sections were Mine-

ralogy and Petrography, M. Michel Levy presiding ; and

Applied Geology, Dr. Hauchecorne presiding. At the Mine-

ralogy and Petrography Section several papers were read

;

among others, one on the petrography of Attica, by Prof. Lep-

siu«, on grorudiles and tingnaites, by Prof. Brogger. Prof.

Groth showed a simple apparatus for demonstrating the direc-

tion of the vibrations in biaxial ciystals.

An interesting interlude was formed at the meeting on
August 31, by the presentation to Geheimrath Beyuch of a

magnificent wreath of Alpine flowers made in the name of the

assembled geulogis's. The day was the eightieth anniversarv

of Beyricli's birth, and Prof. Heim expressed the feelings of all

present in the warm words of congratulation and appreciation

which he addressed to the veteran geologist. Xot les; touch-

ing was the reply of the Geheimrath to the graceful token of

love and respect from his colleagues of all European nations.

Space wil. not permit a description of the excellent exhibi-

tion of maps photographs, models, and specimens in connec-

tion with ihe Congress. Exhibits had been sent from all

countries. Also the great collection of the Zurich nniseums

was an aitraciion in itself, and Prof. Hcini was untiring in his

efl'urls that all the guests should see all and even more than all

which they had hoped to observe. Tne ns'v geological map of

Switzerland, scale I : 500,000, prepared by Heim and Schmidt,

won the admiration of all, and together with the geological

guide-book of the excursions published by the organisation

committee, will remain as a valuable, lasting witness of the

enterprise and energy displayed by Switzerland and her pro-

fessors on the occasion of the sixth Congress.

It is rather unfortunate that the weather, which had been the

best of summer weaihor during the excursions in the juta

Mountains previous to the meeting, and throughout the meeting

itself, should have broken just as the encursions into the Alps
began. Rain and mist undoubtedly bid fair to mar the enjoyment
and lessen the benefits. From September 17 to 23 an excursion

will be conduclel by Profs. Penck, Bruckner, and du Pasquier, for

the study of glacial appeaiaices in the Alps. A special paper

has been pulilished Oy these three geologists, more esiiecially

with a view to this excursion, but also of general interest,

entitled "The Glacial System of the .\lpi."

The seventh meetin;.; of the International Geilogicil Con-
gress will be held in 1S97 a'. St. Petersburg. Tbe geological

tours proposed were shovvn in a map.of Russia exhibited during

the Congress. .An excursion across Russia and the L'lal Moun-
tains will piL-cede the St. Petersburg meeting, and one is

arranged to be undertaken to the Caucasus and the Caspian Sea
at the close of the meeting. The Czar, it is said, has invited

the Congress lo St. Peter.sburg. and has already subscribed

30,000 roubles to defray in part the expenses of the Congress.

THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF
HYGIENE.

'T'llE International Congress of Hygiene and Demography,
recently held at Budapest, does not appear to nave

been very successful from a scientific point of view. The
medical journals say that serious work was impossible at the

Congress, owing to the numerous social amusements and enter-

lainnients provided for the members. This opinion is borne
out in a report in the Tiiiu-s, to which we are indebted for the

iollowing notice.

Our contemporary remarks that unless some sweeping
reforms are introduced into the procedure of the Congress

the same loss of prestige which has reduced other similar

institutions to impotence or extinction seems certain to

overtake it. The Congress appears to have ended in a chaotic

confusion for which the word fiasco is none too strong, and the

principal reasons for this unfortunate state of things are said to

be (I) an overwhelming development of what may be called the

picnic element ; (2) an abuse of the system of passing sectional

resolutions ; (3) the superabundance of papers.

But, in spite of the confusion and turmoil resulting from the

foregoing defects of procedure, an abundance of valuable

material was brought forward at the Congress, some of which
might, under more favourable circumstances, have been focus led

into a shape which would exercise a real influence on practical

questions of public health and social economy. Much sound

and useful work, for instance, was done upon such questions as

the housing of the working classes, the influence of dwellings

and occupations upon health, the movements of population, and
especially the townward migration, upon the condition of the

insane, upon school hygiene, practical sanitation, and many
others. The real scientific life of the Congress, however, lay

in the department dealing with infectious disease and
bacteriology. Here three croivded meetings took place on
three successive days to discuss the following questions:—(I)

Immunity from infectious disease ; (2) diphtheria
; (3) cholera.

The first of these is of great practical importance, because the

future of medicine, from the present bacteriological point of

view, lies in solving the problem of immunity. According 10

one school immunity is effected by certain cells (leucocytes)

which eat up the germs, and are therefore called phagocyte;.

This fascinating theory was introduced a few years ago by

M. Metchnikofi; the eminent chief of the Pasteur Institute in

Paris ; but the balance of opinion seems to be turning against

it in favour of the theory that the germs are mainly destroyed

by certain chemical substances contained in the watery part of

the blood. Prof. Buchner, of Munich, is a prominent suppor;er

of this theory, and his paper, read at the Congress, summarises

the latest views on the subject. "The natural capacity for

resistance to infection (the so-called natural immunity) rests on

essentially diflerent conditions and cause; from the artificial or

acquired immunity. The former rests on the one side upon the

bactericidal activity of a substance called Alexine, which is

secreted by the organism, on the other by a natural insuscepti-

bility of th; cells and tissues of the body to particular bacterial

poisons. The leucocytes play an important part in the natural

protection of the organism, not, however, as phagocytes, but

through the action of substances secreted by them. .Vcquired

immunity, upon the other hand, rests on the presence of modi-

tied bacteiial products, the so.called Antitoxine, either in the

blood or in the tissues of the body." M. MetchnikolV defended

his theory of phagocytosis with great vivacity, but the other

leading bacteriologists present, including Prof. Rous, of Paris,

were on the other side. The debate marks a step in the

advance of knowledge, though not a very decided one.

The morning devoted todiphtheria was the central point of

the Congress. An overflowing and animated audience attended

the meeting. This fearful disease is the most burning question

in the medical world at the present time, partly because of its

alarming increase, and more recently because of the hopes

entertained of the new method of treatment, derived from

bacteriological research. Prof. Loftier, the eminent discoverer

of the diphtheria bacillus opened the proceedings by reading

the German report, which recommended "immediate bacterio-

logical examination of all suspected cases ; notification to the

police of all bacteriologically determined cases and of all doubt-

ful ones ; isolation of every case ;
piotective inoculation with

serum of persons about the invalid, particularly children : ex-

tension of this principle as far .as ])ossiblein families and schools ;

disinfection, keeping of convalescents apart until the bacillus

has disappeared."

Similar drastic measures were recommended in the French

report. The English report did not suggest any practical

measures for dealing with the evil, but pleaded for more careful

study, and more accurate knowledge of its causes and conditions.

The Danish, Hungarian, Swedish, and Swiss reports also

pleaded for further investigation. It is much to be regretted

that the Congress could not find time to formulate some, and

carefully-weighed, conclusions on this important matter.

In a debate on cholera, which followed in the same section.

Prof. Max Gruber said, at the commencement of his address,

that the bacteriology of th; disease is by no means so simple
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as was once supposed :
" the deeper inveslipation goes ihe

greater the difficulties that rise up before us." Continuing,

the Times reports him as remarking that the result of his

own invesiigations had brought him to doubt the specific chi-

lacler of the cholera bacillus. "The question," he said, "is

in this strange position—that, while we know with ceitiiniy

that the vibrios which appear in cholera are the cause of the

symptoms of the disease, we do not know for certain that these

vibrios are of a distinct species. We cannot say for certain

whether in all cases of true cholera they belong to a single

species or to several, whether they are distinct from our own
native vibrios or not." He was inclined to think they were not

distinct, and propounded a quite new theory to the efl'ect that

these native and harmless vibrios take on an injurious character

and give rise to cholera when some other at present undis-

covered germ is introduced ; for it is certain that cholera is

introduced, and yet apparently the germs are here all the time.

M. MelchnikofT, on the other hand, defended the specific cha-

racter of the cholera vibrio, but admitted that it was not every-

thing. It is frequently present, and yet does no harm. To
explain this he has invented yet .another theory, very curious

and rich in appalling possibilities. The cholera germ, he
thinks, is only powerful lor evil when the native bacilli of the

human interior, the flora of the stomach and intestines, as he

quaintly calls ihem, are favourable to its growth. It is pointed I

out by our contemporary that these utterances are interesting as
marking a distinct change of front and a distinct advance in

knowledge. B.icteriologists, as the result of their own investi-

gations, are beginning to come into line wiih the position long
maintained by other observers, who reached their conclusions
hy the old method of studying the facts of epidemic disease.

The germ is, no doubt, the cause of the disease, hut it alone
will not suffice. Its effects depend upon the conditions in

which it is placed, upon its environment ; it must have a

favourable soil in which to grow, or it changes into a harm-
less variety. .\nd this bacteriological doctrine h.as an important
bearing on the encouragement of hygiene, for it helps us to

understand more precisely how hygienic measures work in

rendering the soil unfavourable to the growth of the injurious

micro-organisms.

SCIENCE IX THE MEDICAL SCHOOLS.
1^11 E students' number of the Lancet furnishes some interest-

ing information upon the curricula of the medic.il schools

of Great Britain. With the idea of seeing how far science

instruction in subjects not purely medical is provided in these

schools, wc have prepared the subjoined table, from li^ts given
in our contemporary, of classes to be held during the session

- '-S

Metropolitan Medical Schools.

S'. Bartholomew's Ilospitil

Charing Cross Hospital and Colle.;e

St. George's Hospital
Guy's Hospital

King's College Hospital ...

London Hospital ...

.St. Mary's Hospital

Middlesex Hospital ... . .

S». Thomas's Ho.piial and School
L'niversity College and Hospital
Westminster Hospital

Provi.ncial Medical Schools.

University of Durham College of Mc.licine
University College, Liverpool
< )wens College School of .Medicine
Sheffield School of Medcine
Mason College
University College, Bristol

Cambridge Univeislty
Oxford University

Yorkshire College, Leeds .

University College, Cardiff'

Medical Schools of Scotland.

Aberdeen University

St. Andrews University
Klinburgh University
(>Ia>gow University

St. Mungo'j College and School of Medicine
Anderson's College, (ilasgow
.School of Medicine, Edinburgh
Univer«ily College, Dundee

Medical Schools of Irelaxp.

Dublin University

Dublin Royal C"llege of Surqcon^
Catholic University, Dublin
'Jueen's College, llellast

•Juecn's College, Cork
( I w-f-n"- f'..ll»';;f, f.ilvvny
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1894-95, which begins next month. The table does not pretend

lo be complete ; nevertheless, it will serve to show the kind of

science subjects on which lectures are given to medical students

outside medical technology. The courses advertised are indi-

cated by crosses.

It has not been considered necessary to tabulate courses only

given in two or three medical schools. Organic chemistry,

lor instance, is only down as a specific subject in the

lists of lectures at the London Hospital and the University

College Hospital. Probably the reason for this is that, at many
colleges, the lectures on chemistry embr.ice the organic and

the inorganic branches. Chemical physics is down in the

medical curricula of the University Coi'e^e, Mason College,

Cambridge University, and Yorkshire College, and physiological

chemistry is among the courses at St. George's Hospital and

Oxford University. Though psychological medicine is taught

in a number of c:>lleges, psychology only appears as the subject

'if lectures at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Charing Cross

Hospital, Edinburgh School of Medicine, and (Queen's College,

Cork. In the first two of these institutions, and also at

Oxford University, pharmacology is treated distinct from

practical pharmacy. It will be seen from the table that, in

Scottish medical schools, the students are instructed in natural

history, whereas this subject does not appear in the lists of

lectures in the medical schools of England and Ireland.

Courses of lectures on bacteriology are advertised to

lake place at nine medical schools, but it mast not be
supposed that they are the only schools having facilities

for carrying on this study. The Lancet has something to say

on bacteriology and the medical curriculum. Our contemporary

points out that "it is now almost imperative that those

who are engaged in the teaching and study of medicine

should consider the position of bacteriology in medical

education with regard (a) to students proper, and ib) to

those students of more mature years known as postgraduates.

We think that the time has nearly come when it will be insisted

upan that every medical student should receive not only some
systematic instruction in the principles of bacteriology, but,

more important still, should be put through a thorough, if

short, course of practical laboratory instruction, in which the

theories propounded in the class-room may be clearly illus-

trated. . . . Many of the medical schools have alrealy recog-

nised this fact, and in London alone there are now several

well-equipped bacteriological laboratories where a thorough

course of instruction can be obtained by the medical student.

Guy's Hospital, University College Hospital, St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, for example, have all acquired special facilities for

carrying on the work ; but there is still much room for the more
general teaching of the subject. In the large university medical

schools, especially in Oxiord, Cambridge, Victoria, Durham,
Edinburgh, Aberdeen, and Glasgow, the subject is more or less

thoroughly taught, but not in all cases as practically as is

desirable."

T
FORTHCOMING SCIENTIFIC BOOK'S.

HE following scientific books are reported as being in

preparation for the forthcoming puDlishing season. The
list, though not so lengthy as the one we printed a year ago, is

still a representative one, and lovers of each and every branch

of science appear to be well catered for :

—

Messrs. Macmillan and Co. announce :

—

"\ Treatise on Bessel

Functions, " by Profs. G. B. Matthews and A. Gray ; "Ele-
mentary Treatise on the Theory of Functions," by James
Harkness and Frank Morley ;

'' Elliptic Functions," by .\. C.
Dixon; "Practical Plane Geometry," by J. Humphrey
Spanlon ;

" .\n Introductory Account of Certain Modern IJe.is

and Methods in Plane .\nalytical Geometry," by Dr. Charlotte

Ang,i5 Scott ;
" Integral Calculus and Differential Equations for

Beginners," by Joseph Edwards ; "Geometrical Conic .Sections,"

by Charles .Smith ;
" Elementary Mensuration, with I'.xerciseson

the Mensuration of Plane and Solid Figures," by F. H. Stevens
;

" The Theory of Light, " by Thomas Preston, second edition,

thoroughly revised ;
" Magnetism and Electricity," by Prof.

Andrew Gray, illustrated; "Steam and the .Marine Steam
Engine," by John Yeo, with illustrations; "Pumping
Machinery," by Dr. Julius Weisbach ;

" .A. Laboratory Manu.il

of Physici an.l .Applied Electricity," arranged and edited by
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Edward L. Nichols, vol. ii. Senior Course and Oatline of Ad-
vanced Work, by George S. Moler, Frederic'< Bedell, Homer J.

llotchkiss, Charles P. Matthews, and the Editor, illustrated;
" Theoretical Chemistry, " by Prof. Nern>t, translated by Prof.

Charles Skeele Palmer; " .Manual of PhysicoChemical Measure-
ments," by Prof. Wilhelm Ostwald, translated, with the author's

sanction, by Dr. James Walker, illustrated; " Las-ar Cohn's
Organic Chemistry," translated by .-Mexander Smith ;

" The Rise
and Development of Organic Chemistry," by the late C.
Schorlemmer, F. K. S., translated and edited by Prof.

Smithells ; "Chemical Analysis of Oils, Fats, Waxes,
and their Commercial Products," by Prof. K. Benedikt,
tranil.-ted, edited, and enlarged by Dr. J. Lewkowitsch

;

"The Planet Earth, an Astronomical Introduction to

Geography," by R. \. Gregory, illustrated; "Papers on
Geology," by Joseph Prestwich, F.R.S. ; "The Cambridge
Natural History," edited by J. W. Clark, S. F. Harmer, and
A. E. Shipley; vol. iii. " Molluscs," by Rev. A. H. Cooke;
"Aquatic Insects," by Prof. L. C. Miall, F.R.S., illustrated;

"Text-book of the Diseases of Trees,'' by Prof. R. Hartig,

translated by Dr W. Somerville, with a Prelace by Prof. H.
Marshall Ward, F.R.S., with numerous illustrations; "Tim-
ber and Timber Trees, Native and Foreign," by Thomas
Laslett, new edition, revised by Prof. H. Marshall Ward,
F.R.S. ; "A Text-book of Comparative Anatomy," by Dr.
.Arnold Lang, translated into English by Henry M. Bernard
and Matilda Bernard, vol. ii. ;

" Human .Anatomy," by Prof.

Wiedersheim, translated from the last German edition by H.
M. Bernard, revised and annotated by Prof. G. B. Howes,
illustrated; "A Text-book of Pathology, Systematic and
Practical," by Prof. D. J. Hamilton, vol. ii. ; "Lessons in

Practical Bacteriology," by Dr. A. A. Kanthack and J. H.
Drysdale ; "Mental Development in the Child and the Race,"
by Prof. J. Baldwin ;

" A Course of Experimental Psychology,

'

by Dr. J. McKeen Cattell ; Leibnitz's " Nouveaux Essais,"

translated by .\. G. Langley ; "The Right to the Whole Pro-

duce of Labour : the Origin and Development of the Theory of

Labour's Claim to the Whole Product of Industry," by Prof.

Menger, translated by Mary E. Tanner ; " Elementary
Course of Practical Science, ' part ii., by Hugh Gordon ;

"Short Studies in Earth Knowledge," by William Gee, with
illustrations; "Physiography for Beginners," by J. E. Marr,
F.R.S., and -Alfred Harker ;

" Physiology (or Beginners," by
Dr. Michael Foster, F.R.S., and Dr. L. E. Shore; ".Agri-
culture, Practical and Scientific," by Prof. James Muir

;

" Horse-Breeding for Farmers," by A. E. Pease; "Garden
Plants and Flowers : a Primer for Amateurs," by J. Wright ;

" Greenhouse and Window Plants, a Primer for Amateurs,"
edited by J. Wright; "Vegetables and their Cultivation, a
Primer for .Amaleuis, Cottage Gardeners, and Allotment
Holders," by A. Dean, edited by J. Wright; "The
Mech.anism of Weaving," by Thomas William Fox; "Boot
and Shoe Manufacture," by C. W. B. Burdett, with numerous
illustrations ; "Facts about Processes, Pigments, and Vehicles:
a Manual for Art Students," by -A. P. Laurie, illustrated.

Messrs. Sampson Low and Co. will issue:— "Instruc-
tion in Photography," "Photography with Emulsions,'
"Negative Making," " Co'our Vision" (being the Tyndall
Lectures delivered before the Royal Institution cbiring the
piesint year), all by Captain Abney, C.B., F.R.S. ; ".Art and
Practice of Silver Printing," written by Captain .Abney in con-
junction with H. P. Robinson; " Putorial Effect in Photo-
graphy," "The Studio, and what to do in ii," "Letters
on Landscape Photography," by H. P. Robinson; "Speci-
fications, for the use of burveyors. Architect', Engineers, and
Builders," by J. Leaning: "Sweet-scented Flowers and
Flagrant Leaves : interesting Associations gathered from many
Souices, with Notes on their History and Utility," by Donald
McDonald, with sixteen coloured plates ;

" .A Text-book of
Mechanics and Hydrostatics, by Herbert Hancock, with over
400 diagrams; " I'hermodynamics : treated with Elementary
Mathematics, and containing applications lo .Animal and
\'egelable Life, Tidal Friction and Electricity," by J. Parker,
with numerous di.agr3ms ; "The Theory and Practice of Hand-
writing : a Practical Manual for the Guidance of Inspectors,
School Boards, Teachers, and Students," with diagrams and
illustiations, by John Jackson, second edition, greatly en-
larged with two additional chapters, two extra appendices, and
several pages of facsimile illustrations.

Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein and Co. will publish :
— ".A
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revised edition ;

by I>. Lindsay,

A. Macpherson.
'Gras!<e«," by W.
. A. Macpher'ion

;

" English Coins," by
' R.iinniaking and Sun-

Student's Text-book of notany," by Dr. Sidney II. Vines,
F.R.S., second half, completing ilie woik ; also the com-
plete work in one volume ;

" Textbook of Embryology :

Invertebrates," by Drs. Korschelt .ind Heider, translated and
edited by Dr. E. L. Mark and Dr. W. L. Woodwonh

; part i..

fully illusiraied :
" The Cell : its Anatomy and Physiology,"

by Dr. Oscar Hertwig, translaied and edited bv Dr. H. f.

Campbell, fully illustrated; " Text book of Pa'.xontology
for Zoological .Students," by Theodore T. Groom, fully

illustrated, forming a supplement to Claus and Sedgwick's
"TextlJcok of /oology" ;

" Lectures on Human and .Animal
Psychology," by Prof. Wilhelm Wiindt, translated and edited
by James Edward Creighlon and Edward Bradford Tiichener

;

"Handbook on Systematic Bolany," by Dr. E. Warming,
translated and edited by Prof. M. C. Potter, fully illustrated ;

" Introduction to Physiological Psychology," by Dr. Theodor
Ziehen, with 21 illustrations, a new and
"Zoology: Introduction to the .'^tudy of,'

illu-trated ; "Fishes," by the Rev. M.
"Flowering Plants," by James Britten;
Hutchinson ; ".Mammalia," by the Rev.
" Pond Life,' by E. A. Butler
Llewellynn Jewiti, new edition

;

shine," by John Collinson.

.Mr. Murray's list contains :— " The Life and Correspondence
of William Buckland, D.D., F. R.S.," sometime Dean of West-
minster, twice President o( the Geological Society, and first

President of the British .\ssocialion, by his daughter, Mrs.
Gordon, with portraits and illustrations; "The Life of Prof.
Owen, bastd on his Correspondence, his Diaries, and those of
his Wife," by his grandson, the Kev. Kichaid Owen, with a
chapter by the Right Hon. T. II. Huxley, with poitraits and
illustrations, 2 vols. ; "The Scientific Papers and .\ddressei of
Werner von Siemens," volume ii., including the following
subjects : induction writing telegraph, magneto-electric rjuick
type-writer, electric waicr-levtl indicator, mine exploder,
alcohol meter, iheuniveisal galvanometer, autoniatically-steeisd
torpedoes, automatic elec:r;c lamp, electric plough, electric
elevator, elecriciiy meter, energy meter, &c., with illustrations

;

" Handlook of .-Vncicnt Roman .Maibles, consisting of a
History and Description of all .-Vncient Columns and Surface
Marbles still existing in Rome, with a List of the Buildings in

which tlieyare found,"byihe Rev. H. W. Pullen ; ".-Vnlniro-
duction to Physical Science," by Prof. John Cox ; "The His-
tory of .-Xstronomy," by Arthur Berry.

Slessrs. Longmans and Co. have in the press, or in prepara-
tion :— .-V new edition, in four volumes, of Prof. Max Midler's
"Chips from a German Workshop." The first volume will

contain "Recent Essays," the second "Biographical Essays,"
the third " Essays on Language and Literature," and the
fourth " Essays on the Sciences of Language, of Thought, and
nf .Mythology"; "Butterflies and Moths (British)," by W.
Furncaux, with twelve coloured plates and a large number of
illustrations in the text ; "Studies of Nature on the Coast of
.\rran," by George Milner, with illustrations; "From Edin-
burgh to the Antarctic," by W. G. Burn .Murdoch ; pro-
fusely illustrated by the author ; supplemented by the Science
Notes of the naturalists of the expedition, W. S. Bruce, J. J. W.
Campbell, and C. W. Donald; " .-V Primer of Evolution:
being a popular abridged edition of ' The Story of Creation,'

"

by Edward Clodd, with illustrations ;
" The Teaching of

Physical Exeicises," by F. J. Harvey; " Jacquard Weaving
and Designing," by F. T. Bell; "The Magnetic Circuit in

Theory and Practice," by Dr. II. Du Bois, translated from the
Serman.

.Mr. Edward Stanford's forthcoming works include:—"Cloud-
land," a study of the nature and forms of clouds, by the Rev.
W. CIcmcr.t Ley, with a number of coloured illustrations and
reproductions from photographs ; a third edition of Prof. James
fleikie's " 'I'he Great Ice Age," almost entirely rewritten and
with a new chapter on " Tfie Glacial Phenomena of Noilh
-America," by Prof. T. C. Chamberlin, also some new maps and
diagrams; an .addition, by Dr. Guillcmatd, on ".Malaysiaand the
Pacific Archipelagoes," to Stanford's "Compendium of Geo-
graphy and Travel," with numerous new illustrations and maps ;

and in the same series, volumes on " Africa" and " Asia," by
A. H. Keanc ; a second edition of J. Scott Keltic's "The Par-
tition of Africa," brought up to the most recent changes, and
with some new maps.

In Mcssis. Blackie and Son'i list we notice:— 'A Text-
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book of Organic Chemistry," by Dr. A. Bernthsen ; trans-

lated by Dr. George M'Gowan, new edition, thoroughly rc-

\
vised and much enlarged by author and translator ;

" Elements
\ of Metallurgy," by W. Jerome Harrison and William I. Har-
rison, jun , lully illustrated ;

" The Natural History of Plants :

their Forms, Growth, Reproduction, and Distribution," from
the German of Prof. Anton Kerner von Marilaun, translated

by Prof. K. W. Oliver, with assistance of .Marian Busk and
.Mary Ewart, with about 1000 original woodcut illustrations

and sixteen plates in colours, issued in sixteen parts, also in

four half-volumes, at intervals of four months.
Messrs. Whittaker and Co. will shortly issue a new edition,

mostly rewritten, of (_;isbert Rapp's " Electric Transmission
of Energy ;

" " .Model Engine Construction," by J. .-Mexander,

with working drawings ;
" Steel Works .-Vnalysis," by Prof,

y. O. .\rnold ; "Steam Power and Mill Work," by G. W.
Sutcliffe ; "The Manufacture of Modern Explosives," by
0>car Guttmann ; the third and fourth ^concluding) parts of

C. Gordon Biodie's "Dissections Illustrated '—they will in-

clude the head, neck, and thorax, and the abdomen, respec-

tively.

Messrs. Crosby Lockwood and Son have nearly ready for

publication :— D. K. Clark's new volume on " 'i'ramways, their

Construction and Working," in which will be given a compre-
hensive history of the earlier forms, as well as the latest deve-

lopments of tramways in this country and abroad, including the
various modes of traction ; a popular handbook on " Fertilisers

and Feeding StulTs, their Properties and Uses," by Dr. Ber-

nard Dyer, with Notes on the I'"enilisers and Feeding Stuffs

Acts of 1S93, by ^^^- •'^- ] David.

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin is preparing :
— "Travels and Studies

in the Far East," by Henry Norman, illustrated ; the volume
supplementary to "Climbing and Exploration in the Kara-
kornm Himalayas," by Prof. W. M. Conway, containing the

scientific memoranda of the expedition by the author and
various specialists ;

" In the Guiana Forest," by James Kodway,
illustrated; " I he Mountains of California, " by John .Muir,

illustrated; and "The Story of Australian Exploration," by
R. Thynne, illustrated.

The Clarendon Press will publish shortly :
— " A Glossary of

Greek Birds," by D'.Arcy W. Thompson ;
" Index Kewensis,"

compiled at the expense of the late C. R. Darwin, under the

direction of Sir Joseph 1). Hooker, by B. Daydon Jackson,
part iii. ; "A .Monograph on the Oligoch.x-ta," by Frank
E. Beddard, F. R.S. ;

" .-V Manual of Crystallography," by
M. H. N. Story-.Maskelyne, F. R..S. ("This work, which
has been so long announced, i» on the point of publication.)

Messrs. W. and K. Chambers have in the press, or in pre-

paration :

— "Chambers's Concise Gazetteer ol the World," to-

pographical, statistical, and historical, with pronunciation of the

more difficult names of places and information regarding the

derivation of names ;
" Elementary Science," by S. R. Todd ;

"Organic Chemistry,' part ii., by Pro'. I'erkin and S.

Kipping.
Messr.s. Chapman and Hall announce:—"The Progress of

Science : its Origin, Course, Promoters, and Results," by V.

Marmery ;
" Naval Architectuie and Shipbuilding," by G. V.

C. Holmes, illustrated :
" Machine Construction : a Key to the

Examinations of the Science and Art Department," by Hy.
.\dams ;

" .\ Text-book of .Mechanical Engineering," by Willrid

J. Lineham ;
" Pr.aciical Plane and Solid Geometry," by Henry

Angel ; "The Nests and Eggs of Non-Indigenous British

Birds, ' by Charles Dixon.

.Messrs. A.andC. Black's arrangements include:
—"Monism ;

or, the Confession of Faith of a Man of Science," by Prof.

Ernst Hacckcl, translated froui the German by J. D. F.

Gilchrist ; "The Senile Heart : its Symptoms, Sequel.x-, and
Treatment," by Dr. George William Balfour; the last part of

the " Dicuonary of Birds," by Prof. Newton.
Messrs. Cassell and Co. hive in hand:—"The Electric

Current, how Produced and how Used," by R. .Mullineux

Walmsley ; a new edition of " Electricity in the Service 01

Man, revised by Dr. Walmsley ; "The Year- Book of Treat-

ment fur 1S95.
'

Me-srs. G. Bell and Suns promise :—" Arithmetic for the

Standards," by Charles Pendlebury and W. S. Beard
;

"Cotton Weaving," by R. Marsdcn, illustrated ; an authorised

abridgment of " Webster's International Dictionary, " entitled

" Welister's Brief International Dictionary."

Messrs. Mclhucn and Co. will publish in their University
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Intension Series:
— "Insect Life," by F. \V. Theobald,

illustrated.

In Mr. Edward Arnold's Hit we finl :

— " Psycholo:;/ for

Teachers," by Prof. C. Lloyd Morgan; " Systematic Science

Ti-achinq," liy Kdward G. Howe
The S.P.C.K. announce:—"Edible and Poisonous Mu>h-

looms : what to eat and what to avoid," by Dr. M. C. Cooke,
uiih eighteen coloured plates illiutrating fortyei'jht species.

Messr>. G. P. Putnam's Sons will i-sue:—"Diagnosis, Dif-

ferential Diagnosis, and Treatment of Diseases of the Eye,"

by Dr. A. F,. Adams.
Messrs. \V. 13. Whittingham and Co give notice of a book

entitled " What is Heat ?—a Peep into Nature's most Hidien
Secrets," by Frederick Hovenden.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Major Craicie, the Director of the Salislical Department
of the Hoard of Agriculture, has prcsenied a report on the

distribution of grants for agricultural education in Great
Britain in the financial year 1S93-94. From a summnry in

ihe limts, it appears that out of tne tot.nl vote of £Sooo
entrusted to the Board of .\griculture for educational purposes

;'ie necessaiy provision had been made for the cost ol inspec-

lion, and ilie sum of £ti^^o, which reinaine<l available, had
lieen applied in the form of specific grants, a small swvn being

devoted to the reproduction of the records of the Koihamsted
experiments for the past fifty years. The Board had been
confirmed by fiulher experience ia their estimate of the value

if establishing fully-equipped agricultural departments in col-

legiate institutions capalile of aiding the work of distinct

groups of local authorities charged widi \\\-t provision of tech-

nical education. The collegiate centres established by the

several University colleges at Bangor, Leed-, Xewcastle, and
Vlierystwytli ha<l continued to develop and to extend their

jsefulness as centre; of educational energy for the surrounding
. lunties. Further centres had been fully equipped and new
:i.;ricullural teaching organisations definitely set on foot, on
lines more or less similar, at Cambridge, Nottingham, and
Reading. In Scotland, where the institution of definite centres

was being more slowly developed than in England, several of

ilie south-western counties had continued to mike use of the

i.icilities for .agricultural inuruction oii'ered by the central classes

jirovided. and t>y the itinerant lecturers supplied for lo:nl work
by the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College,

liesides assi>iing institutions such as the Darham College of

Science and the Glasgow Technical College, where lectures on
certain foreslry subjects were included in the general curriculum,

ihelJjard had again been able to repeat the g' ant towards the cost

• >i the special forestry class established in the University of

Edinburgh. An endeavour had been made to continue, all hough
necessarily on a reduced scale, 1 he assistance given to experiment.il

work, and provision had also been made for experiment stations

or demonstration plots at each of the Welsh colleges. .\ begin-

ning in the same direction had been m.ade at Reading. The
grants awarded by the liiard during the year range from £,'S>oa,

IJiven to the University College of North Wales, at Bangor, the
Yorkshire College, Leeds, and the Dijrham College of Science,

Newcastle-on-Tyiie, to £1^ given to the Dounliy Science
ijchool, Orkney. In all mere were twenty grants, eight being
for work in collegiate centres, five for agricultural experiments,
three for dairy instruction, one for special cheese research and
agricultural experiments, one lor lorotry work, and two for

special classes.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS.
American Jounml of Science, September.—The efi'ect of

glaciation ana of the glacial period on the present fauna of
North America, by Samuel II. Scudder. Statistics of the
number of genera and species found in the areas formerly
covered by the ice-sheet and the drifiless areas respectively,
and of the number common to both, would indicate whether
the northern fauna had recovered from the effects of glaciation.
Tables are given showing this for the Coleoptera, as the best
known among insects, which are very sensitive to climatic
changes. The conclusion arrived at is that, on the whole, the
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fauna has nearly or quite recovered from its enforced removal

from the Northern States and Canada.—Tertiary and later

history of the island of Cuba, by Robert T. Hill. No positive

evidences of subsidence after Ihe beginning of Tertiary time

could be discovered. Nowhere do the rivers show any revival

or other evidence of subsidence below the sealevel, but all

have continuous downward cutting sections. On the other

hand, some of these streams ate now forming delta deposits

in places outside their mouths, which is more indicative of

present elevation than of subsidence. Since the old folding or

orogenic movements occupied at least a small portion of post-

Tertiary lime, we may reasonably conclude that the periods of

uniform uplifting must have taken place at least since Ihe

beginning of the Pleistocene. In other words, they are com-

paratively modern in geologic time—some of them ahsolutelv

recent.—Thermoelectric heights of antimony and bismuth

alloys, by C. C. Hutchins. The best combination forathermo-

functicn from these alloys is, for one element, bismuth with

from 2 to 5 per cent antimony ; and for the other, bismuth with

from 5 to 10 tier cent. tin. They may be cast into thin leave;

as follows : Two (lieces of plate glass are smoked slightly, or

are very finely ground, and rubbed with plumbago. The metal

being melted upon charcoal or under fused sodium chloride, a

little i)ool is found upon one plate, and the other is applied to

it as quickly as possible. Leaves thus obtained can be worked

with a fine file as ihin as 003 mm. and are sufficiently tough

to stand ordinary treatment.—On the nitrogen content of

California biuimen, by S. F. Peckham. Oils from the tunnel-

in Wheeler's canon on the south side of the Sulphur Mountain

yielded I '1095 percent, of nitrogen. These and other oils of

this region issue from strata ])rotei:ted from infiltration of raiii-

waier and accompanying oxygen by overlying (ormations.

Quarterly Journal of Microuopical Science, vol. xxxvi. part

3 — Prof. A. G. Bourne gives an exhaustive account of the

structure of Moniligai'er grandis ; and adds a revision of the

genus, including diagnoses of some new species. Some good

coloured figures of the different species accompany Prof.

l;ourne's memoir.—Mr. E. W. Macbride has a review of

Spengel's monograph on Balanoglossus, and criticises that

author's views on the affinities of the Knteropncusta.—Under
the name Moiiocyslis lurctiUa, Mr. \V. C. Bosanquet gives a

number of observations on the structure and life histoiy of a

large Gregarine found in the earth-worm Liiiitl>riciis /lercuUin.

Wiedemann s Annalen der Physik tinJ Chemie, No. 9.—On
retractive power and density of dilute solutions, by W. Hal!-

wachs. The increase in the difference of molecular refraction

previously observed with increasing dilution is ompletcly

explained by the peculiar behaviour of the density. The con-

stitutive influences analogous to dissociation, which find their

most characteristic expression in the changes of electric con-

ductivity, have no effect upon the refractive power.—On the

motion of dielectric bodies in the homogeneous electrostatic

field, by L. Graelz and L. Formm. Mascart and Joubert, in

their development of Poisson's original theory, assume that

small bodies placed in a dielectric do not exert any forces upon
each other. This is contradicted by experiments upon small

bars and pla'es of dielectric materials introduced into homo-
geneous fields, which tend to turn their axes and planes respec-

tively into a direction parallel to the lines of force. When the

condenser plates are statically charged, the roLations depend
upon the sign of the charge, but in the case of oscillations they

are always in the same direction and proportional to the square

of the dilVeicnce of potential. A small disc, made of sulphur

or p.araffin, suspended between the plates may be used as a

"dielectric voltmeter."—On electric oscillations of long

duration and their effects, by H. Fbert. The author investi-

gates the conditions of obtaining the best luminous effects 01

the type of those produced by Tesla. He points oil that the

secondary circuit must be turned to the primary, and that the

condensers mu>t have the least possible capacity. He describes

a "luminescence lamp" made of a glass globe containing a

piece of luminous paint. Oscillations are conducted to tinloil

armatures on the globe, and produce vivid luminescence. The
light effects were al)out one-thirtieth or one fortieth of the

amyl-acetate standard. The energy consumed counted by
millionths of a watt, so that the economy of the new lamp i>

very striking, consuming as it does only about a two-

thousandth 01 the energy consumed by the acetate lamp. The
difficulty involved in the (act Ihat the high frequency currents
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employed could not be conducted any distance without en-

countering enormous induciive resistances, could be got over by
effectini; the transformation in the immediate neighbourhood
of the lamp. Since only condensers of small capacity and
inductance are required, a transrormer might be attached to the
lamp itself.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, June i\.—"On the Evolution of the Verte"

bral Column of Fishes." By Dr. H. Gadow, E.R.S., and Miss
E. C. Abbott.
The following are a few of the more important points in the

paper :—Each skleromere lies wilhin the influence or range of
action of (wo successive myomeres. Taken as a whole, the

skleromere is "interprotovertebral," more correctly bi-protover-

tebral, because it is composed cf two successive sklerotomes,

namely, the ventral half of one and the dorsal half of a second.
Consequently, the " resegmentation " or " neugliederung "

is

brought about in a manner fundamentally different to that

hitherto supposed to have taken place. If \ and li mean two
successive sklerotomes, ii and i> their dorsal, a. and & their

respective ventral halve.'^, then the new skleromeie is composed

of i-foand not of '-

2

The formation of a skleromere by the combination of alter-

nating dorsal and ventral halves of sklerotomes explains also

the presence of eight (four pairs) cartilaginous pieces, namelv,
basalia (so-called dorsal and ventral arches) and inierbasali,i

(so-called intercalary pieces) for each complele segment.
Concerning the formation of centra or bodies ol ihe vertebra",

we distinguish :—

•

I. Choriiaciiitra, i.e. centra cut out of the full of the chordal
sheath, which itself has been strengthened by inv.ision of carti-

laginous cells from the skeletogenous layer. Chorda-centra are

possessed by all Elasmobranchs, potentially by Dipnoi and
Holocephali.

II. Arrh-centra, i.t. centra formed by the skeletogenous
mass which remains entirely on the outside of the chordal sheath,

which latter takes no share in their formation : osseous Ganoids
and Teleostei.

Chorda-centra and arch-centra represent two diflerent modes
of development, each starting from an acentrous condition.
This can be expressed as follows :

—

Chordal sheath remaining
entirely chordagenous.

Chordal she.ith strengthened by
invasion of skelctogcn jus cells,

therefore with possibility of
chorda-cenlra.

Dipnoi and Holocephali.

Cyclostomala.
Cartilaginous Ganoids.

Formation of Centra.

Osseous Ganoitls, Teleostei. Elasmobranchs.
ARCH-CE.srRA. ClIORDACKNTRA.

The formation of chorda-centra being independent of ihc
arcualia explains how and why the number of "'centra" docs
not necessarily agree either with that of the arcualia or with
that of the Irunk-segmenL-, e.,^. Ilexanchus and tail of most
other Elasmobranchs.

In .itiiia <al-a, the foilcenlnim, i e. Ihe posterior, archlcss
disk of a complete lail-verlebra, is lormed by the interdorsalia
and intervtntraliaof thesame sklerotome, while thc/»v«H////«;,
I.t. the arch bearing disk or anterior half is formed by the
basidorsals of the same sklerotome and the basiventrals of the
next previous sklerotome. The intermuscular septum runs
obliquely across the preccntrum, or, in other words, the pre-
centia are bi-protovertcbral or bi-myomeiic, but not the post-
centra.

In f.tfiilesleus osseiis the combination of parts into one verle-
btal complex is superior to that of Amia, because each vertebra
Iwlong!, with its entire anterior half, to one, and with its posterior
half to the next following myomere. The vertebra- are now
truly bi-protoveitebral or bi-myomcric.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, September lo.—M. Lccwy in the
chair.—Truffles [Terjus) Uom Tunis and Tripoli, by M. Ad.
Chatin. Trufiles have Ijeen received by the author from Tunis
tieloDging to the species Tei/ezia Clavrryt. They seem always
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to occur in company with a herb called by the natives .Arong- I

Terfeis^ which is Hclianthemitm sasilifhruni^ Pers. {Cis/tts
'

scssilifloriis, Desf. ). Truffles similarly received from Tripoli are

classed as Terfezia Foudieri.— On the equations of mechanics,
by M. Wladimir de Tannenberg.—On Pfaft's problem, by M.
A. J. Slodolkievitz.^On another determination of the circle

derived from seven right lines and on some of its applications,

by M. Paul Serret.^On Diptera harmful to cereals ; observa-

tions from the Paris Entomological Station in 1S04, by M. Paul

Marchal. CcaJomya dtstriictor (Say) h.is been very prevalent

among wheat in the West. Oats have hitherto been considered

proof against Hessian fly, but a form of Cecidomya has ravaged
large districts in 1S94. It remains to be seen whether this fly

is a new species or only a variety of Cetidomya ii-'strtiit^v modi-
fied by the diflerence of food. Other pests noted which have
causeil seiious damage are the following : Cecidomya (Di/i'c .

trilici (Kirb.), Osniiis piisiUa (Meig.), Camarola /lavi! :•

(.\Ieig. ), which has not heretofore been considered as injurious

to cereals, and Elachiftera ,or>iuta (Meig.).—On the recent fall

of aeroliths in Greece, by M. C. Malt<;zos.

BOOKS. PAMPHLETS, andSERIALS RECEIVED.
Hooks.—An Introducii>>n to Physical Measurement^ : IV. F. Koht

rausch, translated by Waller and Procter, 3rd edition (Churchill).—

A

Naturalist on the Prowl :
'* Eha" (Thacker).— Primer of Hygiene ; Dr. K.

S. Reynolds (MacmillanV—Elements of Marine Surveying: Kev. J. L.
Robinson, and edition (Macmillan).—Theophrastus of Efesus on \Vind-

and on Weather Signs, tran>latcd. &c., by J. G. Wood (Stanford\—Mii
^ouri ftotanical Garden. Fifth Annual Report (St. L >iiis).—Municipal
'technical School and Municipal School of .-Xrt. Manchester, Session 1S94-5,

Syllabus (Manchester).—The Earth : E. W. Small (Melhuen).
Pami'MLKTS.—Creameries and Infectious Diseases; Dr. J. J. Welpley

(BaiMii:rc).—The Cretaceous Kim of the Bl.ick Hills : L. F. Wan
(Chicagol.—Principes et Mtfthodes d'lttude de Corrtrlatijn Giologique at>

Moyen dcs Plantes Fossiles : L. F. Ward (Chicago).

Sekiai.s.—Proceedings of the Society for Psyctiical Research, Part xxv-.

Vol. .\. (K. Paul). Uotanische Jahrbiic^erfiir Syslemalik. Pflanzenqeschichit

und Pllanzengeographie, Achtzehnter Band. 5 Heft and Xeunzehnler Band
2 and 3 Heft (Leipzig, Engelmann).—Journal of State Medicine, .-Xugus

(Renshaw).—^Journal of the Franklin Instiiute. September (Philadelphia).—

Museum d'Histoire Natiirelle des Pays lias, tome xiv. Catalogue.system*
tique, &c. : F. A. Jenlink (Lcide, Brill).—Quarterly Journal of Micro,

scopical Science, .-Vugusl (Churchill).— Proceedines of the .\cadeiny_

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. i3j4. Part 1 (Philadelphia).— Insect Life,

\'o\. vi. No. 4 (Washington). —Journal of the Royal Honicuiturat Society

Vol. xvii. Parts 1 and 2 (117 Victoria Street).— Psychological Review
September (Macmillan).—Abstract of the Proceedings of the I.inneai

.Society of New Vo-k for the Year ending March 27, 1:04, No. 6 (NeiA

York).—American Historical Register, No. i (Philadetptii.i).— Economlt
Journal, .Sepieiiiber (Macmillan).
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THE WORKS OF HENRY J. S. SMITH.
':t' Collected Mathematical Papers of Henry John
Stephen Smith. 2 vols. Edited by Dr. J. \V. L.

Glaisher. (Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894.)

rHE long looked for collected papers of Prof. H. J. S.

Smith, late Savilian Professor of Geometry in the

niversity of Oxford, have now appeared in two hand-
•me quarto volumes issued by the Clarendon Press at

'.ford. This fact is, as far as England is concerned,

he mathematical event of the year, and is of the utmost

inportance to mathematicians in general, and to the

;ng race of investigators in pure mathematics in par-

iilar. The work has a portrait on the frontispiece,

nd is introduced by a biographical sketch by Dr. Charles

I. Pearson, and recollections by Prof. Jowett, Lord

owen, Mr. J. L. Strachan-Davidson, and Mr. Alfred

ibinson, also by an introduction by Dr. J. \V L.

lisher. A perusal of the sketch is calculated to greatly

iipress the reader with the all-round scholarship and

•ellectual eminence of its subject. To have gained,

niongst other honours, the Ireland University Scholar-

hip, and subsequently to have become one of the most

rofound and rigorously exact mathematicians the world

IS ever known, implies the possession of powers of mind
Lit must fill any chronicler or student of past events

ith amazement. There are men who will succeed in

ny line of life or branch of study by sheer mental

ength ; they have the faculty of becoming fascinated

any pursuit in which inclination, force of circum-

mces, or accident leads them to engage ; with them
Jyis intense concentration leading, through a flood of

ew ideas, to such an admiration for and interest in the

bject, of whatever kind, as can only be experienced by

•.her in some special branch for which his mind is

irticularly and peculiarly adapted.

That Prof. Smith was such a man, was the general

icf of his contemporaries. Prof. Conington said to

' biographer, " I do not know what Henry Smith may be

the subjects of which he professes to know something
;

It I never go to him about a matter of scholarship, in a

1: where he professes to know nothing, without learning

ue from him than I can get from anyone else."

.\t one time it appeared to be probable that he would

\ote himself to chemical science, but, looking back,

re seems to be little doubt that pure mathematics was
le branch of knowledge towards which he felt himself

lost attracted, and which was in reality best adapted

1 call forth his grand powers for close and accurate

hinking, and to give scope to his brilliant imagination.

The recollections are of great interest. They show
learly the extent to which he was admired and loved by

hose who were privileged to know him best. Dr.

•iaisher's introduction is chiefly, though not wholly, of

nathematical interest, and will be further alluded to.

The works set forth were published between the years

S51 and 1SS3. They may be considered as arranging

hemselves under four heads: (i) Theory of numbers
;

-) elliptic functions
; (3) geometry ; and (4) addresses.

>pace merely permits me to note some of the original

contributions to science which stand forth pre-eminently,

and helped to build up a great reputation.

During the years 1859 1S65 was produced the" Report

on the Theory of Numbers," compiled for the British

Association for the Advancement of Science. Prof.

Smith said of Clifford that he was " above all and before

all a geometer "
; so of him it may be said that he was

above all and before all an arithmetician, and that the

Report could not have come under a stronger hand. It

contains an account, confessedly not exhaustive, of the

state of knowledge at the date of writing. There is inter-

polated in the history of the science, as it was originated

by Gauss and Legendre, and developed by Cauchy, Jacobi,

Lejeune-Dirichlet, Eisenstein, Poinsot, Kummer, Kron-

ecker, and Hermite, a considerable amount of masterly

criticism as well as original work. He considers the higher

arithmetic to be comprised of two principal branches,

the theory of congruencies and the theory of homogeneous
forms. It will be observed that he does not include the

combinational or partitional analysis. He doubtless did

not regard this important subject as a branch of

arithmetic proper, but rather as occupying the ground

intermediate to arithmetic and algebra. It is, in point of

fact, far less abstruse and less dependent upon methods
which are regarded as purely arithmetical. In the future,

however, it is probable that it will be recognised that the

combinational analysis is able to throw quite unexpected

light on the theory of congruencies, and is worthy of

being considered as .in important instrument of research

in arithmetic proper. As an example it may be stated

that the enumeration of certain permutations on a circle

yields the number
n

n
where x and 71 are any positive integers, <^a division of ;;,

and (^ {d) the totient of n ; and hence

«

2 (j) (d) x"^ = o mod u

a congruence which includes several of the elementary

results of the theory of numbers. The author's inten-

tion was to present the theory of homogeneous forms in

the following order :— (i) Binary quadratic forms
; (2)

binary cubic forms
; (3) other binary forms ; 4) ternary

forms
; (5) other quadratic forms

; (6) forms of order 11

decomposable into n linear factors. It is much to be

regretted that only the first of these was given in the

report. A consideration of the remaining divisions

seems to have convinced him that much remained to be

done, and he appears to have deferred these matters for

future investigation by himself. The solution of the so-

called " Pellian Equation " is of primary importance in

the theory of quadratic forms of positive and not square

determinant, and we find in the foot-note of p. 193, vol. i.

" There does not seem to be any ground for atfibuting

either the problem or its solution to Pell." This is par-

ticularly interesting to those who were privileged to listen

to Prof. Mittag Leftler's paper on automorphic functions,

which was read before Section A of the British Asso-

ciation at Oxiord. The I'rofessor inveighed against the

too common practice of associating mathematicians'

names with theories and theorems on the ground that

mistakes are of frequent occurrence and necessarily so ;

NO. I30O: VOL. 50]
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he instanced the use made by Poincar^ of the names

of Fuchs and Kleia in regard to theories, priority

ia respect of which those eminent men would be the

first to repudiate. In the present instance we find that

the problem of the " Pellian Equation " was proposed b\-

Fermat and solved by Lord Bronncker, and these facts

need not detract in the least from the reputation earned

bv Pell by his skill in the Diophantine analysis.

In the solution of the problem of the " Composition

of Quadratic Forms," Prof. Smith introduces the im-

portant notion of fundamental sets of solutions of in-

determinate systems of equations, and thus replaces

Gauss' purely synthetical solution by analysis. In the

arrangement of the genera of quadratic forms into

classes he extends to irregular determinants the prin-

ciples employed by Gauss for the case of regular

determinants.

Gauss' geometrical representation of forms of a negative

determinant is given at length. Klein has recently, in

the lectures on mathematics delivered before the

Evanston Colloquium in the autumn of 1893, given a

remarkably simple statement of the method, and has

introduced the expressions "line lattice'' and "point

lattice
' to describe the diagrams. He also has extended

the method to forms of positive determinant in the

Gittlin^cn Xachrhhten for January 1S93. To this the

reader's attention may be directed as elucidating and

amplifying Prof. Smith's statement of the work of Gauss.

Klein's lecture VIII. (Evanston) should also be referred

to in connection with the theory of complex primes and

the ideal numbers of Kummer.
On the completion of the report, his attention was

directed to the subject of ternary quadratic forms. At

the time an important memoir by Eisenstein had ap-

peared, in which were defined the ordinal and generic

characters of ternary quadratic forms of uneven deter-

minant ; but several of the results were left undemon-

strated. Prof. Smith supplied the omissions, and ex-

tended the results to the more difiicult and complicated

case of the even determinant. By giving a table for

forming the complete generic character of any form, he

accomplished for the ternary theory that which had been

already carried out by Lejeune-Dirichlet for the binary

theory. He gave, moreover, a demonstration of the

criterion for distinguishing between possible and im-

possible generic characters. This he was enabled to do

by the important new notion of a certain particular

generic character, termed by him "the simultaneous

character of a form and its contravariant," which had

not been regarded by Eisenstein. He gave a more

complete definition of a " genus " of forms as dependent

upon transformation by substitutions, and showed that

two form; are or are not transformable into one another

according as their complete generic characters do or do

not coincide. Me proved the formal.-e which assign the

weight of a given genus or order both for even and un-

even discriminants. This he accomplished by a com-

parison of two expressions, obtained by different methods,

for the limiting ratio of the sum of the weights of the

representations, by a system of forms representing the

classes of any proposed genus, of all the numbers con-

tained in certain arithmetical progressions and not sur-

passing a given number, to the sesquiplicate power of
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the given number when that number is indefinitely large.

This paper is one of great power, constituting one of his

most important contributions to science.

The above was followed by another great work " On
the Orders and Genera of Quadratic Forms ''cnntaming

more than three indeterminates. This paper will always

be a celebrated one in the history of mathematics. It

contains under date 1S67, implicitly, the solution of the

problem proposed fifteen years later for the Grand Pri\

des Sciences Mathifmatiques by the French Academv.
The problem referred to was given as " Tht5orie de la

decomposition des nombres entiers en une somme de

cinq carroi." In the paper of 1S67 it was indicated that

the four, six, and eight-square theorems of Jacobi,

ICisenstein and Liouville were deducible from the

principles set forth. He then completed Eisenstein's

" enunciation " of the five-square theorem by bringing

under view the numbers which contain a square divisor,

and added the corresponding seven-square theorem. The
demonstrations were not given, but a general theory,

which includes these theorems as corollaries, was given

in detail. On these facts being pointed out to Hermite, a

correspondence ensued, which the reader wiUfind given,

with comments, in the introduction by Dr. Glaisher

The result was that I'rof. Smith sent in his demonstr.i

tions, and that ultimately the prize was divided betwec:i

him and M. Hermann Minkowski, of Konigsberg. Tho

latter memoir followed closely the lines of the paper o:

1S67, a fact which gave rise at the time to much dis-

cussion concerning the action that was taken by the

French Academy. The prize memoir is the concluding-

paper of vol. ii.

Passing over, for want of space, other arithmetical

work of much value, a few words may be said concerning

the papers on elliptic functions, which constitute the bulk

of the second volume.

The paper, " .Memoire sur les equations modulaires,

'

i contains a theory of singular beauty. Mathematicians

were aware, thanks to profound researches of Kronecker

and Hermilc, of the intimate relations that exist between

the theory of binary quadratic forms of negative deter

minant and the transformation of elliptic functions, bir.

beyond Kronecker's elliptic function solution of the

' Pellian Equation," no association had been discovert.

1

between the binary quadratic forms of positive dctei-

minant and the elliptic functions.

In this paper it is shown that if

¥{k-', n -. o

be the modular equation for the transformation of order

N, the Cartesian equation

F(i + X + /Y, \ + X- /Y) = o

is a curve which gives an exact image of the complete

system of forms of positive determinant N. Hy the

simple process of enumerating the spirals and the con

volutions of each spiral, he determines the number of

non-equivalent classes and the complete system of

"reduced" forms in each class.

In " Notes on the Theory of Elliptic Transformation
"

will be found a complete discussion of the case in which

the modular equation has equal roots ; it is shown tha;

the squares of the corresponding multipliers are alway-.

I
different, and that this is consistent with Kccnigsberger's
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theorem, which states that the multiplier is a rational

function of the squares of the moduli. The latter is

shown, in fact, to break down when the modular equation

has equal roots.

The long memoir on the Theta and Omega Functions

was originally written as an introduction to the long-

e.xpected "Tables of the e Functions." It may be

regarded as an advanced work on elliptic functions, in

which the arithmetical treatment is given the prominent

place. The theory of the transformation, and in parti-

cular of the modular equations and the associated curves,

is exhibited with remarkable elegance.

Everywhere the treatment is characterised by extreme
rigour. In fact, the subject matter, dealt with in these

volumes, leads to work of so recondite a nature that only

an investigator to whom any slurring over of difficulty,

or exceptional case is absolutely repulsive, can expect

to make a real advance. Those who look chiefly to

results, and do- not care to know the precise circum-

stances under which they exist, may be warned off the

monument to Prof. Smith's' genius which is given to the

world in these pages.

On two principal occasions Prof. Smith found oppor-

tunity to place his views on mathematics in general before

the scientific world. We have the valedictory address to

the London .Mathematical Society, delivered in the year

1876, on his retiring from the office of president. He
took as his text some "comparatively neglected regions

of pure mathematics"; and now, after an interval of

eighteen years, it is a matter of great interest to re-survey

the ground and estimate the advances that have been

made. In the theory of numbers, then as always the

subject of his predilection, he called attention to the

state of knowledge with respect to (i) the theory of

homogeneous forms ; (2) the theory of congruences

;

(3) the determination of the mean or asymptotic values

of arithmetical functions. With respect ,to. quadratic

forms of four or more indeterminates, he referred to the

fundamental theorem of M. Hermite concerning the

finiteness of the number of non-equivalent classes of

forms having integral coefficients and a given dis-

criminant ; and to the researches of Zolokoreff and
Korkine on the minima of positive quadratic forms.

In a foot-note also he referred to his oivn great work
" On the Orders and Genera of (Quadratic Forms con-

taining more than Three Indeterminates." These
three papers mark the extent .to which the inquiry

had been pushed at that time. The latter is much
the most important, and, so far as I know, but

little further progress in the same direction has

since been made. In the theory of congruences an

important advance has been made by G. T. Bennett, in a

paper published in the Phil. Tra7ts. R S. vol. 1S4A. The
investigation is '" On the Residues of Powers of Numbers
for any Composite .Modulus, Real or Complex." Re-

marking that primitive roots exist only when the modulus
is a power of an uneven prime or the double of a power
of an uneven prime, and that a primitive root may be

said to "generate" by its powers the complete set of

residues, Bennett exhibits the mode of formation, and the

relations connecting, the most general set of numbers
capable of generating the '\>{m) numbers which are prime
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to any composite modulus in, and extends his results to

complex numbers.

Prof. Smith gave an historical 'account of our know-
ledge of the series of prime numbers. Prof. Sylvester

has made a considerable contraction of Tchebychel's

limits, and has established important general principles

in connection therewith.

Passing on to the discussion of the transcendency off
and TT, it may be noted that since the address was de-

livered (in fact, six years subsequently) the question has

been triumphantly set at rest for ever by the labours of

Hermite and Lindemann. The former established the

transcendency of e, and the latter, standing on the

shoulders of the former, demonstrated the transcendency

of TT. Lindemann's proof shows that v cannot be the

root of any algebraic equation, and marks a distinct

epoch in the history of mathematical science. The
death-blow was thus given to the circle squarers in 18S2

[Mai/i. Ann. vol. xx.). O^ite recently extraordinarily

simple proofs of the transcendency of both numbers have

been given by Hilbert. Prof. Smith noted and lamented

the want of advanced treatises in English on various

branches of pure mathematics. Our position to-day in

this respect exhibits a marked improvement. On
dil'ferential equations, theory of functions, integral cal-

culus, theory of numbers, important works by English

and American authors have been published, and certain

eminent mathematicians are known to be engaged in

the preparation ot advanced works, which will shortly

appear and further fill in the gaps.

Prior to the above, in 1S73, was delivered the address

to the Mathematical and Physical .Section of the British

Association. Remarking on the recent appearance of

.MaxwelTs " Electricity," he observes: " It must be con-

sidered fortunate for the mathematicians that such a vast

field of research in the application of mathematics to

physical inquiries should be thrown open to them at the

very time when the scientific interest in the old

mathematical astronomy has for the moment flagged,

and when the very name of physical astronomy, so long

appropriated to the mathematical development of

the theory of gravitation, appears likely to be

handed over to that wonderful series of discoveries

which have already taught us so much concern-

ing the physical constitution of the heavenly bodies

themselves. ' Mathematical astronomy to-day, it may be

said, no longer flags. Thanks to the work of Hill,

Poincard, and Gylden, the subject has received a new
impulse, and the world of science watches with intense

interest the process of its evolution under the powerful

hands of these mathematicians.

Prof. Smith had much at heart the organisation of

scientific education as influencing the supply of scientific

men. He asserts the importance of assigning to physics

a very prominent place in education. He gives as his

opinion that from the sciences of observation the student

"gets that education of the senses which is after all so

important, and which a purely grammatical and literary

education so wholly fails to give." These are weighty

words when we consider the all-round attainments of

their author, and that he was, in particular, a classical

s:holar of the first rank. The effect of these volumes on
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the progress of research is sjre to be considerable. A
student will have before him work whose style has never

been surpassed, and demonstrations which are absolutely

rigorous. In the latter respec: Gauss' work seems to

have left a lasting impression upon his mind.

1 conclude by quoting the noble words from the

British Association address :
—

" But in science sophistry is impossible ; science

knows no love of paradox ; science has no skill to make
the worse appear the better reason ; science visits with a

not long-deferred exposure all our fondness for pre-

conceived opinions, all our partiality for views that we
have ourselves maintained, and thus teaches the two

best lessons that can well be taught—on the one hand

the love of truth, and on the other sobriety and watchful-

ness in the use of the understanding."

P. A. MacMahox.

"I

ABSTRACT GEOMETRY.
Crundziige der Geoinelrie von meltrcren Dimensionen tiiid

viihreren Arten gradliniger Einheiten in chiiuntarcr

Formentwickelt. \'on Guiseppe Veronese. (Leipzig:

Teubner, 1S94.)

MODERN speculations on the Foundations of Geo-
metry have raised the question of the character

of Geometry as a science, and the question has been

answered in different ways. Some writers have held

that our space-intuition is an absolute guarantee of the

truth of geometrical axioms ; others have treated

Geometry as a science of observation and experience,

whose results accordingly are liable to the same kind and
degree of inexactness as any other Physical Science.

If either of these answers were correct, the! method of

Geometry would seem to require revision. The method
is to deduce the properties of figures by logical processes

from definitions and a few propositions (."Vxioms) assumed
m advance. But if space-intuition were a sufficient

guarantee for the truth of the Axioms, it would seem to

serve equally well for a guarantee of the truth of |many
of the Propositions, and there would appear to be no
good reason for assuming as few as possible and deduc-

ing the rest. If, again. Geometry is to be purely a

Natural Science, there would be simplicity in proving

its propositions by the help of well-made constructions

and good instruments of measurement. There seems to

be room for a third view of Geometry as an abstract

formal science to which the method always known as

geometrical would be proper and natural. In such a

view abstraction might be made of all space-intuition,

and there would remain a body of logical truths in which

the .Axioms would occupy the place of Definitions or

well-defined Hypotheses. The science would be 'at the

same time founded upon intuition and independent of

intuition. If its Definitions and Hypotheses are never

in contradiction with themselves, or with each other, or

with our space-intuition, then will its conclusions alw.iys

be verified within the limits of exactness that belong to

observation. It will be a formal science ready for prac-

tical applications.

The theory of Abstract (ieometry in the sense just

described is the subject-matter of Prof. X'cronese's

treatise He lays down in his Preface the nature of

Geometrical .Axioms as the simplest truths of space-
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intuition ; he describes the character of a system of

-Axioms in that they must be independent, as few as

possible, and yet sufficient for the establishment of the

properties of figures without tacit assumption of other

axioms. No definition or axiom is satisfactory which

contains any notion not previously cleared up, or any-

thing to be afterwards deduced. Any geometrical figure

regarded as existing in the space of intuition may be re-

placed by a well-defined mental object or '• Form,' in

the sense of the word fully described in the Introduction.

The geometrical axioms are replaced by hypotheses

serving to discriminate among possible forms or possible

formal relations. Intuition is taken as a guide to the

choice of hypotheses. The distinction is drawn between

.Abstract Geometry and its practical applications, and

it is pointed out that there may be axioms of great im-

portance for the latter which are useless restrictions in

the former : such axioms are that the space of intuition

is the Euclidean space form, and that the space of

intuition has three dimensions. For our author all con-

ceivable space forms are in theory equally admissible,

and the number of dimensions of space is unlimited.

The straight line, the plane, space of three or n dimen-

sions, are all regarded as existing in the General Space.

His method is the method of Pure Geometry, and his

work is free from any trace of axes, coordinates, and

Algebraic processes. Apparently this method has noi

previously been applied to the discussion of space

more than three dimensions.

A reader who approached Prof. X'eronese's book in the

hope of finding a logical development in purely Geo-

metrical form of the theories of the non-Euclidean Geo-

metry would be disappointed, for (he work is throughout

subordinated to the Euclidean system ; nor would the

reader be better satisfied if he sought merely for thf

logical establishment of the Euclidean system, for it is

throughout treated as a limit included in a more general

possible system. It is well known that the Euclidean

Geometry is the limiting form between the Hyperbolic

and Elliptic Geometries, and this is the case whatevei

more particular character we attribute to either of these

Geometries. Hyperbolic Geometries differ with the form

chosen for the " Absolute," there are two Elliptic Geo-

metries according as two straight lines have one or two

common points. All these systems have Euclid's system

as a limit. In the elements of an Abstract Geometryi

developed in an orderly way we shall be presented time'

after time with a choice of hypotheses. Our choice at

any time will determine to some extent the space form ol|

which we treat. Our series of hypotheses will limit US|

to a particular space form. If one of our hypotheses is

the existence of straight lines, we shall come upon the|

Euclidean system or a non-Euclidean system having thci

Euclidean as its limit. Wc may state at once that Prof
|

X'eronese's hypotheses lead him to a system which, in anj

absolute sense, is the so-called Spherical Geometry, as]

distinguished from the Elliptic Geometry proper. Ac-'t

cording to this system two straight lines cut in twc

" opposite " points, and the length between opposite pointsi

Is constant. This, however, is only true In an " absolute*

sense," the length in question being actually infinite ini

comparison with any perceivable length treated as ai

I
unit. The doctrine of the "actually infinite" is that
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laid down in the Introduction. The artifice of using two

units, the finite or Euclid'5 unit, and the infinitely great

or Riemann's unit, is an essential part of the theory, and

is referred to in the title of the book.

Let us now look a little more closely at the abstract

development of Geometry as treated by Prof. Veronese.

I Such notions as "point" and "line" are suggested by

! simple intuitions ; abstractly considered what are they t

The point is simply the fundamental element of geo-

j
metrical forms. It is an axiom that there are dif-

I

ferent points, but all points are identical. .A. straight

(
line is a continuous point-system of one dimension,

identical in the position of its parts, and determined by

two of its points. Here it is to be observed that the

straight line is not necessarily determined by miy two of

its points. It is an a.xiom that any point on the line and

any point off the line determine only a single straight

line. Hence if there are two or more points on a straight

line by which it is not determined, any straight line

through one goes through all. So far the Euclidean and
non-Euclidean systems are not in any way discriminated.

The choice of a system, excluding the Hyperbolic Geo-

metry, is made by means of an hypothesis concerning

different units. Let straight lines be drawn from a point,

and any length in one of them chosen as a unit. On
each of them there will be a "range of the scale" with

that line as unit, and, as in the Introduction, there will be

points outside the range of the scale. The points within

the range of the scale form the finite domain about the

point. The points at an actually infinite distance of the

tir~t order form the domain of the infinitely great of the

iJKt order. There can thus be a number of domains of

infinitely great or infinitely small order of the space

.fijout a point. Suppose a point A taken on a straight

line, and a point R outside it, and let the distance between

them be chosen as a unit. Then if we join R to a point

M on the line at a finite distance from A, the lines K B,

\ 1! are different relatively to the unit ; if the distrnce

V B is infinitely great in comparison with A R, they coin-

cide relatively to the unit. The hypothesis which excludes

the Hyperbolic Geometry is that two straight lines going

from a point which in any domain are different relatively

to the unit of that domain will not in any other domain
coincide relatively to the unit of that domain, and it is

proved that, on this hypothesis, two straight lines joining

a point R to points at infinity in opposite directions on a

line A B lie in the same straight line through R.

A point-system, defined as a straight line is defined,

may be closed or open. In the former case starting

from one point, and going through the system continu-

ously in one direction, the point of starting will be ulti-

mately arrived at ; in the latter it will never be arrived

at. If we assume the straight line open, and make the

hypothesis just now described to exclude the Hyperbolic

Geometry, we shall come to an absolute Euclidean

Geometry. If we assume the straight line closed, but its

entire length actually infinite in comparison with a per-

ceivable unit, we shall come to a .Spherical or Elliptic

Geometry which coincides with the Euclidean in the

domain of the perceivable unit about any point. This is

the assumption chosen by Prof. Veronese. But there is

still a choice open between the Spherical and the pro-

perly Elliptic Form. .\s mentioned above, the former
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is chosen by means of the hypothesis that a straight line

contains pairs of points by which it is not determined.

This hypothesis is adopted to avoid the kind of compli-

cation which occurs in the Elliptic Geometry, and which

may be associated with the statement that the plane of

the Elliptic Geometry is "unifacial " in the sense in which

that word is used in Geometry of Position ; but it is pointed

out that for the purpose of obtaining a system including

Euclid's as a limit, the hypothesis is a pure convention.

We have described the foundations of Prof. \'eronese's

system at considerable length, because it is by these

that his system must be judged. For the subsequent

developments'it will be almost sufficient to say that they

are clear and orderly, and, in places, very interesting.

The construction of the plane by means of a pencil of

rays meeting a straight line, leads to the essential pro-

perties of the plane and of plane figures. The like

method by means of the " star" of rays from a point out-

side a plane to points on the plane, leads to the proper-

ties of figures in space of three dimensions. The word

Star {Stern) is introduced in place of the older Sheaf of

rays [Strahlen-Bitndel). The construction of space of

four dimensions is made by means of a star of rays from

a point outside a space of three dimensions to the points

within it, and so on for a space of any number of

dimensions. Abstractly considered there cannot be in

the nature of the case any restriction of Geometric

Forms to space of three dimensions. .\11 the forms^
the straight line, plane, &c.—are treated first as Euclidean

and afterwards as "complete" in the sense of the

Spherical Geometry above described. The Euclidean

forms first considered are regarded as the parts of the

complete forms in the domain of the perceivable unit.

The use of more than one unit precludes the applica-

tion to geometric magnitude of the axiom V of Archi-

medes ; but there is another principle which has fre-

quently been supposed to lie at the basis of Geometry with

which our author also dispenses, we refer to the Prin-

ciple of Superposition, or Motion without Deformation.

He points out that, although this principle has been very

extensively used as the test of equality, it yet involves in

its statement the notion of equality, albeit in a limited

form, and, as a test of equality, it is thus without mean-

ing in an abstract sense. By placing the notion of equality

of geometric magnitudes, or, as he says, identity of

figures, on a different footing, he is enabled to prove the

equality of congruent and symmetric figures, and to

establish the idea of motion without deformation by

means of continuous systems of identical figures.

The reader will see that the purpose of the book is not

didactic, but the author hopes to produce a book adapted

for learners, founded on the principles laid down, but

limited to the Euclidean domain of a single unit. We
shall look forward with much interest to its appearance.

The indictment of Euclid is perhaps not yet complete, as

almost every advance in Geometry throws light on some
weakness in his logic, or defect in his method : but it is

not too much to say that no well-reasoned didactic

treatise on Elementary Geometry has yet appeared. In

the meantime those who have studied the subject in the

existing defective works will do well to clear their ideas

by reading at least some parts of Prof. Veronese's.

A. E. H. L.
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THREE GREA T EMPIRES.

Primitive Civilisations; or. Outlines of the History of

the O-Miiership in Archaic Communities. By E. J.

Simcox. Two vols. (London : Swan Sonnenschein

and Co., 1894.)

THE two stout volumes which represent the work

before us cover so wide a field, that it is practically

impossible to enter into any detailed criticism of their

contents. All that it is possible to do within the limits of

a review is to give a summary of the facts and arguments
j

which they contain, and to remark in general terms on

the views of the authoress.
I

Beginning in chronological order, Miss Simcox opens
|

with a description of the civilisation of ancient Egypt, I

and no plainer evidence can be afforded of the great

strides which have of late been made in Egyptology

than that which is supplied by her book. Until quite

modern times Herodotus may be said to have been the

chief authority on Egyptian history; but the recent ex-

cavations, and the increased and increasing power which

the key of the hieroglyphics has placed in our hands, has

opened a new and wide knowledge of much that relates

to ancient Egypt. One primary point on wliich Miss

Simcox dwells has yet to be proved to demonstration.

This is the question—whence and by what route or routes

the earliest Egyptians reached the binks of the Nile ? It

is generally admitted that they were immigrants from

Asia, and three roads leading to the land of the

Pharaohs were therefore open to them. Some have sup-

posed that, having wandered to the south of Arabia, they

crossed into Egypt in the neighbourhood of the Straits of

Bab-el-Mandeb ; others hold that the route across the

Ked Sea to Kosseir was the one which they followed ; and

\et others are of opinion that they crossed by the Isthmus

of Suez. Against this last route there is much to be said
;

but one fact which Miss Simcox mentions appears to ,

give it some support. As has lately been shown by Dr.

Terrien de la Couperie, the Chinese word for "north"

originally signified nothing more nor less than " back,"

and the name of the "south,' "the front. ' In the case

of the Chinese these terms are peculiarly appropriate,

since having entered the country of their adoption from

the north, that point of the compass would be at their
|

bic'-:, with the south fronting them. The early Egyptians,

Miss Simcox tells us, applied precisely the same terms,

" back' and " front," to Lower and Upper Egypt, and
these expressions would, at first sight, lend colour to the

theory that the Egyptians, like the Chinese, entered the

new country from the north. It is possible that some
fresh discovery may throw a new light on this problem,

and until it does wc must be content to possess our souls

in patience.

We may say at once that .Miss Simcox's book is ex-

tremely interesting. The facts arc marshalled in good

order, and her literary style is clear and graphic. The
portion of her work which will probably attract ihegrcatest

share of attention is that in which she draws comi)arisons

between the early histories of Egypt and China. .Many

of the details of Egyptian history in the earliest times

find parallels among the primitive Chinese .States. The
hereditary prjnces of Egypt find their counterparts in the

feudal princes of China : while the book of Kaquimna and
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the lessons of Ptah-hotep remind one irresistibly, both

in matter and manner, of the Chinese classics. Both

countries were essentially democratic in their institutions

;

in both high offices were open to all, and the voice of the

people was in matters of administration the ultiniale

court of appeal. These and many other points of agree-

ment are dwelt upon by Miss Simcox at some length ;

while, at the same time, she has reproduced from the

pages of Maspero, Lepsius, I'.rman, Birch, Eisenlohr,

Griffith, and others, a full and graphic account of the

manners and customsof the ancient dwellers by the Nile.

The civilisation of Babylonia follows after that of Egypt,

and much that the authoress says about it points in-

evitably to a close connection between the two empires.

.\s yet we are not in a position to say which is the

earliest ; and this is another point upon which it is neces-

sary to suspend one's judgment. Comparatively little at

present is known of that great centre of culture in Baby-

lonia. And it may be, as Miss Simcox seems to imply,

that the primitive civilisations all sprang from a common
nursery between Khotan on the east and the sources of

the Karun on the west. So far as China is concerned,

we have preserved in the literature of the country far

fuller and more complete information, and Miss Simcox

has therefore been able to till a whole volume with matters

pertaining to the people of the Flowery Land. Of course,

all her information is second-hand, and, fortunately, she

has for the most part consulted trustworthy authorities.

So much, however, cannot be said of some few of the

works from which she occasionally quotes, and the result

is that the picture she draws is on some points more

ideal than real. She has taken the Chinese too much at

their own estimate, and has accepted their high-sounding

professions as representing solid verities. In this way

she has succeeded in throwing a couleur dc rose over

everything Celestial.

According to her, the people are everywhere well-to do,

justice is evenly administered, honesty prevails, educa-

tion is universal, and even girls up to a certain age

enjoy the same educational privileges as their brothers.

A practical acquaintance with the country makes large

inroads on these deductions. To anyone who has passed

beyond the neighbourhoods of the treaty ports into the

interior, it is manifest that the grc.it bulk of the people

live perpetually on the verge of starvation. The least

failure of crops or disturbance of trade produces wide

spread misery and destitution, and the want of inter-

communication, which Miss Simcox does not regard a^

serious, is consequently one of the most pressing needs

of the empire. The administration of justice is an open

shame, :ind the provision, of which Miss Simcox approves,

by which criminals are compelled to confess their guilt

before punishment can be inllicted upon them, is pro-

ductive of great cruelty and tl.igrant wrong. As to

education, it has recently been officially staled by the

Commissioner of Imperial Customs at Chefoo,that in the

surrounding province—the province of Confucius and

Mencius—only about 30 per cent, of the men can read

and write; "of these, 2 per cent, can comiiose well,

S per cent, fairly well, and 10 per cent, conduct com-

mercial correspondence, while the knowledge of the

remaining 10 per cent, is very slight. Of the women, a

very few, belonging to the richest families [jcrhaps 500
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in the whole province), can read and write a little, but

the number of those who can even read at all is small,

being, if anything, over-estimated at i in looo.

'

In a work dealing with such wide and far-reaching

h subjects, it is quite impossible that an author should not

occasionally be led astray. Truth compels us to admit

that Miss Simcox is not an exception to this rule, but

she has yet succeeded in producing an extremely interest-

ing and able work, and one which sums up with clearness

the current knowledge we possess of the civilisations of

these three great empires.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes. \'ol. ii. By
the late Rev. T. W. Webb. Fifth edition. Revised

and enlarged by the Rev. T. E. Espin, M..A.. F.R A.S.

Pp. 2S0. (London : Longmans, Green, and Co., 1894.)

We have already noticed (N'.^ruRE, vol. .\lix. p. 339)
the first volume of this edition of Webb's famous
" Celestial Objects." The volume under review com-
pletes the work. All astronomers are familiar with this

guide to the starry heavens, and most are agreed in

thinking that the preparation of a new edition could not

li.ive been placed in better hands than -Mr. Espin's. It

K always a risky proceeding to put new wine into old

li'ittles, nevertheless, in the case before us, an analogous

I isk has been successfully accomplished. Substantial

aiUlitions have been made in the new volume. All

'louble stars having primaries above magnitude 65, and
stances less than twenty seconds of arc, have been in-

ided. After lists of the binary and double stars in

I I'-h constellation stars with remarkable spectra are

pl.iced. With the latter are arranged variable stars, and
then follow the positions and descriptions of conspicuous

nebuliu and clusters. Altogether the volume contains the

pi.ices of 2272 double stars, 629 stars with remarkable

spectra, and 276 nebulae; a total of 3177 objects. The
Right Ascensions and Declinations have been bro'ight

;;p to 1900.

It is almost unnecessary to commend the book to

practical astronomers, for ihey are all acquainted with

Its merits. Certamly no possessor of a workable
telescope can dispense with this trustworthy ^uide to

celestial sights.

I\>nds ajui Rack-Pools, '.uitlt Hints on Collectingfor, and
the Maita'^cinent of, the .Micro- Aijuariiim. By Henty
-Scherren. (London : The Religious Tract Societv,

1S94.)

The chapters of this little book appeared originally in

the Leisure Hour, but have been, we are told, " consider-

ably enlarged and very carefully revised." The work is

divided into si.x chapters, devoted respectively to the

subjects of " I'ond and Rock-Pool Hunting,' ''The
Beginnings of Life," " .Sponges and Stinging .Vnima's,"
" \Vorms," " Starfish, .\nthropods, and .Molluscs," and
"The Micro-.\quarium." The author has a pleasant,

straightforward style, and has avoided as far as possible

the use of high-sounding names and language calculated

to deter his unscientific readers from taking up the study
of the contents of "Ponds and Rock-Pools." His task

has been made considerably easier by the insertion in

the text of some sixty-six very creditable figures, and he
has produced a book full of helpful hints to the \ oung
collector, and une which should, we think, have the effect

of causing many to strive to know more about the hidden
beauties of nature. The general get-up of the book is

everything that could be wished.
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Newfoundland as it is in 1894.- A Handbooi; and
Tourist's Guide. By Rev. M. Harvey, LL.D.,

F.R.S.C. (London : Kegan Paul, 1894)

This book does not require a lengthy notice in these

columns, being interesting more from a commercial

than a scientific point of view. The author, who
has lived for more than forty years in the colony,

is evidently quite an enthusiastic lover of Newfoundland,

and has written this handy volume for the purpose of

making the country better known, and attracting to it

the attention which it deserves, and which the author

considers it has failed to receive in the past. Mr.

Harvey has certainly done his best to alter this condition

of things, and has brought together in a readable form a

great deal of information respecting the physiography and

topography of the island, its roads and railways, agricul-

tural resources and forest wealth, minerals, fisheries,

characteristics of the people, and other facts likely to be

of service to the intending visitor or settler.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold kimsef raponuble for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake

to return, or to correspond with the writers of rejecttd

manuscripts intended for this or any other part 0/ Nature.
No notice is taken ot anonymous communications. ]

The Logic of Weisroannism.

Some lime ago, when I read an account of Prof. Weismann's

exiierunent on llie larvx of blow -Hies, as <le5Cribcd in his

Romanes lecture, a criticism of it occuricd 10 nie, which I have

recently commanicateJ to .Mr. Herbert Spencer. This was

that in the experiment the quantity ol food (llesh) was dimin-

ished, while the nature of it lemained the same ; wliere.is in ihe

case of bees it is well known that the difference between the

food of the worker larv.-e and the royal laivas is one of quality,

not of quantity. The royal food is pollen, and is highly nitro-

genous, while the food of the worker larv.T i~ chietly honey.

In the case of Termites, Grassi has found that the fertile indi-

viduals are fed during development on the secretion of the

salivary glands of other individuals, while the sterile forms are

supplied only with macerated wood-dust.

But I was not aware, until I procured the printed version of

the leciure, that Weismann had actually mentioned facts proving

the importance of nitrogenous food in relation to the repro-

ductive organs of the blow- fly. He seems serenely unconscious

that these lacls, mentioned in the notes 10 his lecture, entirely

neutralise the force of his argument in the text. In note I r

he states that his blow-flies when abundantly fed on carrots and

sugar, laid no eggs for more than a monlh, hut as soon .as meat

was supplied the y sucked it greedily, and laid a great number

of eggs a week afteiwards. In laier experiments, when the llies

were fed from the fust with sugar and meat juice, the deposition

of eggs commenced ten days alter the meiamotphosis. Weis-

mann infers that rich food is necessary in the imago st-ige if the

egg-cells are to ripen, and adds that in the ca>e of bees the

queen lays eggs because supplied with nitrogenous food in the

imago state, while the workers are poorly fed. These remark-

able facts concerning the relation between egg-laying and nitro-

genous food in the adult blow-lly strongly suggest that if the

iarvse were deprived of nitrogenous food during development,

the ovaries would not be perfectly developed.

Weismann contends that the bee has the specific property of

responding to imperfect nutrition in Ihe larval statt by the im-

perfect development of the ovaries. .\s proof of this, he states

ihat blow-lly maggots occasionally starved, but fed ex-

clusively on meat like those which were not starved, laid normal

eggs in normal abundance, and were only smaller in size. Tbe
evidence is quite irrelevant. The point is that the larva of the

worker-bee is supplied wilh a non-nitrogenous diet, that of the

queen bee with one highly nitrogenous. What is required is

evidence that the larva of the blow.lly can fully develop its

ovaries when deprived of nitrogenous food. Instead of this,

Weismann supplies the information that the blow-lly when
reared on a restricted quantity of nitrogenous fojJ, can lay

eggs if farther fed with proteids in the imago stage, but if
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deprived of pro'.eids in the ima^o stage it l.\ys no ej^s. Of the

anatomical condition of the reprodactive or4ani in thj fliei

experimentally reared no evidence is vouchsafed.

Plymouth, September 15. J. T. Cu.n.\i\31IAM.

"Darwinism is not Evolution."

I WAS very much struck—having heard the aimir.ible reply

which Prof. Huxley gave to Lord Salisbury on the evening of

Augusts—10 find a passage in " Darwin's Life and Letters
"

(vol. iii. p. 13 which is tho exact counterpart of the chief point in

Huxley's retort. Darwin write-; to Lyell (March 12, 1S63) : "I
must feel convinced that at times . . . you have as completely

i;iven up b?lief in immutability of specific forms as I have

done. . . . I'he more I work the more satisfied 1 become
with variaiion and natural selection, but that part of the case I

look at as less important, though more interesting to me
personally."

It was whispered in Oxford that Huxley had spoken of

r>arwinism lather lightly in crmparison with evolution. The
above-quoied passage shows that even in this respect Darwin
himself had >et the example.

I have reason to believe that these illustrious examples will

not be very cenerally followed. A. A. \V. H.
Utrecht, September 11.

E xtraordinaiy Phenomenon.

Having recently had before me your number of the 6lli insl.'

I feel very desirous to brinp under your notice, for insertion in

your journal, the description of a most extraordinary and
singular phenomenon as was observed by me at Llanberis,

N. Wales, on Sunday, August 26 last, about 10.30 p.m. ;

especially as I perceive that the time of my observation

coincides precisely with the lime recorded in that number by

John \V. Earle, at Gloucester, describing his observation of a

remarkable meteor which he discoveied.

I was outside the hotel in Llanberis at 10.30 p.m. admiring

the lustre of the stars—for it was a cloudless night—when,

gazing upwards into the region of Cassiopeia, I was startleil by

a sudden llish from a brilliant effulgence of white light situated

proximately to the two stars of greatest magnitude in that con-

stellation, which immediately resolved itself into a clearly de-

fined disc, ab)ul three limes the diameter of Jupiter. After a

brief interval I observed a body of brilliant orange colour dis-

charged from the disc, which was projected directly towards

Perseus. This body assumed a form reseml)ling an elongated

flatfish, but terminating in a point, the disc forming a nucleus

to the appiiition, which was marvellous to behold ; but its

visibility provtil to be only of short duration, for the white

disc, or nucleus, suddenly disappeared, leaving the orange-

coloured mass 'juiescent for about half a minute, and then 1 saw

it fade away gradually, and it vanished out of my sight.

The appear.incc of this strange body did not occupy more
than five minutes of time ; its dimensions in length 1 esiimated

was about fifteen degrees of arc. I likewise noticed an

important fact— that it evidenced no motion in space.

During my]irofessional career, including Arctic and Equatorial

services, a great part was spent in nightly walchings, in which

all sorts o( meteoric phenojiiena came under my notice, yet I

never beheld one which manifoled such marked singularity and
dittinctivencss combined. I could only regret that no one was
at hand to affirm what I saw.

With refciencc to the meteor observed by John W. Earle in

Ursi .Maj'>r, I wish to mention that a building excluded that

coDStellaiion from my sight, thcrcfoie it establishes a very

interesting and important (act that these two extraordinary

pbenoiuena, one In Ursa Maj ir, the other in Cassiopeia, were

KO distinctly notified by two observers so remote Irom each

other at the very same moment.
Erasmus Ommannkv, Admiral.

29 Connaught Square, \V., September 24.

" Aurelia aurita"

At the Plymouth Laboratory, in July last, I cxaniine.l 3S3

adult spccimcni of Aiirtlia aurita, and founri eight specimens

<2'o8 per cent. ) showing a numerical variation in the generative

sacs and buccal arms.

One specimen with 3 generative sacs, 3 buccal arms, and

9 tentaculocysts. Three specimens with 3 generative sacs,
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3 buccal arms, and each one has traces of a fourth genera-
tive sac and a fourth arm. Two have S tentaculocysts.
and one has 10 tentaculocysts. One specimen with

5 generative sacs, 5 buccal arms, and S tentaculocysts. Three
specimens with 6 generative sacs, 6 buccal arms ; two have
II tentaculocysts, and one has 12 tentaculocysts. Si.y

specimens with the normal number of buccal arms and genera-
live sacs show a variation in the size and shape of the sacs.

There appears to exi-it a correlation between the generative
sacs and buccal arms, but the tentaculocysts vary inde-
pendently of the other organs.

I found S7 specimens U2S percent.) showing a variation in

the number of tentaculocysts. Twenty specimens possess less

than the normal number, and the remainder show an excess.

The range of variation extends from 6 to 15 tentaculocysts.

Edwaki) T. Browne.
University College, London, September 15.

Science in the Medical Schools.

In the issue of Natike of September 20, I notice a

table of the scientific classes which are to be given in the
medical schools of Great Britain during the session 1S94-95.
In this table I find that the subject of ''biology or zoology "

is indicated by a cross ( x ) as being taught in all the

medical schools of Scotland with the exception of the

University of Aberdeen. Vou will, doubtless, allow me to
|

point out that in this matter Aberdeen is in precisely the same
I'osition as Edinburgh and Glasgow. A course of zoology i-

delivered in the University of Aberdeen in the winter session.

and a second course in the summer session, and there is, in

addition, a course of practical zoology.

University, Aberdeen. II. Alleyne Nicholson. '

ON THE DOCTRINE OF UISCONTINUITV OF
FLUID MOTION, IN CONNECTION WITH
THE RES/STANCE AGA/NST A SOLID
MOVING THROUGH A FLUID.

§ I. ""pHE doctrine that " discontinuity," that is to say
-•- finite difference of velocity on two sides of a

surface in a tluid, would be produced if an inviscid in-

compressible fluid were caused to llow past a sharp edge

of a rigid solid ci'///; no 7'iicitiif sp^icC Muvcn fluid ami
st'/iif wm, I believe, first given by Stokes in 1S47.'

It is inconsistent with the now well-known dynaiTiical

theorem that an incompressible inviscid lluid initially at

rest, and set in motion by pressure applied to its i

boundary, acquires ///(• unique distribution of motion

throughout its mass, of which the kinetic energy is less
|

than that of any other motion of the lluid with the same
motion of its boundary. 1

§ 2. The reason assigned for the formation of a surface I

of finite slip between lluid and lUiid was the infinitely
|

great velocity of the lluid <// the edge, and the corre- !

sponding negative-infinite pressure, implied by the
(

unique solution, un/i'ss the fluid is alliKi'cd to sfparate
|

itselffrom contact 7(.'ith tlie solid. This an inviscid in-

compressible fluid certainly would do, unless the jjicssure

of the fluid were infinitely great everywhere except at the
,

edge. In nature the tendency to very great negative
!

pressure arising from greatness of velocity of a fluid

flowing round a corner is always obviated by each one

of three defalcations from our ideal :
—

(I.) X'iscosiiy of the lluid, preventing the exceeding

greatness of the velocity.

(11.) Compressibility of the fluid.

(in.) Yielding-ness of the outer boundary of the fluid

§ 3. Defalcation (I.) is in many practical cases largely

operative when air is the fluid ; but (II.) is also largely

operative in some veiy interesting cases, such as the

',i.'histliiij^ of a strong wind blowing round a sharp corner

or through a chink ; the blowing against the sharp edge

in the emboucluire of an organ-pipe, and in the inouth-

1 "Collected Papers," vol. i. pp. 310, 311.
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piece of a flageolet or of a small "whistle" ; and the

blowing across the end of a tube or a hole in the side

of a tube, to cause a key or a flute to sound.

§4. Defalcation iIII.j is largely operative, and (II.)

but little, in many practical cases of most common
occurrence in the flow of water. It is probable that

much of the foam seen near the sides and in the wake
of a screw steamer going at a high speed through glassy-

j

calm water, is due to "vacuum" behind edges and
roughnesses causing dissolved air to be extracted from

the water. A stiff circular disc of lo-inch diameter,

and no of an inch thick in its middle, shaped truly to

the figure of an oblate ellipsoid of revolution would

cause a vacuum ' to be formed all round its edge, if

moved at even so small a velocity as i foot per second

under water of any depth less than 63 feet ; if water

were inviscid : and at greater depths the motion would,

on the same supposition, be wholly continuous, with no
vacuum, and would be exactly in accordance with the

unique minimum energy solution.-

While the velocity of the fluid across the equator is

637 feet per second, the velocity across each of the two

parallel circles whose radii are 4'2i 8 inches (the radius

of the equator being 5 inches) is only i foot per second.

§ 5. The exceedingly rapid change of shape of the

fluid flowing across the equatorial zone between these

circles, with velocity at the surface augmenting from

I foot per second to 63 feet per second in advancing over

a distance of less than '85 of an inch of the surface from
one of the small circles to the equator, and diminishing

again from 63 to i from the equator to themher parallel,

in a small fraction of a second of time would, if the fluid

is water or any other real liquid, give rise, through vis-

cosity, to forces greatly diminishing the maximum velocity,

iind causing, through fluid pressure, the motion of the

^vater to dift'er greatly from that of the minimum-energy
solution, nut only near the equator, or in its wake, or over

the rear side of the disk ; but over all the front side als(-,

though no doubt much more on tlie rear side and in the

wake, than on the front side, and in the fluid before it.

The viscosity would also, at less depths than 63 feet,

have great effect in keeping down the maximum velucity
;

and it is possible that even at 10 or 20 feet a greater

velocity than i foot per second might be required to make
vacuum round the equator of our disc of 10 inches diameter

and the .j,-,l,<) of an inch radius of curvature which its

elliptic nieridianal section gives it. But it seems quite

certain that there must be much forming of vacuum, and
consequent extraction of air and rising of bubbles, to

the surface, from the somewhat sharp corners, and rough-

nesses, of iron, in the hull of an ordinary iron sailing

ship or steamer, going through the water at twelve knots

(that is, 20 ft. per second). Kelvin.

{To be continued.)

[Correction on previous short article, " Towards the

Efficiency of Sails, &c." In last line but two, for 277

substitute iir. In last line but one, delete 4, and for 8

substitute 32.]

* Single word to denote space vacated by \vater._

- From the elementary hydrokinetics of the motiotlof an ellipsoid through
an inviscid incompressible fluid, originated by Green, who first gave the solu-

tion for the case of translational motion of the ellipsoid,_ we know that, if Q
denoting the angle between the axis of an oblate ellipsoid of revolution, of
which the equatorial and polar areas are <r, b, the velocity of the fluid flowing

over this point of the surface is

\b-¥

if the velocity of the fluid at ?reat distances from the solid is V, and in parallel

lines, and the solid is held fixed in the fluid, with its axis parallel to these

tines. Taking tt — ivod in this formula, we reduce it to -^°° V sin 9 ap-
rr

proximately within i per cent. ; and taking: sin tf = t, and V= i foot per
second, wc (Ind ^^i'7 feet per sccord for the velocity across the equator.

Hence the praviiaiional head corresponding to the"* negative-pressure" is

(63'7- — I-) 64 "4, cr very approximately 63 lect, which proves the statement
in the text.

SCIENCE, IN SCHOOL AND AFTER SCHOOL.

TT is an unfortunate accident of the conditions under
•- which instruction in science has grown up, that in

speaking of science teaching two essentially dissimilar

things should be confused. This confusion has very seriously

affected—and still atiects—the develooment of method in

this country. It arises from the fact that, twenty or thirty

years ago at least, the ordinary schoolmaster was quite

without the knowledge necessary to teach science, and
that even when his scientific knowledge was a measurable
quantity, that ignorance of psychology which was and
which remains one of his most constant characteristics,

rendered him incapable of innovations upon the tradition

of mental training he cherished. Consequently what
knowledge people obtained of the growing body of

science came after the elementary stage of education was
over, when their minds and senses had already received

a considerable amount of cultivation and were, for good
or evil, definitely developed in a prescribed way. The
teaching given, therefore, did not aspire to be so much
educational as instructive ; it made the best of a bad job,

and without any belated attempts to alter the fundamental
intellectual mechanism, placed therein so much of the

new facts and views as the circumstances permitted. It

was addressed primarily to adolescence and to the adult,

its methods were by lecture, diagram and text-book, and
the written examination or a practical examination,
turning chiefly on the identification of specimens
or the interpretation of diagrams, was the adequate
measure of its value. .Such teaching can affect the taught

only through their opinions and knowledge ; it can dis-

cover scientific capacity, but it can neither develop nor

very largely increase it, because it conies too late in the

mental life. It is typically represented by the innumer-
able classes over which the Science and Art Department
presides.

On the other hand, we have the science teaching that

is educational, that takes the pupil still undeveloped and
trains hand, eye, and mind together, enlarges the scope

of the observation, and stimulates the development of

the reasoning power. Such science teaching occurs at

present most abundantly in theoretical pedagogics. It

is, however, undoubtedly the proper science teaching for

the school, if science is to have a place in the school. For
it is universally conceded now.adays that the school is a

training place, that there the vessel is moulded rather than

filled, and that the only justification for the introduction

of science is its educational value. Equally indubitable

is it that it should be confined to school limits. .An
attempt to make the adult science teaching educational

in the same sense, would be—to complete the image— ex-

tremely like putting a well-baked—if imperfect—vessel
' back upon the potter's wheel.

Now, hitherto the chief influence of this confusion has

been to hamper truly educational science teaching in

schools. Those who had as adults studied science under

the Science and Art Department, or in University lecture

theatres, took their text-books and the methods under

which they had acquired their knowledge into the school,

where the conditions were altogether ditTerent. The
course of science lessons began as a lecture in which the

class listened to colourable imitations at second or third

hand of this or that eminent exponent of scientific theory.

The more discerning teachers after a time realised the

futility of requiring genuine lecture notes from such

immature minds, and supplied the deficiency /!^)' r/zV/ir/Zn^''

a colourable imitation. They also provided copies on the

blackboard for such original sketches as were required,

and indeed went to very considerable pains to keep the

outward appearance of the lecture system intact. Ex-

aminers of schools—being selected without the slightest

reference to their capacity to examine— fell very readily

into this view, that school science-teaching was adult

NO. I3CO. VOL. 50]
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science-teaching in miniature ; as some parents hold
that infant costume should be a simple and economical
adaptation of the parental garments. And so an elabo-

rate system of lecturing, note dictating, "model answer"'
grinding, has been evolved, which is not only not educa-
tional and a grievous waste of the pupils' energies, but

which seriously discredits the claims of science upon the

school time, in the eyes of ordinary educated people.

This has been particularly the case in many middle
class schools, though (he recent abolition of the second
class pass in the May examination has done much, as

the Forty-first Report of the Department shows, towards
mending the miscbie.^ In connection with countless

higher grade and small grammar schools, classes, con-
taining as a rule only elementary pupils, and aiming
really only at second class passes, have been organised
from year to year. Not only was the science-teaching
given in the evening classes, but a considerable portion

of the daytime was devoted to model answer drill and
to mechanical copying out from the text-book. The
minimum of apparatus required by the Department
formed a picturesque addition to the schoolroom. This
discipline resulted in remunerative grants for second
class passes, but it resulted in very little else, except
perhaps a certain relaxation of the pupil's handwriting
and a certain facility in the misuse of scieniiric phrases.
The certificates were framed and glazed, the teacher
added a few modest comforts to his home, and there the
matter ended.
The exammations of the .Science and Art Department

were scarcely to blame in this matter, although the blame
h.TS been generously awarded them. The Science and
Art Department is a large and convenient mark, it is

perfectly safe to throw at, and to attack it has something
of the romantic effect of David against Goliath. But we
must remember that its classes were primarily, as they
are still in intention, continuation and adult classes, an
outcome of the Mechanics' Institute movement, and it

was an unforeseen accident, and one the full bearing of
which only became apparent in the course of years, that
they should so seriously at'fect the teaching of middle-
class, and even of the higher standards of elementary,
schools. For their proper purpose as a test of lecture
teaching, the departmental e.\aminations are generally
efficient. Far more blameworthy are examining bodies
whose work is specially directed to school needs. The
College of Preceptors, for instance, while subsidising lec-

turers upon Educational Theory, has done nothing to

promote practical work in schools, and many ot its

examinations set a premium upon that vicious lecture
and text-book cramming which education.tl theory con-
demns. ,\ndin public schools over which the Department
has no influence, young gentlemen from the older univer-
sities, beginning educators without of course the faintest

knowledge of educational technique, set up precisely the
same imitation of the professorial course. We have in

consequence such a standing argument against science
teaching as that naive testimony of a prominent head-
master, that he found boys who had followed the classical

course for some years, and who then took up " science as
beginners," speedily outstripped those who, to the exclu-
sion of literary work, had been engaged during the same
time in what he regarded as scicntilic studies.

So far the confusion between the two forms of elemen-
tary instruction has hampered science-teaching. liut

there can be no doubt that the educational reformer is

abroad. A large, if somewhat inchoate, body of criticism
has grown up, and good resolutions in the matter are
epidemic. A really educational scheme of instruction
in physics and chemistry now exists, having its base upon
the Kindergarten, and developing side by side with
elementary work in mathematics. .Mr. Earl's recently
published book upon Physical .Measurements is an
admirable exposition of what is here mtended by educa-
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tional science-teaching. In this, information is entirely

subordinated to mental development. His course is

devoted to the measurement of space, mass and time,

and to the observation and methods of recording various
changes involving precise determinations. The first

exercise requires the pupil to "'measure the size or dimen-
sions in inches of the paper on which you are writing,

using for your standard a strip of paper one inch in

length, and which you have divided into halves, quarters,

and eighths '
: and the book concludes with experiments

upon torsion and the rotation of suspended bodies. The
course must inevitably constitute a firm foundation of

definite conce;)ts, and develop a clear and interrogative

habit of mind. It marks the line along which school

science teaching must move in the future, if it is to attain

that predominance which its advocates claim for it. Yet
at the same time it may not be premature to notice that

the new movement has its dangers.

These dangers arise from the confusion between the
two distinct forms of science-teaching whose existence

is necessitated by the present condition of things. In the

past the error has been to treat children like adults ; in

the future it may be that adults will be treated like chil-

dren. Such exercises as the one we have noticed, are

excellent in developing concepts, but scarcely anything
could be devised more irksome and exasperating to a
mind already provided with a basis of definite ideas.

Nothing, for instance, could be belter calculated to dis-

courage an intelligent student of eighteen or nineteen,

curious about physics, than a day or so spent in manu-
facturing an unreliable millemttre scale. The problems
of the science are already more or less vaguely in his

mind, and there is every reason why these should be

made the starting-point. To produce an intellectual

parallel to the spiritual re-birth, is as impossible as it

would be to refer an unsatisfactory chicken back to the,

egg to reconsider its ontogeny. We have now, and shall,

have for an indefinite number of years, to provide for the

needs of a great number of people whose intellectual

development is nearly or quite at an end, whose curiosity

about nature is already aroused, and whose practical

needs are also pressing for scientific information, and
yet who are ignorant of any but the veriest common-
places of science. For them the .Science and Ait

Department classes were designed and are well adapted.

It will be an unfortunate thing if the criticisms of the

educational reformer should so far overshoot the mark
as to afl'ect their instruction. Yet one might suggest that

a downward age limit, similar to that of the London
L^niversity Matriculation, might save many a school-

master from the temptations of the possibility of grant-

earning—a temptation, however, from which the abolition

of the second class in the elementary stage has alre.ady

to some extent relieved him. H. G. WEI is.

WITH PROF. HEIM IN THE EASTERN ALPS.

THE excursion with Prof. A. Heim, of Zurich, which

came to a happy end on September 1 5 at Lugano,

was one full of interest to students of tectonic geology.

It afforded those who were fortunate enough to take part

a rare opportunity of seeing in the field some of the classic

sections with whicli the name of Heim has been for

many years associated, and, better still, of seeing the genial

author of the " .Mechanismus der Clebirgsbildung '' himself

climbing his native Alps as nimbly as a chamois, and

expounding his own work face to face with the hard facts

on which his conclusions have been based. The party,

numbering at the outset twenty-three, left Zurich on the

3rd, after the close of the Geological Congress, and took

tram to Appenzel, spending the first night at Weissbad,

a village nestling peacefully beneath the rugged peaks

of the Sanlis Kange. Ihis magnificent buttress of the
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Eastern Alps consists of a series of steep compressed
folds of cretaceous strata rising through the Flysch and
Molasse conglomerates that form the lower spurs to the

north, and the summit of .S;intis is the highest of one of

the sharp anticlines of the range. Finer examples of

sharp anticlinal peaks and ridges separated by equally

acute synclinal gorges it would be difficult to find, and
the well-marked petrographical and pala-ontological

character of each zone leave no room for doubt as to the

sequence and structure of the different formations. The
summit of Santis (8200 feet) is an overturned anticline of

Gault, covered by a thick bed of " Seewerkalk," the highest

cretaceous rock in the district, and the structure is ex-

posed in splendid cliff sections on the sides of the peak.

Prof Heim, who is an adept at drawing panoramic
sketches, was anxious that we should have an op-

portunity of verifying his elaborate panorama of the

surrounding district, but unfortunately the mist,

which had come on, did not clear oft' the top till the

afternoon of the second day, and even then we
had only a short glimpse of the glorious view beneath.
Two nights were spent in the inn erected by the Alpine
Club, a short distance below the observatory on the

summit of Santis, and the descent to W'ildhaus was made
on the north side over a steep path leading across a com-
pressed synclinal fold of Seewerkalk, where a good
example was seen of the middle part of a double fold,

compressed and drawn out so as to pass almost into a
thrust-plane. A better example of the " \'erkchrten
Mittelschenkel " was, however, seen a few days afterwards
in the Mattstock near Amden, where the middle members
of a compressed monoclinal fold were found in normal
order from Flysch to Neocomian and Gault, but drawn
out and evidently much diminished in thickness. At
i)bstalden, on the Wallen See, a few days were spent
among the rocks on either side of the lake, a recent fall

(if snow having obscured the sections on the higher Alps,
which we had mtended to visit. One of the most interest-

ing tectonic features of this district is an important thrust-

plane, traversing the face of the Leistkamm on the north
side of the lake, and repeating the section of cretaceous
locks in the mountain. The thrust-plane forms a barrier
10 the downward passage of water through the iime-
btones above, and its outcrop is marked by a line of
.springs, one of which gushes out of the cliff in a large
waterfall opposite Muhlehorn. After a visit to the
.Miirchenstock, with its contorted anticlinal core of
i'ermian \'errucano conglomerate and its wrinkled skin
of Jurassic rocks, we made our way southward to Glarus,
.ind the greater part of the last week was devoted to the
exploration of the celebrated " Doppelfalte" of the
Glarnish, in which the red Verrucano is seen to have
been pushed on to the top of Jurassic and Kocene rocks
exposed in a series of magnificent mountain sections.
At Lochseite, near Schwanden, a few miles south of
Glarus, the massive \'errucano is seen projecting in a
thick ledge from the hillside over the so-called
LochseitenKalk, a crushed irregular bed of 'mylonised
limestone resembling that found near the great thrust-
planes in the North-west Highlands. At Lochseite the
thrust-plane is so sharp and clear that a knife could be
drawn along between the rocks on either side, and the
under-surface of the hard \'errucano is slickened and
polished at places as smooth as glass. A full view of
this tremendous overthrust was, however, not obtained
until we had climbed some 8000 feet to the crest of the
BUtistock and Kalkstockli, between Linthal and Elm,
where the sharp-cut and wonderfully straight line of the
great displacement was seen in profile crossing from
ridge to ridge and peak to peak, and producing a marked
feature in the mountain panorama. At one place where
the \'errucano has been eroded off, the party rested on
the smooth surface of the thrust-plane which forms the
crest of the ridge, where they were photographed, with
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Prof. Heim standing in the midst expounding the classic

sections around him. The south wing of the ' Doppel-
falte," or thrust-plane, was crossed between Elm and
Flims at the Segnes Pass, at a height of S615 feet,

and here also the outcrop was seen in stupendous clitt

sections. The overlying \'errucano being darker in colour

than the limestones below, the line of displacement is

everywhere very sharp and distinct. The nummulite
limestone, where it approaches the thrust-plane, is

drawn out and schistose, and a distinct passage

was traced between unaltered nummulites and those

only slightly distorted, to a rock in which they

were rolled out into ribbons, which, but for the

intermediate specimens, could not have been recognised

as being of organic origin. The X'errucano itself

is also squeezed and schistose, and the pebbles are

compressed into augen. surrounded at places by sericite

and mica schist. The vast interglacial (.') landslip at

Flims, on the V'order Rhein, was the last of the important

objects we visited, and after a passing look at the crys-

talline rocks of the St. Gotthard JMassiv, the party

reached Lugano in detachments, where they rejoined the

other members of the Congress, all highly pleased with

their respective excursions across the Alps, and were

greeted on their arrival by a discharge of artillery, fol-

lowed in the evening by a splendid pyrotechnic display

on the lake. H. M. C.

NOTES.
The Physical Society, which has for many years met in the

Royal College of Science at South Kensington, give notice of

some imporlaut changes. The Council have, after careful

consideration, come to the conclusion that the meetings of the

Society would be more accessible to the majority of the members

if they were held in some more central situation, and the meet-

ings will therefore henceforward be held on the same day and

at the same hour as heretofore, but in the rooms of the Chemical

Society, in Burlington House. All communications to the

secretaries or other officers of the Society may in future

be addressed to Burlington House ot to the secretaries

at iheir respective addresses as given in the list of

members of the Society. The Council have also decided

to initiate the publication of a series of abstracts of papers on

physics, but the resources at their command being slender make

it necessary 10 begin cautiously. At first .ibslracts will only

be given of papers which appear in a certain number of the

more important foreign magazines. They will for a time he

edited by Mr. Swinburne, and will be published regularly at

the beginning of each month in the form of a supplement to the

Proceedings of the Society. The first number will be issued

ill January 1895. Should the scheme prove successful it is in-.

tended to enlarge its scope. For some time past printed copies

of the more important papers have been circulated before the

meetings among members who are likely to take part in the

discussion on them ; it has, however, been felt that cases may
arise in which the author may wish that his paper should be

published as soon as possible. The Council have therefore

decided that, if an author so desire?, and if such a course appears

desirable, they will take steps to ensure that the publication of

a paper is not in any way delayed in order that it lUay be read

before publication, and that they will if necessary postpone the

reading and discussion of a paper until after it has been published.

We are informed that a petition, signed by a numherof science

masters, has been sent, through Sir Henry Roscoe, to the

Secretary of Slate for War, supporting ihe Departmental Com-
mittee's proposal to introduce a compulsory science subject

into the entrance examinations for WooKvich, which, the

masters consider, will encourage thorough science teaching in

the schools, and be to the advantage of education generally.
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The death is announced of Prof. Comm. Ariodante Fabretli,

Director of the Historical and Philological Seclion of the Turin

Academy of Science.

The fourteenth annual congress of the Sanitary Institute is

taking place this week at Liverpool, and was opened on Monday

last by the holding of a reception in the Town Hall by the

Lord Mayor of Liverpool, who is also chairman of the local

committee. The new president—Sir Francis S. Powell, >LP.,

—afterwards delivered his inaugural address. In. the evening

the Lord Mayor opened an exhibition of sanitary appliances.

On Tuesday the congress, divided into five sections, resumed i

its sittings.
|

The programme for the sixty-sixth annual congress of the

German Naturalists and Physicians at Vienna, from Sep-

tember 24 to 30, contained arrangements for no fewer than

three addresses by the late Prof, von Helmholtz, all of which

were to have been delivered in the general meetings. Dr.

F. Klein, the Professor of Mathematics at Guttingen, has

undertaken to fill one of the gaps by reading a paper upon

Riemann's influence in the development of modern mathe-

matics.
I

A TELEGRAM from St. Paul, ;Mlnnesota, through Renter's

special service, on Monday gave notice of the occurrence, on

the evening of Friday, September 21, of a very disastrous

cyclone in America. -V strip of country in Iowa, Minnesota,

and Wisconsin, about 200 miles in length, is reported to have

been devastated, and not only was immense destruction done to

property, but serious loss of life occurred, the number of

persons who perished being variously estimated at figures

varying from fifiy-two to one hundred. The storm was

accompanied by hail and torrents of rain, as well as thunder

and lightning. Starting ten miles south of Spencer, North-

West Iowa, the cj'clone swept across the State to the north of

Emmetiburg and .Mgona, almost wiping out of existence the

town of Cylinder and laying waste the country districts in its

track. Parsing by .Mason City, it ravaged the country to the

north-west of Osage, and then changed its direction some-

what towards the north-east, crossing the Minnesota line and

working great havoc in Lcroy, where a fire broke out and a

whole block of houses was destroyed. The cyclone swe] t

down Spring Valley, and then turned again to the east, wrecking

the hamlets of Homer and Lowther. It next crossed the Missis-

sippi and destroyed many farm buildings near Marshland,

Wisconsin. Considerable damage w.-is also done at Dodge

Centre, though it was not in the path of the main cyclone.

A Central News telegram of September 25 announces

that a deslniclive slorm has occurred in Japan, by which the

districts of Okita and Twate have been laid waste. Fifteen

thousand houses arc reported to have been destroyed, and 300

persons to have perished. Great havoc has also been wrought

among the shipping.

University College, Dundee, has been benefited to the

extent of some /35,odo by the bequest of the late Mrs.

Margaret Harris, of Dundee.

Dr. a. Zimmkkmann has been appointed Extraordinary

Professor of Botany at ihc University of Tiibingen ; and Dr.

Solereder Curator of the liolanical Institute at Munich.

Accounts have been received from Prof. Stirling, F. R.S.,

of the safe return to ,\delaide. South .Vustralia, of the

Horn Expedition for the exploration of the central portion

of that country, the departure of which was announced in these

columns some three months ago (p. 174)- We arc glad to say

that considerable success has attended the whole journey, no
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doubt in consequence of the foresight with which preparations

had been made for it ; and though the work of the expedition

was at times sufficiently trying, nothing that could be called a

misadventure took place. .Miove all, there w.is no collisiot),

nor indeed any trouble with the natives ; aud there had been

good rains in the Macdonnell Ranges, the examination of the

western termination of which formed the chief work to be done.

The course of the expedition is briefly outlined by Prof. Siirling

as follows :^From Crown Point the party traversed the Finke

River to running w.iter ; thence the Palmer River to Tenipe

Downs, the Levi Range, Petermann Creek, and the George

Gilles Range, where one section diverged to Ayers's Rock and

Mount OIg.i, the rest proceeding westward to Lacorie's Creek

and northward to Glen Edith, along Carmichael Creek to

Mereenie Bluff, thence into the northern watershed following

D,irwent Creek to Haast's Bluff, and so eastward to Glen Helen.

The united party then travelledeastward to Mount Sonder, which

was ascended, and thence through the southern ranges of the Mac-

donnellstothe Finke Riverand Ilermannsburg. Here section one

again diverged to the Glen of Palms, and another to the North

Macdonnclls by way of Ellery's Creek and Brinkley's Bluff to

.\ine Springs, where it was met by the other members of the

expedition, some of whom h.ad journeyed thither by Owen's

Springs, and others by Stuart's Pass and Burt's Plains. The

zoological collections formed are said to be generally good, and

it has again been Prof. Stirling's good fortune to discover a new

type of Marsupial. This is stated to be about as big as a small

rat, with a shrew like aspect, and a very curious flattened and

fat tail. Its scientific description will probably be undertaken

by Prof. Baldwin Spencer. Prof. Siirling again met with his

old friend Nolorycles, but only obtained two examples, one oj

them being alive, though it soon died, notwithstanding all the

care that was taken of it. The rare Alexandra parakeet was

also met with ; but in one locality only. Some twenty new

species of terrestrial mollusks seem also to have been found,

and it is expected that about .seven or eight new species of

plants are contained in the botanical collection, which shows a

greatly] extended range of in.any kinds that had before been

supposed to be much restricted. An examination of the

geoiogic.^l formations is .adverse to the hope of metalliferous

developments to the southward of the Macdonnell Ranges. U
remains to be said that all the journeying was accomplished by

the aid of camel.s, which, as before, proved themselves to be

essential agents in the exploration of Central Australia. The

mode in which the scientific results of the expedition are to be

published is uncertain, and possibly will not be decided until

the return lo Adelaide of Mr. Horn, who defrayed all, or nearly

all, the cost, and is accordingly to be congratulated—together

with the several members of the expedition—on the success

which has attended an enterprise which has been conducted

with so much good spirit.

We learn from the BotanUal Gaz.-tte that an expedition

' through Eastern Africa for the collection of natural history spec

-

mens, and to secure photographs, was intended to start fmm

Pretoria about August I. P.assing through Mataheleland, the

extreme western portion of the East African Portuguese posses-

sions, and along the western shore of Lake Nyassa, it expecieJ

' to reach Zanzibar in about twelve months. The chief attention

will be paid to plants and insects.

Dr. a. liAi.riACCi is at present eng.aged on a botanical expe-

dition in .the Balkan Peninsula, with the especial object ol

exploring the mountain-chains of .\lbania.

Wf. learn, from the Amirkan Naliiraliit, that the Iniversily

of Illinois is about to open a permanent station on the Illinois

River, for th: biological study of the flora and fauna of the waters
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of that Stale. The laboratory will be established at Havana,

and, together with the Slate Fish Commission, will be under

the direction of Prof. S. A. Forbes. Among the problems to

he investigated are the effect of the periodical overflow .and re-

cession of the river on the abundance, variety, and interaction

generally of the various groups of plants and animals repre-

sented in those waters.

The following are the subjects for competition for the two

Walker Prizes in Natural History, given annually by the Boston

(Mass.) .Society of Natural History for the next two years :

—

1895: A study of the "Fall Line" in New Jersey; (2) a

study of the Devonian formation of the Ohio Basin ; (3) rela-

tions of the order Plantoginaceas
; (4) experimental investiga-

tionsin Morphology or Embryology. 1S96 : (i) K study of the

area of schistose or foliated rocks in the Eastern United States ;

(2) a study of the development of Kiver Valleys in some con-

siderable area of folded or faulted Appalachian structure in

Pennsylvania, Virginia, or Tennessee ; (3) an experimental

study of the effects of close-fertilisation in the case of some
plant of short cycle ; (4) contributions to our knowledge of the

general morphology or the general physiology of any animal,

except man. The memoirs must be written in the English lan-

guage, and the prizes of the value of 60 and 50 dollars respec-

tively—the competition for which is open to all—will not be

awarded unless the memoirs presented are of adequate merit.

Each memoir must be accompanied by a sealed envelope enclos-

ing the author's name and superscribed with a motto correspond-

ing to one borne by the manuscript, and must be in the hands

of the Secretary on or before the first of April of the year for

which the prize is offered.

The French Society for the Encouragement of National

Industry has issued a list o.' prizes to be offered for competition

next year in connection with chemical research. The following

are among the principal subjects proposed : (
I ) Recent progress in

the manufacture of chlorine
;
prize, 2000 francs. (2) The utilisa-

tion of the residues of manufactories
; prize, 1000 francs. (3) A

prize of 2000 francs for an experimental study of the physical or

mechanical properties of one or several metals or alloys, chosen
from those th.at are in current use. (4) 2000 francs for manu-
facturing in France, for trade purposes, anhydrous sulphuric

acid and " smoking " sulphuric acid. A special note is given

with each subject explaining the reasons for which the prize is

offered, but it is understood that the money will be withheld

in the event of the papers sent in not proving sufficiently

interesting.

The Entomological Society will meet on Wednesday, October

3, at S p.m., when the following papers will be read :

—

"Catalogue of the PleropJioridii, Tortriddic, and Tiiieula of

the Madeira Islands, with notes and descriptions of New
Species," by Lord Walsingham, F". K.S. ;

" Paloearctic

Nemouric," by Kenneth J.?Morton.

The majority of the Medical Schools of the metropolis will

open on Monday next, and in several instajices an introductory

address will be dispensed with, and in its place some form of

festive gatheiing will be held. Addresses will, however, be
delivered as follows :— .\t St. George's Hospital, by Dr.

Isamb.ard Owen, the dean of the school ; at Guy's Hospital, by
Mr. Lockhart Stephens ; at St. Mary's Hospital, by Dr. Scanes
Spicer ; at the Middlesex Hospital, by Dr. Boxall ; at Univer-

sity College Hospital, by Dr. H. R. Spencer ; at Westminster
Hospital, by Mr. G. Ilarlridge ; and at the School of Medicine
for Women, by Miss M. Slurge. There will be dinners in con-

nection with the following hospitals :— St. Bartholomew's,
St. Thomas's, the London, St. George's, King's College, St.

Mary's, the Middlesex, and the Westminster. At the Charing
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Cross Hospital there will be an evening reception, at which the

prizes for the year will be distributed by Prof. Alexander
Macalister, F.R.S. The Rector of Lincoln College, Oxford,

will distribute the prizes at the St. Thomas's Hospital.

Prof. H. Ai.ley.ne Nichoi.so.v will deliver the Swiney
Lectures on Geology on the Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays

of October, taking as his subject " The Making of the Earth's

Crust." The lectures, for which no charge for admittance i

made, will be delivered at 3 p.m. in the Lecture Theatre of the

South Kensington Museum. The Swiney Lecturer for next

year is Dr. J. G. Garson.

The eighteenth course of lectures of the Sanitary Institute will

be delivered at the Parkes Museum, Margaret Street, W.,at
8 p.m. on each Monday, HVednesday, and F'riday of this

autumn, from Wednesday, October 17, when the opening
lecture, which is specially intended for those desirous of

becoming sanitary officers, will be delivered. The secretary

of the institute will be happy to supply full- information

respecting the lectures.

The following popular science lectures will be delivered at

the Royal Victoria Hall, Waterloo Bridge-road, S.E., during

the coming month :—October 2, on " Hearing," by Prof. W.D.
Halliburton ; October 9, on " Wonders in Nature," by Mr. R.
Kerr ; October 16, on " The Work of the Air on the Earth,"

by Mr. F. W. Rudler ; October 30, on " Light, what it is and
how it is measured," by Prof Carlton Lambert. There will

also be a lecture on October 23, but the subject has yet to be
decided upon. Each lecture will be illustrated by means of

the lantern.

The prospectus has been issued of a very e'aborate

"ISystematic Botany of North .America," to be published in

seventeen vols., by a Board of editors under the presidency of

Prof. N. L. Britton. The account of each natural order will be
a monograph by a separate author. The area comprised in the
" Flora" will be the American continent north of Mexico.

The Lancet states that the Queen has been graciously

pleased to intimate to Dr. Thome Thorne, C.B., the principal

medical officer of the Local Government Board, her apprecia-

tion of the services which have been rendered by the Medical
Department of the Board in taking the measures which it has
adopted for preventing the entrance of cholera into this

country.

A NEW chemical laboratory, in connection with the Imperial
University of St. Petersburg, will be opened next month. The
building will contain, in addition to laboratories and a lecture

theatre, dwelling accommodation for the professors and their

assistants. The cost of erection has been over ^'25,000, four-

fifths of which have been defrayed by the Minister of Education,

and the remainder by the University,

A ciRCULAK has been sent to us announcing the conditional

re-starting of our American contemporary Scii/ny, the publica-

tion of which was on .March 23 suspended, owing to lack of

support. The journal is to be subsidised by the American
Association for the .Vdvancement of Science, and by Prof. A.
Graham Bell and the Hon. Gardiner G. Hubbard ; and pro-

vided there be a liberal response to the circular from intending

subscribers, the journal will be resuscitated before long.

Prof. Brunchorst has published an account of the labora-

tory and scientific appliances of the Marine Zoological Station

at Bergen. Established in 1892, the station has always been
kept open throughout the entire year, the fjords on the west

coast of Norway rem.aining open throughout the winter, and the

air temperature seldom falling much below the freezing-point.
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The rollowing ode to Helmholti appeared in Punch of last

week, and seems to us so admirable that we reprint it :

—

HELMHOLTZ.
What matter titles ? Helmholtz is a name
That chillenges, alone, the award of Fame '.

When Emperors, Kings, Pretenders, shadows all,

Leave no! a dust-trace on our whirling ball,

Thy work, oh grave-eyed searcher, shall endure,

Unmarred by faction, from low passion pure.

To bridge the gulf 'twixt matter-veil and mind
Perchance to mortals, dull sensed, slow, purblind.

Is not permitted—yet ; but patient, keen,

Thou on the shadowy track beyond the Seen,

Didst dog the elusive truth, and seek in sound
The secret of soul-mysteries profound.

Essential Order, Beauty's hidden law '.

Marvels to strike more slugijish souls with awe.
Great seekers, lonely-souled. explore that track,

We »-elcome the wild wonders they bring back
From ventures stranger than an earthly Pole-

Can furnish. Distant still that mental goal

To which great spirits strain ; but when calm Fame
Sums its bold seekers, Helmholtz. thy great name
Among the foremost shall eternal stand,

Science's pride, and glory of thy land.

From time to time paragraphs appear in the daily papers

informing the public that a cure for consumption has been dis-

covered. The last of these so-called discoveries has been

heralded in the Times (September 14), where it is stated on the

authority (?) of the Havas Agency, that a Genoese physician

has been able to cure twenty-five out of twenty-seven hopeless

cases of consumption by the subcutaneous injection of asses'

blood. Strangely enough, the medical papers have remained

silent, and we cannot help thinking that it would have been

well had the Tiims not been so eager to advertise this mode of

treatment before it had gone through the ordeal of medical

criticism. The subcutaneous injection of serum of animals into

phthisical patients has been extensively tried already and has

failed, and it is not likely that asses' serum would have more

therapeutic properties than lint of dogs or goats, which has

proved a failure. It is likely, moreover, that such a premature

announcement will do a great deal of harm by raising the

hopes of patients and their friends—hopes which are almost

sure to be disappointed.

According to news received by the Agent-General for

Tasmania, the whale fishery industry of that colony, which

for some years past has been in a feeble condition, has recently

undergone a revival, whales having been frequently seen on

the Tasmaniin coasts within the last month or so.

The third annual report of the Department of Agriculture o(

the Yorkshire College, Leeds, has reached us, and tells of a

vast amount of work accomplished during the period under

review,— 1893-94. The courses of lectures for farmers, &c., and

clasiei for elementary teachers and dairy teachers, and the

travelling dairy school*, teem, on the whole, to hive been well

attended, and the committee his reason for the feeling of

sitiifaction to which It givet expre«ion. A pro<pe:tus of the

courses in agricjilure for the session 1^94-95 is now ready, and

may be had of the secretary.

A sFRlESof new boron compounds containing fluorine and

alcohol radicles, derived from the interaction of boron fluoride

and alcohols, are described by M. Ga«sclin in the September

number of the Atinalti iiV C/iimit tt Je Physiijiie. The mono-

and difluorine compounds derived from methyl and ethyl

alcohol have been isolated In the pure state, and prove to be

suliSlances of great chemical activity, affording numerous

interesting reactions. When boron trinuoiidc gas it passed

into methyl or ethyl alcohol, strongly cooled by a freezing mix-
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ture, the gas is rapidly absorbed and the liquid becomes con-

siderably heated. The reaction occurs in exactly equal moleculir

proportions, and upon subsequent distillation of the liquid

product two main substances are eventually isol.ited. The first

or B; , while
\OC.,H.^OCH,

is the di-fluorine compound Bc

the second is a remarkable molecular compound of boron triflu-

oride with methyl or ethyl ether, BFj.(CH.,(;Oor HF3.(C.H;\0.

The reaction is quantitatively expressed by the following equa-

tion, in which R represents the alkyl radicle :

7 BFj -I- 7 ROH = B,'^ -1-3 (BF3 . R..0) -I- 2 BF.U
OR

-f2HF-HB{0H),.
/F.

Di-fluor methvl borate B^ distils over as a colourless

\OCH3
liquid boiling at So . It solidifies in the receiver in the form of

long crystals which melt at 41 '5. The analogous ethyl com-

pound boils at 82', and the crystals melt at 23°. The liquids

fume strongly in the air, -disseminating suffocating vapours.

Water decompose: them with great energy, producing boric

acid, tluoboric acid, and the free alcohol. They are insoluble

in hydrocarbons, but dissolve with decomposition in alcohol.

They are quite permanent in contact with metallic solium, even

under pressure at 100. Sodium methylate or ethylate, how-

ever, react with great energy when brought in contact wiih

them, and if equal molecular proportions are employed, the

mono-fluorine compounds are produced.

F., . P

B
/'

^OR
+ ROXa = B

'

The methyl compound B
(OCH-Oj

+ NaF.
''{OR,

boils at 53 , and is a

particularly mobile and strongly fuming liquid, which burns

with a brilliant green llame, surrounded by a dense while cloud

The ethyl compounrl is a liquid of similar properties, which

boils at 78. Water decomposes both compounds with some

violence and considerable evolution of heat. The molecular

compounds of boron trifluoride wilh methyl and ethyl ether

arc fuming liquids boiling, respectively, st 126" and 123 , which

are likewise energetically decomposed by water. They have

been independently prepared by direct union of gaseous boron

fluoride with gaseous methyl ether in the one case, and ordinary

ethyl ether in the other. The union is ins'.antaneous, and

accompanied by considerable rise of temperature in e.ich case.

In the case of the formation of the methyl compound a dense

cloud is produced the moment the constituent gases come in

contact, and the sides of the vessel becom; covered by hot

drops of liquid which rapidly .coalesce to form a considerable

bulk of the new substance.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during

the past week include a Sykes's Monkey {Cercopilhcms

alhigiitaris, i ) from East .\frica, presented by Miss Marion I..

Lcitch ; a M.ic.aque Monkey (Ma,ii:iis cynomolpis, ?) from

India, presented by Captain W. Townsend ; two .Mligators

(.Uligalor misiisiipfiensii) from the Mississippi, presented by

.Mr. L. Watson ; two Giant Toads (Piifo marhiiis) from Brazil,

presented by F. E. Blaaw, Esq. ; twenty European Tree

Frogs (ffyla arlwrea) European, presented by Mr. G. B.

Coleman ; an < Istrich (Struthiocamclm, i )from Africa, a Greater

Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacaclua galerita) from .\ustralia,

deposited ; a Red-sided Eclectus (E,leelus pteloralis) from

New Guinea, a Toco Toucjn {/i'/ia//i/>//(ij/w /i7i-(7) from Guiana,

a Diamond Snake Af.^relit ipihlis) from New South Wales,

received in exchange ; an African Wild \is) Ei/iiiis tiriiiopiis, i ),

an Axis Deer (Cfmiif axis, S ), born in the Gardens.
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OUR. ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The AccuRAi V or Astronomical Observations.—At the

tenth general meeting of the Asfuciation Gcodesique Inter-

nationale, Prof. Cornu read a paper on the necessity of intro-

ducing addilicjiial precautions in astronomical observations

requiring great accuracy. The subject of the paper was sug-

gested by the inierprelatlon put upon observed variations of

latitude. Prof. Cornu fir^t remarked that, while carrying

out their experiments on the earth's density some time ago,

J. B. Bailie and himself found that the constant of gravitation

appeared to undergo an annual variation, being a little greater

in spring than in autumn. A minute examination of the experi-

mental conditions showed the investigators that this periodic

anomaly was purely au apparent phenomenon, and that it was
caused by an annual variation in the temperature of the room
in which the apparatus was placed. It is impossible not to be
struck with the analogy of these results and those of the

variations of latitude. In both cases the period is approxi-

mately an annu.il one, and the maxima and minima occur in

spring and autumn respectively. The question arises, therefore,

whether astronomers have been careful to eliminate all the

meteorological causes affecting their results, and whether their

claims for marvellous accuracy are not, to some exent, ex-

aggerated. Prof. Cornu has applied the reasoning of the

physicist to astronomical observations and instruments.

Beginning with the meridian circle, he points out that, on a

divided circle one metre in diameter, one-tenth of a second of

arc corresponds in round numbers to -2^T<T,Trr,T, of a metre, or

o 0005 mm., that is, a semi-micron. But numerous metro-
logical experiments have shown that, even under the most
lavourable conditions, a semi-micron is the limit of precision in

dilTerential linear measures on scales one metre long ; and to

attain this limit, it is necessary to put the scales side by side in

a bath having a practically constant temperature. But the

circles of meridian instruments are subjected to all sorts of
variations, hence ii seems affectation to assume that observa-

tions made with them are true to one-tenth of a second of arc ;

yet that assumption is made in the discussion of observations of

latitudinal variations. When the spirii-level, the telescope, and
the micrometer are criiicised from this physical point of view,

they are found wanting in the extreme accuracy usually ascribed

to them. And, in adilition to the innate defects in the parts of
a meridian instrument, there are the temperature variations

which almost bailie estimation. Several additional precautions
should be taken to reduce this vitiating cause. In the first

place, the distribution of temperature around and inside the

instrument should be frequently determined, so that the proper
corrections (or lelraction could be made. The conductivity of

the parts of the instrument ought also to be increased, and
made as nearly equal as possible, in order to reduce flexional

and torsional effects produced by inequality of temperature.
Another improvement would be to reduce the quantity of heat

emitted by light-sources in observatories, and, finally,

attempts sitould be made to give the air in the telescope

tube the same temperature as that outside ; so that systematic

errors of retraction might be eliminated. Prof. Cornu thinks

it is only by having recourse to precautions of this kind that

definite results on the variability of latitudes can be obtained.
In the actual state of the observations, he says, two purely

physical objections exist against the reality of the pheno-
menon. They are:— (I) Is it certain that observations of

latitude by the Talcott method are free from periodic annual
errors due to meteorological influences, particularly to the

variation of temperature during different seasons? (2) Can it

be demonstrated that ihe astiunomical data used in the pre-

paration of the catalogues of the stars employed in these

observations are also free from the errors referred to ?

Liverpool OiisERVAroRy.— In a small pamphlet, published
by order of the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, we have
placed before us some extracts from the report of the Director
of the Ob-iervatory, Mr. \V. E. Plummer, to the .Marine Com-
mittee. The excessive briefness of the extracts in question
curl ail our remarks very considerably. The transit instrument,
for time determinations, has been used on every possible

occasion, and the normal clock has been maintained more
accurately during cloudy weather by the adoption of separate

clock errors and rates lor the Bond and .Molyneu.x clocks. The
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determination of the longitude (not longlitudt, as is twice

printed) of the Observatory has not yet been completed, as the

repeti; ion of the signals has not yet been effected, bat the in-

quiry at present indicates a change from previous values, the

Observatory acquiring a new position some 400 yards west of

the old one. The latitude observations, by the method of

transits of zenith stars over the prime vertical, although said to

give this quantity with great exactness, are likely to be dis-

appointing when used for discussing the small variation in lati-

tude, for the instrument and its mounting have shown signs of a

slight instability. Besides the observations of comets, stellar

parallaxes, by the method of chronographic record of meridian

transits, have been investigated. The meteorological observa-

tions have, as usual, been continued, and the present report

contains numerous tables of the results obtained.

The Variaiile R Lvr/e.—The variability of this star was
first pointed out by Baxendall in 1S56, and its period was
stated to be one of forty-eight days. At a somewhat later date

.Schonfeld, from a few more observations, deduced a forty-six-

day period. Generally the observations have been somewhat
scarce, but more recently their number has been considerably

increased Vendell, Sawyer, Plassmann, and Knopf having been
chiefly responsible for these. That the time had arrived when
a more thorough investigation of this " lichtwechsel ' might
be attempted, is the opinion of lierr .\. Pannekoek, and the

details of his work will be found in AslrLmomischeNachrichtcn,
No. 3252. In the examination of the observations it was soon
found out that the period did not appear to remain constant.

In the earlier epochs, commencing in 1SS7 and continuing up
to the past year, the numbers indicated clearly a period of

about forty-six days, but recently they have somewhat in-

creased. In general, also, it has been noticed that the time for

the increase in the light curve is shorter than that for the de-

crease, llerr Panr.ekoek concludes, however, from his work,
that R Lyras does not vary its brightness so irregularly as is

supposed. He suggests that the observed apparent deviations

recorded can be attributed to special errors of observation. He
is of opinion, however, that perhaps when many more ob-

.servalions are at hand, we shall be in'a far better position to

investigate the subject more thoroughly, and to state more
definitely through what amplitudes these light variations swing.

The Cleaning oi-' Object-glasses.—Owners of telescopes

(refractors) will no doubt be glad to have a few words of prac-

tical .advice, from one who can speak from long experience,

with regard to the cleaning of object-glasses. The advice in

question is extracted from an article, by Mr. Brashear, in the

September number of Pofu'ar Aslronomy, and we do not hesi-

tate in helping to distribute it. The reader may be rather sur-

prised to hear that the use of fine chamois-skin, tissue-paper,

or an old soft silk handkerchief, or '"any other such material to

wipe lenses, as is usually advised," are not advocated. The
reason for this is, not that the materials themselves do the mis-

chief, but that the chief enemy to an object-glass, " dust par-

ticles," and these most likely of a siliceous nature, must not on
any account be rubbed on the glassy surface. The receipt, in a

few words, may be summed up as follows:— If the lenses be

dirty or dusty, a tuft of CDtton or a camel's-hair brush may be at

first applied, but pains should be taken that no pressure be

given to either. For further cleaning, a woodcit bowl, previously

washed out with soap and water, should be filled with clean

water of approximately the same temperature as the objective.

.K little ammonia (quantity, a teaspoonful to half a pail of

water) should be added to the water. "Cheese-cloth " is

snongly recommended as a means of applying the soap to the

glass; but this, first, should be "thoroughly washed with soap

and water," and thrown away when done with. Plenty

of water must always be used. .-V third or fourth cloth should

be used to wipe the objective dry. " Vigorous rubbing will do

no harm if the surfaces have no abr.ading materi,il on them, and
I have yet to injure a glass cleaned in this way." If the objec-

tive be not taken from the cell, the camel's-hair brush and the

soap-andwater process can be still used, and the work finished

with a dry cheese-cloth. Mr. Brashear gives good reasons for

taking the lenses apart from time to time, and giving them a

thorough clean ; and he adds that everyone who owns and uses

a telescope should be so familiar with his objective that he can

take it apart and put it together just as well as the maker of it.

In moist climates particularly this should be done frequently.
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OS THE MACXITCDE OF THE SOLAR
SiSTE.UA

'V'ATL'RE may be studied ia iwo wiiely differtm ways. On
* the one hand, we may employ a powerful microscope
which will render visible the minutest forms and limit our field

of view to an infinitesimal fraction of an inch situated within a

foot ofour[own noses ; or, on the other hand, we may occupy some
commanding position, and from thence, aided perhaps by a

telescope, we may obtain a comprehensive view of an extensive

region. The first method is that of the specialist, the second i-

that of the philosopher, but both are necessary for an adequate
understanding of nature. The one has brought us knowledge
wherewith to defend ourselves against bacteria and microbes
which are among the mostly deadly enemies of mankind, and
the other has made us acquainted with the great laws of matter
and force upon which rests the whole fabric of science. .-VU

nature is one, but for convenience of classification we have
divided our knowledge into a number of sciences which we
usually regard as quite distinct from each other. Along certain

lines, or, mote properly, in cert.iin regions, these sciences

necessarily abut on each other, and just there lies the we.ik-

ness of the specialist. He is like a wayfarer who always finds

obstacles in crossing the boundaries between two countries,

while to the traveller who gazes over them from a commanding
eminence the case is quite different. If the boundary is an
ocean shore, there is no mistaking it ; if a broad river or a chain

of mountains, it is still distinct ; but if only a line of posts traced

over hill and dale, then it becomes lost in the natural features

of the landscape, and the essential unity of the whole region is

apparent. In that case the border-land is wholly a human
conception of which nature takes no cognisance, and so it is with

the scientific border-land to which 1 propose to invite your
attention this evening.

To the popular mind there are no two sciences further apart

than astronomy and geology. The one treats of the structure

and mineral constitution of our earth, the causes of its physical

features and its history ; while the other treats of the celestial

bodies, their magnitudes, motions, distances, periods of revolu-

tion, eclipses, order, and of the causes of their various phenomena.
And yet many, perhaps 1 may even say most, of the apparent
motions of the heavenly bodies are merely reflections of the

motions of the earth, and in s.udying them we are really study-

ing it. Furthermore, precision, mutation, and the phenomena
of the tides depend largely upon the internal structure of the

earth, and there astronomy and geology merge into each other.

Nevertheless the methods of the two sciences are widely
diflerent, most astronomical problems being discussed quanti-

tatively by means of rigid mathematical formulx-, while in the

vast majority of cases the geological ones are discussed only

qualitatively, each author contenting himself with a mere state-

ment of what he thinks. With precise data the methods of

astroijomy lead to very exact results, for mathematics is a mill

which grinds exceeding line ; but after all, what comes out of a
mill depends wholly upon what is put into it, and if the data are

uncertain, as is the case in most co.<mological problems, theic is

little to choose betueen the mathematics of the astronomer and
the guesses of the geologist.

If we examine the addresses delivered by former presidents

of this .Association, and of the sister—perhaps it would lie nearer

the truth to say the parent .Association on the other side of the

Atlaniic—we khall lind that they have generally dealt either

with the recent advances in some broad field of science, or else

with the development of some special subject. This evening I

propose to adopt the latter course, and 1 shall invite your at-

tention to the present condition of our knowledge respecting the

magnitude of the solar system ; but in so doing, it will be

necessary to introduce some considerations derived from
lalioratory experiments upon the luminiferous ether, others

derived from cxperimenis from ponderable matter, and still

olhcii relating both to the surface phenomena and to the internal

Ktructure of the caith, and thus we shall deal largely with the

.1 where astronomy, physics, and geology merge into

.,,- .^.;i:ive distances of the various bodies which compose
the solar sy«tcm can be determined to a considerable degree of

approximation with very crude instrumcnis as soon as the true

plan of the system becomes known, and that plan was taught

' Ai ir. . <lelivr-red b<fijrc t^c Amrncan .\*»<.»ci.iti.>n for ih-; Atlvanccmciil
! ill Bnwklyn Mealing, August i6, I'jr Ihc retiring President,
- rtiSM.

by Pythagoras more than live hundred years before Christ. I'

must have been known to the Egyptians and Chaldeans stil'

earlier, if Pythagoras really acquired his knowledge of astronomy
from them, as is affirmed by some of the ancient writers, but on
that point there is no certainty. In public Pythagoras seem-
ingly accepted the current belief of his time, which made the
earth the centre of the universe, but to his own chosen disciples

he communicated the true doctrine that the sun occupies the
centre of the solar system, and that the earth is only one of the

planets revolving around it. Like all the world's greatest sages, he
seems to have taught only orally. A century elapsed before his

doctrines were reduced to writing by Philol.ius of Crotona, and
it was still later before they were taught in public for the first

lime by Ilicetas, or, as he is sometmies called, Nicelas, of

Syracuse. Then the familiar cry of impiety was raised, and the
Pythagorean system was eventually suppressed by that now
called the Ptolemaic, which held the field until it was over-

thrown by Copernicus almost two thousand years later. Pliny
tells us that Pythagoras believed the distances to the sun and
moon to be respectively 252,000 and 12,600 stadia, or taking
the stadium at 623 feet, 29,837 and 1492 English miles; but

there is no record of the method by which these numbers were
ascertained.

After the relative distances of the various planets are known,
it only remains to determine the scale of the system, for which
purpose the distance between any two planets suffices. We
know little about the early history of the subject, but it is clear

that the primitive astronomers must have found the quantities

to be measured too small for detection with their instruments,
and even in modern times the problem has proved to be an ex-

tremely difficult one. .Aristarcus of Samos, who liourished

about 270 li.c, seems to have been the first to attack it in a

scientific manner.
Slated in modern language, his reasoning was that when the

moon is exactly half full, the earth and sun as seen from its

centre must make a right angle with each other, and by iiieasur-

ir.g the angle between the sun and moon, as seen from the earth

at that instant, all the angles of the triangle joining the

earth, sun, and moon would become known, and thus

the ratio of the distance cf the sun to the distance

of the moon would be determined. Although per-

fectly correct in theory, the difficulty of deciding visually upon
the exact instant when the moon is half full is so great that it

cannot be accurately done even with the most powerful tele-

scopes. Of course, .Aristarcus hail no telescope, and he does

not explain how he effected the observation, but his conclusion

was that at the instant in question the distance between the

centres of the sun and moon, as seen from the earth, is less than

a light angle by 1/30 part of the same. We should now express

this by saying that the angle is 87 ; but Aristarcus knew
nothing of trigonometry, and in order to solve his triangle he

had recourse to an ingenious but long and cumber.some geomet-

rical process which has come down to us, and afl'ords conclusive

proof of the condition of Greek mathematics at that time.

His concli:sion was that the sun i« nineteen times further from

the earth than the moon, and if we combine that result with

the modern value of the moon's parallax, viz. 342238 seconds,

we obtain for the solar parallax iSo seconds, which is more than

twenty limes too great.

The only other method of determining the solar parallax

known to the ancients w.as that devised by Hipparchus about

150 B.C. It was based on m;asuring the rate of decrease of the

<liaineter of the earth's shadow cone by noting the duration of

lunar eclipses, and as the result deduced from it Inppened to be

nearly the same as that found by .Aristarcus, sulistanlially his

value of the parallax remained in vogue for nearly two thousand

years, and the discovery of the telescope was required to reveal

its erroneous character. Doubtless this persistency was due to

the extreme minuteness of the true parallax, which we now
know is far too sm.ill to have been visible upon ihc ancient

instruments, and thus the supposed measures of it were really

nothing but measures of their inaccuracy.

The telescope was first pointed to the heavens by Galileo in

1609, but it needed a micrometer to convert it into iin accurate

measuring instrument, and that did not come into being until

'<'39, when it was invented by William G.ascoignc. After his

deathin 1644, his original instrument passed to Richard 'I'ownley,

who attached it to a fourteen-foot telescope at his residence in

Townley, Lancashire, l-^ngland, where it was used by Elam-

steed in observing the diurnal parallax of Mars during its oppo-
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silion in 1672. A description of Gascoigne's micrometer was
published in the " Philosophical Transactions" in 1667, and a

little before that a similar instrument had been invented by
Auzout in France ; but observatories were fewer then than now,

and so far as I know J. D. Cassini was the only person beside

Flamsteed wlio attempted to determine the solar parallax from

that opposition of Mars. Foreseeing the importance of the

opportunity, he had Richer despatched to Cayenne some
months previously, and when the opposition came he effected

two determinations of the parallax ; one being by the diurnal

method, from his own observations in Paris, and the other by
the meridian method, from observations in France by himself,

Romer ami Picard, combined with those of Richer at Cayenne.
This was the transition from the ancient instruments with open
sights to telescopes armed with micrometers, and the result

must have been little short of stunning to the seventeenth cen-

tury astronomers, for it caused the hoary and gigantic parallax

of about iSo seconds to shrink incontinently to ten seconds,

and thus e.\panded their conception of the solar system to

something like its true dimensions. More than fifty years

previously Kepler had argued from his ideas of the celestial

harmonies that the solar parallax could not exceed sixty

seconds, and a little later Horrocks had shown on more
scientific grounds that it was probably as small ?s fourteen

seconds, but the final death-blow to the ancient values, ranging

as high as two or three minutes, came from these observations

of Mars by Flamsteed, Cassini, and Richer.

Of coui se the results obtained in 1672 produced a keen desire

on the part of astronomers for further evidence respecting the

true value of the parallax, and as Mars comes into a favourable

position for such investigations only at intervals of about sixteen

yeais, they had recourse to observations of Mercury and Venus.

In 1677 Halley observed the diurnal parallax of Mercury, and
also a transit of that planet across the sun's disc at St. Helena,

.and in 16S1 J. D. Cassini and Picard observed Venus when
she was on the same parallel with the sun ; but although the

observations of Venus gave better results than those of Mer-
•cury, neither of them was conclusive, and we now know that

such methods are inaccurate, even with the powerful instru-

ments of the present day. Nevertheless, Ilalley's attempt by

means of the transit of Mercury ultimately bore fruit in the

shape of his celebrated paper of 1716, wherein he showed the

peculiar advantages of transits of Venus fur determining the

solar parallax. The idea of utilising such transits for this

f>urpose seems to have been vaguely conceived by James
Gregory, or perhaps even by Horrocks ; but Halley was the

first to work it out completely, and lung after his de.uh his

paper was mainly instrumental in inducing the Governments
of Europe to undertake the observations of the transits of

Venus in 1761 .ind 1769, from which our first accurate know-
ledge of the sun's distance was obtained.

Those «ho are not familiar with practical astronomy may
wonder why the solar parallax can be got from .Mars and Venus,

and not fiom Mercury, or the sun itself. The explanation de-

pends on two facts—firstly, the nearest approach of these bodies

to the earih is for Mars 33,874,000 miles, for Venus 23,654,000
miles, for Mercury 47,935,000 miles, and for the sun 91,239,000
miles. Consequently, lor us. Mars and Venus have very much
larger parallaxes than Mercury or' the sun, and of course the

larger the parallax the easier it is to measure. Secondly, even
the largest of these parallaxes must be determined within far

less than one-tenth of a second of the truth ; and while that

degree of accuracy is possible in measuring short arcs, it is quite

unattainable in long ones. Hence one of the most essential

conditions for the successful measurement of parallaxes is that

wc shall be able to compare the place of the near body with
that of a more tlistant one situated in the same region of the

sky. In the case of Mars, that can always be done by making
use of a neighbouring star, but when Venus is near the earth

she is also so close to the sun that stars are not availal)le, and
consequently her parallax can be satisfactorily measured only

when her position can be accurately referred to that of the sun ;

or, in other words, only during her transits across the sun's

disk. But even when the two bodies to be compared are

sufliciently near each other, we are still embarrassed by the fact

that it is more dillicult to measure the distance between the
limb of a planet and a star or the limb of the sun, than it is to

measure the nistance between two stars ; and since the dis-

covery of so many asteroids, that circumstance has led to their

se for determinations of the solar parallax. Some of these
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bodies approach within 75,230,000 miles of the earth's orbit,

and as they look precisely like stars, the increased accuracy of
pointing on them fully makes up for their greater distance, as
compared with .Mars or Venus.

After the Copernican system of the world and the Newtonian
theory of gravitation were accepted, it soon became evident
that trigonometrical measurements of the solar parallax might
be supplemented by determinations ba^ed on the theory of
gravitation, and the first attempts in that direction were made by
Machin in 1729 and T. Mayer in 1753. The measurement of
the velocity of light between points on the earth's surface, first

elTected by Fizeau in 1849, opened up stili other possibilities,

and thus for determining the solar parallax we now have at our
command no less than three entirely distinct classes of methods,
which are known respectively as the trigonometrical, the
gravitational, and the photo-tachymetrical. We have already
given a summary sketch of the trigonometrical methods, as ap-
plied by the ancient astronomers to the dichotomy and shadow-
cone of the moon, and by the moderns to Venus, Mars, and the
asteroids, and we shall next glance briefly at the gravitational
and photo-tachymetrical methods.
The gravitational results which enter directly or indirectly

into the solar parallax are six in number, to wit : first, the re-

lation of the moon's mass to the tides ; second, the relation of

the moon's mass and pirallax to the force of gravity at the
earth's surface ; third, the relation of the solar parallax to the
masses of the earth and moon ; fourth, the relation of the solar

and lunar parallaxes to the moon's mass and parallactic in-

equality ; fifth, the relation of the solar and lunar parallaxes to

the moon's mass and the earth's lunar inequality ; sixth, the
relation of the constants of nutation and precession to the
moon's parallax.

Respecting the first of these relations, it is to be remarked
that the tide-producing forces are the attraction of the sun and
moon upon the waters of the ocean, and from the ratio of these

attractions the moon's mass can readily be <letermined. But
unfortunately the ratio of the solar tides to the lunar tides is

affected both by the depth of the sea and by the character of

the channels through which the water flows, and for that reason
the observed ratio of these tides requires multiplication by a

correcting factor in order to convert it into the ratio of the

forces. The matter is further complicated by this correcting

factor varying from port to port, and in order to gel satisfactory

results long series of observations are necessary. The labour
of deriving the moon's mass in this way was formerly so greit

that for more than half a century La Place's determination

from the tides at Brest remained unique, but the recent applica-

tion of harmonic analysis to the data supplied by self- registering

tide gauges is likely to yield abundant results in the near
future.

Our second gravitational relation, viz. that connecting the
moon's mass and parallax with the force of gravity at the earth's

surface, affords an indirect method of determining the moon's
parallax with very great accuracy if the computation is care-

fully made, and with a fair approximation to the truth even
when the data are exceedingly crude. To illustrate this, let us

see what could be dene with a railroad transit such as is com-
monly used by surveyors, a steel tape, and a fairly good watch.

Neglecting small corrections due to the flattening of the earth,

the centrifugal force at its surface, the eccentricity of its orbit.

and the m,ass of the moon, the law of gravitation shows that if

wc multiply together the length of the seconds pendulum, the

square of the radius of the earth, and the square of the length

of the sidereal month, diviile the product by four, and take the

cube root of the quotient, the result will be the distance from

the earth to the moon. To find the length of the seconds
pendulum we would rate the watch by means of the railroad

transit, and then making a pendulum out of a spnerical leaden

bullet suspended by a fine thread, we would adjust the length

of the thread until the pendulum made exactly 300 vibrations

in five minutes by the watch. Then, supposing the experiment
to be made here, or in New Vork city, we would find that the

distance from the point of suspension of the thread to the centre

of the bullet was about 39 and i S inches, and dividing that by

the number of inches in a mile, viz. 63,300, we would have
for the length of the seconds pendulum onesixteen hundred and
twentieth of a mile. The next step would be to ascertain the

radius of the earth, and the quickest way of doing so would
probably be, first, to determine the latitude of some point in

New Vork city by means of the railroad transit ; next, to run
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a iraverse survey along the old Post Road from New Vork to

Albany, and finally, lo determine the latitude of some point in

Albany. The traverse survey should surely be correct to one
part in three hundred, and .as the distance between the two
cities is about two degrees, the difl'erence of latitude mii;ht be

determined to about the same percent.ige of accuracy. In that

way we would tind the length cf two degrees of latitude to be

about 13S miles, whence the earth's radius would be 3953
miles. It would then only remain to observe the time occupied

by the moon in making a sidereal revolution around the earth,

or, in other words, the time which she occupies in moving from

any given star back 10 the same star again. By noting that to

within one-quarter of her own diameter we should soon tind

tlut the time of a revolution is about 27'32 days, and multiply-

ing that by the number of seconds in a day, viz. 86,400, we
would have for the lengih of the sidereal month 2,360,000
seconds. With these data the compulation would stand as

follows:—The radius of the earth, 3953 miles, multiplied by
the length of a sidereal month, 2,360,000 seconds, and the

pioduct squared, gives 87,060.000,000,000,000,000. Multiply-

ing that by one-fourth ol the lengih of the seconds pendulum,
vii. I/64S0 of a mile, and extracting the cube root of the pro-

duct, »e would get 237,700 miles for the distance from the
earth to the moon, which is only about 850 miles less than the

truth, and certainly a remarkable result considering the crude-
ness of the instruments by which it might be obtained.

Nevertheless, when all the conditions are rigorously taken into

account, these data are 10 be regarded as determining the rela-

tion between the moon's mass and parallax rather than the
parallax itself.

Our third gravitational relation, lo wit, that existing between
the solar parallax, the solar attractive force and the masses of
the earth and moon, is analogous lo the relation existing between
the moon's mass and )>arallax and the force of gravity at ihc
earth's surface, but it cannot be applied in exacily the same
way, on account of our inability lo swing a pendulum on the

sun. We are therefore compelled to adopt some other method
of determining the sun's attractive force, and the most av.iilable

is that which consists in observing the perlurbative action ^of

the earth and moon upon our neaicsl planetary neighbours,
Venus and .Mars. Eiom this action the law of gravitation

enables us to determine the ratio of the sun's mass to the com-
bined masses of the eaith and moon, and then the relation in

question furnishes a means of comparing the masses so found
with trigonometrical determinations of the solar parallax. Thus
it appears that notwithstanding necessary differences in the
methods of procedure, the analogy between the second and
third gravitational relaiions holds nol only with respect to their

theoretical basis, but also in their practical application, the
one being used to determine the relation between the mass of
the moon and its distance from the earth, and the other to

determine the relation between the combined masse-; of the
earth and noon and their distance from the sun.
Our fourth gravitational relation deals with the connection

between the solar parallax, the lunar parallax, ihe moon's mass
and the moon's parallactic inequality. The important ([uantities

are here the solar parallax and the moon's parallactic inequality,

and alihough ihe derivation of ihe complete expression for the
connection between ihcm is a lillle complicated, there is no
diRicnlly in gelling a general notion of the forcej involved. .-Xs

'

the moon moves around Ihe earth she is niternateiy without and
wiihin Ihe earth's orbit. When she is without, the sun's .ittrac-

tioD on her acts with that of the earth ; when she is within, the
two attractions act in opposite directions. Thus in elTcct the cen-
trifugal force holding the moon tolhc earth is alternately increased
and diminished, wiih the result of elongating the moon's orbit

towards Ihc sun and compressing it on the opposite side. As the
variation of Ihe centrifugal force is not great, the change of

the form of the orbit is small, nevertheless the summation of
the minute alterations thereby produced in Ihe moon's orbilal

velocity .sutfices lo put her sometimes ahead, and sometimes
behind her mean place lo an extent which oscillates (rom a
maximum lo a minimum as Ihe earth passes from perihelion lo

aphelion, and averages about 125 seconds of arc. This per-

turbation of Ihc moon'n node i> known as Ihe parall.iclic

incijuality because It depends on Ihc earth's distance from the
•un, and can therefore be cxpresned in terms of the solar

parallax. Conversely, the solar parallax can be deduced from
the obscrvc'l value of the parallactic inequality, but unfortun-
ately there aie great practical difficulties in making the requisite
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observations with a sufficient degree of accuracy. Xotwith-
standing the ever-recurring talk about the advantages to be
obtained by observing a small well-defined crater instead ol

the moon's limb, astronomers have hitherto found it impractic-
able to use anything but the limb, and the disadvantage of
doing so as compared with observing a star is still (uriher

increased by the circumstances that in general only one limb
can be seen at a lime, the other being shrouded in darkness.
If both limbs could always be observed, we should then have a
uniform system of data for determining the place of the centre,

but under existing circumstances we are compelled to make our
observations half upon one limb and half upon the other, and
thus they involve all the systematic errors which may arise

from the conditions under which these limbs are observed, an<J

all the unceitainty which attaches to irradiation, personal
equation, and our defective knowledge of Ihe moon's semi-
diameter.

Our fifth gravitational relation is that which exists between the

solar parallax, the lunar parallax, the moon's mass,and the earth's

lunar inequality. Strictly speaking, the moon does not revohe-

around the earth's centre, but botli bodies revolve around the

common centre of gravity of the two. In consequence of that

an irregularity arises in the earth's orbilal velocity around ihe

sun, the common centre of gravity moving in accordance with

the laws of elliptic motion, while the earth, on account of its

revolution around that centre, undergoes an alternate accelera-

tion and retardation which has for its period a lunar month, and
is called the lunar inequality of the earth's motion. We per-

ceive this inequality as an oscillation superposed on the elliptic

motion of the sun, and its semi-amplitude is a measure of the

angle subtended at the sun by the interval between the centre

of the earth and the common centre of gravity of the carlh and
moon. lust as an astronomer on the moon might use the

radius of her orbit around the earth as a base for measuring her

distance from the sun, so we may use this interval for the same
purpose. We find its lengih in miles from the equatorial semi-

diameter of the earth, tiie moon's p.irallax ami the moon's
mass, and thus we have all the data lor determining the solar

parallax from the inequality in question. In view of the great

dilticuliy which has been expeiienced in measuring the solar

parallax itself, it may be asked why we should attempt to deal

with the parallactic inequality which is about Isventysix per

cent, smaller? The answer is, because the latter is derived

from dilfcrences of ihe sun's right ascension which are furnished

by the principal observ.itories in vast numbers, and should give

very accurate results on account of their being m.adc by methods
which insure freedom from constant errors. Nevertheless, the

sun is no! so well adapted for precise obsetvalions as the stars,

and Dr. Gill has recently found that heliometer measurements

upon asteroids which approach very near to the earth yield

values of the parallactic inequality superior to those obtained

from right ascensions ol ihc sun.

Our sixth gravitational relation is that which exists between
the moon's parallax and the constants of precession and nuta-

tion. Every particle of the earth is attracted both by the sun

and by the moon, but in consequence of the polar llattening Ihe

resultant of these attractions passes a little to one side of the

earth's centre of gravity. Thus a couple is set up, which, by

ils action upon the rotating earth, causes the axis ihercol to

describe a surface which may be called a fluted cone, with in

apex at the earth's cenlre. A lop spinning with ils axis in-

clined describes a similar cone, except that the flutings are

absent, and the apex is at Ihe point upon which the spinning

occurs. For convenience of computation we resolve this action

into two components, and we name thai which i>ro(luces thtf

cone the luni-solar precession, and that which pioduces the

lluiings the nutation. In this phenomenon the part jilayed by

Itie sun is comparatively small, and by eliminating it we obtain

a relation between Ihe luni-solar precession, the nutation and

the moon's parallax, which can be used to verify and correa

the observed values of these quantities.

In the preceding paragraph we have seen that the relation

between the quantities there considered depends largely upon

the flattening of ihe eaith, and thus we are led lo impure how
and with whal degree of .accuracy that is determined. There

are five methods, viz. one geodetic, one gravitational, and three

astronomical. The geodetic method depends upon measure-

ments of the length 01 a degree on various parts of the earth s

surface, and with Ihe data hitherto accumulated it has provesl

quite unsatisfactory. The gravitational method consists in de-
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termining the length of the seconds pendulum over as great a

range of latitude as possible, and deducing therefrom the ratio

of the earth's polar and equatorial semi-diameters by means of

Clairaut's theorem. The pendulum experiments show that the

earth's cru^t 15 le5< dense on mountain plateaux than at the sea

cosLst, and thus for the first time we are brought into contact

with geological considerations. The first astronomical method
consists in observing the moon's parallax from various points on
the earth's surface, and as these parallaxes are nothing else than

the angular semi-diameter of the earth at the respective points

as seen from the moon, they afford a direct measure of the

flattening. The second and third astronomical methods are

based upon certain perturbations of the moon which depend
upon the figure of the earth, and should give extremely accurate

results, but unfortunately very great difficulties oppose them-
selves to the exact measurement of the perturbations. There is

also an astronomicogeological method which cannot yet be re-

garded as conclusive, on account of our lack of knowledge
respecting the law of density which prevails in the interior of

the earth. It is based upon the fact that a certain function of

the earth's moments of inertia can be determined from the

observed values of the coefficients of precession and nutation,

and could also be determined from the figure and dimensions

of the earth if we knew the exact distribution of matter in its

interior. Our present knowledge on that subject is limited to a

superficial layer not more than ten miles thick, but it is usual to

assume that the deeper matter is distributed according to La
Grange's law, and then by writing the function in question in a

form which leaves the flattening indeterminate, and equating

the expression so found to the value given by the precession

and nutation, we readily obtain the flattening. As yet these six

methods do no: give consistent results, and so long as serious

discrepancies remain between them, there can be no security

that we have arrived at the truth.

It should be remarked that in order to compute the function

of the earth's moments of inertia, which we have just been con-

sidering, we require not only the figure and dimensions of the

earth and the law of distribution uf density in its interior, but

also its mean and surface densities. The experiments for de-

termining the mean density have consisted in comparing the

earth's attraction with the attraction either of a mountain, or of

a known thickness of the earth's crust, or of a known mass of

metal. In the case of mountains, the comparisons have been

made with plumb-lines and pendulum ; in the case of known
layers of the earth's crust, they have been made by swinging
pendulums at the surface and down in mines ; and m the case

of known masses, they have been made with torsion balances,

fine chemical balances, and pendulums. The surface density

results from a study of the materials composing the earth's

crust; but notwithstanding the apparent simplicity of that pro-

cess, it is doubtful it we have yet attained as accurate a

result as in the crse of the mean density.

before quitting this part of our subject, it is important to

point out that the luni-solar precesion cannot be directly

observed, but must be derived from the general precession.

The former of these quantities depends only upon the action of

the sun and moon, while the latter is affected in addition by the

aciion of all the planets, and to ascertain what that is we must
determine iheir masses. The methods of doing so fall into

two great classes, according as the planets dealt with have or

have not satellites. The most favourable case is that in which
one or more satellites are present, because the mass of ihe

primary follows immediately from their distances and revolution

limes, but even then there is a difficulty in the way of obtaining
very exact results. By extending the observations over
sufficiently long periods the revolution times can be ascertained
with any desired degree of accuracy, but all measurements of

the distance of a satellite from its primary are alVscted by
personal equation, which we cannot be sure of completely
eliminating, and thus a considerable margin of uncertainty is

brought into the masses. In the cases of Mercury and Venus,
which have no satellites, and to a certain extent in the case of

ihe earth also, the only available way of ascertaining the

masses is from the perturbations produced by the action of the

various planets on each other. These perturbations are of two
kinds, periodic and secular. When sufticienl data have been
accumulated for the exact determination of the secular perturba-

tions, they will give the best results, but as yet it remains
advantageous to employ the periodic perturbations also.

Passing now to the pholo-tachymetrical methods, we havg
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first to glance briefly at the mechanical appliances by which the

tremendous velocity of light has been successfully measured.

They are of the simplest possible character, and are based

either upon a toothed-wheel, or upon a revolving mirror.

The toothed-wheel method was first used by Fizeau in 1849.

To understand its operation, imagine a gun-barrel with a toothed-

wheel revolving at right angles to its muzxle in such a way that

the barrel is alternately closed and opened as the teeth and the

spaces between them pass before it. Then, with the wheel in

rapid motion, at the instant when a space is opposite the

muzzle, let a ball be fired. It will pass out freely, and after

traversing a certain distance, let it strike an elastic cushion and

be reflected back upon its own path. When it reaches the

wheel, if it hits a space it will return into the gun-barrel, but if

it hits a tooth it will be stopped. Examining the matter a little

more closely, we see tha' as the ball requires a certain time to

go and return, if during that time the wheel moves through an

odd multiple of the angle between a space and a tooth the ball

will be stopped, while if it moves through an even multiple of

that angle the ball will return into the barrel. Now imagine

the gun-barrel, the ball , and the elastic cushion to be replaced

respectively by a telescope, a light wave, and a mirror. Then
if the wheel be moved at such a speed that the returning li.;ht

wave struck against the tooth following the space through which

it issued, to an eye looking into the telescope all would be

darkness. If the wheel moved a little faster and the returning

light wave pissed through the space succeeding that through

which it issued, the eye at the telescope would perceive a flash

of light ; and if the speed was continuously increased, a con-

tinual succession of eclipses and illuminations would follow

each other according as Ihe returning light was stopped against

a tooth, or passed through a space further and farther behind

that through which it issued. Under these conditions the time

occupied by the light in traversing the space from the wheel to

the mirror and back again would evidently be the same as the

time required by the wheel to revolve through the angle between

the space through which the light issued and that through which

it returned, and thus the velocity of light would become known
from the distance between the telescope and the mirror

together with the speed of the wheel. Of course the longer the

distance traversed, and the greater the velocity of the wheel, the

more accurate would be the result.

The revolving mirror method was first used by Foucault in

1S62. Conceive the toothed-wheel of Fizeau's apparatus to be

replaced by a mirror attached to a vertical axis, and capable of

being put into rapid rotation. Then it will be possible so to

arrange the apparatus that light issuing from the telescope shall

strike the movable mirror and be reflected to the distant

mirror, whence it will be returned to the movable mirror again,

and being thrown back into the telescope will appear as a star

in the centre of the field of vieiv. That adjustment being

made, if the mirror were caused to revolve at a speed of some

hundred turns per second, it would move through an appreciable

angle while the light was passing from it to the distant mirror

and back again, and in accordance with the laws of reflection,

the star in the field of the telescope would move from the

centre by twice the angle through which the mirror had

turned. Thus the deviation of the star from the centre of the

field would measure the angle through which the mirror turned

during the time occupied by light in passing twice over the

interval between the fixed and revolving mirrors, and from the

magnitude of that angle together with the known speed of the

mirror, the velocity of the light could be calculated.

In applying either of these methods the resulting velocity is

that of light when traversing the earth's atmosphere, but what

we want is its velocity in space which we suppose lo be desti-

tute of ponderable material, and in order to obtain that the

velocity in the .atmosphere must be multiplied by the refractive

index of air. The corrected velocity so obtained can then be

used to find the solar parallax, either from the time required by

light to traverse the semi-diameter of the earth's orbit, or from

the ratio of the velocity of light to the orbital velocity of the

earth.

Any periodic correction which occurs in computing the place

of a heavenly body, or the time of a celestial phenomena, is

called by astronomers an equation, and as the time required by

light to traverse the semi-diameter of the earth's orbit first

presented itself in the guise of a correction to the computed

times of the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites, it has received the

name of the light equation. The earth's orbit being interior to
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that of Jupiter, and both having the sun for their centre, it is

evident that the distance between the two planets must vary

from the sun to the difference of the radii of their respective

orbits, and the lime required by light to travel from one plane;

to the other must vary proportionately. Consequently, if the

observed times of the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites are com-
pared with the times computed upon the assumption that the

two planets arc always separated by their mean distance, it will

be found that the eclipses occur too early when the earth is at

less than its mean distance from Jupiter, and too late when it

is further off, and from large numbers of such observations the

value of the light equation has been deduced.
The combination of the motion of light through our

atmosphere with the orbital motion of the earth gives rise to the

annual aberration, all the phases of which are computed from
its maximum value, commonly called the constant of aberration.

There is also a diurnal aberration due to the rotation of the

ear'h on its axis, but that is quite small, and does not concern
us this evening. When aberration was discovered the corpus-
cular theory uf light was in vogue, and it ofi'ered a charmingly
simple explanation of the whole phenomenon. The hypothetical

light corpuscles impinging upon the earth were thought to behave '

precisely like thedrops inashowerof rain, and you all know that

their apparent direction is oflTected by any motion on the part of
i

the observer. In a calm day, when the drops are falling per-

pendicularly, a man standing still holds his umbre'la direcly
over his head, but as soon as he begins to move forward he in-

clines his umbrella in the same direction, and the more rapidly

he moves the greater must be its inclination in order to meet
the descending shower. Similarly the apparent direction of on-

coming light corpuscles would be affected by the orbital motion '

of the earth, so that in effect it would always be the result.int
;

arising from combining the motion of the light with a motion
'

equal and opposite to that of the earth. But since the falsity
I

of the corpuscular theory has been proved that explanation is !

no longer lenaWe, and as yet we have not been able to replace

it with anything equally satisfactory based on (he now univers-

ally accepted undulatory theory. In accordance with ihe latter

theory we must conceive the earth as ploughing its way through
the ether, and the point which has hitherto balllsd us is whether
or not in so doing it produces any disturbance of the ether
which affects the aberration. In our present ignorance on that

point we can only say that the aberration constant is certainly

very nearly equal to the ratio of the earth's orbital velocity to

the velocity of light, but we cannot aflirm that it is rigorously so.

The luminifeious ether was invented to account for the
phenomena of light, and for two hundred years it was not sus-

pected to have any other function. The emission theory postu-
lated only Ihe corpuscles which constitute light itself, but the
undulatory theory tills all space with an imponderable substance
possessing properties even more remarkable than those of
ordinary matter, and to some of the acutest intellects the m-ig-

niludeofthis idea has proved an almost insuperable objection
against the whole theory. So late as 1862 Sir David Brewster,
who had gained a woild-wide reputation by his optical re-

searche", expressed himself as staggered by the notion of filling

all space wiih some substance merely to enable a little twinkling
star to send its light to us ; but not long after Clerk Maxwell
removed that difficulty by a discovery coextensive with the un-
dulatory theory itself. Since 1845, when Karaday first per-

formed his celebrated experiment ol magnetising a ray of light,

the idea that electricity is a phenomenon of the ether had been
ileadily growing, until at last .Maxwell perceived that if such
were ihe fact the rate of propag.ation of an electromagnetic wave
must be the same as the vclocilyof light. At that lime no one
knew how 10 generate such waves, but Maxwell's theory showed
him that their velocity must be equal to the number of electric

unit! of quantity in the electromagnetic unit, and careful experi-

ments soon proved that that is the velocity of light. Thus it

was put almost beyond Ihe possibility of doubt that the ether
gives rise to the phenomena of electricity and magnetism, as

well as to those of light, and perhaps it may even be concerned
in the pro<luclion of gravitation itself. What could be apparently
more remote than these electric quantities and the solar paral-

lax 1 And yet we have here a relation between them, but we
make no use of it, because as yet the same relation can be far

more accurately determined from experiments upon the velocity

of light.

Now let U5 recall the quantities and methods of observation
which we have found to be involved either directly or indirectly

with the soKir parallax. They are the solar parallax, obtained
from transits of Venus, oppositions of -Mars, and oppositions of
certain asteroids ; the lunar parallax, found both directly, and
from measurements of the force of gravity at Ihe earth's surface ;

the constants of precision, nutation, and aberration, obtained
from observations of the stars ; the parallactic inequality of the
moon ; the lunar inequality of the earth, usually obtained from
observations of the sun, but recently found from heliometer
observations of certain asteroids ; the mass of the earth, found
from the solar parallax, and also from the periodic and secular
perturbations of Venus and Mars ; Ihe mass of the moon, found
Irom Ihe lunar inequality of the earth, and also from the ratio

ollhe solar and lunar components of the ocean tides ; the m.isses

of all the planets, obtained from observations of their satellites

whenever possible, and when no satellites exist, then from
observ.ations of their mutual perturbations both periodic and
secular ; the velocity of light, obtained from experiments with
revolving mirrors and toothed wheels, together with laboratory
determinations of the index of refraction of atmospheric air : the
light equation, obtained from observations of the ellipses of

Jupiter's satellites; Ihe figure of the earth, oblainedfrom geodetic
triangulations, measurements of the length of Ihe seconds pendu-
lum in various Latitudes, and observations of certain per-
turbations of the moon ; the mean density of the earth, obtained
from measurements of the attractions of mountains, from
pendulum experiments in mines, and from experiments on the

attraction of known m.isses of matter made either with torsion

balances or with the most delicate chemical balances ; the

surface density of the earth, obtained from geological examin-
ations of the surface strata ; and Lastly, the law of distribulion

of density in the interior of the earth, which in the present sl.ate

of geological knowledge we can do little more than guess at.

Here then we have a large group of astronomical, geodetic,

geological and physical quantities which must all be considered

in finding the solar parallax, and which are all so entangled with
each other that no one of them can be varied without affecting

all the rest. It is therefore impossible to make an accurate

determination of any one of them apart from the remainder of

the group, and thus we are driven to the conclusion that they

must all be determined simultaneously. Such has not been the

practice of astronomers in the past, but it is the method to

which they must inevitably resort in the future. .V cursory

glance at an analogous problem occurring in geodesy may be
instructive. When a country is covered with a net of triangles

it is always found that the observed angles are subject to a
certain amount of error, and a century ago it was the habit to

correct the angles in each triangle without much regard to the

elTect upon adjacent triangles. Consequently the adjustment

of the errors was imperfect, and in computing the interval

between any two distant points the result would vary somewhat
with the triangles used in the computation— that is, if one
computation was made through a chain of triangles running

around on the right-hand side, another through a chain of

triangles running straight between Ihe two points, and a third

through a chain of triangles running around on the left-hand

side, the results would usually all diiVer. At that time things

were less highly specialised than now, and all geodetic opera-

tions were yei in the hands of first-rate astronomers who soon

devised processes for overcoming ihe difficulty. They im.agined

eveiy observed angle to be subject to a small correction, and as

these corrections were all entangled with each other through

the geometrical conditions of the net, by a most ingenious

application of the method of least squires they determined then

all simultaneously in such a way as to satisfy the whule of the

geometrical conditions. Thus the best possible adjustment was
obtained, and no matter what triangles were used in passing

from one point to another, the result w.as always the same.

That method is now applied to every important triangulation,

and its omission would be regarded as proof of incompetency

on Ihe patl of those in charge of the work.

Now let us compare ih; conditions existing respectively in n

triangulation net and in Ihe group of quantities for the

determination of Ihe solar parallax. In llie net every angle is

subject to a small correction, and the whole system of

corrections must be so determined as to make the sum of their

weighted squares a minimum, and at Ihe same time satisfy all

ihe geometrical conditions of Ihe net. Like the triangles, the

quantities composing the group from which Ihe solar parallax

must be determined are all subject to error, and therefore we

must regard each of them as requiring a small correction, and
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all Ihese correclions must be so determined as to make ihe sum
of their weighted squares a minimum, and at the same time
satisfy every one ol the equations expressing the relations

between the various components of the group.
Thus it appears that the method required for adjusting the

solar ]iarallax and its related constants is in all respects the

same as that which has so long been used for adjusting systems
of iriangulation ; and as the latter method «as invented liy

astronomers, it is natural to inquire why they have not applied
it to the fundamental problem of their own science? The
reasons are various, but they may all be classed under two
heads. First, an inveterate habit of over-estimating the
accuracy of our own woik as compared with that of others

;

and second, the unfortunate effect of too much specialisation.

The prevailing opinion certainly is that great advances have
recently been made in astronomy, and so they have in the fields

of spectrum analysis and in the measurements of minute quanti-

ties of radiant heat ; but the solution of the vast majority of
astronomical problems depends upon the exact measurement of
angles, and in that little or no progiess has been made.
Bradley, with his zenith sector, a hundred and fifty years ago,

and Bessel and Struve, with their circles and transit instruments,

seventy ) ears ago, made observations not sensibly inferior to

those of the present day, and indeed it would have been sur-

prising if they had not done so. The essentials for accurately

determining star places aie a skilled observer, a ciock, and a
transit circle, the latter consisting of a telescope, a divided
circle, and four micrometer microscopes. Surely no one will

c'aim that we have to-day any more skilful observers than were
Bessel, Bradley, and Struve, and the only way in which we have
improved upon the telescopes made hy iJollond one hundred
rxnd thiity years ago, is by increasing their aperture and re-

latively diminishing their focal distance. The most famous
dividing engine now in existence was made by the elder Kepsold
seventy-five years ago ; but as the errors of divided circles and
their micrometer microscopes are ahvays carefully determined,
the accuracy of the measured angles is quite independent of any
small improvement in the accuracy of the division or of tlie

micrometer screws. Only in the matter of clocks has there

been some advance, and even that is not very great. On the
whole, the star places of to-day are a little better than those of

seventy-five years ago, but even yet there is great room for

improvement. (Jne of the commonest applications of these
star places is to the determination of latitude, but it is very
doubtful if there is any point on the face of the earth whose
latitude is known certainly within one-tenth of a second.

Looking at the question from another point of view, it is

notorious that the contact observations of the transits of Venus
in 1761 and 1769 were so discordant that from the same obser-

vations Kncke and E. J. Stone got respectively for the solar

parallax S 59 seconds and 8 91 seconds. In 1.S70 no one
thought it possible that there could be any such difhculty with

the contact observations of then approaching transits of 1S74

and 1SS2, but now we have found from sad experience that our
vaunted modern instruments gave very little better results for

the last pair of transits than our predecessors obtained with

much cruder appliances in 1761 and 1769.

The theory of probability and uniform experience alike show
that the limit of accuracy attainable with any instrument is soon
reached ; and yet we all know the fascination which continu-

ally lures us on in our efforts to get better results out of the

familiar telescopes and circles which have constituted the

standard equipment of observatories for nearly a century. Pos-

sibly these instruments may be capable of indicating somewhat
smaller quantities than we have hitherto succeeded in measuring
with them ; but their limit cannot -be far off, because they

already show the disturbing effects of slight inequalities of tem-
perature and other uncontrollable causes. So far as these effects

^re accidental, they eliminate themselves from every long series

of observations, but there always remains a residuum of constant

error, perhaps quite unsuspected, which gives us no end of

trouble. Encke's value of the solar parallax affords a fine

illustration of this. From the transits of Venus in I 761 and
1769 he found S5S seconds in 1S24, which he subsequently
corrected to S'57 seconds, and for thirty years that value was
universally accepted. The first objection to it came from
Hansen in 1S54, a second followed from Le Verrier in 1S5S,
both based upon facts connected with the lunar theory, and
eventually it became evident that Encke's parallax was about
one quarter of a second too small. Now please observe that
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Encke's value was obtained trigonometrically, and its inaccuracy
was never suspected until it was revealed by gravitational

methods which were themselves in error about one-tenth of a
second, and required subsequent correction in other ways.

Here then was a lesson to astronomers, who are all more or

less specialists, but it merely enforced the perfectly well-known
principle that the constant errors of any one method are ac-

cidental errors with respect to all other methods, and therefore

the readiest w ay of eliminating them is by combining the results

from as many different methods as possible. However, the

abler the specialist the more certain he is to be blind 10 all

methods but his own, and astronomers have profited so little

by the Encke-Hansen-Le Verrier incident of thirty-five years

ago that to-day they are mostly divided into two great parties,

one of whom holds that the parallax can be best determined
from a combination of the constant of aberration with the

velocity of light, and the other believes only in the results of

heliometer measurements upon asteroids. By all means con-

tinue the heliometer measurements, and do everything possible

to clear up the mystery which now surrounds the constant of

aberration ; but why ignore the work of predecessors who were
quite as able as ourselves? If it were desired 10 determine

some one angle of a triangulation net with special exactness,

what would lie thought of a man who attempted to do so by
repeated measurements of the angle in question, while he per-

sistently neglected to adjust the net ? And yet, until recently,

astronomers have been doicg precisely that kind of thing with

the solar parallax. I do not think there is any exaggeration ir.

saying that the trustworthy ob.ervations now on record for the

determination of the numerous quantities which are functions

of the parallax could not be duplicated by the most industrious

astronomer working continuously for a thousand years. How-
then can we suppose that the result properly deducible from

them can be materially aflected by anything that any of us can

do in a lifetime, unless we are fortunate enough to invent

methods of measurtment vastly superior to any hitherto

imagined? Probably the existing observations for the deter-

mination of most of these quantities are as exact as any that

can ever be made with our present instruments, and if they

were freed from constant errors they would ceitainly give results

very near the truth. To that end we have only to form a

system of simultaneous equations between all the observed

quantities, and then deduce the most probable values of these

quantities by the method of least squares. Perhaps some of

you may think that the value so obtained for the solar parallax

would depend largely upon the relative weights assigned to the

various quantities, but such is not the case. With almost any

possible system ol weights the solar parallax will come out very

nearly S'Sog seconds ± OC057 seconds, whence we have for

the mean distance between the earth and sun 92,797,000 miles,

with a probable eiror of only 59,7CO miles ; and for the diameter

of the solar system, measured to its outermost member, the

Planet Neptune, 5,578,400,000 miles.

THE METEOR AND METEOR-STREAK OF
AUGUST 26, 1S94.

T^HE present year will certainly be remarkable for its large
-'- meteors. One of the most brilliant class of these phe-

nomena appeared on January 25, and a fortnight later (February

8) a fireball was seen as a conspicuous object even in the

pi esence of the midday sun, for the time was only 28 minutes

after noon. The early evening of February 21 furnished another

of these brilliant objects, but the observations were neither

numerous nor exact, and all that could be definitely gleaned

from them was that the body disappeared at a height of 30 miles

over Bolton in Lancashire. On April 22, before daylight had
gone, a fine meteor descended over the extreme south-east part

of England, crossing Ihe Strait of Dover from Hastings in the

direction of Amiens in France. On May iS a large daylight

meteor was observed in .Scotland and Ireland. Several addi-

tional instances of these striking visitors have been recently re-

corded, and the Perseids presented a few fine specimens, thoug*-

the season has been a very cloudy and unpropitious cne for all

kinds ol celestial observation.

The magnificent meteor which forms the subject of this paper,

appeared on August 26 at loh. 2oni. It did not owe its parent-

age to the great Perseid system, for it came too late in the

month, and, moreover, its direction of flight is not conform.ible.
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Those fortuoate persons who happened to be out of doors at the

time named, were startled by a bright lightning-like flash,' and
naturally looking upwards for the cause, they either saw the end

part of a fine meteor, or the dense streak it had projected ns a

glowing column of phosphorescence upon the dark ground of

the sky. This streak was quite a remarkable feature in connec-

tion wiih the meteor, for on three grounds it merits careful con-

sideration—viz. for its duration, for the proper motion it soon

exhibited under the influence of the atmospheric current in

which it was situated, and for the nondescript shapes it assumed.

Before giving any particulars it may, however, be interesting to

quote from .some of the descriptions.

Mr. H. Cordcr, Bridgwater, writes that on .\ugust 26, 10.20,

there was a very interesting meteor, but that its actual descent

was unfortunately hidden by a wall. He afterwards, however,

saw a bright streak in the position 138" -f 62° to 137^° -f 58; .

Thi-, as seen with a binocular, soon became crooked, and drilted

very slowly, until it finally disappeared at 10.50, half an hour
alterwards, at the point q8° f 64°. Mr. Corder adds that this

is the longest duration of any meteor-streak he has ever seen.-

:>^
Frc. I.—Succcf&ive appearances of the meteor-streak as observed by .Mr.

Corder at Fridgwalcr.

Mr. S. A. Saunder, Crowlhorne, near Wokingham, reports

the time as lO. ig. The length of the meteor's path, as he
observed it, was about 20 ; it moved quickly, and left a
persistent streak of about 3" in length some 5 above its jioint of
disappearance. This remained visible as a distinct trail for 20
or 30 seconds, and as a decreasing luminous patch at about
185 ¥ 44' lor two or three minutes. The path must have
slightly preceded t Ur^a; Majoris, and probably crossed i90°-f 57
A correspondent, writing to the Daily Xr.vs from Wood

Grten, says that at 10. iS he observed an exceptionally brilliant

meteor about the size of acrickel-ball and of a pale blue colour.

It appeared near to the foremost star in Ursa .Major, and was
visible for some seconds. The chief peculiarity in addition to

its great brilliancy, was that it left a long broad trail of light in

the sky, which remained some time after the meteor had
vanished, and then faded away very slowly.

Mr. E. W. Coker, writing from Coventry to the Engliih
Attchauic, stDtes that at 10.20 he observed a nebulous light in

the north-west pan of the heavens. Its form was elongated,
and he compares it with a dense cluster of star-dust. He saw
it first through a window with the naked eye, and brought a
telescope to bear upon il, but it had evidently passed its brightest,

and was then fading rapidly. lis situation w.as in 213 -f 48'.

Colonel G. I,. Tupman h.is kindly sent me two observations
from Harrow, which mutually corroborate each other as to the
end point near a Booiis (Arcturus) in azimuth iio west of
south, and altitude 11' or 12°. The streak endured so long that

one of the observers got a telescope and watched it for some
time. He remarked that the lower part of the streak and
Arcturus would have been in the field o( his tinder together.

Mr. T. .\I. Dunmur, writing (rom Trefriw, says:—"The
meteor, while excelling in brightness though not in duration of
flight any that I have had the good fortune to witness, was in

respect of the glowing trail which succeeded quite unprece-
dented in my experience. It was vividly luminous, and the
denier portion at once began 10 collect in a semicircular shape.
This breaking.up absorbed the remainder of the trail, and still

clearly viiible slonly drilted toward, across, and beyond the
' .Mrlky W.ay,' when it faded from sight not less than eight
minutes from its fir.st appearance."
There arc some other descriptions from the Midlands and

.Souih of ICngland, but it is singular ihat no re|iorts have come
to hand Irom North Wales, Cheshire, and Lancashire, over
which the region the meteor ap|>earcd, and where its brilliancy
must certainly have been very great.

' The flash wa« teen hy (he wriier at I'.ri«tn1 while cmel-teeking. but the
mefeor ilaelfand il« •Ire-.ik were hidden by a hoUM which obstructs the view
(jf .1 - . .1 - -.1 '--sky.

.ir-ak ever «een by the wriier was that of a Leonid
• 1

1 on November 13, i860 at 12.30, and left a visible
U'.Aw. I'^r ini.r 'j j..fi':f» ofan hour.

On comparing the various observations together, it is found
that they agree much better than is usually the case in a mis-
cellaneous collection of this sort. The real path of the meteor
in the air is therefore determinable within very moderate limit.s

of error. The Harrow position near Arcturus for the end part

of the streak, offers, however, a discordance with the other
observations, and there is reason to suppose that the star a Canum
Venaticum was mistaken for .Vrcturus. It is necessary for con-
sistency that the azimuth of 1 10 west of south, as seen from
Harrow, should be increased to 132° west of soiuh, when it

will be correctly directed towards Denbigh, near which place
the meteor streak was situated «hen first evolved.
When the meteor was first seen it was about 90 miles high

and over the river Mersey, at a point 20 miles west of Orms-
kiik. Passing rapidly almost dui- south, it ended at a height of

30 miles above Ruthin, Denbighshire. The angle of the
meteor's descent was 63 , and the length of its observed path
66 miles. The earth-point is indicated 6 miles south of

Llangollen, and the astronomical radiant was at 305" -I- 79"
near the ^\ mag. star k Cepliei. This position is confirmed
by a statement of Mr. Cordei's, that he saw a few other meteors
giving a radiant at 300° -^ 80°, and believed the large meteor
would be found to belong to it, though its direction was nol
precisely conformable.

The luminous sireak was about 9 miles in length, and its

central portion 47 miles high over a place 6 miles east-north-

east of r)enbit;h. The tlirection of its drift was eastwards
towards Chester, and it passed over that town at a height of 6S
miles, so that it «as ascending rapidly in the atmosphere. It

disappeared, according to the last view obtained of it by Mr.
Corder, at 10.50 wiih his binoculars, when vertically over a
point 2 miles west of Middlewich at a height o( S3 miles. The
angle of its .ascent was 49% and during the 30 minutes of its

visibility it tiaversed 4S miles, so that its rate of motion w.is 141
feet tier second, or 96 miles per hour. This velocity is abnut
equal to that of one of the most destructive hurricanes possible.

The movement of the streak was probably controlled by two in-

fluences, the easterly direction being due to a wind current in

the upper atmosphere, while its rapid ascent was a necessary

consequence of the light gaseous material of which it was com-
posed.

The relative angles of descent of the meteor and ascent of

its streak are shown in the following diagram :—

.Horizon
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Meteor Streak

.\ttlie time of the meteor's appearance the air appears to have

been pretty calm ; in the north of England the wind was very

slight frome.asi, while in the south the direction was from south.

The surface current would therefore appear to have been very

diflerent to Ihat at a great altilude.

The radiant of the fireball is not a well-known one for the

date, but in 1893 1 saw a few meteors during the period from

August 4 16 (rom 310' t 77°, and in 1SS5, September 4 5, a

leelile radiant was .-een at 315° + 76°. On .September I, 1S7S,

at 10.20, 1 ob.'ervcd a very brilliant streak-leaving meteor with

a path (rfim 161+70° to 155' + 56°, and attributed the r.idiani

as at 315 -f 76'. On .Septembers, 187S, and on Sipleniber 7,

iSSS, 1 saw fireballs, brighter ihan \enus, that were <lirected

(rom the same radiant point. There would appear, therefore, to

be a well defined shower if laige meteors from the northern

pan of Cepheus at the close of .Vugust and beginning of

September. Mr. Corder also informs me that on September 8._

at 1 1.3, he saw another fireball descending from 142"-!- 54"

to 144 t 51 in Ursa M.njor. The same object w.as seen

at Leeds, Irom which place it was projected on the stars of

Aquarius, and there is reason to believe that this brilliant

meteor, like that o( August 26, and the fireballs of September

1S7S and 1.S8S, before referred to, h.ad (heir derivation (rom the

shower of k Cephcids. W. F. Denmnc.
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THE INDEXIXG OF CHEMICAL LITERA TURE
\ T the recent meeting of the American Association for the
^^ Advancement of Science the Committee on Indexing

Chemical Literature presented to the Chemical Section its

twelfth annual report. The followinj; is a reprint of an
."dvancc copy of the report. During the current year the

following bibliographies have been printed in the channels
|

indicated :

—

1

(1) Index to the Literature of Didymium, 1S42-1893. By !

A. C. Langmuir. School of Mine's Quarterly (Columbia
College, New York). Vol. xv. pp. 33-47. November 1893.

In this index the author follows the plan originally proposed ',

by H. C. Bolton in 1870.

(2) The Tannin?, a mono!;raph on the history, preparation,

properlie=, methods of estimation and uses of the vegetable

astringents. With an index to the literature of the subject.

Vol. ii., the Tannins of oak-hark, mangrove, canaigre,

chestnut. By Henry Trimble. Philadelphia, 1894. Pp. 172.

I2Tno. 111.
I

This forms the second volume of the work previously noted
1

in our report:. The carefully compiled bibliography contains
\

about 325 titles.

Reports of progress have been received from several

chemists. Prof. Arthur M. Comey announces that the first

volume of his Dictionary of Chemical Solubilities, devoted

to inorganic compounds, has gone to press, an.', will be
published before the doe of the year. The second volume is

also in active preparation.

Dr. Alfred Tuckerman reports thatthe United States Section

of his B.blingraphy of Mineral Waters \vill be ready for the

printer in a few month?.

Prof. Clement W. Andrews states that he had done much work
on a Bibliography of the Polariscopic Determination of Sugar ;

but, learning that Prof. H. W. Wiley, chief chemist of the U. S.

Department yA .-Vgriculture, was engaged in a similar under-
taking, generoasly haniied over to him all the material he had
accumulated. The combined manuscripts have recently been
returned to Prof. .Andrews, who will continue the work.

Prof. H. W. Wiley reports great activity on the part of the

Division of Chemistry of the U. S. Depanment o( Agriculture,

in the preparation of bibliographies and special indexes, but he
is obliged to admit difficulties in securing the printing of the

manuscripts. We quote the following paragraphs from his

letter, dated June 29, 1S94, addressed 10 the chairman of the

committee:— "The elegant bihiiographv of heavy metals
occurring in canned goods, by Mrs. K. P. McElroy, has not yet

found an avenue for publication." ..." We also have a very

complete bibliography of carbohydrates from the point at which
they were left by Tollens in his Handbuch, in 18S8, up to the

close of 1892. This work was partly done by myself, but

chiefly by Mr. II. E. L. Ilorltm, and we were assisted greatly

by receiving many hundred titles from Prof. C. W. Andrews, of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. But what we can
do with such a bibliography, compri.sine as it does three or four

thousand titles, I do not know. The Department of Agricul-

ture will not publish it, it is loo large for the journal of the

American Chemical Society, and so it lies idle. '.
. .

" A very

complete bibliography of agricultural chcmislrv for the year

ending 1S93 has also been completed by the committee
appointed by the .\ssociition of the Oflicial Agricultur.al

Chemists, of which Dr. William Erear is chairman. This
bibliography I submitted to the Assistant Secretary of
Agriculture with the request that it he published as a part of the
Proceedings of the Association, but this request was not
complied with. The same committee has in preparation a
complete bibliography of agricultural chemistry for the year
ending June 30, 1S94, and this report will be presented to the
meeting of llic .-Kssociation of Oflicial .Xgricullural Chemists in

August at Washington. We shall then have unpublished a
complete bibliography of all agricultural chemical topics for the
two years ending June 30, 1894."

Mr. P. II. Seymour's •' Bibliography of .Aceto-.^celic Ester " is

in ihe printer's hands, and wdl be published by the Smithsonian
Institution during the summer.

Prof. F. W. Clarke reports that he is engiged on a new
edition of his •' Recalculation of Atomic Weights."

Prof. II. C. Bolton has begun a " Supplement to his Biblio-

graphy of Chemistry,." and last winter visited the chief libraries

of Italy in search of material.

Dr. H. P. Talbot, of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, with the co-operation of Dr. H. C. Bolton, has

begun a >econd edition of the "Index to the Literature of

Manganese," published by the latter in 1875, with the intention

of bringing it down to date.

Prof. Jauies Lewis Howe, of Louisville, Ky., reports progress

on a Bibliography of the Platinum Metals.

Dr. W. II. Magee, of Cornell University, has completed
Indexes to the Literature of Ceriuin and of Lanthanum, and
iheMSS. have been apprwed by your committee, and, together

with Mr. Langmuir's Index to the Literature of Didymium,
have Ijcen recommended 10 the Smithsonian Institution for

publication. The three Indexes have been accepted by the

Smithsonian, and will appear in the Miscellaneous Collections.

Prof. Charles E. Munroe reports that part ii. of his " Index to

the Literature of Explosives " does not complete his work, as

stated in the Eleventh Annual Report ; he is engaged on a

continuation.

Dr. Claude Augustus Oscar Rosell's thesis, presented to the

Columbian University, Washington, D. C, in June, entitled
" Investigation of the Properties of Ferric Acid," contains an

exhaustive bibliography of the Ferrates and Ferric Acid ; the

channel of publication is not yet determined.

Prof. J. Christian Bay reports progress on a bibliography of

alcoholic fermentation, and has commenced a bibliography of

glycogen.

The annual reports of this committee are properly confined

to the productions of Americans ; but the chairman begs leave

to direct attention to indications <jf a growing appreciation of

the value of special bibliographies on the part of European
chemists, confirming by tlieir recent and propo5ed activities the

work begun in America, at the chairn-an's suggestion, now
more than twelve years ago. Several European countries have

long published periodical bulletins of all books issued m their

own lands, but they are, as a rule, loo comprehensive in scope

for the convenience of the specialist in science. Since the
" Biblioteca Mistorico Naturalis," published at Guttingen,

dropped chemistry from its pages (in :SS7) the most useful

bibliography of current scientific works has been the well-

known "Naturae Novitates " (Fricdlaender, Berlin), now in its

sixteenth year ; however, this trade serial is stronger in Ger-

man than in other languages, and falls short of the completeness

desirable.

In technology and technical chemistry the admirable " Reper-

toiium der techni-chen Lileratur" (Leipzig), in its continuation,

affords invaluable assistance to the ind.is rial c'lemist. Recently,

too, the following periodical has been established :
" Biblioteca

polytechnica ; Internationale Bibliographie der gesamniten

neuen technischen Literatur, herausgegeben von Fritz von

Szczepanski." (St. Petersburg and Leijjzig, 1S93.) ^''°- '-

numbers per annum. This includes chemi-try pure and

applied.

I The need of an exhaustive authoritative bibliography of

1 current chemical books of the world is still felt.

j

In a private letter to the chairman of your committee. Dr.

I

Bechhold, of F'rankforton-Maine, announces his intenti in o:

I publishing a full and complete Index to Current Chemical Liter-

ature in all languages, on a most comprehensive plan : the first

number of this serial will be awaited by chemists with great

interest.

Heinrich Wien (Vienna) and F. A. Brockhaus (L'ipzi^K

1 announce the publication of a " Universal I idex to the World's

;
Technical and Scientific Literature. ' This ambitious undertak-

ing is inleftded to embrace both bjoks and periodicals, and to

represent all the known literature that has appeared in every

part of the world ; five parts are projected, viz. chemistry,

medicine, mining, photography, electricity.

As most of the members of the Chemical Section are aware,

a call has been issued for an International Congress of Applied
Chemistry, to be held, under the patronage of the Belgian Gov-
ernment, at Brussels in August 1894. At that meeting it is

proposed to found a Review of Reviews of Applied Biological

Chemistry in several languages, to contain a ?ft««i of chemical

work in that branch from all parts of the world. The Secretary

General of the Congress is M. Sachs, |68 Rue d'Allema^ne,
Brussels.

At the Congress of Chemists held in Chicago, in August

1893, your chairman had the honour to read an address on an
"International Index to Chemicil Literature" ( /. Ant. C/ieni.

Siv., XV. Oct. 1S93}, in which be proposed a simple scheme
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for indexing current periodical chemical publications by inter-

national co-operation. It is extremely gratifying to record that

the necessity of international cooperation has since been
suggested by so weighty an authority as the Royal Society

(London). That splendid monument of the hioliography of

science, "The Catalogue of -Scientific Papers," published by
the Royal Society, has failed to satisfy the requirements of

students in science, owing to the lack of a subject-index to the

prodigious material classified under the names of the authors ;

but according to a circular is-'ued by the Royal Society in April,
" it is hoped that a key to the volumes already published may
be eventually issued." The Royal Society further announce';

its intention of continuing the " Catalogue of .Scientific Papers"

after Jan. I, 1900, on an enlarged and improved plan, with

the aid of international co-operation, and asks for suggestions

as to the l«st methods of inaugurating such a scheme.
Although this report deals with chemistr)-, it may be proper

to mention here an important undertaking in another branch of

science, as it affords an additional instance of the progress now
making towards international cooperation in bibliography. At
the Washington meeting of the International Congress of

Geologists a committee on the Bibliography of Geology was
appointed for the purpose of preparing a list of the geologic

bibliographies now in existence. This work is now approach-

ing completion under the direction of M. Emmanuel de
M.argerie (Paris), the Secretary of the International Committee.

-American botanists also are showing their appreciation of

bibliographical work. A committee of the Torrey Botanical

Club publishes in the Bulletin of the Club an " Index to recent

Literature relating to American Botany." This Index was
begun in January 1S94, and is continued each month ; the

arrangement is alphabetically by authors.

At the Chicago Congress of Chemists a committee was
appointed to bring about the organisation of a triennial (or

quinquennial) international meeting of chemists. Prof. Frank
\V. Clarke, one of the members of your committee, is chair-

man of that body. Perhaps the future World's Chemical
Congresses may arrange the publication of an exhaustive Index

to the Chemical Literature of the World by international co-

operation, cither in accordance with the scheme proposed by

your chairman in his address at Chicago, or in some more
efficient way.

Thus, it is evident that immense progress is being made in the

compilation of indexes and bibliographies in many branches of

science, in both Europe and America ; it is to be hoped that

American chemists, who have been in some measure pioneers

in the matter, will feel stimulated to still greater exertions

than before.

The chairman has a limited number of copies of the Tenth
Report, containing a list of forty-five Indexes to Chemical
Literature, which he will be glad to send to applicants. Com-
munications should be addressed to the Chairman, at the

University Club, New York City.

H. Carri.sgton Bolton, Chairman,
F. W. Clarke,
Albert R. Leicds (Id Europe),

Committee, .Alexis A. Julien,
John W. Langley,
Albert B. Prescott (in Europe),

[Alfred Ti;ckerman.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Paris.

Academy of Sciences, September 17.—M. Lnwy in the

chair.— .V note was presented by M. P'aye concerning the

International Geodetic Association at Innspruck, and intimating

the probability ol a certain number of geologists being requested

to jom its permanent Commission.—Shootmg-stars observed in

Italy in August 1894 ; a note by P. Francois Denza. The
numbers of shooting-stars olwerved at some four-andtwenly

ttalions scattered all over Italy are recorded. The swarm was

thickeron ihenightof 10 II than on other nights. By observa-

tions made at the Vatican, the principal railiant point had the

co-ordinalei a = 45', 8 = 54°.— f)n the problems of dynamic;

of which the differential equations allow an infinitesimal trans-

formation, by M. P. Slackel. An infinitesimal transformation

I'/, which allows « - I differential equations between the inde-

pendent varialilcs /,, / , /» which determine the posi-

lion of the mobile system, does not exist when the variables

/,,/s, . . . , /n p.re so chosen that : (1) The function of the
forces n depends only on t.,, /^ //, ; (2) the expression
of the acting force is reduced to

if-'' 2 fit ih'U ../.,)
di ,u

I is an arbitrary constant, and the coefficients i^u depend only
on the arguments

f:,, ^3, . . . , /„. Then the iniiiiitesimal

transformation P^has the canonic form P/= ^^— These condi-

ditions are necessary and sufficient.—On the linear equations

from the derived partials of the second order, by M. A. Petot.

—

f)n the mixture of liquids, by M. J. de Kowalski. Ihe author

has endeavoured to obtain experimental confirmation of Van
der Walls' theory of the niiscibility of liquids if suliicient

pressures be applied. Negative results only were obtained in

the cases of isobutyl alcohol and water and etlier and water.

The system ethyl alcohol : isobutyl alcohol : water with a blue

colouring matter, completely mixing at 22 7, Ljave at 19'

5

mixture at a pressure of SSo to 900 atmospheres. -\t 19 the

same system showed no signs of becoming homoi^eneous, even
under a pressure much greater than 1000 atmospheres.—On the

presence of Thyllcs gommeuus in the vine, by M. Louis
Mangin. — On a vine disease caused by AurcohasiJiiim vilis, by
M. P. Eloste. The disease known as the " maladie rouge"
has been widely disseminated this year. The author has found
the mycelium of .4iin\>/'asiWiiim :i/is in the altered parts of the

leaves, but he has not yet found its fructifications, not is its

parasitism completely proved ; a full description of the progress

of the disease in an attacked plant is given.— .\ waterspout at

sea, by M. Genot.
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ANOTHER SUBSTITUTE EOR DARUVX/S.l/.

Natii7-es Afe/hod in the Evolution of Life. (London :

T. Fisher Unwin, 1894.)

ALMOST every educated min who can write good

English, but who cannot understand Darwin's

theory of Natural Selection, seems to feel compelled to

explain his difficulties and to offer his own preferable

theory in the form of a volume on Evolution. We are

thankful that the present anonymous volume is a small

one ; but that is its chief, if not its only merit. The

writer has not, in the first place, made any serious attempt

to understand the theory he objects to as inadequate
;

and, in the second place, his own theory is so vague and

so entirely unsupported by either fact or argument as to

be altogether worthless. A few extracts from the book

will serve to support both these statements.

In the first chapters discussing the Darwinian theory

we have this statement :

—
"Deviations, although minute, tend, it is alleged, to accu-

mulate, and the accumulations over prolonged periods of

'ime ultimately produce variations from the original type,

s ilticient to constitute new species." (p. 10.)

Of course no such " tendency " was ever alleged by

I Mrwin. The difference in size between the Shetland

pony and the dray-horse is said to be due to difference

( f climate and food—
"There is no reason to doubt that the size of the

former is due to an unfavourable climate and insufficient

((uantity and quality of food, and that of the latter to

comfort combined with a generous diet."

i;ut he ignores the case of the lap-dog and Italian

;;reyhound on the one hand, and the Dingo or Esquimaux

(log on the other, where the same contrasted conditions

have apparently acted in a manner precisely opposite.

Again, he seems to think that the struggle for existence

is only the struggle for food, and that such a struggle

must cause deterioration. He supposes the case of

rabbits on a small island, and says

—

" The rabbits possessing the strongest vitality and able

to live on tiie smallest quantity of food, will have proved
themselves the fittest. . . . But have the rabbits of the

highest type come through the struggle unscathed ?

Have the fittest of the survivors become fitter to continue
the conflict than the rabbits that were fittest when the

conflict began .'' If so, it would, follow that scarcity of

food is more favourable to animal life than abundance."
(p. 28.)

Here he clearly falls into confusion through some idea

of abstract "fitness"—fitness independent of the condi-

tions of existence, as shown by his statement on the next

page that the struggle for existence " is evidently inimical

to beneficial variation." -Vgain (p. 31) he asks: "Is
there any ground for believing that excessive use develops

beneficial variation ? " showing that he entirely misunder-

stands the theory of the natural selection of individual

variations.

This misconception is further shown by ([uoting the

inability of the ostrich to fly as an example of " the

failure of natural selection "
; and as a still more glaring

example of this failure he refers to the curious Chaparral
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Cock of California, a ground cuckoa which lives in the

open woodlands, runs very quickly, but rarely flies. The
alleged "failure" is supposed to exist because the

mounted cowboys catch the bird with their whips, and it

doesnot escape by flying! It never seems to have occurred

to this writer that both these birds are striking examples

of the success of natural selection, since they have both

become well adapted to a terrestrial life, as shown by their

abundance in individuals. The notion seems to be that

every bird which cannot fly as well as a swallow or a

falcon must be a failure. Yet on the author's own
theory, which, as we shall see, is a modified form of

special creation, the failure, if it existed, would be even

more deplorable.

This theory, which he calls "Nature's Law of Selec-

tion," is thus defined

—

" What, for want of a better term, we call the progress
of species, is not evolving a new organism out of one
previously existing, but Dy substituting another more
closely adapted to the conditions." (p. 62.)

How this other one is substituted is a mystery which

is but imperfectly explained further on, in a chapter on
" The iMethod of Evolution," in which we are told that

—

" Every organism is the product of a particular com-
bination of force acting on matter according to certain

fixed laws, and that the same combination of force, united
with matter, has a constant and persistent individuality,

which is reproductive."

And this enigmatical proposition is supposed to be

made clearer by the next sentence.

" As there are elemental substances, so there may be
elemental forces possessing special qualities and affinities,

which may have, from time to time, as conditions became
favourable, combined with each other to work out
evolution." (p. 67.)

If the former statement was obscure, this latter state-

ment, of what "may be" and "may have,' renders that

obscurity perceptibly greater. Then follow several pages

about the Power Loom as compared with the Loom of

Life, after which we have a further statement of how the

different life forces have acted successively on the simple

cell" embodying the first vital force,"and thus developed

the various organisms, (p. 71.) In order to give us a

concrete example of the theory at work, we have this

account of the origin of the whale, and the author may
well be complimented on his courage in attacking so

difticult a problem which almost brought Darwin him-
self to grief. But a greater than Darwin is here. Read
and wonder.

" According to our theory, the life force of the whale
proceeds to fashion its skeleton on the type of its terres-

trial antecessor, and builds the structure to the junction
of the antecedent form with the new, and somewhat
beyond the first point of differentiation between them.
The bones of the hind limbs begin to be formed, but
forthwith the new force special to the whale, coming into

play, supersedes the forces that would have completed
the antecedent type, and the whale is produced."

That is how it was done ! For brilliancy of invention

and clearness of exposition this is only comparable with

that fascinating account, by Adrianus Tollius, of the

origin of stone implements by natural causes, as quoted
by Mr. Tylor.

•' He gives drawings of some ordinary stone axes and
hammers, and tells how the naturalists say that they are

A A
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generated in the sky by a fulgureous exhalation con- I

globed in a cloud by the circumfixed humour, and are as it

were baked hard by intense heat, and the weapon becomes
pointed by the damp mixed with it flying from the dry

part, and leaving the other end denser, but the exhalations

press it so hard that it breaks out through the cloud,

and makes thunder and lightning. But, he says, if

this be really the way in which they are generated, it is

odd that they are not round, and that they have holes

through them, and those holes not equal through, but

widest at the ends. It is hardly to be believed he

thinks."

'

Here we have an example of a brilliant and compre-

hensive theory—a theory able to explain everything,

yet subject to petty criticism ! .And we fear that our

anonj-mous author's equally brilliant theory of the orgin

of the whale will be not less unfortunate. Of course we
are assured that the theory explains almost everything

—

homology, embryology, rudimentary organs, &c., though

he does, modestly, admit that it does tiot explain why
hybrids are sterile. In order not to misrepresent the

writer one more passage must be quoted, because he

there brings his ideas more nearly into accord with that

theory of discontinuous variation which has been recently

put forward.

" Evolution proceeded by successive distinct gradations
or stages. The differentiation of every new species
resulted from forces ah extra superimposed on, and, to

some extent, superseding or modifying the forces that
produced the species or genus immediately preceding in

the same line of development. The fecundated ovum
cf a species was, as it were, fecundated a second time
with a new force, and the ovum thus bi-fecundated pro-
duced, instead of the species to which it belonged, a new
species built upon a modification of its predecessor."

The theory is therefore one of special creation through

the ordinary process of descent. The " new forces ah

i.vtra" which produced a whale from a terrestrial animal
were also at work every time one species of tit, or

warbler, or beetle, or snail, was modified in adaptation to

a slightly difl'erent mode of life, and became a new
species. Thus all is explained ; except why there is any
variation of these specially adapted species, why they in-

crease at such an enormous rate necessitating such
wholesale destruction, why there is any struggle for

existence. All these phenomena, which are the very

essence of a theory of descent with modification by
natural selection, are entirely out of place in a theory of

special creation, and are therefore the condemnation of

any such theories. Alfred R. Wallace.

THE MEAN DENSITY OF THE EARTH.
The Mean Density of the Earth. An Essay to which the

A(Ltms Prize was a,ljud};ed in 1 893 in the University

of Cambridge. By J. H. Poynting, Sc.D., F.R.S.
(London: C. Grififin and Co., Limited, 1894.)

Tni.S essay, which contains an account of Prof.

Poynting's well-known investigation of the mean
density of the earth, though the last Adams prize essay,

IS the first to which that prize has been awarded for

experimental work. We hope that it is the first of a

long series of essays in which the candidates will attack

1 " Ear'y lliftory of .Mankind," fccond ciition, p. 337.
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the questions proposed by experiment as well as by

mathematical analysis. We can hardly expect, however,

that the level reached by the magnificent experimental

work of Prof. Poynting will always be maintained.

The essay consists of two parts, the first containing an

account of previous determinations of the mean densitv,

the second an account of Prof. Poynting's own deter-

mination by means of the ordinary balance.

The first part begins with an account of the astro-

nomical or geodetical methods, in which the attraction

of a mo\mtain was compared with that of the earth, as in

the experiments of Bouguer in Peru, of Maskelyne and
Hutton on Schehallien, of James and Clark on Andrews
Seat, of Carlini on Mount Cenis, and of Mendenhall on

Fujiyama ; or with that of the slab of matter above the

surface of a mine as in Airy's Harton Pit experiments,

and von Sterneck's experiments in Pribram and Freiberg

The beautiful method employed by von .Sterneck in his

pendulum experiments ought to be more widely known
in Kngland. The object of the astronomical method has

undergone a curious reversal. It was originally to deduce

the mass of the earth from a supposed knowledge of the

distribution of matter in the locality of the experiment,

whereas now it is rather to find the distribution of mattei

in this locality, assuming the mass of the earth to be

known.

The other methods are laboratory methods, and

depend upon the measurement of the attraction be-

tween known masses. Prof. Poyntmg points out a vei v

interesting under-estimate of this attraction made bv

Newton. In the Principia, Xewton estimated that twn

spheres of the density of the earth, each a foot in dlametei

.

would, if separated by quarter of an inch and left t '

their own attractions, take nearly a month to come into

contact. Prof. Poynting shows th.it there is a mistake in

the arithmetic, and that in reality the spheres would

come into contact in between five and six minutes.

It is now very nearly a century since the first measure-

ments of the attraction between two masses in a labora-

tory were published by Cavendish ("Experiments t

Determine the Density of the Earth," /'////. Trans, ijg^^ .

who used the torsion balance. Since then this method
has been used by Reich, Haily, Cornu and Bailie, and

Boys ; while the ordinary balance has been used by von

Jolly, Prof. Poynting himself, and by Konig, Kichari

and Krigar Menzel, working in collaboration, while the

method of the pendulum balance has been used by

I

Wilsing. The labour expended over these investigations

I
may be estimated from the fact that, to take only two

I

modern instances. Prof. Poynting's experiments extended

1

over twelve years, while those of Cornu and Bailie

I

were commenced in 1870, and are not yet completed.

The essay contains a clear and critical account of the

preceding experiments. The result of the criticism is 1

raise, if possible, Cavendish's fame as an experimentci

Of Baily's laborious research, Prof. Poynting says

:

"The critical examination it has received in later yeai^

has entirely destroyed any confidence in the result. I

remains, however, as a most remarkable and uselui

ex.ample of the danger of substituting multiplication of

observations for consistency. ' The contrast between the

amount of work which has been published on the

j
numerical magnitude of the attraction, with tliat wliic
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has appeared on the effects, if any, which modifications

of the surroundings exert on this attraction is very re-

markable. Newton's hollow pendulum experiments,

repeated with greater accuracy by Bessel, seem to be

almost the only investigations which have been published

on what may be called the physical properties of gravita-

tional attraction. As far as we know, the attraction

between two given masses depends merely upon their

geometrical configuration ; it is independent of the

medium between them, of the physical state of the

masses, whether they are solid, liquid or gaseous,

amorphous or crystalline ; it does not depend upon the

temperature of the masses. Indirect evidence, often

derived from the Cavendish experiments, shows that the

preceding statements must at least be very approxi-

mately true. Again, chemical analysis is founded on the

hypothesis that the weight of an atom of a chemical

element is unaltered whatever chemical combinations it

may form, or whatever the temperature to which it may
be raised. It is, however, often difficult to tell the

degree of approximation to the truth of the preceding

statements which is indicated by such indirect evidence,

and a direct experimental investigation to determine an

inferior limit to the accuracy of some of the preceding

statements would not be superfluous. Take the case, for

example, of the statement that the weight of an atom

cannot be altered by chemical combination: it would be

for the advantage of science if this were proved with the

utmost possible accuracy attainable by present methods

for some definite chemical combinations. The question

is of interest in connection with the view that the atoms

of elements are aggregations of atoms of some primordial

substance not very much lighter than hydrogen. The
values of the atomic weights of the elements is incon-

sistent with this view if each atom of the primordial

element retains its weight unaltered in the complex

atom. If, however, it suffers a slight change of weight,

then we might expect to find traces, though perhaps

faint ones, of such a change in ordinary chemical com-
binations.

Another question which has excited some interest is

a possible connection between the magnitude of gravi-

tational attraction and temperature. Prof. Hicks has

pointed out that Baily's results gave a value for the

mean density of the earth which uniformly diminished

as the temperature increased, indicating, if the effect is

a real one, that the attraction between two masses in-

creases with the temperature, and von Sterneck, in his

experiments at Freiberg, found a remarkable relation

Ijstween the temperature and the value of gravity. Prof.

I'oynting discusses these and other results, and comes to

the conclusion that they are to be explained by other

causes, and do not afford any evidence at all that the

attraction between bodies varies with the temperature.

The point is one which has a direct bearing on Prof.

Poynting's own experiments, as the final value for the

mean density is got by taking the mean of two sets of

experiments, and as the temperature in the two sets

differed by about y^ C, an uncorrected temperature

effect would affect the result.

We are very glad to find from this essay that Prof.

Poynting is engaged on an investigation as to whether
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the attraction between two crystals depends on the re-

lative position of their axes.

The second part of the essay consists of Prof. Poynt-

ing's paper " On a Determination of the Mean Density

of the Earth,' published in the /'////. Trans, for 1S91.

This, in addition to the actual determination of the mean
density, is almost a treatise on the method of using a

balance so as to get great sensitiveness. The work is a

model of patient care and skill, as well as of clearness

of exposition, and we feel as we read it that the utmost

has been made out of the apparatus and the method.

Prof Poynting is of opinion that it is only air-currents

which prevent the balance being used with an accuracy

far beyond anything hitherto approached ; the ordinary

balance is more sensitive than the torsion balance to

air-currents, since these produce the greatest disturbance

in the vertical direction, which is the direction of dis-

placement in the ordinary balance. Prof Boys has shown
that to minimise the effect of air-currents the size of the

apparatus ought to be reduced as much as possible.

Prof. Poynting says that if he were designing his ap-

paratus again, instead of using, as he did, an exceptionally

large balance, he would go to the opposite extreme and
use a very small one.

Of all the methods hitherto used to determine the mean
density of the earth, the arrangement used by Prof Boys

seems to be the one capable of the greatest accuracy.

There are, however, certain points about the method
of the common balance, such as the simplicity of the

most important measurements, and the absence of the

necessity to determine a time of swing with great ac-

curacy, which make it worthy of such a work as Prof.

Poyr.ting has devoted to it.

The mean density of the earth found by Prof Poynting

is 5'49. Prof. Boys' result is 553.

MINING.
A Text-book of Ore and Stone Mining. By C. Le
Neve Foster, B.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. Svo. Pp. 744,

with Frontispiece and 716 Illustrations. (London; C.

Griffin and Co., Limited, 1894.)

IN view of the paramount importance of the produc-

tion of minerals to Great Britain, and of the con-

stant enterprises for working gold ores and other minerals

in most of our colonies, it is certainly remarkable that

there has hitherto been no satisfactory systematic treatise

on metalliferous mining available. It is a matter of con-

gratulation, therefore, that so eminent an authority as

Dr. Le Neve Foster has found time, with his many duties

as H.M. Inspector of Metalliferous .Mines, and as Pro-

fessor of Mining at the Royal College of Science and

Royal .School of Mines, to fill up so important a gap in

technical literature. His compendious volume will un-

doubtedly be warmly welcomed as an invaluable work

of reference, not only by mining students, but by all

English-speaking mining engineers. The subject is so

extensive, that the author's task of keeping his text-book

within moderate limits, without erring- on the side of

omission, was one of considerable difficulty. He has,

however, been thoroughly successful ; and the extremely

methodical arrangement of the material obviates, as 1
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did ia the cass of Rankiae's engineering treatises, the

p355ibility of the work becoming rapidly obsolete.

The subjec: has been divided into the following

chapters : i'' Occurrence or manner in which the useful

minerals are found in the earth's crust ; (2) prospecting

or search for minerals ; (3) boring; (4) excavation; 5)

supporting excavations ; (6) exploitation or working

away of minerals; (7) haulage or transport along roads ;

(S) winding or hoisting in shafts; (9) drainage; (10)

ventilation ; (11) lighting ; (12) descent and ascent ; (13)

dressing; (14' principles of employment; (15) legisla-

tion; (16) condition of workmen; and (17) accidents.

The mining of coil is not dealt with ; a special treatise

hiving been published, as a companion volume, by Mr.

H.W. Hughes.

In the first chapter, the time-honoured definition of

mineral veins as the contents of fissures is wisely

expanded by the author. Veins, he states, are tabular

mineral deposits formed since the enclosing rocks, and

either occupying cavities formed originally by fissures,

or consisting of rock altered in the vicinity of fissures.

There can be no doubt that many so-called fissure-veins

are really substitutional deposits, and the necessity for

some change in the definition is apparent. The author

enters a timely protest against the use of the word

"gangue"for the veinstone, lode-stuff, or matrix. Mis-

translated from the German Gang (vein) into French,

and thence into English, it has lost its original meaning,

and should be consigned to oblivion.

The fascinating but perplexing subject of the formation

of mineral veins is clearly and concisely dealt with.

Sandberger's lateral secretion theory, assuming that the

minerals were leached out of the adjacent rocks and

re-deposited in the vein cavity, is regarded by the author

as not entirely proven. This view, it is interesting to

note, is shared by Posepny, who in a paper read, last

year, at the Chicago Congress, published since the

appearance of Dr. Le Neve Foster's treatise, expresses

the opinion that Sandberger's theory suffers from several

fundamental defects, and by being accepted as a simple

and welcome explanation of the genesis of ore-deposits,

has hindered the progress of knowledge.

In studying the mode of occurrence of minerals,

abstract definitions are not sufficient. The student must

see how they can be applied in practice. The author,

therefore, gives a carefully chosen series of examples of

the modes of occurrence of the more important minerals

arranged in alphabetical order. The thoroughness with

which he deals with this section is evident from the fact

that lie gives accounts of the occurrence of carbonic acid,

of petroleum, and of ice. Liquefied carbonic acid is now

.1 regular article of commerce in Germany, whilst the

American ice trade affords employment to 12,000 men,

looo horses, and 100 steam engines. Full descriptions

of the mining of ice, to which the author n-ight usefully

have given references, have been published in Ilelland's

Norwegian treatise on mining, and in a paper read in

1883, by Mr W. P. Blake, before the American Institute

of Mining Engineers.

The eleven chapters dealing with mining proper cover

some 450 pages, and include descriptions and illustra-

tion? of all the important appliances used in mining

work, including the most recent inventions. Indeed, if
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fault can be found with this section, it is that the author

devotes too much space to inventions so recent that their

advantages have not been thoroughly tested. The
description of the Franke drill, for example, the smallest

and lightest boring machine in practical use, introduced

last year at the Mansfeld copper mines, occupies more
space than that of the modern stamp battery.

The chapter on dressing, under which term the author

includes the processes by which the miner prepares his

product for sale, or by which he extracts a marketable

product from it, covers 100 pages, and is of special

mterest. Hearing in mind the needs of teachers, the

author supplies useful information enabling the student

to construct ingenious models of glass-tubing, iS:c., to

illustrate the principles of motion in water and in air,

and the construction of dressing appliances. .\ mixture

of like-sized grains of coal, calcspar and galen.i,

minerals of distinctly different colour and specific

gravity, is used in these experiments.

The author's classification of the dressing processes

employed is quite novel. There are three main divisions,

according as the process is effected solely by mechanical

means, or is based upon the physical or chemical pro-

|)erties of the minerals treated. The main divisions are

subdivided in the following manner :
—

I. Mechanical processes.— (l) Washing in order to

separate clay, mud, and sand; (2) hand-picking; (31

breaking-up, subdivision, or shaping ; (4) agglomeration

or consolidation ; (5) screening or sifting—that is.

classification according to si/e.

II. Processes depending upon physical properties.—
(l) Motion in water ; (2) motion in air

; (3) desiccation ;

(4) liquefaction and distillation
; (5) magnetic attrac-

tion
; (6) separation according to degree of friability.

III. Processes depending upon chemical properties.—
(i) Solution, evaporation, and crystallisation ; (2) atmo-

spheric weathering
; (3) calcination

; (4) cementation or

precipitation by iron
; (5) amalgamation.

This classification cannot fail to be of the utmost value

to the student, even if the subdivisions are not strictly

defined in reality. .\ carefully considered classification

of this char.acter converts dressing into a rational science,

instead of leaving it, as is the case in the existing

treatises on the subject, an unsystematic collection of

heterogeneous facts. One cannot but regret that the

exigencies of space have compelled the author to give

but meagre information regarding some of the most

important mechanical appliances. Dressing is, however,

a special subject of sullicient importance to command a

literature of its own, and it is to be hoped that the author

may some day be induced to expand his classification

into a complete treatise.

The 71 1 illustrations given by the author are clear and

effective ; and in all important cases the scale is indi-

cated. The frontispiece, representing an overhand slope

at the 274-fathoin level at Cam Urea Mine, Cornwall,

from a photograph by Mr. J. C. ISurrow, is a most artistii

piece of work and a triumph in underground photography.

With his characteristic minute accuracy in detail and in

no.nenclature, the author has introduced the expression

" 274-fathoms level " in place of the usual " 274-fathoni

level.'' No doubt he can bring forward arguments in

favour of this practice, which he adopts thro-.igho'.it the
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book ; but to Cornish ears it will sound as oddly as if he

alluded to a 2-feet rule, or to a 2-years old colt, or as

if he spoke of a Guardsman as a "six-feeter."

A very full and accurate index greatly adds to the

value of the work. The insertion of the names of von

Cotta, von Croddeck, and von Sandberger under the

letter V is, however, open to objection.

Prof. Le Neve Foster is to be congratulated on having

enriched our technical literature with a contribution of

substantial value. Undoubtedly the best book on the

subject in the English language, it bears comparison with

the treatises of Gallon and Haton de la Goupillicre in

French, and with those of Serlo and Koehler in German.

It should find a place in every mine office, and, by being

carefully studied by mine managers, should help to raise

the British ore and stone mining industries from their

present depressed condition.

Bennett H. Brough.

DR. ABLER'S OBSERVATIONS ON
GALL FLIES.

Alternating Generations : a Biological Stiidv of Oak
Galls and Gall Flies. By Hermann Adler, M.D.,

.Schleswig. Translated and edited by Charles R.

Straton, F.R.C.S., £d., F.E.S. With illustrations.

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1894.)

THE order Hymenoptera has never been a popular

study, in the sense in which the Colcoptera and
Lepidoptera have become so during the last century,

but it probably numbers among its votaries nearly three

times as many students as any of the remaining
orders. Nor is this surprising, for although it cannot

compete with the Lepidoptera in beauty of colouring, it

surpasses the Coleoptera in its variety of form, and is

probably more numerous in species than any other

order. It supplies us with some of the most valuable

products which are yielded by insects, such as honey
and ink, and stands at the head of the insect world, both
in intelligence and in diversity of habits.

The Aculeata, or ants, bees, and wasps, and, after

these, the TenthredinidiT, or saw-flies, have generally re-

ceived most attention from those entomologists who have
specially devoted themselves to the study of the Hymen-
optera:. But within the last twenty or thirty years, several

entomologists have occupied themselves with the studv

of the Cynipidce, or Gall Flies, and have discovered a

system of alternate generations in these insects almost
as remarkable as that which had previously been
observed in the Aphididie, or Plant-lice, which belong
to the very different sub-order Iloinoptera.

One of the most important contributions to this sub-

ject was Dr. Adier's treatise, " Ober den Generations-

wechsel des Eichen-GalKvespen," which was published

in the Zeitschrift fitr wissenschaftliche Zoologie for

1881 (vol. XXXV ), with three coloured plates ; and it is

this work which Dr. Straton has now brought within the

reach of every English entomologist.

As a rule, works on many branches of science become
obsolete shortly after publication, and are seldom re-

quired except by specialists ; but this does not apply to

observations on transformations and habits. Men who
have sufficient patience, taste and opportunity to make
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such observations of real value are few and far between,

and their results, if sufficiently accurate, remain of per-

manent value, however much they may be enlarged by

future observations. Hence Dr. .Straton has rendered a

real service to science by publishing an English edition

of a work of this description, which was originally issued

several years ago in a costly periodical, which would

hardly be accessible, even to those who can read the

original, except [in metropolitan or university libraries.

Dr. Adier's work has been carefully and accurately trans-

lated, including his descriptions of the insects observed,

his table of alternating generations, and his observations

on gall-formation, oviposition, &c. ; and the coloured

plates have been faithfully reproduced, though the

original stones had been destroyed.

Dr. Straton has added an introduction, a chapter on

Cynips Kollari, synoptical tables of galls, a classification

of the Cynipidce, and a bibliography and index. The
introduction deals with the history of the study of galls,

and the questions of parthenogenesis, alternating genera-

tions, &c., in arthropods, and more especially in the

Cynipidce, the changes in the ovum and sperm-cells being

described in detail, with reference to the views of Weis-

mann and others ; and Dr. Straton's own remarks will be

found interesting to embryologists in general. Incidental

remarks on gall parasites, and other points unconnected

with the main subject of the book, are occasionally

introduced.

We have only to regret that it has not occurred to Dr.

Straton to add the principal bibliographical references to

descriptions, &c., of each species, and a note as to

whether it is common or rare in England. These ad-

ditions, which might have been placed between brackets,

to distinguish them from Dr. Adier's work, would have

added to the usefulness of the book, which may probably

penetrate to country places where the information which

it contains cannot be supplemented by reference to larger

works ; to which, however, it is very necessary to refer

the student, that he may know what to consult if he

wishes to pursue the subject further. This want is only

imperfectly supplied by a bibliography, absolutely neces-

sr.ry as this is for advanced students, and also to indicate

the extent of an author's reading, and the sources froni

whence he has derived his information.

W. F. K.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Hygiene. By J. Lane Notter, M.A., .M.D., .and R. H

Firth, F.R.C.S. Pp. 37+. (London : Longmans,
Green, and Co., 1S94.)

Primer 0/ Hygiene. By Ernest S. Reynolds, M.D.
Pp. 158. (London: Macmillan and Co., 1894.)

Though it is not expressly stated that Dr. Xotter's book
"has been designed to meet the requirements of the syllabus

of the Science and Art Department," the work is issued
in the series of manuals published by Messrs. Longmans
for students working up for South Kensington examina-
tions, from which fact it may be inferred that such
students will use it as a text-book. And as the author is

an examiner in hygiene under the Department of Science
and Art, his book doubtless contains the kind of know-
ledge that commands marks. Therefore teachers would
do well to adopt it for their classes ; and all writers of
other text-booki covering the same ground may regard
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their works as doomed to rapid extinction. Whether an
examiner should prepare a text-book for his own syllabus

is a matter of opinion, and much can be said both for

and against the system. But, however that may be, it is

certain that persons desirous of passing an examination
could not do better than read the works of the one who
sets the questions. In the case of the book before us, we
have no hesitation in saying that it is as clear and con-
nected an exposition of the laws of health and causes of
disease as anyone could desire, be he a sordid hunter
after certificates or a true seeker after knowledge. The
authors have treated their subject scientifically, and yet

with few technicalities, hence their work should appeal
to a large public. Beginning with a chapter on air. they
pass to others on water and food, and then to soils, sites,

and buildings. The fifth chapter is concerned with
drainage, after which are treated personal hygiene, in-

fection and disinfection, parasites, climate and weather,
and finally vital statistics. It will be seen from this that

the subject is not treated in all its bearings ; neverthe-
less, what is included in the manual forms an excellent

basis for further study. Students who use the book will

find it a pleasant road to knowledge, and they may con-
fidently put their trust in its contents.

We note that here and there the authors, like many
other writers on hygiene, do not sufficiently distinguish
between heat and temperature. For instance, on p. 283
it is written : "At the ordinary temperature of the air,

water boils at ;i2^ F., and the moment the temperature
falls below that heat, steam condenses. ' In this sentence
the word heat is used in the sense that a cook employs it,

not as a scientific man should write it.

Dr. Reynolds primer deals with those portions of

hygiene which concern the health of the household. If

Its contents were more widely known, the mortality from
preventible disease would be greatly diminished. The
greatest praise that can be given to a primer is to say
that readers of the book will acquire just the kind and
amount of knowledge to make them, like Oliver Twist,
hunger for more. This commendation can safely be
given to Dr. Reynolds' little volume, which is a model of
what an introduction to hygiene, suitable for the general
reader as well as the elementary student, should be.

hur and Feather Scries.— The Grouse. By Rev. H. A.
Macpherson, A. J. Stuart-Wortley, and George Saints-

bury. Edited by Alfred li. T. Watson. (London :

Longmans, Green, and Co., 1894.)

In the book before us the grouse is re;.;arded from three

different standpoints, and treated accordingly. In the

first, the Rev. H. \. Macpherson introduces us to his

natural history from the point of view of sport, telling us,

after he has devoted a chapter in praise of the bird, the
manners and '" private life " of the grouse ; the enemies
with which it has to deal ; the variability of the plumage
in which it is wrapped, and the methods by which
grouse are captured by " becking."

full of anecdotes and thoroughly
make one long to hear the cocks
ringing " Er—eck—kek—kek ! wuk,
The second part is devoted to the shooting of the bird,

and is contributed by Mr. A. J. Stuart-Wortley, who
handles the subject in a straightforward manner.
We might here discuss at len;;th the contents of the

seven chapters on this subject, but we will leave it to

the reader to find out for himself what the author has to

say on such subjects as .Scotch and English driving,

ground stock and poaching, records and remarks, shoot-

ing over dogs, X:c.

The third and concluding section of the book deals

with the last, but by no means the least important, stage

of the grouse -his presence on the dinner tabic. Mr.
George Saintsbury completes his task well in laying

before the reader the numerous and widely different

These chapters are

readable, and they

uttering their clear

wuk wuk.
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methods of cooking. Not only is the treatment applied to
the bird as a whole, but also to such variations as grouse
soup, quenelles, croquettes, bouclu'es, &c.
Summing up then in a few words, we may say that

we have nothing but praise to bestow on the book,
which is a very valuable contribution to natural history,
and worthily keeps up the reputation of the admirable
series of which it forms a patt. Everv naturalist and
every carrier of the gun will find it delightful to read,
and at the same time will, no doubt, receive many useful
wrinkles. Besides the text being all that could be desired,
the illustrations are really excellent. Thev are after the
drawings of Mr. A. J.' Stuart-Wortley and Mr. A.
Thorburn, and were designed under the supervision ot
the first named.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
\The Riiitor does not hold himself responsible for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertakt
to return, or to correspond -.vith the viriters of, rejecti.i

manuscripts intended for this or any other part <7/NATtIRB.
AV notice is taken of anonymous communications. ]

Has the Case for Direct Organic Adaptation been
fully stated ?

The heading of thi* letter is in the form of .1 question for

the following reasons : (i) It is impossible to keep pace witli

the literature on the subject of Evolution while engaged on any
other absorbing work ; and (2) so many giants have been en-
gaged in the discussion, that it requires courage even to suggest
that a point has been overlooked. It seems to me that nothinc
could be added to Herbert Spencer's convincing arguments tliai

acquired characters must somehow he transmitted. I wish
merely to suggest a method of describing this transmission

which I have never yet seen in print, and which, I must think,

is not generally recognised, inasmuch as it modifies Weismann's
"contradictory facts" into not insuperable difficulties.

While studying the Phyllopod Crustacean Apus, I came to

the conclusion that it might be derived from an .Vnnelid which
bent its head segments round ventrally, and pushed the food into

its mouth with its parapodia. Simple as the suggestion may
seem, the facts are indisputable that Apus can be so deduced,
and further, that there is a considerable mass of evidence to show
that it actually was so deduced.' If so, we should have one
group of animals, the Crustacea, developed from another, the

Annelida, not primarily by the summation of a long series of

small variations by the action of Natural .'^election, but by the

active adoption on the part of a portion of the latter of a special

manner of feeding. \Ve m.ay perhaps brielly describe the pro-

cess as follows. .\ certain number of Cha;topod .Vnnelids

found themselves in a region where the most favourable diet was
only to be obtained in the manner described ; the mouth had
to be turned down ventrally so as to open backwards, and the

lateral parapodia (bordering it in its new position) raked the

food together and pushed it into the mouth. Cienerations of

these Annelids would be produced in the same region, and
would, in response to the same stimulus, practise the same
method of feeding. Natural Selection would perfect the habit,

and also inevitably perfect it earlier and earlier in the lives oj

• iicceedini; generations.

Hut here, it will be said, we have ultioaately to call in the aid

of the transmission of acquired characters by inheritance.

Ves ; but this inheritance comes in at the end of a long series

without appreciable break in the regular sequence. The last

stage of individual acquirement is when the very youngest

animal capable of feeding adopts the perfected habit as it

first feeding act—in response, that is, to the same stimulus from

the environment which led its parents to adopt it. The very

next stage is that in which the young animal places its head

segments in the right position prior to being able to feed. Here

we may assume either that the " instinct ' has been inherited,

or, considering; that the possible positions of the head segments are

not numerous, that Natural Selection winnowed out all those

' I h.ivc endeavoured to accumulate this cvidrnce in the following publi-

cation* :—*' The Apodidsc," Natukb Series, 1892, and " The Systematic

I'oiilion of the Tlilol)ite>," in the 0"'"'/'''''.)/'""'"''•'/'*' '''"'"i'"^'''-^'""'','''

Au2ust i3;4.
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whoie heads were not ready. I prefer the former hypothesis,

for it is not, in this case, (the inheritance of characters casu-

ally acquired by a few chance individuals, but of characters

which have been regularly acquired by the race for several

generations as an active organic adaptation to the environment.

It is needless here to multiply illustrations, but this and
kindred cases have led me to ask whether too much attention

has not been paid to single organisms and the modifications of

chance individual^, whereas if a whole colony of similar organ-

isms invade a new region, all have to adopt new habits of life ;

the young members of the colony and the new young con-

tinually born, being plastic, will, before they are adults, show
marked structural modifications in adaptation to these new
habits. They are actively modified by these functional adapta-

tions to their environment. Natural Selection will winnow out

those who do not keep in training, and at the same time in-

fallibly compel the successive generations to perfect themselves

earlier and earlier. We should thus have stages (but without ap-

preciable breaks in the sequence) in this evolutionary process, (i)

The young are born and continue for some time like the ancestors

of the group, while the adults show cunsiderable structural

modification; (2; the new-born young resemble the ancestors

of the group, but commence early to show the functional adap-

tations of the adults ; (3) the new-born differ slightly from the

ancestors of the group, inheriting (or possessing •"accident-

ally ") slight modifications in the right direction which
enable them still earlier to perfect the necessary adaptation

;

i4) the young are born with the structures necessary to the

immediate adoption of the habits required by tlie environment.

It seems to me that, in this way, we actually have the trans-

mission of acquired characters by inheritance, this inheritance

coming in as a natural term at the end of a long series of

individual acquirements. The prime factor in the evolution of

new forms is, therefore, the vital response to the environment
of living colonies of exquisitely sensitive organisms ; Natural

Selection not only perfects, but drives the resulting modifica-

tions back earlier and earlier in the life-history of each indi-

vidual of the colony tintil they arc inherited.

This principle, it seems to me, explains the degeneration of

structures which are "only passively functional," such as a

hard shell. If the environment no longer requires a shell, it

will not be maintained. It is inherited, say, from ancestors,

but each fresh generation, or in the case of the Crustacea, each
moult, gives a new start. If the shell owed its origin to the

inorganic environment, it would cease to be developed when
the special stimulus to its production were withdrawn, for the

skin which secretes the shell is passively functional only so far

as the organism is concerned ; as a living tissue it is actively

responsive to its environment. Or again, the shell owed its

origin to the protection it afi'orded from enemies, and thus

partly to the survival of those which accidentally had slightly

thicker skins ; but partly, and I think chiefly, also to the

powers of the skin as a complex tissue to resist the attacks of

the many small enemies, such as animal and vegetable para-

sites, which are a constant element in almost all environments.

In this case, also, with each generation or moult we have a

fresh start ; on the removal of the constant irritation from these

enemies, the energies of the animal would be otherwise em-
ployed than in re-developing its shell.

In order to account for the progressive or retrogressive

modifications in the sterile workers of Ilymenopterous colonies,

we have in the same way to assume the functional modification

of the plastic young as the prime factor ; Natural Selection not

only perfects these modifications, but drives them baik earlier

and earlier in the life histories of the individuals. We can thus

understand that a stage might be reached when the difference

of the food administered to the larva might modify its course of

development. The structural modifications of the workers in

this case are not inherited, but they are also not primarily due
10 Natural Selection, but to the response of organisms in

cver-reeurring plastic series to the requirements of their en-

vironment.
Again, the ceaseless efforts of the young individuals of a

colony to adapt themselves to a new environment can alone, it

seems to me, account for the possible utilisation of congenital

variations, which are useless in themselves without concomitant

variations. These latter will be acquired by the efforts of the

organism, so far, that is, as to render the lormer functionally

useful..

On the other hand, the " time " difficulty in evolation

admits of easy solution if it can be shown that groups of organ-

isms actively respond to changes of environment, as plants

adapt themselves to 3 new surface by the plasticity of their

growing shoots. Further, the difficulty that organisms are

known to have remained practically unchanged through immense
geological periods, is explained by the supposition that their

environment must have also remained practically unchanged.
For the solution of many of the difficulties in evolution, we

have then to look to the functional response of colonies of

organisms, and of the living parts of such organisms to their

respective environments. This power of adjustment accounts

not only for the formation, but also for the maintenance
of species. The force of Heredity has been overstated,

while the power of immediate vital response of delicately

balanced organisms to every slight change in the en-

vironment has been very much understated. If we keep in

view the ever-recurring generations ol plastic young, the direct

stimulus of the environment is seen almost necessarily to be a

force of prime importance perpetually overmastering the some-
what exaggerated rigidity of species attributed to heredity.

There is no such thing as rigidity ; everything is rather in a

state ol flux. Is this unending variation, always in adjustment to

the environment, due to Natural Selection taking advantage of

the occasional accidental slips in an otherwise rigid heredity ?

or, is it due to the direct response of organisms in a state of

finely balanced equilibrium ? This latter seems to me the more
probable, the resulting structural modifications being, on the

one hand, hindered by Heredity ; on the other, if the con-

ditions require it, hastened and perfected by Natural Selection.

This hastening action of Natural Selection leads inevitably to

inheritance.

The evolutionary theories known as Lamarckism and
Darwinism, only break down when they are supposed to be

mutually exclusive. Is it not possible to unite them somewhat
in the manner here suggested ? H. M. Bernard.

Natural History Museum, September 17.

The Great Nebula in Andromeda.

I.M reference to Dr. A. .\. Common's review of Dr. Roberts'

beautiful collection of celestial photographs (Nature, No.

1297, September 6), where he says "There is a fair pre-

sumption that in course of time the rotation of the outer

portion (of the great Andromeda nebula) may perhaps be

detected by observation of the positions of the two outer de-

tached portions in relation to the neighbouring stars," I wish to

point out that changes of this kind will perhaps be detectei

much sooner than it is generally expected.

-Ill the accompanying drawing (presented May 2, 1S94, to the

S^'iiete Astronoiiiiijue de /ranee), a-l/ indicates the outline of

Ncb./j 44.

the small elongated nebula h 44, as it was seen by Trouvelot at

Cambridge (>fass. ) in 1S74 ; e-d the limits of the nebulosity

NO. I 30 1, VOL. 50]
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on Roberts' photograph (1SS9); the circular spots are stars,

recognisable in the drawini;. Unless this part of the Trouvelot

drawing—the excellence of which is stated by Dr. Roberts him-

self—be ver)' incorrect, the nebula would seem to have turned

about 15° from left to right. The globular nebula (M. 32^ to the

other side of M. 31, seems also to have slightly shifted its

pos'tion.

Evidence of the reality of such changes is of course only

obtainable by comparing three or more photographs taken at

comparatively wide intervals. In the meantime, this short notice

in Natl RE may call the attention of photo-astronomers to this

interesting point.

l>ordrecht, September 14. C. Easton.

On the Identification of Habitual Criminals by
Finger-Prints.

A PARLIAMENTARY Blue Book on "The Identification of

Habitual Criminals." which has recently been issued, reports on
The Fiuger-Print System, stated to have been " first suggested.

and tosomeex'ent applied practically, hy Sir William Ilerschel."

The chairman of the committee appointed by Mr. .Xsquith,

whose report contains the above statement, refers me for his

evidence on this point to Mr. Gallon's work on "Finger-Prints"
(Macmillan and Co., 1S92).

My "careful study" of the subject is mentioned there, and
an article of mine in Nature, October 2S, 1S80 (vol. xxii. p.

605), is referred to. It i' correctly indexed in the " Index
Medicus " for the year, published in 18S1, although Mr. Galton
spells and indexes my name incorrectly. That article, I

believe, is absolutely the first notice of the subject contained

in English literature, and the conclusion I reached therein was
that the patterns of the skin-furrows, with their distinctive

loops, whorls, and lines, breaking and blending like the junc-

tions in a radway map, were capable of being readily used as

a reliable and permanent basis for the " scientific identification

of criminals." I conclude my paper with the statement that
" There can be no doubt as to the advantage of having, besides

their photographs, a nature-copy of the for-ever unchangeable
fineer-furrows of important criminals."

Sir William Herschel wrote in Napure, November 25 of

the same year, alleging that he had "been taking sign-manuals
hy means of finger-marks for now more than twenty years."

It doe; not yet appear that anything had been published on the

subject by that gentleman till my contribution called forth his

letter a month afterwards. The collections made by .Sir W.
Herschel were recently placed in Mr. Galton's hands, and that

writer states that " they refer to one or more fingers, and in a

few instances to the whole hand, of fifteen different persons."
(" Finger-prints," p. 9.)

It is not staled how many of these had been imprinted prior
to my first calling attention to the subject. At present it

would «eem that Sir. W. Ilerschel had not accumulated the
impressions at a more rapid rate than that of one person in

two years I .^s we are informed in the letter to Nature,
referred to above, that the identification of pensioners had
been secured in this way, 'hat the method was in use in ail the
registration offices of the district, and that "on commitment to

gaol, each prisoner had to sign with his finger," I should have
expected that a somewhat more extensive collection might
have been secured. As priority of publication is generally hel.l

10 count for something, and as I knew absolutely nothing of
Sir W. Herschel's studies, nor ever heard of anyone in India
who did, some little evidence on the point of priority would
be nf interest even now.

Mr. Galton says, of Sir W. Ilerschel, "He informs me that he
«ubmilted, in 1S77, a report in semi-oflTicial form to the
Inspector-General of Gaols, asking to be allowed to extend the
procesi : but no result followed." (p. 28.) A copy of that
»emi-oflicial report would go far to settle the question of
priority, as its date is nearly two years previous to my having
noticed the finger-furrows. No reference to them w.as then to be
found in any ana'omical work that I could find access to, ami
no writer on identification had ever thought of ihem a< a means
to that end. My inlcrett, like that of Putkcnje, arose from a
tpeci.il jiudy of the ienie of touch, ami I was then lecturing to
medical students on the " Physiology of the Sensc«." Having
myopic eyes which en.ible me to write with ease the Lord's
Prayer three limes in the space of a sixpence, I soon noticed
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the unique patterns which the papillary ridges formed. I

happened to be studying the prehistoric pottery of Japan at the

same time, and became interested in obierving that these

patterns were similar, but, I thought, finer and more slender

than those of the present day. which pointed, I conjectured, to

the employment of children in early fictile ait. However th.-.t

may be, my knowledge of the subject had a natural and
inilependent genesis.

The subject of identification by this means has been brought

under the notice of the authorities on criminal matters of

different countrie^ by me from time to time, and some vears

before Mr. Galton's work was published, Scitland Yard
placed one of its most enlightened officers in communication with

me on the subject. Inspector Tunbridge studied the suhject with

me during a forenoon. Even in iSSo, I prepared copper-plate

outlines of the two hands, accompanied wiih instructions as to

obtaining finger-prints, and some two chief points on the palm,

where the rugx are characteristic. Sir W. Herschel's letter

mentions prints of one finger only as being obtained from

prisoners on commitment. On page 79 of the lilue Hook
mentioned above, " Instructions for taking Finger-Prints " are

given for the benefit of jirison warders, and the ten fingers are

to l)e printed from, .as I have advocated. I may add that I

have not the slightest wish to diminish the credit that may be

due to Sir W. Her-chel. What I wish to point out is that his

claim ought to he brought out a little more clearly than has yet

been done, either by himself or by Mr. Gaiton. What pre-

cisely did he do, and when? Henry Faulds.

The Tetrahedral Carbon Atotn

VotR reviewer, in his notice of my " Elementary Lessons in

Organic Chemistry," takes exception to the statement that the

carbon atom has been hypothetically regarded as tetrahedral in

shape ; he is presumably unacquainted with the criticisms of

Lossen (Fdidile 20, p. 3306) on Wislicenus's memoir, with

Wislicenus's reply' i/leru/ite 21, p. 581), as well as with the

pamphlet r^f Wunderlich (" Configuration organischer

Molekule," Wurzburg, 1SS6) : he need not, however, search
" the whole range of stereo-chemical literature " for references

of this kind, as there is in the " Ilandbuch " of V. Meyer and

Jacobson, pp. 433-436, a tolerably full discussion as to the

ultimate cause of stereo-isomerism in carbon compounds, wheic

it is stated (p. 434) that "the carbon atom may be regarded

as a mass of finite extension in space, of any shape, with foui

points on its surface corresponding to the corners of a regular

tetrahedron as the units of affinity."

Most writirs on stereo-chemical subjects prefer to speak of

the tetrahedral arrangement in space of the four valencies of

the carbon atom, rather than of the tetrahedral shape of the

carbon atom itself; but if the "valencies" are sufl'icicntly

material to have a definite position in space, they may fairly

be regarded as parts of the carbon atom, which then become^
of finite size, und/or t/ie fiirf'oscs <y' ,c/;;fo-c/;t-m/V/rr essentially

tetrahedral in ^hape. 1 his form of statement has the meiitof

simplicity, and is in itself less objectionable than the idea of

" valencies " tlirected towards the corners of a tetrahedron ; at

the same time, I freely admit that the statement errs on the side

of excessive simplicity, and is not what would be adopted

before a cl.iss of honours students.

It is possible to connect the facts of stereo-isomerism to some
extent by a series of separate propositions, and at the same time

10 .avoid any reference to the distribution of the "valencies''

in space, or to the finite size of the carbon atom ; one of these

propositions would be that " two carbon atoms connected by

an ethylene linkage are no longer free to rotate round the axis

which joins them "
; but so soon as an attempt is made to unite

these separate statements into one hypothe-is, or to assign any

reason for the proposition just quoted, it is impossible (as it

appears to me) to escape from the dilemma ; of the two alter-

natives, I think most chemists, who have not become blinded

by long usage to the gross misuse which the word " valency
"

has suficrcd, will prefer to regard the carbon atom os finite in

size with four poims in it, occupying the coiners of a tetra

hedron, di'tingnished in some way beyond the rest as regards the

action of chemical affinity.

This idea must be made more definite before the average

student can derive much help from it in correlating the facts of

I WUIiccnu!! *.-iv* " tlic .ilom of carbon may possibly rcftcmble very closely

regular tetralicJron inshape."
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stereoisomerism ; the essential part of it is retained in the

assumption that the carbon atom is stereo-chemically to be

regarded as lelrahedral in shape. If any student carries away
the notion tliat this is believed to be the actual shape of the

atom, there is no more mischief done than in that student's

case who gathers the impression that the two carbon atoms
united by an ethylene linkage are held together by two pairs of

forces which do not act along the line joming the two atoms,

but n-eet at an argle in empty space. G. S. TuRPIN.
Hudderstield, September 24.

Careless Writing.

Prof. Tilden, in his review, published in Nature,
September 20, takes exception to the loose phraseology

adopted by writers on chemical subjects. This is, alas 1 only

too common.
For example, in one of the best works on inorganic

chemistry, written by a Professor of Chemistry whose writings

are characterised by their logical clearness and philosophic

reasoning, one may read :

—

" When a molecule of hydrogen acts upon a molecule of

chlorine to form two molecules of hydrochloric acid gas,

44,000 c. of heat are evolved. " Of course, nobody can fail to

understand what is meant. But as the words stand, it is

certainly one of the most remarkable feats of science, and
makes us feel that some happy mortal has succeeded in retining

his faculties down to the degree of fineness, popularly ascribed

only to a certain species of " demon." F. G. DoN.S'AN.

Holywood, Bellast.

OS' THE DOCTRINE OF UISCOXTIXUITY OF
FLUID MOTIOX, IX COXNECTJOX WITH
THE RESISTAXCE AGAIXST A SOLID
MO VIXa THROUGH A FLUIDS

II.

§ 5. T X every case in which vacuum is formed a; an
^ edge of a solid moving in an inviscid incom-

pressible fluid, under pressure constant at all infinitely

great distances from the solid, a succession of finite

individual vortices is sent from the edge into the liquid,

tind the motion is essentially unsteady. Each individual

vortex has a finite endless vacuum for its core instead

of the rotationally moving ring of fluid of the Helm-
holtz vortex ring. But it should be noticed that it would
not be rings of vacuum, but bubbles, that would in many
cases be first detached from the solid ; that by the
tumultuous collapse of bubbles they become rings ; and
that the case in which the collapse of a bubble, in our
ideal fluid, could be completed to an annulment of volume,
is of necessity infinitely rare ; and that the case in

which, when a bubble becomes a ring by the meeting 01

two points of collapsing boundary, there is exactly no
circulation through the aperture, is infinitely rare.-

§ 7. In the case of our circular disc, it would be
circular vortex rings that, if the water were inviscid,

would be shed ofi" from its edge when the depth is less

than 63 feet. If the depth is very little less than 63 feet

these rings would be exceedingly fine, and would follow

one another at exceedingly short intervals of time.

Thus quite close to the edge there would be something
somewhat like Stokes' "rift," but with a rapid suc-

1 Continued from p. 525.
" The whole subject ot' the motion of an incompressible inviscid fluid with

vacuum on the other side of the whole or any part of its boundary is of
surpassing interest. Consider for example an open fixed basin, with
water pourcil into it and left not quite at rest under the influence of gravity ;

swinging slightly fromjside to side. let us suppose for example ; the water
perficlly inviscid, and vapour-less, but m.iy be either cohesional or cohesion-
less : and there being perfect vacuum over all its free surface. Vcrjr soon
it will certainly thr >w up a drop somewhere : and before very long it will

t>ecome covered withspin-drift and will thus illustrate Maxwell's important
allegation (which I believe t) be true tliough it has been much doubted),
chat any conservative system must "sooner or later " pass through every
possible conliguration.
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cession of vacuum rollers, as it were : and no slipping

between the portions of the fluid on its two sides.

§ S. At greater depths than 63 feet, if the water had
absolutely no viscosity,' the motion would be continuous

and irrotational, as described in § 4, text and fool-note

:

but any degree of viscosity, however slight, would, if the

edge were infinitely sharp (instead of having a radius of

curvature of I 2000 of an inch, as has our supposed disc),

give rise to a stale of motion in its neighbourhood some-
what like to Stokes' rift,- " a surface of discontinuity

extending some way into the fluid," but with the

difi'erence that there is no slip of fluid on fluid. A trail

of rotationally moving liquid, a Helmholtz' ' vortex sheet
"

of exceedingly small thickness, is thus left in the wake
of the circular edge ; which, while becoming thicker as

it gets farther from the edge, becomes rolled up in a

wildly tumultuous manner, giving the appearance of an

irregular crowd of detached circular ring-vortices. This

crowd follows the disc at an ever diminishing speed and
widens outward farther and farther, and inwards en-

croaches more on the comparatively undisturbed middle

of the wake, as it is left farther and farther behind the

disc.

g 9. Whether as in § 7 for an ideal inviscid incom-

pressible fluid, or as in § S for a natural liquid such as

water, the " wake," that is to say, the fluid on the rear

side of the plane of the disc, as far as it is sensibly

afiected by the motion of the disc, must be as described

in the last sentence of § S. The rear of the wake is

always moving forwards, that is to say, following the

disc ; but at a'Continually diminishing speed. Hence, if

the disc has been set in motion from rest some finite

time, /, ago, the whole wake must be included between

the plane from which the disc started, and the plane in

which the disc is now, at the time when we are thinking

of it. These two planes are at the finite distance, \'t.

asunder. In other words the wake extends to some
distance less than \7, rearwards from the disc.

§ 10. The shedding oft' of vortex rings from the edge
of the disc, to follow in its wake at less speed than its own,

essentially gives a contribution to negative pressure on the

rear side of the disc equal to ' Ik ; where 2>c denotes
at

the sum of the circulations of all the coreless ring vor-

tices, or of all the rotationally moving liquid, which have

or has left the edge since the beginningofthemotion. This,

with the commonly assumed velocities of the fluid on the

t'vo sides of the rigid plane, seems insufficient to account

for the excess of observed pressure above that calculated

for a long blade by Lord Rayleigh's formula ' referred to

in my letter to N'.\turi;, "Towards the Efficiency of

Sails, !k.c." and leaves some correction to be made on

those assumed velocities. But the working out of this

interesting piece of mathematical hydrokinetics must be

deferred for a continuation of the present article in which
supposed discontinuity of fluid motion, extending far and
wide, as taught by many writers in many scientific papers

and textbooks since Stokes' infinitesimal rift started it

in 1847, will be considered. Kelvin.

( To be continued.)

MR. SCOTT ELLIOT'S RUiVEXZORI
EXPEDITIOX.

ABOUT three years ago, in Nature (November 5,

1S91), I gave an account, rescued from an .American

periodical, of the botanical results, slender enough it is

true, but not without interest, of the Emin Relief Ex-

1 Viscosity is resistance to change of shape in proportion to tlie speed o

the change.
-Stokes, *' Mathematical and Physical Papers." vol. i. p. 3to.

^ In lines (^ and 10 of the printed letter (Naturk, Aug. 20. 1S94, p. 426),

for "something like five or ten." substitute 4 S. I unfortunately had not

Lord Rayleigh's formula by me at the lime th; letter was written.
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petition, as described by Major Jephson. The most
important feature was undoubtedly the small collection

brought away '" for Emin Pasha to classify " by Lieut.

Stairs from " a high altitude on the slopes of Ruwenzori,

or the Mountains of the Moon."'

Last year Mr. Scott Elliot, an accomplished botanist

and experienced African traveller, submitted to the

Government Grant Committee of the Royal Society a

scheme for an extended plan of botanical exploration in

Central Africa. On the advice of the Board for Botany,

Mr. Scott Elliot undertook the investigation of Ruwenzori,

and through the kind aid of Sir John Kirk, such official

facilities as were possible were obtained on his behalf.

Mr. Scott Elliot, not without many difficulties, has now
reached his destination. The following letter, which is

communicated to N.\TfRE at his request, raises a high

e.xpectation that he will succeed in thoroughly investi-

gating the tlora of this interesting region. It is a matter

of sincere hope that his health will be spared for the

task. Unfortunately the time is far distant when, as

prophesied by Mr. Stanley, the " tender-hearted botanist '

may be " conveyed from point to point without danger to

his valuable life.' The honour is all the greater to a man
of by no means robust physique, who in the pure interests

of science is willing to take his life in his hand in the

prosecution of such a task.

W. T. Thiselton-Dykr.
Royal Gardens, Kew, September 25.

Ruwenzori, May 2, l S94.

I arrived here on .April i, but have unfortunately

been able to do very little, as I have had severe

fever. 1 may not have another opportunity of writing

for a long time, so send this now. IVIy route has been
through Kavirondo, Usoga, and L'ganda to liuddu,

through Buddu to Karagwe, and thence diagonally

across .\nkobe to Toru. I find Uganda, Buddu, and Toru
to consist of a plateau apparently gneiss and granite,

about 4000-4500 feet high m most parts, but about this

part of Toru 50C0 or even 5300 feet. The whole of

this plateau is cut up into innumerable swampy rivers,

due to the comparative slow gradient of these rivers (the

Victorian Nyanza being only 3850 feet). In Karagwe
and Ankobe this plateau is covered by a series of folded

schists and shale which extend with one break from
Kitangule to within eight miles of the Albert Edward
Nyanza, where the granite plateau is reached again.

These schists are at So -ip dip, and strike usually 20'

30 east of north. A curious little chain of small volcanic

craters, running east and west nearly, appears in the
midst of the granite at \'ijongo (on Lugard s map), that

is, at the base of Ruwenzori, but I have not been able as
yet to see much of the geology of Ruwenzori itself The
flora over the whole of this country up to 6000 feet is

identical, and even at 6000 feet there are but few new
species. It seems probable to me that this tlora extends
right down to the Zambesi. 1 have been able to get a fair

number of species representing it, but in what condition

they will reach England remains to be seen. Of trees

there are very few. A tree Euphorbia and an F.rythrimi

are the commonest The most objectionable is a bamboo-
like grass, often twenty feet high, which makes travelling

most annoying. .Another conspicuous plant is an Acanth
with handsome red spikes of tlowers and very large

prickly leaves. There are two or three Melichrysums,
numerous Commelinas and twining Lcf^uminosit, and,
strangely enough, a Ruhus, a buttercup, and three Um-
hellifcriT. I find also the same beetles, butterflies, and
dragonflies everywhere.
The country as a whole seems very fertile, and the popu-

lation is probably one-hundredth part of what it might
be. The swamp rivers alluded to are probably the most
extensive natural rice-fields in the world ; but rice has only

been grown in a very halfhearted manner. The banana
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supplies all the wants of the people. Tobacco could
also be grown anywhere, and, as far as one can judge
from the native plant, a very good kind could be pro-

duced. Coffee could also be grown, and cotton, and, in

fact, most of the common tropical plants. Kasamaga,
the king here, tells me he wants Europeans to settle here
and teach his people ; and a young fellow who is disposed
to rough it, and fond of sport, might do very well here at

Ruwenzori. He could support himself the first few years
by ivory (shooting and trading), and by the lime his

plantation came into bearing there ought surely to be
communication with the coast. A curious fact in natural

history has come about here. Kabbarega has eaten

up all the cattle in the country. There is scarcely a
fowl left, and in consequence lions and leopards have
taken wholesale to man-hunting. They have completely
changed their manner of hunting in accordance with

this. Usually speaking they are continually roaring on
the trail, but here neither ever utters a sound, and though
1 have had two men injured, and been within a hundred
yards of another man who was carried off, 1 heard
nothing.

Mapping is very difficult here ; the compass shows the
most extraordinary variations, and the rivers are almost
impossible to trace, even from a great height, as where 1

am now.
I have not been able yet to get at the higher tlora.

One curious fact is that the woods on Ruweniori very

closely follow the ordinary morning clouds and mists ;

these are usually at the same line every morning, and
mount to the top towards evening. This line of wood or

cloud is not, however, horizontal, but is highest at the

main mass, and slopes gradually as the mountain chain

sinks in height.

(Signed) G. F. Scott Elliot.

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION OF THE
PARAFFIN .\ITRITES. '

THE valuable investigations described in this com-
munication to the Royal Society have been made

to determine more exactly the mode of action of parat'tinic

nitrites, and the part which the nitroxyl group NO.,

plays in their physiological action, and also to throw light

on the ettect of variations in their molecular constitution.

For these objects a series of careful observations have

been made as to the action of ten of the fatty nitrites on

(1) blood pressure, (2) pulse frequency, (3) respiration,

(4) striated muscle tissue.

The compounds selected for examination included the

nitrites of methyl and ethyl, the primary and secondary

propyl nitrites, the primary, secondary, and tertiary

butyl nitrites, and three amyl nitrites (d and t^isopriniary,

and tertiary amyl nitrite). By this selection it has been

possible to compare the action of a series of substances

containing an atom of No., united respectively to CI I,,

CoH.., C,H;, C,H,„ and C^.H,,, and thus to determine the

modifying influence which these radicals exert on the

action of the NO._, group. It has also been possible to

ascertain.the etTect produced by a modification of arrange-

ment of the molecules jn nitrites having the same com-
position as, c.i;. in primary and secondary propyl nitrite,

CH,CH,,CH.,N0,,, and (CH;,\CHNO.,

It has long been known that the fatty nitrites lower

blood pressure, but opinions have ditTered as to their

mode of action, Filehne considering that this lowering is

caused by a paretic influence on the vasa motor centres,

whilst lirunton looks upon it as due to a direct effect on

the vessels themselves. Cash and Dunstan arc led by

their experiments to range themselves on the side of

' /'*;V. Tram. vol. clzsxiv. (l8<>3), U, pp. yiyly).
Theodore Caih F.R.S.,and Prof. Wyndliam K.

A paper l)y Dr. J.

Dunitan.
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Brunton, for they find that if the presence of amyl nitrite

is confined to the vessels of the brain alone, a fall of

pressure does not take place, but it does occur if blood
containing the nitrite circulates in the peripheral vessels

of the body, even though the access of any nitrite to the

brain is prevented. They likewise find that nitrites arc

capable of influencing vessels in the area supplied by
the splanchnic nerves after section of these nerves

—

another proof that the action of the nitrites is peripheral.

The part which the group NO^, plays in its fatty

compounds they have sought to determine by ascertain-

ing quantitatively the comparative amount of influence

which each nitrite exerts on blood pressure, pulse fre-

quency, and respiration, when introduced into the circula-

tion of anxsthesised cats, by inhalation or by injection

into the arterial or venous system, and also by ascertain-

ing the comparative effect of paraffinic nitrites on the

pulse frequency in man.
The quantitative method is doubtless open to some falla-

cies, but from the extreme care which has manifestly been
taken in conducting the experiments, and the laborious
manner in which they have been repeated, it seems
certain that the results are in the main reliable. With
regard to the influence of the nitrites in accelerating the

beat of the heart, it is shown that physiological activity

increases with molecular weight ; amyl nitrite is more
powerful than butyl nitrite, butyl than propyl, and so on,

methyl being the weakest of all.

The order in which the paraffinic nitrites reduce blood
pressure in amount is somewhat, though not quite the

same, as that in which they accelerate the pulse, but
important exceptions occur, especially in the case of
methyl nitrite, which occupies a higher position as a
pressure reducing agent than it does as a pulse accelerator.

On the other hind, as regards duration of subnormal
pressure, the order is quite altered, the nitrites which
depress blood pressure to the greatest extent acting for

the most part for the shortest time.

The authors have also endeavoured to determine the

comparative influence of the various nitrites on striated

muscle by exposing the excised gastrocnemius and triceps

muscles of frogs to equal quantities of their vapours, and
recording the extent and duration of contraction produced
with or without electric stimulation. This method is

open to the objection that hydrolysis of nitrite vapours
occurs very rapidly in the presence of aqueous vapour,

nitrous acid being produced. Now, muscle tissue is very
susceptible to the influence of acids, and it seems by no
means certain that the contractions recorded may not

have been in part, at least, due to the acid evolved from
the nitrite decomposition. With one exception (propyl

nitrite) it was noted that the nitrites with low molecular
weight were the least powerful in causing muscle
contraction, but they acted for the longest time.

Concerning the effects which constitution of the
molecule apart from composition has, it was noted
throughout that when the effects of primary, secondary,

and tertiaiy nitrites having the same composition were
compared, the secondary nitrite was found to have a more
powerful influence on pulse acceleration, blood pressure,

and muscular contraction than the primary, and the

tertiary than the secondary.
The fact that the acceleration of the heart caused by

the various fatty nitrites increases with their molecular
weight indicates, as the authors justly assume, that the

quickening action on the pulse cannot be simply con-
ditioned by the amount ot nitroxyl in their molecules,

even though it mav be true that the nitroxyl group itself

quickens the heart's action, for the molecule of methyl
nitrite, which is the least etTective, contains the largest

amount of NO..., whilst that of amyl nitrite, which most
powerfully accelerates the heart's action, contains less

NO.i than any of the other nitrites examined. .\ similar

conclusion is drawn with regard to the influence of the
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nitroxyl element in causing lowered blood pressure. It

is further pointed out, that the preponderance of

the hydrocarbon molecules in the higher nitrites is

not necessarily the cause of their increased influence in

quickening the pulse and lowering pressure. There
are other possible causes. After considering some of

these the authors express their opinion that the more
marked effect of the nitrites having the largest molecules
but containing the smallest amount of NOo is due to

their decreased chemical stability. They incline appar-

ently to the view that the actual molecules of the

paraffinic nitrites do not accelerate the heart's action and
lower tension, and give reasons for believing that they
may actually retard the rapidity of the heart's beat.

When, however, the molecule is broken up, the nitrite

element becomes active, entering, perhaps, into loose

combination with haemoglobin and certain tissues before

it is finally oxidised and eliminated.

The lower combinations, such as ethyl and methyl,

being, as they suppose, least easily broken up, exercise

least power ; on the other hand, for the same reason they

act for a longer time, both in lowering tension and con-

tracting striated muscle.
To the greater instability of secondary as compared

with primary, and of tertiary as compared with secondary
nitrites, they attribute their respectively greater power,
rather than to the fact that in the secondary and tertiary

compounds one and two methyl groups are respectively

attached to the carbon combination of the nitroxyl

group. Much remains to be done before the inferences

drawn from the elaborate investigations, the results of

which have been presented to the Royal Society, can be
regarded as defi.iitely proved ; but this paper adds, in an
important manner, not only to our knowledge of the action

of the nitrites, but to our comprehension of the manner in

which chemical agents influence the tissues, and become
of therapeutic value.

THE LA TE PROFESSOR J. P. COOKE.

THE death of Prof. J. P. Cooke was briefly announced
in these columns on September 13. The following

particulars, for which we are indebted to an obituary

notice in the Tribune of Cambridge, U.S..\., will be
read with melancholy interest by the scientific world :

—
Josiah Parsons Cooke was born in Boston, October 12,

1827. He was prepared in the Boston schools, and
entered Harvard College in 1S45, graduating three years

later. In the following year he was appointed an
instructor, and, in 1S51, Erving professor of mineralogv

and chemistry, and director of the chemical laboratory

of Harvard University, a post he held until his death.

At the time Prof Cooke entered upon his duties as

head of the chemical department at Harvard, the

methods of instruction were of the most rudimentary

sort. Students in chemistry were required only to hear

so many lectures ; work in the laboratory was thought

unnecessary, its place being taken by the few experiments

which the lecturer saw fit to perform before his classes.

Now the chemistry courses at Harvard, as at all other

American colleges, consist almost entirely of laboratory

work. The credit for this change is due very largely to

Prof Cooke.
Prof Cooke was made an LL.D. by the University of

Cambridge in 1SS2, and received the same degree from

Harvard in 1S89. He was a Fellow of the American
Academy and a Member of the National .\cademy of

Science. He was a popular lecturer, and delivered

several courses at the Lowell Institute, one of the best-

remembered being that given in 1S87 on the " Neces-

sary Limitations of Scientific Thought."
He was the author of a number of books, pamphlets,

and scientific papers. Perhaps the best known of his
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books was his " Religion and Chemistry," published in

1S64, which maintained that the designs of a higher
intelligence were to be discovered in the pros'ince of

chemistry. Among other books were :
" The New

Chemistr\-," and its companion volume, " Laboratory
Practice," reviewed in Natike, vol. xlvi. p. 99, " The
Elements of Chemical Physics," '• The Principles of
Chemical Philosophy," and '"Scientific Culture.'

Prof. Cooke was a highly cultivated man. whose atten-

tion was directed to many things outside of his own pro-

fession. One of his last publistied papers was written to

recommend that scientific men should be educated more
broadly. He did not believe in an exclusively scientific

education.

His funeral on September 6 was attended by a group
of men and women, whose mere presence was the highest
compliment that could be paid to the memory of any
man. The successors of Longfellow, Lowell, and the
brilliant coterie with which Prof. Cooke was so long a
part, were glad of the opportunity to show their love and
respect for the man who was all but the last of his

generation, there being only a very few of his early
contemporaries left.

.Among the well-known people present were President
C. \V. Eliot, Profs. H. B. Hill, \V. \V. Goodwin, Francis
h Child, Josiah Royce. C. L. Jackson, G. .A. Bartlett,

Edward Cummings, Ira N. Hollis, Dr. Samuel A.
Green, Prof. William Watson (one of the secretaries
of the American Academy of -Arts and Sciences, of
which Prof Cooke was president), Dr. Henry P. Wolcott,
and Dr. Benjamin E. Getting.

NOTES.
M.t. Fraxk McClean, writing to Dr. Gill, under dite of

August 10, has expressed hi> desire to present a large equa-
lorially monnled telescope, equipped for photographic and spec-
troscopic work, to the Royal Observatory at the Cape of Good
Hope. With this object he has arranged with Sir Howard
•irubb for the construction of a photographic refracting tele-

scope of 24 inches aperture, and for an object-glass prism lo

work with it, having a refracting angle of 7^ degrees and the
same aperture as the object-gl.iss. The glass for the object-
glass and prism have already been secured, and the definitive
order for the instrument was given to Sir Howard Grubb on
May 4 last. Coupled with the photographic telescope there is

to be a visual refracting tele5cope of 18 inches aperture. The
mounting is lo he sufliciently elevated to allow a slit speciro.
scope, for the determination of stellar motions in the line of
sight, to be attached to the photographic telescope, and the gilt

will include such a spectroscope, as well as an observatory of
light construction. Subject lo the concurrence of the Lords
Commissioners of the AHmirjIty, Dr. Gill has cordially and
gratefully accepted thit noble gift to the Cape Observatory.

Cai T. W. J. Whartov, the hydrographer of the .Admiralty,
has lent us a copy of a report, drawn up by Mr. P. W. liissell-

Smith, on the results of dredgings obtained on the great
bank known as the .Macclesfield liank, in the China
Sea. It may safely be asterted that never before h.is the
biological condition of a sunken coral reef in mid-sea been
so completely explored. One of the gcner.-\l result* of ihc
whole examination, hydrographical and zoological, is that on
the whole of (he two hundred miles forming the periphery of
the bank, there exists a rim of coral in luxurious growth, and
at a remarkably even depth below the surface of from ten lo

fourteen fathoms. Capl. Wharton poinli out that this even-
ness of depth is the most striking feature of the chart, and
when the great distances are considered, this appears 10 be a
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strong argument .igiinst any movement of the bottom since the

aoll forji was assumed. It is at any rate quite evident that

from the present time onwards no movement is necessary in

order to form in the future a perfect .itoll, the simple growth of

the coral on the rim sufficing ; and ih.-it we may Iwve here an

ins'an:e of a suitable original foundation for an atoll so formed,

as pointed out by Mr. Darwin. .Mr. Bassett-Smith s examin-

ation of the specimens was necessarily very cursory, and it is to

be hoped that the mass of material collected may be thoroughly

investigated by skilled zoologists at the British Museum, that

fall value may be obtained for the labour bestowe.1 upon these

examinations. The work is so admirable, and the results so

important, that we shall return to the subject in a future issue.

At several London and provincial medical >chools, on

Monday last, the opening of the winter session was made the

occasion (or introductory addresses to the siudents. Dr.

Isambard Owen, at St. George's Hospital, discoursed chiefly

on the importance of mental training in medical study. He
remsrked that the method of the physician was the method
ordinarily empl-iyed in all forms of physical investigation.

Science consisted of soundly-drawn conclusions based upon

accurately-made observations. Accurate observation was the

foundation of all medical work ; and Dr. Owen dwelt at some
length on the fallacies of ordinary observation, and the scrupu-

lous care needed to ensure exactitude. -At St. Thomas's Hospital,

the Rev. W. W. Merry delivered an address mainly concerned

with Plato's criticisms upon the practice of medicine and

surgery in Homeric times, Mr. G. Hartridge offered practical

counsel to the students at Westminster Hospital, and, as an

inducement to work, remarked thit " the Royal Society num-

bers among its members a large proportion of medical men,

a much larger number than all the other professions put

together." At Middlesex Hospital, Dr. R. Boxall discoursed

upon the relations existing between the public, the medical

profession as a whole, and medical charities. Words of ex-

hortation and advice were also offered at St. Mary's Hospital,

by Dr. S. Spicer, and at University College Hospital, by Prof.

H. R. Spencer. Miss M. Sturge advised the students at the

London School of Medicine for Women to cultivate from the

first a scientific habit of mind, as its possession was invaluable

to the medical profession. Lord Bacon's words, " We must be

content lo stand before nature and ask questions ; nature can

only be subdued by submission," were quoted as a clue to the

method of work of all great physicians.

The Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers has issued

alon^ list of subjects up3n which original communications are

invctc'l. P.ipcrs upDu any question of professional interest

will have their merits considered, even if they do not deal with

subjects specific! in the lis;. For approved papers the council

has the p>wer to a va'd premiums, arising out of special funds

bcqieithed for the purpoie, the particulars of which are as

under:—(l) The Telford Fund, left "in trust, the interest

to be expenled in annual premiums, under the direction of the

council." This bequest (with accumulations of dividends)

produce! C^'ii annually. (2) The Manby Donation, of the

value of about ;^iO a year, given " to form a fund for an

annual premium or premiums for papers read at the meetings."

(3) The Miller Fund, bequeathed by the testator "for the

purpose of forming a fund for providing premiums or prizes for

the students of the said institution, upon the principle of the

" Telford Fund.'" This fund (with accumulations of dividends)

realises nearly ;^I40 per annum. Out of this fund the

council has established a scholarship, called "The Miller

Scholarship of the Institution of Civil Engineers," and is

prepared to award one such scholarship, not exceeding /['40 in

value, each year, and tenable for three years. (4) The How.ird
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Bequest, directed by the testator to be applied "for the purpose

of presenting penodically a prize or medal to the author of a

treatise on any of the ufes or ])roperties <jf iron, nr to the

inventor of some new and valuable process relatinL; thereto,

such author or inventor being a member, graduate, or associate

of the said institution." The annual income amounts to nearly

£\^. The next award will be in 1897. The council will not

make any av/ard unless a communication of adequate merit is

I

received, but will give more than one premium if llicre are

several deserving memoirs on the same subject. In the

adjudication of the premiums, no distinction will be made

I

between essays received from members of the institution or

strangers, whether natives or foreigners, except in the cases of

the Miller and the Howard bequests, which are limited by the

I
donors. There is no specified date for the delivery of MSS.,
.Ts when a paper is not in time for one session it may be dealt

with in the succeeding one.

The Queen has been pleased, on the recommendation of the

Secretary for Scotland, to approve of the appointment of Mr.

Angus Sutherland, M.P. , as chairman of the Scottish Fishtry

Board.

The death is announced of Prof. K. M. Albrecht, of Ham-

I

burg, at the age of forty-three. He was the author of several im-

[Kirtant researches in the domains of zoology and comparative

anatomy.

Dr. Charles L. Edwards has been appointed to the Chair

J
of Biology in the University of Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.

At St. Helens, on Tuesday, Colonel Gamble laid the founda-

tion-stone of an institute which is to form a central library

and reading-room and a school for technical education and

manual instruction. He has given the site, and will spend

/f20,000 on the building.

Mr. William Lunt, of the Royal Gardens, Kew, who acted

as botanical collector to Mr. Theodore Bent's expedition to the

Hadraumaut Valley, Southern .\rabia, has been appointed, by

the Secretary of State for the Colonies, Assistant Superinten-

dent of the Koyal Botanic Gardens, Trinidad.

Several earthquake shocks, accompanied by subterranean

rumblings, were felt at Dortmund, Germany, on Tuesday

morning, and caused some alarm.

At the meeting of the Royal Photographic Society, to be

held on Tuesday next, the medals will be presented to success-

ful exhibitors at the annual exhibition, and the President will

deliver an address.

The new buildings of the Durham College of Science, New-
castle-upon-Tyne, will be opened by the Mayor of Newcastle

on Tuesday, October 9.

Sunshine is such an untrustworthy quantity in the climate

of the British Isles, that it is no wonder that professional

photographers have for some time been developing methods for

making themielves independent of it. Judging from the extent

in which artificial iUuminalion is used in photographic studios at

the present time, it seems probable that a few years hence the

sun will be largely (if not enlirely) disregarded in negative-

making. An exhibition of apparatus for illuminating studios,

and some of the pictures obtained by means of artificial light,

is now being held at the rhoto.;tam Commercial Museum, and

will remain open until the end of this month. A number of

interesting exhibits are on view. There are various magnesium

lamps, electric lamps designed for portraiture work, and gas-

light systems for studios. Two of the most interesting instances

of the use of :nannesium Hash-lamps ate to be (ound in the
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pictures obtained by Mr. J. C. Burrows in the tin mines of Corn-

wall, and Mr. H. W. Hughes in the coal mines of the Black

Country. The exhibition well deserves a visit.

The Weather Revir.ii, edited by Mr. John Eliot, and pub-

lished every month by authority of the Government of India,

always contains an admirable summary of the chief features of

the weather in India during the month to which it refers. The
annual summary, which has just reached us, contains a discus-

sion of the meteorology of India for the year 1893. The report

reminds us that meteorological data in India are chiefly utilised for

the following purposes: (l) In the discussion of the prevalence

and spread of diseases, more especially of cholera and other

diseases of an epidemic character
; (2) in connection with agri-

cultural questions, more especially the progress and character of

the crops as determined by the weather conditions of the period.

In the monthly reviews, a'l the meteorological facts and data

are therefore presented from these wo points of view. For

medical statistics India is divided into eleven provinces, which

are believed to be fairly homogeneous so far as the conditions

of the prevalence of the more common diseases are concerned.

According to the second method of arrangement, there are

fifty-two meteorological divisions, or areas divided from an

agricultural standpoint. By following this plan, the meteoro-

logical data available are made to yield the greatest amount of

good to the people of India.

QfESTloxs of natural history assume a particular value when

they deal with the supply of a popular article of food, and we

present, therefore, some conclusions recently arrived at by

Mr. F. H. Herrick, of the U.S. Fish Commission, upon the

reproductive habits of the American lobster (/.oologiscUer

Anzeiger, xvii. No. 454). It is not improbable, as Mr. Her-

rick suggests, that the habits of the European lobster are

essentially the same as those of its American relative. (l) The

majority of adult female? extrude their eggs during June, July,

and .August, but a considerable number—probably 10 per cent,

of the entire number which breed in the year—lay eggs in the

autumn, winter, and spring. (2) The lobster cannot possibly

breed oftener than once in two years. (3) The eggs are carried

by the mother for ten or eleven months : on the coast of Massa-

chusetts, from the middle of July to the middle of the following

June. (4) Sexual maturity is reached occasionally at a length

of 8 inches, but sometimes not under 12 inches. The majority,

however, are mature when \o\ inches long. (5) The numbers

of eggs produced by female lobsters at each reproductive period

increase in a geometrical series, while the lengths of the

lobsters producing these eggs vary in an arithmetical series. .\

lobster 14 inches long will produce four times as many eggs at

one laying as a lobster of only 10 inches. (6) Out of the 10,000

eggs produced at one time, not more than two arrive at maturity,

and even this estimate is probably too high, as the fisheries are

now declining.

The exact measurement of the density of very dilute aqueous

solutions to within a millionth of its value, is the subject of a

paper by F. K.)hlrausch and W. Hallwachs in IVieJemann's

Annalen. The method adopted was that of suspending a glass

globe in the solution by a fine thread, and determining its

weight. The thread found most suitable w.is a single smooth

cocoon fibre. Small disturbing fibres or dust particles could be

detected by the behaviour of the swinging balance. The stirring

was done by means of a glass rod bent into a horizontal ring at

the bottom, and carrying a ring of platinum foil. During

stirring, the glass body was lifted by another glass ring pro-

vided with pieces ol platinum wire to prevent the body sticking

to it. The thermometer indicated hundredths of Centigrade

degrees, and could be read to thousandths by the telescope.

The sensitiveness of the b.ilance employed was not excessive,
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'ince it gave a deflection of two-thirds of a millimetre for a

milligram. The weight of the suspended body was Ijj'jiogr.,

and the loss of weight in the solutions was always over 129 gr.,

so thai the thread was not required to support more than 4 gr.

The loss of weight in pure water was I29'i94gr. at 17 soC,
and did not vary by more than oo32 gr. in five months. The
diflerencc in the individual numbers for the loss of weight in

any given liquid was 01 1 mg. on the average, which corre-

sponds to about a millionth of the density to be determined.

These very accurate determinations brought out some interest-

ing details with regard to the "molecular volumes" of the

sub>tances in solution. Phosphoric and sulphuric acids showed

a decided diminution of this volume at extreme dilutions, while

sugar, hydrochloric and acetic acid, and sodium chloride and

carbonate did not show this diminution.

The Annates ae Chimit tt dc Piiynqm for September con-

tains a paper, by M. Henri Bagard, on the thermoelectric force

between two electrolytes, and on the Thomson effect in the case

of electrolytes. The paper contains a very complete history of

the work which has been done on this subject. ' The author

uses a number of thermoelectric junctions joined in series, and

measures the electromotive force developed by a given differ-

ence in temperature between the hot and cold ^urfaces of

separation between the electrolytes by means of a capillary

electrometer. This electrometer was capable of indicating an

electromotive fo.'ce of one-hundrei-thousanJth of a volt. In

order to check the diflTusion which takes place at the common
surface of the electrolytes, the author uses a porous membrane.

By using membranes composed of such different substances as

goldbeater's skin and vegetable parchment, it was proved that

Ihe membrane had no eflect on the electromotive force, except

to cause it to diminish slightly with lime. Thus Ihe results

obtained with a membrane are probably identical with what

would be obtained could observations be made without a mem-
brane, and without diffusion and convection currents being set

up through the surface of separation. Observations were taken

both while the temperature of one junction was rising and again

when cooling. The points obtained during the second of these

operations often fell below the curve given by the previous set.

This effect, which never amounted to a difference of ^^},t,t, volt,

the author considers to have been entirely due to diffusion.

Thermoelectric couple;, consisting of solutions of two different

salts, and of solutions of the same salt but of different concen-

tration, were examined, and the results obtained are shown by

means of curves. In order to examine the Peltier and Thomson
effects in ihc case of electrolytes, small bolonclers were em-

ployed to measure the change in temperature. The important

fact that the Peltier effect is of opposiie sign on opposite sides

of the neutral point was amply verified, and it appears that the

change of sign takes place at the neutral point. In all cases

the thermoelectric phenomena, the Peltier effect and the

Thornton eflect gave results in the case of electrolytes similar to

ihoM obtained with metals.

" Creameries and Infectious Diseases " is the title of asbort

paper which I)r- Welply has had reprinted from the Lancet.

It u a m»t u<eful little pamphlet, inasmuch as it calls attention

to a danger which, 10 far, has escaped public notice. Cream-
rrie<i receive, a« is well known, their milk from a number of

farms : but after the cream has b:en removed, some of the skim

or separated milk is lent back to the farms, where it is con-

sumed in various ways. The milk received from the various

farms is all mixed together, and thus it is not difficult to see

how one caseuf typhoid fever, or some other illness on one of

these farms, may not only infect the creamery, but may, by

means of the separated milk, infect the whole group of dairies

supplying this creamery, thus starting an indefinite number of
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fresh disease centres. Dr. Welply describes an outbreak of

typhoid fever which he traced to a creamery, and to the use of

food or milk from dames which became infected secondarily.

In several of the dairies which he visited, he states that he

found the dair^'-maids acting in the dual capacity of milkers

and nurses, and he is distinctly of opinion that the contagium got

into the milk from the hands of the dairy-maids. It is clear

that unless we can obtain stringent regulations pissed, such as

are in use in Denmark, Sweden, and Germany, and which our

Board of Agriculture have published in their reports on dairy

farming in these countries, unless we can procure similar legis-

lative measures, cooperative dairy farming in England will

always remain a continual source of danger to the public

health. Dr. Welply says " it would be wise at all tinnes to boil

separated milk when used as an article of human diet "
; we

would go still farther, and say that It is undesirable to drink

any milk which has not been previously thoroughly boiled, not

w.Trmed or brought to the boil, but boiled for several minutes.

The National Health Society took this question up some years

ago, and issued a short leaflet on the advisability of boiling all

milk before use.

LuF.RSSEN AND Haenlein's Bii'.iothtia Boliinica will in

future be edited by Prof. C. Luerssen and Prof. B. Frank.

Messrs. Blackie and Son have just issued part 6 of Prof.

Oliver's translation of Prof. Kerner's " Natural History of

Plants."

Wk have received the Calendars for the Session 1S94-5, of

the University College, Bristol, the Durham College of Science.

Xewcastle-upon-Tyne, and the Merchant Venturers' Technical

College, Bristol.

The Cleneral Report on the Operations of the Survey of

India Department for 1S92-93 has just been issued from the

office of the Superintendent of Government Printing, Calcutta.

The June number of Timehri, the journal of the Royal

.Vgricultural and Commercial Society of British Guiana, has just

come to hand, and contains, as usual, a number of very varied

and interesting papers, notably, "The Guiana Orchids," by the

editor—James Rodway ; "Late Rainfalls, some of their Kllects,"

by James Gdlespie; and "Some Enemies of our Canefields," by

S. R. Cochran. The society celebrated the fiftieth year of its

existence in March of this year, when a successful hisloric.il

exhibition was held in honour of the event.

The sixteenih annual meeting of the Greenock Natural

History Society was held on September 28, Mr. T. L.

Patterson, president, occupying the chair. During the session

1S93-94 seven papers were read, \\i, : "The Sorghum Sugar

Experiments in the United Stales," by Mr. T. L. Patterson ;
" .\

Study of Fungi," by Dr. M. Calder ;
" Scenes from Australia.'

by Mr. Thomas Steel ;
" Gems and Precious Stones," by Mr.

James M'Neil ; "The Evolution of Navigation and Nautical

Astronomy," by Mr. G. W. Niven ;
" Plants with Angular

Stems," by Mr. John Ballantyne, Rothesay; "Notes on the

Cladoccra," by Mr. M. F. Dunlop.

"Science is measurement." Mr. J. Lawrence, of %(t

Fulham Road, London, evidently believes that the converse of

this is true, for he has sent us a " Tell-tale " milkjug, which

London milkmen will probably regard with sorrowlul feelings.

The object of the jug is to furnish householders with a standard

wherewith to judge the probity of their dairymen. The jug is

a glass measure graduated at every quarter-pint. Below each

pint and half-pint mark three lines are etched showing lli-

tliickne-s of cream which should appear in milk of avcr.it;i

c|uality, in milk of good qualiiy, and in milk of very good

quality after the lii|uid has been allowed to stand (or a time.

liolli the quantity and the quality of the milk can thus be

easily tested.
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The Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge have just

l)rought out a second edition of "Our Secret Friends and

Foes," by Pr.f Percy Frankland, F.R.S. It will be

•inembered that the volume was the source of a good deal of

iiscussion between some members of the Society, who, with the

ite Lord Coleridge at their back, announced their intention of

retiring from their membership unless the book was withdrawn

fr )m circulation, it being, according to their interpretation,

written in support of vivisection. That the Society did not

yield to the very considerable pressure brought to bear upon

them is evidenced by the appearance of the second edition,

.vliich, whilst containing an entirely new chapter on the action

of light on micro-organisms, remains otherwise, with the

exception of a few (mostly verbal) altentions, unchanged.

Messrs. Ciiap.man and Hall will publish, almost imme-

diately, a complete "Text-book of Mechanical Engineering,"

ly Mr. W. J. Lineham, the Head of the Engineering Section

.f the Goldsmiths' Institute, New Cross. The work consists

'f nearly eight hundred pages and more than seven hundred

.;ures. The first half is devoted to practical work, viz. easi-

ly and moulding, pattern-making, and casting design
;

netallurgy and properties of materials ; smithing and forging
;

machine tools ; marking off; fitting, machining, and erecting';

I liler-making and plate-work. The second part of the book

leals with theory and examples, the order of treatment being

length of materials ; energy and the transmission of power to

n.ichines and heat engines ; hydraulics and hydraulic machines.

I'he book is not supposed to be an exhaustive treatise on

mechanical engineering ; nevertheless, it will be a valuable aid

! > engineering students and apprentices, and engineering

draughtsmen generally.

Since the publication of "Forthcoming Scientific Books'

111 our issue of September 20, the following list of announcements

lias been sent to us by the Cambridge University Press :

—

• The Scientific Papers of John Couch Adams "; "A Treatise

on Spherical Astronomy, " by Prof. Sir Robert 3. Ball, F.R.S. ;

'Hydrodynamics: a Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of

:lie Motion of Fluids,'' by Prof. H. Lamb, F.R.S., new edition ;

Catalogue of Scientific Papers compiled by the Royal Society

if London, " new series for the years 1S74-83, vol. xi. in the

press; " .\ Treatise on Geometrical Optics," by R. A. Her-

man; "An Introduction to Abel's Theorem and the allied

Theory," by H. F. Baker; " A Treatise on Geometrical Conies,''

by F. S. Macaulay ; "An Elementary Introduction to Miner-

alogy," by R. H. Solly ;
" Euclid's Elements of Geometry,"

Books .\[. and XH., by H. M. Taylor; "Arithmetic for

Schools," by C. Smith, with or without answers, second

edition ;
" Key to C. Smith's .Arithmetic "

;
" Practical Physio-

logy of Plants," by F. Darwin, F.R.S., and E. H. .Vcton ;

" Practical Morbid .\natomy," by Dr. H. D. RoUeston and

Dr. A. A. Kanthack ;
" The Distribution of Animals," by

F. E. Beddard, F.R.S. ;
" Petrology," by A. Harker ;

" Text-

tiook of Physical .Vnthropology, " by Prof, .\lexaader Macalister,

F.R.S.; "The Vertebrate Skeleton," by S. H. Reynolds;
" Fossil Plants : a Manual for Students of Botany and Geo-

logy," by A. C. Seward ;
" Elements of Botany, " by F.

Darwin, F.R.S.: "Mechanics and Hydrostatics,"' by R. T.

Glazebrook, F.R.S. ; "Electricity and Magnetism," by the

same author.

Messrs. Charles Grii-i'IN a.nd Co. have also sent

a list of the scientific books they hope to issue during the

ensuing season; it is as follows :
— "Petroleum,"' a treatise on

the geographical distril>ution, geological occurrence, chemistry,

production, and refining of petroleum ; its testing, transport,

and storage, and the legislative enactments relating thereto, to-
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gether with a description of the Shale Oil industry, by Boverton

Redwood, assisted by Geo. T. IIoIlow.ay, with map; and illus-

trations ; "Calcareous Cements: their Nature, Preparation,

and Uses," with some observations on cenent testing, by Gilbert

R. Redgrave ; "Griffin's Chemist's Pocket-book "
: tabler and

data for analysts, chemical manufacturers, and scientific chemists,

by J. Castell-Evans ;
" Measurement Conversions" (English and

French), 2S graphic tables or di<igram?, showing at a glance the

mutual conversion of measurements in different units of length,

areas, volumes, weights, stresses, densities, quantities of work,

horse powers, temperatures, &c., for the use of engineers, sur-

veyors, architects, and contractors, by Prof. Robert. Henry

Smith ;
" The Metallurgy of Iron," by Thomas Turner ;

" An
Elementary Text-book of Metallurgy," for the use of younger

students and those commencing the study of metallurgy, by

Prof. A. Humboldt Sexton, with numerous illustrations

;

"Kitchen Boiler Explosions: why they occur, and how to

prevent their occurrence," a practical hand-book, based on

actual experiments, by R. D. Munro ;
" Fibroid Diseases

of the Lung, including Fibroid Phthisis," by the late Sir

Andrew Clark, Bart., F.R.S., and Drs. W. J. Iladley

and .\rnold Chaplin, with tables, and eight plates in colours ;

" Practical Hygiene," including air and ventilation, water,

supply and purity ; food and the detection of adulterations,

sewage removal, disposal, and treatment, epidemics, &c.,

by Surgeon-Major A. M. Davies, with illustrations; "A
Manual of Ambulance," by J. Scott Riddell, with

numerous illustrations and full-page plates ;
" The Hand-

Rearing of Infants : a Guide to the Care of Children in Early

Life," by Dr. John Benj. Hellier; "Year-book of the

Scientific and Learned Societies of Great Britain and Ireland,"

compiled from official sources, including lists of the papers read

during 1894 before Societies engaged in fourteen departments of

research. Twelfth annual issue (early in 1S95).

O.ne of the most striking features of chemical progress at the

present time is the rapid advance which is being effected in our

knowledge of the compounds of nitrogen, .\nother com-

pound of primary importance, symmetrical hydrazo-ethane,

C.jHsNH. NHC„H,, the symmetrical di-ethyl derivative of

hydrazine, has been isolated in the laboratory of the Berlin

Univer.^ity by Dr. Harries. Prof Emil Fischer has already ob-

tained the unsymmetrical di-ethyl hydrazine, and Prof. Curtius,

to whom we owe the discovery of hydrazine itself, some lime

ago succeeded in obtaining the symmetrical di-benzyl hydrazine,

but hitherto the simple symmetrical fatty hydrazines have eluded

isoLation. Indeed it is only by a somewhat circuitous, although

practically quite easy, series of reactions that symmetrical di-

ethyl hydrazine has at length been prepared. \ remarkable

derivative of hydrazine was first obtained, in which one

hydrogen of each amidogen radicle w.as replaced by the radicle

formyl, CHO, and the other by the metal lead, the compound

CHO—N—N—CHO.
being represented by the formula \ / This

Pb

substance, a white powder, is readily obtained by reacting with

sodium upon di-formyl hydrazine, a compound with which

Prof. Curtius has made us familiar, and subsequently decom-

posing the latter with sugar of lead. The lead compound,

when slightly heated in a sealed tube with ethyl iodide,

together with sand to maintain porosity, and m.agnesia to fix the

liberated hydriodic acid, is converted into a compound in which

the lead atom is replaced by two ethyl groups. This latter

compound, a somewhat volatile liquid, is treated with fuming

hydrochloric acid, which removes the formyl groups and con-

verts the compound into symmetrical di-ethyl hydrazine hydro-

chloride, which is precipitated. Upon distillation with caustic

potash the free di-ethyl hydr.i.!inc passes over at 85°. The new
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compound is a liquid of pleasant odour, reminding one at the

same time of ether and of weak ammonia. It reduces Fehling's

solution with great energy upon gently warming, and silver

nitrate in the cold. It vigorously attacks caoutchouc. Its

hydrochloride contains two molecules of hydrogen chloride,

and crystallises well in plates melting at l6o'. The symmetrical

di-ethyl hydrazine behaves in a most interesting manner with

certain oxidising agents, particularly mercuric oxide. The

yellow oxide reacts in a most violent manner, but the red oxide

affords a more manageable reaction ; the products are a large

quantity of mercury diethyl, IIs(C._.H. I., and a smaller quantity

of aroethane, C5Hj\ = N'C.jH.,. the elhyl analogue of the well-

known azobenzene. The symmetrical and unsymmetricil di-

ethyl hydrazines are clearly distinguished by their reactions

with nitrous acid, for while the latter yields di-elhylamine and

nitrous oxide, the former affords ethyl nitrite together with a

smaller quantity of a nitroso compound.

The additions to the Zoological Socicly's Gardens during the

past week include two Bonnet Monkeys (Ma^acus sinicus, <J <5

)

from India, presented respectively by Mr. Philip E. Morel and

Miss Ling ; a Common Maimoset {HafaU
iacchui) from Brazil, presented by Mr. A.

E. W. Burns ; a Brush-tailed Kangaroo

(Petrogak peniiillala, 9 ) from New South

Wales, presented by Lady Isabel Clayton ;

three Australian Cranes (Crus austra-

lajiana) from Australia, a Brown Crane

( Grus canadensis) from North America, an

Indian White Crane {Cms leucogctancs)

from India, presented by Mr. E. W.
Marshall ; two Californian Quails (Colli-

fepla californica) from California, presented

by Mr. H. H. Howard Vyse ; a

Ground Hornblll (Bucorviis al'yssiniciis),

from Nyassaland, presented by Mr. H. H.

Johnston, CIS. ; three Pratincoles (C7/ar«>/<j

pratiucola), four Night IIerons(A[)v/;V<?ra.>

^riseus), a Great Bustard (Otis tarda).

South European, presented by Lord Lil-

ford, three Dwarf Chameleons (Chamtc-

leanpumilus) from South Africa, presented

by Mr. C. Stonham ; two Cerastes \ipers

( Vipera cerastes), two Egyptian Eryx (£;;j'.v

jaeulus), a Cliffords Snake (Zanieiiii

ctijordi) from Egypt, deposited ; .\ Si-

inonys Lizard ( Lacerla simonyi) from the

Island of lliero, Canaries, |>resenled by

Mr. Sydney Croniplon ; a Deadly Snake ( Tri^jnoetphalus atrox)

from Trinidad, presented by Messrs. Mole and Urich ; an Axis

Deer (Cr;:'Kj axis), a Rufous Rat Kangaroo, Ilypiiprymnii'

riifesctns) born in the Gardens.

What will most probably lead to a great advance in the deter-

mination of the positions of these radiant points, is the introduc-
tion of photography for recording permanently the visible tracks
in the sky. There may have been many attempts already for

photographing these trails, and the writer himself a few years
back, with an ordinary camera, w.as fortunate enough to catch nine
trails on the sensitive plate. The camer.\ being fixed and not
equatorially mounted, the star images were consequently curved
arcs, and not points. Even on this plate fairly accurate positions

of the trails could have been obtained.

A somewhat unique instrument for locating the tracts of
meteors and their radiant points, has recently been consliucted
by Messrs. Warner and Swazey for the Vale University Obser-
vatory. The accompanying illustration of the instrument is

from Popular Astronomy for September.
The illustration shows the polar axis of the " English " form

carrying a number of cameras. The axis is of a tubular form,
about twelve feet long, the ends working on pivots which are
capable of adjustment. The southern support is connected
with clockwork, while that at the northern end is supported
on a pillar in which are the driving weights in connection with
the clock by cords passing under the floor. On the declination
axis are lilted two arms which serve as supports to the cameras,
three cameras being on the eastern and three on the western
side. These cameras are so oriented that they take, in their

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
An iNSIKtMESr for PHOTOr-.RAlHI.NC METEORS, —Up to

the present lime meteoric astronomy has had little, if any,
instrumental equipment to further its development, the nature
of the phenomena rendering simple naked eye observations the
only available means of research. It is true that even now we
know of a very considerable number of radiant points, and what
i, more, we have been able to note the daily movemcnls of some
uf these in the heavens ; but (his knowledge has only been
gained by the great patience and perseverance of astronomers,
the most notable being Mr. W. F. Denning. With a Ihorougli
knowledge o( the conslcllalions, a good globe or slar-map, and
an accurate eye, he has been able to plot down (rack after
track of these travellers through space, deducing from their
paths (he points in the heavens from which they are coming.
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respective fields, adjoining portions of the sky, so that altogethei

they cover a very large area. The instrument is supplieil

with slow motions, both in right ascension and declination.

and the clockwork has an electric control. Whether satis

factory results have yel been obtained, one cannot .say, but the

apparatus was intended to he used for the Perseid swarnr of

October last.

SUN-SPOT OBSERVATIONS AT THE
PO TSDAM OIISER I 'A Tt >R ]

'.

TN the publications of the " Potsdam Aslrophysical Observa-
tions," Dr. Sporer has previously (No. 17) presented u-

wilh ihe observations of the sun-spots for the years 1880 ti

18S4. The most recent addition to these records will 1<

found in No. 32, in which arc collected the sun-spot ob
scrvations for ihe years 1S85 to 1S93. The observations them-
selves are given in all details, being grouped together with

regard to the period of rotation. These are followed by a

brief discussion, from which these notes and extracts have been

made.
The following (able, bringing together the results relative lo
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frequency and positions (as regards latitude) of the spots may be

first given, a5 many references will be made to the numbers
therein :

—
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PHYSICS ASD EXCrXEERIXG AT THE
M.GILL L\\'IVERS1T\\ MOXTKEAL.

CO long ago 3S 1S55, Sir William D.-iwson pointed out ihe im-
"^ portance to the McGill L'niversiiy of a depailment of prac-

tical science. But though some attempt was ma<>e 10 carry out

the sugges'.ion, little success was obtained until 1S7S, when the

department was constiiiited a Faculty of Applied Science, with

Prof. M. T. Bovey as Dean. The Faculty passed through many
vicissitude>, but it was placed on a firm basis at the beginnmg
of last year, by the opening of well-furnished workshops and
laboratories equipped with ihe best and mo.-t modern apparatus

for scientific investigations in all kinds of engineering and
physics. .-V description of the opening ceremonies has lately

oeen published in a souvenir volume, together with descriptions

of the main features of the laboratories. We are indebted to

this volume for the following informition, and to Dean Bovey
for the accompanying illustration^.

The McDonald Engineering Building, erected and equipped

only twenty-three thousand pounds were asked for to erect and
equip the Engineering Laboratory of the University of Cam-
bridge. The exact amount of ^Ir. McDonald's benefactions

has not been told, but they are certainly nearer -even than six

figures. Everything, in fact, lei^uired in the pur.-uit of physical

and engineering study has been lavishly provided. Few occu-

piers of chairs of Physics here are in the fortunate position of

Prof. Cox. lie was instructed 10 spare no expense in obtain-

ing everything required to carry on work in experimental

physics. "From lirst to last," he says, "whether it was a

question of part of the buildings or of the eijuipment, I have

heard no other langunge from Mr. McDonald tiian ' Let us have

everything of the best, with a definite aim for everything, but

always the best.'
"

TheThermodynaniicLaboralory(Fig. l), inwhichheatengincs
are studied, has a vcrv notable equipment.
The gre.at feature of interest is a four-cylinder steam engine

arranged double tandem fashion, and intended for use in a large

number of totally dilTeienl ways. This machine, designed by

fltt. I.—Thermodjnamic LA^ornto^y.

through the munificence of Mr. W. C. McDjnald, one ol the

Governors of the University, is a fine structure cont.iining

laboratories for all branches of engineering work. The Physic*

Building owes its existence to the generosity of the same donor.

It has been designed fur the leaching and study of physics

(including mechanics) with special regard to (1) its intrinsic

importance as an integral part of a liberal education in the

Faculty of .\rl5
; (2) its essential necessity as a study pre-

liminary to the courses of engineering, mining, anil practical

chemistry in Ihe Faculty of Applied .Science, and (3) the pro-

secution of scientific research. The completeness and liberality

with which all the necessary plant has been put into these

buildings may be judged from the ace impanying illustrations

and brief descriptions. Ii will astonish the various aulhoii'ies

who have similar technical insliiules under their control in this

country, to know that ihe cost of the equipment alone of the two
buildings came lo very nearly one hundred thousand pounds
ilerling '. Compare this princely generosity with ihc fa:t that

NO I 30 I, VOL. so]

Messrs. Schonhcyder .-ind Druilt Ilalpin, of London, under the

general direction of Prof. C.Trus-Wilson, of Mcllill College,

was manufactured by Messry. Vales and Thorn, lil.ickburn.

The engine may be described as a double tandem inverted

direct acting quadruple expansion engine, to work at 200 Hit.

pressure on the gauge, dcveloj^ing eighty horse-power at aboul

150 revolutions. 'J'he two engines may be uncoupled froui each

other, and run at HiiTercnt rates of speed on the plan profiosed

by Mr. John I. Thornycroft, and already carried out on the

triple cxpanvion engines 3t the Owens College, Manchester ; and

in this way the advantages of variation of relative cylinder volume

ate to some extent obtained.
Tfic measurement of the power delivered to the brakes is

made by me.ms of hydraulic brakes of Ihe types designed

by the late K. L. Froude, and improved by Prof. Oiborne

Reynolds.
'1 he steam pipes about the C)linders arc so arranged that Ibe

engines may run either quadruple, iriple, double, or single ex-
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pansion. And as the pipes are led both to condenser and
atmosphere, all these types may be tried either condensing or

non-condensing.

In fact, a complete balance-sheet of the heat supplied, used,

and rejected by the engines can be made, and the materials for

the study of cylinder condensation by Hirn's analysis are easily

obtair>ed.

Several other engines and boilers are available for experi-

mental purposes.

The Third-year Laboratory contains apparatus for the demon-
stration of the properties of the permanent gases and of steam ;

and a complete set of the most modern types of pyrometers and
thermometers, gauges, mercury columns, planimeters, calori-

meters, render possible investigation of many problems of im-

portance to the engineering world.

In the third year, students of thermodynamics are taught the

principles of the science by direct experiment ; and original

research is encouraged during the summer under the direction

•of thefprofessor.

for many hours. The instrumental equipment consists of com-
parators, dividing engines ; a portable Bessel's reversible

pendulum, for the determination of gravity ; an astronomical

clock, break-circuit chronometer and chronograph ; level triers,

end-measuring'gauges, and minor instruments.

The equipment of geodetic and surveying instruments for

the use ot students consists of transits and transit theodolites

of various forms, levels of the Dumpy Wye and precision types,

sextants for marine sounding and land work, plane tables of

English and American forms, surveyors and prismatic com-
passes, current meters, an altazimuth for triangulation work, a
zenith telescope, astronomical transits.

There are also han I levels, chains, steel bands, tapes, baro-
meters, pedometers, and other minor instruments required for

geodetic work.
The Mathematical Laboratory (Fig. 3) is liberally supplied

with apparatus with which the student learns to make measure-
ments of time, mass, distance, acceleration, and other quantities

dealt with in the lectures, as well as to verify the fundamental

Fig. 2.—Geodetic Labcraiory.

In the fourth year, engine boiler and fuel testing is largely

worked at ; and the higher parts of the subject are explained

by reference to the results obtained from the indicator card, as

measured and examined lor moisture and heat exchange. The
gas and hot-air engines are tested again and .igain, and the

effect of the different factors which modify results pointed out
by careful observation.

The (leodetic Laboratory (Fig. 2) is primarily designed for

the investigation of apparatus used in geodetic and surveyiri'j

operations ; it also affords the means of producing standartis of

length and of graduating circles.

The laboratory is double-walled, nnd the inner wall, which is

of brick, contains an air space. In the basement there is an
air chamber, from which ho", or cold air may be supplied to the

work-room by a sysieni of pipes. The air circulation is main-
t-ained by a fan which is driven by an electro-motor at any
required speed. When the desired temperature is reached all

openings are closed, and a practically uniform temperature held

laws of mechanics and to investigate various mathematical and

dynamical constants. Special attention is directed to the

general principles underlying the ordinary instruments of pre-

cision which are used in physics, the simpler forms of these

instruments being put into the hands of the student at an early

period in his course. The experiments are in almost all cases

quantitative, and the learner is encouraged to attain the greatest

possible precision which the nature of the experiment and the

instruments available admit.

The Electrical Engineering Laboratories are under the care of

Trof C. A. Carus-Wilson. They consist cf the magnetic

laboratory, the electrical laboratory, the dynamo room and the

photometer room.
The equipment in the magnetic laboratory comprises a bal-

listic galvanometer designed for use in a variable magnetic tield

(this can be connected with any apparatus in this room or in

the dynamo room) ; a calibrating coil for the galvanometer,

two magnetic yokes, a solenoid and spring balance for traction
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experiments np lo one hun<Ire<t ponnd«, filled wiih search coil

for ballistic tests ; Ewing's magnetic curve tracer ; round and

rectangular bobbins for experiments in self-induction ; a

secohmmeter, telephones, rheostats, &c., and a set of secondary

cells.

The electrical laboratory is situated over the dynamo room.

Slate slabs are let into the wall on three sides of the room,

and stout wooden tables placed down the centre. Current is

supplied to all parts from the dynamo room. The apparatus

here comprises a Thomson galvanometer, three Kelvin electro-

static voltmeters, two Siemens dynamo-meters, four d'.\rsonval

galvanometers, seven Weston ammeters and seven Weston volt-

meters of different ranges, two Weston alternating wattmeters,

two Kelvin balances, one of which is specially arranged for

testing transformers ; two Cardew voltmeters, several other

ammeters and voltmeters of different types, standard cells,

resistance boxes, rheostats, &c. All tests of transformers are

carried on in this laboratory, the current being brought up from
the dynamo room below.

dynamo, a 7 k.w. Fort Wayne dvnamo, a 5 k.w. Brush arc

light dvnamo. a 7 k.w. Victoria Brush mot'M gener.itor, a 15
W.w. Thomson-Houston incandescent dynamo, a 5 horse-power
Crocker.Wheeler motor, and several smaller molors of ditlerent

types; also a 12 k.w. Mordey alternator specially made for

this laboratory (the armature coils can be moved through any
angle, and two or three currents of any pha*e ditTerence thus

obtained). There are in the building at present eight motors
driving lathes, fans, &c., besides a !0 horse-power electric

elevator. The dynamo room also contains several transformers,

arc Lamps, &c., and a set of five enamel rheostats, each of

which can be made to carry from I to 50 amperes on 100 volt

circuit.

The photometer room is furnished with a Biinsen photometer
and a Melhven standard, and is specially arranged for testing

incandescent lamps.

The-e four l.-iboratories are supplemented by an Eltclricat

li^or<-i/ic>/* containing a fine lathe, by the .-Vmericau Machine
Tool Cooipany, driven by an electric motor.

Fic. 3.— M,:;lhcmatical Lal-ora-ory.

The dynamo room is on the ground floor. In one half

of the room are placed the lighting, in the other the experimental
tlynamos. The I.i^htini^ Dynamos consist of a Siemens dynamo
and an F.dison-Ilopkinson dynamo, each of 30 kilowatts output

at 105 volts, and each driven by a 60 horse power Willans engine.

The building is wired on the ihice-wirc system, but can be run

by either one of the dynamos when the load is light, or by a set

of secondary ceils ol Soo ampere hours' capacity placed in

another room. The lighting switch-board was made in the

electrical workshop, and is fitted with Weston station ammc'ers
and voltmeters. The E.t/'i>imtnl,it Dynamos are driven off a

main shaft either by a 90 hi>rse-power Macintosh and Seymour
engine, or by a 25 k.w. IvJjson motor, as is most convenient.

The main shaft is provided wiih ten magnetic dutch pulleys of

20 horse-power each, dc!<igncd and fitted at the college, and
with one magnetic cluich-coupling for 90 horse-power ; the

dynamos comprise two 12 k.w. Kdi»on dynamos, a 7 k.w, Vic-

toria Brush dynamo, a 6 k.w. Thomson-Houston arc light
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The work in the Electrical Engineering Laboratories is com-

menced in the second term of the third year. By that time the

students have gained a fair general acquaintance with electricity

in the physical laboratory. They then begin a scries of experi-

ments on electricity and magnetism, using mcthoils and instru-

ments in ordinary practical use, confining their attention,

however, to principles and not to their practical application.

This term's work is preparatory to that of the fourth year, when

students study the piactical application of these principles in

the dynamo room. Here they make experiments (m electrical

machinery of all kinds, and carry out tests of ilynanios, trans-

formers, motors, &c., under practical working conditions.

They can also see a typical lighting station at work, and become

familiar with the best practice and design in all branches of

electrical engineering.

The practical instruction in the workshops is solely designed

to give the student some knowledge of the nature of the

materials of construction, to familiarise him with the more im-
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portant hand and machine tools, and to give him some manual
skill in the use of the same. For this purpose, the student,

during a specified number of hours per week, works in the

shops under the direct superintendence of the Professor of Me-
chanical Engineering, aided by skilled mechanics. The courses

commence vviih graded exercises, and gradually lead up to the

making of joints, members of structures, frames, iS:c. , finally

concluding in the iron-working department with the manufac-
ture of tools, parts of machines, and, if possible, with the

building of complete machines.
The machine shop and engine room (Fig. 4), an extremely

good equipment, including twelve metal lathes for the special

use of students, one large centre lathe, planing, s-haping,

universal milling, drilling and tapping machines, and all neces-

sary centering and grinding machines. The shop, which is

also used for fitting, contains seventeen vices and a very com-
plete assortment of tools. All the machinery consists of types
selected from the best manufacturers in England and America.
The hydraulic laboratory contains a tank twenty-eight

by weight of «.-.ier in each of these, or in all the tanks, may be
observed at a glance by means of an indicator on the wall of

the laboratory. Experimental work under high pressures up to

150 lbs. per square inch is tendered possible by a connection
with the high-level reservoir of the city. By means of a stand-
pipe with special fittings for pipes, nozzles, valves, &c., investi-

gations can be made under any pressure from zero up to the
maximum. Any desired head may be kept constant by means
of a water-pressure regulator, designed lor this laboratory.

Pipes from six inches in diameter downwards, can also be led
from this stand-pipe for a distance of about sixty feet, so that
experiments on the frictional resistance to the flow of water in

pipes can be carried out under varying pressures. Another
special feature of this laboratory is an impact machine, designed
by Prof. Bovey, for measuring the power and investigating the
efficiency of water-jets in combination with buckets of difierent

forms and sizes. The laboratory is also to have a set of pumps
specially designed for experimental work and research. These
pumps are 1 1 be adapted to work under all pressures up to

Fig. 4.— Macliine Shop.

by five by five feet square, perfectly flush on the inside,

and specially designed for investigations as to the action of

water under low pressures. The tank is provided with specially

designed valves and gauges, which do not interfere in the

slightest degree with the stream-line flow, and by means of

which variations in pressure in difTerent horizontal sections and
under dift'erenl conditions of flow, can be observed with accuracy.

The tank has also fixed to it a recording hydraulic gauge, which
lias been designed to make one, two, four, eight, or twenty-four

revolutions in a specified time. The tank discharges into a

watercourse about forty feet long and five feet wide. This
course may be divided up into one, two, or more compartments,
each compartment being carefully calibrated so that the amount
of the discharge can be easily estimated. At the end of the

course, provision is made for inserting weirs of various forms

and dimensions. Over these weirs the water Hows into large

measuring tanks, which have been carefully calibrated, and each

of which has a capacity of about 250 cubic feet. The volume

120 lbs. per square inch, and at all speeds up to the highes
found practicable, with valves of the best kind and proportions.

The equipment of the laboratory also includes a Venturi water-

meter, water-meters of other kinds, gauges and gauge-testers,

and in fact all the apparatus necessary for the scientific investi-

gation of the properties of water and water-meters, and all

kinds of hydraulic apparatus.

The main apparatus in the testing laboratories (Fig. 5)
consists of a 75-ton Emery testing machine, with a capacity for

tension specimens up to 66 in. in length, for compression speci-

mens up to S5 in. in length, and for transverse tests up to 60 in.

between bearings ; a loo-ton Wicksteed testing machine (Kig.

6), with a capacity for tension specimens up to 72 in., for com-
pression specimens up to 48 in. in length by 10 in. square ; an
Unwin testing machine for torsional, transverse, and tensile

testing ; an angle cathetometer (this instrument was specially

designed and elaborated for the testing laboratory by Messrs.

Nalder Bros., under the direction of Prof. Bovey, to enable
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accurate mtasuremenls to be made in connection wiih the use

of horizontal types of torsion testing machine*, and also to

measure any deflections of a pointer moving about a horizontal

axis, through an angle not exceeding iSo") ; a cathetometer,
specially designed for the testing laboratory.

An impact machine is being constructed, fitted with revolving

drum, tuning-fork. &c., for recording deflections under rapidly

repeated blows. Willi the aid of this apparatus valuable results

maybe expected from tests carried out upon materials subjected

to repeated stresses.

In the laboratory there are also an Oertling bullion balance
with a capacity up to 125 Ihs. and down to i lOD of a grain,

and standard weights up to 100 lbs. ; a Muir lathe, a shaping
machine, and a grinding machine are provided, .so that all the
apparatus required for preparing the specimens for testing is at

hand.
In addition to the above, the laboratories are supplied with

numerous other small pieces of apparatus, amongst which may
be mentioned Whitworlh's measuring machine for measuring a

variation of one-hundred-thousandth of an inch, .Sweet's

measuring machine, and a very complete and elaborate collec-

tion of micrometers, vernier calipers, caliper squares, depth
gauges, rules, &c.
Our space will not permit us to give an adequate description

of the laboratories and lecture-rooms which the McGill Univer-
sity owes to the benefactions of .Mr. McDonald and Mr. Thomas
Workman, and the mere enumeration of the experimental appa-
ratus contained in them will raise a spirit of envy in the minds
of the many workers whose expenditure on scientific instruments
is curtailed within very narrow limits. Certain it is that these

magnificent donations have provided Montreal with a scho3l of
practical science unsurpassed in its facilities for learning.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Taris.

Academy of Sciences, September 24.—M. Lccwy in the
chair.—fieodesy and its relations with geology, by M. H.
Faye. Gravity has a greater numerical value in islands than
in the midst of continents, as the constant is determined by
pendulum observations ; this is probably due to the more rapid
cooling of the crust of the earth beneath extensive seas, as

evidenced by the low temperature of water (1° or 2°) at depths
at which the temperature is about 133" in land. The greater
average density owing to the lower temperature accounts for

the higher value of the constant at sea, notwithstanding the
replacement of so much solid matter by the specifically lighter

water. The author then draws attention to the need of aid

frcm geologists in the further elucidation of the reasons for

variations in the consiant of gravity.—Truffles (Domalan) from
Smyrna, by M. A. Chatin.— .M. \. I'omel accompanies a copy
of his " Monographie dcs IVeufsTaureaux fossiles des terrains

quaternaires de r.>\lge:ie " by a brief note on its contents.

—

Experimental researches on the influence of low temperatures
on the phenomena of phosphorescence, by M. Kaoul Pictet.

Substances showing strong phosphorescence after exposure to

sunlight entirely lose this property on strongly cooling (say to
— 100°), but regain their power on being allowed to approach
the ordmary temperature in the dark without further cxpnsure
to light. The time during which this f'otential luminosilr may
be retained, at temjjeralures such that most of the energy of
heat vibrations is abstracted, is now being investigated.^
Observations of the sun, made at Lyons Observatory with the

IJiunner equatorial, during the second quarter of 1S94, by M.
j. Guillaumc. The distribution of spots and facul.u during
April, .May, and June is given in tabular form.—On the rota-

tion of solar spot«, by Sl. Flammarion. The observed rota-

tions of spots on themselves in several cases are all in the same
fen'efrom south through west to north, and amount in onecaseto

77 in three days, in another lo 152' in four days, and in a third

case the rotation reaches 34 In two days. This law of rotation

is not, however, applicable lo cases where segmentation
occurs.— r)n the theory of the Wimshurst machine, by P. V.
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ASTRONOMICAL SPECTROSCOPY.
A Treatise on Aslronomical Spectroscopy. A trans-

I

lation of Dr. J. Scheiner's " Die Spectralanalyse der

M Gestirne." Translated, revised, and enlarged by E.
" B. Frost, M.A. xiii. + 4S2 pp. Svo., Si woodcuts,

2 plates. (Boston and London : Ginn and Co., 1S94.)

THE German original of this work appeared in the

autumn of 1890, and was doubtless eagerly wel-

I
comed by many who had felt the w.int of a handbook of

I spectroscopy which gave a tolerably detailed account of

the vast amount of work accumulated during the last

twenty-five years. From the position of the author in

the Astrophysical Observatory at Potsdam, it was to be

expected that the subject would be treated in a scientific

spirit, and that he would not merely produce a popular

book, but one which would be of real use to students

of the youngest branch of astronomy. These expecta-

tions were to a great extent fulfilled, although it must
have been felt by many readers outside Germany that

the book suffered from the same defect as Secchi's '" Le
Soleil," that of frequently giving undue prominence to

the researches made at the observatory where the author

was working.

The English edition now before us is not a mere trans-

lation. Not only has it been brought up to date by the

addition of the results of observations published since

: 1890, and in some cases even by the insertion of results

of American work not yet published elsewhere, but

Prof. Frost has evidently been anxious to be more fair in

dealing with older work of non-German astronomers, ana
to bear in mind that all spectroscopic researches do not

j
bear the stamp, " Made in Germany." No attempt has

been made to distinguish the portions so added from the

original text, except in a few cases where Dr. Scheiner

requested it, and where the additional matter is put in

brackets. At the end of the preface Dr. Scheiner has

inserted a number of notes on various points, as to which

he differs from the views of the translator.

The first part (i lopp.) deals with "Spectroscopic Appar-

11
atus," beginning with the effect of imperfect achromatism
of the telescope objective on the spectrum, and the means
it furnishes of testing the achromatism of an object-

i;lass. Harkness, Vogel, and Young have applied this

method in various ways ; but it may be mentioned here

that the method is much older, and has been used by

d'Arrest and others. The next paragraphs discuss the

passage of light through prisms and pris:n-systems, the

loss of light by reflection and absorption, the curvature of

the spectral lines, the properties of the cylindrical lens,

and the effect of atmospheric disturbances on spectro-

scopic observations. A lengthy account follows of all the

various spectroscopes and spectrometers which have

been brought into use from about the year 1817 (not 1823),

when Fraunhofer designed the objective-prism spectro-

scope, and down to the present day, the theories and

modes of adjustment of the instruments b^ing fully con-

sidered. The translator has here added accounts of

Rowland's construction and use of concave gratings, and

of Michelson's and Morley's application of interference
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methods to spectroscopic measurements ; he might also

in this chapter have inserted a description of the

bolometric methods of observation, which have yielded

such splendid results (they are partly mentioned in the

chapter on the sun, but the instrumental arrangements
should have been given in detail). In the paragraph
on photographic spectra the Potsdam spectrograph is

chiefly considered, but the translator also describes

Hale's spectroheliograph.

The second part of the book (pp. 111-150) on " Spec-
troscopic Theories" is divided into two chapters on
Kirchhoffs Law of the ratio between the absorptive and
emissive power, and on Doppler's principle. Prof.

Frost states in the preface, that in view of the contra,

dictory results of recent investigations upon the emission

of light by gases, he has not thought it wise to make any
additions to the chapter on Kirchhoffs Law. It seems,
however, strange that he should not have drawn atten-

tion to these investigations, and pointed out their immense
importance for the interpretation of celestial spectro-

scopic observations, though a careful reader will not fail

to see, even from the short account given of E. Wiede-
mann's researches, how great a role "luminescence''

phenomena are likely to play in future theories of the

nature of celestial bodies. The chapter on Doppler's

principle deals fully with the theoretical aspect of this

important matter and the various objections which have

been raised from time to time, while the splendid

practical results are deferred to a chapter at the end of

the book.

The third and largest part (pp. 151-360) is devoted to

the " Results of Spectroscopic Observations." In the

German original all wave-lengths were based on the

Potsdam system of Miiller and Kempf, and were ex-

pressed in millionths of a millimetre, but the translator

has reduced them all to Rowland's system of 1893, and

has adopted the tenth-metre as his unit, in accordance

with the practice of most British and American spectro-

scopis's. The chapter on the sun describes first the

various methods of investigating the ultra-red spectrum,

and includes an account of Langley's unpublished

method. By this the invisible spectrum is moved by

clockwork across a bolometer strip, the passage of the

lines being recorded by a sensitive reflecting galvano-

meter, the point of light from which falls on a photo-

graphic film, also moved synchronously by clockwork in

a direction at right angles to the plane of the mirror's

movement, thus automatically producing an energy curve.

This is subsequently converted into a linear spectrum

containing dark lines corresponding to the cold spaces in

the invisible spectrum. The ultra-violet spectrum is next

shortly described, and lists of elements present in the

sun are given. In the paragraph on the atmospheric

lines, the translator has substituted Cornu's list of these

for those of Angstrom and Vogel, which Dr. Scheiner

had preferred ; but we miss references to Dr. L.

Becker's investigation of the low-sun spectrum and

(curiously enough) to Dr. Miiller's spectroscopic ob-

servations on the Slintis, although the latter were

published more than a year and a half ago in the Potsdam

publications. More remarkable than these omissions is,

however, the brevity with which the spectra of sun-spots,

facula:, and the chromosphere arc treated in only twcnty-

B B
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one pages. In the preface, the author accounts for this

by pointing out that the present state of our knowledge

of the constitution of the sun is unsatisfactory, and that

we have " a large mass of observational data, although

for the most part unscientifically discussed ; and on the

other hand, an indefinite number of hypotheses and solar

theories, which are, with few exceptions, radically wrong

at the start, and often contradictory to the most simple

physical views of to-day." He therefore felt unwilling to

undertake the task of discussing and sifting these theories.

No doubt an author has a perfect right to decline an un-

congenial task, but it certainly detracts from the value of

the book that it gives comparatively scant information

about our central luminary, on which spcctroscopists

have spent so much labour ; and in the succeeding

chapters Dr. Scheiner has by no means been adverse to

dealing with '• hypotheses and theories." It is, of course,

as impossible to discuss the results of spectroscopic

observations without attempting to interpret them, as it

was for our forefathers three hundred years ago to dis-

cuss the motions of the planets " without any hypo-

thesis.'' And notwithstanding his caution, the author

has not been able to keep clear of questionable hypotheses

on matters connected with the sun, as when he, for in-

stance, suggests that the unsymmetrical broadening of

lines in spot-spectra might arise from the metals entering

into combinations with the metalloids. This idea is also

afterwards brought in to account for the same pheno-

menon in star-spectra of Type Ilia, but Dr. Scheiner

seems lately to have abandoned it, as he in a note to

p. 30S concludes from recent observations that the un-

symmetrical broadening is due to accidental "clustering"

of fine lines. With regard to the spectra of sun-spots,

we notice that all the work done at South Kensington is

completely ignored.

While the chapter on the spectra of the planets, as to

which not much work has been done of late years, is

naturally somewhat meagre, that on comets is very full

and interesting, and includes an account of the important

laboratory work of Hasselberg. The evident dependence

of the spectrum on the distance of a comet from the sun

is duly emphasised, but the account of the two most re-

markable comets of 1SS2 might have been more lengthy,

as we, for instance, do not find any reference to the

dark absorption lines seen with more or less certainty by

several observers, and which (if really existing) are of

very great importance for the interpretation of the

changes in the heads of comets about the time of peri-

helion passage.

In the chapter on Nebula;, a complete list of gaseous

nebulx is given, as well as one of the minute planetary

nebulx found with the spectroscope by I'ickering and
Copeland, and it is interesting to see how this latter

class of objects, like the older gaseous nebula:, cling to

the Milky Way. A list is also given of all the lines

observed in the spectra of nebulx. It might have been

mentioned that the line at 4472 (which also occurs in

some stars of Type la and in Nova Auriga;) is probably

identical with a well-known chromospheric line, asso-

ciated with Dj and the hydrogen lines, as suggested by

Mr. Lockyer. The author does not express any opinion

as to whether the temperature of nebuUe is high or low,

but he remarks that the comparative simplicity of the
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spectrum points to the conclusion that the density of

these bodies is extremely low.

In the lengthy chapter on the spectra of the stars, the

classification of \'ogel is followed, apparently somewhat
reluctantly on the part of the translator. So long as the

system is not supposed to represent the gradual evolu-

tion of a star, there can, of course, be no objection to it

;

but in the light of the results obtained from temporary

stars, and the detection of dark lines in spectra of

Type \c, it certainly looks doubtful if the bright line stars

can properly be divided among the two first classes (If

and \\b).

The account of spectra of Type \a includes a list of

ninety-one lines measured by the author in the photo-

graphic spectrum of Sirius, and an account of the

harmonic relations between the hydrogen lines. That

the stars of this class are the hottest of all, is generally

conceded, and the confirmation of this view, which Dr.

Scheiner (in a note on p. vii.) finds in the appearance of

the magnesium line at 44S1, was indeed found many
years ago by Mr. Lockyer {JProc. R.S. xxx. p. 29), who
first called attention to the fact that this line can only be

produced by a high tension spark, and is indicative of

very high temperature. In the spectrum of « Cygni (Typej

\b) it is the strongest of all lines. Notwithstanding this

the author concludes from the fact that only the fainter

iron lines occur, that a very different temperature must!

prevail in stars of Type \b from that in stars of \a. Vci

the possibility does not seem to be excluded that this may
arise from different conditions as to density. Under the

|

heading " Spectra of Type L," the translator gives

detailed account of Belopolsky's investigation of ,i L\i

with regard to which Dr. .Scheiner remarks in a note

that, in view of recent observations made at Potsdam, he

cannot believe the phenomenon 10 be nearly as simple as

Belopolsky's observations would indicate. " There is

great probability that more than two bodies are con-

cerned in the case of /3 Lyra:."

Passing to the Type II<7, we find a catalogue of ;

lines measured by the author on Potsdam pliotographs

of the spectrum of . I Aurigx". While the authoi justly con-

siders this a complete proof of the absolute agreement

between the spectrum of this star and that of the sun, he

takes a very pessimistic view of the measures of the visual

spectrum of « Tauri by Huggins and Vogel, whose identi-

fications of lines with metallic lines he seems, with few

exceptions, to consider worthless. Many readers will

probably dissent from this view, as the agreement between

the two observers is really good (as also concedeil by the

author), and this somewhat sweeping condemnation would

apparently, if consistently applied, wipe out many con-

clusions drawn from spectroscopic observations.

In the section " Spectra of Type 11/'" the translator

has put together a large amount of information not to bei

found in the original, by giving a list of fifty-five stars of

this class (which are with few exceptions in or close to the!

Milky Way), and a list of bright lines in the visual spectra

of thirty-one of them, recently observed by Campbell at

the Lick Observatory. The existence of a large envelope'

of incandescent hydrogen about one of these stars

(D.M. -f 30 , 3639) seems to be proved by Campbell's
|

latest observations, according to which the Fline,ob5erved

with a narrow slit, is a long line extending to a very ap-
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I

preciable distance on each side of the continuous spectrum,
' and with an open slit is a large circular disc about 6" in

diameter. The same appearance is noticeable in the

faint Hy and verj- faint Ha lines, but not in other lines.

The section on Temporary Stars has also been very

considerably extended by the translator, by the addition

of a detailed account of the observations of Nova Aurig:v;

and of the various theories which have been proposed to

account for the manifold phenomena e.xhibited by this

object. The difficulties in the way of accepting any one

of these hypotheses as fully satisfactory are pointed out,

and it seems impossible to deny that there must have

been more than two bodies in action. The complete

transformation of the spectrum at the revival of the star,

so strikingly similar to that discovered by Copeland in

the case of Nova Cygni, is also an awkward fact to deal

with, and one that cannot be avoided by merely deny-

ing that we have here "a star turned into a planetary

nebula." The interpretation of the nebulous appearance

of the star as caused simply by the chromatic aberration

of the blue hydrogen rays, when the telescope is focussed

for the most intensive rays of the chief nebular line 5002,

I cms untenable, as so e.xperienced and sharp-sighted an

'iiiierveras Prof. Barnard has recently declared himself

to be absolutely sure, that the nebulous appearance is

not a mere telescopic effect [Aslr. Nach. 323S). And
why should we think it impossible for the object to look

like a nebula, when it has the unmistakable spectrum

of one, and when we remember the above-mentioned

observation by Campbell of D.M. 30", 3639.'' The
objects which caused the outburst in December 1891

j

probably left the scene of the catastrophe a few months

I
after, leaving behind them masses of gas both visually

I

and spectroscopically seen as a nebula. But, as pointed

out by Prof. Frost, the most difficult facts to explain are

the enormous relative velocities of the objects.

The study of the spectra of Type IIL; has, during the

1 ist few years, produced results which have very much
lessened the supposed similarity between these spectra

.Tnd those of sun-spots, and the development of bright

lines in many spectra of long-period variables at their

epochs of maximum obliges us to give up the ideas which

foniierly prevailed with regard to these variables. Here,

I

as in the case of Nova Aurigie and /3 Lynt, we have evi-

1 dently to do with very complex phenomena. The trans-

luor refers in a few words to the theory advanced by Mr.

l.ockyer, that the long-period variables may be systems

I of two swarms of meteorites revolving in elliptical orbits,

and he dismisses it with the objection (which is not new)

ihnt the conditions in a system of this kind could not be

permanent, as with successive collisions the smaller swarm
would become spread out into a ring, thus causing the

variability to cease. This objection is, however, not a

serious one, as our own Leonids, though spread out into

a ring, have for many centuries exhibited a very strongly

marked maximum.
After describing the spectra of Type III/;, the trans-

lator gives a summary of Pickering's statistical examina-

tion of the Draper Catalogue. He has omitted the short

notice of the Meteoritic Hypothesis which Dr. .Scheiner

had inserted at the end of this chapter, and which

hardly gave a fair ide.i of the hypothesis. The two

remaining chapters are devoted to the spectra of the
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Aurora and Zodiacal Light, and the displacements of

spectral lines as caused by the rotation of the sun, the

motion of stars in the line of sight, or by spectroscopic

binaries. A useful addition is given in the shape of a

reprint of Campbell's formulae and tables for the reduc-

tion of observations of displacement.

The fourth part of the book (pp. 361-426) contains a

very valuable set of spectroscopic tables, viz. Rowland's

new table of standard wave-lengths {Astronomy arid

Astrophysics, April 1893), Abney's wave-lengths of lines

in the ultra-red spectrum, Kayser's and Runge's arc

spectrum of iron, a catalogue of stars of classes \\\a and
1 11^, and, lastly, an unpublished partial revision of the

chromospheric lines by Young. Finally, on pp. 427-472,

a bibliographical list is given of books and papers

relating to astronomical spectroscopy. This list is

unfortunately very incomplete, and glaringly so with

regard to solar phenomena. We have, also, in several

cases missed references to papers quoted in the body of

the book, and in others only found references to short

notices in Nature, instead of to original memoirs.

On the whole, this English revised edition is a great

improvement on the original, valu.ible as the latter un-

doubtedly was, and it forms both an excellent text-book

for the student and a useful book of reference to workers

in spectroscopy. J. L. E. Dreyer.

AGRICULTURAL ZOOLOGY.
Agricultural Zoology. By Dr. J. Ritzema Bos, Lecturer

in the Royal .Agricultural College, Wageninen, Holland.

Translated by J. R. Ainsworth Davis, B.A. With

an introduction by Eleanor A. Ormerod. (London :

Chapman and Hall, 1S94.)

* GRICULTURISTS will be misled by the title of

r\. this book, if they expect to find any reference in

it to farm animals which especially interest and concern

them, such as horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs. There are

no descriptions of these animals in this work upon agri-

cultural zoology, although after having enumerated the

thirteen orders of mammals, Dr. Ritzema Bos says he

shall "deal only with those of agricultural importance,"

and forthwith leaves out all references to cattle, horses,

sheep and pigs. But, on the other hand, such animals as

wild boars, deer, otters, golden eagles, nightingales, herring-

gulls, and grebes, having no connection with agriculture,

are treated of at some length, and figures of them are

given. Cuttle-fishes and star-fishes also seem out cf

place in a work entitled " Agricultural Zoology," which

should rather have been styled " Zoology, or the Ele-

ments of Zoology."

Among the insects the migratory grasshopper (Acri-

dium inigratorius) and the Colorado beetle {Doryphora

dcccmlincata) figure, though these are not British in-

sects, nor are they likely ever to gain a foothold in this

country. .\ work upon British .Agricultural Zoology is

much wanted that would give the cultivators accurate

information upon all the animals that are in any way,

directly or indirectly, serviceable to them, and all those

that are harmful to them, directly or indirectly. Dr.

Ritzema Bos just touches the fringe of this subject with

regard to the larger animals, though, it must be admitted,
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he goes into rather more detail concerning insects.

Knowledge of the inner life of animals is most desir-

able, and shoald be spread through the whole of the

country districts by the Technical Education Committees

of County Councils, by means of competent lecturers,

in the absence of any standard text-book on the subject.

There is a capital book on Agricultural Zoology in

France, compiled by Dr. Brocchi, entitled " Traite

de Zoologie .Agricole," in which detailed descriptions are

given of all the animals that are useful and in-

jurious to cultivators. Their habits {inccurs) are first

detailed, then their use {utili/c), or the harm (^dt'gals)

occasioned by them, so that one may see at a glance

those that may be counted upon as friends or foes. It

might be supposed naturally that in a treatise upon

Agricultural Zoology, Dr. Ritzema Bos would have

dealt at some length with, for instance, such a

useful bird as the kestrel {Falco tinnunculus), which

must be held to be one of the best friends

of the farmer, for it feeds upon mice, rats, and

cockchafer?. Sivallows, martins, and swifts are dismissed

with exceedingly short notices, and their indescribably

good services to cultivators are unfairly depreciated in

the following inconsistent passage :

—

" Swallows fly quickly and catch insects while on the

wing. The insects on which they prey are generally unim-

portant to agriculture and forestry ; but they may also do
good by catching crane-flies (Tipula) and ribbon-footed

corn-flies (Chlorops), which often fly about our fields in

enormous swarms in order to lay their eggs."

It must be strenuously denied that the insects on which

they prey are unimportant to agriculture, as they are

known to be especially fond of aphides, and many hop-

planters believe that the far greater frequency of the

attacks of the Phorodon (aphis) huinitli upon hop-plants

in the last five years is due in a degree to the scarcity of

swallows and martins. There is no doubt, also, that

these birds clear off the Hessian fly, Cecidomyia tritici,

and others of the Cecidomyidir, and as they live entirely

on insects, and especially on the smaller and most

dangerous insects, they are of inestimable benefit,

and should therefore be preserved with religious care.

It is much to be lamented that swallows, martins,

and swifts are so ruthlessly massacred in the simny

climes in which they pass the winter seasons. Plovers,

too, whose value to farmers is inestimable, are not

alluded to. This is an unfortunate omission, as it is

desirable to clearly point out that these birds should be

encouraged, and that the general raids upon their eggs,

to satisfy the appetites of gourmets, should be stopped.

In his large, valuable work, " Tierische Schadlinge

und Niitzlinge fiir Ackerbau, Viehzucht, Wald- und

Gartenbau," published at Berlin in 1891, Dr. Ritzema

Bos, like Dr. Brocchi, gives full accounts of all animals

in any way connected with the field, forest, and garden,

and this might have been liberally epitomised and trans-

lated for the benefit of British agriculturists with far

more advantage to them than the unsatisfactory ri'chauff'i'e

now before us. Insects are Dr. Ritzema Bos's strong

point, as all arc aware who know his labours in this

direction, so that it is not surprising to find consider-

ably more than a third of the contents of " .\gricultural

Zoology" devoted to them. But it is rather strange
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that some very import.int insects are not mentioned, and

that others are dismissed with a short account of their

habits. In some cases methods of prevention and remedies

against insect attacks are suggested, but they are generally

given in the briefest possible manner. Thus for the

pea-weevil {Sitoiics Uncatus) the remedy prescribed is

" rational rotation," which will convey little or no meaning

to the perplexed pea-grower.

For the ravages of the Diamond-back Moth {Pltilella

cruciferaruni), no remedy whatever is mentioned,

although the caterpillars of this insect occasionally do

serious harm to many species of the Brassica, as in

1S91, when many thousands of acres of turnips, rape,

and cabbages were ruined by their action.

Another instance of a curious remedy may be given

in the paragraph upon Cockchafers {Mdolonihavulgaris)

in which it is recommended that the grubs that are

turned up during ploughing should be collected, and

that the cockchafers should be caught. " This is very

expensive, since it has to be done very energetically if

most of them have left the pupa cas?. A part of the

expense may, however, be recouped by using the cock-

chafers as manure." This " part of the expense," it is

thought, would be absurdly infinitesimal.

Again, for the Red Spider {Telranychits ielarius),

most destructive to many crops of the firm, garden, and

glass-house, no modes of prevention or remedial mea-

sures are hinted at, although economic entomologists

have pointed out that as moisture is most obnoxious to

these mites, washing or spraying infested plants fre-

quently is an efficacious remedy against them. One
of the best parts of this volume is that devoted to

the Ani^uillulida:, or eelwornis, which are most injurious

to a number of crops, and in many cases are quite

unsuspected enemies.

With regard to the insects omitted, it will be seen that

none that are injurious to fruit crops have been included,

though fruit-growing forms an important feature of

British land culture. As in Holland and Germany, the

Winter Moth (Cheimatobii bnimatd) is terribly destruc-

tive to the apple crops in this country, and the Codlin

.Moth {Ciiipocapsa poinonclla) is almost equally injurious

in some seasons to apple-trees in (ircat Britain, the Con-

tinent, and the United States and C uiada. Both these

are unnoticed, as well as several other moths, and many

weevils and sawflies, that attack apple, pear, and

plum trees, gooseberry and currant bushes, and rasp-

berry-canes, against whose onslaughts fruit-growers would

only be too thankful to have some practical advice from

an expert of the reputation of Dr. Ritzema Bos.

In ;i few instances valuable remedies are recommended

against insects, as, for example, the remedy adopted for

the Silver Y }>loth(P/usia j^ti/niita), by fastening together

by laths several long troughs with steep inner walls,

at distances equal to those between the adjacent

furrows, and the caterpillars are swept by besoms fixed

to the laths into the troughs, from which they are

collected in sacks at the end of the furrows. With

this cheap machine about twelve acres per day can be

cleared. This is a practical remedy, and is derived from

Taschenberg, the most practical and able of all economic

entomologists, who has done more for cultivators in the

way of describing insects, and prescribing methods of
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prevention and remedial measures against them, than

any other entomologist ; and whose store of information

- many writers upon economic entomology have calmly

used without acknowledgment. His " Praktische Insekten-

Kunde" is a model of what a work upon baneful insects

should be.

The 149 illustrations in "Agricultural Zoology" are

good, especially those from Taschenberg, which arc very

clear, and some of these form very pretty pictures. It

would be a grc.it assistance to readers if an index had

been supplied, for it is difficult to find references that are

required.

Upon the whole we cannot congratulate Prof. Ritzema

Bos upon his last production. If he had reproduced parts

of his larger work, " Tierische Schadlinge und N iitz-

linge," without alteration, it would have been far better

than boiling it down and entitling the result " Agricultural

Zoology.''

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Progress in Flying Machines. By O. Chanute, C.E.

(London : Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, and Co.,

1894-)

This book is a reissue of a series of twenty-seven
articles which appeared in Tlie RailroadandEngineering
Journal (now re-designated as The American Engineer)
of New York City. It gives a very complete account
of the many experiments that have been performed by
various experimenters with details of the machines used,
and clear reasons why so many of them have failed.

After a short statement of general principles the author
describes the machines in which wings and parachutes
were used ; then those in which screws were used to lift

and to propel. The author believes that the true func-
tion of aerial screws is to propel and not to lift (page

72) ; but Lord Kelvin, in the discussion on aerial naviga-
tion at the British Association in Oxford, last August,
Stated his belief in screws working round a vertical axis
for the latter purpose. The greater part of the book is

devoted to a description and discussion of aeroplanes.
The whole subject of aerial navigation resolves itself

into ten problems or conditions :

(1) The resistance and supporting power of the air.

(2) The motor, its character and its activity.

(3) Selection of the instrument to obtain propulsion.

(4) The form and kind of the apparatus for sustaining
the weight—whether flapping wings, screws, or aero-
planes.

(5) The amount of the sustaining surface required.

(6) The best materials to be employed for the framing
and for the moving parts.

(7). The maintenance of the equilibrium, which is the
most important, and perhaps the most difticult of solu-

tion, of all the problems.
(S) The guidance in any desired direction.

(9) The starting up into the air under all conditions.

(10) The alighting safely anywhere. Safety in starting

up, in sailing, and in coming down is essential.

All these problems are lully and fairly discussed in

this volume. There are eighty-two diagrams, and an
excellent index, which add greatly to the value of the
book.

Fertilisers and Feeding Stuffs; their Properties and
Uses. By Bernard Uyer, D.Sc. (Lond.) (London:
C. Lockwood and Co., 1894.)

Thi.s little book, which is a handbook for practical

farmers, and is not addressed to the agricultural

student, is issued opportunely. It contains the full text

of the Fertilisers and Feeding Stuffs Act 1893, and the
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Regulations and Forms of the Board of Agriculture
relating to the same, and also some useful notes on the
Act, by Mr. A. J. David, Barrister-at-Law. Dr. Dyer's
notes were first published in the form of newspaper
articles, and have been reprinted by request ; they will

prove very useful to the class to whom they are ad-
dressed, containing as they do short descriptions of the
origin, composition, and uses of farmyard manure, arti-

ficial manures, and of purchased feeding stuffs, all of a
practical nature. The notes on the new " Fertilisers and
Feeding Stuffs Act" will also be useful to those who wish
to put this Act into use ; but these, we anticipate, will

be few.

Heat treated Experimentally. By Linnaeus Cumming,
M.A. (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1894.)

The companion volume to this—" Electricity treated
Experimentally "— is known to most teachers of physics.

The present work aims at giving (i) an elementary
account, with easy experiments, of the general laws of
heat

; (2) a brief account of the classic researches of
Regnault, Joule, and other eminent investigators ; (3) a
description of the theory of heat comprehensible to

students whose mathematical range does not extend
beyond elementary trigonometry. This laudable design
is satisfactorily realised. Mr. Cumming writes clearly

;

in other words, he knows what to say and how to say it.

The experiments described are all workable and well

arranged, hence the book is one which may be used in

science classes with confidence and pleasure.

Ways and Works in India. By G. W. Macgeorge,
M.I. C.E. (Westminster : Constable and Co., 1S94.)

An account of the public works in India from the earliest

times up to the present day should be useful, if only as an
outline for a precise and detailed history of Indian
Public Works. The materials for the compilation before

us have been collected by the author from various official

publications, and the facts are arranged in a satisfactory

manner. The subjects treated are the trigonometrical sur-

vey of India; roads; irrigation works; railways; water-
supply of towns ; internal telegraphic system ; and sea
and harbour works. The data referring to these matters
will be valuable to all interested in the progress of India.

The work does not appeal to a large public in England ;

nevertheless, it presents, in a readable form, much useful

information on the engineering works which will stand
for many years as monuments to British rule in India.

Manual Pratique de L'Aeronaute. By W. de Fonvielle.

(Paris : Bernard Tignol.)

In this book of 246 pages, M. de Fonvielle, a well-

known writer on aeronautical matters, contrives to com-
press a mass of information of use to the aeronaut. We
recommend the book to practical aeronauts, meteorolo-
gists, and the numerous amateurs who are interested in

ballooning and its possibilities. Seventy figures illus-

trate the text. It has been said that the development of

the art of flying has been retarded by the balloon ; but

even if this is conceded, .M. do Fonvielle's book shows that

science has gained a little from ballooning.

Fruit Culture for Profit. By C. B. Whitehead, B.A.
Pp. 68. (London : Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge, 1S94.)

In view of the recent correspondence in the Times,
on fruit culture, this book appears very opportunely.

Fruit-growing is now recognised as a valuable branch of

agricultuie, and English producers are becoming alive

to its importance. The Royal Agricultural Society

and the Board of Agriculture have encouraged fruit-

growing by publishing articles and pamphlets upon the

subject. These publications, and .^Ir. Whitehead's little

\oluuie, should be obtained by all who are interested in

the profitable production of fruit.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

\Thc Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake
to return, or to correspond with the writers oj, rejectiii

manuscripts intended for this or any other part ('/Nature.
A^ notice is taken of anonymous communications. ]

Wilde's Theory of the Secular Variation of
Terrestrial Magnetism.

Some prominence is given in Nature of August 9 to.i

litter of L. A. Bauer, .1 magnetic computer of the United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey, on the above su!>ject. Absence
from home and other circumstances have prevented me from re-

plying to this lct:er before now. It is not my intention to engage
in controversy » ith a critic who roundly comlemns my theory

and experiments without reason, and at the same time naively

announces that, by means of formula; e'^tabiished by himself, he
has succeeded in lepresenting the observations many times
better than the raa^netarium results.

My principal object in writing is to correct an error I have
made in stating that no observations had been made on the dip

at Sr. Helena previous to the )ear 1S25. The error is all the

more inexcusable as^I have in my possession Hansteen's " Mag-

Dale.
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The Newtonian Constant of Gravitation.

I SHOULD be obliged if you would allow me to make a
correction in my lecture at the Royal Institution, published in
Nature, Aug. 2, 9. and 23, on page 331. I have stated that
in pieces of apparatus geometrically similar but of different
dimensions, the disturbances due to uncertain convection currents
.ire likely to be in the proportion of the seventh power of the
linear dimensions. Having discussed this at some length lately
with Prof. Poynting, I find that I was in error, and that in reality
the disturbances would be proportional to the fifth power of the
linear dimensions if the circulation of the air were so extremely
slow as to be ste.idy. If, however, its velocity were sufficient to
give rise to unsteadiness, the rate at which momentum would be
given to the suspended portion of the apparatus would depend
on the square of the velocity, at least in pari, and .-is the part
depending on the square increased in importance the disturbance
would gradually rise to the eighth power. So long, therefore,
as the apparatus is small enough to prevent terms involving the
square of the velocity from being appreciable, the ratio of the
disturbance to the couple to be measured or the stability is

the same whatever the size ; but as soon as the apparatus
exceeds this, then the disadvantage of size very rapidly becomes
evident.

Of course the objection due to the great increase of time
which must elapse between the handling of apparatus and its

being fit for observations to be made, which accompanies
increase of size, remains.

As the consideration of the relation between disturbance and
couple to be measured, and its variation with linear dimensions,
is a matter of great importance in the design of most instru-
ments in which the movements of a suspended system supply
the means of measurement, there is an additional reason for
correcting in these columns the error that I made.

C. V. Boys.

On Some Temperature-Variations in France and
Greenland.

The relations indicated in the iiagram sent herewith are, I

think, instructive ; and they might perhaps be found to contain
some useful clues to coming weather.

This diagram has two kinds of curves, dotted line, and con-
tinuous. Both are smoothed curves. In the former, the actual
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characters : it will be capable of forming an oxide RO3 ; its

hydride, if it exists, will be even more unstable than tellurium

hydride ; its compounds will be easily reduced ; it will form

definite alloys with metals ; and have the specific gravity of

about 93. Since then Prof. W. Preyer, in his "Genetisches

System der chemischen Elemente," Berlin, 1S93, p. 100,

among unknown elements, gives one in the sulphur group, thus

predicted by Mendelcef. He goes into further details, repre-

senting the atomic weight as 213 ; specific gravity, 86 ; atomic

volume, 247 ; specific heat, 0*03 ; electro-negative, divalent,

diamagnetic.

A. Griinwald (HI. 1891, 5, p. 21) appears to have seen the

spectrum of this element, whilst observing spectra of tellurium,

copper and antimony.
Norweglum is considered by some chemists to be this missing

element ; Dr. Preyer is not of that opinion, regarding the

claims of norwegium to be considered an element to be

insufficiently supported.

In consideration of Dr. Brauner's work on the atomic weight

of tellurium, and the priority of his suggestion of the existence

of an accompanying element of higher atomic weight, coupled

with his excellent work generally in furthering the claims of the

Periodic Law (notably in the cases of beryllium and of ihe

cerium, lanthanum and didymium series), I would suggest that

this new element, when isolated from its close union with

tellurium, be called Bohemium, in his honour.

C. T. Blansiiard.

I

Bright Meteors.

A PRETTY bright meteor crossed the eastern sky here on
Saturday evening last, at about 7.54 p.m. I saw only the flash

of light which it cast on the ground and in the sky towards the

east, like a momentary weak red flash of lightning. "A
shooting-star," said a bystander close 10 me, who saw it fairly

well, and who gave me, roughly, this description, by the stars,

of its apparent course : From about R.A. 340°, Decl. -f 25°, to

about 336', -t- 12°. It described this course o( 12' in about a

second, and was red in colour, and broke up at last with a red

(lash, leaving no train of light or of sparks along the track

which it had traversed, so long as for a second or two in which
I had lime to look towards the direction where he pointed.

Tree-tops intercepted his view beyond the point of this disrup-

tion, but the light's sudden extinction there made a much
further extension of the track unlikely.

About an hour afterwards, at about 8.49 p.m., I chanced to

see another rather fine shootingslar, of about the brightness and
colour of the planet Mars at present, descending some 16'

or 18° across the norihern sky in one and ahalf or two
seconds, from R.A. 47°, Decl. -^ 70°, to 100° + 69', beginning
and disappearing rather suddenly, and of nearly uniformly
bright appearance all along its course. It projected no sparks,

and, like the earlier meteor, left no train of light or enduring
sparks along its track to mark its course.

Prolonged backwards the apparent piths of these two meteors
diverge from near a Cassiopeia:, and it may perhaps be
that a sbo»er of bri.;ht, ruddy meteors from the direction of

Cassiopeia was in progress on that date, of which the two
meteors here described may have been bright enough members
to have been generally noted. The above otiscrvations, although
those of the brighter meteor are only of rather slender accuracy,

will perhaps be useful, in that case, to serve for comparison with

other records which, at least of the larger meteor of the two,

inay not impossibly have been noted and preseived elsewhere.

A. S. Herschel.
Observatory House, Slough, October i.

Tan-Spots over Dogs' Eyes.

Can any of your readers explain the meaning of the Ian-

spots seen so commonly over the eyes in black-and-tan dogs of
moit breeds?
When in Melbourne last year, I went carefully over all the

dogs in a show, with one of the stewards, and we found the

spots in all the black-.and-tan terriers, foxhounds, dcerhounds,
colliet, luichers, iS:c. ; but I could get no infoiniation regard-
ing them from the experts.

In some of Ihe higliiy-bred toy dogs, as the small black-and-
Ian terriers, I found on inquiry that these Si>ots, formerly so
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very conspicuous, were being bred out, and had nearly dis-

appeared. Their persistence through so many strongly-marked

varieties, except those of late date, is singular, for there is

fairly good proof that when first douieslicated the dog was
red or bright brown, like the pariah, dingo, &c.

As far as I can see, we do not find the spots white on a black

or dark ground ; nor yet black or dark on a white or light

ground. My explanation is that they have arisen as a per-

manent marking after the dogs "sported" to black under

domestication, and have been preserved and developed

through natural selection. Possibly they are protective, and

simulate eyes.

One morning, just at dawn, I had occasion to go out into the

garden, and while stooping to examine some flowers, near a

fence partly covered with creepers, I suddenly saw an animal's

head looking through, and what seemed to be two black,

and seemingly large, eyes glared at me. Suspecting that a

black leopard was about to spring over, I started back, clapped

my hands, and shouted. To my relief, however, I saw a tail

wag, and found that the spectator was a coolie's dog I knew
very well, and which recognised me. The use of the tan-

spots—in this case at least—ihen occurred to me.

May it not be that the spots thus serve a protective purpose,

and have often saved the lives of dogs (black dogs) from their

enemies, the smaller felines, such as the clouded leopard, &c.?

Perhaps the matter is not new ; but if it is, it seems worth

looking into.

I have several dogs about here now with black bodies and

heads ; the tan-spots, rather pale, are of the size of a shilling. I

have shot one, keeping the skin of the head as a curiosity.

Sibsagar, Asani, September 7. S. E. Peal.

Flight of the Albatross.

At the request of several friends, I enclose, for your inspec-

tion, a snap-shot of a northern albatross, which I took en roult

from Victoria, British Columbia, to San Francisco.

The photograph gives the bird in a position in which the

human eye is incap.able of seeing it. Strangely enough, the flight

of the bird which I photographed had been during the whole
course of the morning the subject of much discussion : none of us

could imagice how the force which enabled it to fly at such

great speed was generated. I remembered having seen some

discussion in ihe papers on the subject, and slated that the

matter ha<l been settled to Ihe satisfaction of scientific people,

and dill my best to explain ihc theory.

I chose ihe moment for my photograph when the I ird was

about fifteen feet from the camera, and sailing alongside of

Ihe steamer. The sirelcli of Ihc wings w.as cstimaled by the
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captain of the ship at between eleven and twelve feet, and the
indicator on the camera showed these wings apparently at full

stretch at the instant that I pressed the button. The result is

certainly somewhat astonishing, and I shall be glaii to know
whether it is worth comment in your paper ; to me it certainly

seems to entirely upset the accepted theories as to the flight of

this bird. A. KiNGSMILL.
^tanmore, October 10.

ON THE DOCTRINE OF DlSCONTrNUITY OF
FLUID MOTION, IN CONNECTION WITH

^ THE RESISTANCE AGAINST A SOLID
MOVING THROUGH A FLUID}

III.

§ II. '

I
MIK accompanying diagram (Fig. l) illus-

JL trates the application of the doctrine in

question, to a disk kept moving through water or air

with a constant velocity, V, perpendicular to its own
plane. The assumption to which I object as being in-

consistent with hydrodynamics, and very far from any

d

d A

approximation to the truth for an inviscid incompressible
tluid in any circumstances, and utterly at variance with
observation of diNks or blades (as oar blades) caused to

move through water ; is, that starting from the edge as
represented by the two continuous curves in the diagram,
and extending indelinitely rearwards, there is a " surface
of discontinuity " on the outside of which the water flows,

relatively to the disk, with velocity V, and on the inside
there is a rear-less mass of " dead water " - following
close after the disk.

I Continued from p. 540.
- 'rhis is a tcchnic.-il expression of rr.icticil hydraulics, adopted by the

Englisli teachers of the doctrine of finite slip between two parts of a homo-
geneous lluid, to designate water at rest relatively to the disk.
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§ 12. The supposed constancy of the velocity on the
outside of the supposed surface of discontinuity entails
for the inside a constant pressure, and therefore
quiescence relatively to the disk, and rearlessness of the
'• dead water.

' How such a state of motion could be
produced .' and what it is in respect to rear ? are
questions which I may suggest to the teachers of the
doctrine, but happily, not going in for an examination
in hydrokinetics, I need not try to answer.

§ 13. But now, supposing the motion of the disk to
have been started some finite time, /, ago, and consider-
ing the consequent necessity (§ 9) for finiteness of its

wake, let ab, M be lines sufficiently far behind the rear,
and beyond one side, of the disturbed water, to pass
only through water not sensibly disturbed. We thus
have a real finite case of motion to deal with, instead
of the inexplicably infinite one of §11. Let us
try if it is possible that for some finite dis-
tance from the edge, and from the disk on each
side, the motion could be even approximately, if not
rigorously, that described in § 11, and indicated by the
diagram.

§ 14. Let V be the velocity at any point in the axis,
A(^, at distance / from the disk, rearwards. Draw eJ
perpendicular to the stream lines of the fluid, relatively
to the disk supposed at rest.

The "flow"' in the line fd is o ;

,, lii „ V X oW

;

o ;

o, by hypothesis.

in the closed polygonHence for the " circulation "

edbake, we have

V X all -
j vify.

Sitnilarly, for the circulation in the same circuit ^ at a
time later by any interval, t, when the line 6a has moved
to the position />'a', and ed to e'li', we have

V X ,/i -I XI ay.

where v' denotes, for the later time, t -\-t, the velocity in

Aa, at distance y from A. Hence the circulation in

edaAe gains in time t an amount equal to

-/: [v' - t<)dy;

which is the same as

J

(-' - -Vr,

This, by the general theorem of " circulation,' " must be
equal to the gain of ciiculation in time r, of all the vortex-

sheet in its growth from the edge according to the state-

ment of § II. Hence, with the notation of § 10,

(2k)' - 2k - - /

" (- - v),!y.

J

5 If. Remarking now that the fluid has only con-
tinuous irrotational motion through a finite space all

round each of the lines cd, db, ha, at\ ; and all round \c
except the space occupied by the disk and the fluid

beyond its front side, we have, for the velocity-potential

of this motion, relatively to the disk,

^> + 'P(-»-, y, =. I)

where
<l>

denotes the velocity-potential of the motion

1 "Vortex Motion " (Thomson), Traits. R.S.E.,, XS69.
= !/•!,{.

y Kemartc that the circulation in ahb'a' Is zero, and therefore the circula-

tion in eiib'a'Af is equnl to that in fiil'afiiC.

> "Vortex Motion," 1 rans. A' .V./i , 1869.
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relative to the infinitely distant fluid all round : and we
have

v = \ + ~<^[o,y,o,0.
dy

With this the equation of § 14 becomes

(2«)' - Ik =)^(o, o, 0, t +t)| -
{<^[fi, o, 0, t)).

Hence, by taking r infinitely small,

§ 16. Now in the time from / to / + t, there has been,

according to the supposition stated in § 11, a growth of

vortex sheet from e, at the rate i\', being the mean
between the velocities of the fluid on its two sides,' and
the circulation, per unit length, /, of the sheet thus grow-
ing is IV. Hence the vortex-circulation of the growing
sheet augments, in time r, by AVt X V : and therefore,

by §15,

i <p (o, 0, o,t) = l V=.

§ 17. Now, if n denotes the pressure of the fluid at

great distances, where its velocity, relative to the

disk is V, and p the pressure at any point of the rear

side of the disk, being the same as the pressure at A, we
have, by elementary hydrokinetics,

/ = n + i V2 - '^
-ib(o, o, o, t)

because the velocity of the fluid at every point of the rear

side of the disk is zero according to the assumption of
" dead water." Hence, by § 16,

/» = n,

which, being the same as the pressure on the rear side

given by the unmitigated assumption of an endless ever

broadening wake of " dead water," proves that our sub-

stitution (§ 13) of a finite configuration of motion con-

ceivably possible as the consequence of setting the disk

in motion at some finite time, /, ago, instead of the

inconceivable configuration described in § 11, does not

alter the pressure on the rear side of the disk.

§ 18. Hence were the motion of the fluid for some finite

distance from the disk, on both its sides, the same, or

very approximately the same, as that described in § 11,

the force that must be applied to keep it moving uni-

formly would be the same, or very approximately the

same, as that calculated by Lord Rayleigh from the

motion of the fluid supposed to be wholly as described in

§ 19. But what reason have we for supposing the
velocity of the fluid at the edge, on the front side of the

disk, to be exactly or even approximately equal to the

undisturbed velocity, V, of the fluid at great distances
from the disk.' .None that I can see. It seems to me
indeed probable that it is in reality much greater than
\', when we consider that, with inviscid incompressible
fluid in an unyielding outer boundary, the velocity, in the

case considered in § 14, is equal to V at even so far

from the edge as '85 of an inch, and increases from V to

637 '" ^ between that distance from the edge, and the

edge with its i 2000 of an inch radius of curvature.

§ 20. And what of the " dead water "in contact with
the whole rear side of the disk which the doctrine of dis-

continuity assumes."' Look at the reality and you will

see the water in the rear exceedingly lively everywhere
except at the very centre of the disk. You will see it

eddying round from the edge and returning outwards
very close along the rear surface, often I believe with

much greater velocity than V, but with no steadiness ; on
the contrary, with a turbulent unsteadiness utterly unlike

the steady regular motion generally assumed in the

doctrine of discontinuity.

1 Helmholl/ ; WmscnKlnflliche Abhandlungcn ; vol. i., fi>ot of p. 151.
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§ 21. We may I think safely conclude that on the

front side the opposing pressure is less than that calcu-

lated by Rayleigh. That this diminution of resistance

is p.^rtially compensated or is over-compensated by
diminution of pressure on the rear, is more than we are

able to say from theory alone, in a problem of motion so

complex and so f.ir beyond our powers of calculation :

but we are entitled to say so, I believe, by experiment.

Rayleigh's investigation of the resistance experienced by
an infinitely thin rigid plane blade bounded by two
parallel straight edges, when caused to move through an
inviscid incompressible fluid, with constant velocity, \',

in a direction perpendicular to the edges and inclined at

an angle i to the plane, gives a force cutting the plane

perpendicularly at a distance from its middle equal to

3 cos i

4(4 + IT sin i)

of its breadth, and gives for the amount of this force in

gravitation measure,

4 -I- IT sin «

where A denotes the area of one side of the blade, and
P the weight of a column of the fluid of unit cross-

sectional area, and of height equal to the height from
which a body must fall to acquire a velocity equal to V.

§ 22. The assumption (§ ii) on which this investiga-

tion is founded admits no velocity of fluid motion
relatively to the disk greater anywhere than V. It gives

velocity reaching this value only at the edges of the

blade ; and at the supposed surface of discontinuity ; and
in the fluid at infinite distances all round except in the in-

finitely broad wake of " dead water " where the velocity is

zero. It makes the pressure equal to IT all through the
" dead water," and makes it increase through the moving
fluid, from n at an infinite distance and at the " surface of

discontinuity," to a maximum value n+ P attained at the

water-shed line of the disk. If the fluid is air, and if

\' be even so great as 120 feet per second (i 10 of the

velocity of sound) ' P would be only 7 1000 of IT The
corresponding augmentation of density could cause no

very serious change of the motion from that assumed :

and therefore in Rayleigh's investigation air may be

regarded as an incompressible fluid if the velocity of the

disk is anything less than 120 feet per second.

We may therefore test his formula for the resistance,

by comparison with results of careful experiments

made by Dines- on the resistance of air to disks and
blades moved through it at velocities of from 40 to 70

statute miles per hour (59 to 103 feet per second).

§ 23. Dines finds for normal incidence the resistance

against a foot-square plate, moving through air at m
British statute miles per hour to be equal to -0029 /«' of

a pound weight.

This, if we take the specific gravity of the air as

1,800, gives according to our notation of §21,

I ii6x PA

as the resistance to a square plate of area A. At the foot

of p. 255 {I'roc. A'.S., June iSyo) Dines says that he finds

the resistance to a long narrow blade to be more than 20

per cent, greater than to a square plate. For a blade

we may there take
1-34XPA

as the resistance according to Dines' experiments. This

is 1-52 times the resistance calculated from Rayleigh's

formula (§ 21 above), which is

88 -PA,
for normal incidence.

§ 24. For incidences more and more oblique, the dis-

'Or ,V X t/rTx^^H, whcrt- H is "ihe heizhl of the homogcntoii-

atmospher«'."
^ /'r-vc. /{.S.£., June i£90.
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crepancy is greater and greater. Thus, from curves

given by Dines (p. 256) showing his own and Rayleigh's

results, I find the normal resistance to a blade moved
through air in a direction inclined 30^ to its plane, to be
I '82 times that given by Rayleigh's formula. And by
drawing a tangent to Dines' curve at the point in which
it cuts the line of zero pressure, I find that, for very

small values of t, it gives

3 '25 X sin i X P.\.

This is rather more than double the value of the force

given by Rayleigh's formula for very small values of z',

which is

i ff sin J. PA.

It is about three and a half per cent, greater than that

given by my conjectural formula (N.^TURK, August 20,

p. 426, and September 27, p. 525 ; and P/ii/. Alag.,

October 1894) for very small values of i, which is

TT sin i cos i. PA.

My formula is, however, merely conjectural ; and I was
inclined to think that it may considerably under-estimate
the force. That it does so to some degree is perhaps
made probable by its somewhat close agreerient with

Dines ; because the blade in his experiments was 3/
broad and i of an inch thick in the middle with edges
" feathered off." An infinitely thin blade would probably
have shown greater resistances, at all angles, and
especially at those of small inclination to the wind.

{To be continued.)

OBSERVATIONS ON YOUNG PHEASANTS.
'X'HE pheasants which formed the subjects of the

-*• following observations were hatched out in an in-

cubator from eggs kindly given me by .Sir Cecil Miles.

The eggs were taken from the hen and transferred to

the incubator a few days before the young birds were due
to emerge.
The accuracy of pecking and seizing was found to be

about the same as that of newly-hatched chicks. For
example : two pheasants were hatched out at about

3 p.m. ; that evening, at about 6.30, finely chopped egg
was placed before them, but they showed no signs of

pecking at it ; nor did they peck at grain or sand next
morning at 11 a.m. At 4 p.m. they began to peck, but
seized very little. One struck repeatedly at a crumb of

egg on the other's back, but failed to seize it, though the
other bird was quite still. On the following morning
they pecked at sand and grain (chielly canary seed) with
fair aim. One seized, at the first stroke, a grain of boiled
rice at the end of a long steel pin. Another pheasant
was hatched out in the night. At about 12 noon, I

offered him some egg-bread on the end of a tooth-pick.

He struckat it and missed, slrucka second timeandseized,
swallowing some. He could not be induced to strike

again. Later he picked up some ants' " eggs," striking

with fair accuracy, but did not swallow any. At 4 p.m. he
pecked some egg-bread off the end of the tooth-pick, and
swallowed. He also pecked at an ant's " egg," but failed

to swallow it ; then at a second, and swallowed it. Further
details would be merely wearisome. One may say that

the co-ordination for pecking and swallowing is inherited
in a condition such as to ensure fair but not complete
accuracy ; and that some individual experience is neces-
sary to bring it to perfection.

The young pheasants took no notice whatever of water
placed before them in a shallow vessel. When I gave
them water on the tip of my finger, they seemed to enjoy
it, and one in particular drank eagerly from the end of a
tooth-pick, so that an association was established be-
tween the sight of the tooth-pick and the satisfaction of

drinking. But when I lifted this bird and others, and
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placed them in the shallow vessel, they made no attempt
to drink from it. They learnt to drink from the vessel

through pecking at grains of food lying on the bottom.
They drank, however, less freely than chicks.

The little birds showed no sign of fear of me. They
liked to nestle in my warm hand. My fox-terrier was
keen to get at them, much keener than with chicks,

probably through scent-suggestion. I placed two of the

young pheasants, about a day old, on the floor, and let

him smell them (under strict orders not to touch them).
He was trembling in every limb from excitement. But
they showed no signs of fear, though his nose was within

an inch of them. When the pheasants were a week old,

I procured a large blind-worm and placed it in front of

the incubator drawer in which the birds slept at night.

On opening the drawer they jumped out as usual, and
ran over the blind-worm without taking any notice of it.

Presently first one, then another, pecked vigorously at

the forked tongue as it played in and out of the blind-

worm's mouth. Subsequently they pecked at its eye and
the end of its tail. This observation naturally leads one
to surmise that the constant tongue-play in snakes may
act as a lure for young and inexperienced birds ; and that

some cases of so-called fascination may be simply the

fluttering of birds round this tempting object. I dis-

tinctly remember when a boy seeing a grass-snake with

head slightly elevated and quite motionless, and round
it three or four young birds fluttering nearer and nearer.

It looked like fascination ; it may have been that each
hoped to be the first to catch that tempting but elusive

worm ! Presently they would no doubt be invited to step

inside.

Another incidental observation is worth recording

here. I gave the young birds some wood-lice. These
were frequently caught when they were moving, and
eaten. But if one had time to roll up, and was thus

seized, it was shot out to a distance by the pressure of

the bill, just as a fresh cherry-stone is shot from between
the finger and thumb of a school-boy. The protective

value of the round and slippery form was thus a matter
of observation.

I have not observed in the young pheasants the crouch-
ing down, which is seen in young chicks when an unusual

sound startles them. They appear under such circum-
stances to stand motionless. For example, when two of

them were walking about, picking up all the indigestible

odds and ends they could find on my carpet, a high
chord was sharply struck on the violin. Both stopped
dead. The gentle piping noise they were making ceased.

One of them was just lifting his leg, and remained in

this position quite still, with neck stretched out, exactly

as if he had been suddenly fixed in the attitude in which
he chanced to be when the sharp sound fell on his ears.

Thus he remained for half a minute. Then he took a
few steps and again stopped, remaining quite still for

about the same period. (Age 13 days.)

The method of tackling a worm appears to be a
matter of inherited co-ordination. So soon as the worm
is seized, it is shaken and battered about. There seems
to be, also, an inherited tendency to run away with it to

some distance before eating it. At all events, of two little

pheasants, one of which was weakly, the stronger always
bolted off with his worm, though his weakly brother or

sister seldom or never chased him. He sometimes tried

to bolt with one of his companion's toes by mistake, when
one or both of the birds would topple over.

Two notes or sounds, one loud and distressful, the

other soft and contentful, appear from the first to be
clearly differentiated. A third sound, more gentle than

the soft note and double, was occasionally heard when
one caressed the birds in one's warm hand. It closely

resembles a similar note uttered under similar circum-
stances by the chick. The note expressive of danger,

alarm, or anger, was occasionally heard after about the
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sixth day. For example, as the little pheasant was

bolting with his worm, I seized it with a pair of forceps.

This alarm or anger note was at once uttered, and the

little fellow bridled up and seemed ready to show fight.

The birds when fresh run about with little short spurts

or dashes, as do also chicks. They have a dislike to

being confined. When they were surrounded with wire

netting, although the space inside was ample for all their

needs, they squeezed through the meshes, and did so

very cleverly when four or five days old. At about this

age or earlier they preen their down, and the incipient

feathers of the wing, often tumbling over from imperfect

co-ordination. They also peck persistently at their toes.

They scratch the ground much less than chicks.

More difficulty was found in rearing the pheasants by
hand than in the case of chicks. Several died apparently

from constipation. None were reared beyond the fifteenth

day. The coldness of the season was against them, and
unfortunately, through an accident, the incubator drawer
in which they slept was allowed to get cold, and this

caused the death of the last two, one of which was quite

healthy. I hope to repeat the observations, next year,

on these and other young birds under more favourable

conditions. Such as they are, however, they serve to

confirm the conclusions based upon the study of newly-

batched chicks and ducklings, which I briefly set forth in

Natural Science for March 1894, and which are con-

sidered at greater length in my " Introduction to Com-
parative Psychology," to be published this autumn in

the Contemporary Science Series.

C. Llovd Morgan.

SCHOOLS OF METEOROLOGY.
IN your issue of September 13, p. 4Si,you correctly

state that one icason for the small number of
meteorologists is the want of a training school. This is

a defect in our University curricula that I have frequently

pointed out and sought to remedy. You will agree with
me that meteorology is worthy of a generous and pro-

found treatment. It should be recognised as a possible

major course in all large Universities. Laboratories

should be provided where all questions bearing on the

atmosphere and its motions can be experimentally
elucidated.

1 append a sketch of the four years' course of study
and work that I hope to carry out with my own students.

The necessary laboratory conveniences have not yet been
provided, but we are looking forward hopefully.

1 shall be glad if your publication of this course con-
tribute in any way to the proper study of meteorology by
the young physicists of the British Empire.

Clevel.\nd Abbe.
Washington, September 24.

Columbian University.
Department of Meteorology.

The series of courses in the Department of Meteoro-
logy is designed to give a complete review of the present
condition of that science, and is therefore necessarily

extended through four years ; but the series of lectures

is so arranged that each of the four divisions is complete
within itself; each course presents a view of a branch of

the subject such as may be desired by a large number of
students who need this information in connection with
other branches of knowledge to which they arc specially

devoting themselves.

Students who intend to take the degree of I'h.D. in

meteorology, and who therefore make this the major
subject in connection with several other minor courses,

must pursue the whole four years' course. Those who
desire merely to enter the service of the United States
Weather llureau will probably find the first year's course
sufficient to en.ible them to pass the necessary Civil
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Service examinations. Those who desire to do work in

climatological study should also take the second year.

The third year's course is designed for those who wish to

perfect themselves in methods of making I0c.1l weather
forecasts. Finally, the fourth year's course will serve as

an abundant introduction to the present state of our

knowledge of the mechanics and physics of the atmo-
sphere. In addition to the lectures, the instructor will

give one hour a week to a quiz-class, in which, by question

and answer, he will seek to remove any difficulties th.at

remain.

(1) Observational Meteorology.—^Tht methods of

observation ; the simpler instruments, their errors,

corrections, and reductions ; the use of self-registers ; the

forms of record and computation
;
personal diary of the

weather.
Time.—.\bout eighty lectures, or two hours a week, as

alsoj eighty other hours of personal investigation of

instruments, especially self-registers.

Algebra and trigonometry are necessary preliminaries

to this course. Elementary laboratory physics, as illus-

trated by Hall and Bergen's text-book, is desirable as a

preliminary, but may be pursued as a concomitant study.

The German language is earnestly recommended as a

concomitant. The differential and integral calculus will

be needed as preliminary to the Graduate Course in

Meteorology.

(2) Climatology, both local and general ; empirical

meteorology, generalisations, averages, periodicities,

irregularities. The relation of climate to geology, to

vegetation, to animal life, and to anthropology.
Ti?>ie.—.About forty lectures and four hours weekly

given to the investigation of special problems proposed
in each lecture.

Students should be familiar with the use of logarithms ;

the method of least squares ; the laws of chance ; the

details of physical geography, orography, geology, and
ocean currents ; the physiology of plants and animals

;

the distribution of species
;

physical astronomy, especi-

ally that of the sun, earth, and moon ; terrestrial mag-
netism ; the chemistry of the atmosphere ; the biology

of atmospheric dust. Physical laboratory work on
radiation, conduction, and absorption of heat, and on

condensation and evaporation of vapour, and on
elementary electricity, is recommended, while German,
the calculus and analytic mechanics should be continued

as preliminary to the Graduate Course.

Graduate School of Meteorology.

The following scheme of studies in meteorology, sub-

ject to arrangement between the teacher and his pupils,

is offered for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy :—
(1) Practical meteorology ; the daily weather chart ;

the empirical laws of weather changes as depending on
meteorological data, and the arrangement of continents,

plateaus, mountains, oceans, &c. ; weather types and
typical weather charts

;
prediction of daily weather and

seasonal climates; verification of predictions.

7>w<'.—About forty lectures and at least five hours a

week additional, in verifying old laws and studying new
ones, in making and verifying predictions.

Concomitant Stmlies.— Methods of chart projection ;

experimental laboratory work in both steady and discon-

tinuous motions of fiuid and gases ; mathematical and
experimental electricity ; the laws of refraction and
interference of light ; elementary hydrodynamics and
thermodynamics ; differential equations and definite

integrals ; the German language.

(2) Theoretical meteorology. Insolation. The ab-

sorption, conduction, and radiation of heat by the air

and the earth. The thermodynamics of the atmosphere ;

the graphic methods of Hertz and liczuld. Convective

equilibrium, as applied to the .-rtmosphere of the sun by

Lane, and to that of the earth by Sir William Thomson
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(Lord Kelvin) and his successors. Motion on a rotating

globe ; Ferrel's and other simple approximate relations

^Between baric gradients and the wind and temperature ;

/Ferrel's general circulation of the atmosphere and his

f cyclones and pericyclones and tornados. Galton's

cyclone and anticyclone. Fourier's most general

equations of gaseous motions. Uberbeck's general cir-

ifial^'on. Helmholtz's horizontal rolls. The investi-

gations of Diro Kitao, Guldberg and Mohn, Marchi,

Boussinesq, A. Poincare, Sprung, Siemens, Moeller,

Ritter, and others into the motions of the atmosphere.
Viscosity and discontinuous movements. The possible

special solutions of the general equations of fluid motions
that apply to the true atmospheric circulation, both on
the earth and on the other planets. Atmospheric tides

;

theories of Laplace, Ferrel, Rayleigh, Margules, A.

Poincare. Theories of atmospheric electricity.

Time.—Eighty lectures and an additional four hours a
week given to special reading and investigation, and to

the preparation of the final thesis, as closing the four

years' course.

Concomitant Studies. — Riemann's " DiH"erenti al

Gleichungen "
; Auerbach's " Hydrodynamics '

; Lamb's
" Fluid Motions " (new edition)

;
physical lauoratory

work in gaseous motions, optical and electrical

phenomena.

THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

SIR H. TRUE^L4N WOOD, the new President of

the Royal Photographic Society, delivered an
address at the opening meeting of the present session

on Tuesday. After briefly tracing the development of

the Society, he said :

" Turning aside from the consideration of the affairs

of our own Society, to the general condition of photo-

graphy, we find cause for nothing but congratulation.

It is not so very long since photography occupied a

very subordinate position in the world alike of science

and of art. Scientific men looked oa photography as a

mere art, artists regarded it as a mere science. About
twenty years ago, when 1 suggested that some improve-

ment in a photographic process— I I'orget now which
—ought to be brought before the Physical Section of

the British Association, I was told that there was nothing

scientific about photography, that it was a mere empirical

pursuit, unworthy the attention of serious students of

science.
" And to a large extent the reproach was well de-

served. Though the list of the earliest workers in

photography contains many illustrious names, yet it is

true that a large proportion of the most important con-

tributions to photographic knowledge were not made by
scientific workers, or by men who worked in scientific

methods. They were obtained .by practical men, seek-

ing for results ; often, indeed, seeking for them success-

fully by methods which would not have commended
themselves to men better equipped with scientific know-
ledge. Of course this was the consequence of the fact

that photographic science was early associated with pho-

tographic practice ; and the same remark holds good of

other sciences, electricity for instance, in which theory

and application to practical use advance with equal

steps ; but I think it applies more to photography than

to any other.
" At the present time we have indeed reached a very

different condition of things. .Ml the most striking of

the recent advances in the science arc the result of

elaborate scientific research. The most recent improve-

ments in lenses were the fruit of long and laborious

investigation into the optical properties and the chemical
nature of certain sorts of glass. The increased speed
of modern plates, and their improved power of render-

ing colour values more truly, have only been obtained
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by minute knowledge of the condition of the problem
to be solved, and by careful application of the most
recent results of chemical and physical research. If

the old photographic crux, the reproduction of colour,

has been solved, or, at all events, if a possible method
has been indicated for its solution, it was not by hap-
hazard experiment, but by careful adjustment of means
to secure an anticipated result. Nowadays, we can only
hope for improvement by utilising the advance of
scientific knowledge.

" But if the present position of photography is due to

progress in the kindred sciences, how amply has she
repaid the debt ! There is not a single branch of science
in which photography is not largely used. There are
many whose progress is now absolutely dependent on
the power of the camera to observe more accurately,

more independently, more minutely, more rapidly, more
permanently, than the human eye. If, as appears to be
the case, we have reached the limits of human vision,

aided by the most delicate instruments that can be
constructed, it is difficult to imagine what limits need be
set to photographic vision, can we but construct

instruments of accuracy sufficient to allow its full powers
to be utilised.

" I imagine that the first application of photography to

a scientific purpose must have been when Dr. Draper in

New York photographed the moon. Whether the

pictures he obtained were of any astronomical value, I

do not know ; certainly those taken a little later, in 1852,

by Dr. W'arren De la Rue, were, and they were the

precursors of the long series of astronomical photographs
culminating in Dr. Common's nebula of Orion, and in

the great work of charting the heavens by photography
which is now in progress.

" The advantages of the 'retina which never forgets,'

and it might be added which never tires, which
accumulates weak impressions and stores them up till

they become one strong one, were long since recognised

by be la Rue, and I suppose it will not be very long

before, for astronomical purposes, eye observations are

entirely superseded by photographic. The photographic

camera is now an indispensable adjunct to every large

telescope, if indeed it would not be equally correct to say

that the telescope is an adjunct to the camera, since the

astronomical telescope tends more and more to assimilate

to the form adopted long since by Mr. Rutherford, in

which the visual rays are treited of but slight importance,

and the chief attention is given to the accurate utilisation

of the more chemically active rays at the violet end of

the spectrum.'
" In his recent address to the Photographic Conven-

tion at Dublin, Sir Howard Grubb, than whom nobody
is better qualified to speak on the subject, dwelt on the

services which photography has rendered to astronomy,

and gave several striking illustrations of those services.

Indeed, if one not qualified to speak on such matters

with any authority might hazard an opinion, it would

almost seem as if the power of recording observations

had already outstripped the capacity for examining the

observations, and drawing conclusions from them. When
we are told that a photographic plate has recorded 10,000

stars in an area not containing a single visible star, one

may be excused an expression of wonder as to how the

human mind is ever to grapple with problems of such

infinite complexity, to turn to useful account observations

dealing with such enormous multitudes.

"But if the telescope has lately become one of the most
important of photographic appliances, the spectroscope

may be said to have held that position almost since its

introduction. Mr. Norman Lockyer, in his well-known

text- book, ' Studies in Spectrum Analysis,' attributes to

1 A good illustration of the tclescorc of the future Wvulii .H)i)f.Tr to be

the 24-inch photographic rcinxclor with an i8-inch visual telescope,

now being constructed at the evpcnsc of Mr. McLean for the C.'xpc

Observatory.
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Sir John Herschel the first suggestion of spectrum photo-

graphy, and we find that in i S39 the latter pointed out that

the way to investigate sensitiveness was to photograph the

spectrum. In the following year he read a paper describ-

ing his results of spectrum photography. A little later,

in 1S4;, Becquerel and Draper were both at work photo-

graphing the solar spectrum. Twenty years later (in

1S64 Miller was turning to practical account the power
of photography to record the parts of the spectrum be-

yond the limits of human vision, and from that date

nearly all spectroscopic work has been photographic
work. Whether applied to astronomical observation or

chemical research, the spectroscope has always been
combined with the camera, and it is by the combination
of the two instruments that such wonderful results have
been attained. And as photographic methods have
improved, so have fresh facilities been afforded to the

spectroscopic worker. Mr. Lockyers earlier work was
of necessity done with wet plates, but with the plates

now available he is producing star spectra on a scale

comparable with the solar spectra of twenty-five years
ago.' Rutherford's recent maps of the solar spectrum
could not have been produced without the use of colour-

sensitive plates, while in one of the most recent attempts
to employ spectroscopic analysis for purposes of practical

metallurgy- Prof. Hartley tells us that he also used ortho-

chromatic plates, specially prepared, and that after try-

ing various developers he found hydroquinone the best.
" As an automatic recorder of scientific observations,

photography seems to have been utilised in the Royal
Observatory about 1S47, under the superintendence of
the venerable ex-president of this Society, Mr. Glaisher,

who has been kind enough to furnish me with particulars
of the methods originally devised by Mr. Charles Brooke,
and successfully worked for many years by Mr. Glaisher
and his statT.

"The method was first applied to record magnetic
variations and the movements of the barometer and
thermometer. In the case of the former, a ray of light

reflected from a mirror carried by the magnet was
focussed on the surface of a cylinder covered with sensi-

tised paper.'' The cylinder was rotated by clockwork,
the result being, of course—in the way now commonly
employed for such automatic records—to give, when the
image was developed, a record of the riovements of the
magnet. A base line was given by an invariable spot of
light, and by intermissions of this light a time record was
provided. Similar results were obtained in the case of
the barometer by using a float with a small perforation
through which the light passed, and with the thermometer
by simply allowing the mercury itself to screen the light

from the sensitive surface.'
" Later on, in 1865, similar means were used by Mr,

Glaisher for the automatic record of earth-currents, and
they have consequently been continuously observed since
that date at Greenwich.
"To the best of my knowledge but little alteration has

been made in the original system, the only improvement
being in the sensitive surface employed. When gelatino-
bromide paper was introduced, it was tried and adopted
at Greenwich, and by its means superior results were
obtained.

" I have ventured to dwell at some little length on this

part of the subject, not because what I have said can be
novel to any of you, but because I think this first appli-
ration of photography to automatic observation has

' lie of the Ilrighter Sun." /'Ai/. Tram.,

tnp«ralurel." PfiH. Tram , vol. 185, A.,

' fl employed was a rvrm of ihe old cnlotype process. Paper
; -t.T-: n ^;r-n:-f'- nT'\ i'^li!- v-n-. nft.;rward» senftllited with

vol.

)>c m.nde 10 an adden-
.•I aod meteorological
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considerable historical interest, and also because this

application was carried out by one so long and so
honourably connected with this Society.
"The principle thus first applied at Greenwich has.

received numerous other applications, and indeed it is

now a matter of course that photographic methods
should be used to register the movements of any instru-
ment of whose indications it is desired to preserve a
record. Instances are of course numerous in which no
other method is possible. Hardly any but a photographic
method could register the movements of the light spot
of a reflecting galvanometer, and thusenable the physicist
who, like Langley, is measuring the heat radiated from
celestial bodies, to record the minutest dift'erences of
temperature ; the chemist, like Dewar, who is producing
hardly imaginable cold, to record temperatures approach-
ing absolute zero ; the metallurgist, like Roberts-.-\usten,
who is dealing with the melting points of metals, to

register by a photographically traced curve variations in

high temperatures which but a short time ago could not
be accurately measured at all. It is interesting to read
the testimony of the last named, given at the recent confer-
ence of the Camera Club, to the effect that he could not
conceive of any method which would give such results

in the same space and time. Equally interesting is it to

note the Professor's suggestion for a practical method of
recording continuously the temperature of the air-supply
of a blast furnace, a matter of great importance to the
iron manufacturer, of which he says :

—
' If we had no

photography it would be impossible to get a record which
would be anything like so true.'

" Numerous other instances will occur to many of you
in which photography has been or might be—indeed I

may say will be—applied to similar purposes. I will

only refer to one, because it appears to me so excellent
an instance of the delicacy of the method. At the
last (the Oxford) meeting of the British Association, Mr.
Burch showed to the newly-formed Physiological Section
photographic records taken with the aid of the capillary

electrometer of electrical currents produced by speaking
into the telephone. The letter z produced a complicated
curve in which oscillations of current lasting only i 3000
sec. were visible with a lens.

"It seems hardly worth while to trouble you with
the detads of many of the other services which photo-
graphy has rendered to science, and if I were to attempt
to produce an exhaustive list, there are many present
tonight who could supplement it out of their own know-
ledge. The meteorologist has been enabled by its aid

to study the form and nature of clouds, the shape and
character of the lightning flash. The zoologist has been
taught much about animal motion. The microscopist
has long learnt to rely on the camera as the only
accurate means of reproducing the objects of his studies.

The physicist has by photographic methods investigated
many phenomena in which the changes are too rapid for

the human eye to follow them. By such means Lord
Rayleigh and Prof. Boys have obtained long series of
pictures of occurrences which all took place within a
fraction of a second, thus almost analysing time as the

chemist analyses matter.
" The uses of photography in ethnology, geology, geo-

graphy, natural history, archa.'ology, arc too obvious to

need mention. They and many other applications may
be summed up in the remark that whenever the observer
of natural phenomena requires to make an accurate
record of his observations, photography supplies the

means. It also supplies the means of showing to a room
full of spectators what could otherwise be seen by but a

single observer at one time, and has thus rendered to the

popularisation of science no less a service than it has lent

to its advancement. This universal use of photography
for purposes of demonstration must certainly not be for-

gotten in however brief a suminary of its applications. ' ..
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The services of photography to art were next touched
upon by Sir H. T. Wood, who afterwards went on to say :

" The interesting investigations of Buchner and Mar-
shall Ward into the action of light on bacteria can hardly

with justice be admitted as adding to the list of photo-

ijraphic materials, though we must certainly claim the
' photobacteriograph ' as an advance in our science and
as suggesting new directions for photographic work.

"The question of sensitometry has exercised the minds
of many of our most active workers for some time, but I

think I may say without as yet any positive result. I

believe I may put it as the opinion of those best qualified

to express an impartial judgment on the subject, that

while we have certainly obtained a means of roughly
gauging the comparative sensitiveness of plates, and
have got a guide of great practical use to the makers and
users of plates, we are as far as ever from an absolute

standard, and that the attainment of such a standard
must await the attainment of a standard of light, a pro-

blem the solution of which is of importance not to

photographers alone.
" It would obviously be unreasonable to expect that

the increase of photographic knowledge shou'd grow
paripassu with the number of those who practise the art,

but I think it is certainly a matter for regret that of the
many thousands who have taken up photography as a
pastime, so very few pursue it in a serious way, or in a
scientific spirit. The popularisation of photography has
indeed to my mind been a drawback to real progress.

The process of picture-making has been rendered so
easy that it has been deprived of much of its interest,

even to the merest amateur in science, and the attention

of those who might have pursued photography seriously

has been diverted to other branches of science. Still we
are fortunate in having, even among the younger workers,
a considerable band of capable and active students who
are adding slowly but surely to our knowledge of the
scientific principles of the art.

" In photographic optics there is, I think I may say, a

very distinct advance now going on. 1 he expectations
of opticians have long been fixed on the productions of
the Jena manufactory, and those expectations are, ac-

cording to the best information at my disposal, now in a
fair way of being realised. The qualities of glass that

are to be obtained commercially from Jena have pro-

vided the opticians with new possibilities for the improve-
ment of photographic lenses. Both in this country and
in Germany opticians are availing themselves of these
possibilities. Great credit is certainly due to Messrs.
Ross, who have carried out the work of Dr. Schroeder,
and have produced from his calculations the lens which
they have termed the 'concentric' lens. The double
anastigmat of Goerz, described last year to the Society
by that gentleman, is another new lens, the outcome of
the Jena improvements in glass, -which ought at least to

receive mention.
" Mr. Uallmeyer has also made considerable advances,

both theoretical and practical, in his ' telephotographic '

lens, an instrument which produces results appealing at

once to all who take any interest in photographic mat-
ters, and one which, in the opinion of competent autho-
rities, is likely to have important practical applications

for astronomical and other branches of scientilic photo-
graphy."

WILLIAM TOPLEY, F.R.S.

A GREAT gap has been made in the ranks of active
•'*• geologists by the death of William Topley, which
took place on the night of Sunday, September 30, at

his house at Croydon. He was taken ill, with gastritis,

probably from the use of contaminated water, in

.Algiers, during a short visit, made in reference to its

geology ; and he fell, therefore, in the fighting line of those
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who apply their scientific knowledge for the good of
mankind.
He was ill whilst travelling home, and though after a

time he began a slow recovery, a relapse came on
Saturday, September 29, which soon proved fatal.

Born at Greenwich in 1S41, he had reached an age
when, though the physical powers may have begun to
wane, yet the mental powers are reinforced by stores of
knowledge and of experience, and the value of a scientific

life is high.

His scientific education was at the Royal School of
Mines, Jermyn Street. Soon after his student-life was
ended, he joined the Geological Survey (early in 1862), and
his future career was identified with that Survey, of
which he was one of the oldest and best-known officers

at the date of his untimely death.
For many years his work lay in the counties of Kent,

Surrey, and Sussex, in the investigation of the great dis-

trict of the Weald and its surroundings, with which his

name will ever be linked.

He made his mark as a good observer of facts and an
able reasoner from them in 18^15, by the paper, read to

the Geological Society, " On the Superficial Deposits of
the \'alley of the Medway, with Remarks on the Denuda-
tion of the Weald," which was written jointly with his

then colleague. Dr. C. LeNeve Foster. This is a most
important essay, in which the general question of inland
erosion is discussed, and the special question of the pro-

cesses of denudation that had acted over a definite tract,

on which much had been written, may be said to have
been practically settled, an achievement of no small
merit.

In 1S66 Mr. Topley supplemented his knowledge of

our Wealden deposits by a visit to the Boulonnais, a
tract that really contains the severed eastern end of the
Weald, a visit in which the writer had the pleasure of

accompanying him, and the results of which were given

to the Geological Society in 1S6S.

He soon turned his attention to the bearings of geology
on other branches of knowledge, and in 1S71 the Royal
Agricultural Society published a paper by him, " On the
Comparative Agriculture of England and Wales," fol-

lowed, in the next year, by another, " On the Agricul-

tural Geology of the Weald."
In 1S73 a paper was printed by the Anthropological

Institute, in which he treated of the relation of parish

boundaries to great physical features. This was illus-

trated chiefly from parts of the Weald and its borders ;

but references were made to other parts, and amongst
them to Northumberland, to which county he had been
transferred from the south.

In 1S74 he gave the Geological Society a very sugges-

tive paper "On the Correspondence between some Areas
of.'\pparent Upheaval and the Thickening of Subjacent
Beds," in which he pointed out that an apparent dip

(over a large tract) may be partly owing to the thinning

of beds underground.
In 1 87 5 appeared the work by which he will probably be

best known, and in the writing and compiling of which
he may be said to have raised his own monument. The
Geological Survey Memoir on the Weald is noted, not

so much for local details (of which, however, there are

many) as for the thorough way in which the literature of

the subject is treated, for the full discussion of the sub-

jects of physical geology, scenery, and denudation, and for

the attention given to many branches of applied geology.

The parts mentioned indeed take up more than half of

the text, adding greatly to the interest of the book.

Naturally the important work of the Sub-wealden
Boring was not done without Mr. Topley's help.

In 1S76, he used his northern experience in the field in

joining his friend Prof. Lcbour in a paper to the Geologi-

cal Society, on the intrusive nature of the Whin Sill,

published the following year.
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Since that time he contributed papers to various

societies, other than those already mentioned, and to

various journals These are chiefly on questions relating

to economic geology, such as water-supply, petroleum,

and coal in southeastern England ; and are too many to

be noticed here. His name also appears, of course, as

author, or part author, on many sheets of the maps and

sections of the Geological Survey.

It is not only, however, by his published works that

Mr. Topley is known— in science his was a public life.

He took a marked part in the work of the British

Association, and was secretary of its Geological Section

for no less than fifteen years—one of the longest of such

secretarial lives. He also served on some committees,

and was secretary of that on coast erosion, the reports of

which owe much to him. He served on the councils of

the Geological Society and of the Geologists' Associa-

tion for many years, and was president of the latter body

for two years (1S85-7). He took part in most of the

international geological congresses, and worked hard

for the great one in London, of which he was a secretary,

in 18SS. He was also for some time a sub-editor, and

afterwards editor, of the Geological Record.

In his latter years, his presence at the Geological Sur-

vey Office, for a period of about fourteen years, brought i

him into contact with many people, who benefited by his

knowledge and by his readiness in imparting it. .Amongst

engineers and others he was widely known as an expert

of the most trustworthy kind on questions of water-

supply, and of other subjects in which geologic knowledge

comes in.

Happy in his domestic relations, of a kindly, cheerful

disposition, good-natured and hospitable, he was always

ready to help his brethren of the hammer, as well as all

those who went to the Survey Office for information ;

indeed, a former colleague has said of him, to the writer,

that his one prominent fault was excessive amiability.

He will be greatly missed by his colleagues, and his

loss will be felt over a much wider circle—in fact, by

all who knew him. W. W.

NOTES.
Two letters of Charles Darwin are published for the first

lime in the Bulletin of ihe Royal Botanic Gardens, Trinidad,

No. 22, .\pril 1894. These letters were addressed, before the

c:>inpletioo of Darwin's book on the fertilisation of orchids, to

the late Dr. Herman Cruger, who was Government Botanist

at Trinidad for some years, asking him to observe if possible

the fertilisation of certain speciesof the Melastomads. In the

first letter he expresses a suspicion that the flowers which have

the singular projections, or horns from their anthers, may be

visited by small insects which penetrate on? of the horns of the

anther with their proboscis, to obtain the fluid contained in

Ihem. In the second letter he admits that this suspicion is quite

groundless, and asks for inform.ition with regard to any in-

stances of " bud variation" in plants from the warmer regions

cultivated in the West Indies.

The Botanical Society of America is about to try the ex-

periment of admitting working naturalists only to its full

fellowship. Uya unanimous vote the Society has adopted a

new constitution providing that none but American botanists

cngag-d in research, who have published work of recognised

merit, shall be eligible to active membership. Candidates for

active membership must be recommended by three active

members of Ihe Society, but any nominee mny be objected to

by any member, and if ten members object, tlic name will not

be considered by the Council. Nominees may be rejected by

two negative votes in the Council, which numbers seven

members, or by one-fifth of the voles cast aficr the name has

been approved. The President of the Society for the present
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year is Prof. W. Trelease ; the Vice-president, Prof. N. L.

Britton ; the Secretary, Mr. C. R. B.irnes ; the Treasurer, Mr.

j. Donnell Smith.

Dr. T. Lauder Brun-tox, F.R.S., will deliver the annual

llarveian oration at the Royal College of Physicians, on Thurs-

day, October l8, at 4 p.m.

Two new wings of the Durham College of Science were

inaugurated on Tuesday. The wings include apartments to be

devoted to the study of engineering and the fine arts.

On Friday last, the Duke and Duchess of York opened the

new medical school, erected at a cost of ^40,000, in connection

with the Yorkshire College, Leeds, and also a new central hall

and library, which have been added to the College at a cost of

;^20,000.

Th e Essex Field Club will hold its annual cryptogamic and

botanical meeting on Saturday, October 13. The head-

quarters for the meeting is the "King's Oak" Hotel, High

i;e.ich, Epping Forest.

The opening meeting of the Royal Microscopical Society

will lake place on Wednesday, October 17, at 8 p.m., when

Mr. F. Chapman will read a paper "On the Foraminifera of

the Gault of Folkestone"; and Dr. II. Stolterfoth will give

some notes on the genus Corethroti.

A MEETING of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers will

be held on Wednesday evening, October 24, and Thursday

evening, October 25. The following papers will be read and

discussed, as tar as lime permits :
—"The Manufacture of Stan-

dard Screws for Machine-made Watches," by Mr. Charles J.

Hewitt (WednesJay) ;
" Drilling Machines for Cylindrical

Boiler Shells," by Mr. Samuel Dixon (Thursday).

It is reported that a violent storm passed over the town of

Little Rock, Arkansas, at the beginning of last week. Though

the storm or tornado only lasted three minutes, eight persons

were killed during that time, and several were seriously injured,

while properly was damaged to an amount estimated at

;f200,ooo. The direction of motion of the disturbance was

from south-weit to nirth-east, and the width of the path

traversed was only about two hundred yards. The storm w.as

accompanied by heavy rain, and w.as followed by brilliant

lightning.

One of the most valuable and extensive botanical libraries

in the country, that collected by Prof. Lindley, has been

for many years deposited in the rooms of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, under the care of trustees. It is now pro-

posed to increase ihe value of Ihe Lindley Library by forming,

in conneclion wiih it, a library fund, to be .administered by the

tiuslccs in connection with the Council of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society. The money would be expended in cataloguing

the libraiy, and in the purchase of new books, for which the

income at present at the comm\nd of the trustees does not

sulT\ce. Donations of horticultural and botanical works are

also desired.

The Berlin correspondent of the 'Juius reports :—" The

death is announced of Prof. Pringshcim, the well-known

German botanist, at the age of seventy-one. As early as his

thirtylhird year he was elected member of the Berlin Academy

of Sciences in appreciation of his researches and writings,

which dealt especially with the processes of fructification and

germination in the family of the Alga;. From 1864 to iS68he

filled the post of Professor of Botany at Jena, where he

founded ihc first Institute for Vegetable Physiology, and this

example was soon followed in other parts of (Jermany. Prof.

Pringsheim returned lo Berlin in 1S68 and established a private

laboratory, in which he carried out valuable investigations on

the sexual life of the lowest vegetable organism?."
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Mr. II. J. Macki.nder commenced a course of lectures on

the History of Geography and Geographical Discovery, at

Gresham College, on Monday evening. The course, which

will consist of twenty-five lectures, has been arranged for jointly

by the Geographical Society and the London Society for the

Extension of University Teaching.

Prof. Richter, of Graz, has been engaged for sometime in

making a careful bathymetrical survey of the Lake of Garda.

By the use of an unusually light and compact wire-sounding

machine he has been able to obtain rapid soundings, even in the

greatest depths (364 metres) with a lead weighing only Soo

grammes, and he is preparing a contoured map of the lake-

basin.

Effokts were made this summer by several expeditions to

ascertain the fate of the Swedish naturalists, Hjurling and Kals-

lennius, but no information has yet been received. The Falcon

called at the Carey Islands, Clarence Head, and Cape Faraday,

but found no trace of the unfortunate young men, while the

most careful inquiries amongst the Eskimos of the Greenland

coast elicited no news. There is no farther probability of their

survival.

The Arctic exploring parties at work during the season just

past have not been by any means so successful ai might have

been expected. The weather seems to have been exceptionally

unfavourable, and to have greatly hampered the movements of

even the best equipped and most experienced Arctic travellers.

Lieut. Peary has not felt justified in returning to America,

although Mrs. Peary and her baby came back in the ship sent

for their relief. Mr. Peary started on his main journey, after

wintering at Bowdoin Bay, on March 6, with eight men,

twelve sledges, and a large number of dogs. The cold en-

countered was very great, the thermometer falling to - 60° F.

,

and very high wind was occasionally experienced. The ex-

pedition pushed on for twenty-seven days in the direction of

Independence Bay, but only succeeded in travelling 220 mil»s

when the death of most of the dogs from cold, and the disable-

ment of some of the men, made it necessary to return, and

Bowdoin Bay was regained on April 18. Thus Peary was

unable even to reach the starting-point he had fixed upon as the

base whence to push northward, and he had to content himself

with making a detailed survey of Bowdoin B.iy and the neigh-

bouring coast of Inglefield Gulf during the summer. The
Falcon arrived to his relief on August 20, and after landing a

year's provisions, left him determined to make another resolute

attempt to reach the new land beyond Independence Bay next

spring.

The Report of the .Vustralian Museum, .Sydney, for the year

1893, shows that the Government retrenchment scheme has caused

the museum to suffer severely. There have been no funds 10

purchase specimens, nor to publish the results of investigation.

At the commencement of the year there were thirty three officers

and workmen on the staff, but owing to the necessity for re-

trenchment twelve of these were discharged, and the salaries of

most of the others were reiluced by amounts varying from ^"5 to

.^5°- The amount voted for theordinary service of the museum in

1892 was jf7150, while in 1S93 it was reduced to ^^3862. The
trustees point out that it will be difficult to carry on the institution

efficiently out of the reduced vote. It appears that in the parts

of the museum open to the public, there are not hands enough

now to keep the outside of the cases free from dusi, although

he specimens in them are duly cared for, and are in good

order ; the windows have not been properly cleaned for

months, and the gr'^unds are being overrun with weeds. Dr.

E. P. Ramsay has recently retired from the directorshi]), owing

to ill-health, and has been succeeded by Mr. R. Eilieridge, jun.
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Prof. A. Klossovsky, director of the observatory at Odessa,

has published an interesting paper on the annual distribution of

thunderstorms over the globe, accompanied by a coloured map
showing their intensity in different localities. The question has

hitherto been but little studied, as it is necessary to have a long

series of observations in order to arrive at satisfactory mean
values. He points out that a high temperature, a certain

degree of humidity, and a considerable amount of rainfall, are

the principal agents which favour the development of thunder-

storms. The map shows that a zone of electric activity of

great intensity exists on both sides of the equator, and this is

also the zone of greatest rain.all. Tnis zone is divided into

three sections : (i) That embracing Asia and Oceania, Indo-

China and the Sunda Isles to New Guinea, the yearly average

amounting to ninety or one hundred storms. (2) The zone

starling from the west coast of Africa, between 5° and 10' N.
latitude, and 10° to 15' S. latitude. (3) Tne tropical regio.is of

America, where the mean annual number of storms exceeds

one hundred between 20' and 22° N. latitude. To the north

of the zone which he terms the electric equator the number of

storms decreases, we reach the deserts of Africi, E^ypt,

Persia, and Central Asia, where rainfall is scanty. To the

north of the zone of deserts, especially over the continents of

Europe and Asia, the electric activity is somewhat increased.

For the high latitudes of the southern hemisphere, the principal

data refer to the Falkland Islands, where the average number
of storms is four. The sketch is necessarily very imperfect,

but the subject is worthy of consideration and further investi-

gation ; and the author points out that, in his opinion, the

solution of many meteorological phenomena is connected with

atmospherical electricity.

A BRIEF account of the great Constantinople earthquake of

July 10 has been already written by M. D. Egiuitis, director

of the Observatory of Athens {Comptiis RenJus, vol. cxix.

pp. 4S0-483). It occurred at I2h. 24m. p.m. Constanti-

nople mean time. The earthquake consisted of three violent

shocks, separated by very short intervals, and lastin;' altogether

seventeen to eighteen seconds. The first and slightest was

horizontal ; the second, by which most of the damage was

done, vertical and rotatory ; and the third, undulatory and

towards the end horizontal. The epicentral area, that of

greatest damage, is in the form of an elongated ellipse; the major

axis is 17s km. long, and extends from Tchataliza to Ada-bazar

along the Gulf of Ismed ; the minor axis is situated between

the villages of Katirly and Mallepe, at the mouth of the gulf,

and is 39 km. in length. At all parts of the epicentre the

three shocks had approximately the same direction, nearly per-

pendicular to the major axis. The intensity was greatest in the

islands of Halki and .\ntigoni. The fissures are few in

number, the most important being at Ambarly, a village built

on alluvial soil. This one is 3 km. long, 008 m. in maximum
breadth, and runs east and west, I'.e-. parallel to the neighbouring

sea-coast, which is 300 m. distant. Tne Kartal-Dardanelles

cable was cut in several places, as if by a knife. The sea was

greatly agitated along the epicentral coast. In tsome parts, it

was observed to retreat for about 200 m., and after some oscilla-

tions to return to its normal condition. The depth of the

seismic focus was found by Dutton and llayden's method to

be 34 km., and this agrees closely with the v.ilue obtained by

M. Lacome from the observed times of the shock at different

places. The shock travelled to Paris, Pavlovsk and Bucharest,

with velocitiesof 3, 35 and 36 km. per second, respectively

(see Nature, vol. 1. pp. 450-451).

The Zeilschrifl fiir InilriimeiiUnkunJe contains some par-

ticulars of the new method, adopted by Signor G. Guglielmo,

for the exact measurement of differences of pressure. Instead
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of enlarging the displacement of the mercury column in the

manometer or barometer by means of a capillary filled with

oil, or containing an air-bubble, the new method is based

upon the principle of readjusting the level to a fixed mark by

the addition or subtraction of mercury, the quantity added or

subtracted being weighed or measured with a burette. If the

sectional area of the burette \i one-hundredth of that of the

manometer tube, a displacement in the former of i mm. will

indicate a difference of pressure of o'oi mm. To make the

method sensitive t is best to use water as the manometer liquid,

and to add or subtract mercury, which is more easily measured.

The chief ilesideratum is a simple method of adding or sub-

tracting, which is best done by attaching a sucking-tube to the

top of the burette. A pointer is fixed inside the manometer
tube opposite the centre of the meniscus. By observing the

reflection of the pointer in the surface, and the depressions or

elevations produced by the pointer, the observer is able to fix

upon the mark to within O'ooi mm. If mercury is used, an
electric contact is desirable. For barometer readings, pointers

can be mounted in both branches of the tube, and measure-

ments taken for both. Signor Guglielmo has also constructed

an absolute electrometer based upon this principle, in which
the level of mercury in a flat dish communicating with another

is disturbed by a charged disc, and readjusted by adding or

subtracting mercury.

We have received from Dr. Luigi Palazzo, of the Meteorologi-

cal Office at Rome, an account of a small portable unifilar mag-
netometer which he has designed, and which is being employed
in the study of local magnetic disturbances in Italy. Signor
Palazzo does not claim any si)ecial novelty in the general de-

sign, which in many respects resembles the Kew form of port-

able unifilar. The instrument is designed for observing the
declination and horizontal force at strings of stations at one of
which the elements have been determined by means of one of
the more accurate and cumbersome forms of instrument. For
the purpose in view it was of importance to have an ins;ru-

ment which should combine extreme lightness with portability,

so that the different sets of observations along a line of
stations might be quickly taken, and thus, to a certain ex-

tent, the effects of disturbances minimised, since there does not
seem to be a self-recording magnetograph in the district

under investigation, from the photographic records of which
the disturbances could be eliminated. The azimuth circle

has a diameter of 8 cm. and carries the graduations on the rim, a
method of graduating the circle which, unless the tripod is very
high, and therefore un>lable, renders the reading of the verniers

a matter of difficulty. The magnet employed is a hollow
cylinder, as in the Kew instrument, carrying a photographic
scale at one end and a lens at the other. The mirror which is

used for illuminating the scale, as well as for reflecting the r.iys

of the sun when determining the geographical meridian, is com-
posed of a piece of parallel-sided plane unsilvcred glass mounted
on trunnions which are carried in V's of the ordinary form. The
whole insliumcnt packs into a box 28 x 12 x 18 cm. and only

weighs four kilograms. The author does not say with what
accuracy the horizontal component can be measured, but from
some figures given it would appear that the declination can be

determined to within about three minutes of arc ; which, con-

sidering ihc small size of the instrument, is remarkably good.

In order to facilitate the measurement of the bearing of land-

marks, ihc telescope is supportcrl on horizontal trunnions, so

that it can lie tilted in a vertical plane about 10 on either side

of the horizontal.

Thr " ProctcdingJ of the Royal Physical Society of Edin-

burgh," Session l8<J3-94, is now ready, and may be purchased

at the Society's rooms, George-street, Edinburgh.
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Prof. J. Shield Nicholson's lecture on " Historical Pro-

gress and Ideal Socialism," delivered at the Oxford meeting of

the British Association, has been published in handy volume
form by Messrs. A. and C. Black.

We learn from the journal of Botany that the monograph
of the Mycetozoa, on which Mr. .\rthur Lister has been

engaged for some years, founded on the collection in the

herbarium of the British Museum, will shortly be published.

Under the title " Xomenclator Coleopterologicus," H.
Bechhold, of Frankfort-on-Maine, has published, for Herr S.

Schlenkling, an etymological index, together with a list of species

and their varieties, of the beetles of German districts. The
book should be extremely useful to students of Coleoptera.

Mr. Bernard Quaritch, Piccadilly, h.is issued a list of

choice and valuable books he has for sale, including the library

of the late Warren De la Rue. Many important works on
physics, chemistry, astronomy, electricity, mathematics, photo-

graphy, and microscopy are contained in the catalogue.

We have received from the Skandinavisk Antiquariat,

Copenhagen, a catalogue of books, ancient and modern, of

Iceland and Scandinavia, which they have for sale. The cata.

logue, which will be sent free to all applicants, contains parti-

culars of books relating to bibliography, periodical literature, the

languages of the north, runology, mythology, archeology,

topography, &C.

Chill October has come, and with it a new number of " The
Country Month by Month," in which Mrs. Owen and Prof.

Boulger describe the characteristics of the plant-world and
bird life during tlie month. The entomologiil's main occupa-

tion in October is digging up subterranean pup.-e, so the authors

give a brief account of insect metamorphosis. The chapter on

bird-life deals with the autumnal migration of our birds in a very

interesting manner.

The Zoological Society of Germany has conferred a great

boon upon students of n.itural history by editing a reprint of

the tenth edition of Linn.-eus' " Systema Natura;." The first

volume, dealing with the animal kingdom, has lately been pub-

lished by Wilhelm Engelmann, Leipzig. It is well printed,

and will be very acceptable to those who ate not the fortunate

p issessors of a copy of the original ten ih and standard edition

of Linnaus' work.

The sixteenth edition of their "Catalogue of Minerals and

Mineralogical Subjects " has been issued by Messrs. G. L.

English and Co., New York. The illustrations are all new,

and a complete revision of all Messrs. English's systematic col-

lections has been made. The species are classified according

to Dana's new "System of Mineralogy " (1892). The index

to the catalogue is jiarticularly valuable, for it enumerates all

species, and refers to the proper species all important synonyms

and varieties.

A REMARK/MILE new Substance, obtained by the action of

ordinary alcohol upon peroxide of sodium, is described by

Prof. Tafel in the current licrichte. When alcohol is poured

upon sodium peroxide, about h.ill of the latter disappears to

form a strongly alkaline solution which contains practically no
active oxygen, while the remaining half undergoes a complete

c'lange. The pale yello*' colour of the commercial peroxide

becomes changed to pure white, and the substance assumes the

nature of a fine granular powder, loLilly different from peroxide

of sodium. This substance is soluble in water, but with much
less rise of temperature than the peroxide. While the hitter

compound is stable up to a high temperature, evolving no

oxygen when pure below redhcal, the new substance evolves

large quantities of oxygen upon gently warming, and if rapidly
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heated in a tube closed at one end explodes with violence and

production of flame. The powder behaves very curiously if

touched in one place with a heated rod ; the particles are set in

rapid whirling motion by the escaping oxygen, and the rise of

temperature is so great as frequently to terminate in local com-

bustion. This unusual phenomenon gradually extends through-

out the whole mass, oxygen being copiously and continuously

evolved in an almost perfectly dry state. When much more

strongly heated the substance melts and then evolves water

vapour, the residue consisting of ordinary sodium hydrate.

Analyses indicate that the substance possesses the composition

liNaO.j. Its production from sodium peroxide and alcohol in

all probability occurs in accordance with the following equa-

tion, sodium ethylate being the secondary product :

Na.O. + CjUjOH = CjHjONa + HNaO.>.

The probable existence of this new sodium compound was

pointed out by Prof. Tafel in a previous communication con-

cerning the action of alcoholic mineral acids upon sodium

peroxide, and he has now been able to isolate it. He considers

it to be the hydrate of a trioxide of sodium NaoOj. It dissolves

in ice-cold water without decomposition, but at temperatures

very little higher the solution slowly evolves oxygen. If alcohol

is added to this solution the evolution of gas is considerably

augmented and the solution deposits after some hours crystals

of Mr. Vernon Harcourt's hydrate of sodium peroxide,

NaoO.j.SIIoO. Hydrochloric acid converts it into sodium

chloride, hydrogen peroxide, and gaseous oxygen. In order to

prepare the new compound, twelve grams of sodium peroxide

and two hundred cubic centimetres of ice-cold absolute alcohol

are convenient quantities to take ; they should be well shaken

together in a closed tiask, the liquid and the fine white sandy

product separated from any undecomposed lumps of peroxide,

rapidly filtered, the white sand-like substance washed with cold

alcohol and ether, and stored in a desiccator.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Diana Monkey {Cercopithccus diana, 9 )

from West Africa, presented by Mrs. Collcult ; a Mozambique
Monkey [Ceycopilheciis pygerythrus, 9) from East Africa,

presented by Mr. H. J. Clowes ; a Macaque Monkey (Macacus

cynomo/gus, i ) from India, presented by Mrs. Morris ; a

Leopard {Felis pardtis) from East Africa, presented by Mr.

Thomas E. Remington ; a Two-spotted Paradoxure {Nandinia

Unotala) from West Africa, presented by Dr. Sydney W.
Thompstone ; a Moose (Akes viachlis, i ) from Sweden,

presented by Mr. Guy Nickalls ; a Bennett's Wallaby {llalma-

turus heniiettii, i) from Tasmania, presented by Captain G.

W. Brook ; two Horned Screameis (Palaiitadta cornula) from

Para, presented by Mr. H. A. Astlelt ; a Banded Parrakeet

{I'alicornis Jascialiis, 9 ) from India, presented by Mr. Thomas
Hodgson; a Green Turtle [Chel'one z'iridi^); a Hawks-billed

T\itt]e (C/tdoni: imiruata) from the East Indies, deposited; a

Mexican Guan {Pcmlope purpurascciii) from Central America,

two American Wigeon {Manca americand) from Brazil, a

Short-tailed Parrot (Pjc/tyrits brachyurits) from the Upper
Amazon, purchased ; two Kaccoons (Procyott lotor) ; a Persian

Gazelle (Gazclla siibgiilUrosa, i ), born in the Gardens, three

Bar-tailed Pheasants {Phasianus rcevesii), an Amherst
Pheasant {ThattmaUa amherslio:), bred in the Gardens.

OUR ASIRONOMICAL COLUMN.
NECtJLOSlTiES .NEAR THE Pi.ElADES.—For many year?, says

Prof. E. E. Barnard in the Astronomisc/ie Naclirichtcii, No.
3253, he has known of a vast and extensive nebulosity north of
the Pleiades. This is not to be confounded with the nebulosities

round the cluster revealed by photography during the last ten
years, and all of which are included within the circle on the
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accompanying illustration. The wisps and patches of nebulous

matter outside the circle are shown upon a photograph taken by
Prof. Barnard with the Willard lens which he has rendered

famous, the plate being exposed for ten hours, fifteen minutes.

The curved and streaky streams of celestial mist in the illustra-

tion are apparently connected with the Pleiades, though some
nf them extend irregularly for several degrees each side of the

cluster. Prof. Barnard hopes to obtain still clearer pictures of

the nebulosities by extending the time of exposure.

SCIENCE IN THE MAGAZINES.
"PAST and west, as everyone knows, are merely relative
'-' terms. Elisee Reclus, in the Contemporary, traces the

normal line of separation between the two halves of the

ancient world which best deserve these names, considering the

matter from an historical point of view. The true and natural

partition between east and west of the ancient world is a trans-

verse zone running from north to souih between the Arctic Sea
and the Gulf of Oram. This almost uninhabited zone begins

just west of the plains of the Lower Indus, in the desert tracts of

Lower Beluchistan, and ends in the barren reaches between the

Obi and the Yenisei. Such a zone divides the world into two
halves having continental masses of nearly equal size. The
evolution of humanity was worked out differently on the two
sides ol this line, and the two developments are traced in the

article referred to.

A very exhaustive article is contributed by Mr. John Rae to

the same review, under the title "The Work of the Beer
Money." The author describes what the County Councils have
done for technical education since the passing of the Local
Taxation (Customs and Excise Act) of 1S90, when funds for the

purpose of furthering such instruction became available. To
those who expected great things, the survey will be disappoint-

ing ; for it shows that in many cases the moneys have been
expended almost uselessly. Better results, however, could
hardly be expected, for it must be remembcied that the County
Councils had to create the machinery with which 10 carry on
the work. On this account many mistakes have been made,
"but," says Mr. Rae, "they [the Councils] have gone about
matters in a practical way, and when they have made mistakes
they have shown themselves quick to repair them. Much of the
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work was necefsarily tentative, and that indeed is part of its

value. Each local authority has started the woik in its own
way, according to its own circumstances, industries, and re-

sources ; so that the country has for two years been one great

exi^^erimcntal station, with some hundreds of separate plots of

educational varieties." The sums spent upon the erection of

important technical schools during the last six or seven years

will astonish many people. To quote -Mr. Rae : "Bolton has

built a technical school at a cost of /l5,ooo; liury, at a cost

of 2^i6,oco ; Blackburn, of £ap,Q0O Oldham and Rochdale

are now spending jfi 2,000 each in liuildin» one; Halifax and

Derby are spending ;f20,oco each ; Baih, /'ai.ooo; Worcester

and \Vest Ham, ;^40,ooo; Birmingham, ^48,000; and Man-
chester, on a site worth ;f 100,000, is erecting a technical school

estimated to cost ;f 130,000 mote, the most elaborate and magni-

ficent product ol the whole nuvcment." So far as we can

gather from the article, the work which has been done shows good

promise of practical (ruit. It is pointed out that the grant

should be secured permanently lor education by statute, and

this should 1 e done as soon as possible. Mr. Kae thinks that

the worst deficiencies which the experience of the past three

years has revealed are (1) the startling illiteracy of the men and

the lads who have passed the slandaids of elementary schools,

and (I) the general want of the means of good secondary educa-

tion. These are the deficiencies which must prevent the effectual

diffusion of technical instruction. -Mr. Rae's article should

certainly be re.id by everyone interested in the progress of

technical instruction.

Another article in the Conlempjrary i; entitled "Joseph
Priestley in Domestic Life," by ^ladame Helloc. The mother

of the authoress was taught to read by Priestley, and she gave

her daughter a very clear idta of his personaliiy. 1 he article

thus contains a descripiion of the investigator as lie really was

according to the last echo of oral tradition. And though it deals

chiefly with Priestley^ private life, students of the history of

chemical science will lind paitsof it interesting. The Con-

ttmpirary also contains an aiticle by Mr. Herbert Spencer,

whose theme ii " Weismannism Once More." Mr. Spencer

harks back to the oiiginal points of discussion between Prof.

Weismann and liini-ell, in order to show (l) that certain leading

propositions havii g been passed by unnoticed, remain outstand-

ing ; .ind (2} th.Ti wliin leading propositions have been dealt

with, the replies given r.ie invalid.

In the Nalioi.al A'fvU'v, Mr. F. W. H. Myers writes on

"The Drift of Psychical Research." Wonderful things are

told of telepathy and kindred pjwers, and the author is very

sanguine as to luturc developments. He rlcogni^es that men
of science fight s-by 1 f the "glum researches," and are ever ready

to put their fingeis ujiun the weak points in psychical reasoning

and investigation. Ibis dislike is accounted for by the rude

approximate cliaiacter of the work cariied on by its votaries
;

but, on the otliir hand, Mr. Myers holds that psychology is a

new science, and has, therefore, to grope its way up to the

exactne's ol older blanches ol knowledge. He inclines to the

opinion that the meiliods of science cannot at present be ex-

tended to the rcalui in which lie is an explorer. After Mr.

Myers' arliilc, and as an aniiiluteio il, one contributed by Mr.

Ernest Hart to the C<^h/«;;)' should be read. Mr. Hart's paper

should convince e\ery even minded person of ibe imposture

widely practised under the names of hypnotism, spiritualism,

telepathy, "spookism" in its various manifestations, Ma-
hatmism, Mailcism, and other phenomena of an occult

character. The same magazine contains the conclusion of the

series of articles, " Acms. .\sta .m a Bicycle," contributed by

Messrs. T. G. Allen and W. L. Sachtlei en ; and .Mrs. C. L.

Franklin gives a short biography of Sophie Germain, whose
mathematical works and phil'i.M<phical writings gained for her

luch a high npulalion at tiic beginning of this century.

Sir Robert Ball coniinici hii articles on "Tne Great

Astronomers," in Gooil IVinis, the subject this month being

Galileo. He h.indlts the mailer of Galileo's trial for heresy

very carefull), and does not give vent to the feelings whirh every

astronomer must experience when describing the events which

led up to the abjuration which the founder of ph)slcal astronomy

was loiccd to pronounce. Mr. 1\ Munro combines imagina-

tion with science in an ailide, ".Sun-rise or the Morn," in

CasseU's /•'aiiiily Maj^aiine. 'i he .Mauiiiiolh Cave ol Kentucky
is the subject ol an article, by Piol. W G. Blaikic, in the same
magazine, Umler the allitcrali\c liile, "Secis ol Science,"

Mr. Munto show«, in the /.f/>«r^ /.c/rr, how poets and story-
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tellers have anticipated some of the discoveries of science. It

would have been strange if, in all the vague speculations which
have been given to the world, some coincidences of the kind
referred to had not been found. Salt, and sleeplessness are the

subjects of two other articles in the Ltisurc Hour.
An extremely interesting account of "T.irahumari D.^nces

and Plant Worship " is given by Dr. Carl Lumholtz in Sirihncr,

with illustrations from photographs by the author. Another
article ol ethnographical importance is " Customs connected with

Burial among the Sihanaka," by the Rev. J. Pearse, in the

SiDiiiiiy Mai^azim, which also contains a p.iper entitled " .\

Thousand Aides up the Irrawaddy, " by the Rev. W. R.
Winston. CIuvJil>^r:i^s Jottrtial contains, as usual, a number of

shoit and popular articles on more or less scientific subjects.

Among those we note a description of some remarkable artesian

wells, and a paper on the utilisation of waste products. Mr.
Grant Allen writes pleasantly on "The Night Jar," in the

Eiii;lisli Itlustrate<i, and Colonel How.ird \'incent describes the

scientific measurement and identification of criminals.

In addition to the magazines mentioned in the foregoing, we
have received the Foitiiii;lil!y, Longman i, and the Ihunani-
tarian, neither of which, however, contain articles that call for

comment here. The first number of the Phonographic Quar-
terly Kcz'iau has also been sent to us. The Kcviciv is edited

by Mr. T. Allen Reed, and it bids fair to take a per-

manent stand among phonographic literature. .Some of the

articles have been furnished by phonographers, and others

by well-known writers, the writings of the Litter having been
transcribed. The editor evidently recognises the importance
of a knowledge of science to the shorthand writer of the present

day, for among the articles we note "The Native Tribes of

East Africa," by Dr. J. W. Gregory ;
" Experiences of a

Naturalist," by Dr. A. S. Murray ;
" The Myths of the Unicorn

and the Griffin," by Sir Henry Howorth ; and "The Forma-
tion of Flints," by Canon Bonney. The publication of articles

of this kind w ill help on the time when scientific lectures will

be reported without being caricatured.

MEASUREMENTS OF PRECISION?-
TV/TORE than two thousand years ago there lived in the far

•^ East a philosopher who established his claim to the

possession of a good measure of both wisdom and wit, when he

wrote :
" .Vvoid even the appearance of evil : do not stop to tie

your shoe in the melon patch of an enemy."
Suppressing the humour but not the senlimenl of the Oriental

teacher, it is easy to see that Confucius meant to impress upon

his followers the importance of taking care that, even in the

performance of trivial acts, the time anil place should be such

as would give rise to no suspicions as to motive or design.

I am honoured by being permitted the freedom of your

academic groves to-day, I realise that the opportunity of

defending a theme under such circumstances is not to be lightly

esteemed, and I wish, in the beginning, to make terms with

everybody, by declaring that in bringing leforeyoua proposition

so simple as to need no argument, I am innocent of ulterior

motive or deep design.

My desire to give formal expression to this proposition grows

out of the fre(|uency with which it has presented itself iu the

course of official duties during the past few years.

I wish to consider "Precise Measurement " as one of the

agencies through which man has advanced from a condition of

savagery to his present state ; and the metrology of any age as

an exponent of the civilisation of that age.

The brief tune during which I can venture to ask your

attention to this subject fortunately releases me from all obliga-

tions to consider literary excellence or rhetorical ornamentation,

and compels me even to deviate in some degree from the logical

order of presentation. It is safe, however, to take liberties

with an audience so largely composed of those who are not only

familiar with the facts to be presented, but who are accustomed

to arr.ingc, digest, and put in orderly sequence materials which

are found in a more or less chaotic condition.

The first form of measurement to which primitive man
resorted was undoubtedly simple enumeration. In narration or

barter the number of units in a group was alone considered,

regardless of differences among individuals. The recognition

' An addrf»s ilelivercd at the Johns II ipkins University, liidtimore, liy

I'rof, T. <J. Mendciihall.
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of ihe fact that one i|uantity is greater or less than

another is not measurement. Measurement implies ihe

ability to represent numerically, so that ratios can be
accurately expressed. Among primitive races measurement
by cnumeraton is very restricted. Tribes bordering on
savagery at the present time are often found to be unable to

enumerate beyontl three or four. This stalcnient is quite

positively made by competent authorities, in spite of the f.ict

that the abibtv to enumerate the number of fingers on at least

one hanil would appear to be necessary to even the lowest order

of intelligence. It is cuiious to note in this conneciion that

experiment has apparently proved that four is ihe maximum
number of objects whose accurate enumeration is possible tit a

single glance and without counting, by the most highly culti-

vated man.
As man emerges from savagery his powers of enumeration

increase. He soon discovers the necessity for units of a higher

order which themselves represent a collection, and easily linds

such units provided by nalure in the groups of fingers on his

two hands. Thus the decimal system of arithmetic is invented
;

not in one place or by one people, but everywhere and when-
ever man finds that somewhat extensive enumeration is desirable

or necessary. It is a singular exception to this general rule,

however, that the Greeks failed to invent a decimal arithmetic.

With systems of notation capable of indefinite extension,

measurement by enumeration becomes rigorously e;.act ; that

is, barring blunder^, which can always be discovered and
avoided, the number of units in a group, if capable of being
counted at all, can be counted with absolute accuracy. Thus,
the cash in the Treasury of the United States may be more than

a hundred million dollars, that is more than ten thousand
million cents, and the exact quantity can be ascertained to a

single cent. By simple enumeration, therefore, this quant ily of

money is measured so accurately that the error cannot be as

much as one part in ten thousand millions, and this might be

extended in any degree, if only the cash is there to be counted.
At a comparatively early stage, therefore, this kind of

measurement was perfected, but there are two systems or

methods of measurement derived from it that are worthy of brief

comment. The first includes that variety of mensuration in

which the numerical value of a magnitude cannot be obtained
by simple counting, but is derived by calculation based on
rigorously exact relationship. This is of a distinctly higher
order than that just considered, and it is only found among
highly intelligent people, those, in short, who have cultivated

a knowledge of pure mathematics. A very simple illustration

is the determination of the area of a triangle when its base and
altitude are known. In this and similar cases a rigorously

accurate result is attainable when the data are absolutely

correct, but simple counting would be impossible. There are

cases, however, and these constitute another step along ihe line

in which we are travelling, in which an absolutely accurate

evaluation is impossible, but in which any deiiyabU degree of

.accuracy, however high, may be reached. Perhaps the best

known example of this is the determination of the circum-
ference of a circle when its diameter is known. The ratio of the

former to the latter, which cannot be exactly exprcs;e I, has
been determined with a degree of approximation by modern
computers, which makes it possible to reduce the outstanding
error to an inconceivably small quantity. An attempt to

illustrate this may not be without interest.

In a display ol mathematical genius which has perhaps never
been surpassed, Archimedes more than two thousand years ago
discovered the first real approximation to the value of this con-

stant. The accuracy of his result may be shown in the fact

that if the diameter of a circle be exactly one inch, its circum-
ference as determined by the value of the constant found by
Archimedes will not be in error more than the thickness of a

human hair. If the value of the constant is more accurately

known, it will be possible to compute the circumference of a

proportionately larger circle so that the error shall not exceed a

hair's-breadth. Let us go at once from the circle one inch in

diameter to one having a radius equal to the distance from the

earlh to the sun and a circumference of nearly 600 millions of

miles. It is difficult to form any adequate conception of the

enormous stretch of 9J millions of miles which separates the

earth from the sun. The immensily of it is in some degree
realised on rellecting that if it were possible for a child to extend
an arm across this spice, and plunge his hand into the while
hot layer of the sun Irom which light is radiated, he might grow
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to youth, manhood, old a^e, and unless he 1 ve 1 throigh the

almost unprecedented period of 125 years, death woulu come
before he would feel the pain of burnin.;, so great is the distance

through which the sensation must travel. But even ihis circle,

of 600 millions of miles in circumference, is almost immeasur-
ably small in comparison with the one for which we are seek-

ing. Multiply it by a million; a million million ; a million,

million million ; in fact multiiily it by a number expressed by
the word million repeated 9S time=, and we reach a circle of

utterly inconceivable dimensions ; yet so precisely do we know
the ratio of the circumference to the diameter of a circle, that

having given the diameter of such a circle, its circumference can

be determined within the breadth of a hair. For all ordina y,
practical purposes this is sufTicient.

A very modern and an extremely imporlant species of

measurement involving only enumeration is to be found in the

statistical metho 1 of treating certain chsses of problems in

which the object is to follow the fortunes of a group rather than

an individual. It has long been advantageously applied to

social, political, and economical questions, and within a few

years, in the hands of such men as Clerk Maxwell, Boltzmann,
and others, it has proved to be a powerful .agent in physic \1

investigations.

It depends in great measure on what may be called the

principle of the " long run," which is, that phenomena of

apparently the most accidental and lawless character will, in

the long run, occur with regularity and obedience to law, to

such an extent as to render their prediction quite possible. .\t

least one great railroad system in this country has so tabulated

and investigated all accidents happening to its employes and
patrons that it is able to foretell with a good degree of accutacy

the number of people who will, during the next year, meet with

death on its line ; how many will lose a foot, how many an
arm, and soon ; and its Board of Directors is ihus always ready

to weigh the cost of a new invention to add to the safely of

travel, against the probable damages to be paid for fatal and
other injuries which said invention might prevent.

Further argument is unnecessary to show that measurement
by enumeration, the first to appear in Ihe evolution of man
and his accomplishments, has advanced with man and kept pace
with his accomplishments ; that it has contributed greatly 10

his advancement, and that at any given period it may fairly

stand as an exponent of his condition.

But in a far greater degree is this true of the second of the

two forms of measurement to which men have resorted, namely,

lliat ,,in which a conventional unit embodying the particular

quality to be measured is compared to the magnitude to be

evaluated. Nearly all operations ordinarily called measure-
ments belong to this class, and its necessity must have followed

closely upon the introduction of measurement by enumeration.

Of the three fundamental measures, from which it is convenient

to derive all others, namely, length, mass and time, the first

and last were undoubtedly the earliest to receive attention, and
it is more than likely that some rude system of time measure-

ment constituted the earliest contribution to metrology.

Nature is lavish in the number and variety of time units which
she has furnisheil man, some of which satisfy Ihe most rigorous

demands of modern science. In the early sages of chrono-

metric development the method of enumeration was alone

available. By taking the solar d.ay as the unit, counting the

number of days in a lunar period furnished the month. The
year was similarly obtained, at first from the mere cycle of

the seasons, but in a somewhat more advanced st.age of develop-

ment, from more exact observations upon the sun. Before this,

there must have existed a demand for the division of the day
into smaller units of time. Much ingenuity and often genius of

a high order was shown in ihe invenlionof chronometric devices.

A remarkably clever determination of the angular diameter
of the sun was made by the Chaldeans by ihe use of one
of the earliest forms of time-measuring apparatus. .Vt the

mouent the sun's disk appeared in the eastern horizon a fine

stream of water flowing from the bottom of a vessel in which
the level was kept constant, was caught in a small cup, into

which it was allowed to How until the lower limb of the sun

was visible. The sm.ill cup being instantly withdrawn, anoilur

much larger receptacle was substituted for it, and into this the

small stream fell during all the d.ay and until the sun ap-

peared in the east again on the following morning. It was
found that the water in the large vessel w.as 720 times that in

the smaller, from which it appeared th.at the apparent diameter
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of the sun was ^^ of the circumference of the heavens, or one-
half a degree of arc.

It is impossible here to trace the evolution of time-measuring
from the earliest period to the present, and it is unnecessary,
because most of the steps are doubtless well known to you all.

You are requested to reflect, howei-er, upon the close reLv.ion

of the various stages of this evolution to the progress of the
human race from savagery to enlightenment.

Hardly anything is a more certain and sensitive index of the
advancement of a people than the precision required in the time
schedule of the ordinary events of life. Improvement in time-
measuring instruments, watches and clocks, is in response to a
demand for this precision, and not the cause of it, as is some-
times asserted. Watches are now regulated to seconds where
formerly minutes were near enough, and the few remaining
civilised people among « horn the hour has been the smallest
division of time in common use, are fast mending their ways in

this respect.

Unfortunately in the development of systems of measurement
of length and mass, we have not succeeded as well as with the
measurement of time. The greater excellence of the latter is

unquestionably due to the universality of the fundamental unit,

which is everywhere the day. While there have existed some
differences among different nations as to the divisions and
multiples of this unit, ceriain natural phenomena have directed
all, along nearly the same lines, and at this moment, in all

essential particulars, the chronometric systems of nearly all

civilised nations are identical. Although not the best that could
have been devised had existing knowledge and experience been
available in the beginning, the prevailing subdivisions of the
time unit are not seriously objectionable, and as they are so
nearly universal and so firmly established by long usage, they
are .almost certain to continue unchanged.

In measures of length and masaor weight, the tendency from
the beginning, up to a very recent period, has been, as in the
case of time, towards the selection of natural units.

Dimly comprehending the importance and necessity of in-

variable units of measure, primitive man looked to nature to

find the invariable. The nomenclature of every system of
measure known bears testimony to the original use of natural
units. Of measures of length familiar to all may be mentioned
the hand, foot, pace, fathom, cubit, ell and span, all of which
are derived from the dimensions of the human body. The inch,
as everybody knows, was originally the length of three barley-

corns from the middle of the ear, placed end to end. At a
later period among some of the Oriental nations the unit of
length was the length of a bamboo pipe, which when blown
would produce a certain musical pitch. This argues a reckless
indifference as to units of length, or an extraordinary power of
detecting variation in the pilch of musical tones.

Units of weight or mass also had their origin in natural
magnitudes, although in this case much greater difficulty is

experienced. Almost the only natural unit of mass that was
suggested or used was the mass of a grain of wheat from the
middle of the ear, and from this our use of the grain weight of
today is derived.

Uut all men are not alike in stature, nor arc grains of wheat
of great uniformity in dimensions or mass. As might have been
anticipated, under such conditions there grew up, not only in

different parts of the world, but in different sections of the same
country, a variety of systems of weight and measure having no
exact relations to each other, or among themselves, and which
developed, as intercourse between nations became easier and
more general, into one of the greatest calamities ever visited

upon mankind. Various efforts were made at various times by
various nations, each to improve its own system, but little good
resulted up to almost exactly one hundred years ago. At the
close of the Revolutionary War the weights, measures and coins

in use in this country were almost innumerable in kind.
Although mostly inherited from our Anglo-Saxon ancestors,

many other European systems had gained a foothold, and con-
siderable diversity in names and values had grown up through-
out the colonics. An (pporluniiy was presented at that time
which we shall never see again, .and which wa-; lost by what
one is forced to call the moral cowardice of men in high
places. No one appreciated this opportunity more thoroughly
than Thomas Jefferson, perhaps the most scholarly man
of his time ; the patron and (riend of science and scientific

ncD.
Jefferson recognised the incongruitiei of existing systems of
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weight and measure, but not wishing to depart sensibly from
the foot as a unit of lencth he offered ingenious suggestions for

a perfected scheme of linear measurerrent in which tl'e foot

wa<; to be related decimally to the lengihof a sec >nds' pendulum
and was to be decimally ^^bdivide^.

The Constitution of the United States provides fat Congress
shall have po«er to coin money, regulate the valu= thereof, and
to fix the standard of weights and measures. At an early day
this power was wisely exercised lo provide escape from the
bondage of the unphilosophical pounds, shillings and pence of

the mother country by the establishment of a decimal system
of coin ratios, the use of which during the past hundred years

has been a greater gain, as compared wiih the discarded system,

than the value of all the money in the country at the time of its

adoption.

The second prerogative, that of " fixing a standard of weights
and measures," was not at that lime and, as a matter of fact,

has never yet been exercised by Congress ; indeed, considering

the great danger which continually existed that when Congress
did ac it would act wrongly, it is a matter of congratulation

that legislation on this important matter has thus far practically

gone by default. But the opportunity existing during the early

days of our national life was great, for the reason that just at

this time there was conceived and perfected on the other side

of the .\tlantic the most decided, the most important, and the

most far-reaching advance in metrology that the world has ever

seen.

It had its beginning in the wisdom and foresight of the

distinguished Talleyrand, who in 1790, while still a bishop,

impressed by the excessive diversity .and confusion of the

weighls and measures then prevailing, proposed'tothe Assembly
of Franc-e a scheme for their reform.ation. Realising that not

only national but international reformation was desirable, other

nations were invited to join in the development and execution

of this magnificent scheme. The co-operation of the Royal
Society of London and of the English Givernment was sought,

but unfortunately the English were not then in the mood for

giving support to the Ercnch.

For the preliminary steps, looking to the determination of

the value of the fundamental units and their relation to each

other, a committee of the French .-Vcaileniy, including the most
eminent mathematicians of Europe, was appjinted, among its

members being Borda, Lagr.ange, Laphice and Condorcet.

Others engaged in the v.arious measurements necessary to this

determination were Lavoisier, Coulomli and Delambre.
Throughout the stormy scenes that accompanied the great

political and social changes which occurred in France during

the last decade of the eighteenth century, these noble scholars

steadfastly pursued the problem upon the solution of which they

had set out. At one time Horda, Lavoisier, Lapl.ice, Coulomb
and Delambre were dismissed from this public service by

Robespierre's Committee of Safety, because their political

views were suspected of being not quite in harmony with those

of the aggressive paity in power. (That was a hundred years

ago.) IJut Robespierre was ambitious as well as cruel, and the

project was afterwards allowed to go on. Finally, on June 22,

1799, the two new perfected standards—a metre, the unit of

length, made of platinum, and a kilogramme, the unit of mass,

of the same metal, were presented with great solemnity at

the bar of both houses of the National As.sembly of France by

tlie celebrated Laplace, who addressed the assembled legis-

lators ; and on the same day the two standaids were deposited

in the archives of France, destined to be, a century later, the

accepted units of measure of more than half of the civilised

world, and eventually to become universal. In a report filed

just seventy-three years ago to-day, John i^hiincy Adams, then

Secretary of State, s.ays of this event :
" I'he spectacle is at

once so rare and so sublime . . . that not to p.ause for a

moment, were it even from occupations not essentially con-

nected with it, to enjoy the contemplation of a scene so

honourable to the character and capacities of our species,

would argue a want of sensibility to appreciate its worth."

"Ibis ^ccne," he siiys, "formed an epoch in the history of

man, and an example and an admonition to the legislators of

every nation, and of all after-times."

Just one hundred years ago, in 1794, copies of the preli-

minary metric standards were sent 10 this country, and our

Government was urged lo join in this niemnrable undertaking.

Then, and during the thirty years following, the question of our

adopting a system of weights and measures in harmony with our
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admiraMe monetary system was much aRitated ; but the counsel

of the timid prevailed, and the wretclied system which we had
inherited mainly from England, but which is not in harmony
with the English, was allowed to fasten itself unon the indus-

trial interests of the country. The report on the subject by

John (luincy Adams, already referred to, is a monument of

exhaustive re>^earch and philosophical discussion. Nowhere is

the decimal system praised so highly as in this report. In it he
says of this system that, "considered merely as a labour-

saving machine, it is a new power, offered to man, incompar-
ably greater than that which he has acquired by the new agency
which he has given to steam. It is in design the greatest

invention of human ingenuity, since that of printing." This

is high praise, and it is difficult to understand hnw the author of

this and mucli more like it, could lack the courage to recom-
mend that his country should at once put itself in the way of

sharing the benefits of so remarkable a reformation. The
spirit of conservatism, which came from his ancestors along
with the yard and the pound, led him to advise that it was
better to await the action of other nations, especially Great
Britain.

At the close of the last century, in different parts of the

world, the wurd pi'uni was applied to 391 dififerent units of

weight, and the word foot to 292 different units of length. Not
only were no two of these identical, but in only a few cases \\ere

their relative values known with anything like precision. In
the wonderful march of the nineteenth century, most of these

have been swept away ; until now, of the enlightened nations of

the earth, only the English-speaking people cling to what Lord
Kelvin has so felicitously characterised as our " brain-wearying
and intellect-wasting system of weights and measures."

I must now return to a very brief consideration of the
indirect influence of precise measurement upon the welfare of
man. Thus far the development of exact standards has been
considered in relation to man's convenience, as facilitating the
transaction of business, by diminishing the uncertainty and
labour involved in commerce and trade, liut indirectly it has
been even more powerful. The use of correct standards of
weight and measure has been regarded from the beginning as

necessary to and indicative of integrity and fair dealing, among
nations as well as individuals. Ultimate standards of
reference, even in the earliest history of metrology, were
carefully guarded and usually considered a part of the para-
phernalia or accessories of the king or ruler. Although these
standards were, until a comparatively recent period, very rude
in their construction, they represented in a large measure the
integrity of the nation, and to depart from or modify them was
regarded as akin to a crime. According to Josephu-, when
Cain had settled in the land of Nod, and built a city, he invented
weights and measures. In the law as given to Moses it is

declared, " Thou shalt not have in thine house divers measures,
a great and a small." The renowned Chinese Emperor, Yeo,
who flourished 4000 years ago, kept the weights and measures
which were used in the markets in a part of his own palace.

In many countries standards were deposited in temples, and
priests were their custodians. One of the principal objects
sought to be secured \iy the Magna Charta was unilormity ol

weights and measures throughout the kingdom, anl the one
small spot in the world to-day whose neutrality is secured by
the joint agreement of all civilised nations, including even the
United States and Great liritain, is a hit of land near Paris,

where stands the building in which the international prototype
metre and kilogramme are preserved.

Hut in a lar greater degree has precise measurement
influenced the character, condition and destiny of man through
its relation to the development of modern science. Volumes
might be written about this, although not much' is necessary
before an audience to many of whom it is almost a daily lesson,

and liefore another, smaller, audience of those who have con-
tributed so largely during the past quarter of a century to the
advancement of science and the improvement of the art of
measuring.

Precision in measures demands and produces precision in
language, and exact language makes exact thinking possible.

IJue cannot but admire the genius which enablea some of the
philosophers of a few centuries ago to triumph over the
obstacles growing out of the lack of exactness liotti in language
and experiment. When Newton was converting his theory of
the spheroidal form of the earth into established fact, he could
only ascertain the possible eliect of change o( temperature upon

the period of a pendulum by means of comparisons of the length

of an iron bar when exposed to the sun's rays on a hot summer's
day, with its length on a frosty morning in winter. Even in

the earlier Transactions of the Royal Society of London, one
may find time measured in misereres and temperature in inches,

In the wonderful progress that has characterised the present

3ge, by which business methods and social life h.ave been well-

nigh revolutionised, exact science has been the dominant factor.

It is impossible here even to mention the many interesting

devices by means of which during the last half-century the

precision of measurements has been enorm )usly increased.

They are to be seen in nearly every laboratory, and are familiar

to you all. Their invention has made possilile many brilliant

and useful discoveries in science, and it is gr.atifying to know
that on this line our own country has been and is well to the

front. Many proofs of this might be given, but among the

most notable contributions of modern limes to the science and
art of'delicate and precise measurement, one cannot fail to note

the splendid work of Rowland in his measurement of light

wave-lengths, of Langley in his solar researches, and of

Michelson in his determination of the metre in terms of the

ether vibration. The glory of the nineteenth century is exact

experiment and honest logic, and precision in measurement has

done much to make both possible.

In the matter of the metrology of the affairs of daily life,

however, it is humiliating to confess that we are still skulking

in the rear. Our sixty millions of intelligent citizens are far

less intelligent, and less fit for the responsibilities that rest upon
them, than they might be, were they not continually wearying
their brains and wasting their intellects in constant struggle

with the difficulties inherent in the system of metrology to

which we so blindly cling. I yield to no one in my apprecia-

tion of the accurate learning and profound scholarship of the

gentlemen of the Faculty of the institution before which I have

the honour of appearing today, but I unhesitatingly alTirni that

not one of them, not even all of them together, can correctly set

forth the system of weights and measures in common use at the

present time in this country. Let us hope that this burden will

be lifted in the near future, and that the pound and yard with

their innumerable and irrational derivatives, relics of the dawn
of civilisation, will be replaced by the beautifully simple

kilogramme and metre. We can then r;;st with the pleasing

assurance that when the next cataclysm shall have passed, and
the archa;ologist of the future shall be burrowing among the

ruins of the present age, he will not be misled by the crudeness

of our metrology to catalogue us along with earlier civilisations,

At best he will exhume much which we could wish to remain
for ever buried, but let us hope that the evidence of integrity

and simplicity in commercial transactions, of delicacy and
precision in scientific investigations, and especially of honest

and independent thinking, will be such that he will be compelled
to put us down as a race in which, to apply the eloquent words
of Buckle, " the greatness of men has no connection with the

splendour of their titles, or the dignity of their birth ; it is not

concerned with their quarterings, their escutcheons, their

descents, their dexter-chiefs, their sinister-chiefs, their chevrons,

their bends, their azures, their gules, and the other trumperies

of their heraldry ; but it depends upon the largeness of their

minds, the powers of their inlcllect, and the fulness of their

knowledge."

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Paris.

Academy of Sciences, October i.—M. Locwy in the chair.

—The miss of .Mercury and the acceleration of the mon move-
ment of Encke's comet, according to the recent work of .M. O.
Backlund. A note by M. O. Callandre.au.—On die automatic
transmitter of steering directions, by Lieut. H. Bersier. The
alternating current from a Kuhmkorfi's coil passes from the

pivot of a compass through the aluminium pointer, and leaps

from the extremity o( this needle to one of six vertical plates

pl.aced at intervals round the inside of the compass-box. This
alternating current has no effect on the magnet, but serves to

work six corresponding rel.ry.'^, and hence to cause the illumin-

ation of corresponding signal lamps placed in various parts of a
vessel, and to set in motion the steering apparatus. The least

deviation from the set course is automitic.\ily and imaiediately
corrected in this way. The coarse is altered by simpiy rotating
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the drum carrying the plates.—A description of a bundle of
descending cerehral fibres disappearing in the olivary bodies
(cerebroolivary bundle), by M. Y. Luys.—Influence of low
temperatures on the laws of crystallisation, by M. Raoul Pictet.

The author shows the e"isential difl^erence in the manner in

which the crystallising body losts heat at the moment of solidi-

fication in the two cases where the substance is (l)adiathermanous
and (2) diathermanous. All substances become diathermanous
below - 70", and hence the true temperature of crystallisation

is only obtained when the surrounding medium is maintained
at a temperature very slightly belo* the solidifying point.

Hence an explanation of the anomalies occurring in de-
terminatians of the crystallisation point of such substances
as chloroform.—On the development of the latent image
in photography by alkaline peroxides, by M. G. A.
Le Roy. Aqueous solutions of alkaline peroxides or
alkaline solutions of hydroxylcan be used as developers, but are
inferior to the ordinary reagents.—.-Vction of hydrogen phos-
phide on potassammonium and sodammonium, by M. A. Joannis.
When hydrogen phosphide is passed into a solution of potass-
ammonium or sodammonium in liquefied ammonia, it is ab-
sorbed with the production of the solid white substances PH„!C
and PlloXa. Heat destroys these compounds in accordance
with the' equation 3PH„K = 2PH., -f PK,. Water decom-
poses them with liberation of hydrogen phosphide. Nitrous
oxide dots not yield any substance corresponding with the salts

of hydrazoic acid.—Researches on mercuric picrate, by M.
Raoul Varet. The preparation and properties of mercuric
picrate are described. Thermal data are given in detail, and
from them it is seen that the picrate ranges itself along with the
acetate rather than with the other soluble salts, the chloride and
cyanide. Picric acid displaces hydrocyanic acid from its

pol.assium combination with disengagement of -(- 107 Cal.,
whereas hydrocyanic acid completely replaces picric acid in the
mercuric salt with liberation of -f 122 Cal.— iVction of picric

acid and picrates on metallic cyanides. The isopurpurates. A
note by M. Raoul Varet. When picric acid can replace hydro-
cyanic acid in its compounds with evolution of heat, isopur-
purates are formed ; when, as with the mercuric salt, the
hydrocyanic acid replaces picric acid with evolution of heat,
isopurpurates are not formed.—The antiseptic properties of the
vapours of formaldehyde, by M. A. Trillat. The vapours of
formaldehyde, produced by the inomplete combustion of methyl
alcohol, have proved very efficacious in destroying germs in sick
rooms, and have no action on metals or instruments, and but little

action on dyed fabrics.—Observations on flours, by M. Balland.
—On the anterior extremity of the dorsal cord in the superior
vertebrates, by M. G. Siint-Remy.—Evolution of the sexual
elements in the composite Ascidians, by M. Antoine Pizoo.

—

On one of the Chylridinerc parasitic on the vine, by M. A.
Prunet.—On the calcareous luffs of the col de Lautaret (Hautes-
Alpes), by M. W. Kilian. From this preliminary study of the
Lautaret tuffs, it miy be concluded : (l) That these tuffs are
relatively recent, their disposition indicating that the present
aspect of the surface is much the same as that obtaining at the
time of their formation. They are more or less mixed with
moraine deposits. (2) The vegetable dt-t>ris contained in these
tuffs, notably the cones and branches of Pitiiii sylveslris, indi-
cate the existence at the epoch of their formation of a forest

vegetation which has since abandoned these altitudes.—On the
presence of carboniferous earth in the Sahara, by M. F. Foureau.
—Thermomelric observations on the summit of Ararat, by M.
VenukofT. M. Gimmer visited the summit of Ararat on August
16, 1S94, and found two thermometers left by M. Pa.stoukoff the
precedmg year in a tin-plate box. The maximum registered
-f- 1725' C, the minimum -40'C. Another minimum instru-

ment, attached in the open air to a vertical object, indicated
- 38' C. At the time of the visit, the lcmpe:ature of the air in

the shade wps -I- 3' C.—On an aerostatic ascension effected in

Russia, by M. VenukofT.
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THE OPTJCS OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
Handbuch der Photographie : II Theil : Das Licht im

Dienste der Photographie nnd die neueslen Fortschritte

der photographischen Opiik: By Prof. Dr. H. W.
Vogel. (Berlin : Robert Oppenheim (Gustav Schmidt),

1894.)

THIS second part of Dr. \'ogers well-known hand-

book is the fourth edition, completely revised and
enlarged, as we are informed on the title-page. With
the inde.x it runs to 367 pages, and is embellished with

numerous figures and a coloured frontispiece illustrating

the Vogel-Kurtz process of printing in three superposed

colours. The result is very satisfactory, and the grapes,

pineapple, lemon, and other fruit appear very natural.

There should be a promising future for this chromo-

lithographic development of photography, which, it may
perhaps be not altogether unnecessary to state, has

nothing to do with the great question of direct photo-

graphy in natural colours.

It is difficult within reasonable compass to give an

adequate notion of the wide range of subjects dealt with

in the present work. Everything likely to be of use to

the scientific and practical photographer is treated of

with more or less completeness. While the first part,

which we noticed in these columns some years ago

( vol. xliii. p. 3), deals with the chemical aspect of the

subject, the instalment under consideration is devoted

to the optical aspect, using the term optical in the wide

sense of comprising the general nature of light regarded

as a chemically active natural force. The optics of

photographic leises finds a place in the present part in

the form of an appendix covering some ninety odd
pages, and copiously illustrated. The appendix covers

all that is usually comprised in this country under

the term "photographic optics," and it is treated in a

manner intended to be generally understandable ; the

actual German heading is, " Gemeinverst.'indliohe Dar-

stellung der Grundzuge der photographischen Optik."

The seven chapters forming the appendix deal with the

methods of forming images, lenticular refraction, faults

of lenses, intensity of illumination and " field," differences

in photographic objectives, the stereoscope, panorama

apparatus, and the principles of photographic surveying.

The seventh chapter is of especial interest because it

deals with the latest advances in the construction of

photographic objectives, and comprises, among other

things, a description of the teleobjectives of Miethe, .Stein-

heil, and Zeiss. The remarkable efficacy of this new

addition to the resources of the photographer is shown

by two pairs of reproductions of photographs of views

taken from the same spot, one with an ordinary, and the

other with the teleobjective.

We have called attention to the appendix first, not

because we desire to follow the practice of certain readers

of fiction who form an opinion as to whether a book is

worth re iding by beginning at the last chapter, but

because it treats of that portion of the subject which we

here are too apt to regard as comprising the whole of

photographic optics. The main portion of the work
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under notice treats of subjects quite distinct from that

of the properties and construction of lenses, but which

are of equal importance in modern photography. This

portion of the book consists of thirty-one chapters ex-

tending over 266 pages. A brief analysis of the contents

will give the reader a general idea of the scope :

—

Intensity of light and Lambert's law, measurement of

intensity, the optical photometer, standards of light,

Weber's definitions, the brightness of transmitted and

reflected light for different substances, the photographic

photometer or sensitometer, photographic standards of

light, Miethe and Michalkes law of photographic

reciprocity in developed films, dependence of the trans-

parency of the negative on the period of exposure and

on the intensity of the illumination, the chemical inten-

sity of day and sunlight (Bunsen and Roscoe), intensity

under limited sky illumination, continuing rays and the

effects of previous and subsequent illumination, sources

of artificial light for photography, reflection, halation,

composition of light and photography of coloured objects,

chemical action and absorption, properties of optical

sensitisers, action of colouring matters on collodion and

gelatine plates, shifting of the maxima of photographic

activity (Wiedemann's law), relations between sensitive-

ness to light and optical sensitisers of the eosin series,

other optical sensitisers, action of simple and mixed

optical sensitisers on sensitiveness, ray filters {i.e. colour

screens), instruments for the study of the colour sensitive-

ness of photographic films {i.e. spectrographs), testing of

colouring matters and films for colour sensitiveness,

reproduction of natural colours by multiple photography,

direct photography in natural colours, colour perception

and complementary colours, observations on the colour

transparency of the atmosphere.

To those who are acquainted with photography as a

science,' the headings to the various chapters will give

sufficient indication of their contents. There are, how-

ever, many topics of importance hidden away, as it .were,

among the mass of information contained in the book,

and to some of these we may direct the attention of the

general reader who, without being an expert, may wish

to ascertain the present state of knowledge with regard

to such subjects as are of physical or chemical interest

beyond their immediate application to photography.

Thus, with regard to the standards of light we learn that

preference is given over all others to the amyl acetate

lamp of Hefner-Alteneck—a preference which many in

this country will no doubt be prepared to dispute. Then,

again, with respect to the amount of light reflected from

various surfaces (chapter v.), some useful measurements

are given, partly from the author's observations and partly

from determinations by Kirschmann. The photographic

efficiency of various sources of light (chapter vii.) is also

a subject of general interest, apart from its practical

bearing. The enormous chemical activity of the light

of burning magnesium is well known, but the results

stated quantitatively will be startling to many. Accord-

ing to Eder (to quote a few examples) the light in a

1 \Vc .ire much in want of some term to dislinguish the scientific student

of phot<graphy from the ordinary camera-carrying pictureta.er. the

relationship bmccn the two classes is much about thesameas th.it between

the bird and .inimal slulTtr and the ' natur.llisl" w!io.e dcMjnation he

ad..pts. The deviKuation " luciicribe " is quite as .appl.cable to those who

piacti-c the art only, but it does not seem sudicienlly harmonious to suggest

Its adoption.

c c
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well-ligbted studio (expiessed in normal candles) is

50,000-100,000 ; direct sunlight (October), 450,000 ;

electric arc light of Sooo candle visual intensity,

100,000-300,000 ; flash light with four grammes mag-

nesium powder, potassium chlorate and perchlorate,

10,000,000.'

The chapter on sensitometers is particularly good, and
the critical discussion of the various systems in vogue

will be found most useful. It is true that the author

urges the advantages of his own " tubular photometer,"

but this does not prevent his doing justice to other forms.

The discussion of the so-called law of photographic

reciprocity according to Miethe and .Michalke (chapters

viii. and i.\.) comes most opportunely at the present time.

The relationship between the density of the silver deposit

formed on development and the time of exposure, in-

tensity and quality of light, &c.. is a subject which has

given rise to a great amount of discussion in this country

lately. Strange to say, however. Dr. Vogel gives no re-

ference to the work of Abney, Hurter and Driffield,

and others who have taken part in the recent discussions.

This is certainly an omission. It appears that Dr. Miethe
undertook to investigate the accuracy of the law of

reciprocity in order to ascertain whether photography
could be applied to the measurement of the brightness

of the stars. [.-1 priori, one would have thought that the

ordinary photographic plate would be inapplicable to

this purpose because the photographic efficiency is de-

pendent on the quality of the light emitted by a star,

and this does not necessarily coincide with visual inten-

sity.] Among other points brought out by his investiga-

tion is the fact that for very feeble illumination the law
in question does not hold good, but when the light is

about four times the intensity necessary to produce a
visible result (on development) the relationship is true up
to looo times this intensity. Other deviations from the

law are discussed by Michalke in the paper which Dr.

Vogel partly reprints, but enough has been said to indi-

cate the importance of these two chapters.

The portions of the work to which those who have
followed the recent developments of photography will

naturally turn with great interest, are those dealing with

the action of special sensitisers, a subject which will

always be identified with Ur. Vogel as the discoverer to

whom we are indebted for this advancement. The
greater portion of the volume— viz. chapters xvi. to

xxvii. inclusive—are devoted to this and related subjects.

In connection with the sensitiveness of the silver haloids

to the colours of the spectrum, the author brings out one
point very clearly, and that is the futility of using the

sun as a source of light in such experiments. It appears
that the photographic transparency of the atmosphere
is subject to such very great lluctuations, that the maxima
of chemical activity are apt to be considerably shifted

from day to day, so that concordant spectrum prints

must not be expected from the solar spectrum in cases

where accuracy is required. The action of organic

colouring matters as special sensitisers receives very full

treatment, and all the recent investigations on this sub-

ject are brought together. Of these the experiments of

Dr. E. Vogel on the colour sensitiveness of the eosin

* 'I'tlCfC liumljers arc referred lo the /<hi)tngra/>hii, nol visual intensity of
the ttandard canalc.

power increases as
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colouring matters by themselves (chap, xx.), and on the

special sensitising action of the pure colouring matters
of this group on gelatino-bromide emulsion films

(chap, xxii.), are of considerable importance. It appears
now that the fugitive character of these colouring matters

is due to photochemical reduction, and not oxidation

(pp. 163-164) ; but the evidence on this point does not

appear to the writer to be quite conclusive. It is shown,
further, that the best of these colouring matters as special

sensitisers are those which are by themselves the most
sensitive to light— viz. tetraiodo- and diiodo-tluorescein—

that the silver salts are better than the alkaline salts for

this purpose, and that the sensitisin;

the fluorescent power diminishes.

Other organic colouring matters are treated of in con-

nection with this same photographic property, and the

details, as given in the book, will be found well worthy

of study. We may here call attention to the interesting

work of Wollheim (chap, xxiii.) on chlorophyll, from

which it appears that the efticient special sensitiser in

the case of this substance is the phyllocyanin. The un-

certain action of chlorophyll is well accounted for by

these researches. Among recent work on the action of

organic colouring matters, the author gives an account,

almost verbatim, of that published by Mr. J. Acworth in

1S90. This writer has made a detailed study of all the

most efficient special sensitisers, and, as a general con-

clusion, confirms the view that the maxima of absorption

and chemical activity do not absolutely coincide, but

that a displacement occurs in accordance with a law

which has been developed theoretically by E. Wiede-
mann. Figures of some of the absorption and photo-

graphed spectra are given (p. 192), and a plate giving

Acworth's curves for the various colouring matters.

We might have dwelt upon many other topics discussed

in the book ; enough has been said, however, to show that
|

photographic literature has been enriched by a work

which will take rank among the classics in this subject.

If, in concluding this notice, some defects are pointed

out, it is not that the writer feels bound as a critic to find

fault with something, but because in a work of high

standard, such as this, small faults obtrude themselves

and become great by contrast. In the first place, then,

the author does not give sulticient recognition to work

done in this country. One such omission has already

been pointed out. Similarly (he work of Abney on

colour measurement, which is so closely related to the

subject-matter of chapter xxx., is not referred to. Although

J. J. Acworth's experiments on orthochromatic photo-

graphy are given in exUnso (because originally published

in M'icilcntanns Annalen .'), the prior work of C. H.

Bothamley is not described. In connection with the

theory of direct photography in colours by the method of

interference, Zencker alone is mentioned, and all refer-

ence to Lord Kayleigh's work on this subject omitted.

But still more serious is the introduction of polemical

matter into the work— in some parts to such an extent as

to become an actual disfigurement. The whole of

chapter xvii., on the history of the discovery of the

action of special sensitisers, might very well have been

omitted ; what is the use of reprinting a series of

polemical papers published twenty years ago, especially

when one of the combatants (SchuUz-Sellack) is dead
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Then, again, the passage of aims between the author

and Dr. Neuhaus in this same chapter, and Herr Hruza

(chapter xxviii.) and, above all, Mr. Ives (pp. 239-240),

is conducted in a manner that in this country would be

regarded as very bad form. Perhaps German notions of

scientific literary taste differ from ours, but the writer of

this notice has never yet come across a German work

professing to be a scientific te.\t-book, in which such bad

taste is shown as in the introduction of the personalities

which are here indulged in.' Discounting these im-

perfections. Dr. Vogel is to be congratulated on this

second instalment of his book ; it will be found valuable as

a compilation, and still more valuable as embodying much
original work. No scientific student of the subject can

dispense with it, and beyond the domain of pure photo-

graphy the chemist and physicist will find much in its

pages worthy of consideration. R. Meldola.

THE MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRICAL
RESISTANCE.

A Treatise on the Measurement of Electrical Resistance.

By William Arthur Price, M.A., A..M.I.C.E. (Oxford :

Clarendon Press, 1894.)

OF all electrical measurements probably that of

measuring a resistance is the most important,

since the resistance of many bodies is a permanent

quality, and resistances can be compared by means of

apparatus of comparatively simple construction, while the

results obtained are much more accurate than in the case

of any other electrical measurement. Most books on

practical electricity contain more or less complete de-

scriptions of the methods generally employed in the

measurement of resistance, and in some cases give what

may be called "diagrammatic" descriptions of the con-

struction of the different forms of apparatus employed.

The work under consideration, however, goes much
further, for in it the mechanical details of the construc-

tion of the apparatus are described in a manner which

shows that the author is practically acquainted with his

subject.

The book may be roughly divided into two parts : in

the first of these the materials used in the construction

of resistances and the different methods of winding and

mounting resistance coils are fully dealt with ; while the

second part contains full descriptions of the methods

ordinarily employed in the measurement of resistances,

both high and low.

The first chapter is introductory, and contains a de-

finition of the term resistance, while the conditions to be

fulfilled by a material suitable for the construction of

standard resistances are shortly discussed. The proper-

ties of the different alloys employed in the construction

of resistances are fully dealt with in the second chapter.

After referring to the artificial " ageing " of manganine

wire, and to the extremely small value of the thermo-

1 Out of con>Ukration for those concerned, I rcfi.lin from K'vipg speci-

nieos of the par;i-.;raphs complained of. Can it be that the style of discussion

is incidental to the subject? Similar lucubrations arc soaietimcs to be seen

embellishing (?; the pages of photogfaphic journals. In passing the .-ibove

strictures it is to be understood that the que-lion of the author or his an-

tagonists being right or wr..nE is not rai.^ed : it is the st\le which is objected

to- the transference of personal polcmici from journals in which they; mij^ht

possibly be tolerated, to the p.tgcs of a text-book in which they are intoler-

able.
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electric force between this alloy and copper, the author

says that the electrical properties of this material seem

to be quite permanent. This opinion, however, is at

variance with the experience of most people who havs

tested this alloy, and it would be of interest to know
whether any satisfactory experiments have been made to

settle this point. Although it may be important in many
commercial operations, where accuracy is not so much
aimed at as simplicity and freedom from troublesome

corrections, to make resistances of alloys having a low

temperature coefficient, yet in any experiment where

accuracy is necessary it is much more important to have

a constant and linear function for the temperature cor-

rection than to have an extremely small but variable and

uncertain one. A comparison of the curves for the

variation of the resistances of the different alloys, which

have been reproduced from Profs. Dewar and Fleming s

paper, shows at once the fatal objection to manganine.

Another objection to this alloy, as at present manu-

factured, is the extreme variation in physical properties

between the different samples supplied.

Two very interesting chapters are devoted to the

construction of resistance coil bobbins, and the

methods employed for winding the wire. In con-

nection with the question as to the best form to give

standard resistance coils in order that the temperature

may be accurately known, the author recommends that

the coil be enclosed in a thick copper case, with a recess

filled with mercury for the insertion of a thermometer,

the whole to be covered in with a wooden case, to protect

it from dust and draughts, instead of the usual thin case

and water-bath. This method of securing a uniform

temperature is very satisfactory when no heat is generated

within the apparatus, but in the case of a resistance coil

and a thermometer placed in a hole filled with mercury

in the enclosing case, where the passage of the testing

current heats the wire, the thermometer would probably

" lag " considerably behind the wire ; and the chief effect

of the thick case would be to screen the thermometer

from the changes in temperature of the wire.

The heat developed in a coil, and the rate at which the

temperature rises, are shortly considered, data being given

for calculating these quantities. It would be a great im-

provement, however, if in a subsequent edition a table

were given showing at a glance the maximum current

which can with safety be passed through the different coils

of resistance boxes wound with the sizes of wire ordinarily

used. Whether it would be possible to indicate this

quantity on the bo.xes of coils as sent out by the makers^

is perhaps doubtful ; but if it could be done, it might

perhaps stay the hand of the too venturesome student,

who is continually trying to ruin any resistance boxes he

may be using by passing an excessive current.

While the chapter on the Post Office and Dial forms

of Wheatstone's Bridge is very complete, and con-

tains a very useful table of the best resistances to

be used in the ratio arms of a Post Office Bridge,

that on the Slide Wire Bridge can hardly be said to be

so. The only form of Slide Wire Bridge at all fully

described and illustrated is of the ordinary design to

be found in elementary physical laboratories. Although

this is sufficient for teaching purposes, it is hardly suitable
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for verj- accurate work. No mention, either, is made of

any form of switch-board, such as that designed by Prof

S. P. Thompson, for the interchange of the coils when

using Carey Foster's method of comparing resistances.

A good description, accompanied by several excellent

diagrams, is, however, given of Kelvin and \'arley"s

uniform temperature all the year round, and the slight

eccentricity of the earth's orbit would be sufficient to

awaken recollections of the succession of the seasons.

Life would indeed then be one perpetual spring.

The idea of decreasing the obliquity of the ecliptic is

only an incidental part of Mr. Astor's story. The
slide, and of Kelvin's apparatus for the comparison of '\ greater part of the book is taken up by an account of a

low resistances. journey to Jupiter and Saturn. But, before passing to

The remaining chapters are devoted to the measure- this section, we must point out that a certain looseness

ment of high resistances, of batteries, and of electrolytes.

There are six appendices, in which the mathematical

of expression is manifest in the previous one. The
project of changing the obliquity is constantly referred

theory of the Wheatstone's Bridge, Lord Kelvin's method
1
to as one of " straightening the terrestrial axis." The

of measuring low resistances, and Manse's method of I impression that the general reader will obtain from such

an expression is that the earth's axis is only "straight''

when it stands bolt upright, as it were, in the plane in

which our globe revolves round the sun. How the

author came to use the word " straight " in the sense

which he does, passes our comprehension. Another and
really less important matter, is that the earth's axis is

said to be " inclined to the ecliptic about 23! degrees." To
be correct, the author should have said that the inclina-

tion to the ecliptic is 66),", and that the angle between

the axis and a perpendicular to the ecliptic is 23^.

We come now to the Hying machine. Jules \'erne

utilised known powers when he sent his imaginary car

from the earth to our dreary satellite. Others who have

followed m his wake have had to hypothecate their

forces. Apergy is the force employed by Mr. .Vstor's

characters. Similarly electrified bodies repel one

another, argues he, then why may not matter exist in

such a condition that gravitational attraction becomes

apergetical repulsion .' Given such a source of perpetual

energy under control, and, heigh presto, away we can go

inio the realms of space, with concentrated extracts for

food, and liquid oxygen for air supply. Three individuals

undertook this kind of voyage in the year a.d. 2000 ; at

least so the story goes. One is a learned bore who
discourses sapiently on all and sundry circumstances of

the journey. For instance, the information he luirls at his

companions as Jupiter's largest satellite, Ganymede, is

passed, is as follows. " This was discovered bv Galileo

in 1610. It is three thousand four hundred and eighty

miles in diameter, while our moon is but two thousand

one hundred and sixty, revolves at a distance of six hun-

vivid imagination, and a brilliant descriptive power, are dred and seventy-eight thousand three hundred miles

essential faculties in the man who proposes to give the from Jujiiter, completes its revolution in seven days and

public a view of the future as seen through his prophetic four hours, and has a specific gravity of I 87.''

measuring the resistance of a battery are given, together

with discussions on the E.M.F. of contact at the

junctions of a metre bridge, on the discharge of a con-

denser through a high resistance, and on the electro-

static analogue of a Wheatstone's Bridge.

The work would have been more useful if its scope

had been enlarged, and if it had contained a detailed

description of some complete set of instruments used

in the comparison of standard resistances, such as are

used by the British Association Committee on Elec-

trical Standards at the Cavendish Laboratory. Never-

theless, it is a good book, written by one who is

practically engaged in the manufacture and testing of

these instruments, and who, not content with rules of

thumb, gives the reason for each point involved in the

design and construction.

There is no doubt the book will be found of great

use in every laboratory and testing-room, and is, as the

advertisers of patents are wont to say, "calculated to

fill a long felt want." W. W.

AN ASTRONOMICAL ROMANCE.
A Journey in Other Worlds ; a Romance 0/ the Future.

By John Jacob Astor. With ten Illustrations. Pp. 476.

(London : Longmans, Green, and Co., 1894.)

OINCE Jules Verne wrote his "Journey from the
•^^ Earth to the Moon," many writers have tried their

hands at similar productions, but none have excelled their

prototype. A good grasp of the principles of science, a

eye. We do not think the author isblessedwith a bountiful

share of these qualifications ; nevertheless, he has been
able to bring forth a book in which instruction and
entertainment are happily combined.

Looking forward to the epoch a.d. 2000, the author

saw that many things hid come to pass which are un-

dreamt of in the phrlosophy of this enlightened century.

The incidents of the story are centred round a scheme
for changing the obliquity of the ecliptic, and a machine
in which trips are taken to Jupiter and Saturn. It is a

source of regret to many people, and especially to those

who are doomed to linger in an erratic climate like ours,

that the earth's axis is not perpendicular to the ecliptic.

If such a condition of things existed at the present time,

it could truly be said, " Blessed are they that inherit the
'

earth." Every latitude would have its own almost I
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This individual is brimful of knowledge which wells

up at every opportunity, and, after a time, becomes very

oppressive. His two companions, on the other hand,

though assigned acute understandings and good educa-

tions by the author, listen in silence to these tiresome

lectures on the most elementary facts of astronomy—an

incongruity which is a very weak point in the story.

Furthermore, the obtrusive dispenser of scientific scraps

is much behind hi= time, for his astronomical knowledge

does not go beyond that of the present day. If Mr. .\stor

were thoroughly conversant with astronomical investiga-

tions, he could have made his professor a much more

interesting person. As it is, the man pours forth his

spirit in and out of season, and is just the sort of

individual that the majority of people are anxious to

avoid.
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We will pass over the little incidents of the journey to

Jupiter. Suffice it to say that Mars and his moons were
observed, that a few asteroids were met and a comet
penetrated, and eventually the Callisto—that was the

name of the car—was landed on a hard part of the

planet's surface. Jupiter was found to be in the Palaeo-

zoic period ; and a smattering of geological knowledge
has enabled the author to conjure up multitudes of

"extinct monsters," which quite eclipse those in Mr.

Hutchinson's book.

Having passed through Saturn's ring, and seen for

themselves that it was composed of meteoritic particles,

the party arrived safely on the planet. Our belted

brother was found to be an abode of spirits, upon the

characteristics of which we are not competent to e.\press

an opinion. The height of the ludicrous is reached at a

dinner given to the travellers by one of these airy

nothings, who, we are gravely told, " took only a slice of

meat and a glass of claret." The idea of a diaphanous
bishop consuming meat and claret is very rich.

\ word or two on the general character of the book
may not be out of place. The author rightly terms his

production a romance—that is, a story hung upon seem-
ing impossibilities. There is no plot, and the characters

are merely mechanical puppets used to expound didactic

ideas, so the book cannot be called a novel. It is, in

fact, little more than a reading-book suitable for begin-

ners in astronomy. We doubt whether many people will

read it through without skipping the prosy parts, but

they who conscientiously do so will undoubtedly acquire

a certain amount of more or less useful knowledge. The
author is usually accurate in his astronomy ; and this,

considering that writers of romances generally play fast

and loose with astronomical phenomena, is saying a

good deal. We commend the book to readers who like

instructive tales. R. A. Gregory.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Ueher die geometrischen Eigenschaften homogener stwrer
Structuren icnd Hire Anwendting attf KrystalU. Von
W. Harlow. (Leipzig : Engelmann, 1S94 )

rms paper, which was recently published in the twenty-
third volume of Groth's Zeitschri/I f. Kfystallograpliie,
IS an interesting contribution to the theory of crystal
structure.

Mr. Barlow investigates the nature of a homogeneous
structure, by which he means an arrangement of any
material of constant form which is uniformly repeated
throughout its whole extent. To every point in such a
structure correspond other points homologous with it,

and these must constitute one of the sixty-five regular
assemblages of points as defined by Sohncke in his well-

known treatise on crystal-structure. But the symmetry
of the structure is not always i:!enlical with that of the
.issemblage of points derived from it, and it is sometimes
necessary to extend the latter by a geometrical process
of reflection or inversion in order to arrive at the
symmetry of the structure. This process results in the
addition of 164 possible homogeneous structures to the
sixty-five already established. Incidentally it is shown
that the assemblages of Sohncke are not in reality

independent, but can all be regarded as compounded of
one or other of ten assemblages belonging to the least

symmetrical types in the various systems of crystal-

lography. Fedorow and Schonflies have independently
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advanced a new theory, and agree in the result that there
are 230 possible types of homogeneous structure. Since
their methods are based upon Sohncke's definition
extended by the principle of reflection or inversion, .Mr.

Barlow's investigation should lead to the same result.

Now he finds 229 types, and expressly states that he is

unable to account for a certain one of Fedorow's
structures, so that his work is an absolute confirmation
of the general accuracy of their calculations.
When this trifling question of 229 or 230 is settled, the

problem of homogeneous structures, which was approached
by Hauy 100 years ago, may be regarded as completely
soIved//77;« the purely geometrical point of view.

Mr. Barlow's analysis of Sohncke's assemblages, and
his laborious synthesis of the 164 new types, make the
relations between the old and the new theory intelligible,

and enable the reader to form a mental picture of all

these complicated groupings: a task which is by no
means easy from the writings of Fedorow and Schonflies
without the aid of Mr. Barlow's tables.

H. A. M.

Theoretical Mechanics.—Solids. By Arthur Thornton
M.A. Longmans' .Advanced Science Manuals. (Lon-
don : Longmans, Green, and Co., 1894.)

The manuals published in this series are written
specially to meet the requirements of the advanced stage
of science subjects, and the present book will be found a
very worthy addition. It is not surprising to hear, as the
author tells us in the preface, that in preparing this work
he was confronted by the syllabus of this department. The
range which these 400 odd pages then cover, can on this

account be at once gathered : and it can safelv be staled
that the book includes all that is generally necessary for

any school course. The order in which the subject has
been treated is first kinematics, in which the geomeirical
science of inotion is dealt with, then statics, and finally

kinetics, in which force is treated in its relation to motion.
In each part the author feels himself by no means b lund
up as regards the choice of proofs and definitions : and
he places before the reader, in a well-arranged series of
paragraphs, all the theorems and problems, illustrating

them when necessary with clear figures. The real essence
of the subject, that is, the " book-work," has had special

attention devoted to it, and each chapter contains a
special number of problems to be deduced directly from
it. Stress has been laid, too, on the importance of solving
problems from first principles, and not from a direct

substitution in formulae. FormuUu can easily slip the
memory, if not totally, then partially, and it is for this

reason that numerous methods and samples of solution
have been given.

Examples of all kinds, and especially those introduc-
ing great diversity of style, are scattered throughout the
work, some being original, while others are obtained
from numerous well-known sources. A useful appendix,
containing a brief summary of trigonometrical formula;,

and a short index, brings the book to a conclusion. For
the convenience of those who are preparing the subject for

special examinations, a short list is given of the portions
which mav be omitted.

The Earth : an Introduction to the Study of Inorganic
Nature. By Evan W. Small, M.A. University Ex-
tension Series. (London : Methuen and Co., 1894)

In this very acceptable addition to the well known Uni-
versity Extension Series, we have a sat of chapters which
are not intended to form a text-book on physiography,
but to serve as a book containing a certain amount of

accurate and definite knowledge for the general reader.
Such being the case, the author has not dealt fully with
any of the various branches, but has treated, in a sketchy
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manner, some of the more striking phenomena of the

earth. The earth as a planet is first referred to, then

the materials of which it is composed, which include the

composition of the lithosphere, of the atmosphere, and

of the hydrosphere. Next are discussed the laws of

energy, and the past history of the earth as gathered

from its present aspects, while the last chapter is devoted

to the evolution of the earth, with sections on spectrum

analysis, and theories of planetary origin. To anyone

wishing to obtain a general survey of this many-sided

subject, physiography, these pages should be of great

service. As has been said before, the information in

many cases is brief, and in some cases too brief for

explanator)' purposes. This is, however, counter-

balanced to some extent by a number of useful refer-

ences at the end of each chapter. An appendix, which

may prove handy to teachers, gives a list of suitable

lantern slides for illustrating the subject-matter.

Songs of the Russian People. Collected in the Govern-

ments of Arkhangelsk and Olonetz, by Th. M. Istoniin

and G. O. Dutsch. (St. Petersburg, 1S94.)

The northern provinces of Russia are the parts of the

empire where the old popular songs are still kept in the

memory of the people in their greatest purity. Elsewhere

they are often forgotten, or are altered by the intrusion of

modern music, very often of the music-hall type. In

1SS6 the Russian Geographical Society sent out a small

expedition in order to collect the really old popular songs

—religious, epic, wedding, and so on—and 1 19 of them are

now published, both words and music, in the above-named
collection. The words have been taken down by M.
Istomin, and the music by -M. Uiitsch, who have both

had a great deal of previous experience in that sort of

work. Several songs of the collection are quite new, but

the book's chief value is in the melodies of the epic songs

(byliny), which now become known for the first time. It

h,id always been supposed that the epic songs had no
melodies, and were simply delivered in a sort of mono-
tonous recitative ; but it now appears that some of them
have their special melodies, grave, most beautiful, and
bearing the stamp of great antiquity. A map appended
to the book shows the places visited by the expedition.

Visions of lite Interior of the Eirth, ani of Past,
Present, and Future Events. By H.R. and M.S.H.
the Prince of Mantua and Montferrat. (London :

Simpkin, Marshall, and Co., 189+.)

"Shadows to-night have struck more terror to the soul of

Richard,

Than can the substance's of ten thousand soldiers

Armed in proof, and led by shallow Richmond."

These lines are brought to mind by Prince Mantua's
visions, which are calculated to produce a more or less

terrifying effect upon the gentle reider. We cannot
review the book seriously, for it is merely a record of

what the author heard and saw while in a slate of

trance, and such revelations can hardly add to our

knowledge of the earth's interior. Mr. JJaxter, and the

.Society for Psychical Research, may find the volume
interesting.

The Complete Poetical Works of Constance Nadcn.
(London : liickers and Son, 1894 )

In one of his essays, Macaulay, with his usual lean-

ing to antithesis, holds that "as civilisation advances,
poetry almost necessarily declines" His opinion was
that science and poetry are antagonistic. The late Poet
Laureate, however, showed that scientific facts and
phenomena could be clothed in language at once
poetical and impressive. Miss Constance Naden, who

NO. I ^03, '""'. eo]

died at the end of 1SS9, won for herself a hii^h place

among poets of scienie and philosophy, and her admirers

include many distinguished votaries of these branches of

knowledge. Astronomy, geology, evolutionary ethics,

and the rebulnr theory are a few of the subjects which

inspired her to write, and that in a manner which com-
mands admiration. She was a devoted disciple of Mr.

Herbert Spencer, and, indeed, was a witness to the truth

of his words: "It is not true that the cultivation of

science is necessarily unfriendly to the exercise of

imagination and the love of the beautiful. t)n the con-

trary, science opens up realms of poetry where, to the

unscientific, all is a blank."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

[The Editor does not holJ hiimelj responsiblt for opinions ex-

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertaki

to return, or to correspond 7vith the writers of, reJecliJ

manuscripts intended for this or any other part i?/ Nature
No notice is taken of anonymous communications. ]

Some New Facts with regard to " Bennettites."

The remarkable slate of preservation of many Palajozoic

plants, and some few Mesozoic forms, has raised palxibotany toa

position of considerable importance in certain fields of botanical

mvestigation. Endless synonym*, and specific determinations

of more than doubtful value, have not unnaturally prejudiced

botanists against the study of plant fossils. The scientific tre.it-

ment of the mineralised tissues of extinct forms has, however,

been |)roductive of exceedingly important data towards the

better undeislanding of the lines of plant evolution. Synthetic

types and iniermediale forms of plant structure are already

fairly abundant, and the various suggestive (acts revealed liy a

study of their remains are gradually assuming a more definite

shape.

The genus Bennettites is an example of special interest among
ancient plant types. This name was introduced by Mr.
Carrutheis in his important monograph of 186S, on the fossil

Cycadean stems from tlie Secondary rocks of Uritain.' The
excellent preservation of the species />. Gibsotiiiinm enabled

this observer to give a detailed account of certain reproductive

organs, which were embedded in the armour of the persistent

]>eliole bases enclosing the plant stem. The afliniiies of this

species have since been presented in a somewhat different light

by Solms-Laubach,-' and he is led to the conclusion that the

CycadciT are the nearest known allies of the Bennetlile^c.

There are, however, important differences between the two
groups which preclude the idea ih.il one has been directly

derived from the other. The Marquis of Saporia and various

other writers have contributed to the literature of Bennettites,

and the speculations propounded as to its true position have
been numerous enough.
We are indebied to the careful researches of Prof. Lignier,

of Caen, (or some recent additions to our knowledge of ihi~

genus, and his exhaustive monograph carries us a step furilin

towards the solution of the Henneltiles problem." Tli'

specimen which forms the subject of Lignier's work was foun'i

by Moriirc, in 1865, in the Oxfordian beds of Vaches-Noires
two years later the tossil was described by its discoverer as par
of a true Cycadean plant. In 1881, Saporia and Marion n
fer'cd this Oxfordian fruit to the genus ll'tlliamsonin : and sub-

sequent writers have assigned the fossil to various positions in

the plant kingdom.
The specimen of Bennettites Aforierii (Sap. and Mar.) de-

scribed by Lignier is ovoid in form, and has a length 0(55 mm..
with a breadth of 35 mm. At the base a fractured surface reveal

the existence of a slightly convex receptacle, from which i~

given off a compact cluster of long peduncles, each of whicli

hears at its apex an oval seed. The seed-bearini; peduncles

aie surrounded by several involucral bracts closely applied to

' Trans Linn. .Sdc. vol. xxvi., 1870, p. C)63.

- .Innals liotitny, vol. v., 18^0-91, p. 419 (Iran^lation from /»t»/. /.tit ,

-' ' V<;i!<:laux foKsiles dc Normandie. StruclurccI afTinilisdn Bennellttti

il/^»/r>v/(Sap. tl Mar.)." With six plato. UCMvc I.ignicr. (H,'m. Soc.

Linn S'crniandie, vol. xviii., 1894.)
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the surface of the fruit. Unfortunately the fruit is isolated, and
affords no clue as to the nature of the organ to which it was
originally attached. Numerous thin lamellce occur in associa-

tion with the seminiferous peduncles ; to these Lignier has

applied the term interseminal scales. The seeds are arranged

side by side close to the upper surface of the mass of peduncles

and interseminal scales ; the latter pass between and beyond
the seeds, and their swollen distal ends form a protective

covering to the blunt hemispherical apex of the fruit. In

surface view, the upper part of the specimen appears to be
made up of a large number of small projecting areas with

polygonal bases and rounded summits. Here and there the

projections arrange themselves in the form of rosettes round a

small central cavity, marking the position of a seed.

luvolucral Bracts.—.Some important facts have been brought

to light as the result of a detailed histological examination of

these structures by means of a series of transverse sections. In

section each bract has the form of an isosceles triangle with the

base directed towards the surface of the fruit. The excellent

preservation of the tissues affords indisputable evidence of the

existence of stomata and numerous laiuellar epidermal out-

growths, similar to certain structures described byCarruihers in

B. Gibsoiiiaitus. The most interesting part, perhaps, of

Lignier's account of the bract tissue, is the inference he draws
from an examination of the course and structure of the several

vascular strands traversing each bract. It would seem that the

vascular bundles are (ar from their termination, and that the
involucral bracts as shown in the specimen are merely the

petiolar portions of leaf-structures, of which the pinnate or

flabellate laminae have not been preserved. Immeiiately
underneath one of the scaly hairs of an involucral bract a

section has cut through what is apparently a lenticel ; in this

case, suggests Lignier, lenticel development has probably taken
place as the result of irritation consequent on the fall or decay
of a hair.

Seed-bearing Ptduiicles.—The main portion of the fruit itself

is made up of well-developed peduncles having a length of

30-.-J5 mm., and a diameter of I'j mm. Each peduncle con-
sists of fundamental tissue traversed by a single axial bundle,
and surrounding the whole there is a very characteristic

epidermal laver, which is gradually replaced towards the upper
part of the fruit by a ** tubular envelope '" of variable thick-

ness. This change is probably the result of the elongation of

the peduncles, and of the epidermal cells which mcreased
in length without undergoing transverse division, and thus

became transformed into tubular elements. A similar alteration

of epidermal cells occurs in B Cibsoniauus, but in that species

its true nature was apparently not recognised by Carruthers
and Solms-Laubach.

Seeds.—Each peduncle terminates directly in an orthotropous
seed with a single integument ; the seeds are elliptical below, and
assume a tetragonal or pentagonal form towards their apices. In
the neighbourhood of the seeds, the tubular envelope of the
peduncles is reduced in size, and becomes differentiated into a
small tubular, and a folded layer of cells. The former is pro-
longed to the apex of the seed : the latter retains its special

character in the lower half, but towards the upper half of the i

seed its cells become radially elongated, and give place to

a tissue described as the "assise r.-iyonnante." Passing up to

the micropylar canal the two layers undergo a further modifica-

tion ; the tubular envelope has now assumed the rMc of an
ordinary epidermis, and the "assise rayonnante" passes into a
simple subepidermal layer of cells. The inner face of the

micropyle consists of narrow and radially elongated elements,
which become isodiametric as we pass down to the pollen-

chamber. The fundamental tissue of the seed-coat is divided
into an external fleshy and an internal fibrous portion. In de-

scribing the cells of the fleshy part of the integument, Lignier
points out that the thin cell walls show here and there numerous
tine pits, and the cell cavity contains a dark substance which
may possibly represent the remains of protoplasmic and other
cell contents. In some cases the contracted protoplasm (.v/i

)

shows slender prolongations which appear to correspond to the

pits in the cell wall ; these are interpreted as strands which
originally traversed the cellulo.se walls, and connected cell with
cell. It is perhaps questionable how far the tissues of fossil

plants will stand the strain of the minute descriptions which
characterise the work of some Krench writers ; but if proto-

plasmic continuity can be thus partially demonstr.ited in a fossil

seed, it suggests possibilities beyond the wildest dreams of paljEO-
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botanical histologisis ! The greater part of the nucellus is oc-
cupied by a large embryo with two cotyledons. On the whole,
the general disposition of the peduncles and seeds is the same
as in B. Gibsonianus, but various differences in detail sufficiently

establish a specific difference.

Interseminal Scales.—These may be compared to the scales
in a pine cone ; they are associated with the seminiferous
peduncles, but extend beyond them, and form a continuous pro-
tective layer at the exposed surface of the fruit. External to

the interseminal scales there are the so-called superficial scales,

which have a fairly definite structure, and are not to be con-
founded with the external involucral bracts.

The above imperfect r.'jHr/;,' conveys but a poor idea of the
thorough and careful treatment of the fossil at the hands of
Prof. Lignier.

In his concluding remarks as to the nature of B. Morierei,
the author of the monograph expresses himself somewhat as
follows :—Regarding the supporting trunk as an axis of the
first order, the fruit-bearing axis is of the second order, and has
its apex contacted in the form of a convex receptacle ; the
leaves below the receptacle are transformed into involucral
bracts, the leaves inserted on the receptacle itself have become
interseminal scales, and the seed-bearing peduncles are fertile

leaves belonging to unileaved shoots of the third order.
The inflorescence of Bcnncttites is clearly distinguished from

that of the Cycads in the following points:— (i) Ovules are
terminal and erect

; (2) each fertile bud is of a higher order
and much reduced

; (3) the inflorescence is compound, formed
by the grouping together of several fertile shoots, with a sup-
porting branch and its leaves, &c. " The Bennettitea are there-
fore posterior to the Cycadce, at least as regards the repro-
ductive structures."

On the other hand, the inflorescence of Benneltitcs presents
many points of agreement with the Coniferce ; e.g. in its com-
pound nature, small seeds, unileaved fertile shoots with erect
ovules, &c. The points of difference between Bcnncttites and
the Coni/em include (i) larger number of sterile leaves asso-
ciated with the single-leaved buds; (2) the position of the
fertile shoots, which is not perhaps strictly axillary, &c.
Summing up the whole matter, Lignier says :

—

" I regard the
lUiinetlitcir as a family which has been derived with the Cycads
from common ancestors, but not from the Cycads themselves.
Of these cominon ancestors the two families have preserved the
form of the trunk, the structure of certain tissues (large pith,

gum canals, diploxyloid leaf-traces, and sclerenchymatous
mesophyll), the foliar origin of the ovule, &c. But whil.st the
Cycads have retained a grouping of carpophylls on a single

axis, and have acquired special characters, such as the com-
plication of the leaf-trace and the lateral position of the ovules ;

the BeniiettitCiC have retained the simple leaf-trace and have
.acquired a terminal position of the ovules, the reduction of the

fertile axes to a single corpophyll, the grouping of these fertile

reduced axes, and the modification of the neighbouring leaves

as the result of prcmrreuce sc.xuclle.^ Perhaps the future

will bring to light a greater affinity than is at present suspected
between the Bcnnettite^c and certain fossils referred to the

Cordaitea:." A. C. Seward.

Science Teaching in St. Mary's Hospital Medical
School.

My attention has just been called to an article in the
issue of Nature of September 20, headed " .Science in the
Medical Schools." This article professes to demonstrate by
means of a table, compiled from lists given in the students'
number of the Lancet, the extent to which instruction in science

subjects net purely medical is provided in the medical schools.

.\ccording to this table, no instruction is provided in biology or
zoology, botany, physics, practical physics, bacteriology, and
hygiene, or public health, in this medical school. If you will

refer to the prospectus of the medical school, which I forward
with this letter, you will find that very complete courses of in-

struction are given in all those subjects here, and that the
instruction includes lectures, classes, demonstrations, and
laboratory work in all the subjects.

* In explanation of this trrm Lignier adds :

—" Jc dd-signe sous Ic nom dc
pn'ctirrcncc sc.vrtfttc Ic phenomLne par leipiel certains ortjanes soil porteurs
de la glande scxutie soil voislns dc ccllc-ci et formes .inlerieurcment \ cllc.

sont pcu ;t peu enploWs dans I'apparcil scxuci .-i mcsure que cclui-cise com-
plique dans la gi-nealogic des plantes. La prticurrcncc sexiielle ainsi
comprise sc rcnconire partout dans le rc^ne vegetal."
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T cannot help thinking, that before publishing such an

article, it would hive been but in accordance with common
accuracy and equity if you had verified the liit of subjects

tauijht in this medical school, by reference either to the

prospfctus or to one of the officials, who would have been

pleased to give you all necessary information. The list relating

to Si. Mary's Medical School, in the number of the Lancet from

which you prepare your table, teems with inaccuracies and
omis'iions. It is not a list issued with any authority from this

school, nor is it submitted for revision or correction to any

official of the school. The statement in your article, that " the

table does not pretend to be complete," is one that I cordially

endorse; but the subsequent statement, that "it will serve to

show the kind of science subjects on which lectures are given to

medical students," is one that, as regards the teaching at St.

Mary's Medical School, is both misleading and untrue.

My colleagues concerned in the management of this school

feel with me that such a reference to our science teaching in a

paper of such wide circulation as that of N.\ i URE, is calculated

to be most damaging to the interests of our medical school,

which we have used every endeavour, and spared no expense, to

render efficient from the educational point of view. We there-

fore trust that you will publish this letter in full, and that you
will take the earliest opportunity of correcting the erroneous '

statement in connection with the science teaching here that ap-

pears in your issue of September 20 last.

Arthur P. Luff.

[The students' number of the Laiuet contains lists of the

"classes, lecturers, and fees" at the medical schools of Great
Britain, for the session 1894-95. We assumed that these lists

were fairlv complete, and the table referred to by Dr. Luff was
prepared from them. It occurred to us that our contemporary
may have omitted some courses inadvertently, and this led us to

slate distinctly thit " the table does not pretend to be com-
olele," and, later on, " courses of lectures on bad eriology are

advertised to lake place at nine medical schools, but it must not

ue supposed that they are the only schools having facilities for

carrying on this work. ' The table served its purpose of

showing the kind of sciences laught in medical schools in

addition to the usual professional subjects. It was not intended

to be used as a criterion of the efficiency of the schools indi-

vidually.

—

Ed. Nature.]

worthy report from Gohna, a lake has been left which is over j
miles long and 400 feet deep, and so far as it is possible to judge

it will have the perm.anence predicted for it. I hold no brief

for Mr. Holland, but itseems to me that his predictions, founded

on careful research and accurate reasoning, have been fulfilled

to a most remarkable degree, and that he has fully justified the

confidence placed in him by the authorities."

Gohna Lake.

The notices in Nature (August 30, p. 42S, and September
20, p. 501), on the overflow of the lake dammed up Ijy a land-

slip at Gohna, in the Kumaun Himalayas, leave the impression

that the dam burst and the lake was completely drainecl. This
is incorrect. The accompanying extract shows that Mr.
Holland's forecast, an al stract of which, with illustrations,

appeared in Nature, July 5, was singularly accurate. The
whole occurrence is of remarkable geological interest, and it

is important the correct facts should be known.
W. T. Bl.ANFORD.

Weyburn, near Godalming, October 9.

Mr. Michie Smith, the Madras Astronomer, referring to the

Gohna Lake, writes to the Moiiras Mail:—"My excuse
for writing to you again on this sul'ject is that I have now
received trustworthy information regaiding the present slate of

the lake, which makes it possible to compare Mr. Holland s

forecast with what has actually taken place. In Mr. Holland's
official report, he laid stress on three main poinis. (i)That
the dam would not yield until the water overflowed it. Thi?,

as is admitted, was correct. (2) That ihe waler would overflow
the barrier about the middle of August. This was the result of

a veiy intricate calculation, the data lor which were obtained
with great difficulty

;
yet, a; we now know, this estimate was

within Icn days of the actual time, and on the safe side. Both
thc^e points were of much practical importance for the purpose
of making airangenienis in ihe valley below, and Government
accepting ihe conclusions allowed traffic to continue in the

valley (or 160 miles till .\ugu,t 15. (3) Mr. Holland held that

it was probable that 'there will be preserved above a lake 3J
miles lonf, and li miles wide, whose destruction by gradual
ero.sion of the dam and silting up of the basin, though a matter
of lime geologically considered short, will be sufficientfy slow
for what historically may be called a permanent lake.* Now,
what are the facts of the case? According to the latest trust-

Instinctive Attitudes.

Dr. Livingstone makes this interesting observation

"M.Tnyuema children do not creep, as European children do,

on their knees, but begin by putting forward one foot and using

one knee. Generally a Manyuema child uses both feet and both

hands, but never both knees. One Arab child did the same ;

he never crept, but go; up on both feel, holding on till he could

walk." ("Last Journals," p. 3S1.) The last instance sug-

gests arbireal survival, the Man)uema style being pure planii

grade, but rarely seen in civilised life. Creeping of infants as

instinctive activity certainly throws light on human evolution,

and it may be that racial dilTerences will be revealed by investi-

gation, it would also be interesting to inquire how far idiosyn-

crasy in walking is connected with peculiarity in creeping.

Swinging the arms seems quadrupedal survival. Looking down
from a high building on people walking below, their move-

ments thus projected on a plane are strilcingly suggestive of a

quadruped, and the professional pedestrian who makes the

utmost use of aim-swinging to accelerate gait suggests the rapid

shuflle of a bear.

Again, the various attitudes instinctively assumed by persons

for sleep are significant for the evolutionist. 1 know those who
naturally dispose themselves flat on the stomach, with the limbs

placed much like a dog asleep.

So far as habits of creeping, walking, and sleeping have not

been laught, but are purely instinctive, they throw light on the

history of man. It is very desirable that tiavellers and resi-

dents in all countries secure photogr.iphs of the^e atliludcs, and
deposit them with anthropological societies, where they would
be of great use to the investigator. lIiKAM M. Stanley.

Lake Forest University, CJctober 3.
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The Tetrahedral Carbon Atom.

In the letter which he has addressed to you on this subject,

it seems to me that Dr. Turpin has not succeeded in justifying

his position. Whether your reviewer is or is not nopiainted

with all that has been written on the subject, is not a matter of

great importance, though reference to the Proceedings of the

Birmingham I'hilosophical Society (vii. part ii. p. 264) will be

sufhcient to show that the views of Wislicenus and Wunderlich
have not been overlooked. The question is wheiher the writer

of a text-book bearing on its title-p.Tge ihe word " F.lemenlary,"

is justified in prtsenling without jireface, and almos: without

explanation, a liakl slatcmcnt such as ihat compl.iined of, which
represents not the dclitierate conclusions of the majority, or

even of a considerable liody of chemists, but speculations still

in the earliest stage of evolution. (Wislicenus himself says, in

reference to his own views, " Ich lege ihnen keineswegs den

Werih ciner wiisenschaftlichen Uebeiz;ugung bei und nmchte

nicht auf ihnen ' feslgenagelt ' werden. ' Ber. xxi. 5S4.) 1

hope and believe that tliis sort of thing is not commonly l.iiighl

to beginners in organic chemistry, ami it may be as well lor

Dr. Turpin and his pupils to note lhat tetrahedral carbon is not

referred to in any way in the syll.tbus of the first stage of

organic chemistry in the Directory of the Science and Art

Department. W. A. T.

"Abstract Geometry."

I see your reviewer of Prof. Veronen-'s book on " Abstract

Geometry " says :
" App.irently this method " (lhat of pure

geometry, free from axes, algebraic processes, &c.) "has not

previously been applied to the discussion of space ol more than

thice dimensions." Will you allow me to point oat to him

lhat this is a mistake ? The case of four dimensions is discussed,

and a general method indicated, in my " Foundations of

Geometry," which was reviewed in your issue of .Vpril 6, 189I

(vol. xliii. p. 554). I have not jet read Prof. Veronese's

book, but from your review I gather he treats the subject

rather differently. Edward T. Dixon.
Cambridge, September 28.
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ON THE DOCTRINE OF VISCONTINUITY OF
FLUID MOTION, IN CONNECTION WITH
THE RESISTANCE AGAINST A SOLID
MOVING THROUGH A FLUID}

IV.

§ 25. A NOTHER decisive demonstration that the
^^ doctrine of discontinuity is very far from

an approximation to the truth, is afforded, in an exceed-

ingly interesting and instructive manner, by Dines' obser-

vations of the pressures on the two sides of a disk held at
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right angles to a relative wind of 60 statute miles per hour

(88 ft. per sec), produced by carrying it round at the end
of the revolving arm of his machine. The observations

were described in a communication to the Royal Meteoro-
logical Society in May 1890. In his paper of June of

the same year, in the Royal Society Proceedings already

referred to, he states the results, which are, that at the

middle of the front side an augmentation of pressure,

and at the middle of the rear side a diminution of pres-

it at the rate of 88 feet per second. The latter shows
that there is a " suction " at the centre of the rear side

very nearly equil to half the augmentation of pressure on
the front ; instead of there being neither suction nor
augmented pressure as taught in the doctrine of dis-

continuity !

§ 26. The accompanying diagrams (2, 3,4, 5) represent

several illustrations of the doctrine of discontinuity in the

motion of an inviscid fluid, less attractive to writers on
mathematical hydrokineiicsthanihat represented in Fig. :,

(whether as it stands, or varied to suit oblique incidence;,

because each is instantly soluble without

mathematical analysis, and they do not,

like it in the two-dimensional case, con-

stitute illustrations of the beautiful mathe-
matical method for finding surfaces of

constant fluid velocity in prolongation of

given surfaces along which the velocity

is not constant, originated by Helm-
holtz,' developed in a mathematically
most interesting manner by Kirchotf,-

and validly applied to the theory of the

"vena contracta" by Rayleigh.-

§ 27. A cylindric jet (not necessarily

of circular cross-section; issuing from a
tube with sharp edge, into a -ery large

volume of fluid of the same density as

that of the jet, is represented in Fig. 2.

This case was carefully considered by
Helmhollz,^ both for the ideal inviscid

incompressible fluid and for real water

or real air. He gave good reason for

believing that, with real water or real

air, and at distances from the mouth as

great as several times the diameter of

the tube (or the least diameter, if it

is not of circular cross section) the surrounding fluid is

nearly at rest, and the jet is but little disturbed from

the kind of motion it had in passing out of the tube ; and
therefore that the eftlu.x is nearly the same as, other

circumstances the same, it would be if the atmosphere

into which the jet is discharged were inertia-less. This

conclusion, which is of great importance in practical

hydraulics, has been confirmed by careful experiments

made eight years ago in the physical laboratory of the

'V,
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sure, measured respectively by f82 /and •89 /of water,

were found. These correspond to heads of air, of density

1, 800 of that of water, equal respectively to 121 .\ and

59J feet. The former is in almost e.xact accordance with

rigorous mathematical theory for an inviscid incompres-

sible fluid; which gives 88 644, or 122/, feet for the

depth corresponding to the pressure at the water-shed

point or points, of a solid of any shape moving through

' Coiuinued from p.lge 575.
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University of Glasgow by two young officers of the

.\inerican Navy, Mr. Capps and the late Mr. Hewes.
I believe it has been tested and confirmed by other

experimenters.

§ 28. The very simplest application of the doctrine of

discontinuity to the theory of the resistance of fluids to

1 " Wis5«nsch.iflliche .\bhandlungen,'* vol. i. pp. 153-156.
- " Vorlesungen uber Mathematischc Physik, ' vol. xxi.
• " Notes on Hydrotyn-^tnics," /'/;//. .\tat:- i3;6, second half-year.
* " Wiss. Abh.," vol. i. pp. 153-153.
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solids moving through them, is represented in Fig. 3,

and the result is no resistance at all ! Surely this case,

requiring no calculation, might have been a warning of

the extreme wrongness of the doctrine in connection with

resistance of fluids against solids moving through them.

The nullity of the resistance in the case represented by

Fig. •; according to the assumption of a wake of " dead

water ' having the same pressure, n, as the distant and

near water flowing uniformly in parallel lines, follows

immediately from an easily proved theorem which 1

stated in the combined meeting of Sections A and G in

Oxford last -August, to the effect that the longitudinal

component of the pressure on each of the ends, E, e', in

Figs. 3, 4., 5, whatever their shapes, and whether " bow "

or "stern" provided only that it ends tangentially in a

cylindric " mid-body " long in comparison with the

greatest transverse diameter of the solid, is equal to IlA,

where A is the area of the cross-section of the cylindric

part of the solid.

5 29. Figs. 4 and 5 represent two varieties of a case

wholly free from the inconceivable endlessness of Fig. i,

and carefully chosen as thoroughly defensible by holders

of the doctrine of discontinuity if it has any defensibility

at all. I venture to leave it with them for their

consideration. Kelvin.

PARACELSUS}

THEOPHRASTUS VON HOHENIIKIM was
adjudged by most eminent physicians to be a man

of genius, indeed of superlative genius. ... By others,

who refused to follow him, he was thought to be less de-

serving than the cooks, the bellows-blowers, and the

charcoal-burners." Thus spoke Lukas Gernler, Rector
of the University of Basel, in 1660. Hiiser, in his

"History of Medicine," says: "Probably no physician

has grasped his life's task with a purer enthusiasm, or
devoted himself more faithfully to it, or more fully main-
tained the moral worthiness ot his calling, than did the
reformer of Einsiedeln." And of this same reformer,

Zimmermann, who was physician to Frederick the Great,

wrote :
" He lived like a pig, looked like a drover, found

his greatest enjoyment in the company of the most disso-

lute and lowest rabble, and throughout his glorious life

he was generally drunk."
As with these, so with others who have tried to form

an estim.Tte of the character of Paracelsus. Some praise

him inordinately ; others as inordinately abuse him. It

is only men of power and character who arc thus extolled

and thus abused. You may neglect an ordinary man
;

you must either praise much, or anathematise more, a
great man.
Even as regards the name of the "reformer of Einsie-

deln" there are diver^jencies of opinion. Kahlbauni, in

the pamphlet cited below, says that he never called, or

signed, luniself by the sounding name that was given him
by some of his followers, who thought to awe the
common people by styling their master " Philippus
Aureolus Theophrastus Paracelsus Bombastus ab
Hohenheim." For himself, Theophrast von Hohenheim
was sulticient. On one occasion, says Kahlbaum, he
used the name Aureolus, to distinguish himself from
Theophrastus a disciple of Aristotle. The father of

Paracelsus was a natural son of a member of the noble
family of the Bombasts of Hohenheim, and he adopted
their name as his own. In accordance with a fashion of

the times, the name von Hohenheim was paraphrased
into the classical tongues. Paracelsus, which may per-

phr
Vo-

: : ein \'or(rag Kchallcn lu Khrcn Thco-
1 »ezcmber i^-.^s. im Rcrnoulliaaum 7 1 BimI."
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haps be rendered as " belonging to a lofty place," seems
to be a kind of Gncco-Latin form of von Hohenheim, the

family name of Theophrastus. As von Hohenheim be-

came Paracelsus, so Lieber became Erastus, dind Schiitz

became Toxitcs; and in modern times the Jewish Neu-
mann emerged from the baptismal font as Xeatider.

Paracelsus was born at Einsiedeln, in the canton of

Schwyz, towards the end of the year 1493. He was
educated for a time by his father, then by the monks of

a convent in the valley of Savon, and then in the

University of Basel. After leaving the University,

Paracelsus studied under Johannes Trithemius, Abbot
of Sponheim, and then under Siegmund Fiiger, a rich

nobleman at Schwaz in the Tyrol. Both Trithemius and
Fiiger were celebrated adepts and students of occultism,

and from them Paracelsus may have imbibed the doctrines

which he afterwards developed. Paracelsus was a great

wanderer : he visited Tiibingen, Heidelberg, Ingoldstadt,

\'ienna, Leipzig, Cologne, Toulouse, Paris, Salerno, and
many other towns ; he probably also spent some time in

the East, and he is said to have received the stone of

wisdom from an adept at Constantinople. Wherever he

went he always eagerly sought fresh knowledge.
In 1 527 he delivered lectures in the University of Basel,

with the sanction of the Rector. Paracelsus attempted

to institute a method of testing the apothecaries of the

town as to their knowledge of the business of making
drugs and determining the purity of the materials they dis- i

pensed. He spoke scornfully of the decoctions, tinctures,

extracts, and syrups that the apothecaries delighted to

prepare, calling them all " soup-messes " {Suppcnwust).

Of course the dealers in decoctions were up in arms
against the man who attacked their trade. Paracelsus

also roused the physicians. He taught thai they should

go to nature, and not to books, for their knowledge ; he

rebelled against the doctrine that was then held by almost

every medical man, " the truth is to be found only in the

ancients." He boasted that for ten years he had not

opened a single book written by a follower of Galen, and

he spoke of the Galenists as men who tried to hide their

folly under red cloaks ; and. worst of all, he delivered his

lectures in (ierman. The physicians and apothecaries .1

Basel could not stand these things. Paracelsus u.i

abused not only publicly, but also in anonymous pam-

phlets ; it is said that one of these productions was found

on a Sunday morning affixed to the door of the Minster.

with the superscription, " The Shade of Galen 10 Tl'.t"

phrastus, better called Kakophrastus." Of theattad,

-

made on him Paracelsus exclaimed, "These viK

ribaldries would raise the ire of a turtle-dove." Matteis

came to a head when a Canon of St. Clara, who had been

cured by three laudanum pills, refused to pay Paracelsus

the 100 florins he had promised, and sent six florin^

instead. Paracelsus sued the Canon for the money, but

the court dismissed his suit. In his indignation Para- 1

celsus seems to have put himself into the wrong ;
hearing

that the magistrates had resolved to arrest liim, on the I

advice of his friends he fled from Basel in 1528. After

wandering about over a great part of ICuiope, Paracelsus

found a resting-place at Salzburg, under the protection of

the yVrchbishop Ernest. Hut he did not live long to

enjoy the repose that had come at last. He died on
]

September 24, 1541, after a short illness, in his forty-

eighth year.

It is not possible to form a just estimate either of the 1

character or the work of Paracelsus. The evidence is

not sufficient, nor sufficiently trustworthy. Nevertheless

we can draw some kind of picture of the man, and we

are able to trace, in a hesitating way, the effects of his

labours and his teaching on the progress of science. The

pamphlet by Kahlbaum is concerned with dates, and the

outward paraphernalia of the life of Theophrastus.

Kopp gives a short account of the work of Paracelsus in
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chemistry, pharmacy, and medical chemistry. The
essential doctrines inculcated by the cosmogonist of
Hohenheim are put into the language of modern mys-
ticism by Hartmann, in his " Life of Philippus Theo-
phrastus, Bombast of Hohenheim, known by the name of

Paracelsus ; and the substance of his teachings," pub-
lished in 1S87. A collection of the works of Paracelsus
was made by Dr. E. Schubert ; that author, and also

Dr. Karl Sudhoff, have thrown much light on the history

of Paracelsus. A pamphlet entitled " Theophrastus
Paracelsus, Eine Kritische Studie," was published by
F. Mook in 1876; and a criticism of this critique, by
Prof Ferguson, of Glasgow University, appeared in

1S77 with the title " Bibliographia Paracelsica."

The difficulty of estimating justly the influence of
Theophrastus von Hohenheim on his age is enhanced
by the fact that the greater part of the writings that go
under his name was compiled after his death by his

followers, from fragmentary manuscripts left by their

master. Hartmann gives a list of the works attributed

to Paracelsus in the edition published by II user, at the
request of the Prince Archbishop of Cologne, in the
years 15S9-90. The list contains the names of fifty

works on medicine, seven on alchemy, nine on ..atural

history and philosophy, twenty-six on magic, and
fourteen on various other subjects. In 1893, Prof.

Ferguson printed (privately) a very complete anno-
tated catalogue of the different editions of the works
of Paracelsus.

The preparation of an inflammable gas by the action
of oil of vitriol on iron filings is usually attributed to

Paracelsus. He also examined the differences between
metals and substances that are like metals, and he
asserted ductility to be the characteristic property of all

true metals. The differences between the vitriols and
the alums were referred by Paracelsus to the presence in

the former of metals, and in the latter of earths. He
introduced into medicine many new and potent drugs,

notably laudanum ; and he constantly sought to deter-

mine the medicinal effects of the chemical substances
that he worked with. Paracelsus was the first to make
medicinal use of preparations of mercury, lead, and iron.

He held that substances that were poisonous when
administered in quantity might have healing properties
when given in smaller doses and under proper conditions.

In his endeavour to obtain definite substances, freed from
admixture with extraneous and unnecessary, or perhaps
hurtful, materials, he made tinctures and essences of

various plants, and used these in place of the sweetened
decoctions of the entire plants that were generally

employed at that time. Paracelsus asserted that the aim
of chemistry should be not to make gold, but to produce
healing medicines. Medicine was for him a branch of

chemistry. He insisted that apothecaries ought to be
acquainted with the chemical characters of the drugs they
compounded, and that only by a knowledge of chemical
reactions could the physician restore to the perturbed
bodies of his patients that chemical equilibrium which is

health.

It is evident that a man who held and practised such
views as these could not pay much respect to the

physicians of his own time, whose highest ideal was to do
what Galen had done, and to administer this or that

drug because .Avicenna laid it down, on such or such a

|iage, that the drug ought to be administered. What
the authorities of the schools were to his contemporaries,
n.iture was to Paracelsus: the supreme court of appeal.

.Surrounded by prejudices, separated from nature by the

thick veils that medi.cval philosophy had drawn over
men's eyes, bound by the formulas of his age—as we are

bound by those of our age— Paracelsus nevertheless knew
that the sun was shining on the other side of the mist,

and that could he and others break through thev would

find the light. We can surely sympathise with his

struggle. We may perhaps even recognise the essential

Tightness of the daring claim of the man who felt that

the vision of nature could a'one give understanding:—
"After me, you, Avicenna, Galen, Rhasis, Montagnana,
and the others. You after me, not I after you. You of

Paris, you of Montpellier, you of Swabia, of .Meissen, and
Vienna

;
you who come from the countries along the

Danube and the Rhine ; and you, too, from the islands of

the Ocean. Follow me. It is not for me to follow you,

for mine is the monarchy."
But while we admire the audacity of the man, and even

admit the force of his claim, we know that one who at-

tacked the citadel of nature in this mood would dash
himself to pieces before the outworks were carried. Yet
he might make a breach through which a way for others
should lie open, .^nd Paracelsus succeeded in this ; we
are entering nature's strongholds by some of the ways he
helped to open. With few appliances, with no accurate

knowledge, with no help from the work of others, without

polished and sharpened weapons, and without the skill

that comes from long handling instruments of precision,

what could Paracelsus effect in his struggle to wrest her

secrets from nature ? Of necessity, he grew weary of the

task, and tried to construct a universe which should be
simpler than that most complex order which refused to

yield to his analysis.

The struggle is so arduous, nature is so infinitely com
plex, men are so easily led astray, that the giants alone

keep to the quest, and they only go always forward to the

goal. The syren-songs of the miracle-men are very

soothing, and few escape. It is so pleasant to lie still

and dream ; it is so hard to get up and act. In the time

of Paracelsus the air was filletl with the soporific mur-
murings of industrious human bees. They were all busy
secreting the wax of philosophising, that with it they

might construct symmetric cells to be filled with the

syrup of their own wisdom. Paracelsus, too, was obliged

to become a wax-gatherer and a universe-maker. And a

very remarkable universe he produced. Tlie facts of

nature that he sought were found so slowly that, in his

impatience, he supposed the aim of science was to pro-

duce a completed scheme of things; and such a scheme
he set himself to construct.

It would be out of place here to attempt more than the

briefest sketch of the outlines of the Paracelsian concep-

tion of the order of nature. Paracelsus was essentially of

the order of mystics. He would have adopted with

enthusiasm the words of Blake :
''

1 assert for myself that

I do not behold the outward creation, and that to me it

IS a hindrance, and not action. ' What,' it will be ex-

claimed, ' when the sun rises do you not see a round
disc of fire somewhat like a guinea.'' Oh, no I no! I

see an innumerable company of the heavenly host crying
' Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord God .Almighty. ' 1 question

not my corporeal eye any more than I would question a

window concerning a sight. I look through it, and not

with it." Paracelsus insisted on the unity of all things
;

he taught that in everything in nature there is an inner

and essential principle, which is itself a part of the

universal life. There was for him an absolute and
attainable knowledge ; and although he admitted that

much is to be learned from external nature, he taught

that this real knowledge must be discovered by each

man in himself " Each man has . . . all the wisdom and
power of the world in himself; he possesses one kind of

knowledge as much as another, and he who does not find

that which is in him cannot truly say that he does

not possess it, but only that he was not capable of

successfully seeking for it." Chemistry was regarded

by Paracelsus as a spiritual art ; an art that deals with

the spiritual principles of things. ICverything in nature

was thought of by him as having a threefold character,

NO. 1303, VOL. 50]
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as consisting of " a boJy and a soul held together by

the spirit, which is the cause and the law.'' " To grasp

the invisible elements, to attract them by their material

correspondences, to control, purify, and transform them

by the living power of the spirit—this is true alchemy."

The pure, invisible, intangible, universal elements con-

stituted the highest of the three orders of things ; the

second order was composed of " elements that are com-

pounded, changeable, and impure, yet may by art be

reduced to their pure simplicity "
; and the third order

contained the ''twice compounded elements'' which

served as vehicles for drawmg down the pure ethereal

elements and fi.'cing them in the substances of the second

order. The laboratory was the place for learning the

properties of the things of the second order ;
" for from

these proceed the bindings, loosings,and transmutations

of all things." Paracelsus speaks of the three substances

of which all things are composed ; these three things are

"sulphur, mercury, and salt" ; but he adds, "they are

acted on by a fmirlh principle which is life." "These
three substances," he says, " are not seen with the physical i

eye. ... If you lake the three invisible substances, and
add the power of life, you will have three invisible sub-

stances in a visible form. . . . They are hidden by life,

and joined together by life. . • . All things are hidden

in them in the same sense that a pear is hidden in a

pear tree and grapes in a vine. ... A gardener knows
that a vine will produce no pears, and a pear-tree no
grapes "

I think it is possible from ihese eslracls to construct,

in a general way. the non-na!ural scheme of nature that

was upheld by Paracelsus. A great deal may be said in

its favour, if only we agree to construct the nature that

is to be explained from our own consciousness with closed

eyes. Thi-s certainly may be asserted in favour of the so-

called spiritual science of Paracelsus and the mystics of

his school, that their method is infinitely easier than the

method of natural science, or, as it is called by the modern
Paracelsians, materialistic and sceptical science. What-
ever judgment may be pas:ed on natural science when it

is contrasted with supernatural mysticism, it is at any
rate ludicrously erroneous to say that the former is proud,

dogmatic, and conceited, while the latter is humble,

suggestive, and ready to learn. The answer to the con-

ception of the universe that Paracelsus framed is to be

found in the history of science, and in the history of

humanity, since the .Middle Ages.

Hut however radically a modern naturalist may differ

from the medi<x-val alchemist, he must recognise the

great debt which those who to-day seek the knowledge
of natural laws owe to the man of the sixteenth century

who boldly declared against authority, and besought his

followers to go to nature, who insisted on the inter-

dependence of the various branches of natural knowledge,

who taught the essential unity of the forms of matter and
of the forms of energy, and who, by his discoveries in

medicine, helped forward the blessed work of alle-

viating the miseries and soothing the sorrows of human
beings. Whatever else he was, Paracelsus was certainly a

true man ; he lived earnestly ; he was not regardful of

theconventionaliiies of life; he received blows, and he

returned them ; he suffered much, and he bore his

troubles on the whole with patience and some nobility.

With his own words we may leave him:—"Have no

care of my misery reader ; let me bear my burden my-
self. I have two failings : my poverty, and my piety.

My poverty was thrown in my face by a Burgomaster

who had perhaps only seen Doctors attired in silken robes,

never basking in tattered rags in the sunshine. So it

was decreed that I was not a Doctor. For my piety I am
arraigned by the parsons, for I am no devotee of Venus,

nor do I at all love those who teach what they do not

themselves practise." M. M. Pattison MuiR.
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ON HOLLOW PYRAMIDAL ICE CRYSTALS.''

I. 'T'HE Lava Cavern of Surtshel/iy.—The lava cavern

of Surtshellir forms a long subterranean channel
—over a mile in length— in the post-glacial lava-field

which encompasses in a vast semicircle the ice-covered
Eyriksjdkull (Iceland). The farthest recess forms a

chamber about 30 feet high, and from its floor and ceiling

spring ice-stalagmites and stalactites of rare beauty.

(Kig I.)

The north-western wall is gracefully draped by a long

curtain of icicles resembling somewhat the pipes of an
organ. From those parts of the vault not covered by
icicles a thousand glitterings and sparklings are seen, at

every movement of the candle, to be reflected from ice

crystals which stud the walls.

The ice crystals have the form of hexagonal funnels,

or hollow hexagonal pyramids. In size they range up to

two inches long, with a hexagon side of half an inch.

The triangular sides of the pyramids are built of most
delicate steps of ice, arranged in the manner of a stair-

case.

The attachment is invariably by the apex, and the

hexagonal bases turn truinpet-like towards the interior of

the cave. (Fig. 2.) When these observations were made
in June 1892, the temperature of the air in the cave was

+ o 5^ C.

There are some minute cracks in the roof of the cave,

through which water trickles scantily. At such places

icic/t's are formed, but not crystals. The crystals are not

formed from the water percolating into the cave,but from

the moisture contiined in the air, and as such they must

be regarded as a kind of hoar-frost.

II. Hoar-frost.— During Christmas week 1S92 an

unusually fine hoar-frost prevailed over the North of

England. In various parts of Yorkshire, Lancashire, and

Cheshire, we found the rime to consist almost entirely of

hexagonal " hopper " crystals. (Fig. 3, <?,/', i.) The basal

hexagons varied up to about i' inch in diameter, and the

majority of the crystals measured in height about twice

the diameter. (Fig. 3, <i) Some, however, were more
obtuse. (Fig. 3, b.) The forms were often obliquely

truncated (Fig. 3, t), certain faces having grown more
rapidly than others. A spiral arrangement was noticed

in some cases, and occasionally a double spiral re-

sembling the helix of an Ionic capital. (Fig. 3, d.)

There was a marked tendency for the simple pyramids

togroup themselves inio compound forms. (Fig. 3. <',/•)

The group-; exhibited hexagonal outlines (Fig. 3,_/\

and the primary pyramids on the periphery were, as a

rule, better developed than those in the interior. The
secondary hexagons often measured more than \\ inches

in diameter. Even a tertiary grouping could be made
out in a few cases. In a few rare instances the primary

hexagons were studded at the corners with small hexa-

gons resembling bastions. These bastions were either

solid or hollow. (Fig. 3,.i,'.)

III. Crystals under Ice Crusts.—On January 3, 1S94,

we found in Cheshire, during a severe frost, similar

hexagonal hoppers on the under-surfaces of ice-cnisls

covering hollow spaces over ruts in clayey soil, or cover-

ing ponds where an air-space divided the ice from the

water. No ice crystals were found on the sides and

bottom of the ruts, and there was no trace of hoar-frost

on adjacent objects.

These observations suggested the idea that hoar frost

mii^ht lie wade at will on any cold night. We accord-

ingly spread pieces of black cardboard and black velvet

over grass, and on examining these after two days of

hard frost we found the ////r/f/--surfaces coaled with an

abundance of hollow pyramidal and other forms of ice

I From a pripcr read before ihe Royal .Socitly, l)y Dr. Karl Gros»:naiin

and Joseph Lomas.
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crystals. No hoar-frost formed on the upper surfaces of

the velvet or cardboird, and none existed on the grass.

IV. Artificial Hoar-frost.— Kxperiments hid been

planned before Christmas 1892, for the artificial produc-

tion of hoar frost It was thought advisable, before com-
pleting our arrangements, to search for any possible

traces of ho ir-frost in the refrigerating chambers used

for the frozen-meat trade in Liverpool. This visit ren-

dered e.\periments unnecessary, as it vielded a rich har-

vest of simple and compound forms of hollow pyramidil

crystals. All the variations observed in natural ho.u-

frost were met with, and the details of the forms were

registered by microphotographs taken with magnesium
light The ice chambers were cooled down to - 13' C

Very large and beautiful simple hoppers were

obtained from ships used in the frozen-meat trade.

During the four to six weeks of transit from the River

crystal. At the angles of crystals there is, for a given
area, a larger supply of material for growth than in

the middle of a side. Beautiful skeleton crystals of

potassium chloride can be formed by rapidly cooling
concentrated warm solutions. First, a great number of

micro-crystals are formed, which float about in the brine.

Any of these may form a centre of attraction round
which crystalline matter will aggregate. A small cube
will form the centre, and from each solid angle a straight

axial row of small cubes will arise.' The intervening

parts will gradually get filled up if sufficient time is

allowed.

This type of skeleton crystal is evidently due to

overgrorvth.

Quite differently formed, though with the same result,

are the hopper crystals of sodium chloride. NaCl is

almost equally soluble in cold and hot water. Unaffected

Fr.. I.— Ice Slalagmitcs in the l-.iva Cavern ol .Surlsheliir (!<:• landl.

riate to Liverpool the hold is cooled down to about - 5^ C,
and the enclosed air is perfectly calm.

On the occasion of a visit to Berlin, in June 1S93, the

large cooling cellars connected with the " Muenchener
Brauhaus " were examined (by kind permission of

Director Arndt), and small hopper crystals were dis-

covered on the cooling pipes.

V. Comparison with other Skeleton Crystals.—The
simple hollow hexagonal pyramids of ice naturally suggest

comparison with the well-known cubic " hopper " crystals

of rock salt and skeleton crystals of other substances.

In crystal-building there is always a marked tendency
towards excessive growth along thediagonal axes of the

1 Our thanks are due to Mr. Ward for permission to work in the chambers
of the Sausincna Company, and to Mr. Lintott, through whose help we were
enabled to exhibit some of the ice crystals at the soir<^e of the Royal
Society.

by cooling, it will therefore crystallise out of brine most
rapidly where the concentration becomes greatest through

evaporation, viz. at the surface. Suppose, then, a single

cube to be formed at the surface. Beginning to sink,

there will be deposits of fresh cubes on the four

upper edges of the cube in the form of a step. This goes

on until we have a floating hollow pyramid, apex down-
wards. At the corners of these hoppers additional cubes

are formed. (Compare the analogy with the hexagonal

form, Fig. 3, f.) These skeleton crystals are due Xogrowth
at the upper edges offloating crystals.

A third type of hollow skeleton crystals we have in

hoar-frost.

When crystallisation of atmospheric vapour takes

place in absolute freedom, we find the crystals mainly

1 SeeA. Knop. '• Molekularconstitution und Wachsthum der Krysulle,"

p. 5J. (Leipzig: J867.)
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developed in a plane perpendicular to the principal axis,

as flat snow crystals. When, however, the atmospheric
space is limited by a wall, first a small hexagonal disc of

ice attaches itself to that wall. Then, as growth pro-

ceeds, in a calm or comparatively calm medium, the

middle portion of the disc will be in contact with air

Fig.

\'I. Utcrature.—In 1697, Camerarius of Tubingen
(" De figura nivis et pruinas." Misc. ac. iiaiur. Jence,
Dec. 1697, p. 480) describes some hoar-frost on the lead
bindings of windows as hexagonal discs, some of which
had a central depression.

Dr. I. Krenner mentions, in his description of the ice

cave of Dobschau ("A Dobsinai Jogbarlang.'' Budapest,
1S74), flat hexagonal ice crystals, some depressed in the
middle, or obtusely funnel shaped.

In a paper entitled " Eine Krystallgrotte " (Groth's
Zeitschr. fiir KrystnUographic, \i?,%, xiv. p. 250), C.

A. Hering mentions and illustrates fan-shaped ice

crystals which probably are identical with those seen by
Krenner, except that they are quite flat. On the upper
surface of the fans some hexagonal hopper-shaped ice

crystals were found.

I

VII. Condusions.— (i) Water when changing direct

I
from the gaseous into the solid state is highly crystalline.

(2) The tendency to crystallisation is so strong that in

those cases where the area of supply is limited by a wall

I
or other surface, skeleton crystals—hexagonal "hoppers"

I —are formed, growing away from the wall, even under
circumstances of excessively slow growth.

(3) Calmness of air seems to be an essential condition
for their formation.

(4) From our observations there can be no doubt as to

the identity of the ice crystals of Surtshellir, of the

refrigerating chambers and ships in Liverpool, and of
the cooling cellars of the Berlin breweries, with natural

hoar-frost.

-Hollow Hexagonal *' Hopper" Crystals of Ice fouod in Surtbhellir.

(Natural size.)

robbed of its moisture, while the edges will grow out-

wards, the rate depending on the amount of food
material. The open ends of the funnels will point

towards the middle of the wall-bound air-chamber or

cavern, or away from the wall ; in the case of hoar-frost

the funnels will be open towards the sky.

FlG< 3.—Natural Hoaf-frost (Chri»tnias tBr;;;). {a and / n.-iiural size;

^, f, f/, c and f; entarged.)

This type of skeleton crystal may be termed starvation

crystal.

iiy reflections from the steps seen on the triangular

faces of the pyramids, we were able to show that they
consist of combinations of faces of the hexagonal prism
(v. V) and the basal pinacoid (Ol')-
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THE GLACIAL SYSTEM OF THE ALPS.

ON the day following the close of the Sixth Inter-

national Geological Congress an excursion, or-

ganised and conducted by Profs. I'enck of \'ienna,

Bnickner of Berne, and Dr. L. du Pasquier, left Lugano
to visit the chief glacial deposits of the .Alps. An excellent

guide-book of permanent interest, entitled " Le Systcme
Glaciaire des Alpes," had been prepared by theconductors
of the excursion.

l)n the first day (September 17) the party, numbering
thirty-live, took train to Sesto Calende, and descending
the Ticino in boats, walked over the moraines of Lago
Maggiore to Borgo Ticino. An excellent view of the !

niorainic amphiilieatre, which forms a loop round the
;

southern end of the lake, and rises to 470 feet above its

level, was obtained from the morainic Monte del Bosco.

In the evening the parly proceeded to Ivrea by rail.

Next day was spent in examining the celebrated

moraines of Ivrea, which testify so eloquently to the size

of the glacier that descended the valley of Aosia. From
the northern morainic ridge (the Scrra), which rises to a

mean elevation of 1300 feet above the central depression,

a good view of the great amphitheatre was obtained.

Late at night Milan was reached.

On the igih train was taken to Lonato at the southern

end of the Lake of Garda. whence carriages were taken

to Salii, on the western shore of the lake. On the way
to Salo, most interesting evidence of three successive

glaciations was seen. It is found that the moraines of

the last glaciation show only a very thin weathered crust,

whereas the moraines of the two previous glaciations are

marked by a weathered crust called " ferretto," many
feet thick, in which, the pebbles, even of granite and
gneiss, are so much decomposed as to be readily cut with

a knife. The whole weathered crust has assumed a

deep red-brown rust colour, whence the Italian name
for it.

At Mocasina the unaltered lower part of a moraine of the

second glaciation was seen overlying the much-weathered
" ferretto " crust of a moraine 01 the first glaciation. At

Benecco the unaltered moraine of the last glaciation
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overlies the " ferretto " crust of a moraine of the second
glaciation. In the evening, Riva, at the head of the

Lake of Garda, was reached by steamer.

On the 20th the party took train to Innsbruck. The
following day was spent in examining the deposits at

Hotting, close by the town.

The breccia of Hotting, considered by Penck a
cemented cone of dejection or talus of rock-fragments,

contains fossil plants (all but four of existing species).

It overlies one moraine and underlies another, and is

held to indicate an inter-glacial epoch.

On the 22nd Munich was reached, and some most in-

teresting sections at HoUriegelskreut, seven and a half

miles south of the city, were examined. Three successive

fluvio-glacial deposits were seen, superposed one upon
another, each corresponding to a separate glaciation.

Here again the weathered (though not red) crust of the

older fluvio-glacial deposits underlies the unaltered lower

part of the succeeding deposit. The oldest of the three

deposits (viz. the Deckenschotter, alluvion des plateaux)

consists here almost exclusively of limestone pebbles,

which are so solidly cemented together as to form a
conglomerate used as a building stone.

The 23rd (last day of the excursion) was rainy, but

the morainic amphitheatre of the Isar glacier around the

Starnberger (Wiirrn) See, near Munich, was examined as

far as the weather would permit, and at the close of the

excursion all members joined in an enthusiastic vote of

thanks to its most excellent conductors.
B. HOBSON.

NOTES.

A FEW weeks ago the Paris Figaro opened a subscription list

in order to enable the Pasteur Institute to supply Dr. Roux's

anti-diphtheria serum to all medical applicants. The appeal

has resulted in a sum equivalent to about ;/^io,ooo being

raised. It is hoped that institutes in which experienced phy-

sicians will administer the cure will soon be established. The
Paris Academy of Medicine has reported in favour of Dr.

Roux's treatment.

We learn with much regret that Mr. George Knott died at

Cuckfielfl, Hayward's Heath, Sussex, on the Sth inst., at the

age of fifty-eight. He was an eminent authority upon double

and variable stars, to the observation of which he devoted his

astronomical life. So long ago as lS6i he read his first paper

before the Royal Astronomical Society, the subject being the

variable star R. Valpecula. From that date to April 1892,

when he communicated a series of observations of the magni-

tude of Nova Aurigae, he contributed no less than twenty-four

papers to the Society. In 1877 he completed a valuable

series of micrometrical measures of double stars, taken

by himself between i860 and 1873. For many years he was a

member of the Council of the Society. He was highly respected

by his fellow workers, not only for his astronomical labours,

but also for his sterling character. His death will be deeply

regretted by all who were acquainted with him.

Krom a circular bearing the imprint of the University of

Minnesota, Minneapolis, we learn that Mr. Claike Barrows

proposes to supply a complete up-to dale reference to all zoo-

logical literature by means of a card catalogue arranged alpha-

betically by authors, an I supplemented with a subject catalogue.

It is proposed to begin the catalogue with ihe current volumes

of the more important periodicals devoting the whole, or a por-

tion, of their space to zoology, to print the new titles as they

appear, and t,ike up the back volumes as rapidly as possible.

It is hoped that arrangements will .soon be made 10 get the titles
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of all other important zoological writings, and thus a catalogue

of all the zoological literature not recorded in the " Bibliotheca

Zoologica " up to l86l will be produced. Each card will have

printed upon it the name of the author of a zoological paper,

the full title of the paper, and the name and date of the

periodical in which it was published. The cards will be punched

so that they can be stacked in drawers with a wire through

them. They should be of great assistance to curators of zoo-

logical libraries.

The Sunday Lecture Society will commence a new series of

lectures next Sunday afternoon, at St. George's Hall, Lang-

ham Place, when Sir B. W. Richardson, F. R.S., will discourse

on " Muscle and Athletic Skill."

The steam yacht Windward, with Mr. Jackson's party on

board, which left Archangel on August 5, is reported by the

captain of a Norwegian walrus-hunting vessel, but the news is

vague, being without exact dates, and the ship does not appear to

have been " spoken." She was first seen about the middle of

August off Matochkin Schar, the strait separating the two

islands of Nova Zembla, where the ice was very heavy ; and

again about the end of August in lat. 75° 45' N., and long. 44°

£., steaming up a clear lead through rotten ice in the direction

of Franz Josef Land.

Mr. A. Trevor-Battye and Mr. Hyland landed on the

island of Kolguef, south-west of Nova Zembla, at the end of last

June, with the special object of studying the ornithology of

the island. His companion, Mr. Powis, returned for him in

the steam-yacht Saxon on .\ugust 6, but not finding him at the

landing place considered further search unnecessary and

returned. Another Arctic steam-yacht made a remarkably

cautious attempt to reach the island at a later date, but returned

unsuccessfully, and Mr. Trevor-Battye has been left behind toface

the Arctic winter without an adequate outfit. It is probable

that when the winter ice unites the island to the continent, he

will be able to cross to the mainland, a distance of less than

sixty miles, and thence travel overland to St. Petersburg

by sledge. It is to be hoped that he will be able to bring back

his collections, which should be of considerable scientific

value. A rescue expedition is proposed by Captain Battye-

Trevor, but it is doubtful whether it can be carried out by sea

at this advanced date. There seems no reason for anxiety, as

game is usually plentiful on Kolguef, and there are habit-

able houses used temporarily in summer by Russians and

Samoyedes.

WE'have received a letter, written by Lieut. Peary to the

President of the American Academy of Natural Sciences, which

contains more detailed accounts of his expedition last season.

When on the ice-cap in the spring of 1894, the average air-

temperature experienced for forty-eight days was -31 '5 f^-p

and the average wind velocity for forty-three days 159 miles an

hour. During the worst weather there were thirty-four hours

with an average temperature of - 50° F. and a minimum of

-62°, the .average wind velocity being 48'I miles per hour.

The experience has convinced Mr. Peary that the human frame

can stand any degree of natural cold without permanent injury.

He intends to spend the coming winter in studying the Eskimo

dog, and devising means to keep this invaluable animal alive

I
and in health during extreme cold. There has evidently

been some friction amongst ihe members of the exploring

parly, most of whom seem to have had enough of Arctic

hardships, as the leader refers to the two men who remain

with him as those who "decline to desert." The
lelter concludes: " Vou may rest assured ihat I shall not
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return until I have done everything that is possible for one who

believes in uhimate success, and whose every fibre is in sympathy

with and straining for the desired end."

We are always glad to welcome any journal having for its

object the extension of scientific knowledge ; hence we note

with pleasure the publication ot' the first number of the Agri-

cultural Jotirnal of the Lei7uard Islands, edited by Mr. C. A-

Barber, the Superintendent of Agriculture at St. John's,

Antigua, West Indies. The journal will ensure the rapid and

wide publication of the results of investigations of interest to

West Indian planters. It will be the medium through which

the work carried on in the Government laboratories, and in

experimental and botanical stations of the West Indies, will be

made public. But besides being the organ of the scientific

officers of the Government, the journal will contain reports of

the proceedings of the agricultural societies in the colony, and

facts of interest connected with the agriculture, natural history,

and meteorology of the different islands will be recorded. To

the number before us, the editor contributes some notes on the

nature of the irritating ticks from which the cattle of the West

Indies suffer. The j )urnal also includes an article on the

planting of eucalyptus trees ; one on hurricanes, by Mr. F.

Walts ; and a third, on coffee planting in the Leeward Islands.

The editor hopes to keep the journal scientific throughout,

although it must be made eminently practical. We hope and

believe that this addition to periodical literature will take a

permanent stand among the scientific journals of the tropics.

The current number of the Cuot/>/«->v«</«j contains a paper

by M. R. Blondlot, on the propagation of electromagnetic

waves in ice, and on the specific inductive capacity of this

material. In a previous communication the author had shown

that for turpentine and castor-oil the wave-ltnijlh of the radia-

tion given out by an oscillator, in these substances, is the same

as in air ; and enunciated the general law that the wave-length

depends only on the dimension of the oscillator, and not on the

medium in which the oscillator is plunged. There was, how-

ever, considerable doubt whether this law would be found to

hold in the case of ice, for M. Bouly had found that the specific

inductive capacity of ice was 78, that is enormously greater

than in the case of any other dielectric. The apparatus

employed consisted of two copper wires stretched horizontally

and parallel at a distance apart of 80 cm. \ resonator made of

gilt copper, the same as that employed in the previous experi-

ments on liquids (Co/«//«-««</«j, July 25, 1892), was placed

between these wires ; the portion of the wires beyond the

resonator pass through a wooden trough four metres long. This

trough being empty, a bridge is moved along the wires beyond

the resonator till the sparks disappear, the distance between

the bridge and the resonator then being equal to the quarter

wavelength of the resonator. The resonator is then surrounded

with a water-tight bag filled with freshly-boiled distilled water,

which is then frozen. The quarter wave-length is now found

to be greater than before, in the ratio of 141 to 100 The
trough is then filled with water which is frozen, and by break-

ing away the ice the place at which the bridge has to be placed

in order to stop the sparking found. The wave-length under

these conditions i> exactly equal to that obtained when the

resonator and wire are surrounded by air. The experiment was

repeated four times, using resonators of different capacity, and

in every case gave the same result. The results obtained can

)>e utilised for calculating K the specific inductive capacity of

ice, and give for K the value 2, which value the author con-

sider* correct to within about ,'„. M. Blondlot having men-

tioned the above result to M. Perot, who, working by means of

electric oscillations, had found a very high value for K in the

case of ice, the latter examined his results, and found that he
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had made an error in the formula he employed. Having

applied this correction to his results, he now obtains the value

2 '04 for the specific inductive capacity of ice.

A RECENT number of the Alii Jella Kealc Accadtmia dci

Lincei contains a paper, by M. .-Vscoli and V. Lori, on the radial

distribution of the induced magnetism in an iron cylinder. The

authors have investigated this question experimentally, using

cylinders of different lengths in magnetic lields of varying

strength. The cylinders employed were composed of 127 iron

wires, each of 0095 cm. in diameter. These wires were regu-

larly arranged round a central wire in layers containing 6, 12,

iS, 24, 30, and 36 wires respectively. Between each of the

layers was wound a coil of fifty turns of fine insulated copper

wire. By means of a series of mercury cups either of these

six coils could be connected to a ballistic galvanometer. The

authors find that for long cylinders (50 cm.) the distribution is

practically uniform, while in the case of shorter cylinders there

is an increase in the induction as you pass from the axis to the

circumference. This increase is particularly noticeable in the

case of short cylinders (5 to 10 cm.), and is greater in the case

of strong than of weak inducing fields.

In theyiJU/Ma/ of the Scottish Meteorological Society (No. x.

third series), Dr. Buchan has published a very valuable

discussion of the mean monthly and .innual rainfall of Scotland

for the twenty-five years 1S66 to 1890. He points out that of all

the climatological elemtnls, rainfall calls for the greatest number

of years' observations in obtaining fairly approximate averages.

The period of twenty-five years now dealt with, for a large num-

ber of stations, and for the same years, may well be accepted as a

sound basis for discussion. In addition to the tables, and a

discussion of the principal features of each month, the depth of

rain for each month and for the year is shown on coloured ma^ s.

The part of Scotland where the rainfall is smallest is the low-

lying district round the Moray Kirth, where the annual amount

varies from 23 to 26 inches, the absolutely dryest place being

Nairn. Three parts of Scotland have an annual rainfall of

upwards of So inches, viz, the south-western half of Skye, the

highest mean annual lall being 92 inches, at Sligachan. To the

west of the Caledonian Canal, in the central parts of Ross-

shire and Inverness.shire and the north of .Argyll, the average

at some stations exceeds 100 inches ; and to the south-east

of the canal the averages are still larger, amounting ta

over 127 inches in Glencoe. The work will be referiei

to as the standard authority on the rainfall of Scotland,

and when the publication of similar returns for the

United Kingdom, now bi;ing prepared by the Meteorological

Council, is complete, the distribution of the rainfall of these

islands will be fairly accurately determined.

A f a recent meeting of the Berlin Physical Society, Herr K.

Pringsheim exhibited some examples of the application ol

phologiapliy to the deciphering of "palimpsest" ni.inuscripts.

A manuscript contained in the Royal Library at Berlin, on

which the process was tested, showed the s.cjnd writing

intensely black, while the older writing, washed oft as much as

possible to make way for the new, was larger, and showeil a

yellow tint. The pioblcm was to bring out in a pliotogr.Tph

the feeble yellow writing without the later black manuscript,

and this was accomplished as follows. .'V negative was first

oblaineil through a yellow screen, using a long exposure and a

flat development. This showed the older writing only very

feebly, and the later very well. Another negative was taken

with an ordinary bromide plate, was developed into a hard

image, and used to obtain a diapositive. This transparency

showed both writings with approximately equal intensity. The

transparency was then placed upon the first negative so tha

the two images coincided. In this case the background was
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dark in one case and light in the other, as was also the later

manuscript. The latter therefore was imperceptible. But the

I.ier manuscript was dark in both cases, so that it appeared

Jone in the combination as an intensely black writing on a

haded ground. The greatest difficulty met with was that of

il)taining two perfectly congruent negatives. An apparatus

suitable for this purpose, in which the object and the camera

were fixed in a definite position in an iron stand, was provided

by Herr H. C. Vogel at the Potsdam Astrophysical Labora-

tory. But perfect coincidence was only obtained on taking the

second negative through a glass plate of the same thickness as

the yellow glass used for the first.

The calendar of the University College, Nottingham, for the

fourteenth session, 1894-95, f'*^ been published ; and also the

calendar of the University College of North Wales.

Part iii. of vol. vii. of the Proceedings of the Bristol

Naturalists' Society has just been issued. It contains some of

the papers read before the Society during the session 1893-94,

and a portrait and short biographical notice of Dr. John 'ieddoe,

F.R.S.

Prof. Frank Clowes and Mr. J. Bernard Coleman, of

University College, Nottingham, have written a new work on

''Elementary Ojalilative Analysis," specially for the use of

beginners. The book will be published by Messrs. Churchill,

early in December.

Messrs. Lo.vgm ans and Co. have just published " A Shilling

.\rithmetic," by J. Hamblin S.tiith, which is suitable as an

introduction to the same author's "Treatise on Arithmetic."

I'he b:>ok contain; short explanations of arithmetical processes

and a large number of simple examples.

Messrs. Macmili.an have in preparation a " Popular

History of Celestial Photography," by Mr. R. A. Gregory and

.Mr. Albert Taylor. The book will be divided into twelve

sections, each of which will trace the development of the appli-

cation of photography to a particular branch of astronomical

inquiry.

The Electrician Printing and Publishing Co. has lately

published the substance of the lecture on " The Work of Hertz,"

delivered by Prof. Oliver Lodge at the Royal Institution on

June I, and fully reported in these columns on June 7. Twenty-

three illustrations have been introduced into the text, and

abstracts of the work of some of Hertz's successors are given

in appendices.

A MONOGRAi'H of the land and freshwater mollusca of the

British Isles, by Mr. J. W. Taylor, is in the press, and will

shortly be issued. There will be two volumes, the first of

which will be devoted to a general treatment of the subject,

and the second to the treatment of specie; individuilly. Intend-

ing subscribers should communicate with Messrs. Taylor Bros.,

Sovereign Street, Leeds.

The physical properties of soils are very inadequately

described in most textbooks. With a view of enabling teachers

of agricultural classes to do fuller justice to this part of their

subject, Prof. R. Warington, F. R.S., has drawn up a few

" Brief Notes on the Physical and Chemical Properties of

Soils" (Chapman and Hall). The notes will doubtless prove

of great assistance to the science teachers for whom they are

intended.

Messrs. George Newnes (Limited) announce that they

propose to issue a series of little bmks dealing with various

branches of scientific knowledge, and treating each subject in

clear concise language, as free as possible from technical words

and phrases. The following three volumes will be issued
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immediately:—"The Story of the Stars," by Mr. G. F.

Chambers ;
" The Story of the Eirlh," by Prof. H. G. Seeley,

F.R.S. ; "The Story of Primitive Man," by Mr. Edw.ard

Clodd.

Students of human anatomy should find Mr. Gndon
B.-odie's "Dissections Illustrated," the third part of which has

just been published by Messrs. Whiltaker and Co., an in-

valuable handbook. The dissections illustrated and described

in the new part refer to the head, neck, and thorax. There
are twenty remarkably fine coloured plates, drawn and litho-

graphed by Mr. Percy Highley, and eight diagrams. The
plates are drawn so clearly, and they are so large (five are full

size and the rest two-thirds natural size), that the muscles,

vessels, and nerves of each dissection can be found without any

difficulty.

Shortly before the fifth international congress of geologists,

a "Geological Guide-book for an Excursion to the Rocky
Mountains " was prepared by a number of geologists familiar

with the different parts of the region visited, and was edited by

Mr. S. F. Emmins. This bjok his been extracted from the

Comple rendu of the congres-, and is now publish;d separately

by Messrs. Kegan Paul, Trench, Tniiner, and Co. \ number

of illustrations have been added to the original, and also many
bibliographical references. The result is a capital account of

the chief points in the geology of one of the most interesting

regions of the world.

A REPORT on mateorological observations in British East

Africa for 1893, by Mr. E. G. Ravenstein, has been received.

The meteorological records, of which a summary is presented

in the report, refer to seven stations on or near the coast,

and two in the interior. .\t all these stations the temperature,

rainfall, and other climatological factors have been recorded,

and in the case of five of them the records embrace at least one

year. Observations of the rainfall only have been recorded at

four other stations. Mr. Ravenstein recognises that the obser-

vations are as yet far too scanty and imperfect to enable the

true means of the temperature, rainfall, and humidity to be

deduced.

Dr. Harrison Ali.e.n has revised and brought up to date

his valuable ".Monograph of the Bats of North .Vmerici."

The original work was issued nearly thirty years a^o by the

Smithsonian Institution, and has remained the only work on the

subject. The progress made in systematic zoology since that time,

however, rendered it desirable to prepare a new edition. The

monograph just distributed by the Institution is essentially new.

Dr. Allen has added to the species, elaborated the descriptions,

and introduced several novel features. These changes have

increased the usefulness of a very important work, and they

will be welco.Tied by students of what is recognised to he a

difficult group of animals.

Mr. Gisbert Kapp has revised and largely rewritten his

work on the " Electric Transmission of Energy" (Whittaker

andCo. ), the fourth edition of which was published last week.

Changes were rendered necessary on account of the enormous

developments which have taken place in every branch of electric

power transmission since the third edition was published. The

author has omitted a large amount of the descriptive matter,

and has given a greater amount of space to the theoretical part

of his subject. Among the omissions are
'

' the historical account

of power transmission, detailed descriptions of plants, com-

parison of electric with other systems of transmission, under-

ground cables, electric tramways, and telpher lines." Altogether

the book, as at present constituted, is more scientific, and less a

trade catalogue than formerly.
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Messrs. j. J. Gkikh.n and Sons have recenily published

the third edition of their illustrated and descriptive catalogue of

chemical apparatus. A few of the new instruments are worthy

of notice. For instance, a new pattern of Tate's air-pump,

described in the catalogue, has been designed with valves at

each end of the barrel so that no air can exist between them

and the pistons, hence, at each stroke, all the air contained in

the barrel is expelled. Metallurgists will be interested in a

new form of gas furnace capable of carrying on operations at a

white heat without the aid of a blower ; the power of the

furnace may be judged from the fact that one pound of cast iron

can be melted in ihirty-five minutes. A cathetometer which

enables the operator to turn the telescope in any direction with-

out moving the instrument bodily, is another noteworthy feature.

Arnold and Hardy's apparatus for the estimation of sulphur in

steel and steel-making iron ; benzolme blast furnaces attaining

a temperature of 2100° F. ; Prof. Roberts-Austen's electrical

pyrometer ; and many other pieces of apparatus, for use in

leaching and research, have been introduced into the catalogue.

A CONSIDEKABLE addition to our knowledge of the chemical

history of hydrazine or diamideand its derivatives is contributed

by Prof. Curtius, its discoverer, and his assistants, to the current

issue of the fournat fiir fraklische Chemif. -Vn interesting

account is given of the position ofdiamideasa salt-forming base,

and its relations in this respect to ammonia and the fixed alkalies.

NH,
Diamide itself,

| , is an extremely unstable substance, so

NH5
much so that it is still doubtful whether the anhydrous gas has

yet been obtained, or is even capable of separate existence. On
the other hand, the liquid hydrate, N^Hj. H,0, is a very stable

substance, as Prof. Curtius has long ago shown. It is interest-

ing to note that this is the opposite of what ^is the case with

ammonia, where the gas itself is stable and the hydrate par.

ticularly unstable. Moreover, while ammonia is a monacid
base, diamide isdi-acid ; and just as we accept the idea of a

hypothetical ammonium radicle NIIj, so we are bound likewise

NH3
to admit the conception of a divalent radicle

{ , which Prof.

NH3
Curtius terms diammonium, in the hydrazine salts. Thus the

XH,|C1
normal chloride of hydrazine is | and the sulphate

NH3CI

I
xSOj . Diammonium would thus seem to be analogous

nh/
10 the divalent metals of the alkaline earth.s and the

parallel would appear to be further justified by the sparing

solubility of the sulphates and their inability to form alums with

sulphates of the alumina group. On the other hand, diammonium

exhibits properties which puint to a close similarity to the

alkali metals. For the hydrate behaves in by far the greater

number of instances as a mon-acid base, like ammonium
hydrate. The neutral chloride above mentioned, NjII„Clj,

decomposes below 100' into hydrogen chloride and the chloride

NjHjHCI, which cannot be made to lose more hydrochloric

acid without destruction of the base. Thehydratc N.,IIj.2Ho0.j

is only capable of existence in solution ; it passes on evapor-

ation into the hydrate N,ll|.II,0, which latter substance boils

without decomposition, iJry ammonia gas only displaces half

the acid of the sulphate N.^! 1,1 I^SOj, and leaves the stable

sulphate (NjIIjl.HjSOi. Moreover, Prof. Curtius has only

succeeded in preparing one nitrate, NjTI,. UNO,,, and one

thiocyanatc, N,II,SCNH. Hence he concludes that diam-

monium is capable of acting both in a monovalent capacity as

(N-H-,)', and as a divalent radicle (NjH,,)", (he former resulting

in the production of the more stable salts.
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Proi'. Ci;ktius has succeeded in preparing a large number

of double salts containing diammonium, and describes them in

a separate memoir in conjunction with his assistant, Herr

Schrader. Ammonium, as is well known, forms three classc5

of double salts containing sulphuric acid, namely, the aluni*,

the double sulphates with 6IIjO, and the peculiar and as yet

little understood salts usually formulated as R"S04.nNH3 in

which the anhydrous gas is assumed to enter into combination

with the metallic sulphate. .'\11 efforts to obtain alums con-

taining diammonium sulphate, XoHuSOj, have so far failed :

but salts of the other two types, containing the more stable

sulphate (N.^H-J^SOj, are readily obtained. It is some-

what singular, however, that they contain no water of crys-

tallisation, a fact which is possibly explained by the diffi-

cult solubility of the compounds. The divalent metals present

may be copper, nickel, cobalt, iron, mang.mese, cadmium or

zinc, but no! magnesium. They are at once precipitated upon

mixing concentrated solutions of the metallic sulphate and di-

ammonium sulphate. It is furtlier remarkable that the latter

may be either of the two sulphates of diammonium ; indeed, the

solution m.iy contain free sulphuric acid. Moreover, the sul-

phate N,,H^SOj is difficultly soluble, while the more stnlWc

sulphate (N;H.-,)jS04 is deliquescent, and yet the sparin:;ly

soluble double salts always contain the deliquescent diani

monium sulphate. In addition to these, salts of the type

R"S04.2N„H4 and R"SOj-3NjH4 have been obtained ; in th.n

of the former type R" may be zinc or cadmium, correspon<lint;

to the ammonia compounds R"SOi.4NH3, and in those of the

latter type nickel or cobalt, these salts being analogous to the

well-known compounds NiS0j.6NH., and C0SO4.6NH3. In

direct opposition to the ammonia compounds, the salts contain-

ing anhydrous hydrazine are almost perfeclly.insohible in water.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include two Pig-tailed Monkeys {Macaciis ncinc'

Irinus, i 9) from Java, a Vervet Monkey (Ccrcofilli, :i.

lalandii, P ) from South -Vfrica, presented by the Rev. Sidnn

Vatcher ; a Rhesus Monkey (.)/a<-i7<r;« rhesus, <i ) from In

presented by Mr. E. Logan; a White-backed Piping ti

(Gymnorhina leiiconota) from Australia, presented by M^
Vmcent ; a Manx Shearwater {Pi4j)iuus angloriim) fr.iu

Cornwall, presented by Mrs. E. S. Smith ; two Rolun^

{E:il/i(uiii nilieciila), South European, presented by Mr. A, 1

Binny ; a Chameleon (Chamitlton vuIgatii)Uom North Afn

presented by Mr. W. L. Strong; a Deadly Snake (Tri^.,.

cepJiatus alrox) from Trinidad, presented by Dr. A. Stradini;

:

a Vak (Poipltagiis grunniens, i), born in the Gardens.

i

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The Rio de Janeiro Ouservatory.—The Brazilian

National Observatory, situated on the Morro do Caslello, the

most easterly hill of Rio de Janeiro, is to be removed. The

Amcruitii Mcleorological Journal reports that the unfavoun
situation of the Castello for astronomical observations ha^ I

to the selection of a site across the bay, near I'elropolis, at .in

elevation of about 3500 Icct. .A. road is now being Imilt up'

the mountain, and it is ho[ied that the new observatory will I"

completed within two years. The sum of live hundred thou

dollars has been voted by the Government for the installaii

Odservations of Mars.—The current number of the

servalory contains a short article in which Mr. Stanley Willi.ii:

directs attention to certain important features of Mars, which, it

will l)C remembered, is in opposition on .Saturday. With

regard to the canals or channels, he remarks that a (ew points

upon which observations are desirable are :
" How far is the

visibility of the canals in dilTcrcnt parts of the planet affected by^

seasonal changes:" Their duplication, when <l>ics it occur?'

How long does it Last ? How does it nccur ? And ag.iin, how

far is It suliject to seasonal changes?" Mr. Williams com-

menced observations in the l.itter part of August, and he found
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that the plainer canals were conspicuous, and even those of

average d stinc'ness could be seen without much difficulty. At
the date of writing (September l8) he had observed about thirty

(if the canals, although only about two-thirds of the pUnet's
face had been examined. Ganges wis seen double on August 29,

but not so clearly as in 1892. Gchon was also seen plainly

flouble on the same date. Three other canals

—

Eii'toslos,

Cvlops, and Cerberus—were found distinctly duplicated, and
ihe germination of Phison was suspected. The observations

were made almost exactly at the time of the summer solstice of

Mars' southern hemisphere. Mr. Williams has observed a few
small dark spots similar to the " lakes " detected by Prof. \V.

II. Pickering at Arequipa in 1892.

The Mass OF Mercury. —M. Backlund's recent researches

on the mass of the planet Mercury, and the acceleration of the

mean movement of Encke's cimet, are described by M. Callan-

dreau in Coiiiples-retidus of October i. Encke's comet is in-

teresting not only on account of the diminution of its period of
revolution (about two hours from one apparition to the next),

but also from the fact that its movement is disturbed by Mer-
cury. A discussion of the seven apparitions of the comet be-

tween 1S71 and 1S91 has led M. Backhind to conclude that

Mercury has a much smaller mass than has hitherto been
ascribed to it. The value obtained is

Mass of Mercury = - —
9,647,000

It would, therefore, take about 9,700,000 bodies like Mercury to

make up the mass of the sun.

To account for the acceleration of Encke'.s comet, it has been
supposed that a resisting medium of some kind is uniformly dis-

tributed round the sun. M. Backlund, however, thinks that

all hypotheses of a continuous resisting medium of uniform
density ought to be discarded, and that the resistance is very

probably met only in certain regions. This idea is a very
plausible one, for, according to Laplace's hypothesis, in the

formation of the planets from the solar nebula, all the substance

of the rings would not be used up in the process, and some of

it would without doubt travel along the planetary orbits as

clouds of very light material. It is suggested that Encke's
comet passes through nebulous clouds of this kind, and that the

resistance they offer causes the observed acceleration of the

mean motion.

Brorsen's Comet 1S51 III.—This comet first appeared in

the month of August 1851, moving in the constellations of

Bootis and Draco, On forty-one evenings observations were
made, besides numerous measures of position with micro-
meters, and many have been the attempts to deduce an accurate
orbit. Among these may be mentioned Kumker {Aitr. Nach.,
No. 771), Vogel (.-/)/;-. Nach.. No. 774), Brorsen (Astr. Nach.,
No. 775), and Tuttle {Astr. yourital, II.), who found parabolic

elements, none of which satisfied the observations sufficiently.

At a later date Brorsen obtained elliptical elements (Astr. Nach.,
No. 782), which he compared with all the then known observa-

tions. In the communication before us, on a new determination
of the orbit of this comet bv Dr. Rudolf Spitaler (Ixi. Denk-
schriflen der Math. Nalumnss. Classc der k. Ak. iter IFisseii-

schaftcii),\\\e wriier makes use ofsome new observations and more
accurate places for the camparison stars. To limit this note we
will slate in a few words the result he .has obtained. The most
probable iiarabolic elements after two or three " verbes-

serungen " were

T = 185 1 .August 26 '2523 Paris Mean Time.

310 57 237
^

9, = 223 40 21 '2

1= 3S 12 57-5 )

log,/ =9 '9933272

An attempt to improve thi

follows :

—

Eq. 1 85 10.

led to elliptic elements as

T = iSjl August 26 "249997 Paris Mean Time.

ir = 310 57 19-2 i

« = 223 40 33-9 Eq. 1851-0.

/ = 38 12 52-9)
log? = 99933235

e --- 0-9999151

Both the.se elements give ephemerides which agree well with

the observations, and can he looked upon as accurate within Ihe

limit of error of the observations.
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M. PAPAVASIUORE ON THE GREEK EARTH-
QUAKES OF APRIL, 1894.'

'T'HE earthquake series to which this abstract refers consisted
of two principal shocks and a large number of minor

ones, the former felt throughout all Greece and farbeyoni,
but chiefly affecting the north. east region of continental
Greece, and especially the province of Lo:ris.
The first great shock occurred on April 20, and was registered

by a seismoscope at the observatory of Athens at 6h. 52m.
p.m., Athens mean time. The region in which much damage
was done may be divided into three principal zones. (I The
epicentral zone, comprising the peninsula of y-K'olymion (west
of Cape Theologos). Three villages were completely destroyed

;

iSo persons were killed, and 27 wounded. (2) The zone in

which nearly all the buildings were overthrown. This is in

the form of an ellipse whose major axis is 28 km. long, and
extends in a south-east and north-west direction from the Bay
of Larymne to near Cape .-Vrkiizi ; the minor axis is 8 to 9 km.
in length. Nine villages were affected

; 44 persons were killed,

and 20 wounded. (3) The zone in which houses were much
damaged or partially fell, also in the form of an ellipse. The
major axis is 90 km. in length, directed south-east and north-
west, and reaches from Driiza to near Molos. The minor axis
is 65 km. long, and extends from Levadia to Mantoudi in the
Island of Euboea.

During the night of April 20-2 r, the ground in the first and
second of these zones was in a state of almost incessant dis-

turbance, interrupted often by stronger shocks, for three
days shocks were very frequent throughout all three zones ; then
they became more and more rare un'il, on April 27, a second
great shock occurred, more violent than the first, and registered

at the Athens Observatory at 9h. 21m. 6s. p.m., Athens mean
time. The sacne continual disturbance of the ground followed
as before.

This second shock disturbed a greater area than the first.

The major axis of the second zone is 30 km. longer, especially

towards the north-west ; it reaches from the Bay of Scroponeri
to St. Constantin. The major axis of the third zone is length-

ened by about 22 km. to the town of Lamia. The minor axes
of these zones are also several kilometres longer, especially on
the south-west side. The same villages suffered, but the amount
of damage was greater.

This ear;hquake was a remarkable one in several ways. At
the moment of the shock, the sea ro.se in a wave which sub-

merged the whole coast from the Bay of St. Theologos to St.

Constantin. The water afterwards retired, except in the Plain

of Atalante, where the greater part of the coast is now submerged
for a distance of some metres. Several springs have ceased to

run, while others have increased their flow. New thermal

spiings have started up at .Edipsos, near pre-existing ones, and
similar in nature. Numerous fissures, occasionally some kilo-

metres in length, have been formed.

But the most remarkable phenomenon of all is the produc-

tion of agreat fissureabout 55 km. long. Its breadth varies from

a lew centimetres to three metres, according 10 the nature of the

ground, being on an average aliout half a metre. It extends in

a constant east-south-east and west -north-west direction from

the Bay of Scroponeri through Atalante, until it disappears near

St. Constantin. This fissure appears to be a fault, on account

of (l) its extraordinary length and its parallelism to the Gulf
of Euboea; (2) the constancy of its direction and its inde-

pendence of geological structure ; and (3) the existence of both

a throw and horizontal displacement along the fissure, causing

a lowering of the Plain of Atalante and a slight shift towards

the northwest. The throw is generally very small, often zero

on Cretaceous ground, reaching several centime! res on the

Tertiary formations, and as much as ij metres on the alluvial

beds of the Plain of Atalante.

M. Papavasiliore regards this fault as one of the series which,

at the end of Terti.iry or beginning of <J.iateriiary times, gave
rise to the Gulf of Euboea, and the recent earthquakes as due
to otogenic movements by which the width of the gulf may in

future be still further increased.

C. Daviso.n.

1 Abstract of two papers by M. S. .A. P.ip:ivasiIiorc : (c) *'Sur le tremble-
ment de tcrre de Locride (tirccc) du niois d-avril 1694 '-

: (?) '- Svir l.i nature
de la grandc crcv.nssc produile ii la suite du dernier iremblc-nent de lerre dc
Locride.-

—

C.^iriptes-rcHJifs, \-o\. 119, 1894, pp. 113-114, 3^o-;!fi.
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THE AFFILIATED SOCIETIES OF THE
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE

ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.
T N the general report of the Brooklyn meeting of the

American Associaiion for the Advancement of Science,

given in these columns on September 6, it was pointed out

that a marked feature of recent meetings has been the in-

creasing number of affiliated societies which hold meetings in

connection with the Associaiion. A useful purpose may be
served by recording che communication? made to these Societies.

The following papers were down in the programme of the
American Mathematical Society :—Theorems in the calculus

of enlargement, by Dr. En;ory McClintock ; on the expression
of the roots of algebraic equations by means of series, by Dr.
Emory McClintock ; elliptic functions and the Cartesian curve,

by Prof. Frank Morley ; concerning the definition by a system

of functional properties of the function/{r) = ii^!-^^ by Prof.

E. Hastings Moore; Bertrand's paradox and the non-Euclidean
geometry, by Prof. George Bruce Halsted ; analytical theory of
the errors of interpolated values from numerical tables, by Prof
R. S. Woodward ; upon the problem of the minimum sum of
the distances of a point from given points, by Prof V. Schlegel

;

on the fundamental laws of algebra, by Prof. Alexander Mac-
farlane ; about cube numbers whose sum is a cube number,
by Dr. Artemas Martin ; reduction of the resultant of a binary
quadric and m-ic by virtue of its semicombirant pioperty, by
Prof. Henry S. White.
The Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education had

papers and discussions upon a number of interesting matters.
Promoters of technical education in Great liriiain will see. from
the following li-t of subjects, that the matter is considered from
many points of view in America.
Among the subjects discussed were :— Entrance requirements

common to all engineering schools, by F. O. Marvin ; en-
gineering education and the State University, by W. M. S.

Aldrich ; text-books considered as such and not as works of
reference, by C. H. Benjamin

; graduate and post graduate
engineering degrees, by Palmer C. Rickelts, Geo. F. Swain,
and Robert H. Thurston; teachers and text books in mathe-
matics for engineering students, by Mansfield Merriman

;

teaching engineering specifications and the law of contracts,

by J. B. Johnson ; teaching mechanical drawing and lettering

in engineering schools, by J. J. Feather; early instruction in

physics and mechanics, by C. M. Woodward : some German
schools of engineering, by Storm Bull ; the organisation and
conduct of engineering laboratories and the equipment of the
laboratories at the Ma.ssachusetts Institute of 'I'echnology, by
Gaetano Lanza ; electrical engineering laboratories, by D. C.
Jackson.
The Civil Engineering section of the Society had p^tpers and

discussions on ;—Minimum laboratory work and equipment
in a civil engineering couise, by Dwight Porter; a few mis-
lakes in the conduct of college field practice, by O. V. 1',

Stout ; the teaching of structural engineering, by liilgar Mar-
burg ; relation of practical lo theoretical woik in civil engin-
eering courses, by Olin II. Landrelh : the education of civil

engineers for railroad service, by C. Frank Allen.
The subjects brought before the .Mechanical and Electrical

Enjineering section were :—Mechanical laboratory work at

Ames, Iowa, by G. W. Blssell ; amount and kind of shop-
work required in a mechanical engineering course, by C. \V.
Marx ; teaching machine design, by J. H. Barr.

The programme of the Society for the Promotion of Agricul-
tural Science included the vi'alily of seeds of red clover and of

seeds of weeds, by W. J. Heal ; the Russian thistle in

Nebraska, by C. IC. Bcssey ; cllmaic in its relation lo rust, by
L. II. Pammel

; (I) a possible relation between blights and ex-
ceptional weather ; (2) notes upon field expeiiments, by B. D.
Halslcd ; crimson clover, some observations in reference to
methods and limes of seeding, by E. B. Voorhees ; the growth
of lettuce as affected by the physical | roperties of the soil,

by B. T. Galloway ; caniigrc, its cultivation and prepara-
tion for market, by F. A. Gulley ; the effect of different

fertiliser constituents up<m the composition and combustibility
of tobacco, by H. J. Patterson ; the oil of the black walnut, by
W. E. Stone ; nurseries as factors in the distribution of insect

puts, by J. B. Smith ; Bordeaux mixture as a remedy for flea

beetles on potatoes, by L. R. Jones ; an inquiry into the rela-
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tion existing between the Burrill disease of corn and the so-

called "cornstalk disease" of cattle, by V. A. Moore ; a simple
milk-sampling tube, by M, A. Scovell.

The following papers were read before the Geological Society
of America ;—The nickel mine at Lancaster Gap, Pa., and the
pyrrhotite deposit at Anthony's No^e, on the Hudson, by J.

!-".

Kemp ; a connection between the chemical and optical proper-
ties of amphiboles, by .Mfred C. Lane ; on a basic rock derived
from granite, by C. IL Smyth, jun. ; the process of segregation
as illustrated in the New Jersey Highlands, by Ralph S. Parr

;

alunogen and bauxite of New Mexico, with notes on the
geology of the Upper Gila region, by \\m. P. Blake ; a study
of the cherts of Missouri, by Edmund Oiis Ilovey; use of the
aneroid barometer in geological suiveying. by Charles W.
Rolfe ; plalycnemic man in New York, by Will H. Sherzer ;

oil and gas in Kansas, by Erasmus Haworth ; dislocations in

certain portions of the .Atlantic coastal plain strata and their

probable causes, by Arthur Hollick ; faults of the region be-

tween the Mohawk river and the Adirondack mountains, by
N. H. Darton

; reconstruction of the .\ntillean continent, by

J. W. Spencer ; evidences as lo the change of sealevel, hy
N. S. Slialer ; the extension of uniformitarianism to deforma-
tion, by W. J. McGee ; Tertiary and early Quaternary base-
levelling in Minnesota, Manitoba, and north-westward, by
Warren Upham ; departure of the ice-sheet from the Laurentian
lakes, by Warren Upham ; the druuilinoid hills near Cayuga,
N.Y., by Ralph S. Tarr ; drumlins in the vicinity of Genev.i,

N.Y. , by D. F. Lincoln : channels on drumlins, caused liy

erosion of glacial streams, by George H. Barton ; review of our
knowledge of the geology of the Californian coast ranges, by
Harold W. Fairbanks; the geological history of Missouri, by
.Vrthur Winslow ; the magnesian series of the North-western
.States, by C. W. Hall and F. W. Sardeson ; the stratigraphy of

the St. Louis and Warsaw formations in Southeastern Iowa, by
Charles H. Gordon ; the Permo-carboniferous and Permian
rocks of Kansas, by Charles S. Pro«ser ; the Trias and lura of

Shasta County, Californi.i, by James Perrin Smith ; cenozoic
history of a portion of the middle Atlantic slope, by N. II.

Darton.

.•V number of papers were read before the Association of

Economic Enlomologists, and the president. Prof. L. 0.

Howard, d^livcred an address on "The Rise and Present

Status of Official Economic Entomology."
Prominent among the Societies ihat met in connection with

the .American Association is the .'\merican Chemical .Socien

having a membership of nearly eight hundred. The followii

were among the papers rc.id :— Recent progicss in the detectmi!

of adulteration in lard, by II. W. \\ iley ; Ucuhuba fat, \>y

Joseph F. Geisler : oxidation of non-drying oils by air. by

Walter D. FieKl ; a new and rapid method of estimating the

total proteids in milk, by E. H. Hartley ; inspection of cotton

for use in gun-cotton manufacture, Chas. E. Munroe ; ferric

acid and the ferrates, by C. A. C). Rosell ; some points in

making molybdate of ammonia solutions for phosphorus
determinations, by Charles li. Dudley ; report on abbrevia-

tions of the names of metric icnus used by chemists, by \Vm.

II. Seaman.
In the course of an interesting address delivered before the

American Association of .Stale Weather Services, M.ajor

H. H. C. Dunwoody, the acting chief of the National We.ither

Service, remarked that the three thousand voluntary observers

who lake observations of temperature and r.rinfall, and record

miscellaneous meteorological phenomena, render it possible lo

supply, through the Stale Weather Service, climalological in-

formation for almost any locality in the United Stales. Nearly

every county in the whole country is now provided with a

station equipped with instruments of the Government standards,

and if the woik of establishing new stations continues during

the next two years at the same rate as rluring the |)asl two

years, there will not be a couniy within the limits of .Vmcrica

that will not have a meteorological station.

The weather crop service ol the National Bureau now un-

doubtedly ranks next in Importance to the work of making

forecasts. The system of gathering repoils upon which Ihc

weather crop bulletins are based has lieen so perfected in recent

years, Ihat lurther iniprovcnuni in some States can scarcely be

expected. The crop bulletins ol the Stales have been im-

proved, and arc now more complete than at any previous lime,

and the increased circulation Ihat these bnllclins has attained

amply attests their value. It is believed that there is no other
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clas^ of informntion to which so much space is at present

devoted in the puhlic press of America.
More than 10,000 crop CDrre^pundents are to day co-operaiing

with the National Weather Service through the Slate organisa-

tions ; 3000 voluntary observers are furnishini; monthly reports

of daily observations of temperaiure and rainfall ; and over

11,000 persons assist in the work of distributing the weather
forecasts of the National Weather Service. This latier work
has been more rapidly pushed during the past year than any
other feature of State Weather Service w ^rk, and it is expected
that during the ensuing year the already large number of com-
munities receivingthe (Government weather forecasts will be

further increased Irom 5000 to 6000. With a continuation of

the present liberal policy of the Secretary of Agriculture

and the Chief of the Weather Bureau towards these services,

there will be in a comparatively .short time no important
agricultural community in the United States, with the
proper mail facilities, that will not receive the benefits of the
forecasts.

The monthly reports of many of the States are model pub-
lications of their kind. It is to be hoped that in those Stales

where as yet the more approved methods of publishing meteor-
ological data are not practised, means may be improved and
raised to the standard attained where better facilities have been
available. Uniformity in size, as far as practicable, and strict-

ness as lo tabular data, is very desirable. A daily ; ecord of
temperature and rainfall for purposes of detailed investigation

is most essential, and these should, if possible, form a part of

each repori.

The following papers were read before the American
Forestry Association :—The forests of Alaska, by W illiam H.
Dall ; the fore-ts of the Shenandoah Valley, their origin and
present condition, f )re-ial areas in West Virginia, by Major Jed
Hoichkiss ; forests in New Jersey, by Prof. John C. Smock;
the petrified forests of Arizona, by Horace C. Hovey ; the
Adirondack Forests, by Vcrplanck Colvin ; the condition of our
public timber-lands and forest reservations, by B. E. Fetnow

;

what the people should learn about forestry, by Prof. Selden J.
Coffin ; tree-planting, by George H. .Minier ; forest fires in New
Jersey, and some notes in methods of protection, by John
Gilford ; the pieveniion of forest fires, by General C. C.
.\ndrews

;
prairie forr>.try, by Prof. I^. H. Pammel ; observ-

ations on the destructive effects of drying winds and the pro-

tection afforded by woodlands an<l wind breaks, by Prof. V. II.

King ; Does the rain-gauge settle the problem ? by J. O. Barrett
;

the conservation of soil and water supply of hill countries in

cultivated areas, by Thomas |. McKie ; black walnut for

economic tree-planting, by B. G. Northrup ; Western pine
timber-lands, by ii. C. Putnam ; economics in railway ties, by
E. E. Russell Traiman ; forest fungi and an anthracnose of 'he
poplars, by Prof. Byron D. Halsted ; the relation of insects and
birds to certain forest conditions, by A. D. Hopkins.

B, E. Fernow called attention to the necessity of following

up the policy begun through the efforts of the Association of

reserving forest tracts of put)lic timber-land with measures for a
rational use of the same. Considerable discussion followed,

resulting in the unanim us adoption of the subjoined resolution ;

*' Resolved, that the Amt-rican Forestry Association desires

to express again emphatically its approval of the efforts of the

Public Lands Commiitee of the H.juseof Representatives, and
its chairman, the Hon. Thomas C. McRae, for the enactment
of a law providing for the care and protection, not only, but for

the rational use also, of the timber and other resources in the

forest reservation, and on all public timber-lands. The policy

of reserving can hardly be considered an advantage to the

forestry interests unless followed up by an intelligent and
efficient administration of the reservations, since deprived of the

incidental protection. This Association emphatically denies

that it advocates in the policy of forest reservations the un-
intelligent exclusion of large territories from actual use of the

resources contained therein ; but on the contrary, it reiterates

that it conceives that by the reservations made for the purpose
of their use— rational use—under restrictions and control which
come from private interests in expectation of possible occu-

pancy and uncared for by the rightful owner, the Government,
the door is opened to greater destruction and depredation than
before. We iherefore desire to impress upon our representatives

in Congress the urgency of making provisions for the

better care of the publ.c timber and other resources, as urged
heretofore by this A.'-sociation."
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RECENT EXPLORATION IN BRITISH
NEW GUINEA.

AT the ordinary monthly meeting of the Royal Geographical^ Society of Oueensland, on August 20, the President (Mr.

J. P. Thomson) read a paper tn recent exp)o ation in British

New Guinea. The paper » as a continuation of one read by the
Governor at the Hobart meeting of the .-Australasian .Association

for tile Advancement of Science in January, 1892. Since then
several tracts of new country have been visited, and geographical
knowledge of it has been increased by the detailed examination
made by Sir William MicGregor of the extensive river systems
of the Papuan Gulf, and his more recent exploration of the
hitherto unknown parts of the noith-east coast. The following
extracts from Mr. Thomson's paper ate reprinted from the
Brisbane Courier.

For nearly half-a century it had I een known to geographers
that several rivers existed in the neighbourhood of the Papuan
Gulf. The Aird, esjecially, was noticed by the officers of
H.M.S. Fi'y some foriy-scven years ago, and more recently

several channels were opened up by .Mr. Theodore Bevan,
whose inve>tigations in British New Guinea were chiefly con-
fined to this part of the country, .\lthough these were nothing
more than superficial surveys of a mere coastal fringe of the
Gulf district they were the means of drawing attention to an
exceedingly interesting and important part of the Possession.

Here we are made acquainted with a tract of country north of

the Fly estuary, cut up by almost bewildering labyrinths of
tidal channels that constitute ihe mouths of several important
rivers, which traverse enormous areas of rich agricultural

as well as low, swampy, land. To intending settlers

in British New Guinea this easily accessible region

offers many inducements not readily met with in

o:her parts of the Posse5>ion. .\mple facilities for inland com-
munication exist in several of Ihe deep-water channels along the

coast, while the recently explored Purari River flows through a

region possessed of many attractive features of hilly and mojn-
tainous country. Along most of the watercourses native villages

are thickly scattered, and these are inhabited by numerous
tribes of powerful and warlike natives, who on several occasions
have opposed the friendly advances of Europeans with formid-

able hostility. The houses, too, are truly remarkable for their

large dimensions and massive a'chilectural structure ; dwellings

of liom 300 fr. to 400 ft. in length and over lOO ft. high being
by no means uncommon. Next to the Fly the Purari is the

largest river in the Possession. It enters the sea by several large

channels. In the inland reaches above tidal influence it traverses

some rough, liilly country, flowing almost parallel to and skirt-

ing the base of a mountain range 1500 ft. to 2500 ft. above sea
level. This river was explored by Sir W. .McGregor in January
and December 1S93. Its average width is about 250 yards.

To the north lie a range of mountains 3000 ft. to 4000 ft. high,

and southerly the country is greatly broken up by low rugged
hills. To the westward the main range is visible at a distance

of from fifteen to twenty miles, with its bold serrated perpen-
dicular peaks. There is very little flat land here between the

hills and the mountain spurs, although sago palms are more
numerous than in some parts of the country lower down the

river. The geological formation consists of sandstone associ-

ated with nodules of gray limestone. M the .-Vure junction,

some eighty miles from the sea, the Purari receives its first con-
siderable tributary. The width of this branch is from 80 to

100 yards, with a depth of one to two fathoms, .\bove its

junction witii the tributary the Purari maintains a general
course along the main mountain range, the southern spursof which
it skirts very closely. Here the general character of the country,

on the south side of the river, is a continuous succession of low
sandstone hills, little more than 800 ft. high. These are

rugged and precipitous, covered by dense forest. There are,

however, no large trees. There was no appearance of any
permanent native occupation in this district, and owing to its

rugged nature the country did not seem adapted for European
settlement. Several specks of gold were found in the bed of

the river, and an important discovery of coal was also made
neat the island of Abukiru, in the main channel of the Purari

River. As it is thought that the presence of coal in this dis-

trict may greatly influence the future of the country, it

has been proposed to arrange for a detailed examination
of the locality. The people are bronze coloured, a few
being lighter than the Port Moresby natives, and all lighter
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than ihose of ti.e Purari Hella. West of thi Purari delta,

between the moiiilis of the Fly and AirJ rvivsrs, lie three im-

poriaiit siteaiii'', ;he Omati, Turama, and liamu. These
traver>e cnoimoU'S aieas i>f low-lyinj; country. Concerning

each of these livers, .Mr. Thomson gave some imeicsting de-

tails, the result ot sir William MacGregor's exploiaiions.

Continuing, he reinaiked : "The exploration of the lower

Bamu ba^in, besides ihrowiog a flood of light upon a

hitherto ut.kno*n part of the country, reveals to us a condiuon

of things not tasily undtrstiod, and rarely met «ith in any
other d.>trict ul the Possession. Here no cultivated areas were

seen, alihuunh the soil is excctdingly rich and abundantly

watered. The people appeared to live eniiiely on sago.

Bananas weie giowing wiUI amongst the rank forest vegetation,

bultheie were i.o signs of sugarcane or sweet potatoes. A
fair idea of the richness of the land in this district may
be obtained when it is staled that there is nothing (o be

coropartd with it in the Fly basin wiihin 400 miles of the

sea. It is high and dry and in every rts|.ect eminently suitable

for extensive and s)stemaiic cultivation, there being a much
larger area of good available agricultural land than Sir W.
MacGiegor had 'seen elsewheie in the Po-session.' This dis-

trict could no doubt be thrown open to European settlement

without in any way infringing existing naiive rights." Mr.
Thomson hen dealt wiih >onie of the newly-discovered features

on the i^orlh-easi coast o( the possession examined by .Sir William

MacGregor during the months of February and March last.

" Recent detailed examination of some hitherto unexplored

parts of the coist-line,' .'aid the writer, "has discovered the

existence of several navigable .-treams of considerable import-

ance, " hile a tiaverse of the coastal section between Ipote and
Dako shows that there are numeious sheltered channels among
many coial islands along the shove of the bay. These will be

available for trading crafts in all kinds of weather. Passing

on from this part ot ihe coastline, an examination was made of

the mi.uth of a stream slightly noilh <.f the Clyde river, wiihin

the German teiritory. From obseivations of ten pairs of meri-

dian stars the latitude of this stream was found to be 7° 5S' 30''

S., taken at the place wheie it enters the sea. It is a cmn-
paratively small watercourse, forty or fifty yards wide on the

lower reaches. The naives here are of a daik bronze colour

and quite naked. The hair is worn in ringlet, and removed
from the face. Their ornaments consist of Job's teais, earrings

of turtle shell, and head luffs of cassowary feathers. They
were aimed with spears of palmwood, Gothic shaped shields

nearly 3 feet long, and stone clubs. At tirst they were friendly,

but afterwards appealed hostile. The next river to claim atten-

tion is called ihe .Vlambare. This is simply one of the mouths
of a river known as the Clyde, of the Admiralty chaiis. It

lies about two miles within the Hritish territory, and in the

lower part traverses some good alluvial land, abounding wiih

remarkably fine fields of sago palms. The river was navigable

by the s'.eam launch for the first forty miles, where further pro-

gress was impeded by rapids', and some lew miles farther the

channel is simply a succession of deep pools. Below the

rapids some extensive areas of very fine alluvial land were met
with, and the foiest tiees so high that the birds on the upper
branches lade defiance to the marksman's firearms. Above
the rapids the country was broken, and little agricultural land

was to be seen. The district possesses a very fine climate.

Sandflies and mosquitoes were entirely absent, and the early

morning atmosphere was decidedly cool and bracing. The
people have well-cleared and cultivated garden^, in which they

plant tarn, sugai-canc, edible hibiscus, yams, and bananas ; but

there were apparently no tobacco, papaya, nor pumpkins.
Several villages were located on the banks of the liver, some of

which arc situated in the midst of beautiful groves of cocoanut
and betel palms. The only ornamental shrubs met with con-

sisted of a lematkably fine variety of light yellow crolons of

great beauty. Ordinary watercresscs were met with at one of

the villages, but they were seen at no other place on Ihe

north-cast coast. The men were profusely ornamented with

shells, pigs' teeth, Job's tears, cassowary leathers, red seeds, and
bones, .'^fjmc of the women wore a necklace or two, others a

narrow maiwork bell, but they were clothed with nothing else.

In this part of the country they use the password
'Orokaiva,' meaning 'man of peace.' They use an adze

of ba.salt. Their pottery is not well prepared. It is without

ornamtnl, thick, and slightly conical in shape. The people

seemed to be industrious agriculturists, growing food for the
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entire population. They possess a great number of canoes. Sir

William .MacGregor is of opinion that some good agricultural

land could be obtained for European settlement without inter-

fering with native occupation, and he further believes that the

natives would welcome Eumpcin setlers who would be pre-

pared to treat them fairly." The next place visited was a small

sluggish river, fifty to sixty yaids wide, and two fathoms deep,

called the Ope or Opera. The position of its mouth w.as found

to be lat. V iS' 16" S., and long. 14S' It' 25" E. It is

convenient for watering ships .ind of value to traders. Several

villages were seen in the neighbourhood, and there was

evidence of a l.irge population of friendly natives. The men
were nude, but the women were covered by a pettico.-it of naiive

cloth. They were armed with speais and stone club.^, orna-

mented with wreaths of convolvulus and red hibiscus. They
danced, sang, and shouted, but appeared to be very friendly.

To the south of this district the Kumusi River flows into

Ilolnicot or Gona Bay, in lat. S" 28' S., and long. 148°

16' E. The mouth is obstructed by a ba--, some four feet below

the surface. Most of the land on the lower part of this river is

low and unfit for European cultivation, although considerable

areas of alluvial deposits are occupied by many native gardens,

and there are fine fields of sago palms. The highest point

reached was about forty-six miles from the sea, by traverse, or

lat. S' 35' S. and long. 14S' o' 20" E., where further pro-

gress was barred by rapids. Here the country "was with-

out exception the most attractive" Sir W. .MacGregor had

"seen in New Guinea." E.xtensive lr.-icts of splendid alluvial

land stretched far and wide along the river valley,

covered by forest trees, and to all appearance above the

reach of flood. These flats occupy what was formerly the river

bed, as indicated by the sandy substiatum. Some six miles

from the river lay one of the central main mountain ranges, the

intervening space being occupied by small mountain streams,

numerous rolling wooded hills and flats. At night the air was

pure and delightfully cool. Gieat reluctance was felt at having

to leave such a district, where the scenery is of a very fine

description. There is apparently a large population here, but

the people would no doubt be friendly. When descending the

river the steam launch Ruby collided with a treacherously con-

cealed snag and foundered. This unfortunate accident com-

pelled the party to travel down an open unprotected coast in

the whale and viver boats. The Kumusi natives were unusu.ally

interesting. They are from a light to a dark bronze colour, not

remarkably powerful people, but of fair Papuan physique.

Their foreheads are squaie and rather high, with hazel eyes of

fair size, large mouth, small chin, and flat cheeks and chests.

The nose resembles that of Port Moresby, only slightly shorter,

and the nostrils rather coarser, lioth sexes wear cloth of

mulberry bark. They use stone clubs, the disc and the pine-

apple pattern, the palmwood spear with square-shapeil sharp

end and barbs on one side only, and small Gothic shields, with

a few examples of the great shield of Orangeric Bay. The

stone clubs and adzes are made of basalt. They have no

tobacco growing in their gardens, and were ignorant of its use.

Their canoes are similar to those on the Ikore and .\Iambare

Rivers. It was found that a river of considerable s:/e enters

the sea at Cape Sudest, but unluckily a bar closes its entrance

to navigation. The natives call it Tambokoro. The position

of Cape Sudest was determined astronomicallv, and lound to

be in lat. S 44' S. and long. 148° 25' 30' E. In Dyke

Adand Hay three streams were discovered— Kevoto and

Umundi Creeks and the .Musa River. The mouth of the first

of tliese lies in lat. 9' 4' 55 ' S. and long. 148° 1}^ 20' E. Hoth

creeks are of little importance. The lower pait of the Musa

River traverses low, swampy country, covered by water when

the liver is flooucd. When ascending this stream the Ad-

ministrator passed within a few miles of the western peaks of

Mount Victory. " It has three principal summits, the western

one of which is at present quiescent." Ashylooking deposits

were obseived nmong the rocks on the others, and sever.rl large

fumcrolcs, out of wh:ch little spiral clouds of smoke were issu-

ing. The highest point reached on the river was about

ihirty-five milts from the sea in lat. 9° 19' ."o" S. and long.

148° S3'43'E. Here the slieam was about 100 yards broad,

three lathomsdeep, and the current two to three knots per hour.

This place was evidently on the margin of a settled country.

The banks of the river were beginning to rise, and the capacity

of the channel was about suflicitnt to carry the water. The

{orcsl trees were very laigc. What the upper portion of the
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Musa basin may be is at present unknown, but the lower part
appeared to be of little value. Several villages occupy the
flooded country on the banks of the river ; the houses are built

on stilts a few feet above the water. The natives were friendly, but
naturally shy and suspicious. They excel in making native cloth,

many specimens of which were obtained. Their dead are interred

in the villages, the graves being covered with a neatly thatched
cage. They use palmwood spears, stone clubs, and adzes of

jade. Both sexes wear a native cloih. The men wear the hair

long, hanging down the back. They cook their food in clay

pots, and eat lime and betel nut. The men were fairly strong
and of good physique, but many were suffering from ring-

worm and hydrocele. They were anxious to trade, and offered

adzes, clay pots, and sago for plane-irons. Some very remark-
able pottery was obtained on the north-east coast. The
examples are bowl-shaped with outside raised designs, not pre-

viously seen in any other part of British New Guinea. Besides
these explorations the discovery of Pennegwa Harbour in the
extreme north-east of Rossell Island, and a safe anchorage at

Mabudaun, which very greatly increases the value of the western
portion of the Papuan territory, were described. Mr. Thomson,
by means of a map, indicated the territory dealt with in his

paper, and at its conclusion a few pictures appropriate to the
occasion were thrown on to the screen by Dr. Thomson.

In the course of some remarks, .Sir William MacGregor
sugge5ted that Mr. Thomson might follow up his paper with

another. The one he had just read did not embrace all the

latest work that had been done. His (Sir William's) c'ispatches

had not all been printed ; in fact, he questioned whether some
of them had yet reached his Excellency the Governor. There
was a great deal of information which might be included in such
a paper. For instance, Mr. De Vis had been examining a
number of new and interesting native birds ; Baron Von Miiller

had got a lot of new plants ; but perhaps the most interesting,

because the most practical, was the work being done by .Mr.

Jack and Mr. Rands. The geological specimens he had brought
from the Purari River indicated a very large district in which
there were very rich coal formations. The fossils that were
under examination would show very clearly, he thought, the

age of the deposit.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

O.XFORD.— In the lists of lectures announced for the present

term, the most noteworthy feature is the removal of the subject

of Anthropology from the list of the Faculty of Natural Science,

and its insertion under that of Literse Humaniores. The titles

of the Anthropological lectures are " The Intellectual Develop-
ment of Mankind," by Dr. Tylor ;

" The Elements of Physical

Anthropology," by Prof. .\. Thomson ; and " Primitive Musical

Instruments," by Mr. H. Balfour. There does not appear to

be any adequate reason for considering that these subjects should

belong to letters rather than to Natural Science, but perhaps
it is a sign that a day is approaching when all the subjects of

Natural Science will be recognised as forming as much a part of

litera humaniores, that is, of indispensable culture, as Philosophy

and Ancient History. In the departments of Natural Science

there is no change of importance to chronicle. Professors,

Lecturers, and Demonstrators are the same as in the past

academical year, and the subject-matter of the lectures refers in

each case to the examinations in the Honours School of Natural

Science. Mr. R. T. Giinther is in residence at Magdalen
College as Science Tutor, and .Mr. W. Garstang is in residence

at Lincoln Colleije, and will deliver a course of lectures as

Lecturer in Natural Science to the College.

The examination for the Burdett-Coutts Scholarship will be
held in the week beginning October 21.

The Vice-Chancellor has appointed Mr. William Holman
Hunt the Romanes Lecturer for the year 1S95,

A COPY of the report of the Minister of Public Instruction

in New South Wales, for the year 1893, has reached us. The
work of the Technical Education Board for that year was carried

on under very dillerent conditions from those of previous years.

The scheme for retrenchment of expenditure in the public

service led to the reduction of the vote for Technical Education
from ^49,800 ill 1S92, to ^25,367 in 1893. The tield of

operations had therefore to be confined within comparatively
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narrow limits. Only 187 classes were carried on throughout
the whole year, and the total number of students was 7096.
In additi in to the ordinary class work, popular lectures on
variius subjects were given at different centres throughout the
colony. The success of these lectures may be judged from the
fact that the Rev. J. Milne Curran lectured in Geology and
Mineralogy to audiences agijregating 13,360 persons, or an
average of over 300 persons at each lecture.

'^n't Record of Technical and Secondary £duca/ii}n complelei
its third volume with the current number. The journal was
only started tentatively, but the experience gained during the
last three vears has shown that it is warned, so it will be con-
tinued. The present number is full of information of use to
promoters of technical education. It includes the reports of
the technical instruction committees of Somerset, Hampshire,
Isle of Wight, Staffordshire, and Worcestershire. Mr. W. K.
Urwick gives a description of primary and secondary education
in France, first tracing the progress of an imaginary boy from
the primary school upward, and then detailing the means of
transition from one school to another, the help offered by the
Stale, and the method of procuring it. So many committees
have had to confess that their schemes of agricultural education
have, to say the least, been unsuccessful, that an article on the
promotion of such instruction in Great Britain should be widely
read. It is pointed out that elementary agricultural education
must be founded definitely on science, though this may be ele-

mentary. The subjects likely to be of most use are chemistry,
botany, and zoology. .Mathematical subjects should, if only as
a matter of education, engage earnest attention, and it is sug-
gested that elementary physics, leading up to the construction
of the steam engine, might replace botany or zoology in the
curriculum. There must always be stations for field demonstra-
tions and experiments, and this class of work is of a threefold
nature. " First, there is the demonstration of the known action
of certain elements of plant food when used in manures ; it is

this which is truly educational. Next comes what may fairly be
called experiment, viz. the testing in each locality of the action
of different manures on different crops or typical soils. Lastly,
there is jmre research into the unknown, a matter which can
only be successfully carried out at special places, thoroughly
well-equipped for this particular purpose. While, however, it

is to be hoped that Rothamsted will always form the premier
research station for the kingdom, there would seem to be no
reason why stations such as that which the Royal Agricultural
.Society have at Woburn might not, within limits, be multiplied."
In addition to the articles already referred to, the Record
contains an illustrated description of the tine Technical College
at Bradford.

The " Guide to Technical and Commercial Education," first

issued by the Dundee and District .\ssociation for the Promotion
of Technical and Commercial Kduca:ion some five years ago,
and the third edition of which has recently been published, has
done good service. The object of the guide was to indicate the
lines along which apprentices might with advantage be urged
to a systematic continuance of their education in subjects bearing
on their particular occupations. In point of fact, the aim of the
Committee was to do for the apprentice architect, engineer,
mechanic, or o her craftsman, in the Technical School, what
long ago in the Universities has been done for the professions
by the institution of definite lines of study. Several Technical
Instruction Committees have drawn up similar courses of study
to be followed by young artisans in order to become efficient

workmen ; and when such schejies are properly drafted, they
serve a very useful purpose.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Quarterly Journal of Microicopical Science, vol. xxxvi. part

4, .•'LUgust.— In the first of a series of " Studies on the Nervous
System of Crustacea," Mr. Edgar J. .\llen gives the results of
a careful investigation of the structure of the brain and gan-
glionic chain in lobster embryos. By the employment of
Ehrlich's methylene blue method he has been able to demon-
strate the course of the constituent nerve-fibres, both co-ordin-
ating, motor, and sensory, with remarkable success. The
author's observations agree with those of Retzius, Koiliker, and
other recent investigators, as to the absence of any lorm of
anastomosis between the fibres of different elements. Nervous
discharges must, however, pass from one element to another by
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means of the finer terminal fibrils, which are shown to be

frtqaently arranged in ihe form of distinct tufts, having a

constant position relative to each other. On this account the

author hazards the suggestion "that the nervous energy

resembles a static electrical charge, in the fact that the discharge

takes place most readily through point'," the opposing tufts of

fibrils of different elements beinj thus comparable to the

"brushes" of an electrical machine. In the second and third

of his " Studies," Mr. Allen deals with the Slomatogastric

System of AslacmxnA Hi'mariis, wiih the Beading of Nerve-

fibres, and with End Swellings.—Olher papers in the same

number are by Mr. E. A Andrewi, on some abnormal annelids,

and Mr. W. E. Collinge, on the sensory canal sysiem of

Ganoids. .\ll these papers are admirably illustrated.

American Mitecrolo^kal Journal, September.—On cloud

formation, by Prof. W. von BezolH. This is a translation, by

L. \. Bauer, o( an address delivered in the "Crania" of

Berlin, November 29, 1S93, and published in Ilimmel u»d

Eriie, vol. vi. No. 5. f
We gave a brief notice of this valuable

paper in vol. xlix. p. 50S 1 Prof, von Bezold's e.-cplanations of

the formation of fogs and clouds are exceedingly interesting and

instructive, and the translation into English will be of great use

to many readers who may be unacquainted with German.

Several of the cloud views have been made in Berlin expressly

for this article.—Summer hot winds on the Great Plains, by J.

M. Cline, M.D. This paper has been reprinted from the

BtilUtin of the Philosofhical Society of IVashiiigton, vol. xii.

1894, and contains an account of the hot winds observed from

1874 to 1S92, and of the general meteorological conditions pre-

vailing at the time of their occurrence, together wiih a descrip-

tion of the general characleris'ics of those hot winds, and con-

clusions as to their causes.—The meteorological services of

SDUth America, by A. h. Rotch. The countries in which

meteorological observatories and central stations exist are Peru,

Chile, Argentine Repu'ilic, Uruguay, and Brazil. Those dealt

with in this article are Peru, in which is situated the observatory

of El Mist', the highest station in the world, and Chile, of

which the National Observatory is at Santiago, and was founded

by the United States Transit of Venus Expedition in 1S48.

Normal propyl alcohol, L = (l) 164 07 cal. ; (2) 163-19 cal.

Isoprcpyl alcohol (Sp. lit. assumed same as N. P. Alcohol),

L = li;972 cal.

Normal hu"tyl alcohol, L = 138-18 cal.

Isobutyl alcohol (Sp. Ht. of normal alcohol used), L = 136-16

cal.

Fermentation amyl alcohol, L = 118-15 "'•

Dimethylethylcarbinol (Sp. Ht. assumed same as amyl alco-

hol), L = 110-37 cal.

.\U determinations were made at pressures between 745 and

755 mm.—On a particular case of the action of alkalies on glu-

cose, by M. Fernand Gaud. The reaction of the alkali on

glucose has been followed by means of different metallic oxides,

capable of precipitating each of the products in turn, step by

s,ep.—On Ihe production of gaseous formaldehyde for purposes

of disinfeciion, by MM. K. Cambier and \. Brochet.— Manu-

facture of alumina from clays, by M. Joseph Ileibling.—On the

germination of oleaginous grains, by M. I.eclerc du S.xblon.

—

Experiments on ihe eggs of the mulberry silkworm, an annual

race, by M. Victor RoUat. It is found that halching may be

produced at any desired time by suhmiiiing ihe eggs 10 ihe

action of compressed air at the pressure of 6 to 8 atmospheres

for a fortnight—M. J. Posno describes, in a nole, ihe results

obtained by a process of distillation of house refuse.—M. F.

Larroque reports the ravages produced by anthrax in the higher

pastures of the Pyrenees.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Paris.

Academy of Sciences, October 8.— M. I.oewy in the

chair.—On the eccentricity of the orbit of Jupiter's fifth satel-

lite, by .M. F. Ti'serand. If a be the great semi-axis, e the

eccentricity, and »,, ihe longitude of perijove at a certain epoch

(October 28, 1892), we have, as a first approximation,

a = 47" -906, e = o 0073, ='" = -- 4°-

—On Ihe groups of transformations of differential linear equa-

tions, by M. Kmile Pieard.—Theory of flow on a weir without

lateral contraction, when the bending liquid sheet is either de-

pressed, submerged below, or adherent to the weir, by M. J.

Boussinefq.—On the propagation of electromagnetic waves in

ice, and on the dielectric power of this subs' ance, by M. R.

Blondlol (see Notes, p. 604).—Mean magnetism of the globe and
" isanomales " of terrestrial magnetism, by M. Alexis deTillo.

The tables given show the mean value for the magnetic ele-

ments for parallels at 10' intervals for the years 1829, 1842,

1880, 1885.—M. Ilaton de la Goupillicre informs the Academy

that M. Colteau has left his fine collection of fossil Echino-

derms to the National School of Mines. This collection, com-

bined with the Michclin collection, already at the School of

Mines, uill probaiily be the most complete of its kind.—On the

dielectric power of ice, by M. A. Perot. On recalculation of

the results published on June 27, 1S92, K assumes the value

2-04.— A study of the latent heals of vaporisation of the satu-

rated alcohols of the faity series, by M. W. Louguinine. The

latent heals of vaporisation obtained are as follows : For ethyl

alcohol, mean of eleven cx|ierimcnts, 201-42 cal. -, Ramsay anri

Young's value, 206.4 cal., calculated by means of the formula

L =
(,-,.);.f.

where t = absolute Icmpcralure and I is the mechanical equiva-

lent o( heal, probably differs from the experimental value owing

to accumulate 1 errors o( data entering into their formula.
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TWO TEXT-BOOKS OF BOTANY.
A Students' Text-book 0/ Botany. By Prof. S. H. Vines,

M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (First half.) With 279 Illus-

trations. (London : Swan Sonnenschein and Co.,

1894.)

The Students' Introductory Handbook of Systematic

Botany. By Joseph W. Oliver. (London : Blackie

and Son, 1S94.)

\ 1 TE are very glad indeed to welcome Prof. Vines' new
* * book. It is the first English text-book of modern

botany that has yet appeared. The book has grown

out of the author's translation of Prantl's " Lehrbuchder
Botanik," but, as Prof. \'ines tells us in the preface,

" though the form of Prof. Prantl's book is retained, and
here and there paragraphs from the English edition

have been inserted, it is essentially a new book, for

which he alone is responsible."

The difficulties in the way of writing a good compre-

hensive text-book of botany are very great. Owing to

the huge amount of material, much of it mere detail, which

accumulates day by day, the work of selection becomes
increasingly laborious to any writer who is anxious to

produce a text-book which shall be of real value to the

advanced student. Perhaps no botanist was so well

fitted to undertake this work as Prof. \'ines, and he has

done the work carefully and well. Modern researches

have been incorporated wherever possible, and the

author has placed his facts before the reader in a very

clear, but somewhat encyclopsdic manner. We must
protest against the terminology. The author has intro-

duced a large number of new terms, many of which

seem to be quite superfluous, and likely to render the

study of botany unnecessarily confusing to the student.

Added to this, the book is, unfortunately, not got up in a

very attractive style ; the illustrations are poor, and the

majority of them will be familiar to the student of botany.

They have appeared over and over again in all sorts of

text-books, good and bad, and it is much to be regretted

that an adherence to these old figures should have become
traditional.

The volume before us is only the first half of the book.

It is divided into three parts, which deal respectively

with morphology, the intimate structure of plants

(anatomy and histology), and the classification of plants
;

the latter includes the Thallophyta, Bryophyta, and
Pteridophyta, the description of the Phanerogams being

reserved for the second half of the book.

Part i. is divided into two chapters and an intro-

duction. In the latter some fundamental points are con-

sidered, the meaning of the terms morphology and
homology explained, and a general description given

of polymorphism, or alternation of generations, as

exemplified in the moss, which is taken as occupying a

central position, of morphological equality in the two
generations, in the vegetable kingdom.

The development of the body and its members is

treated excellently. Holoblastic and nieroblastic de-

velopment are explained. The difference between homo-
blasUc and heteroblastic embryology is discussed. The
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latter kind of development is seen most strongly

marked in the Characeae, Mosses, Lemanea, and
Batrachospermum, where two distinct stages in the

development of the gametophyte can be observed.

In chapter ii. the special morphology of the members,
thallus, stem, leaf, root, &c., is treated in detail. The
description given of the leaf is excellent. The form
of the leaf and its various parts are first of all de-

scribed, then the development of the leaf, its branching,

heterophylly, bud scales, &c. The leaf is regarded, from
Bower's point of view, as a branch system. In most
plants the leaf undergoes differentiation or segmentation
along its longitudinal axis or phyllopodium. The result

is that we get in the most complete cases the phyllo-

podium differentiated into leaf base or hypopodium,meso-
podium or petiole, and an apical part or epipodium.

The epipodium is typically winged and forms the lamina,

the mesopodium is rarely winged, the hypopodium more
frequently so, forming the stipules or leaf-sheath. The
branching of the leaf is commonly confined to the

epipodium, and is like that of a stem or root, either

dichotomous or lateral, but dichotomous branching is

rare. The ribs of the lamina represent distinct axes of

growth. In some cases the growth of these axes and
their respective wings results in the production of leaves

with an entire margin ; in other cases the growth is more
irregular, and lobed, or segmented leaves are produced.
The morphology of the reproductive organs is next

considered, the vegetative, asexual, and sexual modes
of reproduction being described in some detail. Bracts

and perianth leaves are included under the common
term hypsophylls. In connection with spore formation

we think Prof. Vines has introduced an unnecessary

distinction between spores which are produced on the

gametophyte and spores which are produced on the

sporophyte, especially as, in the cases where this is said

to occur, the distinction between gametophyte and
sporophyte is, to say the least, not well marked. When
the spores are produced on a gametophyte they are

called gonidia, the sporangia are called gonidangia, and
he sporophores are called gonidiophores.

Part ii. deals with the intimate structure of plants, and
is divided into two chapters, on the cell and the tissues

respectively. The relation of multinucleated cells to

uninucleate is explained. The multinucleate segment is

regarded as a collection of protoplasmic units, cnergids

(a term due to Sachs), and is termed a crenocyte. But,

as the author points out, true multinucleate cells are

produced in some plants by fragmentation of the original

nucleus, as in the internodal cells of Chara.

In connection with the minute structure of the cell,

and the division of the nucleus, we find that many of the

more important recent researches are included.

The important observations of Guignard on centro-

spheres are shortly described, and one or two of his

figures are given in illustration. Here again the author's

statement that " closely associated with the nucleus is a

body called the centrosphere," appears to us to be too

general, as centrospheres have not yet been discovered

in all the groups of plants, although the observations

which have been already mtde, lead one to the conclusion

that they will ultimately be discovered in connection

with all nuclei.

D U
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In chapter ii., under the heading of Tissues, the

author describes the connection of the cells, intercellular

spaces, the various forms of tissue, including "sieve

tissue," glandular tissue, parenchymatous, strengthening,

and tracheal tissue. The general morphology of the

tissue system deals with the apical growth of plants, and

the morphology of the stele. The researches of Van
Tieghem are here included. The variations from the

primitive monostelic structure of the stem are polystelic

and schizostelic. The latter term, which corresponds to

Van Tieghem's old term " astelic," is, in our opinion, a

great improvement.

The fundamental tissue system or ground tissue is

divided into extra-stelar and intra-stelar. In monostelic

stems the limits of the extra-stelar tissue are the

endodermis and the layer of cells immediately below the

epidermis. In polystelic stems the extra-stelar tissue

includes all the fundamental tissue outside the steles.

The intra-stelar or conjunctive tissue includes the

pericycle and pith.

A very good description is given of the secondary extra-

stelar tissue. In the description of cork formation, the

classification of \'an Tieghem is adopted as regards the

place of origin of the phellogen. We should like to have

seen in this section some account of the conditions which,

probably, determine the formation of special kinds of

periderm. The chapter concludes with a short account

of the formation of tissue in consequence of injury.

In the third part the classification of the vegetable

kingdom into four groups, Thaliophyta, Rryophyta,

Pteridophyta, and Phanerogamia, is described. While

recognising the general usefulness of such a division,

we think it would have been better to separate the

Bacteria and Cyanophyce;c to form another group

—

which has already been done by some writers— the

Protophyta. The characteristics of the Bacteria are

peculiar to themselves, and are such as to warrant

their separation from the Fungi ; and the same may be

said of the Cyanophycea^, and their connection with the

Algae.

The author adheres to the classification of the Alga:

into four sub-classes : Cyanophycea;, Chlorophycea;,

Phaiophycea;, and Rhodophycex. An excellent intro-

ductory account is given of the whole class, followed by

a special description of each sub-class and its principal

orders and families. The Chlorophyceit is divided into

five series : Protococcoidea;, V'olvocoideae, Siphonoidex,

Confervoideje, and Charoidex.a classification with which

we cordially agree. It has been customary to place the

Charoidex between the Alga; and Bryophyta as a sepa-

rate group, but we think their inclusion as a sub-group

of the green Alg.c is, in spite of the differences which

exist between them, more in accordance with their

structure.

A short but excellent description is given of the I'h.xo-

phyceje. The author includes the unicellular forms,

Syngeneticae and Diatomacex, in this group. This may
be convenient, but few botanists will, we think, regard it

as natural. A short general account of the red seaweeds,

with a list of the orders and chief genera, concludes this

portion of the book.

The next group dealt with is that of the Fungi. A
general account is first of all given of the structure and
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methods of reproduction. The asexual formation of
spores is of general occurrence. In accordance with the
author's terminology, these are distinguished as gonida
and spores, according as they are borne on the gameto-
phyte or sporophyte. The ordinary mycelium of mucor,
for example, is the gametophyte ; on this are produced
gonidangia and gonidia. On the other hand, the zygo-

spores of some mucors produce a proniycelium ; this is

regarded as the sporophyte, and its asexual reproductive

organs are therefore sporangia and spores. Again in the

Peronosporacese, " in those species in which the oospore

gives rise to a proniycelium, the proniycelium is the

sporophyte ; in those in which the oospore gives rise to

zoospores, the oospore itself represents the sporophyte,

and finally, in those in which the oospore at once gives

rise to a sexual plant, the sporophyte is altogether

unrepresented." The ordinary mycelium is here also the

gametophyte.

The book concludes with an account of the vascular

Cryptogams. The classification adopted by the author is

more in accordance with the known facts of morphology,

and is a distinct advance in the right direction. One of

the most striking changes is the complete separation of

the Isoctacea; from the Selaginellacea;, and its inclusion

among the Eusporangiate Filicinex. A useful table is

given on p. 380, showing the relations of the various

groups of the Pteridophyta.

In connection with the Lycopodiacex, Treub's im-

portant observations on the embryogeny of the sporo-

phyte and the structure and development of the

gametophyte are incorporated. This is the first time

these important researches have been described in an

English text-book.

In conclusion, English students have cause to be

grateful to Prof. Vines for this excellent text-book, which

puts before them so clearly and definitely the main facts

and conclusions connected with the science of botany j

and we look forward with great interest to the appear-

ance of the second half of the book, which has been

promised for the current year.

The second book before us is, the author tells us in

his preface, designed for the use of students who have

passed through an elementary course of botany. It is a

compilation from several English works and Le Maout

et Uecaisne's " Trailc (jencTal de Botanique," and the

author has been at some pains to select from them such

portions as will be most useful to beginners. In this he

has been fairly successful, and has placed his facts before

the reader in a commendably simple form.

The author is not without hope that the book may be

used for private study, but we could not recommend

it for this purpose. It would be perfectly useleiS

to place such a book in the hands of a private

student, unless he were better acquainted with the ele-

ments of botany than the majority of students in ele-

mentary classes.

A little more than one-third of the book deals with

Cryptogams, the remainder of the volume being devoted

to a description of the structure and classification of the

Phanerogams. We can heartily commend the author's

lucid description of some of the types he selects to

illustrate the various groups. On the other hand, many

of the types are described by him in such a way as to
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give the student very little idea of the plant he is sup-

posed to be studying.

The second part of the work deals with the Phanero-

gams. A very fair account is given both of the Gymno-
sperms and the Angiosperms. The major portion of this

part of the book, however, is taken up with a description

of the natural orders of the Angiosperms.

Though there are a few new illustrations in the book,

the majority of them are the old familiar ones referred

to in the foregoing. We notice that the author has

sometimes forgotten to acknowledge the source from

which his illustrations have been taken.

In conclusion, it may be said that the book is very well

suited to those students who wish to pass a somewhat
advanced examination, such as that of the Science and
Art Department. We cannot help regretting, however,

that there should be so large a demand for this kind

of text-book. Harold Wager.

LIFE IN AXCIENT EGYPT.

Life in Ancient Egypt. Described by A. Erman ; trans-

lated by H. M. Tirard. (London : Macmillan and

Co., 1894.)

THE appearance of an English translation of Prof.

Erman's work on the manners and customs of the

ancient Egyptians is most opportune, for it comes at a

time when the Egyptological world is still smarting

under the loss, by death, of Prof H. Brugsch, the last

and probably the greatest of the little band of German
Egyptologists of which Lepsius was such a brilliant

member, and proves to us that there is in Germany,

besides Dr. Wiedemann, one at least who may bt

expected to continue the great and good work which that

veteran did so much to promote. Prof. Erman is well

known to Egyptologists by his papers and books on

Egyptian grammar, of which from the time of his appear-

ance at the Congress of Orientalists in 1874 until the

present year he has never ceased to labour. In 187S he

published some important observations on the formation

of the plural in Egyptian (" Die Pluralbildungdes Aegyp-

tischen," Leipzig, 1878), which was followed in 18S0 by

his " Xeuaegyptische Grammatik"; in 1S90 he edited,

with translation, commentary, &c., the stories from the

Westcar papyrus (" Mittheilungenans den orientalischen

Sammlungen—Die Marchendes Papyrus Westcar "), and

last year he published a good little Egyptian grammar.

A portion of his time he has devoted to contributing

articles to the Acgyptisclie Zeitschrift, of which he is now
the editor, and to the Zeitschrift of the German Oriental

Society. His work on the life of the Egyptians, which

in an English form we owe to Mrs. Tirard, appeared in

parts, which formed two volumes, between the years 1884

and 1887, and was then, and is now the only work of the

sort in Germany. The large work by Ebers, " Aegypten

in Bild und Wort," which appeared at Stuttgart in

1879-Sl, and of which an English translation by Clara

Bell was published in London in 1SS1-S2, attracted the

popular mind chiefly by the many beautiful illustrations

which it contained ; references to original authorities

were few and far between, but it nevertheless appealed
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to a large class of readers successfully. Our own countr)-

man, Wilkinson, the author of the first guide-book to

Egypt, was perhaps the first to recognise that the only

trustworthy descriptions of the manners and customs of

the Egyptians must be derived from the native records of

sculptor, artist and scribe, and he spent many years in

compiling his monumental work on the subject, which, as

Mrs. Tirard says in her preface, has formed one of the

main sources of supply for Prof. Erman. Wilkinson's

knowledge of the inscriptions was somewhat hazy accord-

ing to modern views, and the defects which occur in his

work from this cause are conspicuous by their absence in

Prof Erman's book, which is of course, as was to be ex-

pected, a record of the Egyptians compiled from their own
monuments and books. On many points we should like

to have had his opinions, as for example, on the Hyksos,
and on the E.xodus ; as for the Hittites, on which nation

more than one reputation has been wrecked, he holds

no strong view, but thinks they may have been identical

with the Kheta of the hieroglyphics. In matters of

chronology Prof. Erman differs greatly from Mariette and
Maspero, for he places the sixth dynasty as late as B.C.

2500, while they date it at B.C. 3700 and 3300 respec-

tively. There is no doubt that serious modifications in

Egyptian chronology must shortly be made, and though

they may take the form of reducing the antiquity of the

periods of the dynasties from the twelfth downwards,

yet it seems perfectly clear that the effect of the re-

arrangement ought to be either to lengthen the period of

the duration of the earlier dynasties, or to admit boldly

a more recent date for the beginning of historical

Egyptian civilisation, and to proclaim a lengthy period

of prehistoric civilisation which in all probability ex-

tended over thousands of years. Such considerations,

however, affect Prof Erman's book very little, for the

reader will rely upon him not for speculations as to the

original home of the Egyptians and the history of their

descendants who are known to us, but for the descriptions

of their life as depicted on their works ; in this respect

no more careful guide than Prof. Erman could be found.

The tasteful form in which his book is printed and bound

will, we believe, add to its intellectual attraction.

OUR BOOK SHELF.

La Gi'ographie litloralc. Par Jules Girard, Secretaire-

adjoint de la Sociiftc de Geographic (Paris). (Paris :

Socidie d'Editions Scienlifiques, 1S95 [1S94.])

M. Girard says very justly in his preface that geo-

graphers have not as yet given the coast lines of the

world the attention to which these features are en-

titled. He accordingly prepared the present little book,

which has appeared, chapter by chapter, in the Rci'ite

de Geographic. It is unquestionably a useful compila-

tion, but it is far from complete in any part
;

and it

has been so carelessly revised, that a number of printer's

errors remain unnoticed. In the names of places out-

side France the letters u and n are frequently trans-

posed. Bab-el-mandeb appears as Bal-el-Mandel, and

an extraneous r creeps into several names beginning

with G, e.g. Granges for Ganges, and Griippy or Griipy

for Guppy. More serious are blunders in statements of

facts, such as describing the whirlpool of Corryvrechan

as being near the island of " Scabra," dans Ics lacs

d'£cosse, the transference of the Grey Man Path from
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the north of Ireland to the west of Scotland, and the

description of the Old Man of Hoy as the result of

erosion in schistose rock, whereas it is a mass of hori-

zontallv stratified Old Red Sandstone. These examples

might be considerably reinforced were detailed criticism

necessar)-, but a graver defect is the way in which work

done by others than Frenchmen has been ignored.

Reference is certainly made to several British, German,

Russian, and American writers, but rarely at first hand,

and many works of the first importance have been

entirely overlooked.

There are seven chapters dealing successively with

the movements of water in the sea, coast erosion, the

movements of sand (the two most satisfactory chapters),

the origin of beaches, deltas, estuaries, and the evidence

of movements of the land along the coasts, including

the origin of fjords.

The treatment of estuaries is particularly inadequate.

The .Amazon and Congo are scarcely seriously touched on,

the part of salinity in determining the rt't^ime of tides in

an estuary is practically overlooked, and the relation of

the volume and velocity of a river to the volume of its

estuary is not worked out at all. Perhaps the most

marked omission is Prof Osborne Reynolds' magnificent

experiments on the synthesis of sandbanks by tides, and
the controlling relation of the configuration of the coasts

to that of the banks.

Hut with many faults of execution, the plan of the

book is sound, and the work supplies a framework for

a treatise of great v,-ilue, which might be furnished if

the author would first prepare a bibliography of the

subject, and then undertake a thorough and leisurely

revision. H. R. M.

The Mechanics of Hoisting Machinery. By Dr. Julius

Weisbach and Prof. Gustav Herrmann. Translated
from the second German edition by Karl P. Dahlstrom,
M.E. (London and New York : Macmillan and Co.,

1893.)

This book is a translation from Prof. Herrmann's revised

edition of Weisbach's great work on engineering
mechanics. Several volumes of this work are familiar to

Engli>h readers. The present section, however, has
not previously appeared in English print, although its

value has long been recognised. Mr. Dahlstrom was in-

duced to undertake the translation, because he felt that

there was a want in our technical literature for a text-

book suitable for the higher grades of mechanics of

machinery.
As the title implies, the contents of the work are

entirely concerned with hoisting machinery ; commencing
with the simple lever and screw-jack>, and going on with

all kinds of pulleys and blocks, windlasses and lifts, as

well as hydraulic plant, concludmg with hoisting

machinery for mines, cranes and sheers, excavators,

and drcilgers, &c.
The treatment of these subjects is such that criticism

is nearly unnecessary. The examples and illustrations

are nearly all t iken from every-day engineering practice ;

some are, however, old-fashioned. Senior students will

obtain nany useful hints in this book, more especially on
studying the methods of working out the examples
through lut the volume. The diagrams are very clear

and to the point. One cannot help noticing that the

illustrations have in many cases a decidedly foreign

appearance, and the design would not be followed in

this country ; nevertheless, they serve the very useful

purpose of illustrating theoretical construciions by means
of every-diy objects. Fig. 65 rcpresenis the usual wood-
cut of the essential arrangement of an hydrostatic

press. The ram of the force-pump is shown the full

diameter of the cylinder, and therefore no passage exists

for the water to pass from the suction to the delivery

valve on the down stroke. Fig. 105 represents a two-
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cylinder geared steam winch, fitted with a peculiar slide

valve. \ description of this valve would have been in-

teresting, because only one eccentric appears to be
necessary, thus doing away with the noisy link motion,

especially when badly worn.

The many references given add considerably to the

va lue and usefulness of this work, while the able mathe-

mati cal treatment of the more diliicult examples leaves

nothin g to be desired. The translator may be congratu-

lated on having added one more useful book to the

libra ry available to the student and engineer.

N. J. L.

An Elementary Manual of Zoology. By E. C. Cotes.

Pp. 119. (Calcutta : Government Printing Office, 1893.)

The encouragement given to scientific instruction and
research by the Indian Ciovernmentis knownto all who see

the many interesting and important publications which

issue from the difl'erent departments. Most branches of

natural knowledge are fostered in India with a care which
could be followed with advantage in the British Isles.

The work before us is not a voluminous report, nor is it a

richly illustrated monograph of the kind that often eman-
ates from the various departments of the Government.
In its way, however, it will do excellent service by pro-

viding a course of zoology suitable for the use of students

at the Imperial Forest School, Dehra Dun. The author,

who is lecturer on zoology in that school, and deput>

superintendent of the Indian Museum, points out that

theparticularaninials with which the Indian Forest ollicer

is concerned are not treated in sufficient detail in the

general text-books. His manual admirably supplies the

requisite information, and furnishes a sound elementary

course on the classification and habits of the commoner
Indian animals. The work is divided into two parts, the

first of which is a systematic course, while the second

consists of directions for the dissection and examination

of specimens. Theory and practice arc thus each given

a proper share of consideration. The book is a practical

one, and the theoretical matter included in it is only such

as is likely to be of use to the students for whom it has

been designed. Little reference is therefore made to the

fundamental theories of modern biology.

Preservation of Health in India. By Sir J. Fayrer,

K.C.S.I., F.R.S. Pp. 51. (London: Macmillan and
Co., 1894.)

Thk young European who is about to take up a long

residence in India, could not do better than'' read, mark,
learn, and inwardly digest " what Sir Joseph Fayrer has
to say about the preservation of health there. In this

primer, so small that it will almost fit into the waistcoat-

pocket, we find a good summary of information with

regard to the physical characters and the climate of India.

To obviate the deleterious action of the latter, and pre-

serve health, the author lays down a few simple hygienic

rules which must be observed. He describes the diseases

and accidents in which immediate aid is rei|jired, and
states brielly the antidotes to be employed in each case.

Readers of the book will acquire, pleasintly and easily, a

fund of useful knowledge on the most important points

concerning health and possible sickness in our Eastern

Empire.

First Principles of Building. By Alex. Black. Pp. 329.

(London ; Biggs and Co.)

Thkv who build houses will find many matters

connected with their occupation, presented in a prac-

tical light, in the book under review. The choice

and preparation of a site, the planning of the dwelling,

and the nature and use of the materials to be employed,

arc considered by the author from a technical point of

view. The work is a practical handbook for architects

and builders, and contains a mass of highly-compressed

information on all points pertaining to the erection of

residences.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

[Tht Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions ex.

pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake

to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part of tiATXJRK.

No notice is taken of anonymous communications. ]

The Inheritance of Acquired Characters.

It may be of interest to your readers to know that two
guinea-pigs were born at Oxford a day oi two before the death
of Dr. Romanes, both of which exhibited a well-marked droop
of the left upper eyelid. These guinea-pigs were the offspring

of a male and a female guinea-pig, in both of which I had pro-

duced for Dr. Romanes, some months earlier, a droop of the

left upper eyelid by division of the left cervical sympathetic
nerve.

This result is a corroboration of one series of Brown-
Scquard's experiments on the inheritance of acquired character-

istics. A very large series of such experiments are of course

needed to eliminate all sources of error, but this I unfortunately
cannot carry out at present, owing to the need of a special

farm in the country for the proper care and breeding of the

animals. Leonard Hill.
Physiological Laboratory, University College, London,

October i8.

" Rhynchodemus Terrestris " in Ireland.

It is now nearly twenty-live years ago since Sir John Lubbock
discovered this Land-planarian for the first time in England.
.\lthough it is very doubtful whether the two other species,

viz. Gcodesmus bilineatiis and Bipalium kureiise, can be
looked upon as truly indigenous in Europe, it is not so with
Rhynchojeiiiiis terrestris.

Since Midler's original discovery of this worm in 1774 in

Denmark, it has been taken in the Balearic Isle--, near Lille,

and on the Mediterranean coast in France, and near Wiirzburg
in Germany. Finally, Sir John Lubbock speaks of it as having
been found in Shropshire and Kent in England. More recently
Mr. Harmer discovered it near Cambridge, and I have now to

add a new locality, having received some specimens from Black-
rock, near Dublin. R. T. SCHARKi'.

October 22.

Dr. Watson's Proof of Boltzmann's Theorem on
Permanence of Distributions.

I.v working over Dr. Watson's proof of Boltzmann's H-
theorem (Watson, " Kinetic Theory of Gases," second edition,

p. 43), it appeared that, probably through a slip, the reasoning
given depends or. an assumption palpably absurd, i..: that the
function whose vanishing defines the beginning or end -A an
encounter between a molecule belonging to a .set with w degrees
of freedom and one belonging to another set with k degrees of
freedom is a function of tlic coordinates of the last molecule only,
the one belonging to the « set. For while he lakes the number
of molecules of the « set whose momenta and coordinates lie

between

/>, and />! -V dp^ . . . . .j,: and q„ -f dq„
as

/(/, .... ,/„)</A • • 'i'h..

he also takes q„ = o as the condition of encounters between
those molecules and others from a set whose coordinates are

P, . . - . Q,„.

I do not know Boltzmann's proof, but while I suppose it is

all right, I find it very hard to understand how any proof can
exist. A priori the only physical property assumed in Watson's
proof is that

(//i .... dq„ = dpi ... . dq„',

together with the fact that the number of molecules about a
configuration p^ . . . . q„ is

/(/i .... q,,)dpi . . . . dq„;

and therefore it would, if true, apply to a syslem obtained by
reversing the velocities when the permanent configuration had
been very nearly reached. Such a system would retrace its path
and go further and further from the permanent configuration.

Hence it would appear as if the whole conception of Dr.
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Watson's proof was founded on a mistaken idea of what can be
proved, and that all that any proof could show is that, taking

/IT
all the values of ' got from taking all the configurations which

approach towards a permanent configuration of the mole-
cules, and the configurations which recede from the permanent
configuration ^obtained by reversing velocities), and then

striking some kind of average among them, the average -

dt

would be negative.

Will some one say exactly what the H-lheorem proves ?

Edwd. p. Culverwell.
Trinity College, Dublin, October 12.

The Meteor-Streak of August 26, 1894.

Since the publication of my paper in Nature of September
27, in which I discussed observations of the fireball of August
26 and its drifting-streak, I have received many additional de-
scriptions which show that some of the earlier reports were not
very accurate. The results I derived for the direction and rate

of motion of the sireak have therefore to be considerably
amended to agree with the new materials.

From all the d.ata I find that the height of the streak was fifty-

four miles above a point seven miles north-east of Denbigh.
From thence it travelled horizontally to south-east, passing
successively over Ruabon, Denbighshire, and Wem and Welling-
ton, Shropshire, finally becoming extinct six miles west of
Wolverhampton, at just about the same height as at first. It

traversed sixty-one miles in thirty minutes, which is equivalent
to 176 feet per second.

This deduction differs from the previous one, which assumed
the meteoric or cosmic cloud to have been rapidly ascending in

the atmosphere during the time it remained visible. Mr. Wood,
of Birmingham, obtained a similar result from the earlier

observations. I feel certain, however, that no such upward
movement of the c'oud really occurred, but that it maintained,
throughout its rapid drift to the south-east, a nearly uniform
elevation of about fifty-four miles above the earth's surface.

Bristol, October 14. W. F. Denning.

Flight of Oceanic Birds.

Judging from Mr. Kingsmill's photograph, it would appear
that the bird is just in the position of the half-stroke of the
wings when making a fresh start or a sudden spurt. While these
birds generally sail about, yet at times they do flap their wings.
The movement of the wings in all these oceanic birds is very
deliberate. I might here be allowed to point out the interest

attaching to such photographs as these ; and as many have hand-
cameras now, snap-shots of animal life at sea, or of any natural
phenomena, would be valuable and interesting additions to our
knowledge of sea life. D. Wilson Barker.

Greenhithe, October 13.

A LONG-PERIOD .METEOROGRAPH.
TN order to obtain a record of the principal meteoro-
-•• logical variations at the summit of Mont Blanc, M.
Jules Richard, of the well-known firm of scientific instru-
ment makers, has constructed for Dr. Janssen a meteoro-
graph which will run through the winter and spring
without being re-wound.
The instrument (Fig. 1) is set in action by a weight of

about ninety kilograms, which falls from five to six metres
in eight months. This weight moves a pendulum, which
regulates the movement of the various parts of the ap-
paratus. It was essential that the motion of the pendu-
lum should not be greatly affected by considerable
variations of temperature. A modified form of Denison's
escapement was therefore adopted by M. Richard (Fig.
I, A.). An advantage of this escapement is that it only
requires a very minute quantity of oil. Denison was un-
able to detect any variation in the uniform motion of the
pendulum when the oil had frozen to the consistency of
tallow.

All the movements of the meteorograph are given to
the respective instruments through a horizontal shafts
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Fig. I.—Long-period meteorograph for the Mont Blanc Observatory, a, clock to run eight months; B, barometric recording system : c. mercurT"

barometer; u, registering anemometer and anemoscope: k. pen of thermometer; P, pen of hyuronieter ; e', reservoir of thermometer ; F^
hairs of hygrometer ; G, c, g, counterpo.ses for ensuring the regular movement of the paper spindles ; 11, pendulum of clock ; i, transmitter of
the clock-movement to the different recording systems.

2.— \" r-..; r-i— -.y .1- in shi^* n at 1 in l-i;;. 1. No. I. K', K, Connections of the vane and ancmnmcirr wiit.

the r-

.

f velocity ot wind (anemomelcr) ; l', cogwheel fi^r direction of wind (anemoscope) ; ^t, group of recordmt;

pen* .
1 >r paper upon which rccirds have been traced ; »•. system actuated by the ct>unterpoise '•• and serving t"

roll up tti-. 11 .« i p.prr Nn. ,. OTicral view of the writing system, q. o', buttons for lifting the pcni ; k. _k', rollers actuated by the cog-wheels t

and L ; T, detail of the pen-tube of the anemoscope ; u, detail of the (ten-tube of the anemometer ; V, series of pen-tubes.
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which is in connection with the pendulum. The shaft is

completely rotated round its axis once in twenty- four
hours, and this diurnal motion is communicated to the
bobbins of paper belonging to the different registering

instruments. The paper on these bobbins is unrolled
with a different velocity for each instrument.

The instrument for registering variations of atmo-
spheric pressure is shown at B, in Fig. i. The marking
needle records the movements of the mercury in the
lower branch of a Gay-Lussac barometer having a very
large cistern.

For recording variations of temperature, metallic

reservoirs on the Bourdon system are employed, and for

humidity a hair or Saussure's hygrometer is used. The
velocity and direction of the wind are registered by a new
arrangement devised by M. Richard, the principle being
as follows :—A cylinder, carrying a certain number of

cogs, arranged helically on its surface, is connected with

a Robinson's anemometer, and acts by means of the cogs
on an equal number of pens, each of which is lifted up in

succession and made to mark the drum of paper so

long as the cog acts upon it. For registering direction,

the apparatus is provided with eight separate pens for

the eight principal directions of the wind. For velocity,

the cylinder carries ten cogs, which act successively on
ten pens. Each pen is geared during one-tenth of a
complete rotation of the cylinder, and, knowing the rate

•of movement of the cylinder, the velocity of the wind
may be found from the length of the traces made by the
different pens.

The descriptions beneath the accompanying illustra-

tions, for which we are indebted to La Nature, tell the

use of the different parts of the instrument. In spite of

the many precautions which have been taken. Dr. Janssen
recognises that the instrument is more or less tentative

in character, iiut the question of long-period meteoro-
graphs for meterological stations at high altitudes is so
important that the result of the experiment will be
awaited with great interest.

NORTH AMERICAN MOTHS^
IV/TANY works on North American butterflies, and on
•''-'• some groups of moths also, have been published of
late years, but the important family of the Noctuida: has
hitherto been much neglected. A great deal has been
done in this direction, il is true, but the information is

scattered broadcast through periodicals, and but little

has been attempted to systematise it, the only existing

guide being Grote's " List of North American Moths,"
which is limited to names of species, without even refer-

ences to where they are described.
Hut to work at a group of insects without the aid of

catalogues and monographs, is like attempting to study
a language witliout the help of a grammar and dictionary.

In the work before us. Prof. Smith has amply fulfilled the
latter necessity, as far as regards the family of moths of
which he treats. The Noctuida- may be considered the

most extensive family of the larger moths. We have 300
species in Kngland, and Staudinger's last " Catalogue of

the Lepidoptera of Europe, North Africa, Asia Minor,
Siberia, and Labrador," published in 1871, enumerates
1040 species for those countries, and many have been
added since ; and although Prof. Smith does not number
the North American species, an examination of his index
yields upwards of 3000 species ; and even after making the

largest deductions for generic names and synonyms (per-

* linlicti}! of the United St.-ttes N.ltional Museum, No. 44. A C.-xtalogue.

bibliogr;iphic,-il and syn0nymic.1l, of ihe Species of Moths of the I^pidop-
terous Snpcrf.^mily Noctuid.x, f lUnd in Borc.ll America, with critical notes
by Dr. John E. Smith, Professor of Entomology in Rutger's College.

^Washington, i3q?.)

haps too large an allowance), we may still fairly con-
clude that the Xearctic fauna considerably outnumbers
the Pala:arctic in this family, though it is not the case in
the butterflies.

Prof. Smith has been accumulating materials for a
monograph of the North American Noctuidx- for the
last ten years. During the course of his studies, he
visited London, and made a special study of the impor-
tant series of type-specimens in the British Museum,
which includes a large proportion of those described
by Guenee, Walker, and Grote. Consequently he hai
been able to clear up a good deal of hitherto doubtful
synonymy. He has also visited several of the more
important museums on the continent, and of course the
principal collections in North America had previously
been examined by him ; therefore his work is not a
mere compilation (though even in this case it would have
been of great value), but it represents a large amount of
original study.

A rather important question discussed by Prof. Smith
in his preface, is that of " types." He remarks :

—" Dr.
Hayen holds that every specimen named by an author of
a species described by himself is a type. Mr. Morrison
was yet more liberal, and marked as 'type' a number of

specimens of species described by Mr. Grote, having
presumably compared them with the actual type. Mr.
Grote's practice seems to have been to mark all speci-

mens before him when writing his original description, as
'type,' and 1 think Mr. Grote is right." Our own opinion
is that greater precision is necessary, and that no speci-

men can be considered a type which was not before an
author when he drew up his description. Even so, he
should always label one individual specimen, which he
considers to represent his species best, as " type,'' and,
properly speaking, there cannot be more than two such
"types " of a species, male and female. The remainder
of the series should be regarded not as " types," but as

"co-types," and specimens which are afterwards compared
and considered to agree with them, whether compared by
the author of the species himself, or by some other per-

son, should simply be labelled " compared with type."

Too much precaution cannot be exerted in these matters.

Among other subjects noticed in the preface, are the

contents of the various collections consulted by Prof.

Smith, the dates of Hiibner's works (in which he hardly
seems to us to be fully acquainted with the published in-

formation), and explanations respecting the manner in

which he has arranged the details of his book, in quoting
references and localities, &c. All the species contained
in the United States National Museum at Washington
are marked with an asterisk. A useful index to authors

and works cited follows the preface, and the general

index, which closes the volume, fills twenty-six pages
of small print in double columns.

Great differences of opinion exist between Prof. Smith
and other American and European entomologists re-

specting the classification of the Noctuidx, and some-
times also respecting the identification of various species

cited. This is unavoidable, and in no way interferes with

the value of his work. In most cases. Prof. Smith indi-

cates where the type specimens of each species are to

be found, and frequently adds valuable notes on identi-

fication and variation. Transformations are omitted,

owing to the late Mr. Harry Edwards having issued a
complete catalogue of the early stages of Norih American
Lepidoptera {^Bulletin No. 35 of the National Museum).

In conclusion, we may venture to express a hope that

it may not be very long before Prof. Smith's promised
"Monograph of North .American .Noctuida-" is ready
to see the light. A catalogue is good, but a monograph
is better, and we shall be very pleased to see a work of

such magnitude and importance carried to a successful

conclusion.
W. F. KiRBY.
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NOTES.
Reuter's correspondent at Amsterdam reports that, accord-

ing 10 a telegram received from Batavia, there has been an

eruption of the volcano of Galoenggoen, near Garoet, in the

Preang Regency. Several native villages are said to have been

destroyed. The great eruption of this volcano in 1822 involved

an enormous loss of life and property.

A SEVERE shock of earthquake is reported by the Central

News correspondent at Tokio as having occurred on Monday

night in the province of Akita. The centre of the disturbance

was apparently the town of Sakata, which was almost entirely

destroyed.

We regret to note the death of Mr. Charles Carpmael, the

Director of the Meteorological Service of Canada. He died at

Hastings on Saturday. The death is also announced of General

Robson Benson, whose work in connection with the develop-

ment of the Botanic Gardens at Madras and Rangoon earned

for him the esteem of all botanists ; and of Mr. Edwin Clark,

the engineer. Mr. Clark was a Fellow of the Royal Astro-

nomical and Meteorological Societies.

We learn from the American Naturalist that the Salt Lake

Literary and Scientific Association has recently given sixty

thousand dollars for the endowment of a chair of Geology in the

University of Utah. The chair has been named the Deseret

Professorship of Geology, and Dr. J. E. Talmage has been

appointed to it.

A CORRESPONDENT informs us that he recently tested two

samples of oxygen supplied for the use of lanternisls, and

found them to be mixtures of sixty-five per cent, oxygen and

thirty-five per cent, nitrogen. Persons who use compressed

oxygen should therefore obtain, from the dealer who supplies

the gas, some kind of guarantee that it is up to a certain

standard of purity.

A VERY fine auroral display was observed in New Zealand

and the south-eastern parts of Australia on August 20. Mr.

H. C. Russell writes to us, that at Sydney the south-eastern

sky assumed a peculiar green tint at 6.35 p.m. Clouds inter-

fered with his view of the display, and finally blotted out the

auroral light and streamers at 8.33 p.m. In New Zealand,

the aurora is said to have been very brilliant.

The London and Provincial Ornithological Society will hold

their ninth annual show at the Royal Aquarium, Westminster,

on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, October 30, 31, and

November I. The extent of the show may be judged by the

fact that over one thousand British and foreign birds will be on

view.

The following strange incident is described in the Times as

having occurred in the replile-house of the Zoological Society's

menagerie, the scene being one of the compartments in which

the boa-constrictors are confined. Two large boas occupied the

chamber, one snake being nine feet and the other eight feet long.

When the house was opened in the morning only one boa was
found in this cage ; the other had disappeared. Though the

survivor was only a foot longer than the other snake, there was

DO reason to doubt that it had completely swallowed its com-

panion. It was so distended that the scales were almost

separated, and it was unable either to coil itself or to move.

There is every reason to believe that in accomplishing this

almost incredible feat the snake acted by mistake, and that it

devoured its companion by what deserves to be called an

accident. The larger boa was fed with a pigeon before the

house was closed for the night. It swallowed the bird, and the

other boa was then given a pigeon, which it had begun to
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swallow when the snakes were left for the night. It is believed

that the larger snake then caught hold of the part of the pigeon

which projected from the other's mouth, and gradually en-

veloped, not only the bird, but the head of the other snake.

Once begun, the swallowing process would go on almost

mechanically. .\s the swallowed snake was only one foot less

in length than the swallower and of nearly equ.il bulk, weighini^

about fifty pounds, the gastric juices must have dissolved the

portion which first entered the snake's stomach before ihe

remainder was drawn into the jaws. Though still rather

lethargic, the surviving boa is not injured by its meal. It coils

itself up without difficulty, and its scales have the beautiful

iridescent bloom peculiar to the skin of snakes when in perfect

health.

The Committee of the Bexley Cottage Hospital are to be

commended for their enterprise. They have induced Mr. Hiram

S. Maxim to consent to exhibit his flying machine to the public

on Saturday afternoon, November 3, at Baldwin's Park,

Bexley, and to give an account of its history, construction, and

future. The machine will be run along its track at a high

velocity, so there will be an opportunity o( judging of its

capabilities. Mr. M.ixim's workshop will be open to visitors,

and his scientific apparatus will be on view. There will

also be a practical display of the Maxim automatic machine

guns. This method of obtaining funds for hospital work is

worth developing. We hope it will meet with the success it

deserves. Perhaps the time will soon come when the public

will take as much interest in a scientific invention as it does in

a good picture.

Two Russian Kalmuks from the lower Volga, one of them a

Buddhist priest, have recently spent some time in Thasa, and

the Ci'w//<M-nHa'Kj of the Paris Geographical Society expresses

the hope that they may be able to make public some interesting

facts about the sacred city, from which all Europeans have been

rigidly excluded for the last half-century.

The provisional programme issued by the Royal Geogaph-
ical Society for the Session 189^-5 shows that the Society is

responding to the more general interest no.v being taken by its

Fellows in the serious study of geography. The rooms of the

Society have been altered and greatly improved, bitter

accommodation being provided for the large collection of maps

to which the public has free access, and for the library. .\ large

room has been added to the library for Ihe use of Fellows

who wish to carry 011 special stu ly undisturbed. A new series

of technical meetings is to be instituted, at which important

papers may be discussed by specialists, and the investigation of

the scientific aspects of geography encouraged. It has long

been felt that the evening meetings did not serve this purpose,

the lateness of the hour and the presence of a large general

audience preventing anything like technicil discussion or de-

tailed criticism. The new afternoon meetings are intended for

specialists only, and they will take place in the map-room of the

Society as frequently as occasion arises.

EVKNINO lectures will continue to be a prominent feature of

the activity of the Royal Geographical Society, and the Session

will be opened on November 12 by Mr. H. II. Johnston, C.B.,

who will speak of the British Central Africa Protectorate, of

which he is Administrator. The two following meetings will

also be devoted to Africa, Mr. Walter li. Harris giving an

account of his recent visit in disguise to the oasis of Tafilet in

Southern Morocco, and M. Lionel Dccle describing his adven-

turous journey from the Cape to Uganda. Papers are also

promised by Mr. BaMi H. Clixmberlain on the Luchu Islands,

Mr. O. Howarth on the Sierra Madrc of Mexico, Mr. D. G.

Hogarth on recent explorations in Asia Minor, Mr. G. G.

Dixon on North-west British Guiana, Mr. S. Hutclier on

Luristan, Mr. H. Weld Blundell on Cyrenaica, Mr. W. M.
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Conway on the Alps, their limits, structure, and pbysiojnomy,

and Mr. C. Raymond Beazeley on a new Periplus of the

Erythrean Sea. Mr. J. Theodore Bent, who starts immediately

on a new journey from Oman to Aden across .\rabia, hopes to

return in time to give an account of his travels. The Christmas

lectures to young people will ba continued, the lecturer this

year being Dr. H. R. Mill, and the subject "Holiday
Geograpliy."

We have received a new instalment of the "Annals" (Eje

godnik) of the Russian Geographical Society, vol. iii. 1894,

which is on the same high level as the preceding issues of the

same series. It contains a review of astronomical, geodetical,

and cartographical work done in the year 1892 by the geodetists

and topographers of the Ministry of War, and of the hydro-

graphic work done in 1891 by the officers of the Navy. The
meteorological and hydrological observations made by officers

of the Russian Navy are discussed by P. A. Mordovin ; and

also the work of the officers of the Ministry of Ways. E. E.

Leist gives a review of the work dine in the domain of terres-

trial magnetism, magnetic anomalies, and magnetic perturba-

tions in Russia ; S. N. Nikitin sums up the progress of geo-

logical exploration in the Russian Empire ; B. Y. Steznewski

deals with the progress of Russian meteorology ; and N. I.

Kunetsoff gives an elaborate review of the work done in the

domain of botanical geography in Russia, and partly also in

West Europe. All these papers are supplied with full

bibliographical indexes.

I.\ the same "Annals," M. Nikitin, who is undoubtedly the

highest authority on the Glacial period in Russia, sums up our

present knowledge as regards the supposed inter-glacial de-

posits in East Europe. In his well-known work on the glacia-

lion of Russia, published in 1SS6, he pointed out that the theory

of a double glaciation is utterly inapplicable to that country,

and that, if a second glaciation really has existed in Europe, it

did not exist in Russia, which must have been free of ice during

the period when the ice is supposed to have invaded Kuropefor

a second time. True, a young geologist, M. Kiischtafowitsch,

announced, in 1891, the discovery of inter-glacial deposits

about Moscow, and his article had been quoted in West

Europe as a confirmation of the double glaciation theory; but

the following year, when his observations were made with

greater accuracy, he hastened to recognise that he had too

rashly built up his theory. M. Nikit in's opinion is, therefore,

that, although the whole question cannot yet be considered as

finally settled, there are no facts whatever which the theory of

.tn inter-glacial period in East Europe might be built upon ;

on the contrary, the facts point to a single glaciation.

The gradual but somewhat tardy recognition of the part

played by motor elements in consciousness in the localisation of

objects in space, forms an interesting chapter in the history of

the progress of psychological interpretation. A valuable

contribution to this subject is to be found in a paper on the

localisation of sound, by Prof. Miinsterberg and Mr. A. H.
Pierce, in the current number of the Psychological Kez'iru). It is

based on a careful experimental investigation, and goes far to

establish Prof. Miinsterberg's theory, that the assigning of

direction to sounds rests upon the union of sensations of sound

and motor sensations, the latter originating from actual or

intended movements of the head in the direction of the

sounding body. The paper, which well illustrates the value of

experimental research in psychology, deserves the careful

attention of all those who are interested in the psychological

aspect of the problems of space.

An investigation that furnishes a new point of view from

which to consider the undoubted Arachnid affinities of that

morphological puzzle, the American king-crab, Li'mului, it

described in the Zeilschrift J. -viss. Zoologit, vol. Iviii. part I

issued last July. The author is Dr. .\. Jaworowski, of Lem-
berg, and he has traced out the dei'elopment of the so-called

" lung " in a spider, Trochosa singoriensis. He finds that this

organ does not arise directly as such, but is formed in ontogeny

by the secondary modification of a true trachea, which con-

sists at first of a funnel-shaped external or stigmatic chamber, a

common tracheal stem, and a bundle of delicate terminal

tubules, penetrating some distance into the body. The tracheal

tubes gradually atrophy, and on the walls of the external

chamber or air-sac, which considerably enlarges, arise a number
of parallel lamelliform folds, at right angles to the course of the

common tracheal stem. From these structures, which in their

early stages recall the appearance presented by the transverse

striations of the tracheae in insects, the respiratory lamelli of

the "lung" are derived. Development thus establishes the

Tracheate origin of the Arachnida, and opposes the view that

the lungs of spiders have arisen as modifications of the gill-books

of a Zm;//»j-like ancestor ; though Dr. Jaworowski holds that

the converse of this proposition—that the gill-books of Limulus
have been evolved by the modification of Arachnid lun js—is

very probably true. Simroth's view that Zi><«/«.t is essentially

a land animal, secondarily adapted to a marine existence, is

thus confirmed ; and Dr. Jaworowski does not hesitate, after a

discussion of the nature of the Crustacean gill, to derive the

whole phylum Crustacea from the Tracheate stem.

Herren Kohlrausch and Ileydweiler appear to have

approximated more closely to the preparation of absolutely

pure water than any previous observers. In a paper on the

subject, published in the current number of Wiedemann s

Annalm, they describe the manner in which they prepared and

tested the samples of pure water. Water distilled in air shows,

even with the greatest precautions, an elec'.ric conductivity of

07 X 10""' at iS'C, mercury being the unit. Distillation in a

vacuum of aboat 001 mm. reduces this conductivity to

025 X 10"'"', but into this value the solubility of the glass

enters as a disturbing factor. A glass vessel employed for the

purpose ten years ago had been cinstantly kept filled with

water, with the result that the value for the conductivity found

with what was now piactically insoluble giass was as low as

0'04 X 10"'". This value was greatly influenced by changes of

temperature, being about o'oi4 at o', and O'lS at 50', but this

behaviour had been predicted by the theory of dissociation.

The authors now endeavoured to find the true conductivity of

absolutely pure water by extrapolation, on the b.asis of the

change of the temperature coefficient with increasing impurity,

as given by the theory of dissociation. The value thus obtained

for the conductivity of absolutely pure water at lS° C. was

0036 X 10"''. It will be seen that the extrapolation only

amounted to 10 per cent. The amount of residual impurity

was estimated at a few thousandths of a milligramme per litre,

which is lo,033 times less than the amount of air normally

absorbed from the atmosphere. A curious phenomenon

observed in the course of these measurements was the tem-

porary increase of conductivity of the water when the current

was of any considerable duration, an increase which sometimes

amounted to too per cent. The amount of dissociated

hydrogen in a cubic metre of water at iS' is calculated to be

ooS milligrammes, at o' only 0036 milligrammes, and at 100°

o'S5 milligrammes. Small as are these numbers, they still mean

thousands of millions of atoms to the cubic mm., i.e. intervals

between neighbouring atoms of the order of wave-lengths of

light. In our conception, and even in miscroscopic vision,

these free atoms of hy.irogen would still appear to fill space

continuously. That Ohm's law still holds for such a solution

is not surprising.
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In a paper contributed to L'Eclairage EUclriquc, Signor L.

Palmieri gives an account of the results he has obtained
during the last few years in his study of the earth-currents

at the Vesuvius Observatory. One of the earth-lines used

tenninaies in a large copper plate buried in a well at the

little village of Rcsina at the base of the mountain, and
follows the direction S.W.-N.E. to the Observatory, where it

is taken almost vertically down from the observing room
and connected with the lightning-conductor. A shorter line

has been tried in several azimuths, but has finally been per-

manently fixed in aX.W. direction from the Observator)-. At
first an ordinary astatic galvanometer with rather long magnetic
needles was used, but it was found that the powerful currents

which passe<l during thunderstorms often demagnetised the

needles, or even magnetised them in the reverse direction. The
ordinary form of suspended coil D'Arsonval galvanometer was
also found to be subject to the objection that if the metallic

suspension was sufficiently fine to allow of the small currents

ordinarily obtained being recorded, then the large currents some-
times obtained fused the suspension. Finally the author, after

consulting with Marianini, designed an instrument which
es<;entially consists of a small electro-magnet the coils of which
are connected to the earth-line and a magnetised needle

suspended above this magnet. After more than a year of con-

tinuous observation, the author had come to the conclusion that

the earth-cutrents were always from the lower station to the

higher ; but towards the end of August 1893, the currents com-

menced to vary in direction, and finally settled down in the

opposite direction to that they had taken since 1889, when ob-

servations were first started. The change in the direction in

the earth-currents occurred at a period when the volcano was

more than usually active ; but in January and February 1894
the volcano became much less active, and the earth-currents

first decreased in intensity and then resumed their old upward
direction. The activity, however, broke ou'. again, at the

central crater this time, and the earth-currents again changed

their direction. In every case it has been found that when the

volcano is quiescent the earth-currents ascend, but when the

volcano's activity increases, the earth-currents at once change

their direction and pass from the higher station to the lower.

On June 7, 1891, when the lava made its first appearance, it

was noticed that the needle of the astatic galvanometer at that

lime employed was continually in movement ; and this move-

ment was very irregular, the needle often behaving as if it had

received a sudden blow.

A BRIEF summary of the analytical work required for the

practical examinations in inorganic chemistry of the Science

and Art Department is given in "A Laboratory Guide and

Analytical Tables," by Mr. James Grant (Smith and Wood,
Manchester).

The October number of the Proceedings of the Physical

Society of London (vol. xiii. part i.) has been published. It

contains thirteen papers and six plates. The Journal of the

Royal Microscopical Society, for October, has also just been

isiaed.

Messrs. Williams and Norcatb have issued the sixtieth

number of their scientific book circular, in which are catalogued

new scientific publications, mostly of foreign origin, offered for

*alc by them. A similar catalogue has been received from Mr.

J. H. Knowlef, Lavender-hill, London, S. W.

The Ettctrician Printing and Publishing Company are just

issuing " Electric Lamps and Electric Lighting," by Dr. J. A.

Fleming, F.R..S. The same publishers also announce, as ready

shortly, "Electric Motive Power," with chapters specially

dealing with the use of electricity in mines for lighting,

haulage, pumping, coal-getting, &c. This latter work is by

Mr. Albion T. Snell.
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Under the title " Regularisation des Moteurs des Machines
Electriques," M. P. Minel has completed a series of four

volumes, which he has written for the Encyclopedic scientilique

des Aide-Mtmoire, on electricity and its applications to

navigation. This new work has recently been published by
MM. Gauthier-Villars, and also a volume on " Fortification,"

by Lieut. -Colonel Hennebert.

Mr. Elliot Stock has published a cheap edition of " A
M.anual of Exotic Ferns and Selaginella," by Mr. E. S.indfoid.

The book comprises descriptions of more than one thousand
species and varieties, and upwards of si,v hundred synonyms,
as well as notes on the history, culture, and management of the

plants considered. Amateur, and also professional, horticul-

turists will find the volume useful.

The Geographical and Geological Commission of Sao Paulo,

Brazil, has for some years published useful climatological data

for that province. The last we have received is for the year

1892, and contains monthly and yearly means for twelve

stations, and also for Rio de Janeiro, with a good general

discussion, of the data for each place, by Sr. Schneider. .Vs

this State forms part of the cofiee-growing region of Brazil,

the publication of these summaries is of interest, both from

scientific and commercial points of view.

Four lectures on biology, delivered by Dr. R. W. Shufeldt,

before the Catholic University of America, in January 1892,

have been reprinted from the American Field, and published

in pamphlet form. The lectures deal iwith the history and

present domain of biology ; the relation of biology to geology ;

the value of biological study ; and the growth and future in-

fluence of biology. They caused considerable stir at the time,

for Dr. Shufeldt did not mince matters in presenting an

account of the bearing of Catholicism to early scientific in-

vestigation. Nothing can be found in them, however, that is

not sustained by the best of evidence.

Dr. Bkla Haller has revised his numerous researches upon

the morphology of Prosobianchiate molluscs, and has incorpora-

ted them in the form of a handsome quarto monograph entitled

" Studien iiber Uocoglosse und Rhipidoglosse Prosobranchier

nebst liemerkungcn liber die phyletischen Beziehungen der

Mollusken untereinander," published i)y Engebuann, of Leipzig.

The student of molluscaii morphology will find there a lucid and

.idniirably illustrated exposition of anatomical data, and will

not fail to be stimulated, if only to opposition, by Haller's

peculiar views on the phylogeny and inter-relations of the

different molluscau groups.

EviCRV student of physical chemistry unfamiliar with the

German language will welcome a " Manual of Physici-Cliemic '

Measurements " (Macmillan and Co.), translated by Dr. James

Walker from Prof. W. Ostwald's standard work. The German

edition was reviewed in these columns at the beginning of

this year (Naturk, vol. xlix. p. 219), and it was then remarked

that the manual was the only guide to measurements in physical

chemistry suitable for service in the laboratory. The book is

not intended for the beginner, but for the chemist and physicist

who desires to become iiraclic.illy acciuainted with the region

common to both of them. Dr. Walker's .idmir.iblc translation

will doubtless considerably increase the sphere of usefulness of

Prof. Ostwald's work.

A SECOND edition of the laic Thomas Laslett's classical

work on "Timber and Timber Trees" (Macmillan and Co. 1,

completely revised, with numerous additions and alterations,

by Prof. Marshall Ward, has just been published. The arrange-

ment of the work has been completely altered, and the numerous

advances that have been made in our knowledge of timber
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and its properties since 1875, when the first edition was pub-

lished, have been taken into account. The work now consists

of four parts. The first part deals with timber in general ; in

part ii. the timbers of Dicotyledonous trees are considered ;

part iii. deals with Coniferous timber trees ; and the fourth

part chiefly consists of tables showing the results of experi-

mental investigations on the physical properties of timber.

The book has been of valuable service to the shipwright and
carpenter from the time it first appeared ; and Prof. Ward's

revision has certainly given it a new lease of life.

The appearance of a second edition of Lord Rayleigh's
" Theory of Sound " (Macmillan and Co.) reminds us that the

first edition was reviewed in these columns by that eminent
investigator, Hermann von Helmholtz, nearly seventeen years

ago. Much additional matter has been included in the new
edition, and the subject is carried to the limits of the present

state of knowledge. Two new chapters have been interpolated,

devoted to curved plates or shells, and to electrical vibrations.

It was the author's original endeavour to produce " a connected

exposition of the theory of sound, which should include the

most important of the advances made in modern times by

mathematicians and physicists." This object has bee", borne

in mind in the preparation of the new edition. Lord Rayleigh

naturally inclines to physical methods of investigation, but

purely mathematical solutions are not entirely eschewed. The
work has been recognised as a masterly exposition of a difficult

subject ever since it first appeared, and the second edition

maintains the high standard of the original.

A.N" important memoir concerning nitrogen Irioxide, nitrous

anhydride, NoOj, is communicated by Prof. Lunge and
Herr Porschnew to the current issue of the Zcitschrift fiir

Anorgaiiische C/iemie. It is claimed that the investigation, whose
results are now published, finally disposes of all doubt as to the

existence of this much discussed oxide of nitrogen. The main

conclusion derived from the work is that nitrogen trioxide is a

well characterised individual substance, which is readily formed

under ordinary atmospheric pressure below the temperature of

- 21° by the union of nitric oxide NO and nitrogen pero.xide

N„Oj,and constitutes an indigo-blue liquid. It is stated to be per-

fectly stable at and below this temperature ; but at a temperature

slightly superior to this, even under pressure, it commences
to decompose, and the dissociation is almost complete upon the

conversion of the liquid into gas. Nitrous anhydride in a

condition of purity thus appears to be incapable of existence

in the gaseous state, while forming a comparatively stable

liquid at temperatures below -21'. The gaseous product of

dissociation, a mixture of nitric oxide and peroxide, exhibits

similar chemical properties to those which might have been

expected of gaseous nitrogen trioxide, hence of course the

diSicuUy which has been experienced in deciding the question.

It is pointed out, however, that the absolute incapability of

existence of gaseous molecules of nitrogen trioxide is not

proved, and the results of the investigation would appear to

indicate that a residue of such molecules does escape dissociation

upon the passage of the liquid into the gaseous state, and exists

side by side with the molecules of the decomposition products.

The experiments upon which these conclusions are based are

mainly the following. It was first established that nitric oxide

and nitrogen peroxide exhibit only the very slightest

inclination to unite chemically at the ordinary tem-

perature and at temperatures up to 100°. It was next

found that at the temperature of - 21° the two oxides

combined in practically exactly molecular proportions to form

the indigo-blue liquid. The exact amount of N0O3 present in one

of the specimens analysed is stated to have been 98
'3 per cent.

The well known work of Ramsay and Cundall upon this subject
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is, of course, quoted, and it is stated that the apparently small

amount of absorption of nitric oxide by liquid nitrogen

peroxide, conespondingto only 3-5 percent, of N.O„ observed
during that investigation, was due to the loss of weight by
mechanical removal of a portion of the nitrogen peroxide in the

stream of issuing nitric oxide. It was further demonslrr.ted

that the product of the action of oxygen upon nitric oxide gas

behaves, particularly towards sulphuric acid, precisely like a

mixture, which it probably is, of nitric oxide and nitrogen

peroxide. Moreover, the vapour derived from liquid nilrogen

trioxide is not stable towards oxygen, but becomes further

oxidised until it is almost pure peroxide. The memoir will be found

to include an admirable summary of the literature of the subject,

together with the views of Prof. Lunge concerning the bearing

of the main conclusions of the investigation upon the theory ol

the sulphuric acid manufacture.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens daring the

past week include a Vervet Monkey (Cercopilhectis lalandii)

from South Africa, presented by Mr. Seymour Willoughby ;

a Pig-tailed Monkey (Macaeus nemeslrittus) from Java, pre-

sented by Mr. H. M. Vincent : a Tiger {Felis tigi-is) from Amoy,
China, presented by Mr. Robert Bruce ; a Tiger Cub (Felis

tigris) from Burmah, presented by Mr. John Halliday ; a Ring-

tailed Coati (Nasua rufa) from South America, presented by Mr.

J. E. Symonds ; twoBrazillianCaracaras (/'()/)'^i>rK/(Sraj(7»>K«'r)

from South America, presented by Lord Lilford ; two Grey-

breasted Parrakeets (Bolborhyitchiis monaehu!) from Monte

Video, presented by the I nns of Court Hotel Company ; an

Egyptian Jerboa (Difus agyptius) from Egypt, a Patagonian

Conure (Contirus falagontis) from La Plata, two Brazilian

Cariamas (CaWawa .;«V/a/a) from South-east Brazil, deposited.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Triangulation of Sixteen Stars in the Pleiades.—

In addition to the great interest that has always been attached

to this bright group of stars, the Pleiades, as can be gathered

from the numerous myths (Nature, vol. xlix. p. 366) which have

been handed down to us, their value to the practical astronomer

has been by no means small. In most astronomical measure-

ments, observations have first to be made on stars the positions

of which are accurately known, in order to determine the in-

strumental constants : thus, for instance, the pitch of micro-

meter screws, ring micrometer constants, &c. The Pleiades,

as they consisted of a group of bright stars suitable for such

determinations, were constantly used for these purposes, and

this necessitated a previous complete knowledge of their posi-

tions and motions.

At the present day, however, the stars in the Pleiades group

are rather of too bright a nature and too varied in magnitude

for very accurate determinations of instrumental constants, and

the tendency is now to turn to that group of stars in Perseus,

which is more suitable in many respects. A recent triangulation

of this region has lately been undertaken by Prof Wilhelm
Schur at Gottingen, with the large heliometer, the results of

which appeared in the ProceeJin!;^ of tht Royal Sodety oj

Sciences of Gctlingen. The triangulation to which we wish to

refer is of sixteen stars in the Pleiades, and has been made by
Dr. Leopold Ambronn at the Gottingen Observatory {Astro-

notnische Mitthcilungen von der Koniglichen Sternc-varte zu

Gottingen, Bd. xxxix. 3 part).

The instrument employed, a good illustration of which is

given, was the small Eraunhofer heliometer, which in earlier

times was used in the two Venus Expeditions of this century.

It might at first sight seem superfluous to attempt this triangula-

tion with such a small instrument, when we are already ac-

quainted with the results obtained from larger heliometers.

The value of this investigation lies, however, in the very

minute determinations of the instrumental constants, and these

would be interesting even if nothing more were attempted.

Dr. Ambronn has, however, after making these instrumental

constant determinations, measured the positions of sixteen of

the Pleiades stars, and compared them with the results obtained
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from Elkin's new computed values of Bessel's measures made
with the Konigsberg heliometer. The following table is of

interest, as it brings out the great accuracy of the Gbitingen

observations, and leads to suggestions regarding the grouping

of the stars in numerous systems.
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summer. During the whole period of 50 year?, the summer
falls have been deficient in 32 years, and in excels in 18 years ;

but the amounts in excess are much larger than the amounts in

defect. The driest summer was 680 inches in 1870, and this

was followed by 7'39 inches during the summer of last year,

while the wettest summer was 22 03 inches in 1879.

The sunshine, it will be seen, was very largely deficient ; and
this was the principal feature of the period, the sun being

screened by cloud far more than usual throughout the summer.
The smaller amount of sunshine at Greenwich in comparison

with Westminster is very pronounced.

The following table gives various elements in connection with

the weather for the several districts of the United Kingdom, the

results being for the six months, April to September, or a period

of 26 weeks.

The frequency of rain is in excess of the average, except in

parts of Scotland, and the amount of rain is in excess, except

over the northern portion of the kingdom and in the Midland
Counties, the total rainfall for the summer in the latter district

being two inches short of the average.

The sunshine was generally deficient, although in the north

of Scotland there was an excess of nearly 100 hours. The
deficiency during the summer amounted to 1S6 hours in the

Channel Islands, 141 hours in the east of England, and ng
hours in the south of England. Chas. Hardinc;.

ON MODERN DEVELOPMENTS OF HARVEVS
WORK.^

'X'HI.S annual meeting in memory of Harvey is usually -sso-

ciated with feelings of pleasure and happiness, for it was
intended by its immortal founder to commemorate the bene-
factors of the College and to encourage good fellowship

amongst us.

Such commemoration of those who have benefited the College
in the past, although it, necessarily, recalls many who have
passed away, is, notwithstanding, on ordinary occasions

pleasant instead of painful, because the feeling of loss through
their death is completely overpowered by the recollection of the

good they have done in their lifetime. Today the case is very

different, for the first thought that must needs occur to every
one present here is that on this occasion last year our late

President showed for the first time what seemed to be imperfect

fulfilment of his duty to the College by being late in his attend-

ance at the meeting. Perhaps nothing else could have shown
more clearly his deep concern for the welfare of the College, and
his thorough devotion of every faculty of mind and body to its

interests, than the fact that no duty, no pleasure, and no press

of occupation could tempt him to leave one iota of his work in

the College undone. The only thing that did keep him back
was the hand of Death, which, although at the last meeting he
and we knew it not, was already laid upon him. Though his

death was less happy than that of the great Harvey, inasmuch
as he lingered on for days instead of hours after he was first

struck down, yet their deaths were alike in this respect that,

up to the time of the fatal attack, each was in the full possession

of his faculties, each was in the enjoyment of his life. Like
Radcliffe and Mead, like Halford and Baillie, and like many
other distinguished Fellows of this College, the greatness of Clark

^ The Harveian Oration, delivered at the Roy.ll College of • Physicians,
on October i3, by Dr. T. Lauder Brunton, F.R.S.
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is to be estimated not by the published works which he has left

behind, but by the influence he exerted on his contemporaries.
For the very estimation in which his professional skill was held,
led to his whole time being taken up in giving advice, and
prevented him from having the leisure to work out or record
the results of the pathological and clinical observations which
both his youthful publications and his later career showed nira
to be specially fitted to make. I might say very much more
about him, but it has already been said much better than I

could possibly do it by yourself, Mr. President, in your annual
address, and in the eloquent and heart-stirring words which
you addressed to the College on the occasion of your taking
the presidential chair rendered vacant by the death of Sir
Andrew Clark.

But while we are saddened to-day by the death of our late Pre-
sident, we hope to be gladdened by the presence amongst us again
of one whom we all reverence not only as a former President of
this College, but as one of the greatest leaders of clinical medicine
in this century. Sir William Jenner. Like Haivey, Sir William
Jenner is honoured by his College, by his country, by his

Sovereign, and by the world at large. In times of trial and
danger the lives of the Royal children were committed to the
keeping of Harvey by his King ; and to-day the care not only of
her own life, but of that of her nearest and dearest, is com-
mitted to Sir William Jenner by his Sovereign, in the full and
well-grounded assurance that in no other hands could they be
more safe. The great clinician, Graves, wished to have as his

epitaph "He fed fevers"; but Jenner has advanced much
beyond Graves, and, by showing us how to feed the different

kinds of fevers, has saved thousands of valuable lives. Today
this College is acknowledging his right to tank with Sydenham,
Heberden, Bright, and Garrod, by bestowirg upon him the

Moxon medal for clinical research. In numbering Sir Wil!iam
amongst its medallists, the College honours itself as well as

him, and in acknowledging the great services he has rendeied,

it is, on this occasion, .acting as the mouthpiece of the medical

profession, not only in this country, but in the world at large.

It was with the wish to keep green the memory ot the

benefactors of the College that this oration was instituted by
Harvey, and not at all with the intention that it should be

devoted to his own praise. But Harvey stands out so high

above all others, that it is only natural that in the numerous
orations which have been yearly given before the College of

Physicians, the subject-matter should have been, to a great ex-

tent, confined to a consideration of Harvey and his work.=. On
looking over many of these orations, I find that everything I

could say about Harvey, his person, his circumstances, his

character, and his works, has already been said so fully and
eloquently that I could not add to it anything further, nor could

I hope to express it even so well. I purpose, therefore, to con-

sider to-day some of the modern developments of Harvey's

work, more especially in relation to the Irealment of diseases of

the heart and circulation. There is, I think, a certain advantage

in this also, inasmuch as one is apt by considering Harvey's

work only as he left it, to overlook the enormous extent 10

which it now influences our thoughts and actions ; and thus to

comprehend its value very imperfectly.

As he himself says, "From a small seed springs a mighty

tree ; from the minute gemmule or apex of the acorn, how wide

does the gnarled oak at length extend his arms, how loftily does

he lilt his branches to the sky, how deeply do his roots strike

down into the ground !
" •

How very minute is the gemmule from which has sprung

everything that is definite in medical science, for this gemmule
is no other than the idea which Harvey records in these simple

words :
" I began to think whether there might not be motion

as it were in a circle."

Out of this idea has grown all our knowledge of the proces.=es

of human life in health and disease, of the signs and symptoms
which indicate disease, of the mode of action of the drugs and
appliances which we use, and the proper means of employing

them in the cure of disease. In the works that have come
down to us, we find that Harvey developed his idea physio-

logically in several directions. He discussed its application to

the absorption and distribution of nourishment ihr.iugh the

body, the mixing of blood from various parts, the maintenance

and distribution of animal heat, and excretion through the

kidneys. How far he developed it in the direction of pathology

and therapeutics we do not know, as the results of his labours

1
'

' The Works of \V. Harvey," Sydenham Society's Edition, p. 320.
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00 these subjects have, unfortunately, been lost to us by the
desliaclion of his manuscripts during the Civil War.
We are proud to reckon Harvey as an Englishman by birlh,

but he is far too great to belong exclusively to any country
;

men of various nations and scattered all over the face of the

earth acknowledge him as their teacher, and have played, or are

playing, a part in developing his discovery in its various
branches of physiology, pathology, pharmacology, semeiology,
and therapeutics. Americans, Ausirians, Danes, Dutchmen,
French, Germans, Italians, Norwegians, Russians and Swedes
have all shared in the work, and sn numerous are they that it

would be impossible for me to name them all. Stephen Hales,
however, deserves special mention, for he was the first to

measure the pressure of blood in the arteries, and the resistance

offered to the circulation of the blood by the capillaries was in-

vestigated by Thomas Young, a Fellow of this College, who
ranks with Harvey, Newton, and Darwin as one of the greatest

scientific men that England has ever produced, and whose un-
dulatory theory has been as fertile of results in physics as
Harvey's idea of circulation has been in physiology and
medicine.

Harvey's desire that those who had done good work should
not be forgotten was founded upon his knowledge of mankind,
and of the tendency there is to forget what has already been
done by those who have gone before us. The opposite con-
dition often prevails, and the past is glorified at the expense of
the present. But sometimes the present is wrongly glorified at

the expense of the past, and past work or past benefits are
forgotten.

Good examples of this are afforded by physiological views
regarding the action of the vena cava and pulmonary veins and
the causation of the cardiac sounds. Harvey appears to have
thought that the vena cava and pulmonary veins were simply
dilated passively by the passage of blood into them ; but the
fact that they possess a power of independent pulsalion was
known to Haller,' and was brought prominently forward by
Senac,5 who regards the vena cava as the starling-point of the
whole circulation. He says : "The vena cava is therefore the
first motor cause which dilates the cavities of the heart ; it fills

the auricles, and extends their walls in every direction."

These observations appear to have been almost forgotten
until they were again made independently a few years ago,^
and in one of the latest and most accurate physiological treatises

which now exist, the description of the cardiac cycle is nearly
the same as that given by Senac. "A complete beat of the
whole heart, or cardiac cycle, may be observed to take place as
follows :

—

"The great veins, inferior and superior venae cavx and pul-
monary veins are seen, while full of blood, to contract in the
neighbourhood of the heart ; the contraction runs in a peris-

taltic wave toward the auricles, increasing in intensity as it

goes."*
The pulsation of these veins, however, cannot be a constant

phenomenon, or it would have been noticed by such a keen
observer as Harvey.
The sounds of the heart were discovered by Harvey, or at

least were known to him, for he speaks of the sound caused in

the oesophagus of the horse by drinking, and says: "In the
same way it is with each motion of the heart, when there is a
delivery of bloo<i from the veins to the arteries that a pulse
takes 'place and can be heard within the chest." This observa-
tion remained, as far as we know, without any further de-
velopment until the lime of I.aennec, who introduced the prac-
tice of auscultation ; but it was a Fellow of this College, Dr.
Wollaston,^ who first discovered that the muscles during con-
traction give out a sound ; and although many observations
were made regarding cardiac murmurs by Corrigan, Uouillaud,
and I'iorry, it was chiefly by Fellows of this College, Dr. Clen-
dinning. Dr. C. J. li. Williams, and Dr. Todd, that the ques-
tion was finally settled, and the conclusions at which they
arrived are those now accepted as correct, viz. that " the first or
nystolic sound is essentially caused by the sudden and forcible
tightening of the muscular fibres of the ventricle when they
contract ; and that the .second sound which accompanies the
diastole of the ventricle depends solely on the reaction of the

I Hallcr, " Elemcnu Physiologiac," 1757, tome 1, j>p, 410 and 399.
'•I Senac, " De la Structure du cccur," livre iv. cti. tii. p. 34,
3 I'rac. !\py. Sjc. i^y'j. No. 173.
* M. Foster : "Text-book of Phyftiology," 6lh cd. part i. ch. iv. p. 231.
" Wulla«ton, "Phil. 'I'rans." 1810, p. j.
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arterial columns of blood in the semilunar valves at the arterial

orifices."'

Yet in recent discussions regarding the origin of cardiac
sounds, little mention has been made of the work of this com-
mittee ; and, indeed, I first learned of the value of the work
from a German source, Wagner's " Handworterbuch der
Physiologie.

"

The importance of these observations in the diagnosis of
heart disease it would be hard to over-estimate. But diagnosis
alone is not the aim of the physician, whose object must be to
prevent, to cure, or to control disease. A knowledge of
physiology may greatly help us to prevent disease, not only of
the heart and vessels, but of every member of the body. "The
control and cure of disease may also be effected by diet and
regimen, but it is undoubtedly in many cases gre.atly assisted
by the use of drugs, and is sometimes impossible without them.
Harvey knew that drugs applied externally are absorbed and
act on the body,'- so that colocynth thus applied will purjje, and
cantharides will excite the urine ; but the action of drugs when
injected into the blood appears to have been tried tirst by-

Christopher Wren, better known as the architect of St. Paul's
than as a pharmacologist. According to Bishop .Sprntt, " He
was the first author of the noble anatomical experiment of
injecting liquors into the veins of animals, an experiment now
vulgarly known, but long since exhibited to the meetings at

Oxford, and thence carried by some Germans, and published
abroad. By this operation divers creatures were immediately
purged, vomited, intoxicated, killed, or revived, according to

the quality of the liquor injected. Hence arose many new
experiments, and chictly that of transfusing blood, which the
Society has prosecuted In sundry instances, that will probably
end in extraordinary success." •*

The method originated by Wren, of injecting drugs into the
circulation, was skilfully utilised by Magemiie for the purpose
of localising the particular part of the body upon which the
drugs exerted their action, and he thus conclusively proved
that the symptoms produced by strychnine were due to its eflfecl

on the spinal cord. His experiments showed that the rate of
absorption from various parts of the body varied enormously,
and, through the teaching of Christison, led to the introduction
into practice by Dr. .-Mexander Wood of that most useful aid to

modern therapeutics, the hypodermic syringe.

The first quantitative experiments on the effect of drugs
upon the circulation were made, to the best of my knowledge,
by James Blake in 1844, in the laboratory of University College,
at the suggestion of the late I'rof. Sharpey, with the hajmodyna-
momelcr of Poiseullo, which had then been recently introduced.

In speaking about the work of Blake and Sharpey, who arc-

both dead, one requires to use the greatest caie not to unduly
detract from the merit of one by ascribing more to the other ;

but those who knew Prof. Sharpey's enormous range of know-
ledge, his readiness to put it all at the disposal of others, and
the influence he exerted upon all who came in contact with
him, as well as his unselfishness in making no claim whatever
to what was justly his due, will at once recognise how greatly
Blake was indetitcd to Sharpey. More especially is this the case
when we consider that, although the credit for the observations
themselves belongs to lilake, yet after the impetus which
Sharpey gave him had passed away, he did very little mor-
during the course of a long life. It seems all the mou
necessary to commemorate Sharpey on this occasion because In

has left comparatively few writings behind him, and anyoiu
who should judge by them alone of his influence upon
physiological progress in this country would grievously under-
estimate it. For Sharpey was above all a teacher, and his

work was written not with pen and ink on paper or parchment,
but was engraved upon the hearts and minds of his pupils and
friends. Upon two of these, especially, has .Sharpey's mantli

fallen, and to Burdon Sanderson and Alichael Foster we owe .1

revival of experimental physiology in this country, a

revival of the method which Harvey not only used in making
his great discovery, but also employed to demunstrale the

truth of it to the rulers of this laud. By their writings, by
their lectures, by their original experiments, by their <lemon-

strations, and by the pupils they have trained, Burdon

' Report of Conimillcc consisting of C. J. B. Williams, K. li. Todd, and
John ClendinninK, " Bnl. Assoc. Rep. for 1836," p.- 155.

^ " The Works of William Harvey," Sydenham .Society edition, p. 73.
'' " Thr Hi^to^y of the Royal Society of London^ for the Improving oi

Natural Knowledge," by Thos. Spratt, late Lord Bishop of Rochester.
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Sanderson and Michael Foster, under the auspices of
Acland and Humphrey, have diffused amongst the

medical men of this country a knowledge of physiology so

extensive and exact as could only be found, before their time,

amongst those who had made a special study of the subject.

Yet more than to them, more than to anyone else since the time

of Harvey, do we owe our present knowledge of the circulation

to Carl Ludwig. He it is who first enabled the pressure of

blood in the arteries to record its own variations automatically,

so that alterations could be noticed and measured which were
too rapid or too slight to be detected by the eye. To him,

also, we owe the plan of artificial circulation by which the changes

in the functions of the organs and in the vessels which
supply them can be observed, quite apart from the heart, lungs,

or from the nervous system.

Like Sharpey, Ludwig is a great teacher, and like the great

architects of the Middle Ages, who built the wonderful cathe-

drals which all admire, and the builder of which no man
knows, Ludwig has been content to sink his own name in his

anxiety for the progress of his work, and in his desire to aid his

pupils. The researches which have appeared under these

pupils' names have been in many instances, perhaps
in most, not only suggested by Ludwig, but carried out experi-

mentally with his own hands, and the paper which recorded

the results finally written by himself. In the papers which
have appeared under his pupils' names we find their obli-

gations to the master recorded in such terms as ' unter

Mitwirkung." But no one, except those who have worked
with him, can understand what such co-operation meant.

The graphic method introduced by Ludwig for the purpose
of measuring the blood pressure, was adapted by Volkmann to

the registration of the pulse in man, and the same method has

been modified and rendered more easily applicable at the bed-

side by Marey and Chauveau, to whom we chiefly owe our

knowledge of the modifications in the form of the apex beat,

and of the pulse curve. It is to Ludwig and his scholars, how-
ever, that we owe the greater part of our knowledge of the

mechanism of the circulation, and of the varying distribution

the blood in various parts of the body.

The effect of emo'ion upon the heart was carefully noted by
Harvey, who says :

" For every affection of the mind which is

attended wiih pain or pleasure, hope or fear is the cause of an
agitation whose influence extends to the heart." '

Not only was Harvey well acquainted with the fact that the

beats of the heart vary very mach in strength and force, but he

also knew that the circulation in various parts of the body may
be very different at one and the same time. He says : "It is

manifest that the blood in its cour.se does not everywhere pass

with the same celerity, neither with the same force in all places,

and at all times, but that it varies greatly according to age, sex,

temperament, habit of body, and other contingent circum-

stances, external as well as internal, natural or nou-natural.

For it does not course through intricate and obstructed passages

with the same readiness that it does through straight, unimpeded
and pervious channels. Neither does it run through close, hard,

and crowded parts, with the same velocity as through spongy,

soft, and permeable tissues. Neither does it flow and penetrate

with such swiftness when the impulse (of the heart) is slow and
weak, as when this is forcible and frequent, in which case the

blood is driven onwards with vigour, and in large quantity."
•* And what, indeed, is more deserving of attention than the

fact that in almost every affection, appetite, hope, or fear, our

body suffers, the countenance changes, and the blood appears to

course hither and thither. In anger the eyes are fiery and the

pupils contracted ; in modesty the cheeks are suffused with

blushes ; in fear, and undera sense of infamy and of shame, the

face is pale, hut the ears burn as if for the evil they heard or

were to hear ; in lust, how quickly is the member distended with

blood and erected."

-

Harvey's great contemporary, Milton, though so violently

opposed to him in politics, would certainly not remain in

ignorance of Harvey's work, and he has noted the changes

in the colour of the face produced by emotions. In describing

the behaviour of Satan on his journey from Hell to Paradise, he

says :

—

"Thu5 while lie spake, each passion ditnm'd_hi.s face,

Thrice changed with pale—ire envy, and despair ;

Whicll marr*d his horrow'd visage." •*

» • The Works of William Harvey," Sydenham Society's edition, p. 70.

2 Ibid.t p. i2S-t29
* " Paradise Lost," by John Milton, Book iv., p. 85.

But although these fac!s were known to Harvey so long ago,

it is only in comparatively recent years that the mechanism by
which they are brought about has been investigated, and it is

only within the last dejade that physiologists have begun regu-

larly to believe that the cardiac muscle has a power of rhythmic

pulsation independent of its nerves, although Harvey had noted

that when the heart was cut into small pieces the fragments

would still continue to pulsate. We may fairly, indeed, com-
pare the movements of the heart, as regarded by physiologists

of the present day, to those of a horse which is capable of going

independently, although its pace may be slowed or accelerated

by the reins or spur of the rider. The power of the vagus to act

as a rein to the heart, and slow its movements, or stop them alto-

gether, was first noted by Edward and Ernest Heinrich Weber,
while the effect that it sometimes has of accelerating instead of

slowing, like the effect of shaking the reins of the horse,

was observed by Schiff, Moleschott, and Lister.

The accelerating nerves of the heart, and the position of the

nerve-centre from which 'hey spring, were more thoroughly in-

vestigated by von Bezold,' while the power of the vagus to

weaken as well as slow the heart was observed by Gaskell. The
position of the cardiac centre, which, like the rider, regulates

the movements of the heart, was located in the medulla

oblongata chiefly by Ludwig and his scholars. Like the

heart, the vessels also are regulated in diameter by the nervous

system in accordance with the wants of the b3dy generally ; and

the effect upon the vaso motor nerves which, when cut, allow

them to dilate, and when stimulated cause them to contract, was

discovered by Bernard, Brown-Sequard, and by our countryman.

Waller ; while the power of other nerve; to cause immediate

dilatation was discovered by Bernard, Eckhardt, and Ludwig

in the submaxillary glands, penis, and peripheral vessels

respectively.

The heart, when cut out of the body, still continues

to beat, and the transmission of excitation from one

cavity to another was experimented on by Paget, although

removed completely from the influence of the central ner-

vous system, and the vessels have a somewhat similar power

of independent contractility. The alterations produced in

the circulation generally and locally by the contractile power of

the vessels, and the changes caused in the vessels by the

central nervous system, by peripheral stimulation of the nerves,

or by variations in the quality of the blood, have formed the

subject of a series of researches extending over many years ;

and though originated, and in many cases entirely conducted, by

Ludwig, have appeared to a great extent under the names of

his pupils. The starting-point of these investigations was an

examination of the changes in the blood as it flowed through

isolated organs, with the view of ascertaining in what manner

the combustion by which the animal heat is maintained was_

effected in the body. While keeping up the circulation of

blood through the vessels of muscles severed from the body,

Ludwig and Sczelkow - observed variations in the flow which

appeared to indicate contractile power in the vessels themselves.

This research was carried on under Ludwig's direction by

various of his scholars in succession, Alexander Schmidt,

Dogiel, Sadler, myself, Hafiz, Lepine, A. Mosso, von Frey,

and Gaskell. Their observations, as well as those of Cohnheim

and Gunning, have shown that the muscular fibres of the

arterioles, not only in the muscles but throughout the body

generally, have a power of independent and sometimes

rhythmical contraction and relaxation. Their contractility is,

however, controlled by the central nervous system in accord-

ance with the wants of the body generally. For the amount of

blood contained in the body is insufficient to fill the whole of

the vascular system at once ; and when the vessels are fully

dilated, as they are after death, we find that nearly the whole

of the blood of the body may be contained in the veins alone.

It is, therefore, necessary that when one part of the body is

receiving a larger supply of blood, another should be receiving

a smaller supply ; and the funclions of the vaso moior centres

have been well compared by Ludwig to the turncocks in a

great city, who cut off the water supply from one district at the

same time they turn it on to another. Thus it is that when the

brain is active the feet may get cold, and Mosso has shown this

in an exceedingly neat manner by placing a man on a large

board delicately balanced at its centre, and demonstrating that

' Von Beiold " Untersuchungen uberdielnnervationdes Hcnens," 1863.

L.eipziK : tngelmann.
. „^ .^ ,.,.,..«, ,

-Ludwig and Sczelkow. "Henleand Pfcuffers Zeit.schrift, 1863, vol. 17.

p. it^ and viiic p. 122.
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whenever the roan began to think, the increased supply of

blood to his brain caused the head to go down and the heels to

rise up. A similar condition was indicated by Mayow, who
gave a different explanation. He said that the vital spirits were

not able to be in the same place at once, and therefore it hap-

pens that if a man eats a heavy meal, he is apt to become drowsy,

because the vital spirits descend from the brain to the stomach

in order to carry on digestion ; and, on the other hand, if a

man thinks vigorously after dinner, the vital spirits have to

leave the stomach to go tj the brain, and consequently digestion

is imperfectly performed. If we substitute the word blood for

vital spirits, we have an exact expression of present physio-

logical ideas.

Ubi stimulus ihi afflu.vus was an old doctrine and expressed

a great truth. Wherever the need for increased nourishment or

increased supply of oxygen exists in the healthy body, thither

does the blood llow in larger quantities than usual. If the glands

are active, their blood supply is greatly increased, as was shown
by Bernard, and a similar occurrence takes place in the contract-

ing muscle, as has been shown by L'tdwig and his scholars.

The vessels of the intestines and of the skin, with their numerous
glands, have their calibre regulated by the vaso motor nerves

which proceed from the centre in the medulla oblmgata. This

centre acts most readily upon the vessels of the intestine, and
rather less readily on those of the skin. In consequence of this,

when the centre is irritated, the vessels of the intestine contract

and drive the blood through the skin, so that it is warmer than

before, and it is only when the stimulation is very great that the

vessels of both contract .'io that the skin receives less blood than

normal, and becomes colder than before. But if the vessels of

the skin and intestine are both contracted, where does the blood

go? This question was put by Ludwig, and answered by the

experiments which he made with Hafiz. It is evident that if the

heart be stopped while the blood pressure is being measured in the

artery of an animal, the pressure will fall regularly and steadily,

because the blood is flowing out all the time through the ar-

terioles and capillaries into the veins. One would naturally

expect that if the arterioles were contracted by irritation of the

vaso motor centres in the medulla, the fall of blood pressure

would either not take place at all, or would be very much slower

than before ; but on trying the expcrimenl, Ludwig and Hiliz

found, to their surprise, that the blood pressure fell almost as

quickly as when the vaso motor cenire was left alone, and the

vessels of the skin and intestine therefore remained uncontracted.

In other words, the vessels which supply the muscles of the

body and limbs are capable of such extension that when fully

dilated they will allow the arterial blood to pour through them
alone nearly as quickly as it usually does through the vessels of

the skin, intestine, and muscles together. This observation, it

seems to me, is one of the greatest importance, and one that

has hardly received as yet the attention which it merits.

It is obvious that contraction of the cutaneous vessels, such as

occurs upon exposure to cold, will drive more blood through

the muscles, and as oxidation goes on more rapidly in them
the result will be increased production of heat.

The experiments I have just mentioned show that the vessels of

the muscles are not controlled by the vaso motor centre in th;

medulla otilongala in the same way as those of the intestine and

skin. How far their vascular centres miy be associated with

those for voluntary movements, which have been so a<lmirably

lo:allsedby Ferrierin the cerebral cortex, still r.:uiains to be made
out. The circulation through the muscles is indeed a complex
phenomenon, and it was shown by Ludwig and .Sadler to

depend upm at least two factors having an antagonistic action.

When a muscle is thrown into action, it mechanically com-

pre>se< the blood Vissels within it, and thus tends to lessen the

circulation through it, but at the same time the stimulus which

is sent down through the motor nerve, and which calls it into

action, brings about a dilatation of the vascular walls, and thus

increases the circula'ion through the muscle.

Whei the amount of blood is measured before, during, and
after stimulation of its motor nerves, it is sometimes found that

the fl'jw is diminished, at others that it is increaiied, the altera-

tion depending upon the comparative effect of the mechanical

compression of the vessels ol the muscles just mentioned, and
upon ih; increase of their lumen by the dilatition of their walls.

It invariably happens, however, that after the muscle has ceased

to act, the (low of blood through the muscle is increased. This

increase is quite independent of any alteration in the general

pressure of blood in the arteries, and it occurs when an arti-
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ficial stream of blood, under constant pressure, is sent through i

the muscle. The dilatation in the muscular vessels, .is indicated
1

by the increased flow of blood, and consequent chinge of colour
in the frog's tongue, was observed by Lepine after stimulation of

the peripheral ends of the hypoglossal and glossopharyngeal
nerves, and the actual changes in the vessels themselves were
observed microscopically by von Frey and Gaskell.
The dilatation of muscular vessels on irritation of peripheral

nerves was thus brought into a line with the dilatation noticed
in the vessels of the submaxillary gland by Bernard, and in the
corpora cavernosa by Eckhart. It is evident that alteration in

the size of such a huge vascular tract as the muscular arteries

must influence, to a great extent, the blood pressure in the
arteries generally, and it is equally evident that the changes
induced in the condition of the blood pressure by muscular
action may be of two kinds, either a rise or a fall. If the

arterioles are compressed by the muscles so that the flow through
them is impeded, the general blood pressure will rise. Whei>
this effect is more than counteracted by the dilatation of the

arterioles themselves under nervous influence the gener.il blood
pressure will fall, for the blood will find an cisy passage

through the vessels from the arteries into the veins. We can
thus see how readily a rise or fall in the general blood pressure

may be induced by exercise of the muscles. If they contract

suddenly or violently they will tend to compress the arterioles,

and raise the blood pressure, while quite easy contraction wilt

have little effect in compressing the arterioles, and these, becom-
ing dilated, will allow the blood pressure to fall.

But there is still another factor which may tend to increase the

blood pressure during severe muscular exertion, viz. a quickened

pulse for stimulation of the nerve fibres extending from the

muscles to the central nervous system greatly accelerates the

beats of the heart. In this respect stimulation of the muscular

nerves differs from that of the cutaneous and visceral nerves,

inasmuch as the latter tend rather to slow than to quicken the

pulse. The peculiar eflect of the muscular nerves upon tli

heart would, indeed, appear to be a provision of nature for ih.

purpose of maintaining an exceedingly active circulation during

the active calls upon nutrition which violent exertions entail.

Muscular exercise, therefore, h-is a special tendency to raise

the blood pressure in the arterial system, and consequently to

increase the resistance which the left ventricle has to overcome.

Moreover, in the case of the intestinal vessels there is a special

provision made for preventing their contraction from causing

too great a rise of arterial pressure. This consists in the de-

pressor nerve, which passes from the heart and tends to produce

dilatation of the abdominal vessels, and thus prevent any undue
pressure occurring within the heart from their excessive con-

traction.

In the case of the muscles, we have no such nerves. Its

place seems to be taken by the dilating fibres which occur ii>

the motor nerves. As I have already said, however, this effect

of dilatation in the muscular vessels may be at first more than

counteracted by mechanical com )ression at the commencement
of exertion, and thus the blood pressure in the arteries, and the

resistance which it opposes to the contraction and emptying

of the ventricle, may be unduly increased.

As a general rule, the distension of any hollow muscular

organ is attended with great pain. Hoat great is the suffering

when obstruction of the bowel prevents evacuation of its con-

tents ; or when a calculus, in its p.assige down the gall duct or

ureter, forcil)ly distends their wall. One of the severest tortures

of the Middle Ages was to distend the stomach with water, and

the Kmperor Tiberius could imagine no more awful punishment

for those whom he hated than to make them drink wine, and,

at the same lime, by means of a ligature, to prevent the dis-

tended bladder from emptying itself. The heart is no excep-

tion to this rule, and distcn-ion of its cavities brings on most

acute physical suffering. Its inabilily to empty itself is a ques-

tion of relative, and not of absolute, power ; for a strong heart

may be unable to work only against enormously increased resist-

ance in the peripheral arterioles, while the heart, weakened bf
degeneration, maybe unable to empty itself in face of pressure

little, if at all, above the normal.

When the contractile power of the heart is not, as it is ia

health, considerably in excess of the resistance opposed to it

in vessels, but only nearly equal to it, a slight increase in the re-

sistance may greatly interfere with the power of the heart to

empty itself, and brmg on pain varying in amount from slight

uneasiness to the most intense ajony in angina pectoris
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This is, indeed, what we find, for a heart whose nutrition has

been weakeneii by disease of the arteries, and consequent im-
perfect supply of blood to the cardiac muscle, is unable to meet
any increased resistance if this should he offered to it, and pain

is at once felt. In such cases, unless they be far advanced, we
find, precisely as we might expect, that walking on the level

usually cau^es no pain, but the attempt to ascend even a slight

rise, by which the muscles are brought into more active exertion,

[brings on pain at once. Vet here again we find, as we should

expect, that if the patient is able to continue walking, the pain

1
passes off and does not return. These phenooiena would be

i inexplicable were it not for Ludwig's observations on circulation

(through the muscles, but in the light of these observations

everything is made perfectly intelligible. Walking on the flat,

by causing no violent exertion of the muscle;, produces no
' mechanical constriction of the vessels, and thus does not increase

the blood pressure. The greater exertion of walking up a hill

has this effect, but if the patient is able to continue his exertions,

the increased dilatation of the vessels—a consequence of mus-
cular activity—allows the pressure again to fall, and relieves the

pain.

As muscular exertion continues and the vessels of the muscles
become dilated, the flow of blood from the arteries into the

veins will tend to become much more rapid than usual. The
pressure in the arterial system will consequently fall, but that

in the veins will become increased, and unless a corresprnding
dilatation occurs in the pulmonary circulation, blood will tend

to accumulate in the right side of the heart, the right ventricle

will be unable to empty itself completely, shortness of breath

will arise, and even death may occur. At first the right side of

the heart is affected, and the apex beat disappears from the

normal place and is felt in the epigastrium, but the left ven-
tricle also becomes dilated, though whether this is simply
through nervous influence tending to make it act concordantly
with the right, or for some other reason, it is at present im-
possible to say. Severe exertion, even for a few minutes, may
produce this condition in healthy persons,' and when the

exertion is over-continued it may lead to permjnent mischief.

More especially is this the case in young growing boys, and it

is not merely foolish, it is wicked to insist upjn boys engaging
in games or contests which demand a long-continued over-

exertion of the heart, such as enforced races and paper-

chases extending over several miles. Intermittent exertion,

either of a single muscle or of a group of mubcles, or of the

whole body, appears to lead to better nutrition and increased
strength and hypertrophy, but over-exertion, especially if it

continues, leads to impaired nutrition, weakness, and atrophy.
If we watch the movements of young animals, we fin I that

they are often rapid, but fitful and irregular and varied in

character, instead of being steady, regular, and uniform. They
are the movements of the butterfly, and not of the bee. The
varied plays of childhood, the gambols of the lamb, and the .

frisking of the colt, are all well adapted to increase the strength
of the body without doing it any injury ; but if the colt, instead

of being allowed to frisk at its own free will, is put in harness,

or ridden in races, the energy which ought to have gone to

growth is used up by the work, its nutrition is affected, its

powers diminished, and its life is shortened. The rules which
have been arrived at by the breeders of horses ought to be care-

fully considered by the teachers of schools, and by the medical
advisers who superintend the pupils.

In youth and middle age every organ of the body is adapted
ifor doing more work than it is usually called upon to do. Every
organ can, as it is usually termed, make a spurt if required

;

but as old age comes on this capacity disappears, the tissues

become less elastic, the arteries become more rigid and less

capable of dilating and allowing freer flow of blood to any
part, whether it be the intestine, the skin, the brain, the

muscles, or the heart itself. Mere rigidity of the arteries supply-

ing the muscles of the heart will lessen the power of extra

exertion, but if the vessels be not only rigid, but diminished in

calibre, the muscles of the limbs and the heart itself will Iw

{unfit even for their ordinary work, and will tend to fail on the

slightest over-exertion. This fact was noticed by Sir Henjamin
Brodie, who, when speaking of patients with degenerating and
contracted arteries, such as lead to senile gangrene, said

:

" Such patients walk a short distance very well, but when they

attempt more than this, the muscles seem to be unequal to the

task, and they can walk no further. The muscles are not abso-

1 Sthott. Verharndl. ties IX. Con£;rcs;cs in Med. zu Wien, IJ90.
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lutely paralysed, but in a state approaching to it. The cause
of all this is sufficiently obvious. The lower limbs require
sometimes a larger and sometimes a smaller supply of blood.
During exercise a larger supply is wanted on account of the
increased action of the muscles ; but the arteries being ossified

or obliterated, and thus incapable of dilatation, the increased
supply cannot beobtained. This state of things is not peculiar
to the lower limbs. Wherever muscular structures exist the
same cause will produce the same effect. Dr. Jenner first, and
Dr. I'arry, of Bath, afterward, published observations which
were supposed to prove that the disease which is usually called
"angina pectoris depends on ossification of the coronary
arteries. . . . When the coronary arteries are in this condition

they may be capable of admitting a moderate supply of blood
to the muscular structure of the heart ; and as long as ihe
patient makes no abnormal exertion, the circulation goes on
well enough ; when, however, the heart is excited to increased

action, whether it be during a fit of passion, or in running, or

walking upstairs, or lifting weights, then the ossified arteries

being incapable of expanding so as to let in the additional

quantity of blood, which, under these circumstances, is required,

its action stops and syncope ensues ; and I say that this e.x.ictly

corresponds to the sense of weakness and want of muscular
power which exists in persons who have the arteries of the legs

obstructed or ossified." '

But thi; syncope and stoppage of the heart mentioned by
Brodie are not the only consequences of impaired cardiac

nutrition. The heart may be still able to carry on the circu-

lation, but the patient may suffer intense pain in the process.

The outside of the heart was found by Harvey to be insensible

to light touches, but the inside of the heart appears to be much
more sensitive either to touch or pressure.

A knowledge of the mode of circulation of blood through

the muscles enables us to understand not only the pathology of

angina pectoris, but the rationale of various methods of treat-

ing patients suffering from angina pectoris or other forms of heart

disease. In most cases, our object is a twofold one—to increase

the piwer of the heart, and to lessen the resistance it has to

overcome. In some cases, we require also to aid the elimination

of water which has so accumulated as to give rise to oedema

of the cellular tissues, or dropsy of the serous cavities. In our

endeavours to produce these beneficial changes in our p.itients,

we employ regimen, diet, and drugs, and it is evident that as in

one case the condition of a patient's heart may be very ditferent

indeed from that in another, the regimen which may be useful

to one may be fatal to the other. We have already seen that

sudden and violent exertion may raise the blood pressure, and

so lead to intense cardiac pain or to stoppage of the heart and
instant death ; while more gentle exercises, by increasing the

circulation through the muscles, may lessen tne pressure and

give relief to the heart.

The methods of increasing the muscular circulation may be

roughly divided into three, according as the patient lies, stands,

or walks. First, absolute rest in bed with massage ;
- second,

graduated movements of the muscles of the limbs and body

while the patient stands still ; third, graduated exercises io

walking and climbing.

The second of these methods has been specially worked out by

the brothers Schott, of Nauheioi, and the third is generally con-

nected with the name of Oertel It is obvious that in cases of

heart disease where the failure is great and the patient is unable

even to stand, much less to walk, where breathlessness is

extreme and dropsy is present or is advanced, the second

.and third methods of treatment are inapplicable. It is

in such cases that the method of absolute rest in bed. not allow-

ing the patient to rise for any purpose whatever, hardly allowing

hin to feed himself or turn himself in bed, proves advantageous.

The appetite is usually small, the digestion imperfect, and flatu-

lence troublesome ; and here an absolute milk diet, like that

usually employed in typhoid fever, is often most serviceable. being

easily taken and easily digested, while the milk sugar itself has

a diuretic action, and tends to reduce dropsy. But while simple

rest prevents the risk of increased arterial tension and consequent

opposition to the cardiac contractions which might arise from

muscular exertion, such benefits as would accrue from

muscular exertion and increased circulation would be lost

were it not that they can be supplied artificially by massage.

' " Lectures on Pathology and Surgery," by Sir Uenjamin Brodie.

(London, 1846, p. 360.)
_

- Practitiontr^ vol. li., p. 190.
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This plan of treatment, although it his only recently been
revived, was known to Harvey, who narratei the case of a man
who, in consequence of an injury— Df an affront which he could
not revenge—was so overcome with hatred, spite, and passion
that "he fell into a strange disorder, suffering fron extreme com-
pression and pain in the heart and breast, from which he only
received some little relief at last when th? whole of his chest

was pummelled by a strong man, as the baker kneads dough."'
This was a very rough form of massage, but the sa-ne kneading

movements which Harvey described have been elaborated into a
complete system, more especially by Ling in SwedeD, and made
widely known in America and this country by Weir-Mitchell,
and Playlair. One might naturally expect that kneading the
muscles would increase the circulation through them in some-
what the same way as active exercise, but, to the best of my
knowledge, no actual experiments existed to prove this, and I

accordingly requested my friend and assistant, Mr. Tunnicliffe,

to test the matter experimentally. The method employed was,
in the main, the same as thai <levised byLudwig, and employed
by Sadler and Gaskell under his direction. The results were
that, during the kneading of a muscle the amount of venous
blood which issued from it was sometimes diminished and
sometimes increased ; that just after the kneading was over the
flow was diminished, apparently from the blood accumulating
in the muscle, and this diminution was again .succeeded by a
greatly increased flow exactly corresponding to that observed
by Ludwig and his scholars.

The clinical results are precisely what one would expect
from increased circulation in the muscles, and cases apparently
hopeless sometinirs recover most wonderfully under this treat-

ment. For patients who are stronger, so that confinement to

bed is unnecessary, and who yet are unable to take walking
exercise, Schott's treatment is most useful, and it may be used
as an adjunct to the later stages of the treatment just described,
or as a sequel to it. Here the patient is made to go through
various exercises of the arms, legs, and trunk with a certain

amount ol resistance, which is applied either by the patient

himself setting in action the opposing muscles, or by an
attendant who gently resists every movement made by the
patient, but graduates his resistance so as not to cause the least

hurry in breathing, or the least oppression of the heart.

Perhaps the easiest way of employing graduated resistance is by
the ergostat of Gartner, which is simply an adaptation of the
labour crank ofprisons,where the number of turnsofa wheel can
be regulated in each minute, and the resistance which is applied
by a brake may be grjduated to an ounce. The objection to it

is the uniformily of movement and its wearisome monotony.
Oertel's plan of gradually walking day by day up a steeper and
steeper incline, and thui training the muscles of the heart,

is well adapted for stronger person-:, but when applied
injudiciously, may lead, just like hasty or excessive exertion, to

serious or fatal results. In Schott's method stimulation of the skin
by baths is used as an adjunct, and this may tend to slow the
pulse, as already mentioned. I! jt in all these plans the essence of
treatment is the derivation of blood through a new channel,
that of the muscular vessels, and the results in relieving cardiac
distress and pain may be described in the same words which
Harvey employs in reference to diseases of the circulation:
" How speedily some of these diseases that are even reputed
incurable are remedied and dispelled as if by enchantment." -'

There is yet another consequence of the circulation to which
Haivey has called attention, although only very briefly, which
has now becime of the utmost importance, and this is the ad-
mixture of blood from various parts of the body. After
describing the intestinal veins, Harvey says : "The hlood re-

turning by these veins and bringing the cruder juices along with
it, on the one hand from the stomach, where they are thin,

watery, and not yet perfectly chylified ; on the other, thick and
more earthy, as derived from the f.-eces, l:ut all pouring into
this splenic branch, arc duly tempered by the admixture of
contraries." '

Harvey's chemical expressions a'e crude, for chemistry as a
icience only began to exist al>out a century and a half after

Harvey's death, yet the general idea which he expresses in the
words which I have just quoted is wonderfully near the truth.

Two of the most important constituents of the blood are chlo-
ride ol lodium and water. Chloride of sodium is a neutral salt, but

' " The Works of Williani Haivcy," Sydenham Societv'i Edition, p. 128.
- ///.i'., p. 141.
- //',;., p. 75.
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during digestion both it and water are decomposed in the

gastric glands, and hydrochloric acid is poured into the

stomach, while a corresponding amount of soda is returned
into the blood, whose alkalinity increases pari fassii with the

acidity of the stomach. I'art of this alkali is excreted in the

urine, so that the urine during digestion is often neutral or

alkaline. Possibly some of it passes out through the liver

in the bile, through the pancreas and intestinal glaniis

into the intestine, where, again mixing with the acid

chyle from the stomach, neutralisation takes place, so thai

neutral and comparatively inictive chloride of sodium is again
formed from the union of active alkali and acid. But it is most pro-

bable that what occurs in the stomach occurs also in the other

glands, and that it is not merely excess of alkali resulting from

gastric digestion which is poured out by the liver, pancreas and
intestine, but that these glands also decompose salts, pour the

alkali out through the ducts, and return the acid into the

blond.

We are now leaving the region of definite fact and pass-

ing into that of fancy, hut the fancies are not entirely baseless,

and may show in',what directions we may search out and stady

the secrets of nature by way of experiment. For what is ap-

parently certain in regard to the decompj^ition of chloride of

sodium in the stomich, and probably in the case of neutral

salts in the pancreas and intestine, is also probable in that

important, though as yet very imperfectly known, class of bodies

which are known as zymogens. Just as we have in the stomach
an inactive salt, so we have also an inactive pepsinogen, which,

like the salt, is split up in the gastric glands, and active pepsine

is poured into the stomach. But is the pep>ine the only active

sul)stance produced ? Has no other body, resulting from

decomposition of the pepsinogen, been poured into the blood

while the pepsine passed into the stomach ? Has the inactive

pepsinogen not been split up into two bodies active when apart,

inactive when combined ? May it not be fiily compared, as I

have said elsewhere, to a cup or glass, harmless while whole,

'

but yielding sharp and even dangerous splinters when broken,

although these may again be united into a harmless whole ?

This question at present we cannot answer, but in the pancrci

there is an indication that something of the kind takes place.

Lepine has discovered that while this gland pours into

intestine a ferment which converts starch into sugar, it poHr>

through the lymphatics into the blood another lerment which
[

destroys sugar. Whether a similar occurrence lakes place in,

regard toils other ferments in the pancreas, or in the glands of

the intestine, we do not know, nor do we yet know whether the
'

same process goes on in the skin, and whether the secretion

sweat, which is usually looked upon as its sole function. In

really a rekationship to cutaneous activity similar to 1

which the secretion of bile bears to the functions

the liver. There are indications that such is the l.im.,

for when the skin is varnished, not only does the tem-

perature of the animal rapidly sink, but congestion occur;.

in internal organs, and dropsy takes place in serous c.ivi

ties, while in extensive burns of the skin rapid disintegrain-

of the blood corpuscles occurs. It is obvious that if this ide '

at all correct, a complete revolution will be required in

views we have been accustomed to entertain regarding liii

action of many medicines. In the case of purgatives and

diaphoretics, for example, we have looked mamly at the

secretions poured out after their administration for an ex-,

planation of their usefulness, whereas it may be that the

main part of the benefit that they produce is not by the

substances liberated through the secretions they cause, but

by those returned from the intestine and skin into the circu-

lating blood.

How important an effect the excessive admixture of the juices-

from one part of the animal body with the circulating blood,

might have, was shown in the most striking way by

Wooldridge. He found that the juice of the thyroid gland,

though it is harmless while it remains in the gland, and is;

probably useful when it enters llie l)lood in small quantities in

the ordinary course of daily life, yet if injected into the

blood, will cause it to coagulate almost instantaneously

and kill the animal as quickly as a rifle bullei. What

is powerful for harm is, likewise, powerful for good in these

cases, and the administration of thyroid juice in cases of myx-

cedema is one of the most remarkable therapeutic discoveries ol

modern times. Since the introduction by Corvisart of pepsine

t Piactitioner, vol. xxxv. August 1885.
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as a remedy in dyspepsia, digestive ferments .have been largely

employed to assist the stomach and intestine ii> the performance

of their functions, but very little has been done until lately in

the way of modifying tissue changes in the body by the intro-

duction of ferments derived from solid organs. For ages back

savages have eaten the raw hearts and other organs of the

animals which they have killed, or the enemies they have con-

quered, under the belief that they would thereby obtain increased

vigour or courage ; but the first definite attempt to cure a disease

by supplying a ferment from a solid non-glandular organ of the

body was, I believe, made in Harvey's own hospital by the use

of raw meat in diabetes.^ It was not, however, until Brown-

^(jquarJ recommended the use of testicular e.ttract, that the

ittention of the profession became attracted to the use of extracts

I solid organs. Since then extract of thyroid, extract of kidney,

vtract of supra renal capsule have been employed; but even yet

..ley are only upon their trial, and the limits of their utility have

not yet been definitely ascertained.

But yet another therapeutic method has been recently intro-

duced which bids fair to be of the utmost importance, the treat-

ment of disease by antitoxins. The discovery by Pasleur of the

dependence of many diseases upon the presence of minute or-

ganisms may be ranked with that of Harvey, both in regard to

the far-reaching benefits which it has conferred upon mankind,

and for the simplicity of its origin The germ of all his

discoveries was the attempt to answer the apparently useless

question: "Why does a crystal of tartaric acid sometimes

crystallise in one form and sometimes in another?" From
this germ sprung his discovery of the nature of yeast and of

those microbes which originate fermentation, putrefaction, and

disease. These minute organisms, far removed from man as

they are in their structure and place in nature, appear in some
respects to resemble him in the processes of their growth and

nutrition. They seem, indeed, to have the power of splitting

up inactive bodies into substances having a great physiological

or chemical activity. From grape sugar, which is comparatively

inert, they produce carbonic acid and alcohol, both of which
I have a powerful physiological action. From inert albumen they

j

produce albumoses having a most powerful toxic action, and to

the poisonous properties of these substances attention was for a

while alone directed. But it would appear that at the same time

they produce poisons they also form antidotes, and when
cultivated without the body, and introduced into the living

organism, they give rise to the production of these antidotes in

still greater quantity.

The plan of protection from infective diseases, which was first

employed by Jenner in small-pox, is now being extended to many
other diseases, and the protective substances which are formed
in the body, and their mode of action, are being carefully investi-

:;ated. The introduction either of pathogenic microbes or

iif toxic products appears to excite in the body a process of

tissue change by which antitoxins are produced, and these may
be empioved either for the purpose of protection or cure.

By the use of antitoxins tetanus and diphtheria appear to

be deprived of much of their terrible power. l!ut it seems

probable that a similar result may be obtained by the introduc-

tion of certain tissue juices into the general circulation. It

was shown by Wooldridge that thyroid juice has a power of

destroying anthrax poison, and it seems probable that increase

of the circulation of certain organs will increase their tissue

activity, will throw their juices or. the ])roducts of their

functional activity into the general circulation, and thus

influence the invasion or progress of disease. As I

have already mentioned, we are able to influence the circu-

lation in muscles both by voluntary exertion and by passive

massage, and we should expect that both of these mca-ures

would inlluence the constituents of the blood generally ; and
such, indeed, appears to be the case, lor J. K. Mitchell - has

found that afler massage the number of blood corpuscles in the

circulation is very considerably incre.ased.

Had time allowed it, I had intended to discuss the modifica-

tions of the heart and vessels by the introduction of remedies

into the circulation, the power of drugs to slow or strengthen,

to quicken or weaken the power of the heart, to contract or

relax the arterioles, to raise or lower the blood pressure, to

relieve pain or to remove dropsy ; but to do this wauld require

time far exceeding that of a single lecture. Moreover, the

methods and results were admirably expounded to the College

* /)>-/.'. Mcti. Janrn.t February ai, 1874. p. 221 ctseg.
- American Journal of Medical Science^ May 18^(4.

by Dr. Leech in his Croonian lecture, and I have therefore

thought I should be better fulfilling the wish of Harvey that the
orator of the year should exhort the Fellows and Members of
the College to search out the secrets of nature by way of experi-

ment by directing their attention to fields of research which
have received at present little attention, but promise results of
great practical value. Lastly, I have to exhort you to continue
in mutual love and affection among yourselves ; and it seems to

me that the best way of doing this is to direct your attention to

the examples of Harvey and of our late President, whose death
we deplore to-day. They were beloved by their fellows while
they lived, their loss was lamented when they died, and they
have left behind them an example not only of goodness, but of
courage. Harvey, seated speechless in his chair, distributing

rings and parting gifts to his friends while awaiiing the approach
of death ; or Andrew Clark, steadfastly determining to continue
at work and die in harness, in spite of the haemoptysis which
seemed to threaten a speedy death, affjtd us noble examples
which ought to encourage us to follow the directions of the

venerable Longfellow, who, taking the organ Harvey studied

to symbolise such courage as Harvey and Clark showed, says

—

" Let us then be up and doing
With a heart for any fate.

Still achieving, still pursuing,
Leam to labour and Co wait."

SCIENTIFIC METHOD IN BOARD SCHOOLS}
\ T the request of my friend and former pupil, Mr. W. M.
^^- Heller, I have undertaken to say a few words by way of
introduction to the course which he is about to give here to

assist a number of you who are teachers in schools in the Tower
Hamlets and Hackney district under the School Board for

London—a course of lessons expressly intended to direct your
attention to the educational value of instruction given solely

with the object of inculcating scieutijic habits of mind and
uuntific ways of working ; and expressly and primarily in-

tended to assist you in giving such teaching in your schools.

Nothing could afford me greater pleasure, as I regard the

introduction of such teaching into schools generally—not Board
Schools merely, but all schools—as of the utmost importance

;

indeed, I may say, as of national importance : and I now con-

fidently look forward to the time, at no distant date, when this

will be everywhere acknowledged and acted on Personally I

regard the work that I have been able to do in this direction as

of far greater value than any purely scientific work that I have
accomplished. At the very outset of my career as a teacher, I

was led to see how illogical, unsatisfactory and artificial were

the prevailing methods of teaching, and became interested in

their improvement. My appointment as one of the first pro-

lessors at the Finsbury Technical College forced me to pay
particular attention to the subject and gave me abundant
opportunity of practically working out a scheme of my own.

I was the more anxious to do this, as I soon became convinced

that if any real progress were to be made in our system of

technical education, it was essential in the first place to intro-

duce improved methods of teaching into schools generally, so

that students of technical subjects might commence their studies

properly prepared ; and subsequent experience has only con-

firmed this view. Indeed it is beyond question, in the opinion

of many, that what we at present most want in this country are

proper systems of primary and secondary education : the latter

especially. Now, most students at our technical colleges, in

consequence of their defective school training, not only w.aste

much of their time in learning elementary principles with which

they should have been made familiar at school, and much of our

time by obliging us to give elementary lessons, but what is far

worse, they have acquired bad habits and convictions which

aie very diflicult to eradicate ; and their mental attitude towards

their studies is usually a false one.

The first fruits of my experience were made public in 18S4,

at one of the Educational Conferences held at the Health

Exhibition. On that occasion, and again at the British Asso-

ciation meeting at Aberdeen in 1885, in the course of my
address as president of the Chemical Section, after somewhat
sharply criticising the methods of teaching in vogue, I pointed

out what I conceived to be the directions in which improvements

should be effected. Others meanwhile were working in the

1 A rjivised address delivered at ihc Bcrncrs Street BoarJ SchiK)!, Com-
mercial Koad, London, E., on October .;, 1=94, by Prof. H. E. .\rm»trong,

F.R.S.
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same spirit, and consequently, in 1887, a number of us willingly

consented to act as a commitiee " for the purpose of inquiring into

and reporting upon the present methods of teaching chemistry."

This committee was appointed at the meeting of the British

Association in York, and consisted of Prof. \V. R. Dunstan

(secretary). Dr. I. H. Gladstone, Mr. A. G. Vernon Harcourt,

Prof. H. McLeo'd, Prof. Meldola, Mr. Pattison Muir, Sir Henry

E. Roscce, Dr. W. J. Russell (chairman), Mr. \V. A.

Shenstone, Prof. Smiihellf, Mr. Slallardand myself. A report

was presented at the Bath meeting in 18SS, giving an account

of replies received to a letter addressed to the head masters of

schools in vfhich elementary chemisir)- was taught. In 1S89

and 1890 reports were presented in which were included sug-

gestions drawn up by myself for a course of elementary

instruction in physical science.

Let me at once emphasise the fact that these schemes were

for a course of instruction in physical science—not in chemistry

alone. The objects to be accomplished by the introduction of

such lessons into schools have since been more fully dwelt on in

a paper which I read at the College of Preceptors early in

1891, printed in the Educational Times in May of that year.

After pointing out that literary and mathematical studies are

not a sufficient preparation in the great majority of cases for the

work of the world, as they develop introspective habits too

exclusively, I then said. In future boys and girls generally

must not be confined to desk studies ; they must not only learn

a good deal about things ; they must also be taught how to do

things, and to this end must learn how others before them have

done things by actually repeating—not by merely reading about

—what others have done. We ask, in (act, that the use of eyes

and hands in unravelling the meaning of the wondrous changes

which are going on around us in the world of nature shall be

taught systematically in schools generally—that is to say, that

the endeavour shall be made to inculcate the habits of observing

accurately, of experimenting exactly, of observing and experi-

menting with a clearly defined and logical purpose, and of

logical reasoning from observation and the results of experi-

mental inquiiy. Scientific habits and method mu-t be univer-

sally taught. We ask to be at once admitted to equal rights

with the three R's— it is no question of an alternative subject.

This cannot be too clearly stated, and the battle must be fought

out on this issue wlihin ihe next few years.

Well, gentlemen and ladies, you have the honour of forming

part of the advanced guard in the army which is fighting this

battle—for the fight is begun in real earnest, although as yet

on a small scale : nevertheless, in this case, the small beginning

must have a great ending.

I had long sought for an opportunity of carrying the war Into

the camp of elementary education, and this came about four

years .igo when my friend Mr. Hugh Gordon was ap-

pointed f ne <if the Science Demonstrators of the London
School Kjaid. Duiing at least three yesrs prior to his ap-

pointment, Mr. Gordon had been doing research work in the

laboratory of which I have charge at the City and Guilds of

London Institute Central Technical College, where he had

also taken pari in our elementary teaching, and he was already

an ardent advocate of the educational policy of which I am so

strong a supporter. Under the London School Hoard, he

achieved a marvellous success, and the work that he has done as

a pioneer cannot be too highly appreciated. He secured your

confidence and sympalhy, and interested his pupils ; and

working in a most unpromising field, under conditions of a

most unsatisfactory and ofien depressing character, he has proved

that to be possible, even easy (10 the competent and willing

teacher '.,, which my friends in higher grade schools have often

scoffed at and declared to be imiiosslble. In future, no public

school will be able 10 excuse itself, except on the ground of want

of will to give such teaching. I have often been told that our

scheme was lou costly, that much special provision must be

made to carry It Into elfecl, and that it requires so much time

and such an mcicase in the teaching staff: my friend Gordon,

with your assistance alone and no other addition to the staff,

by iuccessfully teaching, I believe, in seventeen of your schools,

has given all these statements the lie. But I confess that as yet

there are (cw who could accomplish so much ; few equally well

fitted and prepared for ihc work, so imbued with the right

spirit, 10 convinced that the ciuse Is a great and holy one,

gifted with sufficient energy and enthusiasm to overcome the

difiiculties. The lillle book he has written, in which Ihe first

part of the course of teaching he adopted Is broadly out-
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lined,' although containing a few slight blemishes which mar

its otherwise logical character—blemishes which will be very

easily removed in a second edition—appears to me to be a most

important contribution to educational literature, and will render

great service to our cause. But I count as his greatest achieve-

ment the introduction of a proper balance—calculated to inspire

confidence and respect—into the schools, for I believe the

discipline of learning to weigh carefully and exactly to be of the

very highest value to a child, and one of the most effective

means of leading children to be careful and exact In their work

generally. I envy my friend his success, as I have In vain tried

to get proper balances introduced into schools of far higher

grade in place of wretched contrivances costing but three or four

shillings, which can be of no service in forming character,

although I have no wish to deny that such may be made use

1
of in illustrating principles.

Mr. Gordon, I believe, was appointed to teach mechanics

. under what I will venture to call an antiquated and wooden
' syllabus, but he had the courage to burst the bonds Imposed

, upon him, and from the outset determined to teach what was

I
likely to be of real service to his pupils. I have said that he

gained the confidence and sympathy of the teachers with wh^'v

he was associated and whose work he was appointed to super\

I

and direct ; but 1 believe that he did more, and achieved succ

j

in a task of greater difficulty—that he actually made converts of

I

some of her Majesty's Inspectors whose sympathies had pre-

viously lain with literary studies.

I have thought It desirable thus to sketch the history of the

introduction of our British Association scheme into School

Board circles. Let me now further emphasise the importance

of teaching scientific method, which after all is recognised by

very few as yet. Let me endeavour to make It clear what I mean

by scientific method. : that when I speak of scientific melh^ 1.

I do not mean a branch of science, but something much broi '

and more generally useful. We may teach scientific meil

without teaching any branch of science; and there arc ni

ways in which we may teach it with materials always c:

to hand.

I have very little belief in the ellic.icy of lecturing, and it i~

always difficult to persuade those who are not already per

suaded— I would therefore refer those of you who are not >ii

with me to a book from which they may derive much inform.i-

tion and inspiration. I mean Herbert Spencer's " Essa> 11

Education," the cheap edition of which, published by Willi.inn

and Norgate, costs only one shilling and elevenpence ! It i^ .1

book which every parent of intelligence desiring to educate ln~

children properly should read ; certainly every teacher .shouKl

have studied it thoroughly; and no one should be allowed t

become a member of a School Board who on examination " 1-

found not to have mastered its contents. But as Heil

Spencer says—and the limes are not greatly changed sinci

1 wrote—although a great majority of the adult males through 1

' the kingdom arc found to show some interest in the brecdiiiL;,

rearing, or training of animals of one kind or other, it r.Tn Ii

happens that one hears anything said about the rearlni;

children. I believe the subject is seldom mentioned in Sch

Board debates. Hence it happens that Herbert Spencer's book

I

has had a smaller circulation than many novels, and that the 1S93

]

edition is but the 34th instead of being the 340th thousand.
,

1 .\fter very fully discussing the question " What knowledge Is of

most worth ?
'' he arrives at the conclusion that science is, and

eloquently advocates the claims of the order of knowledge
,

termed scientific. The following are eminently instructive
j

passages in his essay :
—" While every one is ready to endorse

the abstract proposition that inslruclion fitting youths for the
,

business of life is of high Imporlancc, or even to consider it of
'

supreme importance ; yet scarcely any inquire what instruction

will so fit them. It Is true that reading, writing, and arithmetic

are taught with an intelligent appreciation of their uses. But

when we have said this we have said nearly all. While the

great bulk of what else is acquired has no bearing on the in-

dustrial activities, an immensity of information that has a direct .

beating on the industrial activities Is entirely passed over. For,

leaving out only some very small classes, what are all

men employed in ? They are employed In the production,

preparation and distribution of cummodities. And on what

docs cRiciency in the (jroduction, preparation, and <listribulion

of commodities depend? It depends on the use of methods

fitted to the respective natures of these commodities ; it depends

' Cf. Nati;hii, 1893, xlix. 121.
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on an adequate acqviainlance with their phyjical, chemical, anl
vital properties, as the case may be: thit is, it depenl; on
:ience. This order of knowled,;e, which is in great pirt
;nored in our school ciurses, is the order of knowledge under-

lying the right performance of thoie processes by which civi-

lised life is made possible. Undeniable as is this truth, there

seems to be no living consciousness of it : its very familiarity

Tiakes it unregarded. . , . That which our school courses leave
.almost entirely out, we thus find to be that which most nearly

concerns the business of life. Our industries would cease, were
it not for the inform.ation which men begin to acquire, .as they
best may, after their education is said to be finished. And
were it not for the information, from age to age accumulated
and spread by unofficial means, these industries would never
have existed. Had there been no teaching but such as goes on
in our public schools, England would now be what it was in

feudal times. That increasing acquaintance with the laws of
phenomena, which has through successive ages enabled us to

subjugate nature to our needs, and in these days gives the

common labourer comforts which a few centuries ago kings

could not purchase, is scarcely in any degree owed to the
appointed means of instrucling our youth. The vital know-
ledge— that by which we have grown as a nation to what we
are, and which now underlies our whole existence, is a know-
ledge that has got itself taught in nooks and corners ; while the

ordained agencies for teaching have been mumbling little else

but dead formulas."

Some improvement there has been since Herbert Spencer
wrote, but chiefly in technical teaching ; and there is yet no
national appreciation of what constitutes true education : fashion

and vested interests still largely dominate educational policy.

Another advocate of the teaching of scientific method to whom
I would refer you is Charles Kingsley, the celebrated divine,

but also a birn naturalist possessed of the keenest poivers of

observation, a novelist of the first rank, and a poet. Read his

life, and you will find it full of inspiration and comfort. Study
his scientific lectures and essays (vol. xix. of his "Collected
Works," Macinillan and Co.), and you will not only learn why
"science " is of use, but will have before you a valuable model
of method and style. A friend— x member of the Lond >n

County Council—to whoai I happened to send some of my
papers, noting my frequent references to Kingsley, remarked,
** How very fond you are of his writings I

" Intleed I am, for

they seem to me to display a truer grasp of the importance of

scientific method and of its essential character than do any
other works with which I am acquainted. I recommend them
because they are pleasant as well as profitable reading, and
because our text-books generally are worthless for the purpose
I have in view. Any ordinary person of intelligence can read
Herbert Spencer's and Kingsley's essays and can appreciate

them, especially Kingsley's insistent application of the scientific

principle of always proceeding from the known ti) the unknown ;

but few can read a text-book of science —moreover, the

probable effect of most of these would be to dissuade rather

:han persuade.

Kingsley's great point—and Herbert Spencer's also— is that

what people want to learn is not so much what is, still less what has
seen, but how to do. And the object you must set before your-
ielves will be to turn out boys and girls who, in prop irtion to

heir natural gifts—for, as every one knows, you cannot make
I silken purse from a sow'sear—have become inipiiring, ob-
tervant, reasoning beings, ever thoughtful and exact and pains-

aking and therei^ore trustworthy workers. To turn out such
!s the whole object of our scheine, whici chielly aims at the

levelopment of intelligence and the formation of character,

n your schools information must be gmneJ, not imparted.
Vfter describing how the intelligent moiher trains her you'ig

thild, Herbert .Spencer remarks :— " To tell a child this and
o sJioiu it the other, is not to teach it how to observe, but to

nake it a mere recipient of another's observations : a proceed-
ng which weakens rather than strengthens its powers of sclf-

nstruclion—which deprives it of the pleasures resulting frotn

uccessful activity—-which presents this all attractive knowledge
inder the asuect of formal tuition. . .

" V'ou must train the

hildren under your care to help themselves in every possible

'ay, and give up always feeding them with a spoon. Abolish
:arning lessons by rote as far as possible. Devote every mo nent

ou possibly can to practical work, an 1 having stated a problem
jave it to the children if possible to find a solu ion. Enc >ur-

L;e inquisitiveness, but suggest methods by which they may
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answer their own questions by expeiinient or trial or by appeal
to dictionaries or simple works of reference, part of the
furniture of the schoolroom, and lead them to make use of the
public library even : in after life you will not be at their elbows,
but books will always be available, and if they once grow ac-
customed to treat these as friends to whom they can appeal for

help, you will have done them infinite service and will un-
doubtedly infuse many with the desire to continue their studies
after leaving school. Under our present system school books
are cast aside with infinite relief at the earliest possible moment

,

and the desire for amusement alone remains. Teach history, geo-
graphy and much besides from the daily papers, and so prepare
them to read the papers with intelligence and interest, and to pre-
fer them to penny dreadfuls and the miserable, often indecent,
illustrated rubbish with which weare nowadays so terribly afflicted.

At the same time, make it clear to them that the editorial "we "

is but an " I," and that assertion does not constitute proof. If

such be your teaching, and it have constant reference to things
natural, you will also—as Herbert Spencer points out in a very
remarkable passage—without fail be giving much religious

culture, using the word in its highest acceptation, for, as he
says, "it is the refusal to study the surrounding creation that is

irreligious." As I have already said, onegreal—indeed thegreat
— object of our teaching is the formation of character : and if you
teach your pupils to be careful, exact ami observant, and they be-
come trustworthy workers, you are giving much training of the
highest excellence ; and if they have enjoyed such training,

what does it ma'ter what facts they know when they leave

school ?

But [ hear you say that the inspectors will not allow all this.

Gentlemen, do no; fear the inspectors—they also are advancing
;

they also are learning that literary methods are insufTicient. that

desk studie; must nit absorb the entire attention of the

scholars ; that greater latitude must be permitted to the

teachers, and especially in the direction of devising more suit-

able methods. And a new race of inspectors is coming into

existence. Mr. Gordon, I know, had diflficulties with the

inspectors ; but when they realised that he understood his

business and learnt to appreciate his work, they soon became
his supporters.

.•\.nd with appreciative ministers like Mr. .-^cland at the head
of affairs, we shall move far more quickly than heretofore, and
shall be able soon to entirely throw off the cast-iron bonds of

control by examination and payment on results—a refined

method of torture affecting both teachers and taught most dis-

a-strously. We know that a holiday spent under healthy con-

ditions at the seaside or in the country is of the greatest service.

We are becoming accustomed to take care that our houses are

properly ventilated and drained, and to rest satisfied that when
this is the cise their inhabitants may safely be left to them-
selves. In like manner, in future, we shall take care that our

schools are fully provided with all necessary proper appliances

— in which I include teachers—and we shall see that the

teachers are working in accordance with a proper system ; but

we shall trouble ourselves little about ihe taught, feeling that if

they hive been placed under healthy con li ions they cannot fail

to have benefited, however little this may he apparent on the

surface. In the riays to com-- the work of the teachers will be

directly criticised; they, not their pupils, will be examined:
bui alw.ays by coopetent and sympathetic inspectors who have
become acquainted wiih the work and is difficulties practically,

and are nit mere the irists, wh ise miin function will be that of

guide, philos .phcr ind frien I—not th U of ini)uisitor.

In the course that you are about to attend under Mr. Heller

—

the demonstrator upon whom his fallen the mantle previously

worn by Mr. Gordon, and who is equally desirous of promoting

and devising rational methods of leaching—you will in the first

place devote your attention to exercises in measurement, includ-

ing much that is ordinarily taught under mechanics and physics,

the prime object of which is to leach accuracy of obsTvation.

You will then study aseriesof prolileins, mainly chemical, which

have been arranged chielly in order to cultivate reasoning

powers and to teach the research method. In fact, what we
want to do is, as far as possilile, to put every scholar in the

position of the discoverer. The world always has and ever will

advance through discovery ; discoveiies, however, are rarely

m.ade accidentally—indeed we aH p.ass fro 11 ignorance to know-
ledge by discovery, and by discovering howtodo things that we
have not dune before we ever increase our powers of usefulness :

we all require therefore to be taught how to discover, although
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we may never be called on to make original discoveries or have

the opportunity. But as you proceed I trust that you will

realise that the method which you are learning to apply is one

which can be made use of in all your work—that the course has

a broad educational value far transcending its special value as an

introduction to physical science.

Lastly, I should like to take this opportunity of calling atten-

tion to the very great value to girls, as well as to boys, of

teaching such as you are about to give. I fear that much that

girls are being taught under the guise of domestic economy is

of slight value educationally or otherwise, and that they are

but having imparted to them little tit-bits of information which

they are as likely as not to misapply. Nothing is done by way
of increasing their intelligence and forming their characters.

Lessons which would lead them to be observant, thoughtful

and, above all, exact— lessons in method—would be ol far

higher and abiding value. They would then carry out their

household functions with greater ease ; there would be far less

waste ; less unhealthiness ; far more comfort. I believe the

need for such training to be indeed far greater in the case of

girls than in that of lioys. Bjys are naturally apt in many
ways, and even if neglected at school, perforce develop wnen
they go out into the world ; but girls are of a different disposi-

tion, and rarely seeoi to spontaneously acquire the mental

habits which a training in scientific method can confer, the

possession of which would be of inestimable value to them.

Extraordinarily little has been done as yet on their behalf, and
they have been cruelly sacrificed at examinations—for which,

unlortunately, they appear themselves to have an insatiable

natural appetite. It is to be hoped that the new Boird will

give the most serious attention to this matter, and that it will

take steps to secure the teaching of scientific method in all the

schools under its charge, whether boys' schools or girls' schools.

Unhealthy buildings have attracted much attention ; but the

existence of a far more serious evil—the absence of healthy

teaching suited to the times—has not even lieen noticed.

In these remarks, I have been able but briefly to bring before

you a number of questions of importance^it must rest with

you to seriously study the subject. It is a subject worth hard

study, which will afford infinite opportunity and infinite satis-

faction to the earnest worker.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambridge.—The following examiners for the Natural

Sciences Tripos were appointed on October 25. Physics :

L. R. Wilberforce and I'rof. G. F. Fitzgerald, F. K..S.

Chemistry. W. J. Sell and Prof. \V. Ramsay, F.K.S.
Mineralogy: Prof. Lewis and H. A. Miers. Geology: P.

Lake and Prof. G. A. J. Cole. Botany : Prof. F. W. Oliver,

F.R.S., and \V. Gardiner, F.R.S. Zoology: W. Bateson,

F.R.S., and Prof. .S. J. Mickson. Human .\natomy : Prof.

A. Macalister, F.R.S. , and Ur. H D. Rolleston. Physiology:

W, B. Mardy and Prol. E. A. Schafer, F.R.S.
Prof. Bradbury delivered his inaugural lecture, as Downing

Professor, on Wednesday, October 24, before a large audience.

The suojcct was " Pharmacology and Therapeutics."

The Univeisiiy Lecturer in Geography, Mr. Yule Oldham,
delivered a public lecture on the evening of October 24, on

"A New Discovery of America." He will give during the

present and the Lent terms a course on the " History of

(jeographical Discovery," on Thursdays at noon in the

Chemical Theatre.

An election to the Royal Geographical Society's Studentship

of ;^IC» will be held in the Lent Term. The studentship is

open to members of the University who have attended the

lectures on Geography.

Of the Freshmen entered this term, 137 have announced
their intention to study medicine at the University.

The pcrioti of five years (or which Dr. Donald Micalisler was
elected as the University member of the General Medical

C'lUiicil expires on November 13. The Vice Chancellor gives

notice thai an election will be held in the Senate House on
Friday, November 9, (rom 2.3010 3.0, at which all members of

the .Senate may vote. Dr. Macalister is eligible for re-

appointment.

Dr. Charles Ricu, late keeper of the Oriental MSS. in the

British .Museum, has been clecicd Sir Thomas Adams Professor

of Arabic in succession to Prof. Robertson Smith.

The Council of the Senate have issued a second report i

special degrees (Litt.B. and Sc. B) for advanced study 11

research, in which they call attention to the steps in the s n

direction taken by the Univirrsity of Oxford, the Sc >

Universities, the Gresham (London) University Commissiu;
and the University of Harvard. They propose that, :i^ ;!

bearings of the subject have greatly widened since theiv in

report on post-graduate study, the whole question shoul '
'

referred to a special .Syndicate, with power to confer with .

bodies and with the several teachers concerned.

We have received an advance copy of the report on the \m>i

of the Examinations Department of the City and GuilU
London Institute for the session 1893-94. During this se~^i.

the number of classes registered by the Institute was 853, vi

701 in Technology and 152 in Manual Training. The tot

number of students in attendance was 25,718, viz. 22,703
technology and 3015 in manual training. At the exaininatio;

this year, 11,631 candidates presented themselves, being 1377
excess of the number examined last year. The examiners f

the Institute, like those ol the Department of Science and Ai

find that the Honours papers are the least satisfactory. It

pointed out that Honours students should be taught in speci

Honours classes. To quote the report :

—

" It often happens that facilities for higher or advanced i

struction are not pru\'ided at the schools, and that the cane

dates for Honours seeking further teaching are only able

attend the ordinary class a second session. This absence

higher instruction is a matter to be carefully considered by tl

Technical ^Instruction Committees of County Councils. lU

mentary technical instruction is of little value unless it e

courages the (Student to seek further knowledge ; and elloi

should be made, even where the number of students is sma
either to establish advanced classes, or -to enable students

pursue their studies at other institutions where stich advanci

instruction may be obtained."

Mr. Heruekt Tomlinson, F.R.S., has been appoint

Principal of the South- West London Polytechnic InstituI

now in course of erection in Chelsea. The instituie, which w
be I f the same dimensions and be conducted on somewhat t

same lines as the Battersea Polytechnic, will, it is hoped,

finished by .Vpril next.

It is announced that Dr. William Peterson, who for the h

twelve years has lieen the Principal o( Universiiy C'llef

Dundee, has been appointed to the post of Principal ol McG
University, .Montreal, vacated by Sir William Daw.son, F. K.!

more than a year ago.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
American Journal ofScUnce, October.—The standardisati

of potassium permanganate in iron analysis, by Charlotte

Roberts. A simple and rapid luetho.i for standardising a pi

manganate solution is to determine its strength, first, liy coi

parison with electrolytic iron, and then by immediate titrati

with ferric chloride 10 determine the exact amount ol iron

each culiic centimetre of the latter solution. This being asc<

tamed, the ferric chloride solution can be employed at any tir

lor the standardisation of potassium permanganate.—

T

detection and approximate estimation of minute quantities

arsenic in copper, by F. A. Gooch and H. P. Moseley. TI

is a modification of Sanger's process for wall-papers, who
application is rendered dilhcult by the fact that the presen

ol copper in the Marsh generator holds back the arseni

The new proce s is ba-.ed upon the simultaneous action

strong hydrochloric acid and potassium bromide upon the si

of arsenic.— Wavelengths of electiicity in iron wire^, by 1

K. St. J ihn. .\ Lecher wire system was used in which tl

discs at the end towards the induction coil were left out, so as

obtain a form depending more directly upon the principle

electrical resonance. The indicator used was a bolometer

ailapied by Rubens. It was found that the self-induction

iron circuits is greater than that of similar copper circuits und

very rapid electric oscillations (115 million reversals p

second). The difference in sell-induction vanes from 3 4 to 4

per cent., and increases with decreasing diameters. I'he I

crease in sellimluction produces greater damping and ashorte

ing of the wave-length of I'S to 2 per cent. The pc-rmcabili
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. i annealed iron wires under this rate of alternation is about

J

'

85. For oscillations of the same period, the wave-length
long parallel copper wires varies directly with the diameter of

he wires, the maximum difference observed being 5 per cent,

filh wires of 003915 and 01201 cm. diameter respectively.

—

The present status of high-temperature research, by Carl Barus.

."o clear away the anomalies now existing in high temperature

ala, either the boiling point of zinc must come down from 930"

3 905^, or else the melting points of gold, silver, and copper
lUst move up 30" or 40°, or both must move towards each

ther by corresponding amounts.—The recent eruption in the

rater of Kilauea, by L. A. Thurston. This is a description

f the subsidence of the lava lake on July II, when its level

:11 250 feet.—On solutions of metallic silver, by M. Carey
»ea. The solutions previously described are all colloidal, and
t the same time absolutely transparent.

yVieJcmanii' s AnnaUti tier Physik and Clumie, No. 10.—On
ifii ure water, by F. Kohlrauschand A. Heydweiler. (See Notes.

)

-Magnetic experimental investigations, by Carl Fromme. This

aper deals with the self-induction and the electrostatic

• jjapacity of wire coils and their influence upon magnetic
henomena. Cods with bifilar winding are free from self

iduction, and also from electrostatic capacity as long as their

ssistance does not exceed 1000 ohms. At 2000 ohms their

apacity is already very considerable. Coils wound by
Chaperon's method, i.e. with the direction of winding changing
(ith each round, are perfectly free from capacity, and their

elf-induction is negligible. It is therefore quite feasible to de^

ermine their resistance' by the alternate current method.

—

examination of the Ketteler-Helmholtz dispersion formula, by
leinrich Rubens. The electromagnetic theory of dispersion, as

eveloped by Herr von Helmholiz, is in complete accordance

;ith the results obtained in the case of fluorspar, quartz, rock

alt, sylvine, and one of the heavy Jena silicate-flint glasses,

'he agreement extends over the whole region of the spectrum
ivestigated, comprising 5^ octaves.—Bolometric . investiga

ions, by K. Paschen. This is a reply to Herr Angstrom's
riticism of his work on the absorption spectrum o( carbonic

nhydride.—On the infra-red dispersion of fluorspar, by F
^aschen. The spectrum of the fluorspar prism employed was
alibrated by Langley's grating method. The be>t source of

adiation was found to be a small piece of platinum foil coated

/ith oxide of iron. The region of the spectrum examined
xlendcd from o'SS40 fi to 9'429I ^, and the coriespond

C I ng refractive indices ranged from i '42996 to I'3i6l2.—Change
f volume during melting, by Max Toepler. The author in

estigated the number of cubic cm. by which a gramme ol

arious elements expanded or contracted during melting. The
St included eleven metals and five non-metals. lie found thai

he coefl'icient of expansion of the elements in the solid state

nd their change of volume during melting, show a definite re-

ition to each other.—The depression of the freezing-point of a

jlvent by electrolyte?, by Harry C. Jones. In the case of a

ilution of phosphoric acid of concentrations O'oyy and o'i46

le numbers obtained, 2'52 and 2'3i, are in fair accordance
ith those obtained tiy Arrhenius, but not with those of Loomis

hi:

M

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Entomological Society, October 3.—The Right Hon.
.ord Walsingham, F.R.S., Vice-president, in the chair.— .Mr.

V. V. II. Blandford exhibited specimens of a sand-tlea, chigoe

r nigua, received from Mr. Szigetvary, of the Imperial Mari-

ime Customs, China, who had found them in the eats of

ewer-rats trapped at Ningpo. Mr. Blandlord stated that the
' pecieswas allied to, but not identical with, the American species,

'<arcopiyila fcnelrans, L. , one of the most troublesome pests

a Tropical .America and the West Indies to man and various

.omeslic and wild animals, the female burrowing into the skin,

isually of the feet, but also of any other accessible region.

le said that the distribution of the chigoe was recorded over

Tropical America and the Antilles from 30° north to 30" south,

nd of late years it had established itself in Angola, Loango,

nd the Congo. Colonel Swinhoe, Mr. McLachlan, Lord
Valsingham, Mr. Champion, Mr. J. J. Walker, Mr. Barrett,

pd others, took part in the discussion which ensued.—Mr. F.

p. Adams exhibited a specimen of Mallota triitaloidis, a species
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of Diptera new to Britain, taken by himself in the New Forest
on July 20 last. He said that the species had been identified

by .Mr. Austen, of the British Museum, and that he had pre-

sented the specimen to the National Collection. Mr. Verrall

made some remarks on ihe species and on the distribution of
several allied species in the United Kingdom. Lord Walsing-
ham, as a trustee of the British Museum, expressed his satis-

faction at the presentation of the specimen to that institution.

— Mr. Tutt exhibited specimens of a form of Zyg^cna exulans,

well scaled, and with the nervures and forelegs of a decidedly
orange colour, collected during the last week in July by Dr.
Chapman in the La Grave district of the .Alps, at a consider-

able elevation ; also specimens of the same species taken by
Dr. Chapman near Cogne, and others from the Grison Valley,

which were less well scaled. He also exhibited .Scotch speci-

mens for comparison, and stated that he was of opinion
that the latter were probably as thickly scaled as the continental

ones, but that, owing to the differences in the climate of Scot-

landand Switzerland, collectors had fewer opportunities of getting

the Scotch specimens in good condition.—Mr. P. M. Bright

exhibited a remarkable series of varieties of Arclia menthasiri

from N. Scotland, also series of Liparis monacha (including

dark varieties) and Boat mia roboraria from the New Forest

;

Zyoccna e.xulans, from Braemar ; Noctua glareosa, from Mon-
trose and the Shetlands ; Agtolis pyrophila, from the Isle of

Portland, and Pitcaple, N.B. ; red varieties of Tcniccampa
gracilis ; and a specimen of Slcrrha sacraria, taken at li^ht,

at Mudeford, in October, 1893 ; also living larvae of EiiUpia

cribrttm.—Mr. J. J. Walker exhibited a living specimen of a

large species of I'ulex, which he believed to be Ilystricopsyllx

talpcs, Curtis, taken at Hartlip, Kent. Mr. Verrall and the

chairman made some remarks on this and allied species.—.Mr.

K. J. Morton communicated a paper, entitled '' Palasarctic

Nemours."—Lord Walsingham read a paper, entitled ".\

Catalogue of the Pterophoridje, Tortricida;, and Tineidoe of the

Madeira Islands, with Notesand Descriptions of New Species."

In this paper sixty-six species of Lepidoptera belonging to these

families were recorded as occurring in the Madeiras, of which

thirty were noticed as peculiar to the Islands, twelve as common
to the Madeiras and Canaries, of which two were not known
as occurring elsewhere, and one extends its range only to North

Africa. Over thirty species were added to the list, and one

new genus, seven new species, and two new varieties were

described. Mr. Jacoby and -Mr. Bethune-Baker made some
remarks on the species and their geographical distribution.

—

Mr. Blandlord read a paper, entitled " .\ Suppleinentary Note

on the Scolytid.-e of Japan, with a list of Species."

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, October 15.—M. Lcewy in the

chair.—The death of -M. N. Pringsheim, on October 6, 1894,

was announced to the .\caJemy, and a short account of his

work given by M. Bornet.— Determination, partly experimental

and partly theoretical, of the inferior contraction of a bending

fluid sheet, either depressed, submerged below, or adherent, on

a weir having its up-river face vertical, by .M. J. Boussinesq.

—

Observations of Gale's comet (1S94, b) made with the great

equatorial at Bordeaux Observatory by MM. G. Rayet, L.

Picart, and F. Courty. A note by M. G. Rayet. The apparent

positions of the comet on twenty-seven days between May 4 and

July 31 are tabulated.—On the degree of incandescence of

lamps, by M. A. Crova. The conclusions are given : (I) That

the quantity of light emitted by a gas-burner per litre of gas

used increases with the quantity of the combustible burnt per

hour, whereas the degree of incandescence slightly diminishes,

up to a maximum yield which should not be exceeded ; (2)

that, for lamps with incandescent substances, the maximum
yield corresponds to the minimum amount of the combustible

which must be burnt in order to obtain the maximum degree of

incandescence.—Report on the memoir by .M. Stielijes, on
" Researches on Continued Fractions." .-Vfter a detailed coii-

sideralion of the memoir, the report proceeds to say: "This

work by M. Slieltjes is one of the most remarkable memoirs on

analysis which has been written in late years."—Disappearance

of the southein polar spot of Mars, by .M. G. Bigourdan. The

spot ceased to 'oe visible on October 13.— First observations of

the pendulum in the -Alps of Dauphiny. The values obtained

for the constant of gravitation are given below in column g,„

for comparison the values calculated for each place at latitude
<f>

from the formula /, = 9 78124 (' ^ 0005243 sin -'«) are ap-
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peoded. The valaes of ^o are corrected to sea- level by means
of the densities of subjacent formations taken from the most
recent work.

Paris

V'alence ...

Grenoble...

La Bcrarde
Marseilles

9-81013

9 S0640
9-80603
9-80530
9-80539

9-81030
9-S0682
9-80705
9-80682

9-80536

The variation of the observed from the calculated value at La
Berarde becomes less when a correction is made for the influence
of the mass of the surrounding mountains, g^ is then 980575.

—

On the infinitesimal transformations of the trajectories of
systems, by M. Paul Painlevc.—On the reduction of the
structure of a group to its canonic form, by M. E. Cartan.

—

Experimental researches on the conKelation of sulphuric acid of
different degrees of concentration, by .M. Raovil Pictel. Four
extensive series of experiments carried out on large volumes of
the acid, in different ways and with all the precautions indicated
by the study of the laws of crystallisation at low temperatures,
yield concurrent curies which include the cases between pure
H.jO and pure HoSO^. This curve crosses the line of zero
temperature five times (including origin with pure H.,0). On
descending parts of the curve the liquid contains a larger pro-
portion of acid than the solid, on ascending parts the inverse is

the case ; at the summits of the curve the titre of the liquid
is the same as that of the solid. The maxima and
minima do not, in general, correspond to definite hydrates.

—

Application of Trouton's law to the saturated alcohols of the
fatty series, by M. \V. Longuinine. The author finds that

Trouton's constant is constant only for groups of similarly con-
stituted substances, and varies from group to group. If M be
the molecular weight, r the latent heat of vaporisation, T the

absolute temperature ol the boiling point, -— = 2634 for

fatty saturated alcohols. Water gives the value 25-86, ethers
21, hydrocarbons about 20. Formic and acetic acids appear to
be exceptions giving the values 12-82 and 1303. Acetic acid,

however, gives 25 9 if the heat required 10 bring the vapour to
the normal condition of C;U40o be added to the latent heat.
Probably formic acid is a similar case.—Aciion of chloride of
sulphur on the copper derivatives of acetylacctone and benzoyl-
acetone, by M. Victor Vaillant.—On estimations of glucose
by cupro-alkaline liquids, by M. Fernand Gand.—On pine tar,

by M. Adolphe Renard. A new hydrocarbon C|jH.„ is charac-
teri.sed ; it is probably a member of the aromatic series.— .\ction
of the sands and waters of the Sahara on cements an 1 hydraulic
limes, by M. Jules Perret.—On the homarian origin of crabs,
by M. E. L. bouvier.—On a disease of .^ilanthus in the parks
and promenades of Paris, by M. Louis Mangin. This disease
is characterised as fungoidal, but the species of fungus causing
it has not yet been determined.

New South Wales.
Linnean Society, August 29.— Prof. David, President, in

the chair.—On the Kudilcha shoes of Central Australia, by fi.

Etheridge, jun. The remarkable slippers described are in vogue
among certain tribes toward the centre of the continent. They
are made of human hair, interlaced with emu feathers, with a
cementing medium of human blood in the sole. Their variously
described functions— their use by the rainmaker, by the
authorised agents in obtaining blood-revenge, and to di.«guise

tracks when wife-hunting—were summarised and discussed ;

and it was pointed out that it is not improbable that their use
was not so much to conceal tracks as to disguise the direction
in which the wearer was travelling, the heel and toe being
alike.

—

.\ list of exotic trees and shrubs which have become
hosts for certain Aurtralian parasitical plants, by Fred Turner.
Indigenous membersof the N.O. Lvraiilliaccir, more particularly
Loranlliiii (daslroiaes, ,Sieb., L pendiilus, Sieb., and Viscitm
articuiitum, Kurm. , were shown to have taken very kindly to cer-

tain exotic plants. Twenly-sevcn species, belonging to a dozen
natural orders, serving as hosts, had come under the author's
notice in New South Wales, the Kosace<r, as compared with
other orders, supplying the largest number.—On the fo.mation
of a " .Mackerel Sky," by A. II. S. Lucas. A dcscrii)tion of
the remarkable sky of this nature seen over Sydney on April 20,

1894, was given from the njtes ol Mr. Ru<sell, the Government
Astronomer. The author then proceeded to compare the
.Trrangement of (he clouds with that of the ridges of sand in
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ripple-mark, and showed how they are formed similarly, as a
result of the wave-motion of layers of the air. He considered
the condensation to be produced by rarefaction of the air in

the ridges of the waves with consequent fall of temperature.
The condensation in'o cloud thus rendered manifest the position

of the wave-crests. He then referred to Prof, von Hezold's

paper in the February number of '* Himmel und Krde," which
advances somewhat similar views as to the orii;in and import-

ance of wave-clouds. He concluded by sugtjesting that the

wave-cloud, or UnJu/us, should take its place in the classification

of clouds by the side of the other elemental forms, Chrtu,
Cumulus and Stratus.
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